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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT: FINANCING A COLLEGE EDUCATION
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Pell, Simon, Wellstone, Kassebaum, and Jef-

fords.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. This hearing of the Subcommittee on Education,
Arts and Humanities will come to order.
This is our third reauthorization hearing in higher education. in

our first hearing, "American Higher Education and the Future,"

held February 21, 1991, we focused on what I would call the lay of
the landupon the demographics of higher education, upon the re-

lationship of higher education to our work force needs, and also
upon how higher education is responding and not responding.

Our second hearing, held jointly with the House, occurred on
Monday of this week. Unfortunately, I had to be in Rhode Island
that day and could not be present. It was composed of students
from the United States Student Association who testified on the financial aid no eds of students. It was, as I understand, a lively and
productive hearing, and I regret very much that I was unable to be
there.
This particular hearing will follow the course set by Monday's
hearing and focus on the financing question. We will hear first
from a panel that will give us an overalt picture of the trends that
are taking place as students and families try to pay fur a college
education.

We will focus in the second panel on the critical question of the
balance between grants and loans and particularly, I hope, on the
very real need to reverse the present trend which is so terribly on
the side of loans.
Finally, we will look carefully at some supplemental student aid

programs, which include not only the campus-based programs already in existence, but also a new idea which, as one among many,
(1)

2

should be given careful and thoughtful consideration as we proceed
with our reauthorization work.
Senator PELL. We have three panels today. I believe you all have
been instructed to be brief in your statements so we'll have an opportunity for exchange of ideas and questions.

Our first panel consists of Dr. Hoke L. Smith, president of

Towson State University, Towson, MD; Dr. Richard Rosser, president of the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities here in Washington; and Ms. Norine Fuller, executive director of the Washington office, Fashion Institute of Design and
Merchandising, Washington, DC.
Dr. Smith, would you please lead off?

STATEMENTS OF HOKE L. SMITH, PRESIDENT, TOWSON STATE
UNIVERSITY, TOWSON, MD, ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION; RICHARD F. ROSSER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, WASHINGTON, DC; AND NORINE FULLER, EXECUTIVE DI-

RECTOR, WASHINGTON OFFICE, FASHION INSTITUTE OF
DESIGN AND MERCHANDISING, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. Swim. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am representing today the American Council on Education as
vice chair of the board. I appreciate this opportunity to present the
testimony of the council and am particularly pleased to present the
joint testimony on behalf of some dozen national associations.
For the past 18 months, these associations have been working together to identify needed changes in the act and to develop specific
recommendations. The testimony that I will enter into the record
today offers consensus recommendations for Agnificant changes in
the title IV student aid programs.
The testimony does contain a section which describes the current
situation and both the accomplishments and the problems of our
current student financial aid approach.
We appreciate the support that higher education has received in

the past and the creative thought that has gone into the design of
that report. Yet the past decade has brought many changes. As a
result, we believe that major modifications are needed in student
financial aid.
We recognize that this testimony is just the beginning of the dis-

cussion. Therefore my oral presentation will be brief and just hit
the high points.

Our recommendations are broad in scope. We call for major
changes in the Pell grant formula to accompany a substantial increase in the maximum award, with legislative modifications to
prevent the reduction of awards and to tie future increases to the
Consumer Price Index. We also propose substantial changes in the
campus-based programs to establish new incentives for academic
retention and completion.
We recommend several modifications in the loan programs, including a new authority for directly lending, and more flexible re-

payment options for borrowers. New authority is proposed to encourage States to establish or expand early intervention programs

12

3

for at-risk students in grades 6 through 12 to give them a better
chance to obtain a postsecondary education.
We also recommend new legislative steps to strengthen the administration of student aid programs by the Department of Education; to reform the regulatory process, and to assure the integrity
of the programs by strengthemng institutional accountability and
State licensure standards, and improving the effectiveness of the
accrediting agencies.

Finally, we call for the repeal of the unfunded and outdated title
IV authorizations.
Because title IV programs have such central roles in both collegiate education and short-term manpower training, reauthorization
should assure that adequate Federal resources are made available
for both. A:: the present time, the funding is spread thin and therefore has lost some of its effectiveness.
We also have the problem of the pressure to cut the Federal deficit and the substantial increase in the number of older independent
recipients whose incomes are so low that they are entitled to large
awards.

The diverse populations served by Federal student aid requires a
range of programs targeted to specific needs. That philosophy is
behind the recommendations which we have.
The recommendations include providing more adequate and reli-

able grant assistance for needy students, targeting a greater

amount to the neediest and extending assistance to dependents of
working poor and moderate-income families, expanding loan availability to meet student and family cash flow needs, stimulating
greater academic persistence, completion and achievement by college students, and encouraging junior and senior high school students of ability to stay in school and improve their preparation for
college, and strengthening public confidence in the integrity of the
Federal student financial aid programs by clarifying the responsibilities of the Department of FAucation, strengthening provisions
for institutional eligibility and accountability, and tightening
standards for accreditation and State licensure.
In the area of the Pell grants, we recommend that the maximum
be increased to $4,000 and adjusted annually thereafter based on
the Consumer Price Index.
We also recommend that to improve the equity of the Pell grant
program that the formula for determining individual awards be
changed to make the maximum award equal to $2,500 for living expenses plus 25 percent of tuition, not to exceed $1,500 minus the
expected family contribution. We do have a two-page handout on
that if you wish to have us read that into the record.
Third we recommend that the Education Department should be
required to borrow from the following year whenever appropriated
funds are insufficient.
We strongly support continuation of the campus-based programs
and have a number of recommendations concerning those which include expanding the authority to transfer funds among campusbased programs, specifically permitting institutions to transfer up
to 25 percent of the funds among the programs.
We also strongly recommend an important new authority for the
SSIG program to provide Federal mate! .g, to encourage States to

13
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establish or expand early intervention programs for at-risk secondary students, and also recommend the addition of a national information program to publicize the availability of student aid.
We recommend modifications in the loan programs to create a
new direct lending program using Federal capital under the mandatory spending cap for institutions with a proven record of financial management. This would be enabling, not mandatory; to establish a set of more flexible repayment options for borrowers with a
high ratio of debt to income after leaving school, including a requirement that lenders provide a graduated repayment schedule
for all borrowers who request it; and recognize the erosion in the
value of loans due to inflation over the past decade by raising loan
limits.
The rest of my statement is in the record, sir.
Senator PELL. Thank you very, very much, and we'll return for
some dialogue after Dr. Rosser and Ms. Fuller have testified.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith followsl

5

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HOKE L SMITH, PRESIDENT, TOWSON STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Hoke L. Smith, President of Towson State University and
Vice Chair of tilt'. Board of the American Council on Education, the
national umbrella association representing all sectors of American
higher education. I appreciate this opportunity to testify at the
Subcommittee's hearings leading to reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act.

I am particularly pleased to present joint testimony on behalf
For the past 18 months we have
been working together through task forces and extensive
consultation with our constituencies to identify needed changes in
the Act, and to develop specific recommendations.
of some dozen national associaticuis.

Today, we offer our consensus recommendations for significant
changes in the Title IV student aid programs. Our testimony will first
outline the role of federal assistance in helping needy students and
their families finance postsecondary education, highlighting serious
problems in the system that need to be corrected. We will then
outline our proposals to provide more adequate, reliable, and
equitable assistance for needy students.
Our recommendations are broad in scope. We call_ for major

rjr.lges in the Pa Grant formula to accompany a substantial
increase in the maximum award. with legislative modifications to
prevent the reduction of awards_ and to tie future increases to the
We also propose substantial changes in the
camous-based programs to establish new incentives for academic
Consumer Price Index.

retention. and_ completion.

We recommend_severaLmodificationsin the loan orograms.
includinp a new authority for direct lending, and more flexible
repayment options for Imrrowers. New authority is proposed to
1

I

I

for at-risk students in grades six through twelve to give them a
better chance to obtain a postaecondary education.
We_also_recommend new legislative steps to strengthen
administration of federal student aid programs by the Education
Department to reform the_ reaulatory process: and to assure the
integrity of the programs by strengthening institutional
accountability and state licensure standards. and improving the
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effectiveness of the accrediting. agencies. Finally, we call for the
I
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The Contributions and Limitations of Federal Student Aid

The federal government is the major partner in the financial
aid system which enables students to pursue the education and
training thuy need to be productive citizens. Federal aid now
accounts for $20 billion, or 70 percent of the total $28 billion in
grants, loans, and work supplied from federal, state, and institutional
sources. Over 5 million of the 6 million students assisted receive aid
from the federal programs, without which many would be unable to
finance their education.
More than ever, America needs an educated citizenry with the
knowledge, values, and skills to participate in our democratic
technological society with its complex international relationships.
This will require significant increases in federal student assistance,
targetted in specific problem areas and tailored to the needs of
specific groups, because the demand for postsecondary education and
training continues to increase, and the range of needs is broad.
Total collegiate enrollments are increasing and now exceed 13
million despite a decline in the traditional college-age population,
largely due to growing numbers of older and part-time students. The
demand for baccalaureate and higher degrees is still high in fouryear institutions, particularly among the traditional college-age
group. However, in the expanding public two-year college universe
about 70 percent are enrolled in vocational programs leading to
associate degrees or certificates. Further, the rapid growth in Title IV
participation of students enrolled in short-term proprietary schools
over the past decade speaks to the need of large numbers of people
to obtain work skills to enhance their employability.

Because the Title IV programs have such central roles in both
collegiate education and short-term manpower training,
reauthorization should assure that adequate federal resources are
made available for both. Current funding of the programs is spread
too thin to provide needed assistance to the large number of
individuals with diverse backgrounds and postsecondary goals.
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Many people think of the Job Training Partnership Act as the
only source of funds for manpower training, but Title IV HEtt
programs have become major vehicles for financing both job training
and collegiate education. Over $1 billion in Pell Grant funds goes
annually to students attending public two-year colleges, another SI
billion goes to students in short-term vocational schools, and the
remaining $2.5 billion goes to students in baccalaureate degreegranting institutions. Student loans are also used extensively for
manpower needs: about $4 billion is borrowed each year by students
in vocational programs at community colleges or trade schools.
Congress has attempted to,keep up with this expanding need.
Appropriations fcr Yell Grants more than doubled between FY 79 and
91--from $2.4 billion to over $5 billion, an increase of almost 20
percent in constant dollars. But this increase has been insufficient for
the maximum award to keep pace with inflation. While it increased
from $1800 to $2400 between F'Y 79 and 91, it declined as a
percentage of average college costs from 46 percent to 23 percent. In
consult dollars as measured by the CPI, it has declined 28 percent.

During the 1980's, two major events made it difficult for
Congress to increase the Pell maximum and contributed to a dramatic
change in the Pell Grant population:
* The pressure to cut the federal deficit caused no increase in
the maximum award for seven out of twelve years. Further, several
hundred thousand students were eliminated from eligibility in 1982
when the tax rates used in computing Expected Family Contributions
for dependent students were increased to reduce program costs.
There was a large increase in the number of older,
independent recipients whose incomes were so low they were
entitled to large awards. These students are most often enrolled in
short-term training programs. The number of recipients with no
Expected Family Contribution rose from 972,000 in 1979 to 1.7
million in 1988.

These events contributed to a significant decline in the number
of evendent students receiving Pell Grants between 1979 and 198g.
The number of recipients 19 years old or younger declined 15
percent during this pc sod, In contrast, the number of recipients 24
years ot elder nearly tripled, from 588,000 to 1.5 million, or 48
percent of all Pell recipients.
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These numbers summarize the expanding demands on the Pell
Grant program, the need for a significant increase in the maximum
award to restore its value, and for legislation which makes possible
annual increases in the maximum award.

The diverse population served by federal student aid requires
a range of prognms targetted to specific needs. Our highest priority
is to increase dramatically the amount of grant resources available to
needy students, to restore the value of the Pell Grant and thereby
reduce dependence on loans for all needy students. For many lowincome students, particularly community college students living at
home, this should eliminate the need to borrow. Increases in
Supplemental Grants and College Work-Study, which have also
lagged seriously behind inflation, can reduce the need for loans for
many nthers.
At the same time, federal loans remain essential for many
needy students, including those who are not eligible for Pell Gtimts.
It is evident that more students than ever are borrowing, that loans
will be an increasingly large component of the student aid "package"
for many students, and that more flexible repayment options are
critically needed to help them manage increasing debt. A recent
Education Depattment study indicates that the proportion of college
graduates with debt burdens increased from one-third to one-half
between 1977 and 1986; the median amount of debt increased from
$2000 to $4800, a 33 percent increase in constant dollars.
One of the major goals of Title IV programs, particularly the
grant programs, has been to increase the participation of low-income
at-risk students, including minority students, to realize the goal of
equal postsecondary educational opportunities. Recent national
aggregate data on college participation rates and graduation rates of
these students have not been encouraging.

Students in these groups tend to have many handicaps to
overcome, such as lack of academic preparedness as well as financial
resources; and the rates at which they persist in college and graduate
are much lower than their fellow students from higher-income
backgrounds. Only about 40 percent of low-income students who
enter a four-) .'ar college persist for four years, or complete a BA
within six years, compared to GO percent of high-income students.
About half of the Pell Grant recipients from the high school class of
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1980 received a degree or certificate by 1986. Further, dropouts from
postsecondary programs constitute half of those defaulting on
Stafford loans.
It is increasingly apparent that such students must not only
receive increased financal aid, they must have more information and
other resources during their middle school and secondary school
years to prepare them to pursue the postsecondary programs most
appropriate to their needs and interests. In addition, at the
postsecondary level, institutions must exert increasing efforts to
retain them through to graduation.

Recommendations for Change

As this overview makes clear, we have reached a watershed in
the nation's commitment to equal postsecondary opportunity.
Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act provides the opportunity
to make major changes which are vitally needed to:
Provide more adequate and reliable grant assistance for
needy students. targetting a greater amount to the neediest and
extending assistance to_denendents of _working poor and moderateincome families,

* Expand loan availability to meet_student and family cash flow
needsprovide more_ flexible repayment options_ to reduce the
adverse impact of borrowing_on those _students most at risk, and at
the same time reduce the federal cost _ner_dollar loaned,
Stimulate greater academic persistence. completion and
achievement tvcollege students, and encourage ,lunior and senior
higILICii11110111,t_d_abilitXAQ_III.Y._iLiChOOLJUlti_inIPIDIL _their

azzaudipiLipi_sallggg,
Strenathennubljc confidence in the integrity of the federal
student aid prowams by clarifying the _responsibilities of the
Education Department. strengthening provisions for institutional
I

wcreditation and state licensure,
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Following are our recommendations to achieve these objectives.

Fell Grants
We recommend three iniportant changes in the Pell Grant:

* The Pell Grant maximum should be increased to
$4,000, and adjusted annually thereafter based on the
Consumer Price Index. Such a substantial increase is necessary to
repair the erosion of the award over the past decade, and assure that
its value is maintained in future years. Such an increase is also
necessary to reduce or eliminate borrowing for many students,
particularly high-risk students, early in their postsecondary
program.
At the same time. it is essential to modify the Pell Grant
formula to avoid compoundine current inequities which prevent all
eligible students from receiving awards proportional to their need.

For very needy students in low-tuition institutions, the current
60-percent-cr-cost limitation serves to reduce their awards. For
these students, the Pell Grant covers a much smaller percentage of
need than for other classmates with higher family incomes. In
addition, at current maximum levels and need analysis rules,
eligibility is effectively limited to students with family incomes
below $35,000, and this limit is reduced further when appropriations
for the program are insufficient. The Pell award now covers
substantially less of the costs incurred by needy students at fouryear colleges and universities than at institutions which do not offer
baccalaureate

programs.

* To improve the equity or the Pell Grant program, the
formula for determining individual awards should be
changed to make the maximum award equal $2500 for
living expenses, plus 25 percent of tuition (not to exceed
$1500), minus Expected Family Contribution (EFC). Future
adjustments in the maximum above $4000 would be split
equally dollar for dollar between the living cost and tuition
components of the formula.
This would simplify the current complex formula, which
requires three computations to determine the size of the award.
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(Under the current formula the award equals the lesser of: Maximum
minus EFC, or Cost minus EFC, or 60 percent of cost.)

The proposed formula would significantly increase awards for
all low-income Pell recipients, including a more realistic living
allowance (about half the average cost of room, board, and books),
while at ti,e same time increasing the tuition-sensitivity of the award
in recognition of the needs of students who pay higher direct
educational expenses. Eligibility would be expanded to families with
incomes up to $43,300 (somewhat below the 1979 eligibility level of
$25,000, adjusted for inflation) lo increase the participation of
working-class families and students attending baccalaureate degreegranting institutions. Awards wOuld be prorated for students
attending programs of less than an academic year.

* The Education Department should be required to
borrow from the foHowing year whenever appropriated

funds are insufficient. Removing the Department's authority to
reduce awards when its estimates indicate that funds arc insufficient
would mark an important step to establish greater certainty in the
program, so that students can make their educational plans based on
assurance of the amount of aid they will receive.
Cam ous-Based

Programa

We strongly support continuation and expansion of the
campus-based student aid programs (SEOG, CWS, Perkins Loans) as
essential supplements to the Pell Grant program, particularly for
needy students attending four-year baccalaureate institutions.
Increased authorizations for the programs would increase the
prospect of additional assistance, which would give students an

alternative to assuming greater debt and a practical option of
substituting work for loans. It would also give institutions greater
flexibility in packaging assistance according to individual needs.
At the same time. we recommend_ several substantive changes
in the campus-based programs to address the serious problem of low
1

1

I

:
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improve the flexibility of the programs to meet individuaL needs.,
*

in

Establish an incentive for persistence and retention

higher education by allocating additional campus-based
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funds based on the calculated need of eligible aid
applicants who have completed the freshman year.
Institutions would continue to award campus-based funds to
all classes of students as they do now, but those doins a better job of
retaining students and encouraging them to complete their programs
would receive a larger allocation of any future increase in funds.

Expand authority to transfer funds among campuspermit institutions to transfer
up to 25 percent of SEOG, CWS, and Perkins funds among
based

programs. Specifically,

the programs. Currently only 15 percent of SEOG and CWS funds
are permitted to be transferred.
In exchange for such added flexibility to use campus-based aid,
the institutional matching requirement could be increased in the
aggrega:e by setting a uniform 25 percent rate for all three programs
(currently the match is 10 percent for Perkins, 15 percent for SEOG,
30 percent for CWS). By leveraging additional institutional funds, the
increased match would expand the pool of campus-based aid for
needy students.

$tate Student Incentive Grants
The SSIG program has played a critical role in stimulating
many states to establish and expand their own grant assistance
programs. Therefore we recommend increasing the authorization for
the program. At the same time, the current matching requirements
should be examined to ensure a continuing growth in state
commitments to need-based aid.

We also strongly recommend an important new
authority for the SS1G program, to provide federal matching
to encourage states to establish or expand early
intervention programs for at-risk secondary students.
Several states have already established pioneering early
intervention programs, based on a commitment to provide lowincome students from sixth grade through high school with
rumoring, counseling, and special remedial services they need for
academic success, including career planning, early assessment of
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eligibility for federal aid, and the assurance of state assistance to
attend college if they graduate from high school.
We believe that such a new initiative under the SSIG program
would foster a broader effort to develop and expand early
identification programs in the states. This would forge a critical link
in the expansion of educational opportunities: such programs are
based on a growing recognition that the failure to obtain or complete
postsecondary education is often attributable to the fact that junior
and senior high school students and their parents are unaware of
academic prerequisites for college attendance, have inadequate
information about the availability of federal student assistance, and
lack encouragement to plan for a college education.
In a related recommendation, we propose an

amendment to the Title IV General Provisions to authorize
funding for a national information campaign to publicize
the availability of federal student aid the importance of
postsecondary education in long-term career planning, and

the need to complete a high school program which meets
college requirements. This would establish a line item in the
Education Department budget to broaden early awareness of
postsecondary opportunities by junior and senior high school
students and their parents.

TRIO Proeramg
Pursuing the theme of strengtheMng early identification
efforts, we also support the recommendations of the National Council
of Educational Opportunity Associations to extend Talent Search
programs into the sixth grade, to enhance coordination with other
state and private programs operating similar remediation and
support programs, and other steps to strengthen programmatic and
administrative accountability for the TRIO programs.
The authorization for TRIO should also be increased, to enable
the program to reach a larger percentage of at-risk students. Despite
their proven success, these programs serve less than ten percent of
students eligible for TRIO services because of restricted funding.

Loan Programs
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We make several recommendations to expand loan availability
to meet the cash flow needs of students and parents, to extend
flexible repayment options to student borrowers most at risk, and to
effect significant savings in the federal cost of the loan programs:

* Create a new direct lending program using federal
capital under the mandatory spending cap for institutions
with a proven record of financial management. This would
mshe use of the new credit reform accounting rules to provide more
oar: capital at less cost to the federal government, which in turn
would allow a needed expansion .of loan limits. No institution would
be required to participate; eligible institutions would have the option
to initiate, implement and evaluate direct lending on terms and
conditions comparable to Stafford Loans. Loan servicing could be
contracted; loans would be owned by the federal government and no
guarantee would be necessary. Institutions would be compensated
for costs such as loan origination.

* Establish a set of more flexible repayment options
for borrowers with a high ratio of debt to income after
leaving school, including a requirement that lenders
provide a graduated repayment schedule for all borrowers
who request it. This would allow borrowers whose debt exceeds
their income to request a repayment plan which does not exceed a
reasonable percentage of their income. Further options would allow
borrowers to repay through community or military service, or
employment in teaching or other critical fields of national need.

Recognize the erosion in the value of loans due to

inflation over the past decade by raising loan limits,
restricting limits for freshmen and permitting larger

increases for sophomores, juniors and seniors. Specifically, we
recommend setting the limits for Stafford and Perkins loans at:
$3500 for freshmen, $5000 for sophomores, juniors and seniors,
$10,000 for graduate and professional students, with aggregate limits
at $23,500 for undergraduate and $73,500 for undergraduate and
graduate. For SLS we recommend $4000 for freshmen, $6000 for
sophomores, juniors and seniors, $10,000 for graduate students, and
$78,000 aggregate. For PLUS, we recommend removal of the cureent
limit.
These increased limits would protect needy students from
excessive debt in the initial postsecondary year, but permit greater
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access to loans as they progress through their postsecondary
program. Middle-income families would have greater access to
borrowing for educational costs, and could borrow as much as needed
to reduce the necessity of student borrowing. We recommend
removal of loan eligibility for programs of less than 600 clock hours.
and for home-study programs which are not campus-based.
Make Stafford interest rates variable after the
fourth year of repayment (e.g., T-bills plus 3.25 percent adjusted
annually, with a limit of 12 percent). This would continue the
incentive for lender participation and provide cost sharing between
the borrower and the government in the latter years of repayment to
minimize federal costs attributed to loan subsidies.
Need

Analysix

The growth of federal student aid programs over the past three
decades has been accompanied by increasing complexity and a

proliferation of regulations that have frustrated students, parents,
policymakers and administrators of the deli very system. Changing
socio-economic patterns have caused severe stresses in the need
analysis system, initially designed to meet the needs of young,
dependent, full-time students, as an increasing proportion of
students are older, independent, studying part-time, and returning to
college for retraining or career changes.
We expect to recommend a simplified need analysis
system which improves equity in the treatment of assets
and determination of the student contribution, as well as an
delivery system including a single, simplified
application form. Our specific proposals will be presented after we
have had the opportunity to review the recommendations being
prepared by the National Association of Student Financial Aid
improved

A d ministrators.

To assure that the Education Department maintains
adequate staffing support for the student aid programs, we
recommend amendment of the Title IV General Provisions
to establish a line item in the Department's Salaries and
Expenses budget for administration of the student aid
programs, including the delivery system and oversight

activities.
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Regulatory

Reform

The increase in regulatory burden associated with the Title IV
programs over the past decade is in part attributable to two serious
policy and procedural failures of the Education Department:
1. The Department has failed to establish performance
standards for administration of the programs which recognize the
different objectives of different sectors of postsecondary education.
Thus, for example, problems that have been identified in short-term
skill training programs have resulted in the imposition of
inappropriate regulations on two-year and four-year degree granting
institutions, which are all forced to jump through burdensome
regulatory hoops in order to catch a few who abuse the system.

2. The Department has consistently failed to consult with the
higher education community as it develops regulations in difficult
problem areas. As a result, regulations published in the federal
Register often propose unrealistic and unworkable solutions which
take the community by surprise, create an uproar of controversy,
and require the intervention of Congress to resolve.
Notorious examples of these characteristic failures of the
Department can be cited from recent months, including its decisions
concerning minority scholarships and proposed regulations for clock
hour/credit hour conversions and testing of Ability To Benefit
students.

To reduce the regulatory burden and assure that
community is consulted in advance on a regular basis,

the
as

part of the process of developing regulations, we
recommend

that:

* The Department be required to engage in negotiated
rulemaking on controversial issues.
* The Department be required to assess and report on the
regulatory burdens of the different sectors of postsecondary
education, in consultation with the community.

" The Secretary be required to establish, in consultation with
the community, performance-based standards for the administration
of Title IV programs by different types of institutions, including

2 ti
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criteria for waiving regulatory requirements for institutions which
meet appropriate alternative standards.
The Secretary should also be authorized to make
demonstration grants to institutions to encourage innovative
approaches that improve the administration and reduce the
regulatory burden of federal programs.

I
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We recommend a series of steps to address the problems of
rising loan default costs and mismanagement of the student aid
programs--including fraud and abusewhich have received
widespread media attention, and which have undermined ihe
credibility of the student aid programs. These are serious problems,
and Congress has already taken several actions in recent years to
deal with them, but we believe that further action is mcessary in the
following areas:

Clarifying the Responsibilities of the Department
Require the Department to develop objective
performance standards in consultation with the higher
education community, including reliable criteria for
identifying institutions experiencing problems in
administering Title IV programs.

Require the Department to conduct program reviews on a
systematic basis which would include all institutions participating in
Title IV programs over a three-year period. Based on these reviews,
the Department should prepare and issue an annual report
evaluating the nature and extent of regulatory and administrative
problems in the programs and their frequency by type of institution.
The Department should also be required to conduct recertification
reviews for all institutions over a five-year period, on a targened
basis using reliable objective criteria developed in cooperation with
the community, including criteria for automatic recertification and
for on-site reviews.
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Strengthening Institutional Eligibility and Accountability
Require all institutions to provide detailed information on
revenues and expenditures for the Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System (IPEDS, administered by NCES).

Require all agencies involved in oversight of postsecondary
institutions to provide the Department with notice of all approvals,
denials, or other actions taken.

Prohibit institutions from paying any commission or bonus for
enrolling students.
Improving State Licensure Standards

In conjunction with its determination that an
institution is eligible for Title IV assistance, the
Department should be authorized to make a determination
that the state in which it is located has established

licensure laws and policies which meet or exceed federal
standards, and has the capacity for oversight, investigation,
and determination of compliance with these laws. Th e
Department should develop uniform standards for federal
recognition of state licensing agencies, based on the principles
recently developed by the State Higher Education Executive Officers.
These principles should provide the basis for the Department to
delegate oversight, investigation, or administrative drtcision-making

authority.
States should be required to report any negative action
affecting the license of an institution to operate, including denial,
suspension, or termination of authority, and the final results of any
on-site review, to the regional or national accrediting body and the
Education Department.
The Department should be authorized to require states to
provide for teachout of students attending postsecondary institutions
which close. The Department should require assurances from the
states that their teachout and tuition recovery provisions adequately
protect federal interests.
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Strengthening Accrediting Bodies

Establish new federal standards for recognizing
accrediting agencies for purposes of federal student aid
eligibility, including requirements that the agency is
regional or national, that membership is voluntary, that it
is separate and independent from its professional
membership organization, and that its academic standards
assure high standards of quality.

ReasaLAL_Ersistams
Our review of Title IV has also identified two programs which
should be repealed:

Part A Subpart 7, "Assistance to Institutions of Higher
Education," was included in the Higher Education Act in 1972 and
has never been funded. In view of the overriding priority for
expanding student asistance, we do not believe it is realistic to retain
this Subpart with its complex formula for cost-of-education
payments based on the number of federally-aided students and the
type of institution.

Part D, "Income Contingent Direct Loan Demonstration
Project," was added in 1986. It should be replaced by the new
authority recommended above to establish more flexible provisions
for repayment of all federal loans.
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PROPOSAL FOR REVISION OF PELL GRANT FORMULA

liackgraunl
To reverse a decade of erosion in the value of the Pell Grant, it
is necessary to increase the maximum award substantially. At the
same time, it is essential to assure that all needy students receive
awards proportional to their need. This requires changing the
formula to avoid compounding current inequities. Specifically,
changes are needed to:

* Increase awards for needy students at all

institutions. Grant awards have lagged far behind the Consumer
Price Index, forcing undue reliance on loans.
*

Provide greater equity in awards for low-income

students. The current 60-percent-of-cost limitation only serves to
reduce awards for students with low Expected Family Contributions
(EFC) in low-tuition institutions. For many recipients at such
institutions, the formula also produces awards that meet a smaller
percentage of need than those of classmates with higher EFCs.

* Improve the capacity of the Pell program to serve

students from working-class families. The current formula

eligibility at family incomes of about $35,000, and
this limit is reduced when funds are insufficient.
effectively ends

Provide more adequate resources to students
attending baccalaureate as well as shorter-term programs.

While the Pell swan! now covers much of the costs of shorter-term
program, it covers substantially less of the costs that needy students
incur at four-year colleges and universities.
is

Replace the current, complex formula with one which
easier to understand as well as more equitable. T h e

current formula requires three computations, with the award
equalling the lesser of:
Maximum - EFC;
Cost - EFC; or
60% of cost.
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Increase the maximum award to $4000, composed of
two basic elements: $2500 for living expenses (about half
of average expenses for room, board and books), and up to
$1500 for tuition (limited to 25% of tuition). The formula for
determining individual awards would be:

Total cost of the Pell Grant program to fund a $4000 maximum
would be $8.4 billion. In future years the maximum would be tied to
the cost of living; increases would be applied equally to living
expenses and tuition.
The proposed formula would:
* Significantly increase awards for all low-income Pell
recipients. Currently low-income students are effectively limited to
$1440 for expenses and $960 for tuition.
* Expand eligibility to families with incomes up to $43,300,
with awards reduced proportionately as EFCs increase.

* Improve the tuition-sensitivity of the award. Thus, a zero EFC
student would receive $2875 at an institution with tuition of $1500:
$2500 plus $375 (25 percent of S1500). The same student would
receive $3600 at an institution with a tuition of $4400: $2500 plus
$1100 (25 percent of $4400); and $4000 at an institution with a
tuition of $6000 or more: $2500 plus $1500 (25% of $6000). The
current formula provides $2400 for all zero EFC students at
institutions with tuitions of $1600 or more, and dependent recipients
with family incomes over $21,000 receive the same awards
regardless of the type of institution attended.

The following charts compare the distr;')ution of awards under
the present and the proposed Pell Grant formulas (A), and the
percentage of need met by the current formula for students at
institutions with tuitions of $500-$2000 (B) and those at institutions
with tuitions of $250044000 (C) with the percentage of need met by
the proposed formula (D) and (E):
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Senator PELL. Dr. Rosser.
Mr. ROSSER. Thank you very much, Senator Pell.

I think this clearly is going to be the most important piece of legislation in my view that is going to be passed in the next year. We
are talking about the investment in the future of this country.
I would like to start off by saying that we fully endorse this joint
position which Dr. Smith just gave to us. This is the result of many
months of hard work.
But what I want to talk about today in particular is the plight of
middle-class America when it is beginning to think about education. What we all worry about is that the middle class increasingly
is finding it difficult to have any choice in higher education in this
count. .y. We talk about the fact that we have the best system of
higher education, but what does that mean if people really don't
have a choice among institutions?
What I'd like to show is thro,Agh the use of four charts the dilemma that I think we now find our:elves in in this country and that
the middle class finds itself in.
The first chart shows what, has happened to students at private

colleges and universities in terms of financial aid starting from
1975. And as you can seeand this is adjusted for 1987-1988 dollarsthe contribution of the Federal Government back where that
chart starts was almost $3.5 billion. It has now gone down to approximately $1 billion. Meanwhile, the contributions of private col-

leges themselves have escalated dramatically until we now find
ourselves giving almost $2.5 billionand actually in current dollars, that would be more like $3 billion, and by the time you add in
graduate aid you are up to $4 billion from private colleges and universities.

Now let's take a look at one particular school, Senator, which
you are quite familiar with, Salve Regina in Newport, RI. Look at
what has happened to their institutional aid budget. That is dramatic.
Now, what this means is less money for science labs, less mone),

for books in the library, less money for faculty salariesand oui

faculty in private colleges and universities all over the country are
paid less than in State colleges and universities. That is the dilem
ma we find ourselves in.
Now I'd like to talk about two specific ease studies of students, if
we could move ahead to the next chart. What we are talking about
now are middle class familiekl. These are actual families. We have

changed the names of the vtudents. We're calling this student
"Shelley. She goes to Bethei College in North Newton, KS. Tui

tion and fees are about $7,000. That's below the national avei age.

which is $7,800. Her parents would seem comfortably middle

income, with an income of $43,000. But the father is a farmer, the
mother is working in a photographic studio. Yes, they have home
equity; they have farm equity.
What this doesn't show is they owe $27,000 on that home and
$200,000 on the farm. Now, because their assets are counted in, tht
parents alone are suppcsed to come up with about $7,500, and they
of course Si, lley has to come up with $1,500.
We're not 're whether Shelley is going to be able to make it
next year. She ,:annot qualify for a Stafford Loan. If we took those
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assets out, she could qualify. But as you can see, she's got a couple

of grants from the college and then the Kansas State grant, but

nothing at all, of course, from the Federal Government.
Now we'll move on to the next chart. This is Michelle, who goes
to Salve Regina. Michelle is in her senior year. She wants to be a
bilingual teacher in the public school system. Her parents income,
again just like the income in the family in Kansas, but I expect it

is a little more expensive to live in Rhode Islandand this also

doesn't show that there is another son in college, and the mother
also is taking courses, so you have three members of this family
going to college. They have total assets of about $300; they h ave
never owned a home.

Because of this, they are only expected to come up with $1,800

for Michelle. But look at the financial need$14,700 after that
family contribution is insertedafter Salve Regina puts in $3,200

and then after Michelle borrows the maximum Stafford, and she's
got a Perkins Loan, and they still can only come up with $10,700.
We don't know how she does it. There is a $4,000 gap.
We called the school, and we found out she doesn't pay her bills
on time. She is having an awful time getting through school. She is
going to graduate this spring. She then wants to teach in the Providence school system. We called; the top salary for an entering student is $21,000. She is going to start off with a $3,000 annual payment on the $17,000 she has borrowed.

So what is the problem there? In a curious way, if she had had
more money she could have closed the gap in terms of loans, but

then if she had had a longer time to pay it back, with flexible

terms, based on her income, and then why not indeed write off at
least part of her debt because she is going to teach in the inner
cityan extremely important investment.
This is all by way of showing the dilemma the middle class in
the United States now finds itself in. We've got to find a way to
help these people. They are the backbone of this country. They are
the backbone of your constituency. They are the people who are
,.eally being left out.
Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much. Dr. Rosser.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rosser follows:]
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Prepared Statement of Mr. Rosser
Good Morning Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee.
I am pleased to be able to come before you today to Offer
testimony related to the reauthorization of the Nigher Mducation
Act of 1965.

As president of the National Association of

Independent Colleges and Universities (NAICU), I as speaking on
behalf of more than SOO member institutions that are as diverse as
our nation itself.

They include traditional liberal arts

colleges, major research universities, church- and faith-related
colleges, historically black colleges, women's colleges, junior
colleges, and schools of law, medicine, engineering, business, and
other professions.

The extraordinary diversity in the independent sector of
higher education offers students a critical choice in terms of the
size, governance, location, academic program, and mission of the
institution that will help shape their higher education
experience.

Students are well served in the independent sector.

Independent colleges and universities enroll 21 percent of the
nation's students, yet they award 33 percent of all baccalaureate
degrees, 40 percent of all master's degrees, 36 percent of all
doctoral degrees, and 60 percent of all first professional degrees
in areas such as law, medicine, engineering, and business.

The average tuition cost of an independent institution in
1990-91 is $7,685.

Three times as many independent institutions

have tuition and fess of less than $6,000 than have tuitions and
fees of more than $12,000.

3 *i
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Cur institutions have demonstrated an overwhelaing commitment
in the !ore 01' financial aid from their own resources to ensure
that studeilts from all walks of life have the opportunity to

choose the inctitution that best suits their needs and
aspirations.

Federal student aid does not help students attending

independent colleges and universities es much as it did ton years
ago.

Neither appropriations for the student aid programs nor

award amounts kept pace with inflation in the 1980s.

The aaximum

Pell Grant for the neediest students, for example, was scheduled
in the 1966 reauthorization to rise to $3,100 in 1991-92.

Yet

appropriations for FY 1991 increased the maximum Pell award to
$2,400, just $300 above the 1986 aaximum of $2,100.

In the face

of declining federal grant support, independent colleges and
universities have increasingly turned to institutionally funded
financial aid.

Adjusted for inflation (in constant 1987-88 dollars), federal
grant assistance to undergraduates at independent instio-utions

grew from $1.184 billion to $3.421 billion between 1970-71 and
1975-76.

This aid then began to decline dramatically through

1987-88 when it reached $1.101 billion -- less than the amount
awarded in 1970-71.

Our colleges and universities, on the other

Land, have been steadily increasing the amount of student financial assistance they offered from their own institutional
resourcesin the fors of grants.

In 1983-84, they surpassed the
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federal government in the total dollar asount of grants awarded to
undergraduates.

By 1987-88, independent colleges and universities

were awarding 81 percent more grant assistance to undergraduatee

than the federal goverment was providing to students in
independent higher education.

In the past ten years, our institutions have increased their

commitment of institutional funds to student aid by an avemie of
almost 25 percent a year, to
billion annually.

level now well in excess of $3

On individual campuses, the growth in

institutional aid can be guite dramatic.

At Salve Regina College,

for example, the institution4s funds for grants to needy students
ham increased from $156,000 in 1976 to $1.14 million in 1989 -- an
increase of more than 625 percent.

Over the same period, Pell

Grant funds grew from approximately $1200,00 in 1976 to a high of
$390,00C in 1980, and steadily declined to a level of $175,000 in
1989.

This represents an overall percentuge increase of just 47

percent over the same fourteen-year period.
This funding comes at a high price:

if taken from the

operational budget, it decreases the funds available for science
labs, for the library, and for academic programs: it contributes
to increases in tuitions: it strains the very capacity of our

institutions to operate, and it drains ndowments that, for the
vast majority of our members, are extremely limited.
Much of the financial aid generatnd from our institutional,
resources has gone to help students who come from working families
of moderate income, many of whom can no longer count on any
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federal support -- either from grants or loans.

For others who

may qualify for some fe:eral aid, the amount of grant or loan
eligibility is not enough to make a real difference in their
ability to moot college cost..

These are the folks who thought their government would be a
partner in helping to educate their children.
constituents.

These are your

These are the students and families that I want to

talk to you about today.

Several issues are important to middle-

income families regarding their ability to finance a college
education -- expanding the eligibility for federal grant aid,
addressing their need to pay direct educational costs, improving
the balance between grants and loans, and modifying the treatment
of home and farm assets in the calculation of financial need.
First

I hesitate to use the term "middle income" in

describing these families without offering a further definition of
terms.

Middle income is often used as a relative terms what one

person thinks of as middle income, another might define as
"working class" or "lower income."

/n an attempt to come up with a working definition of middle
income, we have looked back to the objectives of the Middle-Income
Student Assistance Act (MISAA) which the Congress passed in 1978.
When Congress adopted the legislation, $25,000 was specifically
cited as the family income at which a student should receive at
least a minimum Pell Grant.

Using a $25,000 income in 1978

dollars as the basis, a family with an income of $49,615 should be
served by the federal aid programs in 1990.

Li 0
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Families at this income level should be helped, but they are
not.

Under the current Pell Grant program, eligibility is

effectively limited to students with testily incomes below $35,000

and students with incomes much above $28,000 generally receive
only a minimum grant of $200.

Just 5 percent of the Pell Grant

recipients in academic year 1988-89 (the last year for which
recipient data are available) came from families with incomes of
more than $30,000.

We can look at our definition of middle income another way to
illustrate further the ineffectiveness oC the Pell Grant program
in serving a broad range of dependent students who need help in
paying for college.

We looked at data from the Census Bureau's 1987 Current
Population Survey for married couples with the head of household
between forty-five and fifty-four -- a likely age range for
parents of students between eighteen and twenty-two.

After

adjusting for inflation to 1989-90, we then evenly divided the
families into five groups according to income levels.

Roughly

speaking, one could describe the groups as representing lower(less than $28,245), lower-middle- (between $28,245 and $42,484),

middle- (between $42,485 and $56,858), upper-middle- (between
$56,859 and $78,052), and upper-income (more than $78,052)
families.

Surprisingly, the vast majority of students from

lower-middle-income families (not to mention middle-income
families) have almost no chance of receiving a Pell Grant.
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There are several reasons why the current student aid
programs, and the Pell Grant program in particular, no longer
serve students from America's middle-income families.

First, the maximum Pell Grant award has not kept pace with
the rate of inflation, due largely to the extraordinary increase
in the number of grant recipients enrolled in short-term programs
in vocational schools.

The number of Pell Grant recipient.. in the

proprietary sector increased by 172 percent between 1980 and 1989,
while the number of recipients in the collegiate sector rose only
by 10 percent, from 2.4 million to 2.7 million.

Second, the congressionally mandated need-analysis formula
enacted in 1986 rendered the children of many middle-income
families ineligible for federal assistance.

In contrast, other

changes to the congressional methodology have made it much easier
for independent students who are married and do not have children
to qualify for federal assistance.

Third, the current independent student definition can be
exploited, and it is.

Families who want to avoid responsibiltcy

ca:1 have their children establish what our aid administrators call

"tndependence of convenience" for the purpose of gaining eligibility for federal assistance.

Fourth, the sheer numbers of older and legitimately independent students seeking federal student aid have increased
dramatically.

The number of Pell Grant recipients who are

twenty-four or older has tripled, from 588,000 to 1.5 million, in
the last ten years.

These students are more likely to have low
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incomes (since parental income is not counted for independent
students) and qualify for maximum awards.

Thus, it is not

surprising that more than 60 percent of current Pell Grant dollars
now go to students classified ar independent.

Thse changes hav shifts& grant funds to independent
students, ffectively rationing the level of grant aid that is
available to dependent students of traditional college age from

middle-incom families.

Needy students are essentially competing

with each other for limited funds.
We are also concerned about decliniitg congressional support
for the federal campus-based student aid programs.

Historically,

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG), Perkins Loans,

and College Work-Study (OWS) awards hav been critical in meeting
the needs of dependent students in collegiate programs.

These

programs have not fared well in the past decade.

Between 1981 and 1991, funding for the SEOG program declined

by 11.9 percent, funds for CWS dropped by 32.3 percent, nd
Perkins Loan appropriations plunged by 67.5 percent (in constant
dollars).

Funding for the State Student Incentive Grants (SSIG)

program also decreased by 48.1 percent over tho same period.
The lack of funding support for these programs has compounded

the problems of midd1e-income students who were dged out of the
Pell Grant program in the 1980s.

44
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Perhaps most importantly, the children of middle-income
families who want to go to college -- specially to an independent
college or university -- must have broader access to subsidized
loans.

Mr. Chairman, es I look at the schedule of witnesses that
will follow me today, I realize that you will probably hear a good
deal about the growing imbalance between grants and loans.

This

is something about which you have expressed personal concern.

It

is a subject that deserves focused and lengthy consideration by
the committee.

We share your concern.

We are alarmed at the extent to which

loans have replaced grants as the primary source of federal
student aid, especially for very low-income, at-risk students.

We

strongly support an increased emphasis on grant funding as a major
priority in reauthorization.

At the same time, we simply must recognize that students from
middle-income families need subsidized loan programs to finance
the costs of higher education over the long term.

These students

have been virtually disenfranchised from federal grant programs.
Furthermore, many no longer qualify for Stafford Loans on the
basis of congressionally mandated need tests.
Unless we want to promote a system that limits opportunities
and choices for students who happen to be born into moderateincome families, we must keep the door open to loan capital to
students and families that are willing and able to borrow -- and
pay back their loans.

The national default rate for students at
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Our

independent colleges and universities is less than 6 percent.

students graduate at higher rates than their counterparts at

.

public institutions, and they leave cur colleges With substantially increased future earning power.

While we urge you to consider expanded borrowing opportunities for middle-income students and their parents, we are keenly
aware of the level of dabt that many of these students will incur
over several years of successive borrowing.
The student from Salve Regina College in Rhode Island that I
will talk to you about in just a moment is a case-in-point.

In

her four years at the college, she has received grant aid each
year from the state and from Salve Regina, but never from the
federal government.

She has had to borrow the maximum Stafford

student loan each year, and has also borrowed from the Perkins
program and the college's own loan fund.

She will graduate this

spring with a student loan debt of $17,500.

This debt would obviously seem more manageable to her if she
were planning a career in a high-paying field.

But she wants to

be a Spanish teacher, or teach in a bilingual program.

According

to the office of the Superintendent of the Providence School
Department,

she can expect a starting annual salary of approxi-

mately $21,000.

She will probably have to borrow again to

complete her teacher education program.

By the time she goes to

work, she will probably have accumulated an educational dnbt equal
to her annual income.
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Some of the debt burden I'm describing could be alleviated by
extending grant eligibility higher up the family income scale to
reach students from moderate-income families.

Tor students who

have to borrow, debt could also be better managed by a more
expansive system of loan payback mechanisms.

We are very

concerned that the relatively limited repayment options now in
place have the effect of encouraging default.

Further, limited

payback options clearly discourage our graduates from pursuing
careers in public service.

I have offered a nusber of general comments and concerns
today about the nature and extent to which current federal student
aid policy falls short of the needs of our middle-income and
working families.

Now I would like to present three specific

examples that illustrate the points / have tried to make.
We worked with three of our institutions -- Salve Regina
College in Newport, Rhode Island; Bethel College in North Newton,
Kansas; and Greenville College in Greenville, Illinois -- to
identify students from their colleges that represented common
situations and problems faced by families with similar economic
circumstances.

Each of these students and their families has faced different
finan-ial obstacles as they have struggled to put together the
needed resources so that their children can attend college and
complete a higher education.

Yet, as we hear resoundingly from

our colleges, they are typical of thousands of other students
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across the country.
stories.

I wish they were here to tell their own

(I have changed their names in the following

illustrations to protect their confidentiality.)

Ahalia
Shelley is in her second year at Bethel College in Kansas.
She comes from a family of four, living on a farm in Kingman,
Kansas.

Her parents are both employed -- her mother works in a

photography studio and her father runs the farm.
income is $42,593.
of $27,000.
$300,000.

Their combined

They own a home worth $55,000, with a mortgage

They owe $200,000 on the farm, which is valued at
Shelley had a job during the school year and earned

around $1,400.

She also has $1,583 in the bank, saved from

previous summer and school-year earnings.

Under the congressional methodology's system of need
analysis, the parentc are expected to contribute $7,531 to their
daughter's educational expenses.

Shelley is expected to

contribute a minimum of $900 from her earnings, and 35 percent of
her savings, to total $1,454.

Thus, the total family contribution

towards Shelley's educational expenses is $7,531 plus $1,454, or
$8,985.

The total educational costs at Bethel are $11,930.

This

includes $6,990 for tuition and fees, $2,800 for room and board,
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and $2,140 for books and supplies, personal expenses, and transportation costs.

The family's expected contribution is subtracted

from the total costs, yielding a calculated financial need of
$2,945.

The institution has met Shelley's calculated need of $2,945
vith an $800 academic grant, a $500 volleyball scholarship, and a
Ranges state grant of $1,700, for a total aid package of $3,000.
She receives no federal student aid funds.

Shelley it not

eligible for a Pell Grant, nor does she qualify for a Stafford
student loan primarily because of the equity in her parents' farm.
If the portion of the family's contribution that is derived
from their equity or nonliquid assets were eliminated, Shelley's
family contribution would drop by $2,391 and her resulting
financial need would increase by the same amount.

She would then

be eligible for a A2,300 Stafford loan.

This year, Shelley has been able to remain at Bethel.

She is

not certain if she can stay in .-chool without access to a
subsidized loan.

Ga

Gary will be entering Greenville College in Greenville,
Illinois, as a freshman this fall.

He comes from Woodstock,

Illinois, where his father works at a tooling company and his
mother is employed at an electronics company.

n4
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His parents earned $38,037 last year.

The current market

value of their home is $92,000, and the remaining debt on their
home is $12,783.
assets.

Other than $300 in the bank, they have no other

Gary worked while in high school and earned $3,174 in

1990.

Based on the congressional metholodogy, his parents will be
expected to contribute a total of $6,465 toward Gary's expenses.
Of the total contribution, $4,070 is derived from income and

$2,395 comes from assets (limited to quity in the family's home
in this case).

Gary's contribution from his income is $2,020.

The family's total contribution is $8,483 -- $6,465 from the
parents and $2,020 from the student.

For the coming academic year, expenses at Greenville will
include:

$8,740 for tuition and fees; $3,880 for room and board;

and $1,200 for other expenses, such as books, supplies, and
transportation costs.

These expenses total $13,970, from which

the total family contribution of $8,483 is subtracted to yield a
calculated financial need of $5,485.

The college has met Gary's financial need with a $2,800
Greenville scholarship, a $1,200 CWS award, and $1,600 in Stafford
loan eligibility, for a total of $5,600 in aid.

He does not

qualify for a Pell Grant or an SEOG grant, which the college must
reserve for exceptionally needy students. Gary might have
qualified for an Illinois State Grant of between $2,000 and $2,500
if the parents' contribution from home equity were eliminated.
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UMW,
Michelle is a senior at Salve Regina College in Newport,
Rhode Island.

.

Her family lives in Cranston, Rhode Island, where

her father is a carpenter and her mother works as an office
manager.

Her brother is also attending college and is enrolled at

the Berkeley School of MUsic in Massachusetts.
Together, Michelle's parents earned a total of $41,816 in
1989.

They have never owned a home, and have only a few hundred

dollars in the bank.

Michelle earned $1,635 during the school

year and has also saved $1,500 from prior year and summer
earnings.

Michelle's parents are expected to contribute $1,883 to her
educational expenses, as determined under the congressional
methodology.

Michelle is also expected to contribute a percentage

of her 1989 earnings and her savings, for a total of $1,527.

The

total family contribution is, therefore, $3,410.
For 1990-91, Salve Regina's expenses total $18,200.

This

includes $10,650 for tuition and fees, $5,200 for room and board,
and $2,350 for books and supplies, transportation, and other
personal expenses.

Subtracting Michelle's family contribution of

$3,410 from the college's total expenses of $18,200 yields a
calculated financial need of $14,790.

The college cannot meet all of Michelle's 'maculated need,
but has provided a total financial aid package of $10,700.
Michelle was awarded a Rhode Island state Grant of $1,500, a Salve
Regina College Grant of $2,600, a $1,000 Perkins loan, $600 in a

!
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Salve Regina College Loan, a $4,000 Stafford loan, and $1,000 in
College Work-Study eligibility.

Kidhelle will graduate from Salve Regina this spring with a
total indebtedness of $17,500.

She has had to borrow the maximum

Stafford loan in *WI of her undergraduate-years, and has had to
take out additional loans each year from the Perkins program and
fres the college4s own loan fund.

She has never qualified for

even a $200 minimum Pell Grant.

Mt. Chairman, we have spent time today focusing on the
difficulties faced by middle-income families in meeting the costs
of postsecondary education.

We youli not come to you and your

committee vith the kinds of problems we have discussed without
offering corresponding solutions.
I will state our recommendations briefly.

Some of our

recommendations I am sure will be echoed in other testimony you
will hear, since the issues involving middle-income families
affect students in all sectors of postsecondary education.

We

would be pleased to work vith you and the members of the
subcommittee and your staffs to further explore any of the
concerns ve have touched on today or to further develop any of our
recommendations.

Following are our suggestions for changes to the Higher
Education Act to address the needs of middle-income students and
their families.

We continue to actively explore a number of

proposals with our membership and our colleagues.
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Increase the maximum Pell Grant to $4,000 and, in subsequent
years, adjust the maximum award annually based on the
Consumer Price Index.

Expand eligibility to families with incomes up to $43,000 by
changing the formula used to determine individual awards in
tho Poll Grant program.

The maximum award of $4,000 would be

composed of a $2,500 component for living expenses and a
tuition component -- 25 percent of tuition, not to exceed
$1,500.

Future adjustments in the maximum award would be

split equally dollar for dollar between tho living cost and
tuition components of the formula.
*

Review tho statutory need-analysis formulas for dependent
students to assure accuracy and reasonableness in tho ]avol
of expected contributions they produce for both students and
parents.

Modify the treatment of married independent students without
dependents in tho congressional methodology so that theism

students arm treated similarly to mingle independent students
without dependents.

Simplify the statutory definition of an independent student

by eliminating current conditional criteria and extending
independence only to students who arm twenty-four years or
older, graduate and professional students, students with
legal dependents, veterans, orphans, and wards of the court.
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Revise need-analysis formulas to exempt at least some portion
of college savings from the computation of expected family
contributions.

Increase authorisation levels for the campus-based programs
and the SSIG program.

Leverage additional funds for the campus-based programs by
establishing an overall matching requirement for the three
programs of 25 percent.

(The current match rate is 10

percent for Perkins, 15 percent for SEOG, and 30 percent for
College Work-Study.)

Provide greater flexibility for campuses to meet individual
student needs appropriately and prudently by expanding the
authority for institutions to transfer up to 25 percent of
campus-based funds among the programs.

Broaden eligibility for loan programs to middle-income
students by eliminating nonliquid assets (such as equity in a
home, family farm, or family business) from statutory
need-analysis formulas.

Raise Stafford loan limits to levels that restore the value
lost to inflation over the past ten years to the,following:
$3,500 for freshmen; $5,000 for sophomores, juniors, and
seniors; $10,000 for graduate and professional students.
Facilitate parental borrowing to meet expected contributions and recognize the increased cash-flow needs of
middle-income families by removing the current $4,000
borrowing limit on PLUS loans.

5.i
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Create expanded loan payback alternatives and consolidation
options to provide students with the aost flexibility to meet
their repayment obligations.

A number of proposals merit

renewed attention, such as those that offer loan forgiveness
for public service, plans that tie loan repayments directly
to the increased lifetime earning power provided by a college
education, and proposals that tie repaysent to service in
critical jobs.

Even with these changes, parents with moderate incomes must
be encouraged to plan ahead and save for the education of their
children.

While we recognize that the proposals that follow fall

outside of the subcommitpm's jurisidiction, we include them hero
because we also need your leadership on these issues.

They are

critical components of a comprehensive strategy to address
middle-income family needs:
1.

Establish specific tax incentives for college savings.

2.

Restore the tax deductibility of interest paid on
education loans.

3.

Expand the ability of families to establish /RAs and
allow families to withdraw funds to pay the college
expenses of their children or grandchildren.

This concludes my testimony, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee.

I thank you for the opportunity to testify, and I

would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Senator PELL. Ms. Fuller.
Ms. FULLER Good morning, Senator Pell.

I am Norine Fuller, and I am pleased to have an opportunity to
present some thoughts on financing a college education from a proprietary or private career school perspective.
Unfortunately today when one hears the term "proprietary institution" it conjures up visions of fraud, waste and abuse of Federal
tax dollars at the expense of students. There are hundreds of fine
proprietary schools and colleges who have witnessed and abhor the
deceit of taxpayers and the betrayal of students. These institutions
have taken seriously their charge to offer students a quality education in an environment of fiscal responsibility.

This committee began its series of hearings on reauthorization
with an impressive list of witnesses on the status of the American
work force and international competitiveness. Each witness
stressed the unquestionable relationship between education and
economic development. With that in mind, I offer the following
facts about private career schools.
Over 3,600 of them educate over 1.5 million students annually.
Over 50 percent of the postsecondary vocational training in the
U.S. is provided by private career schools. By 1995, more than half
of all jobs will require education or training beyond high school.
I represent The Fashion Institute, a two-year college awarding
associate of arts degrees in merchandising, fashion design and interior design. We have five locations in California, with over 3,000
students and 500 staff and faculty members.
In the 15 years I have been with the college, I have made two
predominant observationsa dramatic shift in the type of student
we serve and an increasing reliance upon title IV funds. Let me
present you with some facts about our students.
Twenty-three percent of them are over the age of 24; over 9 percent of our students are foreign, and they represent 31 different
countries; 8 percent already have a bachelor's degree, and 35 percent have had some previous college. Forty-four pei cent are minority students, including 22 percrmt Asian, 17 percent Hispanic, and 5
percent black.

Additional information reveals a population with significant dependence on title IV assistance and a growing independent student
population.

During the 1989-90 awcrd year, 60 percent of our students at-

tended the college utilizing title IV funds; 68 percent were depend-

ent, and of these dependent students, 48 percent of the families

earned less than $24,000 a year. Thirty-two percent were independent, and of those independent students, 73 percent earned less than
$12,000 a year. Twenty-one percent of our students received a maximum Pell grant during the 1989-90 award year.
The majority of students at FIDM are needy, and the process for
acquiring aid has become confusing and burdensome at best They
attend college utilizing a combination of grants, loans and scholarships.

Over 79 percent of our students work on average 24 hours a
week. Even with the availability of grants. campus-based aid and
work-study, still students have unmet needs. Reliance upon federally-subsidized student aid and parental loans is an essential compo-
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nent in meeting one's educational objectives. Unfortunately, public
confidence in student loan programs has been eroded and placed
all Federal programs at risk. Recent actions taken by Congress and

the U.S. Department of Education will help to curb fraud, waste
and abuse in the Federal loan programs.
Obviously, more must be done. Schools and colleges must have
incentives to work with students to remove them from the default
classification into repayment. The public too must be told the
whole story about defaults. Yes, in 1989 the Government paid out
approximately $2 billion in default claims. However, it is rarely
disclosed that in 1989 the State guarantee agencies collected over
$550 million and the IRS collected over $197 million, for a total of
$747,322,000.

Increased efforts are essential, but let the public know that many

are not standing idly by and silent toward a problem which will
affect students with dreams hoping for an educational choice and
an educational opportunity.

Senator Pell, to conclude, I have a very short video with comments from various students who are pursuing a postsecondary
education.
[Videotape shown.]
[The prepared statement of Ms. Fuller follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. FULLER

Good morning Senator Pell and distinguished members of the Subcommittee on
Education, Arta and Humanities. I am Norine Fuller and I am pleased to have an
opportunity to present some thoughts and observations on "Financing a College
Education".

I must thank the committee for the opportunity to be included in this hearing to
present a private career school or proprietary perspective.
Unfortunately today, all too often, when one hears the term "proprietary institution" it conjurs up visions of fraud, waste, and abuse of Federal tax dollars at the

expense of students. There are hundreds of fine proprietary schools and colleges
who have witnessed and abhor the deceit of taxpayers and the betrayal of students.
These institutions have taken seriously their charge to offer students a quality education in an environment of fiscal responsibility.
This committee began its series of hearings on reauthorization with an impressive
list of witnesses on the status of the American workforce and international competitiveness. Each witness stressed the unquestionable relationship between education
and economic development.
With that in mind, I offer the following facts about private career schools:
Over 3,600 private career schools educate more than 1.5 million students annually.
Over 50 percent of the postsecondary vocational training in the U.S. is provided
by private career schools.
By 1995, more than half of all jobs will require education or technical training
beyond high school.
Private career schools offer training in more than 75 occupations, careers and
programs.
I represent The Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising. We are a 2 year
regionally accredited college awarding associate of arts degrees in Merchandising,

Fashion, 'Textile and Interior Design, Apparel Manufacturing Management and
Visual Presentation and Space Design. Vie have five locations in California with
over 3,000 students and 500 staff and faculty.

In the nearly 15 years that I have been associated with this college I have made
two predominant observationsa dramatic shift in the type of student we serve and
the increasing reliance upon title IV funds. Let me present you with some facts
about our students.
Fifty-five percent are 18 to 20 years old; 22 percent are to 23 years old and 23
percent are over 24. Over 9 percent of our students are foreign representing 31 dif-
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ferent countries. Eight percent of our students already have a BA degree and 35
percent have had some previous college. Forty-four percent of our population are
minority students including 22 percent Asian, 17 percent Hispanic and 5 percent
Black.

A review of some additional information reveals a population with significant dependence on title IV assistance and a growing independent student population.
During the 1989-90 award year 60 percent of our students attended the college
utilizing title IV fimds. Sixty-eight percent of the students were dependent and of
these dependent students 48 percent of the families earned less than $24,000 a year.
Thirty-two percent of the students were independent and of these independent students 73 percent earned less than $12,000 a year. Twenty-one percent of our students received a maximum Pefigrant.
The majority of students at FIDM are needy and the process for acquiring aid has
become confining and burdensome at best. They attend the college utilizing a combination of grants, (State and Federal) loans and scholarships.
Additionally as noted through our career planning and placement department 79
percent of the students work an average of 24 hours per week.
Even with the availability of grants, campus-based aid and work-study, students
still have unmet need. Reliance upon federally subsidized student aid and parental
loans is an essential component in meeting one's educational objectives. Tinfortunately public confidence in student loan programs has been eroded and placed all
Federal programs at risk. Recent actions taken by Congress and the U.S. Department of Education will help to curb fraud, waste and abuse in the Federal loan programs.
Some of these precautionary measures include:
Multiple disbursement of student loan checks
Ineligibility of high default rate institutions to participate in student loan programs.
Increased requirements for the admission of ability-to-benefit students seeking
title IV aid.
30-day delayed disbursement of student loan checks.
Obviously more must be done. Schools and colleges must have incentives to work
with students to remove them from the default classification into repayment. The
public too must be told the whole story about defaults. Yes, in 1989 the government
paid out approximately 2 billion dollars in default claims. However it is rarely disclosed that in 1989 the state guarantee agencies collected over 550 million dollars
and the IRS collected over 197 million dollars for a total of $747,322,000. Increased
efforts are essential but let the public know that many are not standing idly by and
silent toward a problem which will affect students with dreams hoping for an educational choice and an educational opportunity.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.

As I understand the video, it brings out the point that there has
to be a stronger program of student aid; would that be the gist of

it?
Ms. FULLER Yes, that seems to be the case, and a less confusing
set of programs.

Senator PELL. I was struck by the fact that you said that 80 percent of your students had some kind of outside work.
Ms. FULLER. That's right

Senator PELL. Then, tut. .4 to Dr. Rosser for a moment, with

the predicament that Michelle and the other students find themselves in, you did not crank into that any earnings they might
make on their own.

Mr. ROSSER. As you can see on the chart, I think they were
making on the average about $1,500 a year, the students them-

selves. Some of that, in one case, came from the college work-study

propam.
The problem is, of course, they are dependent students, going
full-time to school, and it is just very difficult for them to make
that much more money in their situation when they are going fulltime.
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Senator PELL. As you know, we had on the books in 1979 the
Middle Income Student Assistance bill, which seemed to be getting

off to a good start and then dwindled away rapidly under the

Reagan administration so that it is nonexistent at this point.
Do you have any thoughts with regard to that particular legislation which was reintroduced just in the last Congress, and I intend
to reintroduce in this Con
rs we very much need. As a matter of
Mr. Roma. It is somettings
fact, that first chart where we showed Federal aid and the gradually declining amount of Federal aid and the increase in the institu-

tional aid, I think that. demonstrated dramatically the impact of
the Middle Income Student Assistance bill, and then of course its
unfortunate demise. And part of that has been accentuated by the
fact that we have been pushing Pell grant money down and down

in terms of family income. So of course Pell grants are really

meaningless for most of these middle income people, and about the
only thing at this point that is left for them is the Stafford Loan, if

they can even qualify for thatand of course in the case of that

Kansas family, that daughter could not qualify,_
So above all we ought to reintroduce the MiddIFIrMirie Student
Assistance Act and fund it the way it should be funded. And also, if
we could just get Pell grants up to where they should have been if
we had carried on from that point. As you remember, we wanted
Pell grants at that point to go up to $25,000 family income. If we
adjusted that for inflation today, you'd be talking about Pell grants
up to about $49,000.

Of course, even that, if you are talking about the minimum grant
is not much, but at least that would raise the Pell grants all along
the line, and that clearly is one thing that needs to be done.
Senator PELL. Then we had a proposal, as you know, to knock
out the farm being counted in the equity available, and that did
not survive. I think that would resolve many of these problems.

Mr. ROSSER. Absolutely. That's extremely important. How do we
expect this family in Kansas somehow, with all that debt, to make
any kind of meaningful contribution? I frankly don't see how they
physically can come up with the amount of money they are supposed to come up with.
Senator PELL. Well, in the examples you gave, both families had
similar incomes, and yet there is a great disparity between the financial aid packages.
Mr. ROSSER. Exactly. That is partly because of the family assets,
the home and the farm, but also because in the case of the Kansas
family they just had one daughter going to school. Now, if they
have other children who might want to go to school, I don't know
what they are going to do. I know in one case you had three people
going to school, and in the other, just the one.
Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Chairman, could I interrupt just a second.
Senator PELL. Yes, the Senator from Vermont.
Senator JEFFORDS. I would first of all make my statement a part
of the record. But I just want to commend all of the witnesses here.
Following on what you have said, I think it is incredibly impor-

tant even though we are bound by some scrious problems with
budget that we do not fail in our duty to alert the Nation as to
what we need to do.
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I for one feel that we have a duty to let it be known what is

going on here, and if we have an educational need, as the President
says we do, then we have to know what that need is. You have outlined the needs very well, and I am hopef'ul. There is a commission

that has been set up that is looking tqward the future here, under
Senator Hawkins, and I am hoping that they will come back with
some good, strong recommendations as to where we are going.

Dr. Smith, I appreciated your remarks about early intervention
and the ACE. We have a bill, and I know Sentor Pell agrees in this
area, so hopefully we can try to do something with the SSIG's and
that aspect.
And Ms. Fuller, I certainly appreciate your comments on bringing reality into the default situation. We do twice as good as the
VISA card or Master Charge or, I assume, even American Express,
so we probably ought not to be apologetic for the situation with the
Stafford Loans. We should be very proud of that and bring reality
to that.
So Mr. Chairman, I deeply appreciate your allowing me to interrupt at this point.
Thank you.
Senator Pzu.. We're very glad you are here, and your full statement will be included as part of the record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Jeffords followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS

Mr. Chairman, I will keep my remarks brief because I am anxious to hear from our witnesses. I appreciate your calling this hearing together and look forward to the testimony.

Looking ahead toward reauthorization there are a number of

issues that concern us all; those include efforts to lessen the imbalance between grants and loans, helping middle income students,
and providing access for minorities and non-treditional students.
And, of course, there is the huge issue of the need for facilities construction and renovation.
But, I also have another concernthe concern that we not lose
our students before they step into post secondary schools or skilled
training. I have introduced a bill, S. 585, that I hope will be incor-

porated in some fashion as a part of this year's higher education

reauthorization.
S. 585 encourages comprehensive early intervention programs,
programs that would provide disadvantaged students with the op-

portunities and support they need not only to stay in school, but

then go on to higher education.
That is a quick description of a comprehensive bill but one which

has been endorsed by organizations representing the concerns of
the higher education community as well as those of the elementary
and secondary community.

I am hopeful that this proposal can be incorporated into next
year's reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and look forward to working with the chairman to achieve that end,
Senator PELL. Another question here is how much do you feel the
question of aid affects the choice of colleges they attend, and also
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their career choices afterward; I would ask Dr. Smith for his views
on that.
Mr. Stmt. Well, it obviously has an effect. At Towson, which is
a State school, we get a number of transfers from out of State from
private institutions. These are families that have tried to go to privette schools and have found that they cannot meet the financial
payments and must transfer back to a State school.
One of the things about our joint proposal is that, although not
equalling the Middle Income Act by changing the formula for calculation of the Pell grant, plus some of the other modifications, we
are attempting to reach some of the same goals, particularly that
portion of our proposal which would be tuition-sensitive in the calculation of the Pell grant.
So we share very much the view which Dr. Rosser put forward
and your own statement about the importance of targeting financial aid to that segment as well as to the very needy.
Senator PELL Do you feel that the present forms that we use discourage students from applying because they are too complicated?
Mr. &cm. I think it does. I think two things discourage people
from applying. One I will say as a parent who tried to fill out one,
and being in the business, I wasn't sure what some of the answers
should have been when we were talking about financial aid.

I think also the complexity discourages those ethnic groups

which have a culture against borrowing. We find that on the east
side of Baltimore, where we have some of the Eastern European
blue collar families, and they are not families which easily apply
for a support program which will encourage them to borrow.
So I think both the complexity and some of the current weighting of the program do discourage people from applying, which is
one of the reasons why we feel that there should be provisions for
further public information to encourage students.
There is one other problem which discourages students from applying, and that is when we get the news stories about budget cuts
or the discussion about restrictions in financial aid, many students
don't think it exists, or that it won't exist for them that year. So
we feel both simplification and better information are crucial.
Senator PELL I would ask at this point without objection that we
insert in the record a copy of the form so that we can know what
we are talking about here.
[Copies of appcations for Federal Student Aid followsl

El pplication for

Federal Student Old
1991-92 School Ybar
Who Con Clot Ald From Thom Wend Student Finonoloi

ii0T10E

Aid Promos?

You can use the FM 'Application for Fedoral &Wont Ale
(AFSA) to apply for friamial sod from Federal *Word financial
eld program Howroor. for most State and private akf programs
you MN have to Mt out other lorma. To find out more ahout *Net
form you Should use, contact yow high school counselor. financial
aid office. or SUM scholarship agency You'll first TOM Intern'sth3n about FectOral student aid proarrns on tho page

151
4x

I. sure le reed "Inferrnetton on Ihe Privacy Ace and Use of
Your Social Sem* Number" on pegs 12,

WP."::441.11Ti

iN
via
4

WARMING: You must hti out this form accurataly. The inlomakin which you supply cobs clucked by your college
or by the U.S. Deportment of Education

+P--e

,

You may be Irked to provid. U S. income tax returns, the
worksheets in fhb booklet and other information If you can't
or dont peovide rheas records, you may not get Federal Mt 11
you get Faleral student aid baud omnoorreci information. you

hr." low dacii:you may also Mimic pay fines end bee.
9 you Puntately photo** or mistoridlng litiOnnetion on your
agOileinen WM, you may to fined $10 00, receive a prlson
' whence, or both.

Whet le This Application FOY?
You CM use the form in this booklet as the first step in applying tor
student financial ald Misted by the U S Department ot Education

These Federal student issietence programs can help you pay for
mcSf kinds of educietion atter high school The aid is available il
you are 'Omani) a professional school, a vocational or tedmical
school, or college. This scolioetion is for Federal student financial
aid ice the 1991.92 school ysar (July 1, 1991 June 30, 1992).
The informabon on this pap will answer some of your questittna
Mout thew programs. Heaven, nr more information on Federal

student Mendel aid, eee "Additional triton/Wm On The
Federal Student FInenelel Aid Preprarria" on page 10. The
ineiructions in this booklet will tell you what informabon you have

to provtie on the tom. 11 you have wry questions after you have
reed the instructions, seek help Tali to your high School counselor or the Mandel nd Weninistratot al the ochool you want to

In bey cook dUde sgd çfOldrocl Ins than inCerna may De Wenn
Cned, wen yew netartet, aid r*ninntrax
In nom MN. !Went' don't hr.* to ben adorn or metrical* pmgrort
Check wen your Mendel wd adlwastrata

Mend

40

DEADUNE: May 1, 1992

n

OW No. 1040.0i 1Ce rim slow
U.5 Departmete ot &lumen
Sedate Rnandei Assnitance Phtgarre
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via must main your form by May 1, 1992. Schools may
have WIWI daidlilnee you we have to meet You should
apply as earty es possibie. Malting in your form ts only the
first sup in appipng for Federal student rid.
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your apulcation is compared yeti the ...flica,1 990 IRS Form 1040
1040A, or 1040E2 that is tiled for you arid your famay, the financial
information must agree It there We any errors, you wit have to
correct the InfotmatIon and send it back to the U S Department of
Educetion. II this happens, will take longer to determine whether
you we eligible for Federal student aid It oould mean a delay in
Wong YOUI student finanoal aid .

INSTRUCTIONS
IIFOR 001.0

SHAKO
AREAS

"
4:

FOR GRAY
SHADED
AREAS

BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO FILL OUT THE FORM, TEAR IT OuT
OF THE BOOKLET AND LAY fT ALCeiGSIDE THE INSTRUC-

TIONS SO THAT YOU CAN CHECK FOR ADDITtONAL IN.
STRUCTIONS AS YOU GO ALONG.

tt you, your spouse, anctior your parents hied tor will hist a
"Foreign Tax Return" or are a "Native American," see page I o

The aoLo and GRAY areas indicate Ouch instructions are for

When You Fill Out This Fonn

which muttons. heed Vs kmbistione as you 1W out this
form. Mistakes Mil dafey the wocessiro al your application

Use a pen with Neck or MS mk, don't use a pencil

Some Instructions appear on die form melt Same those ques-

Print carefully. so that your fofm will be Emsy 10 teed

tions We self -explanatory, nO additional instructions we provided
Where additional irrforrnaten is necessary, you wel find It In this
Instruction booldet.

Round otl figures to the newest dollar FJr 50 cents
or more, round up. toe 49 cents or less, round down

The imtrucboris for MK loan WI usually wow questions that
you have. fl you need more help, oontect your high school

Section A: Yourself

guelance rounselor or your collage financial aid admintstrator.

Wrtte In this sacbon inforrnahon about you, the student who is

Although other maple (besides Ma student who LS eafgrn9 to,
aid) May MOW out this tom ks about the ritudent On this form.
the words "yitu" WO -your ohms mean the student. The word

*PION for ald
9.

Wnte in the address where you witi be receiving mall AX mail

will be sent to this address. Don't use the adcaess Di the
financial ao office or any other office Use the State/Country

WOW mews a collage, university, graduate or proteeelonal
school, vocal:13nel or technical school, or any other school beyond

ebLievielivo 6l below

high school.

'Student Mendel aid' meens money from educational Iowa.

Nists/Countiy Abbreviations

gores, and achoierships. tab o means earnings from the College

WorkStudy Program or other earnings you received based on
your Marcia! aid administrator's determination of your froarmal
need.

flecOrtIs You WIN Need
Os %getter these records tor yourself and your famrly
1990 U.S. Mcome tax return (IRS Form 1040, 1040A. or
040EZ).

1980 Slate and local income tax returns.
W-2 forme and other records of money earned In 1090

Records of untaxed home. such as welters. social

Current belt eta/mints.

ft your piece of residence is not included above, leave the State
abbreviation Waft and write the name ot your city and territory or
country in the sows for city

Gwent mortgage kdormation
Records of medal w dental bills that were pod in 1990

4.

Wrfte In the Mo-letter abbrevotion for your current State:
County al legoi resklence. Use the State:Country abbre
vations list above

6.

Write in your birth date FO1 ex envie, if you were born on July
5. 1972, you would write in.

warty. AFDC or ADC. or velem& benefits.

Buskins and farm records.
Records of stocks, bonds. and odor investments

Keep these teoords1

011..0 1Sow 7,

WoM ff1.1 Iss return. Even if you and your spouse or your
perents AM no income fax arum for 1900, you we need to know
earnings for Me yaw. You Miy Wm need records showing the

Month

wnount al oder Income you we lo rwort Ori Your ela:ricallon

7.

Yee felurst nol completed yet. If you, your mouse. andior your
O wns haven't completed a 1000 U.S. income tax return bvt will

Day

Year

If you are a U crtizen (or U S national), check the first box
and QO on to question 8 Check the second box and write in

your eight or nine digit Allen Registration Number If you we
one of the 'Deming:

be fin; one. we reoestmond that you oomplaie your mourn
W ore IINIng mot VIII appestion. Moots; what will be on your

U.S. permanent resident, and you have an Arad Regatta.
tion Recept Card 0-151 Of 1.5511

Mx Mum wit help you 101 out this sppecanon accurately When

2

6
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Olher Nobs nOnten with a Dawes* Renard (144)
kw the U.S. entrigralion and Haturiazallon Service
shwinng any one of the following dssignetions: (a)
Fieluuee% as *mourn Grew% (c) Wag* ParM0'

lIF11;1enied UndergrImbele Studente Only
Nyour parents darted you as an seenntiOn on their 1 NO In&

noontime 19113 Inoome lex Mum, /au MI MINI&
'Yee' Ilyow parents ere divorced or awake* anesserVss'
Neither d your pews claimed you as en tricorns iax seemor voM

widlor 'Humanitarian Parcae': (d) 'Cuben-Heitlan Entrant.'

don in 1969 enclicr wet do so cn thek 1990 exams tax return.

Oter globe nondeten with a Temporary Resident Card

Olurrolee check

(14118).

1$. Check the box that bat descrbes when you lirst recehed
Federal student ski, letelnneIg NO the 1111/748 school
)aker (.uy 1, 1987 June 30, 1988). Check only one box; a,

11 you we a damn of the Mental islands, Fedentbsd Snips
of Micronesia. or Paw, see your linandal aid administrator.

0, e, O. or a,

if you cennotchedttheitrit or second tax, you must chedithe
thelbox. tf you we in the U.S. cn only en Fl or F2 studentnsa,
only a J1 or J2 exchange visitor visa, or only a CI Wes visa
(pertaining to International orgwitations), you must chedtthe

Federal *Oat aid Includes:
Poll Grant.
StanOrd LowyOuwanieed Student Loan (OSL), Inducting
Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS),
Sucipismentel Educational Opportunity Grant ($ECO),
College Work-Sr/Ay (CWS),
Perin" LowAseonel Direct SiudeM Wan (NDS)4, er

1Nrd box.

9. Check your yew in college front July 1, 1991 to June 30, 1992.

State Student Incentive WM (sva). These wenn often

10. Check No If you Go not have a Bacheior's degree end you Wili
not have ono by .kity 1. 1991.

have other names such as Student Incentive Grants, Wenlive &anis, Tuition Grants, Mc.

Check 'Yes' If you slready have a Bachelor's degree of will

Below are some exwnples lo help you answer question 13.

have one by July 1, 1991. Also, check 'Vas' II you have or wilt
haves degree from a university in another country that Is olual
to a Bacheior's degree.

Section

COUPE/ 4/1 Buck Bundy received Federal student ald In the
199647 and 196748 school yews. Therefore, Buck should check
box 'a.' Even If Buck had received Federal student akin the 1965.

Student Statue

86 end 198740 school yews, he should still check box 'a,'

Answer question 11. A Mena counts as -No."

because the NV school year (beginning with 198748) In which he
iticeived Federel student sid is 1913748.

11. a. Check the owed box. (Sea your anew to question 5.)

EXAMPLS40- Jeff Mat NWrecaived Federal student aid In the
190649 school year. Therefore. JO should check box 'b.'

b. Check 'fee' If you are a veteran of active service In the
U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines or Coast Guard. Also

MAIMS IS Wu Un NW received Federal student aid In the

check "fir II you are not a veteran now but WO be one

19136.90 school yew. Therefore, Wu should check box 'c.'

by Juno 30, 1992.

EXAIIPILE114- Kale fAirphy Ifrof received Federal student aid in
the 199041 school yew. Therefore, Kate should check box 'V

Check 'No' if you we or were:

EXAMPLES. Molds nrigiey realm, Feder* student aid In the
190847 school yew and has not received Federal student aid

never In the U.S. Armed Forces,
only an ROTC strodent,

only w Adel or midshipman at one of the service

since then. Therefore. Vicide should check box 's.'

inedemies,
only a National Guard or Reserves aniline, of
currently serving In the U.S. Armed Forces, and w/I1
continue to serve through June 30, 1992.

EXAMPLE NI Joaquin Rodnguez has never received Federal
student aid. Therefore, Joaquin should check box 'e.'
14a - 14e. When figuring your resources In questions ea. 14b,
tec, 14d, or 14. be Wire to Include:

C. Check 'Ile' 11 (1) both your pwsnts we deed and you

wipes, salaries, end tips, eic.,
Interest Income and dividend income,
sny 04:lent financial aid (except PLUS loans).
personal long term cash loans used tor educational puf.
poses, and

don't have an adoMive parent or legal guardian, or (2) if
you we currently a ward of the court. For a definition of a

-Legal Cluerdien,* see per 10. Otherwise check lio.
d. Check n... tf you have any children who get mon than
half of their support from you. Mao check 'VW 5 other

iny other Inoome and benefits (such as veterans cash
benefits, fellowehips, etc.)

piaci. Rye with you end get more than haif of their support
from you and
continue to get that support during the

Don't Include wiy resources from your parents such as money
that you earned from them or gilts that yOu received from them.

1991-92 wheal year. (Dont bob* your spouse.) Otherwise check

'Parents' In question' 12, 144-14a, and 15 means your mother
and/or father, or your adoptive parents. or legal guardian. 'Par

Ferried or Graduate/Professional Students Or-1-1-11y

tints' does not mean foeW parents, and tor thls section, it does not
moan stepparent. Later. the Insauctions wia tee you It you should

15.

sup* information about your stepparents.
3-

If your parents will 'Salm you es an exemptan on the4r 'gel
Income tax return, you must answer 'Yes '

57

Also Include them If they would be required to provide
wanted remotion when crying for Federal student Bator

You rivet see your college Mond& aid administrator beforscompletnpnie
rest ot thls town 11.

you anewenal lao' to di of the questions In 1 I but after mamma;

the 1991-92 wthool year. include other cokes Ortly If 17187
now ilve with and get more than half cr thoir support from your
parents end will continue to get VW eupport between July 1,

Oueshons 12 through 14, or 1 b you were Iced to ha opiate pray and the

wese antes, and

you were not recanted to wands mental info/meow imbed:tin, old
you were damned by any person, other than your spouse. as a Ma

1991 and June 30, 1992. (Support Actudsa money, ges,
loans, howl% food, dodge oar, medical and dental we,
payment of wave costa erfc.)

exemption in 1090

troportant tratrUetiOne for SeCtiOns C, D, E, F, G, end I

19.

Parente' infOrIMINO0 QOM Weft

Write hi tht number of people from question 18. Including
yourre, who will be going to soilage between July 1, 1991
end June 30, 1992. Include only students enrolling for at lent
6 credit hours per twm, 11 the school uses dock hours, Irrolude
onty students attending at least 12 crock hews per week.

Rootlets descriptions Wow. Checker box that is true for you and
folios the rostructione.

U your pawls ere both living and monied to rah othsr.

YoUr (111 yoUr spouse's) household Information gray
arse

Answer the questions on the rest of the form about them.

CI You lira a legs& girder. Answer the questions on the

Fill OU1 this section with Information about yourself (and your

rest of theism about your-Legal Guarttlen.- For a definition
of %awl Guardisn' see page 10.

spouse) 11 you are divorced, separated, or widowed, don't include
information about your spouse.

CI Your wren% her dIvoised or eicareeed. Answer the

20. Write in the number of people that you will support between
Juty 1, 1901 end June 30, 1902. Include yoursstf and your
spouse. Include your children if they get more than han ot
thed surron from you Indude other poops only if they meet
the following crttena:

questions on the reel of the form Moor the parent you Wed
with moel in the last 12 months. For exampie,11 you Wed with

your mother most, answer the orations rout hoc and riot
about yow father. if you did not lb* with One parent mom than

with the Ohm in the last 12 months, answer In terms of the
parent atm provided the most financial support during that
time. H neither parent provided cora financial apron
during the last 12 months, answer in terms of the parent who
provided tha greater support during the most recent calendar

they now live with you, end
they now get more than halt of their support from you end
they will continue to get tins support between July 1. 1991
and June 30, 1992.

year. (Support Meat** money, OM loans, haat% food
°Woo, at, medical and *Ma) care, payment ot college
olsta. eta)

21. Wrde in the number of people from question 20. Including
yourself, who will be going to college between Juty 1,1901
andJune 30, 1992. ler:Judson!), students enrolling for at least
6 credit laws per term, lithe school uses clock hours, include
only students nttending at least 12 clock hours per week

Ea Yew rant to widowed or single. Arrow the questions
on the rest of the form about that parent.

II you Meet' elepperonL Meal:rent that you counted above hu
mwried or remarried, you must inducts Information about your

Section D; Your parents' 1990 Income, earnings, and

stopperent (even If they were not maMed In 1990).

!moths

N you we Ching Information about your stepparent, note that
whenever we airy 'parents" on the rest of the fonn, we also
mean your alsoporent.

II the instructions tell you lo skip a question, leave it blank. If your
answer to any othw question is 'none' or 'zero.' put a zero In the
answer space. Don't leave it blank or use dashes For example'

Saction C: Household Information

Your parents household Information gold area

H your parents filed (or all Me) a -Foreign Tex Return.' or a Puerto

Rican tax return, see page 10.

16. Show ear current mwitsi stars of the prole that you give
Infonrolion about on this form. For maniple, If you give

2P. MO U.S. %wine tax figures

Information about your mother end osprecher, mem the lax
that says 'married; Mears your mother and stepfather are
monied,

17. Wale In the twortler abbreviation tor your mints' current

From a contrasted return. Cho* onty one box to indicate
which IRS Form was filed Use thts tax return to answe
questions 23 through 28.

Staleraunby of lege residence. See Ito Hsi of State/Country
aleireviarcne undor the Instructions for question 2

Estimated. Check the correct box rf your writs have not
yat filed but will fee a 1990 U.S. Income tax return. Use their

financial records to answer orations 23 through N. For

IS. WM, hi Ite number of people that your parents wilt support

these questions. you Must vane In the figures that will be on
the tax isturn. Filling out a 1990 U.S Incerrie tax return will
help you answor these questions.

between July 1. 1991 and June 30, 1992. Inca& your
parents and yourself. Include your parents' other children If
they gst nye then half of their support from your parents.
4

C0
42-924 0 - 91 - 3
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P Pi !cation for
r0
toes-92 School Vow

Federal Student Old

I

1.010AAPHIOVIO
ONO NO 16104110 I

PPP

14011

UI Damorel GOMM
Phones

amisisass

Parr%

WMININCI: IZeuieptgeer Agionve,felsers co: posorialeier at;tothInfriMtkin on thla fomi, you

"YOu" Me "Mr en tele %MI Illsveye mean Me student ato wants ad.

*Gaon A: Yourself
I.

VOW Mlle

1

1

1

tut

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1..J

1

M.I.

Numb*/ are Obes1 (Include Apt No.)

111111111111111111

abernarm

tam

CIty

3. nye bee fombena0

1. Are you a U S Moen?

a Yea I am a U.S. Nun.

3 um. p48.e1 Ws

C3 No. as arn an Mobs mockeso.
(Sae tha trouotfore on pip 2.)

lit (ntvorinv10u2 y afforded cotive)

1e (prostou0 COMM maga)

1A111111111

4. Yew Stem ot tap muerte

LL1

Ck 2nel

C.3 No. mem of Om OM.

lame

IC I 411,

3rel

Rh of rnom untergradata

(SOO 011 IVINCSOIMI on pop 2.)

are yaw gracketamolsssional
(beyond a bache(ors doges)

0. A. al Meey. era you mule!?

Your 10041 Se0anty Weber

ZIP Code

5. What mat we you ba In maps In 12111.922
(Check ony ono box.)

a

(010011onty one Wei

s a Continuing gradate Or proteutonal

a I am not 'named (lam oriole,
droned, or endowed )

S. Yew ore el twei
Citf

10. Will you Rave your 'beige:P*0n dogma

I am marred

L1_11.1_111_11
Web

1

1

1

Rs.

111111111111E111 11111111111111

2. Saw pernWeee morn adems
Mr ass Is am S3 eel addreel
See pap 2 tof lam Co-hey

I.

1

before July 1, 1991?

a I ern UpWeted trOni my MOM

Yee,

Yee

J

11. a. Wate pou born Belem Jo/wry I. INV

N.

12 (MO quesbon 15,)

6. Do yOu NMI MOM Onerselooll 01111111151,1 19011111041

St IN 0010400

NO

Unmarried now (lingeo. *Weed, separated, or widowed) and
MI bs an undergraduate student in 199142. answer question

o

C. Are yOu I IWO Or de 00011 Oi are toll+ yew parents deed?

Yee

It you answered 110'10 every pert of 4052501111. snd you ere

aa

S . Me you outman of Ow U S Armed Foca?

CI

yOu InSwered "Yee" kr toy pert or quebon 11, go to Eugon C
acd NI out die MAY end the WHITE wear on the rest of toe tam.
(Skip mmsbone %through IS.)

Section B: Student Status

Married now aril be a graduatailmfusionat swam In

rha ^itiva/Ori Oo pm* 31

199142, answer question 15 (Skip Quest1008 12 throuph 14e )

Unmarried Undergraduate litndente Only
12. Oa pour owes dun yitu ea

HyOu answered 'Yee' to either Sib In question 12, 90 10 Sochon C. and htloul toe MILD and
die WHITE wan on Me reel or the form (Ship gumboils 13 through 15 )

leer V,"
J 3N

occone ts. cusmokn?
...

...le mot 3 3

11 you enewered "NO" tO both yurs Its Quenon 12. snowy quesoon 13 betcre

13. lbselnneog ebb Mee 1011411 wheel year. you Mg mewed Pecteoel student lid (Choc* only one boo a, 10 e, 0. o,

J rut tAnewr 144

19117,4111croa

ma, (Answer 140

teem Up lab

below Skip 1 sa.

8, las we Isa

144.

rou my* loth
resamuts or Se.000

a Iwo/5 rot ockAN
wenn supPon
Yee

Soo ostrucbons on page 3

b. 3 m the Matra unur C. 0 in IN 1911940 school . d. U in ths *9041 school
Se led ent1141
14b. ad sou nava total
tesavoes or 54 000
o. nx+s not octudrre

purls support

Ne

Yes

I. leo? J

lIiIoawlS, yoy

le Ion J

yew (Answer 140
below. Sup 148,

)Answer tee below

140. 1401. and 14e )

140. 14c Sod 141 )

and 1401 )

14d. Did you have 10111
rleOurCOS Or $4.000

ra0OureAl Or 54.000
ITIOnl. r101 us:rutaog

No

Yes
...

11157?

... mew Cl

Slop 141,140, 14c.

4,

14c. Oel you neve total
Parents' swoon

IIISS? 3 J

al ION?

a a m utter a. b. e. or d

year (Answer 14e
Meow. SAM 140,

140. 04 you have total
Marcos 01 $4.000

or more not inducSng
parents support

No

Yee
...

No

MO? CI 0
user

or moos. noi mcluding
pa/sma support

0

Yee

No

0
Iwo? 0 3

.1019099
...

qu4gbon 144 140. 14t. 114 or 14e. go to Section C end tai out the 001.0 and the WHITE area on me rest ot tha lOrrn
ro. entwined -Toe to both 001 0104nition 141 . 140 1 40.140. ca 144. po to Section C lad SR Cul du DRAY and se MIRE areas On the rut of Me form

Married or Oraduate/Profeeelonal Studnta Only I
15 WI OW rabolora Oa," you as ar,

.47

Ye.

N°

la slaroatOo o '99,

11 yOu 1If55ll114 "YOB" to outgun IS. go lo Sutton C and SP NI 1110 00110 and tne WHITE anus
cn toe nest or Pe loom

if you artwed "NO"100vSDOn IS. go lo Section C and fill oin de GRAY and toe WHITE areas on
the rut or Me loom

EC PORN tria

69
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Section F: 1990 expenses
33 .99C
34

and 04,43 a {10, SE-1 ..1) pa r,

MOW

-a .Ia^CO

SPOUSE)

Yoc &a"

lopundea ^ 40 345

A"

pa.0 f.,c,

a, p3 0

$44!

400,,a t.

34b Ca ^nw wa

ow.ance^i

OWL L:1

Section G: Asset Information

II you are completin this page ,,ou must tai
out the student 16 stMuSal Colors.' bol"

STUDENT (5 SPOUSE)
35

c

0,,00., a 1,, Iii ed
Saw .^.

"0,,,e"-dair
my«

'

35

a asi:,.K",

See! e .

Dap,

36. xxxix .....
Whst .s

37

Cash up. ^on

38

42

37

.;4crogs 4,0 ." 0

39. Cr "b,

'A0'0 today,

s owed on a,

5
S

.un. "Oa%

s

29

40. e..s.rpsa 3","

40.

41. Doan Ar. pal a le,r

kAt qtnn

$

41. _I

J %.

es

Section H: Your veterans educational benefits per month (for the student only)
Of you me completing this pogo. you must enemy question 42. If you itIe
tiling oul the GRAY end the WHITE meas, you mull also mower gutetion 431

42. 00,, v010,ans Deptrcle"Ir

Ass,stawce Orpowe 0900,15

Eapacted AMount
July 1, 1991 through Julio 30. 1992

425. 4mnon1 per 4flege

42b. N.mbe, ol 0,0°9,5
.

Section I: Expected 1991 taxable and nontaxable income and benefits
[You Mutt} pep the .nsirilchOnS 10/ inoOme amt taxes Ma? you Paula exclude fio,. ouesion 45 i'Votipt 44
II you am immolating this page. you mull Mi
out Ma Student fa epousei column tmlow

STUDENT (5 SPOUSE)
44.

&tare, C.
pareas certified Ia
0,54304t0,1004,4, fly l,0 apirota ate
agency ' See
tk,,s
044
IS

45. IS'3' .r`c oat,
48.
47

41.

91

codified a,.

a

1

500teee

Cl.1tat00

oa,rd r.o." pa.

Falh41,

y Air,

45

$

kat

MOI.hlbi

'iv....

46.

$

In' 0t044, earnot, ,'4-,'
199,

44 5,5 a. 0, .S

<low, 15,liA, ....pap

'99' 11 S ,'Cir,e 451 lo 1100,4

00,

ov, "'I.

47
48

$

49

$

42. '99' ',DMA. 3010 Ind.CVnis AN11,010ms
c355 415,4100005 OP 13.44e 9

(---) You have imisheo iho appi.cali0*,
S1 CP
Reeloo your application MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE COMPLETED SECTION E
L....._.,
Mall the Application ter F (41e401 Student Ad Program5 P 0.230c.6900 P,N.P?0,,. :,Il 0854

so
Section E: College Rideau and Cartification
te. Mat co4ege.st da you Oar to go to m 1991 921
"1,

Non.
29e

29b
29e.
30.

32. Read and sign

301

rty6 fina., a a d
ac;1000e5

J
J
31

5upoaemorta.101000aK.
certification: AI al tke .nIca,nalkor or ltus tom, ano 056 kno,....45090 asked by an

S Deoa.m.em ot Ed.eakon
to,d, to
Ow, 0500 to send .n,O,matP0 f'0r' tl.

00 rad {pa

,J

v0,..

NO

'NS 007
10 .00.61e. v0,. SOO

30b.

eniogo 5 yOu
0a0,00 29 o. Is

orresemat,v

Dago 1C0mp:0100 S !rue ano complete to the Pest at my
sqlno.oz000tfioal agree to 500 crogt 01106 mtdrmanantr.at. nave vonon INS tam
'ea, to 11,0110.5 iy001 may
and tne SuppArnenta. In1000a!,00 page doomoletea
I also ,00520100t d 100 not
Adam, a copy 01 my U S Slate 0,10Ca 010:101.1a,,atdr0

Woohthen asked the student may nedeneda,d

Eyeryomi giving information on this form must sign bolow. if you don't
sign this I orm, it will be returned unprocessed.

J Yes
J .10
%.) se 0Clvu Swoce {x00,155.00

Student

on pap 6

.

2 StutSsnrs %Muff

_

Dow ot y0 uso On,y
Dc ^c' .r ?)

yli, p

Date competed U-1111_1.-.1

ATTENTION

1991

J Ist$2

Day

%both

dy;a5

01A

N

.1,
I

5.

.41.'

1

...,1

$

fkk

.

4'2.
.

,..

.4,1p-

, ..:4'..'

7

4

,
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Section C: Household Information

Section 13: 1990 income, earnings, end benefits
(You MN 9041194 instfuctkons for mcorne VC/ faA139 thei?)06' or`0.00 exc-,uat

40135f,OnS 24 ,,,Ough 28

Everyone must fill out the Student
(t. Spouse) column below.

22. The todavona '990 U S ocome tax litur* ye tram

STUDENT (8 SPOUSE)

1 a so-patac

990m.ChIK S'rn
o: '

' 343
a comotetoo '99.:
an es! nulled '990 015 F0,10
'999 'RS $-3/"' :)4^
..I an es!
d
.ot..,^ A ,nt be 'lee

2

23.

O
cc

la 24
U.

:I

243A

2233

'0013 23
,Cs7,100:326

050 lota nonbe, ol elemobone 100yrn
'04C, ..ne 6e a .340A ia,e 6e ,940EZ
Iowa see nse.xt 0..1 ae aage 5

99r nO ostQc noc. norne
6 o, ,04nr.2
3422.
1.

kn., 3 c ou ',Vac

24

$

25

4,

5

oages 5 ant, 6

25.

rcore 0 1310 EC,
25 o, :54:E 2
PP 4 ":4:,/,

26.

0v.

10."u Od00 1.30' 303

F athip

4,1,1e,'

26.

#0.3

Mob,a,

Sco,,so

27

27
28.

L.
,Goo

HeI,^04

nc

CO

,KOnT 3,0 fse- uMs

(yearly !Nes only)
280

Coo,

tPNO IS

A,3

28b. S

00

2Bc. $

28c '' 3 s4003'. eCe.sed
.-nrm.

00

1*,or..xltr.'

r ..4,e. AFL); or AD(

28d

28a. $

MOO

Or"e 410 DonOMS

28d5

2 on Doge

0

72

00

62

u

Section D; Your (t your spouse's) 1990 Income, earn-

ings and benefits
It th0 Instruchons tea you to slop a gueseon Wave a blank If your
answer to any other guostron a, 'none or "zero ' put a zoro in the

answer space Don't leave 1 bran* or use dashes to, waffles',
00

If you o you' 5001601 Nod .

iie i"Foreign Tax Return" or

a Puerto Rican tax return. see cage 10
22.

1990 U.S. Income tax figures

From completed return. Cher> only onu box 'r, ntlowts
who, IRS Forw was ',led Use lbw tax return 'a answe,
Oueshons 23 through 28

Estltnated. Chou, the correct box 1 yOu and your 5001.5ef
have nOl vet Idea Pal w1,1140 a 1990 it 5 Income tax nxtaw
Use you, hoancur .0,70rof. fa answer Questions 23 twoogh
28. FO' :renegues; OnS.yOu must re 10 fife fp,.,f us wat,s
Peon theta. wh.en FAN out a 1990 S .ncome'ar noun,
sell 0E4D you answer !rose oueston=

A tax return will not be filed Choc. 'hs box .1 you and
yOuf spouse
nolf.e a '990U S co launturn Don,
answer ouestIons 23 througn 25 F.s.o to ounst.o. 24,
If you orecevorced seprratno or wslowed arO you Weil tor wol'oe
a gent tax 'Mut. te t 900. gr.,e
l tIn exemphons
oor

anc morne asxeo for .o amstens 3 1 lwoutr 25
a you a's rha'hett and you and you. SOWS0 Ned ire xvII
separate tax returovor 1390 be sure
0011 yOu. ana you,
spouse S exemptions and inCanfe,o.ws'ens 23 "t,ough 23 01E1"

if you were no1wawoo a 09r,
23

Total number of exemptions tor 1990 W
ow nurntse
.nro r Ow, 'Oar o. 6. a/ 1040A I.. 60 mu 1. sea We
13411'2 and co.. "05 Pa
es' -1.,nsOr 1 al "'Ai 'Inn
.. r.
w to n
TIG.w.sa

Important See
aagn re Sre e 'he '1,
0' srudianf ',sant a ,ec ''a' you Sanod Juan
f-corno dna
lads in ria0S'ICna 24 " fuo'' 20
5

73

63

km lent
firentriel AM

Delude 0
beeml on need

Graalk 5cholaretape
et PelloseAlpe

24.

of your second college choice. In 29c, write In the name arid
addresa of your thind collepe chaze. Do not use abbrevie .
tions for the name or address of the college. tf Mewling you
may be going to is a branch campus. be sure to include the
complete name of the branch. II you don't know yet which

Reeked, It not
based on need

Yee

lees

lemMge from a work
program Include;
Aseletereekies

Yes

No

Were

Yee

Yee

coliege(s) you are most interested In, you may leave this
question blank.

30.

(PGI). Family Contribution (FC), student status, year In

income or capital gains from the sale of a business or tam%

college, and Stale of legal residence to the coliege(e) that
you listed in question 29a, 290, and 29c (or its representative). even if you check 'No" to question 300. This Information will also go to the State agencies in your State of legal
residence to help coordinate State financial aid programs
with Federal student aid programs, even if you check 'No' to
question 30a. However, no edditional information such as
Income Information will be sent If you check 'No' to question
30a or 30b.

if the sale resulted from a voluntary or undluntary foreclosure, forfeiture. or bankruptcy or Involuntary liquidation

Use worksheet el on pegs 11 to answer question 24 it you
cannot gel a IWO tax form, but will be filing atm.
25.

We are permitted by regulation to provide your name, address, social security number, date of birth, Pell Grant Index

Adjuated Gross Income(AGI)for 1900. Don't Includeany

U.S. Monte tax paid for 1990. Make sure this amount
doesn't Include any FICA, self-employment. or other taxes.
Don't copy the amount or Federal incornetax withheicl' from
a W-2 Form.

30e. Check 'Yes' if you give us permission to send information
Mom this form to the financial aid agencies In your State.

25. Income earned from work In 1990.

Some State agencies ask for thls Information. They may use

skipped questions 23 through 25, include your (and

it to help decide whether you will girt a State award and lo

your spouse's) earnings from work In 1990. Add up the

check to see II you reported correct information on your State
student aid application. Also, they may use ft to help in the
processing of your appkation for a Stafford Loan, if you are

27. If you

earninos from your (endicir your spouse's) W.2 forms and any
other earnings from wock that are not incloded on the W-2.

if you answered quesSans 23 through 25,

Include the
%lieges. salaries, tips. etc. from your (end your spouse's)
Form 1040. line 7; 10404. line 7; or t 040E2. line I. II you
(and your spouse) Sled e joint return, report your and your
Week's earnings separately. If you (and your spouse) own

Check "No' if you don't want us to send informatiOn from thls
form to the financial ald agencies In your State. If you check
No,' any State aid you might be eligibie for may be delayed,
but it will have no enact on your Federal aid.

a business or farm, also add In the numtors from Form 1040.
lines 12 and 19.

29.

300. Check *Yes' If you give us permission to send information
from this f orm In the col loges) that you listed m question 29a,
29b, and 29e (or its representative). Many colieges use this
information to help estimate the arn Wilt of your financial ard
Package.

Untaxed Income and benefits for 1990.
Don't include benefits reported In questions 28a, 28b. 2sc.
and 28d of the parent column.

Ma. Social security benefits for 1990. Write in ino amount of
Check "No' if you don't want us to send information from this
form to the college(s) that you listed In question 29a, 29b,and
29c (or its representative).

untaxed social security benefits (Including ipplemental
Security Income) that you (and your spousel got in 1990.
Don't include any benefits reported in question 24. Don't
report monthly amounts; write in the total for 1990 Be suro
to include the amounts that you got for your children

31.

Selective Service Registration
In order to receive Federal student aid you must be rem

250. AM to FsmIlNe with Dependent Children (AFDC or AOC)
for 1990. Don't report monthly amounts, write in the total for

tared with Selective Service if:

1990. Don't report social security benefits.

you are a male who Is at least t 8 years Wel and born atter
December 31. 1959.

2k. Child support received for all children. Don't report
monthly amounts: write In the total for 1990.

Check the box only tf yOu:

25d. Other untaxed Income and beneftte for 1990. Add upyour
(and your spousws) untaxed income and benefits for 1990.
Use worksheet 52 on page II Bo sure to include your (and
your spouse's) earned income credli and deductible IFIN

are a male and are 18 through 25 years of age.

and

have not yet registered with Selective Serviee. and
give Selective Service pennisSiOn to register yeti.

Keogh payments. .1 any

If you believe that you are not required to be registered. call

the Selective Service at 1-800.621-5388 for Information

Section E: College Release and Certification
29.

regarding exemptiOns.

Write in the complete name, city. and State of the colleges)

32.

that you will most likely be going to during the 1991.92
school year. In 29a. write in the name and address &your

Reed End sign
You muSt sign this form. If you don't sign !Ms form. It will be
returned unprocessed If you are married your spouse must

first college choice. In 29b, wnte in the name and address

6
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row aleflOwn 1

Application for Federal Student Ad Ut
1991-92 School Vow
WARNING: If you purposely give hiss or inisissillisg Information on this fon% you
IlmlY hs 11000 010,000, sent to Wenn, or both.

"You" Mid "your on this fon Shays mean ths studord who wants an.

Section k Yourself
1. Your minx

I

1

1

Last

1 !MIMI 111111 I 111 IIIIILI

Me be Bent lo Mood:tress.
Soo page 2 for Stete(Country
abbreiiabon.)

LA 1_ I

1

1

1.__L_Ll_ liL_I_L_L_LA

state

env
7.

Aro you a U.S. citizen?

(See the hatruefbna on pop 2.)

IA111111111

U-J
State

No, new* or the Mona
(5ae me Instfuelbre on pogo 2.)

S.

Your soclal secure), number

(Cheat Oak 0.10 box.)

I 0 111 (prolowy afforefroi maw)
1 021):1

I

sOsrd

504th

5th or mcee unisnyeduale

10. we you have your Rat thicheiors degree
before Jiiy 1. 1901?

am married.

I ern worsted horn fry spouse.

0 Yee

CI NO

Yee

No

PI you enewered "VW lo any pert M question 11, go lo Secilon C
andllifoul the MAY and the WHITE weas on the rest of the lam.
(Skip questions 12 through 15.)

1J

13

E you answered "He" lo every pert of question 11. end you are:

0

CI

Section El: Student Statu
1 1. L Were you tom before January 1, 19087

Z1P Code

Continuing greduMe or ;cohesions

0 Ism not Nulled. (I ern single.
&wood. Of Vird0Yled.)

Year

1

0 flfsf Yew GodualPrOleselonel
(beyond a be:babes degree)

As of today. ere you minted?

6. Your date of tirth
Dey

1

1

181 (now previously abondod coakle)

No, but I sin en eligible noncitIzen.

4. Your Stale of *gal realdenos

1

1

e. Whet year w51 you be in ecasge In 1991.92?
(Check only ono box.)

Yes, I am a U.S. dezen.

w.
0 min, us., or Mrs.

Monet

Lj

Number and Sweet (wine Apt No.)

3. Year title (4100nal)

5.

MI.

Flrst

!till 11111111111111111111

2. Your permanent 11114415 eddrees

Unmarried now (single, &oral. Separated, or widowed) and

b. Are you a veteran of the U.S. Armed Forces?
C. Aro you a ward of the coun or ars both yOUr parents deod?

vtle be en undergradulde student in 199142, answer question
12. (Sidp question 15.)

d, Do yOu have leo depondents (other ThinS spouse) that

Married now or MN be a greenatobreaessionai student in

St the definition In the instructions on page 3?

190142, wow woo:anis (81dPastIone 12 thressih 140

[Unmarried Undergraduate S tudents 01117
12. Oid your parents olWm you as
an Income tax exemption/

If you unwed "Yee" lo Mier year In question 12, go lo Scar n C. end 011 out the GOLD wel
the WWI areas on the rest of the fortn. (MOP questions 13 an,* 13.)

Yes Ne
19007

you answered -No" to both years in question 12. answer question 13 below.
In IWO?
13. SegtnnIng with the 1110749 school yew, you fan neelved Fedoral student ald...(Cheek ony ono box: & b, ador o. Soo Inotructions on pop 3.)

I. 0 In the 196745 school b. Cl in the 196549 sertool
year. (Answer lab
below. Sitip 14a,
144.14d. mg Me.)

yoar. (Answer 141
below. Skip 14b,

t4c,14d,andlla.)

C. 0 in the 190940 scnool
yew. (Answer 14c
below. Skip 14e,
Mb, 14d. and 140.)

d. Cl in the t990.9t school
year (Answer 14d
below. Skip tea,
141, 140, and 14e.)

a. 0 in neither a, b. e, or et
(Answer 14e Wow.
S(n* 144,14b, 14e,

and 14d)

III

Ills
1 4 Did you have total
rmources of 54.000
or more, not including
parents' suogod

14b. Did you have total
resources of 54.000
or niers, not mciuding
parents support

1 4c. Dld you hove total
rescuress of 54.000
or more, not including
parents' support

14d. Dld you have total
resouroes of 54.000
or more, not including
parents' suppon

14e. Did you Kra total
resources of $4.000
or tram, not including
parents support

Yes No
Yes No
... in 1119?
... in mar 13 13
CI
... In 1917?
min IMO?
... in 1990?
If yOu answered "No" to slew year in question 145, tab, 14c. 14d, or 14c go to Section C end fill out the 004.0 and the WHITE areas on the rest of the form.
Yee

,.. In 1965?
... In 1901?

Yee

No

0 CI
0 0

...WM?

No

0 0
0 0

Yee

... in INT?
... In Ism?

No

0 0
0 0

0
0 0

0 0

ll you answered "Yee" to both years in question 14a, 14b, 14c.14d. or 14e, go to Section C and 1111 out the GRAY and theWWI areas on the rest of the fon.

Married or Graduato/Proleasional Students
15. Woi your parents claim you as an
InCOme tax exemphon

ED FORM 255

19917

Yes

you answered "Yee" to question 15, go to Section C and MI OUI the oas and the WWTE atm
on the rest of the tom,
yOu answered gise. to question IS. go to Section C and fill out the GRAY and the WHITE areas on
the rest of the form
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Section F: 1990 expenses

"NCI* 0,44911'

-we. a..191 1$ :P-ap :! 0..un h,

'

C..,.10CU

34

348

344
II you are completing this page. you must tilt
out the shatent
spoure) column below

Section G: Asset Information

STUDENT (A SPOUSE)

39 At

s v .. .00 .51,

J

Ja.

nage e
sysssi %%%%%

37 :V, ta. p

38 aii le
40

.

B..,s

owds

s

a,.

'..a

39

-c

Whet is SI worn, /essays
37.

9.

38

S

Whit is owed on it

0115t1,59.5

:

DC

39

axi 'a-

40.

DC

41 J Sen

J Nc

Section H; Your veterans educational benefits per month (tor the student only)
di you ere completing thls page, you must *Meet questIon 42 tt you me
fiiiing out the GRAY and the WHITE areas. you mutt aleo answer quattlon 431

42 ... .O's a

.0.)0Curis t1..C10,30a ASS stave Pog a, bone%

Expected Amount
July 1. 1991 through June 30, 1992

42a. A919n pa, PPalt
42b.

L_L_J ^sOnir s

N,-bor of rnOniiO

..iiral:tivittsi

,'

.:;3''r74.714A rkt%Ili

1Agri

,s,'

''' '''... *il,- -,..-'-Tr_7-,. ,
4- ,- '..t.'
reeweii.
Section I: Expected 1991 taxable and nontaxable income and benefits

APO

Plt. rhuSI <of, oo os!,,irtons 'or ',Immo arra taros thal yOu ShOukl foCiuCIO from OuesrOns 45 Through49 .
it yOu ire completing this page. you must nil
Out IIIS student 16 opOuiwal column bolo*.

STUDENT (8, SPOUSE)
44

certified is a

......

.

j yes

44. Arv pl. 0, 9 yc,..? $00,1sp
011 ," a00,000aIP

to,

s...0e IP

p.0'1"r

certified A' a disky won tel55

agr!^
$

$,,54,.

JNr

CV.,"
.10a ha, -$

45.

L

OG

46

5

00

47

47

5

00

48

48

49

49

45

l

..

46

hi..11()1

''.

ilar ,a0.0, lie, heck Our nix:AO!, MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE COMPLETED SECTION E
; iTha
Mail Iho application to I 1F "01.6,1 rt Pocita'nk P

ei

7
.:

i

t.t I t.
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Section E: College Release and Certification
29. W41 000mmo do wu ow to polo m lest -92,

.,i.til
29e..

leb.

Ne.

X.

3Z Read and sign

Do you prve the U S Depattment ol Education

CA6111/Cilnl011: An of the inlconallon on Itas form ana lit. Suopiementai I ntoonahon
pege 0 completed. la IAA and complete to IND best lel my knowledge It mead by an

Pewmteson to send inlormon 11011, 1114 101m 10

30e. The 1,01110al eat
agencies 0. you,

State?

J

authonzed 06roal I twee love pool ol the ntonnelon Ina! I hero given On Out VI.
Ed the Supplemental Intormatton page 2 completed 1 feline that flue pool may

30b. The Collegets) you
named in 29 tor as
teptesentauvel

.Jude 3Com Olmy U S. Slate CRIOCii, .COMO tam WNIII also ,eahoe ma? lt I do no!
Wye 02001W2lee Caked, ele student 'ray De denied id

Everyone gMng Information on this form must sign below. It you don't
sign this form, It will be returned unprocessed.

Yes
No

No

31. J Check 021 toe e yOu gate SeleCtwe Sews (*mayor,
le
et. yOu See lesthKeens onpaçe 6

2 Stutenta spouse...

L0401 01 Ed Use Oon,

/Co not *rife i tole Oak I

Student

I

Dem =MON

AITENTION

Month

'fist

Day

j

,

1
.-, .4q4",4.2

' 1.
.4.jt21

''

_ }VP,

4

'1

W.h9

4-.1.k?'/I'V.

.1:
.1.1

'1.,.-I

,

.i

'

4'
In

.1., -,

--,1--,---1--w-011.1

...2,"'

',..,..A41,- ,,

,

+

trnkj

.1 44 fig ,.. s '',.t.

,.,A$'..*,,,,
1, ,
0:

;

,,,.1

I

i

-

tr.

ifctIllgt4

Q,
S

S

'V rIt's ,
rttk.:0
'
ty lls%l.11'

1

11

iss

00

4,114="110010-1111044111169
Iseamatileahmless

IWO, *
1-`

'

''' .t.± ''.r

...***14111***killove100,

' ,'

fimeauellentacelb14111,011wsunkyougaist

ihmi. I.

7 1 't S
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Section C: Household Information

Section D: 1990 income, samInga, and benefits

F,

(You must see the instructions for income and IFF09 Ma. IC.'

.74 tn,o..p, 28

Everyone must MI out the Student
114 Spouse) column below. '

22 ,he foltnong 4000 U S mcome laa ?gum ara tram

STUDENT (6 SPOUSE)

J,
J

JeSt

J

.

J,,), one Do,

4. 'el

t

'

3'

;

.0: :I1S4
Ix:

46'

.4.

i,_.

A

,C

;

ese

p
a.

.a 23
2

0

-i

1995'01re nienbe, of eermIKIns 'Fon.,
040 hne he o, 4040A inn Be 1042E2

--3
3

2

L_IJ

0

1,47,5 Set, n51,00C135 Ar P.,;. 5.

In
CC

au

24

+9C A.11,0p4 C..0sz, ..,,,,, AG. :.,
4:0 ,.., '., 0. :CI i

-a

.:4; ,., a.

C.

',to

4

84 s.... .,-,..+, , ; 49r,,

.1 .(1 A

25

1,140 .

'1

114., 4'

I

'X'0',11 IAD 4441 i .... ',4,
.4;'A ,,,, ,, .., ,.,4 `F.' ..r. ,.

26

..t

24

1.:.

X

X

i!

ffaul

-

4 25
.:
26

F

5

27

27

trill( (le f01115 ontyi

280.

I

A

.48
28c

28d

1.414

,

I. '

k1.411,

20a

5

286

5

28C

280

S

,.

s9n this torm II you hood Ojtioe GOLD and the WHITE
areas at oast one Of your parents must also Pon this 'arm

Everyone signing this form Is certifying Met all intorme.
lion on the form is correct arid Mar they are waling tO
provide documents to prove that the Ink:maw, is correct
Such documents may include IJ S . State or Mae tar re
turns Any AFSA oateo or nIcented before January I
w.n be returned unprocessed

....,_

$011.410"10.401.0tffinittigNOVA 4-'-''''' ''''
' YglINSIOYMISON*

1991

Sending In Your Form
Double. ;neon ycht tom, lo 'val.& sure :

COMOrete ano aca,ale

De swn t has ?iv necessary slinatures
PJ1 Ire .orrn ri tho envelOpe wooded ro this booklet Don! send

mono Don 1 Pot teners. tar kerns. worksheets Or any extra
matenals the envelope They vall be destroyed.
hl,thicl"

Section F: Your (& your epoueVe) 1100 'venom
Cooret leave any ot these emotions Mane. dm emotion doesn't

apply to you, yetis in "0."
23.

Medical and dental expenses On IWO not paid ity Insur-

ance. Mite In tha amount ol money that you (Wid you:
spouse) mid In 1990 tor madscal and dental expenses
(include insurance premiums) Done Include amounts covered by Insurance or sett-empiciyad health deductions from
Form 1040-1the 26. II you (and your spouse) Senesed
deductions on your1990 U S Income las return, orra*th the
amount from Foon 1040. Schedule A, hrie I

79

V.
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you or your spouse has been dependent on public aSsislane Of on the income of another tamily member?. but ts
no lonGee receiving that inConle, Or yOu Or yOur spouse is

rocelvirl9 Public assistance because ot dependent chil
dren in the home and
yOu or your spouse is i.nemployed or underemployed and

obtaining or upgrading em

is eXpenertting ditheut!y
ploynleht.

UhernDlOyetr means not wotk op INS week out being own

able for won, To qua' ty you or your spouse must flare
made spook effons to gel a pt) sornerIrre dunng the last
Mur weeks
'Underemployed means working Part .tinee es Ph though yOu
wash or yeti' SO0uSe wants lull le employment It relers

a condition whore work 5 Slack Or only pad twee work is
available
CnOC' 1.10. if 'Oahe' You "Or you, sPouse meets all of 14
descriptions mentioned above
38.

you. spoisoi oss n a home. wnte ir how
much the heere a Worth Use the once you Could reasOnably
OrDeCt to receive 'or the 'Name 4 a went on sale today Don't
ase assessor1 incizen or t,-4, ed value A 'home' includes a

Home. If you ,and

nutnie home co, domirouyi. plc Hunters . wile in

00.' write a 00y. Mee' y

avoor yeti' SPOUSeu iene

!he home Aeledm!;'ne weneht mortgage and heated See%
the hOrhe .00"1 ocf"de ortorest doe Gneck wrth the
',engage company .1 y-x, dOn't knew
39

ono 500000

Section Gt Your (8 your Spotted's) MIMS
Don't leave any of these duet:Ilona blank

Other real estate and investments. d you tend-or your
Spouce. owrr other mal estate ,oclud,ip ,entai AroPerty
I -One, Whle
nS worth, today investme.itt '.1clude trash

swri0101 0001f,s, nr 'lave Ins

ov,

tyap,ut 1,,ods mourn tunes certificates of

a question dr.esn't

lopes

apply to you. write in

vocvs Oen& Mho, neruhhos installment+ arY3 and

,rIracts .nc:aah,.7 nedpagen tee

coreelnd.fieS

hu, and ;halm-pc rher. 3v eh-

!,^J"...clo! sec.. ah.t!

5.1!

.!
'

11r5fi icr r 1k and or yO. wouse oWe On

0. 0, .0a nStelt ant! .1,...e'rhunt5
'

".

.)0 Int

,

940

40

Business and trwri

-

,

10d445

don t include

pow spouse nvo a

ano

n,smss arm ii am vo re J1
,0

'

hu,ch !hey nee 550,11.

,r!,! 0

t(1 r,1c

sNroi

7.estlo^

.30, 0,

a'
i1001

.

400

.Sed

35

,
,

and
1.

,. ais U .

.n.vo

00,

ortg,igi,

!he

kSb
1..0

rraolrelp,

ota

a'io
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Section Hi Your 1991.92 veterans educational Wefts

49.

per month (for the student only)
42.

imome taxes that your parents expect to pay in 1991. Mike
swe this amount doesn't Include any FICA, self-employment,

or other tun.

Your veterans Dependents Educational Assistance Prir
gram benefits.
41.

42.s.

101 U.I8 Income tax to be paid. Writs in the amount of

Write in the amount of veterans Depeixtents Educational
Assistance Program (Chapter 35) benefits that you expect

1101 nontaxable Income and benefits. These are the
same types of Income and benefits that wets asked tor In
Questions 28a, 28b. 28c. and 23d.

to get per month from July 1. 1991 through June 30,
Don't Include Death Pension. or Dependency &
Indemnity Compensation (DIM
1992.

Section I: Your (8 your spouse's) expected 1991 taxable and nontaxable Income and beneffts

42b. Write in the number ot months from July 1, 1991 through
Jun* 30, 1992 that you expect to gel those benefits
43.

How to figure expected amounts

YOU, Veterans Contributory Benefits (YEAF).

This section asks about income and benefits that you (and your

43a. Write in the amount of veterans Contributory Senorita

spouse) expect to get II you are divorced, separated, or widowed.
don't include information about your spouse Answer these cares .
lions as accurately as you can If a question doesn't apply to you,
or it you don't expect to gel any income or benefits from that source.

t Chapter 32) that you expect to get per mcnth from July 1,

1991 through June 30, 1992. (include bolh the Govern.
mere and student portrons.) Don't Include Death Penston,
or Dependency & Indemnity Compensation (DIC).

write in '0 '

43b. Write in the number of months from Juty 1,1901 through
June 30, 1992 that you expect to gel those benefite.

44.

Chock 'Yes' I( you Or your spouse is currently certified as a
"Dislocated Worker" (see page 10) by the appropriate Stale
agency

If you checked 'Yes you may be asked to document your
status (or that of your spouse) as a dislocated worker

Section I: Your parents' expected 1991 taxable and
nontaxable Income and beneftts

Check 'No' it neither you nor your spouse is certified as a
dislocated worker. Skip the rest of this section.

How to figure expected amounts
This section asks about income and benefita that your parents
expect to get. II your parent is divorced, separated, or widowed,
don't include information about the other parent. Answer these

Important: See the table on page 6 for the kinds of income and
taxns to leave out of Section I.

questions as accurately as you can, fl a question doesn't appty, or
your parents don't expect to get any income or benefits from that
source, wnte in '0

45.

47.

44. Check 'Yes' d either of your Parents (for whom you are

1991 other taxable Income. Write in the total amount of

Don't include any unemployment compensation or any in.
come that you reported in questions 45 and 46

11 you checked 'Yes,' you may be asked to document your
parent's strituS as a dislocated worker.
48.

Chock 'No' if nerther of your parents Is certified as a dislocated worker. Skip to question 44 In the Student (5 Spouse)
column.

1991 U.S. Income tax to be paid. Write in the amount of
income taxes that you and your spouSe expect lo pay in 199

Make sure this amount doesn't include any FICA self .ern
Women!, or other taxes
49.

Important: Seethe table on page 5 tor the kinds ot Income End
taxes to leave out of Section I.

47.

1991 Income earned from work. Include wages
salaries, and tips See Important note above

other taxable income that you (and your spouse) will report on
your 1991 IRS Form 1040, 1040A, or 1040E2 Include
interest and dividend income and any other taxable income

providing information) is currentfy certified as a "Dislocated
Worker (see page 10) by the aPPropriate State agency

45.

and 46.

1991 nontaxable income ndben.tita,lhesearettro same
types of income and benefits that were asked lor in questions
28a. 28b. 28c. and 280

and 48. 1991 income earned from wort Include wages.

salaries, and tips. See hoportent note above

Sending In Your Form

1991 other taxabie Income. Write in the total amount ot
other taxable income that your parentS wilt report on their

Double.check your form to make sure Ms cornpiete and accurate
Be sure it has the necessary signatures

1991 IRS Form 1040. 1040A. or 1040EZ. InClude interest
and dividend Income and any other lexatite income. Don't
include any unemployment compensation or arty income that
you reported in questions 45 and 46

Put the lam in the envelOpe provided in this booklet Don't send
money Don't put terteiS. lax forms, worksheets, or any extra
materials in the envelope They will be destroyed.
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Where Can I Get More information On Federal Student
Financial Aid?

lri'.li iii 11010, D01001001.,
DIslocalsd Worker - To to considered a disiocated wOrker, you
must be currently certified aeons by a State agency Such as your

This booklet gives you Only a brief summary of the student finanCial

ad programs offered by the U.S. Dopartment of Education. Easil
student financial aid program has its own special features and
procedures. You can pet more information hom the booklet: The

local Employment SenrICe Or Job Service. This CertifiCatiOn Is done

ri accordanee with Title III of the Job Training Partnership Act A
dislocated worker generaify means a person wriO:

&Went Guide: Financial Aid from ths U.S. Department of
Education Grants, Loans, and WorkStudy Wet 42. To get

has been terminated or laidoff or has received a notice of

a hee copy. write to:

termination or layoff,
has been term Mated or received a notice ot termination as
a resuh of permanent WOW@ of a plant or other facility. Or

Federal Student Aid Information Center
P.O. Box 84
Washington. D.C_ 20044

was sellemployed (including farmers) but is now unem.
()toyed because of poor eConomic conditions in me corn.

What Hsppons Atter I Mall in My Form?

m unity or a natural disaster

Foreign Tex Return
won't be filing a U.S. income tax return in 1990 (for example.

Within four tO Cx woekb after you mail in your form. the U.S
Department 01 Educalon will send you a Student Ald Report

Puerto Rican tax tilers), follow the instructions bekow.

(SAR). On the SAR will be either a request for further information

If you and your spouse. Ot your parents,

or numbers calltid a Pad Grant index (PGI) and a Family Com
tribution (FC). W use formulas eStablished by law to figure these

In question 22. check the tea 'cOrripleted 1990 IRS Form
1040' (if a foreign tax return has been filed). rx 'estimated
1990 IRS Form 1040' (if a foreign tax return will be feed),

numbers from the Information you give ua. Your school or the U S
Department of Education may ask you to prove that the information
you give on your application is true.

use the intormatiOn from that tax return to 1111out Ihm form.

convert all figures to U S dollars. using the exchange rate
that is in effect today, and
fill out the Supplemental Information (Sections P. Ii

What Is My Pell Grant Index (POI)?
The PGI is a number that tells whether you may be able to get a Pell
Grant. If you are eligible for a Pell Grant. your school will use this

Legal Guardian A legs, guardian is a person who a court has

number to determine the amount of your award. Even if you doni
qualify for a Pell Grant, you may Still quality for one or more of the
other Federal programs Be sure to ask your financial aid admin .

aPPOinted to be your legal guardian and this legal relation.

Ship will continue arter June 30. 1992. and

istrator if yoUr SCh0Olneeds any additional information from yo u tor

directed to SuPPort you with his or her own financial

these other programs.

resources

What Is My Family Contribution (FC)?

Nstlyo American. if you are a Native Amer:can. report the amount
of union* and assets over $2,000 per individual payment that you
and your spouse or your parents received in 1990 from the Per
Capita Act or the Distribution of Judgment Funds Act II $uck or
less per individual payment was received horn either of these Acts.
don't report it. Don't report funds received as an awand under the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act or the Maine Indian Claims

The FC is a number that !wipe your financial aid administrator
determine if you are able to gel one of the several available forms
of assistance These include Stafford Loan, SEOG. CWS. and
Perkins Loan. Your school will use this number to determine the
amount of your grant. loan or work-study award.

Whst Happons If I Don't Get A SAR Or I Need Another
Copy Of My SAR?

Settlement Act. Also, doni repOrt any assets received from the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

Additional Infornhilion Ori

Ilyou don't get a SAR within lour to six weeks, Or you need another
copy of your SAR, wale to

f edeir dl

Purvir

Federal Student Aid Programs

P.0 Box 6904
Princeton. NJ 08541

How Long Does It Take To Complete This Application?
It takes apProximately 40 minutes to one hour and 30 minutes to
complete this application. This includes the time for reviewing the
inStruCtiOns and form, gathenng and maintaining the necessary
information and completing the form.

Give your name, address, social security numter, and date of birth
Be sura to ask for another copy of your 199192 SAR If your
address has changed since you Stint in your application, be sure to
grve iiS both your old and yOur new address Be sure to Sign your
letter

sena your comments rogarding the time it takeS to complete this
form or any other aspects ot the application including suggestions

What ff My Situation Changes?

to r reducing this burden to IJ S. Department ol Educe riOn. Int o rm a

tor Management and Comptience Division. Washington. D C
202024651. or to the °Hun of Management and Budget, Paper.
work Reduction Prolect I 840.01 tO. Washington. D C. 20503

Questions t 1. 16, t 8. tg, 20, and 21 ask you to make pro, lions

Inr the upcoming year If your answers to , se questions
change. watt until you receive yOur SAR and then see your
financial aid administrator

Do All Sc hools Take Part In The Federal Studont Financial Ald Programs?

The income and expenses information that you give mum tro
aCCurate. They must match what is or will be on your 1990
inbOrne tax forms It your financial Situation has tecently
changed cantata your financial aid administrator

No More than 8 600 sehoots do take part in one Or niore of them
Coaled yOur school's financial aid administrator to find out which
Federal programs your SthOol participates in
10
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INFORMATION ON PIE PRIVACY ACT AND USE OF YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
The Privacy Act 011974 requires that each Federal agency that asks for your social secunty number or other Information must tell you the following:

1. its legal right to ask for the information and whether the law says you must give it
2. What purpose the agency has in asking for it and how It will be used.
3. What could happen if you do not gtve it.

You must give your social secure), number (SSN) to apply tor Federal student financial aid. The U.S. Department of
Education% legal right under the Title IV programs to require that you provide us with your social security number is based
on Sections 484(a)(4) of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended. The SSN is used under the Pell Grant,
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant. and College Wcht.Study programs in rezording information &both your
college attendance and progress, and In making sure that ycv have received your money. The SSN Is ale* used under the
Stafford Loan and Perkins Loan programs to identity the applicant to (*tenth, program eligibikty and benefits and to permit
servicing and collecting of the loans.
If you are applying for Federal student aid only, you must fill out everything except questions 29, 30, and 31. Ifyou skip
question 30 we will count your answer as 'NW tor both parts of that question. If you 8/0 applying for a Pell Grant only, you
ccr. skip question 5, 36 and 43.
The auttriety to request all other information (except the SSN) Is based on sections 411A, 411B, 411C, 411D, 411F, 474,
475, 476, 477, 479, and 480 of the Higher Education Act 011965, aa amended. This information is used to determinethe
amount of Federal student aid for which yoi may be quakfled.

The information which you supplied may be dIseined to third parties that the Department has authorized to assist in
administering Federal student aid programs. This disclosure may include private *Ms that the Department contrects with
for the purpose of collating, anairing, totalling or refining records in the system and who are required to maintain safeguards
under the PrivaLy Act. This may also be accomplished through computer matching programs arch as the ones currently
conducted with the Selective Service System and the lmmigration and Naturakzatior Serylat.
We will provide your name, address, awl& security number, date of birth, student aid indices. student status, year in college,
and State of legal resideoze to the college(s) that you list in question 29a, 29b, and 29c (or its representative), even if you

ch.& lire in queston 30b. This information will also go to the State agencies In your State of legal residence to help
coordinate State Mandel aid programs with Federal student aid programs. We witi provide calculations and determination
of eligibility to the agency with which you filed a student aid application, Of another similar agency, if you request us to do
so. That agency may also release information received from the Department to collegee. State Scholarship agencies, and
loan guarantee agenciee that you have designated lo receive information. Also, we may send information to members of
Congrees Rpm ask them to help you with Federal student aid questions. Myour parents or your spouse provided information
on the form they may also request to see ail the information on the application.

If the Federal government the Department or an employee of the Department is involved in litigation, we may send
kifonnation to the Department ofJusece, or acourt or adjudicative body,if the disclosure is related to financial red and certain
other conditions are met. The information may /deo be made available to Federal agencies which have the authority to
subpoena other Federal agencies' records. In addition, we may send your information to a foreign, Federal, State, or local
enforcement agency If the information that you submitted indicates a violation or potential violation of taw, for which that

agency has jurisdiction for investigation or prosecution. Finally, we may send information regarding a claim which Is
determined to be valid and overdue to a consumer reporting agency. This htformation includes identifiers from the record,
the amount status and history of the claim and the program under which the claims arose.

Remember, we must receive
your application by
May 1, 1992.
12 -
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Senator PELL. I would ask the same question of Dr. Rosser aS to
the effect on the students career choices, college choices, and how
much the complexity of the form discourages them from applying. I
was struck with what Dr. Smith said about certain groups in the
United States not wanting to borrow. I remember in New England
we used to have a real prejudice against borrowing, and our whole
economy is now built on a borrow, borrow, borrow system, and we
are suffering for that at this very moment.
Dr. Rosser.

Mr. ROSSER. I think there is no question that the cost of educa-

tion and the amount of loans one must take out is certainly discouraging to students, for example, who do want to go into teaching or into some job, which is absolutely critical to the fu:ure of

society; but yet, as we talked about Michelle, $17,000 in loans, and
her entering job salary is going to be $21,000. So that is a problem.

I think there is no question that the loan itself and the system
we have to pay back this loan, in other words, a fixed number of
payments at a fixed rate of interest, this is clearly discouraging
many students and many people because they are just worried
about whether or not they are going to be able to pay this off with
their jobs, not only their first year, but their first 10 years.
We have got to find better ways to enable mdents to pay these
loans off over a period of years, and according to the income they
are making at a particular time.
Senator PELL. I'd ask the same question of Ms. Fuller.

Ms. FULLER. I have to agree with the other two gentlemen. I

think that there is some reluctance on the part of families to

borrow. In California we deal with quite a variety of students, and
many families have never had the experience of borrowing before;
this is the first time they have found themselves in debt.
The complicated financial aid formsCalifornia also has a State
grant program where students complete a State grant application
for additional aid, and then if they are interested in applying fur
loans they are required to fill out additional loan applications.
The student is ultimately confused as to what they have as far as
financial aid. I think probably in the last two to 3 years, we have
gotten the point across of the distinction between this is a grant,
this is work, and this is a loan. But we have a lot more work to do

as far as having that family and that student understand what

their responsibilities are to those aid programs.
The other problem that we run into in California particularly is
the language issue. We have such a diverse population there. We
find many families have a difficult time understanding the forms
and understanding how to complete those applications.
Senator PELL. And what percentage of your students have English as their basic language?
Ms. FULLER. Probably the majority of them, but we have such a
high minority population, over 40 percent, a large portioa of Asian

students, a large portion of Hispanic; that together is a problem
with the families understanding.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

I will turn now to my ranking minority member, Senator Kasse-

baum.
Senator KASSEBAUP.f. My apologies, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman Saidman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
is testifying before the Banking Committee, so I'm trying to juggle
both of these hearings. My apologies, particularly to the witnesses
on the first panel. I have no questions at this point, having missed
the testimony, and will look forward to reading it.
Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Senator Kassebaum.
Senator Wel !stone.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR WELISTONE

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I too apologize to the paneland Mr. Chairman, if I am covering
old ground, then please, panelists tell me, or you tell me.

I am trying to get used to all these committees meeting at the
same time, and as someone who has been a teacher for all these
years I feel like I'm cutting classes; I just feel guilty. I can't figure
out how I can be at this class and that class when they meet at the
same time.
I know that part of what we have been talking about and much

of the attention in the country has been on the defaults that students suffer, and this whole question of emphasis on loans as opposed to grants. And from having spent a good bit of time, so to
speak, out there with people through a campaign, I have just run
into all sorts of per: anal stories that really make the statistics
who have said, "Our
come homethe community college teachers
do
well."
We hear about the
students are exhausted; they just can't
textbooks
at
the beginning of
students who sell their plasma to buy
the term. We have run into a lot of students who have talked about
that.
Teachers tell me that it is hard to offer classes too late in the
afternoon because students are at one of the two minimum wage
jobs they are working at.

So I guess what I would be interested in is whether or not we
could focus a little bit on not so much the burden of paying back
the loans, which is one burden, but whether you could describe for
those of us on the committee here today some of the other ways in

which this emphasis on loans as opposed to grants has really affected students as they try and learn. Could we get some sense of what
you see at the institutions, if you follow the thrust of this question.
Mr. ROSSER. I think what you have is just an increasing frustration on the part of families and students when they see this gap
between what they have available in terms of assets and what the
schools cost. I think it is becoming an absolute nightmare for the

American public, and I think in particular for the American

middle class, which for years had hopes that they could send their
kids to the college of their choice, but they increasingly see this is
just very, very difficult to do.
We somehow have got to begin to understand that what we are
doing in terms of student financial aid is an enormous investment
in the future of this country, and stop treating it almost as if it is a
handout to people, but begin to really understand that the mare
money we spend on education, the better off this country is going
to be, without any doubt whatsoever.
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We all know the payoff of the GI Bill, but yet we don't acknowledge it today in terms of how we think about student financial aid
So somehow we have got to find better ways for people to do this.
And I still would argue that in the long run we are going to have
to think about advancing students money and letting them pay this
back over the 25-year period, for example, just as you do a mortgage in this day and age, and again subsidized to some degree by
the Federal Government and with payments, which in turn are related to their ability to pay.

The nightmare is these kids graduating after 4 years with a

$20,000-$30,000 loan, and then right off the bat, their first month
out of college, they are facing a $300, $400, or $500 payment a

month on that student loan, and meanwhile they can't deduct it
from their income tax, which I think is a terrible injustice when

you think that you can deduct your 65-foot Hatteras yacht, you can
deduct your ski chalet in Vail, etc.
So we have got to think about a better way over the long run to
really give people the amount of money they need and then in turn
to let them pay back in a reasonable way that they can handle.
Senator WELLSTONE. Just to add to the questionI really appre
ciate the answer about the difficulty of paying back the loans, and

the other thing I just want to get a feel for as a matter of, if you

will, the public record is above and beyond that difficulty of paying
back the loans, the effect that this has on the students while they
are pursuing their education. I have a feeling that that story just
has not gotten out to the people in this country like it should.
Mr. SMITH. To add to what Dr. Rosser said, Senator Pell made a
comment about the beginning of Federal financial programs over a
decade ago, when I think the investment philosophy that was mentioned was much more to the fore than it is right now, rather than
the personal benefit philosophy. Both are still true. As the spread
between the salary for college graduates and high school graduates
has again begun to increase, people do see it as an investment for

themselves. But I think nationally, it is an investment, and the
question you asked, are we getting the most out of the investment
not only in dollars but in time. I think the impact is multiple. One,
I mentioned before you came in, some families are reluctant to
borrow as a matter of culture; this is the first time they have done
it. Many students have to work, and that work has a lot of effects,
some of which are quite subtle. One is fatigue, obviously; that is up
front. A second one is that they take courses, and maybe even
majors, based upon when they can get those courses and still hold
a job which pays enough. So keeping the job becomes a factcr in
course selection, and in fact not a macro major, necessarily, but the
course selection. It also affects retention. And although there is no

firm evidence, we hold to the conventional wisdom that 20 hours of
work is about an effective limit, that if you go above that, then
your retention is threatened.
One of the truisms that is very simpleit is perhaps an oversim-

plificationa student who is involved in college or university is
more likely to stay than one who is not involved. To make that a
little bit more complex, the extent to which the institu',ion is central to the individual's life enhances the possibility that they will
stay and successfully complete a degree. If they have to work so
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much that work becomes the central point of their life rather than
their education, it is a powerful pull away from their education.
So I think there are a number of effectsreluctance to enter college because of the complexity, because of the unwillingness to undertake loans; the fatigue, which minimizes their effectiveness in
studying; the effect upon their course selection which then has to
be fitted around their work; and the pull that it has.
I think one of the reasons in a metropolitan area why we see the

length spent in college is stretching out is that so many students
get close enough to their degrees so they have a major; they have a
basic background in it; they have something to sell. They get an
internship or a part-time job, and the income becomes important,
so they stretch out their education and take five or 6 years because
they are increasingly working, because by that point they do have

an asset that they can market. And as they get above that minimum wage, they are more likely then to stretch out their educa-

tion, and that makes them vulnerable to noncompletion.
So I think there are a whole series of effects.
Ms. FULLER. Senator Wellstone, as I mentioned earlier in my tes-

timony, over 79 percent of our students work in part-time jobs
while they are going to school. They work on average 24 hours a
week. They usually take a 15-unit-per-quarter load in addition to

the hours they're working and then their homework.
They are frantic. They are rushing from either their job to class,
or home to study. Our program is designed so that if the student
goes straight through the program, they can complete in 18
months. We offer an associate of arts degree.
The students, though, in most cases do have to take off a quarter
or two and work full-time, and then resume their studies. So their
course work is interrupted, and that is a problem for our students
because the way we have developed our curriculum the classes, like
in any other college, are Lased on preceding course work.
I would like to see also an enhanced program where families are
rewarded for thinking ahead and saving, with major tax benefits
for putting money away each year, like the IRA account but with
an educational savings account, but really a very strong one with
significant tax benefits.
Senator WELLSTONE. Mr. Chairman, I don't know if this has already been asked previously and answered, but was there any discussion of your judgmtnt or your evaluation of the idea of forgiving
debt for students who go into public interest type of work? If we
have talked about this, I don't want to raise the question.
Senator PELL. It has not been talked about in this hearing.
Senator WELLSTONE. That's the only other question I have, and I
would be very interested in your response.
Mr. ROSSFR. I think this is an extremely important part of thinking through what we want to do in terms of financing higher edu-

cation over the next 5 years. We really ought to be considering
some kind of a national manpower policy which in turn would
evaluate the critical needs in societyteaching in an inner city
school, nursing in a hospital. You can all come up with a list of
absolutely essential functions which we are just notteaching in
college, for example. Where is our next generation of faculty members going to come from?
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We ought in turn then tie this to at least partial tbrgiveness of

the loan, maybe full forgiveness of the loan. Another thing that we
have talked about, of course, is giving some forgiveness to students
who would serve in voluntary community action programs, a kind
of civic virtue, if you will, which we ought to be putting at the very
top of our priority list in terms of helping our young people.
So I would say let's talk about how we ought to be investing in
this country and in particular how we ought to be investing in critical skills in critical areas.
Mr. SMITH. If I may add to that on behalf of ACE, who I am representing, there is strong interest in that. Now if I may make just

a personal comment, having been in the business long enough I
have seen those work. So it is not the creation of something which
is unproven. In the past, the forgiveness of a loan or partial forgiveness has worked very effectively to meet specific manpower
v. 'reds and to open up access to students, and I think that our situa-

uon has not changed so much from what it was 20-30 years ago
that it would change our ability to effectively implement that as

one technique of meeting manpower needs in critical areas.
Ms. FULLER. If I could add just one quick comment to that, our

institutions are all located in central cities, and many of our students even volunteer while they are going to school. If there could
be some sort of arrangement for that volunteer workthey work
with Para los Ninos, the food banks in the various citiesthere
should be some reward for that.

Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you very much.

Senator PELL. We had in our teachers act in the last Congress a
provision for forgiveness for those who went into teaching, and we
lost that; but we have reintroduced it in this Congress. Also in the
current Perkins Loan Program, there is some provision for forgiveness. So what we have to do is take this little crack in the door and
open it up a lot more.
Senator WELLSTONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed, Ms. Fuller. Dr.

Rosser and Dr. Smith, for being with us.

We now welcome our second panelDr. John Henderson, president of Wilberforce University, Wilberforce, OH, and VT'. Bill

Wyckoff, president of Labette State Bank in Altamont, KS.
I would add that Senator Metzenbaum is very regretful he could
no: be here to welcome Dr. Henderson himself, because he is tied

up in the Judiciary Committee where they are marking up one of

his own biils, so he has no choice.
Welcome, Dr. Hendei bun and Mr. Wyckoff.
Dr. Henderson, do you want to lead off?

STATEMENTS OF JOHN L. HENDERSON, PRESIDENT, WILBERFORCE UNIVERSITY, WILBERFORCE, OH, ON BEHALF OF
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND, AND BILL WYCKOFF, PRESIDENT, LABETTE STATE BANK, ALTAMONT, KS, ON BEHALF OF
AMERICAN ASSOCIAVON OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES
Nt.-. HENDERSON. Thank you, Senator Pell.
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee on Education, Arts

and Humanities, I am John Henderson, the president of Wilberforce University, Wilberforce, OH, arguably the Nation's oldest historically black college.
I am here today on behr.lf of my colleagues, the presidents and

the students of member institutions of the United Negro College
Fund, private, historically black, traditional and primarily liberal
arts institutions of higher education.
I'd like to report to you that our member institutions are in a
growth mode, with 31 of our 41 member institutions showing enrollment increases of 2 percent over fall 1989 and up 16 percent
over the past 4 years. It includes students from 48 of the 50 States,
about 1,500 students from 50 foreign countries, and 339 from U.S.
Possessions.

Wilberforce University recently celebrated its 135th anniversary.
We enroll 812 students, the highest enrollment we have had over
the past 5 years. Our enrollment includes African American, white,
foreign students. Thirty-five percent of our students were male and
65 percent female.
Among the students at Wilberforce University, approximately 85

percent receive Federal student assistance. Our students are very
dependent on title IV aid. Similarly, you would find that an analysis of all UNCF students as a group would reflect that 91 percent
of all students received some form of Federal aid in 1988-89, and
most received several forms of loan, grant or work assistance.
This is due in large measures to the fact that our students come
from families with incomes two-thirds lower than students at other
private colleges. They don't just show need; they are indeed poor. A
comparison of the data would illustrate my point.

The median estimated income of students attending private
black colleges In the fall of 1989 was $31,666 as contrasted to

$49,729 for students attending private nonsectarian colleges. In the
fall of 1990, the comparison was $29,598 and $51,037.

Alarmingly, whil college costs have risen faster than the rate of

inflation over the last decade, it would appear that the family
income gap is widening. This income gap is exacerbated in two
ways that the United Negro College Fund hopes this committee

will consider in the forthcoming reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
First, over the most recent decade, the shift in the proportion of
Federal student assistance provided in the form of loans as opposed
to grants has shifted dramatically. That shift in the type of aid pro-

vided to needy, low-income students is depressing, especially to

those of us whose institutions serve large number of low and

middle-income students and who want to avoid placing them deeply
in debt as they seek to acquire the means to better themselves and
their families.
The shift from grants to loans which began in 1976 is disturbing.
From 1970-71 to 1975-76, grant aid increased from 66 percent to 80
percent of all aid awarded while loan aid declined from 29 percent
to 17 percent. In the mid-1970's, that trend reversed itself when the

rise in grant aid peaked in 1976 and then began a precipitous decline to 48.9 percent in 1988, where it has remained fairly constant.
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Loan aid now totals 49.7 percent of the total, and the remaining
2.6 percent is college work-study. The decline in available grant
aid-8 percent of all UNCF students were GSL borrowers in 197980 compared to almost 50 percent as Stafford borrowers in 198788has mirrored a major increase in student borrowing.
Second, UNCF believes that attempts by the Department of Education to re-target the Pell grant program on low-income students
actually forces institutions like Wilberforce University and our
sister UNCF colleges and universities to essentially rob Peter to
pay Paul. Let me explain that.
Sixty-five percent of all UNCF students received Pell grant in
1988-89, accounting for 27,505 students with an average award of
$1,645. One-third of all UNCF students receive SEOG awards, aver-

aging $995. These two grant programs provided $58 million to
UNCF students out of the $186 million in Federal student assistance received by UNCF students in 1988-89.

We believe a much more thoughtful proposal, but one that requires additional refinements, is the policy initiative advanced by
Representative Bill Ford of Michigan, chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee and its Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, and Senator Paul Simon of Illinois. While UNCF
would strongly oppose a hard and fast rule that restricted grant
aid to the first 2 years of baccalaureate study, with loans being
used exclusively in the last 2 years, we do believe it would be advantageous and appropriate for our students to emphasize grant
aid in the freshman and sophomore years and to reverse that emphasis in the latter 2 years of baccalaureate degree study.
The cost of paying now or paying later, given the historical shift
of Federal student aid spending from grants to loans, from 80 percent grants and 20 percent loans in 1976, to 49 percent grants and

a similar amount in loan aid in 1990, is easily seen within the
UNCF family.

We support strongly the creation of a true Pell grant program
entitlement as the only means for redressing the imbalance be-

tween loans and grant funds provided by Congress.
I would like to request, Mr. Chairman, that the analysis provided
by UNCF of the Department of Education's fiscal year 1992 budget
be included in the record right after my written testimony.
Senator PELL. Without objection.
Thank you very much, Dr. Henderson.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Henderson follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN L HENDERSON, PRESIDENT, WILBERFORCE UNIVERSITY
ON BEHALF OF THE UNfTED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND, INC.

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION,
ARTS AND HUMANITIES, I AM JOHN HENDERSON, PRESIDENT OF WILBERFORCE,
OHIO, A MEMBER INSTITUTION OF THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND (UNCF).
I APPEAR TODAY ON BEHALF OF MYSELF AND MY COLLEAGUES THE PRESIDENTS
OF THE 41 MEMBER UNCF INSTITUTIONS, OUR ALMOST 50,000 STUDENTS WHO
ATTEND OUR PRIVATE, HISTORICALLY BLACK, TRADITIONAL AND PRIMARILY
LIBERAL ARTS INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION.

UNCF MEMBER INSTITUTIONS ARE IN A GROWTH MODE, WITH 31
OF OUR 41 MEMBER INSTITUTION; SHOWING ENROLLMENT INCREASES UP 2
PERCENT OVER FALL 1989 AND UP 16 PERCENT OVER THE PAST FOUR YEARS.

OUR MEMBER COLLEGES ENROLLED 49,397 STUDENTS IN SEPTEMBER 1990,
INCLUDING STUDENTS FROM 48 OF THE FIFTY STATES, AND 1,504 STUDENTS
FROM 30 FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND 339 FROM U.S. POSSESSIONS.
TO GIVE YOU A CAPSULE VIEW OF WILBERFORCE UNIVERSITY, WE
ENROLL 812 STUDENTS -- THE HIGHEST ENROLLMENT WE HAVE ATTAINED OVER

THE PAST FIVE YEARS -- INCLUDING AFRICAN AMERICAN, WHITE AND
FOREIGN STUDENTS, 35 PERCENT (272) WERE MALE AND 65 PERCENT (507)
AMONG OUR STUDENTS, 85 PERCENT RECEIVE FEDERAL
WERE FEMALE.
STUDENT ASSISTANCE, BROKEN OUT AS FOLLOWS FOR THE 1988-89 ACADEMIC
YEAR:

EDAM

No.ofAwards

AMOUNT

Avg.Award

PELL GRANTS

657

81,068,070

$1,625

SEW

625

$

945,865

$1,513

CWS

732

$1,354,736

$1,851

STAFFORD LOANS

493

$1,508,848

$3,061

PERKINS LOANS

294

$

484,189

$1,647

PARENT LOANS FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS (PLUS) AND SUPPLEMENTAL
LOANS FOR STUDENTS (SLS) CONSTITUTE A RELATIVELY INSIGNIFICANT
PORTION OF WILBERFORCE'S STUDENT FINANCIAL AID PACKAGING PORTFOLIO.

ONLY 33 PARENTS OR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS BORROWED IN THE PLUS
PROGRAM AND ONLY TWO (2) STUDENTS MADE SLS LOANS IN 1988-89.

AS YOU CAN TELL FROM EVEN A CURSORY EXAMINATION OF THE
ABOVE DATA, WILBERFORCE STUDENTS ARE VERY DEPENDENT ON TITLE IV
SIMILARLY, AN ANALYSIS OF UNCF STUDENTS AS A GROUP WOULD
AID.
REFLECT THAT 91 PERCENT OF ALL STUDENTS RECEIVED SOME FORM OF
FEDERAL AID (IN 1988-89), AND MOST RECEIVE SEVERAL FORMS OF LOAN.
GRANT OR WORK ASSISTANCE.
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THIS

IS

DUE IN LARGE MEASURE TO THE FACT THAT OUR

STUDENTS COME FROM FAMILIES WITH INCOMES TWO-THIRDS LOEB THAN
STUDENTS AT OTHER PRIVATE COLLEGES. THEY DON'T JUST SHOW "NEED"
RELATIVE TO THE COST OF EDUCATION -- THEY ARE POOR! A COMPARISON

OF DATA FROM THE FALL 1989 AND 1990 COOPERATIVE INSTITUTIONAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM (CIRP) ANNUAL FRESHMAN SURVEY IS REVEALING AND
WILL ILLUSTRATE MY POINT AND THE BASIS FOR UNCF RECOMMENDATIONS ON
THE LOAN
G
DIAN ESTIMATED FAMILY
BALANCE QUESTION.
INCOME 0 S 7.41(4'
ATTENDING PRIVA
SLACK OLLEGES IN THE FALL OF
1989 W
1,666 S CONTRASTED TO $49,729
OR STUDENTS ATTENDING
PRIV E N
ECT
1
CO
GES. IN
E FA
OF 1990, THE COMPARISON
WAS $29,598
51,037
ALARMINGL ,
ILE COLLEGE COSTS HAVE
RISE FAS R THAN THE
E OS INFLATION OVER THE LAST DECADE, IT
WOULD
c
THAT
FAMILY INCOME uAP, AS KEVIN PHILLIPS HAS

POINTED OUT IN THE POLITICS OF RICH AND POOR -- WEALTH AND THE
AMERICAN ELECTORATE /N THE REAGAN AFTERMATH -- IS WIDENING!
THE

CHART BELOW, BASED ON THE 1989 AND 1990 FRESHMAN CIRP DATA IS
ILLUSTRATIVE:

ESTIMATED PARENTAL INCOMES OF ENTERING FRESHMEN
AT PRIVATE HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND
UNIvERSITIES AND AT PRIVATE NONSECTARIAN
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Fall 1989
Fall 1990
Private
Private
Private
Black
Nonsect.
Black

Private
Nonsect.

Estimated Parental
Income Range (bypercele)

$100,000 and above

3.4

17.6

3.9

18.9

50,000 -- 99,999

20.9

32.1

18.6

32.2

35,000 -- 49,999

16.2

18.4

15.5

17.7

25,000 -- 34,999

17.1

13.5

17.9

12.7

15,000 -- 24,999

17.8

10.1

18.0

10.1

below $15,000

24.2

8.3

26.0

8.4

SOURCE:

The American Freshman: National Norms for Fall 1982 Land
Alexander W. Astin, William S. Korn and Ellyne R. Berz,
ACE/UCLA Cooperative Institutional Research Program, p.44.
1990,
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THIS INCOME GAP IS EXACERBATED IN TWO WAYS THAT UNCF HOPES THIS
COMMITTEE WILL CONSIDER IN THE FORTHCOMING REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT.
FIRST,
OVER THE MOST RECENT DECADE, THE SHIFT IN THE
PROPORTION OF FEDERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROVIDED IN THE FORM OF

LOANS AS OPPOSED TO GRANTS SHIFTED DRAMATICALLY.

THAT SHIFT IN THE

TYPE OF AID PROVIDED TO NEEDY, LOW-INCOME STUDENTS IS DEPRESSING
TO THOSE OF US WHOSE INSTITUTIONS SERVE LARGE NUMBERS OF LOW AND
MIDDLE INCOME STUDENTS AND WHO WANT TO AVOID PLACING THEM DEEPLY
IN DEBT AS SEEK TO ACQUIRE THE MEANS TO BETTER THEMSELVES AND THEIR
FAMILIES.
THE SHIFT FROM GRANTS TO LOANS, WHICH BEGAN IN 1976 IS
DISTURBING. FROM 1970-71 TO 1975-76, GRANT AID INCREASED FROM 66
PERCENT TO 80 PERCENT OF ALL kID AWARDED, WHILE LOAN AID DECLINED
IN THE MID-1970s THAT TREND
FROM 29 PERCENT TO 17 PERCENT.
REVERSED ITSELF, WHEN THE RISE IN GRANT AID PEAKED IN 1976 AND THEN
BEGAN A PRECIPITOUS DECLINE TO 48.9 PERCENT IN 1988, WHERE IT HAS
REMAINED FAIRLY CONSTANT. LOAN AID NOW TOTALS 49.7 PERCENT OF THE
TOTAL AND THE REMAINING 2.6 PERCENT IS COLLEGE WORK STUDY.
THE

DECLINE IN AVAILABLE GRANT AID -- 8 PERCENT OF ALL UNCF STUDENTS
WERE GSL BORROWERS IN 1979-80 COMPARED TO ALMOST 50 PERCENT ARE
STAFFORD BORROWERS IN 1987-88 -- HAS MIRRORED A MAJOR INCREASE IN
STUDENT BORROWING!

THE DRAMATIC EXPANSION OF STUDENT BORROWING PARALLELS THE
INCREASED AVAILABILITY OF STUDENT LOANS, SPURRED IN PART BY THE
MIDDLE INCOME STUDENT ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1978, THE 1976 AMENDMENTS
TO THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT INCREASING THE SPECIAL ALLOWANCE PAID
TO LENDERS, AND THE GROWTH IN THE NUMBER OF STATE-BASED GUARANTORS
PROVIDING GUARANTEES FOR STUDENT LOANS FOLLOWING THE DEMISE OF THE
(FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT LOAN (FISL) PROGRAM. SPIRALING COLLEGE

COSTS COUPLED WITH INCREASED LOAN AVAILABILITY HAS CREATED A
GENERATION OF COLLEGE STUDENTS/GRADUATES WHO ARE LITTLE MORE THAN
INDENTURED SERVANTS!
THE OUTSTANDING GSL LOAN VOLUME ROSE FROM

$9.9 BILLION IN 1976 TO $21.3 BILLION IN 1980, THEN TO $67.6
BILLION IN 1986 AND EXCEEDED $80 BILLION IN 1988. WHILE I BELIEVE
WE CANNOT MINIMIZE THE IMPORTANCE OF STUDENTS REPAYING THEIR LOANS,
FAR TOO MUCH ATTENTION IS PAID TO 'LOAN DEFAULT RATES,' AND

EXCESSIVE BLAME IS PLACED ON COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES THAT ARE
SIMPLY TRYING TO EDUCATE STUDENTS, AND NOT ENOUGH TIME OR ATTENTION
IS
SPENT ADDRESSING THE FEDERAL POLICIES WHICH DRIVE THE
UNFORTUNATE RESULTS OF RELYING ON LOANS INSTEAD OF GRANTS AS THE
FOUNDATION OF A STUDENT'S FINANCIAL AID PACKAGE.
SECOND, UNCF BELIEVES THAT ATTEMPTS BY THE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION TO "RE-TARGET" THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM ON LOW INCOME

STUDENTS ACTUALLY FORCES INSTITUTIONS LIKE WILBERFORCE UNIVERSITY
AND OUR SISTER UNCF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES TO "ROB PETER TO PAY
PAUL." LET ME EXPLAIN.
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SIXTY-F/VE PERCENT OF ALL UNCF STUDENTS RECEIVED PELL GRANTS
IN 1988-89, ACCOUNTING FOR 27,505 STUDENTS WITH AN AVERAGE AWARD
OF $1,645.
ONE-THIRD OF ALL UNCF STUDENTS RECEIVE SEOG AWARDS,
AVERAGING $995. THESE TWO GRANT PROGRAMS PROVIDED $58 MILLION TO
UNCF STUDENTS OUT OF THE $186 MILLION IN FEDERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE
RECEIVED BY UNCF STUDENTS IN 1988-89.

IT IS INTERESTING TO NOTE THE INCOME DISTRIBUTION OF ALL PELL
GRANT RECIPIENTS (SEE CHART BELOW) IN ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF THE
PROPOSED BUSH ADMIN/STRATION PLAN TO CREATE A SUPER PELL GRANT BY
RE-TARGETING AID ON THE LOWEST INCOME RECIPIENTS AND THE IMPACT OF
INCREASED BORROWING ON LOWER INCOME STUDENTS.
SINCE DEFAULTS ARE
HIGHEST AMONG "NON-PERSISTERS," GRANTS ARE A PREFERRED OPTION FOR
LOWER INCOME, MORE ACADEMICALLY AT-RISK STUDENTS, ESPECIALLY /N THE
FIRST TWO YEARS OF STUDY TOWARD THE BACCALAUREATE DEGREE.
Estimated Distribution of ea Pell Grant Recipients
1.__Elrogram CostiWirigMht_lor 1992-93
Adjusted Gross
income

Recipient

PouIaior

JJ

0 - $10,000
S10,001 - S15,000
$15,001
$20,000
S20,001
$25,000
S25,001
S30,000
130,001 +

1,755,337

58

356,388
319,824
235,079
163,927
i86 847

12

lad
YET,

3 017 401

A

% of

11

8
5

6
100

Progrpm

% of

_12111_

total

$3,846,148,584
775,351,012
522,265,590
279,316,618
175,536,234
161.215.94Z
5.760,033.986

5

S2,191
2,176
1,633
1,188

3

1,071

3

863

67
13

9

100

Average
Awerd

1,909

CASUAL REVIEW OF THE RECENT EXPERIENCE OF UNCF

STUDENTS, ESPECIALLY WHEN COUPLED WITH THE FY 1992 BUDGET PROPOSALS
TO RESTRICT GRANTS TO POOR STUDENTS AND INCREASE THE AVAILABILITY
OF LOANS, DEMONSTRATES THAT CURRENT LOAN DEFAULT TRENDS ARE LIKELY
TO BE EXACERBATED.
ALTHOUGH ABOUT TWO-THIRDS OF ALL UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS RECEIVED PELL GRANTS AT UNCF MEMBER COLLEGES DURING 198889, THE AMOUNT OF AID DERIVED FROM THIS SOURCE ACCOUNTED FOR ONLY
25 PERCENT OF ALL STUDENT FINANC/AL AID. /N CONTRAST, VARIOUS LOAN
PROGRAMS ACCOUNTED FOR NEARLY 40 PERCENT OF STUDENT AID DOLLARS IN
1988-89.
THREE-QUARTERS OF THESE LOAN DOLLARS CAME FROM THE
STAFFORD .0AN PROGRAM.

SOURCE:Pell Grant Section of the Department of Education FY 1992
Justification
of
Appropriations
for
the
.-mmittees
on
Appropriations, Higher Education, Volume II (Feb.uary 1991), p.L28.

I/ Total program costs reflects program funds paid directly to
students and excludes administrative costs allowances paid to the
institutions at a rate of $5 per recipient, which in 1992-93 are
estimated to total $15,087,000.
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THE POTENTIAL NEGATIVE IMPACT OF THE FY 1992 BUDGET PELL GRANT

PROPOSAL IS BEST UNDERSTOOD BY COMPARING THE MEDIAN ESTIMATED
FAMILY INCOME OF STUDENTS ATTENDING ALL BLACK PRIVATE COLLEGES IN
THE FALL OF 1989 AND 1990 TO THOSE OF OTHER PRIVATE NON-SECTARIAN
COLLEGES. IN THE FALLOF 1989, AS THE CHART ON PAGE 2 MAKES CLEAR,
THE MEDIAN ESTIMATED FAMILY INCOME OF FRESHMAN STUDENTS ATTENDING
PRIVATE BLACK COLLEGES WAS $31,466 COMPARED TO $49,729 FOR STUDENTS
ATTENDING PRIVATE NONSECTARIAN,COLLEGES, WHILE IN THE FALL OF 1990,
THE COMPARISON WAS $29,598 TO $51,037.
VIEWED FROM A UNCF
PERSPECTIVE, THE ADMINISTRATION'S BUDGET PROPOSAL EXACERBATES,
RATHER THAN ADDRESSES THE LOAN GRANT IMBALANCE SITUATION BECAUSE
IT TAKES MONEY AWAY PROM THE "NEAR POOR" TO GIVE IT TO THE "VERY
POOR." THIS W/LL UNDOUBTEDLY FORCE THOSE STUDENTS FROM $10-$25,000
FAMILIES TO BORROW TO MAKE UP FOR DIMINISHED PELL GRANT FUNDS.
WHILE WE WOULD WELCOME THE $3,700 PELL MAXIMUM -- A LONG OVERDUE
INCREASE TO ADDRESS THE EROSION IN THE PURCHASING POWER OF THE PELL
GRANT SINCE 1980 -- THE PROPOSED SHIFT IN EMPHASIS WILL DO
SIGNIFICANT DAMAGE TO THE HIGHER EDUCATION ASPIRATIONS OF UNCF
STUDENTS FROM FAMILIES WITH INCOMES IN THE $15-$25,000 RANGE.

WE BELIEVE A MUCH MORE THOUGHTFUL PROPOSAL,

BUT ONE THAT

REQUIRES ADDITIONAL REFINEMENTS, IS THE POLICY INITIATIVE ADVANCED

BY REPRESENTATIVE BILL FORD OF MICHIGAN, CHAIRMAN OF THE HOUSE
EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE AND ITS
EDUCATION) AND SENATOR PAUL SIMON OF
STRONQLY bPPOSE A HARD AND FAST RULE
THE FIRST TWO YEARS OF BACCALAUREATE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY
ILLINOTS.
WHILE UNCF WOULD
THAT RESTRICTED GRANT AID TO
STUDY, WITH LOANS BEING USED

EXCLUSIVELY IN THE LAST TWO YEARS -- WE DO BELIEVE IT WOULD BE
ADVANTAGEOUS AND APPROPRIATE FOR OUR STUDENTS TO EMPHASIZE GRANT
AID IN THE FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE YEARS, AND TO REVERSE THAT
EMPHASIS IN THE LATTER TWO YEARS OF BACCALAUREATE DEGREE STUDY.

THIS APPROACH, WE BELIEVE wouRAug COLLEGE ACCESS An
SUCCESS; REDUCES OR ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR ACADEMICALLY "AT-RISK"
STUDENTS TO 0 BORROW UNTIL THEY HAVE DEMONSTRATED THEIR ACADEMIC
POPENTIAL; AND COULD SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE THE OVERALL INDEBTEDNESS
OF LOWER INCOME STUDENTS.
THE COST OF 'PAYING NOW OR PAYING LATER,' GIVEN THE HISTORICAL
SHIFT OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID SPENDING FROM GRANTS TO LOANS -- FROM
80 GRANTS (AND 20 PERCENT LOANS) IN 1976 TO 49 PERCENT GRANTS (AND
A SIMILAR AMOUNT IN LOAN AID) IN 1990 -- IS EASILY SEEN WITHIN THE
UNCF FAMILY. THE STAFFORD LOAN (FORMERLY GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS)

IS NOW THE LARGEST SINGLE SOURCE OF SUPPORT FOR UNCF STUDENTS,
PROVIDING SOME $51 MILLION OR 30 PERCENT OF ALL AID AWARDED IN
1988-89 ACCORDING TO UNCF'S 1990 STATISTUAL REPORT.

7,4.!,
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THE AVERAGE LOAN AMOTAT WAS $2,367 FOR EACH UNCF STUDENT BORROWER
AND SLIGHTLY MORE THAN ONE-HALF OF ALL UNCF STUUENTS DID BORROW!
PROJECTED OVER A FOUR-YEAR ACADEMIC CAREER, THE TOTAL INDEBTEDNESS
FOR THOSE STUDENTS WHO DO NOT
WOULD EQUAL ALMOST $10,000./
COMPLETE COLLEGE, AND MANY DROP OUT AFTER ONLY GNE-YEAR OR ARE
DETERMINED TO BE ACADEMICALLY INELIGIBLE AFTER TWO YEARS -- THE
FINANCIAL BURDEN OF REPAYMENT, WITHOUT THE BENEFIT OF A COLLEGE
DEGREE OR OTHER CREDENTIAL IS OVERWHELMING. HBCU GRADUATES EARN 86
PERCENT MORE THAN AFRICAN AMERICANS WITHOUT A COLLEGE DEGREE!

UNCF STRONGLY SUPPORTS THE CREATION OF A TRUE PELL GRANT
ENTITLEMENT AS THE ONLY MEANS FOR REDRESSING THE IMBALANCE BETWEEN
LOAN AND GRANTS FUNDS PROVIDED BY THE CONGRESS TO ELIMINATE THE
BARRIER TO HIGHER EDUCATION ERECTED BY THE RISING COST OF A COLLEGE
EDUCATION AND LIMITED FAMILY FINANCIAL INCOME.
THERE IS NO MORE IMPORTANT ISSUE FACING THIS SUBCOMMITTEE AND
THE 102ND CONGRESS THAN WHETHER OR NOT IT WILL, IN FACT, LIVE UP
TO ITS TWENTY-FIVE YEAR OLD PLEDGE " Every child must be encouraged
to get as much education as he has the ability to take....We want
Nothing
this not only for his sake -- but for the nation;s sake.
matters more to the future of our country: not military
preparedness - for armed might is worthless if we lack the
brainpower to build a world of peace; not our productive economy for we cannot sustain growth without trained manpower; not our
democratic system of government - for freedom is fragile if
citizens are ignorant." /
I WOULD LIKE TO REQUEST THAT UNCF'S ANALYSIS OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION'S FY 1992 BUDGET BE INCLUDED IN THE RECORD RIGHT AFTER
IT EXPLAINS AND ELABORATES ON MANY OF THE
MY WRITTEN TESTIMONY.

POINTS I HAVE MADE HERE THIS MORNING, AS WELL AS INDICATING OUR
VIEWS ON SOME OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S HIGHER EDUCATION ACT
REAUTHORIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IT MAY BE OF SOME ASSISTANCE
TO THE COMMITTEE.

THAT CONCLUDES MY FORMAL TESTIMONY.
ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.

I WOULD BE PLEASED TO

1990 STATISTICAL REPORT, HUGH R. FORDYCE AND ALAN R.
KIRSCHNER, UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND, INC. (JANUARY 1991) p. 13.
__/

SPECIAL MESSAGE TO CONGRESS: "TOwARD FULL EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY," January 12, 1965, PUBLIC PAPERS_QE_INE PRESIDENTS,
Lyndon B. Johnson, BOOK I, p. 28.
__/
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Senator PEA.. Mr. Wyckoff.
Mr. WYCKOFF. Mr. Chairman, I am Bill Wyckoff, a bank presi-

dent by occupation, and I serve as an elected trustee on the board

of Labette Community College in Parsons, KS. I serve on the

AACJC-ACCT Joint Commission on Federal Relations, which has
produced a position statement on the Higher Education Act, and
we offer that for the record.
It has been 20 years, Mr. Chairman, since you spearheaded the
enactment of the then Basic Educational Opportunity Grants. Community colleges are glad to have been among your earliest supporters in the grant program, glad that it now bears your name, and
grateful most of all for the Pell grant's resounding success. We believe the combination of Pell grants and community colleges has
done more for the advancement of the goal of universalizing educa-

tional opportunity in American than anything else this century.

Thanks to this combination, the college opportunity has become an

integral part of the American dream. Yet much remains to be

done.

Millions of Americans living in poverty must be afforded every
reasonable opportunity to obtain a quality education. Critical to accomplishing this goal is a substantial increase in and restructuring
of the Pell grant.

My college, Labette Community College, is located in the extreme southeast corner of Kansas. It is an area that has been officially classified as economically disadvantaged by the U.S. Department of Commerce since 1973. Southeast Kansas is and has historically had one of the highest unemployment rates and percentages
of the population receiving public assistance, including Aid for Dependent Children.
In an attempt to read the most people in need of education, our
colleges has targeted the nontraditional student. The college has focused its recruiting efforts upon older students, single heads of
households, the working poor, and has a special program to Leach
dislocated workers, most of which are unskilled males.

To reach these groups, extensive night and evening programs

have been developed. The median age of these students is 46.
For a dislocated worker, incurring additional debt during a time
of unemployment and financial crisis was just simply unacceptable.

These are iesponsible people who have spent their lives working
and paying their own bills. Federal student aid is very important
to our community. Sixty-five percent of our students receive scholarship or aid assistance.
It is for these reasons that our college, along with the AACJC
and ACCT, believe that the Pell grant should be an entitlement
along with a cost base sufficient to reverse the neediest students'
growing dependence on loanF to meet college expenses.

We advocate that it be called the "United States Pell grant" so

that there is no confusion as to the source of the funds.
It is extremely unfortunate that the high cost of student Icgin de-

faults has weakened public confidence in title IV investment in
human resource development. Paper work and other excessive requirements have become another grave cloud on title IV.
The delivery of student aid is much too complicated for both the
students and the institutional participants. An application form
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that would be one side of one page would literally do wonders in
reaching a more universal education flr underserved students and
families.
the
Certainly, community colleges share your deep concern over
experipersonal
growing grant-loan imbalance. I relate easily from
Student
Loan several
pulled
out
of
the
Guaranteed
ence. My bank
of
reporting reyears ago, largely because of the mounting costs
stuquirements. Our bank officers continue to frequently visit withbank
The
cknts and parents who inquire of us about college loans.
also engages in an active outreach program with area high schools
where we inform the studcints and their parents and counsel them
students and
on financing their educational costs. Our advice toloans,
usually
experience
with
educational
parents, based on our
loan
unless
comes down to this: Do not assume an educational substantial the
inproposed course of study holds a high promise of a
crease in earning power.
it is poor public and
As a Kansas banker, I feel strongly that
loans on poor people. Our association
poor moral policy to push
education
community in urging a $4,000
joins the larger higher
living
allowance. Our goal is to
maximum grant, with $2,500 base
complete at least 1
make it possible for the neediest students to
loans.
In other words,
year of school before they have to resort to
or
the student should have a chance to discover, regardless ofdohisthat
her ability to repay, whether college works for them, and to
before they have to go in debt to learn the experience.
reIn closing, Mr. Chairman, we reemphasize the hope that the
grant
substantial
increase
in
the
Pell
authorization will provide a
and a simplification of the entire student aid delivery process.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wyckoff (with attachments) follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. WYCKOFF

occupation who serves as
Mr. Chairman, I am Bill Wyckoff, a bank president by
College in Parsons, KS. I am
the
Board
of
Labette
Community
an elected trustee on
and the Amertestifying in behalf of the Association of Community College Trustees
the AACJC-ACCT
and
Junior
Colleges.
I
serve
on
ican Association of Community
accompanying PosiJoint Commission on Federal Relations, which has produced the share it with your
Education
Act.
We
are
pleased
to
tion Statement on the Higher
members and offer it for the record.
Thank you for asking us to testify on title IV and the particular problem of how
students finance college.
since you spearheaded the enactment of the
It has been 20 years, Mr. Chairman,
Grants.
Community colleges are glad to have
then Basic Educational Opportunity
the
grant
program,
glad that it now bears your
been your earliest supporters of
Pell grant's resounding success. Throughout
name, and grateful most of all for the
your dream of universalizing eduthose years the community colleges have shared
of
school
for all Americans regardless of
cational opportunity through the 14th year
combination
of
Pell
grants
and community colleges
ability to pay. We believe the
than any other phenomenon of this century.
has done more to advance that goalopportunity
has become an integral part of the
Thanks to this combination, college
be
done.
American dream. Yet much remains to
define both
Because a number of different methods are currently being used to
determine
progressively
more
difficult
to
income and poverty, it is becoming living in poverty. As a result, it is difficultthe
to
actual number of Americans who are
time. However,
perform longitudinal studies to determine poverty trends through benefits
such as
which include non-cash
using even the most conservative methods
it can be said
housing
and
Medicaid
as
income,
food stamps, school lunches, public
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with a great degree of certainty that the level of poverty in the United States is at
an unacceptably high level. Based upon information provided by the Bureau of
Census, in 1988 a minimum of 32 million Americans were living at or below the
poverty level. If the working poor are considered, and the poverty level is &termined by after-tax income tioi number of Americans living at or below the poerty
level jumps to 50,554,000, over 21 percent of the total population.
Today's pnverty threshold for a family of four is about $13,600. It is almost impos-

sible to imagine f'eeding, clothing and providing shelter for four people on such a
small amount of money, but one out of five Americans lives with that reality every
day.
Although poverty in America is widespread, touching almost every identifiable
segment, it does fall with unequal severity on the shoulders of certain demographic
groups, for example, women, children, and older Americans. One of the most striking characteristics of modern poverty is its disparate impact upon women. It has
been said that the United States is experiencing the "feminization of poverty," and
I wholeheartedly agree with this conclusion It is supported by painfully obvious
facts. For example, one out of three female-headed families, as compared to one out
of 18 male-headed families, exist in poverty. This fact combined with our nation's
high divorce rate is a major contributing factor to the unacceptably large number of
American children who live in poverty. One need only review census data to learn
that the declines in poverty since 1967 have been almost wholly within male-headed
families.

If these totally unacceptable conditions are to be corrected, the millions of Ameri-

cans living in poverty must be afforded every reasonable opportunity to obtain a
quality education. Critical to accomplishing this goal is a substantial increase in and
restructuring of the Pell grant. There is no weapon more effective in reducing poverty than education. The positive correlation between education and increased

income is obvious and striking. In Much 1988 the mean income for a family headed
by a person with less than eight yer rs of formal education was $15,579. That figure
compares to $34,677 if the head of he family had completed one to three years of
college and $50,879 if the head of the family had completed four years of college.
Education is obviously an effectivi antidote to poverty, and community colleges
are effectively reaching out to those groups who are most in need of help. Labette
Community C,ollege, where I serve as a member of the Board of Trustees, is a prime
example. Labette Community College is located in the extreme southeast corner of
Kansas, an area that has been officially classified as economically disadvantaged by
the Umted States Department of Commerce since 1973. Southeast Kansas hos historically had one of the highest unemployment rates and percentages of the population receiving public assistance, -.hiding Aid for Dependent Children, in the State.
Labette Community College is painfuhy awure of the depressed nature of the region,
and has been a leader in improving the quality of life within its service area.
The college is specifically sensitive to the economic plight of the female segment
of this population and has responded. With the assistance of local citizens, Labette
Community College has established a Women's Resource Center and is providing a
number of special services, such as Sex Equity and Displaced Homemakers Programs. In addition, the college has made every effort to design a curriculum and

supportive services that are specifically designed to meet the special needs of
women. A major outreach effort has been unentaken and has paid handsome divi-

dends. In 1990, fully 70 percent of the student body at Labette Community College
was female.
The health science field represents one of the major employment growth areas for
the foreseeable future. One need only look at the classified section of any major
newspaper to be struck by the large number of advertisements for nurses and other
allied health professionals. Labette Community College has done an outstanding job
of recruiting and training economically disadvantaged females into the high-paying
and high-demand profession of nursing. At the college's main campus in Parsons, 41
profile of
of 45 students errolled in the Nursing Education Program are women
the average Labette Community College Nursing student is most informative. She is
a 32-year-old single mother of two who is receiving financial assistance. In addition
almost one-third of these women have earned a GED. The significant point is not
that Labette Community College is enrolling disadvantaged, single, female heads of
households into its Nursing Education Program but that over the past 23 years fully
98 percent have graduated and passed the state licensing examination to become
registered nurses. In our immediate service area a registered nurse will receive between $12 and $15 per hour.
In an attempt to reach those most in need of education, Labette Community College has also targeted the non-traditional student. In addition to women the college
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has focused its recruiting efforts upon older students and the working poor. To
reach these groups, extensive night and evening programs have been developed.
Again, the resulta have been impressive. The average age of part-time evening and
extension students is 45.6 and 47 years respectively.
As gratifting as thaw) results are, Labette Community College has confronted a
truly ironic problem. Specifically, those individuals who would benefit most from

the educational and support services provided by the college are thoee who can least
afford them and who are, in turn, most difficult to recruit. This phenomenon is well
illustrated by the actions of actual and potential participants in a dislocated worker
program which was administered by Labette Commumty College. Contributing to
the economic woes of Southeast Kansas and to the plight of its citizens has been a
number of layoffs within the area. In response, Labette Community CAlege organized an area task force made up of local business persons, civic and religious leaders, educators, locally elected officials, area residents and affected workers in an attempt to address the area's increasing rate of unemployment. The result was the
establishment, with the assistance of the United States Department of Labor, of a

Displaced Worker Pmram that was specifically designed to retrain and place in
full time unsubsidized employment unemployed area transportation and defense
workers.

The majority of the affected workers were unskilled middle-aged males. Although
there were some spectacular successes, the overall results were disappointing. As
soon as the program became operational, a number of factors became obvious. The
potential participants were frightened and were lacking in self-confidence. It had
been 20, 30, and even 40 years since many of them hacl been in school. They had
families to feed and house payments to make. These were proud people who had
worked all theft lives and who had always paid their own way, but were now without a job and without prospects for finding one. Although the program could pay for
books and tuition, the unemployed workers were expected to fully support themselves while they were in a retraining program.
This fact combined with their natural fears and self-doubt made them extremely
difficult to recruit and enroll in training programs that would provide them with
the necessary skills to obtain work and to identify occupations that were in current
and future demand. Not only did a large number of eligible workers completely
refuse to participate, it was difficult to retain many of those who did participate. In
their view, they simply could not afford to go to school. So they looked for work.
Many of them searched without success, many others accepted jobs at less than subsistence wages. The result was a significant increase of the chronically unemployed
and working poor. All this was happening while high-paying jobs for which the dislocated workers could have been trained were going unfilled.
In this instance the availability of an educational entitlement grant would have
made a critical difference. Incurring additional debt during a time of unemployment
and financial crisis was simply unacceptable to responsible people who had spent
their lives working and ming their own bills. The attached tables show graphically
just how important the t'ederal student aid is to our community; 65 percent of our
students draw scholarship or aid assistance.
It is for these reasons that Labette Community College, along with AACJC and
ACCT, believe that the key to reaching our goal is to make the Pell grant an entitlement, with a cost base sufficient to reverse the neediest students' growing de_pendence on loans to meet college expenses. We advocate that it be called the United
States Pell grant, so that no student will be confused about its source.
Pell grants are not getting the recognition they deserve for advancing American
competitiveness. Few people recognize the major contribution the Federal Government makes to improving our national competitiveness through Pell grants, the
Montgomery GI Bill, and employee educational assistance. Their importance will
continue to grow, because economists tell us that in the most advanced economies,
human capital accounts for 75 percent or more of the productivity. This, incidentally, is why it is so important to extend employee educational assistance (tax code section 127) as permanent law. Section 127 excludes employer-paid tuition from employees' taxable income. The $75 billion that Defense and other Federal agencies are
investing annually in research and development will never bear full fruit unless the
investment in human resource development substantially increases. Also, section
127 is a most ecnnomical approach because it leverages private and individual initiative.

It is extremely unfortunate that the high cost of student loan defaults has weakened public confidence in title IV investments in human resource development. Paperwork and excessive reporting requirements have become another grave cloud
over title IV.
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Delivery of student aid is much too complicated for both students and institutional participants. An application form reduced to one side of one page would literally
work wonders in equalizing opportunity for most underserved students and families.
Certainly, community colleges share your deep concern over the growing grantloan imbalance. And, I relate to it easily from personal experience. Our bank pulled
out of the Guaranteed Student Loan program several years ago largely because of
the mounting cost of the reporting requirements. A few community colleges have
now left the program for the same reason, and this trend could grow unless the reauthorization streamlines such requirements.
Our bank officers continue to visit frequently with students and parents who inquire about college loans. Also, the bank engages in an active outreach program to
area high schools to inform them of the banking process and counsel on financing
educational costs and opportunities. Our advice to students and parents based on
our experience with loan repayment patterns, usually comes down to this: do not
assume an educational loan unless the proposed course of study holds a high promise of substantially increased earning power. As a banker, I feel strongly that it is
poor public and poor moral policy to push loans on to poor people.
Across the nation, community colleges are giving much the same advice. Our financial aid officers generally do their bwt to persuade at-risk students to seek only
grants and work-study assistance. Our institutions have been unjustly served by the
Education Department's reports that accentuate default percentages alone. Among
the major sectors of postsecondary education, community colleges are the smallest
source of defaults in dollar terms.
Putting it another way, Mr. Chairman, loans to at-risk students simply put them
at greater risk in most cases. For example, we recently had a case in which a thirtyeight-year old mother of four had enrolled in our nursing program. During the enrollment process She made application for a Federal grant only to learn that she
was ineligible, even though she was below the poverty guidelines, because she had
inherited a small family farm that allowed subsistence farming. She was forced to
pursue an educational loan and incurred a substantial debt, which she will have a
long struggle repaying.
For the economically and educationally disadvantaged, educational opportunity
and productivity are inextricably linked, and both will continue to shrink unless the
Pell grant is increased substantially. Our Associations join the larger higher education community in urging a $4,000 maximum grant, with a $2,500 Wse living allowance, for the start-up year of the reauthorization. As emphasized in our Position
Statement, our goal is to make it possible for needy students to complete at least
one year of college without resorting to loans; in other words, students should have
a chance to discover, regardless of ability to pay, whether college works for them
before going into debt for this experience.
If the cost base, before any deduction for expected family contribution (EFC), becomes $2,500, few if any needy students in community colleges will have to have
loans to complete their programs. Such a formula is bound also to lead to improve
ments in loan default rates, certainly so among community colleges.
Mr. Chairman, we cannot thank you and your staff enough for helping the Education Department to see the "light" on loan tracking, Ind to switch to the practice of
keeping each loan identified with the college that makes it. This alone will lower
the default rate for many community colleges. The old Departmental practice of
pmting the loan against the last college attended was prejudicial to community colleges because the typical community college gets many reverse transfers wit,* bad
loans, while its good loan risk students often transfer to four-year schools with their
positive financial record.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, we reemphazise the hope that the reauthorization will
provide a substantial breakthrough in reducing reporting requirements and streamlining program delivery. Again as a businessman, I believe a paperwork impact
study should be required of the government itself in every major act. The last C,on-

gress put three more massive paperwork burdens on colleges in the student-

right.to.know, campus crime, and ability-to-benefit testing requirements, leaving
cost-squeezed campuses to wonder how they will cover these reporting and testing
expenses. We do not want to see the great opportunities that title IV programs provide sunk by their own paperwork overload.

In addition to Pell entitlement and program simplification, Accr and AACJC
give top priority to a reauthorization initiative that would push higher education
into much broader partnerships with the employer community. Titles I, VIII, and
XI could all be folded into this effort. Our aim is to expand higher education's interface with the state-of-the-art technolm, and know how available in industry, build
up the undergraduate "pipeline" needed to encourage more young Americans to
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pursue science, teaching, and public-service careers, and brighten the nation's
chances of achieving a globally competitive workforce for the 21st Century. Without
such a workforce, America has little hope of again becoming a creditor nation.
Thank you again for this opportunity to testify.
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LABETTE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
PARSONS, KANSAS
FINANCIAL AID REPORT 1989-90
This chart reflects the pattern of distrubition of financial aid in FY 90.
Number
Amount
Given
FEDERAL MONIES:
$477,140
424
Pell Grant
$15,516
40
College Work Study
$2,471
6
Supplemental Education Grant
$191,529
108
Stafford Loans
$37,145
17
Suppkrnental Loans
INFITTUTIONAL MONIES:
College Work Study Matching
Institutional Student Employment
Scholarships:
Out-of-county
In-county
Athletic
Employees:
Full-time
Part-time
Sr. Citizens
Out-of-County
In-County
Carl Perkins
NON-1NSTITUTIONAL MONIES:
Foundafion Scholarships
Civic Scholarships
Veterans Educational Benefits

TOTAL ASSISTANCE DISBURSED
Total receiving assistance (unduplicated)

37

143

159
106

$18,275
$6,205

272
4027

$33,724
$92,064
$5,284

35

$723,801

$6,076
$20,225
$100,810
$150,153
$95,934

749
628

TOTALS

28,750

43
30
28

$16,479
$10,477
$44,994

$71,950
$1,324,501

5623*

*During this period 8,600 students were served by the college. Sixty-five percent of all
students served received some form of financial assistance.

Labette Community College
Age of Students Comparison
Class Time
34.2
32.8

Part Time Day
Full Time Day

23.5
44.2

Part Time Night

45.6
27.2

Full Time Night

25.6
46.6

Part Time Extension

41

32

Full Time Extension

30.6
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Labette Community College
Gender Demographics

Fall Semesters

Year
198b

66 11%

1987

65 61%

1988

65 73%

1989

M Male
1990

10'1

MI Female
0%
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Labette Community College
Enrollment Demographics

Fall

Year
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TOWARD HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Position Statement on the Reauthorization
of the filaher E14.11101 1121 by

the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC)
and the Association of Community College Trustees (ACCT)

Intreduction

American education is faced with a challenge of unprecedented severity and
urgency. The challenge is part demographic change, part global
competition, part accelerating technological change, part worker and adult
literacy, part outmoded educational practices and standards -- problems
exacerbated by the absence of a national strategy to address the challenge.
More and more policy-makers of both the private and public sectors are
the United States must build a world-class
reaching one consensus:
workforce to sustain its leadership in science and industry and to renew
the American Dream. The workforce that meets America's needs will seek
both civic and marketable skills through lifelong learning.
The Association 0' Community College Trustees and the American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges have long encouraged such a consensus.
The National Governors Association (NGA) summed up the challenge in its
1990 report, "Excellence at Work," which finds:
Increasing the competitiveness of the American workplace is a matter
All workers must dedicate
of national economic survival.
themselves to increasing their skills and education while assuming
greater responsibility for the quality of their work and the overall
productivity of the firms in which they work.
.

.

.

.

Higher order learning skills and state-of-the-art occupational skills
will be the hallmark of the Ametican workforce in the coming decades.
.

.

.

Accelerating demands for new and advanced skills necessary for the
competitive global economy will require access to relevant skill
upgrading for all workers throughout their cdreers.
.

.

.

The urgency is underscored by the widely acclaimed report, "America's
Choice: High Skills or Low Wages," in which the Commission on the Skills of
the American Workforce concludes:
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The kily to maintaininc, to say nothing of improving, our standard of
more products and services from every
living is productivity growth
malber of the workforce.

But, during the past two decades, our productivity growth has slowed
It now takes nearly three years to achieve the same
to a crawl.
productivity improvement we used to achieve in one year.
If productivity continues to falter, we can expect one of two futures.
Either the top 30 percent of our population will grow wealthier while
the bottom 70 percent becomes progressively poorer or we all slide
into relative poverty together.
In the view of the Association of Community College Trustees and the
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, a national strategy
for human resource development is urgently needed to meet the challenge.
Clearly, global competition and demographics are pushing the challenge into
a tight timeframe; according to an American Council on Education analysis,
the strong growth of the Hispanic population is continuing into the 1990.
while the relative percentage of its youth completing high ichool is still
declining.
Higher education bears., a large responsibility for helping build such a
It must recognize that today's traditional student is the
strategy.
working adult, and must program itself accordingly.

Community, technical, and junior colleges (hereafter all included under the
phrase cpmmunity college) see the reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act as an opportunity for bold and decisive action, the opportunity to make
the Act a cornerstone of a national strategy for human resource
development.
The current Act lacks a unifying theme or focus. Title IV aside, the Act
is a collection of special-interest programs that largely take the national
Starting with this reauthorization, the various
interest for granted.
federal incentives that foster and enhance career competencies should be
a strategy embodying
orchestrated into a coherent and cohesive plan
these principles:
** Federal incentives aimed at career competency enhancement should be
orchestrated into a coherent national strategy.
** Federal incentives should be aimed at stimulating collaborations between
They should
educational institutions and public and private employers.
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enhance the flow of state-of-theart technical equipment, facilities,
and Materials to those institutions that are critical to the delivery of
a worldclass workforce.
** Incentives should favor those institutions that have demonstrated a
capacity and willingness to meet the challenges of demographic change,
adult literacy, and technical literacy in the workplace.
** As the largest system of higher education and formal workforce training,
community colleges should be consistently represented in policy-making
bodies at national, state, and local levels to enhance program
coordination.
** Federal incentives should also help communities and local institutions
to mesh volunteer services with educational goals.
** Special attention must be given toward coordinating the various
federally funded human resource development programs.
The national interest will be s.trved best if reauthorization targets those
areas where higher education cqn do the most to strengthen human resource
Community colleges see three
development and American productivity.
priorities as paramount:

** To achieve a worldclass workforce, education must both turn back the
tides of adult and %,arkplace illiteracy and satisfy the specif'c skill
needs of the employer community.
** American research, technology, and science must be kept at the cutting
edge, and technology transfer given strong emphasis and support.
** The teaching profession must be strengthened on every level, especially
in mathematics and science, cnd technological breakthroughs used to
enhance both teaching prautices and student assessment.
Without a better and more culturally diverse supply of classroom teachers
on every level, the first two goals will be elusive, if not unattainable.
A democratic society undervalues its teachers at its own peril; at the same
time, educators and teachers should take the lead in changing the archaic
school year and the misguided pecking order of academe. Good pre-school
and elementary school teachers ara easily as important to America's future
as the most learned professors.
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ACCT and AACJC consider six
priorities as ssential to make the Higher
Education Act the cornerstone of a national strategy for human
resource
development:
** The Fell Crane mhould become
an ntitlement -- designed to ensure that
the nediest students can complete at least one year of
postsecondary
study without loans.
** Student aid delivery should be simplified for both students
and
inatitutions, and the deficiencies in departmental management of
the
programs should be rectified.
** Titles I and XI should be replaced by a national network of
employer-college partnerships for human resource and economic
development, to provide
"relevant skill upgrading for all workers
throughout their careers," to increase workforce literacy, and
to infuse
instruction with more state-of-the-art technology.
** A parallel initiative in
"pipeline" articulation is needed to raise
sharply the flow and retention of
transfer students, particularly ethnic
minority students who pursue careers in teaching, science,
engineering
and public service.
** Crave urban problems, from dropouts to waste management, call
levels of cooperation and leadership from public and private for new
institutions, and an Urban Extension Service should be established
to
help urban community colleges and universities spearhead the
solutions
** Establishment of the position of Assistant Secretary
for Adult and
Community College Education would enable the U.S. Education
Department
not only to better coordinate federal
programs with the work of
community, technical, and junior colleges, but also to improve
inter-agency cooperation and strengthen the educational partnerships
involved in training for the employer community.
To this agenda, the community colleges bring a distinct
commitment to human
resource development. The greater mission of the
community college is to
serve the civic and cultural
aspirations and skill needs of the community,
its constituents, and its employers; the college transfer
function is just
one facet of that mission.
In many areas, the community colleges have
pioneered the partnerships that serve the needs of employers
and the
community, but the task has only begun.
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The starting line in meeting these challenges is access to institutions of
higher edUcation.
itl

imn

The Pell Grant program has never received the
recognition it deserves for advancing national competitiveness. It stands
with the GI Bills and the tax code Section 127 (employee educational
assistance) as federal policy's best generators to develop advanced
Inspired in part by the success of the original GI Bill,
workforce skills.
the Pell Grant has done more by a wide margin than four GI Bills combined
to enable less-affluent Americana to gain the postr.:..=4ary education and
training to become better workers and better cielzens.
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should be called the United States Pell Grant so that recipients understand
its source.
AACJC and ACCT advocate for the reauthorization a base allowance that is
the gimg fu ell atudentg, starting at $2,500 the first year. The maximum
grant should provide additional cost sensitivity of 25 cents per dollar, up
The base allowance should be
first-year maximum grant of $4,000.
to
indexed for inflation, and should be increased dollar for dollar with
The recommendation of a uniform base
increases in the cost sensitivity.
will promote both access end persistence. Trends indicate that increasing
numbers of ethnic minority and disadvantaged students are foregoing college
opportunities rather than risk their futures on loans.

Simelified glum*. The most urgent need in Title IV, apart from grant
and loan reform, is the simplification of aid delivery for both students
Countless potential students are turned sway from
and institutions.
It is clear
college by the complicated forms end the daunting process.
that both the Education Department end the colleges are choking on
excessive processing end reporting burdens that increasingly defeat the
These burdens are the largest cause of
intent and success of the programs.
professional turnover in the ranks of community colleges' financial aid
staff.

ACCT and AACJC strongly recommend:

** The application form should be a single page and standard for all
institutions and processors.
** A single methodology should be adopted for the calculation of aid
awards.
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Pell Grant eligibility should be maintained for
Working adults have become the majority
less-than-half-time students.
students of higher education and their career needs are as important to the
national interest as those of the so-called traditional students.
Exclusion of less-than.half-time stUdents from Pell Grants reduces the
opportunities of displaced homemakers, single parents, and under-employed
women and minorities to acquire marketable skills; those with full-time
jobs on top of home and family responsibilities rarely have time for more

Lau-sban-bilg-rjai.

than one college course at a time.

Ability-m-benefig. The options for measuring ability-to-benefit (ATB)
that were in force before the 1990 Budget Agreement imposed independent
third party testing on all institutions receiving Title IV aid should be
restored for degree-granting institutions. Federal requirements covering
ATB should apply only to those schools whose ATB'enrollment exceeds 10
percent of their regular student headcount.
Stage ftudegg Incentive Grantg. The impact of SSIG in augmenting
One
need-based assistance far xceeds the sodest federal investment in it.
State Student
,nt
loading
would
be
an
xpanded
option to consider for i
Incentive Grant program, with at least half the leveraged dollars earmarked
By participation in SST1, States take greater responsibility
for freshmen.
for reducing defaults and improving persistence in their own institutions.
SSIG could also be used to good advantage in early intervention, to help
at-risk students in middle schools and high schools and give them assurance
that grants will be available for college if they complete high school.
Community colleges strongly support the TRIO programs, particularly
those programs that serve ethnic minority students. With the growth of
both community college enrollment and community college participation in
four-year
TRIO, articulations should be added to the qualifying criteria:
institutions should no longer be eligible unless they have comprehensive
Such
articulation agreements in force with one or more two-year colleges.
a provision would make TRIO more consistent with its own "upward bound"
1E12.

philosophy.

The College Work Study (CWS) and Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG) programs should be reauthorized
As an offset to the higher cost of a Pell Grant
essentially as written.
entitlement, community colleges could support an increase in the
institutional share of SEGG from 15 percent to 25 percent.

Camoua-base4 Ingram.

The range in which institutions may switch funds between CWS and SEOG
should be increased from 10 percent to 25 percent.
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Seaffor4 Lama. Community college financial aid administrators typically
In the words of
mak* a creed of urging needy students to resist loans.
Congressman William D. Ford, °loans do not buy equity for needy students,
they buy more inequity.° In dollar terms, community colleges are the
Smallest source of defaults among the major sectors of postsecondary
education. A striking example is California, whose 107 community colleges
made just 17,800 Stafford Loans last year, while enrolling 1.5 million
students. These loans totaled $36 million -- a per student average of
just $24.

To curb fraud and abuse:

++ The first step must be the sweeping simplification of Title IV programs;
the sheer complexity and excessive paperwork the programs now entail
constantly threaten students and institutions with inadvertent misuses
of the aid.
++ Accountability for the Stafford Loan program needs to be pr.cisely
assigned; the divided accountability that presently exists leaves no one
specifically in charge.
++ The Education Department should be funded immediately to install a
computer system that identifies all aid recipients by Social Security
This identification should be
number and driver's license number.
posted with the Department at the instant an institution awards aid.
++ Recipients who obtain aid fraudulently by switching schools, or other
means, should face stiff penalties.

Unfortunately, the Department has never been adequately equipped or staffed
Colleges frequently have been subjected
to provide even-handed compliance.
to unwarranted and detrimental criticism in their communities by the
Departmunt's release to media of faulty default-rate calculations. The
Department's persistent publication of default percentages alone, without
regard to total dollars involved, has been equally disruptive.
The default rates of many community colleges would be lower if loans
remained credited statistically to the schools where they originated.
Community colleges often are charged with the defaults of reverse-transfer
students, whose Stafford Loans originated in a four-year or proprietary
college. The reauthorization should specify that Stafford Loans will stay
in the default calculations of the schools where they were made.
++ Self-regulation should be sanctioned for colleges whose Stafford Loan
population is less than 10 percent of its students enrolled half-time or
more in credit programs, and whose default rate is less than 20 percent.
Only a brief summary report should be required of such colleges
annually.
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++ Lending institutions should be required to provide graduated repayment
schedules for Stafford Loans. The interest rates should be made
variable after the fourth year, with an absolute limit of 12 percent.

++ The Inuit Contineent Lim program should be abolished.
AACJC and ACCT support the availability, at the option of
the institution, of federally funded direct student loans or the IDEA loans
proposed by Congressman Thomas E. Petri, as alternatives or suppleents to
the Stafford Loans.

pirect Lang.

The reporting requirements on Stafford Loans have grown into an
unreasonable paperwork bu:den. In California, Virginia and Alabama, among
other States, communit Lolleges with comparatively small loan demand are
opting mit of Stafford Loans because they have found that staffing and
reporting costs of the program exceed, or nearly exceed, the loan dollars
the student would receive.
Regulation bE Sectors. Unless Congress goes to a direct loan program, the
Education Department should be granted authority to regulate loans by
sectors. Community colleges, state colleges, independent non-profit
institutions, and proprietary schools all have very different problems and
needs in servicing and managing their loan portfolios. While community
colleges serve the largest enrollments of at-risk students, they represent
While
the smallest sector of the default problem in dollar terms.
Congress chooses for reasons of equity to make no distinction in assistance
available to students in non-profit colleges Pnd those in proprietary
schools, equity is lost in the Department's efforts to regulate all sectors
by the same rules, Likewise, efforts to increase the job skills of both
the economically disadvantaged and the workforce as a whole will suffer if
the '.aw allows only one option for measuring "ability to benefit."

Employer-College Partnerships for
Euman Resource and_Economic Deeloomenc
To help higher education fulfill its larger potential and role in a
national human resource strategy, the reauthorization should provide a new
partnership program with a dual focus:
++ To provide, again in the words of the National Governors Association,
"access to relevant skill upgrading for all workers throughout their
careers."
++ To close the college transfer breach and build a seamless "pipeline" of
postsecondary opportunity in science, engineering, teaching, and public
service.
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The nation can achive a superior workforce only if personnel have
continuous and convenient access to postsecondary training for as long as
they wish to hold jobs.
Because such upgrading is increasingly
postsecondary, the higher education community should shoulder the larger
responsibility for it. In order to do that changes must come on two
fronts:

++ First, even as older, working students have become the majority
population of American campuses, most four-year colleges remain largely
programmed for the convenience of younger students. The Vast majority
of American' who will constitute workforce 2000 already are on the job.
The hope of building a competitive workforce in the next decade lies in
The wage and
boosting their coepetencies and lengthening their careers.
productivity increases flowing from their extended skills would repay
the training investment many times over in added payroll taxes and lower
Social Security and social service costs.

++ Second, the national interest is ill-served by the poor state of
Curricular
articulation among collegiate institutions in many States.
articulation often is most woeful in the areas of highest national need
science, mathematics, engineering, and teacher development. The
problem is at least as detrimental to older workers seeking marketable
skills as it is to traditional students seeking transfer between
The convenience and equity of the
two-year and four-year colleges.
students mumt come first in articulation, not the turf claims of
academics.

Flexibility should be the hallmark of partnerships between higher education
and the employer community. Experience has shown the community colleges
that they increase enrollment and progran quality and reduce costs when
they deliver courses at work sites that provide state-of-the-art equipment
and facilities.
Employer and employee preferences should determine the modes of program
delivery wherever they are feasible and consistent with accredited
The students educational and career mobility should be the
standards.
first consideration in all such options, from cooperative education and
American
youth apprenticeship to Tech-Prep and advanced placement.
education should not find it necessary to "Europeanize" itself to achieve a
world-class workforce; yet it should offer students, workers, and employers
the kind of articulation and credit exchange model found in the
Servicemembers Opportunity Colleges.
The Cooperative Education program should be reauthorized as part of the
employer-college partnerships, to achieve much broader application of its
demonstrated potential in school-to-work transition.
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This proposed new title should provide planning grants and assistance only
to partnerships in which two-year and four-year colleges articulate both
with ach other and with federal programs that promote education and
training for under-employed adults and dislocated workers. It should
promote replication of proven cooperative education and the
Tech-Prop/Associate Degree Program models. It should favor partnerships
facilities and equipment and
that involve mployers with state-of-the-art
that promote networking in both instructional technolosy and library
resources.

President
Artieulation Add /roars' Development: °Pipeline" Improvement.
Bush's budget references to the missing "pipeline" pinpoint one of the
gravest impediments to American competitiveness, which is the inadequate
curricular articulation in science and ngineering ducation. Largely
ignored through the years by both the Education Department and the National
Science Foundation, this problem short-circuits both the supply of highly
trained scientists and teachers and the productivity of the workforce as a
students must be
whole. In particular, many more ethnic minority
The Bush budget's (FY'90) apt words on the
encouraged in these fields.
"pipeline" are worth repeating:

Even if the historic average holds, and five percent of 18-24 year
olds obtain SAE degrees, the resulting shortfall in the S&E workforce
could reach into the hundreds of thousands. Moreover, many students
with an expressed interest in science and engineering careers leave
the pipeline before getting a degree in science and engineering. This
is particularly true for underrepresented minorities. Currently Black
and Hispanic children constitute 25 percent of our school children; by
the year 2000 this percentage will rise to 47 percent. Yet it is
these groups that are now the most underrepresented in the SSE
workforce.
.

.

The problem calls for strong and immediate cooperation between the
Education Department and the National Science Foundation. Articulation
grants4hould be made to high schools, community colleges, and four-year
schools to form partnersbiga that enable their faculties in science,
ngineering and technology to build and maintain continuity in learning and
The Education Department and NSF
the meet efficient transfer tracks.
should also work with thy Labor Department to provide additional grants
that help such partnerships to answer the critical skill needs of
employers.

The Minority Science Improvement Progrps (MISIP) could make a substantial
contribution to "pipeline" improvement if its authorization ware increased
tenfold, allowing colleges with concentrations of Hispanic enrollment to
become as much the focus of the program as the predominantly Black
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colleges. Likewise, the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary
Education (PIPER) ihould be reauthorized with a new focus, giving priority
to initiatives and innovations that promote °pipeline* articulation and
human resource, development.

mamma jecreterv.

To direct these initiatives, ACCT and AACJC ask
Congress to provide an Assistant Secretary for Adult-Community College
Education and Educational Partnerships. Evan as community colleges have
grown into higher education's largest sector, now enrolling six million
students in credit and degree programs and another four million in
non-credit continuing education programs, tho Education Department has done
little to employ administrators and specialists from community college
backgrounds. A kay role of this Assistant Secretary would be outreach to
other federal agencies, to corporate and mployer communities, and to other
programs within ED that support education and training programs in order to
MaXLMise coordination and return on the taxpayer investment. An
e ducational mpipeline° that delivers comprehensive human resource
development cannot be achieved without such coordination among federal
programs and the employer community.
Urban Extension
A national strategy for human resource development, to be successful,.faces
among other tasks the daunting challenge of revitalizing employment and
conomic opportunity in the urban centers. Community colleges and urban
universities could be used to much greater advantage through the formation
of an urban extension service, modeled after the vastly successful rural
e xtension service.

Specialists from tha universities and community colleges could work hand in
hand with city governments in action oriented, problem solving approaches
to a variety of pressing urban needs under such a program. A new
partnership of federal and city agencies and urban colleges could target
urban such urban priority needs as:
++ Strengthened entrepreneurship and small business (incubators).
++ Worker traiviing and retraining.

++ Organizational development for community-based organizations.
++ Citizenship skills.

++ Literacy and adult basic education.
++ Student literacy corps.
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musical events.
++ Cultural enrichment through joint art, theatre, and
combat drug problems.
++ Hotline networks to provide crisis counseling and

++ Infrastructure planning and renewal.
++ Child nutrition and family learning programs.
++ Improved community health networks.
++ Senior citizen education.
++ Home extension services.

$trengthenina Institution.
(Title III) has contributed more
The Strengthening Institutions program
than any other HEA program to the advancement of institutional quality,
enrollmnents of ethnic minority and
notably in colleges serving larger
Its importance has been consistently
economically disadvantaged students.
funding
than any other non-Title /V program.
affirmed by Congress by higher
The Part A floor
the
renewal
of Title III.
AACJC and ACCT strongly lupport
Amendments was a
of $51 million for comunity colleges enacted in the 1986
neglect of two-year colleges in its early
reaction in part to Title III'd
This
Title should be renewed and the_wait-out
years and should be renewed.
It hurts the momentum gained from a successful
period should be abolishe4.
another
Title III project in a college that deserves consideration for
given toward strengthening the
Special
attention
should
be
grant.
private
endowment section of this Title enabling colleges to leverage
dollars many times over.
Grants should
Community colleges feel strongly that the endowment Challenge
Title
III
eligibility.
be expanded and open to all colleges that establish
Title III
Confining such grants to those schools that currently receive
Elimination
the basic intent of the program.
support is inconsistent with
considerably Title II/'s impact on
of this restriction would widen
to endowments
institutional quality, by accelerating private contributions the
federal
III
schools
and
leveraging
for the otherwise eligible Title
investment.
Amendments sharpened the focus and equity of
The criteria given in the 1986
Authorizations for each Part should be
Title I/I and should be retained.
should be
increased, and regional and national consortia of needy schools
consortia
could
be
especially
For rural and urban colleges,
made eligible.
effective in meeting some of their toughest problems.

12 4)
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ACCT and AAAJC also propose that the Minority Inatitutiona Science
Improvement Program (KISH') be added to Title III, with a ten-fold increase
in its authorisation.

InatriatisuaLlailmannta
1
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Instruction, access, networking, and articulation can all benefit from the
rapid growth of communications technologies, as well as from technology
transfer from both industry and governmental research and development.
Business, industry and state governments should be encouraged by federal
incentives to help colleges form resource sharing networks, using
state-of-the-art technology to increase access for working adults, enhance
language and civic skills for the growing non-Eaglish speaking population,
and raissboth the quality and availability of technical and professional
education. The most pressing need* are in curriculum development,
instructional systems, library and information networks, technology
transfer, simulated learning and in-service training.
Higher education serves a highly mobile population, who prefer their
instruction at the nearest delivery point.
Competing demands make such
students impatient to see institutions linked electronically to improve a
variety of services, from library collections and counseling to course
descriptions, transcripts, and the transfer of course credit,.

Colleges generally lag in outreach to homebound learners, adults with
full-time obligations to work or family, and students in rural areas and
communities isolated from campuses. New technologies brighten the hope
that these students can be better served through long distance learning.
Federal incentives should encourage initiatives in these areas.
Innumerable advances in technology, accumulated from contract research, are
being stockpiled by federal agencies rather than put to classroom and other
productive use.
The need for technology transfer, especially in
instructional technology, is most acute in the Department of Defense (DOD).
The reauthorization should sanction the broadest possible application of
such advances.
International Education
The rising national need for American expertise in languages, area studies,
and other international fields -- spurred by the President's quest for a
new global order -- call for the expansion of Title VI programs and a
commitment to undergraduate teaching in these fields at least equal to the
Title's current support of graduate studies.
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Laeguage barriers have become a formidable handicap to Americana and
Because community
American interests both domestically and globally.
and
colleges are the doorway to higher learning for the majorities of women
first generation citizens, and to
minorities, as well as immigrants and
cross-cultural understanding for enormously diverse adult student
co'leges need much greater access to
populations, the faculty of community
resolrce centers at domestic
study abroad and to the international
In contrast to the
universities and the area resource centers abroad.
primarily
for
research, community
graduate students who use such centers
college faculty would use then for instructional enrichment.
for
As presently written, Title VI provides only a 10 percent setaside
in FY'90,
Only
16
percent
of
this
funding
undergraduate ducation.
community colleges -- far out of
amounting to just 10 grants, went to
for advancing language studies
proportion to community college potential
The
Title
VI
authorization for undergraduate
and international ducation.
authorization
for
graduate work, if the nation is
programs should equal the
to xcel in these fields.

Professional Development
faced.
Today's need for good teachers is the most acute the nation has
To replace
produce
world-class
schools.
Only world-class teachers can
retirees and staff new courses, the need in community colleges could exceed
The accelerating demand for worker
500,000 new faculty by the year 2000.
training and retraining could push credit enrollment in the community,
million
technical, and junior colleges from the current six million to nine
of
500,000
students
is
expected
in
students within the decade; an increase
The demand fot new teachers will
the California community colleges alone.
be much greater still at the elementary/secondary levels.

Yet supply is but one facet of the teaching profession's multi-dimensional
problem; changing demographics have heightened the need for cultural
recruitment
diversity and minority leadership in the classrooms and for the
elevated
and retention of minority teachers, while global competition has
Looking at any or all of the National
the importance of subject mastery.
Governors Association's six goals for education, the indispensable
ingredient is teacher excellence.
be
The Nigher Education Act's support for professional development shouldin
Though
community
colleges
are
centered
similarly multi-dimensional.
classroom instruction and serve the majority of Americans starting college,
they are poorly utilized as a source of new teachers and teacher
for community college
development. Scholarships should be authorized
The
graduates, particularly minorities, who want careers in teaching
professional *pipeline' in teaching could be strengthened by greater

community college participation.

Title V should be redrawn to direct some of the dollar flow to community,
technical, and junior colleges for purpose. of in-service professional
faculty and
development activltias. With an estimated one-half of the
decade
of
the
1990s.
administrators leaving colleges during the
to
professional staff development moves beyond being a nice thing to do
being absolutely essential.
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Senator

PELL.

Thank you very much indeed, Mr. Wyckoff.

Dr. Henderson, I think you mentioned that at your institution
the number of female students is about double that of male students. What would be the reason for that?
Mr. HENDERSON. That is correct. As you know, Senator, we do

have an alarming problem in America with black males. I think
that is something within our institutions that simply responds to
some of those crises that we are going through in the Nation itself.
We are losing our young black men. VVe are losing our young black
men, and college to a good many of them does not seem to offer the
promise it once did many, many years ago.

I think that cost provides one of the factors. Young men find it
more advantageous and more profitable to engage in other things,
particularly in urban areas, to make money than to go to college.
Senator PELL. But why wouldn't that apply equally to the female
students? Why would there be an imbalance with twice as many
female students as male?
Mr. HENDERSON. Well, I think there are so many opportunities

that are opening up to females now. We have more and more

young women who are exploring other options in education. This is
not something that is particularly unique to my college or the historically black college. I think it is a national phenomenon that is

occurring, that over the past 10 years the enrollment of females
has increased dramatically as more opportunities have opened up.
Senator PELL. I know the dreadful statistic that young black
males between 20 and 30, one out of four are in jail or in the arms
of the law.

Mr. HENDERSON. That is correct.

Senator PELL. Do you think that is another factor here in lowering the college participation rate?

Mr. HENDERSON. There are limited opportunities for employment; the cost of education has risen dramatically, and so young
men just drop out of society it seems because they don't have the
opportunity to work or to go to school in order to prepare them-

selves to lead profitable lives.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

Mr. Wyckoff.
Mr. WYCKOFF. Senator, our eni ollment at our college is 70 per-

cent female also. I would just like to expound a little bit. We had a
dislocated worker program which reached predominantly the outof-work male, and we had some dramatic success stories come out
of that. But we had some grave disappointments. What it really got
down to was that a male beyond his mid-20's could not easily make
that adjustment back into educational college life, and that there
were lots of reasons put up. Many of them were financial and feeling that they had let their families down; others included the fact

that they just needed a transition force to go through. That was
one particular program I would have liked to have been able to
keep one more year to find out if we could have made it work.
But we found that the women are needing to come back to supplement the income of the family, and they simply cannot do that

on the minimum wage jobs that are available to them, so they'll
come back trying to increase the family's income level while the
husband is normally underemployed or unemployed.
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Senator PELL. Thank you.

is not a good idea or good
I agree with your comment that itpeople
who probably will not
social policy to force loans on poor
you are doing
have the opportunity to pay them back because what
that's
not a good
then is creating a whole class of deadbeats, and
the rest of
debt
hanging
over
you
for
thing either, to have that
your life.

Mr. WYCKOFF. Well, it just simply doesn't work. If you can come

lose your job
back to our community college and you are about topart
of Kansas
job,
and
you
were
makingin
our
or have lost your
that
levelif
be
a
pretty
good
income
at
there, $6 an hour would
lose
it,
and
you
could
making
that
and
were
about
to
you were
basic
skills
community
college
and
pick
up
some
come back to the
maintain
that
$5-$6
and a trade, or in an office environment, and
you are
an hour income, then you are going to be employed, andafford
to
going to pay taxes and do other thingbut you cannot
pay back a loan. It just won't work.
is no way that a family
We heard the testimony earlier, there
level
goes up dramatically.
can pay back loans unless the income
that, I have had
Mr. HENDERSON. Senator, if I might comment on
from
primarily
urban
areas, and of
students, young men who come
institutions
bring a
course these students when they come to our
communicertain amount of baggage along with them from those
to me that it becomes very
ties. But I have heard youngselected
men sayeducation
as a means for bedistressing when they have
coming productive citizens, and they find themselves confronted
who
with some insurmountable loans, when there are young mendrive
those
communities
who
are a part of the problem in some of
big cars and wear gold chains because they find it much more profYou
itable to indulge in the criminal element of drug-trafficking.
something
out
of
who
really
wants
to
make
see, for a young man
facing
and
comes
out
of
college
himself and serve his community,
very difficult for him to pay back.
an insurmountable debt, it is
thought
of that before, but I agree with
Senator PELL. I had not
you.

Senator Kassebaum.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

here. I
First, it is a great pleasure to welcome a fellow Kansan
active
member
an
would just like to say that Mr. Wyckoff has been
of the community, and we are very proud of Labette Community

College in Kansas. It is one of the oldest in Kansas.
I would like to start by asking you whether you could elaborate

on the kinds of reporting requirementswhich led your bank to

program.
drop its participation in tne loansmall
bank. Kansas has 550 banks
Mr. WYCKOFF. We are a very
I think 220 banks in Kansas are
and is not a very large State.
that
smaller than $20 million in deposits. For a small institution
the
people
who
serves the community interest and makes loans to their lives, you
live around the corner and the families throughout
of those is probmake a loan on the basis of a lot of things, and one
reporting
requireably not the effort with all of the paper work,
things,
that if
the
follow-up
and
the
other
ments, the 15-day notice,
of
not
having
that
you miss one, you have a pretty great chance
loan reimbursed.
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It is much easier from the bank's standpoint simply to make that
loan direct in our case. In all of our handling Guaranteed Student
Loans, we had one claim, and it was due to a death.
So little banks in Kansas were not making loans that were going
in default. They may end up slow, and they may end up needing
some remedial action, but those are the requirements that a small
institution simply cannot handle. And of course, a larger institution, which would have a computer bank and an entire staff doing
that, can handle it quite well.
So you simply have to make the decision just to move it out of
the local community.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, it certainly makes good sense, I think.
Have you given any thought to whether the whole program should

be handled by the Department of Education, removing the banks
totally?

Mr. WYCKOFF. I can speak as an individual on that, can't I? I
would have no problem with that because my livelihood is not depending on income from student loans. I know there has been some
interest in our association expressed at the larger community college districtsHouston and Dallas community college districts are

two I can think ofthat wanted an opportunity to make those
loans directly from the school and administer those out of the college.

Now, in a larger college setting maybe they could do that; in a

small college it simply wouldn't be feasible.

So I think there should be some opportunities given to opening
up other areas to house those loans, and giving that college or financial aid adviser a little more handle and flexibility on whether
or not they make the loan would be enormously helpful. There are
situations where simply a college would like to turn down a student and, quite honestly, can't.
Senator ICASSEBAUM. Dr. Henderson, do you think that would be

a good ideathat's kind of putting you on the spot. Let me just say
that I personally think the concept is a worthy one. I think it is of
some advantage to the student to be able to have some good advice

from a financial aid adviser at that point. That does put a big

burden, it seems to me, on the financial aid adviser and/or on the

schooland perhaps that is where it should be. But we have
tended to try more and more to develop the guidelines from here.
Mr. HENDERSON. I can't speak for all college and university presi-

dents, but I certainly feel that Wilberforce University does not

want to be in the lending business nor do we want to be in the debt
collecting business. We are primarily educators, and whereas we
are concerned about students finding assistance to enable them to

pursue a college degree, a college education, I just simply don't

think lending money and collecting those debts really is in the purview of an educational institution. Where it goes, it doesn't matter,
as long as there are means of accountability and there are options

available to students in order to provide the resources that they

need to get an education.
Senator KASSEBAUM. What is the average debt load of students
graduating from Wilberforce University, Dr. Henderson?
Mr. HENDERSON. I would say that our students graduate with a
debt of anywhere from $6,000 to $7,000.
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Senator KASSEBAUM. Mr. Wyckoff, do you have any idea for La-

bette Community College?
Mr. WYCKOFF. There are three different parts to most community

colleges and certainly ours. About one-third of the students are
transfer students who are getting their first 2 years of school to go
on. Those students will probably incur the most debt, and it is not
going to be great but it is probably going to be in the neighborhood
of I would say $2,500. There is another third who are being retrained to stay in the community work. Those people are usually
the underemployed or unemployed, and they have to cover it either
by grant or aid, or they are not in school. So they would have virtually no debt. And we are probably missing many of those because
would come into
of that. And the last third are the students who
Those
students are
our colleges, mostly our health science fiela
greater
earning
power,
so they will
going to come out with a much
and
that is norgo into debt maybe io the $5,000 to $6,000 range,
that
is
normally
child
care and
mally made up of women, and
during
their
educational
procother costs they had to accumulate
ess.
Our nursing program is one that I looked at specifically for this.
Our last graduating class of 45, of which 41 were women, one-third
a 98
of those people entered the program with a G.E.D. We havetriple
percent graduation rate, and these students will be able to
their income after graduation, so they can afford to repay a loan. It
is simply going to increase their earning power. But it is getting
that first year of school that they could not afford.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Dr. Henderson, you noted that a $10,000
family income cut-off for the Pell grants is too low. What do you
to what
think would be a good level? Have you given any thoughtstudents?
work
to
an
advantage
to
attracting
more
you feel would
Mr. HENDERSON. Certainly we have a substantial number of students who fall below $15,000, but then there is another larger
number that is between $15,000 to I'd say about $35,000, where
there are other kinds of family circumstances which stretch the
family dollar.

I would really like to see the cut-off extended somewhere maybe
around $45,000-$49,000, depending upon the particular circumstances that families have to be concerned with in terms of financing an education. .
Senator KASSEBAUM. I am sure probably both of you would agree
with Dr. Rosser's suggestion that we eliminate nonliquid assets in
determining eligibility.
Mr. HENDERSON. I would certainly agree with that, yes.
Senator KASSEBAUM. And certainly for agricultural areas.
Mr. WYCKOFF. Yes. I have an example in the testimony I presented that was very similar to the Bethel College example earlier,
inherited a small family
where a single mother of four who had
participate
because of those
subsistenre farm was not allowed to
assets.
Mr. HENDERSON. Wilberforce University has a mandatory cooperative education program, that is, every student enrolled has to successfully perform a cooperative education experience, two of those.
These are paid coop jobs. One of the things that really concerns
students is that that incomeand we're talking about an academic
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requirementthat income is taken into consideration in terms of
assessing the student's overall need eligibility and is subtracted as
income when making the determination as to how much the stu-

dent is going to receive. So those are factors that sort of work
against many of our students.
Senator KASSEBAUM. In closing I'd just like to sayand I think

everybody has touched a little bit on itthat students coming out
of high school need better guidance in even their sophomore and
junior years in high school about what lies ahead and what career
paths are going to be best suited to them. We must provide better
guidance.

I think it is a real disservice to students to have them accumulate this enormous debt and then enter fields where the pay is just
not going to be commensurate with the debt that has been accumulated.

So I think it goes back even further than before they have entered college, where we have got to prepare a little better for what
does lie ahead.
I think just expanding the program, as much as we need to find
some different answers, is not going to work if we don't also work
in some other directions to make it a little more constructive.
Thank you.
Senator Pm. Thank you very much.
Senator Simon.
Senator &mom Thank you very much.
First of all, I appreciate both of your testimony and your leadership. Mr. Wyckoff, I remember your being here before and appreciate your leadership.
If I could just disagree, however, with one small thing that you
said that I think is significant. You said you would like to have the
ability to turn loans down. I think of a young lady who testified
earlier this week who was on welfare, who now has graduated. She
has some loans. She is going to get a job. And she has two children.
Frankly, I think there is a reasonable chance that she is going to
end up on the default list. And I suppose some people will view
that negatively.
The very fact that she has moved from being on welfare to being
a taxpaying person, even though she at this point may not be able
to pay back that loan, I think is great progress for her and for our
country. But I'm not sure if she had gone to that college or to your

bankand I don't mean this disrespectfully to you or to your

bankI think if I were the banker or the college person to administer the loans, I'm not sure I would have given her a loan. And yet
the fact that that mandate is there I think is important; it means
we can't turn down people who on paper just don't look good.

Let me shift to another area. I do favor, as you have testified,
shifting from loans to grants. And if I could use this illustration,
Senator Kassebaum, I 1 ave a memoer of my staff who, with his
wife, is now paying $1,060 per month back on student loans. That
is just a huge, huge chunk for people to be paying.
The question is: Where do we go and how do we get there? Do we

just tinker at the edges with reauthorization, which is basically
what we did 5 years ago, or do we really dream and ask: What kind
of a Nation can we build, and how do we build it?
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We are kicking aroundwe haven't even gotten to the point

where we are sitting down to talk over numbers yetbut my staff
is having some numbers crunching done for a Pell grant at $2,800
or one-half of tuition, whichever is higher. I would be interested in

your reaction to that kind of an approach.
In the independent sector there has been the statement that the

Pell grants don't really help students at Wilberforce as much as

they might, but if you had a Pell grant of $2,800 or half of the tuition, whichever is higher, that would be of help.
Mr. HENDERSON. That would be a powerful incentive I think to
students pursuing an education, particularly low-income and moderate, that middle-income category. That would be a powerful incentive at Wilberforce.
I expressed earlier that we feeland I represent the thoughts of
the other UNCF presidentsthat the Pell should be an entitlement
program; it would be something that is available to students, guaranteed.
Senator SIMON. Mr. Wyckoff, do you have any thoughts?
Mr. WYCKOFF. I would agree with that also.

If I could comment, though, on your loan program, what I really
mean to get across there was that the financial Aid officer should
have the ability to take that example you used and say, "We really
don't want to strap you with this loan. We want you to become a
taxpaying member of society. But we'd like to do this in the way of
a grant. And show us that you are willing to do it before we strap
you with the loan."
Now, I don't mean that to say that I don't want to make loans to
people, but as you are saying with the people who have a $1,000
repayment now, that is probably disruptive their whole way of life.
Senator SIMON. No question about it.
Mr. WYCKOFF. It is just simply something we have got to address.

I would probably say that rather than work on the fringes, we need
to get back to the heart of it.
Earlier in the testimony we were talking about the complication
of applicants and all of these other forms to fill out. Senator Nancy
knows that I have five children, three of whom are in college now,

and one is a senior in high school--

Senator SIMON. You have my sympathy.
Mr. WYCKOFF. So those forms when they come inand I consider

myself to be a reasonably.educated person who deals in financing
and it is simply unbelievable how you can complicate a form like
that. There is no way that anybody is going to go through and fill
that thing out.
So if I can go back to our earlier testimony, let's take our nontraditional student, one who is a little older, who still has his VCR
flashing "12:00" because he is not sure how to set it, like mine,
that type of person is simply not going to sit down and fill that
thing out. They are not used to it. They are used to little forms

that say I'm going to loan you this amount of money, and you

promise to repay it.
If we can simply find a way to get the process to where the average person, at whichever of our colleges, is not going to leave at the

first meeting with the financial aid officerthose are the people

who have one visit and they are gone, and we're in trouble.
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Senator SIMON. I agree with you on that.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I couldn't fill this out, either.
Senator SIMON. Let me shift over. Dr. Henderson, you mentioned

something that I strongbr favor, and that is making an entitlement

out of the Pell grant. But under the budget act that passed last

yearI happened to vote against it if we want to shift $500 million
from Star Wars over to education, it takes a 60 percent vote of Congress now, which I think is a great mistake and impediment. But
part of that agreement that I think is sound, frankly, even if it is a
barrier right now to what you and I want, is that if we're going to
create an entitlement, we have to find the revenue to pay for the
entitlement. You have to go on a pay-as-you-go basis.

Traditionally, educatio.1 groupsand I'm not picking on the two
of you here nowhave mire in and said we need money for this,
and we need money for that. I think if we are to do the job that
needs to be done in this Nation, we're also going to have to say we
are willing to support the revenue. We must fight Lot only for an
entitlement and more adequate funding for the Pell grant, but we

also must be willing to say what we're going to do to pay for it.
Any reflections on your part on that?
Mr. WYCKOFF. I would agree that we have to do that. On the op-

posite side of that coin is what happens if we don't. Senator Pell
mentioned earlier if 25 percent of Dr. Henderson's students really
aren't available to him because of other social problems, who can't
enter the system, what is that costing us as a society.
And it doesn't have to be in a predominantly black area for that
to be a problem. In our part of Kansas, a chronically unemployed
part of the society just simply doesn't resurface. So I would ask the
question: What happens to us if we don't make this an entitlement
to better ourselves in the futurewhat will it cost us then?

Senator SIMON. I agree with you completely, but under the rules
of the game that we now have, to create an entitlement we are also
going to have to provide the revenue. And I think that part of it,
the higher education community is going to have to be addressing,
and I want to work with you as you address it. But I think it is an
important, less pleasant aspect of this that we're going to have to
pay attention to.
Mr. HENDERSON. I think it is going to take more than the higher
education community, Senator Simon. I think it is a much larger
thing than that. As one of the panelists who appeared before you
stated, it is going to have to take a massive effort beginning with
the early child development process.
Senator SIMON. Absolutely.
Mr. HENDERSON. But it is just one of those things where you pay

now or you pay later; and I think we pay more later in terms of
addretsing some of the serious problems that we have been confronted with.

We talked about the fact that we have a tremendous number of

African American males incarcerated, and I think there is as

figure that we throw around that there are more incarcerated than
we have on our campuses throughout thill Nation. It is an astronomical cost in human resourr % and all other things in order to
keep a man imprisoned, where would be much simpler it seems
to me to start with a process thaL, makes sure that that individual
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has options for a decent education so that he can graduate and
become a productive citizen in society rather than becoming a liability.
Senator SIMON. I thank you both.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.

I must say I so completely agree with Dr. Henderson. In my
mind, it is the biggest disgrace that we have in our social system
that we have more than one million mostly young Americans in
jail at this time, and with the creative force and intelligence that is
available there, all this going into being locked up is I think the
greatest waste we have. If we could take those million people and
utilize them and what they have to offer, we'd be very far down the
road.

I also wrote my thesis in college, or started to, on the original

Wilberforce. I have always been interested in his contributions.

I would also like to pay tribute to Frank Menselwe have been
partners for about 20, 25 years in these activities, and we're both
still alive. [Laughter.] I'm very glad he is here.
I thank you both very much.
Mr. HENDERSON. Thanks for the opportunity to appear before
you, Senator.

Senator PELL. As our final panel we have Reverend John P.

Whalen, founder and chairman, University Support Services, Herndon, VA; Kate Wilson, associate bursar, MIT, Cambridge, MA; and
Thomas Hood, director of student financial aid, University of Mississippi.

We'll start with Father Whalen. Welcome.

STATEMENTS OF REVEREND JOHN P. WHALEN, FOUNDER AND
CHAIRMAN, UNIVERSITY SUPPORT SERVICES, HERNDON, VA;
KATE WILSON, ASSOCIATE BURSAR, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MA, ON BEHALF OF COALITION OF HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ORGANIZATIONS,
AND THOMAS G. HOOD, DIRECTOR, STUDENT FINANCIAL AID,
UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS

Rev. WHALEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am Father John Whalen, and I am very grateful to have an op-

portunity to talk to you today. I wanted to tell you something
about a program that I started three or 4 years ago that is not directly connected with the Federal programs, but is supplementary

to those.
It is an entirely private sector effort to provide money for chiefly

those students and their parents who do not qualify for the Federal
provams because they are not defined as needy.
These are really middle class Americans. It is the working class
of our country. In my previous experience as president of Catholic

University years ago and more recently as the president of our

local consortium of universities, I have seen countless numbers of
bright students who wanted to att Ind one or another of our universities here locally; the university wanted to have that person as a
student; but when you put the whole financial aid package togeth-
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er, there was a gap left that just prevented that person from going
to school.

In other cases, some of the students work for a semester, then
they go to school for a semester, work for another semester, go to
school for another semester. So it is an in-and-out process in getting their education.
I just saw an enormous need for money for middle class people,
and I didn't know how to go about solving that problem because
banks don't customarily make long-term loans that are unsecured.
You can borrow against your house to go to schoolyou can hock
the housebut I have a philosophical predisposition that says that
every generation ought to take care of itself, and you shouldn't be
reverting back to your parents to continue to help you while you go
forward in your own life; there comes a point when that ought to
stop.

So banks were not a source; it didn't work. And there wasn't any
other source. So I put together a pilot program for the Washington
community about half a dozen years ago, based on tax-exempt financing. 'We issued $50 million worth of tax-exempt bonds. That
program was long-term, low interest rate because of the tax-exempt
financing, loans to students in the local colleges.
It became so useful to those colleges that a number of other colleges across the country wanted to participate in it, and it couldn't
work because you have to use the proceeds of a tax-exempt financing within the jurisdiction in which it is issued.
So they kept after me to try to put something together that they
could participate in. I started a nonprofit corporation about 4 years
ago called University Sapport Services. One of the chief functions
of University Support Services is to borrow money at the cheapest
possible rates we can find and lend that money in smaller packages
to students or their parents who want to go to school.
One of our problems, of course, is in the private sector there isn't

any way of making such a program an entitlement program because you have to have insurance on it, you have to have letter of
credit banks to get your credit up to the point where you can enter
the money market. You are in competition all the time with other
major corporations like General Motors, Sallie Mae, Ford, or
Chrysler. They are all in the money markets every day. We are at
a point now where we also are.

We have had about three lending seasons. In the first lending
season we made loans in the amount of about $3.5 million. When
the program got to be known a little bit more, the second lending
season we made loans in the amount of about $60 million. This
past lending season, we made loans of about $120 million.
So we have made loans of aimost $200 million in a three-year
period, with relatively few people. The average work force for University Support Services over that three-year period probably has
been about 30. Currently because the size of the portfolio is growing so fast, it is now about 60. But that group of 60 people can
handle a portfolio now of any size.
The loan program runs like this. We make loans to credit-worthy
people who are employed, usually, of at least $1,500 a year and up
to $25,000 a year for a total cumulative amount of $100,000 over a
4-year period.
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One of the problems that we are running into is that the demand
for our program has become so great that it is not possible to keep
up in the money markets fast enough to meet the need. So I am
going to recommend, Mr. Chairman, if I may that you consider requiring Sallie Mae or some other Government agency with a man-

date to help provide loans for studentsand I think the easiest
way is Sallie Maeto provide that Sallie Mae give our corporation

and other corporations like us in the countrythe need is about
$60 billion a year for middle class people to go to schoolto ask

Sallie Mae to give us a line of credit that we can draw on that will
be paid back at interest. It is all market-driven.
Our loan program has made $200 million worth of loans, and our

current interest rate is about 10 12 percent, which is lower than
some of the Federal programs. And in repayment, our monthly
payments on the loans are smaller because the term is longer-15
yearsthan the monthly payments that you have to pay on GSL's
or SLS or PLUS.

I've got a lot more I want to say, but my time is up, and I'll stop
here, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Father Whalen.

[The prepar I statement of Father Whalen (with attachments)

follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF FATHER WHALEN
UNIVERSITY SUPPORT SERVICES,

Herndon, VA, March 18, 1991.
Senator CLAIBORNE PELL, CHAIRMAN

U.S. Senate,

Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities,
648 Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: University Support Services (USS), is very pleased to be
able to meet with you to talk about non-governmental programs for providing education for middle class Americans.
I welcome the opportunity to be with you and the subcommittee on March 21. In
the weeks to come, Catherine B. Dunlevy, our president, and I hope to be able to
visit with you and your staff to fill you in with greater detail on how a program
such as ours operates in the puidic interest.
You will notice from the testimony attached that we are very interested in seeing
to it that peurams such as USS receive adequate credit capacity and financing to
of the American people. in seeking a way to do this without a direct
mtee the n
governmental expenditure or appropriation, we have thought the simplest way is to

ask Congress to require Sallie Mae to provide a line of credit to their existing

"warehouse facility," for which our program would pay them a fee. Alternatively,
but probably less desirable by Congress, would be the creation of a facility for tax
exempt financing on a national basis together with a waiver of certain of the regulations governing tax exempt financing in the 1986 Tax Reform Act. Another alternative is either a direct interest bearing or non-interest bearing loan from either
the Department of Education, or other government agency, or the Federal Financing Bank.

We know from our experience that there is an enormols need for our type of

credit based education financing for middle Americans. We know that we can do it
(since we have already disbursed almost $200 million of such financing) without any
governmental subsidies whatsoever; and we can do it at dramatically less cost than
what it is now costing the U.S. government for the guaranteed student loan programs.
The real problem is ever increasing financing requirements to meet what is the
unfulfilled needs of middle class families for this type of financing. In the "Sallie
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Mae" scenario above, this can be done at no cost to the government whatsoever, and
at a profit for Sallie Mae.
We have attempted to address a national policy issue using private resources, unsubsidized by the Federal Government. The terms of our loans (length of repayment
term, interest rate, monthly payments, etc.) are better than any non-governmental
and most governmental student loan programs. Any subsidy by the Federal Government, of course, would make these loans even less expensive to the borrower than
any of the existing government programs, depending on the size of the subsidy.
1Nith the ever growing need for a better educated citizenry and work force, thE
present reauthorization process gives us a uniciue opportunity to provide for trvly
universal education and the fulfillment of the Congressional intent as stated in previous higher education authorizations.
I am enclosing some of the materials for your information. They describe the program in more detail than I was able to give in the brief time we had together.
Very truly yours,
REVEREND JOHN P. WHALEN

Founder & Chairman

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Reverend John P.
Whalen and I am appearing here as Chairman and Founder of University Support
Services. I am an aging, portly, clerical gentleman but an agnostic with respect to
some of the beliefs that have guided education policy in this country for the last ten
years. I am a dangerous revolutionary. In 1986 I founded University Support Services ("USS"), a not-for-profit corporation, which instituted its national program in
1987 to provide educational loans to credit-worthy borrowers. With me is Catherine
B. Dun levy, president of our company.

I greatly appreciate this opportunity to inform the committee of the pre_Tress we
have made during the past three years in providing almost $200 million in Muca-

tional loan financing to middle income Americans.
The University Support Services' program makes available loans of up to $25,000
annually, subject to costs of educatior at the selected college and certair credit criteria, for an over-all limit of $100,000 of total program debt. Our loans are payable
over a period of either twelve or fifteen years, depending upon the program useu by
the borrower. They bear interest at a rate that varies with our cost of financing and

that is currently 10.12 percent. The long term, low interest rates applicable to our
loans result in monthly payments that are among the lowest available to unsecured
educational borrowers compared to other nongovernmental, and some governmental
programs. Borrowers may further reduce monthly payments by deferring principal
during an in-school period of up to four years.

Our credit criteria have been developed by USS in conjunction with program

credit providers. The credit criteria are conservative because we have had to rely on
the strength of our loan portfolio to persuade credit providers to enter the program.
Our gross default rate is 01.4 percent. This low default rate is attributable, in part,

to our credit criteria and, in part, to our rigorous administration of the loan program. We have developed loan servicing procedures that exceed our credit providers' requirements and that ',egin to address delinquency problems when loans are
only 15 days delinquent. All of this has been accomplished entirely from private
sources, without any governmental assistance whatsoever.
The appeal of the USS program to borrowers is evidenced by the fact that 55,59.6
applications requesting $922,305,927 have been received over our first three and a

half years of operation resulting in 28,829 loans in an aggregate amount of
$178,128,467.
Annual Loan Volume

Annual Applkabon Volume

Calendar year

oi loans (thousmds)

$ Amount (millions)

1989

18,571

1990

21,405
3,229

9,735,014
83,256,669
147,837,422
157,295,979
24,180,843

55,526

$422,305,927

1987

1,190

1988

11,131

1991*
Total-

# ot karts (thousands)
527

3,401,555

5,007

31,012,187

10,008

11,126

61,596,540
68,941,253

2,161

13,176,932

28,829

$178,128,467

'January through March to-date results only
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This record is not far behind the results achieved during the initial three years of
the Federal SLS and PLUS programs. In our case, however, the program meets bor-

rower needs with no resulting Federal credit exposure and with no other form of
public advertisement or subsidy. We now project loan volume for the 1991 calendar
year to be in excess of 30,000 loans in an aggregate amount of $200 million.
In order to continue to meet borrower needs, however, USS must compete with
such firms as General Motors, Ford, Sallie Mae, etc., in gaining access to the capital
markets. As a young program whose portfolio of loans is not sufficiently aged to be

evaluated by the rating agencies on a stand alone basis, USS must "rent" credit
from third parties and must recover the costs of such third-party credit from hnrrowers.

The loan program that USS has developed and administers works as follows. The
majority of loan applications are received by USS from borrowers who are employed
by one of roughly 18,000 companies that participate in the program, each of which

pays USS a small annual fee to defray the printing and administrative costs of
making the program available to their employees. Corporate participants bear no

risk of loan defaults and receive no income from the prouam. Loan applications are
examined for conformance to program credit criteria. Loans are disbursed to borrowers meeting the credit criteria by a national bank, as lender of record. Upon disbursement, loans become subject to a surety bond that assures payment of principal
and interest, subject to a first loss deductible. Periodically, USS issues commercial
paper to fund its acquisition of loan balances from the lender of record for the purpose of permanently financing the loans acquired and to fund a reserve against unreimbursed loan losses. Two series of USS commercial paper issued for this purpose
are presently outstanding. Each series is secured by separate letters of credit issued
by third-party credit providers. Both are foreign: one Japanese and one Australian.
Our belief in the need for not-for-profit sponsorship of a program of this type is
supported by the fact that our rapid growth has been constantly impeded by capacity constraints which affect each of our profit-motivated, risk-bearing participants.
Our initial Originating bank, for example, was unwilling to originate more than $35

million of loans and its successor, after participating in our program for nine
months, reorganized its consumer lending division in a manner which precluded further participation; we are now working with a third originating bank.
Our initial letter of credit bank was unwilling to secure more than $75 million of
commercial paper and its successor was unwilling to secure more than $35 million;

we are presently negotiating with several credit providers in addition to these
banks.

Most recently, our surety provider also indicated that it is facing capacity constraints. I would add that each decision to limit program participation appears to
have been part of an overall institutional decision to limit exposure to student loans
or to limit financial risk expoeure generally. Such limitations upon the exposure of
profit-motivated participants to a single program may be prudent from the point of
view of the financial institutions involved. However, in the present environment in
which credit availability generally is contracting, the dependence of our prwram
upon third-party credit providers significantly increases costs to borrowers, reduces
the availability of loans and may ultimately cause program lending to cease.

I wish to stress that this may occur notwithstanding that the top rated inancial
institutions that have participated in our program to date have validated our program credit criteria through their participation in the origination of almost $200
million, and in the permanent financing of over $100 million of loans. These capacity constraints will confront any program which, because of the age of its portfolio
and the absence of accumulated reserves or a permanent not-for-profit motivated
source of guarantee is dependent upon third-party credit providers at a time when
overall credit availability is contracting. Further, these constraints will most severely affect precisely those programs that have the greatest success in addressing borrower need and hence the most rapid increase in their need for access to the capital
markets. Not-for-profit program sponsors are less likely to reduce their participation
in the provision of educational loans in response to changing economic conditions
than are profit-motivated entities, but they are unlikely to have sufficient financial
resources to allow them to establish independent access to the capital markets
during the early years of their program.
The House Committee Report on the Higher Education Act of 1965 quoted the
then Commissioner of Education as follows:

"Helping the middle income student and his family to bear the heavy brunt of
college costa would seem to have a reasonable claim on a share of our national
commitment to offer every child the fullest possible educational opportunity."
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The House Committee Report on the Higher Education Amendments of 1986 cited
this conclusion and noted that:
"Far from being a loan of convenience for middle income families, the Guaranteed Student Loan has become a loan of necessity for all families."

Five years later it is clear that much more than a Guaranteed Student Loan is

needed by our borrowers. The average amount requested by our borrowers is $7,600
and our average loan is $6,200.
Not-for-profit programs such as ours, which have demonstrated both that they address the needs of credit-worthy borrowers for educational loan financing and that

their credit criteria constitute an acceptable basis for capital market financing,

should be helped to meet the educational loan needs of middle income Americans.
Ideally, funds should be made available to such successful not-for-profit programs
through interest-bearing loans from the Federal Government or one of its agencies
to allow such not-for-profit programs to permanently fund educational loans without
reliance upon the capital markets. Alternatively, funds might be made available by
the Federal Government or one of its agencies through grants or non-interest-bearing loans to fund sufficient reserves to allow these successful programs to finance in
the capital markets without reliance upon third party credit providers such as student loan sureties and letter of credit banks.
We project our own need for permanent financing in the present calendar year to
be a minimum of $200 million and expect this need to increase to $700 million per
year in calendar year 1995.
Such assistance could be provided either by the Department of Education or by
Sallie Mae. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 authorized Sallie Mae
to exercise its powers to make warehousing loans and to act as a secondary market
with respect to non-insured loans and to:
"Undertake any other activity which the Board of Directors of the Association
determines to be in furtherance of the programs of insured student loans . . or
will otherwise support the credit needs of students."
The Higher Education Amendments of 1986 contained a provision intended to
clarify the intent of Congress that:
"... in carrying out all such activities the purpose shall always be to provide
secondary market and other support for lending programs offered by other organizations and not to replace or compete with such other organizations."
The House Conference Report on this legislation commented that this statement
of Congressional intent was to assure that, in carrying out its activities under the
authority granted in 1981, Sallie Mae would:
"be mindful of the need to support lending programs offered by others. Sallie
Mae's objective should not be simply to substitute its programs for effective programs developed by others. Instead, Sallie Mae should identify education credit

needs that have not been fully met by others, and design programs to meet
those needs."

Further legislative clarification is needed to require that the credit needs of loan
programs such as ours be supported through the priority legislative provision for

Sallie Mae, i.e. to provide funding to successful not-for-profit middle income educational loan programs such as ours. This is consistent with the Congressional intent

of permanently financing educational loans or for the purpose of establishing reserves and would provide a legislative basis for Sallie Mae to support us in continuing to meet the full need for educational loans now being faced by credit-worthy
middle-income Americans.
Thank you.
[Plume note: The reprint from Forbes Magazine, Sept. 17, 1990, is retained in the
files of the committee.]
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OVERVIEW OF UNIVERSITY SUPPORT SERVICES, INC.

University Support Services, Inc., (USS) is a nonprofit Maryland corporation organized
pursuant to Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The corporation was
established in 1986 for the purposes of assisting education financing by purchasing
borrower obligations and making loans to certain non-profit institutions. USS is
headquartered in Herndon, Virginia and has an office in Washington, D.C. The
Con Sera Loan Program (ConSern) is the largest and most well known of USS's Loan
Programs.

USS originated its first ConSern Loan in August of 1987. As of March, 1991, almost
$200 million in loans have been originatdd. Volume for each of the next two years is
projected at $200 million to $250 million. USS currently has two commercial paper
programs outstanding - Series 1988A, backed by a letter of credit from The Fuji Bank,
and Series 1990A backed by a letter of credit from National Australia Bank.
The ConSern Loan Program is offered to corporations that in turn offer the program as
an employee benefit to its employees. ConSern represents over 75% of the applications
received by USS. In less than 3 years, over 18,000 corporate members, including 28% of
the Fortune 1000 companies, representing an employee base in excess of 9.5 million, are
ConSern sponsors. The sponsoring companies pay an annual fee to participate. To date,
USS has experienced 100% renewal with all Fortune 1000 companies. USS is proud of
the fact that they not only set the standard for this employee benefit, but that ..:onSern is
now an established component of benefit packages.
ConSern is the largest private sector supplemental student loan program in the country
and attributes its exponential growth to the needs of middle America for these loans and
to aggressive, innovative marketing plans. Olympus is a loan program marketed through
banks and financial institutions, including insurance companies and accounts for 24% of
applications received. P.L.A.T.O. which was recently launched, is a loan program
marketed specifically for the college and university market. M.E.R.LI.N. is a student
loan consolidation program designed to assist parents and graduating students in
refinancing existing student loans. All of USS's loan programs are based on credit
criteria, and all loans originated are made to creditworthy borrowers. The credit
evaluation is similar to most consumer lending practices.
USS has been a pioneer in consumer lending for educational purposes. Market share is
a result of:
o
o
o
o

Premier program design;
Aggressive, innovative marketing plans;
"State of the art" origination and servicing processes;
Stellar customer service;

Identification of market segment: Middle America.
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UNIVERSITY SUPPORT SERVICES
EDUCATION LOAN PROGRAM FEATURFS

All of USS's education loan programs are floating rate, long term unsecured loans made
for the purpose of assisting families in meeting the costs of post-secondary and
independent secondary school education. The program was specifically designed for
middle Americans who are creditworthy, but need assistance to finance their children's
education. Loans range in size from $1,500 to $25,000 per year, with up to a $100,000
aggregate limit per borrower (except Olympus). The interest rate on the loans varies
monthly, at a spread over a monthly average index of published commercial paper rates
(the higher of the 30 or 90 day rate). Other basic loan terms are as follows:
o
o
o

o
o

Up to 15-year.repayment term, prepayable at any time without penalty;
At borrower's request, deferral of principal payments until the earlier of
graduation date or four years from loan origination;
Monthly payments beginning 30 days after origination;
Interest rate of commercial paper (CP) rate plus a spread (see below);
Affordable monthly payments.

.1aan.froviiin

Loan
TIDD

Discount

Interest

Saud

Loan Amount

Minimum Maximum
ConSern
Olympus
P.L.A.T.O.
M.E.R.L.I.N

15
12
15
15

Personal Compute Loan
Prince George's County
State Sponsored

15
15

:3

$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
S1,500

$ 25,000
$ 15,000
$ 25,000
$100,000
$ 10,000
$ 25,000
$ 25,000

3.5%
4.0%
4.0%
3.5%
4.0%
3.5%
5.0%
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3.60%
4.10%
3.85%
3.60%
3.85%
3.60%
3.85%
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ConSern Loans for Education
Cum Mtn Applications

(in Dams)

300,000,000

250,000,000
200,000,000
150,000,000
100,000,000
50,000,003

MJSNJMMJSNJMMJSN,IMMJS
JAODFAJAODFAJAODF AJA
1987

1988

1989

1990

Applications

ConSern Loans For Education
Breakdown of Borrower

Cosigned by 50%

Deferred 54.6%

Parents

18%

Student

Breakdown of Loans
with Deferred Principal

32% Parents
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45.4% Not Deferred
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ConSern Loans For Education
BREAKDOWN OF LOANS
BY AGE

ConSern Loans For Education
BREAKDOWN OF LOANS
BY LOAN AMOUNT
$5,000 to $10,000
45.4%

$20,000 to
0.3%

10.1%

$25,000

$10,000 to
$15,000

2.6%

41.6%

$15,000 to $20,000

1ess that? $5,000
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UNIVERSITY SUPPORT SERVICES, INC.
CONSERN LOANS FOR EDUCATION
Average Approved Loan Amounts

111 Pivout 'rifts**

111 avedionsmutvo.

tool

ConSern Loans For Education
Percentage of Loans by State (Residence)
(Total Dollars)
8

6

4

2

0
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INTRODUCING THE STUDENT LOAN
THAT COVERS ALL OF THE COSTS
OF HIGHER EDUCATION

I

University Support Services is pleased to offer
exclusively to schoolsan exceptional program.
P.L.A.T.O.: The Classic Student Loan.
This brochure provides you and your farmly
with information about P I. A 0 loans and hot,.
to apply. If you have questions at ally ilme during
the loan application process. please coma( I

P.L.A.T 0. directly Our business hour are
8 00am 8.0Dlim Eastern Tim, Om ill he,

\
number is easy to remember I.800.st
The program is designed to proside Amdahl,
financing for education and otters the MI1..1..11112
features:

Finances the entire ',it
S2.5,000 per tear irigninhittir

I.1

to 1100.0001

Low, affordable month!) palm,,a,
/5 year repayment terms urth

prcolia,

penal4 for prepayment
Unsecuredno collateral required
Based on credit analystsnot "needs
analysis"

VW

HOW MUCH CAN I BORIMI ?
The minimum loan amount is S1.1011111

maximum is $25.000 per year tronnilansi f.1,0 moo,
per borrower or cosigner of $100.0001 I
ammiel
approved for each qualifying ir
cosigner depends Oil hi, or hei
i, trim%
loan and his or her credit history The loan atil.mui
approved may not PM red ihi i nl it /-1.111..01...1 .1!

institution al which Ihe tudent
iii educatimi Jtv 111.11111..11, flu.
hi.

Imo!, and are publiheil lit

It...,,,!
hest. cnsts Include muffin. 1..111 .1.i 1.11.1. 1, I book, and supplies. permmilal listng 4,1".11,1
transportation ill additum. lip to 5.1.is/11 11.1, 1.,

borrowed for a personal( milliliter An 'moo
estimate from the dealer nitit . unmans I lir
appbramm
With I. A T
of enrollment as well as your piescoi
student is correnils einolled
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WHAT II ISE con OF BORROWING?

WHO LS ELIGIBLE FOR A F.L.A.T.0

opticakm hail $15.

LOAN?
The student or coaigner, (es. parent, legal
guardian, or other financially responsible person
borrowing on the student's behalf) may apply for a
P.L.A.T.O. loan.
There is no family income test. You may obtain a
P LA.T.O. loan to supplement any other financial
aid for wnich you qualify.

The azaleas moil
Be accepted for enrollment or currently enrolkd
full-time or part-time in an accredited college,
university or private secondary school. Prsapproved
proprietary schools are also eligible. Check with
P.L.A.T.O. on proprietary achools.

OsEsd Is the meat havered). tie pap
papas east asd iamb Marra that hope the
Menet tale low.

Skaliyiaterat mama The Wow! irse liana a

the Cameral Papa rate pia 3,00%. The mesa rate
Ise Costeakel Papa Ise Ma kiateiteally 2 percentage

pale sgasivvima.
Ma* pears el ps edpal (whia my be deferred

he or le her roan elt). nil Mama feature I.
aseilebie ler Ira sea He prink eawawy wheel
oistolies War 0.12).

CONIFAIRON OF IIONTRLY WAN FAYHMTS
P.1.6.1.0.

sources of income.

WHERE CAN I USE A P.LAN.O. LOAN?
Elyrible schools include accredised!
Private secondary schools (grades 9 through 12)
Colleges or universities for undergraduates,
graduate and professional education
Proprietary and trade schools pre-approved by

P L.A.T.O. (contact P.L.A,T.O. about school
eligibility before submitting your loan application).
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17.4111 UX
SU
LOAM

Ilenarag Mit. let year $ 5,0:0 $ 4.002 N/A

IMPORTANT
FACTS TO REMEMBER

Combas, makaa.

IMMO 20.062

4 peen

61/A

Las Masa

Ma borrowsr sr eaaliser mum
Be creditworthy. i.e. demonstrate ability to repay
the loan and poises. a good credit history, and be a
U S. citizen or permanent resident alien, or have a
creditworthy cosigner who is a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident alien.
Be 18 years of age or older at the time of
application (19 in Alabama, Nebraska, or Wyoming;
21 in Mississippi or Puerto Rico).
Must have been employed at least one year by his
or her current or previous employer, and must be
currently receiving at least $15,000 annually from all

0671.61a vith

he a COS el the feat mesa of the

iilaides1

1 1.100 15.00 I 10.0 05274
6.000

pAffayomrdenabille loans, with low monthly

MAO

Uneecuredno c.ollateral required

Low interest rateno prepayment penalty
Defer principalinterest only up to 4 years
(pnvate secondary schools excluded)
Borrow up to $3,000 for personal computer

Applications accepted throughout the year
Simple, fast application process
Use at all accredited colleges, universities and
titivate secondary schools (9-12)

16.10
114.70

:7142

13430

15.010 MSS

IS year repayment plan

81,500-825,000 per academic year

43.10
103,45

20.000

IS.=

314.71

07.09
210.91
351.57
527.36

344.01 WM 703.14
431.05

1170.03

Lees amnia wade waaalathe maximum available

ear thie yawls
Nos Thetteree

P.L..4. 7%0. 'refer rtpsyssesis of

Nadal end Sara, minim, in the Sot 'Tar ethe
tipsa. kat*. defined priAtips1 for as full Jos,
)vers. Bawd ea the ererver mirk mural role of
11.69%Aw P.L.A.r.o. fbi Mite yews
faAssary
1107.

Tbifljwusft,li.g Law. are for dans yrs, tem
sts as (Worm roe

Web.

Ile radar Wend you pay es a P.LA.T.O. leer
allead
Mame a the hem Maws as Ms. Tao
pepaws of ywaseleel sea liteew al be the boa

pears pea all ma, tle a you my of ihe ises peer

pawls whissor aril rah.

WHEN MIL I RECIXTB MY CHECK7
plAisaireaalm many teitse &beet twe to far weeks,

comiels evil**.

reseireel.

arras are meet dim* at dr istroww. Provided
tWa eseemah pedal mama (a. &mikados kit)
mosaranies
appilesisa tads& is eek payable to
nwasnwese dem. Erpteof awelisost to sat proweta,
the dab IN seek levpityable to the borrower esti the

to the Mara who aim thee
MEW fie the aelltatea's 1141101181.
bialtatim. sai ses

1
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WHEN MUST I REPAY 11IE LOAN?
The repayment tem of tbe loan is IS years, but you may
repay the loan either in pert er St full et sap tine, wi111091

prepayment premlum or pan*.
You may Mat to defer principal payments sad pay
interest oily while the student I. enrolled at the istitution
(private meager, schools melodist). This deferral may
est exceed lour years, Gad etention to defer priseipal
repaymeat meet be made at the time of similes the
prosaism) mete,

hymns. begin approximately 30 days after the
disbursement d

WHAT ARE MY MONMLY PAYMENTS?
The following charts show the monthly payment
,
required per 11,000 burrowed. The rant chart shows
pagnents with deferral of principal, the second without
deferral of principal.

Mew* Payment Rewired Per 81,000 Illorrowni, With
Prints's! Diamed fee Ilm1 Fear Years-1S Years
Rae
10.00%
10.50%

la 4 Tams

Belem* Slit Yam

813.22

$15.85

8.63
9.01
9.45
9.86
10.27

16.26
16.67
17.08
17.49
17.90

11.0094

11.50%
12.00%
12.50%

Mew* Pawner Revered PIS $1,000 Ilerrowerl. Weed mad
Prieripal PnyMmis- IS Peas
lemma Total nod*
Principal
Rale
10.00%
10.50%
11.00%
11.50%
12.00%
12.50%

Payment

Pawnee

Payment

$5.59
5.59
5.59
5.59
5.59

$8.22

$13.81

8.63

5.59

10.77

14.22
14.63
15.00
15.45
15.86

9.04
9.45
9.86

HOW DO I APPLY?
Obtais aa appheatim kit from your school's financial
aid office or call 1-800SOS-LOAN.
Fill out the application asd promissory note.
Complete instructions sre iacluded in the application.
Attach a ropy of your most recent signed federal
teems taz . ems (Pam 1060, with al/ schedules filed),
W2 Forst, er dim aceeptable 'lemmas listed in the
applicatioa, aid ether required documentation.
[Wads a cheek er mew order for 155 payable to
P.L.A.T.O.: The Classic Stobeet Loan.
Mall completed applioitiso to;
P.L.A.T.0.1 The Cleric Student Loan
205 Vaa Berea Street, Saks 200

&Mos, VA 211870
Questions should be directed to P.L.A.T.O.'s Loan
.
Coas4dting Service at 1-800-SOS-LOAN.

We look forward to reale* your loan application.

POLICY ON BQUAL OPPOIMMITif
me pearnm mi Ms portiipma an 101dimininent %Ow say
pomp at the basm et mu, calm, rdipan. sis, wail ashy, mum st

ri,....., hmasaa, sr mama Rom nil miter morn all
mamma, remlitm panda, mil ermehret *I thi prima,

WHEN ARE PAYMENTS DUE?
Payments of hottest only or of principal and interest are
due moathly. The borrower will receive a monthly billing
statement.

WHAT HAPPENS IF PAYMENTS AREN'T
MADE?

I

If the borrower or oosima fails to make inmost when
due, er fails to comply with the term of the promissory
note, the note holder may take neemary actions to
eeforoe the terms of the prmiseery me.
tithe borrower doss set make a loam payment when due,
a late fee of 541 of the amouat of the PaYment doe win be
charged. Whes the payment is more than 120 days late,
and the borrower fails to comply with the terms ol the note,
the loan is in default.

Tir
k 1,

i

1-800-SOS-LOAN
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RL.A.T.0" The Classic Student Loan 15
HIONskts and Facts

]0 0 700 o

P.L.A.T.0.1m, The Classic Student Loan is a proem designed seeded* th MX students and their lamilies limos the wets of education.
P.L.A.T.0.0 loans feature high loan limits, long pasha& terms and comedian interest rates. College is expensive no matter what your arrays
income. Thal Is why P.L.A.T.O.w. The Classic Student Loan is an Ideal wogrwn for middle and upper kmome famdes who don't qualify for need
based financial aid or who require cash for college.
BORROWER:

I. Loan elightity is determined through an evAiabon of the Borrowers wslior Cosigners imams and payment obligations, saWs. liabilities,
and credit report(s).

2. Student. Wend. or any other financially reeponsible pwson(s) who Is borrowirm on behalf 045 student is Mph to apply tor a PL.A.T.01.
loan. The person(s) on whose dada the loan is based (0ordWar(s) or Cceigneds)) must be a U.S. citizen or permanent rmident Men of the
UMW States.
3. The person(s) on whose credit the loan Is based (Borrower(s) or Cosignet(s)) must be currently receiving et lead $15,000 annuMy from all
sources. Any employed person must be employed at least one yew (12 consecutive months) at Nether present or any previous pb.
4. The Borrovrer(s). and Cosigner(s) if any, must be at least 18 years of ase et the time of appeicaticc (19 if resides; in Alablinik, Nebrakka and
Wyomins; 21 if residing In Mississippi and Puerto Rico).
STUDENT:

Students must be aocepted for enrollment or current,/ enrolled krattime of parttime (as delined by the school) in an accredited coflege.
university or private wondery school (grades 9-12). P.LAT.O.Tioarts may to used tor Monday, undergraduate, gradutte and professional
educalion purposes. In addition, P.L.A.T.O.a' toWle may WO be Wed at main approvoi proprietary mho*.

HOW 110011 CAN V
1. You may borrow from $1.500 th 925.000 par yew. A maximum c4 $100,CO3 may te bormed by soy individusi fkaroww.

2. Loans are made Ice the costs of Wenches Mod. Including Beim Me, toOm and board. tranepadeon. bodge. medial Menses, apples,
computers, and other related expellees. OonOst a sem* egplagion Wien eppYing o more Ow one student or more Awl ono School year.
3. ff the Borrower does not qualify for the IsA amount requseeed WWI On the ctedit review. a counteroffer may be made for a Meow mount
wiN notify the Borrower of the amount he or she is mated to borrow.

WHATISIRE 111E
1. Loans bear a variable interest rate based on the 004biberciel Paw Rale due 3.195%. The Commercial Paper Rate used is the average of the
highet of the 30 or 90.day per annum tete, as reported during the precedins monthly pedod in Me Wall &mot Journal Any changes in the
Interest rete charged on the loan wit take eltxt monthly and VI be show on your monthly M.
2. Loan Origination Fees ot 4.0% MS be deducted prior to disbursement of the loan deck. For esampie, a borrower approved for a $7,000 loan
wit receive a check for $6,720 These lees pay program costs and adnithistrabve tees.
3. There is a non.refundabie apptication processing lee 01955.00 al the We the application is submitted

WHERIMINDU.

P.L.A.T.0. utilizes slate of the an computer technology for ptomains appecations. but we cannot process your application it it Is Incomplete.
Apdy earty. Do not wait until the last minute lo submit your axilcation. You ain apply at any time during the year.
Be sure that ail the information on your appilcation Is complete, WON. and that aa questions are answered accurately. Both the application

and promissory note must be signed and dated. Be sues to send all the requested documents (see Instructions) togethef with your
application, application fee, and promissory We in the envetope provided.
11 you meet the credit requirements tor yOUI kW request, a the& will be mailed in approximately 2104 weeks tor the approved loan amount
less the ban origination tee to the Borrower's address indicated on the application 8 proof of the student's enrolment is not attached to your
apdication, the loan check tee be made oo.payable to the Borrower and the school and mailed to the Borrowers address.
NOTE. ti the loan amount requested is higher than the amount you we Wiggle to borrow based on the credit review or 03Se of eduzation,the
lkyrotler Mt be notified regarding the approved counlecolier mount.

WH

0

:

The repayment of your P.L.A.T.O.'" loan is spread over 15 yews, bit you may rimy the ioan in part or in full at wry timewithout a prepayment
penalty. Monthly repayment begins approsImalely 30 days arter the check diabwsement data The Borrower WI receive a monthly statement
indicating the amount currently due which is caiculated by addles (I) the amount of the principal due, based on whether or not you have Mooted
to defer principal repayment (see deterred repayment below), and (2) the amount of accrued interest on the outstanding principal balance based
on the current InlefeS1 rate. The repayment °peons under the P.L.A.T.0.1" program are
Immediate Principal Repayment. Repayment of principal begins with the first scheduled billing. Principal is repaid in squat Installments Civet
15 years (179 payments).

Deterred Principal Repayment (interest only payments during the deferment period) A borrower may elect on the application and
promote), note to make payments of intetest only during the time that the student is in Wool, for a period not to exceed four years The
option to defer principal payments is not available to students enrolled at a preperatory (private secondary) school.

OTHERSPECtAtiaaOIMM
toans may be used to pay the student's mts tor the current endemic year as wed as outstanding balances tor costs Incurred by
1

PL.A.T.O.
Ma student at an tnstitutiOn Item previous enroement weds pcnvided that the student is enrolled at the time ol application.

2 Pi..A T

9. loans are unsecured Unlike home equity loans. PLAT 0 I" loans do not require any collateral. such as a mortgage on a tome
or a lien on weedy interests
3 P L A.T 0 "' is a national. non.protit program. established by education and business leaders to provide financing for education
4 PL A TO"' is nol a federal program This program is not subeact to Tale IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965. as amended This means
you do riot have to Contend with the application requirements of the Stafford Student Lean (GSLI Program or other federal loan programs
tlW
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P.L.A.T.O.", The Classic Student Loan
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ADDITIONAL TERMS OF THE PROMISSORY NOTE (Continue.1 from Other Side)
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Inn Boirowerist and the COSignet(5) agree thal any edocabanal 0151401010

he Barrow...4Si and the C srgneilsi represent that the Borrower yOl the
student on whose behalf the loar is made OS the caSe may be) is or is about lc,
become a student al the SChno' and that me pt0CledS of Ihis (dote cli be used
Seillty rot rutlide and other IN viable edutalion and hying expenses inelodor0

in accordance *nth itS rebind phew pay &Key to me Sennett. or Such

person or entity as I1W tender direct& the arnOlaril Olany refund of tuition lees Of

other expenSes pad from Me proceeds of this Noll. The B011011(5) and the
Cosignerisf further agree Mil Me Borriefile t 01 tbe Amore on 'now bolsi! the
loin is made) or the Cusigner(s) wel rnmofOSe delimit 10 dee Saucer. or lo suet
thirty As me (rider dIrects. Wang wth a mitten weilnifion the amtwint 01 any
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On whose behalf the roan Is chadelor the Cosirparr(s) may reterve

The Service, in tender shall apply iffy Sildt (AIM 10 1110 arnaanIs then
Orono ruder 11.5 hole 11 the ainounl of the refund troecis me ernaini neCessary
In pay u lull the amounts then owing On tin Welk Ite Salkleif Of the Lender ynli

'then dre earese to the Botrower(s) Where Mrs We wear Sartre% el Insnerai
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lull no tees and other elperiseS 61 Me student 1 attending Me educational
51,1i.1n 0 r an TWA tem the porhon 01 Nee wheel tothOpeaslial to the Sinner
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ALA.T.0" The Menlo Student Loan
hem,
NOTICE TO WEIGHER
You are beim asiwd to guarantee tNe debt Think carefully DOM you do tt the bonrower &evil pay tos debt, you ma hare to Be stre
you can ellICtd to pey it you haw to, and that you want to accept this rewonetely
Xtiu may here to pey up to the tull amount at the debt 11th. 1201TaWet dces not pey You may also have ed pay tate lees or colechon costs.

Mitch IMMO, tMe IMMO
The oreditor owl COWS this debt horn you without but IT% to coded horn the borrower The areSlor can use the ume colsonxn
methods against you that can be wed against the borrower such as suing yew. gintthsng you/ wages, etc 11 this debt is am in default,
thM led mey become a part ot your 0004 record

The new us not the contract that makes
loan

you We

lot the debt You vel become adopted when you cosign the Promissory Note tor the

Union we reside in one or the states bear* the above neve MS? be read and underafood betas you sign the Promissory Not*

Now York Residonts
NOTICE
New York borrower(s) must compkete MIS sochon
You agar to pay the debt dentrhed allow although you may not personalty recent any property. sernces, or money You May be sued
tor payment although the perSOn who reCerves the properly. SennO116, or money is abie to pay This notice .5 nOt the note contract or
other entry that obligates you to pay the debt Read that verily.; /Or the maxi tents ot your ob4atIon

I

IDENTIFICATION OF DEBT YOU WY HAVE TO PAY

mak

Ii
i

KiefiChiekin

Nonvost Bank South Dakota, N.A
ma LOOM

(maximum $25.000)

Private Student Loan
MAO

or run

door. 1.10.45,101

I have been oven a completed copy of lion name and ol each writing that obligates me or the Bebe:r on hi debt My mirnoMedgement
is on the Promissory Note
Cosigner pinase retain tor your records

camad
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P.L.A.T.0" The Classic Student Loan

Wisconsin Residents
EXPLANATION Of PERSONAL OBLIGATION
Wisconsin torrowet(S) must comptete this sechon
_
You have agreed to pay the total of payments under a Consumer credit transaction between
triame of Borlower(s)) and Nonvest Bank South Dakota. N A (the Lender) made on
.
(maximum
525
000)
.
idate ot transaction) for a private student loan in the amount of
above amount even though vow may not be entitled to any of the
You will be habit) and fully responsible for payment of tfie
hed thereunder
goods services or loan

a

b
C

YOU may be sued in cowl ti. Ihe payment ol the antount due under this consuiner
customer named above may Iv, wOrk:rtg Or have funds tp pay the amount due

C.

ThiS esPlanatiOn IS nO1 the sigfpU11,1,1 under which ycie are

transaction even though the

obligated, and the guaraly or agreement yOu have executed must

be consufted for the exact lent= ol yout obligations
tO One tree copy of any document you Sign eviclonciric

YOu ate entitled now or at dry
t.

irus transactor:1n

Note

The costgnet aclynowledoor -..,11 0, dr, fixed copy ol this notice by signing the

California Residents

NOTICE OF cowman
Traduccion it, Inglis S. Requiem Poe La 1 eyt
-el, rm. pet'. you *Ili have to Se sure you
YOy are wog risked to guararreo nr iy,tyl ttiuiik carelully Carole you do ll Ple boor:hew dum r.
can ailed to pay it you haw- to ar o mat yOu want to accept Can responsibeity
You e ly have to tliay .rp to the
increase this amount

.

hhe debt it the borrower does nol pay YQu may .1

...

Cay ,ale lOOF. Of collection costs which

a, without tirS1 eying to Collect trom the borrower Itio credare ..an use the same Collection methods
The cuzditoi can collect thm ach. in
debt is ever in defeat( that faCt may
tr
against you that Can he used against no honoree such aS suing you garnishing your wages ell.
become a part 01 your credit record
This notice .5 riot the contract Mat

you noble tor the debt

AVtS0 PARA EL. FIADOR

(Spanish Translat(on Required by Law)
So he eaa peaex30 (we gatannce
tin Raga a 0,-Am us,,y3 wuro;.
esponsaho dad

Si la posona gut' ha petiKin a preshe',

P.,5010 coin Cie:lady antes otr poems° de a, ui-'.'
I sr, seguro ch3 SuP usled podfa Papa! Si 5i

S. -a r.--so,,a qua ha pedicto este prestaine

id- a ira.j.rid Of que usted desea aceplat it

paelr, i.r <Smart OS Dosage Oue usted toega qu. papa, lii

'Mande la deutia inas 105 Cdi 905 poi

lardarse en el pago o uth coop do cobianzu to cow aCurnenta el falai its esta suma

El acreedol ihriancerrOt puede cobraile listed en getnieramente Pala, de cobralle al douclot ins misnos nveledus de cobranza qua peuder
- a pada de SO slIPICSO .11C. S. Olguif,a
nIrin usted tales corno presentar una do nianda
slurs, contra oi
itylile de ustect
Limp,a con la obegacqe,,te parhy eq.. (Wilda se puede ordure esa elormacion en to
v1,2 0
Este auso no es en central() niismo vi quo re euria a fisted la reponsherato do 4 deurla

t.Vagnot please, r01,pri for your recwas
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TIPS ON EMPLOYEE
COMMUNICATION
We recently asked corporate sponsors how they promote
the ConSern Program to their employees. Some ideas:

o Posters

o Early Preparation

Posters can be placed on high visibility
employee bulletin boards. These are
available from ConSern - or make your
own!

o Employee Newsletter Articles
ConSern provides you with sample articles that can be used in your in-house

Most companies require two months lead

time to publish information to their
employees. Our peak borrowing seasons
are from April to August and November
and December. Plan on promoting ConSem before and during these periods for
effective communication. Preplanning
will result in an increase in the programs
participation.

newsletters or newspapers.

o Desk Drops/Payroll Stuffers
Make your ConSern materials stand out!

Photo copy the "generic" camera ready

o Employee Benefits Hotline
Large corporate sponsors prerecord a
message about ConSern. Employees dial
up to find out the latest on their benefits.

piece that you receive from ConSern onto

colored paper. This can function as a
flyer, desk drop or payroll stuffer.

o Central Ordering Location
Large corporate sponsors may wish to set

up a single individual or department to

o Brochures
Mail your employees an informational

brochure to their homes. Make them
available in high visibility locations. And

take orders for and distribute applications
for ConSern. This will make it easier for
employees to locate an application when
it is needed.

include them in your new hire benefits
packages and benefit updates.

o Electronic Mail
Post a message about ConSern loan

o Toll Free Number

availability to your employees in their

Publish the 800-SOS-LOAN number to
your employees for their questions.

electronic mailboxes or on a payroll stub.

Need More ideas? Contact ConSern Client Relations for the
latest tips on promoting ConSern Loans for Education to
your employees.
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o Place poster in Benefits
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POSTER
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* Second semester furdS are
available - apply now!
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ARTICLE FOR MARCH NEWSLETTER
ABOUT CONSERN. IF YOU OR A MEMBER OF
NOW IS THE TIME TO START THINKING
SCHOOL
IN THE FALL, NOW IS THE TIME TO START
YOUR FAMILY WILL BE ATTENDING
SITUATION FOR THE UPCOMING YEAR.
REVIEWING YOUR COSTS AND FINANCIAL
LONG AND TEDIOUS
OBTAIIIING FUNDS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES CAN BE A
PROCESS.
BUT NOT WITH CONSERN I!!

WHAT IS CONSERN?
g-W1$2111: -ThilLAULtaltILDN Pr Wren is a new versatile

supplemental loan program.

ConSern is a success nationwide. Offering educational loans to over
United States.

10.000 businesses across the

ConSern is a source of loan funds for You and your F.amil.y.
with affordable monthly
COnSern provides access to competitive interest rates, long term loans
payments.
interest only while the
ConSern allows the borrower to defer the principal portion of the loan and pay

student is in school.
years) so families do not
ConSern spreads out heavy education costs over a long time (up to fifteen
costS.
car"
to
pay
for
educational
have to "mortgage the house" or "sell the
CorTlrnertrelTaper Notes.
ConSern ts based on the cheapest source of financing in the.merRet:
make in the
because
of
the
size
of
the
issues
we
Access to these notes is available
the savings with your
It's
"buying
in
bulk"
and
sharing
Market: up to $200 million at a time.
employees and their families.
Commercial Paper Notes have
ConSern Interest rates will vary as the market varies; but the rates of
of
funds.
historically been tower than any other sources
off your ConSern loan
ConSern does not apply any penalty for prepayment of the loan. YOJ can pay
schedule.
within
the
15
year
repayment
in whole or in part at any time

SEE YOUR BENEFITS
IF YOu ARE INTERESTED IN THE CONSERN PROGRAM, PLEASE
COORDINATOR FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION!!
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APRIL - LETTER FROM PRESIDENT

Dear Employee:

I would like to take this opportunity to remind you that ConSern:

Loans for

Education are available Immediately to you and your family.

In the coming summer months, many of you will be searching for funds to further
your own education or that of your family members. In 1989, the Department of
Education published studies which stated that 12.5 million individuals were seeking
funds for higher education. Of this 12.5 million, 5.5 million Individuals were able
to obtain funding from the government. This left 7.5 million individuals without
funding which resufted in 855 billion that still needed to be funded by private
means. With the cut backs in government funding and the rising cost of tuition,
we can only expect less government support and an increase in the need for
private sources of funding.
With such a great need for educational funding, we are making the Con Sem Loan
program available to reaffirm our commitment to our employees and their needs.

The loans can Is used at any accredited, non-proprietary school, college or
university, and proprietary and trade schools approved by ConSem. Th loan
funds can be used for any costs of education, including tuition, room and board,
books, computers, travel and other expenses. The program is adaptable to almost
anybody's need for financing, providing borrowers with competitive interest rates
and long pay-back terms. And ConSem loans are unsecured.
The Informational brochures and loan applications are available immediately in the

Personnel/Boaaftts office. These.loans are-available to.alLamployees-and their
relatives.

We hope that you find this employee benefit to be useful and look forward to
helping you and your family achieve their educational goals.
Sincerely,

President and CEO
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ARTICLE FOR JUNE NEWSLETTER

COMPANY NAME
OFFERS:

CONSERN: LOANS FOR EDUCATION
A BENEFIT FOR ALL EMPLOYEES

ARE YOU PREPARED TO MEET THE INCREASED COST OF TUITION THIS YEAR? AND
HOW ARE YOU GOING TO PAY FOR ROOM AND BOARD, FOOD AND OTHER SUCH
ESSENTIALS ? ASSISTANCE IS AVAILABLE THIS YEAR THROUGH CONSERN!

ConSem Loans for Education is a benefit offered to all

employees.

The student loan program is designed to offer competitive loans to finance the ever
increasing costs of education -- tuition, room and board, books, computers, travel, and
other related expenses.

The ConSem Loan Program is adaptable to suit anyone's financial needs. As an
employee you may borrow for yourself or any family member. The loan funds can be
used for accredited undergraduate, graduate, and professional programs, as well as
private secondary schools (grades 9 thru 12). Applications are accepted throughout the
year and funds are available immediately.
The ConSem Loan Program offers many !inique features including:

* Loan amounts from $1,500 to $25,000 per year, with a maximum of $100,000
over a four year period.
* Competitive interest rates.
* Simple application process.
* Confidential loan processing.
* 15 year re-payment period with the option to defer principal payment for four years
or until separation.
We realize that financing education is one of the most important questions facing many
of us today. Through this benefit, we hope to enhance educational opportunities of all
our employees and their family members.
For an application and additional information, please contact the Personnel Office.
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ANNUAL BENEFITS UPDATE

USTED BELOW ARE FEATURES OF THE CONSERN: LOANS FOR EDUCATION
PROGRAM YOUR ORGANIZATION OFFERS AS A VALUABLE EMPLOYEE BENEFIT.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO INCLUDE CONSERN IN YOUR YEARLY BENEFITS
UPDATE.

* Loan amounts from $1,500 to $25,000 per year, with a maximum of
$100,000 over a four year period
* Competitive interest rates
Loans available based upon credit wollhiness rather than
financial need tests
Simple, fast application process

* Confldentia loan processing
* 15 year re-payment period with the option to defer principal
payment while the student is in school, up to four years
* No prepayment penalty

* Unsecured - you don't have to borrow against the equity in your

home

* Applications accepted all year round

* You may borrow for tuition, room and board, books, computers or
other required equipment, travel, living expenses and other
college-defined costs of education
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Go To The College Of Your Choice
For $60 Per Month*
CONSERN Loans Are Affordable, With Low Monthly Payments
And A 15 Year Repayment Plan!

/
/

$1,500 To $25,000 Per Academic Year
Unsecured - No Collateral Required
Low Interest Rate - No Prepayment Penalty
Defer Principal - Interest Only Up To 4 Years
(Private Secondary Schools Excluded)

*Baud Oa The Average CONSEAN Lean
Of 1111.112.47, Moodily Payments.

Interest Only.

Available To You And All Your Family Members
Applications Accepted Throughout The Year
Simple, Fast Application Process
Use At All Accredited Colleges, Universities
And Private Secondary Schools (9-12)

Sae Paranoid FOf An Application
For Information, Call 1-11811-SOS-LOAN

UNIcer BENEFIT PROGRAM
Pot

CONSERN
LOANS FOR EDUCATION

09sT OF Etype.4

IIIAT IMPS MA COMM TO01

The US Clurnber ConSern LOMAS for Educsuon

exclusively for US. Chamber Of COMICALI menthes.

WPM, comPanY and empkwees in way wayiend
keenly a modem trivritment
The prop= helps employees afford higher eduotion
for the* children, themselves, and other Own* members

As the cow of e college education coralnue to rise.

Corder' &Boas families to borrow =Work* Wan
amounts eze based on the mud costa of higher

'ftER OF

ehi)

eclucmicei. Including no only mulct', but thing cisenses,
=nr:expenses. and the coots of boob ond
pritack tem) a realistically geared to mos
ttths Onancial needy. and stretches reprfinent over a
15 year peeled The monthly loan payment* fit the needs
of swift Americans. and are manageably low compared
%Shatter educsional loans
The program can also benefit your company's recnattment
and retention efforts It can help you build morale, by
showing employees one more veay in which you cue ars

incopensIve, with company participation itarting as low
as 150 a year Beg of all, iii very essy to ad/Miser. and
sow nxnparry will have absolutely no liability

ConSern, and is prhste high schools (grades 9-12),
um the money for all education& costa stipuleted t:If

the insaltution N whids the student Is enrolled
Covered eau typically include tuition, room and
beard, leek bodes end supplies, preonal [Wing
amen, and traneportatice. Corder' loons of up
goat:00 aft Mao avillable to ilnence the purchase
de personal computer,
prepay at any time without penalty.

sixty for e Confern loan at toy time during the
calendar Ct icatiemk year
Con,Sens lathe roost neelble wry of financing e college co
patent secondary edsool educonon tis the 1540s

CONSERN FUUY ADMINLVEERS

ME PROGRAM
ConSem provides penictpeting companies with bro
chums, application idea and ohm inkenutional matenals

for employees ConSent also handles applionlons.
procases loans, communicates directly with applicants
reprdIng approval or denial, dubunes the loan checks.
bundles ballingand assumes all liability for employee
loon default

Commies have dasolutely no LIMITy for loans made to
eropknees who athsequently default.

CONRAN LOAN FEATURES:
U.S. chamber coosern loans are low interest, unsecused
loans for education at college university and prhste high
acho01

Folployeess and their fanulies who borrow through
Coact) can.
repay the Ian over a fifteen yeas period.
borrow m much as 125,000 pet year fce educational
expensesce as I rile Ls S1,500,
boon./ an aggregate total of $100.000,
defer principal repayment for up to four yews while
the student Ls in undetgraduate or graduate school,
use the loons at accredited colleges and universitie5 .
for undeTgraduate. graduate. and peofessIcaul edu
cation, al ptoprietars s Imola pre approved try

EMPLOYEES LOVE CONSERN
Thousands of familles have beam helped though the US
Chamber ConSem loan program Here's why they give
Me program high marks
0 Manageable, low monthly payntems

0 No cut-cifdate kr loan application
Easy-tounderasnd lamellas and coauthors%
2 Straiginfortard application process
0 Complete cotdessUality
0 Past decisim on loan approval
Iciw interest rue
Resmoslve loan comultIng service

16'

How DOES MY COMPANY
PARTICIPATE?
The =cram Is =elusively wallabk to members of the
Churiber. lb participate, yes: must:
maintain anise membenthip in the US. Chamber of

Commerce
distribute information to your employees;

pay a law annual paticipmicin ke, based on your
total number of employees.

ABOUT CONSERN
ConSern loans are adMintstered hv a nonplutit rganda
bon, UNverSay &ippon Servites ni In ro)labornoon
with leading financial institution% lrxup arc Imanced
through the sale of Commercial Paper and thr interest
rate r.5 based On the Commercial Paper rale is puhliched
in Thr Wall Snver Journat iAlLS 3 6% 5,, SIrs og-

ConSern has disbursed more than it c

II

41

More than 14,C00 companies currently spit,. Ii
program for their employees

Ill .t
I

mSen n

Omputy Parddration Fee Scheduk
Number at Employees
04

I

SI)

75

SI 100

125
500

101 250
211 SOO

501 750

75I IOW
1,001 1,500
1,501 2,500
2,501.3,500

445011,000
S.001 .7300
7,501.15,000
.

Annual Non

S SO

MOWN

Soo
750
1 Om
1 Soo
2,500

SW0
5,000
7.500
10.000
12,500
15,000
17,500

4-6010e ',who op
Research shows thm 70% of the population with college

bound or in.college leaden% needs a program like
ConSern That's why the US. Chamber and ConSern de
veloped the innewative employee benefit ConSem was
created to offer affordable loans kr education.

designed so that people Can borrow what they
needand be able to repay the ken comfortably
with low nkindstypayments;
structured with generous aedit and payback aka%

If you're nor a member of the U.S. (lumber of Coin
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merce. now is the time to loin Your membeehlp invest
ment is tax deductible as 2 business expense, nOt 13 a
charitable contribution

PARTICIPATE NOW
Ifs really easy to bring this benefit inoglaill I. mut

employees if you're 2 tIS Chatniset int mit, I

ttua

complete the pamcipaticm agteenlem I. inn anti mall it
with your check to ConSein In few ,,eclis riu will
receive brochures, applications, and complete informa
non about commulikating the program to your cmplcn,
ees In addition, you'll have an accOunt reproont Awe to
help you implement the program in your rrImp.in,

Help your employees get the financing Mtn nuod Sin
educationat low cost, with great pavbar I tr.mn, intl
with truly manageable monthly paymenp.
For more information, call (703) 709 lOAN sit

n.

Ii S Chamber ConSern. Loans Mr F.clucatrun5
205 Van Buren Street/Suite 200
Herndon, VA 22070
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THE APPLICATION PROCESS
What are opus/ Curtrierru MonthOpaInnn.
The following snan compsues the monthly isisments with A
ConSern loan and the three marx Federal ham programs. the

Ilia,' elm art ern/Units ryplt pi a I, s Oxtr>11,0
loan,

I

It's a simple applicant HI pros ess Alter the employee tin ks ots
an application kit tn the area designated In the company he or

Stafford. PUS, and SLS programs

Comparison of Monthly lAian Payments
ConSern

PUN

Stafford

SLS

Burrowing bmit.
1st year

$25.000

$2.650

$4 000

13.250

20.00()

124 SS

15000
T688
PO SI
40/ 42
461 28
O1505

loan Amount
2 SOO

42 59

150 CO
SO(5)

6.(aXi
10.000
15 MO

102 22

112 in

ro 36

1tt

11.400

255 54

20000

340'2

25 OGO

42591

2

' MaXiliturn stafford loan &Minna years

I

CasSern Loan Consult tng Service at 1 800 SOS LOAN

then responsible for obtaining the school's enckwsement irrt

1

2
3

dnii 2 In %ears 4 dnd 4

ma,

4

average simple interest rate 71I1Ce faritaars IVR" has been 1; 44%

For specific questions. the borrower should call a ConSern

envelope provided Please note that emplosers

loan Consultant at 1 BOG SOS IOAN or ( '04 1 '09 LOAN

required to verify entpliivnient or nil, rine

irorn
Is rbrfie a ceding cm ConSent kan
Interest rates may not exceed the ustirs tate estdblished bs law

school at which the student is enrolled If the mai cost of
education at a college. for Instance is Po MO as computed by
LonSern a borrower requesting a t rinser o h ran i,rt II s

will be presented with a (olinteri,fler for $ Ir nce

I C`A

Li

sIr applinatut who applies without a cosigner. but who needs

.ine in onto ro qUald, fol .1 loan will bc so unformed Is,
rr

14
II

.1

allo. iv dellled .111 Jilt et

JOU/111E11er is sent Iti

InStIl 55 I, 1111.1CM

enrollment Acceptable prixtf of ton Millent ion ludes
'a copy of an acceptance letter
*a Cops of the t union Inn mu,, erpi
a cops of the curtent student If ) aid
The entire application shi mid lw nwrIed lo In iltSr'n,

in the states in winch originating banks Are kx.ated The

1

Complete. sign and due the IS, intivairs Note
Include a signed clips 14 the etitkl reu cult federal !Mimi, la,
return Of A' 2 Flinn iir see the hAi In irl the apply Jr srI 101

borrower), he or she should attach student s min if of

interest rate of 11 44% for ConSern since lanuns

11

applir.diron is insolliplete Incomplete applications may be
retiuned tri he appl want requesting addItional information

Complete. sign anti am. be is qr. MT! .1111/11l alum
(la .he cosigner 1,1 airms lug with the ,ompleie srui do.
dare the costgner applis Anon

EX/Unction

prim Ina! tot the first tow years Based on me Aver-Age simple

Is Owe a penally forpftpayow all or pnnn in.Itut mooryt
No There are no prepayment penalties
Hou sr the maximum ban anfoula drir, ni.areel
The maximum amount that an individual mas horrow Ls based
on an analysis 01 tWO faCtors 1) his or her dbilin to repay the
loan and 2) the published cost ot axe ',dance at the specific

4 ConSern will contact the borrower or cosigner if an

huve simple steps it detailed

6 If the borrower wishes the heck ci be made payable it.
boTower alone I and nix so payable to the Institut!, w and

oiret-esi swung in the Sth year uf thc hurl 11.is mg defetred

10

counteroffer will be Made by ConSern

vet ill.. .111.1.11 dry 11111(111s
other accepuhle In,
Enclose a shesk lor 115 Oil 0,1,,,Ide tii I o(Tset.,

ri .0 ditable under

Note The figures fix ConSern are for rends!, 111.. .1 prim pal amid

9

the s heck

°tints rollers
s In the eseitt that an applicant cannot qualify for the loan
dillount requested, hut 5an qualify for a smaller lean. a

in the application kit

maximum increaSes to $4 Off'

lOan amount ex eetts
this riogram

will be mailed to the Is trrower s address The Ixtirower is

1.1,111111)10C applIcations

What do applicalas th,
Con.Sern loan applicant., Ir fIn iss

.

If proof of the student's

enrollment is lux attached to the application, the loan check
will be made (0 payable to the borrower and the school, and

sponsce code so that program utilization for your company may
be tracked without recpardizing employee confidentiality it
contains all the forrrus the employee needs. along with detailed
instructions

20.003

100.000

included with the application

she communicates directly with CnisSern You never sec thy
application again 11 yrthr entplosee has questions alx itt
completing the application. please refer hunt or hei to the

The applkation lut is pre coded with your unique olitinans

PRIM

Cumulative
maximorn. 4 years

It the loan is approved A LonSern loan check payahle to the
lion, twet ts marled slaw!, to the borrower s address.
pruwided that acceptable proof id the student's enrollment IN

0,,Nen ii

i

hairens after

ix

.t.'i

:

( I

S Chamber of c'onimerce ConSern Loans for Education
205 San 'tura, Street/Stine 200

Herndon "A 220-0

applicant IS infornied trl ( ortNern s der
four weeks of res cgs'

1'00 nr,(19

I-AN
11111

alser.:

Complete applkanons are rapid!, pro, essed

t or 1.1i I 55 int CiiiiNern Jr Loon! [(presentative at t "Oil /09 LOA.s.
eir
I

Approval
I

IF YOU NEED HELP

Jr rli

Ors

uithin

Ph. Hie

I
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A UNIQUE EMPLOYEE BENEFIT

ABOUT THE CONSERN LOAN PROGRAM
interest Mei aie km and the payback terns is
15 years, resulting in low monthly payments

benefit proaram. US Chambet ConSern loans foe

The interns rate is the Commercial Paper Hate

Educaton

(published in 71re Wall Stem puma!). plus

You can °Ref your employees access to ConSern, and

3 6%

help them resolve a dilemma faced by a growing
number of American families how to pay for their

This Norval allows you to offer to sour employees
low cog. unsecured, long term educational financing
for themselves and their families

ConSetn participation Is affordable Annual pirticiPa.
non fees are based on the number of employees in
sour compass. and gut a% loy. as $SO 00 per year for
small companies

In addition. it's a sample program to adminiger Vou
aroWt have to hare extra employees You leave the
details about educational financing to the experts g
CcatSern Hem dal!, you company assumes absolutely
no liability when you make ConSern loans available to
your emplorees

What is ConSern?
C.onSeln is a nonprofn. r yate sector initiative,

designed to help tarnifies deal with the growing
1 problem of paying for education Here are some of the
1 %ahem program features

ConSern loans are un :cured. personal loans

Borrowers may defer principal repayment
while the student ts in college (maximum of
four years). Interest payments start appeal
moiety 30 dey% after the loan is disbursed

family ai accredated colleges universities and
private secondary schools in the United States
The minimum annual ConSern loan as $I.500

The maximum is $2% 000 The aggregate
maximum pei txmower Is $100.000
Criteria foi making a ConSern loan include an
evaluation of the employee % income arid debt
payments a% well as credit history loans are

(

I

help the student establish credit while he or
she is in school (by acting as cosigner, helping

with payments until after graduation, when
the student can assume payments).

use ConSern loans at private secondary
school, undergraduate and graduate school
Including medical, dental, law, engineering,

children's education

and ocher professional schools,
sae a ConSern loan to pay for all the coats of

Borrowen May not defer principal recayment

The costs of higher education continue to nu haw
than inflation Currently, educational expense fix one
yeu at a public college avenges alma= $7,000 for %

for students attending private secondar)

resident sudent. At a private college, the cost outages

schools.

over $14,000. Federal loon programa b the minority
of %millet ihtl qiatlify (tued on demonsruted need),
provide an rawer loan of lex than 1Z6OU (Source:

Magnifico the student Is attending These may
Include tuition, room and board, fees, books

The application croons is fast with loan
approval normally taking four weeks ix less
Applications are accepted at any UM during
the year There is a $45 application fee (non

refundable), which must accompany the
banners application
There is no prepayment penalty

ConSern is a propom developed in cooperation with
the US Chambet a:I Commerce by University Suppon
Services, Inc , a nonprofit Maryland corporation
ConSern la bucked by loading financial institutions
investment bankets end insurance companies It is .1
blue chip operation, backed by leaders in fmans rig
and education

that maybe used by an employee and has or her

I

A needed employee
benefit ...

The US Chamber of Commerce is pleased to offer
exclusively to ics membersan exceplonal employee

Thousands of member companies of the U S Chanibvi
of Commerce are sponscong ConSern Through Mem,
companies. 171111100.5 of employees have access

The US Chamber of Commerce is a leading privare
aeCIOr proponent of the educated workforce Iluough

nude based on the abihry to repay the loan.
not on a qualifyIng means test or maxi

the ConSern program for its members, the Chambei is
taking practical amps to enhance educahonal clots e

mum family 111(1)111e. lent

for working American%

and supplies personal living expenses, and
usnsponation,
use a ConSern loos to purchase a personal

The Cage Bawd) And Oman 10 million families
with char:ken in college sze rt eligible fcc the

computer, software and peripherals for

gosemments Stafked Student loan Proem. The grp m
funding u bug. The need expressed by your employees
for allorylabiefinanctrag foe college Is undeniable

Research shows that TO% of the population with
college hound or in college youngstets needs a
program like Conliern ConSern was
created to offer affordable loans for education.
designed so that people can borrow what they

needand be able to navy the loan cornfon
abt Nub low monthly payments.
%mooted with generous credit and payback

Melia

.an

educational loan program that increases their (recd..,
of choke while helping them pave their children
for the 2Ig century with amiable education

education u stipulated by the pankular

A flexible employee

benefit...
(.00Serti loans can be used by employees fog then own
educational expense% as well as for their children's or
spouse's They can

educational purposes

An easy employee benefit...
Ir

is easy to implement ConSern throughout your

corrpany ConSern's team of professlonals works wIth
you to design in implementation program foe you and
wea employees CcnSern takes care of all roan pro
ceasing and employee Inqullies Companies make the
program known to their employees
Here's how the program works kw companies

Companies:
distribute the information Consrrn provides
to your employees
maintain US Chamber membership ( if you re
not a member of the U S Chamber. now's the

time to loin Membership due ate tax

apply for a ConSern loan on behalf of thetr

deductible as a business expense. not as a
charitable contribution)
pay a be annual participation fee based on

children or cachet family members,

your total number of employees

ABOUT THE COSTS OF BORROWING
THROUGH CONSERN
ConSern:
woks *nth you and your subaltillartes or

Helps companies attract and
retain good employees

7he interest race on a CunSern loin Ls based co the
dimmer's! Paper Rale. as published in The Wal Sine
monthly tate that fluctuates along with the Commercial

C0r0ern loan is generally a mote available %Mon
There are home equity loansbut many families with
college age childien do not have much equity In their

Paper Rate. The image monthly ConSern kin rate

home (if they in fact own their own home) or are

since program inception hts been 11 44%

reluctant to drain the equtty from their house Or, they
may already have borrowed Wrist the equity in their
home fix other purpceea

Jowniii plus 3.6% The ConSem rale is 3 Vartable

tions plan,

ConSem is one TOM t001 you can use to recruit and
main the best employees Companies also have the

handles applications mailed directly to

option of working with ConSetn to enhance the

ConSern byyour employees
ensures your employou' confidentiality.
answers employees question, on our toil
free hotline.
processes applications,
set does loam throughout their =latency.
guanamees the loans *not defauh.
approves qua/dying employee loon requests,

program for their own specialized mcruttment and

More important fix you employees is how the Inures
rate translates into monthly payments The following,

retention needs

chart comperes the monthly peyments with a ConSern

There We unsecured loans available through corn

loan and the thiee ingot federal loan 13(13c3g0. the

mental lenders, but these are noe designed for

Stafford. PUJS, and SlS programs

educational needs As a result, they offer smaller loan
amounts (usually under 16.000). shorter payback terms

operating groups to implement a commumca

asulT0.3 all legal and financial liability on
ConSern loans.

provides customer SelVite for the term of the
loan

nut adds up to minimal administration fot vonsonng
ompanies and =X MUT senoce for your COMparty
aiii.I Vow employee;

To summarize
ConSern is an employee benefit --available exclusnely

through the U S Chamber of Commerceghat

Comparison of Monthly Payments

addresses a growing need of employees As an
innovative benefit pri,graert, it is
affordable.
popular with yOor employees.

adaptable to your employees and their

P4efowng the14. It war

ConSen,

511/3wd

124 COO

32.650'

Cimunne nunnurn 4 se.. Man

KL5

kI6
14 OCO

/0030

MOOD

15003

540 UV

fsniilies needs

OH S1

Cass to administer.

wenn in building employee twain
torpfur in recniiting arid retaining eniplosees

4:59

1000

rat it

112 43

1M 51

ifr

ass s4

.

50,52
46I2A

43- ,2
46126

31505

6150

640 72
425 91

.6/414

'441161166, Staikrt1 tow W.,. mu, I .1 2 In :el. 5 and 4
"Low N.A. ITCeCCM .1.0.aame rraimurn asIllahte 6ndel ins

with Cadmic'. Mats no forget neceogy hIce ts It
necessary to tap valuable 401(k) plan benefits,
intended to secure a cornketable retirement

nunnum Mantles to 14.03)

vas Omit/I.:M(10

Costs to the employee
The entOlOyee borrowing under the ConSern program

par.
nonrefundable applicatton fee ra $45 00
payable with applicanon,

..re Tin, toorn km Canner
k. cen0n,0 .4p..uç4d
swing 64 the 1d, met old* Inn In.nn nokned p10sy&
511.14.0.,4,11.0.04.4.6,66 4464411i 446 6.4 Conus
Hoe Woo, 1141,

What other options do
borrowers have?

honow cOmfortatej, sothout risking future financial

lhe largest Federal loan program is the Statiord
Student Loan Program About 36 million students

security or diminishing CI Trent life style

qualify for some financial aid undet this progiam each

ConSerres low monthly payments allow employ, en tO

linvern is the mom cost effective loan available for
OW elliplorees II really help6 Lima/ es manage the

1.

and morale
employees to satisfy a need that is traditionally left to
the individual to shoulder Many parenu gill sink their
lite sayings into college education for their children

monthly loan payment on a $6.000 lotus of this type 31
165. repayable over S years. is S145 Yi fly comparison.
CiinSern Irian is 139 OR

tic sc

Increases employee loyalty
Companies that offer ConSon are helping their

(usually 3 5 years), and hlgher interest rates The

the aserage monthly loan parnent On a WOOD

0.250

IOW

25510

year With met 13 million students pursuing higher
education, over 20% of American families are excluded
hum this opuon

13

For thaw peoplepeople like your employeesa

loan origination fee of 3 5% of the face
amount of the loan (included In Ihe alTIOrint
hOrroweil) This pays program costs and
default Insurance that keeps the overall
intereSt rate low,
Monthly interest payments,
monthly payments of principal (which may he
deferred foe up to four years until the student
is OW uf college) This feature is not available
tor loans made for private secondary SchCsil
educaiinn (grades 9- 12)

COMMUNICATING WIN YOUR EMPLOYEES ABOUT

How TO SIGN UP FOR THE U. S. CHAMBER OF

CONSERN...

COMMERCE CONSERN PROGRAM
Ongoing customer
service

nen you, as a membet of the Ii S Chamber of Corn
merce. sign on as a participant in ConSern, you will
receive communications Suppeall and hteratute from
your account representahve at ConSetn heidquarters

Literature
You s ill receive brochures and appliCat am kits fur yr.!ur

employees. written in language that s cuss 0 under
stand and that answers their must frequent questions
Companies with over 1000 employee, may choose to
have their brochures and application kits sustomized
with Mc. comment name and logo. in one color, at

no ex ri starge

You will get all the ongoing support and service that

4/4

clink.

ommunicahons plan and time

lmpt)rtant notes for
U. S. Chamber members
loans are privately insured, arid, in the event of derail!!

the sponsor company bears absolutely no liability
repay the loan or collect from the employee

111110.11

1et. mate

1,11111111.1111111

U.S. Chamber ConSern;
Loans for Education
Company Participation
Fee Schedule

I :tan, NI I thit anon
turin Slet
2Ik!

0-4

22,1-11

)14.rmuluit

\tlit yr ,44
intolllu

FAI1340Yees

5

So

5-50
114.11

11511

t

ClIgillbel

il

1.4 tincill 144.%1111,511.111 trio

OIL

Annual
Participation Fee

.11.te

((grain I,, liur

4111141

51.100

125

101.250

300

251-500

SOO

501750
751 1,000

Low

"50
I 000

1.500

1 s00
2 SOO

if all employee leaves, hts or her C.on5ern loan
goes with the employee The company has absoluieli

2.501 3,500

3 Son

no responsibility to ConSern in the matter of an,

5001-7,500
7,501.15,000

10,000

15001.30,000

12.500

30071-45000
over 45,000

15000
1/.500

2

employee's loan.
5

proglam

IS

15014,500

letter horn management to VOW
empioyees announcing this new emplmee

with arts ley and ,ItIries alloul tile COVICCin

.

Narriatt et

successful and trouble free And Your employees %ill
have a toll fret hotline available

Ii

benefit
sample employee newsletter article. descrth
In, the program for your emplorees,
sample payroll suffer
poRtett fot employee hutleitn hoards,
a newsletter. (vtiernpw three imie, a yea;

I.H Mt

mild, liii exlivillelr uffiKetribh.
.1.
..11111.111,
t
..it41 .0,1 it lir the n.o.cldp, twit .1

11.144

you need to make your participation in the I 5
Chamber of Commerce ConSern loan progism

to addition. you will reeeive nunlerOus sumiteMitAls tel
emPloYets These int hide

.4

1.4 .41.1 I, it
tg,-4.014

C.impany liabIlIty 59oasorin8 corporations are not
liable for any loans made to their employees ConSern

htla. to communicate the program effectively to your

ill

Your account representative u a telephone cal! .1%.415,

I

Planning and collateral
materials

moil! 11,4..11.1r1 151 Nilo, eitnI41 fet..n (X
I

Administrative Involvement All loan prixeming

and ail communlailon with employees regarding their

loans are handled by ConSern In the event that an
employee does nix qualify for a ConSern loan (on
account of poor or insufficient credit). it is ConSein
and not the employer that COnifIluilleates with the
employee All loan plocessIng is entirely confidential
Companies reeeive management re puns on flh
number and aggregate amount of loans illsbursrd

II .010 ,1111.1.
,,,,41.

,

dd.. VI 0,1. 10 hf.1X 11,1,

it

illphinces

3301-5,000

SO00

"SOO

Noe Paffkipoion Fe: t. tax aieduaible i% a bust
nos expense, rye as A dantable cuottinution

their cmployees These reports dn tr^t dnuigii
employee Identity Employers are no. involved
hit
decisions regardIng an employee'i
ConSem loan, not in his or her rertorutaii, e reiv411.1g
loan repayment

4

C.

';)

1bb
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CONSERN: LOANS FOR EDUCATION
SCHEDULE OF COMMUNICATIONS TO EMPLOYEES

The Communications Package Includes the following materials:

* Sample letter from the President of your company to all employees to
announce this new benefit program
* Article about ConSern to use in your company newsletter or magazine as an
announcement of the program

* A guide on where and who to call when you have questions about ConSern
or need to order additional materials

* "0 & AN booklet to answer your and your employee's questions about
ConSern

* Tips on employee communications
* Promotional calendar that helps you in setting up a monthly schedule to
promote ConSern within your organization
* Materials that correspond to each month of the promotional calendar

The materials enclosed are Ideas that will help you in promoting ConSern within
your organization. We will work with you to adapt these and other ideas that you
may have, into a plan that meets with your corporate structure.

162

LETTER OF INTRODUCTION FROM ME PRESIDENT

Dear Employee:

We are pleased to announce a brand new benefit to all our employees. We are

offering a new innovative student loan program entitled Coneern: Loans for
Education. ConSem allows you to borrow for your family and yourseif to help
meet the costs of edthiatIon at any accredited institution - private secondary

schools, undergraduate, graduate or professional programs, and AMON

proprietary and trade schoOls approved by ConSern. The loan funds can be used
for any costs of education, Including tuition, room and board, books, computers,
travel and other expenses.

In addition, the program is adaptable to almost anybody's need for financing,
providing borrowers with competitive interest rates and long pay-back terms. And,
ConSern loans are unsecured. This means that you are not putting up the equity
In your horns to finance your children's college education.

The loans are available Immediately. The enclosed brochure describes the
maln features of the loan program. You can obtain more Information and
application materials from the Personnel/Benefits office.
The ConSem Loan program offers many unique features including:
* Loan amounts from $1,500 to $25,000 per year, with a maximum of $100,000 over
a four year period
* Competitive interest rates
* Eligibility based on credit worthiness rather than financial needs tests
* Simple application process
* Confidential loan processing
* 15 year re-payment period with the option to defer principal payment while the
student is in school
(Note: principal repayment deferral is not an option for loans made for private
secondary education)
.

We hope that you find this new employee benefit to be useful In financing
education for your children, spouse, or yourself. We look forward to helping you
and your family achieve their educational goals.
Sincerely,

President and CEO

186
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INTRODUCTORY ARTICLE FOR EMPLOYEE NEWSLETTER

This month our company will begin to offer a new benefit for all employees. It's called
ConSem: Loans for Education, and it enables employees to apply for low-cost unsecured
loans to meet the increasing costs of education for themselves or family members.
ConSem funds can be used for any acbredlted Institution - private secondary schools
(Grades 9 thru 12), proprietary and trade schools approved by ConSern, undergraduate,
graduate or professional programs. Loan funds are available immediately and throughout
the year. An employee may borrow from $1,500 to $25,000 per year, with an aggregate
of $100,000. A very attractive feature of this student loan program is that the loan may

be applied toward any college oost -- tuition, room and board, fees, books and
equipment, including computers for school use and other re' ded expanses. ConSem
loans are based on credit-worthiness and the application process is qui* and easy.
This program is an excellent service for all nf our employees and their families. It fs
a financing option that does not force the family tu 'mortgage the house' or 'sell the car'.
Interest rates are kept as low as possible. The ConSem loan program is a non-profit
lender an c. works with funding based on the Commercial Paper Rate, traditionally the
cheapest form of financing on the market.
Our involvement with ConSem reaffirms our company's commitment to identifying and

supporting the needs of our employees. We look forward to working with the ConSern
Loan program in offering all employees one of the most dynamic and flexible student loan
programs avalable today.
We hope that you find this new employee benefit to be useful in financing the costs
education.If-you have any questions .orwooldlike an lippliesean; please contact the
Personnel/Benefits office.
FACTS AND NUMBERS:

* ConSem operating hours are 9:00am - 6:00pm Eastern time Monday through Friday.
* To orde- additional materials or to talk.to your Account Exesutive, call 703-709-5626.
* Borrowers may call 1-800-SOS-LOAN t6 speak with one of our Loan Consuitants about
the application process, or to check the status of their loan.
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141110I

Con Sem Loans tor Education is a program designed specifically to help students and thee families finance the costs of education ConSern
loans future high loan limits, long payback terms and competitive Interest rates College is expensive no matter what your family's income. That
is why Cori Sem Loans f Of Educations Is an deal program for middle and upper income lambes who don't qualify for need based financial aid or
who require cash for college.
BORROWER:
1

Loan eligibility is determined through an evaluation ol the Borrower's and/or Cosigner's income. payment obligations, and credo

report(s)
2 Student, parents, or any other financially responsible person(s) who is borrowing on behalf of a student Is eligible to apply for a ConSern loan
The person(s) on whose credit the loan is based IBorrower(s) or Coskiner(s)) must be a U S citizen or permanent resident alien of the United
States.

3 The person(s) on whose credit the loan is based (Borrower(s) or Cosigner(s)) must be currently receiving at least 615,000 annually from all
sources Any employed person mule be employed at least one year (12 consecutive months) at his/her present or any previous Ob.
4 The Borrower(s). arid Cosigner(s) II any, must be at least le years of age at the time ol application (1911 reedMa in Alabama. Nebraska and
Wyoming. 21 a residing in Mississippi and Puerto Rico).
ST UDENT'

Students musl be accepted for enroilment or currently enrolled fulltime or part-time (as defined by the school) in an accredited college
university or prnate secondary wheel (Grades 942). ConSem loans may be used for secondary, undergraduate, 9raduate and professional
education purposes. In addition, ConSem baba may also be wee at obtain approved proprietary schoois.

HOW MUCH
1
You may borrow from 61,600 to $15,030 per year. A maximum of $60,000 may be borrowed by any individual Borrower.
2 Loans are made for the costs of attending school, include; tuition. fees, room and burd, transportation, books, personal expenses, supplies.
computers, and other related expenees. Oomph* a separate application when applying tir more than one student or more than one school year
3 If the Borrower does not quality tot the hal amount requested based on the credit mina% a countstotfer may be made tor a lesser amount
ConSern will notify the Borrower of the amount he or she is qualified to borrow.

WHAT ME
1.

Loans bear a varlabie interest rate based on the COmmereial Paper Rate eke 4.10%. The Commercial Paper Rate uud Is the average of the
hqher of the 30 or 90day per annum rate, as reported during the preceding monthly period in The Wall Street Journal. Any changes In the
interest rale charged on the loan Ma take effect monthly and wal be shown on your monthly bitl. .

2 Loan Origination Fees of 4% wiit be deducted prior to disbursement of the ben cheat For exarreb, a borrower approved for a 67.000 loan
will receive a check for $6,720 These fees pay program costs and administrative fees
3 There is a non-relundable application processing fee ot $95.00 at the time the application Is submitted.

Mara.

ConSem utilizes state of the art computer fechnolagy for processing applicatbns, but we cannot process your application It tt is incomplete
Apply early. Do not wart until the last minute to submit your application. You can apply at any erne during Ihe year.
Be sure that all the information on your appfication Is template. legible, and that all questions are answered accurately. Both the application

and promissory note must be signed and dated. Be sure to send all the requested documents (see Instructions) together with your
application, amlication lee, and promissory note In the enveicipe provided.
n you meet the credit requirements for your loan request, a check will be mailed in approximately 2104 weeks tor the approved loan amount
lees the loan origination fee to the Borrowers address indicated on the application. If proof of the student's enrollment is not attached to your
*button, the loan check will be made ogpayable lc the Borrower and the cahoot and mailed to the Borrowers address.
NOTE: If the loan amount requested blither than the amount you are elope* to borrow based CA the credit review or cost of education, the
BOROVOCI will be notified regarding the approved counteroffer amount.

WHOM
The repayment of your ConSem ban te spud over 12 years, but you may repay the loan In part or in full at any time without a prepayment
penalty Monthly repayment begins approximately 30 days after the check disbursement date The Borrower ail receive a monthly statement
Indscating the amount currently due which Is calculated by ogling (1) the amount of the pnncipar due, based on whether or not you have elected
to defer principal repayment (see deferred repayment below), and (2) the amount of accrued Interest on the outstanding principal balance based
on the current interest rate. The repayment options under the ConSem program are
Immediate Principal Repayment. Repayment of principal begins with the first schedued biting Principal is repaid in equal battlements over
12 years (143 paymenb)

Deferred Principal Repeymint (interest Only payments during the deferment period). A borrower may elect on the application and
Fromissory note to make payments of interest only during the time that the student Is In school. tor a period not to exceed IOW years.
option to defer principsi paymertts is not available to students enrolled at a preparatory (private secondary) school.

The

ConSern loans may be used to pay the student's costs for the current academic year as well as outstanding balances for costs incurred by
the sludeet a1 an institution from previous enrollment periods provided that the Student IS enrolled at the time of application.
2 ConSern loans are unsecured Unkke home equity loans. ConSern loans do not require any collaloral, such as a mortgage or% a home or a
lien on property interests
3 ConSern is a national, non-prole program, established by education and business leaders to provide finanCIng for education
4 ConSern is not a federal program This program is not sutsect to Tate IV ol the Higher SclucatiOn Act Of 1965. Bs amended This means you
do not have to contend with the application requirements ol the Stafford Student Loan IGSL) Program or other federal loan programs
I
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appfleation/Promissory Not

Plenw "ad the fottowing information carefully to ensure accuracy when completing the attached forms. Be Wife that en questions are answered
errors will delay the processing of your application To provide quick processing of yew application. It Is Important that you follow
cm.
...fruei+Cifix exactly When compieting all forms be sure to type or print iegrlity using's ball point pen Oo not separate copies until all forms
and signed
1. Read all inetruclicins and review aa torms before completing Me attached forme. Plasm note that each Student requires esPitate

5. otication.
hir insfructlo is on the back of the Borrower Application (and Cosigner Application) to complete the form Borrower(s) land
should sign and date the ApplIcation(s) and 'stain their respectlyecOpies

0-

rhe Promissory Note Inshuotions below to oomplete. sign and date the Promissory Note torn Borrower(s) and Cosigner(s) should
co respective copies

tir'r n signed copy o1 the most recent Federal 'fax Return as flied for the Borrower(s) and Cosigner(s) If these forms are
refer to the Instructions for other acceptable inenme verification documents
.

.riv of the student's proof of enrollment. Acceptable items ale an enrollMent letter, a copy of tuition bitYreceipt or a legible

.

.rent Student ID card

. eck for $55.00 payable to ConSern Loans tor Egucation for the application processing fee
mut I le original copies of the Appheation(s), Promissory Note, and copies of Federal Tait Return(s), proof of enrollment and any
p:icable documents along ten the appliCatiorffee check In the etwelope provided to:
.
pr,
ConSern Loam beEducationv
-

.

205 Van Buren Street. Suite 200
Herndon, Virginia 22070

'onro r (rig
tne 1.;tgaussury Note must read both sides prior to signing.
-04:010 naMels) and social seam!), nurnberfsl
ir kir

.

\ ZIT .S.V.

Cosigner(s). print the Cosigner(s) name(s) and social security number(s).

.irtue4teo loan amount on the appIrcation Mew 301 in both numeridal and Merril format IFoi example 57.250 00. Seven
in Two Hundred Fifty and 001100 I

are Cosionertsi if any. nsur t sign and date :lie promissori no( e
Wilke on the Notice to COSigner(s) form and deliver if to
o a utisgnists) es used for the loan. Me Borrower must comprete any appkc
A,n r..i.nerrst. to read beam ale C0sgner(s) signs. the Cosigner Application oinli *and Promissory Note The Cosigneas) shoutd retain
approlpqato_4110n Of Defernlent of Principal yOu indicated in Item 31 (flppainent.Oplion) on the ApPlicaton Form

.

ii

nrunigstify noveztatains any changes. deletions or corrections, the promissory hole Whin constdered unamemabie and void If tht,
- .s not acceptable. we will send you a new promissory note to be completed erat *med. This will delay the disbursement of your
,2131109.
.
iota; ere to'
loan or eat.
E.

%

'

'

NIS isocuturntas SIX mitre:
'

4

' Vights and Facts and Instructions

V'BOOdieleMa/A7 On CIONICet.)

3 U&Ce toCielgisitr
4 Cosigner APPlioleon tin diploma)

riorisso y Note (In Iffltklale)

6 Refirnenveope
In order to cOMpiptill the aPpticatIons and
note, fest remove them by tearing along the
i,erfOraDon where Indicated.

itiCtIMIS:
Vou hive qubstiona et am hme during the
L'un aPPlicaSOA mows, please cat

1-800-SOS-LOAN

t
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Fedora,
NOTICE TO COSIGNER
You are being asked to guarantee this debt Think carefulty before you do 11 the borrower doetnl pay the debt, you will have to Be sure
you can afford to pay if you havo to. and that you want to . xept this responsibtlity
You may have to pay up to the hal amount of the debt if the borrower does not coy You may also have to pay tate lees or collection costs,
which ltlCrside thiS amount

The creditor can masa this debt from you without first trying to cctlect horn he borrower The aedrtor can illa
sarne collection
methods against you air can be used valnet Me borrower. such as suing yor garnishing your wages. et. If this debt ts ever in rIelauh.
that fact may become s pan of your credit record

This notta Is not the =Thad that makes you Fable for the debt You wit oecome obligated when you weir the Promissory Note lor the

tan

Unless you reside in one of the state. Aar, the above nonce' must be read and understed beton you stin Me Promissory Note.

in
Now York Rosidonts
NOTICE

New York borrower(S) must complete this Secaon.
You agree to pay the deot identified betow although you may not pefsonaly reCeive any property. services, or money You may be soed
lot payment although the person who receives the property services, or money is able to pay Thts notice a not the note, contrad of
Other writing that obligates you to pny the debt Read that writing tor the exact terms of your obligation

11

If

IDENTIFICATION OF DEBT YOU MAY HAVE TO PAY

it

!PAW Or INORMWERVIII

Norwest Bank South Dakota, N.A.
lid ICkOtml

enalc,

Prriate Student loan

(maximum $t 5.00D)

(RPOOF man

&Medan:sums

I have been given a carpeted copy ol this notice and of each witting that obligates me or the Debtor on this debt My aclinowledgement
is on The PrornIssory Note

Cosigner please retain for your records

CEIr 1435
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Wisconsin Residents
EXPLANATION Of PERSONAL OBLIGATION
Wisconsin bogrowet(s) must complete this sochon
a.

You have agreed to pay the total of payments under a consumer credit transaction between
(name 01 BOnower(s)) and Nonvest Bank South Dakota. N.A (the Lender) made on
(date o1 transaction) for a private Student loan in the amount of I

lrrranimunt $15.000)

You vfil be liable and hilly responsrbte lor payment ol Me above amount even though you may not be entitled to any of the

b

goods. SezaCeS Or loan furnished thereunder

YOB Max be Sued in court fOr the payment of the amount due under this consumer credit transaction even though the

c

customs 'named above may be working ol have ft. Ida topay the amOunt due

have executed must
d. This expanation is not the agreement under which yOu,are obligated, and the guaranty or agreentenr you
be consoled tor the exact terms of your abgatiOns
e.

You ate entiged lbw, or at any time, to ono free copy Of any document you sign evidencing this transaction
The cosigner acknowledges receipt al an exact copy of this notice by Wrung the Promissory Note

1

Calltornia Rosidonts
NOTICE OF COSiGNER

(Traduccion on kw** S. Rankin Por La Ley)
You are being asked to guarantee et* dem Theet carefully before you do 11 the borrower doesn't pay the debt. yOu Will liovP to Be sure you
can ONO to pay d you have to. and that you want to accept this responsibility
You may have to pay up to the lull amount de* dotc d the borrowat does nal pay You may also have to pay tato loos or collochon costs. which
Increase this amount.

The modem can collect ges debt frOrc you Who'd hest eying to collect from the boomer The creditor can use the same cottechon methods
against you tot can be used against the bonower, such as slang you, garnishing your wages. etc II this debt is ever in default. that tact may
become a pert ot mirage' record.
This Wive is not the contract that makos you Roble tor the debt

AVISO PARA EL MOOR
(Spanish Ranalstion Required by Law)
Se I. irsii picbsed, quo gamed* este deeds P111034310 oan cusgaskii antes do ;memo de acuerdo Si la persona quo ha pedal) este presiamo
nOrefialo Mod& ward Undri que Pagans. Este seguro de ow ustrid padre pager si sea otegado a pagene y de que rated desea Scepter re
responsible:1W.

SI le persona pis ha pecklo al pniatamo no page la deuda, ee pose* quo Wed terve que paw ra suma loiai de la Oeutia. Mae 103 cargos par

!eiders') en el pep a el =lode atoms. to cual ecumenis el total de este sums
El acroodce (enancleto) pubis *Wade a weed en. primeraments. Mar de cobrade al docdor Los m0F1303 motodos do cobranza qua peuden
imam contra .1 dueler, palm ULM* mote mid. tales como prolentr, unit de mantle Oa 03F01. queer pane do su sueldo, etc Si alguna
vez no so rumple con la obligadrin de pegar esta clouds, so puede incbir eel into/moon en la msfona de credits de usted
Este, aye° re es ol contras° rribno on qua le echa a ustod la repcosbildad do la deuda

Gown& please retain for your records
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Herndon group fills student loan gap
University Support Services is doing what
some members of the financial community claim

is impossible: Providing long-term, affordable
student loans from the private sector without
government backing.

In four years, this Herndon nonprofit has
gone from a one-man show without a nickel of
equity and has grown to a 50-employee operation that will put together $ISO million worth of
student loan packages this year. University Support is riding on a wave of demand for education
financing that can only get bigger.

"I think what we've proven here is that the
Private sector can ably finance education," said

University Support president Catherine Dunlevy. "Less and less are families able to apply for

a governmem-sponsored student loan. It's our
job to fill that gap."
Father John Whalen, the former president of

Catholic University, is chainnan of the nonprofit University Support Services, He came up
with the idea for the company four years ago,

and built it from scratch by pulling some well
placed strings in the financial and business com-

munities. What he's done is let the academic
community, both students and universities, tap
into the commercial paper markets.
Whalen Saw the need for non-government n-

nancing for higher education. Although there
are more than 1 I million families in the U.S.
with children in a college or university, only 3.3

million qualify for government-backed loans.
With education costs skyrocketing (currently averaging $7,000 a year at state schools and twice
that at private schools), many families are under
an extreme financial burden.
Dunlevy said most colleges don't have the resources to put together programs large enough to

make it profitable for financial institutions to
make long-term student loans. The returns
aren't large enough for banks to do it on their
own, either.
Whalen besan by going to Fuji Bank, which,
after some cajoling, agreed to give him a line of

credit. He founded the Capital Access Trust
Program to issue the more than $75 million in
notes needed to enter the commercial paper mar-

ket. The Capital Access program, which has
made more than $86 million in loans to uaiversi
ties, was the vehicle through which University
Support raised loan money for students.

The first student loan program was started

through the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

2Cio

TERRENCE

O'HARA

111111
Dubbed Consern, it is offered through participating chamber members. Two-and-a-half years
into the program, about 15,000 companies par-

ticipate with more than 5 million employees.
Wachovia Financial services the loans.

Dunlevy said companies can offer it as a part

of their benefit packages. University Support
provides and processes all the application materiels, charging a fee to the company. The cost to
the companies themselves is minimal, working

out to less than a dollar per employee in most

MU.
The re ears the loans works out to about 3.6
',cove the prevailing commercial paper
rate. Sew eats usually have their parents cosign
on the lc in. Unlike government-backed loans,
percent

students start to pay interest immediately, but
can defer payment of the principal until after
they graduate.

Dunlevy said that University Support is not
the only private sector provider of low-cost stip
any number of ^ompanies offer
dent loans

loans to their employees. To her knowledge,
however. University is the biggcst.

"We want to cover the whole universe of
higher education finance needs," she said. "We
are a nonprofit, but we're still a business. With
what we plan to do, we'll probably have to move
to a bigger building in three years."
Dunlevy said University Support is putting together programs to offer student loans through
university financial aid offices and offer annuity
programs to parents, is establishing a fund to
offset costs for proressors who change colleges,
and is setting up a co-op service for small- and
medium-sized rolleges and universities to give
them more put chuing power..

"The way we look at it, it's really one of the
best investments we can make." Dunlevy said.
"Who can argue that we need to help pay for
higher education?"
Terrence O'Hara is a reporter for the Wash
ington Business Journal.
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Lending For
Learning

The ConSern program
offers *4 helping hand for

middle"incomefamilie
who often don't qualify
for federal education
asetstance

Ry Jove C. Ssabo
At a time when the nation's businesses are @tensing the Inver-

trine of it betteradocated work
force, federal sid to wings students is expeeted to fan further bud-

getary reductions in the 101st Con.

to qualify for many of the federal assistance
"GroPi;&rranainthe 3-yearold program

has been phenomenal," says the Rev.
John P. Whalen, C.,onSern's founder and

president To date, nearly 11,000 firms

are enrollel, snd more than 5 million
(amain are eligible to apply for Conlege financial 'sentence, many busi . Sern loans. The program has disbursed
noes people are launching innentive over $100 rgillion in loans so far.
Whalep expects disbursementa to
ways to help educate tomorrow's work
gress.
To address the !rowing need for col-

fore& One highly successful initiative is

reach POO million this year. "We have

the program is especially beneficaJ for
middle-income families, who ohm fail

flue to its unprecedented growth, the
program now is one of the country's top

the private-eerier ban program ailed just scratched the surface," he says.
Con&rei. Providing student' and their 'Me coat of college keeps rising, and
families with low-interest kens that people are having to look more toward
can be paid back over a 15.yeaz period, bus to get their kids through college:'

private lenders for supplemental student loans, and it ranks emong the top
30 U.S. lenders for student loans of any
kind, says Whalen.
ConSern has been designed by leaders in higher education and business, it

is backed by major financial institu .
lions, and it is ednilnistered by a nonprofit organisation.
To offer this loan benefit to employees, companies must maintain membership in the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.
Once membership is establiahed, em .
ployers can participate in the loan pro-

gram for as little as $25 a year, based
on the number of employees. The par .
ticipation fee is tax-deductible as a business expense.

The program is especially easy for

employers to offer as a benefit. When a

Pam I saL_il.. bisS "importo- bestt lo mu- employees," says Mroyal compnny signs on as a participant in
CONtrakr Bruce Afindlna ieJP, weiewing CI loan appheation with Larry

&rower.

the progism, a corporate accounts man.'

ager from ConSern provides the em .
ployer with informational brochures
and applkation peckets to distribute to
employees. In addition, ConSern supplies a complete communications pack .
age to help companies explain the program to employees.

ConSern takes we of ban process

ins and employee inquiries. Companies
offering the program assume absolutely no liability when the loans Ire made
available to employees.
The Iowa may be used by an employ-

es and his or her Wilily for private

secondary schools and for both undergraduate and graduate programs in secredited colleges and universities. The
loans are available for many education-

related expenses, Including tuition.
room, board, books, and computers.
Employers who participate in the pro-

gram say it is extremely worthwhile.
"It is an inexpensive way to provide an

important benefit to our employees,"
says Brute Mindlin, controller of Airoyal Co. Int, an industrial-parts distributor in Maplewood, NJ. Mindlin aaya

about five of Airoyal's 30 employees
currently use the program.

One of ConSern's most attractive features is the tire of the loan offered. An
employee can borrow up to 825,000 each
year and up to $100,000 altogether The

average size of a loan now iasued is

$6,200 per year.
In addition, it I. possible to rake up to
15 years to repay the loan The principal
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What A ConSern Loan Costs
WM* Num'
Mad
for IS tots
lOsosi
Po SIAN lowtrol
tot
10 0%
10 5
11 0
11 5

12

0

12 5

$13 81
14 22
14 63
15 04
15 45
15 86

iS

50t4, P.r.pai anti tnle/ast

may be deferred while the student is ci
school, up to a maximum of four years

deferral Interest payments still most
be made They start approstmately III
days after the loan ts disbursed A l'oo

Sent loan may be repaid at any tin.,
with MI prepayment penalty

Commercial lenders. on Ita
hand, typically will lend nil noire OW.
Mono for lto unsecured loan met ri
quire repaymentboth prawipal awl .1,
Wrest- mer three to live earn Dols
generally is on deferral of prinr/14/ /
paytmmt sub a commercial lender b.
Wrest rates typically are .1 toO pcIS

higher than the interest rate tin too
Sera loans
To apply for a loan. the student most

be accepted nr enrolled in rOurses liii
ing to a degree or a diploma In
non the student er the cosigner noisi
inert Contiern's credit criteria.
eonsist of MI evaluat MCI if credit re
ports and information oil moony dud
debt The borrower pays a one time do.
count fee of 3.5 percent to co% re nista
amp cxx defaultS

The default rate on the program r
extremely lowless than 1
Sa1s Father Whahm He attributes this
to the fact that the 10311S are made on

TM Calm MN that her lather obtained for her /nip. pay So nth Shams.,
.Vrietiik
lb, !irk lees( y Institute of Techualoaa
risitrrements 1 111111'
oticration limn program
loans are to.: made Int a rani
un po..loi lest
t Ii, ica.1-

Ilia.

Also Idatowil

rompoitit Then an, twit to tlw
emidnereial paper rate, and they
Ihotuati. aeconlingly During 1990.
Ito rat. for I nliyurll llaltlIS averaged
11 trairprrunt

If an elnilloVI' revels es ci Cot.Sern
loan and later lclaves Ow company, the
loan remains .11 effect even though the
burros er no longer may be connected
with a participating company

hiring 1990. ConSerti plans to pro-

dl,

11110 a sai.glu loan V, Ili Ida

he

tarre.t rates for ConSurn loans are

1,01 .1,..lalilloo

n irtually ail toter
for Ali..mling
it% a
credited. neopiot.re tart 11.or.ls

Willi ill, ca

monthly pat ilotil A niod, ii e.

'Cell in

in srhool arid needs to, additomai

for the hull elan...ter ean atilds add
the :manna t. the eIiolidal oil Imit
I.oan ill.pio-tes.o an. a...ii.ted at air{
dr Ilo. borrotner
pays a mairifondable SC. proeessing

time during thr

fee Wl11.11 mad% ing for the au ror
niore information. eati t son Sot-

LOAN. or s rite l'onSerh.
nt,11 St . Suite 200. Herndon

Va

22070 IS

vide several enhancements to the exist

mg loan program It will offer a homeequity loan feature, which could allow
tax deductibility of intereat charges
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Businesses help
with college costs
Business lowers are in high
many WOW the queasy Of NSW

YOUR

cation in the United States and
the diMcaliM wi Sliding both man.
agers and women welt the Molls

to handle complex tasks. Their
wanes increase as they face staff-

er word competition.
The response of many execu.

uves is to become mote weary
involved in the eausation pro-

cess. What $ more. they are
spending money at DOM the sec .

uneasy anti code's Mos so bring
about Change.

This is happening at the time
the federal government. the chief
source of stucim Animal sid. is
ughtening up on its Largess. Lev.
els ot funding for post-secondary

education may be cut by Congrass and qualifying reguianons
weedy have Wen stiffened

Whatever mangos are made
this year or next in goverrunent
funding of mom aid. it is unlikely that any wonny ano amoiuous

ituaent will be denied fuming.
That $ became onvate-sector sid

proptins In wowing.

)ne innovauve onvate-sector
.runative is no Condem program
of the U S. Chamoer of. Commerce. Designee to Dram& low:merest loans wen ton:pone repayment puns. it aodresses the

WORTH
SyMa Porter
ii1CO end Xerox.

Companies tnat offer ConSern
%ant tO thee empioyees incur no

aaministrative burdens. They

simply =Mute Condom airi-

ngs to employees, then step out
of the picture.
Applications are made directly
to ConSern. Loan request., are
not Unwed to covenng =non and

may cover other colletro:41penses, such as room and
unnaportation and lab fees.

Loan amount eligibility is de.

terrtunee by a credit check on the

appucant or cosigner by Con.

Sern. These loans do not require a
family means test.

Loan terms are highly swac .

aye competed to Other unsecuree

notes. Loan amounts range from
51.500 to 124.000 Der Year mut
a maacunum of $100.000 per &c-

ontent over a four.year penoa.
The unarm nue o venable.

The pay-back canoe is 15

neea o( the van masonsy of Amer-
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Lessons on College Aid
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Senator PELL. Ms. Wilson, welcome.

Ms. WasoN. Mr. Chairman, I am Kate Wilson, associate bursar
at
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Prior to working in
administrator
at
public
universities
MIT, I was a financial aid
California for 15 years. I am currently chair of the legislative committee for the Coalition of Higher Education Assistance Organizations, COHEAO. My comments today reflect the reauthorization
perspectives of COHEAO.
As you know, the Perkins Loan program is the current iteration
of the National Defense Student Loan program originally authorized in 1958. As such, it is the oldest of the federally-supported student aid programs and, in my view, one of the most successful. Perkins Loans are 90 percent federally funded and carry an interest
rate of 5 percent, with no interest accrual during in-school, grace
or:-deferment period. The loans are available in amounts up to
$9,000 for a bachelor's degree and up to $18,000 for a graduate or
professional degree.

Nationally, approximately 83 percent of undergraduate, dependent Perkins Loan borrowers come from families with incomes of
$30,000 or below. Approximately 25 percent of these borrowers
come from families with incomes below $18,000.
Currently over 3,000 institutions participate in the Perkins Loan
program, awarding over 800,000 loans with an annual dollar value
of approximately $800 million.
Institutions manage these loans directly and may involve loan
servicers and loan collection agencies in the process.
Institutions of higher education value the Perkins Loan program
aid
because it provides unique flexibility in providing financialaddipolicies and awards which best meet the needs of students. In since
tion the program provides a low-cost, renewable source of aid
the funds awarded include borrower repayments, institutional contributions, and Federal funds. And since institutions have control
over the collection of these loans, default rates are lower.
Mr. Chairman, let me now turn briefly to the Perkins Loan proexcelgram at MIT. Students are admitted to MIT based on their
contribute
of
their
family's
ability
to
lence, with no consideration
toward the expenses of their education. This longstanding tradition
of need-blind admissions means that MIT guarantees to meet the
financial need of all eligible students through loans, grants and
employment.
MIT has a demonstrated commitment to diversity in our student

population, and title IV programsloans, grants and worksupport that diversity. Recently, President Charles Vest stated, "A
proud part of MIT's tradition has been that it has attracted an unusually large number of students from financially modest backgrounds, often the first of their families to attend a university."
MIT's undergraduate population includes 34 percent women and
approximately 13 percent underrepresented minorities. Fifty-seven
percent of our undergraduates receive financial aid and this year
will borrow more than $9 million, including $3 million in Perkins
Loans.

At MIT, the average Perkins Loan for 1990-91 was $1,300, which
is equal to the national average. Our Perkins Loan default rate for
1990 was 1.18 percent.
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Now I would like to review several of the COHEAO legislative
recommendations.
The COHEAO legislative committee developed our recommendations through a year-long process which involved individuals from
public and private institutions, loan servicers and collection agencies.

One, expansion of the Perkins Loan program. To provide a great-

er number of loans to students, we recommend that certain Perkins Loan funds be reallocated to institutions rather than being returned to the U.S. Treasury. These funds include defaulted loans
assigned to the Department of Education, funds recaptured from

closed schools, and unclaimed cancellation reimbursements.
Second, simplification of deferments. The 11 separate deferment
categories for a Perkins Loan are overly complex. We recommend

that deferments be simplified and limited to two typesin-school
and hardship.
Third, compromise. COHEAO recommends that institutions be
permitted to compromise on defaulted Perkins Loans, a practice
which is currently permitted under the Guaranteed Student Loan
program and by the Department of Education.
Fourth, credit bureau reporting. Perkins Loan regulations require borrowers to be reported to credit bureaus when a loan becomes 120 days past due. To enhance collection efforts, to reduce
defaults, and to provide all creditors with a more accurate picture
of a borrower's debt level, we recommend that Perkins Loans be reported to credit bureaus at the time the loan is disbursed to the
student.
In conclusion, I emphasize that continuation of the Perkins Loan
program is essential. The importance of these loans to students at
MIT and throughout the country cannot be stated too strongly. The
program is a valuable resource in providing educational opportunity.

Mr. Chairman, we thank you for this opportunity to be here

today, and we welcome your questions.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Ms. Wilson.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Wilson (with attachments)

fol-

lows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OP MS. WILSON

Mr. Chairman, I am Kate Wilson, Associate Bursar at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. Prior to working at MIT, I was a financial aid administrator at

public universities in California for 15 years. I am currently Chair of the Legislative
Committee for the Coalition of Higher Education Assistance Organizations
(COHEAO). My comments today reflect the reauthorization perspectives of
COHEAO. I appreciate having the opportunity to testify before you today about the
Perkins Loan program.
As you know, the Perkins Loan program is the current iteration of the National
Defense Student Loan program originally authorized in 1958. As such, it is the
oldest of the federally supported student aid programs and, in my view, one of the
most suc%essful. Perkins Loans are 90 percent federally funded and carry an interest rate of 5 percent, with no interest accrual during in-school, grace or deferment
periods. The loans are available in amounts up to $9,000 for a bachelor's degree and
up to $18,000 for a graduate or profesoional degree.
lslationally approximately 83 percent of undergraduate, dependent Perkins Loan
borrowers come from families with incomes of $30,000 or below. Approximately 25
percent of these borrowers come from families with incomes below $18,000.
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The national Perkins Loan default rate, as calculated by the Department of Education, is approximately 8.02 percent.
Currently, over 3,000 institutions participate in the Perkins Loan program, awarding over 800,000 loans, with an annual dollar value of approximately $880 million.
Institutions manage these loans directly and may involve loan servicers and loan
collection agencies in the process.
Institutions of higher education value the Perkins Loan program because it provides unique flexibility in creating financial airt policies and awards which best
meet the needs of students. In addition, the program provides a low-cost, renewable
source of aid since the funds awarded include borrower repayments, institutional
contributions, and Federal funds. And, since institutions have control over the collection of these loans, default rates are lower.
Mr. Chairman, let me now turn briefly to the Perkins Loan program at MIT. Students are admitted to MIT based on their excellence with no consideration of their
family's ability to contribute toward the expenses of their education. This long
standing tradition of need-blind admissions means that MIT guarantees to meet the
financial need of all eligible students through loans, grants and employment.
MIT has a demonstrated commitment to diversity in our student population, and
title IV programs (loan, grant and work) support that diversity. Recently, President
Charles Vest stated, "A proud part of MIT's tradition has been that it has attracted
an unusually large number of students from financia".y modest backgrounds, often
the first of their families to attend a university."
MIT's undergraduate population includes 34 percent women and approximately
13 percent underrepresented minorities. Fifty-seven percent of our undergraduates
receive financial aid, and this year will borrow more than $9 million. This $9 million includes $3 million in Perkins Loans, $5 million in Stafford Loans, and $1 million in MIT's Technology Loan Program. At MIT the average Perkins Loan for
1990-91 was $1,300, which is equal to the national average. Our Perkins Loan Default Rate for 1990 was 1.18 percent.
Now, I would like to review several of the legislative recommendations presented
in the COHEAO reauthorization proposal.
The COHEAO Legislative Committee developed our recommendations through a
year long process which involved individuals from public and private institutions,
loan servicers, and collection agencies. The reauthorization proposals were reviewed
during two forums at COHEAO conferences and ultimately approved by the Steering Committee and the membership.
To provide a greater number of loans to students, we recommend that certain Per-

kins Loan funds be reallocated to institutions rather than being returned to the
U.S. Treasury. Those funds include defaulted loans assigned to the Department of
Education, funds recaptured from closed schools, and unclaimed cancellation reimbursements.
The policies and procedures for deferring a Perkins Loan are overly complex. The
11 separate deferment categories are confusing to borrowers and difficult to administer. Therefore, we recommend that deferments be simplified and limited to two
types: in-school and forbearance.
COHEAO recommends that institutions or delegated collection agencies be permitted to compromise on defaulted Perkins Loans. Compromise, which is settlement

for less than the total balance due, is permitted under the Guaranteed Student
Loan program and is also a practice permitted the Department of Education. Ex-

tending this authority to institutions would enhance Perkins Loan collections.
Perkins Loan regulations require borrowers to be reported to credit bureaus when
a loan becomes 120 days past due. To enhance collection efforts, to reduce defaults,
and to provide all creditors with a more accurate picture of a borrower's debt level,
we recommend that Perkins Loans be reported to credit bureaus at the time the
loan is disbursed to the student.
In conclusion, I emphasize that continuation of the Perkins Loan Program is essential. The importance of these loans to students at MIT and throughout the country cannot be stated too strongly. The program is a valuable resource in providing
educational opportunity.
Mr. Chairman, we thank you for this opportunity to be here today and welcome
your questions.
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The Coalition of Higher Education Assistance Organizations
is a unique partnership of education and commercial
members with a shared professional interest in fostering access to
COHEAO maintains a proactive focus on
postsecondary education.
legislative and interactive communication for all federally funded
(COHEAO)

student loan programs.

COMO began on January 22, 1981 as a non-profit organization
The Coalition of Higher Education
in the Disti1ct of Columbia.
Assistance Ovganizations is comprised of over 300 members. They
represent the nation's major colleges and universities and leading
The latter includes billing
commercial firms that serve them.
agencies, student loan collecors, auditing services, law firms,
and others involved in the operational end of federally supported
student financial assistancer.

An estimated ten million students are served and represented
This constituency of
institutions working with COHEAO.
commercial, institutional, and student representation is truly
COHEAO is an
unique in the ntire educational community.
organization of members and all activities are overseen by a
Steering Committee consisting of a President, a Vice President, a
Secretary, a Treasurer, and three Members-at-Large, half of which
are lected on alternating years.
by

The Steering Committee also includes a Membership Chairman,
a Legislative Chairman, a Budget and Operations Chairman, and a
Commercial Committee Chairman which are appointed by the Steering
This committee works very closely
Committee on an annual basis.
with the membership of coHEA0 to provide guidance on regulatory and
legislative issues of concerns to the membership.

SUMKRRY OP COHEAO REAUTHORIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS

COHEAO supports the expansion of the Perkins Loan Program as
a low-cost borrowing option for eligible students. COHEAO believes
that grant assistance is the financial aid of choice for low income
students and supports efforts to increase funding for Fell Grants,
the SEOG program, the SSIG program and College Work Study.
Specific amendments to Title TV proposed by COHEAO include:
1.

COHEAO recommends simplification of Perkins Loan deferments

to conform with the GSL program.
recommends limiting deferments to

In both instances COHEAO
two

categories:

in-school

periods and forbearance.
2.

COMEAO recommends that any rppropriated Perkins Loan funds

currently required to be returned to the Treasury, instead be place
in a National Revolving Fund and reallocated to institutions.
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COHEAO recommends that the Department be permitted to capture
3.
unexpended Perkins loans funds which an institution has failed to
award to eligible students within two years after the funds were
received by the institution.

Institutions should be permitted to compromise on defaulted
Perkins Loans to encourage borrower repayment.
4.

Institutions should report Perkins loans to national credit
bureaus within the period for which the loan was made. In general,
5.

COHEAO supports uniformity of practice regarding credit bureau
reporting practices for Perkins and Guaranteed Student Loans.
COHEAO recommends that the requirement that collection
6.
agencies, loan serVicers, and collection attorneys place monies
collected on behalf of schools in interest-bearing accounts be
deletad from current regulat,ions. The appropriate time for funds
to be place in interest bearing accounts is when the funds are
returned to the institution.

Soc. 488 of the Higher Education Act should be revised to
include Perkins Funds as eligible for transfer among campus-based
accounts, and the percentage of funds transferable should be
increased to 25 percent.
7.

8.

Perkins

loan

limits

should

be

increased

to

an

annual

undergraduate maximum of $3,0007 an undergraduatc cumulative
maximum of $15,000; and a graduate and professional student
borrower maximum of $25,000.
9.

Required use of IRS skip-tracing services should be made

optional for institutions.

The Department ct Education procedures for audits should be
10.
substantially revised.

The Department of Education procedures for program reviews
should be substantially revised.
11.

An administrative cost allowance of $10 per Guaranteed Student
Loan should be paid to participating institutions by the Department
of Education.
12.
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March 7, 1991

COS= Reauthorization Proposals

The Coalition of Higher Education Assistance Organizations
(COHEAO) is a unique partnership of higher education institutions

and commercial entities with a shared professional interest in
fostering access to postsecondary education.

COHEAO maintains a

proactive focus on legi3lative and regulatory developments for all
federally funded student aid programs.

Established in January, 1981 as a non-profit organization in
the District of Columbia, COHEAO now has a membership comprised of

over 300 colleges and universities, and other for-profit entities
involved in the operational end of federally supported student
financial assistance.

Introduction
This

paper

summarizes

reauthorization of the

COHEAO's

proposals

Higher Education Act

of

for

1965.

the

These

proposals represent the input of the COHEAO Legislative Committee,
and have been endorsed by the COHEAO Steering Committee.

Questions

regarding these reauthorization proposals should b( directed to the

COHEAO

Legislative

Chair,

Kate

Wilson

Institute of Technology (617/253-240).

at

the

Massachusetts
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General Principle.

COHEAO member organizatiOns Support the expansion of the
Perkins Loan Program as a low cost alternative to borrowing under
the Federally insured Stafford and Supplemental Loans for Students
(SLS) programs.

All loan pr3grams have been designed to support

access to higher education.

An inherent injustice arises when low-

income students are required to incur large debts in order to
attend

a

postsecondary

institution.

Increased

borrowing by

students and thair families who have limited means to repay will
naturally result in increased default costs in the program.

One

way to address this concern is through extended loan counseling.
Students are counseled about loan repayment obligations and proper

debt management to prevent defaults.

COHEAO members believe that

educated borrowing is facilitated also by sensible financial aid
packaging by institutions.

However, reducing the cost and volume

of defaults in all loan programs, while at the same time maximizing

access to postsecondary education for the neediest students, is the

major reauthorization goal promoted by COHEAO.
COHEAO believes that three fundamental principles should guide

the reauthorization process:
A.

All eligible students should have access to quality

institutions of higher education.'
B.

Financial assistance for the neediest students should be

significantly increased to enhance ed,Icational
currently under-served student populations.

P.

ip

opportunity for
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C.

The incidence of default and the costs associated with

it should be reduced.

These principles guide the COHEAO reauthorization proposals.
The proposals focus primarily on three federally supported student
loan programs:

The Guaranteed Student Loan Programs, the Perkins

Loan Program, and the Income Contingent Loan Demonstration Project.

COHEAO supports the expansion of the Pell Grant program and the
campus-based SEOG program and the College Work-Study program.

I.

Issue:

Simplification of Deferments.

Current law:

Section 464(c)(2)(A) provides for 11 separate

categories of deferments on Perkins Loans.

for military service,

full-time school enrollment, service as a

Peace Corps or a VISTA volunteer,
501(c)(3)

Included are deferments

and volunteer work with

a

The deferments also include one for

organization.

parental leave and a deferment for working mothers "with preschool
age children who are just entering or reentering the workforce and

who are compensated at a rate not to exceed 81 in excess of the
rate prescribed by section 6 of the Fair Labor Standaels Act of
1938."

Current Regulations:

34 C.F.R.

The regulation

674.34.

closely parallels the statute.
Discussion:
administer,

but

Current deferments are not only complicated to
are

difficult

far

administrators to explain to students.

financial

Reducing

aid

loan

the number and

04)
4.

or

7
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types of deferments would: (1) simplify administration of the
rights
program; (2) increase a student's understanding of his/her
and responsibilities; and (3) decrease technical delinquency and
technical defaults.

MigAlikecommendatigju

COMO recommends simplificrtion of

Lean
Perkins Loan deferments and making them identical to Stafford
one for
These should be limited to two deferments:
deferments.
in-school (including half-time) and the other for forbearance to

be defined by the institution (i.e., military service, temporary
disability) according to regulations promulgated by the Department
of Education.

Interest would not accrue during deferment. COHEAO

recommends no maximum length of time be specified for deferments,
but that deferments be reviewed every six months.

II.

Issue:

Expansion of the Perkins Loan Proaram bv_Modification

of Sreatment of Funds Collected_ and Assigned . in

the Perkins

Er22XAM.I.

Current law:

Section 467 authorizes the assignment of Perkins

Loans for collection to the Secretary.

Collections on assignments,

however, are returned to the U.S. Treasury.
Current _regulation:

34 C.F.R. 674.50 specifies conditions

United States
for the assignment of defaulted Perkins Loans to the
General regulations require the return to the U.S.
government.
Treasury of revolving funds recaptured from closed schools pursuant
to

audit

findings

and

3

unclaimed

cancellation

reimbursements.
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Further, Department policy requires institutions to return xcess

cash balances in its Perkins Loan Fund to the Department which
reverts to the Treasury Department.

Discussion:

Several proposals have been put forward for

stablishing a National Revolving Fund to permit greater numbers
of Perkins loans to be available for students through reallocation
to institutions.

National Revolving Fund could include:

collected on assignments, (2)
(3)

(1) funds

revolving funds from closed schools

funds recpatured from institutions pursuant to audit findings,

and (4)

unused appropriated teacher cancellation funds.

COHEAO Recommendation:

Make modifications allowing any

provision of the Act currently calling for funds to be placed in
the Treasury to be revised to provide for the allocation of such
funds to a National Revolving Fund and subsequently reallocated to
institutions.

/II. IsstALI

Reallocation of Unabent Institutional Revolving Funds.

Current Law:

Section 466(c) of the Higher Education Act.

current Regulation:
Discussion:

The

None

Department of

Education has expressed

concern that some institutions are not awarding their appropriated

Perkins Loan funds within a reasonable time frame.

Under program

requirements, any unexpended balance shown on the institutions
financial report to the Department reverts to the U.S. Treasury.
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entitled to withdraw all
Under no circumstance is an institution
it over into a subsequent award period
of its allocation and carry
accordance with procedures
unless the cash is shown to be needed in
procedures outlined in USDE Dear President

stablished under ED
letters date April
and

Congressional

COHEAO supports the

1978 and July 1979.
administrative

goal

of

maximizing

use

of

it is proper that
apTropriated Perkins Loan funds, but believes
designated as excess
funds appropriated for Perkins loans are not
cash and lost permanently fr,-1 the program.
of Education
COHEAO Recommendation: Allow the Department
institution's revolving fund
to capture unexpended funds from an
within two years
if those funds have not been awarded to students
direct the Department
after the funds were received. Additionally,
institutions
to
funds
those
reallocate
to
Education
of

participating in the Perkins Loan Program.

IV.

Issue:

Authority to compromise with borrowers on defaulted

Perkins Loans.
Current Law:

Currently, institutions or delegated collection

compromise principal,
agencies and attorneys are not authorized to
Cnmpromise is
interest, and late fees on defaulted Perkins loans.
Stafford loans after
permitted by guaranty agencies on defattlted

lender or secondary
purchase of the loan from the originating
and its agents who
market, and by the Department of Tducation
collect assigned student loans.

0 ")

P.0 fe. I

199

Not applicable.

RIgHlAtialal:

Discussion:

Current law and regulation in the Perkins Loan

Program is silent on tha subject of compromise with borrowers.
Many institutions believe that if a delinquent borrower is willing
to pay 90 percent of principal, interest and late fees with a lump
sum payment educational institutions and representatives (agencies,

attorneys) should be permitted to accept the payment as payment in
full.

Reasonable restrictions should be placed on this authority

to compromise in order to prevent abuse.

Due diligence must be

strictly followed and documented before compromise is allowed.

The Department of Education has developed specific criteria

which must be met if compromise is to be allowed for assigned
loans.

Third-party collection agencies under contract to schools

should be held accountable to the same criteria if they wish to
have the privilege of compromise.

Institutions should be held

accountable to the same criteria if they wish to have the privilege
of compromise.

COMEA0 Recommendation:
comprise

on

repayment.

defaulted

Institutions should be allowed to

Perkins

Loans

to

encourage

borrower

Compromise should be regulated by the Department to be

consistent with the rules governing compromise under the Guaranteed

Student

Loan programs

and

the current

Department for assigned loans.

criteria

used

by

the

Compromise should apply for lump

sum payments of 90 percent of the principal, interest and late fees

on defaulted loans.

0 4--)
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V.

Issue: Credit Bureau Reporting in the_Perkins Loan and Income

Cogtingent Loan Demonstration Proiect Programs.
Current Law:

Section 463(c) requires the Secretary to enter

into cooperative agreements with credit bureau organizations for

the purpose of exchanging information on loans assigned to the
Secretary.

The Secretary is required to provide--

(A)

the date of disbursement and the amount of the loan;

(B)

information

concerning the

collection

of

the

loan,

including information concerning the status of any defaulted loans;
and
(C)

the date of cancellation of the note upon completion of

repayment by the borrower of any such loan.
Information can be disclosed to credit bureaus at origination,

however, only with consent of the borrower, under the applicable
program regulations (see below).

Section 463(a)(11) requires the

institution at origination to notify the borrower that a default
on a Perkins loan may be reported to a credit bureau.
Current Regulation:

34 C.F.R. 674.31(b)(10)(i) requires that

the borrower's consent be obtained before an institution notifies
a credit bureau of a Perkins loan at the time of origination.
C.F.R.

674.45(a)(1)

defaulted Perkins loan

requires
to

that

the

institution

report

34
a

a credit bureau unless specifically

prohibited from doing so by State

law.

34

C.F.R.

674(b)(1)

requires an institution to select one or more credit bureaus for
its information referrals with due regard for the coverage provided

22
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by the bureau or bureaus.

34 C.F.R. 682.208(a) specifies that the

bureau
GSL loan servicing process includes reporting to credit
682.208(b) requires that, for GSL or PLUS loan,
organizations.

credit bureau the
4 lender must promptly repart to at least one
including the
date of disbursement and the amount of the loan,

repayment status of the loan:

and the date the loan is fully

by
repa3d, or the date on which the borrower's debt was discharged

reason of death, bankruptcy or total and permanent disability.
Institutions support credit bureau reporting as
Discussion:
Currently only defaulted
an effective means of reducing defaults.
COHEAO recommends that all Perkins
Perkins loans are reported.

obstacles to
loans be reported when disbursed and that current
credit bureau
reporting loans to credit bureaus be removed.
establishes
reporting provides a positive benefit to the borrower,
all creditors with
a positive credit history potential and provide
a more accurate picture of debt level.
COHEAO recommends that Perkins Loans
COHEAO Recommendation:

and ICL's be reported to the national credit

bureaus by the

the
institution no later than the period of study or the end of

award year for which the loan was made.

Furtherme)re, schools and

adverse credit
guaranty agencies should be prohibited from deleting

information except in the case of documented error.
Perkins Loans,
COHEAO supports uniformity of practice between
meaning that
Income Contingent Loans and Guaranteed Student Loans,

identical reporting requirements should apply.

2,it)

As a matter of
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practice, this would require schools to notify national credit
bureaus when loans are disbursed or delivered to the student, when

a default occurs,

and when other updates

of

information are

required under the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

VI.

Issue:

Interest-Bearing Accounts,

Current Law:

The Higher Education Act directs institutions

to adopt practices which will protect the United Statee

from

unreasonable risk regarding the maintenance of the Perkins Loan
Fund.

Regulations require institution to deposit collections and

cash in to an interest-bearing account.

Since institutions retain

collection agencies, loan servicers, and collection attorneys to
collect on defaulted Perkins loans, the Department has ruled that
third-party collection agencies must also maintain such collections

in an interest bearing account.

Current_Regulations:
that:

34 C.F.R.

i74.45(f)(l)(i)

provides

34 C.F.R. 674.46

"An institution shall ensure that any funds collected as a
result of billing, collection, or litigation procedures are(i) Deposited in interest-bearing bank accounts that are-(A)

Insured by an agency of the Federal Government; or

(B)

Secured by collateral of reasonably equivalent

value; or

(ii) Invested in low-risk income producing securities, such
as obligations issued or guaranteed by the United States."
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Discussion:

The Department of Education, seeking to maximize

servicers,
campus-based Perkins Loan revolving funds, requires loan
in
collection agencies, and collection attorneys to place funds
back to the
interest bearing account, with the inte,"est payable
Many collection
appropriate institution if it exceeds costs.
have
agencies, attorneys, loans servicers, and some institutions,

criticized this requirement as unfair.

closely
Attorneys handling of collection funds is regulated
In some states, interest earned on escrow funds are
by States.
legal aid to
used to serve a variety of public purposes, including

the poor,

funding student loans,

education projects.

and expansion of

law-related

The American Bar Association maintains a list

of state regulations on this subject.
to 50
The average student loan collection attorney handles 25

cases per month.

This small volume of oases cannot justify the

interest.
high costs associated with maintaining and refunding

These costs will discourage many

attorneys from seeking this type

of work.

The problem is compounded

for large national

collection

agencies supporting a large legal network for collections.

These

of
agencies must maintain constant monitoring of the activities
The interesttheir collectors to assure maximum performance.
process
bearing account regulation unfortunately complicates this

and makes the establishment

of mit.

a network more difficult.

0
4

,
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The requirement that institutions must maintain Perkins Loan

Funds in an interest-bearing account should continue since it
maximizes earnings and make more funds available to borrowers.
COMEAIO_Recnnimendation:

The statute should be amended to

cancel current regulations and prevent the issuance of additional
regulations on this subject.

Collection agencies, loan servicers,

and collection attorneys should not be required to place monies
collected on behalf of schools in interest-bearing accounts.

At

the point at which proceeds are returned to the institution, funds

should then be placed into interest-bearing accounts.

VII. Issue: Expansion Of Perkin5Loan Program Through Authorizing

t112-111n11-2-r---Q1-341-aupport

d

campus-Based Programs.
None

Current Law:

Cur-r-g1lial.t.i2J1L

Because appropriations for the campus-based

piscussionl
programs

have

None.

remained

relatively

constant

and

institutional

preferences regarding use of campus-based funds vary, congress

authorized the transfer between certain programs of up to
percent of appropriated funding.

10

For example, an institution may

transfer up to 10 percent of College-Work Study funds to supplement
SEOG

awards,

and

vice

versa.

This

provision

has

allowed

institutions to adjust campus-based accounts to better reflect the

diverse financial aid needs of eligible students.

233
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percentage of transferrable funding to 25 percent and making the
Perkins Loan program an eligible participant in this transfer would

give schools greater flexibility to increase their

Perkins Loan

volume even if annual appropriations remain relatively constant.

DOWajascommengletionl

Expand authority granted in Sec. 488

to include the Perkins Loan program. The institution would be able
to transfer funds among the three campus-based programs.

Increase

the percentage of campus-based funds (appropriated and

matching

funds) available for transfer to 25 percent.

VIII.

Issue:

Current Law:

Increasina Perkins Loan limits.
Section 464(a) (2) of the Higher Education Act

specifies that the aggregate Perkins loan borrowing limits for
students are--

818,000 in the case of a graduate or professional student;

$9,000 in the case of a student who has completed two years
of a program leading to a bachelor's degree, but who has not yet
completed the degree; and
$4,500 in the case of any other student.
Current Reaulation:
Discussion:

34 C.F.R.

674.12 parallel the statute.

In the 1990's, students will need additional

funds to pursue higher education.

If access is to remain available

to all students to attend institutions of their own choosing,
additional financial aid funds will have to be made available.

The

Perkins Loan program provides students with the most economical

206
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loan option.

Higher loan limits for Perkins Loans, targettad to

the neediest borrowers, could reduce the need to borrow under
several programs for those students most

in need of Federally

subsidized loan assistance.

Increase the annual

COHEA0 Recommendation:
borrowing limit to $3,000.

borrowing would then
professional

school

undergraduate

The cumulative limit for undergraduate

increase

borrowers

$15,000.

to

these

limits

For graduate and
would

increase

to

$25,000.

IX.

Issue:

Modification of reouired use of IRS skip-tracing

1:urrstnt law:

Not applicable.

C;.rrent._ reaulation:

34 C.F.R.

674 44 requires IRS skip-

tracing as part of due diligence and no loan may be assigned to the

Department of Education unless the skip-trace was conducted.

It

should be an option for all schools, not required, since thore are

more effective skip-tracing options available.
Discussion:

The required IRS skip-tracing is unsuccess%ul in

providing accurate data
institutions.

and

is

an

administrative b%rden

for

Institutions agree that the /RS data is not current,

that there is an excessive time lag between submission of the names

to the Department of Education and the return of information from
the IRS, the IRS database does not include name changes, nor does
it performs a names/match function.

In addition, institutions are

required to file an annual "Safeguard Activity Report" which is an

235
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unnecessary administrative burden.
COHEAO position.

Use of the IRS skip-tracing service should

be optional for all institutions since there are more effective
skip-tracing options available.

X.

Issue:

Improved audit procedures.

Cul:rent lax:

Section 487(c) of the Higher Education Act.

current reaulation:

34 C.F.R.

668.23 specifies guidelines

participating
for audits, records and examination of institutions
34 C.F.R. 668.14 and
in the Perkins and other Title IV programs.
administrative
688.15 outline standards used for evaluating the
capability of institutions.

packaround and discussion:

Throughout the 1980's,

severe

restrictions were placed on the availability of funds for the
Department of Education to conduct audits.

The result has been an

increase in fraud and abuse in the program caused by inadeivate
financial aid program
overight of institutions and other
participants.
CCHEM, position:

The Department of Education procedures for

audits should be substantially revised to include the following:
ED and participating school staff should receive regular
A.

training regarding program regulations and implementation.
Schools with default rates in excess of 20 percent should
B.

be required

to submit independent

third-party

audits

Department of Education on an annual basis.

000

to

the

208
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ED auditors performing audits pursuant to

suspected

noncompliance with program requirements should receive

mandatory

C.

training by the Department of Education.

Audit information collected by ED and guaranty agencies

D.

should be shared with other relevant federal and state agencies.

XI.

Improved orocram reviews.

issue:

Current Law:

None

Current Regulations:

34 C.F.R. 668.23 specifies requirements

for audits, records, and examination for institutions participating

34 C.F.R. 668.14 and 668.15 outlines

in the Perkins Loan Program.

criteria

for

evaluation

of

the

administrative

capability

of

institutions to participate in the Title IV programs.
piscussion:

assistance

and

The same cut back in spending on technical
oversight

that

diminished

the

frequency

and

effectiveness of the Department's audit procedures has applied to
program reviews.

The result has been an increase in the need for

training of school and ED personnel to avoid abusive program
practices.

COBEAO Recommendation: The Department of Education procedures
for program reviews should be substantially revised to reflect the
following:

Program reviews should be conducted using consistently applied

guidelines to validate documented audit findings.
staff

charged with

completing program

231

reviews

Therefore, ED
should

receive
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Necessary funds should be allocated to

standardized training.

enable the Department to provide adequate training to personnel and

conduct proper program reviews.

XII.

Administrative Cost Allowance for Guaranteed.tudent

Issue:

WADAJ.
Current Law:

Schools are not eligible to be reimbursed for

administrative expenses in connection with the Guaranteed Student
Loan proorams.

Institutions receive a five percent administrative

cost allowance for the administration of the Pell Grant Program.
Current Reaulation:
Discussion:

amendments
including

None.

In recent years Congress has enacted numerous

requiring

entrance

schools
exit

and

to

assume

counseling

responsibilities

new
and

complex

loan

These requirements have significantly

disbursement procedures.

increased the administrative costs borne by schools which now face

badly strained budgets.

which was never

funded,

Up until 1981,

a provision in the law,

authorized the payment

()I'

a

$10

per

Guaranteed Student Loan administrative cost allowance.
COHEAO Recommendation:

An Administrative Cost Allowance of

$10 per Guaranteed Student Loan (including all of the Part B loans)

should be paid to participating institutions by the Department of
Education.
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Senator PELL. Mr. Hood.

Mr. HOOD. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, on
behalf of financial aid administrators across this Nation who are
dedicated to serving students, thank you for the invitation to share
with you a perspective regarding the benefits of the campus-based
programs.
I would be remiss if I did not mention my own Senator from Mississippi, Senator Thad Cochran, who is a strong supporter of Feder-

al student financial aid programs.
It is appropriate to step back and evaluate objectively whether or
not programs are achieving their objectives. Some have asked how
important can these programs be to the overall scheme of financial
assistance to students. At first look, one might justifiably wonder,
based on the comparably small stature these programs enjoy next
to Pell grants and Stafford Loans. However, there are some very
important principles in play which assist in the achievement of
title IV program objectives beyond financing the cost of education.
These principles include: modified equity packaging; real life and
work experiences; the concept of self-help, and a lesson in responsi-

ble borrowing. I have explained these four principles in greater
detail in my written testimony further supporting the role played
by campus-based programs.
Please let me take this opportunity to comment on each of the

programs falling under the rubric of campus-based programs.
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants serve an important role in complementing the formula-driven Pell grant and Staf-

ford Loan programs. We at the University of Mississippi use a
modified equity packaging approach with this program. By this, I
refer to one of a limited number of concepts used in combining the

various State, Federal and institutional assistance programs to

meet financial aid eligibility.
The modified equity packaging concept is used on our campus to
the extent possible to assure eligible students that they will be neither overburdened by educational indebtedness nor unfairly benefited by receiving a disproportionate amount of gift assistance such
as grants and scholarships, at the expense of other students who
demonstrate similar levels of need.
The college work-study program enhances a student's educational experience in addition to classroom activities. This program provides opportunities for work experiences on and off-campus to a
wide range of eligible students in an integrative process with stuwork experidents from differing cultural backgrounds. Real life acclimated
to
student
recipient
to
become
better
ences enable the
they
have
chosen
to
become
a
the academic community in which
part.
College work-study and Perkins Loans also represent a self-help
concept that imparts a sense of participation in the overall college
financing scheme. Both college work-study and Perkins Loans help
develop a sense of self-esteem. Therefore the self-help programs at
least in a small portion give the student an opportunity to contribute personally toward paying for his or her education.
The final principle I will offer in support of campus-based programs is associated with Perkins Loans. Many students come from
economically disadvantaged backgrounds. These students, regard-
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less of this fact, may still borrow from the Perkins Loan program.
Students establish a good credit background with timely repayment
after graduation. This program is administered by institutions,
thus reducing the delay often associated with loans by banks and
other outside agencies. Students with the greatest need have an opportunity to borrow from the Perkins Loan program with a lower

interest rate and less burdensome payments than those in the
Guaranteed Loan programs.
With this program, we acknowledge our faith in the needy stu-

dent to secure employment after graduation and repay the loan.
The four principles I have explicated in this testimony further
support the important role played by campus-based programs.
States and institutions of higher learning work in partnership with
the Federal Government in support of these programs by contributing a proportional matching amount. Although we should be open
to creative alternatives to modify assistance programs, none has
been offered which can accomplish as much as these programs do
in their present form by providing both tangible pecuniary and intangible personal growth benefits.
If proposed for reduced funding or elimination of SEOG, workstudy or Perkins Loans becomes a reality, the principal benefits of
educational opportunity afforded by campus-based programs will be
obviated to the detriment of students nationwide.
Further proposals for reductions at the Federal level come at a
time when financially strapped States can ill afford to increase aisproportionately the matching requirements.
I wish to close with a quote from Thomas Jefferson, who was
well-known for his support of education. Jefferson said: "Any
Nation which expects to be ignorant and free in a State of civilization expects what never was and never will be."

I thank you for the invitation to appear today and will be

pleased to answer any questions you may have.
Senator PELL Thank you very much indeed.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hood follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS G. HOOD, DIRECTOR OF STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, on behalf of financial aid administraton
across this nation who are dedicated to serving students seeking opportunities for access to

higher education, thank you for the invitation to appear today to share with you a
perspective regarding the benefits of the "Campus-based Programs" authorized under Title

IY of the Higher Education Act. I would be remiss if I did not recognize my own Senator
from Mississippi, a member of this Committee, Senator Cochran who is a strong supporter

of the federal student assistance programs. The three Campus-based Programs are the
oldest of the 'fide IV programsSupplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG),
College Work-Study (CWS), and Perkins Loans. Therefore, as you prepare for

Reauthorization it is appropriate to step back and evaluate objectively whether or not these

programs are achieving their purposes. The perspective I will share with you today should
help to demonstrate the success of the Campus-based Programs which serve hundreds of
thousands of students every year enabling them to achieve their educational dreams and
career aspirations. I wish to briefly describe each program and comment on several areas

and questions that I believe the Subcommittee should address in this reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act.

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT (SEOG) PROGRAM

SEOG was authorized in the Educational Amendments of 1972 enacted June 23, 1972, to
provide grams to needy students attending postsecondary institutions, who, for lack of

financial means of their own or of their families, would be unable to obtain higher
education without the grant. Currently, funds must be awarded first to students with

exceptional financial need with priority going to those students who are Pell Grant
recipients.
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Funds under this program are allocated by tormula to participating schools which use them
to make awards to undergraduate students with demonstrated financial need. Beginning

with FY '91, the federal share of student awards under the SEOG Program cannot exceed
85 percent; the remaining 15 percent of the student awards are contributed by each
participating insdtution. It is estimated that the FY '91 appropriation of $520.2 million
will provide awards to some 835,000 needy students during the 1991-92 award year. In

Mississippi, using the most recent available data in Award Year 1988-89 total number of
recipients in the state was 10,856 students; the amount awarded by colleges totaled
$5,535,892.

Funds are allocated to institutions based on their FY '85 allocation. In any year in which

the appropriation for SEGO exceeds the FY '85 level, the first 25 percent of the excess
funds is allocated as an equal percentage to all institutions. The remaining 75 percent of
the excess is allocated on the basis of institutional need.

Grants may be awarded to enrolled undergraduate students who meet the general eligibility

criteria specified by statute and regulation. The maximum annual award is $4,000, and the

minimum award is $100; both the minimum and maximum awards must be prorated for
less-than-full academic year attendance. Institutions have discretion to use their allocations

for less-than-half-time students and are required to allocate a reasonable portion of their

funds to such students if they art included in the school's calculation of need.

0 0
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The biggest asset of the SEOG Program, for both students and institutions, is the fact that

it allows institutions to be mote sensitive tc, the needs of their students. The program acts
as a very viable and effective complement to the fonnula-driven Pell Grant and Guaranteed
Student Loan programs by allowing institutions to aid needy students that have "fallen

between the cracks." We, at the University of Mississippi, use a "modified equity
packaging" approach in this program. By this, I refer to one of a limited number of
concepts used in combining the various federal, state, and instinidonal financial assistance

programs to meet demonstinted financial aid eligibility. The "modified equity packaging"

concept is used on the University of Mississippi campus to the extent possible to mum
eligible students that they will neither be overburdened by educational indebtedness, nor

unfairly benefitted by receiving a disproportionate amount of gift assistance (grams and
scholarships) at the expense of other students who demonstrate similar levels of eligibility.

(I have provided an example of this concept with my testimony).

A balance is sought with equity pack, ging between gift and loan assistance which can
serve as a key element with future success in helping to reduce student loan default rates.
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG) are used in support of Pell Grant:
which are considered the foundation upon which all financial aid packages are developed.

The annual average SEOG is $622 nationally and $510 in Mississippi. As previously
stated the annual statutory maximum SEOG is $4,000. It is unfortunate that insufficient

funding prevents wider use of this program in an effort to achieve an "absolute equity

program." The University of Mississippi uses a modified approach in recognition of the
fiscal limitations to an "absolute equity" concept and targets those students on our cruppus

who have demonstrated "exceptional financial need" in the development of an equity
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package which is balanced 47-53 percent with family contribution, Pell Grants,
Scholarships, and SEMI.

In recent years, however, both additional regulation and decreased funding for the program

have limited our ability at the University of Mississippi, as well as that of my colleagues
across the country, to be as flexible as we would like. Take for instance the case of a
needy student whose parents experience a substantial decrease in income from one year to
the next.

It is very possible that this student would be deemed not eligible for a Pell

Grant because his/her parent's base year income, rather than expected year income, is used

to compute eligibility for a Pell Grant. As I mentioned earlier, under current law SEOG
funds are awarded with a priority to needy students who are Pell Grant recipients. Under
this scenario, then, the student in question may have a greater need than other Pell Grant

recipients at the University of Mississippi, but would not be first in line for a SEOG.
Non-traditional students who art enrolled on a less-than-half-time basis and who are not

eligible for a Pell Grant are also affected negatively by this requirement. As such I would
hope that you would consider allowing institutions more flexibility in determining the
priority for awanling SEOG funds when you reauthorize the program.

Like you, we too

want to insum that our neediest students receive Friority for grant funds, but sometimes
Pell Grant recipients are not our neediest students. This requirement of giving priority to

Pell Grant recipients has also resulted in some schools being cited by Education
Department auditors for non-compliance, when they have honestly awarded SEOG funds to
their neediest students.

244
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The inability of Federal funding for the SEOG program to keep pace with inflation or the
rise in student costs associated with attending a postsecondary institution has also hurt

institutional flexibility in the program. As an example, due to limited funds, many
institutions award little or no funds to less-than-half-time students because so many of their

full-time students have unmet need. An increase in future authorizations and subsequent
appropriations for this program would not only allow institutions to aid additional numbers

of full-time students who have additional need, but would allow us to be sensitive to the
growing but varied numbers of non-traditional students who are pursuing a postsecondary

education. These grants also serve to reduce student loan burdens and, therefore, are
extremely important for our higher risk students.

Despite these drawbacks, the SEOG Progr

as, year after year, proven to be a very

successful and essential program in helping Mississippians attend a postsecondary

institution. As you know, Mississippi, like many other states in the nation, does not have
a very large state grant program compared to some of the larger states, and funds from the
SE00 program are essential to assisting our needy students. I remain concerned, however,
about proposals that would substantially increase the institutional matching requirement for
participation in the SEOG Program. Mississippi, like many other states, is experiencing

severe budget problems due to the economy. State institutions like my ownthat also rely

on state appropriations for fundingwould be put in a precarious position and risk losing
the benefit of the entire program if the matching requirement were substantially increased

in the near term.
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COLLEGE WORK-STUDY (CWS) PROGRAM

Next, I would like to turn my attention to the College Work-Study (CWS) Program. The
CWS Program was authorized in the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 to stimulate and
promote the part-time employment of undergraduate and graduate/professional students who

need earnings from employment to fmance their courses of study at eligible institutions.

I

would like to point out that the fact that CWS funds can be used to aid
graduate/professional students is a very important feature for many institutions.

Under this program, funds are allocated by formula to participating schools, which in turn
use these dollars to create and subsidize pan-time employment opportunities for needy
students. The FY '91 appropriation of $594.7 million is expected to provide jobs to more

than 827,000 students, with an average award of $945, at approximately 3,900 eligible
postsecondary educational schools. In Mississippi. using the most recent available data in

Awand Year 1988-89, the total number of students employed by the program in the state
was 12,055; and they earned $9,489,848; the average amount earned was $787 in the
College Work-Study Program.

Nationwide, nearly 70 percent of these funds generally go

to students with family incomes of $24,000 or less. Approximately 55 percent of the

monies go to students in public institutions, 42 percent to students in private schools, and 2
percent to proprietary school students.

Between 1968 and 1988, federal funds covered up to 80 percent of student wages, with the
remaining 20 percent being paid by the institution, the employer, or some other donor.

The federal percentage was reduced to 75 percent in FY '89, and is currently 70 percent.

') 4 )
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I would note tNis increase from 20 percent to 30 percent in institutional matching has not
always been easy for many schools to obtain, including some of my colleagues in
Mississippi.

Funds are allocated to institutions based on their FY '85 allocation. In any year in which

the appropriation for CWS exceeds the FY '85 level, the first 25 percent of the excess
funds is allocated as an equal percentage to all institutions. The remaining 75 percent is
allocated on the basis of institutional need.

Students employed under the program participate in a wide variety of campus and offcampus employment activities. The University of Mississippi attempts, whenever possible,

to provide CWS students with employment opportunities in their desired field of study or
one closely related. Therefore, in many instances, employment under the program provides

students with the opportunity to receive training and experience in their selected course of
study. It has been my experience that the College Work-Study program enhances a

student's educational experience andin many casesserves to increase student retention.
College Work-Study provides opportunities for work experiences to a wide range of eligible
students in an integrative process with students from differing cultural backgrounds. Real-

life work experiences enable the student recipient to become more acclimated to the

academic community in which they have chosen to become a part. The CWS Program

also represents a "self-help" concept that imparts a sense of participation in a student's
overall college financing and helps develop a sense of self-esteem.
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Students employed under the CWS Program must meet the general criteria specified by
statute and reguladon. There is no minimum or maximum CWS award amount specified

by statute. However, in determining the amount to be awarded, the institution considers

the individual student's financial need, number of hours per week the student can work, the
length of the academic program or period of employment, the anticipated wage rate, and

the amount of other assistance available to the student. Wage rates are a function of the
duties and responsibilities of the particular job, but, according to federal regulations, must
be at least equal to federal minimum wage standards.

Another component of the College Work-Study Program is the Job Location and

Development (JLD) program. Under the ILI) Program, an institution may use up to 10
percent of its federal CWS allocation or $30,000, whichever is less. The program is
designed to expand off-campus job opportunities for all eligible students who want jobs,

regardless of their financial need. At the University of Mississippi, we have developed a
limited JLD program and it has helped many of our students to find pan-time employment
in the community of Oxford.

The Community Service Learning (CSL) Program is designed to develop, improve, or
expand services for low-income individuals and families, or to solve particular problems
related to the needs of low-income individuals. It is a pmgram of student work that

provides direct and tangible services to improve the quality of life for community residents.
Students are provided with work-learning opportunities related to their educational OT career

goals. Community services may include activities related to such fields as health care,
education, welfare, social services, public safety, crime prevention and control, child care,

..-11.
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literacy ninths, housing, neighborhood improvement, and more. Schools may use up to
10 percent of their CWS allocation for community service learning programs. While the

concept of this program is good, we have not been able to implement it at the University
of Mississippi primarily because of administrative complexities that are involved and the
lack of resources.

PERKINS LOAN PROGRAM

The final program I wish to discuss is the Perkins Loan Program. This program is the
grandfather of all student aid programs and is authorized in Title IV part E of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 to stimulate and assist in the establishment and maintenance of
funds at institutions of higher education for the purpose of making low-interest loans to
students with exceptional need to enable them to pursue their courses of study.

Perkins funds provide the institution with flexibility in packaging student aid awards to best

meet the needs of the students. The program is administered by institutions, thus reducing
the delays often associated with loans granted by banks or other outside agencies. In
academic year 1991-92, over 3,300 institutions will provide 688,000 borrowers with average

loans of approximately $1,250 based on a total lending pool of about $859.8 million. In
Mississippi, using the most recent available data in Award Year 1988-89 total student
borrowers numbered 6,760; colleges in the state lent $9,316,573; and the average amount

lent was $1,378 in the Perkins Loan Program. Nationally, approximately 64 percent of
loan funds go to students with family incomes of $24,000 or less.
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Perkins Loan funds are a combination of federal and institutional capital contributions. The
institutional contribution equals one-ninth of the Federal Capital Contribution. Additional

capital is generated from collections on prior loans that go into the institution's revolving
fund to be relent to other students.

Funds are allocated to institutions based on their FY '85 allocation. In any year in which

the appropriation for Perkins exceeds the FY '85 level, the first 25 percent of the excess
funds is allocated as an equal percentage to all institutions. The remaining 75 percent is
allocated on the basis of institutional need.

The program provides loan capital from new Federal Capital Contributions and from

collections from prior borrowers to students at the following levels:

$4,500 in the case of

a student who has not completed two years of a baccalaureate degree program; $9,000 in
the case of an undergraduate student who has completed two years of a baccalaureate

degree program; and $18,000 in the case of a graduate or professional student including all
prior Perkins loans received.

The terms and conditions for students receiving Perkins loans are as follows.

The current

interest rate is 5 percent per year. No interest accrues until the beginning of the
repayment period. After a nine-month grace period following cessation of studies, the

student begins repayment which normally extends up to ten years.

Deferment and

cancellation provisions exist for specified employment or service. Students who cannot
afford to repay the loan according to schedule because of some type of hardship may
request a special deferment to assist in avoiding default.

Students who wish to borrow

k.)
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under the program may do so without security and without endorsements, unless they are

minors and the signature of a minor is not legally binding under state law. The loan may
be repaid at any time without penalty.

The Perkins Loan Program provides another avenue of self-help for those financially needy

students who, for whatever reason, cannot participate in work-related activities or wbo need

Additional self-help beyond work-study. By providing long-term, low-interest loans to
financially needy students, this program has offered a system of credit to those persons

who in many cases would have difficulty securing loans from commercial lenders.
Institutions using the Perkins Program rather than the higher interest rate Stafford program

can mitigate the fear of borrowing for those who have little family experience with
borrowing and/or have an established a credit history.

Further, it is clear that many

students, if they borrow because the grant programs are inadequate to meet their needs,

should borrow from the Perkins Loan Program, with more favorable terms, rather than
borrowing a Guaranteed Student Loan. Borrowing a Perkins Loan can give students the

satisfaction of knowing that they are actively playing a role in financing their education.

A Perkins borrower will build self-esteem by knowing the postsecondary institution
recognizes him or her as responsible and believes the student will repay the loan after
graduation and upon securing a job.

Students can establish a good credit history by timely

repayment of the loan after graduation. These intangible benefits are an important aspect
of the Perkins Loan Program,

Also, I note that Perkins Loans are available for financially

needy graduate students, although the credit needs of undergraduate students are so large

and the program has been so underfunded in this past decade to preclude greater utilization
of the program by graduate students.

aa,
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Another point I wish to make about the Peridns Loan Program is the "risk factor," Risks
always can be identified with the extension of credit solely on the basis of financial need.
We risk bringing borrowers into the program who have little family experience with
borrowing and/or establishing a credit history. Some students will come from families with

no borrowing history at all and to them the concept of $10,000 of educational indebtedness
is terribly ftightening. Some students may temporarily "stop out" (leave school for a short
period of time, but return at a later date), or withdraw completely from school never to
return. Other students will go on to graduate and may be underemployed unable to meet

minimum daily subsistence requirements let alone repay a student loan. We have become

painfully aware of some of the statistics related to the history of repayment represented by
these situations.

In 1988-89 the Perkins Loan default rate in Mississippi is 14.41 percent, and nationally the
rate is 6.75 percent. Better than 93 percent of the borrowers nationally are currently
working to establish a good credit history and the comparable rate in Mississippi is better
than 85 percent. The average annual Perkins Loan made to students is $11263 nationally

and $1,378 in Mississippi. This level of lending falls well short of the statutory
maximums for undergraduate students. One reason for a seemingly high Perkins Loan

default rate in my state is due to, in part, Mississippi having one of the lowest per capita
family incomes which is $11,835.

At the University of Mississippi, we target the student who demonstrates exceptional

financial need as the primary candidate for the Perkins Loan so that he or she is not

..7,446E
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further disadvantaged by surrendering funds borrowed to meet need for origination ad
guarantee fees associated with the Staffoni Student Loan Program.

One change in the Perkins Loan Program, which I would like to propose for your
consideration is simplifying and reducing the number of deferments. Currently there are
nine circumstances that entitle a student to a loan deferment. I believe these could be

reduced to three without causing any hardship upon students, while making the program
easier to administer and explain to borrowers. The three deferments, I would propose are
1) an in-school deferment for half-time or greater attendance; 2) an unemployment or

hardship deferment for up to two years; and 3) a temporary total disability deferment for
up to thme years.

The Campus-based Programs are integral components in a student's financial aid package.

Though it may be lamentable that these programs, through fiscal limitations, are not
broadly accessible to all eligible students, hundreds of thousands of students do benefit
from Campus-based program availability.

The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Pmgram and the College Work-Study
Program are necessary programs that help to prevent many students from borrowing more

than is advisable. The Perkins Loan Program allows students, especially those most in

financial need, to borrow from a program that is proven to work with less burdensome
repayments than the Guaranteed Student Loan Program and with greater simplicity for

students and institutions. The major criticism that may be leveled at the operation of these

programs is not the fault the promins. The flaw and criticism of the Campus-based
Programs that financial aid admit..
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the programs in this last decade and the instability caused by almost constant attempts to
eliminate or reduce the programs. For the Congress and the Administration to appropriate
and spend the necessary amounts needed to meet legitimate student financial needs utilizing

the Campus-based Programs would be among the most important changes that can be
accomplished during this Reauthorization. While I recognize that appropriations are not in
the jurisdiction of this Subcommittee, I can sincerely request that any changes you make in
the Campus-based Programs be made with the view to convince those Senators who do
make the budget and appropriations decisions that each of the Campus-based Programs

works well and must be funded at levels which will enhance student educational
opportunity.

In closing, let me summarize my thoughts on the Campus-based Programs. Some have
asked "How important can these programs be to the overall schema of financial assistance
to students?" At first look, one might justifiably wonder based on the comparably small

stature these programs enjoy next to Pell Grants and Stafford Loans. However, there are
some very important principles in play which assist in the achievement of Title IV program
objectives beyond financing the cost of education.
These principles include:
1.

Modified equity packaging

2. Real life and work experiences

3. The concept of self-help and
4. A lesson in responsible borrowing.
The four principles I have explicated in this testimony further support the important role
played by the Campus-based Programs. Though we should always be open to creative

I
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alternadves to modify financial assistance provams, none has been offered which can
accomplish as much as these programs do in their present form.

If some of the current

proposals to eliminate SEOCI, College Work-Study and Perkins Loans becomes a reality,

the principle objectives of the Campus-based Programs will be obviated to the detriment of
students nationwide.

Thank you again for inviting me to appear before you and I will be pleased to answer any
questions you have.
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Packaging Sequences
Within the framework of regulatory criteria, aid is awarded in the sequences shown below.

Ladder Concept
Pell Grant and other external resources

SE00
Perkins and/or institutional loan
CWS

Se It-help Concept

Pell Orant and other external resources
Perkins ind/or institudonal loan
CWS

SE00
Absolute Equity
Pell Orem snd other external reaources

SE00
Equity ORM (if any)
Fetkins and,or institudonal loan
CWS

Fixed Percentage Equity
Pell Grant and other external resources

SE00
&PUY Ora* (If my)

Perkins and/or institutional loan
CWS

Packaging Parameters
Cue Study One
Parameters

Alm lute Equity level $2,500
Fixed Percentage Equity Level = .50 x Budget

Type of Award

Academic Year
Minimum

Academic Year
Maximum

SE00

$100

$500

CWS

$500

$1000

Perkins Loan

$500

SI000

$0

$500

$200

$500

Institutional Loans

&PIP/ Grain

.....

AU awards should be rounded to the next lowest 5100;
e.g., $287 would be rounded to $200.
Assume ibll-time enrollment and a nine-month budget.

Use institutional loan funds only if student has insufficieut Remaining
need for minimum Perkins Loan eligibility.

0 1_,
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Packaging Solution
Case Study One: Rod Ford

Pell Grant (P01 mg 768).

Ladder

Self-Help

1E02.

isb2,

External Resources**

SOO

800

800

/502
$OO

24-90

1-00C.)

1000

/00C)

9490
1000

boo

/000
400

900

900

0

O

CWS

SEC*

1502.

Fixed Percentage
Equity

gAtigo

Remaining Need

Perkins Loan

Absolute
Equity

_TOO

0

Institutional Loan

Cli

0
0

500
0
0
0

90

90

90

570 0

Equity Gram

Stafford Loan

0

Unmet Need

TO

*Pell Grant budget = $4200
**PTA scholarship

Budget and Need
Madan and fees

$1900

Room and board

+ 2500

Family Contribution
Pell Grant
External Resources

+ 1502

Books and mpplies

+ 400

Total Outside Resources

=$3410

Transportation

+ SOO

Personal/miscellaneous + 600
Dependent care
allowance

Budget
Family Contribution
Need

N/A

= $5900

- 1108

= 14-71
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Absolute Equity Level
Equity Gram Eligibility
Fixed Percentage Equity
Equity Grant Eligibility

S1108

$2500

$5900 x .50 = $2950
0
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Senator PELL. Father Whalen, I may not have caught it, but
where would the capital come for this rather massive program of
yours?
Rev. WHALEN. Currently, the way we do it, Mr. Chairman, is by

issuing taxable commercial paper notes as a corporation, just as
other major corporations would do.

The taxable commercial paper note market now runs approxi-

mately someplace between $700-$800 billion a year, and it is basically corporate borrowings.
Senator PELL. But what are your assets to back it up, or collateral?

Rev. WHALEN. There are a couple of them. One is the promissory

note of the student or parent. That is backed by a letter of credit

from a major bankactually, we are now dealing with several

major banks, all foreign, by the way one is Japanese, another is
Australian; we are talking to a couple of European banksbecause
American banks have different rules now for capitalization, and it
makes their letters of credit too expensive. What we have tried to
do is to keep the interest rates as low as we can get them.
The reason I went into the commercial paper market is because
it is the cheapest form of money you can get in the private sector
apart from tax-exempt financing.

Senator PELL. It sounds wonderful, but it is just like printing

money, isn't it?
Rev. WMALEN. Not really.

Senator PELL. What is behind it?

Rev. WHALEN. Well, as I said, we buy a letter of credit from a
major bank, and then there is an insurance policy, a surety bond,
that stands behind that.
Senator PELL. But to get the letter of credit, it would seem to me
you must have some collateral.
Rev. WHALEN. No; I managed to do it without it. I started without a nickel; did not have any capitalization at all.
Senator PELL. I think you are Houdini; that is terrific.
Rev. WHALEN. It can be done. If an old priest like me can do it,
alniost anybody can do it.

But the demand for it is really extraordinary. We started to distribute the loans both through colleges and universities, of course,
and then through corporations. The corporation community got so
interested in this thing that we started that program about 3 years
ago, and we now have over 18,000 corporations signed up for the
program. They sign up for it, put their own stamp on it, and give it
to their employees as an employee benefit.
The need of middle class people for money for higher education
is just extraordinary. I don't care how much money you makeif
you've got two or three kids in college at the same time, you have
to have some source of funds, absolutely have to.
I had some doubts for a while when I was younger, but the older

I get and the more I realize how much it costs to send a kid to
school, the more I appreciate clerical celibacy. [Laughter.]
Senator PELL. Thank you.

Ms. Wilson, are the campus-based programs used as a recruitment tool to attract a more diverse student body?

0
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MS. WILSON. We package the lowest-income students with the

most attractive funds, which are the low-interest Perkins Loan
funds.

Senator PELL. At MIT, which is where you are, I have always understood that Asian students are particularly brilliant and perform
particularly well; would that be correct?
Ms. WiLsoN. That, I don't know.

Senator PELL. Mr. Hood, what would be your comments on the
question of whether campus-based programs are used as a tool?
Mr. HOOD. Certainly, I think the important factor in campus-

based programs is the institutional flexibility to make sureand
let me reemphasizethat we don't overburden students with indebtedness. So as a recruitment tool I don't know that it is absolutely effective, although it might be with some sort of unrestricted
funding.

Just to give you an example, for instance, with the SEOG program we target those with an index in the Pell grant of 600 or less.
Indexes run up to 2,200 for eligible candidates for the upcoming
year. So we are leaving out everybody from 601 and above; so how
do 3rou recruit effectively with that?
Right now our system is targeting the lowest-income group, and I
am still leaving out 323 students on my campus because of lack of

funding. I could target this for lower, or I could spread out the
amounts more. So as an effective recruitment tool, I can't see that
that is the case. As a tool to help reduce loan burden or to balance
a package, that would certainly be primary in my case.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator Kassebaum.
Senatc KASSEBAUM. Father Whalen, perhaps you mentioned this

and I just didn't catch it, but do you have any eligibility requirementsis there an income level?
Rev. WHALEN. There is no upper family income level. There is a
minimum income level required of $15,000, and we have to have
that because of the surety company that we have to buy insurance
from.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Is that all liquid assets, or do you count

nonliquid?
Rev. WHALEN. It is just employment income from whatever
source of $15,000 a year.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Income, not assets.

Rev. WHALEN. Right. We don't look to assets at all; we look to

debt-to-income ratios.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Have you discussed this with Sallie Mae at
all?

Rev. WHALEN. Yes. We have been working with Sallie Mae off

and on for over a year. I proposed this to them, and they didn't

want to do it without buying our company; they wanted to own us.
We didn't think that was such a good idea, so I decided to come to
you instead. [Laughter.]
Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, it is certainly an innovative apei Jach
and very interesting.
Rev. WHALEN. I think it is going to have to spread, too. We're not

going to be able to set aside a $60 billion n year need for middle
class people for education costs, But what i tave tried to do is to
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get the rates low enough and to really pare down expenses so that
anybody else getting into the marketplace is not going to come in
and say, "Yes, I'll give you a 15-year loan and charge you 30 percent interest for it."

Senator KASSEBAUM. Are you responsible for collecting, or do you

have an outside collection agency?
Rev. WHALEN. We contract with Wacovia Student Services in
Winston-Salem, SC to service the loans for us, but we also have our

own in-house staff that begins to make telephone calls and send
letters in addition to what Wacovia does when a loan becomes 15
days delinquent. Our gross default rate is 1.4 percent, and we have
a default fund that we actually over-issue commercial paper to
fund that takes the first hit before the surety corporation has to
get involved in it.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Mr. Hood, Senator Cochran asked me especially to welcome you as a representative of his alma mater, and to
offer his apologies. He is held up in another hearing this morning.
Mr. Chairman, I do have an opening statement for Senator Cochran that he would like to have made a part of the record.

Senator PELL. Without objection.

[The prepared statement of Senator Cochran followsd
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR COCHRAN

Mr. Chairman, since 1965, when the Higher Education Act was
originally enacted, there has been a Federal commitment to ensure
that all students, regardless of their economic circumstances, can if
they choose, attain a postsecondary education.
Over the past decade, title IV student financial aid programs
have been plagued with problems, among them high default rates
among student borrowers fraudulent practices and inferior programs at some proprietary schools college costs rising at seven to
ten percent each year, while Pell grant limits have been capped at
$2,300 until this year, when the maximum award rose to $2,400.
However, as serious as these problems are, we must not let them
detract from the positive role the Federal higher education programs play in providing access to a college education for fifty percent of this nation's students. In Mississippi, over sixty percent of
postsecondary students receive either Federal grants or loans or a
combination of both.

I would like to welcome the witnesses that are here before the
Subcommittee today who add so much to the process of understanding the needs of students, their parents and institutions. In particular, I would like to recognize Tom Hood, from the University of
Mississippi. He has been a tremendous resource for me and my
staff on higher education issues in Mississippi and I believe he will
provide this Subcommittee with valuable information based on his
experiences. I look forward to hearing all your statements and suggestions.

These are complicated programs and I look forward to going
through the process of examining them and highlighting the successes. Thank you.

26o
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Senator KASSEBAUM. I'd like to ask Ms. Wilson and Mr. Hood

both, because I think you both spoke to the Perkins Loan in parMIT in your portfolio?
ticular, is this the major loan for, say,
combination
of either the PerMs. WIISON. Students can get a
MIT
technology
loan, and we
kins Loan, the Stafford Loan, or an
toward
the
lowest-income
students.
target the Perkins Loan
Senator KASSEBAUM. I guess what I'm asking is is it proportionately the one used the most?
Ms. WILSON. The lowest-income students would borrow approximately $1,600 a year from Perkins Loans.
Senator KASSEBAUM. But I mean is the Pell grant or the Stafford

Loan--

is met
Ms. WnsoN. The other part of their financial aid package
So
the
maxmostly
institutional
resources.
with grants, that that is
lowest-income
next
year
from
the
imum that any student borrows
of loan and
group will be about $6,000, and that is a combination
between
$6,000 and
grant and employment. The rest of the budget,
institutional
almost $24,000, is met by SEOG, Pell grant and/or
grant.
Senator KASSEBAUM. But the Perkins has been a major portion of
that, I'm gathering. Is that true for Mississippi as well?
Mr. HOOD. No. At the University of Mississippi, our program is
about $700,000 to $1 million a year in new loans, in the Perkins
program. I have a central financial aid office for undergraduate,
we spread that
graduate, pharmacy school and the law center. So
is
the guaranteed
schools.
The
biggest
program
out over all those
$9
million
in it this
Student
Loan.
We
have
about
or the Stafford
year; it is rather huge. We also depend an awful lot on the Supplemental Loan program, which is about $2 million, and parent loans,
also around $2 million.
for our needSo we don't. get the true benefits we'd like to havehave
an equal
statistics
I
have
show
that
we
iest group. Again, the
who
are
eligible
receiving
the
Perkins
Loan
number of students not
benefits.
We
target
as those who are, about 722, who receive some
loan
program
to
keep
them
in
one
the neediest students. We try
that
because we are a public institution and build a package so probas
they won't be burdened with maybe two loan repayments,
of
the
private
should
be
aware
of
at
some
lem that we certainly
institutions around the country.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Does the University of Mississippi have
have an entrance exam?
open admissions? By that, I mean do you
the
SAT or ACT, that's corMr. HOOD. Minimum test scores on
rect.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Of course, MIT has a fairly high level enguarantee to a
trance level of any student, and that alone, would
would
you not say?
who
are
pretty
focused;
certain extent students
Ms. WILSON. Yes.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I would guess you have a pretty high level
of repayment.
is a comMs. WiLsoN. Yes. Our default rate is only 1.18, and thateducationbination of the type of students but it is also part of our when they
in
al process to provide loan counseling when '1)ey come
and
then
we work
borrowers,
then
exit
are first-time
traditionally
afterwards.
We
haw
what
is
with them for 10 years
.
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called a collection staffwe call it alumni services. So there is a
commitment to work with default prevention and debt management as well as repayment terms for 10 years.

Senator KASSEBAUM. That seems to me -I very beneficial service.
Has that proved so?
aid for 20 years, I can
Ms. WILSON. Yes. Having been in stud.

appreciate the requirements to have boar counseling in advance
and exit counseling as very effective ways of educating borrowers.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Mr. Hood?

Mr. HOOD. I would certainly agree. The aggressive loan we have
taken in the pre-loan counseling goes well beyond what the regula-

tions requim. We send everybody through, and certainly at the

point when they withdraw from school, we catch them in our office
and give them some exit counseling at that point, too. We believe it
is very important in keeping a low default rate. Our Stafford Loan

rate is somewhere about 1.8 percent, and the cohort default rate,

Perkins is around 5, hovers between 4 and 5.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you very much. I certainly appreciate your testimony.
Senator PELL. Thank you all very much indeed. We particularly
have great respect for Ms. Wilson's organization, COHEAO.
Father Whalen, I congratulate you on your innovative, creative
ability, and imaginative ability.
And Mr. Hood, thank you for being here.
Mr. HOOD. Could I comment on one other thing?
Senator PELL. Certainly.
Mr. HOOD. On behalf of all the member institutions of NASFAA,
we certainly encourage some simplification of the form; however,

the recent efforts to simplify the approach didn't work quite like
they thought they might. But we'd like to certainly encourage that.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
Father Whalen.
Rev. WHALEN. Senator, I would just him to tell you before I leave
that we have a one-page form.

Senator PELL. Good. We'll have a copy of that inserted in the

record, without objection.

[The document mentioned above and additional materials submitted for the record followsj
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who provide sripport softest° students with disabilities at colleges and universities across
the United States and Canada. The 1980's was a time of rapid growth for the association.
Just as a was a time of rapid progress for persons with disabilities in this county. Beginning
with the International Year and Decade ci the Disabled and culminating with the signing,
last July, of the Americans with Disabilities Act. people with disabilities have made great
strides in theta' fight to be saws/ledge& to be recognised for their abilitiek and to achieve
the status of full caters wtth all the rights and privileges that title conveys. One very visible

outgrowth of that struggle has been the dramatic Improvement in archttectural and
programmatic access to higher education for students with disabilities. Whether you are

blind or a wheelchair-user, whether you have a learning disability ar epilepsy, the
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opportunities to pursue your ambitions and mazImize your potential have never been more
accessible.
As you approach the reauthorization of the Higher Education Mt, we urge you to

remember that students with disabilities are now represented In significant numbers
throughout our postsecondary network. It is estimated that more than 1.000,000 students
with disabilities now attend classes, participate In campus activities, access inettutional
services, and prepare for entry into the world of work side-by-side wtth their nondisabled
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wtth disabilities is a part of every decision that Ls made, not an afterthought. AHSSPPE
to waist in evaluating the unpact of the Higher
stands ready to take an active role
Education Act on stu dents with disabilities. We understand the monumental nature of your
task in guarding the rights and meeting the needs of the many indivkluals who will be affected
by this Act. Our sincere hope is that, in the end, your careful deliberation and COMCC271 will
result in the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act serving as smother' step forward tn

the inclusion of persons with disabilities in the mainstream of American soctety.
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Respectfully submitted.
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Jane E. Jarrow. Ph.D.
Executive Director - AHSSPPE

Business °Mee: P.O. Ilez 21192, Columbus, OH 43221-0192
614-458-4972 (VolcWTOD) 614-4118-1174 (FAX)
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hearing is adjourned.
Senator Pm.. The12:00
the subcommittee was ado'clock
p.m.,
[Whereupon, at
journed.]
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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT
TUESDAY, MARCH 26, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMTTTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Montpelier, VT.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 8:30 a.m., in the
Pavilion Auditorium, Pavilion Building, Montpelier, VT, Senator
James M. Jeffords, presiding.
Present: Senator Jeffords.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS

Senator JEFFORDS. This morning I will call the hearing to order. I

want to welcome all of the audience and the witnesses; those that
are here and those that are to come. I appreciate each of your willingness to speak today of an issue of grave importance. I think it
was even made more so today as I listened to the radio and recognized that Germany has overtaken the United States as the No. 1
exporter of the world. It makes it even more clear how important it
is to do some things with respect to the basics such as education.

I will keep my remarks short because this hearing is to hear

from Vermonters on your outlook and thoughts on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. It's my opportunity as one of the
few senators on my side of the aisle who has been through a higher
education reauthorization, I can tell you that I will be playing an
active role throughout the year's reauthorization process.
Today I would like to offer you some personal and preliminary

thoughts on the act. These thoughts are necessarily preliminary
since we have held only initial hearings in Washington, and no
formal bill has been introduced, and this is the first field hearing
for the bill. However, there are some basic goals and principles
that I believe should guide our reauthorization. One such goal will
be enhancing post-secondary education opportunities to all Americans. We know that high-ability/low-income students are significantly less likely to continue their education beyond high school
than low-ability/high-income students.
It is clear that we are not developing the human resources of our
Nation to enable us to compete successfully in the world economy.

It is equally clear that we are frustrating the aspirations of mil-

lions of our citizens since they lack the resources to continue their
education beyond high school. Therefore, the overriding principle
must be to emerge from this reauthorization with a more effective
(239)
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manner in which to provide access to post-secondary education for
those with the talent.
is
However, the targeted population of the student aid programs of
the
availability
of
aid,
the
range
frequently ill-informed about
school
the post-secondary opportunities, and the appropriate high
and
their
post-secondary
programs.
Students
programs that lead to
they
can
and
should
aspire
to
postfamilies don't always know that
secondary education or how to go about pursuing theirs in their aspirations.

Programs to target at-risk populations at an early age are essenbill that would be incorporated into
tial, and I have introduced a reauthorization.
My bill, S. 585, enthis year's higher education
courages comprehensive early intervention programs, programs
that would provide disadvantaged students with the opportunities
and support that they need not only to stay in school, but for them
to go on to higher education. last reauthorization, I created a comAs you may know, in the
mission to study the future responsibilities of financing post-secondary education. I did so because I was concerned with what lay
ahead for the next generation, the long-term strategy for financing

a post-secondary education.
recently
The commission, headed up by Peter Smith of Vermont,
sits
on the
met for the first time. Marshal Whitten of Vermont also
panel. And I believe the findings of the commission will prove instrumental to the future policy development for financing post-secondary education.
Another area of grave concern to me is the deteriorating state of
our university and college infrastructures. A recent study indicates

that facilities represent higher education's largest capital asset, an
aggregate of over $300 billion.
They're a critical resource for the preservation and enhancement
of American's educational enterprise, a resource at-risk. That same
report identified that a total of between $60 and $70 billion are
needed to renovate all campus facilities nationwide.
Despite this need, grants for construction, reconstruction, and
renovation under Title VII of the Hiigher Education Act has never
fundbeen funded. Loans under title VII have only received scant
Research
ing as with the National Science Foundation's Academic
Facilities Modernization Act. This situation must change.

of the Labor and
Finally, I feel strongly that as a member
job
to
present
the facts, not
Human Resources Committee, it is my
$60 billion
fact
that
the
facilities
need
the funds. If, indeed, it is a

for upgrade, update, and construction, then that is what the committee needs to put forward in title VII. If we need to double the
need to
allocation to fully fund Pell grants, then that is what we
it
too
must
early
intervention
is
a
priority,
put forth in title IV. If
have an appropriate allocation.
That's where you come in. I need to hear from you on which programs need to be changed, and which changes can affect outcomes,
and what level of funding is needed to produce these outcomes. Reauthorization occurs only every 5 years, and Vermont is a unique
and well-qualified State to comment on higher education programs.
So I look forward to listening to witnesses today.
[Text of S. 585 follows:]
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1021) CONGRESS
1ST SESSION

S. 585

To provide eligible students with a comprehensive program of incentives
and support to enable students to remain in school.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
MARCH 7 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 6), 1991
Mr. JEFFORDS introduced the following bill; which was read twice and
referred to the Committee on Labor and Human Resources

A BILL
To provide eligible students with a comprehensive program
of incentives and support to enable students to remain
in school.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 SECTION 1. EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM.

4

Subpart 3 of part A of title IV of the Higher Edu-

5 cation Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1070c et seq.) is amended
6 by adding at the end thereof the following new section:
7 "SEC. 415F. EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM.
8

"(a) FINDINGS AND PURPOSE.

9

"(1) FINDINGS.The Congress finds that at-

10

risk students who do riot reeeive some form of inter-

0

s

U
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2
1

vention early in their educational atreers (in most

2

eases by junior high school) are more likely to drop

3

out of school and not pursue gainful educational or

4

employment opportunities as adults.

5

"(2) STATEMENT OF' PURPOSE.It iS the pur-

6

pose of this section to make incentive grants to

7

States to enable States to conduct early intervention

8

programs that-

9

"(A) raise the awareness of eligible stu-

10

dents about the advantages of obtaining a post-

11

secondary education; and

12

"(B) provide eligible students with tuition

13
14

ass istance.

"(b)

EARLY INTERVENTION PIWGRAM ESTAB-

15 LISHED.
16

"(1) PHAGRAM ESTABLISHED.From amounts

17

appropriated pursuant to the authority of subsection

18

(g), the Secretary shall make allotments to States in

19

accordance with paragraph (2) to pay the Federal

20

share of the costs of the activities described in sub-

21

section (d).

22

"(2) ALLOTMENT.Except a s provided in para-

23

graph 3, for any fiscal year, the Secretary shall allot

24

to each State an amount which bears the same ratio

25

to such sums as the number of eligible students in
P;PS !S
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3
1

such State bears to the total number of eligible stu-

2

dents in all the States.

3

"(3) MINIMUM ALLOTMENT.-NO State shall

4

receive an allotment under paragraph (2) in any fis-

5

cal year which is less than $500,000.

6

"(4) REALLOTMENT.The amount of any

7

State's allotment under paragraph (2) or (3) for any

8

fiscal year which the SecretEry determines will not

9

be required for such fiscal year for the early inter-

10

vention program of that State shall be available for

1I

reallotment from time to time, on such dates during

12

such year as the Secretary may fix, to other States

13

in proportion to the original allotments to such

14

States under such paragraphs for such year, but

15

with such proportionate amount for any of such

16

States being reduced to the extent it exceeds the

17

sum the Secretary estimates such State needs and

18

will be able to use such year for carrying out the

19

State plan. The total of such reductions shall be

20

similarly reallotted among the States whose propor-

21

tionate amounts were not so reduced. Any amount

22

reallotted to a State under this paragraph during a

23

year from funds appropriated pursuant to subsection

24

(g) shall be dzoned part of its allotment under such

25

paragraphs for such year.

0

4r
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1

"(5) ALLOTMENT SUBJECT TO CONTINUING

2

COMPLIANCE.The Secretary shall make payments

4

for early intervention programs only to States which
continue to meet the requirements of subsection (c).

5

"(6) DEFINITIONS.For the purpose of this

3

6

section--

7

"(A) the term 'eligible institution' has the

8

same meaning provided such term ir) section

9

435(a); and

10
11

12

"(B) the term 'eligible student' means a

student eligible"(i)

to be

counted

under section

13

1005(c) of the Elementary and Secondary

14

Education Act of 1965;

"(ii) for assistance pursuant to the

15

16

National School Lunch Act; or

17

"(iii) for assistance pursuant to part

18

A of title IV of the Social Security Act

19

(Aid

20

dren).

21

to Families with Dependent Chil-

"(c) USE OF ALLOTMENTS.

23

"(1) IN GENERAL.A State shall use payments
received under this section to conduct an early inter-

24

vention program that,

22

273

245

5
1

"(A) provides eligible students in any of

2

the grades pre-school through 12 with a con-

3

tinuing system of mentoring and advising

4

that-

5

6

"(i) is coordinated with the Federal

and State community service initiatives;

7

"(ii) may include such support serv-

8

ices as after school and summer tutoring,

9

assistance in obtaining summer jobs, and

10

academic counseling; and

11

"(iii) may be provided by service pro-

12

viders such as community based organiza-

13

tions, schools, eligible institutions, and

14

public and private agencies, particularly in-

15

stitutions and agencies sponsoring pro-

16

grams authorized under subpart 4;

17

"(B) requires each student to enter into an

18

agreement with the State under which the stu-

19

dent agrees to achieve certain academic mile-

20

stones, such as completing a prescribed set of

21

courses and maintaining satisfactory academic

22

progress as described in section 484(c), in ex-

23

change for receiving not more than 5 years of

24

tuition assistance;

'74
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6

"(C) establishes a trust fund for the tui-

1

3

tion assistance descnIed in subparagraph (B)
which may include contributions from Federal,

4

State and private sources;

2

5

6
7
8

9

"(D) contains an incentive system to encourage greater collaboration between elementary and secondary schools and institutions of

higher education through the creation of new
linkage structures and programs; and

11

"(E) contains an evaluation component
that allows service providers to track eligible

12

student progress during the period such stu-

13

dents are participating in the program assisted

14

under this section and which is consistent with

15

the standards developed by the Secretary pursu-

16

ant to paragraph (3).

17

"(2) TUITION ASSISTANCE.

10

18

"(A) DEFINITION.For the purposes of

19

this section the term 'tuition assistance' in-

20

eludes the costs of tuition, room and board,

21

books, and required fees, if any.

22
23
24
25

"(B)

ELIGIBLE

INSTITUTIONS;

PORT-

ABILITY.In order to receive an allotment
under this section each State shall ensure that
tuition assistance provided pursuant to the pro-

j**Alefit,,
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7
1

visions of paragraph (1)(B) is available to an

2

eligible student for use at any eligible institu-

3

tion.

4

"(C) RESERVATION FOR TUITION ASSIST-

S

ANCE.Eaeh State receiving an allotment

6

under this section shall use not less than 50

7

percent of such allotment to provide eligible

8

students with tuition assistance in accordance

9

with the provisions of this section.

10

"(D) SPECIAL RULE.Each eligible stu-

1I

dent participating for at least 1 year in an early

12

intervention program assisted under this section

13

shall be eligible to receive tuition assistance

14

pursuant to this section.

15

"(E) RELATION TO OTHER ASSISTANCE.

16

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, tui-

17

tion assistance provided under this section shall

18

not be considered income for the purpose of

19

awarding Federal student financial aid.

20

"(3) EVALUATION STANDARDS.The Secretary

21

shall presenle standards for the evaluation de-

22

scribed in paragraph (1)(E). Such standards shall-

"(A) provide for input from States and

23

service providers; and

24

!,
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8

"(B) ensure that data protocols and proce-

1

2
3

4

dures are consistent and uniform,
"(d) STATE PIAAN.

"(1) IN GENERAL.Each State desiring an allotment under this section shall submit a State plan

7

to the Secretary at such time, in such manner, and
accompanied by such information as the Secretary

8

may reasonably require,

6

9
10

"(2) CONTENTS.--Each State plan submitted

pursuant to paragraph (1)

"(A) describe the activities for which as-

11

12

shall-

sistance under this section is sought; and

"(B) provide such additional assurances as

13

15

the Secretary determines necessary to ensure
compliance with the requirements of this see-

16

tion.

17

"(3) APPROvAL.The Secretary shall approve

14

19

a State plan submitted pursuant to paragraph (1)
within 6 months of receipt of the plan unless the

20

plan fails to comply with the provisions of this sec-

21

tion.

22

"(e) PAYMENTS; FEDERAL

18

23

SHARE.
"(1) PAYMENTS.The Secretary shall pay to

24

each State having a State plan approved under sub-

A7.+SC-;'-
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9
1

section (d) the Federal share of the cost of the ac-

2

tivities described in the State plan.

3

"(2) FEDERAL SHARE.The Federal share

4

shall be 50 percent.

5

"(f) EVALUATION AND REPORT.

6

"(1) EVALUATION.Eaeh State receiving an al-

7

lotment under this section shall annually evaluate

8

the early intervention program assisted under this

9

section in accordance with the standards described

10

in subsection (c)(3) and shall submit to the See-

11

retary a copy of such evaluation.

12

"(2) REPORT.The Secretary shall annually

13

report to the Congress on the activities assisted

14

under this section and the evaluations conducted

15

pursuant to paragraph (1).

16

"(g) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.There

17 are authorized to be appropriated $85,000,000 for fiscal

18 year 1992 and each succeeding fiscal year thereafter to
19 carry out the provisions of this section.".
20 SEC. 2. CONFORMING AMENDMENT.
21

Section 415A(a) of the Higher Education Act of

22 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1070e(a)) is amended by adding the fol-

23 lowing new sentence at the end thereof: "It is also the
24 purpose of this part to make allotments to States to enable

States to conduct early intervention programs described
in section 415F.".

4/ 1 .)
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Senator JEFFORDS. Our first witness is ready to begin so I ask
Commissioner Mills, if you would, to please step up and we will
listen to you. I'm an admirer of your programs and willingness to
work hard to try and help Vermont and its education programs.
We look forward to listening to you.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD MILLS, COMMISSIONER, VERMONT
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Mlus. Thank you very much. I'm deeply gratified by this invitation to comment on the higher education reauthorization and I
do have some comments because higher education is a vital part of
what the State Board of Education is trying to do.
If you visit any Vermont school right now, you're going to see
people working hard to do two jobs. One is to educate 100,000
youngsters, but another is to transform the way the school works
at the same time. There's a massive effort going on to transform
education, elementary and secondary education, for high performance. Why are we doing this?
We're doing this becausewell, the hard truth is we're not getting the results that we deserve and that we are capable of.
If you listen to a person like me in any State, they're likely to be
sayingoutlining the same agenda. Get the goals right; smarten
up the curriculum; bring the parents back in; boast the capacities
of teachers; restructure the way we deliver technical education,
special education, regular education; link what we do to the community; bring the human services element back in.
In all of this, Vermont has been very active. In all of this, higher
education has been a partner. Vermont has a set of very aggressive
goals. About 250 people helped put them together; among them,
members of the higher education community. We have a set of performance targets. We're measuring our results against those performance targets.
We're trying out a new testing system into the student performance testing system that does not involve multiple guess, fill-in-the-

blank approaches, but rather a review of a portfolio of the student's work that has been assembled over the years.
We have a college grant system that has been put in place. It's
really an educational capital investment bag that puts money atrisk that is used to back school communities that want to reinvest
themselves for high performance, and higher education is part of
that.
We just started a huge effort to define the Vermont common core
of learning: A set of statements about the knowledge, the skills,
and the attitudes that we're going to expect from every single child
in Vermont.
Now where does higher education come in on all of this. I've
hinted at their partnership. We really need three things from our
higher education partner and this act is an opportunity to help
make sure that those things happen.
We need a partner, higher education partner that accepts the
preparation of first-rate teachers as something tF at's at the heart
of the Nation's -r": ges and universities. We need about 400 teacher:1 a year.
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The goals that the State board has developed with the public in
Vermont doesn't say we need pretty good teachers. It says we need

the best in the Nation and they're dead serious about that. We
need teachers who are deeply educated in the liberal arts; we need

teachers who are profoundly competent in writing and science.

This is not an education dean's job. This is the president's job. This

is the job of the president of education, the dean of arts and sciences.

It calls for a partner that's able to link pieces with part of the

university, for example, the way you see it happening with George
Davis, Howard Ball, and George Ducharme at UVM.
A second thing that we in elementary and secondary education
need from a higher education partner is an expectation of compe-

tence. We need a higher education partner that expects competence on the part of incoming students and lets the students know
that. Now this is stuff one needs because there's been a lot of very
thoughtful talk over the years about access and openness and so

on, and I certainly believe in that.
But if higher education is vital to us as we define a common core
of learning every student should master, higher education also has
to be there to back it up. They have to say this is what we expect
you to know to do college work and don't expect to come here and
do college work if you don't know that.
I really like the bill that you've introduced, S. 585, because it is
an expression of that kind of thinking. It's an effort to reach deep
into the early years of children's lives and say there's a real future

for you. There's a future of competence and ability. College is
something that you can do, but you're going to have to pass some
milestones along the way. It calls for serious work. That's the message that higher education can help deliver.

And the third and final thing that I would cite that we need
from the higher educat:on partner is a lot of help in building the
tools that we need to reinvent in schools for high performance. By
tools, I meanwell, let me cite three just very briefly, three meetings that I attended very recently.
One was a gathering of almost half the high school principals in

the State. They were getting together to write a statement of

belief, a very short but very powerful statement that said, in effect,
we believe that we must lead massive change in our communities.
These are very committed people, very serious, very experienced
people.

But as I listened to them, I could see growing a ferocious demand
for knowledge that works. These people don't need restructuring
one-on-one. They need a university, a higher education system
behind them to help them as they try to transform their schools.
Second meeting was last Saturday. I visited a group of people
who had gathered from all around the State in terrible weather,
because they were brand new school directors, new school directors
just elected. They wanted to do a good job and they were just confronting the complexity of what that requires. They needed to be
backed up by knowledge that works. Higher education community
can do it.

To cite just one other example, I went to a school report night in
Cabot a couple of weeks ago and saw an extra-ordinary piece of
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work that a group of students had done in mathematics. It seems
there were two mathematics groups. The upper group had written
lower
a very difficult problem and had used it to challenge the
so-called
problem.
It
was
very
difficult.
The
group. It was a group
lower group solved that problem and it fired it back to the upper
group.

Having made it more complex, they sent it back to them as a
counter-challenge. There's something very exciting going on in
mathematics in that school, but, again, it's creating a huge demand
for knowledge that works in a practical sense in higher education,
That is their stock in trade.
VerIt isn't hard to find that kind of example in education inClark
from
them
today,
people
like
Bob
mont. You're going to hear
who's worked with us for almost 3 years on how we can create a
work-oriented education system; people like Ed Ducharme, George
Davis, and Pau] Reiss, who's at St. Michael's College, delivered a
customized training program to the entire school district in Cabot
because they said we want to know what innovative teaching is all
about, We don't need to go over to Burlington to hear this. They
delivered; that's a partner. It's just that there isn't an awful lot in
the reward structure of higher education that recognizes that type
of education and that kind of partnership and leadership.
I would like to support anything in the act that provokes that
kind of leadership and supports it in reworking it. And, again,I
that's why I admire what you're trying to do with S. 585 because
think it does provoke exactly the right type of leadership.
Senator JEFFORDS. I have a number of questions and matters I'd
like to discuss with you. In my opening remarks, I talked about
post-secondary education rather than higher education mainly because I want to try to emphasize the need for school training as
well as the traditional college education which in many cases is
skill training.
And I wonder what is now being done in the State to review and
to look at the skill training, and vocational education areas. How
important and necessary is it to have available post-secondaiy education in the skill area, and the coordination in that regard in
order to again make sure that everyone has an oppoctunity to receive those skills? We also need to take a look and see whether the
prohlem is that we need post-secondary, or that the pmblem is that
we .ieed to take a move and a better look at what we're doing in
secondary education. I wonder if you can comment on that?
Mr. Mats. There's been about a 21/2 year effort to create what
system of education. The partners gathered
we call a work-orientedsomething
calledwhat was a report on the
back in 1988 to wx
commission. Let's see, we called it, "Getting Ready To Work."
Project 2000 was the name of the report.
We began by setting aside the system that we have and say:
What's the economy going to be like here in Vermont?
What are the skills going to be that will be necessary to thrive in
that economy? What's the educational system going to have to look
like to deliver that?
We laid out a structure of changes that were just in vocational
and technical education, but were in elementary and secondary as
well. It called for the creation of goals, a needs assessment system,
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it called for a system that would deliver students truly able and
competent to do technical work at a secondary level and at a postsecondary level.

We're now wrestling with authority of all the problems which is
the government who's in charge. It's the toughest end of the problem to pick up. We believe that we need towhen I say we, all of
the partners who worked on this believe that we need to rationalize this very complex government system that has no common
standards, no common goals, no fixed responsibilities. And I'm talking about the work-oriented system, the vocational and technical
education.

We're thinking about a regional system that puts real power in
the region of a secondary level and a much stronger statewide
board at a post-secondary level. So far, we really have just Vermont Technical College. They have done a superb job, and that's
just one college, and the need is enormous.

I think in making these kinds of changes takes time. I think

there's an explosive feeling. We're ready. In fact, our last report is
called, "Let's Get To Work." We have said 1994-95, we'd have the
government in place. I feel we're being crowded, and people are
going to say we can do it faster than that, and I'm ready to believe
them.
Senator JEFFORDS. I'm pleased to hear that. I think it's critical to

get involved in these kinds of problems and try to solve them.

You mentioned, which I think is an excellent thought, that we
must make sure that we get the best teachers. What is being done
in the State, and how are you coordinating the higher education
here to find the answer to how, one, we motivate young people to
get into the teaching profession and how do we ensure that we're
getting the best teachers?
Mr. MILLP. That is almost a hearing in itself. Let me be very

brief. All thi; presidentsthis is something remarkableall of the
presidents of all the institutions in the State of Vermont signed a

compact with the State board and with the Professional Standards
Board to invt. nt what we called a result-oriented program.
And the offering on the table is that presidents together will de-

velop an alternative where a graduate can show competence,

rather than having gone through the ht. 3ps, and that would be the
basis of improving the institution. I think they are going to make
it.

Some other things happened. A professional standards board lias

been created. It has a teacher majority. Their task is to find the
standard to iiefine what a teacher should know and be able to do.
No one wants to join an outfit that anybody can get into. And one
way of recruiting talent is to say that what we want is the best,
and I think that's a powerful way of doing it.

Just one other I alluded to briefly. The entire university, the
entire college has to project itself as an institution that prepares
great teachers. And it was a small thing. I don't think people real-

ize the importance of it.
There was a State Board meeting not too long ago and the Dean

of thc Artsthe Faculty of the Arts and Sciences and the Dean of
Education together went and spoke. I was shocked. That doesn't
happen that kind of collaboration and it was genuine. I followed it
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up and I've talked with Dean Ball and Dean Ducharme repeatedly.
There's a coming together there, a joining of strength that has to
be felt by people who are trying to make a choice of career.
Senator JEFFORDS. What is Vermont doing in the area similar to
our Early Intervention program? Do we have counselors that try to
reach out at earlier ages to let people know that there are opportunities out there if they come from economically disadvantaged families?

Mr. Mna.s. Vermont has an extensive early education program.
It probably reaches about a third of the people who are eligible. I
don't think there's anything of the scope that you proposed in S.
585 and that's why I think it's so important.
The message that you are sending with that bill is that there's a
future for you even if you don't have the money. And it's not just
college in the traditional sense; it's post-secondary education. But
there's certain milestones that you have to reach. That's so crucial.
It's not a free ride. The message that we have to give is that there's
opportunity and it's going to be your opportunity because you have
a chance to work for it.
Senator JEFFORDS. What is happening in Vermont in the area of
promoting and bringing forth innovative methods, demonstration
projects, if necessary?

Mr. Mims. I mentioned the example that I saw from St. Michael's College. I think there's a lot of that that's going on. There's
an editorial, a story really, in the Free Press today which I think

tells one of our best stories.
A math teacher, Rachel McNeil ly, one of the most gifted mathematics teachers I've ever seen. I sat in on a class of, I guess it was,
second graders. She was teaching them transformational geometry.

I've never encountered that in grade school. She never told the
kids that they couldn't do it. She just started teaching it and the
kids were getting it.
She happens to be relatively well-known because she travels
around a lot. I travel and I see a lot of teachers who are not as
well-known but who are as gifted. I think, once again, here':-.1 a
partnership, a heritage education partnership.
Our students' assessments in writing and mathematics, we're
going to get the results in June. I think the writing, in particular,
the writing results are going to be shockingly good. And when
people look at that, they're going to say, where did our children
learn to write like that.
When we're digging into it, we're going to realize that higher

education has made a significant investment in what we call process writing over the past few years. It was a huge investment. Vermont's portfolio system is possible because that investment was
quietly made sometime ago.
We may find that we are not doing quite so well in mathematics
and, if that's the case, I'm going to say how much are we spending
on the preparation of teachers in science.
One of the additional goals is that the United States will be No.
1 in the world. We haven't got a prayer of reaching it. Vermont
has a prayer of reaching it because it's a small State, at least. Let's
talk about the summer of 1992, which could deliver a huge profes-
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sional development program and turn around our capacities to

teach mathematics and science.
Senator JEFFORDS. Great. I'm pleased to hear that. Would you
give me an indication of the status of what is going on in Vermont
regarding the utilization of computers? Innovative procedures can

come about with computers. Where do you stand in that regard,

and what are your needs?
Mr. Mn.L.s. I think in one sense we trail the Nation in the use of

computers. There is a glowing bright spot though in a group of
teachers and professors from higher education. It's called the Vermont Educational Technology Council. And for a long time, they

have been trying to think how do we get a program going in educational technology.

They hit on something that I think is very exciting. They took
the four Vermont goals and they said educational technology is a
way to get there fast, and they laid it out, the specifics. These are
not casual people. They are teachers, professors, people who are
doing it, and they have attracted the interest of some of our business partners. And you haveso you have school people, higher
education, and high tech business.
There's something else that exists in Vermont that is going to
allow us to jump ahead: The fiber optic network that we have. The
fact that we have a recession, we simply can't do things the way we

used to do. I think all of these things are going to conspire to
create a dramatic increase in the use of technology. I see it in my
office. We'll have an internal network by September simply because we can't afford to do it any other way.

Senator JEFFORDS. I've been impressed over the years, especially

in the area of computers. I've been amazed with the results that it

can have. I also understand the huge barrier that could exist.

Teachers are not being exposed to the computer technology. What
do we do in the State to help teachers understand and better utilize the computer technology?
Mr. MILLS. Well, we need to give them a reason as well as the

means. I find thatthere was in dealing with my budget, I found

that there was a Xerox machine that had produced a million copies
last year. We simply can't afford that nonsense anymore. Why the
million copies? It seems that a lot of it was going to send publications to teachers, the big thick documents on reading and teaching,

another one on mathematics. A lot of it was waste. They would
read one article on it and throw the rest away.

Our plan now is to set up 800-numbers and to deliver this kind of
training material through an electronic means. It creates an immediate incentive for people who become computer literate. We have
surveyed the schools to find out how many have this access. So you
have to create a need.

I think that the willingness and the eagerness is there. When
there's an event like Apple Feast where vendors get together and
the equipment is there, it's always oversold. You've got to get there

early. It's packed.
In some ways, I feel badly that we haven't moved with educational technology. In another sense, I feel that we lucked out because
we have it just like with our assessments. Most States are trying IL'
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dump an old style assessment. Like Vermont is doing, we didn't
have one. We've had to invent one on the cutting edge.
Same thing is true in technology. Instead of dealing with millions of dollars in badly invested technologies, we have the fiber
optic system; we have a much better understanding of what the
technology is for; we have active local educators. Sparks are going
to hit and very fast.
Senator JEFFORDS. My final question and, I thank you for taking
time out of your busy day. I know we're pleased to accommodate
you this morning.

Television-type classrooms, which you're experimenting with
which I have seen and watched the young people participate in and

I was very impressed with that. What was the status of that, and
how do you feel it has worked, and what could we do to take more
full advantage of its possibilities?

Mr. MILLs. I've use it several times. I find it exciting. I find it
surprising that relatively few people use it. I think we need to
market it more. The Vermontthe Interactive TV, they're working very hard to market it. They're doing something the next
couple of weeks. Con Hogan, the Secretary of the Agency of
Human Services, and I are going to be on television together
through Interactive TV talking to people about the state of the
State. In doing that, we're dramatizing our point and also saying
you don't have to travel clear across the State to pound on us. We
can go to the Interactive Television Network and we'll get the message.

The teacher I talked about, Rachel McNeil ly, about the transformation geometry, that was done over Interactive TV. I remember
how exciting it was. I also remember there weren't enough people
in the remote sites watching it. We need to be there and doing it.
You need to be using it. I need to be using it. Our colleagues need

to be using it. It's going to be educational technology is the
systemis a set of strategies that will make it possible for a very

high level of mathematics, very high level of the science to be obtained in very small schools.
Senator JEFFORDS. I am excited about it also. Thank you very
much for being here this morning. I deeply appreciate it and look
forward to talking about it again.
Mr. MILL.s. Thank you very much, Senator.

[The article from the Free Press followsj
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Senator JEFFORDS. The first panel includes Steward Lacasce,
president of Burlington College; Maureen Gardner, Vermont State
College; Ted Franzeim, Vermont Student Assistance Corp.; Nelberta Lunde, St. Michael's College; Donald Honeman, University of
Vermont; and Sue Carp, Vermont Student Concerns Committee.
We're going to divide the group into three's. If Steward, Maureen,
and Ted could come up first.
Stew, why don't you start off. Here's the mike and we'll go down

the list. It's certainly a pleasure to have you present again and I

look forward to your testimony and hearing from all of you.
We're in exciting times to go forward in the reauthorization this
year. And, needless to say, we have a number of problems not the

least of which is budget constraints. But I am of the philosophy
and belief that higher education and general education is so important that we can't just take the deficit problem as meaning it's a
bar to any thought or direction as to where we should go as we
look forward to the future. We not onlY have to look forward to the

5 years that this program will be in effect, but we want to make
sure that these things we do will not create problems for us getting
to where we ought to be in the future. That's why I want to work
on where we ought to be in a generation from now. So keep that in
mind. I'd like your advice to make sure we don't end up bortowing
from what we need to do for the future.
Stew, go ahead.

STATEMENTS OF STEWARD LACASCE, PRESIDENT, BURLINGTON
COLLEGE; MAUREEN GARDNER, VERMONT STATE COLLEGES;
EDWARD P. FRANZEIM, JR., DIhECTOR, GRANT PROGRAMS AND
FINANCIAL AID SERVICES, VERMONT STUDENT ASSISTANCE
CORP.; NELBERTA LUNDE, ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE; DONALD
HONEMAN, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT; AND SUE CARP, VERMONT STUDENT CONCERNS COMMITTEE

Mr. LACASCE. I very briefly read and even put my reading glass-

es in the car, and when I walked off I realized that I left them in
my car. I have written testimony, but meanwhile I'm going to paraphrase.
Senator JEFFORIS. Please keep in mind that we have 30 minutes
for the three of you.
Mr. LACASCE. I will be brief. In starting off, I want first to thank

you for holding this hearing and glad we could come. It hardly
seems like 6 years ago that we went through this process before.
And as you recall, the last reauthorization we worked very closely
with you and Bob Stafford throughout the entire process of that
bill.

My favorite moment perhaps in that whole process was a statement that appeared in the Chronicle of Higher Education that we

had been so successful in influencing our representatives that
somebody said and quoted in the Chronicle as saying, "When it
comes to higher education, Vermont runs the Nation," which I considered to be the highest praise that we could have of our elected
representatives and our ability to work with you. So we look forward to working with you again this time around.
0t
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We, at your invitation, Vermont Higher Education Council did
prepare a report which you have had an advanced copy and I'll
give you an official copy today. It was_prepared when I was last
year the chair of the Vermont Higher Education Council Committee on Government Relations, and we prepared a report to you
with a whole series of recommendations. VVe highlighted six of
them, and I'm going to go down through them very quickly. You
have the tests and the backup information about them in the
report, but I'd like to add a couple of comments on some of them.
The first of our recommendations, and it was given in order of
priority, is that you do everything that you can as you did last time

around to preserve the hold-harmless provision in the campus

based aid programs. This is our No. 1, top bar No. 1 priority for you
to look out for in terms of reauthorization as much as possible.
This is something that you'll find, I'm sure, tremendous support

from all of the New England States on. We have provided you, I
believe, with information on what the impact would be financially

on this State and on each institution in the State if that clause

were not there. Not only would it be a loss of revenue for our students, but it would also limit considerably globally the flexibility
financial aid officers have in preparing individually based financial
aid packages for our students. So we consider this very, very important and encourage you to do everything that you can to preserve
that provision.
The second recc mmendation, was a very quick one we put in
knoWng full well that it would not likely happen.
ThFit is to making the Pell grants an entitlement. We put that in
partly to influence the importance of grants and partly to emphasize the importance of grants over loans over the past 6 or 8 y aars,
and the great shift as you very well know from a policy of helping
students fund their education through grants as opposed to loans.
So we wanted to put that No. 2 even though it's likelihood is very
slim.

Third, we encourage you to resist any attempts to front low financial aid by making grants in the first 2 years and loans in the
second 2 years because we believe that this would have the opposite effect on this well-intentioned effort. It would discourage
middle-income students from starting and discourage low-income

students from finishing.
Our fourth rocommendation is trying to deal with the very, very
complex and extremely important issues of loan default. We fully
understand the need for doing this and recognize the importance of
it nationally. Vermont, as you know, has a very good record in this
case, but it is a major problem nationally.
We came up with basically encouraging you not to deal with it so
much as to act, but through allowing the department to continue to
control it through regulations. And have added one recommendation which you may not hear a great deal of and that one I want to
emphasize, and that was the possibility of looking at it through the
Secretary of Education's recognition of an accrediting agencies.
As you know, an institution to be eligible for any of the aid programs must be accredited by one of the agencies recognized by the
Secretary. And most of our institutions, colleges, and universities
are accredited by regional accrediting agencies. However, many are

29i
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accredited by national agencies that are subject to the particular
area of interest of an institution, and large numbers of institutions
that have the largest default rates are accredited by national institutions.

We aro not. proposing that these r.ot be recognized, but rather
the Secretary insert into the requirements and regulations for rec.
ognizing such accrediting agencies the requirement, a very small

requirement, a very important one which would insist that the

agencies be able to demonstrate that their accrediting processes are
independent of their members. What this means is that an institution coming up for accreditation will go through a process that is
fair and independent of their members, a member of the organization that accredits them.
It is possible now, and I'm probably overstating this, but it would
be possible technically for somebody to buy their way into a natio&
al accrediting association and, in the process of buying into it, essentially buy their accreditation and so finance their ability for fi-

nancial aid, but I do it mainly to emphasize that point. So this is
one area that I think would have tremendous effect on the default
issue and would also strengthen the whole accreditation process.

Our fifth is to remove needs analysis from the statute. We put

that inwe know why it was there, butin the first place and it
was to preserve the legislative intent of the interpretation of that
through the department. But it also apparently created major problems for the financial aid officer and, in working with us, frankly
urged us to put that in as one of our six recommendations.
Senator JEFFORDS. I'm sorry. That was-Mr. LACASCE. That was removing needs analysis from the statutes.
Senator JEFFORDS. OK.

Mr. LACASCE. The sixth and last one was to increase the funds
for the student grant system, SSIG. This was a rather odd one to
put in because it doesn't represent a large amount of money in
terms of a packet. But we consider Vermont, as you know, has a
very strong program for funding students through the Vermont
Students Assistance Corporation. We think that other students
should follow suit. An SSIG funding would encourage the State
through a matching requirement to develop programs similar to
our VSAC program.

And at this point, I want to take off my Vermont Higher Education Council hat and put on my independent college hat and make
a particularly strong pitch for this one. And I want to make this
very clear that I'm not speaking for SSIG. I'm speaking for the colleges.

I read an article, which I made a copy of to give you, that appeared in Change Magazine in 1990 just less than a year ago by
somebody by the name of Frederick Fischer, an analyst in OMB.
He was making a point that in the shortage of funds that this gov-

ernment has in funding any of our programs and specifically
higher education, it's going to be increasingly difficult to fund it in

the way we have historically for the last several decades in that
there just simply isn't enough money to sustain programs to artificially deflate the tuition at public institutions.
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Obviously, this is a development person speaking about this in
relation to public institutions, not that we're opposed to public institutions. That's not the point at all. When the funds are scarce, if
you target the funds at the student as opposed to institutions, you
will guarantee that that student is able to go to college somewhere.
Whereas, if you place that money in institutions, what we're doing
is funding students who can afford to pay the full cost of the education along with those that cannot.
I think there needs to be some more balance toward funding students in the process of the mix between institutional and student

aid. I make that statement mainly to point out the emphasis to
look at that as a national policy. I think it's not going to happen
this time around, but it may 6 years from now. So I want to give

you the article to read.

I will now put my VSAC hat back on again and say that these
six recommendations, including increased support for SSIG not
quite as blatantly as I just made it, are positions that all of the colleges, all of the presidents of all of the colleges, all financial aid
officers of all of the colleges, both public and independent, recommend to you as our highest priority.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much. Excellent testimony,

Stew.

[The prepared statement of Mr. LaCasce (with an attachment)

follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OP MR. LACASCE

Thank you for inviting me to present testimony today on the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. It hardly seems possible that 6 years have passed since
we went through this process with you and Bob Stafford. As you recall, you worked
closely at that time with those of us on the Vermont Higher Education Council. In
the end, you and Bob were so successful in furthering our mutual agenda that the
Chronicle of Higher Education quoted someone as saying peevishly, "When it comes
to higher education, Vermont runs the country!"

This time around, you again invited the council to offer its advice, and I am
pleased to present to you a report that we adopted at our last annual meeting. It
contains in essence the recommendations of all the presidents and of all the finan-

cial aid officers of all of the public and independent colleges in Vermont.
Of our six top recommendations, the single, No. 1asteodp priority is to maintain the
"hold-harmless provision for each of the compus-b
programs using as the base
an institution's 1988 level of expenditure.
Our reason for placing so much emphasis on this provision is that above all else,

it allows each institution some flexibility to help shape an individual student's financial aid package on top of those grants and loans that he or she i,ceives according to a national standard. Were this provision to be dropped from the reauthoriza-

tion, the loss to all the institutions in the State and to those in the rest of New
England would be significantnot only in the amount of funding available to our

students, but also in terms of the flexibility we have to meet their needs.
I can not stress too strongly how important we believe this provision is.
Our second recommendation, making Pell grants an entitlement, we know is a
long-shot at best. We include it mainly to emphasize the importance of giving grants
priority over loans as sound national policy.
I would now like to read our next four recommendations. Our reasons for making
them are documented in the text of the report, so I need not elaborate on them here
except to add a couple of footnotes:

Recommendation No. 3Resist any attempt to "front load" financial aid by

making only Pell grants available in a student's first 2 years of college and only

Stafford/SLS loans in the final 2 years.
Recommendation No. 4Maintain the Department of Education's regulations concerning reduction of defaults in the Stafford Loan Program and strengthening the
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Secretary's role in recognizing accrediting agencies that provide institutions with
eligibility for Federal financial aid programs.
Recommendation No. 5Remove need analysis from statute.
Recommendation No. 6Substantially increase the funds for the State Student
Incentive Program (SSIG) over current authorizations levels.
Concerning Recommendation No. 4, that is, approaching the problem of loan defaulth through regulations and the accrediting process, deserves one of my two foot-

notes. I am sure you will hear many recommendations concerning this difficult
topic, but you may not hear much about the possibility of approaching it through a

minor change in the accrediting process. As you know, most colleges and universities are accredited by one of the regional accrediting agencies, and must meet their

high standards. However, many other institutionsincluding a large number of
those with substantial default ratesare accredited by national accrediting bodies,
some of which are little more than membership organizations that you can join by
paying a fee.

Our recommendation, therefore, is very simple: Namely, that the Secretary of

Education recognize no accrediting agency which fails to demonstrate its independence from its own members and from other organizations in the exercise of its accrediting function. This simple change could significantly strengthen the integrity of
accreditation itself, and at the same time lessen the possibility of institutions more
or less buying their way into eligibility for Federal financial aid.
My second and last footnote to our recommendations concerns No. 6: That is, increasing funds for SSIG in order to encourage other States to follow Vermont's lead
in developing need-based scholarship programs. In my opinionand here some of
my colleagues in the Higher Education Council may differthis approach to financial aid may be the only financially viable option this Nation has in the future to
assure access for low-income students.
I would likeagain speaking personally and not from the perspective of the Coun-

cilto recommend to you an article by Frederick J. Fischer that appeared in the
January 1990 edition of Change Magazine (I have made a copy for your convenience.) In this article, Mr. Fischer, who was a budget examiner for the Office of
Management and Budget, argues persuasively that the Federal Government as a
matter of policy should encourage States to develop their need-based financial aid
programs. Put simply, he argues, in effect, that States can no longer afford to subsidize students who are able to pay the full cost of an education by artificially reducing their tuition at certain institutions.
Having ventured briefly and independently into this controversial area, I will now
put my Vermont Higher Education hat back on, hand over our report to you, and
thank you sincerely for your offer to work with us once again.
[Article from the Change Magazine follows:]
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SlAtE
FINANCING
OF HIGHER EDUCATION
A NEW LOOK AT AN OLD PROBLEM
Establish the law for educating the
common people. This it is the bun.
neas of the Hate to effect and on a

ts supplemen:an to that of ihe slates, an
aspect of :he (Mutsur is that a compre.

hensne (edral pclic) is unnecessan In
deed, if such a compreher so e policy
were formulated, it might tiolate :he un
demanding of :he prOper fedetal and
stare roles because it .oulo ,rript) a pm.

general plan.

Thomas Jefferson

mars federal reSpOnSibillly

But a comprehensit e polies or "general plan" is important, as Jefferson realized, because it is usuall the "common
people" %%Ito re excluded or left 'torts

all students of higher
education would agree that

there is no "general plan"
that guides the public sector
(the federal government and
the states) in providing subsi.
dies to "educate the common
people," at least at the postsecondary level. Some would go funher
and assen that no such plan should exist.
Larry Gladieux and Tom Wolanin noted
years ago in their instructive study, Con-

off when complex public policieS ate
poorly cooroinaied and lack an ot erall
strategy. These people hate limited po.
btical clout. They cannot afford expen
sive lobbrots and lack the resoutces to
avoid the consequences fsr :hem of retrogress:t e policiri The loan) of pow Cr.
lessness :s iarraa.r. I knew But onprov.
ing the lot of these people should, in my
tiew, be :he rnasor goal of policyrnakers:
it is the principal dOmmeilic twS.neis of
the stre
In ih:s article, then. I till! achance a
!ciponstoin for
general plan of

gress and the Colleges':

Another historical assumption of federal

higher education policy is that there s
no policy in the sense of an integrated,
coordinated and comPrehenin e bh:c.
print.... Also, because the federal rote
.
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.

the finance of higher education. More
precisely. I will review the current state
approach to higher education finance,
analyzing state policy On its own merits
and the appropriateness of the federal
response thereto, and then commenting

on the resulting evel of policy coherence. I will argue pacifically that:
contrary to r opular wisdom, there
FRED FISCHER it a budeet examiner with
responstbdity for student oul proeroms or
the U.S. Office of Management and Budeet.

The slew expressed in this article art the
personal views of the author. They do not
represent, nor should they be construed as,

an official position of the Office of UMW.
men! and Budget. The author wishes to
thank Bob Davidson, Jerry Davis, Emerson

Elliott, Chicle, Finn, Larry GIOCAPLIA Lff
Notion, Terry Hartle, Buddy A'arelis, Dor
Loneonecler, Bernie MarttnMgareen Mc.
Laughlin, Mike McPherson, Tom Morten.
son. Pat Smith, Prier Stow, Julianne Still

Thrift, Barry White, Tom Wolanin, and
parncularly Art Hauptman, for exception.
all) close readings and helpful critic urns of
earlier drafts of Mu article.
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"efficient," priced as it ought to be.

.1 an Implicit general plan currently unit
ing federai and state financing policies;

trams were S9.0 billion. That is, nate
and focal dollars We More than arm

this general plan is inefficient, in.
equitable, and ineffective, insolving ob.
solve stare financing polities and mis-

limes the federal dollars. the big money,

Saone, a related argument Views hiSh.
er education as an entitlement: everyone

without question, is at the state level.

(who on gain admission academically)

What we the states doing, and why?

should be abie to afford and have access

taken federal responses thereto;

Cumnt State Practice
There it peat diversity across the

another general plan is available
that addresses most of the ptoblem
with the current plan; and
implementation of this plan would

almost certainly require fedeol inter.
vention in stale financing policies.

Much of what follows is hardly new;
readers may find, for example, cogent
discussion of the issues raised here in a
semina/ IVI paper by Lee Hansen and
Burton Weisbrod and in the Carnegie
Commission's lucid 1973 study, Higher
Educotion: Who Pays? Who Benefits?
Who Should Poy? (see "Selected Read.

ings"). Little has been written on this
topic in the last decade, however, and
the issues we important enough to de.
ten e consideration anew.

Let us begin by recalling Willie Sin.

ton, the infamous bank robber,
caught once more and asked by a
judge, "Willie, why do you keep robbing
bankir Sutton replied, supposedly in all
innocence, -Because that's where they
keep the money."
Sutton's point about concentrating on

where the money is is a useful one in
thinking about public polity. Looking
for big money is often how sic discos er

snhat the underlying policies an, how
%se get pointed to real sources of prob.
lems. A big money focus can also help us

rad Washington.based myopia about
public purses that matter. Many people,
misled by the determinedly federa/ focus
of many higher education lobbyists and

states in polkies toward financing higher
education. Some charge relatively high
tuitions a: public colleges; others keep
tuitions low. Some provide substantial
need.based aid to students; others rela.

tively little. Most provide direct aid to
students at private institutions, though
in most cases the amount is small.
These differences have important ins.
plitations for how states would react po-

litically to a change in federal financing
poCcy; they make it difficult to fashion a
single, coherent federal policy in the first
place. They need not, however, distract
us from anairaing the dominant thrust
of state policy.
That policy is unambiguous and es .
sentially unchanged for more than a cen

tury: provide direct appropriations to
public institutions to allow those institutions to charge tuitions for all students
that are low in absolute terms. The re
suiting charges are also, importantly,
ION relative to the cost of prosiding editcation services at these institutions, and
low relathe ro charges by comparable
private institutions. That direct appro.
priations to reduce tuition for all is the
basic financing policy is clear from fip
uses developed by Tom Monenson of
the Amencan College Testing Program:
in recent years only about 5 percent of
state support for higher education has
been in the form of need.bued financial
aid.-95 percent goes to colleges as a di.
rect tuition submity for all students.

by frequent media attention to bat ks
about federal student aid, has e come to

beliese that the federal sacrament is
the principal public.sector contributor
to the genera/ financing of higher edu.
cation.
Not oril; is :his perception v. tong, it is
badl; so. For the most recent ;ear for

Sven basic reasons hase been ad.
sanced user thc ;ears in support

of this directrd.tainstnutions
appr oath.
First, higher education is a public good

comnl-Lmor.s to :onent.rund leirnues
of :mini:nuns cf higher education "ere
fedeial sopropna,
53o 6 b,liion.

that thould be freeor at least set) easily
accessible flnancially-10 all qualified
users. It produces gent:al ben:fits to so.
clety and should, therefore, Lle pubic
elementary and wondary education, be
financed to a peat if not escl.sis evIenI
ta\ prers Economists making this ar

Ie IV student aid pio.

gument ,culd tay t'lat the ,PrOads is

sshich the National Center on Education
Statistics has published actual data
(195!), direct state and local sacrament

lions
44

4.,r

:he

to a college education, and therefore it
should be essentially free for ever5ont.
The third reason is II parochial version
of the first; a state needs to provide a sub.
sidle to keep its most able students from

leaving the nate, from attending college
elsewhere and perhaps not returning: fit.
ture state benefits in the form of econom .

ic growth and intellectual, cultural, and
political vitality are said to depend on
this.

Fourth, low tuition promotes equal
opportunity by making it easier for able
students from lower.ineome families to
afford college. The approach is equity.

enhancing among the tollege.bound.
There we two subtly variations of this ar.
'lament. One is that a low.tultion "stick.

er price," as opposed to a high sticker
pnce offset by need.based aid, prevents
"sticker shock" and reduced enrollment
by low.income students (I use this latter
phrase as shorthand, with regard to de.

pendent students, for "students from
low.income families"). The other aria.
tion is that making low tuitions available

for all makes it easier for the politica)
process to make them available for stu .
dents from poor families.

Fifth, direct appropriations by the
state lepslature affecting all students
maintain needed public control over what
goes on as publk institutions; accounts .
lolly is ensured.

Sivth, direct state appropriations is a
simple mechanism that means much less
papers% ork and red tape for the state, for

public schools, and, importantly, for
students.
The seventh reason needs mention only
in passing. The loss-tuition approach basically odrains money from parents (and
other state taxpayers) via the tax system
rather than relying on a voluntary paren.
tel contribution to a sivdent's education.
This ''forced,payment" approach makes

students more independent and, in es.
sence, presents well-off OVUM from
presenting their children from going to
college by refusing to help bay the bills.
This argument seems 100 cynical abox
the relations of parents and children.
Es en if the, e vete. hosseser. large num
brs of ,,cil.off parents unwilLns to help
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(poor parents would nOt be
expected to help in am case), there is suf.

ficient aid.officer discretion in the run
rent system of determining need and
awarding aid to allow the situation of
children of such parents to be addrernen.
This argument is not discussed funher.

Arguments Aga Intl Current
Stale Practice
The fl.rst six arguments are, at fusi
glance, plausible and persuasive. Yet on
closer inspection, I believe, we swig elm

none of themuith the exception of ad.
ministrattve simplkityvety compelling.
Postsecondery education es public
good. It is more difficult to make a case
for the general (or axial, or public) bene.
fits of a cofleee education, and for the
corresponding general subsidy approach,
than it is for elementarY and secondary
education.
If a student is literate, for example, he
will be able to read street signs and be a
safe dnver, which benefits pedestrians
and other drivers. Or, at another level, he
will be able to comprehend newspapers
and other basic mitten materials, which
will help him be a better citizen by

proving his understanding of events
around him. Similar arguments apply to
basic numeracy. This is not to deny that
these basic slalls create substantial private

benefitsthey clearly dobut only to argue that a significant share of lower
school benefits is Public.

amount by giving up money.
A common objection to this line of at.

fument is that sizeable public or social
benefits do exist in the fonts of increased
taxes paid by college vsduates. II is correct that these taxes represent real inert.

mints to production that students would
not be likely to take into account when
thinking about investing in college. But if
one wishes to include these benefits in the

benefit-cost cakulation. then erre must
also include costs that the student maY
not take into consideration, such as the
difference between full educational cosi
and the subedited price he or she would
face at either a public or private college.
Lee Hansen looked at this quesion in
some detail in an April, 1963 &nick in the
Journal of Political Economy, one of the
urliest rate.of.return studies. He found,
interestingly enough. that public subsi.
dies make "the private rates of return net
of tax considerably more attractive than

t Is we drat to maks a ass ke the
went (or octal. or pubic) terehts of
ediegs vkleedon, eed Ix the ecetstexehvg

wai Ms* math, Usual br
emote/ end secondary educate,.

the rate of return earned on total resource

investment" (emphasis supplied). That
is, relative to private benefits and costs,
the incremental sociJ benefits of college
education are actually less than the incre.
mental social costs.

Most studies over the years have supported Hansen's conclusion. Larry Leslie

and Paul Brinkman, as part of their
larger 1988 solume, The Economic Va/ .
we of Higher Educonon, arried out a scr-

olled meta.analysis of 15 studies that
calculated social rates of return. Al.

II is much harder to identify benefits though Leslie and Brinkman "an, of
that clearly accrue to society, above ond
beyond tihor occrues ro rhe student, frorn
going to college and learning to be an en.
ens, re English teacher, businessman, or
computer prorpammer. One can say that
society needs and values engineers, which

is certainly true, but that is just another
way of saying that the salary the student
(not soder, ') comes to enjoy as an engi.
neer reflects the usefulness of his or her
skills.

Although 1 am better off because engineers eist, the degree to which I am bet-

ter off is measured by how much 1 en
%killing to pay for ensaneering services.

That ir, svill be just indifferent at the
margin bitueen teeping my money and
buying engmeer.ng eroces. If I buy
those services, ir. uellbeing skill be an.
1

Chanrrd. I wig hase increased my well.

being by some a:nouni b

acquIrtht the

serge. tut drieLyed ii M .in equal
Chartge
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possible downward biases in these calcu-

lations, they nonetheless dutifully report
that the social rates of return on under.
graduate education "range between 11.6

and 12.1 percentslightly less than the
private rate of return values." Thus the
tases.as.benefits argument for providini
additional public subsidies, once appropriately framed, has not generally been
found compelling empirically.
All this is not to deny, of course, :hat
there are many real non-financial benefits
from higher education. One might mention, for example. the ancillary pleasures
of bfe on a college campus, the aesthetic

pleasure of learning, development of
desirable personal qualnies such as in .

tellectual integrity and tolerance of
change, general cognitive deselopment,
and so on. Note that these benefits aft
pnmarilv private in nature.
It is probabll appropriate so sisualue a
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Contra') to general
perception. thr big
money in public.
sector contributions
to the general
noticing of higher
education conies

from the stales
rather Mon the
federal government.

conttnuum Of benefits along the scale of
educational attainment, xxith the public.
pris ate ma of benefits changing as the

education Ind changes. At :he low end
of general learning (elementary educe.
:ion), a subnormal share of benefits is
public; at the high end of specialized
trairdng (paduate education), vinually
all benefits are pm ate. Contention usual.
ly emerges about :he precise mix during
the last >ear or tito of secondary school.
ing and the undergraduate sears. I read

in the Hansen and N1eiihrod onele
mentioned ear'uer:
the in:en:net :rem anecpa:e withoat
.
subsidielat ,eaSt or :!,ose not near ;he
be:Ito:no! the at.ztsopts ladder. Thus,
e'en if soc.al t:enetlts ue lege. no public
subsids it likes to he tiecessa.- to encour.

age the ,ast inatents a higher-income
students to int est.r. rc'Jege

from undergraduate education are pre.

Hansen and \\ etibrod base thea he.
lief on evidence that ;he rate of return
from college equals or exceeds that
mailable from other insestments. An
additional consideration is that, for

dominantly prism in nature and that

ne.off lamthes, the pers,5n realizing

those of graduate education are almost
entirely so.
Regardless of the degree to nhich one
agnbes general benefits to societ> from
postsecondary education, ho,%eier, this
argument does not, in itself, jussif> state
tuitions for :he
policies ihat create
no/I.:teed) The precise question to ask

on% ate benefits (the sh.clentl is not the
person paying trIC'si of the [CMS (the par.

the mdence to say that the benefits

! about the loituition state pea> Is; do
students from ss elloff farrabes ,:tecr this
subsidy to enroll ii suffictent numbers.

from soot!, s perTeet,el
Th;s q..eswn s !rood and
I6

ems.). Presurnath ;h4 leads such St:.
dents to demand more postseconda.->
education than the> o:
If pmate Incertt:ses a:e akeads sum.

cient to produce apr.-rta:e tvstse:ond

satidies :.at 1.2e c.;r:enit
.11f: Welci
tsded no rtJjer!, ,f1
through the lc, :t..W*1 a:prca:h. and n
the onsa:e sei:or

ered

en :!+e cub.

ary enrolLment les

'.c

dies from end,.. .1.0. ---l-;.

and in both sectors through various fed.
1

eral programs, one would expect substan-

tial ovenntenmenr in higher education,
at least (rorn a labor market perspective.
And, indeed, several inxestigators have
found evidence of such cherinvestment.
For example, Russell Rumberger, in -an

article in the Winter, l9S7 issue of the
Jounlol of Hurnon Resources, concludes
that "a significant proportion of working
Amencans have completed more school.
ing than their jobs require."
Postsecondary education as entitlement. Once one gets beyond the areas of
basic Constitutional rights (e.g., free
speech, suffrage), tee question of what is

a right or entitlement is a political one
that is difficult to address on objective,
analytical grounds.

As a factual Matter, it if clear that
higher education ts not now an entitlement, unhke elementary and secondary
education That is, if my chtid were defiled access to public elemental, Of sec.
ondar> education in any s:ate. I would
hase gounds for suing :0 get him or her
admitted But if ms child uere denied acce,s to ; ut-lro h4..her cducs-cn. l would
Change
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not hate such Founds (nee", in a few
jurisdictions with totally open adinbeioro
policies). Further, oen if my child were
admitted, but could not attend because I

could not afford the required tuition
gam, I would still not have pounds for
suing.

But the important question is not fac.
tual but norrnathe: should higher eduea.
tion be an entitlement (for those who satisfy academic crttena for enrollment)?
believe very strongly, on equity ppuhde,
tho the &ismer to this question is no. Society always faces competing claims for
available resources. Other thinF being
equal, higher priority thould be given to
addressing the claims of those who are
worst.off. An entitlement to hisher education allocates resources to those who

are, by definition, most likely to be the
testwoff as adultS: the most intelligent (or
as least the moo educable). Although it Ls
hard to make the allocation decision between helping an elementary school student to read and a college student to un.

demand Hegel, our first duty is and al.
ways must be to the younger student.
Even if one were to assume for the sake

of argument that postsecondary educetion should be an entitlement, however,
that assumption does not imply the cur.
rent low.tuition, direct.pants.meolleges
approach. One could as easily construct
an entitlement program based on need.
based subsidies so students (tom poor
families, so that all students would be
able to afford some decent level of public
higher education. But more of this below.
Subsidies to retain taient

has moved from 4.5 in academic year
197344 to abnost 6 In l911746. And idthoush FTE.smiehted figures for inmost
venUs out.of.nate charges are hard tO
come by, it appears that the agpteate
price differential between those two fir
tires is in the same ballpark as the private.

public differential.
Just like a tariff, the fact of these im.
Pool price differentials products bane.
ful results. First, it shelters public in.

nitutions from competition from other

.nnitutions (private or out of state),
allowing inefficient and more.costly.
than.Lecessary provision of education
services at any even quality level. Second, it distorts student choice, and can
induce students for financial reasons to

higher education puts private education
at a distinct arid unfair competitive dis.
advantage. The effect of this tariff is, at
least, to distort private.sector pricing (as
it struggles to maintain its enrollment
share) and, at worst, to threaten its fun.
damental rmancial %lability.
Interestingly, in the May, 1989 A mer.

icon Economic Review, Michael McPherson, Morton Schapiro, and Gordon
Winston report just such a distortion for
certain pris ate institutions:
marset segmentation is ernremely im.

ponant in understanding college .. bc.
hasior. Poorly endowed private colleges
heavily subsidised by state gesernmena

only 51.1Z44, compared voth 56,778 at

priate collegesprisate prices

%acre

more than 3 nme.s inglict than public
Prices. Worse, the chspanty briv.ten the
No has generally increased oier the lan
15 years

Ch444

Tbe mare eubhc ;rnce ratio

mat ro.

the sum of their "tariffs" on private

than the price of private education or of
pubtic education in other states (where
the student would be from out of state
and pay higher tuition), is similar eco.
nonveally to submarine a domestic in.
durry to shelter it from foreign competi.
lion or, equis alently, imposing a tanff on

one. in 198546, according to NCES,
public tuition aod fees (I1.rate) were

Nadu* rialto to mewl)? I WM

41Y ate* on Klitf Pa*, that*

ly count on their own nate enrollments
(as if, in international tr tde, the court.
tries were dividbig up the vorld market),

ha,e tuition rates that are vmhin S1.010 or
52.0a) of public college tuitions (that A.Te

Winer .0 buy at home.
This subsid)-tanff is a very subrantial

to MOW (1,2 ttoso wl Wier

choose the wrong school for them. Third,
although public institutions can general.

Reducing the price of in.state public post.
secondary education, so that it is cheaper

forcip cornett:ion to induce the con.

als Meta woke Is Kt
txtuol Pi fauna Stoki MOW Mae

and often compete for slitulif students.
These pressures have probably eontnb.
uted to keeping tuition increases relatively
low at these schools.

There is an additional undesirable re.
suit of the public-private price disparity

to note. importing the tariff analogy
from its normal relit?' of trading in pri.
vate.sectot goods and services is some
what misleading because, for a yariety
of reasons, the ability of both she public
and pri% ate higher education sectors to
expand enrollment is more limited and
cenamly less rapid than is the ability of a
pm ate rum to expand production
As the gap betuees public and pn% at e
SCOW pnces widens, mor and more
higher income studer.Is rita> decide they

1953
47
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don't stint to pay private pnces and will
instead attend flagaNp state Instoutions.
To the extent that flagship enrollments
are limited, or capped. rationing crowds
ow ohs/41%11114rd students (who ale, on

average, less competitive in ability), who

A

are then forced to attend proprietary
101141StlOn 014 tr &Odom nc4

souls MAI ogatunitY. Jug Mt Waft
It provida a subsidy tbst Inman SS

IncomeS rIfts, wtils prahf4 kalficieed

Uststaile4 to mile the pax 1+0 mai
opportvolty It Is mandestty and grossly
Inequitable.

.

Carnegie Commission report rather
commonsensically noted, "A polity of

schools or community colleges (which low tuition by itself does no good for a
have much more elastic capact1).), or to student who cannot afford to go to col,
lege even at low tuition."
not attend at all. (Some may be induced
This is scarcely a theoretical curiosity;
to attend private schools vial excellent
aid packages, but the supply of such op- threshold costs are not trivial. Data for
ponunities is limited.) A portion of the schotA year I986-07 from she NCES Na.
apparent decline in minonty postsec. done! Postsecondary Student Aid Sur.
ondary enrollment in recent years may vey (NPSAS) indicate that full-time undergraduate students at public institu.
be due to such a phenomenon.
Finally, the institutionally tied or in- tions, including those living at home
kind nature of the low-tuition may have with their parents, paid an average of
the undesirable result of reducing the about 52,700 in non.tuition, non.ies
total amount of higher education pro. costsa hefty sum, indeed, and the
vided, relative to use of an "untied" or more so when added to tuition and fees
portable money subsidy. Because the that averaged &bow SI,300.
This threshold problem seems to has,
subsidy is not portable (unlike, for example, that of a Pell pant or a Ouaran. been ignored until the 19605 for tuo seateed Student Loan (OSL)), a student sons. rum, prior to then, there was no
soishing to go elsesshere must give up the social consensus that significant numtuition subsidy entirely to do so. In &deli. bers of pooras opposed to lower.
tion to dlstori:os his choice, as noted middle-income and middle.incorne
above, if the price differential between a children wanted to go to college, were
state school and, say, a private college is able to go to f0Dege, or should be es .
large enough, he may decide to go to the pected to go to college. Thus the impact
mite school and accept the lnw-zuition of any particular financing scheme on
subsidy vi,n though he would have been this group %%as of limited policy interest.
%Vat to spend more of his own money Second, average real incomes were Jou.
tf on ohernotne education at some inter. er, and relatively ssealshy families tended to send their children to private inStimediate price lid been mailable.
In an instiguing stud) of this phenom. tutions, so that the amount of "un
tapped" family resources at public instithe Januaryrfeburary, 1913
enon
sue of the loarnol of Politica Economy, tutions was limited. This meantgisen
Sam Peltzrnan esto....ted that "for each the assumption that few poor students
dollar nou spent by government higher. were college.boundthat the low.tui.
education institutions, total /pulsate] lion approach was a fairly efficient sub.
higher.education expenditures are re . sidy scheme: relieved families of fetaduced by at least seventeen cents more lively small amounts of otherssise.ex.
than they uould be if sot err.ment subsi- pected family contributions. As the Car.
dies ssere rendered in money," indicat- negie Commission report put it:
The policy of low tuition or no tuition in
ing that "the expencloure.ressliction ef.
public higher education appealed strongly
fects of existing highereducation sub.
sidies have been substantial."

Promoting equal opportunity for
students from loss-income fanatics, Of
all the lost-tuition argnmer.ts, this one is
the most uniformly appealms but alto,
alas, the most senoutly misleading and
socially (him, c.
Low tuition does help a tiudent from
?Ironic fam.
a =idle- or lomer
dy ho could not afford an _niubtidueu
price bur
es

plus nonluitiOn costs (books and sup.
transponation. room and board,
etc). But low whims is no help to a poor
student who cannot fuumcially get over
that remaining-cost threshold. As the

s un

kir d :he lo N r 10:Vn

to the founders or state.tumoorted institu.
legislatures in the nine.
lions and their

teenth century. With populations that
were predominantly agricultural, and
containina relaii5-e4 fest yealths families
and far ft.er members of the middle class
than is true today, ... lot, tuition teemed
the most lopca) stay of piwsding ao op .
portunity for .. higher educanon to the

!mall numbers Of 5Dni and
aaughtets of f umert and ihorleeperi
relatim el

siho completed secendar) school.

But r:smg real income'. chansng colChange
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lege attendance patterns among the weg.

off, and increasing aspirations of and

lomred barriers for poor students,
made the low.lintion approach obsolete.
Rising real incomes and Increased public
sector attendance by wealthier students
combined to make the state subsidy increasingly regressne, as Parents escaped
making more of the contribution to col.
lege costs that their wealth made possi.

ble. And, al the other end, more and
more students found their college hopes
thwarted by the non-tuition threshold.

these programs rather than state grants
to Institutions? (I add the "dollars to the
poor" rneasure because it is important
to remember that 100 percent of each
need-bued dollar goes to poor students,
while much Itss than 100 percent of each
untargeted tuition-subsidy dollar does.)
This caveat leads directly to questtons
of value. As we have seen, low tuition
can provide needed and helpful subs).
dies to middle. and lowermiddleincome

some level of public control mei these
public entities does not in any way im
ply the specific approach of direct flnancirg and loss tuitions for all. The

students. But it does little, by itself, to

current state practice is therefore unnecessary and dangerous, possibly leading

help the poorest Students because they
cannot set over the substantial remain-

A low-tuition policy by meildoes nOt
promote equal opportunity. Just the op.
postte. It prosides a subsidy that increases as incomes rise, while providing
insufficient assistance to provide the

ing-cost threshold. If this is the case,
why is low tuition good politics for the
poor? The answer is that it is not.

Maintaining state control and accountability. Why should there be any
significant level of public control, in the

poor with real opponuniry. It is manifestly and grossly inequitable.

Avoiding "sticker shock"; iOw tutlion as the ben means politically of obtattling subsidies for poor students,
"Sticker shock" is a real problem, par.
ticularly for students from low-income
families. Indeed, it appears to happen

tion, and for public institutions them-

diture of state funds appropriated to

selves.

state institutions. But the logk of the argument is circular: we rtnance public in-

Why then, you may ask, do we not
hear more about this matter? If this is
such a big problem, why a:en't people
writing and talking about it more? A fair
question, and one whose answer will
help us see the "gelieral plan" that is

state financing of institutions are the unfortunate consequences it can hese.
(Note that these arguments would apply

As for arguments that a low-tuition
approach is realistic politics, obtaining
the greatest benefits possible for poor
students (at an adinnted price of subs).

(tiring middle. and upper-income students), there are questions of both fact
and %alue. As in fac:s. there fue need

based gram prcvains in all states
many of them sutstantialproviding in
total oser 51 5 billion a ear. What is the
evidence that it is ?-.a.rder p3blically. for
each dollar of aid ;o ;he poor. to expand
Chang.

cal or pi&;nical rations/es and has a large
number of distressing consequences for

poor students), for private higher educa-

students in such families not esen to

currently in operation.

The Accidental Conspiracy of Silence

volsement.) State oversight tends to re-

M we have seen, rationales for the
low-tuition policy began to break down
in the 19605. as large numbers of poor
students found the non-tuition threshold

duce the authority that administrators

too great an obstacle to higher education.

and faculties of public higher education
should hese, and, in general, tends to reduce the autonomy that such institutions
should enjoy from political intrusion in
order to maintain their academic integrity and their responsiveness to changing
markets. Further, by making the state
rather than the student the primary pur

It is not too surprising, then, that sigruficant levels of public discussion about the

with equal force to simi)ar federal in-

ticular reason why they can't, and every
reason why the) should"nicker shock"
would become a thing of the pan.

ly, if not yet politically. The current approach is bereft of compelling theoreti-

swer given is to ensure the correct expen

What is more important than the
weakness of this argument for direct

proprietary schoolsand I see no par-

to serious disruption of public higher
education. As I have tried to Suggest
above, the wheel is brokenanalytical-

taxpayers, for students (particularly

mary purpose of accountability is to ensure that state funds are well spent.

But this fact does not argue for dis
toning prices (hardly arillhing does) LS
much as it does for fuller, more effective
publicity about ;he affordability of college and the as ailabibty of financial Ls.
sistance fot those who need it. If higher
education did as good a job of publicity
in this area Ls automobile companies or

standing these various criticisms, that the wheel is not
brOken, and that any major "fix" to

branch oversight, at ag? The first an .

stitutions primarily with state funds to
ensure public accountability; the pri

low est.st ick er .pnce schools.

Many would argue, notwith

sense of detailed legislative or executive

well before the purchase is made; survey
results consistently find that families
facing college charges in the near future
systematically and significantly merest'.
mate the prices they mil in fact encounter, leading many prospective college

consider application. or to apply only to

issues can arid should be separated.

chaser of education senices, student
consumers have both less power to demand improvements in their education
and less concern about doing so. In ef
feet, the generosity of the state shelters
public-sector instnutions rrom efficiency-creating competition with mate colleges and public institutions in other
States.

matter date from that period, with the
greatest amount of interesting writing in
the late 1960s and early 19701. What is
surprising is that this discussion Lasted
only a decade, culminating for all practical purposes in 1978 with chapters on
state financing by Robert Berdahl and

Colin Blaydon in Pubk Poky and Pri.
vale Higher Education, edited by Dasid
Breneman and Chester Finn.
What happened? Why did all the voices

fall silent? Why isn't anyone talking
about state financing of higher education any more? There seem to ?:e ses nal
explanations.

First, among academicians, all the
can argue that direct financing LS a analsitc issues were fully explored. NOt
practical punier :ends to lead to too- to put too fine a point on it, the social
detailed state ci%ersiyht. the need for arguments aga.nst a low.tuition policy
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were so clear and powerful that there

proach. h sitriply seems natural to them.

however, is to protect and swain the o6.wine gvitrem of direct state and to pubhr
munitions and the unnecessary subsidies

was quick academic consensus on what

But these flit reasonseven in combi-

constituted both the problem and the

nationare not entirely convincing.

solution. Empirical work that might
have been undertaken in support of

None of them, alter all, addresses the
fundamental problem uith the low.tui.

to welloff students that that *stem or.

that consensus went largely undone due

tion approach that led to all the analytical

wary implicit subsidy to well-off sa..

to a lack of funding and of toed na.

fuss of tutnty years aao: low tuitions do
not help poor students who cannot get
()iv the remaining-cost threshold. The
question is: what, if anything, happened
in this period to address the problem of

dents is more than twice the size of direct
Pell subsidies provided to poor students
The Pell program may help the poor, but
it serves The well-off much more.
One could gigue that other forms of ti.

providing access for poor students?

tk IV aid could just as easily be seen as

ther.

nonel data sets.

Second, beginning in the early 190,
the executive branch began to oppose
the efforts of Conpess to liberalize furfederal student-aid propams. The
Reagan Administration attempted year
after year to reduce student-aid subsidies, a combat that captured the attention of policyrnalters and unified all sec .

tors of higher education in support of
current federal policies. State policy received scant attention.
Third, there unexpectedly Turned out
to be more than enough students for ever).body. Enrollment expanded sharply in
the 1960s and 197(k and has held roughly
steady since 1980. The forecast of sharp

enrollment dips had led to predictions of
,tion between the public and private
sectors 05 er the low prices at publics;

when the dip didn't materialize, -vivre
colleges found themselves uth enough
warm bodies to render an argument with
the publics unnecessary. The private sec-

tor kept quiet (or, more accurately, went
quietly in tearch of increased federal and
state aid, and found it on several fronts).

Fourth, the eriroUr-mt growth bene.
fitted the public sector greatly, and it expanded to accommodate it. Public colleges. to overstate a bit, were fat and happy. If they chafed at state controls, they

fivers. As we shall see below, that unne:.

To ask the question Is to answer it: the

supporting slate low.tuition policies

enactment of the Pell pant program in

(money is money. after 0.11), and that
singling out Pell grants is thus unjusti-

1772. Congress recognized by the early
1970s that the higher education Progsanu
it enacted in 196$ (including predecessor
programs like National Defense Student
Loans incorporated Lnto the act) were not
working well enough in Providing access
for poor students. They intended to remedy this with the quasi-entitlement Pell
program, whose initi1 chord maximum
14hZ AlItSdolltly set at a level slifficient to
pay nonquition costs for a poor student
al a pubhc junior college, complementing
lowtuition costs created by direct state
appropnations.

One might object that this osersimpli.
nes, that Pell grant enactment had other,

equally important objectives, such

as

achieving aid portability or enablishing a
propam with national guidelines that applied equally to all. I suggest ;hat these
are properly vieued as means, riot ends;
the fundamental goal of Pell uas to ad.

fied. I am not persuaded. GSL was never

intended as a prima*. source of aid for
low.income students, and should not be
thought of as a complement to low tuitions. As for campus.based propasns.
they were always intended primarily to
ameliorate problems of low-income cu.
dents at high.cost (i.e., private) schools
As annual award data show, a greater
shaze of Pell than of all campus.based and

and of just Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant (SEOG) aid has his.
toricallr been channeled to public institu.
lions, and these disparities have increased
over time.
In any case, PeU was enacted after all
these other programs were in place. pre.
sumably to remedy problems they hadn't
solved, The key problem was she remain-

ing.cost threshold. The Pell grant pro.
gram albeit unwittingly, is the villain of

dress the financing problem of lou

The piece.

income students that loan and campus-

Possibilities for a New Debase

bia increases In agpegate levels of state

based programs had failed to address.
The Congress succeeded in this effon

support, primarily In the form of com .
murtity college construction and financing. Public higher education um content

Although some of the conditions nill
exist that led a decade ago to an end of
debate about state policies, most don't.

and some form of postsecondary education became affordable for virtually any

were not sufficiently irritated to refuse

to avoid competition and continue to rely
on direct state financing.

Fifth, one by-product of enrollment
youth in public colleges is that an in.
creasing percentage of college-educated
elites has gone to those COUrgeS. Since
These graduates tend to appreciate the
subsidies they received as students (or
simply, and understandably, believe that
the u ay things were done at their schools
is good because they got through success.

I believe most people would apee
poor nuder. To indulge in metaphor.
Pell has, indeed, become ;he linchpin of
student aid. But it is not, as it is so often
incorrectly descnbed, the cornerstone of
student aid. The cornerstonethe piece
on which Pell rests, the policy to which
Pell respondsi5 direct _la:e aid to pub.
hc institutions.

Here ut Arnie at the peat central
irony of current student aid policy, of the

fulls), the current system is becoming

current "general plan." The PeU pro.
gram is explicitly (and correctb) inlend

ever more self perpetuanng because trus

ed, explained, arid justified as providing

ever.growing pool of graduates linds it

needed subsidies to poor students Its 1I7).

hard to question the traditional

pig-itbut nonetheless ,calfunction,

ap.

so

National data sets are becoming available

that allow simulation and quantitative
analysis of the effects of different state
and federal policies; one such simulation
is described below. Reagan Administra.

tion.type challenges to student aid programs do not seem likely under the Bush
Administration; analysts and polkyrnakers are now likely to !Ind t easier to look
at student aid a bit more dispassionately
and critically. Escalating sivase.sector
prices are meeting with rising public resistance, increasing private.senor resent.
meta at public.sector discount pricing.
Finally, Pell no longer. It is alleged, ad.
dresses the threshold proble.n. The clam
is that too many poor sudents are hams
Change
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so Nieto* to finance their posueeOndary

BY increasing the price to public.

educations. oen at public colleges ohe
"grant vs loans" debate. as it hes unin.
strucuvely come to be called/. The real
pioblem is that Conpess has liberalized
pa pant eligibility provistons so much

college attendees to a level closer to real
costs of their education and to pnees at
comparable instnuttons, economic efti.
cieno is increased. Further, tho prtre
crease would likely lead to tncreased con.

tht last decade, thereby reducing the
itrge efficiency ca the proeram. that in.
creastng the asard maximum siptillicant.
ly has become too expensive to afford.
See. in this connection, Tom Morten.
son's outraged article on the cost to poor

sutner pressure to hold doun the real

students of Pell Liberalizations in the Fall.
1988 issue of the Journal of Student Fi.
nanckal Aud Nfortenson documents the

costs of providing higher education sem,.
ices, hopefully improving productivity in

this sector of the econon
By p:acing more ftnancing resportsi

Atkeitstmorrtype MOMS

to Men, Pi Mr= 00 err Seem DePt

bibty on the rudent-consumer, along

toter the Bush Adoltstroloc whits end

with providing him or her with a greater
share of student axi, student mobility and
freedom of chcnce among xehools and
sectors is increased, tncreasing student

pottcyrnalets ore tmv Italy to WI sester to

expansior of Pell eligibility for higher
income applicrus us l978 and 1986 %welfare and enharictng competition among
amendmenu. consisting of reduced as . schools.
By replacing direct payrnents to col.
sessmenu against discretionar, income,

kook g *OW 01 a DO mote dooms:matey
erMeatty

more libere contribution offsets for leges with payments to students, the mde.
pendence arid autonomy of these colleges
would likely increase, tho become more
sheltered from polmcs. Note. hoskeseri.
that states %%curd still provide staeatle
subsidies for public posseconde> educaLes hoe Little or no such discretionary M. tion (in the form of need-based zidt and
come. He sum:names the analysa as fol. would retain their legal authoniy and
lout "Under the bddgetary cor.straint of oversight capabany
By prOvidtrg ad to Icsk...nexele au
4.7.ited funding .
the additional costs
stsidcms
cf -mended fcpbtlry . . haNe been n. dents more efficar.:Is.i.
r.:21:eo
reduced gcmh in the r112.N1. better able to afford a :IP:ent pzictsticcindi
number of eh:Wren in college, and an eu .

empuon for state income taxes paid, all
of uhich aid only (amilies svith discro
tionz.n. It C alter offset for basic family
ma.ntenance cons) income. Poor fami.

niLin rani for Pell applicants from p.m
ern bail gcLx.Cs "

try education. since :he "esh,hid rich .
lem" is azdressed duo.:;'). and !sr.:: ::s

;11 of th-ne ;:ar!iey recent ehmses ThiS Is laey to increa-s-e .css..n.;sine en
sugsest that :he tune ma) be ripe (or a rolLment
The ojerton mzut Cflen
atV..1
cri ci :he cursera "seneraJ
IhIS son cf largtL.::Je tht-rice
htg.her

kn klternatli e to Current
State Practice
I r.oe baited at this alternau,e "gen .
erai p.a.n already. ln genera/, the alter.
r.arne cu./J. :1 Ours:late current. fund

resenjes !.torn :Irez rate aid to tnstitu.
:ions rat lean for operating costs); 2)

'

xilou t,:tions c -se to the In el needed to
-er.a.:e :hat lact resenue; and provide
sufrinent need based aid, in sotre approeffeztt%e (omits), 50 that poor
s- t.der.ts ace a`cie to afford a decent post.

econsa:y eduiaacn. Such a change
uoiid iesponi io ,inually all of the
rrobleieu utth c.i7ent practice:
Py ncremung tuttion. unnecessary,
!ces-1,e sulucies ct uell-of( students

h!e t..mnrei ard equv.) 3 increased In
a:e

s-bstaniia1 savings io stale tax.
myo5ed targenerand

--
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education financing 3 ,s!.at a :he sir ef .
fect on uho pays the
Unfon-r.a: e'.,
until recently, no ria:icnal data set ets:ei

that would slow siniularion of such a
change. The neu National Por,cconsify
Student Aid Su:No (NPSAS) -rentioned

above, first conducted by \ CIS in he
1966-87 academic ieas, does provide a
source for ansuert
NPSAS s a sun ey of bc:h aided and

unaided students :ha: pr:srtes ;orr.pre
hens: e data cn hcis higher education Ls
financed from the r.ern,o.7.:se of ;he stu.
dnt and ha c. her fart2y. Since the
NPSAS sampIing unit is the
it
11 possible to 1.'3:
the ,.tideol-fsiance
dare from it to data f.orn another fedeal
survey on mst2uticiihal
this interated data
si -and, It .s a

relainely easy -rarer

!o .:1-..tatc the
costs of the ahem:v.:se etitue to c.tn ent
priCtIce
SI
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has performed such sunula.

fions. Specifically, It stmutErd a snuation
in wh,ch all state and Ion: direct appro.

pia:ions to public 113111U110115 %sere with.
drawn. Public tuition %%as :hen raised to a

0

pposnion will comet:cm across Ma

political spectrum, even from Voss who view

the lowtuitionteall approach aS V* surest
way to secure subsidies for poor studentS.11

may be Ma Much polltIcany to expect states
to pursue alternatives that require large tuition

increases. Especrally alter a tun decade of
college p nce hikes well In excess of Inflation...

structional qualits, and NO on.
One caseat is in order. The simulution,

level designed to offset this !venue loss.
In essence shifting all of these formerly
public costs to students arid their parents
and Producing siFuricanl taxpayer Sas.
into. (interestingly, the resulting public
tuition lesels were still below those of private colleges ) Howeser, +rung traditional
approaches to calculating expected par.
ent and student contributions to college
costs, many of these families could not
afford Lie higher tuition level. So, using

unrealistically, assumed no change in

the new, higher tuition figures in each
state, unmet need was calculated for all
smelt:Its and assumed to be met en en.

Reasons for Federal fri% olsemeni

firer) non nspothesized nes% state grants,
productng new taxpayer costs. (If the stu.

nesses shown in most of the arguments
for the low.tuition. direct.pant.to.insti.
lotions approach and the availability of

dent had an; unmet need before tuitions
were increased, this need was met as well.)

Because some students and patents
were able to pa+ some or :II of :he in.
created tuition costs, :he taxpaser savIngs
sta:e and
frOrr1 ssIthdrassal Of .he

local aPproPr,atinnt exceeded :he taxPaNer C053 from new Kare g. ants. The
result ts a net taxpayr soings of abow
.58.6 billion. eptesentsnp CO13 shAed
from iaxpasers to better .off students and
they wer.:s no can a:'forri to pas :hem.
Ihis result 3
Ar.orher was :o
10 NO ;hat 5F 6 Inalon was roug:.!) the

subnds provided in :9,56-e7 :o well.off
farnibes wult dependems ci wale colleges.

because of thz current low .tuizion approach 2.s opposed to a need-based aid
approach. To put this lipre ct 2e:specthe and to tust.fs zns 4senion abes e that

Pell's :mph= subsidy to the wealthy
the 5..6 bilhonis more than double us
explicit substdy to the poor, :he !clout
Ptll appropnmion figure (F1' 1956)---the

explicit subsidwas 00 F3 6 billion.
It IS UrpOn2.111 10 understand what the

results of this simulation '11.:23. Assum-

ing student and parent comr.bunions as
cakulaied under :he need.analysts meth
odolog) then irt effect (that 3, no "extra" co:unbuttons a:e assumed), thn al.
tername would in award )ear 1956,57
hase generated suificient sassngs to fi.
name fully oil student need at public Mstuutions. f.riance Ilse Pet gant Program
in enwen (at 5' 6 b.lbon), and st.II pro
r!S 6 billion less
ssde
53 6 :-.1'uor..1
52

could be used to replace loans with
grants, to improse remediation and sup .
port r.ervire 1 to students, to unprose in

;eft oser-15 bil:ion :ha

total enrollment levels or in 0,e sectoral
distribution of enrollment as a result of
the simulated finance changes. As noted
abase, the net effect of these changes on
total enrollment ts unclear. Because any
need "created" by the assumed tuition
iberea.e is fully met usth grant aid, how.

:

ever, I believe that the results are Ilkely to
be only minimally biased by holding en.
rolbnern constant.

Why hasn't this alternative or some

,

close variant happened? Given the weak.

an alternatise that would address the
problem o' :he cursent approach and, we
now see, 1..odu.se as well multi.billion

dollar savings that coal( se used !Or
other purposes, what presents change
from occurtng at the state level?
Besides a possible lack of understand.

ins by policsmakers of the issues dn.
cussed abose, there seem 10 be three tea.
sons, each of which suggests the need for

men ention bs

211

external actor

:1

c! Lige Is to occur.

First, there is simple Lnenia. Current
practice has been in effect for os es a :en .
tury and is deep!) entrenched both insti.

tutionally and. as imponantly, at

the

hearts and mods of state tesidents..And
les the way things are done neer% here
from the perspecuse of any parficular
state, that's how ail the other states do it,
creating immense if unspoken pressure to

conform. Current practice has become
more than a policy; it is a +usually $.2Cro.

sun tradition.
Second, there ale political difficulties
in raising tuitions, even when raises are
accompanied by increased need.based

aid. Opposition mil come from across
the political spectrum, est!) from those
who view the low-tunion.for-all approach
as the surest wiv 10 secure subsidies for
poor students. It ma) be too much politically lo exPect stares to pursue alterna.
uses that require large tuition increases
Especiall+ after a full decade of college

pnce hses

eg in excess of inflation.
Chyle Jliwy:Fetpuary 1550
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federal appropriaHow from Title Ile
;Went aid programs
I985 were 59 D
lion rutin direct
state and local go:
ernment contribution: of 530.6 billion
to current.fund rev.
enure of institution;

of New education.

parents arid students will be hypersensithe to further once increases.
Thud, there is a who.goes.first coordination problem that faces each state. If
one stale goes first mith a latge tuition increase, it raises its prices not only relative
to the prisare sector but also relative to a

other public colleges in other natespo.
tential enrollment suicide.

The federal gosernment could intervene to overcome this pidlock and inertia, tale the heat for tuition increases,
and soh e the coordination problem by
creating positise incentives for all the
states to to:se their policies at once. But
the federal gosernment in turn faces obstacles to action.

A fur.her obstacle 3 a broad if u
focused dtscontent with the need-based,
direct aid to students approach. There is a
feeling that this system has failed to Use
up to its pronuses. has failed to deliser. I
do not apee wuh that asgssment, nor do
I belies e that the facts suppon tt, but the
feeling is still real. The charge is that the
need.based system has become too complex and adnuntsitatisel inefficient, and
that failure cf political will a: d competing resource requuements hive reduced grant asailability so that poor MU.
dents are tncreasingly disachantaged rela-

tise to better-off students. Further reliance on this financing approach mould be

difficult to sell in many quarters.
A final obstacle is she federal deficit.
The ()se:arch:rig deficit problem severely

There is, most imponantly, an appropriate, instinctive asersion to intruding
on stale prerogatives absent a compelling
rationale. There is also no direct political
incentise to get involved, since the immediate consequence of the alternative is
likely to be screams about higher tuition.

restncts the field for policy initialises,
particular4 for options that would solve
a problem
anannng by other

Not to mention screams from states to Just
stay out of their business.

crease m state iinion inch mould lead to

Change

gosemnsent loch ty "burins it out."
And. wide/ eurynt pogvm Pula, an inur,:ned.ate increases in Pelf and GSL

Januerylebruary rHO

costs. But against these obstacles there

ate two powerful reasons for federal
ins olvement. Fun, the current loss-tui-

tion/Pell grant "general plan" is not
adequate financially for many pcOr
students, in the sense that they base
had to borrow ever greater amounts to
attend college. Since it has become terribly expensive to raise the Pell award
inaXirM1111 significantly, a new approach

other than loans, which are already in
disfasor, seems necessary if the gov-

ernment's commitment to the disad
vantaged is to be met.
Second, it is the irrationality of current
nate practice that elicited the ever-more.
costly Pell program in the first placean
expensive proparn whose primary tunelion seems to be to prop up obsolete ty5.
terns that deliver billions of dollars of unneeded subsidies to well-off students and
their patents.

In the midst of current efforts to reduce the federal deficitI mon't dwell on
the existence of size.able state surpluses.

it setenS highly appropriate for the gos53
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envnem to try to reduce its aid cogs, or

state prani:e. are I) how to get states to

at least congrain their rate of growth,

increase tunions at public colleges, and :1
how to get states to increase programs of
need-hued assigance that are targeted on
those students mon in need. As we have

and to do so without reducing opportunities

IAs basic MOO lo II Ybg tO ohne
wool slats priests Most ta to use ttis

roma bus Of =OM Me IV ptWrIMS to
crests Menem bt dome.

for low-income students. As the

NCES simulation results indicate, the al
Iemative plan more than meets that test.
Indeed, rationalizing gate policies would
provide bilhons of additional dollar, that
could be used for additional need.based
aid, increased serAces to students, and
increased expenditures for instructional
quality.

A Policy Proposs1
Now could the federal government

finance more need-based aid, but there 5

no guarantee that gaies would use ;he
money for this purpose.

Thus dual incentivesaimed at gate
tuitions and aid to gudentsappear to
be necessary if the interests of low.
income students are to be protected. In.
deed, the more important incentive ma)
be for exPansion of need-based aidthis
may be one of those rare GU% in which it
makes sense to put the can before the

no legal leverage in this area on SIMre gov.

horse.

Incentives for states to increase need.

sities.

based aid could be created in several waA.

One possibility would be simply to kick
out the Pell prop, reintroducing the problem of low-income student Access to high-

One approach would be to male the new
federal progam a matching grant with a

er educatton that led to Pell in the first
place Only this lime, the government

ment, with allowable match limited to dol-

would leave the pressure on the gates to
remedy the problem. The unanswerable
objection to :his alternative is that many
states might do nothing, leading to fur.
ther tniury to the disadvantaged.
A beiter response recognizes that, in
this policy area, effertive government kv.
erage with the gates, as exemplIfied in the

State Student Incentive Grants (SSIG)
program, is pogtive and financial. The
bane approach in trying to change current state practice rnusr be ro use the resource base of current rule IV programs
ro creole incentives for change. The ques.
lion is whether a program can be crafted
that would help foster adoption of the
tentative appr oach.
One strategy is to make the Pell pro.
gram pan of the solution instead of part
of the problem: replace the current quasientitlement Pell s: velure of direct (ederal
awards to students wtth a discretionary

grant program to gates, whkh would
then, as in the SS1G program, male
need-based grant or work-study awards
to students at both pliblic and pri% ate in.

giturions The bask proposal is to turn
Pell into a ver:,much-eapanded SS1G
program. ,101 a few additional bells and
whistles.

The fundamental design problems,
flow:rig from our diicucsion of current
54

seen, increasmg tuition while reducing
direct state payments to colleges would
generate more than enough revenue to

bring about a change in staie practice? It
does not, after all, control the gates; the
Secretary of Education is, thankfully, not
a Minister of Education. There is little or

ernments or on gate colkges and univer-

.

maintenance.of.effort (MOE) requirelars abow the MOE level. Since current
state need-based aid to gudenu is a brie
over 51.5 balion, compared with a Pell le%.

el of about 54.5 billon, even a generous
75/23 federal-nue much azcompanied by
so MOE requirement would lead to a drub
Alin: in gale need.based spending. (lf 5.1 5

billion were 75 percent of the total, the :5
percent gaie much would be 51.5 billion
a 10,percent atcresse over the 51.5 billion

gate "base" subject to MOE requiremenu.) A 63/.10 muchgal more generous than the current 50/50 SSIG match
would yield a tnplIng of ;we need.based
aid and equal federal and state efforts.

What if states refused to match? Thts
seems highly unlikely because of the political popularity of aid to higher education (as opposed to AFDC or Medicaid.

to mention two other state.match pro.
grams). It is hud to beliete that states

would resist constiluent pressures to
provide the necessary match heie when
the matchmg rate is famorable to the
states and, most imponantly. the match

could be financed without new Sites.
given apptopnate Increases in public tut.
lions.
If some statel did In fact refuse, after d..e

consideration, to pio,tde matchtng funds.
fine. They would forego funds that wouid
ht reallocated anong participaing slates
The non- pariw. ing tx.es would also e,
Csavge

Januay'rebri,ary ,Sh-D
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"The pncing of state institutions between

in-naie and out-of-nate students. No
tanffs; free trade.
Need analysis. Federal need &filly.

Increase the Pell grain maximum
award suburatiallr. This Precoial, hi essence. says: if the federal government

Feint current Pell resources under the

wants to help poor nudenu, then the feder-

needy students. Any available nes% re.
sources, however, would be used to ex-

sis provisions would have to be used. al gosemment should do so. Under this
Without such uniformity, a state could analysis, the Pell Minimum award is now
employ more liberal need analysis erne-

ria to pump up "demonstrated" need
and qualify for a larger pant.
Student ekibllity. Only undergrad.
uates would be eligible. Because gradihre

creasing state need-based aid spending
and, hopefully, encouraging public tui-

the way to more tuition sassitMty h to

tion increases. An interesting variant
would be to limit Pell-eligible costs only
to non-tuition items while restricting
SSIG-eligible costs only to tuition, thus
ensuring both the financing of all or a

raise the award cep. With tuition sensithily
restored, sures that refuse to increase nil-

great portion of threshold costs and the
full tuition sensitivity of federal matching dollars at the SS1G margin.

Conclusion

but non-trivial national award rules
would apply. rust, to ensure that ex-

Complicated policy areas are complicased, and we shouldn't be surphsed
when simple solutions turn out to be in-

peeled family contributions are not supplanted. awards would not be able to ex-

equal-con colleges within a state would
be eligible for the same award. Third, to
ensure vertical equny, at a given college
students with more need would has e to
be eligible for higher awards. but no rule
could result in one student, %via) greater
pre-award need than a second student,
ending up %vith less post-award need
than the second student.

Other award rules (e.g., maximum
and minimum grant, limits on (Ins:treeble proportion of cost of attendance or

of need) would be up to the states. u
long as those rules didn't disci:mince
between the public and private sectors.
This is just the broad outline of a proposal, of course. It is not my intent here

to detail a progam so much as to illustrate how the current federal resource
base could be redeployed to help bring a
new "general plan" into being.

Alternative Proposals

pand the SS1G program, thereby in.

so low (S2,300) thin it is essentially tuitioninsensahe for a large number of students;

students, at discussed above, derive almost entirely prhale benefits from their
education, mate subsidies to them should
be replaced svith self-help aid such as
loans or work-study.
Award rules. Some common-Senle

seed need, equal to the cost of attendance minus the expected family contribution. Second. to ensure horizontal
equity, similar students at the same or

current Pell design to ensure the national
availability of a base access grant for al/

ht design el aa effbeat eel effective

adequate. Policy arguments that appear
convincing turn out on closer inspection

Intergeminefrial "general platf of Nghar

to be misleading if not flat-out wrong;
well-intentioned progams that appear

education Mane stuld always be the gosh

well designed in fact have perverse consequences that dwarf intended benefits.

In the area of higher education fi-

off families, tigner eligibllity ruies) that

nance, the venerable policy of charging
low tuition at state colleges and univerbe obsolete, co5t4.
shies was found
ineffective, inefficient, and inequitable.
An alternative plan of charging higher
public-sector tuition, accompanied by
an expanded program of need-based aid
to students, addresses all of the Serious
problems of current state practice. Unfortunately, a number of obstacles stand

have been resisted by the Congress in the

in the way of moving to this new ap-

Past-

proach. Change appears unlikely wo.h.

tions in essence forego higher Pell awards
to nudems at nate colleges. Making this al-

ternatise affordable would probably re.
quire significant program reforms (e.g.,
higher conufbution assemmenu on better-

Increase the Pell grant maximum
award substantially; make any award
abose the current maimum subject to a
50/50 nate match. This proposal is a
variant on the preceding one: it would
retain Pell as a national program, Oblivious of mate boundaries, for grants up to
the current 52,300 maxlrrium. A higher
maximum award would be authorized,

out federal intervention of some son.
Redesigning and retargeting federal
student-aid progams, particularly the
Pell program, could create the positise
incentives needed for states to mose toward the ahernatise plan.
The important point here is the need

availability of a SO percent state match
of incremental award dollars. This alter-

to Approach setting policy and designing programs, at both the federal and
the state lesels, in a context that takes
into account both federal and state activities. The design of an efficient and

natis e is less costly to the federal gos ern-

effectise intergosernmental "general

mem but raises a number of unexplored

plan" of higher education finance

alter:taus e proposals this "uk/ at
help moue rate polic) In the nght ddection. Note that each alternative, unl.ke
the roposal ojihned &bine, sould by de-

2dr:1i:sutra:is e questions,

should always be the goal. One can

Freeze the Pell matimum award
%here tb. and allocate ar new student
aid dollars to the SSIG program. This

hope that federal policyrnakers

vim require additional federal .rsencling.

proposal, like the preceding one. s,ould

Jeffersonlan

One of life's sad lessons is that the programmatically desirable is rarely the polit-

ically achiesable. The prudent analyst,
therefore, considers intermectue or incremental alterneises that may be more palasable to deruionmakers Here are some

however, subject in each nate to the

Change

sa

3

up-

proach the upcoming reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act in filch a

Jn.yFebrulry 090
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Senator JEFFORDS. Maureen.

Ms. GARDNER. Senator, first rd like to thank you for this opportunity to participate in this hearing concerning reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act.
My remarks will be about the Campus-Based Programs Allocation Formula, specifically "hold-harmless." In order to speak to
"hold-harmless," I need to provide 'Apme history as to how "holdharmless" became part of our financial aid vocabulary and, more
importantly, part of the funding formula currently in the law.
Prior to 1979, funding for campus-based programs was distributed according to State allocation formulas and the Secretary's discretion. During the late 1970's and the 1980 reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act, State allocation formulas were carefully
scrutinized. Using these formulas, Vermont secured significant

funding for the campus-based programs.

However, some States that were dissatisfied with their campusbased aid amounts, wanted to alter their amount for campus-based
programs. Under their conception of National Fair Share, Vermont
would have lost a significant proportion of its funding in the
campus-based programs to other States. These dynamics created a
political situation in which the States could easily fight over their
size of their pieces of a limited but very, very significant piece of
the pie. To preclude such infighting, the concept of "hold-harmless"
was created to insure that institutional funding levels were no less
than an institution's 1980 expenditures in those campus-based pro-

grams. Since then Vermont has looked at the establishment of
"hold-harmless" provisions as a major legislative priority.
In 1976, during the last reauthorization, the "hold-harmless" provisions were looked at once again and, indeed, they were updated

to reflect an institution's 1985 expenditure level in the campusNow Vermont again looks at maintaining the "hold-harmless"

based programs.

provisions as a major legislative priority. It is extremely important
for Vermont that Congress, one, maintain the "hold-harmless" provisions to prevent radical disruptions of current campus-based programs; two, update the "hold-harmless" provisions to reflect institutions' 1988 expenditure level as the base year; and, three, then be
able to allocate any funding above the 1988 expenditure level according to National Fair Share concept to address the concerns of
other States.
The elimination of the "hold-harmless" provisions presently in

the law would result in a significant reduction in funding for a
number of States. However, I wish to stress to you today, Senator
Jeffords, what it would do to the level of funding for the State of
Vermont. Let me share with you in rather general terms, what
that impact would be.
Because of previous "hold-harmless" provisions, Vermont's postsecondary institutions expended in campus-based program dollars
in fiscal year 1989, $9,740,207; in fiscal year 1990, $9,865,000, a 1.3
percent increase.

Under the National Fair Share allocation and in eliminating

"hold-harmless," what would result is the following fiscal year 1991
financial aid losses in Vermont.
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Students attending the Vermont State colleges would lose

$1,213,276; students attending the University of Vermont would
lose $1,384,011; and students attending Vermont independent colleges would lose $2,394,083. Overall, students attending the Vermont post-secondary institutions would lose a total of $4,991,370 or
more than half oi the total campus-based aid for fiscal year 1989.
Vermont's post-secondary schools would be unable to replace this
$5-million loss.

Major reductions in funding would have an extremely adverse
effect on students currently receiving campus-based funding. Many
of our Vermont institutions are heavily dependent upon campusbased aid to provide access for needy students. The vast majority of
these needy students are Vermonters.

In our State where there are high tuitions and below national

average incomes, students do not have a low-cost alternative institution to turn to. A $5-million loss in campus-based aid could result
only in decreased aspiration rates and increased debt burdens.

If the goal in reauthorization is to better target funds to our
neediest students, the answer is not through the elimination of

"hold-harmless" provision, but perhaps within the individual program regulations themselves. This is where the needs of students
can better be addressed.
Thank you.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much, Maureen.
[Additional information provided by Ms. Gardner follows:]
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March 25, 1991

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Senator James Jeffords

FROM:

Maureen E. Gardner, Special Assistant for Student Services

SUBJECT:

Impact of the allocation of Campus-based on the National Fair
Share formula
Based on 1990-91 Funding

lhe following is a breakdown of the impact of eliminating the "Hold Harmless"
provision presently in law and allocating Campus-based dollars based on the
National Fair Share formula.
Difference between "Hold-Harmless" and "Fair Share"

SEOG

Bennington College

Burlington College

-$2,156
-1.3%

CNSP

+$17,413
+18.3%

PERKINS LOANS
N/A

$4,583
-14.1%

-$28,511
*-56.5%

-$16,140
-73.7%

Castleton State College

-206,451
-70.7%

-$202,504
-68.3%

+$6,738
+48.5%

Champlain College

-$123,000
-44.2%

-$128,450
-47.6%

+$1,652
+5.5%

College of St. Joseph
The Provider

-$30,776
-64.7%

-$12,166
-39.7%

+$4,116
+4116%

Community College of VT

+$36,115
+111.8%

+$34,428
+59.7%

N/A

-$4,479
-77.7%

-$4,268
-77.2%

Fanny Allen School of
Practical Nursing

*NUN WAND In Vale Wading
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Coltman,

-$5,440
-95.7%

Shaky Nall, Third PION, visferwri, Vermont
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SEOG

Goddard College

Green Mountain College

-$37,703
-47.6%

-$111,436
-74.3%

CWSP

PERKINS LOANS

-$1,507
-2.8%

0
0

-$15,239
-34.3%

+$6,833
+6833%

+$23,416
+23416%

Johnson State College

-$97,152
-49.5%

-$385,157
-80.3%

Landmark College

+$2,231
+38.3%

-!1,334
-20.3%

-$91,223
-62.7%

-$111,821
-63.1%

+$9,976
+431.1%

-$891
-1.5%

-$4,301

-10.0%

+$7,908
+343.7%

-$150,040
-65.8%

-$62,527
-25,0%

-$282,752
-85.8%

Lyndon State College

Marlboro College

Middlebury College

N/A

New England Culinary
Institute

+$61,180
+265.5%

+$39,356
+507.0%

+$10,024
+260.8%

Norwich University

-$296,120
-55.2%

-$249,520
-54.4%

-$255,471
-82.6%

Futnam Memorial School
of Practical Nursing

-$3,354
-65.3%

.-$2,541

-56.9%

-$3,069
-86.4%

St. Michael's College

-$181,118
-66%

-$116,662
-52%

+19,543
-19543%

School for International
Training

-$7,781
-38.2%

+$5,093
+6.5%

+$19,301
+19301%

Southern Vermont College

-$20,321
-33.6%

-$35,732
-47.9%

N/A

Sterling College

+$2,590
+26.1%

+$6,863
+370.6%

N/A

The Center for Northern
Studies

-$3,539
-82.0%

-$4,106
-89.5%

N/A

Thompson School of
Nursing

-$2,529
-49.2%

-$2,051

-$4,371
-83.1%

-38.7%

312
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Perkins

VSC

SEOG

CWSP

CSC

-$206,451

-$202,504

CCV

+$36,115

+$34,428

JSC

-$97,152

-$385,157

+$23,416

LSC

-$91,223

-$111,821

+$9,976

VTC

:$136 637

_:$88 211

Total

-$495,348

-$753,265

+$35,337

-$823,629

4166,686

-$821,393

-$536,282

+$6,738

Overall Loss $1,213,276

UVM

-$727,068
Overail Io

Independent
Colleges

1,384,011

-$1,036,408

Overall Loss $2,394,083

In the State of Vermont $4,991,370 would be lost in funding for our students.
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Serie Or JEFFORDS. Ted.

Mr. FRANZEDA. Senator Jeffords, I'm Ted Franzeim, the director

of the Grant Programs and Services at the Vermont Student Assistance Corporation, better known as VSAC. In addition to administering Vermont's State grant and student employment programs,
VSAC's grant program also administers the title IV programs for
seven post-secondary institutions located throughout Vermont. We
serve as the institutions' financial aid office and perform the related business office functions.

It is indeed a pleasure to appear before_you today to share my
thoughts on reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, as it pertains to the title IV programs. From my perspective, reauthorization should focus on four primary goals which include stability,
more balance between grant assistance and loans, adequate funding; and restoring public confidence in student aid programs.
Due to time limitations, I'll focus my comments on the first two:
Stability and the balance between grants and loans.
Contrary to what some have advocated, I do not believe a major
overhaul of the student aid programs is needed. A r ecent study by

the Congressional Budget Office entitled, "Student Aid and the
Cost of Post-Secondary Education," indicated that the current student aid programs have been an effective public policy that has
provided equal opportunity for Americans pursuing a post-secondary education.

I believe the process, prorams, and the people that the pro-

grams serve cry out for stability. The last reauthorization, accord-

ing to manyincluding Congressman Fordwas one of relatively

little change. Yet, if you were to ask those who work with the programs on a regular basis, I'm sure they would disagree.
Numerous changes to the delivery system and programs have resulted in confusion and frustration for students, parents, and aid
administrators. Changes which appeared to be on the surface to be
minor made a significant impact on the programs and on the forms
used to administer the programs. For example, the desire for a free
Federal form and a simple needs analysis for low-income students
has resulted in a document and process that is far more complex
than before. The definition of a student's dependency status with
the corresponding questions on the forms to determine that status
has caused considerable confusion and delayed processing for many
families.

VSAC maintains a toll-free number to provide students and their
families with financial aid information to assist them through the
process. Of the 50,000 phone calls that VSAC receives each year,
more are due to the current self-supporting definition and the corresponding questions than any on other section of the form, or of
the entire student aid process.
Current discussions on simplification focus almost entirely on the
questions involving family assets, which from our experience, has
caused little confusion for families. It is also paradoxical that the
exclusion of assets, while trying to be of benefit, may actually increase the family contribution for extremely needy students.
Again, I feel there's a dire need for stability in student aid programs. I'm particularly concerned that uncertainties resulting from
instability will discourage prospective students from seeking
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needed assistance, thereby becoming a major deterrent for students
pursuing a post-secondary educat ion. Stability is essential if we're
to have any hope in creating effective early awareness programs.

That's not to say improvements are not needed in some areas.
The Vermont Higher Education Councils' recommendations provide detailed technical recommendations to improve the student
aid program. The abuses need to be addressed aggressively. Yet, in
the broader context, I believe the programs work and they work
well.

I also share the same concerns that you and many of your colleagues have expressed over the level of student indebtedness. We
must re-examine the balance between grant assistance and various
loan programs. It was distressing to learn in a statement by Senator Pell that a decade ago, grant assistance at any time comprised
75 percent of a student's typical aid package, compared to only 25
percent today.
I believe that grant assistance should be the cornerstone to the
student aid programs. I do not, however, believe that front loading
of grants during the first 2 years of a student's academic program
is a good public policy. The student, as a primary beneficiary of the
education, should be willing to incur some level of self-help during
the first 2 years of study. If the public is willing to invest in students, I believe it's reasonable to expect students also should be
willing to invest in him or herself.
If the primary reason for front loading grants is to reduce defaults, it would appear there would be other alternatives which the
Federal Government could better address that issue. It would also
appear, in view of the current need to significantly expand grant
assistance at a time of scarce resources, Congress should consider
alternatives to increase the availability of grant assistance. One alternative would be to encourage or provide States with incentives
to expand need-based student aid programs. Currently, States provide over $50 billion in support for higher education, yet less than
5 percent of that support goes into need-based student aid.
The CBO report raised the question, should the Federal Government do more to encourage States to expand need-based student
aid programs? The report asserts that student aid provides the best
vehicle for promoting equal opportunity. Vermont leads the Nation
in this approach to financing higher education; yet, even in Ver-

mont, less than 20 percent of the State's general fund for higher
education goes into need-based student aid.
How has this approach worked? You be the judge.
Vermont spends less on higher education than any other State in

the Nation. In per capita terms, it ranks 49th; yet, Vermont's aspiration and continuation rates well exceed the national averages.
New Hampshire spends 23 percent more in support of higher
education. Yet, according to information we received when we conduct financial aid nights in New Hampshire border schools, Vermonters have more access to higher education than New Hampshire residents.
Maine also spends 227 percent more in support for Lgher education than Vermont. The Maine Legislature was extremely interested in the Vermont's model and recently established an agency
similar to VSAC.
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I mention this to suggest that Congress consider--

Senator JEFFORDS. Excuse me. Is that per capita?
Mr. FRANZEIM. It's total expenditure.

Senator JEFFORDS. They're twice as big and so it's still 100 percent bigger?
Mr. FRANZEIM. Exactly. Wyoming, which is basically the same

size, spends more than double Vermont. I mention this to suggest
that Congress consider using the State Student Incentive Grant
Program as the vehicle for the Federal Government to increase
grant support for students.
The SSIG program was successful in creating State supported
student aid programming, but it has not been used to encourage
States to expand their need-based student aid programs. Funding
currently for SSIG is 32 percent less in constant dollars than it was
10 years ago. The program should be structured so that new Federal dollars coming into the State would have to be matched to encourage additional State dollars be allocated for student aid.
Additional incentives could be incorporated to achieve additional
desired Federal outcomes. History has indicated that Federal incentives have been effective in increasing state support for desired programs. In instances where the Federal Government has provided financial incentive, States have responded. States are also grappling
with fiscal deficits of their own and expenses. The SSIG program
would provide States with such an alternative. Reauthorization
provides us with the opportunity to step back, review, and hopefully improve the Higher Education Act.
As we celebrate Vermont's bicentennial, I'm amazed at the many
contributions Vermonters have made to the Nation. I read a recent
article that the State of Wisconsin, 9 of their first 18 governors
were native born Vermonters.
I wish to thank you, Senator Jeffords, for keeping that tradition
alive by seeking input from Vermonters. I thank you for your support and assistance.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much. We are a great exporter here in Vermont. Why we have had more presidents per capita,
more vice-presidents per capita, and we can go on. That's not very
relevant today.
You've run through your 30 minutes, but we're going to expand
that because you're a very important panel to me. I am concerned

about the needs analysis situation, and do you think it acts as a
discouragement to people applying? Do you think, it is a detri-

ment? A complication of that?
Ms. GARDNER. I think for some it is. I think particularly when we
talk about first generation college students because the form itself,

somewhat like an income tax form, can be perceived to be very

threatening.
Now, here again, certainly financial aid officers and certainly a
lot of the VSAC outreach staff have done a wonderful job working

not only with students but with parents. And I think that, too, is
necessary because we find in Vermont that a lot of times education

is a family affair, if you will. It is not just that students, but, I

think that there are certainly pieces of that in the form itself.
Mr. FRANZEIM. I think from my perspective, I think there have
been a lot of things that have been added to the need analysis doc-

.
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uments. There have been a lot of circumstances, the displaced

homemaker, draft certification statement, and I think the question
regarding the dependency status made the form more complex
than they need to be.
I think you can go back and actually recreate a form that isn't EIS
complex. It wouldn't be as cumbersome. I don't think it would be

an obstacle.
Senator JEFFORDS. My own opinion is that we made a mess after
we changed the age of majority to age 18. The parents aren't legally responsible even though they're only 18.

Let me ask you another specific question: How does the 30-day
delay disbursement affect students or institutions? Has that been a

problem for you?
Mr. LACASCE. I'm speaking without the authority of my financial
aid officer, but I think generally, no. And I think that that's one of

the areas that can help cut down on some of the early default prob-

lems. And that it is, although it does provide a strain, it's something that the institutions, even small ones such as ours, can cope
with and I think it's a perfectly legitimate thing to do.
Senator JEFFORDS. Fine. I believe that just looking, too, to the
future again for a while, we did not make guaranteed student loans
well related to the family's assets at all. I personally feel that's the
way we should go on that for the simple reason that I don't think
that hardly anybody in those upper categories have defaulted on
the GSL. Also, I don't think that it is a problem area, and yet we
created an awful mess to go through. I know Bill Ford agrees with
me on that.
Just a couple of comments on the GSL program, the Stafford
loan. When I talk about defaults, and I'm talking about Stafford
loans, I call them GSL. The experience has been great actually
with the default records. When you spoke earlier regarding some
problem areas you had some suggestions. When you realize our
record is better than most banks and twice as good as VISA or
Master Charge, etc. there's really nothing to be ashamed of. It's
just that we have so many loans outstanding. The total number of
defaults looks huge. Actually, percentage is excellent. I don't get
excited about that. It's a budget problem that we have.
Do you think that there's some discussion to make Pell grants
tuition sensitive? Do you think that's an area for consideration?
Mr. FRANZEIM. Do not exceed tuition?

Senator JEFFORDS. Yes, sir, in that sense, the greater the tuition.
Mr. FRANZE1M. My personal point of view, that makes a lot of

sense.
Senator JEFFORDS. Do you have any comments?

Mr. LACASCE. I really didn't think very much about it. My initial
comment would be that I agree with Ted on this.
If you make it tuition sensitive, it could have the effect of simply

grabbing at tuition. If the feds are going to pick up the bill, why
not raise the tuition, and I don't think that's particularly the way
to go.

Senator JEFFORDS. I also want to make you aware that I believe
President Bush is thinking about doing away with SSIG. I would
agree with you, but we do have some formidable opponents on that.
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Mr. LACASCE. We haven't had a chance as an organization to

talk about your Early Intervention bill, but that could perhaps

expand the political base for support of that program. And I think
it has merit on its own, but I .also think that could help them and
expand that program.
Senator JEFFORDS. I agree, and hopefully we're going to use it for

that advantage as well as the other advantages.
Thank you very much. You know I'll be in touch with you for

more discussions and dialogue. I do appreciate your being here
today.

The becond half of the panel includes Nelberta Lunde, Donald

Honeman, and Sue Carp. Nelberta, please go ahead.
Ms. LUNDE. Senator Jeffords, thank you for the opportunity to

participate in this hearing concerning reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act.

The Educational Amendment of 1986 eliminated the ability of
parents and students to substitute the Stafford Loan (formerly the
Guaranteed Student Loan) for the family contributions, thereby
eliminating a major source of student aid for middle-income families.

In place of the former Guaranteed Student Loan Program with
the substitution benefit, Congress created the Parent Loan Program (PLUS) and the Supplemental Loans (SLS) Program. These
progams were designed to help parents and self-supporting students meet their expected contributions.

Unfortunately, in some cases, repayment terms, credit checks,
and inability of some families to obtain SLS/PLUS loans have not
always made the programs a reasonable slternative to the former
Guaranteed Student Loan Program for middle-income families.
While many families do benefit from the PLUS progran , there
are others who are still left without a means of meeting their full

family contribution. Many families use the PLUS loans to help
them get through a poor cash flow situation. They just don't have

the cash to pay up front for their education. The current $4,000 per
year per student limit helps those who happen to have the $4,000
expected parent contribution, but many families have contributions
in excess of this amount. At St. Michael's College, for example, the
average family contribution for next year's freshmen with need is
an estimated $7,800?
Senator JEFFORDS. $7,800?

Ms. LUNDE. $7,800. A $4,000 PLUS loan will help, but many will

still have a difficult time coming up with the balance of the family
contribution especially if they have more than one child in college
as families do at St. Mike's. We recommend that the PLUS loan

limit be increased from the current $4,000 per year per child to
$10,000 with a cumulative debt per child of $50,000.

I also recommended that dependent students be allowed, based
on the professional judgment decision of the financial aid adminis-

tration, to borrow on the SLS program in addition to PLUS program. SLS loan limits for dependent students might range, for example, from $3,500 for freshmen to $5,500 for upper classmen. Dependent students would be required to first borrow a Stafford loan.
In this way, if the student is only eligible for $2,000 based on need
analysis, but still has need for additional funds to meet the student
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contribution, he or she could borrow through the SLS program, too,
for this additional need, based upon the professional judgment decision of the aid administrator. They shouldn't be allowed to borrow
on the SLS for any purpose.
If dependent students are allowed to borrow on the SLS program,
it would be desirable that the applicant have to file only one document to determine eligibility for all programs and for the generation of all paperwork necessary for the delivery of these programs

to the students. The borrower, however, should also have to take
some specific and recognizable step to complete a borrowing transaction; just shouldn't sign a paper and get the money. To accomplish this goal, the financial aid community should be encouraged
and supported to work toward a core of common loan application
data elements. The delivery system inust also become more flexible
to allow for diversity of guarantor systems, and every effort must

be made to simplify the process for the borrower, school, and
lender.

With the increased debt burden being assumed by both students
and parents, options must be provided to allow for manageable repayment of loans. It is recommended that longer periods of repayment be allowed to ensure that the monthly payments are within
manageable levels of family's financial resources. The failure to do
so would only compound the already increasing default problem.

In addition, we recommend that lenders be mandated to offer
graduated repayment options. Many families have not prepared
sufficiently for their children's post-secondary expenses. For many,

the shock of financing a post-secondary education out of current

earned income is overwhelming. For this reason, some kind of longterm loan program does need to be available. If we're not going to
allow parents to borrow through a subsidized loan program such as
the Stafford Loan Program, Congress should at least allow the in
terest paid on PLUS or SLS loans to be tax deductible. That might

not be in the Higher Education Act, but I put that in. It's currentlycorrectloans on home equity which are not always available
and not always the best alternative to the family.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to speak here today-Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much for being here. I'm very

interested in those programs and I appreciate your testimony very
much.
Senator JEFFORDS. Don, we'll hear from you now.

Mr. HONEMAN. Thank you, Senator. I'm Don Honeman. I'm the

director of financial aid at the University of Vermont. I'd like to
share a few comments on the need analysis and particularly in the
ways that it relates to the situations of middle-income families that
we deal with.

I havelet me say at the outset, I agree with Ted Franzeim that
it's critical with my view that we keep some stability in these programs, not for the future's sake, but because the program is work-

ing. I think it's one of the Federal initiatives in the last decade

that's been successful. I think what we need to do is make sure the
program continues to work and, perhaps more importantly, that
they maintain credibility with our public. With that in mind, I'd
like to share a few thoughts about the Congressional methodology
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and, finally, some specific recommendations I have with regard to
the methodology.
As you know, the 1986 reauthorization had an impact on the pop-

ulation that we deal with. But probably the watershed of that was
the development of the Congressional methodology and the codifi-

cation of that into law. While I know that was done in order to

ensure that the Congressional intent was made in determining stu-

dents' eligibility for aid, I think it had some fallout that was intended; in particular, the methodology become less responsive to
the changing economic climate and certainly less sensitive to the
formulae involved in providing the information that's required on

the application form.
With that in mind, it would make some sense to get the technical
pieces of the methodology out of the statute. How do you continue

to have the Congressional intent with regard to aid eligibility

taken into account while not having the methodology in the statute? It seems to me that this could be done by having the Congress
outline some broad parameters with regard to need analysis, some
general principles, and then allowing them to be implemented by
the Student Aid Advisory Committee or some other group that's
constituted in some other way so the Congress wouldn't be involved
in micro-managing a fairly technical system.
Senator JEFFORDS. Would you agree with that, Nelberta?
MS. LUNDE. Yes.

Mr. HONEMAN. Again, the Congressional methodology is to deter-

minefor determining eligibility. What VSAC uses is a modification of it. We use it at the institutional level for determining eligibility for institutional payment, so it should remain flexible so we
can all use it for the purposes that we have for utilizing our own
funds. Having the methodology updated infrequently and only by
changes in the law really makes that a difficult tool for us to work
with with any flexibility.

That's some general thoughts about methodology and the fact

that it's been codified into law. If the Congress insists on keeping it

law, then I have five particular recommendations with regard to
the methodology that seem to us to be particularly problematical

as we work with middle-income families, in particular, and the balance of my remarks will be divided to those specific recommendations relating to the methodology itself. These are fairly technical
when we talk to the family about how we assess their ability to finance a college education. These are areas that I found are particularly difficult to explain to families and to justify to them.

The first relates to the standard maintenance allowance and

that's the allowance that the methodology uses to determine what

a family's basic expenses for housing, clothing, and feeding a
family for a year are. That standard allowance is based on the

Bureau of Labor Statistics Lower Living Standard. An awful lot of
the families that we deel with are from middle-income families.
And when wc explain to them what they're based on, they tend to
be horrified that they're expected to live, house, clothe, and feed
their families on the basis of that standard. So it seems to me that
that's one piece of the methodology that might be reconsidered.

The bureau has a middle-income standard of living that has a
mechanism. You need to understand that if we make any change
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in that, it would result in an across-the-board decrease in what
families are expected to contribute. To acknowledge that families
need more assistance and not do anything about the funding level
is a cruel irony at that time. It's one of the pieces of the methodologY.

The second definition is the definition of self-supporting students.
It is a problem because the definition is so convoluted, it's almost
impossible to record all of the information to get through the definition on the self-supporting student. So it seems to me that that's
a concern to address. Maybe we could classify as emancipated those
students who are 25 years of age who have dependents of their own
or who are veterans and allow the financial aid officer to make exceptions to that. It seems to me to be a problem.
The third is the consideration to parents enrolled in college. If
parents are enrolled in college concurrently with their students,
the methodology now allows them a real break. It seems that the

family, expenditures for the parents in college are going to be

roughly the same as those with students who are in college. In fact,
we find that often parents are reimbursed by their employers for
their college expenses, and we almost never find that parents' expenses are as great as they have to undertake for their children. So
I think that's a flaw in the methodology that has to be addressed
perhaps by removing those unreimbursed expenses for their own in
college.

Fourth, dependent students earnings, the methodology that 70
percent of the student's prior year earnings be contributed to the
cost for the following year. So a student's 1990 summer earnings
theoretically need to be saved to the tune of 70 percent until September 1991. We don't think it's realistic that students are able
do or in reality to save for that period of time and certainly not at
that percentage rate.
Fifth and finally, I have a concern about the employment allowance for two worlung parents. The methodology takes into effect
the national expenses that two working parents incur in order to
maintain jobs for both of them. Ted Franzeim told me thatVSAC
told me in 1980 about 54 percent of the applicants came from families with two working spouses. By 1989, that was up to 80 percent.
So this allowance that's provided for two working spouses is clearly
a critical part of the methodology; yet, from 1980 to 1989, the allowance only increased from 2,000 to $2,300. That's hardly com-

mensurate with the increases that families have incurred over

those years.
Those are five particular critical pieces of the methodology that
the Congress could review at this time.

To close, it's important that we recognize that fundamentally
title IV programs are working. We probably shouldn't think of a
major overhaul, but some very substantial tinkering is in order to
keep them credible.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Honeman follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT BY MR. HONEMAN

Good morning. My name is Donald Honeman and I am the director of financial
aid at the University of Vermont. Thank you Senator Jeffords for providing me and
my colleagues in the student aid field with the opportunity to spend a few minutes
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this morning sharing with you some of our observations about the impact of the
title IV student aid programs on middle-income families. These families who are
struggling with the challenges of financing a college education in the 1990's are
facing hurdles which sometimes seem insurmountable to them. May I say at the
outset, however that it L my belief that the Federal student aid programs are
among the most successful of all Federal initiatives in the past several decades. Because of these programs the goal of college access for all deserving students has
largely been achieved. So the suggestions I offer today are made in the spirit of assuring the continuing success and credibility of these programsnot for the purpose
of recommending their fundamental overhaul.
While I am most familiar with the impact of Federal financial aid policies at the

University of Vermont and at public universities in Massachusetts and Maine

where I served previously, I will try to make my remarks general enough to encompass the concerns of a broad spectrum of students and families who need financial
assistance in order to afford attendance at any type of post-secondary institution.
The 1986 Reguthorization of the Higher Education Act resulted in a variety of
reforms which t fleeted the families with whom w^ work regularly. The watershed
event of that year, however, was the codification into law of the formula for determining family ability to pay for a college educatio!. The product of that initiative is
what we now call the Congressional PAuthodology. Putting the methodology into
statute was in part designed to ensure that Congrerlional intent was followed in determining el4ibility for Federal aid. However, the resulting structure has, unfortu-

nately, lacked the flexibility required to ensure that it remains a reliable mecha-

nism for accurately measuring family ability to pay. While the methodology is fundamentally a sound and consistent form of measurement, it nevertheless needs to be
more responsive to changes in the economic climate and more sensitive to the difficulties families have in providing information on the application form.
To be sure that flexibility and responsiveness are inherent in the system for analyzing family ability to pay, it might make more sense for the Congress to outline a
broad set of need analysis principles or parameters which reflect your funding priorities. The Student Aid Advisory Committee or a similarly constituted group could
then make appropriate technical changes to the methodology as needed. Clianges
recommended by such a group could be subject to Congressional review but the Confirg8would not have to engage in the micromanagement of such a technical system.

Congressional Methodology lies at the heart of the financial aid eligibility
system for Federal and often State and institutional funds as well. That makes it
critical that the system reflect as nearly as possible the real ability to families to
pay for college expenses. Otherwise it will be perceived by families as a rationing
device, or worse yet, as an artificially contrived obstacle to college attendance. All of

this argues, in my mind, for de-politicizing the maintenance of the formula to the
greatest extent possible.
The balance of my remarks will be devoted to some thoughts about the methodology itself. In working with families applying for financial assistance, it has bee my
experience that those families from the lowest income ranges and those in the much
higher income brackets are generally, able to meet the level of contribution calculated for them by the methodology. The group for whom payment of the contribution
calculated by the Congressional Methodology is most difficult appears to be those
families with moderate incomes, modest home equity, little sovings and few borrowing options. For this group to make their contributions from current income is espe-

cially difficult. These are also the families that protest most vocally to us about
their difficulties in keeping up with the demands of college financing.
When working with these middle-income filmilies, I have consistently found five
particular features of the Congressional methodology especially difficult to defend.
(1) The Standard Maintenance Allowance. The Standard Maintenance Allowance
is designed to accommodate the costs of housing, clothing and feeding a family for a
year and is based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics Lower Living Standard. Since
most middle-income families are living on a reasonable middle level standard, con-

sideration of using the BLS Middle Living Standard as a basis for the allowance
might be more sensible. An alternative might be to adjust the progressive taxation

rate schedule for families in the middle-income group. However reasonable either of
these alternatives may seem, we cannot lose sight of the fact that such a modification would result in lowering the amonnts which families are expected to contribute
to college expenses. To acknowledge that families need more assistance while leaving the current level of available funding unchanged would be more of a cruel irony
than a sensible reform.
(2) The Definition of "-Supporting Status. The convoluted system for classifying
parents or self-supporting is difficult to understand
students as dependent o.
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and almost impossible to record on the current application form. Simply designating
as emancipated those students who are 25 years of age, have dependents, or are veterans and allowing financial aid administrators the discretion to make exceptions in
extraordinary cases would simplify the application form, provide an understandable
definition, and still remain sensitive to unusual circumstances.
(3) Consideration of Parents Enrolled in College. The existing methodology allows
parents enrolled in college concurrently with their children full consideration when
dividing available family resources among family members enrolled in post-secondary programs. We find that the parent's college expenses are frequently reimbursed
by employers and almost never are great enough to warrant the reduction in parental contribution that results from their inclusion in the calculation. A more reasonable approach would be to simply offset the family's annual income by the amount of
unreimbursed college expenses incurred by the parent.
(4) Dependent Student Earnings. The methodology now requires that 70 percent of
the student's own prior year income be assessed as a resource available for college.
This requirement has had two unintended consequences. The first is that students
feel that they are being penalized for working; in some cases I believe that students
may not work to the extent they otherwise might in anticipation of the 70 percent
taxation of their earnings for college expenses. The second, and probably more valid
concern is that the expectation that students hold onto their summer earnings for

more than 12 months (and 70% of the earnings at that) is simply not realistic.
Either reducing the percentage of earnings which must be saved or reverting to a

standard summer savings expectation would remove the disincentive to working and
would be a more realistic expectation.
(5) The Employment Allowance for Two Working Parents. In 1980 approximately
54 percent of applicants for assistance from the Vermont Student Assistance Corporation came from families with two working parents. By 1989 fully 80 percent came
from two income families. The allowance utilized in the methodology for the expenses incurred by two working spouses is, therefore, far more critical today than it
was even 10 years ago. Yet the so-called employment allowance has only increased
from $2,000 to $2,300 since 1980. That's hardly consistent with the increase in the
costs incurred by these families during that period. A significant baseline increase

to this allowance coupled with annual adjustments consistent with the Consumer
Price Index increases would seem to be a reasonable way to accommodate the fact
that so many middle-income families have both parents working to try to keep up
with escalating college costs.
Other features of the methodology which are problematical include the Dislocated
Worker and Displaced Homemaker classifications, the treatment of Veterans bene-

fits, and the so-called simplified methodology (which has, ironically, complicated
both the methodology and the application form). Since the financial aid administrator may make judgments about unusual circumstances, cluttering the application
form with questions pertaining to small groups of applicants such as these tends to
be both redundant and confusing.
In closing I'd like to thank you again for giving me the opportunity to address you
this morning. I hope that these remarks are helpful to you in evaluating the effectiveness of the student aid programs as you consider their reauthorization. The goal
of providing universal access to a college education has been realized in America
largely thanks to a successful collaboration among the Federal Government, State
agencies, colleges and universities, and finally students and parents themselves.
Unless we maintain the confidence and support of each of these partners, we may
well return to the unhappy State when many of our best colleges and universities
are once again enclaves for the well-to-do. Thanks to your leadership, Senator, and
to the commitment of all of us to the higher education partnership, we will be able
to continue to assure all students and their families that a quality college education
is not beyond the reach of any of our citizens. Thank you.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you. Thank you very much for your

comments.
Ms. Carp.
Ms. CARP. Thank you for having me here today. My name is Sue

Carp and I am a student and spokesperson for the Vermont Stu-

dent Concerns Committee. We're a group of students from 12 of the
17 independent colleges in Vermont and we came together because
our mutual concerns abou, the future of funding for higher education.
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As funds are decreasing for us, we're seeing higher tuition costs
that are limiting our choices for the schools that we chose to go to.

We also see that the focus for the funding should be on the student. I've heard many people talk about the increasing budgets and
budget cuts from independent colleges and that students can't go to
that college. Different students have different fears, and we're all
separate individuals and we believe that we should help the fund-

ing in the situation that would be the best for us, and where we
can get the most of our education and most return on our investment.

We also have concerns about front loading the Pell grants to the
first 2 years of our education. With our various factors with our
education, I believe we need some stability and some security in
knowing that we're going to have any stable ratio of grants and
loans especially for four-year students.
As a 2-year student at Champlain College right now, I am also a
success this year. I will be graduating. I'm a single mother of a 14month-old boy and I believe incapable of covering my tuition. My
options are limited in choosing my school to continue for my bachelors. The future is uncertain for me. I'm hoping that my eligibility
will cover my tuition costs in the future.
So as students, we're taking it year by year. We can't necessarily

count on continuing our education. I have friends that haven't

been able to continue their education because their eligibility has
dropped or they haven't been able to earn as much over their balance.

The forms are also intimidating and the Vermont Student Con-

cerns Committee as a group has felt that is such an important
issue that in the future we're planning to develop a speakers

bureau and offer our services throughout Vermont. We have students all over Vermont and so our availability would be widespread. As current students in higher education, we felt we would
have a lot of knowledge to offer these students plus the common
factor of going through the experience ourselves and having been
there. The forms are difficult and that can deter some students
from even trying financial aid.
I guess that's about all.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Carp follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT BY MS. CARP

I would like to thank you for the opportunity to offer testimony on the issue of
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

My name is Sue Carp and I am the spokesperson for the Vermont Student

Concers Committee. We are a group of student representatives from 12 of the 17
independent colleges in Vermont. We came together because of a common concern
that we have about the future of funding for higher education.
There are many discussions taking place in all different areas of government,
State and Federal, that are hinting at solutions that include increasing budget appropriations only to public colleges and universities. This would be to the demise of
the private sector of post-secondary education. We believe that the focus of the
grant and loan programs should be reemphasized"The Student." If the private
sector is limited, so are the opportunities for the students whose needs would be
best met by the unique characteristics of individual institutions. A point to stress is
the increasing burden that would be placed on the facilities and resources of the
public colleges and universities. These schools are already close to, or exceeding,
their capacity.
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In comparison, the idea of offering to cover total tui
costs for students attending the public colleges and universities is likely to have similar effects. The public
sector would be overburdened and the private sector would receive fewer grant and
loan dollars. This creates a cycle, which once started is probably going to be close to
impossible to stop. Fewer grant and loan dollars cause an increase in tuition at the
private schools. St dents just clearing the expenses are then forced to leave. Fewer
dollars coming in cause another tuition increase. Where will it end? Who will stop
it?

In Vermont, the Vermont Student Concerns Committee is lobbying the State Legislature to gain attention to the issue of funding for higher education. We speak frequently of the Vermont Student Assistance Corporation because VSAC has focused
on the funding needs of students. When applying to VSAC for grants and loans, it
matters little what institution has been chosen. The money is distributed on a need
basisnot institutional need, but an individual student's needs.
We strongly believe that the freedom of choice needs to be preserved for the student that is looking to ipost-secondary education. Financial barriers for low-income
and middle-income students and their families is causing a vast amount of waste.
The waste exists in the students that could not finish the post-secondary education

that they had started. The students that could not attend the institution of their
choice, due to lack of funding to pay the tuition and costs. Perhaps those students

would have achieved greater success if they had been able to participate in the program of their choice. There are many that are so intimidated by the overwhelming
process of applying to schools and then tending to their funding needs, that they
don't even get started. The process is supposed to be an investment in the future. Is
this accurate? It seems more accurate that a true investment would be looking for

the returns to be obtained further in the future than just a couple of years. The

earnin; power of a person with a college education, or post-secondary skill training,
has bn proven in the past.

An issue not mentioned very often is the increased mental health that can be

achieved by the pride and comfort of having a career job that can support a family.
The future children of these graduates will also have role models that they can legitimately aspire to. I can speak of this issue personally, as I am the single parent of
a 14-month-old boy. I am a recipient of ANFC and had absolutely no hope of being
self-supporting without college education. I will be graduating from the Associate's
program at Champlain College in May of 1991, and will be sitting for the CPA examination in the same month. Vermont allows for certification with only 2 years of
education, but I want to be able to succeed, for myself and my son. I have now applied to the Bachelor's program at Champlain. It makes me very proud to know that
some of my son's first memories will be of "mommy going to school." Without financial aid, and the ability to choose a program that fit my needs, I would have a very
dim future. I will now have the opportunity to put back into the system that has
invested in the future of myself and my son.
Outreach services are an invaluable asset to the grant and loan programs. The
financial aid forms are difficult to understand. The directions are complicated and

there are many conditions which must be traced throughout the forms. Support

services offer much needed assistance co applicants. It is always easier to push the
forms aside and neLlect them without the consequences of that action being known
at the time. The Vermont Student Concerns Committee feels so strongly on the
topic, that we have plans of offering our services to Vermont elementary and high
schools. We would like to know that students are not losing an opportunity that so
many others are receiving. With mord to front-loading of the Pell grant to the student's first 2 years of school, it becomes discriminatory in many ways. Low-income,
lower-middle-income, and middle-income seem to suffer each time there is a policy
change. We urge the policy makers to look into the future. The true test is not what
the figures look like next year. The true test is the financial situation of the student
in post-secondary education. All of the Budget Analysis available will not pay the
existing debt of students, or help those that were forced out, to be able to return.

Once again, I want to thank you for this opportunity and leave you with the

thought, The funding is for the student."

Senator JEFFORDS. I appreciate the three of you being here. In
this sense, I'm always in a terrible situation where we run out of
time before we have much time for questions. So I would like to
submit some questions to you which you could answer in writing.
We'll try to make them short and brief. I would like some input.
Sort of relative to Sue, in a way, I'd like a comment or two on
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being a nontraditional student. We do have a lot of parents coming
back in who have children. Are there large differences in financial

necessity and aid that are not built into our present program for
the nontraditional student?

Do you have any comments on that Don or Nelberta?
Mr. HONEMAN. Let me just say very quickly that the methodolo-

gy, again straight self-supporting definitely depends on whether
they have dependents of their own or whether they are single selfsupporting students. Those students, nontraditional students who
have dependents of their own, have their own families, are treated
in the same way in the methodology as are the parents of dependent students, which is to say we make the same assumption on the
family assets and the treatment of those that we do on dependent
students.

What that has resulted in are fairly small contributions from

those self-supporting students and correspondingly large need for

those students. Our problem is that we don't have the funding
available to meet those large needs that come out of the methodology for self-supporting students with families of their own; none.

The title IV programs are designated specifically for nontraditional students so we're put into a position where we have to use
limited resources across the board for both dependent and self-supporting students. And given the limitations on those funds, that
often leaves the self-supporting student with unmet needs.
Ms. LUNDE. I agree with what Don said on that. Also yGu have to

take into account the nontraditional students, they have a lot of
different expenses tLan ordinary students, traditional students.
They have child care, they have transportation expenses because
they don't live on campus, they have toyou have to build special
budgets for them and they're often quite high.
Senator JEFFORDS. Is there anything in the funding proposal that
looks at the nontraditional student?
Ms. LUNDE. I think it depends on the school. Some schools have

enough funds to do that. I don't think a lot of them do. It takes a
lotlots of additional funding. You try to not load them up on any
extra loans. We don't have a lot of nontraditional students in our

undergraduate students; some schools do.
Senator JEFFORDS. Sue, do you need more flexibility for yourkelf
as you compare yourself with others?
Ms. CARP. I need my own flexibility in my own role. As I said,

this year I was a success. Certainly, next year might be different.
Tuition is going up and the scheduling is different. There's also a
program outreach that covers my transportation costs and my daycare costs. That's also the reason I can attend. It can be very stressful.

There are many different needs and expenses, especially for a
single parent going back to school. There are also households to
maintain. It's not just an apartment where you canyou run back
to the apartment. You have a home and you wear many different
hats. I believe there has to be more flexibility. I am at Champlain
with their sin;le parents program and it has been a plus and it has
been very valuable.
Senator JEFFORDS. Yes, Don.
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Mr. HONEMAN. If I can just offer one thought about the loan
burden that have to be undertaken by older nontraditional stu-

dents. At UVM, we find that self-supporting students have to

borrow quite a bic more than dependent students. Often these student are older, 30's or 40's when they graduate from college. They
don't have as much time to pay back the loan as do the traditional
22-year-old graduates. Given the fact that their needs are greater
and therefore their loan burdens are higher and less time and opportunity to pay those loans offthey often have famil, obligations
right off the bat that dependent student don't haveit seems to me
that there's an intrinsic problem here that needs to be addressed in
some other way than a loan burden for those students.
Senator JEFFORDS. I agree with you and I want to know what
we're doing to take a look at a new situation that we haven't studied.

Again, I thank you all, but I will be back and especially you, Sue,

I would like to continue a dialogue with you and your group. I
think it would be important.
We'll take a break now.
[Recess.]

Senator JEFFORDS. I'll call the hearing back to order, and our
next witnesses are Charles Bunting, Chancellor of the Vermont
State Colleges; Don Vickers, executive director, Vermont Student
Assistance Corporation; Molly Burke, president, Vermont National

Education Association; Joanne Tenny, student, Northfield High
School; and Mary Leahy, Adult Basic Education Office.
Go ahead, Mr. Bunting.

STATEMENTS OF CHARLES BUNTING, CHANCELLOR, VERMONT
STATE COLLEGES; DON VICKERS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, VERMONT STUDENT ASSISTANCE CORPORATION; MOLLY BURKE,
PRESIDENT, VERMONT NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION;
JOANNE TENNY, STUDENT, NORTHFIELD HIGH SCHOOL; AND
MARY LEAHY, ADULT BASIC EDUCATION OFFICE

Mr. BUNTING. I'm pleased to be with you this morning, especially
to provide comments on Senator Jefford's proposed Early Intervention program. The bottom line is that this prop- 1111 represents a
major breakthrough in achieving meaningful access and educational opportunity for at-risk youth in our Nation. I will speak both to
the need for legislation and comments to several specifics.

Along with several others in this room, I have invested a good
part of my professional life to a goal of achieving meaningful

access to higher education for younger and elder students. A couple
of achievements that Trio support programs and other initiatives
are essential societal investments toward that goal. Also, I am
proud of Vermont's record of increased participation in college by
high school graduates, and indeed, the majority of all Vermont students in the Vermont State system, young and old, are in the first
college-going generation in their families.

Despite these gains, we must also admit to the limits of our

progress in achieving meaningful access in providing equal educational opportunities to all our youth. The fact is that higher educa-
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tion, viewed as a commodity, continues to be distributed very unevenly across our society.
a
Research tells us that in the late 1980's, a young person from
B.A.
high-income family was about ten times more likely to earn a
Further, redegree than a young person from a low-income family.school
gradusearch finds a very high correlation between the high attends
colate's activity after schoolwhether or not he or she

educalegeand characteristics of the parents such as their ownincome.

tional level, their expectations for their child, and family
those
Put another way, the odds for advancement strongly favors
from
lowfrom high-income backgrounds and disfavors those diminished.
income backgrounds. Nor has the gap between the two has a colWhy have these trends persisted so stubbornly? Why especially
lege education remained an elusive goal for so many,
within our Nation's and State's at-risk youth population?
I believe we have been naive to place so much of the emphasis of
or well into
our access strategies at the point of college entrance,
Upward
Bound
through
programs
such
as
the high school years
effects
of
earlier
have
ignored
the
powerful
and Talent Search. We
experience
home
if
schooling
was
an
realities: The difference in the
that college
of failure or frustration for parents; the family's fear
receive
in early
the
message
some
kids
costs will be prohibitive;
them;
the
and
learning
is
not
for
grades to the effect that school
and
ineighth
grade
for
them
of
weak
uninformed choices made in
tracks.
appropriate high school programs or
These are just examples, but the point is this: When our Federal
and State programs of student assistance "kicks-in" for low-income
and at-risk youth at the point of the college-going, a great deal of
process has occurred many years before which profoundly influences who is and is not at the college door.
JefThe concepts of early intervention, as codified in Senator
disturband
crucial
response
to
this
fords' bill, is a very significant
ing reality. It holds the promise for providing to at-risk children
access; accuseveral important toolsassurance of future financial
important
mentoring
rate information and advice about the future;
role models; and academic support and assistanceall of which
granted. It
those of us in more fortunate circumstances take for
the
unrealized
holds the promise for bringing us far closer to
dream of equal educational access and equal opportunity.
In general, I find the current version of the Early Intervention
bill to be quite strong. I believe its very comprehensivenessinmencluding as it does tuition assurance, the contract agreement,needed
summer services,
toring and advising, support servizes,
key
school and college collaboration, evaluationis one of its
diverse
encourages
and
invites
strengths. This comprehensiveness
and integrated program responses
A second particular strength, in my judgment, is the proposed
Federal/State collaboration incorporated in the current version.
Federal sponsorBeyond the shared financial burden, for example,
national
level, while
meaningful
portability
on
a
ship can assure
State sponsorship is far superior in order to accomplish the program objectives.
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I frankly find little to criticize. Instead, I would enthusiastically
press for a broader concept or for even greater emphasis on certain
points in the draft. Let me be more specific:

First, investment and return. Would there be a way to tie increases in the student's tuition account, if you will, with persistence in the program or accomplishment of goals? It seems to me
that the concept of building an account over time may be useful.
Second, a long-term bank account. If there is an agreement on
this point, I recommend that the language make clear that the student is not a "lock step" from high school through college. Rather,
the individual may tap his tuition account over an extended period
of time. We increasingly recognize that individuals will take best
advantage of post-secondary education at different stages of their
adult and work. lives. Additionally, it may be helpful to make clear
that the bill envisions the full range of eligible post-secondary program options. Presently, there may be a 4-year B.A. flavor to the
text.
Third, openness on providers. States should be discouraged from
presuming that one or two agencies or entities can deliver the anticipated program services. Rather, I hope the legislation will

retain its present spirit, as I read it, to the effect that there are a

wider range of educational and community agencies which may effectively intervene.
Finally, collaboration. I believe that a "sleeper" in the bill is the
provision for collaboration between the K-12 end higher education
levels. Whether we're concerned with counseling the student, his or
her academic plan, summer programs on campuses, or standards
for graduation and admission, such collaboration will be essential
to the success of a State's plan. It may be helpful if this provision
receives greater emphasis in the bill.
Clearly, I believe that this proposal for early intervention represents a major strategy to accomplish genuine educational access in
our Nation. In addition, it may permit a national demonstration of
an important idea which has been in the shadows for some time
specifically, the concept of an educational or credit bank for individuals. Increasingly, we are coming to recognize that completion
of education and training beyond the high school level is no longer
an option, but a necessity, both for the individual and for society.
As a Nation, we are not prepared to recognize or realize the full
implications of that changed reality. Nonetheless, this bill would
permit a real test of the concept of educational vouchers for one,
high priority, group of learners.
Thank you for the opportunity to share these views and my congratulations to you for advancing a very powerful and positive proposal.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much for those very kind
Mr. Vickers, go ahead.
Mr. VICKERS. I am pleased to be here today to share my views on
your Early Intervention bill. First, let me say, I, too, applaud you
for taking the initiative on this desperately needed effort to assure
that there is outreach early in the educational system.
Vermont is a pioneer in early intervention efforts for students in
the areas of career decision-making and financial aid. A few of the
words.
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important performance indicators that demonstrate the success
we've had in the past for our continuation rate. In 1978, Vermont's
continuation rate for high school seniors was 47 percent below the
national average. By 1988, our continuation rate for high school
seniors was 64 percent, four percentage points above the national
average. And for a State who makes a very small investment in
higher education, I think we have done extremely well. We have

come from below the national average to exceeding the national average in 10 years.
Our Outreach Program, as a direct effort and component in dealing with ninth through twelfth grades who are disadvantaged with
regard to post-secondary education, suggests that we have a continuation rate in the area of 77 percent of those students going on
to some kind of post-secondary education. Again, well above both
the national and State averages. The success of these averages iies

in the personal counseling and the information provided to Vermont students. In 1988, we extended this effort to eighth graders;
however, we have quickly learned that future gains depend on a

much earlier intervention.
The question we have been asking ourselves at VSAC is where
do we go from here? How do we encourage more students not to
drop out of school and see the value of a post-secondary education?
A recent study that we have conducted of seniors that graduated

in 1988 indicated that a much earlier intervention is the key
intervention which takes place prior to the eighth grade.
And let me share with you a new kind of finding that we're

studying. Over 50 percent of the Vermont high school seniors who
continue their education beyond high school make that decision
before ninth grade. We also know that over 50 percent of those students not electing to continue their education beyond high school,
want career planning information prior to ninth gradeinformation which now is currently provided in traditionally nine throush
tv elve, but in most likely tenth and eleventh grades.
Another major difference between those who continue their education in Vermont and those who do not continue their education
is clearly parental involvement. Twice as many of those students
who continue their education beyond high school discuss their decision and their careers with their parents prior to ninth grade. The
information clearly points to the need for early intervention efforts
that provide mentoring, counseling, tutoring, and career planning
information services well before high school.
Your proposed Early Intervention bill represents a major step
forward to meet this important need. Your bill clearly recognizes

the need for intervention before high school and even before
middle school. It also goes one step further which I think is real
important in that field. It opens the door for a K-12 approach. It
does not limit us to just high school or just to middle school. And I
think that is an extremely important part of that bill because it's

I think it's too late to wait until seventh or eighth grade to provide
for a well-coordinated effort with other State and Federal and local
providers. Again, I think a real important part of that approach, of
the contract approach, an agreement between the students and the
State regarding certain academic milestones, will work well with
students.
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However, my primary concern is, first, funding and, second, the
trust fund concept. With the goal of providing student support serv-

ices and establishing an educational trust fund, the minimum of
$500,000, which is basically the allocation which would be available
for Vermont, would not allow us to do both of those adequately or
even anywhere near to what is suggested in Vermont.
I would suggest that the focus be on early intervention on the
service component, and support increased funding for the Student
Incentive Grant funding to replace the trust component. And what
I would propose is that any Federal money henceforth that is put
into the State Student Incentive Grant fund be matched by new
State dollars to deal and provide funding for those at-risk students.
That's a way for which we can encourage the State to put more
funding into the program.
I will send you under separate cover suggestions in the areas of
relationship of aid funding to other programs, the nonborrowing requirement, the eligible student requirement, and some further indications on the student agreements.
The concept of intervention for at-risk students prior to high
school is desperately needed if the United States is to have a
skilled work force and to have a high quality of life for its citizens
in what we call the new world order.
I'd like to thank you for letting me share all my views with you
and will answer any questions that you have.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you for your testimony.

I wonder about doing away with SSIG. Would it be possible, do
you think, to do it withoutunder some other approach other than
the SSIG, or would that take a whole different-Mr. VICKERS. My biggest concern is that there's a lot of effort to
establishing the children's trust. We have an effort in Rhode Island
and in New York. What I look at is future funding and commitment to students in first and second grade. Where we are is whether the economy in the United States, can we afford that. Will the
money be there? Will the State be able to write the checks that
will make that a guarantee? I think the drawback is that it does
not require a new Federal match of the existing money. If you get
one more dollar in 1992, it requires a new State dollar, is there a
way to get that program back on track? I have some real concerns
about the future of some of those efforts like the Children's Crusade in Rhode Island and a few others in New York about being
able to raise the capital, about meeting that commitment when
those students get to the secondary campus.
Senator JEFFORDS. Have you looked at the Crusade in their program in Rhode Island?
Mr. VICKERS. We looked at the Children's Crusade. It is way
beyond schedule in raising the adequate capital. The real strength
is the mentoring efforts and the advisory efforts particularly with
young kids. Really, the studentsthe biggest impact is parents.
With a mentoring effort, with an advising effort, what you're doing
is shoring that up where you don't have the parental involvement
that you need to encourage that child to go on.
Senator JEFFORDS. How important is parental involvement in the
early years?
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Mr. VICKERS. Parental involvement is key. If you look at the students in Vermont and you ask those students over a period of time
for those who go on to college, what was their parents' encouragement or involvement or what was their parents' choice, there's a
very, very high correlation between those students going on to college and those students who's saying that their parents want them
to go on to college. If you look at the students who say their parents had no involvement at all, one, you're of the higher educated
family and higher income family, those students will go on; in the
lower income families that interest will drop off.
Mr. BUNTING. I would agree with that. Going back to your question on SSIG, whether this could be done separately, I do see this

partly as a strategy to revitalize SSIG in a time that perhaps it's
necessary to do it. At the same time, that really there are some
other Federal programs that are generally judged to be probably
successful which are strong cousins of what are being proposed.

The two I would mention are Upward Bound and Head Start. Both
of them have very similar philosophy and strategies behind them
and the results of them are quite impressive.
I think in both of those programs, one also finds, especially in
Upward Bound, that even where the parental situation is not s
none-the-less there often are very strong mentors in some sort of
an adult position that have the same impact on young adults, anything about their future opportunities. As with you, one might find
a stable family situation where parents had a lot of success in education themselves. I think one of the challenges is how can we get
some of the same results with an approach, not as high cost an approach in those early years. Both Head Start and Upward Bound
are relatively high costing approaches and appropriately so.
I guess I would cling a little more to the tuition assurance concept. It would need to be tied in with the lower cost approach to

make a difference in the younger years. And I do think that for
those who do not go on to collegki, both parents and kids do, of
course, point to finances again and again. It's the single major

drawback or concern holding them back.
So I still think the combination of the early intervention and the

financial assurance, however we can provide that, is a pretty important link and does make this pretty unique.
Senator JEFFORDS. Do you think it could be possible to work busi-

ness into supporting these kinds of options especially when you get
into other kinds of post-secondary education skill training?
Mr. BUNTING. I would definitely answer in the affirmative there.
As a matter of fact, one of the points it's important to make here is
that there are projects underway which very much reflect the phi-

losophy of this bill. In Vermont, I can think of at least a couple
where business is a very key partner with K-12 education and with
higher education in providing a form of early intervention.

The programs I'm thinking of now are attempting to reach atrisk youngsters who are not reaching success, particularly in early
high school years, connecting up with a business or mentor in the
community, in a way trying to make a difference as that student
thinks about bridges to his or her future.

I think parts of what we're talking about here is being able to

provide to young people bridges, clear views to a practical and real-
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istic future whether it's in the working world or in college which
otherwise they may not really believe really exist.
One of my jobs before coming to Vermont was directing a national set of urban universities, urban school collaboration projects.

And when you think about the program, the contact program in
Boston, it's again an attempt to create a bridge for people who
have not had the basis to think there is a bridge to their future.
And I do think that business is already quite involved in the
:eform and improvement of K-12 education, and I'm sure they

could be counted on as a partner.
Mr. VICKERS. A real key to the mentoring component is going to
be the business industries. If you talk about the mentoring, it has
to be sowne in the student's community so they can rely on that
person on a regular basis and not just rely on that person once a
month. And business in Vermont, you can count much on their

support in the future if this bill were to go through, and I think

that's a key component.
Senator JEFFORDS. Certainly in my experience with business is
that all of a sudden they have become very aware that they have a
need to play that role in education. I've been impressed with CEO's
and others who have really recognized the need. Members of the

first group who came in to see me, recognized that I was on the
Education Committee. When they arrived I thought they'd be talking about tax policy and/or capital gains, but they said they had an

increase in gains for Head Start. It knocked me off my chair.
That's why I asked the question.
Thank you very much. I deeply appreciate you coming in this
morning.

Senator JEFFORDS. The next three panelists are Molly Burke,
president of the Vermont National Education Association; and

Joanne Tenny, student, Northfield High School; and Mary Leahy,
Adult Basic Education Office. We are very pleased to have you all
here.
Molly, why don't you start out.
Ms. BURKE. Thank you. Good morning, Senator Jeffords.

Thank you for introducing such a valuable and needed piece of
legislation and for allowing me the privilege to testify on behalf of
this legislation.
One of the massive problems facing public education today is the
way children come to us unprepared to learn through no fault of
their own. They are often culturally, educationally, socially, and
physically deprived when they enter the classroom. These are the
children who need intensive educational care from the professional
practitioners as early as possible.
Your legislation, I'm finding on page two, says that those children who do not receive some kind of intervention early in at least
educational careers, in most cases by junior high school, are more
likely to drop out of schooling. I would respectfully disagree with
these findings because I believe it happens between kindergarten
and grade five. I believe intervention, intensive educational care
needs to occur earlier, indeed even at preschool level, which this
bill addressed on page five, under sub-letter A.
Also, since reports began to come out in the early 1980's which
stated that our educational structure affect student achievement,
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the reports failed to zero in on the societal issues that few people
acknowledge and less want to deal with. These elements affect a
child deeper than any learning we can provide for that child by the
time we begin to work with them under our education system. The
intense educational efforth to raise self-esteem, to build self-esteem,
the awareness of a child's potential, and that child's awareness of
their own potential, and the skills to make that potential a reality
need to be undergirded by a national boost from the Federal level
and that seems to be what this bill seems to provide.
I respectfully make one request: If this bill becomes law, and I
hope that it does, I request that the Federal Government do one
thing, that it provide sufficient funding for this piece of legislation
so that once it has begun in our rural and urban schools, once programs are set in place to provide the much needed additional services, that these dollars will remain, and another Federal program
for education will not go down the route so many others have gone,
that of underfunding. Thank you.
Senator JR/PFORDS. Thank you, Molly, very much.

Joanne.
Ms. TENNI% My name is Joanne Tenny. I am currently a senior
at Northfield Junior-Senior High School. I have been involved with
VSAC since my sophomore yeer. VSAC has helped me to decide
about my future as a college student.
But I wish I had been involved sooner. In the eighth grade, I was
asked to fill out a 4-year prof.r.sm to decide whether I wanted to go

to the Randolph Vocational Center or if I wanted to be college
prep. At the time, I didn't know what I wanted to to. As a 12-yearold, I had a hard time picking out a candy bar at the store, much
less deciding my future.

I filled out the form that was provided for me and one of the

choices was that I would indeed go college prep. I was then asked

what language I wanted to take. I didn't know what language I

wanted to spend 3 years studying so I drew a number and Spanish
won. I wish someone had been around to help me to decide. I wish I
had taken Latin instead because I later found out that in the English courses that I had taken, Latin would have helped me a lot.
This year I'm studying authors like Homer, who wrote "The Odyssey" and the "Illiad," Shakespeare, and Chaucer. Many of the stories that these authors have written about are derived from Latin
origins. The students who have studied Latin found that they have

had an easier time and it is tied into what they have learned in
their Latin classes. My point is that I wish someone had been
around to help me then because the guidance counselors are far too
busy to tend to each and every individual separately.
When I first joined VSAC in my sophomore year, I was asked by

my counselor what my plans were for the future. At the time, I
knew I wanted to go to college, but I didn't know where and for
what major. I told him this and he said not to worry if I didn't
know then what I wanted to do for the rest of my life. He said it's
not easy to make those decisions. Northfield's a small school. It
doesn't have a lot of specific classes like some schools do. It was
comforting to know that I didn't have to make up my mind then.
Also it was nice to know that he was going to help and show me
what was out there. I didn't find a major that appealed to me right
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away and he told me that was okay too. Well, he told me that
many students take a liberal arts study. This appealed to me be..
cause I was interested in a lot of things and I'm still not able to
narrow it down to one topic yet. My counselor helped me to pick
out the classes that I could take to keep my options open.
I am happy that I was chosen for VSAC and I hope that many
more students will have this opportunity.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.

Mary, it's a special pleasure to have you here. Nice to see you

again.

Ms. LEAHY. Nice to see you and thank you very much for this
opportunity.

I am in a wonderful position of telling about a very joyful thing
that's happening here in Vermont. I have worked for the last 15
years for Adult Basic Education as an administrator and as a
teacher, and as you know that's an adult literacy program. I am
also on the Board of the Vermont Council on the Humanities. And
the partnership that has come about there is truly phenomenal in
the things that have happened for adults who are learning to read.
I just want to begin by reading to you a little bit from an article
that a student in an Even Start Program, which is a family literacy program, federally funded and there are two projects here in
Vermont, wrote for the adult education students' newspaper that
comes out once a month. This is a man who's in the Even Start
Program because he is vitally interested in his child's education.
He is a man who is learning to read himself.
And he begins his article by saying, "When I was a child, I
wished my father or mother would have gone to my school activities for it would have made me feel like I was doing it for something important. Even when the teacher said, 'Your father and
mother are welcomed to come to school for the activity or to talk
things over,' I know my parents still wouldn't come to the school. I
think parents should be involved in their child's school and with
all those involved in the child's education. The pa:ent and teachers
should go in the same direction, not in different directions with the
child in the middle not knowing which way to go."
He sent me an advanced copy of this article and he wrote in his
cover letter to me, he said, "TV today is going to the dogs. All the
programs are all about killing or about making fun of family life,

but books can take you far away"this is a man learning to read.
"but books can take you far away from this and show you real
people and places, and make you laugh or cry, climb high mountains, cross wide rivers, or walk back into the past, or fly into the
future, and see pain and joy, and it's all free just by opening a book
and walking into the pages." I think a reading discussion group
would build a bridge into-Senator JEFFORDS. That's beautiful.

Ms. LEAHY. Isn't itthis is what the Humanities Council has
built its thinking on, although I don't think anybody there has expressed it as beautifully.
And that is something that began about 5 years ago, an attempt
to involve adults just learning to read into this cultural phenomena
happening in Vermont which is a series of wide book discussion
programs going around the State and emulated by several States
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outside of Vermont now. But the thinking was, okay, these things
are wonderful, people are coming together to discuss great literature with a scholar in libraries to discuss the important issues that

are provoked by the books. What about the people who aren't
coming? And the council began to think about what needed to be
done, about what the Department of Education projects as 58,000
Vermonters who can't read and write well enough to get along and
certainly can't read or write enough to help their children in
school.

So the council worked with librarians, with Adult Basic Education teachers, ran university scholars tohow does this work, well,
to get these students and people eligible from Adult Basic Ed into
such a program? A.B.E. as you know here in Vermont works oneto-one with students in their homes, and that is to save the embarrassment of coming into a public place which our students have
told us that they want the situation to remain their own. But in
selecting the books and thinking about how do you get them into
the library, we worked with a goal that was very often expressed
by our adult students which is: I know that reading is important.
My parents didn't read. There were no books around the house. I
think this had something to do with the fact that I'm a nonreader.
I don't want this to happen to my children who are very young,
who are coming along, and I want the joy of being able to read to
those children.
So the books that were selected were classic, wonderful books of
children literature. And scholars, the same scholars that were
doing the book discussions for the mainstream readers were asked,
"Would you be willing to lead discussions on these books?" And
one by one, students were invited to come to something like this to
discuss good books.

I wonclered as a teacher if something like this could ever come to
be because I've worked in people's homes; I've gone in the back

door; I've kept the confidentiality standards that we felt were so
important. But when I invited my students to join the literate society, which is exactly what this is, to come together to talk about
good books, not to come together to talk about their povertyalthough there's definitely povertynot to talk about their learning
difficultiesalthough there was difficulty with thatbut to talk
about these great books, but to keep these books with the encouragement to read them to their children, well, I am blown away.
I've been blown away constantly for 5 years as this thing has
grown bigger and bigger and bigger with a number of very important spinoffs in the activities of the Adult Basic Ed programs as a
result of these humanities programming.
Although I see the numbers increasing more and more, communities are signing on for these reading discussion programs more
and more, students are coming together in them, but the thing that
is important I see these books being read by parents to their children in the home. I see children taking these books to school. For
many, it is the first books ever to be there in the house and they
can keep the books.

It isit's been such a success that the Humanities Council has

articulated a goal that has now been accepted by the State Board
of Education and that is to have a fully literate Vermont by the
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year 2000, which is an amazing challenge and I feel very definitely
achievable goal.

[Due to the high cost of printing the "Annual Report for 1989
from the Vermont Council on the Humanities" is retained in the
files of the committee.]
[The prepared documentation of Ms. Leahy follows:]
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For the Love
of Reading
BY VICTOR R. SWENSON
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INDIRECT APPROACH is (Awn the most ef
fective way to a goal, wrote military strategist
B Ii Liddell-I tart Although not directly advanced a,
literacy programs. humanities reading programs high
ty motivate people al intermediate stages of learning
to read How can the humanities play a part in over

coining illiteracy'
The Vermont Council on the Humanities tackled
that question two years ago through its support of the
"Connections" project, a book discussion program de
signed to move newly literate adults from practical lit
eracy to "literate" literacy hy engaging them in discus
sion of texts and ideas in the best tradition of liberal
education in the humanities
Illiteracy is a serious problem an Vermont The 1980
census reported 94.000 people over the age of sixteen
who lacked a high school diploma and 52,000 inhabi
tants who had not finished the ninth grade The Ver
Tont Department of Education estimates that today
one in five (xi as many as 100,000 people in the state
are unable to read and write
In 1986 wlwn the "Connextions" project was
launched. 4.760 people were enrolled in Vermont's
Adult Basic Education program Of that nunibet. 2.79%
were in intermediate classes with reading skills at a
third grade level The "Connections" project linked
these intermediate-level students and then adult basu
education tutors with humanities scholars Book di .
cussums were established for these students to ex
plow two themes "Thinking About Our Past and
'Thinking About Friendship" Each theme involved
series cd three programs led by a university scholar at
monthly intervals Three books were assigned lot
each program a jucture book, a book at the thud
grade level, and one at the fourth or fifth grade level
Among the nine books included in each theme, three
were difficult enough for students to need help from
their tuIurs
Discut. -ion groups consisted of up to fifteen people,
including Ii e adult basic education students, their tutors, and librarians and observers Dunng the pro
grams, which were held at libraries in Montpelier.
Northfield. Bristol, Morrisville. Middlebury. and
Rutlane. the tutors and students participated as
equals -I didn't always know which were tutors and
which were students (I liked that)," wrote one

eoluainr
To prepare scholars and tutors for the special chal
lenges of this program, a darlong workshop was held
where participants reviewed the plogiani matenals
and format and conducted simulated discussions
In January 1987. I observed the final meeting of a
history series on "America's Westward Movement.conducted by Marshall True, a professor of American
history al the Univeisity il Vermont 1he session s
s YOIMS 111 Mc Mriuiifflhii' hv
picture hook. When I
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Cynthia Rylant, gave a vision id set
tled pioneer Me The third grade
book was Laura Ingalls Wilder's Link
Haase In the Brgi HOWL which de,

scribes Pa Ingalls' decision to move
his family west from settled life in
Wisconsin in search of the place
"better further on The advanced
work was Louise Moen's short
novel, Saw the Queen of Sheba. re

counting the adventure of an elevenyearold boy who saves himself and
his eightyear-old sister Sheba from
the wreckage of a wagon train raided
by Indians
True sketched the history ol the
westward migration and linked it to
the earlier northern migration that
brought pioneers to Vermont alter
the Revolutionary War He explained
how the three books related to the
theme and invited discussion which
focused on the characters and how
life In the past War different

And 1 eninyed listening to him talk
about it
The "Connections" project took
root in 1978 when the Vermont
council supported "What If You
Couldn't Read)." a film illustrating
the problem of illiteracy in the state
The hlm was shown widely through
out the state and, as council staff
members became acquarnted with
the adult basic education network of
tutors. we niulled over ways of con .
necting new adult readers with the
humanities

read a real book, in discussed ideas
about books
The "Connections" project
brought new people to libraries, pro
vided the adult basic education tu
tors with a new, literature-based way
of stimulating love of reading, and
brought hooks, Kites, and discussion into households where they
had never before had a foothold
Summing up the results of the experiment, prolect director Sally An .
derson noted. "We learned some
things with this project that we
hadn't anticipated Adult basic education tutors did not know how to
use literature an the teaching of reading, Itbranans did not know what
books to give adult new readers, and
adult new readers are both verbal
and motivated to read 'real' books "

1978. we had established
Since
reading and discussion pro.
grams in community librarres across
the state By 1985 sixty Wrmont Itbranes had taken part in programs
with attendance approaching 15.000
Through these programa, the council
formed A working relationship with
rawing from that expenence.
the Vermont Department of Libraries L./ this year the council initiated
The rapid growth of these reading
"The Faniily Reading Project," which
valuations of the ping! A Ills Were programs prompted us to pin librarwill engage parents in A discussion
solicited from tutors. students.
lam arid scholars in organizing the
of the best examples of children's lit
discussion leaders, and a paid scholar
erature, with the goal ol encouraging
Vetmont Reading Project as a "Pa'
evaluator "I found these students
rate office to circulate existing pro.
them to read to their children. Stu.
more aggressive about their educa
grams and design new ones. NEH
dents in the adult basic education
lion than my university students."
provided support for the prOlect
program and parents throughout the
wrote True after his session "They
three years ago and last year awardstate will be invited to min human.
asked more questions. paid better at ed a second two-year grant which,
Ines scholars in reading and discusstention. and were more willing to
combined with annual support from ing hterature relating to themes of
nsk being wrong "
the Vermont council, succeeded in
friendship, history, lamily. and courjuke Landry, director of the Cenbnnging reading programs to 170 of
age The project stems from a belief
tral Vermont Adult Basic Education
Vermont's 246 communities.
that Ile amount oh grant programs
program in Mornsville wrote that
One evaluator observed that, alfor the preschool or elementary
two of her students. who weren't
though the content level was not the
classroom can make up for the abable to join the discussion at the li
same for regular reading discussion
sence 01 parent-child reading
beery, read the books from the his
programs, 'this is the first time paractivities
tory series and asked lor more like
ticipants have ever visited a library,
By helping engage children in love
them "One student. a MI y. year.old
of reading, the programs offer a
construttion worker who became a
promise ce bnnging whole families
A Garth %Views illashiliOn from Lam
reader in the last few years. is plan.
Inge, muff's Little House In the Big
into the circle of culture and liberal
ning on reading the entire series of
woods
learning. A tutor recounted this Mo.
Laura Ingalls Wilder books." Landry
ry from a student who loved Ramona
reported
and Hee Father, by Beverly Cleary:
Student response has been en"One evening she hadn't cooked
thusiastic 'I never knew readdinner until 'real late' because
ing a book could be tun I
4
she couldn't put the book
always hated books," wrote
down. Her kids kept asking.
one Anothes commented
'Ma, when are we going to
"I never heard a person
eat) and she told
'as
talk about books Wore
soon as I finish tins hook.'" ..0^
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PROFILE OF LINDA DOM
Linda North lives in a rural setting in Worth Central Vermont. She is
tventy-six years old and the mother of four children.
Linda felt isolated not
only by her setting but by the fact that she could not read. When her
children began to attend school she began to see clearly that she could not be
a part of their sehooling. For Linda. the motivation to begin to learn to
read came from her concern about being a good parent.
Linda began to learn to read early 1990. Her tutor, Julia Landry of
Central Vermont Adult Basic Education, found that at the start Linda couldn't
read a book to her children couldn't read a third grade *polling list to her
daughter. She aleo couldn't read enough road signs to be able to drive
safely. Julia and Linda began the work of learning to read vith the book
Free and Thad are Brien&
This vas one of a group of books on "Friendship"
vbich vas to be the theme of a Vermont Council on the Humanities sponsored
"Connections" program at the local library.
/n March, Linda joined the
*Connections" discussions. She took out her first library card.

Shortly after Ueda began to participate in the "Connections" program, a
"Family Reading Project" program vas sdheduled to take place at Ban Central
School. The theme of the readings for that group vas Native American Writing.
Offered a chance to participate. Linda vas nervous at first because soca of
Linda vas also
the parents in the group were already comfortable readers.
concerned because she would also be in a group with her own children's
teachers who had not, until then, been aware of Linda's reading level. Linda's
fears vere overcome by her determination to contribute to her children's
lives, and she joined the "Family Reading" program group. Today, Linda has
read 17 books, many from the Council's reading series.
las bought on
payments, a bookshelf to hold her collection of books M.
ads regularly to
her children.
Learning to read has taken Linda out of her community and into her state
She attends meetings of the Student
in a vay that even surprises her.
Advisory Council for the local Adult Basic Education region. She has written
stories based on the "Frog and Toad" stories by Arnold Lobel that began her
career as a reader. One of the stories has been published in the "Green
Mountain Eagle". Linda attended the July 3, MO meeting co-sponsored by the
Vermont Council on the Humanities and the Commissioner of Education to
represent the point of view of adult new readers. After that meeting, she
The letter says;
wrote a letter to the Council's Executive Director.
Dear Victor Svenson
Hov are you doing I hope fine I like reading to my kids a lot
and they like to hear me read. My daughter Tonya trying to read.
Nov she gets more courage to read.
I think everybody should take
the Adult Basic Education program. Nov I can read a newspaper
and I 1:11e it vhen I can read. Thank to Julie Landry for helping
me to learn to read.
The way to get more people into the program is, if they are going
to spend so much time studying it would help if they got paid.
Also if a student would talk on the radio.

This fall Linda read Forrest Carter's The Education of Little Tree with
her teacher and vent across the state to the day-long "Books and People"
She heard a lecture on the book and participated in two
Conferent.e.
Linda vrote an
discussion groups about ideas contained in the book.
Also, this fall, Linda has applied for a
evaluation of the conference.
She is allowing her daughter to join the
driver's license for the first time.
local Girl Scout troop. She is out and participating and comfortable in her
Linda
community in vays she has never been before and never expected to be.
has said that learning to read has given her courage, as it has given her
daughter courage to read. Linda is now not only an advocate for herself and
her children but also for other adults vho could benefit as she hes, from
learning to read.
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BLACKBOARD

Not Too Old

never knee people talked about
books," said Ms. Anderson. Victor
Swenson, director of the Vermont
Council on the Humanities, Wile of
one man who moved kW bowling
trophies to dispiey his kelt&
Henry Drennan, the Morristown
brarian, said that another program
participant, a "poor woman with
multiple prOblefin," returned to
the library louse a reference book.
"Yen have noidaa how happy I am

For Readng
el LOP HEWITT, a Vermont post
Mend mita. led a book discussoon recently, sparking a lively eechange On tOplea such as theme.
plot cenflict and the use of colloqui-

shims in literature. His Wit: Vera
Williams's "A Chair for My Mother," an Illustrated children's book.
His audience: men and women,
average age 31, in the Family
Reading Project.
These were new readers, new to

tO see someone who has never used

book discussions, and they sat on

'4.

hard, straight-backed chairs In the
public library o1 Morristown, Vt., a
town of 4.503 about 40 miles east of

Burhngton, offering their own
thoughts on these literary subjects
Some were also newly literate, hay.
ing learned to read in the state's
Adult Basic Education program
"It's interesting how people can
read the same book and get differ.
ent meanings out of it." observed
Berenice Carpenter, a mother of
four from nearby Eden Milts "I
had never really thought about that
before." Mrs. Carpenter. who
dropped out of school 22 years ago,

was attendtng her first meeting of
the Family Reading Project.
Edmund McAuley attends another Reeding ProWel program In
Barre "The ideu in these books
are pretty complicated." he said.
"and sometimes I wonder If chil .
dren really understand them "

1%,.
I.. Wm I
Berenice Carpenter with sons David, left, and Wafter.
In IW A groupot Vermonters
concerml about adult liter at y and
the humanities came up with an in.
novelly, notion: that new readers
should be giveni thence to read
and talk about "serious Issues, and
ideas that matter, from real liters.
ture," as Sally Anderson, director
of the Vermont Reading Project
described It. The Important thing
WAS to find books that were neither

too Intimidating nor tO3 hard to
read like children's literature
"The themes are the same
courage, love, family, work
as in
books for adults," Mr Hewitt said

In children's books, the words are
simpler. the heroes are younger "
So in public libraries throughout
the state, the newly literate have
been gathering to discuss immor.

tality in Natalie Babbitt's "Tuck
Everlasting." fam14 relationships
in Beverly Cleary's "Ramona and
Her Father" and serious themes in
scores of other Utles. About:45,000
has been spent over four years. and
more than I.000 people In 20 communities have participated,
according to Ms Anderson.
The results have been dramatic
"Students tell us all the time 'I

a library before come through our
doors," he said.
The program, first called "Con.
nations," la sponsored by the Ver.
moat Readtng Project, the Ver.
mom Council ce the Humanities,
the Adult Basle Edo:anon pro.
gram and state and local libraries.
This year the program was renamed the Family Reading
Project and opened to experienced
readers as well, to encourage par.
ents to read to their children.
Mr Hewitt, who has led several
ol the discussions, said he COuld not
tell the difference between old
readers and new, except that "per.
haps the new readers are more excited, less jaded"
"They are people like Dennis
Locke, a 40.year-old whose physt.
cal handicaps prevented him from
attending school ass child. "I
Warned to write my name, that was
all," Mr. Locke said. He learned to
read through Adult Basic EduceHon, noting: "I love to come to the
meetings because I find out how
other people ere thinking. and I get

to say Mut I think."
Mre. Carpenter, a native of Ven.
mont, quit Schad when she was In

the eighth grads. "I fun wonted to
get out of there and bean mown"
she mid. She worked odd jobs,

"baby-sitting, stuff like that," and
married at 23. When the first of her
tour children was bore die began
worrying &bad her owe lack of
education. "I knew my kids would
start asking me queatione, and If I
didn't do something about It, I
wouldn't be able to answer them,"
she said. She Is strains totem a
high school diploma.
Mr. Hewitt said the program had
humbled the teacher as much as it
has excited the itudenta. "I need to
equate Intelligence with literacy,"

he said. " Hale I Mite, what an aropnt and stupid assumption that
was,"
ferriellso Gelb

FL4SHCARD,
ROWING numbers*/ college
Gstudents
are balancing Idled

and work. Last year almost haff the
full-time college nudists between
the ages of II and 24 wanes',toyed. Half of them wetted be.
omen la end Shouts a week and
le percent were employed full

time, working at Mut 31 hats
week. Shaw years ego only VI
percent of dm full-Ume students tn
that age group were part of the

labor form.
A ma rirew Cowed ow &haw Am
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Federal Government Finances
Two New Literacy R&D Centers
The adult literacy field has been blessed with not one,
but two new research and development centers'
The first is the National Center on Adult literacy, which
ipened shop in October at the University of Pennsylvania. It is jointly sponsored by the Departments of Edu.
cation, Labor and Health and Human Services. Funding is
expected to reach $10.2 million over five years.
The second Is the tentatively-titled Institute for Literacy
Research and Practice. The Institute was established in
1991 budget appropriations for the Adult Education Act.
BeginningJuly 1, its first-year budget will be just under SS
million.
The Institute is the brainchild of the Bush administration, which wanted to fend off the proposals for an
independent institute that were included in the literacy
bills of Senator Paul Simon and Representative Gus
Hawkins (see °Literacy Legislation," The Ladder, March/
April 1990, p. 1). These bills did not clear Congress in the
fall so the independent institute does not (yet!) exist.
Ironically, both entities are under the domain of the
Department of Education's Office of Educational Research
and Improvement (GERI). Both entities have the objectives of providing leadership, expanding the R&D, dis .
seminating information, and the like. Both will hold natonal forums, advisory panels, round tables, focus groups,
mnd the like.

The Institute is only in the formative stages and does
not even have a director yet. However, Continued on page 10

.3 4 3

Nov./Dec. 1990

"For ten years, I was
forced to receive a

'white' education, in
addition to being
separated from my
mother, father, aunts
and uncles."
See page 2

If we are to challenge
the myths of illiteracy,
we need studies of the
women who are
labelled 'Illiterate' or
'sileht.'"
See page 3

"Cultural hierarchies
are intrinsic to written
sorieties. As democrats,
this may make us
uncomfortable, but as
educators we know it's
true."
See page 6

Inside
Prison Programs
An Academic Debate
--(What If?

4

6
11
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Vermont Humanities CouncilProgram ConnectsBy Esther Mackintosh

Editor's Note: The following article
is based on remarks made at the
Smithsonian seminar on literacy (see
previous article)
Mere is a m ultitude of reasons
that adults make a decision to
improve their reading and writing
skills. Ed McCauley had a few of his
own. The factory where he had
been a reliable and capable worker
for much of his life dosed down,
and he was facedivith having to
find a new lob. This is terrifying
enough for anyone, hut In Ed's Case
it was complicated by the equally
terrifying prospect of having to
read fob ads and fill out forms
Simultaneously/Ed was coming to
some other realizations:He had
always been frustrated about not
having beeniableto read to his
children, but noW he was looking
towards having grandchildren, and
he didn't want to miss out again.
Ed sought mit a good tutor,
began to work hard at learning to
read, and started making some
changes In ids Ilfe:Ovu time, his
reading' sIdiffirnIfitoied
signiRcantlyiffekkas able to'find a
newland better lob, he regained his

confldiseithe found new
confidence, and he eventually
discovired something unexpect ed
the pleasure of talking with
others about things he had read,
comparing ideas, and being part of
a reading Community.
This cllscovety came to him
through a program called
"Connedions," sponsored by the

Vermont Coundl on the
Humanities. Ed's experience sheds

light on the role that state
humanities councils (one In each
state) have begun to play In
promoting literacy.
Begun as a part of the National
Endowment for the Humanities in
the early 1970s, the state councils

fund programs In the humanities
foe the general public throughout
the country. Through these
pogroms, most of which ate free to
the public, people attend exhibits
on the history of Blacks In
Arkansas, read and discuss books by
Southern writers In Mississippi,
participate in weekend seminars on

the battle for weer rights in

The humanities are a
way of making
connections. They are
alvay for people to
understand stories
theft-own and those
of others and to
make connectiims
between their own
stories and those of
peoge-both like and
utelke theMselves.

discussing lust what kind of role
they could play. Some held
statewide literacy conferences, to
which they invited literacy workers
and students, state education
officials, college and university
teachers, and others to compare
experiences and thoughts. Out of
these discussions, ideas began to
emerge (see 'Humanities Councils
Sponsor Literacy Protects," The
Ladder, July/August 1989, p. 6).

One barrier that councils had to
(ace was the very word
"humanities," which conlurts up
associations of advanted degrees,
academic and sometimes
incomprehensible language, and
elitism not an easy barrier to get
over in discussions of how to
promote literacy. But councils have

long known that humanities are far
more than just the study of history,
literature, and philosophy: the
humanities are a way of making
conneCtions. They are a way for
people to understand stories
their own and those of others
and to make connections between
their own stories and those of

people both like and unlike
Nevada or environmental antes in
MassachuSetts, or sit under a tent in
Nebraska listenine to ''Eilzabeth
Cady Stanton" talk about women's
suffrage.

In the 20 years of their existence,
the state councils have worked
increasingly to identify those
audiences within their state who
have been left out of the common
conversation, and to find those
issues that people ought to be
talking about and haven't been
One of the Issues that several
councils began to look at was
literacy. Recoenizing that they

couldn't and shouldn't . try to
turn themselves into community.
based instructional programs, these
councils spent considerable time

8

themselves.
A number of councils took off
with this Idea. One of them was the

Vermont Council on the
Humanities, which had a long
historY of highly successful reading
and discussion groups. But the
more successful these groups
became, the more the council
thought about those who were
being left out
the $8,000 people
In Vermont who were estimated to
have limited reading skills. The
question the Vermont council
asked itself was, how can we extend
these groups to include these
potential readers? The answer they
came up with was 'COnneCtiOns."
begun in 1986 in six communities
The structure was simple. A series
THE LADDER
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446w4lleaders with the fleasuresof Sharing Ideas
of high-quality children's book.s
were selected which focused on
basIcthemes such as home, family,
friendship, and history. Teams of
tutors and adult learners read the
books and then foined other tutors
and learners at a local library. A
scholas from a nearby c011ege
guided the discusSion. Of particular

importance was the librarian who
hosted the event and also entered
into the discussion. This
involvement of the librarian helped
to make the library a familiar and
welcoming place for the students.
many of whom have become
regular library users.
The key to the program, which
was clear in listening to Ed
McCauley talk about It at a literacy
conference In Pittsburgh, was In the
exchange It made possible. When
Ed's tutor',.Mary Leahy of the Bane

Leamingpriter, urged ldm to loin
ttie readiniand discussion group,
he was initially reluctant. At the
time, he had not entirely reconciled
hirnsdf to having people know that
he had a reading problem, and he
didn't think he would have
anything to say in a disCussion. In
fact, this was a great hutdle for
many of the learners who joined
the ptogram. But the first session
with "Connections' changed all
that, ind Ed became an active and
enthusiastic participant. Now he's
taken an active leadership role in a
newly formed adult Student
advisory board In Vermont. This is
characteristic of other adults in
other state councilipansored
discussion ptograms as they
discover the satisfaction of breaking
out of isolation, expressing
themselves In a group, exploring
Ind exchanging ideas, and
comparing stories.
The use of children's books
deserves some comment Initially,
they were selected because it was

JANUARY/MR(1W 1991

42-924 0 - 91 - 11

felt that there was a better choice of
broadly available, easy-to-read
books with complex themes written
for children than for adults, and
also because many of the
participants would be parents
However, since 1986 there has been
a renaissance in the publication of
adult 'new reader" books, and
Vermont itself has developed very

The "Connections"
program in Vermont
continues to grow
and generate other
activities. In the
second year of the
program, there were
discussion groups in
14 towns/ in the third
year the number
grew to 25.
successful book projects involving

new writers Opening Doors
Books and Homegrown Books, to
name two. Some participants have
therefore felt that the Humanities
program should support this trend
by selecting adult books So far,
the locus on childten's hooks
remains unclianged.

The "Connections program in
Vermont continues to grow and
generate other activities. In the
second year of the progra-', there
14 towns,
were discussion group,
in the third year the number grew
to 25 In October 1989 the
Vermont Council sponsored the
first ever statewide conference of
Adult Basic Education tutors and
learners There was 1 text for the

conference, The Great Gilt Hopkins
by Katherine Paterson; the author
was the keynote speaker Several
student advisory boards grew out of
this conference and helped plan

the next one
The second annual conference
took place November 3, with 400
participants This time The
Education of Lark Tree was the text.
and discussion sessions were
centered around themes developed

by the students! the environment;
the Native American attitude
toward the environment; racial
prejudice, attitudes about aging,
arid education Participants selected
discussion groups they wished to
attend based on the themes to be
discussed This conference, like the
first, was designed not to disnns
the problems oi illiteracy but to
discuss books arid stories In fact.
the title of the conference was "A
Celebration of Books and People
For people like Ed McCauley and
for other adults who have begun to
share their thoughts about what
they read, such celebrations are
themselves a reason to celebrate
Esther Mackintosh is a vice president
of the Federation of State Humanities
Councils, and is a teacher at PLAN
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Heard Any Good Books Lately?
Try "Radio Reading!"
The joy of books will be
again transmitted to Central

gathering together to listen. As
host, Ms. Martin invites listen.

Vermont ears in 1991 by 'Radio Reading; an exciting new
series funded by the Vermont

ers to spend some time after
the broadcasts talking about
what they heard. Local librer .
ies and schoolm are being en
eouraged to actively pareici
pate, and will receive flyers
listing each program and pos.

Council on the Humanities.

Starting on February 3rd
and airing for thirteen consecutive Sundays, WDEV AM stereo 550 will broadcast a series of
half-hour shows, developed by

'2entral Vermont Adult Basic
Educacua

shovecasing litera-

ture suitable for hazily audiences.

Each program WM air

twiw, first from 11:30 in the
morning until noon and vein
from 7 to 740 in the evening.
When 'Radio Reading previewed am a pilot series in 1990,

according to WDEV General
Manager Eric Michaels it gen-

erated more positive listener
feedback "than virtually any
other programming on the radio station; This year's series
promises to be even more sp.
pealing, with the inclusion of
two Vermont authors reading
from their own works. Kathenne Paterson of Barre, twice
winner of the prestigious Newbery Medal for the year's most
distinguished contribution to

children's literature in America, will open the series, reading
from her book carbs.Sing-slim:

MY Jo, And Kehmi Caduto of
Springfield 441 read from
Hegiara.g.-11/1.Eadis,

collec-

tion of Native American legends which he coauthored
with Joseph Bruchae.
In response to listener sug-

gestions during the pilot, 'Ra-

dio Reading' in 1991 will include

mystery by Edgar Allen

Poo, pieces descriling life in
early Vermont in celebration of
the Bicentennial, poetry by
Vermont poets, a legend frown

the days of King Arthur, and
several selections chosen ape.
cifically for enjoyment by smell
children.
The series is produced and

hosted by Nedane Martin of
East Calais, end the preeenta.
tion I. designed so that families
or groups of Mende can enjoy

3 Li 6

ing questions to help generate
discussion.

The radio sena plays a
substantial role in the Vermont
Council on the Humanities*
goal of achieving universal

adult literacy in our state by
"By using the
airwaves we can bring 'the lit
entry expenena to the largest
possible audience," said VCH
the year 2000.

Victor
Executive
Director
Swenson In fact, Swenson not
ed, if money to support literacy
outreach continues to flow into
the Council, the 1991 "Rscho
Reading" senes will be extend
ed by an additional 13 weeks

and will expand to a second
broadcast outlet, WNHV 910
AM in White River Junction
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Vermont Living

Children's Books Are Unlocking Minds 01 Adults
Family Reading Program Opens

Culwrl Doot To Vermonlers
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Literature
Matters
Unusual Conference
For Unusual Readers
e) NICHOLAS BOKE
Valley News Cerrespoudeat
VT hen well-meanlae Americans try to convince

other well-meaning Americara that they
ought to do something, they usually start by
explaimng how this or that action will improve the
socio-economic status of this or that greup If
there's a study to prove that by doing the thing in
question sceandso will be
guaranteed so much mare
annual income. all the bet-

Mixed
Media

ter

But there is a school of
thought quietly lurking out
here that insists - all hype to 1he contrary - that

he reason to read good literature is simply
because good literatere exists

A conference I attended al the Cortina Inn in
Killington last week proved that this premise is a
valid one - valid not only for some esoteric elite.
wandering its

way

through the latest

Garcia

Marquez note!. but for everybody - arid

1

do

mean everybody

Tbe conferer.ce 'Books and People A Celebra
eon

was put on by Lermont s AMA Bdsic

Education tutors. working in conjunction with ABE
students and the Vermont Reading Project, and

funded by IBM and the Vermont Council on the
Humanities It featured Barre author Katherine
Paterson talking about her 1978 work The Great
Gime Napkins. followed by a series of small
discussion in which the conferees talked about the
book, the writing process and literature in general
What, you may ask. Ls so unique about a well
known author attracting a sizable crowd to an inn

on the slopes of Killington in the height nt the
foliage season'

The gathering was remarkable in that the vast
maionty - at least Z110 of the MS who attended were not your ron-ofthe-mtll conference goers. or
your runcilthe mill readers A substantial number
were brand-new adult readers, working closely

with tdutt Basic Education tutors as they strug
gfed to break free from the confines of illiteracy
There were alvo these who had recently managed

to earn A high school diplonie through the GEO
progrlim And there were tommunitx coliege
audents in their Jim and aik gently re.eniering the
work! 01 learning and sxstematic thinking. and in
many eases seeing themselves for the firq tuniC

J capable uf mastering the demands of
.1,1,1emic world

They came to the conference nervous

excited
1 was up .11 fuse this morning

the
but

one woman in
her mid JOs remarked as we waited tor Paterson
I rimIA I, oral% by.n lisi uuiihl
In hes,n1
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esciteu

was up at five this morning." one woman tn
her mid ris remarked as we wafted for Paterson
to begin "I could hardly sleep last night "
"liah'" countered another. "I haurn't slept Inc
three days''.
As Katherine Paterson began her remarks, it
became clear that she was a perfect choice tor this
ground.breaking conference She spoke lovingly al
the characters in her book. nf words and images
Of her life
She told how the Idea for the hook had evolved
over the years She read from the book She spoke

of working with editors end film-makert

Slw

made the story - which deals with the transfor
mation of an anger-consumed tenter child into a
human being capable of toying - come alive And
as it did, the writing and thinking processes that
created it came alive. too. The audience seemed
spellbound

After Patterson's talk ended. we filed out to

find our discussion groups I walked along with

John. an auto mechanic in his 401 who began
working with the ABE pivgram several years ago

"Whew." he said. "I haven't sat that tong. I

don't think, ever in my fife
Warily I asked. "Did you like it""
-Loved every minute of it. he beamed. "every
minute She was terrific
There may have been some who attended the
conference who didn't enjoy every minute of it. but
I couldn't find them
What I did find was a mid ..ith incest victim who
was taking notes so that she could put he-

experiences into print. Iwo budding poets wh
critiqued each others work constructively in an
afternoon session. OM a young woman who wanted

to develop her writing skills so that she could treat
the ISSUC of soma: labeling - something she had
become sensitized to through her experience in Ow
menial health community - in a fictional manner

found a young paraplegic who had only
recentlx learned that fiction was a vehicle by
And I

which he could better understand his own relationships with the world

The organizers took a masor risk in putting

together such a conference for new readers - and

an esen greater risk in billing it simply as a
celebration of books and people. with no message
implied except that literature matters
Wanting the "Celebration- to be a beginning.
not an end in itself they provided each participant

with the nine-volume collection of Laura Ingalls
Wilder's Little House books, donated by Harper

and Row and the Ingalls family
-Books and People. A Celebration" was unique
Nothing along these lines has been tried anywhere
else in the nation That it worked at all is
remarkable that it worked so well is testimony to
the fact that literature does, indeed. matter - and
to A much wider range of people than some might
think

Give the Gift of Reading
#
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Give the Gift of Reading
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The Family Reading Project

of the
Vermont Council on the Humanities
11a

It can be a welcome break in a busy day when your
toddler or preschooler brings you a book and begs, "Read
to me!" This kind of sharing often brings grown.up and
child closer together. It also shows the child that books can
he fun Then she wi); look forward to learning to read later
on
The years from one to five are the nme to begin
preparing your child for reading That doesn't mean you
should try to teach her to read Not at all Studies show
that just listening to stories and looking at books for a few
minutes every day are the child's best preparation for

letming to read
If every child had a few books and someone who
would take a tew minutes each day to look at them with
her, many more children would be( ome good readers and
do well in school And those few minutes the adult and
child take from work or play Or television watching to share
a story can be the happiest time of the day.

the pictures, it's good for your child. If you enjoy the
books, your children will, too. And they'll appreciate the
chance to have you to themselves fcc a few minutes. Here
are some suggestions to get you started:

Choose a quiet spot, if possible. Rio much noise
and act bity will distract the child. TUm off the *IV and radio.
If Your Child Is Under Two . . .

*Thke her on your lap and open the book to a frotty
picture. Don't be upset when your baby grabs the
and begins to chew on it. That's normal. At this age a
child learns about the world through touch and taste
Besides, bringing an object to the mouth is one of the
baby's new skills. It's O.K. to pick up and put a bottle or a
cookie in the mouth
why not a book? But of course
you don't want the baby to eat the book up the first tune
he sees it ity gently taking it out of the baby's fist and
a teething ring or a clothespin, for
putting a small toy
in each hand. Often the baby will chew on
instance
one of those while you hold the book out in front of him
Or you can simply hold the book just beyond the baby's
reach. You might want to have some sturdy, Inexpensive
books the bab,y can look at by himself and keep other
special books for sharing together.

*Thrn the pages slowly, saying the names of 4. few
of the objects pictured the ones your baby is most
familiar with Or just talk about the pictures. Hearing you
say words will help the baby learn to speak and to
understand the world,

*took for board books and doth books for babies,
Books of familiar objects are favorites at this age. \When
PISOTO MICRAII BMW:

Tips for Success .

. .

Nearly all children love to be read to Don't wta'n ii
You think you're ma a gtxxl reader yourself Books for link
children aren't difficult Besides, even if you just talk abc ut

you show the pictures to your baby or toddler, the child
will pei taps point to something on the page and ask you
to nam the object "Whazzat)Whazzatr some children
say Others iust point or ask, "Uhr Sometimes, when you
tell them the word, they will try to say it, too. Don't be

afraid to praise the child for trying a new word,
even if It isn't pronounced perfectly. Soon you can
see the child's delight as he learns new words and
concepts (Ivry day

*Keep the bookaharing sessions short. At this age.

,

most babies can't sit still and pay attention to one thing
for very long Probably five minutes will be long enough
to spend looking at the book at first later, he may say.
"Again" when you close it Then you can read for a little
while longer

; any reciting Mother Goose thymes to the child
often throughout the day. You don't need to sit down
with the book each ume Babies love the rollicking
rhythm and rhyme of these verses, even when the
meaning of them isn't clear In fact, their nonsense nisi
suns a little child's sense of humor Try "Fley. diddle
diddle" when you have to diaper a squirmy haby or
-Hick, iry. dick( try. dock- to keep a restless hild WIT%
while %in:re standing in a t
k nit hat:

For Toddlers And PreSchoolers

.

*Try having a regular story time

maybe before
bedtime 'Ibis can be a favorite peaceful few minutes fin
the whole family.

*Keep your reading session about fifteen minutes
long. Gradually, vi nil I make story ume kniger as vinir
child asks for 'Just one nfore'"

*Choose nutsery tales and realistic stories about
family life for pre schoolers

*Let your child choose a book sometimes. She is
likely to develop favorites and may want to hear the sante
story over and over agar.

*Make your reading lively hi ,hanging vi fur vlit
different pans A deep goal vttli V lot Papa
medium voice for Mama Bear and a high s,

toi Baby Bear will delight yntir had ii i,i
Goldilocks and the Three Bears.

they're still very young. You can help your youngsters
make connections between something in the story and
something they are familiar with in real life. They'll
probably come up with some surprising comments,

*Don't worry if your child doesn't sit still while you
read. A child who wanders around or plays with a quiet
toy as you read may be hearing every word.

*Ask others in the household to read aloud.
Grandparents, aunts and uncles, older brothers and
sisters, can all share books with a pre schooler First and
set ond graders lust learning to read will take great pride

iii denitinstrating their new skill to the unifiers in the
ii re reading

*invite your listeners to loin in hi gueyang ish.41
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*Talk about the book with your children, even if

Wang ilu happen on the next page or repeating Iv, top. and
sent me% with v,,u

family

*Listen to your children

when they're looking at hooks
by theniselves You may be surprised at how mut Ii of the
min they t an already tell. lust from hearing you read it
alinid and trom lin Ilang at the pictures They may mit be
wall, reading the v., irds vet but they're on the way'

r

P4

Many bookstores. newmtamts. supermarkets, and
drugstores have racks of paperback books for children
Yuni'll find old favorites here, as well as new tales Perhaps
vu uti ii sad buy vi tur child a huuok for a birthday uur holiday
Ituxuks last hunger than most sir, and can he env iyed
many miple in the farnils

Share Books With Your Children
tug%

Thus will help them develop their language skills and
las the I, mndanon for their later success as readers and

%%liters Rut these arc Ma the only reasons Ili share IN Kiks

)nc ill the best ryas, m is Out ii s
'thud, tun luoth tor sou and Stair k hildren it I read and
(math and Icain I atethei as st al turn thc pages if bIlk
Ion. his )1Ls Nursers tin nies
eHN 111,116 and old hi ilk. Pk
HHuhl hahit.s and 1 hildren

wo4.,

e.,
P111111/ 11,4111m,

For School Age Children ...
*Don't stop reading when your chUd enters school.

Nak talcs Big txxiks that take up Hltur %%tulle Lif i small
iks that fit Hutt ss tor 1 tad s hand Books Wilh hold
bright illustrations and ones with small..shadum), pH. hires
lull it secrets Rooks and more books'

l.vcu Ater hddren learn ii read. they benefit Man

hearing sti ales read aloud Begmmng readers like to hear
IN /4 iks that are ti to hard lot them to read themsetH
regulark gain
studies Ols is 11.11 i huidren uhi ) arc read
Ill Hi H MIIIIMN Mid tlAfillng laillreheilsH In MO aim
\
. 1 . 1 1 1 I. 11...id 11,14110
likeis

at

&ell V./11

VilpArd a Wills sttio time Ho 411 11 dry

it up
*Try hum% Is H k5 make hylliHi si iit'. h x with
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About the Family Reading Project
In the course of the past ten years, die Wrmom Council on the
Humanities has organized book discussion groups In more than 120
of Wrmont's 210 town libraries People have read deeply in those pro .
grams, which have covered a range of themes "from history to mystery
Four years ago with the help of the American Library Association and the
NEH we began to circulate a series on children's literature titled, "Not
For Children Only." %X* thought of these strictly as adult programs.

1Wowars ago we made the connection to families t begin to support book discussions lor adults who were learning to read for dte first
time. \knnont's Adult Ituic Education Mors helped select book lists on
such themes as 'Thinking About History" and 'IltnIdng About Friendship." lb be sure dug our participants %mid have a dunce of completing
the reading, we selected from those vmderful books marty people first
encounter as children \Xt prefer not to call these books "children's literature," but simply 'literature " The fact that it is illustrated and is easy to read
takes nothing away from its rich content Indeed, It was die idea of discuss
ing the content of these books on an adult level that generated such enthu
siasm aintng the teachers and pamcipants in our ABE programs
\* discovered that the books we gave the participants were
becoming a pan of the household and that parents and children were
sharing the toy of these wonderful stories Seeing that kind of effect. we
wanted to extend it to all households Thus. The Family Reading Proiekt

The Family Reading Project
of the
Vermont Council on the Humanities
Protect Director.

Dennis Dellevec. Chair

\tam int Council on the Humanities
January 1989
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Program Coordinator:

Sally Anderson, ncecutive Director
The Ikrmont Reading Prolect
Box 441
Chester, Vermont 05143
(832) 8751751

Adult Basic Education.

Jennifer Howard
Coordinator of Adult Basic Education
Vermont Department of Education
Montpelier. Vermont 05602
1 800 3224004

\trniont libraries Liaison

Marianne Cassell
Adult Services Consultant
Vermont Department of Libraries
Montpelier, Vermont 05602

was born

At are currently orgaruzing book discussion programs on four
themes. Frrendsbyi, Courage, Thorny, and Home V* envision adding
mile themes each year For each theme we hold four programs. usualb
spaced a month apart At each program we discuss the content of three
books of varying difficnIty. and we devote the founh program to poetry
At our programs we talk about the issues in the stories on an adult level.
based on our lifes experience But we also share stories about reading
with our children at home and we learn from each other how to give
our children the best, most sustained introduction to the great treasure
that is reading

Michael Bouman, Msociate
Vermont Council on the Hui,
Main Street
Bca 58
Hyde park Vermont 05655
(832) 888-3183

(802)828-3262
Promotion

Lyght \Xbrk

Bill and Alice Kinzie
Box 1220
North %bkott, Wrmont 05680
(802) 888.5649

A love of reeding begins with love,

Give

Htht to read to a child:

Free Programs

mod the skill of read* reborn.

The Family Reading Propel in
eludes discussion programs for ad
who want to learn about exploring
books with children

1. Choose a book that interests both

the Gift of

you and your child Your librar
ian can help you choose wonder
ful books

Reading

Each series of program; follow
them each as friendship. courage
home. and consists of four moetin
at monthly intervals At each mee
mg, a discussion leader guides the
review and group discussion of lb
books Fret child care is prosided

2. Find a lime of day that suits you
both Stan at the same time and
stop at the same time each day

3. Turn off the television Ind
radio

Participants receive a free set
program's children's books to kee
and share with their family Taper
the hooka ate available on lean

4. Hold the book so your child can
see it and touch the pages

S. Let your child ask questions or
ask you to read a page again

You can start reading to your children

ever alien they're infants They love
the time you tel aside for them to
show them pictures in the books As
they learn to talk. ask them to name
the colors and object, in the pictures
Talk to them about the glories you
read Then, when they enter school.

they'll take your gift with themtheir
love of reading

The Family Reading Project
of the

Vermont Council on the Humanities

6. Be w 'Ding to read the same hook
again A) lung AS sou and rour
Odd Still like dl

When you read this uay )00 shad
will learn to be an alert thinker esen
before !earwig to read Children learn
to love reading when we care enough to
share stories with them Our caring
is A gift that will last them All their
lives

I or more ideas on reading in the fan,
ily ask your librarian There are mat
hooks that can show you how to be a
part of your child's educatii 1

The Vermont Council on the 1+
marinas offers these programs in
several towns uch year Adults VS
are kerning to read are welcomefree tutoring ts available (call the
free number hated below for infix
lion About rinortny

For informanon on program carat
Vermont Cound on the Huni,init

Give the gift of readim
It's priceless.

18021 888.)183

The Vermont Reading Pruico
(8021 875.2751

'WWI Biric Ficlui.".
I-800.3224004 troll heel
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Final Performance Report
NEB Grant No.

SO-20870-88

Project Title: The Family Reading Project

DuRgrzand
The Family Reading Project, also known as "Connections," is a reading and
discussion program originally designed for adult new readers--people enrolled
in Adult Basic Education and able to read at 2nd- or 3rd-grade level.
Introduced in 1986 for ABE students, the program met an emerging need to
enhance the one-on-one teaching philosophy that ha,' characterized ABE for a
decade.
The humanities program, Connections, offered a means of involving ABE
tutors in a partnership with humanities scholars and students, all working
toward the common goal of group meetings to reinforce individualized literacy
education.

These group sessions were in all respects like the book discussion groups that
flourish throughout Vermont and elsewhere, and which account for two-thirds of
all humanities programs in Vermont, over 500 events per year.
The
discussions, guided by a scholar in the humanities, were thematic, and
participants spoke in the meetings on an equal standing. The program format
enabled adults who read at a primary level to take part in discussions
characteristic of higher education.
The Connections programs popularity took everyone by surprise, making a
revolution in literacy education in Vermont.
By the second year of
Connections, the Council was supporting ABE discussion groups at 14 sites.
was already clear that family life was changing for the people in these
discussion circles. Students took home tapes of their books, and their
children soon began memorizing the tapes for the sheer pleasure of the
narratives.
Parents, too, got deepl involved, so that reading became, in
some instances, more urgent than getting supper on the table at the usual

It

time.

Seeing the impact of this program on the lives of marginally literate
families, the Vermont Council on the Humanities asked, "Wouldn't this be a
good thing for all families?" With that question, the Family Reading Project
was born.
Ihe Proprosal to the NER
The Council decided to package the Connections project under a new name and to
invest heavily in promoting it.
The project summary said:
This project will engage parents in a discussion of children's
literature (5th grade and below) with the goal of encouraging people
throughout Vermont to read to children.
Humanities scholars in the
fields of Literature, History, and Philosophy will lead discussions of
children's literature organized into four series on "Friendship,"
"History," "Courage," and "Home."
Each series is composed of three
programs held at monthly intervals, and each program includes three
titles at different reading levels, from picture books to 4th or 5th
grade level, for a total of nine books per series. Local libraries in
20 towns will conduct one of the four series in 1989.
The project is
modeled on recent Vermont programs developed for parents who
themselves have just learned to read and it will again serve that
population, as well as parents who read without difficulties.
Tutors
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from Vermont's Adult Basic Education Program are involved in the
project to facilitate participation by parents with reading
difficulties.
Accompanying these diecussion programs is a major
advertising campaign using TV and radio PSA's and printed brochures to
promote the "Family Reading" concept and library use, and to highlight
the humanities as a life-long interest.
The proposal described the following elements of the project:
Group size was projected at 30 people.

The Council anticipated more demand than the 20 sites the Exemplary
Project proposal could support, and pledged to fund additional sites via
regrants.

The project offered to reach sponsors and towns that had not previously
taken part in reading/discussion programs.
Two workshops for scholars, librarians, and ABE tutors would set the stage
for the reading/discussion programs.
*

The promotional campaign would include posters, sanple press releases, a
brochure and bibliography, and a TV announcement featuring John
Ratzenberger from the NBC CHEERS program.
The brochure would be widely
distributed through the offices of doctors, dentists, and social agencies,
as well as libraries.
Staffing would include a program manager, public relations manager, and
eNaluation manager, all external to the Humanities Council staff.
Eviluation would include independent scholars, Council members, and
pa:ticipants.
Future plans involved two pending grant applications with the NEH, one to
serve elementary school children and another to serve "latchkey children"
in high school. The NEH panel resisted both projects because of their use
of children's literature. Having failed to anticipate this scholarly bias,
the Council did not make a case strong enough to overcome it.

The Council requested $74,897. We were later told that the subsequent award of
$34,300 might have been substantially higher if we had provided more depth
about the way humanities disciplines would be related to the project themes.
We had concentrated on selling a process of insq=kioe at the expense of
detailing the nature of the lesson plans of scholars in specific disciplines
dealing with specific booV.
News of the award was accompanied by a condition that no funds be spent for
the video promotional spots. The intent of the award was to support 10 sites
rather than 20 and to concentrate promotional spending in print publications.
The Project Diree.or, Michael Bouman, asked that the NEN not stipulate
line-item constraints in a project of this scope, pointing out that the NBC
CHEERS program star, John Ratzenberger, would donate his services to the video

362
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production, and that the public relations consultant, Bill Kinzie, would be
The NEH
able to achieve top- quality results on a budget of only $5,000.
staff agreed, and a contract was issued without constraining language.
In June of 1988, the Council authorized the staff to expend a reasonable
amount of time trying to raise extra funds for the Family Reading Project.
These efforts with foundations and private benefactors eventually brought in
another $14,000 in program funding.
EL2Resa1 Writing

Council staff spent much of the available time in June and July of 1988 on
foundation research and foundation proposal writing, trying to make the fall
The success rate was not high; our cupplemental
agendas of potential funders.
funds cam from unexpected sources. The Hasbro Children's Foundation, which
Another
does not ordinarily support programs for adults, granted $5,000.
$5,000 came from an anonymous donor who had first-hand knowledge of the
A printer donated part of the cost of the brochure.
Connections program.
Printed Materials
With a reduced budget, the project dii-ector, Michael Bouman, who is the
Council's principal writer/editor, took up the task of writing and designing
the brochure with advice from Council Chair, Dennis DeBevec, a public
Bouman
information officer with the Vermont Department of Corrections.
developed copy, had a friend create a mock-up with desktop publishing
software, and circulated the model to ABE tutors, Council members, and reading
specialists. One ABE tutor contributed line drawings to illustrate the
brochure, but they didn't create the loose, informal effect desired.
Our media consultant, Bill Kinzie, recommended a local artist, Kate Peatman,
whose illustration of her husband and son reading in a rocking chair became
the symbol of the project. The core of the brochure was a panel containing six
tips on reading to children.
Others contributed to the project. Many professors of education sent
information about material available from other sources. The Adult Basic
Education coordinator, Jennifer Howard, generously supplied relevant
information that crossed her desk. Among the items she sent was a booklet
written by Joan Brest Friedberg and Elizabeth Segel, co-directors of the
The
Beginning With Books program at the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.
It
eight-page booklet seemed a perfect companion to the project brochure.
explained the role of parents in preparing children to be readers, and its
Michael Bouman obtained permission to republish
photographs were charming.
the booklet, photos and all, as a Family Reading Project item.

Much of the available time in the fall of 1988 was devoted to these two
Late in the fall, the Vermont Medical Association provided a
publications.
mailing list, and over the Christmas break, we put that list on the Council's
computer and sent a letter asking doctors and dentists to display the
Scores of offices responded. Within two weeks in 1989, we exhausted
brochure.
our initial supply of 20,000 brochures, and we immediately ordered another

q)
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20,000. In addition to the doctors' offices, every library in the state, and
every bookstore, had a supply of brochures available for people to pick up
from the counter.
Our publications had worked well, though at a cost of much more human labor
than anticipated. It had not proven feasible to turn the management of design
and copy writing over to Bill Kinzie, whose specialty is overall
conceptualization and video production; and there was not enough money in the
budget to hire yet another consultant, so the project director did the work
himself.
The distribution of print materials might well have been more
extensive if we had hired someone to pursue all possible outlets for the
brochure. Possibly, we drew the line too early. Our management choice was to
put project money into program rather than into staff, with the result that
distribution of the brochure was not as pervasive as we had imagined it could
be
promotional Video
Bill Kinzie and the project director worked together for weeks on the concepts
and scripts for the John Ratzenberger promotional video spots.
A writers'
strike in Hollywood closed down the studios during that period in the summer
of 1988.
Then, what had seemed an "agreement" by Paramount Studios to allow
free use of the CHEERS set for the videos became less of an agreement, and it
was thought best not to press the matter.
In September, Bill and Alice Kinzie
flew to Los Angeles, rented some equipment, and set up a studio in
Ratzenberger's garage. Ratzenberger would return home from a day on the
CHEERS aet (the strike having been settled), look over the script for the
Family Reading video, and launch into his lines. The Kinzies brought back
five video spots at a cost of about $5,000. Their media colleagues in Vermont
thought they had spent $50,000 to get such high-quality results. The videos
aired on all three Vermont network affiliates from Thanksgiving of 1988
through the winter of 1989.
Most people who saw them thought The Family
Reading Project was a national project, not a local one.

Orientation Workshops
Sally Anderson directs the Vermont Reading Project, an organization that
schedules and disseminates book discussion programs throughout Vermont,
reaching over 60 communities each year. We engaged Sally Anderson to serve as
the program manager of the Family Reading Project, with responsibility for
scheduling humanities scholars, selecting titles, and selecting program sites.
She held two orientation workshops, as planned. One took place in October,
1988 at the Rutland Regional Library.
It included some participating
librarians, some ABE tutors, and a few scholars. The second took place at the
Department of Education in Montpelier at a meeting of regional Adult Basic
Education coordinators.

While the workshops were helpful to those present, they did not accomplish the
goal of bringing most, or even many, of the participating scholars, tutors,
and librarians together.
Experience has taught us that scheduling conflicts
always work against the success of such a plan, and that no project's success
should depend upon large-scale participation in such a workshop. Sally made up
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for the incomplete attendance with a lot more one-on-one orientation.
In
hindsight, we would judge the one-on-one conversations to have been critical
to success and would plan on that mode of engagement in the future.
Workshops
are necessary, but not critical.

EXAM=
The initial idea of the composition of the audience was flawed.
Where we had
anticipated large numbers of Adult Basic Education students integrated with
other adults, the actual events were richer and more diverse than our
terminology can suggest.
It became evident that we needed to maintain a
two-tiered approach to the programs, with some reserved for na ABE
participants and others open to all. The "all," however, included
many people who, while able to read, were also in the client population of
other social programs such as Foster Care and Head Start.
In Addison County,
eight separate agencies asked to be included in the programs, and we had to
offer several sections to accommodate the participants.
In some cases,
schools wanted to sponsor the Family Reading Project as a way of involving
parents.
We had not anticipated school participation so early in the process,
and it pleased us.

One school, the St. Johnsbury Academy, joined the program because of a
Brad
conversation that took place in one of the preliminary workshops.
Ashley, the Head of the English Department, had made a remark about the
decline in high school reading levels. Michael Bouman said to him, "Why don't
The kids in
you figure out how to teach your students about family reading.
your classroom will be the aunts of the students you will face in the year
If you affect the way they think ma, the reading level in the school
2005.
district will imprnve demonstrably by the year 1997." For Ashley, the vision
of his young stu.
9 as parents-to-be convinced him that the school could
1 the overall decline in reading skills, and the Academy
make a differenct
became the sponsor of two successful series of Family Reading programs.
Our estimate of group size proved too high. We estimated 30 and averaged 15,
a much more comfortable size for the intense participation that occurred.
Our estimate of escalating demand was correct. The Exemplary Funds allowed us
to support 13 series of programs, and we made regrants to support another 11
in the same season. We succeeded in drawing in new towns and new sponsors,
but especially new co-sponsors among the social agencies.
Here is a listing of the towns served under the Exemplary funding:

Ismn
Bennington
Bristol
Fair Haven (a first)
Killington
(1st)
McIndoe Falls
Middlebury
Middlebury
Middlebury
Morristown

Mg=
Courage
Courage
History
Friendship
Friendship
Ftiendship
History
Courage
Home

aRD020I
Library
Library
Library
School
(1st)
Library
Library
Library
Library
Library

ELUL=
4
3

4

4
4
3
3
3

3
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Friendship
Courage
Home
History

Library
School
Library
Library
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4
4
4
4

Scholar participation turned out to be less extensive than anticipated. We
had expected to conduct a major recruitment campaign, drawing in many new
historians and teachers of philosophy to augment the core of teachers whose
primary field was literature. Of the three history professors who had worked
in the initial Connections programs, none worked in the Family Reading
programs. We did not use any of the philosophy professors who had volunteered
for the project because the local sponsors had the latitude to select from a
list, and they selected literature professors or two professors of Education
who had done well in "Connections." Therefore, this program did not generate
waves of new scholar participants. Nor did it reflect the diversity of
disciplines we had imagined when writing the proposal.
Instead, the project presented us with a diversity of participants never
before encountered in our programs. These participants not only read and
discussed books, but helped to sponsor and organize programs. Our reality
surpassed our expectations.

ContinualisnLs4LIIALTI2dagl
In the fall of 1989, following the impressive response to both Connections and
Family Reading programs, the Vermont Council on the Humanities adopted a
10-year initiative to achieve full adult literacy in Vermont by the year 2000.
The humanities components of the initiative include:
Book discussions using the Family Reading and Connections models and
exploring diverse themes.

An annual humanities conference for students and tutors in the Adult Basic
Education Program. The first such conference took place in October, 1989
and served 241 participants, most of them students. This was a Council
project titled "Books and People, a Celebration" and it focused on reading
and discussion of Katherine Paterson's The Great Gilly Hopkins, with
Paterson as the keynote speaker.
The New York Times printed a story on
the event, remarkable on many levels.
The second annual conference took
place on November 3, 1990, with 300 students and 94 tutors registered.
The conference retained the title, "Books and People, a Celebration," and
it featured reading and discussion of Forrest Carter's Native American
classic, The Education of Little Tree. The Native American author, Joseph
Bruchac, was the principal speaker.
"Radio Reading" programs on commercial and public radio. Our grants to
Vermont Public Radio supported a national series titled "Selected Shorts."
Our grant to Central Vermont ABE supported a 13-week series of read-aloud
programs on a prominent commercial AM station, WDEV. The "Radio Reading
Project" on WDEV included study guides for local use by ABE tutors. That
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series was so successful that the station offered to contribute the time
A grant application to support the project
for a 26-week series in 1991.
was approved by the Council in December, 1990.
In October, 1989, the Council submitted an Exemplary Award proposal to the NEH
to extend the Family Reading Project and Connections into the realm of Greek
mythology. Our Odyssey Project was funded at nearly $75,000 and is about to
get under way. There is tremendous enthusiasm for learning about the Odyssey
and the classical past. We are using Robin Lister's "retelling" of portions
of the Odyssey and D'Aulaires Book of Greek Myths.
To support these and other programs, the Council has contracted for part-time
Joan Nagy, former Executive Director of the Ann Arbor Foundation and a
help.
resident of Vermont, joined the staff during the summer of 1990 to develop
foundation proposals to support nearly one million dollars in operational and
program costs associated with the literacy initiative in the next three years.

Evaluatign
Professor Jennie Versteeg of the Economics Department of St. Michael's
,d evaluator, was
College, an outstanding humanities project director
contracted to serve as Managing Evaluator. She engaged humanities scholars to
visit and evaluate programs at three sites. She then summarized her own view
of the project in a final report to us,
Each evaluator had to make some adjustments in orientation when observing a
humanities discussion for adults who had been (1) illiterate most of their
lives, (2) isolated from mainstream institutions such as libraries or museums
for all of their lives, and (3) stigmaLized by themselves or others because of
appearance, behavior, poverty, or ignorance. In all other humanities
programs, the participants can be assumed to be well integrated into the
community. Evaluators paid attention to matters of teaching technique as well
as the materials in use.
There was no question that children's literature serves quite well in raising
issues for a humanities discussion conducted by adults on an adult level. Fine
children's writing is fine writing.

Evaluators did question, however, the aptness of particular titles for certain
themes in the series. In the "Friendship," "Courage," and "Home" the book
selection struck some observers as arbitrary. In truth, the committee working
on book selection sometimes retained a book because of its general literary
No one seems to mind
excellence rather than its close relation to the theme.
when literary merit is a deciding factor.
There are factors in book selection that the evaluators did not notice,
however, because effective work had taken place behind the scenes and before
the programs took place. No evaluator noted sexist or racist language or
images in the books. It had been a goal during evaluation of titles to avoid
using material that treated stereotypes. There were hours of soul-searching
debate during the book selection phase of the project, as images of fathers,
mothers, Indians, and blacks were considered.

;;;;V
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Some evaluators felt the discussions had an unfocused quality, although
enthusiastic and fully participatory. The question of focus was a good one.
It is one of the marks of a program like this that one of the first orders of
business is to achieve a sense of trust and familiarity between the scholar
and the participants. The scholar's first order of business is to learn names
and get people into the discussion. That is a major step. The scholars had a
variety of means for eliciting participation, and all of them worked well,
even though the observers noted personal preferences. The second order of
business is to steer the discussion to the matters in the readings, to help
people to notice how writers and illustrators work their magic, and to
encourage people to draw connections between their life experiences and the
lives narrated wichin the stories.
/n this respect, once a Connections or
Family Reading program gets under way, an outsider would have a hard time
telling the difference between the ABE student and the librarian.
Indeed, one of our chief findings of this project is that the generosity and
participation of the local librarian is a ke y. to success, while a stand-offish
attitude spells failure for the program's large, long-term objectives of
integrating people into mainstream culture.
In Connections programs, success requires devoted help from the ABE tutors,
too. A program like this is not 0 wachine that one sets in motion according to
plan.
It is a living entity.
Its energy is derived from the enthusiasm
people communicate to each other and from their investment of time.
It takes
a lot of time and effort to recruit and hold an audience, especially for a new
program concept.
Impact on the Audience
The program model is not designed for the participation of large numbers at
any site. It requires small group dynamics.
Fewer than 500 individuals took
part in the 13 series.
But the Family Reading Project made a major difference
in its participants' lives.
These programs have results far beyond the sites at which they were conducted:
-- There now exist within the ABE community a number of student advisory
councils organized by students, on their own initiative, to give them a
say in the development of programs serving their interests. These
student groups represent significant cultural change for those involved.
Though the initial empowerment was cultural on a personal level, the
effect is cultural (in a much larger sense) on family, social, and
political levels.

ABE students, as a result of their reading programs, helped organize
the annual student humanities conference. Tutors noted a phenomenal
surge in motivation and achievement after that conference. Our
conclusion is that the feelings of pride, enthusiasm, and solidarity
translated into increased confidence and academic progress.
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-- Dozens of ABE people in Central Vermont now think of Katherine
Paterson and Joseph Bruchac as their friends. Their interest in
literature has grown from an initial fascination with its magic
to an awareness of its nature as something made by another person.

grant Products
booklet and brochure on family reading and distributed them
We produced
through the book discussions, through doctors' offices, and through
bookstores.
FublicitY
The John Ratzenberger 30-second promotional spots aired on all three network
Press releases
affiliates from November, 1988, through the winter or 1989.
advertising the programs appeared in the free weekly papers that are
ubiquitous in Vermont and in some of the dailies, though in reduced form.

AdditionialiAlgLiALlor the NEH Dizizion ok Sulk...Emu=
1.

Now did this project further the overall goals of the Council?

The project demonstrated our commitment to audience expansion through our heAk
kind of program, the book discussion. It led to expanded programming and to a
new commitment to lead a drive for full adult literacy in Vermont by the year
2000.
2.

How did the project advance understanding of the humanities?

The project demonstrated that literacy education could be energized by linking
it with study and discussion of the content of serious literature. Abundant
comments by participants revealed the reason why narrative literature is such
a potent cultural technology, and why people both to devote their lives to its
creation, study, and enjoyment.
3.

How did the project use the resources and address the needs of the state?

The project relied un an existing network of ABE tutors, librarians, and
Those networks helped spread the word to related networks, so
professors.
that what resulted was a community of like-minded people who shared a common
It is estimated that perhaps 58,000 Vermonters, or
enthusiasm and goal.
about one in ten, are illiterate. The state needs to find a way to bring
The
about a cultural transformation, rot just a massive quick fix.
humanities programs provide a means of changing one state's culture by
enhancing the cultural experience of people on the fringe of that culture and
arresting the cycle of illiteracy.
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4,

Did the funds allow the Council to do something it would not otherwise
have been able to accomplish?
Yes.

The scale of the literacy initiative is huge.
require additional support.

Every part of it will

Have there been any spin-offs, such as other regrant projects, within the
state?

5.

See above under "continuation."

Yes.
6.

Has the project become a model in any way?

Yes.

The New Hampshire Humanities Council recently funded a project using our

model.

Has the project contributed to the program development activities of the
council?
7.

Yes.

It has led to the development of new themes and to the recruitment of
new sponsors, new funders, and new scholars.
8.

Yes.

Did the results of the project justify the cost and staff-time required?
It led to a major new program initiative that will take us into the next

century.

3
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CENTRAL VERMONT HEAD START
THZ FAMILY READING PROJECT
One of the requests of the 89-90 Policy Council was to address
literacy needs of parents participating in Head Start. One

particular Policy Council member wanted to see parents get books
just like the children experienced with the RIF Project. Family
services coordinator Sarah Mehegan consulted with Mary Leahy,
coordinator of Central Vermont Adult Basic Education, to see what
was available to address literacy needs. Mary suggested introducing
our parents to the possibility of participating in a Family Reading
Project.

The Family Reading Project is an off-shoot of the Vermont
Reading Project and is funded by a grant from Vermont Council ch.
the Humanities. The Projects involve participants, literature that
follows a theme, and gtoup discussions led by a scholar that are
held in a library. What sets the Family Reading Project apart is
that i. involves children's literature. It is also geared to
families and particularly families with adults with limited reading
skills or an interest in learning more about children's literature.
Mary Leahy came to the October, 1990 Policy Council and gave
a presentation on the Pamily Reading Project. She stressed that the
gift of participating in a Project is what happens when people get
together over books. ABE has integrated participation in the

Project into the classroom instruction of adult learners. The
Policy Council was interested, so Sarah Mehegan proceeded by
contacting Vermont Reading Project coordinator Sally Anderson to
see what could be done for Head Start families in the Central
Vermont area.

In November Sarah Mehegan met with Sally Anderson, Mary Leahy
and several ABE teachers from Orange and Washington Counties. The

group decided that although Head Start home visitors and ABE

teachers serve in different capacities (Head Start is more familyfocused and ABE more adult focused) we are essentially seen by our
clients as educators. We also in many cases serve the same economic
population and have some dual enrollment. We decided to poll our
people to see what kind of interest there was in participating in
Projects together. Sally Anderson contacted possible scholars to
lead the discussions along with the libraries in each area to see
what interest there was in hosting a group. In the end, we had good
responses from libraries, Head Start parents and ABE students in
several communitiea. Through coordination with Sally Anderson, ABE
personnel, community librarians and Head Start personnel we made
plans for Family Reading Projects in seven communities.
The themes offered are friendship, home, courage, and history.

After choosing a theme, participants received 10 books from the
bibliography offered by the Vermont Reading Project. They range in
appropriateness from preschool to upper elementary ages. The books
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were sent to Sarah Mhegan and then disseminated to participants
through home visitors. It was stressed that it was Lmportant for

Head Start home visitors to be invested in the Project also.

Altho 7h they are not tutors nor did all the participating parents
need tutoring, home visitors were encouraged to monitor the reading
of the books and to participate in the group discussions.

Sarah coordinated the discussion dates with the librarians.
Discussions were spaced out over a three month period of time and
each discussion was centered on three or four of the books related
to the theme. Each librarian was to arrange childcare. Librarians
usually have a list of possible providers in the community for the
various library activities. The Project paid for childcare along
with mileage reimbursement for participants. Most of the librarians
took it upon themselves to provide refreshments.

We ultimately ended up with four scholars who divided their
time leading discussions in six communities. The scholars were
Geoff Hewitt, poet, teacher and presently with the Vermont
Department of Education; Ken Smith, Dean of Students at Norwich
University and a former English teacher; Garret Livermore from the
Shelburne museum Department of Education; and Susie Wizowaty,
teacher at Goddard College and writer of children'e literature.
Each scholar had their own approach to leading a group.

Mr.

Livermore led the Montpelier group in the discussion involving
books with the history theme. His approach was instructive and he
brought many artifacts and objects from the Shelburne Museum that
he used in the discussion. When the book The Guilt
Story was
discussed, Mr. Livermore passed around a quilt that was over one
hundred years old.
The quilt was made by a group of women and
presented to a newly married woman who was leaving the community
to move westward.
Each quilter had put together a picture of
something from che community that they wanted the new bride to
remember.

This fascinated the project participants as some of them

could recall quilts from their own families that have passed
stories on to the present generation.. One woman expressed that
perhaps this would be a good project to do for the young girls in
her family.

When the book Little House In the Big Woods was discussed some
of the participants expressed that they had a difficult time with
all the many details the author used to describe the tools and
household objects. Mr. Livermore then demonstrated the procedure
of making butter with an old butter
churner. This helped
participants to better understand the process and the many details
of the butter churner described in the book.

There was also at least one book about Native Americans in
each history discussion. Participants thoroughly enjoyed the many
Native American artifacts such as moccasins and woven clothing that
they were able to handle and inspect closely. For many participants
this was the first experience of this kind. Some of the artifacts
were from the Abnaki people who are indigenous to New England.
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Susie Wizowaty led the group in Barre. This was a large group
that consisted of ABE students and parents from two of our Head
Start field offices. The theme was friendship. Susie's approach
was to get people to talk about the content of the book and also
the process of writing.. She asked people how they liked the
illustrations and how their children viewed the illustrations.
When the participants discussed the book The Hundred_Dresses which
was written in the 1940's, some of the younger people commented

that they thought the illustrations were "not that great" while the
The book is about peer
older participants seemed to love them.
pressure and being made fun of because you are viewed as different.

This generated a lively response as participants shared their
childhood experiences of being ridiculed and singled out as

"different". One parent shared how she had deliberately picked on
one kid in her class that she saw as unusual. This parent stated
how she clearly remembered pulling together her friends to agree
with her in chiding the other child.

Another participant shared how her daughter was going through
this very experience at school. She read The Hundred Dresses with
her daughter who then requested to take the book to share with her

teacher. This teacher was trying to help the children work on
acceptance. Through this family, the Family Reading Project went
to the public school.

Susie also shared her experiences of writing children's
literature and how in many ways it is more difficult than adult
is a story written in the early
t li
fiction. The book tgletWL_Etar
1950's about a boy who makes a friend out of a bear cub. The boy
solved his problem of the cub growing up into a rambunctious and
always hungry big bear by giving him to a zoo. It was almost
unanimous that if this book had been written recently, one would
not write a book about trying to make a friend out of a bear. The
group did not see the solution of putting a bear in a zoo as a
happy one. So, the discussion then turned to how would one write
a book about a boy and a bear, and.why has there always been a
fascination with bears?
group in the Connecticut Valley area. One
had the ability to paint pictures in h r
and actions. When the group discussed the
Friends, this parent could just picture a
"silly little toad in his silly little bathing suit, feeling
silly." Then this parent shared that she knew just how this toad
felt, how she herself had felt this way at times.
Ken Smith led the
parent stated that Ken
head through his words
book Frog and Toad Are

Another point that this parent talked about in her experience
of being in Ken Smith's discussion was that although many personal
experiences were shared and people expressed different opinions,
there was always an acceptance of each individual and their
thoughts, fears and dreams. Ken kept the atmosphere light by using
humor.
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One ABE participant was so moved by Ken's description of how
sad Toad was because he never got any mail. Frog then sent him a
letter. The two friends waited together for four days for the
letter to arrive because the mailman was a snail.
But this gave
the two friends time to enjoy their friendship while anticipating
something good about to happen. At the next scheduled group
discussion, this ABE participant brought a piece of stationary and
an envelope for each participant with a request that they send a
letter to someone they haven't written to in a long time.

The discussions are now all over. Thirty-three Head Start
parems read all the books and attended all the discussions. These
parents received from the Vermont Reading Project a complete set

of Laura Ingalls Wilder's books to continue the experience of
family reading. Head Start parents have not only books that they
can keep to continue to share with their families, but the
experience of talking about those books in a group setting. Many
of the parents have commented that they never knew that one could
get so much out of reading children's literature. These discussions
and the opportunity to share their thoughts and opinions have
enhanced the importance of reading in all of our lives. For some
of the participants, it was the first time they were a part of what
our community libraries have to offer.
Next year Central Vermont Head Start hopes to participate in
Family Reading Projects once again. We have found that we do not
have the adequate staff to coordinate a Project in each individual
field office area. We will work with ABE staff in choosing three

four easily accessible locations and open them up to any
interested Head Start or ABE participant. Some of the larger

tu

libraries are more able to accommodate group discussions for adults
and also meet childcare needs. We will, however, he sensitive to

prospective participants who prefer to meet only in their local
libraries.

We look forward for our families to once again have the
opportunity to receive and read good literature and also to
experience what happens when people get together over books.
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Senator JEFFORDS. Well, that's very encouraging testimony. Can
you tell me how A.B.E. coordinates with Even Start? What is Even
Start doing in this State?

A friend of mine in the House, Bill Goodwin, was the author of
that. And I'd like to have a copy of that letter. I'll send it to Bill
and he'll appreciate to learn how it works.
How does Even Start work here and how is it coordinated with
A.B.E.?

Ms. LEAHY. It's coordinated centrally with A.B.E. Right now
there are two projects awarded to Vermont, and I think this is two
out of seven existing in the country, and one is in Brattleboro and
one is in the Bradford area. The money funnels through the local
school district.

And the Even Start Project that I am working with is the

Orange Supervisory Union. It is a project that really bridges the
gap between early essential education, adult literacy, and elementary edu, -; n. Its focus is family literacy. It is helping adults with
their lit_uracy via helping their kids. I mean they are learning to be
their children's own teachers.
And ways of doing that is to develop a very different idea of literacy. This is such a generation thing that that's exactly what's recognized in this project. And A.B.E. in the Bradford area is one of
the three major collaborators in this project; the other one being

the school district in early essential education.
Senator JEFFORDS. I see. It should be coordinated or at least have
some dialogue to understand the joint benefit of working together.

I have a question for Joanne and Molly now. One of the quick
questions: What are our counselors doing? Isn't that what they're
suppose to be doing? The answer I get from those who I've asked
and who know what's going on, say they just don't have time to do
that. They are all trying to solve the individual problems of those
individuals, trying to get them to stay in school. They just don't
have the time.
I guess my question to you, Joanne, is that whether or not you're
exposed to counselors, are they not understanding or what? How do
you feel with respect to what you got from counselors in trying to

help you think beyond staying in school? What was going to
happen after you got out of high school?
Ms. TENNY. We have two guidance counselors at the high school,

and I know that the two of them is not enough for the number of
students at the school. And they'reI think that they're more concerned with getting everybody's schedule done, and not so much
what you're going to do after your senior year as getting your
schedule in and what classes yo, re going to take.

Senator JEFFORDS. Molly, what are your feelings'?

Ms. BURKE. With the ratio of one to 400 students at the elementary school level and one to 300 students in the secondary level, I
think time is the issue. There is a responsibility of getting schedules in place. There's a responsibility of trying to meet with at
least ever child during that 10-month period of time and I think
there's an effort. One of their responsibilities, obviously, is if they
have juniors and seniors to look at where they intendwhat their

educational direction isI do think it's a question of time and
numbers.
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Senator JEFFORDS. The consensus is that its too late if by your

junior and senior years you haven't created that interest in the

knowledge that there's a life after high school for people who may
not think in terms of post-secondary education. It's too late to start
in the junior and senior years. Is that your perception?
Ms. BURKE. Yes. And I think that's one of the major responsibilities of that elementary school guidance counselor to have to make
the awareness of the child of the potential of what's out there and

what they can do, and I think that's a critical element from K-5

and build upon that.
Thirty years ago, the economic backgrcund of someone did not
determine whether or not they went on to college. It was the pa-

rental involvement. It wasthere were no guidance counselors in
the elementary level. I think a great deal of guidance was done
through the parent structure and the elementary school teachers
structure.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much. Excellent testimony.
Pleasure having you all here.
We're going to take a break now for 10 minutes.
[Recess.]

Senator JEFFORDS. I think we'll call the hearing back in. Our
next panel will discuss the problem of facilities which I mentioned
in my opening comment. Dr. George Davis, president of the University of Vermont; Dr. Paul Reiss, president of the Saint Michael's
College; and Carl Riden, physical plant director, Trinity College.
This is a scenario of great interest to me looking at the national
prospective answers and trying to get a feel if the needs are as
great as we're told they are, and the problems that will confront us
if we don't meet these needs. I'm very glad to have you here.
And I was on the past Trade Bill to get a program through to try
and assist us in the area uf science laboratories in our institutions,
post-secondary education. The Nation's needs are up in the $60 billion's and the funding level of $20 million is probably not a very

big start, but at least it's a start. So I'm here to say I feel very
strongly that if it is a need, it is important. And if we do have
problems with keeping pace with our facilities in our colleges
throughout the country, then we ought to fight a.id make the
Nation aware of it. Even though it would be realistic to think that
we would have substantial funding this year, it would not be a very
reasonable one. Still, we have to let the Nation know what needs to
be done.

Dr. Davis, again, welcome here and welcome to Vermont, and

please provide us with your comments.

STATEMENTS OF GEORGE DAVIS, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
VERMONT; PAUL J. REISS, PRESIDENT, ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE; AND CARL RIDEN, PHYSICAL PLANT DIRECTOR., TRINITY
COLLEGE

Mr. DAVIS. Thank you very much, Senator. It's an honor to be
here, and I would like to thank you for making this hearing possible We so appreciate your commitment to facilities, your concern
abolit the state of facilities in higher education in person today.
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Let me first say that as a newcomer to higher education in Vermont, I'm extremely proud to be in a State that proclaims its Vermont educational goals as follows: Vermont will create responsible
individuals and citizens to be committed to learning throughout
life; the Vermonter will restructure their schools in order to support very high performance for all students; Vermont will attract
the most effective teachers and school leaders in the Nation; and

Vermont parents, educators, studenth, and other citizens will

create powerful partnerships to support teaching and learning in
every community.

I think those lofty goals are not pie in the sky. It speaks so well
for Vermont and its value system with respect to education at all
levels. I think it's no accident that Vermont has gravitated to those
goals. The important role of leadership set an example over the
years, perhaps beginning with Senator Morrill and expanded by
Senator Aiken and continued by Senator Stafford and, of course,
now being carried forward by you.

The University of Vermont is a very important national model
for land grant universities. I think when Senator Morrill conceived
a land grant university system, he was using UVM, University of
Vermont as a paradigm. And when Senator Aiken helped shape
the National Science Administration, he held up and_ pointed to the
wartime reserve contributions of the University of Vermont as an

example of why Federal education and reserve funds should

be equitably distributed among all universities and not merely distributed among a few elite universities. I think, similarly, the national issue engaging over relative roles in teaching versus research can be spoken by a university like the University of Vermont that, I think, has shown a strong commitment to undergraduate education over the decades and, yet, at the same time, it's an
undergraduate education that is supported as well by creative
scholarship.
As we look at the third century of the history of UVM, we see
enormous opportunities not only for the university, but most im-

portantly for the State and the students and the families that we
serve. There's a convergence of opportunities that we think is
taking place. One is a relook at the outreach mission of universities
throughout the country and what does it mean to be land grant.
Traditionally, land grant was so focused on outreach to agriculture and perhaps agri-engineering.projects. Perhaps, the land grant
university is very far ranging, and as we see it today it includes in
a very significant way the partnership outreach responsibilities
and opportunities that connect a university with K-12 within a

State like Vermont.
When I first arrived in the State of Vermont, I had the opportunity to visit the 14 counties and to learn from the citizens of the
State what their views were toward education and toward the role
of the University of Vermont in particular. There was a lot of in-

terest, as I indicated earlier, in applications to agriculture, but

enormous interest as well and concern about the degree to which
the universities are serving the State with respect to connections
with K-12.
The clear message that I received from the people of Vermont is
that they prize education with as much fervor as people anywhere,
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and that they were fearful that their children will not receive the
education that they'll need to fulfill their dreams. And second, the
clear message that UVM can and must apply a greater role in empowering the educators in serving the greater needs of their students. For this to happen, partnership is essential and the partnership, of course, includes the State's higher education community as
well as the Federal Government.

I think the State of Vermont is uniquely positioned to be a national leader and role model in terms of the kind of partnership
that we might mvision. The scale of Vermont, the size of Vermont,
the fundamental commitments to education that is so clear in Vermont. And this opportunity is further enhanced by the fact that we
have a person in the form of our Commissioner of Education who
has such a vision and such a high level of energy and such commitment to goals of this nature. He is forward looking and he is committed to both improved linkage between arts and sciences and to

the enhanced role for higher education in serving schools across
the State.
The higher education community in the State is remarkable and
unusual. The colleges and universities both in the public and the
private sector are linked together through the Vermont Higher
Fiducation Council of which Paul presides at the moment. And this
is a mechanism, an instrument whereby the colleges and the universities can indeed and do indeed coordinate their efforts, whether
their efforts be in continuing education or into program development. All of us who are members of that organization see that in

the future with tighter and tighter resources and greater and

greater needs, we need to do an even better job in coordinating

what it is that we feel are our fundamental responsibilities.
Third, the Federal Governmentthe role of the Federal Government in addressing colleges and needs in education is just of insurmountable importance. The decade following World War II, for example, saw a commitment by the Federal Government for education at all levels, and that dedication transfnrmed our society. The
passage of the GI Bill opened the doors of education to groups previously closed out. The creation of the National Science Foundation
recognized university research as a national resource. The National
Defense Education Act spurred improvements in the instruction of
math, science, and foreign languages at both the secondary and elementary schools, colleges, and universities. The Federal Government has served repeatedly as a catalyst for the educational innovation needed to allow the Nation to face impending challenges.
This hearing is a part of this ofttimes forgotten tradition of Federal involvement in higher education. The Higher Education Act,
which you will reauthorize this year, contains the descendants of
many of these early programs.
One program, however, does not survive and its rehabilitation is
critical to higher education in this country.
Title VII authorizes funds for the construction and renovation of
facilities for instruction. It is a vestige of a commitment to university infrastructure that died in the early 1970's. Teaching and re-

search, like transportation and communication, are enterprises
that require tremendous investment in infrastructure. If this infrastructure is not maintained, the bridge eventually collapses and
p41
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must be rebuilt at tremendous cost. We are now at the time when
the brides of higher education are beginning to crumble and the
national repair bill is estimated to range from $12 to $50 billion. If
we do not invest in facilities today, we will not be able to deliver
our services tomorrow. The Federal Government can and must
renew its commitment to university research and instructional facilities or new visions like outreach that I have been alluding to,
this vision of outreach that can be delivered from a land grant university, an outreach that is connected totally to the fundamental
scholarship and research that goes on.

If I can take a moment to illustrate the mission in concrete

terms. We are nowthe University of Vermont draws on the leadership both from the College of Mucation and SG:..;c41 Services as
well as the College of Arts and Sciences to link with local school

systems and serve as a model for national education reform.

UVM's close relationships with teachers and administrators of the
local school districts wit, enable far-miching effects on the quality
of instruction provided to the students of Vermont especially when

that challenge and partnership are in turn linked with strength

and quality of the arts and sciences program at UVM. In an effort
to increase the cooperation between the State and Federal Government and local school districts, the university will transfer the existing knowledge of its historically strong arts and sciences and
educational programs to students and teachers throughout the Vermont community. The Arts and Sciences Center for Excellence in
Education, we believe will enable the university to reach many
parts of the State through new technology. It will enable the university to move from perhaps a piecemeal approach to a more holistic approach.
Our goal is simple. The center will seek to improve the performance of students in science, math, literature, and foreign languages

and will expand the instructional skills in elementary and secondary schools. The Arts and Sciences Center for Excellence in Education will also serve as a laboratory for university faculty to study
and improve in their own teaching. We will intend to train and retrain our teachers and create an educational community in Vermont which will serve as a demonstration for the entire Nation
Ind will help the entire Nation exceed global standards for quality
in education.
A final pointwe believe that efforts to improve quality of education in Vermont combined with your efforts to keep disadvantaged youth in the classroom offer the greatest opportunity for our
children. It's initiatives like this that bridge the relationship between secondary and higher education, that hold the key to our
Nation's future.
[The prepared statement by Dr. Davis follows:}
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. DAVIS

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to
appear before you this morning. I would like to offer particular thanks to Senator
Jef fords for making this hearing possible, for his leadership in shaping higher education policy and for his longtime support of the University of Vermont.
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Let me begin by introducing myself and my university. My name is George Davis
and I am the recently appointed president of the University of Vermontone of the
oldest State university in the Nation.Vermont, as you know, has played an important role in the history of higher education in this country. Our leaders in the Senate established a legacy that began
with Senator Morrill, expanded with Senator Aiken, wad continued by Senator Stafford and is now being carried forward by Senator Jeffords.
Similarly our colleges and universities served repeatedly as national models.
When Senator Morrill conceived the legislation that created the land grant university system, the University of Vermont served as his paradigm. When Senator
Aiken helped shape the National Science Foundation legislation, he held up the
wartime contributions of the University of Vermont as an example of why Federal
education and research funds should be equitably distributed amongst all universities and not merely divided between a few elites. Now, when many institutions are
rethinking the relationship between research and teaching, UVM is widely acclaimed for its ability to provide a quality undergraduate education in a research
environment.
Today, as UVM looks toward its third century, our Nation stands at a crossroad
in history. Despite our efforts to improve access to all levels of education, fewer and
fewer Americans have the skills needed to empower them to lead satisfying and productive lives. We cannot remind ourselves too often of Jefferson's early admonition
that not only our competitiveness but our very way of life depends on the success of
our educational system. To meet this challenge I envision a new and powerful role
for our land grant universitiesa role in which UVM will once again lead the way.
Land grant universities, like UVM, were established in order to identify needs
and disseminate solutions to problems plaguing the communities they serve. In the
past, we have looked primarily to agriculture and technology transfer. In the future,
our focus must be on outreach, particularly outreach to those who toil to educate
our children in elementary and secondary schools through out the State.
When I first arrived in Vermont, I visited each county and listened to the ideas
and concerns of parents, students, teachers, business persons, and legislators. I also
took this opportunity to speak with them about my vision of the special responsibility of a State university. Two important ideas came from these meetings. First, the
clear message that the people of Vermont prize education with as much fervor as
people anywhere and that they fear that their children do not receive the education
they will need to fulfill their dreams. Second, that UVM can and must play a greater role in empowering local educators to serve the needs of their students.
PARTNERSHIP

The vision of a new generation of land grant universities which I am suggesting
and the citizens of Vermont demanding is not one in which any university can succeed alone. Three constituencies will be critical to our success or failurestate and
local government, the higher education community, and the Federal Government.
A. The State
We in Vermont are uniquely situated to develop and implement this model partnership. The relatively small size of our State and the commitment of our teachers
creates an ideal laboratory that will touch all of our children and have a chance to
succeed. This position is further enhanced by the vision, energy, and commitment of
our Commissioner of Education. He is forward looking and is committed to both improved linkage between the arta and sciences and to an enhanced role for higher

education in serving schools across the State. The university, with its history of
working closely with schools, is uniquely placed to implement cooperative endeavors.
B. The Higher Education Community

This model will not succeed unless colleges and universities have the intellectual
resources and the commitment to reach out to the community in a new way. When
I returned to the University of Vermont following my county meetings, I initiated a

comprehensive review of the university's proframs, resources, and goals. This
review brought to light two important things: First, that most of the resources and

commitment already exist at the university and need only to be pulled together and
enhanced. Second, that the faculty and staff of the university share a vision that
includes a closer integration and scholarship and outreach, to build a closer relationship with the community at large. Unlike any other institution with which I am
familiar, the University of Vermont is positioned to lead the Nation in developing a
new "breed" of land grant universities with new responsibilities to the community.
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C. The Federal Government
Education has traditionally been considered the responsibility of State and local
governments. Increasingly, however, as the 1985 Commission on Excellence in Education indicated, education must be viewed as a national responsibility, like defense,
critical to our very survival.
Historians are fond of reminding us that if we do not learn from the past we may
be forced to repeat it. I want to suggest today, however, that there is a part of our
past that we would do well to repeat.
The decade following World Vier II saw a commitment by the Federal Government to education at all levels that transformed our society. The passage of the GI
bill opened the doors of higher education to groups previously closed out. The creation of the National Science Foundation recognized university research as a national resource. The National Defense Education Act spurred improvements in the instruction of math, science, and foreign languages at both secondary and elementary
schools, colleges, and universities. The Federal Government has served repeatedly
as a catalyst for the educational innovation needed to allow the Nation to face impending challenges.
This hearing is a part of this ofttimes forgotten tradition of Federal involvement

in higher education. The Higher Education Act, which you will reauthorize this
year, contains the descendants of many of these early programs. One program, however, does not survive and its rehabilitation is critical to higher education in this
country.

Title VII of the Higher Education Act authorizes funds for the construction and
renovation of facilities for instruction. It is a vestige of a commitment to university
infrastructure that died in the early 1970's. Teaching and research, like transportation and communication, are enterprises that requires tremendous investment in infrastructure. If this infrastructure is not maintained, the "bridge" eventually collapses and must be rebuilt at tremendous cost. We are now at the time when the
"bridges" of higher education are beginning to crumble and the national repair bill
is estimated to range from $12 to $50 billion. If we do not invest in facilities today,
we will not be able to deliver our services tomorrow. The Federal Government can
and must renew its commitment to university research and instructional facilities
or new visions like the one I have described will not be possible.
ME ARTS AND SCIENCES CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION

I have been alluding a great deal to a vision of a new generation of land grant
universities and the need for a renewed partnership with the State and Federal

Governments. I would like to illustrate this vision in concrete terms.
The University of Vermont, drawing upon the leadership of its nationally known
College of Arts and Sciences and its College of Education and Social Services, plans

to link with local school rystems and serve as a model for national education

reform. UVM'a cloee relationships with the teachers and administrators of the local
school districts will enable far-reaching effects on the quality of instruction provided
to the students of Vermont. In an effort to increase the cooperation between the
university, State, Federal Government, and the local school districts and teachers,
the university will transfer the existing wealth of knowledge of its historically
strong arta and sciences and education programs to students and teachers throughout the entire Vermont community. An Arts and Sciences Center for Excellence in
Education will make it possible for the university to reach many parts of the State
through the new technology. It will enable the university to move from a piecemeal
approach to a holistic structure.
Our goal is simple. In a partnership with the government, the center will seek to
improve the performerance of students in mathematics, science, literature and foreign languages, and will expand the instructional skills of its State's elementary
and secondary echool teachers and administrators. The Arts and Sciences Center for
Excellence in Education will also serve as a laboratory for university faculty to
study and improve their own teaching.
The Arts and Science Center for Excellence in Education will enhance educational excellence through the development of new and innovative programs for student
learning in the arts and sciences. We will train and retrain our teachers and create
an educational community in Vermont which will serve as a demonstration for the
entire Nation and will help allow the Nation to exceed current global standards for
quality in education.
I would like to make one final comment before I close. Our center, and the model
of State, private, and Federal partnership that undergirds it, will be fully consistent
with Senator Jeffords' initiative in early intervention. We believe that our efforts to
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improve the quality of education in Vermont, combined with Senator Jeffords' efforts to keep disadvantaged youth in the classroom, offer the greatest opportunity
for our children. It is initiatives like these, bridging the relationship between secondary and higher education, that hold the key to our Nation's future.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I look forward to working closely with
the subcommittee to secure the Federal support needed to bring this vision to fruition.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much,
Paul.

Mr. REISS. Thank you Senator Jeffords for holding this hearing.
I'd like to thank you on behalf of the Vermont Higher Education
Council which is extremely interested in the reauthorization. I'm
going to address myself to title VII, of course, and to note that title
VII focuses on a critical need which if not addressed will in time
render the implementation of all of the other titles meaningless.
The buildings and facilities of higher education are deteriorating.
Much of the infrastructure is not being maintained as George indicated. A recent publication, and I'm sure you're aware of the Decaying American Campus, subtitled the Ticking Time Bomb, accurately describes the situation: The situation where in the United
States in the golden age right after the World War, the GI Bill, and
the expansion of the higher education facilities were expanded. In
fact, between 1955 and 1975 physical space on college campuses tripled.

But now the present needs for new renewal and remaintenance
of those facilities is staggering. An estimate of $60 to $70 billion of
need has been made and documented and about $20 billion of that
is of very urgent cases. As a result, only perhaps one out of every

four dollars that are needed is actually allocated on an annual

basis to maintain those facilities.
As a result, we're spending down the capital of higher education.

It's like bridgeswe have a good understanding of what that

means here in Vermont because it's analogous to the problem of
bridges. We're not meeting the current needs, and we're not meeting the needs of education itself as a result of that. It's not just
pretty buildings; it's they're a consequence for the quality of the

education which would be conducted within them.
Whose responsibility is it? Well, clearly it's the responsibility of

the institutions themselves which must recognize the needs, must
develop careful plans and priorities in meeting those needs, must
allocate to the extent possible annual funds for the maintenance of
facilities. Institutions must also seek appropriations, and certainly
private contributions to meet those capital requirements, and also
must obviously enter the market in borrowing funds, recognizing of
course that its future operating revenue is going to have to pay for
the debt service on those borrowed funds.
There's a problem with some institutions in that regard, and I'd
like to simply quote quickly a comment from a study that was done
very recently by the 'Vermont Higher Education and HealA Facilities Building Agency. And I quote: In recent years, thFlinancial

environment for institutions of private higher education has

become more uncertain. In the face of tax reform mounting, budget

constraints, and a demographic decline in the traditional college
age population, many institutions have to find new and inexpen-
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sive funding. Nowhere is this more evident where the facilities
have a majority of not-for-profit purposes.

The majJr findings of the study was that the problem and challenges faced by Vermont private colleges and universities are faced

by similar institutions throughout the country since the Tax

Reform Act of 1986 which discouraged banks and other financial
institutions from the purchasing of the tax debt. And though Vermont is not alone in this predicament, the credit analysis of Ver-

mont's seventeen independent colleges found that many of the
schools are very specialized, serving a particular niche in the
market. As a result, it's not always able to form the criteria used
for larger and more conventional colleges in other parts of the
country.

The conclusion that I think we have to draw is that while insti-

tutions have a very important responsibility here, that there is
indeed a Federal Government responsibility as well. It's a national
problem.

I'd like to dramatize the problem if I might by talking about one
specific facility, one specific building. I refer to Cheray Scence
Hall at Saint Michael's College. It was first constructed after
World War II in 1949 when there was an influx of veterans into
Saint Mike's College. The GI Bill brought many of those along and
an influx of students into the sciences, a 30,000 square-foot concrete building, steel frame, brick, providing classrooms, laborato-

ries, and faculty offices in biology, chemistry, and in physics, in
some inter-disciplinary fields. The building has been very important, an important role in the education of those who are contributing to the science effort.

As a result of a close working relationship of faculty with students at Saint Michael's, 60 percent of the science majors go on to
graduate studies in the sciences going to Johns Hopkins, Chicago,
Cornell, Ohio State, major institutions. Saint Michael's science programs are part of that critical group of people going into the sciences. 79 percent of college graduates from science programs in the
last 25 years are currently working in science-related fields so this
is important.
But what's happening now? At the present time, we have a 43

year-old building. In 1949, it was a modern science building at

those times for teaching science. Today it nccids extensive repairs.
renovations, modernization, new things ha ve come along in those

42 years in computerization. Certahly, si)ine tFngs have been
done, but there's a major job that now needs to be done. Sciencc

has changed. The space requirements are just far beyond what the
building can take care of.

As one example, a recent research project in photo-chemisto

had to be conducted by taking over the men's room and putting LT
plywood across the windows in order to be able to darken the room
for the project. That's the kind of adaptation that goes on.
The storage of 'oxic che,--icals, the electrical system as a result
of that experimen# that should be carried out in close proximity LA
each other have to be done in separate rooms because the powel

supply is not enough. And the climate control cannot be maintqined in the building. Ventilation problems make it very, very dif
ficult. One of the reasons the ventilation problem is particulp rt.
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very severe is because several years ago the college did the right
thing at that time, conducted a program to weatherize the building
and to cut down the infiltration of outside air. Well, unfortunately,
then the ventilation does not work in terms of getting rid of toxic
fumes and, of course, the problem with asbestos in the building.

Well, we have a plan to take care of Cheray Hall. The college
has been putting about 5 percent of its annual operating budget
into maintenance. It has been conducting fund-raising programs,
has raised the funds for a new academic building which is now in
existence, and is in the process of raising funds for a new library
for which we will have ground breaking within a year, will have it
completed within a year.
But how did we get e a funds for the science building?

Well, let me say that first of all, work with the architect to take
care of all of the requirements looking into the future, requirements for $4.5 billion to fully modernize and properly equip this

science building.

We saw an NSF plant which program was in existence by reason

of the very efforts that you just referred to for which we're very
thankful. But that total program is a $20 billion appropriation as
you pointed out. For that program 425 applications were submitted
around the country for science research facility grants. By utilizing
2 years of appropriations, 70 grants could be awarded out of 425
applications. We were fortunate at Saint Michael's to receive one
of those. But it was the only one in Vermont. It was of very few in

New England, others being receivedI think there was six all to-

gether: MIT, Brown, Yale, the Marine Biology Institute, Worcester
Polytec.

But it just illustrates the problem even more. It says that in a

need such as this in a high degree area such as science, the best we
can do in terms of assisting an institution is to allow them to participate in a competitive process and those with the highest priori-

ty win as we did in this case. We will get a grant of $375,000
against the $4.5 billion deal. That I think dramatizes in a sense,
we're throwing some pennies after billion dollar needs.
And so I use this as an example to point out how important it is
to reauthorize title VII to give some to provide for some grants in
areas of highest priorities.

Probably it would be well not to try to base these on the elaborate State plan requirements that are in the part A of that. The

part B with peer review would appear to be a more appropriate approach given the level of funding that's even remotely possible. I
would suggest, however, that attention really needs to be placed on
loans because it's only in this way that the Federal dollar can be
spread in a way that anywhere near comes to meet the kind of profound national need there is in this area which is very, very critical,

And, there ',gain, I think some of the provisions, some of those
distinctions between that were carried over from previous bills between the residence facilities, housing on one hand and academic
on the other hand; graduates on one hand and undergraduates on
the other. It may well be the kind of dollarsthose separate provisions may not be appropriate this time again.
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And so, again, thank you very much for your attention to title

VII. I think it's extremely important for us.
Let me just take 1 minute to mention something on another sub-

jectthe Early Intervention bill, I want to thank you very much

for your introduction of that effort. I have had some experience in
that area which tells me that it is extremely important. I have for
the last 30 years every summer conducted a program where at-risk
programs for the lower East Side of New York, namely Black and
Hispanic junior high level, where we have intervened into situations through a summer program and follow-up during the year.
And I can tell you that the results are not, of course, 100 percent
success, but the individualI can attest to the individual student
whose life and whose contributions to this society have been great-

ly changed as a result of a program like that. So I applaud very
much that effort and I hope you will forgive me for introducing another subject.
Senator JEFFORDS. That's quite all right.
[The letter from Dr. Reiss follows]

LETTER FROM DR. REISS, PRESIDENT, SAINT MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SAINT MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Colchester, VT, April 4, 1991

The Hon. JAMES M. JEFFORDS

1.1.S. Senate, Washington, DC

DEAR JIM: I appreciated very much the opportunity to testify on March 26 at the
hearing you conducted on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. At this
time I would like to offer a brief extension to my testimony on title VII which authorizes grants and loans for the conuruction or reconstruction of academic facilities.

In my testimony I described as an example of a national problem, the condition of'
Cheray Science Hall at Saint Michael's College. The building was constructed in
1949 and now requires extensive renovation in order to meet the needs of science
education in the decades ahead. It should be emphasized, however, that the deficiencies in the building are negatively impacting the capacity of the facility to support
science education and research as called for by the demands for the contemporary
world. The mode of science education today has changed as we have recognized the
importance of involving undergraduate students at earlier points in independent
and group research projects. This requires, of course, facilities adequate to such an
approach along with the required modern scientific equipment. When education has
to be compromised and research projects modified not by reason of educational or
research objectives but by reason of the inadequacies of the facility, we are negatively impacting the future of our Nation in profound ways.
It should also be emphasized that this type of negative impact on the quality of
education is found not only in science education and not only at Saint Michael's
College. Even worse situations are being experienced at colleges and universities
throughout the State and Nation.
Given the massive size of the problem of the deterioration of the infrastructure of
academic-related facilities, we must provide access to low-cost capital through a
broad-based Federal program.

Small, highly competitive grand programs are better than nothing, but they constitute tokenism. 3ince Federal funding in the current budget deficit environment is
not likely to be available for an adequate grant program, I would strongly urge that
priority be given to a broad-based loan prwram that will proviae colleges and universities with access to low-cost capital needed to reconstruct facilities. 'This is especially important for independent colleges and universities which do not have access
to capital through State capital financing available to public institutions. The Federal dollars will encourage institutions to address these problems as a high priority.
Again let me thank you, Senator, for your support of higher education and for the
opportunity to provide some thoughts on this important matter.
DR. PAUL J. REISS,

Presiden t
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Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Riden.

Mr. RIDEN. I appreciate the opportunity very much to be here
and to give you a physical plant view of the problem that we have

been facing.

First, there have been ruptured pipelines, roofs, and then attempting to try to find the funds to make those repairs. I'm also
going to direct some statements specifically to demographic students which suggest that through 1994, at least, the available pool
of 18- to 22-year-olds will continue to shrink nationally and in 'Vermont as well. This situation is very alarming to small private institutions like Trinity College where 71 percent of our total budget is
based on tuition and fees. Faced with declining enrollment for the
next few years, in all likelihood we'll be forced to begin to defer, to

put off necessary building, maintenance, and repairs which then
starts a downward spiral. It creates the potential where deferred
maintenance leads to greater difficulty in attracting students to

our campus because of the appearance of our buildings and
grounds.

A recent study that was funded by the Carnagie Institute found
that the single most criteria that a student looks at when they're
making a selection of a college is the overall appearance of the
buildings and grounds. It's not the faculty, it's not the sports team.
It's the appearance of the buildings and grounds.
Given the dt aning enrollments and increasing maintenance, the
goal of achiev. ng that end, an inviting, attractive campus, is going

to be even more increasingly difficult to maintain. Without the
continued support of the Federal Government through such programs as the Academic Facilities Loans program, this r oal may
become impossible for smaller institutions.
While Federal loan programs are beneficial, I'd like to address a
few comments about the Academic Facilities Loan program, par-

ticularly the seection criteria that must be met to receive a loan

through this program.
First, the Secretary of Education assesses the age of the building
to be renovated with the higher priority going to older buildings.
This criteria ignores the fact that a huge building boom took place

at educational institutions at the end of World War IL What has
happened is that many of the buildings that were put up in the

1940's, 1950's, and ever. the 1970's would only have a life span of 20
years. Thc) simply were not as good as the buildings put up in the
1920's and 1930's. Many of these buildings ignored handicapped accessibility. Many of these buildings are still loaded with asbestos
and other problems that are not going to go away.
Second, the Secretary considers the extent to which the facilities
in question have gone without a major renovation; i.e., what is the
extent of a building's deferred maintenance. It's difficult to understend how this is evaluated since in the application the only information on this topic is the last year a building was renovated and
the number of years since that renovation. No room is put on this
for lack of funding. And in my opinion, judging a building's need
based on simply the last date of renovation is too simplistic an approach.

Third, the Secretary assesses the assignable square feet per student of the institution with the higher scores going to institutions
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with the smallest amount of square feet per student. In times of
declining enrollment, this criteria discriminates against smaller institutions suffering from shrinking enrollment, for as enrollments
decrease the amount of space per student will increase making the
success of our loan application less likely.

And fourth, the Secretary also takes enrollment into account

with the higher rankings going to schools with the largest increase
in enrollment. This criteria would seem to support the adage that
the rich get richer. Smaller institutions that don't have reputations
to attract students based on their list of guest lecturers or number

of retired luminaries on their faculty or location in the sun belt
can expect declining enrollment over the next few years, and that

smaller institutions without national reputations will remain so.
The poorer will remain poor.
At a recent physical plant administration that for the 31 institutions of higher education with a total of approximately $2.3-billion
gross square feet, the total is running between $40 and $60 billion.
l'o quote Harvey Kaiser, the Director of Physical Plant at Syracuse
University, the issue of regulations and tax program support must
now be of paramount concern to policy makers involved in higher
education.

Senator Jeffords, given that I have the opportunity this morning,
I'd like to thank you for your support of the Academic Research
Facilities Modernization Act. I spoke recently with David Baim of
the National Association of Colleges and Universities, and David
has informed me of your support of the program as both crucial
and greatly appreciated. When I spoke with David, I asked him if
he had any message to deliver concerning this morning's topic. He
did ask me to deliver one thought: In title VII include authorization of outright grants in aid to institutions. Unfortunately, this
portion of the title, as I understand it, has not been funded since
1986.

The request that I have to relay this morning is to please sup-

port the funding of the program for at least $50 million and to con-

sider changing the portion of title VII to requiring participating
States to submit individual State formulas. It's also believed that
even at $50 million it is too small to be regulated in that fashion

and a more simple formula could and should be included.
That concludes my remarks, and I thank you again for allowing
me to be here this morning. It certainly is a nice change from my
normal tasksclimbing up on roofs, etc.
Senator JEFFORDS. I thank you, too. The area I want to comment
on is to see if we can make it a usable program. We have a huge
national need. I'm not going to ask too many specific questions at
this time. I do need your help in deciding whether we need match-

ing grants or loans and whatever else to try and pull money in to
start things going. Should we look at the business community to
try and assist or whoever else we can with the limited Federal dollars we have right now granted? They are very limited light now.
The additional need is necessary and I hope with ynur help we can
redesign title VII to get it to be working other than just getting

huge amounts of money appropriated to it.
Maybe you can comment on this. What do we need to do to get

you back in a position where you can attract or be able to repay
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loans in a better fashion than you can right now? All you mentioned, Paul, is the availability because of changes in taxes. What
would be the most helpful thing, do you think?
Mr. REISS. Well, there are a couple of things. One is the different

status that one is referred to as private tax exempt funding as in
the tax bill. At this point, as you may know, Senator Moynihan's
attempting to have that problem corrected. That would be helpful.
If anything can be done to encourage through the Tax Act banks to
be able to take on tax exempt debt which the Tax Act of 1986
simply took them out of the business. They had no reason to be in
that business at all. That, of course, made it even more difficult
certainly for independent colleges to have access to tax exempt capital. So those are a few of the th'ngs that can be done on the Federal level.
There is another agenda, I think, that's important for things that
could be done on the State level as well. The different States have
dealt with this problem in different ways, some more effective than
others. That's another area, another agenda that needs to be followed as well.

Mr. DAVIS. The attractiveness of institutional indebtedness, of
course, ebbs and flows with respect to the financial environment in

the Nation, and the Board of Trustees will either tighten up or

loosen up with respect to the overall perception of the financial environment which the institution is operating. Thus the physical situation as we're operating in colleges and universities around the
country right ncw, I think that makes it more difficult for institutions, their board, to be perhaps as aggressive as they might be in
other times in taking on indebtedness in capital projects.
I'm sure if we look around nationally, I'm sure we could see that
in terms of the number of projects. I think that's a factor that certainly must influence our thinking. The concept of matching programs, I think, is extremely attractive. The concept of bringing together moneys from development efforts as well as State commitments and Federal commitments as well as the business sector not
only allows limited moneys to go further, but also at each step of

the match there becomes an endorsement for the fundamental

project that would be supporLd by the moneys that come together.
So there is a set of secondary checks and balances in an environment of limited resources. Projects have been identified as really of
extreme priority and, thus, those contributions to the project feel a
reaffirmation of investing in something that's lost.

Mr. RIDEN. Perhaps a couple of quick comments. We talked
about the possibility of involving the business community. I think
when times are good, that's a very good idea and it's more possible
that that's going to happen. In times of recession, it's unlikely that
it's going to happen in involving the business community too.
The last time, we had the smallest endowment of our size college
in America. We're trying to turn that around. It's a very laborious
project. It's a very difficult thing to establish, a sufficient endowment. I've already made some specific recommendations on some of

the changes I'd like to see on the Facilities Loan Program and

their selection criteria, so I probably won't have that much to add
on that topic.
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Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you very much. And your best specific
instances are very good to demonstrate the problems that you're
faced with and the needs.
Just one question: Changes in our technology, you alluded to
some of them requiring changes, but have they dramatically or significantly increased the need for space, or is it a huge problem
being able to keep up with the size of your facility?
Mr. REISS. Certainly, technology has changed and made new requirements, but there are some important educational changes
which are making very, very important requirements that are new.
And that has to do, for example, with the manner in which science
may be most effectively taught on the college level. There has been
a major change taking place within higher education focusing on
the need to have students involved as early as possible in independent research and in participating with faculty in research projects.
The notion that you can teach science most effectively by having
large lecture halls with students and having just benches of students following out a particular experiment in a large instructional
laboratory, there's been a major change in that.
And I think the evidence is fairly clear that in terms of educating students well and also in terms of motivating them to pursue
scientific careers, there's a better way. But that better way requires certain kinds of facilities and certain kinds of organization
of science buildings which generally we don't have. And I think
that is probably putting as much of a demand on space as the

equipment itself.
Senator JEFFORDS. I appreciate that information very much. It's

very helpful to me. I thank you all again for your very excellent
testimony.
Senator JEFFORDS. We will proceed with the next testimony. Our
next panel is Britta Anderson, director of Federal Affairs, Vermont
Student Assistance Corporation; David Myette, from Champlain
College; and Bruce Foust, from the Chittenden Bank.
Britta, why don't you proceed.

STATEMENTS OF BRITTA ANDERSON, DIRECTOR OF FEDERAL
AFFAIRS, VERMONT STUDENT ASSISTANCE CORPORATION;
DAVID MYETFE, CHAMPLAIN COLLEGE; AND BRUCE FOUST,
CHITTENDEN BANK

Ms. ANDERSON. Senator Jeffords, I'm Britta Anderson, director of

Federal Affairs at the Vermont Student Assistance Corporation.

I'm extremely pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you
today to discuss the concept of direct institutional lending which is
currently being considered by the Department of Education as well
as other individuals and entities,
First, I'd like to emphasize that it's only possible to address the
issue as a concept. As far as we know, no specific proposal has
made its way to Congress and, subsequently, our discussion of the
issue here today suffers the constraints of lack of detailed information.

Novel as the proposal may seem, this is by no means the first
time that there has been a call for a complete overhaul of the Student Loan Program. In fact, as I'm sure you will recall, similar pro-
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posals for a National Student Loan Bank have occurred sporadically since the late 1960's. The question is: Why do these proposals
surface?

At least part of the answer lies in the fact that whenever the

loan program goes through troubled times, the political response is,
to paraphrase Alice in Wonderland, "Off with its head!"
Such a response is understandable. After all, the major issue for
Congress is that the student get the loan funds they are entitled to
in an expeditious manner at the least cost to the Federal Government and that those students subsequently repay their loans after
they're finished with their education.
However, during the past few years, a number of events have
forced Congress to focus on the administrative and eligibility areas
of the program. And it's clear that many members have concerns
about the overall integrity of the current system and are looking to
make substantial changes in the program; thus the call for reform.
Before going on to some of the issues concerning the direct institutional lending concept, I'd like to discuss the status quo of the
current system so that the discussion of a potential future program
will be framed in light of the realities of the current structure.
First, the program as it stands today delivers what Congress in-

tended it to deliver. Over four million borrowers received loans

amounting to over $12 million in Fiscal 1989. Capital was provided

through the private sector and secondary markets. Overall, this
Federal/State/private partnership concept works not only to pro-

vide dollars to students in an efficient manner; it also works to provide checks and balances to insure that weak inks are mended and
the program functions at the highest possible 1 vel of integrity.

The number of participants in the progra -n also means that

there is a certain amount of competition which, if kept at reasonable levels, will ultimately help students by providing better and
timely services. As a former loan recipient, I can vouch that the
delivery system as it stands today is better than it was 15 or 20

years ago.

On the downside, the growth of the program in the 1980's
through the expansion of certain sectors, i.e., the proprietary

sector, increased eligibility for SLS loans, coupledand this is importantwith the targeting of the program to lower-income students as a result of the 1986 amendments, have led to tremendous
increase in the amounts of defaults. This is a problem which is
slowly being conquered, but which has left a bitter taste in Congress mouth.
Consequently, the program costs a substantial amount to operate. The budget reforms as well as the current level of default costs
and subsidies have led Congress to question whether or not they're
getting sufficient value for their money. Suffice it to say, that putting over $12 billion in loans on the books every year will, by definition, lead to costs over the life of the loans. Congress will, in the
final analysis, have to make the tough choice as to whether the
program costs are worth the program benefits.
Finally, while limited competition in public programs may be
positive, what took place during the 1980's in terms of the quest for

growth and volume by certain entities almost certainly was a
factor in the demise of HEAF and other organizations. Greed is not
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good in a publicly-funded program. However, Congress still has not
found a way to legislatively balance limited competition and overzealous marketing of the program.

These, then, are the major pros and cons of the current system
as I see them.
Now to the new concept. What will it offer that's not currently
available? How might it improve on what currently is?
First, the new program would, at least as far as we know, eliminate the current partnership structure among lenders, institutions,
guarantors, and the Federal Government. After the problems of
the past few years, such elimination of a partnership may be construed as positive even though Congress may not yet have a very
good notion of who under the new structure would perform the extensive support function currently performed by these groups.
Furthermore, the new concept is promoted as being less costly
than the current system. If true, that would be a definite plus for
any new proposal, particularly at a time where the Federal budget
is in severe difficulties. However, budget reform has produced an
entirely new method of counting cost indebted programs, and it
will be important to ascertain the real program expenditures for
comparison purposes.

And finally, the concept changes the focus of control. It's not
completely clear from where to where, but it appears that either
the Department of Education, institutions or some other entity yet
to be defined, will replace the current Federal/State/private partnership. Such a change again may be construed as positive if there
is a discontent about the current program.
On the downside, it should be mentioned that no matter what
kind of new proposal is carried forward, the fact remains that
there are over $50 million currently on the books in outstanding

loans that need to be serviced during the next 20 to 30 years. These
are obligations that need to be factored into a debate of a real cost
of changes regardless of how the Budget Reform Act would count
the cost of any new efforts.

Also, it's not clear that any real cost savings will ensue from a
new program. Someone has to manage these huge loan portfolios,
and, if lenders and guarantors are not involved, someone else will
need to provide this service. At this point, it's uncertain whether
the costs that will occur as a result of a newentirely new structure of servicing loans and providing other support function will be
any less than the costs that we're currently carrying.
Finally, and this is the most important point, we know that stu-

dents are getting their loan dollars today. Will they be equally

well-served under a new direct lending program?
Since congress almost certainly will be engaging in a debate over
_

the restructuring of students loans, we would like to propose that
the debate be expanded and take maybe a somewhat different direction. If accountability and cost are major issues in the current
loan program, why not expand on the Federal/State partnership
concepts and enhance the role of the State in managing the program? This would require providing public oversight of the Student
Loan Program in States where such oversight currently does not
exist. Such a change could be accomplished in a number of ways,
from greater responsibilities, being given to &ate guaranty agen-
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cies to raising capital for student loans via State secondary markets. Such a change may be more cost effective than the proposed
concept because it could be built into the current infrastructure of

the program.
As Congress moves forward with reauthorization, we'll be seeing
definitive proposals for loan program changes. We very much look
forward to examining these proposals and ask you, Senator Jeffords, at all times to bear in mind the real cost of changes, impor-

tantly, in terms of dollars and even more importantly in terms of
how well students are served.

I'm very grateful for the opportunity to comment on this issue

and I'll be happy to answer any questions you may have.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, B. ritta.
Dave.

Mr. MYETTE. My name is David Myette, and I am the director of
financial aid at Champlain College. Also the president of the Vermont Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for inviting
me to speak to you today, and to particularly express VASFAA's
appreciation for your continued support of the Federal financial
aid programs which are so necessary for our students to obtain
their goal of a higher education.
I will attempt this afternoon to comment on the administration's

proposal to have higher education institutionsnot banksoffer

student loans directly to students. Given the limited information
available on this proposal to date, it is difficult to comment on the
plan; however, I do have some concerns that I would like to make
you aware of.

Although the idea of saving over a billion dollars by eliminating
the need to pay a special allowance to banks and transferring those
savings to the Pell grant program is a proposal that would make
anyone sit up and take notice, I would ask that you pay close attention to the reliability of those projected savings.
The Federal Government is going to have to generate over $12
billion in loan capital annually that the banks presently provide.

Whether this capital is generated through tax-exempt revenae
bonds or the sale of Treasury bills, this is going to result in a sig-

nificant expense for the government. In addition, continued subsidies to lenders will have to be incurred by the Federal Government

for as long as the next 15 years. For students borrowing for the
first time this rar as freshman, in-school interest subsidies will
have to be made for the 4 to 5 years of the students undergraduate
studies as well as special allowance payments to banks during the
10 years of repAyment.

Although it is not yet clear as to what role the Federal Government and the colleges will play in this proposal, the fact remains
that someone will have to assume the work at a significant expense, presently done by over 13,000 lenders and over 50 guaranty
agencies participating in the programs. My fear is that financial
aid offices, which are already overworked and over-regulated, will
be required to take on a significant role at a significant expense, an
expense to be assumed by the institution.
I am particularly concerned about the impact that this will have
on the default problem. Presently, Vermont has one of the lowest
3 (fii
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student loan default rates in the country. One of the major reasons
for this is the expertise that the Vermont Student Assistance Corporation has developed in working with students to resolve their
loan payment difficulties prior to the students going into default.
VSAC has the flexibility to work with these students on an individual basis. Will the Federal Government also be able to exercise
that flexibility? Although the Federally Insured Student Loan Program of the 1960's and 1970's was before my time as a financial aid
administrator, my understanding is the Federal Government's experience in administering this program was not overly successful,
particularly in the cllection of defaulted loans.
I'm also concerned about the claim by the advocates of this new
proposal that it will decrease the complexity for students. I think
the new system will increase the complexity for Vermont students.
In cooperation with VSAC, we presently have a system called
"single delivery" which is used by many Vermont institutions, both
public and independent. This system has completely eliminated the
need for a student to fill out a separate loan application, thus allowing the student to apply for State and Federal aid through the
completion of only one financial aid application.
This "single delivery" system has lessened the application processing and loan disbursement times and, even more important to
aid administrators, significantly reduced the administrative burden
of that program. I, therefore, fail to understand how the administration's proposal is going to lessen the complexity and the confusion on the part of the students.
It is not my intention to paint a picture of total doom and gloom.
I applaud Congress and the administration's willingness to seriously consider new and innovative programs and approaches in an
effort to redistribute the present loan/grant imbalance. I only sug-

pst that the proposal of any new approach seriously look at the
ramifications any change would have on all concernedFederal
Government, institutions, and most importantly, students.
As a footnote which is not a part of my written testimony, President Bush's Budget Director, Richard Dolman, in testifying recently before the Senate Budget Committee came out in opposition to
the proposal and I quote, "There's no evidence, none, that the Federal Government can administer that kind of enormous program
more efficiently and effectively than the current intermediaries."
So as you can see, even the President's own administration has
problems with the feasibility of the proposal. Thank you.
Senator JEFFORDS. I take it you're not in favor?
Mr. MYETTE. I'd like to have a billion dollars in the Pell program,

but not in this way.
Senator JEFFORDS. Bruce, I think we got you right on schedule.
Mr. FousT. Senator Jeffords, my name is Bruce Foust. I'm a vice
president and regional manager of the Chittenden Bank. I'm also a
member of the Vermont Bankers Association's Government Relations Committee, and testifying today on behalf of the VBA. I am
pleased to have this opportunity to discuss a possible major restructuring of the system to make guaranteed student loans available to
Vermont students.
It is difficult to react to a plan which has not yet been proposed.

In any event, as I understand the current thinking, lensiers and
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State guarantee agencies would no longer be a part of the student
loan program, but that some mechanism would be developed for
student applicants to deal directly with institutions and the U.S.
Department of Education. As I understand, the primary motivation

is a desire and belief that the Federal Government might save

more than a billion dollars a year from such a reezucturing.
Frankly, I believe in Vermont we have had and continue to have

an efficient and cost-effective delivery system which works. It

works by serving the needs of eligible student applicants and their
families, and it works when viewed from the guarantor's perspective as Vermont's net default rate this past year was 3.9 percent.
We believe the current system structure functions properly.

While there may well be areas of eligibility and other what I
would call software policy issues which may warrant review, the
delivery system for the product, if you will, the hardware functions
well, at least in Vermont.
Even without a specific proposal to react to, there are still questions which can be fairly asked and would need answering. Who
would bear the cost of originating, servicing, and collecting these

loansthe Department of Education, or the schools? Will they

reinvent the proverbial wheel, or will they contract with other vendors to provide these services? And why would this be more "efficient" than the current system? How will school eligibility be determined? Would loan capital be subject to the annual appropriation process and thus subject to budgetary constraints?
Currently, those eligible receive loans. Will loan availability be
limited by eligibility standards, or will it be rationed by the Federal appropriations process? Will the quality of service and borrower
access diminish? Are the purported savings long-term real dollars,
or are they a product of a different accounting standard?
We have a current system which delivers the product in an efficient manner as the delivery system itself. And if it is deemed appropriate to change the system, what about the billions of dollars
of book loans which must be currently serviced, paid-off and followed up on for decade? to come? Are we to have one system for
existing loans and another system for the new loans?

I urge our policymakers to be sure that purported savings are
real, that babies are not thrown out with the bath water, and, finally, the young student customers and your young constituents
are properly served.

Thank you for the opportunity for offering this testimony. As

actual proposals are set forth, the VBA would be happy to respond

with its views.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Bruce, for your testimony. I have
some questions.

First, did you study the budget? What the ramifications are on
the student loans? Can you give me a little insight? I learned last
week on dairy that it was not very good news, and I thought you
could enlighten me from your own perspective of studying it.
Ms. ANDERSON. Let me put it thir.. way, Senator, if I fully understood the new budget process, I would not be sitting here today. I

think those who do understand it and can articulate that understanding and impact on policy probably are wearing Guchi shoes in
the halls of Congress right now.
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At this point, let me just briefly say that the way the student

loans are currently being accounted for under the new budget process is a one-shot deal. In other words, instead of paying for the cost
of a student loan, student aid takes out the loan today, and in the
past that loan was amortized in terms of Congressional cost over
the life of the loan.
Whatever it cost in a given year, that was what was put on the
books. Today the entire cost of that student's loan and the anticipated lifetime of that student's loan is put on the books as a cost
this year to the Federal Government. That is to bring to the attention of Congress how much it really costs to put $12.5 billion on the
books so$14 billion.

In fact, the d, wnside of that is that we also have to carry the

cost of the current programs. So every year, we will also be seeing
what they call the phase-out cost of the current program. It's not
the exact term for that, but close enough. So all of a sudden the
cost of the loan program looms very large.
Now the reason that the budget reform might make a new program look attractive, as far as I'm able to ascertain, is that borrowing by the Federal Government is below the line cost, so that what-

ever the cost of subsidies and moneys that are spent out by the
Federal Government to issue our Treasury bills or bonds would not
show up as a direct cost to be shown as a part of the deficit. It
would be off budget; whereas everything that's going into the current system is above the line. And there are people in CBO who are
desperately trying to figure out under a new program scenario
what would be above the line and below the line.

The other wrinkle that he alluded to a little bit is that credit
programs are treated different than discretionary. How many
people thought they could take those subsidies away. It does not

work that way because budgets are automatically transferred over
to discretionary programs. So one of those big reasons for actually
restructuring a program certainly has evaporated because Congress
boxed itself in, in terms of the demarcation line, in terms of discretionary spending and credit spending.
Unless you have further questions, this is an hour-long discussion, and it's a very fascinating thing, and I urge Congress to take
a very close look at what they did to themselves because I think it
might warrant at least some amendments to that legislation.
Senator JEFFORDS. We did a number on ourselves. We didn't

know what we did, at the time at OMB, but that's not the first

time. Now, I'm trying to think what I was going to say.
But, anyway, what would happen under this proposal with loan
consolidation? For instance, do you have any idea, if the Federal
Government would be doing it? 'Would the institutions be doing it?
Anybody have any idea what would happen?
Ms. ANDERSON. The new concept

as I understand itand I don't

want to hog the microphone herewould be a total separate program. It would have no tie-ins in the current structure. In fact, and
I didn't use that word in my testimony because it's kind of strong,
but Congress can in effect not renege on the current program, or
the current program expenditures, or the current program parameters in the sense that those are made under contract with either a
student, a guarantee agency, etc. The current program would have
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to carry forward because of the promissory notes that have been
signed and so forth and so on until the very last loan has been
repaid.

So to create an entirely new structure, it's anybody's guess what
they would do with any of the concepts with any of the borrowing
limits. Nobody has said anything other than let's take the program
away from the current infrastructure and put it someplace else.
Senator JEFFORDS. I'll let you relax for a minute. The program
would seem to indicate either that the institutions would be willing
to accept the additional cost or there are unreasonable profits that
are being assumed by the banks now that we would save. Would
you like to give me an indication whether you have unreasonable
profits in this program at this time?
Mr. FOUST. I dare say that that is not the case. We service and
incur sizeable administrative costs in providing those loans and
servicing them. And the interest rate, special allowance, if you will,
I believe is running three to three-quarters percent above the 90day Treasury bill, and I believe the 90-day Treasury bill is 9.7 percent so that brings us up to 10.5 percent, so I dare say that's a reasonable rate.
Senator JEFFORDS. Dave, would you like to say as to whether or
not you would be able to take this over without any significant additional cost?
Mr. MvorrE. There wouldn't be any way for an institution particularly my size with a population of approximately 1,300 full-time
students. I process over $2.5 million a year in separate loans. We
would have to significantly increase our administrative staff in
order to administer such a program. I wouldn't anticipate significant, if any, grants from the government to that. The only option
to generate the revenue to administrate that program would be to
increase tuition.
Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you. What would happen to Sally Mae?
Mr. MvETrE. Unless they're part of it, they would die.
Senator JEFFORDS. How would they become a part of it?
Mr. Mv ErrE. They could become a servicer, but their entire struc-

ture is based on raising capital. The big debate, Senator, is currently occurring: Where will the capital come from, and at what cost,
to whom. And Sally May the primary provider of capital in the
current program would undoubtedly not be able to function under
a new structm e as we see it.
MS. ANDERSON. I really do not know what kind of role there is
envisioned for a number of the current places in the program. It is
assured, it is a certain outcome that not only might Sally Mae fail,
but it is certain that instead of bailing out one guaranty agency
that Congress would have to do a bail-out of every 50 guaranty
agencies, because as we've got no new volume on the books we
would have no new income with which to service the loans over the
life of the loan.
Again, I don't think that's realit's an important component.

It's not the most crucial part of the debates. If there is a better
way, a much better way to produce the intended results which is
loans for students, Cona,ress certainly has their duty to examine

those ways. And I don't think we should be sellserving and say we
should never fail, but I do think that Congress should look at the
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cost of the termination of the current structure just as any good
company would look at the overall cost, not just in terms of what
would be a short-term savings.
Senator JEFFORDS. I'd like to turn to the PLUS loans and SLS
loans, i.e., if we reauthorize those and change them substantially as
in the last resuthorization. The volume has picked up substantially

in the country; is that true? I don't know, Bruce, if you are prepared to answer that question. I worked with the banks in reauthorizing with the expectation that they would expand, and I
wonder if that has been your experience?
Mr. FOUST. Senator, I don't have current numbers so I really
couldn't answer that.
Mr. MYETTE. I could only speak for my institution, Senator. As a

result of the ever increasing family contributions, parents are
having to turn to the PLUS loan more and more, so our volume
has risen dramatically.
There's a need for that program for those families. In fact, the
loan limits, I feel, should be expanded. As Nel testified earlier,
with an average parent contribution of $7,000, where is the family
going to get the additional $3,800?
I am concerned with the SLS program. I'm concerned with the
ease with which students can take out significant amounts of loans,
not realizing the impact that this may have on them with regard to
pay back when they graduate. I would like to see some safeguards
put into thi..;: program.
Senator JEFFORDS. What would you recommend?
Mr. MYETTE. Possibly credit check requirements.
Senator JEFFORDS. Britta.
Ms. ANDERSON. Well, the best thing that happened was that we, I

think, instituted the variable rate back and over the protests of
many, as you will recall, Senator. I think that that was in terms of
the longer term fairness to parent borrowers. I think that that
really has made a difference. It's now a manageable loan. It's not
always the high cost loan, and it follows the changes in the interest
rate environment.
In terms of the utilization of the program, both SLS and PLUS,
particularly in the last year, have mushroomed. And we are again
seeing that the higher parent contribution expectations are leading
to steep increased borrowing in the PLUS program.
And also, of course, a major component was back in 1986, the
middle class for all intents and purposes were eliminated from the

Stafford Loan Program. So students are not borrowingmiddle

class students are not borrowing on their own behalf anymore, but
the parents are borrowing on behalf of the students to the best of
their ability.
I think Congress has made major strides in the SLS area in
terms of putting tighter ropes around the eligibility criteria. But I
do believe the major component of the elimination of the defraut
has to do with the eligibility problems that Congress will have to
face and really look at in the upcoming reauthorization.
Senator JEFFORDS. What kind of burden does credit checks put on
lenders of SLS?
Mr. FOUST. We do them, Senator.
Senator JEFFORDS. You do them?
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Mr. FOUST. Yes.

Senator JEFFORDS. On both SLS and PLUS loans?
Mr. FOUST. Yes, we do.

Senator JEFFORDS. I want to thank you again. I deeply appreciate

it. And Britta, I will be in touch with you for help on these areas
and .ely on you very, very heavily to help us understand some of
the things we have done to ourselves.

I'd like to say that we must continue to have a viable financial
aid program for our students and presently, as you pointed out, it's

still not adequate. I certainly don't know how well clear it this
year with all the constraints we have. Certainly one thing we can
look at is raising the limit on PLUS loans and SLS loans as well.

What limit would you suggest? I know it's been suggested somewhere around $7,000 or $8,000 instead of $4,000. What, would you
suggest, Dave, as far as the PLUS loan?
Mr. MYErrE. I find at my institution that the average parent con-

tributesparent contribution from a middle-income family, a true
middle-income Vermont family is about $7,000, so I think $7,000

would be it.
Senator JEFFORDS. Britta, what would your experience say.
Ms. ANDERSON. The same parent contribution if you take infla-

tion and increased charges, I might go a bit further to a $10,000

limit as VSAC did because that would carry us through 1995.
Mr. FOUST. I defer to Britta and Dave on this.
Senator JEFFORDS. It doesn't bother the bank as much in that re-

spect?

Mr. FOUST. Whatever the amount would be, I think the banks

could accommodate that.
Senator JEFFORDS. Do you have any idea what your experience
has been in the PLUS and SLS loans as far as expansion goes?
Mr. FOUST. I don't know what the expansion is, but I can go back

to some prior comments and say that at least in Vermont the dol-

larsthat in dollar volume, the defaulted loans put us very near
the bottom of the ladder. We have had very good experience in
Vermont and I think my data that is that we're 42 as far as dollars.
Senator JEFFORDS. There's somebody who's doing better than we
are?
Ms. ANDERSON. Yes, but they restrict access.

Senator JEFFORDS. I've been very impressed and it's one of the
things about being on the panel from Vermont. We have such an
excellent record in all of these things that we can take the high
road in many cases and say all you need to do is what we do and
everything would be fine. But I also know that we don't have some
of the complications that some of the 1-han areas have and other
aspects.

But, anyway, it's been a pleasure having you here and it's been
helpful testimony. And with that, I always open it up to anyone
that's present that would like to testify and if you raise your hand
I will hear your testimony. I want to thank you all for coming in
and thank you, the reporter, for her helpful assistance. And at this
point, we'll consider the hearing closed although I reserve the right
to ask you for some individual written questions as time allows as
reauthorization is extremely important to Vermont.
r3t
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As you all know, I think Vermont has more students per capita
in higher education institutions than any other State and, obviously, we have the finest education institutions in the United States,
too. So it's a pleasure to be on the committee and be able to work
with you all.
Thank you all very much.
I have two statements on this subject for the record and, without
objection, they will be made a part of the record.
[The prepared statements of Ms. Letourneau and Mr. Voigt follows:1
PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. LETOURNEAU

My name is Jennifer Letourneau and I am a freshman at Trinity College of VerCollege students today and students hoping to attend college are scared, very
scared. 'They are afraid that they will graduate from college so in debt that it will
take them years and years to pay off all of the loans they took out to stay in college.
The average student who graduates from college with 4-year degree will have
about $10,000 to $14,000 in debt to pay off. The idea of starting tr:t life with such a
huge debt hang'ng over your head is very frightening.
The students who most need financial aid to attend college are those from middleincome families, such as myself. However, I am much more fortunate than most of
my friends. I receive a Presidential Scholarsh:p (merit based) from Trinity which
covers the amount of money I would have to borrow to attend college. Traditionally
it has been low-income students who have been catagorized as "at risk" students.
"At risk" should now be expanded to include middl +-income families. These families
are the ones who most want to send their children to college, they want to make
their children's life a little better than theirs. Parents are terrified when it comes to
paying for college. How is a family supposed to find $6,000 to $8,000 (for State colleges, such as Johnson) that they did not have before? Parents are even more scared
when it comes to colleges that cost over $10,000 a year. I know of parents who are
not encouraging their children to go to college simply because of costs. This makes
the aspiration rate for high school seniors go down, which makes the actual number
of college students go down, which drives up college tuition costs. It seems to be a
mont. My primary residenct. is in the town of Orange, VT.

never-ending, vicious circle.

It has now gotten to the point that the amount of financial aid a student gets
determines where he/she goes to college. During my senior year in high school
countless students said they would "go to the school that gave them the most
money." flow much financial aid a student gets from a college should not be the
determining factor in where that students goes. It should be one of many factors
taken into consideration.
Because of the state of the economy today students are not getting the level of
fundin6: they should be. The Federal Government allows the Pell grant to award up
to :1.2,900 to students who qualify. The actual money awarded to students is between
$2,1:00 and $2,300. This is like telling a child that they can have a candy bar and
Cien only giving them two-thirds of it. With inflation and raising tuition cost Pell
should be awarding about $3,600 to students who qualify$2,300 is a long way off
from $3,600.
Not only am I concerned about college costs for me and my friends, but for my
two younger brothers also. My brother Bob may decide to start college in the fall of
1591, right after I graduate in May. Bob will be able to get more aid than my youngest brother, Brian, because my parents will still be helping me pay off my loans.
There is a period of at least one year between the time Bob graduates from a fouryear program and Brian starts college. Brian is the youngest and he and my parents
will have none of the breaks Bob did. If Bob chooses not to go to college or only a 2year program the time span between Bob and Brian will be even greater. How will
Brian and my parents be able to afford college if Brian chooses to go? By that time
my parents will probably have spent a great deal of the money they se t. aside for
college educations. Sometimes it's scary to look to the future
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Senator Jeffords for allowing me to
express my views on financial aid and higher education. These topics are of special
interest to me as a future educator. I would like to think that I am teaching students to read and write so they can go on to something better than being a "whop-
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per flopper" at Burger King. Although I may sound facetious, this is a very real
future for students without some form of post-secondary education whether that is
college or vocational school. In order for students to have a chance at success there
must be an increase in financial aid.

PREPARED STATEMENT BY Ms. VOIGT

Mr. Chairman, good morning. My name is Francis Voigt, and I am the president
of New England Culinary Institute in Montpelier, VT. On behalf of all the students
and employees at our school, I want to express our appreciation for holding this
hearing on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act in Vermont. You know
that our State is strongly committed to education, and we are proud of all that you
and others, such as Senator Stafford, have done to create and maintain this commitment. I appreciate this opportunity to share my views with you on such an important topic.
In the 11 years that New England Culinary Institute has been in existence, the
school has grown from 7 students to more than 400. They come from every State
and 10 foreign countries. Many have been to college and worked in the industry
before enrolling. Eighty percent receive some form of financial aid to help pay for
tuition, room and board costs. To date, 100 percent of our students have found employment in the industry through our coop program. Many are distinguishing_themselves through their work in leading restaurants and hotels throughout the Nation.
In order to launch the school, two families pledged all their personal naets to a
local bank to secure a line of credit. In order to control the use of these u:Jets, they
formed a for-profit corporation. Prior to founding the school, they worked at a
nearby college. Similar stories can be told by many others who have developed reputable trade and technical schools throughout the country. Unfortunately, the press
has focused on a small number of schools that have been mismanaged. Implicit in

their exposes is the assumption that the profit motive and greed corrupt these

schools. Thus, the entire proprietary sector of post-secondary education should be
called into question.

I think that New England Culinary Institute and many other excellent for-profit
trade and technical schools provide ample evidence that the legal structure of an
institution does not necessarily correlate with inferior quality of education. Furthermore, the non-profit status of an institution does not always provide assurance that
those in charge will be honorable or above reproach. Recent testimony in Congress
about overhead charges at Stanford University and investigations of 40 other leading universities in the country make this clear. Trade and technical schools fulfill a
vital role in the post-secondary sector. They enroll some two million students and
produce about one-half of the Nation's entry-level workers each year in areas ranging from culinary arts to computer programming and repair. By the year 2000, 80
percent of all jobs will require some technical education beyond high school. While
community colleges, 4-year colleges and universities will play a role in providing
this education, they cannot be the only answer. Today, only 1-in-5 adult Americans
is a college graduate. Only half of our Nation's high school graduates will ever go on
to college; only half of these students complete their college course work. And many
will leave college with a degree but without the job skills they and American busi-

ness need. Clearly, there is a continuing need in this country for a healthy trade
and technical school sector in our post-secondary education industry.

The financial assistance programs that you in Congress will rework will have a
direct impact on whether millions of young people will be able to pursue education
and training beyond high school. Everyone deserves an opportunity to pursue the
education they need tr get ahead, including those people who are poor and disadvantaged.
The student financial assistance programs will also play a major role in determin-

ing whether we as a Nation can meet the economic challenges of the future. We
continually hear these questions being asked by Congress, the business community
and the media: Can America become competitive again? Or, can America remain
competitive?

The answer is clear. To thrive in this tough economic climate, we need to ensure
that we have an educated, skilled and productive work force. The strength of our
economy depends on the performance of educated workers and the skill of these

workers will determine the Nation's economic fate.
To assure that American workers get the education and training they need in the
next decade, I believe the direction that we ought to move in is outlined in the legislative proposal that two national organizations, the National Association of Trade
and Technical Schools and the Association of Independent Colleges and Universities,
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will unveil in the next several weeks. I would like to touch on several components of
the proposal at this time.
The proposal outlines a way to achieve a better balance between grants and loans
to students, especially the very poorest, do not leave school with a huge debt hang-

ing over their heads. The ratios of grants to loans has shifted dramatically in the
past 15 years. In 1975, grants made up 80 percent of the total student aid package;
in 1989, grants constituted only 49 percent of all student aid. It is very important
for low-income students that grants again make up a higher proportion of financial
aid.

How can the expansion of the grant program be paid for? The answer can be
found in the loan program. Originally, this program was to provide funds to those
who could not afford to pay for their education at the time of enrollment. The way
the loan program currently is structured, the interest subsidy for the in-school and
grace periods constitutes an implicit grant. The annual cost of these grants, the loan
interest subsidy, is $2.3 billion. In other words, the government is providing significant grants through the loan program.
We recommend clarifying the purposes of grants and loans by removing the inschool and grace period interest subsidy and making the grants explicit through the

Pell grant program. Through the savings created in the loan program, the Pell

grants could be expanded so that the lowest income students could get larger grants
and those with greater income could qualify for at least some grant money. Students receiving Stafford loans would have their interest subsidies capitalized as part
of their total loan packages and begin repaying these costs when the loan balances

become due after completing their studies. The interest costs during the grace

period would be packaged and sold in a secondary loan market.
Another major challenge today is how to improve access in many States to loans.

Many lenders today are not making loans to students who are borrowing small

amounts or who are borrowing for short-time programs. We recommend a review of
the interest rates for lenders of low-dollar loans and loans for programs of 2 years
or less. It may be necessary to raise the interest paid from 3.25 percent above the
Treasury bill rate to 3.5 percent if Congress continues to provide loans to students
through the private banking system.
The recommendations presented here are among the several that are outlined in
a proposal that you will receive shortly from the National Association of Trade and
Technical Schools and the Association of Independent Schools and Colleges. We
hope that you will seriously consider them in the coming months.
It is my sincere desire that Congress take the necessary steps to restore our trust

in the integrity of Federal student aid programs. It is crucial that all players be
held accountable and erect barriers to abuse. I have complete confidence in your

understanding of the problems we face and your commitment to find fair, practicable solu tions.

We all know that there are countless numbers of Americans who would not be
where they are today if they had not received loans, grants and work-study funds
provided through the Higher Education Act. We need to make sure that the door
stays open for all future students who want to have the same opportunities. Our
country's economic well-being depends on it.
Thank you.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you all very much.
The subcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Chicago, IL.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., at the Chi-

cago Illini Union, Chica_go Room A, 828 South Wolcott Avenue, Chicago,

Senator Paul Simon, presiding.

OPLNING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

Senator SIMON. The subcommittee hearing will come to order.

We're pleased to have a hearing on what we do in this whole

area of higher education. Let me just say we already have panelists

set up; however, at the end, if there are othersand one person

has already indicated that he would like to have just a few words
a brief statement from others will be welcomed.
We face several fundamental choices. One is: Do we just tinker
with the reauthorization as we did, frankly, the last two times? Or
do we really set out a dream, an agenda for the Nation that really
is something constructive? My hope is that we will do the latter.
I was just reading an article this morning about the trade deficit.
You, ultimately, have to pay for a trade deficit. You pay either
with increased productivity or declining quality of life. The best
way is, obviously, to have increased productivity.

One of the things that has happened over the past decade, a

little more than a decade, is a very substantial shift from grants to
loans. In the mid-seventies, 76 percent of the student assistance
was in the form of grants; today 67 percent is in the form of loans.
What that does is, first of all, it discourages people from attending college. Our studies show very clearly that those in school on
grants are much more likely to stay than those on loans.
It also discriminates. We have made a lot of progress in our society, but those of us who are white males still, on the average, are
going to earn more than those of you who are female and those of
you who are members of minority groups, when we graduate.
Finally, it postpones dreams. One member of my staff, who is
here right now, he and his wife are paying back $1,080 a month on
their student loans. That's a pretty powerful kind of a burden to
impose on people, and it distorts wilat people do. Do you become a
social worker, or a business major, or a lawyer? It's fairly obvious
which major will help you repay your loans more easily.
(365)
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[The prepared statement of Senator Simon follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

I don't know of any task that this Congress will undertake that
will have a greater impact on the future of this Nation than what
we do in the field of higher education. This is the first week of field
hearings that Congress will hold across the country to ask for
public input into how the Federal programs that aid students and
colleges are working, and how they should be changed.

The last two times that the Higher Education Act expired, in

1980 and 1986, we only tinkered with the student aid programs. My

hope is that this time around we can really dream, that we can
write a Higher Education Act that not only ensures equal educational opportunity, but that will also inspire youth and adults to
get the skills and knowledge that will make them more valuable
workers and more valuable citizens.
Much has been said lately about the American workforce, about

other countries improving their productivity, while the United
States lags behind. This is part of the reason for our huge trade
deficit. And a trade deficit is something you ultimately have to pay
for, just like the Federal budget deficit. We have a choice. We can

either pay off this deficit with a lower quality of life, or with

higher productivity. And if we want to increase our productivity,
we have to educate our workers better.
We made great gains after the Higher Education Act was passed
in 1965 and improved in 1972. For example, by the end of the
1970's, the college-going rate for non-whites nearly equalled the
rate for whites, and the gap between high-income and low-income
college attendance closed substantially. Much of this progress was
eroded during the 1980's. The black-white college attendance gap
has increased to more than 10 percentage points, and nearly half of
the gains made by low-income students have been lost. In addition,
those low-income students who do enroll are about half as likely to
finish a 4-year degree as they were in 1978.

Contributing to this erosion in higher education has been a declining Federal commitment to student aid. During the 1980's,

after considering inflation, per capital income increased by 18 percent, while the cost of attending a private college increased more
than 50 percent, public 4-year schools increased 40 percent, and 2year colleges increased 18 percent. At the same time, Federal student aid decreased by 3 percent.
In addition, there has been a major shift in the aid programs
from grants to loans. In the mid-1970's, 76 percent of Federal stu-

dent aid was in the form of grants, with 20 percent provided by
loans. Now the situation is reversed: 67 percent is loans, 29 percent
is grants.
There are three problems with the excessive debt burden we are
forcing on students. First, it discourages many young people from
enrolling or continuing in college. For many people, especially the
poor, higher education is a risk. They must take time away from
work, or from children, or both. The added burden of a loan is, for
many, the deciding factor. Second, loans discriminate. While we
have made great gains in this society, it is still true that if you are
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a woman or a minority, you will, on the average, make less money
than those of us who are white males. Loan payments, therefore,
end up being more of a burden to women and minorities. Third,
loans postpone dreams and twist career goals. Someone who sees
years of $500-a-month loan payments is more likely to become a
lawyer than a teacher or social worker.

What has happened in these last 10 years is that while the
buying power of the Pell grant program has been cut in half, the

gap for poor students has been filled by Stafford loans. Meanwhile,
many middle-income and working families have been eliminated
from the Stafford loan program. These changes have not been good
for poor students, they have not been good for middle-income students, and they have not been good for this country.
WI ken Congress passed the Middle-Income Student Assistance
Act in 1978, our intent was for a student with family income of
$25,000 to qualify for at least a minimum Pell grant, with the subsidized loan program providing the balance of aid. In 1990 dollars,
a middle class family with income of $50,000 should receive the
same aid. But that family today might not even qualify for a Stafford loan, much less a grant.
We must restore the buying power of the Pell grant, and recommit the Federal Government to helping middle-income and working families send their children to college. I expect the witnesses in
the second panel may give us some ideas about how to do this.
Another area that needs some attention is the problem of fraud
and abuse by some schools involved in the student aid program. We
must restore the integrity of the student aid programs, not just because bad schools increase the loan default rate, but because bad
schools hurt students. We must look at how the Department of
Education, the States, and the accrediting agencies can take swifter
action against fraud and abuse, and do a better job of ensuring the
quality of colleges and training programs.
In addition to the student aid programs, parts of the Higher Education Act are designed to help colleges improve their educational
programs, provide Federal leadership and assistance in the area of
foreign language education, and help colleges recruit and retain
low-income and minority students. We will hear more about these
programs from our third panel today.
I thank all of you for coming today, the witnesses and the audience. If there is time after the scheduled witnesses, we will put out
some microphones so that any of you who want your comments on
the record can speak for a minute or 2.
We will proceed with our hearing now. First of all, we are going
to get official words of welcome from the most publicized chancellor the University of Illinois in Chicago has ever had. [Laughter.]
Ordinarily, the president of Northwestern University would be
much better known than the Chancellor of the University of Illinois in Chicago; but I hate to say to Dr. Weber that Chancellor Jim
Stukel is more widely known at this point. [Laughter.]
I am very, very pleased to have you here, Dr. Stukel.
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STATEMENT OF J AMES J. STUKEL, CHANCELLOR OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, CHICAGO, IL

Mr. STUKEL. Well, thank you very much. It is our pleasure, of
course, to have you here, you being a person who is a champion of
education for many, many years, and we are delighted that you
could take time to be here today.
Senator Simon, President Weber, President Cross, and others of
you who are here today to discuss issues which are extremely im-

portant to all universities, but, particularly, I think important to
urban universities. We, at the University of Illinois at Chicago, by
way of example, have 25,000 students, and 15,000 receive some

form of Federal aid. I would indicate that, without this aid, most of
these student would be unable to pursue the dream and opportunities made possible through higher education. Of course, minorities

benefit most of all. Demographics indicate, at least in the urban
areas, that it is very important; their role will be very important in
the years to come. I think there is no greater investment that can

be made in terms of these issues.
So, as we look at these things today, I think we have to recognize

that the increased demand for higher skills further indicates that
those with more education have a greater opportunity to gain employment and, therefore, make contributions to our society. We
know that the jobs in terms of the professional occupations that require college education are going to increase 25 percent in the next
12 years, and those that do nct require a higher education will be
in decline.

So, we are here today, all of us are here today, I think, to make
our views known to you, basically to increase grants as opposed to
loans, and, last, to simplify the process. The bureaucracy of trying
to implement these programs is increasing as we speak.
So, it is with a great deal of pleasure that I welcome all of you
here to the University of Illinois at Chicago, and that I commend
to you, Senator, one more time for your interest and your presence
here today.
Thank you very much.
Senator SIMON. Thank you, and let me offer my congratulations
publicly on your appointment. We wish you the very best-Mr. STUKEL. That's very kind. I'm going to need that. [Laughter
Senator SIMON. Let me note also we have a group of visiting par-

liamentarians and journalists from a number of countriesand I
am sure I am going to forget some of them herePakistan, Nepal,

Senegal, Peru, and Israel. What have I forgotten? Uganda, Nigeria,
India, Taiwan, Dominican Republic, Jamaica, and Malaysia.
We welcome you here, and we hope, when this is all over, you
can give us a few tips on how to run things better. [Laughter.)
We thank you.
Let me just add my appreciation also to my staff, who has been
working in this whole area, some of them working in other areas

also, Brian Kennedy, Bob Shireman, Mercedes Laing, Deborah
Pascal, and Marta Cerda. I appreciate their work.
Let me also note the presence of someone who headed my subcommittees in the House and then in the Senate for 9 years, 9 long
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years, Buddy Blakey, who decided to make money and practice law,
instead of working for Paul Simon. [Laughter.]
We are pleased to have in our first panel the president of North-

western University, Dr. Arnold Weber, and the new president of
Chicago State University, Dr. Delores Cross.

Let me just say to all the witnesses, if you prefer to just give an

oral statement, we will enter your written statement into the
record.

Dr. Weber, we welcome you; we thank you for your leadership
you have shownhow many years now as president of Northwestern?
Mr. Wseva. Six fun-packed years, Senator. [Laughter.]
Senator SIMON. All right. We welcome you here.
STATEMENTS OF ARNOLD R. WEBER, PRESIDENT, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY; AND DELORES CROSS, PRESIDENT, CHICAGO
STATE UNIVERSITY

Mr. WEBER. Thank you very much. I just would note off your ear-

lier comments that, given the basis of the chancellor's visibility, I
welcome my obscurity. [Laughter.]
I extend my congratulations to him as well.

I am very glad to be here, Senator, to testify in the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. You have my written tes-

timony commenting on specific aspects of the Higher Education
Act of special significance from my vantage point at Northwestern
and somebody who has been in higher education for 32 yearsboy,
man, and mature scholar, if you will.
As your staff requested, my verbal comments will focus, more

globally, on the importance of higher education in the United

States and the role that the Federal Government has played in the
evolution of a system of higher education, and the development of
what has been a deep and effective partnership.
In this respect, I would like to make a few general observations
to provide the context for the consideration of specific issues and
provisions.

I think, first, it should be stated unequivocally that the American system of higher education, as it exists today, is generally recognized to be the best in the world in both scope and quality. Here
is an area in which we clearly have maintained our competitiveness, and this is demonstrated very dramatically by the terms of

trade with respect to the movement of students internationally
and, particularly, with respect to our graduate programs.

This system is comprised of roughly 3,500 institutions. It's a

tiered system with a wide range of offerings and opportunities from
community colleges, liberal arts colleges, to the great research universities and the technological and science-based institutions, such
as MIT and Cal. Tech.

I think the second observation one would make is that, in the
United States, higher education is a mass democratic institution.
It's not limited to the elite, as defined in either social terms or economic terms, but it has a wide scope and embrace. There are approximately 14 million students who are enrolled in such institutions of higher education this year. Approximately 50 percent of
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high school graduates go on to some post-secondary education. So,
it's clearly a democratic institution, not an elitist institution.
I would also note that one of the unique aspects of higher education in the United States is the diversity of its government structure, so that we are one of the few systems in the democratic world
that has a mix of public and private institutions: Roughly 70 percent of the students are enrolled in public institutions; 30 percent
in private institutions. The private institutions provide a range of
choice and, hopefully, enjoy a certain measure of flexibility which
permit them to be, from time to time, innovators and leaders, not
only in Cambridge, but, hopefully, in places like Evanston, Palo
Alto, and the south side of Chicago.
I would also note that higher education in the United States has
come to play a unique multiple role, which has embedded it in various key aspects of American social and economic development.
First, it is specifically viewed as an engine of economic develop-

ment, and it has from the first major intervention of the Federal
Government in this area with the Morrill Act in 1862, which was
devoted to training in the agricultural and mechanical arts. So,
universities play a role through the training of skilled personnel

and that is responsive to the changing demands of the labor

market and, most recently and powerfully as a resource of discovery of new knowledge and technology, which, ultimately, is transferred to society, where it enhances our standard of living and individual productivity.
Higher education has also been an important force for democracy, and this is the parallel objective with the democratization of the
institution; and one could talk about a two-fold commitment in this
area.
At a very early stage, we committed to education as a device for
the promotion of enlightened citizenship to exercise the responsibilities of democracy; and, more recently and powerfully, as a salient
vehicle to provide economic, social and political opportunities for
all members of American society, particularly minority groups,
who, heretofore, had been foreclosed; and, indeed, it is no accident

of history that the Higher Education Act initially was passed in
1965 during the peak of the so-called "war on poverty" and civil
rights revolution, which was led by Lyndon Johnson.

Third, I think it's important to note that higher education in this
country has come to be viewed as an agency for service and problem-solving for society. So, it isn't just a passive, detached observer
of the social and national scene, but rather incentives and a whole
culture has been created to elicit and promote active engagement
with important problems: Pollution, race relations, urban develop-

ment, health service delivery, and what have you. Much of that
tradition, of course, grew out of the great public institutions and
the extension services, but it also suffuses private institutions. So,
for example, as a modest commercial, Northwestern University is
now very deeply involved in the process of economic development
and urban renewal in the Evanston area through the commitment
to a major research park.
Against this background, the Federal Government has been an
active partner in higher education for 129 years; and this partnership has been related to the objectives and functions stated above.
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At the very outset, as I indicated, the Federal Government made a
great democratic public system of higher education possible with
the enactment of the Morrill Act and the establishment of the land
grant institutions. I think it is of great significance that that act
was passed in the middle of the Civil Warand it is fair to say
that the Congress and the President were diverted by other more
urgent considerationsand it was considered a companion to the
Homestead Act, both aimed at promoting economic development
and expanding opportunity for all citizens.
More recently, the Federal Government has been a major force
to broaden access to higher education by democratizing opportuni-

ty. One could trace this to the GI Bill in the period right after

World War II, which is probably one of the more successful social
experiments in the history of the United States, and then through
the fifties and into the more recent decades through the develop-

ment of the various grant and loan and work/study programs

which have been enacted and implemented under the umbrella of
the Higher Education Act of 1965.

Although I don't talk to this specifically here, I would just note
that in my statement, I share concern for the imbalance that has
devel Iped between loans and grants. I think the mix is certainly
inappropriate, that the mix at this point is far too lean and inconsistent with the general objective of access.

I think the Federal Government has also had a long partnership
with higher education in developing and operating a joint research
enterprise and the promotion of graduate study. You can actually
trace this back to World War I; but, more recently, it has been associated with post-Sputnik activities, the programs in the National
Science Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, of the Department of Energy, and what have you. The help that has been
provided with facilities and graduate fellowships has really been
very important, and it is through this notion of support of research
that the mission of economic development has been broadened and
somewhat transformed in a more pointed way to help universities
and colleges to be an important player in global competitiveness by

having both better trained, smarter, more versatile workers and

employees, but also being on the leading edge of technological development in things like electronic materials, bioprocessing, telecommunications, and what have you.

I think also the partnership between universities and colleges

and the Federal Government has increasingly looked to higher edu-

cation to solve problems. I think many of us have been guilty to
some extent of overpromising and underperforming. That reflects
the, I think, hyperbolic quality of some people in the business, but,
nonetheless, there is no doubt that universities have made important contributions to major issues confronting society today.

So, I would say that, one, the system of ligher education in the
United States is complex, diverse, and of extremely high quality,
and two, this benign state of affairs in a large measure, particularly over the last 50 years, reflects the partnership and the compact
that we have had between the Federal Government and colleges
and universities. We understand that there are a few pressures,
fiscal and otherwise, playing on both institutions today, but I would
certainly join the chorus indicating that :.he reaffirmation of that
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compact and that partnership, in the interest of American society
in general, is certainly an essential goal today.
Thank you very much, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Weber (with attachments) follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. WEBER

The importance of the Nation's colleges and universities, both in developing
human capital through higher education and in developing innovative technoly

through basic research, is generally recognized. During the 19805, however, both the
success of this enterprise and the level of support by the Federal Government were

called into question. Today we face, on the one hand, the indisputable fact of the
Nation's declining competitiveness in the global marketplace; on the other, the
question of how the United States can afford the increased investment in education

and research necessary to restore competitiveness.
These issues must be addressed in the present discussions on reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act of 1965. Title IV was designed to guarantee access and
choice for higher education through financial aid to lower- and middle-income students; title IX was created to support research through fellowships to graduate stu-

dents; the other titles were intended to provide vital suppo..t to educational programs (e.g., facilities, libraries, and foreign area studies). Since the quality of education and research bears directly upon international competitiveness, I will focus my
remarks concerning reauthorization on the issue of quality in three areas of special
concern to Northwestern University, the State of Illinois, and the Nation as a
whole.

First, like many others, I am troubled about problems regarding the quality of
elementary and secondary school preparation for higher education. We need creative ways to reward and promote scholastic achievement. The early identification
and encouragement of talented students, through programs such as the Midwest
Talent Search and the Center for Talent Development at Northwestern, are important ways to link secondary schools with higher education. One new proposal in this
area is the Presidential Achievement Scholarship, a $500 award based on superior
high school performance. Although Northwestern has virtually no non-need-based
financial aid, I support any proposal that addresses the goal of increased academic
standards by providing significant incentives for performance.
Second, we need to acknowledge that Federal support for financial aid has an im-

portant, albeit indirect, relationship to institutional quality. An equitable and efficient financial aid delivery system is not an end in itself, but is only a means to
help students with limited financial resources achieve their educational goals. While
others will make suggestions on ways to improve the financial aid system, I wish to
emphasize the quality of the programs by which colleges and universities address
the educational needs of their students. I believe our foremost responsibility is to
support the quality of instruction, including related research, and to provide sufficient resources for the evaluation and improvement of teaching. However, the more
of its own money a school must spend on grant assistance, the less it has available

for faculty salaries and academic programs.
In the 1960's, private institutions, such as Northwestern, made a major commitment to provide access to higher education for all qualified applicants, regardless of
need. Significant support in achieving this goal was provided by the Federal Government. As Federal aid has been constrained, however, internal resources have been
allocated for this purpose. At Northwestern, approximately 25 percent of our tuition
revenues are used for financial aid.
Similarly, Illinois private colleges and universities have had to increase their own
grant aid spending by 213 percent between 1980 and 1989. During this period, the
federally funded share of financial aid declined from 26 percent to 16 percent of the
total aid dollars, and the State share from 19 percent to 11 percent. However, loan

dollars increased from 24 percent to 34 percent of the total. Therefore, in order to
preserve institutional choice as a viable student option, Illinois colleges and universities increased institutional funds from 31 percent to 39 percent of the financial aid
total, attempting to offset the decrease in government grant aid as a percentage of
the cost of attendance.

Much of this financial aid has gone to minority students, and the private sector

has recorded the greatest percentage increase of these students over the past
decade. At the same time, however, middle-income students have taken on an increased burden of loan debt because of rising educational costs and diminishing
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grant assistance. To encourage institut; mai quality and to provide access and choice
for middle as well as lower-income students, grant support must be increased at no
less than the rate of inflation, and worketudy and loan programs must be expanded, particularly for upper-division students.
Third, I am concerned that the United States has failed to keep pace with other
industrialized nations in supporting high quality programs in graduate education,
which la closely interrelated with university research. We must make graduate education and careers in education, especially in the sciences and engineering, attractive to prospective Amorican graduate students. In 1978, U.S. universities awarded
30,875 doctorates, with 18 percent going to foreign nationals; in 1988, 33,456 U.S.
doctorates were awarded, F10 percent to foreign nationals. In 1989, foreign nationals
received more than 36 percent of the U.S. doctorates in physical science, and more
than 55 percent in engineering.
The United States will have increased difficulty competing in world markets if we
continue to provide our most advanced education to the citizens of other nations
while neglecting our own students. For this reason, I urge continued support for the
title IX programs, especially Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need, in
order that academic departments can attract the highest quality American students.
The title IX programs also address this problem by encouraging non-traditional
students to enter graduate educ-tion. We all share the goal of increasing minority
participation through the "diminishing pipeline" from high school graduation to
achievement of a graduate degree, and ideally to a teaching career in higher education. I enthusiastically support the title IX programs as one way of expanding the
pool of qualified minorities who have been traditionally under-represented in higher
education. Proposals, such as the American Association of Universities plan for
summer internships, are another excellent way to assist minority scholars. I should
also mention that the Illinois Board of Higher Education has committed significant
resources to minority articulation programs in a vigorous effort to attract, graduate,
and retain minority educators.
bet me summarize briefly the main points I have outlined above.
(1) Enhancing the quality of higher education, particularly for undergraduates,
must be the first priority of colleges and universities.
(2) The Federal role as the primary guarantor of access and choice through financial aid, as well as a major supporter of research through graduate fellowships,
should be continued and expanded.
(3) The proportion of Federal financial aid through grants must be increased, redressing the current imbalance that has lead to excessive student loan debt.
(4) The increase of Federal financial aid to lower-income students should not come
at the expense of middle-income students, who are already heavily dependent upon
self-help and hard pressed to meet the costs of higher education.
(5) The need for early intervention and continued assistance that will encourage
minority students to remain in the educational system and graduate at its highest
levels is a national priority.
(6) The Higher Education Act, including support for institutional programs (e.g.,
facilities, libraries, and foreign area studies) as well as financial aid and graduate
fellowships, must become an even more important engine for individual opportunity
and national competitiveness.
Having served as an official in government as well as higher education, I am well
aware of the conflict between desirable program goals and limited program dollars.
Nevertheless, it is not an exaggeration to say that our Nation's ability to compete in
the present world depends directly upon the quality of our programs in higher education and basic research. Since the 1960's, the Federal Government has played an
important role in supporting the quality of such programs. This year, as Congress
debates the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, decisions will be made
that directly effect our Nation's capability for technological, economic, and political
leadership in the 21st Century. I urge you to make the necessary investment to
guarantee the Nation's future.
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Senator SIMON. I thank you, Dr. Weber.
Dr. Cross, we welcome you. As I understand, you were just inau-

gurated Saturday-Ms. CROSS. Right.

Senator SIMON [continuing]. As the new president of Chicago
State University. I do not know whether this is a good or a bad
way to start your presidency, but, either way, we welcome you and
are pleased to have your testimony.
Ms. CROSS. I think it is an excellent way to start things out. It
has been an interesting, fascinating 8 months. I am fond of commenting that I put my inauguration off because we have just been
too busy; but we got around to it.
Senator Simon, it is an honor o be asked to testify on the importance a the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
I am Delores Cross, president of Chicago State University, one of
the five universities within the Board of Governors system. Chicago
State University is an urban commuter, multiple-purpose university, with a current enrollment of 7,500 students. As president of an
urban university serving a large proportion of under-represented
students, the potential impact of the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act is great.
Institutional data collected by the Illinois Board of Higher Education indicates that three-fourths of students at Chicago State receive some form of gift aid. That is a higher percentage than any of
the other Board of Governors Universities. It is also a clear indication of the financial need experienced by students. Those who
borrow for education, 21 percent, have the highest average loan
amount; again, a testimony of their financial need.
In addition to the financial need, many of our students, like students in need at many urban universities, are at risk of not persisting to graduation. There are many concerns vying for their attention, and they may be also academically underprepared.
What should the role of the Federal Government be with respect
to student aid programs and basic educational support services for
Chicago State University and similar institutions? Students who
are in college for 7 or 8 years need the sustained support of a financial aid system. Since these students will be in college longer,
they will need assurance that financial aid will be there for them
as long as they need it. But even more critical for policymakers is
to review the intent of financial aid as well as the trends in financial aid support that students and parents experience today.
In examining the Federal and State responses to escalating college costs, national student financial aid statistics over the last
decade have exhibited some disturbing trends. The most striking of
these is the fact that student aid has clearly failed to keep pace
with rising college costs during the eighties. Another trend that
emerged during the decade was a growth in the percentage of aid
that is administered in the form of loans, causing concern about
high levels of student indebtedness and growth in student loan defaults.

While it is encouraging that there has been an 87 percent in-

crease in Pell grant expenditures, an additional disturbing trend is
that the maxin ,t.r Pell amount awarded to the neediest students
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has increased by only 31 percent. At the same time, college costs

have increased by 105 percent.
Another disturbing trend is the disproportionate increase of how
much low-income families are expected to pay toward college costa.

For example, over the decade, the family contribution for lowincome students increased by 97 percent, while the increase for
mid-income families increased by only 18 percent.

Regardless of how these facts are interpreted, a message has al-

ready come through that is entirely inappropriate. It says that,
while the Federal Government is saying that colleges should increase their minority enrollments, at the same time, it is tying
their hands in being able to offer financial assistance.
Much damage has already been done to minority students who,
thinking that money for their education has been lost, will be too
discouraged to apply. Yet, we cannot, should not put hope on hold.

Therefore, the Federal Government, if it is to support access to
higher education and retention for minority and low-income students, it must make more grant aid available to low-income students, direct more student aid at the population of students attending school, a mixture of part-time and full-time. These students
often tend to be minority and women. It must also look at tilting

the loan/grant balance in favor of more grant funding for lowincome students, and the levels of expected family contribution

must become more realistic. For low-income families, we need to
remove the constraints on how the family pays for the expected
family contribution.
In reference to basic education support programs, the Federal
Government must expand its role. The expansion should be in the
direction of early intervention and increasing the number of eligible participants. In addition, in order for institutions of higher education, like Chicago State University, to maintain its momentum in
addressing the needs of its students, it must be emphasized that
the primary objective of the Federal Government, in supporting
basic educational programs, is to ensure access, enhance retention,
and increase graduation rates.
Thus, we must look for the connectedness between various programs as they relate to the institutional mission. At Chicago State
University, we have set as our primary goal the success of our students. For example, as a result of the implementation of student
success initiatives, we have reduced the first year freshman dropout rate from 25 percent to less than 4 percent. We have awarded
faculty incentive grants to enhance the role that the faculty plays
in the success of students, and we have established an Office of
Academic Support Services that monitors students at the 6th, 9th,
and 12th week intervals, and offers immediate academic and personal support for those who need it.
It is our hope that the Federal Government, with your leadershipai d I know that you have played a key role in our maintaining our momentum, our vitality, and our visionwill support strategies that respond to the differing needs and backgrounds of students. All students come to college with diverse perspectives, attitudes, and aptitudes. It's our hope that we will receive the support
and adequate financial aid which acknowledges the reality of the
human condition, that there are many students with high potential
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who are sometimes academically underprepared and families do

not have the financial strength to provide the support that is so
necessary.

Chicago State University is on the cutting edge of developing innovative initiatives to address the diversity of each individual student. If Chicago State University is to continue, if Chicago State
and other urban universities are to continue to favorably impact
student access, retention, and success, the Federal Government
must support its efforts as well as similar efforts at other universities.
We welcome your support. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Cross followsd
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DELORES E. CROSS, PRESIDENT, CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSIfY

Good Morning

Senator Paul Simon and members of the Senate Labor and Human Resources
Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities.

It is indeed an honor to have been asked to testify on the importance of the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
As President of an urban, commuter university the potential impact is grew.

Chic,,go State University is one of the five u.jversities within the Board of Governors
Sy item. It is an urban commuter university with a run.ent enrollment of approximately 7,000

full-time and pan-time student&
Chicago State offers 50 programs of undergraduate study, 26 graduate programs, and a

number of nontraditional, continuing education course offerings bats on and off-campus. In
1989, CSU conferred 554 bachelors degrees and 274 masters degrees. CSU has over half of the

minority internships in the BOG System (52% in 1985).
Chicago State students hove demographic characteristics similar to those of many of
today's urban university students. They are likely to:
be the first generation in their family to attend college;
live in a densely populated urban area;

belong to a minority, racial or ethnic group;
have spent some time working or caring for a family before coming to college,
and therefore are older (the average age for Chicago State undergraduates is 26,
for graduates, 37).
be economically disadvantaged; and
be academically disadvantaged

These students are highly dependent on student financial ass,:stance to help pay their
educational costs. Because they tend to be older, they do not have the parental financial
support that traditional dependent students have. Most of therr. work, even while attending
school full-time. Many have families who are dependent on them.
Institutional data collected by the Board of Governors indicates that three-fourths (75%)
of students at Chicago State receive some form gift aid. That is a higher percentage than at
any of the other Board of Governors Universitie:. It is also a clear indication of the financial
need experienced by the students. Those who als ) borrow to pay for education (21%) have the
highest average loan amount, again a testimony to their financial need.
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Clearly, students in this situation we at risk of not persisting to graduation. There are
so many concerns vying for their attention, that without a strong system of support services
tailored to individual student needs, mwiy will not persist to graduation. Others who do persist
may do so through a combination of full-time and pwt-time attendance or by dropping out at
intervak The result is that it could take them as long as seven or eight years to complete a
bachelors degree pmgrarn. The notion of graduation after four or five yews is unrealistic for
these students.

What, then, we the financial aid implications for Chicago State University and similar
hutitutions? Students who are in college for seven or eight yews need the sustained support of
a financial aid system. If they receive aid for four years and then are left out there on their own,
they may not persist They must know early and for certain that the financial aid will be there,
when they need it, on a timely basis. h is critical that students have complete information early
enough to plan for and continue their education. Since these students will be in college longer,
they will need assurance that financial aid will be there for as long as they need it. But it is
even more critical for policymakers to review the intent of financial aid as well w the trends in
financial aid support that students and parents experience today.
The intent of student financial aid is to provide access to higher education for students
who othenvise could not afford to go to college Student aid is a means of supplementing family

resources to pay for college Before describing trends in student aid funding. it is probably
helpful to review briefly the process by which financial aid amounts are determined on an
individual basis.

Most formulae for cakulating financial aid awards involve a need component. That is,
the formula calculates what the family is expected to contribute based on income assets, family
size, number of members attending college, and a number of other factors. These formulae are
mandated by Congress for the federal student aid programs, and by the states for state-funded
programs.
The &veered family contribution is then subtracted from a cost-of-attendance budget to

arrive at an individual student's "wee. A financial aid package is then constructed by the
college's financial aid office to attempt to meet the student's need. That package may contain
a combination of grunt, loan and work components.
Traditionally, funding for postsecondwy education for low-income students has been a
pwtnership among the federal government, state government and the fwnily (through the family
contribution). So the factors to consider when examining trends in education financing include
the state versus federal share the grant versus loan balance the family share and, last but not
least, the ability of financial aid to keep up the college costs.
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In examining the federal and state responses to escalating college casts, national student

financial aid statistics over the last decade have ahibited some disturbing trends. The most
strildng of these is the fact that student aid has clearly failed to keep pace with rising college
costs dwing the 1980'.s. The average cast of attendance at public universities increased from
$2,711 in 1980-81 to $5,566 in 198944 a 105% increase (40% increase in constant dollars).
During the same peric4 total student aid (from federa4 state and institutional sources) increased
from $17.2 billion to $27.9 billion, an increase of 62% (10% increase in constant dollars).

In addition to an ovendl inability to keep up with college casts, student aid has become
an increasingly greater responsibility of the states and the educational institutions. Of the $27.9
billion available in student aid nationwide in 1989-90, the federal government provided 73%,
the states 6% and the iltItilWiOAT 21% In 1980-81, those percentages were, respectivek the
federal government, 83%; the states, 5% and the institutions, 12%
These changing shares are reflective of differerdial rates of growth among these sources.

For Example, total federal aid grew by 42% over the decade. However, when corrected for
inflation, that change is actually :IS This means that federal aid in 1989-90 had less buying
power than it had a decade ago. In contrast, state apenditura for student financial aid grew
by 123% over the same period, or +52% in constant dollars. Clearly, the federal-state
partnership in helping students and families pay for college is eroding, leaving the states to
assume a larger share of the burden.
Another trend that emerged during the decade was a growth in the percentage of aid that
is administered in the fonn of loans. In 1980-81, loans comprised 40% of all aid awarded. By
1987-88 that proportion had grown to just over 50%, causing concern about high levels of
student indebtedne.ss and growth in student loan defaults. Of particular concern was a growth
in borrowing among low-income students, many of whom attended proprietary institution.s. For
many of those low-income families, borrowing and credit were a new experience; they were
unfamiliar with their rights and responsibilities as borrowers. Students who did not complete
their programs or who were unable to flnd jobs even after completing were in some sense in an
even worse predicament - they were still unemployed...and also in debt. Many research studies
have shown that these are ideal circumstances for default to occur.
The effects of the 1986 Amendments to the Higher Education Act and federal initiatives

to reduce student loan defaults are reflected in more recent loan statistics.

Loan volume
continues to grow but w a slower rate than earlier in the decade. As a result, the ratio of grantto-loan assistance has stabilized. In 1989-90, loans represented 48% of all government and
institutional aid awarded to postsecondary students.
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ase encouraging trend at the federal level has been the real growth of Pell grants, which

increased vm $24 billion in 1980-81 to $4.5 billion in 1989-90. This was an 87% increase
in Pell etpenditurts, or +8% in constant dollars. However, the marimwn Pell arnowu
awarded to the neediest students has increased by only 31%, fivm $1,750 to $2,300, at the same
time that college casts have grown by 105%. The mazimum Pell award today has less buying
power than it did a decade ago.

If we compare the rowth of Illinois undergraduate need-based student aid with that of
the Pell grant program, we see that Illinois grant funding has grown at a fader rate In 1989-90,
Illinois awarded $2044 million in grant aid, maldng it the second largest state in the nation in

terms of grant rid (behind New York). Of that tota4 $180.8 million was awarded in state
scholarship a n d grant pograms based on need. This represents a 111% increase in this type
of aid since 1980-81. Thus, Illinois need-based grants have grown faster than federal Pell grants
(at 87% growth ) and have exceeded the growth in average cast at public universities (105%).

Let's pause for a moment to summarize some of the points discussed thus far: On a
national basis, total student aid over the past decade has not kept up with rising college costs
( +62% for total aid, + 105% for public university costs). Pell grant funding has not kept pace
with college costs (+87% for Pell, + 105% for public universities (105%).
So the question remains concerning what has happened to the remaining partner the
family. As might be expecte4 they have had to dig deeper to help pay for college costs. Data
compiled by the American College Testing program (ACT) indicate that "the mean family
contribution for dependent undergraduates with parental income between $9,000 and $12,000
has grown from 3901 in 1980-81 to $1,771 in 1989-90, a 97% increase. At the $27,000 -30,000
income level, the average family contribution increased fivm $2,965 to $3,495 ( + 18%). Thus,
most families are requited to contribute more and low-income families are experiencing a
disproportionate increase in how much they are expected to pay toward college costs.

Given these converging economic factors, it should not be difficult to understand why
access to higher education is becoming increasingly problematic for low-income students. This
is confirmed in research conducted by ACT, which found that "the progress made during the
1970's in closing the college participation rate gap (between high school graduates from the
lowest quartile and those from the top half of the family income distribution) was erased during
the 1980's."
These findings and the demographic projections for our nation's population and work
force shou'd sound an alarm. Recent announcements by the U.S. Department of Education
suggesting that colleges' use of minority-targeted scholarships could cause them to lose eligibility

for federal student aid is another indication that we are moving in the wrong direction.
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Regardless of how this issue is eventually interpreted, a message has already come through that
is entirebr inappropriate. It says that while the federal government is saying that colleges should
increase their minority enrollments, at the same time it is tying their hands in being able to offer
financial assistance. Much damage has already been done to minority students who, thinking
that money for their education has been lost, will be too discouraged to apply.

Given that projections are for larger proportions of children from minority groups and
from low-income and single-parent families, we will be placing our nation in jeopardy unless
we recognize the need and are prepared to spend more to educate our citizens. We cannot
continue the regressive pattern of one step forward followed by two steps backward if we are to
have a well-trained work force that will allow us to compete in the world market.

Given what we know about our current student population and the characteristics of

those who will comprise the college student pool over the nert decade, I would like to
summarize what I believe are the basic principles for student aid that must be included in the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
First, more grant money must be made available to low-income students. Funding for
the Pell grant program should be increased to address the escalating direct and indirect costs of
college attendance. In particular, adjustments to the Pell grant formula would recognize the
absence of family financial resources for college among low-income and financially independent
students. Students who are willing to work to help out are penalized by a need analysis formula
that requires a 70% contribution of their resources toward coPege expenses.
Additionally, the Pell grant formula contains a limiting crirergon for award determination

that is not related to income. The 60%-of-college-cost "cap" on awards disproportionately
affects low-income students at low cost state colleges, particularly if they are commuters.
Students at Chicago State University, and similar students, would b...nefit from elimination of
the provision of the Pa award determination. Increases in the maximum Pell award would
benefit all students who provide some relief for families stru:.:ling to pay for their children's
educations at the higher cost private colleges.
Second given that many colleges, particularly those with large proportions of women and
minority students, often have the majority of their students attending on a part-time basis, more
student aid has to be directed at that population. Demographic studies have shown that parttime students genera* do not choose that pattern of attendance, rather, they are forced into it
because of family and job responsibilities. Pan-time students often are earning salariesthat
sometimes become a penalty when their incomes are judged to be too high for students aid, even
though that income is a necessity to support a family. 1 recommend that more realistic income
expectations in relation to pan-time student aid eligibility be considered

Third tilting the loan/grant balance in favor of more grant funding for low-income
students will ultimately pay off in lower student debt burdens and fewer defaults. However.
legislation also is needed which will give students a second chance for educational access even
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rf default occurs. When students are forced to leave school due to unforseen circumstances, a
potential dropout situation could be conversed to a stopout situation i f that student has financial
support to retwn to school when he or she is ready. The likelihood of a student loan default
being paid off increases if the student can complete his or her education and get a good job.

Fourth, is the role of the states in providing student financi ' aid and how it can be
encouraged through federal action. As I described earlier in this presentation, the states
collective4, have been providing an increasing share 6f student aid funding. The impetus for
increased state involvement on a nationwide basis originated with the State Student Incentive
Grant program, which was enacted under the Education Amendments of 1972. We need to
continue putting money into that program to encourage state governments to continue to seek
creative ways of providing student aid funding.
Fifth, the levels of erpected famik contributions must become more realistic. Over the
last decade, the expected contribution derived from the need analysis methodologies for a given
family income level has increased while the buying power of that income has gone down. For
low-income families, we need to remove the constraints on how the famik pays for the expected

family contribution. Prior to the 1986 amendments, if a poor famik was willing to borrow and
go into debt for their child's education, that loan could be counted toward their contribution.
Today, that family must come up with the erpected famik contribution before they can borrow.
Finalk we must develop strategies, that respond to the differing needs and background

of students coming out of high school Students come to college with diverse perspectives,
attitudes and aptitudes. Just as colleges need to address these issues in their curricula and
support services, student aid needs to respond in a parallel fashion to the access needs of these
students.
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Senator SIMON. I thank you, Dr. Cross.
Let me direct just a few questions to each of you.

One is both of you talked about the need for increasing grants.
The Pell grant originally paid for about 46 percent of college attendance costs; it is now down to about 25 percent, on the average.

There is talkwhich is more than talka couple of us introduced
bills to make the Pell grant an entitlement.
Under the budget agreement that was passed last year, which I

ended up voting against there are two features. One of the features, and my reason for voting against it, is if we want to take a
billion dollars from Star Wars and put it over to education, it requires now a 60 percent 7ote of Congress. It is a protection for,
frankly, the defense industry that no other group in our society
has. But another part of the bill that I did not object to, because we
have to face our financial problems, is, if we create an entitlement,
we also have to provide the revenue for that entitlement. If the
subcommittee eventually recommends that we make an entitlementand we are tossing out various numbers nowwe are running numbers, for example, right now on the idea of a $2,800 Pell
grant or one-half of tuition costs, whichever is higherthat would
encourage the diversity that you are talking about, Dr. Weber
and to make that an entitlement. All of these numbers may have
to be changed appreciably before we get to the final package. But,
if we were to have, for example, a $5 oil import fee to go for higher
education, it would be welcomed by the domestic oil industry; it
would be welcomed by conservationists, and it would create about
$9.5 billion in additional revenue.

Now, the question is: Would the higher education community
stand up and fight, not just for the money, but for the taxes to pay
for it? And I'm speaking not just for yourself; but do youwhat's

your instinct withand not just the two of you, but you look at

your own boards. Would those board members be willing to stand
up?
Dr. Weber.

Ms. CROSS. Welldo you want me to take it?
Senator SIMON. Either one of you. Go ahead.
Ms. CROSS. I think that it would be willing to fight. I remember,

in the 1980's, when Reagan began threatening cutbacks in Federal
aid, and I was astounded by the way the higher education commu-

nity mobilized, and they werethey made presentations before
you, talking about their great concern about cutbacks.

I think what you have here is not only a realization that more
grant money is needed, but you also have developed a means to
rectify some of the problems that we all identify as problems to our
meeting the intentions of the Higher Education Act originally.
I think that it may be difficult, given some boards of trustees,
but it's my experience that my colleagues in higher education,
presidents, understand the issue and realize that the money has to
come from somewhere; and this does not seem something that they
would be adverse to.

Senator SIMON. Dr. Weber.

Mr. WEBER. I do not think there is any doubt that people in the
higher education community, narrowly defined, would support this,
because they see a provision as being responsive to an acute need. I
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think, as you move out to other concentric circles, boards of governors, trustees, regents, I think that support is likely to be tempered
by the same considerations which play on the Congress. One, it's a
new tax, and there's at least some ideological convictions that
move in other directions; and, second, you all understand better
than I do the great pressure exerted on this policy area by the existence of the Federal budget deficit.
Now, I hope you will pardon me. I am giving you an academic
analysis of it, but I think the higher education people would certainly be responsive to it. I think we all feel the erosion of the real
value of the support, particularly in the grant area; and, properly,
we've given principal emphasis to the poor and low-income people.

That pressure now is almost equally acute on middle-income

people. People tend to view an institution like Northwestern as
some idyllic, affluent island nestling up there in the North Shore;
in fact, 52 percent of our kids are on financial aid. The university
itself, from its own resources, provides in excess of 25 million a
year. Twenty-four percent of our undergraduate student body is minority, including Asian Americans, African Americans, and Hispanic. So, those needs are equally acute for us. I think you have a
tougher sell as you get into a wider fiscal game.
Senator &mom And I thank you both. If, and it is an "if" at this
point, if we stick out our necks, we want to have some support out
there.
Mr. WEBER. We are right behind you, Senator. [Laughter.)
MS. CROSS. Well, I think we also have to look atI mentioned
the eighties. I think also we have to look at the process of involving
people. The presidents seem to be ready to go down to present their
points of view to Congress, but I don't know how often the presi-

dents have been asked to do that since those days in the early
eighties. I know I was quite involved then, but I don't know how

often--

Senator &mom I remember you testifying before us in those

days.
Ms. CROSS. Yes. That has happened since.

Senator &mom In your statement, Dr. Weber, you say "Illinois
private colleges and universities have had to increase their own
grant aid spending by 213 percent between 1980 and 1989," and
then you point out the decline of the Federal assistance.
Mr. WEBER. That is correct.

Senator SIMON. What has that meant in practical terms for you,
Northwestern University?
Mr. WEBER. Well, it has meant two things: Clearly, the need to
fill the gap that was created by the implicit withdrawal of Federal
support has put increased pressure on tuition. As you know, there
is a fair amount of public interest and often controversy now associated with tuition rates, because, in effect, within many private institutions, the Harvard's, Chicago's, Washington University, Northwestern, we run little income transfer programs. We have to have
a certain proportion of students who are full payers, and then you
transfer some of those resources to support those who do not come
from families that have the necessary resources in thP form of financial aid. There is no doubt about it, it's been a contributing
facLtr that has put pressure on tuition and it is a dilemma you are
Li I:,
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in, because, to the extent that you increase tuition in order to pick
up your responsibility for financial aid and to preserve needs blind,
merit-based concepts, to that extent you tend to limit a certain
margin of students who, otherwise, don't qualify for financial aid.
The second thing that it has done is it has reduced, marginally,
the body of resources that are available for program improvements
and program administration. So, again, just a casual reading of the
newspapers would indicate the field is sort of littered with major
institutions which, surprisingly, have to deal with significant financial deficits, including Stanfordthat might not be the best example these daysCornell, the University of Pennsylvania, and what
have you. So, we made the commitment in the mid-sixties to access

a needs blind admission.
There was a partnership, an implicit proportionality between the
government and the institutions. The government has changed the
rules of the game for what might be good, although not sufficient,

reasons. We have stepped up and filled the gap; and, in Illinois,
that is dramatically indicated by that 200 percent-plus increase of

our institution aid.
Senator SIMON. But the point is that is not a cost parity thing in
terms of quality of programming you can do.
Mr. WFBER. Well, you have to begin, Senator, ia a private institution such as ourselves, even at our tuition rate, which is $13,700
a year, which isn't mashed potatoes. We estimate that only covers
something like 70 percent of the total cost; so, there are already
subsidies that are put in there from endowments, gifts, and other

sources of income.

In the public institution, that comes from a direct subvention
given by the legislature to the institution.
So, none of us are in a business where we can charge full c:Jst,
and any pressure on the margin through these budgetary dynamics
iaakes the situation more acute; and it certainly is not correct that
what you lose on the piece, you make up on the volume. They

might teach that at Harvard Business, but not at the Kellogg
School at Northwestern. [Laughter.]

Senator SIMON. All right. Two other questions that I want to
direct to both of youthis is not a huge item in terms of visibility,
but there is a declining percentage of American faculty and students studying abroad, teaching abroad. I cannot believe that is a
healthy thing for this country, long-term. Back in 1984, when we
were talking about reauthorizing, I introduced a bill that would

have said, just to grasp an idea, that we would give each institution
$15 per full-time equivalent student for encouraging this kind of
studying abroad, teaching abroad.
Any ideas, off the top of your head? My guess is this is more a
problem at Chicago State than it is at Northwestern.
Ms. CROSS. Yes. It is for us a real problem, and it really relates to
your other question.
Chicago State is 85 percent minority student, and we have had
on the drawing board setting up a program of international studies. What we have had to do is to direct some of our renources for
faculty success initiatives, faculty development programs, to help
students, because that is in line with the institutional mission.
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As we approach the reauthorization and the dollars that colleges
don't have, and you look at urban institutions, you deal with reality that we are having to reallocate to provide the safety nets and
the supports that the students must have if they are to succeed. We
also have to look at the reality that raising dollars for our students

is a problem. We have too many students who are borrowing.
When there are cutbacks, the only optionswe do not have institutional dollars to give the students, so the students have to leave.
Senator SIMON. If I may ask---

Ms. CROSS. Students have to drop out.
Senator SIMON. Do you have an endowment at Chicago State?

Ms. CROSS. No, we do not have that. I mean that is one of the
things that public institutions, such as mine, are getting more and
more involved in, the reality that we have to raise dollars to provide more grant dollars for our students, but also to provide more
money for our faculty with their success initiatives.

So, what this means is that our students perhaps don't have

access to the programs that we are talking about in terms ofwell,
we can do the internationalization of the curriculum and the pluralization of the curriculum, but the opportunities to study abroad
are not as frequent as we would like.
We have a small contingent of international students, fewer than

a hundred. So that, when we look at the impact of the past 10
years, what we see is institutions such as ours have had to put
their resources to support programs that the students need; we
have to look at raising unrestricted dollars for grant support and
faculty support, and, at the same time, we have not been able to
follow up on the initiatives, to create the quality, in-depth international programs that are so important to students.
Senator SIMON. Well, how many full-time equivalent students
would you have?
Ms. CROSS. We have about 5,000 full time.
Senator SIMON. OK. Dr. Weber.

Mr. WEBER. Well, I certainly agree that the need for study
abroad is certainly greater these days for all the obvious reasons.
At Northwestern, we have a well-developed program. I would say,
to the extent that it is given attention within this policy context,
that is, the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, that the
first claim is certainly on expanding grants, doing things in graduate study facilities. This would be an important, but secondary
aspect; and, in my judgment, if you would expand support, you
should make sure that it continues to be linked to need; that is,
you should not provide rich kids some basis for going abroad, because you think that society will benefit from them having that experience. They'll find a way.
Senator SIMON. All right. [Laughter.]
And then, one final question. Dr. Stukel, you're still here; if you

want to join on this, you are welcome to. What do we do in the

field of graduate study to provide greater assistance? This, clearly,
is a major national need.
Dr. Weber, let me ask you first.

Mr. WEBER. Well, there's no doubt about it that it is a major
international need and, particularly, in the sciences and engineering. I think you saw the data that were included in my statement:

.'
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55 percent of Ph.D.'s in engineering are foreign nationals; around
35-40 percent in science. We're really exporting a lot of our technological advantage, and universities are not uncomfortable doing
this, because we're open institutions and work on the notion of
freedom of ideas and the exchange of discoveries. From a national
interest, it is a very bad situation. Clearly, the overriding need is
for expanded fellowships, because one of the reasons you do not

havewe see high-performing students at the undergraduate

levelindigenous students in science and engineering go to graduate study is the economics do not work. I mean it is just the reality
of it, that they will go out and get a job at $40-$45,000 a year; so,
you say "Well, what happens to me when I finish 5 years from
now?" "Well, you will get a job at $38-$40,000." So, they impute
the foregone income of that to $150,000. Incidentally, this is particularly acute with talented minority students, many of whom
come through our engineering school, who have such a powerful
appeal in the labor market, that the opportunity cost of going to
graduate study becomes very high. So, the importance of providing
some sort of supplement on a dollar matching basis with the institution would seem to me would have very high leverage.
The other thing is this whole pipeline notion. You don't get a kid

at the time 2 days before graduation when he might be looking at
his ticket to Hawaii, and say "Have you thought of going to graduate school?' You really have to identify them when they are sophomores or juniors, and give them the opportunity to engage in research and identification with the role models; so, some support for

summer internships, independent research activities of a very

modest variety, would have high leverage. Many institutions are
doing it now. We sort of beggar ourselves in order to move in that
direction.

Senator SIMON. Dr. Cross.

Ms. CROSS. The situation at Chicago State is perhaps even more
devastating. My concern is that the loan debt that many of the students incur as undergraduates attending a public ineitution precludes them from going on to graduate work. This is another compelling reason to look at readjusting the grant/loan mix. Many students graduate with a $10,000 loan debt and, for them, the whole
idea of having to borrow to go on to graduate school is just some-

thing that does not seem feasible, given the family's financial

strength. So, I think it is important to look at models, such as loan
forgiveness models, for certain fields.
Also, I would agree the pipeline program is very important.
Having the opportunity to begin research, having research opportunities beginning perhaps in even the freshman year. We are becoming involved in a number of pipeline programs with graduate institutions. So, I th;nk there are two very real considerations for us.
We have a lot of talented students who are completing CSU with a
lot of debt and, to look at loan forgiveness to facilitate participation
of minorities in fields where they are underrepresented, and to also
look at moneys to support pipeline programs that would begin as
early as the freshman year, so that they would be encouraged to go
on to graduate school.
Senator SIMON. That's an interesting idea.
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Dr. Stukel, since you are here, do you care to add anything; do
you have any added thoughts?
Mr. STUKEL. I might just comment briefly.

I think one of the issues that has not been pointed out in terms
of the graduate education is that it is very acute in terms of the

number of graduates from higher education. The number going on
to actually graduate and go into higher education is in decline as
well. So, higher education is in a crisis right now in terms of the
Ph.D.'s refusing to go into education, into higher education.
At the University of Illinois, the president has implemented a
program for minorities, at least, in which, if they make a commitment to go to the graduate program, graduate, and then go into
higher education, that the University of Illinois will pick up the
cost of the education; and I think these are the kinds of programs
that are needed right now, is to have money dedicated to go to individuals who are willing to do the graduate program, and then go
into higher education, because we are now below the replacement
rate in many of the areas, in the humanities, and I think that's a
tragedy in terms of the country.
Senator SIMON. I thank you, and we thank both of you for your
testimony.
Ms. CROSS. Thank you very much.

Senator SIMON. Our next panel is composed of James Bromfield,

a student at Illinois Institute of Technology; Herschel Wallace, the
Community College of Lake County; Sharon Thomas Parrot, from
the DeVry Institute; Alicia Reyes, University of Chicago, and
Judith Flink, the University of Illinois at Chicago.
While we are getting set up, another former staff member of

mine, Mark Angelini, we are pleased to have you here.
So that we can keep our time schedule, I am going to arbitrarily

limit everyone to 5 minutes, if I can; and we will enter your full
written statements in the record, but I will use this gavel at the

end of 5 minutes; all right?
Jim Broomfield, we areBromfield. We have some Broomfields
in Congress, and so I am inclined to say Broomfield. Jim, we are
very happy to have you here, look forward to hearing from you.
STATEMENTS OF JAMES BROMFIELD, STUDENT, ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CHICAGO, IL; HERSCHEL WALLACE,
DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID, COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF LAKE
COUNTY, GRAYSLAKE, IL; SHARON THOMAS PARROT, VICE
PRESIDENT, GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS, DEVRY, INC., EVANSTON, IL; ALICIA REYES, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, CHICAGO, IL; AND JUDITH FLINK, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL SERVICES, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS,
CHICAGO, IL
Mr. BROMFIELD. Thank you.

Senator Simon, members of the panel, thank you for givirT me
this opportunity to testify today. College financial aid is something
that I feel very strongly about.
My name is Jim Bromfield and I am a senior at the Illinois Institute of Technology, majoring in electrical engineering. I went to
Bolingbrook High School in the suburbs of Chicago, and did very
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well. I graduated 19th out of 423 studonts, and I was on the honors
track, and my grade point average was about a 4.0 on a 4.0 scale.

Without financial aid, I probably would not have been able to
afford a 4-year university. My family income is roughly $40,000,
and there are 3 children after me. If I had not been able to get financial aid, I probably would have had to get a full-time job and
attend a junior college. As it is, I work at least 15 hours a week,
plus all summer.
Financial aid has covered more than half of my education, but a
good part of that has been loans. When I graduate in May, I will
face a prospect of paying back approximately $17,000 in loans.
When I started college, tuition was just below $10,000. It has risen
about $600 every year since then. For 4 years, the total comes to

something of the order of $45,000 without housing, and about
$60,000 with housing.

IIT has given me a dean's scholarship for $2,000 a year; and, because of my grades, I was eligible for some financial aid through
IIT endowed scholarships. I was an Illinois State Scholar, and that
was probably the biggest help. My first 2 years, I also received Federal money from a Pell grant. The first year it was $1,850, butzthe
next year it was decreased to $650. My junior and senior yeari, I
did not receive a Pell.
It was especially scary this year, because the Illinois Student Assistance Commission initially told me that I was not eligible for
any money from the State either. I wasn't sure what to do at that

point, because there is no way that my parents could help out.

Paying for school has been my responsibility, and will continue to
be my responsibility after I graduate.
My freshman year, about $4,000 of my financial aid was in a
loan. It was about the same for my sophomore year; and my junior
year, it jumped to about $5,000. This year, I can only get $4,000 in
loans. But, because my housing and tuition expenses increased and

my grants and loans did not, I am looking to other loan sources.
I am not the only one who has a problem like this.Two of my
fraternity brothers were ready to drop out of school, because they
did not have the money to continue. They were good students, and
they wanted to get their degrees; but it was strictly an issue of finances.

I know now that I am going to make it, but it has been a headache and something that has been on my mind pretty much constantly. A lot of time and energy has been devoted to worrying
about my financial situation. I have worked summer jobs all along,
one summer in the kitchen of Home Run Inn, two summers as a
day camp counselor, and last summer, because of my course work
and experience at IIT, I was able to get a job with General Motors
Electro-motive Division. They paid me well, and I thought I had
saved quite a bit. I hoped to get enough money so that I would not
have to work so much my senior year. I knew I was going to be
taking a heavy course load of 20 credit hours in the fall, while 12 is
considered full time.
I was hoping that, since it was my senior year, I could devote my

spare time to looking for a job and maybe taking it a little bit
easier. I thought I would even have enough money to spend on
other things, but that did not happen. I used all my savings last
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semester for tuition and housing. My financial aid this year was
very poor. I didn't have any choice what to spend my savings on,
Since my freshman year, I have also been working during the
academic year. I have probably been working on an average of 15
hours a week, but sometimes it gets up to 30 or 40. My freshman
job, my first job, was at the Student Union; and, after that, I was a
lab assistant in the Computer-Aided Drafting Department. A job
opened in the Financial Aid and Admissions office, and I worked
there for 2 years; I enjoyed encouraging students to go on with
their education. Now, I'm a teacher's assistant for the Freshman
Computer Literacy Program at IIT.
Teaching is something that I have wanted to look more seriously
into, either at a college or high school level, and I enjoy the feeling
that I get when I can relate some of the things that I have learned.
I like being able to help someone out and being in a position to encourage them to stretch themselves further than they would have
expected to go themselves. But, as far as jobs are concerned, when I
graduate, I am going to have to get a job that will enable me to pay
back these loans. Once I make enough money, then I will be able to
go back and look into teaching. I am interested in graduate school,
but I never really considered it a possibility, because of the amount
of money I owe right now.
I have had good grades here in college, so I think that I am in a
fairly good position to find a job. I probably have more opportunity

than most people at this point, but things are still kind of tenta-

tives, and I'm really feeling the pressure of finances.
Things would have been a lot easier if I had had more support. I
never expected a free ride, but I have worked very hard; and, when
I am going to get out, I am going to face a big debt. I am glad that
I was able to manage and that I had people there to encourage me.
I think there should be, or could be a better way to help people
like me get their education.
Senator SIMON. What kind of payment are you going to have to
make when you get out of college?
Mr. BROMFIELD. Well, I know for my GSL it should be around
$160 every month. That is on a 10-year basis. And then there are
other loans that I have that I really have not figured out yet.
Senator SIMON. What if you were not able to get a summer job or
a job part time while you were in college? And, realistically, some
students have a tougher time making it and, even if they could get
a job, they have to devote their time to study.
Mr. BROMFIELD. Most likely, what I would have done, over the
summers if I could not get a job, at least not something that could
support me, I would have been working throughout the school year,

and either gone part time or--

Senator SIMON. SO, basically, you would have had to drop out as
a full-time student?
Mr. BROMFIELD. Yes. I really, realistically, would not have expected for my parents to have been able to contribute.
Senator SIMON. And I think this is far too typical of what millions of American young people face, and not just young people;

older people sometimes, and we're getting more and more older
students sometimes. It is even more complex for older students.
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Herschel Wallace, pleased to have you here from the Community
College of Lake County.
Mr. WALLACE. Thank you, Senator Simon. I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to speak before the subcommittee on the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. As you are aware, there are many areas
of concerns in the financial aid arena as the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act takes place. As you requested, though, I will
limit my comments to the area of packaging and awarding of financial aid.
First, I would like to focus on the awarding aspect of financial
aid, as it appears to me that awards need to be considered before
the packaging process. Determination of a financial aid award for a
students centers on the particular criteria of the award. These criteria not only involve eligibility factors, such as need and enrollment level, area of study, type of funding, i.e., loan, work, grant,
but also maximum and minimum award amounts.
As I see it, the reauthorization process should examine the Federal financial aid programs to make certain that the programs are
providing awards in amounts that enable needy stuclents to pay
educational costs. I think the types of programs have been designed

to meet certain financial need levels of the student. There are
needy students and, of course, not so needy students. It is kind of
hard when you distinguish between the two sometimes, but we
should be able to respond to the application of need from all students.

The Pell Grant Program, in particular, should be an entitlement
financial aid program. The maximum and minimum award should
be increased, so that the program can be used by students to pay
more of their rising cost of education. The Pell Grant Program, if
utilized in this manner, would greatly assist low-income students,
in particular, to avoid having to borrow loans to help pay educational costs; and thus, ultimately, reduce default rates in the student loan programs.
The Campus Based Programs, the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, College Work-Study, and the Perkins loan, I
think, work reasonably well, and actually should not be changed.
Consideration, however, should be given to increasing the funding,
so that larger awards can be made and these programs allow the
Financial Aid Office the flexibility in awarding. The Stafford Loan

Program, the Supplemental Loan to Student Program, and the
Parent Loan to Undergraduate Students have become the foundation, unfortunately, of the financial aid programs, and I believe

that this should be changed.
One way to effect this change is to allow the financial aid officer
to decide which student should receive this type of award. There
really should not be any conditions on the ability to make this deci-

sion. If there are adequate funds available in the grant and work
programs, there will not be any difficulty in assisting students with
these programs, instead of the student loans.
There should be student loan programs available to award to
middle-income-and-above students. I believe, in the original intent
of the Stafford Loan Program, that targeted the middle-income student as being best able to handle this type of loan program. The
Parent Loan to Undergraduate Students and the Supplemental
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Loan to Students can complement the Stafford Loan Programs, as
well as assist upper income students with funds to help pay college
costs.

The criteria of these loan programs should be designed to target
only these type of students.
In summary, the awarding of financial aid should change so that
the Pell Grant Program becomes an entitlement financial aid pro-

gram; and the Stafford Loan, Supplement Loan to Student, and
Parent Loan to Undergraduate S'tudents Program specified as
middle and upper middle-income student programs. The Campus
Based Program should remain the same, essentially. All Federal financial aid programs should receive funding to keep pace with the
increase in college costs.
The second area of consideration I want to address for the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act is the packaging of financial aid. Because of the high need of most students who apply for
financial aid, a combination of financial aid programs is needed to

be awarded to students. In addition, the award package usually
consists of student loan programs.

At the present time, a financial aid office usually has a packaging policy to ensure the equal dititribution of financial aid dollars
and programs to students who apply for financial aid. Since each
school may have a unique student body, the school will design its
packaging policy to take into account the mix of its students and
the funding of its financial aid programs. Therefore, I think each
school should have the responsibility of creating its own packaging
policy. The Federal Government should not legislate how a student
should be packaged financial aid.
There is an area of concern I have in the consideration of the
packaging of financial aid for the low-income student. With the dependence on student loans, there is an imbalance, as we've spoken
to before, between loans and grants for low-income students, with
these students taking out more loans than they actually should.
The Federal Government can assist financial aid officers with this
problem by increasing the funding of grant programs and making

the Pell grant an entitlement program. This would reduce the

amount of the low-income student's loan and perhaps, hopefully,
eliminate them taking out a loan altogether.

In summary, there should not be a change in the concept of

packaging policy for college or university. Rather, there should be

a change in the emphasis of the Federal Government about the
funding of these grant programs. There should be increased fund-

ing in the grant programs to allow colleges and universities to shift
the balance of loan/grant toward grants for a low-income student,
in particular, in its packaging policy.
Again, I want to thank you for this opportunity to testify before
the Senate Labor and Human Resources Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities about the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act.
Senator SIMON. I thank you.

Let me ask you this, and I divide this into two groups. Do high

school seniors understand the student aid program? And the
second question is, do students on your campus understand the student aid program?
.1
A
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Mr. WALLACE. Well, my answer to both of those is no, I don't be-

lieve they do. We have, I believe, tried to make a considered effort

to communicate more to seniors, and not just to seniors, but to

sophomores and juniors of high school age about the financial aid
opportunities; and also, on my campus, in our attempt to try and
communicate with students about the programs, we increased the
amount of counseling of loans that we perform.
Senator SIMON. But it is just far too complicated.
Mr. WALLACE. Ws very complicated. Even though we do counsel
students as much as we cen, when you have a mix ,of the programs
the way that we do have and you have the understanding about, or

actually the loan experience that most of our students, at least at
the community college, in the low-income area lack, the,e is that
confusion that does take place: "Is it a grant or a loan, or it isdo
I really have to repay it?" "When do I have to repay it? Do I have
to pay it now versus later?" and "If I have to pay it now, well, I'm
scared of a loan; I don't want to take out a loan."
Senator SIMON. It is interesting that, back in the seventies when
we simplified the loan program, all of a sudden, we had this massive infusion of people coming in; and about 70 percent of them, we
discovered, were eligible before, but the loan program was so com-

plicated they didn't know they were eligible. One of the things I

hope we can do is to find a little more simple way of moving ahead.
Senator SIMON. Sharon Thomas Parrot ofis it still DeVry Insti-

tute, or are you--

Ms. PARROT. Right.

Senator SIMON. OK. You've not changed then. Frequently, we
move from college to university, institute to college, or-Ms. PARROT. Right.

Senator SIMON. OK, very happy to have you with us.
Ms. PARROT. Thank you.

Good morning, Senator, and thank you for the opportunity to

speak on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
I am Sharon Thomas Parrot, vice-president of Governmental Relations for DeVry, Inc., which is a nationwide system of regionallyaccredited undergraduate and graduate business and technology institutions funded with private investment capital. We enroll more
than 25,000 students in programs at the associate, bachelor's, and
master's degree level.
Based on my 20 years in public, eleemosynary, and private capital funded higher education institutions and with the U.S. Department of Education, I offer the following comments:

The United States has no greater opportunity with America's
current and future generations than to educate its citizens and
train a competitive work force. More than ever, this reauthoriza-

tion is about investing in the future of this Nation.
I will limit my remarks, as requested, today to Pell grant entitlement and needs analysis. I've provided written testimony, and will
provide detailed recommendations to both the Senate and House
committees in April.
As originally conceived, the Pell Grant Program was to be the
foundation of Federal student aid. In the last 10 years, it has consistently failed to keep pace with college costs and has, therefore,
abdicated its role as the floor of a financial aid package. We believe
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that there is a need to create a true Pell grant entitlement in order
to reduce financial barriers for low and middle-income students, increase minority access, improve student persistence, lower the cost
of student loan default, and raise the number of productive taxpaying citizens.

It is impossible to discuss the need for a Pell grant entitlement
without recognizing the relationship that the lack of that entitlement has had to student loan default. Defaults do not just happen.
The erosion of the grant dollar has helped to create an unhealthy
reliance on student loans by the very students who are least able to
repay.

Solutions to the default problem that focus on reducing access to
student aid, rather than reducing the causes of default, will have
catastrophic effects on this Nation. Likewise, solutions that do not
harshly and swiftly punish abusers of students and student aid and
other Federal programs, regardless of sector, will have a devastating effect on the programs and our students. Our solutions must
ensure that quality institutions serving high risk students, which
are mostly black colleges, urban colleges, 2-year colleges, and proprietary colleges, are not punished for their effort and their success. Performance-based, not sector-based, rules should be used to
ensure accountability and integrity.
It is time to confront the grant/loan imbalance.We believe the
mix of grants and loans should be based on two factors, family
income and year in school.

With respect to needs analysis, DeVry believes that low-income
students should be guaranteed full eligibility and a simple application process. A single needs analysis is needed to reduce the real
duplication and the perceived complexity for student consumers
and educational institutions. The fact that the two analyses
produce different results is reason enough to move to one answer
based on a merger of the two.
As a result of the expansion of complicated data elements and
the required collection of nonfinancial aid-related information, the
form itself has become a barrier to educational opportunity. It is
unnecessary for those who will be fully eligible to answer complicated and irrelevant questions. We support an application bypass
for both working and nonworking low-income filers, which would
guarantee full eligibility for Federal student aid without completing a needlessly detailed application.

To us, simplification does not include the elimination of the

home equity asset from needs analysis. While it seems simple, the
effect would be to redistribute financial aid from the financially
unfortunate to the financially fortunate. Need and eligibility would
shift to home-owning middle and upper income families at the expense of the renting poor. We understand the specific problem created for families when home equity is out of line with income and,
therefore, support proposals which cap home value at three times
income to protect against housing booms that really do not affect
or increase a family's ability to pay.

Finally, a Pell grant entitlement and a simple needs analysis
system will mean nothing if America's children do not pursue
higher education. Young people must be made aware of the opportunity and must be prepared to take advantage of it. The chairman
;
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of Arco Oil has said, "Our elementary schools are filled with minority students, which is the fastest growing segment of our population, who have already decided to drop out of high school. Our

mission isn't to hold them; it's to change their minds." In the
words of a student, "The one step of going to college was as big for

me as going to the moon. Financial aid moved the mountains I
could have never moved on my own."
This reauthorization must invest in America's children to ensure
America's future.
Senator SIMON. Thank you.
The complications of the form that you refer towe had a hearing the other day, and we got into the form. My colleague, Senator

Pell, was presiding, and he handed me the form, and he said, "I

couldn't fill out this form." [Laughter.]
Senator SnwoN. Very interesting.

I would be interestedif I may give you an assignment here, I
would be interested in you and maybe some of your colleagues
here, and maybe some of the people in your associationI see Bill
Carson back thereputting together what you think a form ought
to be like. I don't know that this is going to have anything in terms
of statutory change, but I think this would be of interest.
Ms. PARROT. I'm not trying to get 0 of any work, but both the
College Board and NASFFA have, i:. ,operation, put together a
form that I believe would meet both simplification as well as equity
in financial aid.
Senator SIMON. All right. Do we have-Mr. SHIREMAN. I do not have it here, but we do have it.
Senator SIMON. OK, we do have it. All right. I am just not as informed as I should be.
MS. PARROT. I was involved in it, so I did not get out of the work;

I am just not going to-- [Laughter.]

Senator SIMON. VVe will take a look at it.

Now, I was interested also in your home equity idea.
MS. PARROT. Yes.

Senator SIMON. You say that you could take three times the
income, so that, if your income waslet us just say it is $15,000 a

year, you could have $45,000 in equity.

Mt3. PARROT. That would be the cap of equity. Right now, if I

might use an example, the current treatment would take home
value, which could be in a place, an area of Chicago that got gentri-

fied all of a sudden, but where there were still people whose
income would not support-Senator SIMON. Right.

Ms. PARROT [continuing]. The reported home value. The home
value could be $200,000. They could have an outstanding mortgage
of $40,000. The home equity that would now be included in needs
analysis is $160,000. This proposed treatment would take the family's income, which for example could be $30,000, multiply it times

3I think Bob is giving it to you.

Senator SIMON. Thank you.
MS. PARROT [continuing]. Which would give them $90,000; there

would be an outstanding mortgage still of $40,000, and the home
equity that we would now include in the needs analysis would be
$50,000, rather than $160,000.
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I think one of the important points, though, to make and why we

are opposed to eliminating home equity is that homeowners are
typically wealthier than renters. They already get a tax break that
a renter doesn't get, and it is clear that the home equity, that
changing home equity would result in redistribution of limited

funds. If funds weren't limited, we could support a change in home
equity.
Senator SIMON. I think you can safely assume that funds are
going to be limited.
MS. PARROT. That's right. [Laughter.]

[The prepared statement of Ms. Parrott follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. PARROTT

Good morning, I am Sharon Thomas Parrott, vice president of Governmental Refunded with private investment capital.
The nine U.S. DeVry Institutes and the eight campuses of Keller Graduate School
of Management enroll more than 25,000 students in programs at the associate, bachelor's and master's degree level. All DeVry and Keller institutions are accredited by
the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. Our institutions provide high quality career oriented
higher education programs in business and technology to a diverse student population. The average family income of students attending DeVry is between $24,000
and $32,000. Forty-one percent of our undergraduate student population is minority.
We are committed to providing highly motivated and qualified graduates to meet
the Nation's workforce needs as evidenced by our undergraduate career development, strategies, and placement assistance efforts. In 1990, 93 percent of DeVry Institute graduates who actively pursued employment were placecl in education relat-

lations for DeVry, Inc., a nationwide system of institutions of higher education

ed positions.

In my 20 years in higher education, I have held faculty and administrative positions at public and private colleges and served with the U.S. Department of Education's Student Aid Division in both the regional and Washington offices. Additionally, I have served on the Board of Directors of the National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators and on various committees of the Midwest Association
of Student Financial Aid Administrators and the Illinois Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators.
For the past 9 years at DeVry I have been responsible for all student aid policy
and compliance, as well as our relationships with governmental entities. It is from
my unique vantage point that I offer the following comments.
The United States has no greater opportunity with America's current and future
generations then to educate its citizens and train a competitive workforce. This first
higher education reauthorization of the 1990's is about investing in the future of
this Nation. The presence of student financial aid has encouraged many American
children, who would have otherwise been unable, to earn a higher education. In the
words of a student, "The one step of going to college was as big for me as going to
the moon, financial aid moved the mountains I never could have moved on my
own."
America's students deserve student aid programs and a student aid delivery
system that provides them with access to the quality institutions of their choice regardless of tax structure. We must also protect students from those who would
abuse or misuse them or Federal dollars through the development of performance
based (not sector based) rules and regulations.
U.S. students are the beneficiaries of Federal student financial aid funds. Federal
student aid should be used to support qualified students enrolled in quality educational programs at the varied mix of higher education institutions in this country
without regard to the public, eleemosynary, or private investment capital sources of
funding of the institution.
Equal treatment of students pursuing post-secondary education must be a fait accompli. No student should have less access or less choice based on his/her choice nf
an authorized, accredited and eligible institution of higher education.
For this reason, DeVry does not support any attempt to establish separate laws or
regulations based on institutional sector.
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I am pleased to have the opportunity to speak this morning on the important

topics of Pell grant entitlement and needs analysis.
Pell Grant Entitlement
As originally conceived, the Pell grant program was to be the foundation of the
Federal student aid programs. In the past 10 years, the program has consistently
failed to keep pace with the cost of higher education and therefore has abdicated its
role as the floor of a financial aid package.
It seems clear that particularly for low-income students, certainty and predictability are very important to their enrollment decisions. Yet, the Pell grant program as
it is currently authorized and appropriated provides for neither.
We believe that there is a need to create a true Pell grant entitlement at least for
the first 2 years of study in order to reduce financial barriers for low and middleincome students, increase minority access, improve student persistence, lower the
cost of student loan default, and raise the number of productive taxpaying citizens.
The value of the Pell grant has eroded to a point where it can no longer achieve
the goal of access as initially intended. It is impossible to discuss the need for a Pell
grant entitlement without also looking at the relationship of the lack of that entitlement to the student loan default problem.

Student loan defaults didn't just happen. The wrong students are increasingly
borrowing too much money. Loans re-introduce financial barriers and risk for the
truly needy. The erosion of the grant dollar has helped to create an unnatural reliance on student loans by students who are least able to repay. "Black colleges, 2year colleges and proprietary colleges take students who come out of our urban high
schools and rural communities without the best preparation," said Dr. Robert Albright, chairman of the American Council on Education. "One can tell by looking at
the admissions data that mainstream institutions are not willing to take chances on
these kids. I think that it is irresponsible for the Congress to hold institutions accountable for loans that we don't make. I think that the Nation must be concerned
about defaults, but I don't think that the way to do it is to be punishing the colleges
that are taking chances on kids that some don't think can make a contribution to
society." I might add that DeVry's systemwide default rate is under 12 percent. The
issue is not one of supporting schools that are abusing the student aid programs,
rather it is to ensure that quality institutions which serve high potential high risk
students are not punished for their effort and their success.
Solutions to the default issue that focus on reducing access to student aid rather
than reducing the causes of default, will have catastrophic effects on this Nation.
Our self interest, our national security, our ability to compete in the world market
place will require that many of our underprepared students receive a quality education. Most of them will require financial assistance.
Solutions that do not harshly and swiftly punish abusers of students and the student financial aid programs, regardless of sector, will have a devastating effect on
the programs and on America's students.
It is now time to confront the growing problem of the grant/loan imbalance. We
believe that this mix of grants and loans should be based on two factorsfamily
income and year in school. Put simply, lower-income students in their first and
second year should receive higher grant packages, while loans should become a
greater portion of the package as the student persists. Correcting the imbalance between grants and loans must be a priority of this reauthorization.
Simplification of the Needs Analysi.s to Ensure Fair and Equitable Distribution of
Title IV Finds to Needy Students
DeVry believes that low ncome students should be guaranteed fulleligibility
and a simple application process. However, attempting to further simplify the needs
analysis formulas for the majority of the student population who may have more
intricate financial circumstances, could result in an inadvertent unintended and
highly objectionable redistribution of limited financial aid funds.
We have chosen to focus on three areas of needs analysis, which we believe have
direct and significant impact on student access.
(1) Single Needs AnalysisIt appears clear to those involved in student financial
assistance that the two current systems of needs analysis used to determine eligibility for Federal funds result in duplication and perceived complexity for student conhigher education. It is our belief that use of a single
sumers and institutions
needs analysis would rt. tore public confidence, decrease award errors, increase
award equity, and reduce administration burden. The fact that the two analysis
produce different results is reason enough to move to one answer. While both current systems have merit, it is probably best if the surviving system were based on a
merger of the two.
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DeVry supports the enactment of a single needs analysis for determination of the

student eligibility for all title IV programs as propos& in NASFAA's Plan for
Reform.

(2) Automatic Eligibility for Low-Income FilersThe student financial aid programs are described as the Federal vehicle to support students access and choice.

However, as a result of the expansion of complicated data elements in need determination and the required collection of non-financial aid related data, the form itself
has become a barrier to educational opportunity, particularly for low-income and
minority students.
The current simplified needs test still requires that the lowest-income filers complete at least 32 questions. It is both difficult and confusing, not to mention unnecessary for those who most assuredly meet full eligibility. The idea of an application
bypass for both working and not working low-income filers would guarantee full eli-

gibility for Federal aid without the student having to complete an needlessly involved application and without undergoing an unnecessarily detailed eligibility determination.

Therefore, DeVry supports automatic eligibility for low-income filers based on an
application bypass for all AFDC recipients and dependent filers with parent taxable
income of $20,000 or less, provided the parents do not file an IRS 1040 as proposed
by the College Board.

(3) Assessment of Home EquityThere has been a great deal of controversy surrounding the use of the home equity asset in needs analysis. While elimination of
the home equity asset has the advantage of simplicity, its removal from needs analysis will have the effect of redistributing financial aid from the financially unfortunate to the financially fortunate. Consider:
1. Homeowners are protected from rising housing costs.
2. Homeowners are generally wealthier than renters.
3. Homeowners receive favorable tax treatment.
We believe that financial aid need and eligibility would shift to middle and upper
income families at the expense of the poor. Stated another way, it will transfer student financial aid dollars from poor non-home owning minority students to wealthier home owning majority students. The following census data is relevant to the
point:

The average income of households that owned their own homes was $31,903
in 1987, while the average income of renter households was $17,474.
Ninety-one percent of all owner occupied housing units are occupied by white
households.
The home ownership rate among white households is 56 percent higher than
the home ownership among black households.
(Source: The Department of Commerce Bureau of the Census Statistical Abstract of
the United States, 1989.)
We understand the specific problem created for families when home equity is out
of line with income and believe that some relief should be given only to families
who find themselves in this situation.
Therefore, De Vry supports the College Board and NASFAA Plan for Reform pro-

posals which cap home value at three times income to protect aid applicants and
their families against housing booms that really don't increase their ability to pay.
This proposal does not complicate the application form as the central system would
compute the equity based on the lower of reported home value minus mortgage or
the total income minus the mortgage. Example:
Current Treatment
Reported Home Value
Outstanding Mortgage

$200,000

Home Equity Included in Needs Analysis

$160,000

$-40.000

Proposed Treatment

$ 30,000
x3

Total Family Income

$90,000

-40.000

Outstanding Mortgage

$ 50,000

Home Equity Included in Needs Analysis

Li
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We believe that these three changes in needs analysis would result in a simple
needs analysis system which would ensure a fair and equitable delivery of Federal
student aid funds.
Finally
A Pell grant entitlement and a simple needs analysis system will mean nothing if
America's children do not pursue higher education. Young people must be made
aware of the opportunity and must be prepared to take advantage of it. In the words

of Lodwrick Cook, chairman and CEO of Arco Oil Company"Our elementary

schools are filled with minority students (the fastest growing segment of our population) who have already decided to drop out of high school. Our mission isn't to hold
them captive. It's to change their minds."
With this reauthorization we must invest in America's children to ensure America's future.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify and provide comment. DeVry will provide detailed reauthorization proposals on:
(1) Maintenance of access, choice, and equal educational opportunity.
(2) Restoration of institutional accountability and integrity.
(3) Simplification of the student aid delivery system to ensure fair and equitable distribution of title IV funds to needy students.

Senator SIMON. Alicia Reyes, we are very happy to have you

here.
Ms. REYES. Thank you. Good morning.
Senator SIMON. She is from The University of Chicago.
Ms. REYES. We believe the fundamental purpose of financial aid
programs should be to provide access and choice to needy students.

The experience of the last few years has not been a positive one.
Many efforts have been made to reduce funding for Federal financial aid programs, and some have succeeded. It has been a serious
deterioration in the buying power of the financial aid dollar. There
is a great deal of complexity in the financial aid process, and the
aid delivery system is cumbersome. Students' access to a higher
education has become more limited; and, for many, there is no
question of choice, because there isn't any.
We hope the Congress will use reauthorization as an opportunity

to create a system which provides better access and more choice
than the current one. We should continue to support the notion
that financial aid funds must be targeted to the neediest students
and, at the same time, we should be firmly committed to the principle that the financing of a higher education is primarily a family
responsibility, except for those who are unable to pay.
Today I want to mention in examples some of the most pressing

problems and issues that are barriers to access and choice and, in
addition, some inequities which are built into the current system. I
ask you to examine these as you prepare for reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act. We also have comments about a new student loan program which has been proposed.
The entire aid application and aid delivery system is in need of a

serious, thorough review. One of the goals of the examination

should be to simplify it. We need a system that is more understandable to the aid applicant and to his parents than the current one, a
system that is more predictable, where funding is assured from 1
year to another; in short, one that inspires confidence. However, in
our efforts to simplify, we should be careful not to eliminate data
which, by their absence, will mask some real differences between
the low-income family and one with higher income. A helpful approach would be to design an application form that would easily
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allow a very low-income family to disregard all but a few questions,
but require a higher-income family to provide more complete information.

Now, I want to move to the area of needs analysis, where you

have asked for specific comments.

An idea which deserves consideration is a single needs analysis
system to determine eligibility for all Federal aid programs. As you
can appreciate, it is very difficult to explain to a student that he is
ineligible for a Pell Grant Program, but eligible for SEOG or Perkins loan funds. Both applications use income information directly
from completed tax returns, but each results in a different estimated family contribution. This difference may make a student ineligible for one program, but not for others.
In designing a single needs analysis system, the goal should be to
measure need as accurately as possible, but we should not use the

needs analysis system as a mechanism for allocating scarce resources. The rationing of funds should be done at the awarding
level.

There are a number of areas of needs analysis that require

changes:

First, we should provide automatic eligibility for low-income applicants, such as those who are recipients of public assistance. One
of our students completed the financial aid form twice this year,
and both applications were rejected due to errors. This low-income
student from the south side of Chicago is continually overwhelmed
by an application process which is geared toward higher-income
families and does not provide easy access for someone in her situation, a family income of less than $10,000 and no assets whatsoever.

Second, the rules that define independent or self-supporting students should be changed. Currently, a student may be classified as
independent if his parents do not claim him as a dependent for 2
years preceding post-secondary school enrollment and if he has
$4,000 in resources. An increasing number of parents are benefit-

ing from a loophole by opting not to claim a dependent child

during the 2 years before high school graduation. Since many high
school students are able to earn the $4,000 per year required and

the definition allows them to use gifts from relatives other than
their parents to meet the resource test of self-sufficiency, there is

an increasing number of high school students who file as independent students. Some of these are from families who can afford to pay
for their education, but who choose not to do so.

We believe that only a few undergraduate students should be

given the option of declaring themselves self-supporting before they

are at least 23 years of age. The exceptions should be veterans,
wards of the court, orphans, students who have dependents other
than a spouse, and those a financial aid officer, using professional
judgment, determines are truly self-supporting. On the other hand,
we believe that graduate and professional students should automatically be considered self-supporting.

In my written testimony, I have talked about needs analysis for
married students; I have talked about the standard maintenance
allowance, and also about the issue of home equity. However, I will
now go to the direct loan program.
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We want to seek your attention to a proposed direct loan program. We have seen a proposal for a program that would make the
Stafford loan a direct lending one. While we are not certain that
we would support such a program, we certainly believe that it is
worthy of consideration. At face value, it appears to be advantageous for a number of reasons: It reduces the complexity of the current loan application process; it has a potential for reducing some
of the costa of the program, and, while the loan would remain an

entitlement program, the institution would be able to control

access to funds more easily and directly than is currently the case.
I have included in my written testimony a chart that points out all
the steps that have to be followed in applying for a Stafford loan.
I appreciate the opportunity to share our views with you. Despite
the thorny nature of the problems of the student aid program,
some tenacious students overcome the difficulties and gain access
to the college of their choice. We have a student from California
whose parents' sole source of support is disability insurance. Be-

cause of their low income, the student has received Pell grant,

SEOG, and Perkins loan funds, in addition to university gift assistance. He has been able to attend an out-of-state private university
and has been a university-wide leader on campus. Financial aid has
provided access and choice for him. Unfortunately, this success
story is not necessarily the norm.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Reyes (with an attachment) follows:]
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We believe the fundamental purpose of financial aid programs
The
should be to provide access and choice to needy students.
positive
one.
experience of the last few years has not been a
Many efforts have been made to reduce funding for federal
financial aid programs, and some have succeeded; there has been a
serious deterioration in the buying power of the financial aid
dollar; there is a great deal of complexity in the financial aid
process, and the aid delivery system is cumbersome. Students'
access to higher education has become more limited, and, for
many, there is no question of choice because there isn't any.
Every financial aid officer has stories about students who have
declined to apply to our institutions because they are frightened
by the financial aid application process or because they believe
that funds are not available, even when our institutions are
In the case of The
providing funds from their own coffers.
University of Chicago, such aid is more than five times that of
total federal and state grant aid. It is indeed shameful that
some excellent but financially needy students are missing the
opportunity to pursue quality higher education and to become the
leaders of tomorrow.

We hope the Congress will use reauthorization as an opportunity
to create a system which provides better access and more choice
than the current one.

We should continue to supp3rt the notion that financial aid funds
must be targeted to the neediest students, and at the same time,
we should be firmly committed to the principle that the financing
of a higher education is primarily a family responsibility except
for those who are unable to pay.
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Today I want to mention examples of some of the most pressing
problems and issues that are barriers to access and choice and,
in addition, some inequities which are built into the current
system and ask you to xamine these as you prepare for the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. We also have
comments about a new student loan program which has been
proposed.
A.

Aid application

The entire aid application and aid delivery system is in need of
a serious, thorough review. One of the goals of the examination
should be to simplify it. We need a system that is more
understandable to the
current one, a system
assured from one year
confidence. However,

aid applicant and to his parents than the
that is more predictable, where funding is
to another: in short, one that inspires

in our efforts to simplify we should be
careful not to eliminate data which, by their absence, will mask
some real differences between the low income family and one with
a higher income.
A helpful approach would be to design an application form that
would easily allow a very low income family to disregard all but
a few questions but require a higher income family to provide
more complete information.
B.

Need Analysis

I now want to move to the area of need analysis where you have
asked for our specific comments.
An idea which deserves consideration is a single need analysis
system to determine eligibility for All federal aid programs.
As
you can appreciate, it is very 'ifficult to explain to a student
that he is ineligible for the
I Grant program but eligible for
SEOG or Perkins Loan funds. Both applications use income
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information directly from completed tax returns, but each results
in a different estimated family contribution. This difference
may make a student ineligible for one program but not for others.
In designing a single need analysis system, the goal should be to
measure need as accurately as possible but we should not use the
need analysis system as a mechanism for allocating scarce
dollars.
The rationing of funds should be done at the award
level.

There are a number of areas in need analysis that require
changes. We want to mention five that are particularly
important.

First, we should provide automatic eligibility for low income
applicants such as those who are recipients of public assistance.
How often do w ncounter AFDC families who go through the
agonizing process of completing the application only to find that
1.

almost every question does not apply to them?
One of our students completed the Financial Aid Form (FAF) twice
this year and both applications were rejected due to errors.
This low income student from the South Side of Chicago is
continually overwhelmed by an application process which is geared
toward higher income families and does not provide easy access
for someone in her situation -- a family income of less than
$10,000 and no assets whatsoever.
2.

Second, the rules that define independent or self-supporting

students should be changed. Currently a student may be
classified as independent if his parents do not claim him as a

dependent for two years preceding post secondary school
It is difficult to
enrollment And if he has $4,000 in resources.
explain the qualifications of independent student status in a way
However, an
that most students and their parents can understand.
increasing number of parents who g2 understand the definition are
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benefitting from a loophole by opting not to claim a dependent
child during the two years before high school graduation. Since
many high school students are able to earn the $4,000 per year
required and the definition allows them to use gifts from
relatives (other than their parents) to meet the resource test of
self sufficiency, there is an increasing number of high school
students who file as independent students.
Some of these
students are from families who can afford to pay for their
ecacation expenses but who choose not to do so.
We believe that only a few undergraduate students should be given
the option of declaring themselves independent before they are at
least 23 years of age. The exceptions should be veterans, wards
of the court, orphans, students who have dependents other than a
spouse and those a financial aid officer, using professional
judgment, determines are truly self-supporting.
On the other
hand, we believe that graduate and professional students should
automatically be considered self-supporting.

Third, the rules for need analysis for married students need
One of the underlying assumptions of need analysis is
that students without dependents have a greater ability to
contribute toward education expenses than students who have
dependents.
However, currently the married student who has no
3.

revision.

children will be eligible for more than his fair share of
financial aid.
In essence this student is treated almost as
leniently as the parent of a dependent student.
This inequity
means the single independent student with no children is required
to contribute much more of his resources to qualify for aid than
the married independent student without children. Surely this is
not a fair basis for determining eligibility for aid.
We recommend that all students (married or single) who do not
have children be treated in a similar way: the same minimum
contribution for education, the same income assessment rates, and
a standard monthly maintenance allowance for those months during
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which the studantm are not enrolled.
4.

The fourth area of need analysis which causes a great deal
of confusion and concern among families is the Standard
Maintenance Allowance (SMA). The SMA is the amount deducted from
the applicant's family income that is presumed to enable a family
to maintain its current standard of living, given the family size
and the number of children in college. For a family of four,
with one child in college it is currently $14,930.00.

A family
of four, with $1,000 a month in rent and child care costs,

clearly spends much more than the SMA on food, clothing and other
essentials.
The data about family expenditure patterns on which the SMA is
based are from the 1967 Bureau of Labor Statistics lower budget
expenditure for an urban family of four. While che SMA is
adjusted annually to reflect changes in the Consumer Price Index
(CPI), the data on which the SMA is based are about a quarter of
a century old and the budget standard doss not reflect current
products and services.
We support a recommendation proposed by a committee of the
College Board to replace the current budget standard with a norm
derived from the annual Department of Labor Consumer Expenditure
Survey in order to reflect more accurately families' current
spending patterns.
5.

Finally, there has been a great deal of discussion about the

importance and relevance of home equity in the determination of a
family's need for financial aid. Proposals range from totally
disregarding home equity to adjusting home equity to some value
related to the family's income. We strongly disagree with the
notion of disregarding the home equity; to do so will
redistribute aid from the more needy to the less needy.

This is
true because homeown.Irs are protected from rising housing costs;

they tend to be wealthier than non-homeowners, and are treated
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favorably by the current tax system.

However, in areas where real estate values have increased home
quity may be out of line with family income.
For example, a
middle class family may have substantial home equity but will be
unable to borrow against it to pay for college because their
income is insufficient to cover additional home mortgage costs.
We hope you will consider changes to the current system that
would treat the homeowner whose property values have escalated
dramatically in a more favorable way.
C.

Direct Loan Program

Finally, we want to seek your attention to a proposed direct loan
program. We have seen a proposal for a program that would make
the Stafford Loan program a direct lending one.
While we are not
certain that we would support such a program, we certainly
believe that it is worthy of consideration.
At face value it
appears to be advantageoug for a number of reasons:
it reduces
the complexity of the current loan application process, it has
the potential for reducing some of the costs of the program, and
while the loan would remain an entitlement program, the
institution would be able to control access to funds more easily
and directly than is currently the case.
I appreciate the opportunity to share our views with you.

Despite the thorny nature of the problems with the student aid
program, some tenacious students overcome the difficulties and
gain access to the college of their choigq. W have a student
from California whose parents' sole source of suppoit is
disability insurance. Because of their low income, the student
has received a Pell Grant, SEW and Perkins Loans, in addition to
He has been able to attend an outof-state private institution and has been a University-wide

University gift assistance.
leader on campus.
for him.

Financial aid has provided access And choice

Unfortunately, this success story is not the norm.
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IMO IN AN APPLICATION
PON PIMANCIAL AID

1.
Student files a financial aid form with
one of several
processors.
(College Scholarship Service, ACT, cSX, etc.)

2.

University receives a need analysis document from
the
or the student.
(The processor wili deliver the
document to the university if the student pays a fee for this
processor,
service.)
3.

University determines whether

is eligible for the Pell
Grant and for the Stafford Loan; student
determines if verification is
required, and reviews information in
the file to determine if
additional information is needed from the student to complete

verification; institution requests verification documents from the
student and may put file on hold until this process is completed.

4.
University notifies student of his/her eligibility for both
programs (some institutions will not send notice of eligibility
until verification process is complete; others will
notify the
student of eligibility but will not process the loan application;
others will process the loan application but put a hold in their
system to prevent disbursement of funds until verification has
been
completed; others will process loan application and make the first
disbursement while they wait for verification to become complete).
S.
Student uecides who his lender will be; some universities
provide lists of preferred lenders to their students but
will
accept applications from others; depending on the
of
residence, the student either submits a loan applicationstate
and any
other documents the university requires with the amount he wishes
to borrow indicated on the application, or he notifies

the

university in writing that he wants the loan; the application may
or may not be a combined application/promissory note.
6.
University completes school section of the loan application
and transmits information electronically or via mail to the bank
and guarantee agency. For those who transmit electronically
is
often necessary to mail the application also, if it is ofitthe
combined application/promissory note type.

7.
Guarantee agency searches database for defaults, status of
previous loanu, aggregate amounts,
then produces promissory note
and/or guarantee.
8.
Bank sends promissory note to student (unless student signed
a promissory note which was part of the application).

9.

Bank sends check to university.

3
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10.

University holds check 30 days from the beginning of the

enrollment period before it disburses the check if the borrower is
a first-year first-time undergraduate student borrower.
11.

12.

status of

University checks enrollment

current,
disburses
check and
responsibility of borrowing.

student, and if
the
student about

counsels

Each quarter or each half year, depending on the bank's

distribution system, additional checks are disbursed.

Processor

(3)

(3)

(1)

Student

T
(8)

(5)

(4)

J,

I

University

--(6)

Bank

(12)

(10)

(8)

)

(7)

STUN IN AN hPPLICATION
FOR FINANCIAL AID
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Guarantee
Agency
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Senator SIMON. I thank you.

If I could ask either Sharon Parrot or Herschel Wallace, the idea

of having the direct loan from the institution, at an institution,

frankly, like the University of Chicago, which is a very large one,
this may work, or the University of Illinois or Northwestern. I am
concerned about smaller institutions. Any reaction from either of
you?
Mr. WALLACE. Well, I hesitate when I hear that being spoken of,

because of the type of support that is needed to make sure that the
program is a success; and I try to look at what particular needs my
student have. In my particular situation, I do not feel that my students would benefit that greatly from that type of program, as well
as my institution being able to support that type of program.
Ms. PARROTT. I guess I come at this from two perspectives. One is

that I think that the current loan .program, even with its flaws,
allows for a partnership in education with the business community

through the banks. That would be lost, and I think that that is a
positive attribute of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. On
the other hand, I look at our Perkins Loan Program and our GSL
default rates, for example, with some lenders and guaranty agencies versus others, and our program that we collect on, we have a
much lower default rate overall.

So, I think that I would agree with Alicia that it is something
that should be looked into. I think we need to be very cautious as
to what kinds of burdens it will put on institutions and, mostly,
those institutions that are not recipients of large endowments or
cannot gear up staff or public institutions to administer it. I would
be very concerned, quite frankly, if it were to be administered
through the Federal government. [Laughter.]

MS. PARROTT. I say that as an ex-employee.
Senator SIMON. I understand. [Laughter.]

When you say in your statement, Miss Reyes, the rationing of
funds should be done at the award level, you mean precisely what?
MS. REYES. I mean that, currently, in need analysis, we have
built in certain devices that ration funds; for example, the standard

maintenance allowance, which to the public at large means that
this is what it takes to live on; but, in essence, it is not at all; it
doesn't address that need. So, rather, I think that need analysis
should measure true need in a way that we have all agreed that
this is the way we should measure need. But we all recognize that
funds are limited and that they will be rationed; so, we do that

when we determine if someone should get a $2,300 or a $1,550 Pell
grant.
Senator SIMON. And then, you have one statement in here that
sounds good in theory I agree with, but we run into all kinds of
practical problems, and I am sure all of you do. You say "The financing of higher education is primarily a family responsibility,
except for those who are unable to pay." We run into this, and I
would be interested in your reaction, of any of you. We had someone testifying in Washington just the other day, a student whose
parents are separated, whose father is the chief breadwinner in the

family; but, because the student chose to live with the mother
rather than the father, the father refuses to provide any funds.
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Yet, because of family income and because we assume that family
has a responsibility, that student is denied assistance.

How do we deal with this kind of a situation? And it is much

more common in our aociety today than we would like to believe.
MS. REYES. Well, if we are talking strictly about Federal assist-

ance, in that situation, the student's eligibility would be deter-

mined based on custodial parent information; but there is currently
a mechanism of professional judgment, where we, as financial aid
officers, would examine that family situation and perhaps make adjustments, so that that student could qualify for aid, if it appears

that his--

Senator SIMON. And so, you would make a Perkins loan or something else to provide?
Ms. REYES. Right, yes. I mean there are mechanisms currently in
place to take care of that special circumstance.
Senator &mom All right.

Judith Flink of the University of Illinois here in Chicago. My
staff tells me you have been very, very helpful here, you and your
colleagues at the university, in setting up this hearing, and we are
grateful to you for that.
Ms. FUNK. Thank you.

Senator Simon, it is an honor to appear before you today to
present testimony regarding the reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act.

The University of Illinois at Chicago's student body represents
the ethnic and cultural diversity of the city of Chicago. Among
these students are many for whom a university education is not a
longstanding family tradition and who must surmount economic,

sbcial, and educational barriers to achieve academic success.
The Perkins Loan Program is important in breaking the economic barriers to higher education. It promotes access to education by

providing low cost educational loans to students. Nationally, approxi:nately 83 percent undergraduate dependent Perkins loan borrowers come from families with incomes of $30,000, or below, and
approximately 25 percent of those borrowers come from families
with incomes below $18,000. Of the 25,000 students at the University of Illinois at Chicago, 60 percent receive some form of Federal
financial assistance. Since the inception of the Perkins Loan Program at this university, approximately 15,000 students have borrowed over $23 million.

The University of Illinois at Chicago is proud of how it has administered this campus based program. While the national Perkins
loan default rate is approximately 8.02 percent, the University of
Illinois at Chicago's Perkins loan default rate is 3.82 percent. We
have taken a preventative and educational approach to lower student loan default by implementing mandatory financial planning
and debt management sessions for all student borrowers. We have
an interactive computer software package that provides detailed information on the various student loan programs and calculates inschool and postgraduate budgets. Student reaction to the program
has been extremely positive, and a number of schools around the
Nation have plans to pattern a program after ours.
We commend Congress for enacting the student
'stance programs under the Higher Education Act. The future of our Nation is
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dependent on continued access to higher education for all citizens.
The student assistance programs have been successful in providing
this access, and must continue to do so.
As Congress embarks on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, we must now begin to consider war r fine tune these
programs. The act was designed to provide acci to education. To
attain this goal, the Federal loan programs mt... be cost efficient
and uncomplicated for the Federal government r.nd higher education institutions to administer as well as both being accessible and
comprehensible for the student.
To achieve this goal, we would like to propose the following administrative changes: Increasing the Perkins loan limits, establishing a national reving fund for all appropriated Perkins loan
funds, reporting Perkins loans to national credit bureaus within
the period for which the loan is made, and simplifying Perkins loan
deferments. I'll now elaborate on these proposals.
Under the Perkins Loan Program, institutions can assign Perkins loans for collections by the U.S. Department of Education.
Any moneys collected remain in the Treasury. Between 1985 and
1990, over $420 million collected through assignments, excess cash,
and fines from audit findings were returned to the Treasury. Instead of the money going to the Treasury, the money should be
placed in a national revolving fund to be used for the Perkins Loan
Program. This would increase the annual lending power of the program by approximately 8 percent.
Currently, Perkins loans delinquent for 120 days are reported to
credit bureaus. Reporting to credit bureaus should occur the same
year the loan is disbursed to prevent students from assuming excessive and unmanageable debt. Debt becomes excessive and unmanageable when student loans are not conRidered by creditors before
new debt, such as credit cards, car loans, and mortgages are allowed to be assumed. Creditors do not get an accurate picture of
debt levels when a potential $27,000 in debt from Perkins loans is
unreported. Credit bureau reporting can be an advantage to the
borrower in establishing a positive credit history. Reporting of Perkins loans to credit bureaus should be consistent with that of the
Stafford program, which requires that all loans be reported to a national credit bureau by the institution no later than the period of
study or the end of the award year for which the loan was made.
The Perkins Loan Program provides loans to lower income students at low interest rates. The program limits borrowing to $9,000
for a bachelor's degree and $18,000 for a graduate degree. These
loan limits do not meet the average cost of tuition, which currently
at a public 4-year university is over $4,000 and a private 4-year is
over $10,000. Students are forced to borrow from multiple programs at different interest rates, and we feel this increases the potential for default. The cumulative borrowing limit should be increased to $15,000 for undergraduate borrowers and $25,000 for
professional school borrowers.

The last point is the Perkins Loan Program allows for eleven
types of deferments. The number of the deferments are a burden
for both administrators and especially for a student. By having two
deferments, the administration of the program will be simplified;
the student's understanding of rights and responsibilities will in-
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crease, and technical delinquency and technical defaults will decrease.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Flink (with an attachment) fol-

lowsd
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUDITH NEMEROVSKI FUNK

My name is Judith Flink. I am the Director of Financial Services at the University of
Illinois at Chicago and Vice President of the Coalition of Higher Education Assistance

Organizations. It is an honor to appear before you today to present testimony regarding
the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

The University of Illinois at Chicago student body represents the ethnic and cultural
diversity of the Chicago metropolitan area. "Among these students are many for whom a
university education is not a long-standing family tradition and who must surmount
economic, social, and educational barriers to achieve academic success." (UIC Mission

Statement 1/15/87)

The Perkins Loan program is important in breaking the economic barriers to higher
education. It promotes access to education by providing low cost educational loans to
students. Nationally, approximately 83 percent of undergraduate dependent Perkins Loan
borrowers come from families with incomes of $30,000 or below. Approximately 25

percent of these borrowers come from families with incomes below $18,000.

Of the 24,500 students at the University of Illinois at Chicago, 60 per cent receive some

form of federal financial assistance. Since the inception of the Perkins Loan Program at
the University approximately 15,000 students have borrowed over $23 million.
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The Uriversity of Illinois at Chicago is proud of how it has administered this campus

based program. The national Perkins Loan default rate, as calculated by the Department
of Education, is approximately 8.02 percent. The University of Illinois at Chicago's

Perkins Loan default rate is 3.82 percent.

We have taken a preventive and educational approach to lower student loan default by
implementing mandatory, financial planning and debt management sessions for all
student borrowers.

We have an interactive computer software package that provides detailed information on
the various student loan programs and calculates in-school and post-graduate budgets.

Student reaction to the program is extremely positive. A number of schools around the
nation have made plans to implement our program.

We commend Congress for enacting the student assistance programs under the Higher
Education Act. The future of our nation is dependent on continued access to higher
education for all citizens. The student assistance programs have been successful in
providing this access and must continue to do so.

As Congress embarks on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act we must
consider ways to fine tune these programs. The act was designed to provide access to

education. To attain this goal the federal loan programs must be cost efficient and
uncomplicated for the federal government and higher education institutions to
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administer, as well as being both accessible and comprehensible for students. To achieve
this goal we propose the following administrative changes:

1)

increasing Perkins loan limits;

2)

establishing a National Revolving Fund for all appropriated Perkins Loan
funds;

3)

reporting Perkins loans to national credit bureaus within the period for
which the loan was made; and

4)

simplifying Perkins Loan deferments.

I will now elaborate on these proposals.

National Revolving Fund

Under the Perkins Loan ptogram institutions can assign Perkins Loans for collection by

the United States Department of Education. Any monies collected remain in the
Treasury. Between 1985 and 1990 over $420 million collected through assignments,

excess cash refunds, and fines from audit findings were returned to the Treasury.

Instead of the money going to the Treasury, the money should be placed in a National
Revolving Fund used to fund the Perkins Loan Program. This wou!d increase the annual
lending power of the program by approximately 8 per cent.

3
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Currently, Perkins Loans delinquent for 120 days are reported to credit bureaus.

Reporting to credit bureaus should occur the same year the loan is disbursed to prevent
students from assuming excessive and unmanageable debt Debt becomes excessive and

unmanageable when student loans are not considered by creditors before new debt such
as credit cards, car loans, and mortgages are allowed to be assumed. Creditors do not

get an accurate picture of debt levels when a potential $27,000 in debt from Perkins
Loans is unreported. Credit bureau reporting can be an advantage to the borrower in
establishing a positive credit history.

The reporting of Perkins Loans to credit bureaus should be consistent with the Stafford

Loan program which requires that all loans be reported to the national credit bureaus by

the institution no later than the period of study or the end of the award year for which
the loan was made.

Increasing Perkins Loan limits

The Perkins Loan Program provides loans to lower income students at low interest rates.
The program limits borrowing to $9,000 for a bachelor's degree and $18,000 for a
graduate degree.

4
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These limits do not meet the average cost of tuition, which at a public four year
university is over $4,000 and at a private four year university is over $10,000. Students

are forced to borrow from multiple programs at higher interest rates, increasing the
potential for default.

The cumulative borrowing limit should be increased to $15,000 for an undergraduate
borrower and $25,000 for professional school borrowers.

Simplithrlinlikfunraus
of
Currently, the Perkins Loan program allows for 11 types of deferments. The number

deferments are a burden for both administrators and students.

By having two deferments the administration of the program will be simplified, the

sti dents understanding of right's and responsibilities will increase,

and technical

delinquency and technical defaults will decrease.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. I would be happy to answer any questions.

5
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COMO supports the expansion of the Perkins Loan Program as
a low-cost borrowing option for eligible tudents. COMIA0 believes
that grant assistance is the financial aid of choice tor low income
students and supports efforts to increase funding for Pell Grants,
the 11200 progras, the ISM program and College Work Study.
Specific amendments to Title IV proposed by COHLA0 include:
1.

CONEAO recommends simplification of Perkins Loan deferments

to conform with the OSL program.
In both instances CONRAO
recommends limiting deferments to two categories:
in-school
periods and forbearance.
2.

COMO recomaends that any Appropriated Perkins Loan funds

currently required to be returned to the Treasury, instead be place
in a National Revolving Fund and reallocated to institutions.
3.
COMO recommends that th Department be permitted to capture
unexpended Perkins loans funds which an institution has failed to
award to eligible students w.flthin two years after the funds were
received by the institution.

Institutions Should be permitted to compromise on defaulted
Perkins Loans to encourage borrower repayment.
4.

Institutions Should report Perkins loans to national credit
bureaus within the period forlwhich the loan was made. In general,
S.

CONRAO supports uniformity of practice regarding credit bureau
reporting practices for Perkins and Guaranteed Student Loans.
S.
CONRAO recommends that the requirement that collection
agencies, loan servicers, and collection attorneys place monies
collected on behalf of schools in interest-bearing accounts be
deleted from current regulations. The appropriate ties for funds
to be place in interest bearing accounts is when the funds are
returned to the institution.
7.

Sec. 45e of the Higher Education Act should be revised to

include Perkins Funds as eligible for transfer among campus-based
accounts, and the percentage of funds transferable should be
increased to 25 percent.
S.

Perkins

loan

limits

should

be

increased

to

an

annual

undergraduate maximum of $3,000; an undergraduate cusulative
maxtmum of $15,000; and a graduateland professional student
borrower maximum of $25,000.
S.

Required use of TRs ekip-erecino services 'should be made

optional for institutions.

The Department of Education procedures for audits should be
10.
substantially revised.

The Department of Education procedures for program reviews
should be substantially revised.
11.

An administrative cost allowance of $10 per Ouaranteed Student
12.
Loan should be paid to participating institutions by the Department
of Education.
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COMO Reauthorisatiea Prepesals

The Coalition of Higher Mutation kssistance Organisations

(COMO) is a unique partnership of higher education institutions
and commercial entities with a shared professional interest in
fostering access to postsecondary education. CORM maintains a
proactive focus on legislative and regulatory developments for all

federally funded student aid programs.

tatablished in January, 1081 as a non-profit organization in

the District of Columbia, CORM now has a membership comprised of
over 300 colleges and universities, and other for-profit entities
involved in the operational end of federally supported student
financial assistance.

Inttadualign

This

paper

summarises

COM2k0's

proposals

for

reauthorization of %he Higher Mutation Act of 1148.

the

These

proposals represent the input of the COMO Legislative Committee,
and have been endorsed by the COSMO Steering Committee.

QUestions

regarding these reauthorisetion proposals should be directed to the

COMO Legislative

Chair,

Mate Wilson

Institute of Tsohnology (417/3$3-2449).
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fleassaLizincinlu
COHF.A0 member organisations upport the expansion of the
Perkins Loan Program as a low cost alternative to borrowing under
the Federally insured Stafford and Supplemental Loans for Students
(SLS) programs.

All loan progress have been designed to support

access to higher education.

An inherent injustice arises when low-

income student: are required to incur large debts in order to
attend

a

postsecondary

institution.

Increased borrowing

by

students and their families who have hisited means to repay will
naturally result in increased default costly in the program.

one

way to address this concern is through extended loan counseling.
Students are counseled about loan repayment obligations and proper

debt sanagament to prevent defaults.

OOKSAO members believe that

educated borrowing is facilitated also by sensible financial aid
packaging by institutions.
of deft

However, reducing the cost and volume

cs in all loan programs, while at the ease time maxisising

access tO postsecondary education for the neediest students, is the

major reauthoriSation goal promoted by OCNIAO.

COMO believes that three fundamental principles should quids
the reauthorisation process:
A.

All eligible students should have access to quality

institutions of higher education.
B.

Financial assistance tor the neediest students should be

significantly increased to enhance educational opportunity tor
currently under-served student populations.
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c.

The incidence of defeult and the costs associated with

it should be reduced.
These principles guide -.:he coMmA0 reauthorization proposals.

The proposals focus primarily on three federally supported student
loan programa:

The Guaranteed Student Loan Prograas, the Perkins

Loan Program, and the Income Contingent Loan Demonstration Project.

COMO supports the expansion ot the Pell Grant program and the
campus-based SEOG program and the College Work-Study program.

Imelimi_filmoWiSetigtils/LOSIInentsa.

Current lawt

Section 464(0)(2)(A) provides tor 11 separate

categories of deferments on Perkins LOans.

Included are deter,ents

for military servies, full-time school enrollment, service as e

Peace Corps or a MITA volanteer,
801(c) (3)

and volunteer work with a

The deferments also include one for

organization.

parental leave and a deferment for working Mothers "with preschool
and
age children wbo are just entering or reentering the workforce

who are compensated at a rate not to exceed $1 in excess ot the
of
rate prescribed by section 6 of the Pair Labor Standards Act

MS."
ClIZESIlLienlAtienaL

34 e.r.a. 674.34.

The regulation

closely parallels the statute.

Migegiaigal

Current deferments are not only complicated to
for

financial

administrators to explain to students.

Reducing

administer,

but

are

difficult

aid

or

loan

the number and
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-4types of deferments would:

(1)

simplify administration of ths

program; (2) increase a student's understanding of his/her rights

and responsibilities: and (3) decrease technical delinquency

and

technical defaults.

ggsugigamundisii2ni

COMO recommends simplification of

Perkins Loan deferments and making them identical to Stafford Loan
deferments.

These should be lisited to two deferments:

one for

in-school (including half-ties) and the other for forbearance to
be defined by the institution (i.e., military service, teaporary
disability) according to regulations proaulgated by the Department
of tducation.

Interest would not accrue during deferaent. COMLAO

recommends no maxima length of ciao be specified for defersents,

but that &dements be reviewed every six sontha.

=Wm&
Surent.lelp Section 467 authorises the assignment of Perkins
Loans for collection to the Secretary. Collections on assignments,

however, are returned to the U.S. Treasury.

smazgat_mullaignas

34 C.F.E. 674.50 specifies conditions

for the assignment of defaulted Perkins Loans to the United States
government.

General regulations require the return to the U.S.

Treasury of revolving funds recaptured from closed schools pursuant

to audit findings and unclaimed canoellation reimbursements.
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.5.
Further, Department policy requires institutions to return excess

cash balances in its Perkins Loan Fund to the Department which
reverts to the Treasury Department.

Diegyeeloni

Several proposals have been put forward for

establishing a National Revolving Fund to permit greater numbers
of Perkins loans to be available for students through reallocation
to institutions. National Revolving Fund could include:
collected on assignaents, (2)
(3)

(1) funds

revolving funds from closed schools

fund recpatured from institutions pursuant to audit findings,

and (4)

unused appropriated teacher cancellation funds.

Coftko Recommendation:

Make modifications

allowing

any

provision of the Act currently calling for funds to be placed in
the Treasury to be revised to provide for the allocation of such
funds to a National Revolving Fund and subsequently reallocated to
institutions.

ITT.

LumiLLiaiLusmatisalseamas
current Law

Section 484(c) of the Nigher Mutation Act.

curligLaisulatisa:
Diegueelant

None

The Department of

3dt:cation

has

expressed

concern that ease institutions are not awarding their apprcx,,iat4d

Perkins Loan funds within a reasonable time frame.

Under program

requirements, any unexpended balance shown on the institutions
fAnancial report to the Department reverts to the U.S.

tiu4

Treasury.
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Under no circumstance is an institution entitled to withdraw all
of its.allocation end carry it over into a subsequent award period
unless the cash is shown to be needed in accordance with procedures

established under ED procedures outlined in USDE Dear President

letters date April 1971 and July 1979.
Congressional

and

administrative

goal

COMO supports the
of

maximising

use

of

appropriated Perkins Loan funds, but believes it in proper that
funds appropriated for Perkins loans are not designated as excess

cash and lost persanently from the program.

,ZEIMAisoemensktions

Allow the Department of Education

to capture unexpended funds from an institution's revolving fund
it those funds have not been awarded to students within two years
atter the funds were received. Additionally, direct the Department

et

Education

to

reallocate

those

funds

tO

institutions

participating in the Perkins Loan Program.

IV.

Current Imp Currently, institutions or delegated collection
agencies end attorneys are not authorised to compromise principal,
interest, and late fees on defaulted Perkins loans.

Compromise is

permitted by guaranty agencies on defaUlted Stafford loans after

purchase of the lean from the originating lender or secondary
market, and by the Department of Education and its agents vho
collect assigned student loans.
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Bigulatimat
Iliattliai2A:

Not applicable.

Current law and regulation in the Perkins Loan

Program is silent on the sublect of compromise with borrowers.
!limy institutions believe that if a delinquent borrower is willing

to pay 90 percent of principal, interest and late tees with a lump
sum payment educational institutions and representatives (agencies,

attorneys) should be permitted to accept the payment as payment in

Reasonable restrictions should be placed on thisauthority

full.

to comproaise in order to prevent abuse.

Due diligence must be

strictly followed and documented before comproeise is allowed.

The Department of tducation has developed specific criteria

which must be set if cospromiee is to be l2oSed for assigned
loans.

Thrieparty collection agencies under contract to schools

should be held accountable to the ease criteria if they wish to

have the privilege of compromise.

tnstitutions should be held

accountable to the ease criteria if they wish to have the privilege

of compromise.
0111,10_12goeundiajjah:

comprise
repayment.

on

defaulted

Institutions should be allowed to

Perkins

Loans

to

encourage

borrower

Compromise should be regulated by the Department to be

consistent with the rules governing compromise under the Guaranteed

fitu4ent Loan programs and the current
Department for assigned loons.

criteria used by the

Compromise should apply for lump

sue payments of 90 percent of the principal, interest and late fees

on defaulted loans.

C6
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V.

gawalent_limuasaatattatiaa.2raisaLicainata
currant Laws

Section

463(0) requires the Secretary to enter

into cooperative agreements with credit bureau organizations for

the purpose of exchanging information an loans assigned to the
Secretary.

The Secretary is required to provide--

(A)

the date of disbursement and the amount of the loan;

:1)

information concerning

the

collection

of

the

loan,

including information concerning the status of any defaulted loans;

and
(C)

the date of cancellation of the note upon completion ot

repayment by the borrower of any such loan.
Information can be disclosed to credit bureaus at origination,

however, only with consent of the borrower, under the applicable
program regulations (see below).

Section 453(a) (11) requires the

institution at origination to notify the borrower that a default
on a Perkins loan say be reported to a credit bureau.

saccant.lagmlitisuu

34 C.P.R. 174.31(b)(30)(i) requires that

the borrower's consent be obtainod before an institution notifies
a credit buroau ot a Perkins loan at the time of origination.
C.P.R.

474.45(a) (1)

requires that the

institution

report

34
a

defaulted Porkins loan to a credit bureau unless spicifically

prohibited from doing so by State law.

34 C.P.S.

$74(b)(1)

requires an institution to select one or more credit bureaus for
its information referrals with due regard tor the coverage providod
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-9by the bureau or bureaus.

34 C.F.R. 662.308(a) specifies that the

ORL. loan servicing process includes reporting to credit bureau
organizations.

6$2.208(b) requires that, for

GIL or PLUS loan,

a lender must prosptly report to at least one credit bureau the
including the

date of disbursement and the amount of the loan,

repayment status of the loan; and the date the loan is fully
repaid, or the date on which the borrct4er's debt was discharged by

reason of death, bankruptcy or total and permanent disability.
Disculeigual

Institutions support credit bureau reporting as

an effective means of reducing defaults.

Perkins loans are reported.

Currently only defaulted

COHXAO recommends that ALsi Perkins

loans be reported when disbursed and that current obstacles to
Credit bureau

reporting loans to credit bureaus be removed.

reporting provides a positive benefit to the borrower, establishes
a positive credit history potential and provide all creditors with

a more accurate picture of debt level.

Callimulammdatiara

=SAO recommends that Perkins Loans

and =Vs be reported to the national credit bureaus by the
institution no later than the period of study or the end of the
award year for which the loan was made.

Furthermore, schools and

guaranty agencies should be prohibited from deleting adverse credit

information except in the case of documented error.

COMO supports uniformity of practice between Perkina Loans,
Income Contingent Loans and guaranteed Student Loans, meaning that

identical reporting requirements should apply.

6

A. a matter of
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practice, this would require schools to notify national credit
bureaus when loans are disbursed or delivered to the student, when
a

default occurs,

and when other updates of

interaation

IWO

required under the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

VI.

;issue:

Interest-hearimAgocyqu,

Current Lau:

The Higher Sducation Act directs institutions

to adopt practices which will protect the United States from
unreasonable risk regarding the eaintenance of the Perkins Loan
Fund.

Regulations require institution to deposit collections and

cash in to an interest-bearing eccount.

Since institutions retain

collection agencies, loan ervicers, and collection attorneys to
collect on defaulted Perkins loans, the Departeent has ruled that
third-party collection agencies must also maintain such collections

in an interest bearing account.

QagrapLitagulegigAa:
that:

34 C.F.R.

674.45(f)(l)(i) provides

34 C.F.I. 674.44

"An institution shall ensure that Any funds collected as a
result of billing, collection, or litigation procedures are(i) Deposited in interest-bearing bank accounts that are-(A)

Insured by an agency of the Federal Goverment; or

(9)

Secured by collateral of reasonably equivalent

value, or

(ii) Invested in loimisk income producing securities, such
ns obligstions issued or guaranteed by the United States."

469
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jusamisign:

The Department of education, seeking to maximise

caspue-besed parkins Loan revolving funds, requires loan servicers,

collection agencies, and collection attorneys to place funds in
interest bearing account, with the interest payable hack to the
appropriate institution it it exceeds costs.

Many collection

agencies, attorneys, loans servicers, and some institutions, have
criticised this requirement as unfair.

Attorneys handling of collection funds is regulated closely
by States.

In some states, interest arned on escrow funds are

used to serve a variety of public purposes, including legaraid to

the poor,

fumling student loans, and expansion of lavrelated

education projects.

The American Bar Association maintains a list

of state regulations on this subject.
The average student loan colleetion attorney handles 25 to 50

cases per month.

This small volume of cases cannot justify the

high costs associated with saintaining and refunding interest.
These costs will discourage sany attorneys from seeking.this type
Of work.

The problem is compounded for large national

collection

agencies supporting a large legal network Tor collections.

These

ageness must maintain constant sonitoring of the activities of

their collectors to assure maxims performance.

The interest -

bearing account regulation unfortunately complicates this process
and makes the establisament of such a network more difficult.

(.1
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The requirement that institutions must maintain Perkins Loan
Funds

in an intsrest-bearing account should continue since it

maximises arnings and make more funds available to borrowers.

suracLussmasndiratim

The statute should be amended to

Cancel current regulations and prevent the issuance of additional
regulations on this subject.

Collection agencies, loan servicera,

and collection attorneys should not be required to place monies
collected on behalf of schools in interest-bearing accounts.

At

4,4,n .Apint at which proceeds are returned to the institution, funds

should then be placed into interestbearing accounts.

Per

VIZ.

ar_01 up to 2

Percent of 0th

lupoorted

framisausi2z2giam.
smszintAlii

None

sainamjagmatilau
MAASHAELOAL

None.

Eleause appropriations for the campus-based

programs have remained

relatively oonstant and

institutional

preferences regarding age of oampus-based funds vary, Congress

authorised the transfer between certain programs of up to lo
percent of appropriated funding.

For example, an institution may

transfer up to 10 percent of College-Work Study tands to supplement

SECO

awards,

and

vice

versa.

This

prevision

hss

allowed

institutions to adjust campus-based amounts to better reflect the
diverse financial aid needs of eligible students.

Increasing the

435

13percentage of transferrable funding to 2$ percent and 'making the
Perkins Lean program ax eligible participant in this transfer would

give schools greater flexibility to increase their Perkins Loan
volume ven if annual appropriations remain relatively constant.

onziaitualandatitara

lexpand authority granted in Sec. 4911

to include the Perkins Loan program.

The institution would be able

to transfer funds among the three campus-based programs.

increase

the percentage of campus-based funds (appropriated and matching
funds) available for transfer to 2S percent.

VIII.

gurrentjav

Section 444(a)(2) of the Nigher Iducation Act

specifies that the aggregate Perkins loan borrowing limits Mar
students are-411.000 in the case cot a imaduat, or professional student:

$9,00 in the case of a tudent who has completed tvo years
ot a program leading to a bachelor's degree, but who has not yet

completed the &Km:, and
44,600 in the case of any other student.

Cammajmularan:
ussmigime

34 C.P.R.

474.12 parallel the statute.

In the 11190's, students will need additional

funds to porous higher education.

If access is to remain available

to all students to attend institutions of uheir own choosing,
additional financial aid funds will have to be made available. The

Perkins Loan program provides students with the most economical

Lk

A

a
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loan oPtioh.

Nigher loan limits for Perkins Loans, targetted to

the nesdie40. borrowers, could reduce the need to borrow under

several programs for those students most in need of Federally
subsi.lisad loan adeistance.

gainkiussisamitio:
borrowing limit to $3,000.

Increase the annual undergraduate
The cumulative limit for undergraduate

borrowing would then increase to $19,000.
professional school borrowers these

For graduate and

limits would increas to

$35,000.

IX.

aggsst_iss:

Not applicable.

paggast_issilstjant

34 C.F.R.

474.44 requires IRS skip-

tracing as part et due diligence and no loan say be assigned to the

Department of Xducation unless the skip.trace was conducted.

It

should be an option for all schools, not required, since there are

more effective skip-tracing options available.
missgssisgs

Itse required IRS skiptracing is unsuccessful in

providing accurate data and is
institutions.

an adainistrative burden

for

Distitutions agree that the INS data is not ourrent,

that there is an excessive time lag between submission of the names

.to the Department of Iducation and the return of information froa
the /Rd, the III detains.e d000 not include nese changes, nor does

it perform a names/match function.

In addition, institutions are

required to file an annual "safeguard Activity boort* which is an

473
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unnacessary administrative burdsn.
ggsgio_poslyAgp.

Vse ot the US skip-tracing service should

be optional for all institutions since there are more ttoctive
ship-tracing options available.

X.

Imsuoi_lautoyell_susat_p_gegusauro
gurrent leg:

Section 447(c) ot the higher iducation Act.

gurrint_tgalaglan:

34 C.F.,.

441.23 pecities guidelines

tor audits, records and exasination ot institutions participating
in the Perkins and other Title XY programs.

34 came, $65.14 and

ee.15 outline standarls used for evaluating the adainistrative
capability of institutions.

legagumniLsoLaseggejaps

Throughout the MO's, foyers

restrictions mere placed on tbe availability of funds for the
The result has been an

Department ot Sdmoation to conduct audits.

increase in fraud and abuse in the program caused by inadequate
oversight

of

institutions

and

other

financial

aid

preen).

participants.

mismassitimas The Department of Sduoation procedures for
audits should be substantially revised to include the following:
A.

=and participating school staff should rangye regular

training regarding progras regulations and implementation.
O.

Schools with default rates in moods of 20 percont should

be required to submit independent

third-party audits to the

Department of Mduostion on an annual basis.

488
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ED auditors performing audits pursuant

to suspected

noncompliance vith program requirements should receive

sandatory

training by tha Department of gdocation.
D.

Audit information colligated by ID and guaranty agencies

should be shared with other relevant fedral and tate agencies.

XI.

usiss_ustrausumgziaag
2weramil_Lams

Win*

Siazziajligulatlanst

,4

664.23 specifies requirements

tor audits, revords, and exaaination for institutionsparticipating
in the Perkins Loan Program.

criteria

34 C.P.R. 661.14 and 661.15 outlines

for evaluation of the administrative capebility

of

institutions to participate in the Title IV programs.

Diggimagns
assistance

The same cut back in spending on technical

and oversight

that diminished

the

frequency

and

effectiveness of the Department's audit procedures has applied to
program reviews.

The result has been an increase in the need for

training of school and ID personnel to avoid abusive

program

practices.

ggaigusgsminpiagns

The Departaent of Mutation procedures

for program reviews should be substantially revised to reflect the
followings
Program reviews should he co5duated using consistently applied

guidelines to validate documented audit findings.

Therefore, ID

staff charged with completing program reviews should receive

4'/)
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Necessary funds should be allocated to

standardised training.

enable the Department to provide adequate training to personnel and

conduct proper prograa reviews.

XII.

'Ague:

Adainistrativa Cost Allowance for Guaranteed Student

LAMA.
argant_Lemi

Schools are not ligible to be reimbursed for

adainistrative expenses in connection with the Guaranteed Student
Loan programs.

institutions receive a tive percent administrative

cost allowance tor the administration of the Pell Grant Program.

Cursialam/RILan:

none.

In recent years Congress has enacted numerous
amendments
including

requiring

entrance

schools

exit

and

disbursement procedures.

to

assume new

counseling

responsibilities

and

complex

loan

These requirements have significantly

increased the adeinistrative costs borne by schools which now face

badly strained budgets.

Sp until len. a Prevision in the lee,

which was never tended, authorised the payment ot a $10 por
Guaranteed StUdent Loan administratiVe most allowance.

agalhaMpassMatIons

An Administrative Cost Allowance of

loans)
OA per Guaranteed Student Loan (including all of the Part I
should be paid to participating institutions by the Department of

Sducation.
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Northern Illinois University 13

In the mid-1960s, higher education undertook an earnest effort to
provide significasuly broadened access for minorities andothers
historically underrepresented in higher education. Federal and
state financial aid programs were established or increased subesaggr sive and carefully designed recruiting
d moinsretu
y anretited.

starntitialcels

Educational Services and

ProgramsAn Overview

It was in this era that, together with strengthened, more focused
recruitment efforts, NIU sought to address the preparation and
support of minority students it identified as being very bright and
capable, but who would need assistance to be successful in ulti
mately obtaining a baccalaureate degree. Beginning with a feder,
ally funded pre-college preparation program (Upward Bound) in
1966, N1U soon developed the institutionally funded CHANCE
Program (1968) to recruit minorities and provide the supportive
senices Judged necessary to promote their persistence and ulti.
mate graduation. These initial efforts have since grown into a far
more comprehensive network of pre-college and college programs
and services which N1U is prnud to say is making a real differ.
ence. Today the Office of Educational Services and Progranu
(ESP) serves more than 2,600 students, including a significant
number of non.minorities who have similar needs for supportive
services.

The mission of the

Office of
Educational Services and Programs (ESP)
is to identify., recruit, prepare, and assist
otherwise capable students
whose pre-college education
has not fully enabled them
to take maximum advantage

of their potential and
the opportunities
of higher education.

While ESP and its constituent programs and services represent the
vanguard in these efforts, there are additional elements that make
up the NW thrust to open its doors and serve those who seek to
enter and complete a college program of study. Diversity and the
retention of those who have been significantly undenepresented
in higher education generally, and at NIU specifically, are being
addrened through both formal programs and informal efforts in

virtually every college and department at NW.
NW not only wholeheartedly supports ESP, Nonhern endorses a
conimunity.wide commitment to actively support diversity as a
responsibility. It views broad access, persistence, and graduation
as the most concrete examples of Institutional excellence and its
ultimate contribution to society.
Sincerely.

(170:w17*.
John E La Tourette
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IHistory (SW at MU
INSUpw rd Bound (pre-college preparatory and placement
program) erablithed at NW with fimding fions the US. Department of Education. Renamed ACE (Access to a Wiese Education)
in June, 1988.

1166CHANCE (Complete Help and Aubtance Necessary for a
College Education) Program established to recndt and provide
assistance to NIU freshmen, panicularly minority students. In
1988, redefined (Counseling Help and Assistance Necessary for a
College Education) to reflect expanded services to students

throughout their tenure at MU.
1971Special Services for Disadvantaged Students Program established at NW with funding from the U.S. Department of Education
to provide counseling and academic assistance to qualified MU
students. It also served as a supplement to the CHANCE Program.
(In 1967, the Special Services Program was renamed Student Support Services by the U.S. Department of Education.)

111116University Tutorial Program initiated. Redefined as the
ACCESS-PAL tutoring component In June, 1989.
1967-16116The Office of Educational Services and Programs
(ESP) replaced the Office of Special Projects and two major
organisational tiers were enablished within ESP. The reorganisation ranked in the establishment of ACCESS (Access to Courses
and Careen through Educational Suppott Services) as the aCe
demic senices thtust at the college imul. ACCESS became the
countetpart to CHANCE, which was redefined to concentrate on
the counseling thrust. Services were expanded, refined, and
extended to sena college students throughout their MU careers.
A mentoring component (CHANCE-PAL) and a minority transfer
student services component were added College admissions
recruitment (formerly performed by CHANCE) became ESP's
administrative remonsibility. The first NW students admitted
through ESP began clime' in August, 1989.

Also established in 1971, the Office of Special Projects (Osp) was
fully fkinded by MU to coordinate and assume adminionative and
organizational supervision of Upward Bound, CHANCE, and
Special Services programs.

1686Educational Talent Search program (guidance and postsecondary preparation and placement) established within OSP
with fkinding from the U.S. Department of Education. Renamed
TALENT in 1968, the currer.t procam Danes 500 youth and
young adults (ages 12-27) in Rockford, I linois.

111116NIMIEWIIII
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Two Tiered Model for Two Levels

IEducadonal Serrkve and Programa (ESP)
Operating at both the pre-college and college levels, ESP serves a
diverse student population; however, racial minorities and others
historically underrepresented in higher education are especially
sought.

Services are comprehensive and include personal and group
counreling, academic and career advising and placement services,
personal and skills development activities and seminars, tailored
instruction and formal development classes, individual and group
tutoring, mentoting, and transition preparation.
Currently, ESP serves over 600 students in its pre-college division
and approximately 2,000 students in the college-level division,
including 450 to 500 freshmen admissions. The reach of ESP programs and services extends from children in grade 7 to adults up
to the age (427.

The TAP Tier serves pre-college youth through early outreach and
identification, pre-college preparation, and a postsecondary placement network- It serves youth in grades 7 through 12, high school
graduates who are not enrolled in postsecondary education, high
school dropouts, and young adults up to 27 years of age.

The Office of Educational Services and Programs, a department in
the Division of Academic Affairs, is administered by a director
who reports directly to the vice president and provost.

The pre-college tier is comprised of two currently fitrided prousins.
TALENT (The Avenue for Leadership and EducationNow and
Tomorrow) and ACE (Access to a College Education), with the
planned addition of a third, PROMPT (PROgram for Minority
Preparation and Training). The acronym TAP I. formed by these
programs' first letters.
The CAP Tier is the college-level division that focuses on enabling
and supporting students through help with college admissions, by
promoting access, and by encouraging persistence through graduation. It serves all freshmen admitted to NW through ESP and
provides continuing services to students as they progreu toward
graduation.
CAP is comprised of two major programs and a key service component: CHANCE (Counseling Help and Assistance Necessary for a

The ESP staff consists of approximately 50 professionals, paraprofessionals, civil senice personnel, and graduate student assistants.

College Education), ACCESS (Access to Courses and Careers
through Educational Support Services), and PAL (Peer Assisted

IAdministradon and Staff
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TAP (Pre-College) and CAP (College)
1

Learning). The acronym CAP is formed by the first letters of the
two programs and the seivice component.

III EFAIL1111E11
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IPreCollege (TAP) Programs
TAUNTThe Avenue far Umbra*
end rilastiesNew and Tomorrow
First funded at NIU in 1985, the TALENT program operates exclusively in the city of Rockford and serves 500 youth and young
adults aged 12 through 9, Its primary focus is to provide outreach
identification, counseling, preparation, and placement services for
students who aspire to attend college. Panicipants must be from
low income families and be of the first generation of their families
expected to attend and complete college.

ACIAccesa to a College &location
This program, which operates in DeKalb, Elgin, Rockford. and
Aurora, serves 85 high school students. Its primary focus is io provide counseling, academic skills development, general preparation, and placement services for students who aspire to attend college. The program includes an intense residential academic
summer component and a commuter academic year component.
As in TALE.Nfr, participants must be from low income families
and be potential first generation college students.

PROMPTPROgrem for Minority Preparation end Training
Approved in concept. PROMPT anticipates funding support
through the Illinois Board of Higher Education in the very near
future. h proposes to initially serve upper elementary youth in
grades 7 and 8, with plans to expand to serve students through the
middle and high school years. A distinctive componem of
PROMPT is an intensive residential academic summer component
for older students and a year-round support services component.
TALENT and ACE work cooperatively in several key areas, such
as student recruitment, tutoring services, field trips, college visits
and college fairs, and student and parent workshops dealing with
college admissions and financial aid. When PROMPT is activated,
a cooperative transfer relationship with TALENT and ACE will
broaden services to students enrolled in the TAP Tier.

111111111111111111r1

ICollege Level (CAP) Programs
CliANCIComeding Help and Ankara.
Newmarr ibr a Corner &head=
This college-level program provides counseling workshops and
related suppon to wasdents throughout their tenure at NIU. Coordinated with ACCESS, CHANCE serves 450 to 500 first-year students and all of the continuing upper division students.

AOCZ911Acown to Comma and Careers through felocatimel

&gym Services
The ACCESS program administers academic and related sersices,
including developmental courses, tutoring, a formal course support program entitled Supplemental Instruction and the Student
Support Services Program. Working closely together, ACCESS and
CHANCE serve approximately 2,000 students, including 450-500
first year student&

PALPeer Amisted Leaning
Both CHANCE and ACCESS include peer assisted learning component& In CHANCE, PAL is a mentoring component; in
ACCESS, PAL offers tutoring assistance. The CHANCE-PAL component was initiated for the 1989-90 school year.
CHANCE and ACCESS work cooperatively in areas such as student recruitment, asseument and placement, career planning and
placement, general student follow-up, alumni relations, and leadership development activities. In 1989, CHANCE and ACCESS
added services to assist minority transfer student& Woridng in conjunction with N1U's Office of Admissions, these efforts focus on
increasing the number and persistence rate of incoming minority
transfer students.

111.1111111
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IFSPA Critical Ingredient
in Addressing University Concerns
The comprehensive collection of services offered by the Office of
Educational Services and Programs is a critical ingredient of
Northern Illinois University's thrust to significandy improve the
access and persistence rate of minority students and others who
have been historically undetrepresented in higher education. As
such, ESP cooperates with university offices and programs across
the campus. The expansion and redefinition of ESP senices and
programs that took place between 1987 and 1989 are emphatic
demonstrations of the N1U community's increasing concern about
diversity, access to higher education, and commitment to promoting excellence in student services. Ultimately the benefits will
reach beyond the NIU community and contribute to the enrichment of society as a whole.

For Further Inforenadow
Educational Services and Programs

Williston Hall East
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb. Illinois 60115-2854
Telephone: (815) 753-0201

Ncrthem Illinois University is an equal opportunity inmituuon and does not discriminate
on the basis of race, color. relisson. sea, age, marital statua national onpn, handicap. or
status as a disabled or Vietnam-era veteran The Consuhluon and Bylaws of
Nonhern Illinois University afford equal treatment reprdless of political ',lett, or
affiliation, and sexual orienution
1,90 I 5M 3238
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Senator &mom And what two deferments would you put on the
Perkins Loan Program?
Ms. FUNK. Hardship and probably in-school.
Senator Sudori. And what?

Ms. FUNK. In-school deferment.
Senator SIMON. You mentioned simplifying forms. Have you seen

this thing that is circulating that I have not seen yet? [Laughter.]
Ms. FUNK. I have a different perspective. Being from the business side of the house, we see the student that will come into our
office and say "I cannot pay my bill," and we will ask them the
question "Did you apply for aid?" "I can't fill out the form. I don't
have tax forms," and they start explaining to us why they cannot
do this. And, unfortunately, usually they are at the point where
most of the aid is gone. So, I would definitely support a simplification of the application.
Senator SIMON. OK. The suggestion she makes for increasing the

Perkins loan limits is something that the rest of you would also
favor?

For the record they are all nodding. [Laughter.]
Mr. BROMFIELD. Yes.
Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
Ms. PARROTT. Yes.
Ms. REYES. Yes.

Ms. FUNK. Yes.

Senator SIMON. Let me ask this question of each of you. If you
could just make one change in the whole student loan/grant program, what change would that be?
I do not know who wants to go first here.
Mr. WALLACE. I will go first.

Senator SIMON. You look like you're eager, Herschel Weace.
Mr. WALLACE. I think the one change that I would make would
be for especially those that are on some type of public assistance.
They fill out the form once, maybe at the beginning of their freshman year; and, unless their income situation changes, do not make
them fill out another form.
Ms. PARROTT. I think the one thing would be to make people

aware of financial aid and that grant assistance is available to the
low income.
Senator SIMON. Alicia Reyes.

Ms. REYES. Oh, I have so many; but I think that one of the things
is the increase in loan limits of whatever program we have to fuhd
higher education, whether it be Perkins increase or Stafford loan
or a direct loan program. That is high priority for us.
Senator SIMON. All right.

Judith Flink.

Ms. FUNK. On a broader perspective, I think we need to put

more emphasis on early intervention, to keep people out of the borrowing stream, emphasizing to high school counselors, getting them
educated on what programs we need to put in place, so that people

understand the financial aid process and that students can go to

school. I think that is a major program in the whole process. Like I
said, being from the business side, when we are dealing with a student, it is already too late. There is too much debt and they are in
default. We have to begin up front to educate the potential higher

8y
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education population on the options that are out there to be sure
that they don't leave school with the unmanageable debt that we
keep hearing about.
Mr. BROMFIELD. I think, if there is one thing that I could change,

is that for the student, regardless of what they would want to go
into, their education as well as their financial situation, that they
would be able to pursue that degree and pursue even on, a graduate degree, and that they would be assured that the money would

be there.
Senator SIMON. Let me just add one other comment, because several of you mentioned the default problem. I don't like defaults,
but what has happened in all defaults is not necessarily just a huge
loss to the country.
We had a young woman testify a couple weeks ago, two children,
really struggling to get by. She has borrowed money to get through
school. She is getting an associate degree from a community col-

lege. She has a job lined up. As she was going through theshe
was on welfare. She was explaining her loan repayments and everything. My guess is she is going to end up in default, and that is
a negative statistic; and yet, she has moved from being on welfare
to being a taxpaying citizen and, obviously, doing a much better job
for herself and her children.
I mention this simply to say we should not look at the default
program just as a total negative for the country, even though I
would like to get those numbers down.
We thank you very, very much. We will take a 3-minute recess,
and proceed with the next panel.
[Recess.]
.

Senator SIMON. The hearing will come to order.

We are pleased to have as the final formal paneland then

anyone who wishes to comment, we will be hanuy to hear from

Tendaji Ganges of Northern Illinois University and Mary Ellen

McGoey of Northeastern Illinois University.
We are missing Tendaji Ganges; but, Mary Ellen McGoey, we are
pleased to have you here. Here is Mr. Ganges.
Well, since you were the first at the table, we will hear from you
first, Dr. McGoey.
STATEMENTS OF MARY ELLEN MCGOEY, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CHICAGO, IL; AND
TENDAJI W. GANGES, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES AND PROGRAMS, NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY,
DEKALB, IL

Ms. McGoEv. Thank you, Senator Simon.
I would like to thank Senator Simon and the committee for inviting me to testify in support of the National Teacher Act session of

the Higher Education and Authorization Act and, first of all, to
commend them and Senator Simon, in particular, for their commitment to foreign language education. Illinois teachers point with
pride to the fact that one of the Nation's strongest and most persistent advocates of foreign language has been, and continues to be
Senator Simon. We realize that this has often been a very lonely
campaign, and we are deeply grateful for his support.
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Senator SIMON. I thank you, and I thank you for your leadership.

Ms. McGoEv. The provisions of the bill which forgive loam to
students majoring in foreign language who agree to teach upon
graduation would aid immeasurably in recruitment efforts, especially in regards to minority recruEment. As has already been tes-

tified, the skyrocketing costs of college education, coupled with diminished Federal aid and the mounting indebtedness of students

upon graduation, and it made it difficult for them to opt for a

teaching career, in which starting salaries are low and increments
are modest. They foresee nothing but debt incurred because of
their education in the foreseeable future. However, if we are to
meet the teacher recruitment shortages that are predicted in 35 of
the 50 States by 1993 in the area of foreign languages, we will need
to have some more tangible benefits available to students in our recruitment efforts. A provision for extra incentives to those deciding
to teach one of the less commonly taught languages would also be

desirable, especially in Illinois, where in 1987 only 631 students
were enrolled in State high schools in Russian, Arabic, Chinese, or
Japanese.
On another section of the bill, in the latest published survey of
State initiatives in foreign languages by the Joint National Committee tor Langueigesthis was done in 1989, and was a survey of
foreign language State supervisorsthere were three principal obstacles to the expansion of foreign language mentioned. The first,
of course, is funding; the second is recruitment, which is addressed
in the National Teacher Act, and the third, which they term "startling" are the negative public attitudes and perceptions of the importance and usefulness of foreign language education. They mention that, despite all the media attention, the supportive national
leaders, such as yourself and the committee, and, at the State level,
important advocates, such as Thomas Lay Burroughs, Chairman of
the State Board of Education, decisionmakers at local levels, and
even the general public have not been convinced of the need to increase our knowledge of the world to participate effectively in it.
What I find startling and, in fact, striking about these conclusions is how they contrast with what is happening currently in the
European Community in light of the implementation of the Single
European Act in 1992. Recent initiatives by the EC in the area of
language and international studies are moving the community to
what is hoped will be a society enriched by the multi-lingual competencies of its citizens. The Lingua program, in particular, seeks
to promote a quantitative and qualitative improvement in foreign
language competence among community citizens by the promotion
of teacher services, in-service training courses for teacher, developing of programs for prospective language teachers, and exchanges
for study abroad, all of which are addressed in the new reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Whereas we, in the United
States, continue to view multi-lingualism as divisive and a threat
to national cohesion, the European Community considers monolingualism, in fact, our hallmark, the real obstacle to future understanding, tolerance, and friendship between community members
and between the community as a whole and the rest of the world.
I believe that, until consensus begins to grow in America, such as
is being formed in Europe, foreign language advocates and educa-
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tors will continue to have their programs challenged or terminated,

to have their budgets cuts, and to have their recruitment efforts

fall on deaf ears. But, as you, yourself, have pointed out in a recent
article in Foreign Language Annals, "Progress is achieved step by

stepnot by giant leaps."
Therefore, one of these small achievements would certainly be
the successful startup and expansion of the cooperative arrange-

ments between schools and the establishment of professional development schools, both of which are proposed in the National Teacher Act. The Chicago Teachers Center of Northeastern Illinois University has been quite successful over the last 10 years in its efforts
to provide services of this kind to teachers in cooperative arrangements with the Chicago public and private elementary schools.
However, one way in which the negative perception of language
might begin to be reversed would be the extension of these coopera-

tive arrangements beyond the academy and into the workplace.
The European Community 's Lingua program, which I mentioned
earlier, has a specific provision for the promotion of foreign language in work relations and economic life. Funding has been provided, especially for the development of teaching materials and
teacher trainers for foreign language in small- and medium-sized
businesses.

At the present time, most American small- and mid-sized businesses have only the phone book as a recourse when they need foreign language expertise which they lack in their own companies.
This was proved in a recent survey done by Temple University's
Carol Fixman, who discovered that representatives of smaller companies were, in fact, more sensitive to foreign language culture and

language than many of her interview partners in large multi-nationals. They also were the ones in Fixman's survey most in need
of the training and expertise which foreign language departments
at post-secondary institutions might be able to provide.

The provision for partnerships in language training which go

beyond academia and into the local community, especially into the
businesses of those who are particularly aware of the importance of
foreign language, might begin to break down the resistance to the

study of language and international studies at the local level,
where, in fact, most of the funding decisions are made. I understand that some language training through the Centers for International Business Education has been proposed in another section of
the Higher Education Act, and I fully endorse these measures.
However, I would suggest broadening somewhat the scope of the
present National Teacher Act provisions for cocnerative arrangements and professional development schools to include partnerships of the foreign language departments of institutions of higher
education with small- and mid-sized businesses.
I suggest this, for two reasons: The first, such cooperative ven-

tures could be of service to even more companies if they were
housed in foreign language departments in addition to regional

business education centers; and, second, because encouraging departments of foreign language to become direct partners with business could lessen the language department's isolation from the
community and begin to make others outside government and aca-
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demia see the connection between language, culture, and the world
of the 1990's.

In conclusion, I would simply state that all of the measures in

the National Teacher Act are most welcome and most needed.
[The prepared statement of Ms. McGoey followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARY ELLEN MC GOEY

I would like to thank Seneen Simon and the Committee for inviting me

to testify in support of the National Teacher Act and to commend them, and

Senator Simon in particular, for their commitment to foreign language
education. Illinois teachers point with pride to the fact that one of the nation's

strongest and most persistent advocates of foreign language has been and
continues to be Senator Simon. We realize that this has often been a lonely
campaign and are deeply grateful for his unrelenting support.

The provisions of this bill which forgive loans to students majoring in
foreign language who agree to teach upon graduation Would aid immeasurably

in the recruitment of students to the field, and could certainly have a positive

effect on minority recruitment. The skyrocketing costs of a college education,
coupled with diminished federal aid and the mounting indebtedness of studeats

upon graduation, have made it difficult for them to opt for a career in which
starting salaries are low and increments so modest that they cannot foresee an

end to the financial obligations incurred because of their education.

However, if we are to meet the teacher shortages in foreign languages now
predicted for no less than 35 of the 50 states by 1993 (Draper, 1989)1 there
must be some very tangible benefits to students attached to our recruitment

efforts. A provision for extra incentives to those deciding to teach one of the
less commonly taught languages would also be desirable, especially in Illinois
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where In 1987 only 631 students in all of the State's high schools were
enrolled in Russian, Japanese, Chinese or Arabic (Burroughs, 1991).
In its latest published survey of state initiatives in foreign languages, the
Joint National Committee for Languages mentions three principal obstacles to
the continued expansion of foreign language and international studies. The first

is funding, the second is recruitment, which is specifically addressed in the

National Teacher Act, and the third, which they term "startling" are the
negative "public attitudes and perceptions of the importance and usefulness of

foreign language education" (Draper 4). Despite all the media attention, the
support of national leaders, such as those on the Committee, and the highest

level state leaders, in Illinois Thomas Lay Burroughs, Chairman of the Illinois
State Board of Education, decision makers at local levels, and even the general

public, have not been convinced of the need to increase our knowledge of the

world in order to participate effectively in it (Draper, 4). What I find striking
about these conclusions is how they contrast so markedly with what is now
taking place in the European Community in light of the Single European Act
scheduled for implementation in 1992.
Recent initiatives by the EC Commission and Parliament in the area of
language and international studies are moving the community to what is hoped

will be a society enriched by the multilingual competencies of its citizens. The

Lingua program in particular seeks to promote a quantitative and qualitative
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improvement in foreign language competence among Community citizens by the

promotion of in-service training courses for teachers, the development of
teacher training programs, and the promotion of exchanges for study abroad.

Whereas we in the United States continue to view multilingualism as divisive

and a threat to national cohesion, the European Community considers
monolingualiam the real obstacle to future understanding, tolerance, and
friendship between community members and between the Community as a
whole and the rest of the world.

I believe that until a consensus begins to grow in America such as is
being formed in Europe, foreign language advocates and educators will continue

to have their programs challenged or terminated, to have their budgets cut, and

to have their recruitment messages fall on deaf ears. However, as Senator
Simon points out in his recent article in foreign Language Annals, "Progress is

achieved step by step...not by giant leaps"

(1 8).

One of these small

achievements would certainly be the successful start-up ahd continued

expansion of the cooperative arrangements between schools and the
establishment of professionel development schools, both of which are proposed

in the National Teacher Act. The Chicago Teachers Center of Northeastern
Illinois University has been quite successful over the last ten years in its efforts

to provide services and professional development opportunities to teachers in

just such a cooperative arrangement with the Chicago Public and Private
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Elementary Schools. One way in which the negative perception of language

might begin to be reversed would be the extension of these cooperative
arrangements and professional development centers beyond the academy and

into the workplace.

The European Community's Lingua program mentioned earlier has a
specific provision tor the promotion of foreign languages in work relations and

economic life. Funding has been provided for teaching materials and trainers
of foreign languages in small and medium-sized businesses. Most American

small rnd mid-sized businesses have no recourse but the phone book when
searching out foreign language expertise which they may find lacking in their
own companies. In a recent survey of the foreign language needs of U.S.-

based corporations, Temple University's Carol Fixman discovered that
representatives of smaller companies showed more sensitivity to foreign

language and culture needs than many of her interview partners in large
multinational organizations (Fixman, 1990, 30). They also were the ones most
in need of the training and materials which a post-secondary institution might

be able to provide. The provision for partnerships in language training which

go beyond academia and into the local community, especially into the

businesses of those who are already at least somewhat aware of the
import.ae.....e of foreign language, might begin to break down the resistance to

the study of language and international studies at the local level, where the
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consensus must be the strongest as that is where the majority of funding
decisions are now made. I understand that some language training through the

Centers for International Business Education has been proposed in another

section of the Higher Education Act and I fully endorse these measures.
However, I would suggest broadening somewhat the scope of the National

Teacher Act provisions for cooperative arrangements and professional

development schools to include partnerships of the foreign language
departments of institutions of higher education with small and medium-sized
businesses. I suggest this for two reasons. First, such cooperative ventures

could be of service to even more companies if they were housed in foreign

language departments as well as in regional business centers.

Second,

encouraging departments of foreign language to become direct partners with

business could lessen their isolation from the community and begin to make
others outside government and academia see the connection between language,

culture and the world of the 1990's.
In conclusion I would simply state that all of the measures in the National

Teacher Act are most welcome and most needed.
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Senator SIMON. Thank you very much for your testimony. I
couldn't help but note, in going through your resume here, that
you spent a year in Switzerland studying.
Ms. Mc Govt. Yes, I did.

Senator Sam. You were probably in a family that had the financial means to get you there; is that correct?
Or did you have to struggle to get there?
Ms. MCGOEY. No. As a matter of fact, Senator, I was not. I got

there simply because, at the time that I went, which was 1968, I
went completely supported by grants, U.S. Federal grants, and one
loan.

I was particularly struck by the fact that I spent 2 years abroad
and got a Ph.D. for about $8,000's worth of debt, whereas now, Dr.
Cross mentioned earlier that it cost $10,000 for one student to graduate from Chicago State with a B.A.; and I did my entire education

with 2 years abroad for less than--

Senator SIMON. And, when she mentions $10,000, we have a lot

of students who are a lot more than $10,000 in debt by the time

they get--

Ms. MCGOEY. Right. To answer your question, though, it was not

my parents that supported that at all.
Senator SIMON. lao you have any ideas of how we might encourageI think you were here when I mentioned there is a declining
percentage of faculty and students studying abroad. That is not
good news for the country.
Ms. MCGOEY. No. Well, first of all, I would encourage, if there
were possible, efforts to have more faculty study abroad, and not
just faculty in foreign language departments in which you already,
to a certain extent, are talking to people who have had an experi-

ence abroad, but people who are in other departments within the
university who have maybe some foreign language expertise, but
who have not had the opportunity to study abroad; and this is one
of the few areas that I think could make foreign language study
more important to a broader cross-section of people as bringing it
out into more content areas. I think that one of the places where
you could start with that is a consensus building among faculty,
and then getting it down to students.
The other obstacle is funding. I just started a Study Abroad Program in cooperation with Northern at my school, and we are already discovering that it is much more difficult. Illinois State scholarships, apparently, do not apply to study abroad.
Senator SIMON. Irou also mention that you favor extra incentives
to those deciding to teach one of the less commonly-taught languages, and you specifically mentioned in this State, with 12 million people, 631 students in all of the State's high schools were enrolled in Russian, Japanese, Chinese, or Arabic, which is a pretty
startling kind of a statistic.
What kind of extra incentives; do you have anything specific in
mind?

Ms. McGoEy. Well, perhapsI know the terms of the loan forgiveness appear to be generous, but. even more loan f.)rgiveness,
extra incentives to students. I was thinking in terms of what the
actual act is proposing. That, to me, at the moment would be one of
the big things.
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Senator SIMON. All right. If you have any other ideas, if you can
send me a note, I would appreciate it.

Mr., and am II'm going to mispronounce your last name here

for--

Mr. GANGES. Ganges.

Senator SIMON. All right. Very happy to have you here and look
forward to hearing from you.
Mr. GANGES. I'm very pleased to be here. Thank you r this opportunity to present testimony on the Upward Bound Program portion of the special programs for student from disadvantaged backgrounds.
My name is Tendaji Ganges and, for the past 31/2, I have served
as the director of the Office of Educational Services and Programs

at Northern Illinois University. I am a practitioner in higher education, and have been so for the past 20 years, but most of that
time has been spent in the administration of Upward Bound Programs. I spent some 14 years as an Upward Bound director and,
prior to that, had worked at virtually every job in the program,
except for secretary; I can't type. [Laughter.]
Brit I'm learning. So, if I ever blow it as a director, I can always
go back and get a job.
My current alministration of the Office of Educational Services

and Programs includes supervision of Upward Bound, Talent
Search, Student Support Se-vices Programs, all three TRIO Programs, as well as several other programs that, for lack of a better
title, we simply refer to as educational opportunity programs. They
provide support services to students, both at the precollege and college level. So, I am very familiar and have remained in the field of
educational opportunity, and will likely continue to do so.
My comments and suggestions offered herein are my own; how-

ever, they do stem from my experiences both as a product and a
practitioner. That is to say I am a product of the TRIO Programs,
having been an Upward Bound student myself back in the mid-sixties. So, I speak not only as a practitioner, but someone with a passion for the field of educational opportunity.

I certainly agree with the senator's position that, for a time, it
seemed we were tinkering with the reauthorization of the higher
Education Act on the past couple of times, but I do also agree that
I think it is high time we took a much harder look at the act and
determined, indeed, what kinds of things need to be done. I don't
believe that my colleagues in the field will always agree with the
need for a hard look, though we must understand that. As I mentioned, I am a passionate member; the TRIO professional tends to
be a very impassioned person. We see the job as something more
than a job, even more than a career. It is almost a mission for the
many people who are involved. In fact, there are quite a number of
individuals who are involved in the administration of these programs who are products, themselves, of TRIO Programs or educational opportunity programs of a similar nature.
I think it also must be said that we do not often entertain the
notion of rebuilding the lifeboat while we are on the high seas.
That is a concern we have; that is, we often are looking at what
needs to be redesigned in these programs. They are constantly
being tinkered with and looked at; new initiatives are always being
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developed, and people are concerned that the programs might be
dismantled. They have always been underfunded by a significant
amount; that is, we serve less than 10 percent of the eligible population across the country, according to many studies. One is always
concerned that the programs might, indeed, be tinkered with too
much. However, in view of all those concerns, I think it is still absolutely essential that we look at the design of the programs and
consider what changes need be made. In fact, these programs were
all developer' out of individual legislation over the years, in the
mid-sixties and early seventies; indeed, they have continued to be
added to right on into the eighties and, here in the nineties, we're
still looking at new initiatives. I don't know that there has been
much attention paid to how these programs were put together; but,
certainly, the problem of overlap and whether or not they are compatible are some questions I would like to try to deal with today.
I would like to, just briefly, pick from my written testimony,
which you have received a copy of, and highlight some of the suggestions I would like to suggest or, hopefully, at a later time, we
can go into more detail.
I would like to speak specifically on recommendations which we
hope will increase the efficiency and effectiveness and, indeed, encourage the continuing development of excellence and stability in

the TRIO Programs, generally, and Upwaru Bound specifically.
The recommendations, hopefully, are geared to improving the rates
of access to, persistence through, and graduation from post-secondary education institutions for those from underrepresented groups,
as well as to enhance the ability of institutions and agencies in the
U.S. Department of Education to interact cooperatively in the provision and expansion of educational opportunity programs and to
refine and redefine those TRIO Programs and their designs as a
means to increase their coordination and yet further clarify their
respective roles.

I have divided my recommendations into four groups: Program
design and services, program delivery systems, accountability and
commitment to excellence, and budgetary considerations. I will try
to go through this very quickly. I understand we are under a time
constraint.
Under program design and services, I would like to first recommend that the Upward Bound Program be mandated to include a
comprehensive and intensive summer residential component of a
minimum of 6 weeks and a similarly comprehensive and intensive
academic year component of a minimum of 24 weeks. There's a
great deal of variance between the Upward Bound Programs across
the country. They vary in terms of how long a summer program is,
how intense it is, but all of them pretty much have come together
and understood that the great amount of money that is spent in
the summer often does not leave enough money to run the kind of
comprehensive and intensive academic year program that we need.
Senator SIMON. Do you have any idea what percentage are in the
6-week programs and what percentage are justin 6-week residen-

tial programs, and what percentage--

Mr. GANGES. No, I don't know the percentage, but it is very high.

It is, indeed, very high. Most programs do have a 6-week residential program. That has been highly supported by the Secretary.
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Senator SIMON. Yes, and my impression is it has been a tremen-

dous success.

Mr. GANGES. Absolutely. The programs, in all the studies, have
been proving to be very, very successful.
Senator SIMON. Correct.

Mr. GANGES. The academic year, of course, as I say, tends to be
shortchanged, because of the high cost of the summer program; so,
one of the things I am recommending is that we ensure that sufficient funding is available to make certain that the academic year
programs at least come up to snuff in terms of the kind of comprehensiveness and the intensity that is needed to continue the work
that is begun during the summer.

A second recommendation would be that the, instruction in

Upward Bound be required to include not only classes, but tutorial

support for mathematics through calculus, laboratory sciences,
reading, writing, and computer sciences, and at least indicate that
the student should try to learn word processing, and that these all
be offered during both the summer ansd academic year components.

I say that as a means to define what we mean by comprehensive

and intensive services.
A third recommendation would be services to parents, which is a

new aspect I think we need to concentrate on. Parents of Upward
Bound students should play a more critical role in the education of

their children and, indeed, a sincere, consistent effort must be
waged to provide for the development of those parents, such that

they can play a more definitive role in the education of their children as well as the support of the programs. Parents could be involved in a number of ways, even beyond the most common way of

their serving on advisory boards. These individuals could be

trained to serve as field or peer counselors to work with other parents and, indeed, work with the program in a number of capacities,

both paid and otherwise, even if it is just a small stipend. The

training and service directly to parents is going to be essential as a
second part of working with the student. The home environment
also needs to support the student's development.
I am also proposing that there be established an early identification program to serve students in grades 6-8; that is, ages 11-14.

Such a program could be designed along lines similar to the
Upward Bound Program, and the graduates of such a program

could potentially be transferred directly into an Upward Bound
Program. Such a program is being offered as a proposal in lieu of
stretching the current design of Upward Bound to include younger
students, which is one of the fears I have. I believe that the intensity of the Upward Bound Program, as it is currently designed, could

not withstand the challenge of adding yet a younger component
and much younger students and still survive in its current design. I
think the establishment of another initiative working with younger

students would be more in keeping with the design of Upward
Bound,as it is currently constituted, and yet reaching out for the

younger students, which is a very real need.
Senator SIMON. Could you summarize the balance of your recommendations? We are running out of time here.
Mr. GANGES. Sure. I am also proposing a post-secondary preparation and placement program as a combination of both educational
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talent search and educational opportunity centers. I am offering a
proposal for setting up an accreditation system, whereby programs
would, in fact, be reviewed by quality teams in much the same way
that departments in colleges are accredited, and integral to that
process would be a means to identify, validate, and disseminate exemplary practices found in TRIO Programs. I'm proposing that we
establish an advisory board that could work in concert with those
accreditation teams and serve as a resource to, and augment the
work of the U.S. DOE Division of Student Services.
I am also asking that we push for greater staff training and development, even to the point of developing training institutes of a
week long or more, that there be greater coordination between programs of a similar nature, and that we recognize that there is a
problem that is currently being interpreted in the division regarding duplication of services as college and universities have begun to
develop efforts and put moneys into services. The question of duplication of services has come to the fore, and that question really
needs to be addressed in a forthright manner; that has not yet been
done.

With regard to budgetary considerations, I would recommend the
establishment of a base grant which would guarantee a reasonable
minimum level of funding, first for existing programs, and secondarily for newly-funded programs and initiatives. The disparity in
funding levels between new programs and existing programs
means that the newer programs are unable to match the quality of
services for the students and that is a question that has to be addressed as well, though I feel that the new initiatives and newlyfunded programs need to be dealt with after we take care of continuing programs.
I would only say the attempt is made in looking at the programs
in this way as a means to revitalize the programs and develop
some redesigned programs and initiatives as a means to ensure
their continued development and their ability to respond to the
needs of the future.
Senator SIMON. You mention the accreditation. How do we monitor right now? I have been very much impressed by the TRIO Programs.
Mr. GANGES. And you have been a long-time friend and supporter, and we appreciate it.
Senator SIMON. Yes, I am a believer; but how do we monit r it
right now?
Mr. GANGES. Currently, there are three separate arms that work
with the TRIO Programs. There are grants and program officers in

Washington, and then there are regional offices where the pro-

grams are monitored most directly. The Division will actually send
out site visitors or people to monitor the programs from Washington, but most programs, most institutions, are visited by the regional reps.
Senator SIMON. But the unsaid implication of your suggestion for

accreditation is that this monitoring is not working as well as it

should.
Mr. GANGES. No, it is not only not working as well as it should, it
is flawed in one major way. It is supposed o also provide technical

assistance; it cannot do that. It simply doesn'tit is not staffed to
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do that. There is one person serving in 4 or 5 States or more, and
he simply cannot get around to deal with title III and title IV institutions' programs and do a good job. No one is that skilled.
The accreditation process also offers something more than that,
of course. It would provide a level of excellence and monitoring
that the government cannot do. It goes beyond the issue of compliance. It starts to look at establishing the kind of academic credentials and excellence in delivery of services and programs that the

regional office and the department, although interested in it,
simply does not have the staff to do.
Sendor SIMON. It is an interesting idea. Also your parental involvement is an interesting idea.
We thank both of you very, very much for testifying here.
Mr. GANGES. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ganges followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF lEND/U1 W. GANGES

Thank you for this opportunity to present testimony on
the Upward Bound program portion of Special Programs for Students
from Disadvantaged Backgrounds. My name is Tendaji W. Ganges and

for the past 3 1/2 years I have served as the Director of the
Office of Educational Services and Programs at Northern Illinois
University in DeRalb, Illinois.

I come to this field hearing on the Reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act of 1965, as Amended, wearing several hats.
I have 20 years experience as a practitioner in higher education.

For more than 14 years I served as a director of Upward Bound

programs in Indiana and Illinois. Previously I worked as an Upward
Bound tutor, teacher, dormitory counselor, counselor, and assistant
I have also been a TRIO proposal reader
director in New Jersey.
and have conducted formal site visits in New York and New Jersey,
and "mock site visits" throughout the midwest. I have been active
in several professional associations, including financial aid, but
particularly the TRIO-based educational opportunity associations,
where I have served on and chaired numerous committees, and have
held several elective offices including the presidency of state and
I have also served on state, regional and
regional associations.
national boards. For well over a decade I have worked both as a

volunteer and paid consultant, staff trainer, program reviewer,
proposal developer and writer, and speaker in the educational
opportunity field.
Perhaps what I consider most relevant is that I was first

introduced to educational opportunity programs in 1964 as a high
school sophomore participant in one of what was a handful of the
early pre-college preparatory pilot programs funded by the
In 1965, in that Princeton University
Rockefeller Foundation.
As an
program, I became one of the first Upward Bound students.
undergraduate at Antioch College in Ohio I was a participant in a
special admissions and supportive services program similar to
I dare say that I represent a
TRIO's Student Support Services.
unique perspective as one of the few who was originally and has
since been continuously involved with TRIO programs.
My current administration of the Office of Educational
Services and Programs at NIU includes supervision of Upward Bound,
Educational Talent Search, and Student Support Services programs
together with several other institutionally funded pre-college and
college level educational opportunity programs. (Please refer to
the enclosed NIU-ESP booklet for further details.)
Although my comments and suggestions offered herein are
my own, they do stem from my experiences both as a product and a
practitioner, including my work with professional associations. It
can be noted, for example, that for over a year I have been serving
on one association's special committee charged with the development
of its recommendations for the Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act regarding the TRIO programs. Thus, while I do not
formally represent a particular constituency, I do speak today
from a highly relevant and broad base of concerns and experiences.
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The comments and recommendations made herein primarily
focus upon the Upward Bound Program as requested by the
subcommittee; however, in reviewing and making recommendations
about the Upward Bound design and function, one must acknowledge

its longstanding family relationship with the other TRIO
programs.

It is virtually impossible to completely separate

Upward Bound from its TRIO siblings, and in this testimony there
are some instances where the coordination and even the
consolidation of programs are proposed.

Further, in at least one

instance, a new program focus is proposed in response to assessed
needs and as a means to clarify existing programs and insulate
them from what is considered inappropriate expansion.
Guiding these recommendations are the following
concerns and objectives:

To increase the efficiency and effectiveness of TRIO
programs generally, and Upward Bound specifically.
To encourage the continuing development of excellence
and stability in TRIO programs generally, and Upward Bound
specifically.
To improve the rates of access to, persistence
through, and graduation from postsecondary institutions for those
from underrepresented groups.

To enhanc the ability of institutions and agencies
(or any funded entity) and the U.S. Department of Education to
interact cooperatively in the provision and expansion of
educational opportunity programs.
To refine and redefine TRIO program designs as a
means to increase their coordination and yet further clarify
their respective roles.
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The recommendations are grouped under four headings:
1. Program Design and Services
2. Program Delivery Systems

3. Accountability and Commitment to Excellence
4. Budgetary Considerations

1. PROGRAN_DESIGI AND SERITICItS

Pecommendation 1.1 Upward Bound Components
Each Upward Bound program should be mandated to include
a comprehensive and intensive summer residential component of a
minimum of 6 weeks and a similarly comprehensive and intensive
academic year component of a minimum of 24 weeks.
There is a great deal of variance between Upward Bound
programs across the country.

They vary from a 8 week long.

commuter summer session to a 5 week residential summer component.
Although each of the designs has merit, indeed the most common
design is the "standard" 6 week residential summer component.
While no study.has definitively determined that a residential
component is inherently superior to a commuter session, most UB
directors express a decided preference for a residential
component of at least 6 weeks.

The residential aspect of the

experience virtually guarantees students a full emersion
introduction to life in college.

The 6 week period provides at

least the minimum amount of time for a comprehensive combination
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of classes, seminars, workshops and field trips.

The commuter

program, on the other hand, must wage what is tantamount to an
ongoing struggle between the program's goals and the pull of the
student's home and community environment.

Simple things such as

the ability to control when (or even if) students study; the
limitation of interruptions by students' friends; and the
exclusion of television - all are diversions the commuter program
is unable to address well, especially nights and weekends..

The

advantages of a residential program enable the US staff to have
an initial and reinforcing impact upon students that is
unsurpassed.

The academic year suffers from similar shortcomings
simply because the students have returned to their home
communities.

However, inasmuch as no program has students

confined to a dormitory all year, it is clear that the weekly
academic year sessions are vital to the students continuing
development.

Unfortunately, the cost of a residential summer

components is high and inevitably commands a significant portion
of the annual UB budget.

Sometimes as much as half of an annual

budget may be expended in 6 weeks.

Therefore, US academic year

components do tend to be shortchanged.

The mandating of a 6 week summer component and a 24
week academic year component, together with the provision of
suitable funding, will contribute significantly to the overall
quality and impact of the UB experience.
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Recommendation 1.2 Upward Bound Instruction
Upward Bound should be required to provide instruction
and tutorial support for mathematics (through calculus), physical
sciences (laboratory), reading, writing, and computer sciences
(at least word processing) during both the summer and academic
year components.

Clearly students are selected for participation to
assist them in preparing for admission to and success in
postsecondary education.

It is equally clear that the UB

students' elementary and secondary education has not fully
enabled them to take maximum advantage of their potential.

In

the main, students are not receiving either the selection of
courses or the quality of instruction that will ensure their
being able to prepare for college.
programs fill the void here.

It is critical,that UB

Exposure to and support in the

acquisition of college preparatory skills are essential UB
services.

Given students' need for strong skills in reading,

writing, mathematics, physical sciences, and computer sciences,
it is critical that UB programs be required to provide such
services universally.

Recommendation 1.3 Services to Parents
The parents of Upward Bound students should be eligible
to receive specific program sorvices as an allowable program
expense.

The critical role that parents play in the education of

their children is well established.

What is equally well
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established is the UB students' parents' lack of education and
their lack of familiarity with higher education.

A sincere and

consistent effort must be waged to provide for the development of
the parents such that they can play a more definitive and
supportive role for the program and their children.
UB programs should be able to provide parents with
seminars, instruction, and workshops designed to enhance their
ability to support student participation in UB.

Parents should

be actively recruited to serve on advisory boards, serve as

chaperones on college visits and field trips (with expenses paid
as for staff), and even serve as residential component
supervisors.

Parents could also be paid a small stipend to

perform parent and student academic year follow up.
Recommendation 1.4 Early Identification Program (EIP)
It is recommended that a new initiative be established
to serve students in grades 6-8 (ages 11-14) in a program design
similar to Upward Bound.

Such a program could Snclude a 2-3

week residential summer component coupled with a minimum of a 24
week academic year component.

EIP Graduates or those who show

evidence of readiness or need can be potentially be transferred
directly into an area UB program at a suitable age.

It would

even be logical to consider funding such programs in conjunction
with area Upward Bound programs in much the same way as community
colleges feed into senior institutions.
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The need for intervening with students even before high
school has long been studied and acknowledged.

The Educational

Talent Search initiative to identify and serve younger students
beginning in 1991-92 is just one example of the TRIO response to
this concern.

The longitudinal studies conducted of the Head

Start Program and its successes with pre-school children is
strong evidence of the worth of such efforts.

However, there are

many in the TRIO/ educational opportunity field who believe that
simply extending or expanding existing TRIO programs to serve
younger and younger students will ultimately reach beyond the
limits of the TRIO programs' design capabilities.

This becomes

critical when one considers the logical next step - the expansion
of Upward Bound to include youth from the middle schools.

It is

widely felt that the intensity of the program, together with the
residential summer component, would have to be adjusted far
beyond its desired limitations and intended design, rerulting in
such a significant compromise in UB that it would no longer be
effective for any of its designated populations.

It seems

logical, then, to establish an appropriate response by providing
a program design that is specifically designed for the younger
student.

Recommendation 1.5 Postsecondary Preparation and
Placement Program (PPPP)

The current Educational Talent Search Program and the
Educational Opportunity Centers should be consolidated and offer
more comprehensive services.
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Frankly, there is a need for some simplification and,

at the same time, some distinction between currently similar
programs.

The PPP Program could yet offer all of the services

currently provided by both ETS and EOC, and add some other
permissible services which ...ould enhance its ability to serve

stLdents in school and out-of-school adults.

It is conceivable

that two levels of thrusts could be offered in a single program one for younger students (high school and below), and a second
one for the adults.

In addition, the PPP Program should be able

to conduct more effective college exposure to participants
through the use of field trips (and the ability to pay for
overnight accommodations and meals), specific workshops, tutorial
services and related college preparatory activities.

Further,

the PPP Program is a logical resource for the development of
parents to serve as field/peer counselors for other parents.

In

this way, the program could actually train parents to serve the
larger community.

Such a service can be conducted through

cooperative arrangements with area colleges, public school
districts, businesses, and corporations.

2. ACCOUNTABILITY AND COMNITWENT TO EXCELLENCE
Recommendation 2.1 Accreditation

There should be established an accreditation system
whereby institutions, agencies, and other grant recipients must
subscribe to ensure that their funded TRIO programs meet certain
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established criteria for performance and operation.

Criteria

should be established to ensure standards for excellence in much
the same manner as colleges are accredited.

All funded entities

would prepare for and submit to accreditation consideration prior
to the end of their first five-year funding cycle.

Those which

fail to achieve accreditation must submit for refunding through
the open competition channels in much the same way as it is done
now.

Those which succeed need only submit annual continuation

applications, annual performance reports, and file compliance or
accreditation reports every two years.

Program funding approval

would thus be for five years and notification of funding should
be accomplished at least one year in advance to allow for
appropriate planning.

(See "base grant" funding proposal below.)

The accreditation process would serve to augment

existing federal monitoring or could conceivably replace certain
aspects of the current practices by providing more in depth
program reviews.

Integral to the accreditation process would be the
establishment of a means to identify, validate, and disseminate
those exemplary practices found in TRIO programs.

Just as teams

review colleges and departments, such accreditation teams could
review TRIO programs.

There is no such provision for this in

current legislation or the practices of the USDOE Division of
Student Services.

This would be an invaluable addition to the

field, lending increased credence to it as an identifiable and
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fully recognized profession.

It would likewise add considerably

to the body of knowledge to 'I3.e made available to TRIO personnel,

perhaps even so far as to lead to the compilation of written
guides and manuals.

Recommendation 2.2 Advisory Board

There should be established an advisory board comprised
of a broad variety of educational professionals who would serve
an oversight function.

This board could be a resource to the

higher education regional representatives and the USDOE Division
of Student Services for recommendations and observations.

Such a

body could also serve in the capacity of arbitration and appeals
when disputes arise between the department and institutions.
Recommendation 2.3 Staff Training and Development
Staff training and development should be mad

.

mandatory, particularly for new directors and all new key
personnel.

The educational opportunity field is a unique, young,
and yet developing one.

Few colleges and universities offer

formal programs of study which specifically prepare professionals
for work in TRIO and similar programs.

Professionals in TRIO

programs should be properly credentialed and prepared.

Funds

should be made available which ensure staff development,
attendance at approved training workshops, and the availability
of training and related manuals.

Indeed, there should be a

provision for grants to be made for the development of training
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workshops and manuali.
In addition to the Staff Training currently available
through TRIO, there should be a prol-ision for the development of

indepth training through week-long institutes, perhaps, in
coopt!rstion with regionally selected universities or other

selected and funded agencies.

Ieeally, the accreditation teams,

noted above, could work with th,3 Staff Training contractors to

develop manuals and training materials that could be used at the
institutes or otherwise made available to TRIO personnel.
A finaA concern in this area is the assistance that
could be provided to the Division in developing a USDOE-TR/O
Policies, Practices, and Procedures Manual which could then be
disseminated to TRIO personnel.

Currently, TRIO staff must learn

the "how" of interacting with the USDOE through trial and error,
an inefficient and sometimes dangerous method.

3. PROGRAM DBLIVBRT SISTERS
Recommendation Coordination Between Program,;

Coordination with other federal and non-federal

programs with similar thrusts/goals should be permitted.

The

issue of "duplication of services" must be aldressed in such a
way so as not to discourage institutiona, public school

districts, businesses, and corporations from contributing
resources and extending prcgrams' reach beyond the restrictions
of the "non-regulatory" but currently held convictions of grants
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and program officers.

Presently, institutions find themselves in conflict
with USDOE interpretations of what represents a "duplication of
services" of one or more TRIO programs.

Services as simple as

tutoring were not universally made available to college students
bsck in the mid-1960s when TRIO first came upon the scene.
Today, however, universities have secured or otherwise funded in
a limited way some services and programs at the pre-college and
college levels that are similar to TRIO programs; in some cases
spawning charges of duplication which have threatened the funding
of existing TRIO programs.

It should be noted that the TRIO

programs were first funded on the basis of the 80-20 rule, where
the federal funding could amount to no more than 80% of the total
direct costs of the program and required a 20% institutional
contribution.

While that arrangement was dropped many years ago,

higher costs and the need for increasingly greater services has
prompted many institutions to provide, if not truly matching
funds, then at least supplemental monies and services to shore up
programs that had seen inflation and added thrusts threaten the
program's effectiveness.

Unfortunately, such efforts by colleges

is often now interpreted by USDOE as being a duplication of
existing program services.
Simply stated, L: means must be determined to enable the

TRIO programs to co-exist with supplemental funding and similarly
designed services.
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4. BUDGETARY CONSIDERATIONS
Recommendation Base Grant
A base grant should be established which guarantees a
reasonable minimum level of funding, first for existing programs,
and secondarily for newly funded programs and initiatives.

At

the same time, the priority should always be to provide ongoing
programs with sufficient funding, allowing for annual cost of
living increases.

The base grant should be adjusted annually and

regionally determined based upon regional standards of living.
There is a significant disparity in funding levels
between programs, often serving virtually the same number of
students in the same areas.

Such differences may have come about

as a result of the initial funding having occurred at very
different times.

However, except for significant differences in

program designs (e.g. a program with an 8 week residential
component versus one with a 5 week commuter component), such
disparities likely also represent widely divergent levels of
student services.

Each year the USDOE struggles with limited funds
attetpting to balance the continuation of existing programs,
underwrite new initiatives, and fund newly successful applicants.
The result is a compromise that usually neither satisfies nor
meets the needs of any grant recipient.

Continuing programs lose

ground in the battle with cost of living increases, new
initiatives are barely able to get off the ground, and new
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applicants are usually significantly underfunded.

The bottom

line is that the students at the end of the pipeline suffer.
It

thus proposed that funding priorities be set

which will recognize continuing programs first and only then lcik
to new progrvns and initiatives.

It might be noted here that the

accreditation process described briefly above should assist in
addressing this area of concern.

CONCLUSIONS
Although the TRIO programs are perceived as a family,
the fact is that each of the programs was the result of separate
legislation and there was scant attention given to their
compatibility or tendency to overlap.

Just as thespassage of

time has prompted the initiation of new programs as needs became
evident and funding became available, today we face new demands.
The war against poverty demonstrated how tough the enemy is, the
big funding growth years have passed, and the programs and their
designs really must be revisited.

Today the TRIO programs serve

well under 10% of the eligible population and the numbers of
people who need TRIO services is growing.

Just as demanding, the

times require ever more persistent and sophisticated services.
In many areas of the country the programs have had little of
their intended long range impact.

What is quite clear is that

the programs must be looked at carefully through today's glasses.
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There is a need for an earlier outreach effort using proven TRIO
methods of preparing, nurturing, and placing.

There is a need to

offer more comprehensive services at each level.

And there is an

even more pronounced need than perhaps ever before to have as
much impact as possible from the available resources.
The recommendations presented above represent ona such
attempt to revitalize the programs (with an emphasis on Upward
Bound), to develop revised program designs and initiatives, and
to provide for a means to ensure their continued development and
ability to respond to the changing needs of the future.

Respectfully Submitted,

Tendaji W. Ganges
Director
Educational Services and Programs
Northern Illinois University
Wednesday, 27 March 1991
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Senator SIMON. Let me add, the testimony goes to my colleagues

on the subcommittee and their staffs; then, we go through and

refine it, probably take, I hope, some of the better ideas, and move
from there. So, we thank you both very much.
I have two people who have requested, and I am going to limit
anyone else who wants to speak to 3 minutes.
Victor Carranza, who is at Northern Illinois University; he is a
senior there. Pleased to have you. If you have a formal statement,
we will enter the statement in the record; you can just summarize that in 3 minutes, because I want to get, some other people in
here, too.

STATEMENT OF VICTOR CARRANZA, STUDENT, NORTHERN
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

CARRANZA. It is probably less than 3 minutes, Senator.

My name is Victor Carranza; I go to Northern Illinois University. I am a fifth-year senior. My major is communication studies,
and my minor is Spanish.
I began college in 1986 upon graduation from Benito Juarez High
School in Chicago. My first year of college, I financed my education
with the Stafford Loan Program as well as personal and parental
contributions. This was sufficient for covering tuition and room

and board during my freshman year. During my first year, I

learned that I was no longer eligible for the Stafford loan, because

it became a need-based program. When my Stafford was taken
away, I no longer had the ability to finance my own education. I
was told that, because my parents were middle-income, I was not

eligible for either grants or loans.
My second year was financed by summer employment, a parttime job during the school year, and continued support by my par-

ents.

During my third year, NIU's tuition was increased and, along
with cost-of-living increases, it became evident that the previous
methods of financing my education were no longer sufficient. My
only alternative, as a dependent student, was for my parents to
take out a PLUS loan. Since then, my parents have taken out over
$12,000 in PLUS loans.

The reauthorization of the Higher EC ication Act of 1965 in 1986
denied me the opportunity to finance my own education. The consequences of this have, unfortunately, had a drastic effect on my
family and myself and my future. In February of 1991, my father
was laid off from his job, and his current income is not enough to
handle his debts. Those debts include over $150 a month on the
PLUS loan. My father is on the edge of bankruptcy. Furthermore,
because I had to work part-time during the school year, my grades
have suffered all 4 years. It has taken me 5 years to graduate, and
my ability to seek further education is in question.
Additional consequences of this include the fact that I will have
to seek a job that pays the most money. I made a commitment to
myself to return to my community after graduation to help others
attain the same level of higher education I had. Unfortunately, I
will not be able to do this because of my financial commitments. I
do not want to default on any loans.
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To ensure that other students do not fall into the same predicament as me, I believe that middle and moderate income students
should be eligible for Student loans.
The PLUS Program should be modified or eliminated.
Right now, the PLUS Program has a high variable rate of inter-

est and difficult repayment schedules. Parents must begin repayment within 60 days after the loan; and, if the parents defer the
payments while the student is in school, the government does not
subsidize the interest during deferral. The PLUS loan is not an
adequate alternative to the Student loan.
In conclusion, I would just like to say that students need help in
their struggle to obtain a higher education, not hindered by idealistic policies that have a drastic and realistic effect on students as
myself.
Senator SIMON. If, in fact, you are in a situation where your parents are declaring bankruptcy, if you were eligible for Pell Grants
and we were to increase those, that would be better for you than a
loan program, than Student loans?

of the things thatif I were
to continue my education now and if my father were to declare
Mr. CARRANZA. Most certainly. One

bankruptcy, then I would now become eligible for the grants that I
could not have in the first place. So, as a consequence of having the
loans out, I will now be eligible for the grants that I was not eligible in the first place. [Laughter.]
So, it is kind of a Catch-22 situation, Senator.
Sena Or SIMON. You're majoring in what?
Mr. CARRANZA. Communication studies.

Senator SIMON. And are you thinking about graduate study at
all?
Mr. CARRANZA. Yes, sir, I am. I am thinking about law school.
But, currently, because of financial commitments, I am seeking employment; and, because of the recession and other economic things
out there, it is very difficult to find a job right now.
Can I send you a resume? [Laughter and applause.]
Senator &mom You are going to do well, let me tell you. [Laughter.]

We thank you very much, and wish you the best; and thank you
for taking the time to be here.
Bill Carson has been a leader in the proprietary sector in the
Nation, and I am pleased to have him as a constituent from Illinois. Do you want to add a word or two here?
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM CARSON, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
TECHNICAL INSTITUTES

Mr. CARSON. Well, I appreciate this last minute addition.

I have a couple of things I would like to say. You really sort of
anticipated my major point, but I would like to go through it
anyway.

Just for the record, my name is Bill Carson. I am president of
American Technical Institutes, past chairman of the National Association of Trade and Technical Schools, and have operated and
managed private career schools for almost 25 years.
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We will be submitting detailed recommendations on reauthorization, so I will not attempt to deal with any of those this morning.
I would like, however, to say just a few things about what I believe to be the essential purpose in the major reconsideration of financial aid at this time. The goal is the assurance of a skilled work
force by providing the opportunity and choice for all people to
obtain the education they want and is appropriate, whether it be a
short program to learn to be an automotive mechanic or a genius
taking years to combine the study of medicine with microbiology;
the 35-year-old former auto worker who never finished high school
must have the same opportunity as the current Merit Scholar. We
must recognize demographic changes and urban situations. The
skilled technician is as essential to the success of the United States
as the research chemist.
At the same time, we must assure that all education is as effe,:tive as possible. All sectors of post-secondary education must serve
students well, spend funds well. There is no room for the waste of
either.

I would like to just briefly close with the thought that you

brought up earlier, with a couple of thoughts before I do. Monday I
spoke with one of your colleagues from the House, who compared
the cost of 1 day of Desert Storm, or Desert Shield, with what we
spend on education. Sam Halperin, in The Forgotten Half, pointed

out that, in the peak year of the GI Bill, 1 percent of our Gross
National Product was spent on that program. In 1988, if we had
spent a similar amount, it would have been $45 billion, and I suspect, without knowing, that in 1988 we spentit would be 20 percent of that for the Federal government. I don't know the figure.

We must devote more of the investment in people. We must treat
young people as assets, not as problems. We must deal with incentives, and not penalties.
I know you are facing major problems with the Budget Reconciliation Act and its provisions. That'is why I was so interested in the
suggestion you made about the oil import fee. I cannot commit our
organization to that, but I certainly would explore it with them. At
first, my reaction is it sounds like a great idea, because we have to
get more funds spent on the investment in people through education, and not always be looking how we divide up and spend what
is an insufficient amount today.

Again, I appreciate very much this last minute addition, and I

will try to get this in writing to your staff.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Carson follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, my name is Bill Carson. I am President of American Technical
Institutes and Past Chairman of the National Association of Trade and Technical
Schools. I have been responsible for the management and operation of a wide
range of private career schools for over 23 years. These schools have included the
DeVry Institutes in the 1970's with 15,000 students in eight schools taking degree
and non-degree programs in electronic technology and in the last twelve years,
much smaller schools offering diploma programs in several fields, including allied
health and automotive mechanics.

I know how effective private career schools can be in meeting the varied needs of
employers and the needs of students from a wide range of backgrounds.
NATTS and AICS together will submit detailed reauthorization proposals within
the next two weeks; so today I would like to speak of basic goals, not dt'ails.

The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act comes at a crucial time. The
success of our economy, and indeed our society, will depend on our ability to
prepare all people to participate in the U.S. workforce and at the same time
recognize the changes in the US population and major urban problems. An
effective system of federal aid to students in postsecondary institutions can be the
key to reaching these goals.
Quite simply, the goal of reauthorization should be the alteration of the system of
financial aid to assure the maintenance of a skilled workforce by providing the
opportunity for all people to obtain the education they want and that is
appr)priate - whether it be a short program to learn to be an automotive
mechanic or a combination of medicine and micro-bioloo stretching over many,
many years. The thirty-five year- old former auto worker who never finished
high school must have the same opportunity as the eighteen year old merit
scholar. The skilled electronic technician is as essential to the success of the US
economy as the research chemist.
There can't, however, be only a more effective method of providing financial
assistance to individuals. All post- secondary institutions must seek to providf.
the most effective education possible. Students must be well served, funds VIE il
spent. A city community college with a reported three percent completion rate, a
chain of cosmetology schools whose owner is convicted of fraud, a university that
cor.ducts classes with hundreds that overflow into other rooms, a prope.ety school
that loses its accreditation, a university that graduates a football player who can't
read - none of those situations should be allowed to persist. If they are allowed
to continue, public confidence in all of education could be further eroded.

Further, it is essential that we find ways to increase the investment in education,
to re-establish investment in the future. The comparison of one day's
expenditures for Desert Storm with funds devoted to education is illustrative.
Sam Halperin has pointed oui that in the peak year the GI Bill was one percent
of our GI Bill. The comparable figure in 1988 would have been $45 billion.
We should deal with incentives - not penalties.

We must treat people as assets not problems.
We must invest in people, the return will be enormous in both economic and
human terms.
Thank you.
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Senator SIMON. All right, I thank you. Let me just ask, in terms
of the suggestion: Obviously, no one gets to be really wildly enthusiastic about taxes; but, if we are to do the job that needs to be
done in this Nation, we are going to have to talk about revenue.
Mr. CARSON. Absolutely.

Senator SIMON. Do you think your colleagues with whom you associate in the education field would be willing to stand up and say
"We need this?"
Mr. CARSON. I believe so. I cannot-Senator SIMON. I understand.

Mr. CARSON [continuing]. Make that definite, but-Senator SIMON. I am not asking for it.
Mr. CARSON [continuing]. I will certainly explore it with them,
and my opinion would be that they would.
Senator &mom Yes.
Mr. CARSON. I think one of the great appeals to it is that we have
to support education from the lowest income through the middle
income, and this would have a broad appeal. So, I think it could
develop that kind of support, and it is certainly that range of support that we believe is proper.
Senator SIMON. I thank you very, very much.
Mr. CARSON. Thank you very much.

Senator SIMON. Is there anyone else? We can take a couple of
more 3-minute statements. Yes?
Because you have testified already, let the woman in the back.
If you could come up here and give your name and, if it is complicated, spell it for the reporter here.
STATEMENT OF ARLENE OLINSKY, EMPLOYEE, NEW YORK
STATE GUARANTY AGENCY

Ms. OLINSKY. My name is Arlene Olinsky, 0-1-i-n-s-k-y. I apologize for this last minuteI am actually coming from a multi-state,
multi-disciplinary perspective. I currently work for a New York
State guaranty agency. I will be transformed soon to a Chicagoan,
working at Chicago State University.

One of the partners I don't believe I've heard mentioned here
today are the States. The State Student Incentive Grant Program,

which was started in 1972 to encourage States to get into the financial aid business, was very successful and continues to be successful. It matches Federal funds with State funds for student financial
aid. I think that program, or a similar program, should be expand-

ed to continue to keep States in the financial aid business. It is a
good return on Federal funds, if you ask for matching or better
funds; every Federal dollar gets a State dollar match. Students are
the benefactors.
That is basically the idea that I have.
Senator SIMON. All right. I thank you very, very much. If I may

ask you, what do we do for States? There are still States, like the
State of Nebraska, that have just done nothing yet. What do we do
beyond the present program; or is there anything that can be done
to get those States aboard?
Ms. OLINSKY. It may be that they need to get some starter help;
that is, a technical assistant, some short period of funding where
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matching is not required, so that the students and facultythe
constituents, basicallywould benefit and perhaps we would lend
some impetus to political movement within that State. So, a short
period of technical assistance and maybe nonmatching requirement.
Senator SIMON. All right, thank you.
Ms. OLINSKY. Thank you.

Senator SIMON. Any others here?
STATEMENT OF THOMAS WENMAN, DIRECTOR OF FEDERAL
RELATIONS, ILLINOIS STUDENT ASSISTANCE COMMISSION

Mr. WENMAN. Senator, my name is Tom Wenman. I am director

of Federal Relations for the Illinois Student Assistance Commission.
Senator SIMON. Can you spell your last name for the reporter?
Mr. WENMAN. Sure. W-e-n-m-a-n.

We have been blessed in Illinois with quite a bit of support on
the State side. We have a State grant program that is third in size
in the country, following only behind Pell in the New York State
Grant Program. We administer both student loans as well as
grants and scholarships.
We have also been blessed with State support that has allowed
us to create an unsubsidized Stafford Program, which I believe is
only the second that operates in the country.
A few short comments. One, in particular, in the area of quality
of education. In taking a look a look at what we really want out of
the system, it seems we have spent a lot of time taking a look at
ways to fix instead of what we really want the system to do. Yet,
quality of education really has to rate very high on that list.
Whether we are looking at loans or grants or whether we are looking at self-financed education, the individual deserves a quality
education from that investment. If they have loans, they need an
education that allows them to go out and earn an income to repay
that loan.
The country itself deserves a well-educated populace, one that
contributes, one that competes internationally, one that can reap
the benefit that this country and a good education will allow. This
needs to occur regardless of whether the education is provided by a
public institution, a private institution, or a proprietary institution.
We need to understand that an educated work force is, at least, a
partial solution to many of our domestic problems, including such
things as unemployment, trade deficit, military strength, crime,
welfare, just to mention a few.
We need to emphasize completion, instead of simply enrollment.
We need to provide some early intervention to improve high school
graduation rates, family understanding in preparation for college,
and financing of that decision.
We support the series of other issues that are under consideration, including increases in grant and loan maximums, continuation of current partnerships with private lenders, simplification of
aid delivery and need analysis, and the change of grant and loan
mix.
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As a closing comment, one thing that we need to all keep in

mind, and it is easy in a situation like we are faced with, reauthorization, to take a look at what we need in our own little world. Yet,
the direction that reauthorization needs to take is one that benefits
the student. We need to remember that the student is our ultimate
client of these programs.
Thank you.
Senator SIMON. Yes. Can I ask you just one question? You have
had a chance to look at the big picture.
What is your reaction to this idea of the direct lending?
Mr. WENMAN. The direct lending. In taking a look at that when
there is very little to take a look at at this point, there is very little
that has actually been put in print, so it is a concept that is floating around.
I would tell you that there are some advantages that are offered

through direct lending that do not need direct lending to occur.

Comments were made earlier today about simplification of the loan

process. I think there are things that can occur under the present
system that would make simplification occur and would give us
many of the attributes that are being put forth as attributes of a
direct lending system. There is a lot of support that has come from
private funds over the last several years, and I think that partnership has worked fairly well. There is a time now that we again

take a look at our need to look at the student as the center of

things, and I think, if we really concentrate on that, that there are
some additional changes we could make that would again give us
the advantages, many of the advantages that are looked at in the
direct lending system.
I don't have, at this point, a dollar and cents answer to that one.
Senator SIMON. Well, I just wondered.

Mr. WENMAN. My feeling at this point is that really needs some

work. I think there are some things that have been missed in the
analysis so far, but some attributes at a minimum that we do need
to take a look at.
Senator SIMON. Larry Matejka from your office, I think, is going

to be testifying, and we are going to have a hearing in Springfieldwhen?
Mr. SHIREMAN. May 13.

Senator SIMON. May 13.

Any one final person that wants to et a word in?
If not, Sharon Parrot, you were trying to get a word in. We will
let you get a second word in here. [Laughter.]
Ms. PARROTT. Just a quick word, because you asked a question
earlier that I think I gave a technical answer to, and I should have
given a more political answer to. Tom actually said some of it for
me, so I think that all I will really say is I think the real question
that needs to be debated in reauthorization is: What will the cost
be if we don't adequately fund education? That ought to be the
debate, and a step in the right direction is the Pell grant entitlement. We need to be at a point where we ask that questim rather

than how much will it cost, because we don't ask that question
when we go to the moon or go to war.

So, I think we need to ask: What will it cost to fight the war on

education and win?
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Senator SIMON. And, in comparison, while we face what was gen-

erally perceived as the probability of a threat to our ultimate security in the Middle East, we face the certainty-Ms. PARROTT. That is correct.

Senator SIMON [continuing]. Of a threat to our future if we do
not provide, or do better in this field of education here in this country.
Let me thank all of you for being here.
[Additional statements and material submitted for the record
follow]

r
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER DIDATO

Hello, I am Christopher Didato, a student from the University
of Illinois at Chicago, and an elected member of the Undergraduate
Student Government, representing the UIC student body
The Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, which
established the financial aid presently available, has an impact
on access to post-secondary education for students today and in the
future.

As a full-time student, I have personally encountered problems
with the current United States Department of Education regulations
for financial aid, and as an informed student leader I have

reflected on the issues concerning the Reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act.

The price of tuition has constantly increased over the past
sixteen years, whereas the funding of Federal student aid programs
has not kept up with tuition. Over the past ten years, funding of
grants to loans has changed considerably, with funds for grants
remaining stable and funds for loans escalating.

To solve the imbalance of grants to loans, the Pell Grant
should become an entitlement program for students in their first
or second year because all students eligible for the grant will
receive it.
This would help to increase the attendance of low
income people in higher education. There needs to be an adjusting
of income for inflation for those eligible for the Pell Grant, so

that those middle class students can afford to attend higher
education also. The State Student Incentive Grant is essential to
states in assisting them to match the U.S.
Department of
Education's funds for state grants.

The Perkins Loan program must continue to be funded.
The
money paid into the Perkins Loan programs must be used to fund
future students' educations and the interest subsidy on the loans
should increase. This loan program is significant because it's the
most manageable for low income borrowers.

The Stafford Loan program should be easily accessible to
middle income students, and its annual maximum should be increased
to $4,000 for first and second year students, and $6,000 for third
and fourth year students, and $10,000 for graduate students. Also,
an undergraduate Stafford Loan should not require a cosigner.
The time required for the disbursement of loans should be made
shorter, so that students can receive the loan and use it for their
pressing needs.
The problem of loan default can be managed by
allowing for deferments for the following reasons: 1) students are
attending school; 2) students are unemployed; 3) students have
temporary disabilities.
In this manner students will be allowed
time to pay the loan given their individual circumstances.
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The College Work Study programs need to continue funding
students Working at non-profit organizations and College Work Study
The College Work
should be paid above the Federal minimum Wage.

Study award given to students should reflect the total Federal

The
dollars they may receive, not total wages students may earn.
Federal government's share in the College Work Study program should
increase to 80%.

Another issue I am quite familiar with is the definition of
an independent student used by the U.S. Department of Education.
The definition for an independent student states that the student
should be twenty-four years old, be an orphan or ward of the court,
be a U.S. veteran, or have legal dependents other than a spouse.
If a single undergraduate student has earned more than $4,000 for
two years before the award year, and was not claimed as a taX
exemption for that time, the student is also an independent
For graduate, professional, or married students, they
student.
need only declare they will not be claimed as a dependent for the
award year.

These definitions for an independent student restrict students
The definition
with actual need for grants from receiving aid.
are financially
should be changed to allow students that
independent from their families, whatever the students' ages or
Through changes in the definition
for an independent student, single students will be able to get
aid, helping them to continue their education.
incomes, to be given assistance.

In this current Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
financial aid administrators should given
institution's
guidelines for evaluating and changing an individual student's
an

The U.S. Department of
independent status and aid awards.
Education can train administrators to use such guidelines, and
create a manual filled with possible cases, and types of aid and
amounts of aid for those cases for use by the institution. Through

these guidelines, a student with need, whose status does not match
U.S. Department of Education regulations, can be seen as a human,
and an administrator can act to change their status so they may
continue their education.
The working student should not be penalized with having to pay
a large percentage of their tuition because they earn an income.
Also, those students that work and save before the award year
This way of
should not have their savings count for income.
counting assets separate from income does not allow students to
This type of counting assets should be eliminated through
save.
changing the treatment of assets in needs analysis.

Those students that are in Federal aid programs and receive
financial aid should not have to count the student aid they receive
If they do place the student aid as income it will
as income.

effect their membership in the Federal aid program and they may
need to drop out of higher education to stay in the aid program.
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Incentive programs should be developed in the Reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act to be implemented at the institutional
level with money provided from the U.S. Department of Education.
These programs should include campus childcare programs, bilingual
remedial programs, and evening hours for student services such as

counseling and financial aid

for working students in evening

courses.

The application that students fill out to receive aid can be
improved in the following ways:
1) require one form be use by all students in the U.S.;
2) create easy to fill out and use applications;
3) eliminate any cost to students to submit an application;

4) create a shorter "update form" to reapply for aid [unless a
student's financial situation changes).

A simpler application process must be made available to
students from low income families, one which allows these students
to apply without a needs analysis in their application.
Without
the analysis, these students understand they will receive aid, and
may be told an amount from a counselor, avoiding the usual process
through the bureaucracy. So low income students will then be given
a simpler process in getting aid, thus they will not be discouraged
in applying for aid or in continuing their education.
The main goal of financial assistance is to improve access to
post secondary education to those with need. ?,:n this nation, those

who are poor or Black, Latino who are college age do not attend
colleges or universities.
Over the past years there has been an
active publicity campaign by the U.S. Armed Forces for GI Bill,
especially in the White, Black or Latino media.
Such a campaign
should be launched for higher education financial aid programs
through the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

Those who

are poor or Black or Latino should be targeted with the message

that financial aid programs are easy and higher education is
accessible.
And with appropriate changes in the U.S. Department
of Education's current policies, access can be a reality.
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HIGHER EDUCATION REAUTHORIZATION ACT OF 1991
TESTIMONY TO SelATOR PAUL SIMON

MARCH 27, 1991
PEGGY COMODU.Y. ED. D.

An educated populace, a skilied workforce, and a citizenry that enjoys a quality life are

goals

willingwithin our reach. The speed with which we will achieve these goals depends upon our
Senator Simon,
ness to commit resources. The Higher Education Reauthorization Act allows ye-,
eduto demonstrate your commitment to fulfillment of these goals. Elimination of barriers to

cational access should be the priority of congress when it establishes educational policy. The
for
Higher Education Reauthorization Act must emphasize programs that equalize opportunity
education.

Till.

Ill

the
Insofar as possible, racial, cultural, ethnic, or linguistic quotas should not be preacribed at

national level. National efforts and policies should be directed at eitmlnating harriers to education tor all. To restrict access to resource:, because of federally designated targets encourages
and
manipulation of programs, promotes a mambo for money based on greed rather than need,

subjects the solution of educational problems to political influences. Once preferences become

law, it is difficult to redirect resources as necessary.

In recent times we Wave been challenged with unexpected needs from culturally diverse groups.
restrictions
The influx of Southeast Asian and Latin American refugees, the elimination of exit

edin Eastern Europe, unrest in the Middle East have resulted in new populations that require

ucation and employment training. Local colleges are best able to determine strategies for

serving under-represented groups because of their flexibility in identifying and addressing
changing needs. By specifying preferences at the national level, the ability of local colleges

r
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access resources to address emerging needs I. limited. We must find solutions to problems by
addressing inequities, not labels.

Title IV Part 2a
Subgadi; Reserving SEOG for students in specific careers such as leaching, other public service careers, or critical skill needs may not have the desired results. Students needing money to
continue education may have no qualms about pursuirm a degree In specified areas with no In-

tention of ever working In the field. Double majors are not difficult, particularly if one pays for
the other. Perhaps it would be wiser to promote these careers by funding programs, rather than
students.

Another alternate approach might be to provide resources for partnerships with business,
scientific, education or technological organizations. Co4 lege of Du Page, for example, participates
in a mathematics and science mentorIng project. Professionals In math and science fields

sponsor interactive career days In area schools. Junior high students are later hosted In the
workplace and at the College of DuPageby teams of mentors. The program provides hands-on

activities with mentors in a variety of math, science, engineering, and technology fields. It
promotes awareness of the academic requirements for entry into these careers, and exposure to

the opportunities available. This intagrated partnership includes over thirty educational,
commuhilY, business, scientific, and government organizations who share resources and

responsibility for educating our young people.

Subpart 31 Requiring states to target grants for special skill needs, such as high demand technical occupations as nursing or programs that encourage women to enter under-represented
areas such as engineering, math and science may pose some of the same problems. But in addi-

tion, there Is another aspect that should be considered.
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The fundamental problem In some high demand occupations Is not lack of preparatory programs.

The problem is that workers leave the field, or are dlsoourved from entering 11. Until working
conditions in aareers such as nursing improve, until sexual harassment no longer stymies
performane and advancement, until women no longer have to choose between carin9 for chil-

dren and working, these fields will continue to present problems. It is important to fund programs that encourage study In these careers, but at the same time these issues must be addressed. Resources will be used to train people whose idealiSm is tempered by the realization

that the demands of the profession are destructive to their personal lives.

slibpag IV Parte', If college work study funds are made available only to students in jobs in-

volving their principle fields of study, students may be put in a position that compromises their
integrity and undermines the intent of the act. If jobs are available to students in specific

programs, there is incentive to enroll with no intent to pursue a career In that area.

Title_ VIII
Education has unlimited demands and limited resources. Legislators and educational leaders must

identity priorities and focus efforts on these. Resources directed into facilities limit the potential benefit to geographically specific areas. This is not the most equitable use of federal
monies. The same resources put into programs and training, particularly because of advanced

technologies that allow global dissemination of information, can be used to benefit millions of
students.

It is more appropriate to use state and local funds for facilities. It has become evident in the
attempt to close obsolete government facilities and to build new ones that politics predominate.
Appropriateness and need become secondary considerations. Efforts should be focused on

securing resources that will provide opportunities, access, and quality education to the greatest
number.
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In addition, please consider these perspectives on financing education:

1. The emphasis for financial aid should shift from loans to grants:
A. The cost of administering the loan program Is excessive.

B. Federal lawmakers should be reminded of the historically-created prejudice of

minorities against loans.
C. At-risk students, whether economically or academically disadvantaged, are most otten
in need of financial assistance. Although education is essential tor them to OverCOM0 their

disadvantages, at-risk students are often unwilling to incur financial encumbrance and

risk failure, particularly if their prior academic experiencas have been unsuccessful.

2. Federal financial ald rules, reputations and application procedures should be simplified for
the user's sake. Seasoned financial aid professionals have difficulty navigating the current ab-

struse regulations. At-risk students In particular are frustrated in their attempts to gain access because they are unable to overcome the barrier posed by the financial aid application
process.

0

3. Federal funding should be continued for programs, e. g., the Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education, that are designed to nurture and recognize minority academic

achievement. However, the federal government should not allocate all its funding for underrepresented groups to "student developmenr programs. The focus of this fund has gradually
shifted away from academics to support services. Support services are necessary, but a balance
between support services and academic programing must be re-established.
Peggy Connolly, Ed.D
Trustee, College of Du Page

Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137
or 708-858-2800
708-665-5309
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I am convinced that the availabilit2 of affordable, quality

vocational education which is responsive to the demands of the
labor market is critical to a successful transition from welfare to

self-sufficiency for my clients.

However, I an equally certain

that the existing statutory scheme

for regulation of higher

education has not been effective in preventing fraud and abuse by
unscrupulous for-profit trade schools and is inadequate to ensure
access to quality vocational education.

I am providing testimony to the committee on behalf of a

number of low-income clients who have been recruited by poor
quality or

fraudulent

for-profit vocational

schools

incurred large student loan debts to attend them.

and have

They received

little or no useful training and are unable to get jobs.

As a

result, they are in default on their student loans and cannot get

additional financial aid to pursue quality education for employment.

In addition, these once-motivated students have become

discouraged with the educational process and insecure about their
ability to ever become employed -- surely a significant social cost
as well.

When tax dollars for student financial aid are allowed to

subsidize fraudulent for-profit trade schools, money and energies

that could be used to secure quality vocational training for
today's work force are wasted.

Access to bad trade schools is not

access to education for employment or a way out of poverty.

I would like to give you some examples of the problems
LAFC's clients have had with for-profit trade schools and then to
summarize and urge the committee to consider the amendments to the
2
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Higher Education Act which have been proposed by Brooklyn Legal
Services and the City of New York to remedy these problems.
/n 1987, a team of LAFC lawyers led by supervisory attorney
Alan A. Alop filed a class action ldwsuit against the owner of D'Or

Beauty Schools alleging violations of the Racketeer /nfluenced and
Corrupt Organization Act.

The suit charged that D'Or had defrauded

over 1,500 students by purporting to operate a school of cosmetolo-

gy when in

fact the school was a sham without a curriculum,

teachers, or adequate facilities.
The experiences of the named plaintiff are typical of those

of the 1,500 class members and many vocational school students:
Mariluz Rosario, a welfare recipient, responded to a D'Or ad which
promised "complete beauty culture training [that] won't cost you a
cent.

Government grants available."

At the school, Ms. Rosario

was told that her education would be completely financed by Pell

grants, she would receive a stipend of $100 per month, classes
would be taught in Spanish, and she would be working within a year.

School officials filled out all the "grant" applications for Ms.

Rosario to sign -- they were actually applications for loans.
After two months, Ms. Rosario's stipend stopped and she was asked
to pay back $200.
Spanish.

The next two months, there were no classes in

Spanish-speaking students had nothing to do except stand

around all day.

Ms. Rosario asked for her school records so she

could transfer, but D'Or refused.

Finally, Ms. Rosario became so

discouraged that she stopped attending after 11 weeks.

3
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70 percent of her tuition.

Ms. Rosario now owes over $4,000 in

student loans.

Other students told of having to pay fines for missed
classes and fees to take final exams.

school was infested with rodents.
classes and often were absent.

Classrooms flooded and the

Teachers had extremely large

Few D'Or students took the state

licensing exam for beauticians each year and fewer passed.
percentages of D'Or students defaulted on their loans.

High

In 1989, a

jury found in favor of the students and awarded them $640,240 in

damages, which will not cover repayment of their loans.

D'Or

appealed.

The problem of unscrupulous proprietary schools is by no
means an old one which has since been resolved.

LAFC attorneys are

currently handling or have recently handled cases where,

for

example, clients have discussed enrollment at a school in Spanish
and been promised Spanish language instruction, then been advised
to sign English contracts and loan applications which they did not

understand and given no Spanish instruction.

School recruiters

(paid on commission) have filled out applications for loans for
clients who have told the recruiters they are not United States
citizens or are already in default on student loans (and therefore

are ineligible for federal

financial aid).

The students are

responsible for repaying the loan amounts obtained by the school
before the Department of Education becomes aware of the mistakes.
LAFC attorneys regularly see clients in th':r offices who,
desperate to get off welfare and often illiterate or unqualified to
4
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complete the training, have been enticed by schools that target
their marketing efforts in poor neighborhoods and advertise "award-

winning instruction," falsify placement rates, and promise spending
The schools

money and unrealistic salaries upon course completion.

set tuition as high as possible, in order to obtain the maximum
financial aid for the eligible low-income students they enroll.

They structure class schedules so that as much loan money as
possible comes in in the first few months of the course.

Once they

are enrolled, students find inadequate equipment, inferior study
materials, shortened classes, and poor instruction.
lose interest and drop out.

Many clients

But unless they understand the loan

process and notify the schools promptly of their withdrawal (or

consult a lawyer),

they may not secure the refunds they are

entitled to on their loans.

Schools have been known to faldify

signatures on loan checks even after being notified that a student
has withdrawn.

Students that do finish courses do not receive any

job search assistance and are not equipped with the skills to
become employed.
which

they have

Often, salaries are so low in the fields for
been

trained

--

e.g.,

beauticians,

medical

assistants -- that clients cannot earn enough to repay the loans
even if they do find jobs.

The students who f...e

been plaintiffs

described above are the "lucky" ones.

in the lawsuits

The problems they have

encountered are glaring enough that they sought out lawyers in time

to assert claims against the bad schools they attended.

They were

able to secure relief to repay at least a portion of their student
5
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loan debt.

But for each of these students there are hundreds for

whom no remedies are available.

Many poor quality schools are

undercapitalized and financially unstable.

These schools close or

file bankruptcy before students complete their courses and do not
leave enough assets to repay the students even if the students were

to assert fraud claims.

They frequently reopen under different

ownership.

Some students are not even aware that they have borrowed
money, move on, and do not realize they owe until the lender tracks

them down -- often long after the statute of limitations for
bringing claims against the schools has expired.

Many low-income

students have had no good experiences with the educational process

and have very low expectations when they enroll in trade schools.

They do not realize that the training they are receiving

is

inferior and blame themselves when they become bored and leave
school.

It does not even occur to them to complain about the

school or secure repayment for their loans.

In all of these cases,

low-income clients' paths to quality vocational education and
opportunities for employment are blocked because they cannot afford

to pay for school on their own,

but cannot obtain any more

financial aid because of their defaulted loans.
Legal services attorneys in New York City, working with the

City of New York Department of Consumer Affairs, have developed

proposed amendments to the Higher Education Act which seek to
remedy the problem of proprietary school abuse of the federal
student aid program.

I understand that the City of Chicago
6
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Department of Consumer Services supports some of these proposals as
well.

The proposals have two basic themes.

One group emphasizes

improving the quality of for-profit trade schools up-front in an
effort to reduce student loan defaults.

The amendments propose to

do this in the following ways:
(1)

Improve the independence and effectiveness of the trade

school accreditation process (schools must be accredited in order

to participate in the federal student aid program).

Under the

proposed amendments, accreditors would be required to evaluate each
branch of a school separately; conduct annual, on-site, unannounced

visits to schools; terminate accreditation if a school's license
has been revoked in any state; and maintain accreditation decision-

making bodies which are independent of the schools they accredit.
The proposals also close loopholes in 1989 amendments to the Higher

EdUcation Act which permit the Secretary to second-guess a license

revocation or termination of accreditation;
(2)

Certify proprietary schools for participation in the

federal student financial aid program only if the school demonstrates a student completion and job placement rate of at least 60
percent;
(3)

Address the problems of trade school "branching" and

sale of trade school financial aid eligibility by requiring,that
branches of trade schools and trade schools with new ownership be
considered new institutions for the purpose of the Higher Education

7
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Act requirement that schools be in existence for two years before
becoming eligible for the federal student aid program;
(4)

Strengthen the requirement that students enrolling in

trade schools without a high school diploma pass an approved,
independently administered test by requiring
(General Educational Development)

that

the

G.E.D.

test be admin istered.

Also,

apply the independent testing requirement only to proprietary
vocational schools, not public and not-for-profit institutions; and
(5)

Ensure the financial soundness of proprietary schools

participating in the federal student aid prograam by requiring that

schools maintain sufficient assets to provide

the educational

services described in their official publications and comply with
federal regulations, including making timely refunds.

Another set of proposals attempts to ensure that students
who have attended low-quality proprietary trade schools are treated

fairly in the loan repayment process so that they may re-establish
eligibility for financial aid.
(1)

This is done by:

Providing loan cancellation, re-established financial

aid eligibility, and credit record corrections for students who

attend proprietary trade schools that close while they are in
attendance;
(2)

Providing pro rata refunds of tuition,

loans,

and

grants if students withdraw prior to completion of the terms for
which they are enrolled;
(3)

Prohibiting proprietary trade schools from originating

student loans, or, in the alternative, provide that students whose
8
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loans originate at the schools may assert any claims they have

against the se4o1 against the lender or holder in due course.
Proprietary school students could still obtain loans independently;
(4)

Requiring lenders and guarantors to notify student

borrowers of their deferment rights periodically and permitting
retroactive deferment for eligible borrowers who defaulted even
though they would have been entitled to deferment;
(5)

Allowing students injured by violations of the Higher

Education Act to act as private attorneys general and maintain
private rights of action to enforce the Act; and
(6)

Prohibiting alleged student loan debts from schools

that meet the definition of "problem" proprietary trade schools
from being referred for income tax refund interception.
The proposed amendments go a long way toward remedying the
problems

experienced by the clients of the Legal

Assistance

Foundation of Chicago at proprietary vocational schools and would
increase their chances of obtaining education that will help them
become employed.

I urge the committee to consider adopting these

and similar measures.

Thank you.

9
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HIGHER EDUCATION ACT REAUTHORIZATION
AMENDMENTS TO ADDRESS TRADE SCHOOL INFRACTIONS
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CAROLINS ORSAC SROENBRROIN
COEMZOSIONIN
CITY OP CNICA00
DEPARTIMET OW CONSUMER SSIVICSS

121 S. LaSALLS STRUT - ROM SOO

ciamo,

ILLINOIS
(212) 744-4090

40102

The City of Chicago supports amending the nigher Education
Act with regard to trade schools in ordr to eliminate abuss.
Many of the areas the proposed amendmnts would impaot upon are
as follows:
-

The abrupt closing Of schools;
Inadequate refund policies;
Sole funding source abases;
LaSk of admission standards;
Strengthening certification standards;
for granting student loans;
Strengthening a:meditation standards
for training programs; and
Implementing stronger nforcement tools.
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On behalf or the City of Chicago, I am submitting this
testimony on trade school infractions and their effect upon our
residents and our society.
Before becoming Mayor of the City of Chicago in 1989,
Richard M. Daley was the Cook County Statels Attorney for eight
During that tima, he establiehed one of the most
years.
aggressive Consumer Fraud Units in the country.

A priority of this Unit was prosecuting and actively seeking
the revocation of accreditation of trade schools guilty of
violating the law and Cheating their students and the taxpayers.
State's Attorney Daley additionally helped revise legislation in
the State of Illinois concerning State regulation of trade
schoOls. Accordingly, the proposed changes in the Higher
Education Ant remain an important issue for the Mayor of the City
of Chicago.
I.

zmnftrignams

The failure to regulate trade schools has deprived numerous
low-income persons of the opportunity to acquire the skills
Trade
needed to elevate their economic status in the community.
schools which wire established to provide such training are now
hurting the very people they were created to aid. Unlike
academic institutions whose programs provide a diverse
curriculum, trade schools are designed to provide intensive
specialised training program for students requiring specific
skills. Unscrupulous school operators frequently View these
types of schools as little mare than a way of making a quick
profit at the expense of taxpayers, whose taxes fund the program,
and those individuals Who can least afford it...the students.
The inability of these students to repay federal student loans
creates unnecessary financial burdens on both the students and
taxpayers.
The city of Chicago supports the efforts to strengthen the
regulatory tools of the Higher Education Act of 1965 in order to
force trade schools to fulfill their public interest mandate.
The following proposals are designed to curb proprietnry
vocational school infractions.
Ir.

ABRUPT CLoScRO cx_aggoLes

During the past five years, several trade schools in the
City of Chicago have abruptly closed, leaving students burdened
by heavy educational loans without the means to complete their
educations. Through protection afforded debtors under the
Bankruptcy Code, many of these schools have evaded even the
reaches of governmental agencies seeking redress for victims by
filing for bankruptcy in other parts of the country.

.-4r7
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By statutorily providing for the cancellation of student
loans upon school closing for students who have not completed the
program, such an abuse can be corrected.
school operators should
also bear the responsibility of repaying Federal loans in the
event that financial or operational improprieties can be
demonstrated.
Criminal penalties for flagrant violations also
should be considered.
By mandeting greater accountability by
trade school owners, lending institutions will be encouraged to
take greater care in providing loan programs to trade schools.
222.

zuRiggiffillumaumacuis

Several trade schools in the Chicago area have instituted
refund policies under Which loans Cannot be refunded under any
circumstance after a short period of time. After the refund
period has lapsed, some schools have even halted certain
educational and financial benefits, thus encouraging students to
withdraw from the program.
For example, one trade school
provided students with free public transportation passes, but
stopped this benefit when the tuition refund period ended.
As a
result of this action, certain economically disadvantaged
students were forced to withdraw from the program. With fewer
students to educate and the existence of a vary limited refund
policy, school profits are maximized.
The currant Federal refund requirement, which requires
schoOls to refund monies only after receiving notification from
the Federal Government that the student loan default rate has
exceeded thirty percent, is not sufficient. By imposing such a
pro-rata refund policy without the need for official notification
of the school, such abuses can be mitigated.
IV.

igialinum .100501 _150515

Many trade schools "originate" student loans by acting as
agents for lenders.
Loan applications and advice are part of the
marketing "pitch" given by school "counselors" to encourage
prospective students to enroll in the program.
"Business
relationships" between lending institutions and trade schools do
not serve the interests of either students or taxpayers.
However, financial assistance may benefit students whose access
to student loans may be limited.
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Trace schools occasionally receive undisclosed commissions
from lending institutions. Sy prohibiting such a practice,
the
schools' profit-making aotivation to except unqualified students
or offer inferior training would he strongly discouraged.
Schools should also be required to disclose, orally and in
writing, that students may seek funding on their own and cannot
be forced to borrow money from any one financial institution.
The prominent insertion in all contracts of a "preservation of
claims and defenses clause', such as the Federal Trade Commission
rule, should also be mandated. Such changes will protect
students from attempts to enforce financial obligations in the
event that a school closes abruptly or engages in other kinds of
tbuses. Oieclosure of student loan deferment rights
should also
be mahdated.
Finally, copies of all contracts should be provided to
prossective students prior to the execution of any financial or
contractual agreements. Students who have negotiated contracts
in languages other than the English language should be provided
with copies of all contracts in the language of the negotiations.
V.

laajugrjamigamingagmal

The lack of ascertainable adaissions standards has permitted
ineligible students to enroll in trade school programs. In some
oases prospective students who have flunked admissions tests are
still admitted into the school. On occasion, applicants'
credentials have also been falsified. Additionally, some trade
schools have also admitted "ghost" applicanta as students.
Sy requiring prospective students to pass a General
Education Development test or its equivalent in States which do
not administer such a test, this abuse can be curbed. The
mandatory dirllosure of graduation rates would also provide
prospective students with objective criteria upon which they can
evaluate the trade school and determine if the school's services
will provide adequate training.
Periodic auditing of admissions
and graduation records should also be conducted by government
agencies to ensure that admissions standards are followed.
VI.

piamacTulmrso CERTIPIDATIgN STANQARD$ TOLARNMIIK2
STOOLMT

The process used to certify the financial capability of
trade schools to participate in the Title /V funding program
fails to protect adequately both students and the taxpayer.
In
the past, a large number of schools that applied were certified
despite their negatilie nt worth, net losse.1, and lack of
sufficient assets to cover liabilities. Fxisting schools that
are taken over by new management are not r,:quired to demonstrate
a performance record for two years prior o certification; a
requiremert for all nwi schools.
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financial
Sy requiring trade schools to submit audited schools which
public
accountant,
only
statements by a certified
requirements
have sufficient assets and can comply with Federal
Finally, ell schools whether
will be granted this authority.
to
newly established or newly purchased should be required
completion
and
placement
rates.
demonstrate satisfactory

VU.annagenelimumisemininatarmo_leaufweiTAWDARDes
is
The quality of training and education at trade schools
Such a
entities.
by
governeental
not consistently evaluated
responsibility has been delegated by States to private
school
accrediting agencies, which are largely composed of trade
control
has
been
easily
This lack Of effectiVe
operators.
Certain
exploited by proprietary school owners and operators. Others lank
to
teach
courses.
schools lack qualified instructors
equipment, such as computers in a computer training program.One
Training facilities also can be hazardous and antiquated.
persistent flooding problem, but
beauty schools classroom had a
hair
training to students, exposing
continued to provide blowedry

them to electrical hazards.

Trade schools should be required to maintain adequate
in
performance standards through an independent auditing system
The eligibility of
federal
money.
order to continue receiving
should be
trade schools to participate in student aid programs
placement
established
completion
and
contingent upon meeting
The federal government and not private accreditation
standards.
agencies should control the certification process.

A trade sehool should be required to submit an audited the
statement, certified by an independent auditor, documenting
training as well
percentage of students beginning and completing rate of students
the
successful
passage
as the placement rate and
an
taking required State wide exams in conjunction with
Yearly audits
application for certification or recertification.
Legislation should
will also significantly correct such abuses. requirements to halt
curriculum
and
graduation
also mandate fixed
to rachet the cost of
the common practice of charging hiddenInfees
one year at a particular
requirements.
fulfilling graduation
fees placed
trade school, due to new graduation requirements and 3oo took and
student
out
of
approximately
upon students, only one
successfully passed a state required exak

r
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NnforceMent of the requirements of the Higher Education Act
ehmuld be broadened to permit enforcement by other government
agencies as well as victims of trade school abuses. Such actions
will increase regulatory action as well as deter flagrant
taxpayers will benefit
violations. Both prospective students and
from such an amendment.

U. gaMaLISION
The City of Chicago supports the efforts to amend the Higher
Education Act of 1963 to strengthen the regulation of trade
Ey strengthening the regulatory scheme, trade school
schools.
abuses can be curbed more effectively. Greater regulation of
trade schools WOuld protect students as wall as government
student loan funds, thus relieving the unnecessary burdn the
various types of abuses place on students seeking specialised
training and taxpayers whose tax dollarn fund the student loan
programa.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

SHOE015*ir

OREAC
COMMISSIONER OF CONSUMER 8
CITY OF CHICAGO

5 -1 7
42-924 0 - 91 - 17

V/CES
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Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult Education
Dwight A York, State Director

March 26, 1991

The Honora4le Paul Simon, Chairman
Senate Subcwittee on Employment and Productivity

230 S. Nori'. St., Suite 3892
Chicago, Illinois

60604

Dear Senator Simon:

The cost of attending private college has traditionally restricted access to
these institutions. Now cost is restricting access to public colleges by
simply pricing them out of the market for an increasing number of students.
Tuition increases in excess of inflation have become commonplace in Wisconsin
as they have elsewhere, and have increased the burden on students. Other
education costs are also going up. In Wisconsin's two-year technical
colleges, Pell and other grants typically cover less than half the costs
associated with attending school. As costs mount, minority, disadvantaged,
and other potential students are foregoing college rather than risking their
futures on loans.
At the same time, jobs requiring the special skills and knowledge that can be
learned in two-year college programs often go begging.
It is a sad fact that
too many youth are unprepared for further education or for productive careers.
While the two-year colleges, by virtue of their opendoor policy, have been
effective in assisting students whatever their educational needs, cost is now
swinging the door closed. This is true for adults as well as youth just out
of high school. Today, adults in the work force find it increasingly
difficult, because of cost, to enroll in education programs to improve their
skills and acquire the knowledge that will enable them to advance.
Students are not the only ones frustrated by restricted access. Employers who
are unable to fill positions with qualified persons cannot compete effectively
and are also frustrated. The frustration felt by employers as well as those
who need additional education are an immediate result of restricted access to
post-high school education. Major long-term results of failure to preserve
and extend access as an investment for the future, include a loss of
competitive edge in world markets, a reduced standard 4 living, and
stagnation of what may be called our productivity infrastructure.
In asking what the federal government, together with tie higher education
community can do to improve student assistance programs, it must be recognized
that there is no bargain solution. Financial assistance must be given to
qualified persons who need it. To do this will mean that a substantially
It also
greater share of the nation's resources must be devoted to education.
meths that the federal government must act now to restructure assistance
programs to improve their effectiveness. I have suggested ways in which this
can be done below.
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The Honorable Paul Simon
Page 2
March 26, 1991

rants Over Loans
For years the technical colleges together with many in Congress have sought a
We have urged that more emphasis be
better balance between loans and grants.
given grants in order to reduce the burden of debt students face when they
complete their education.
By far the highest number of defaults are incurred by beginning students, many
While better loan administration may
of whom leave school before completing.
screen out some who now borrow, it is clear that loans are now offered to many
students, particularly those entering college for the first time, who would be
much better served by grants.

RECOMEIMATIONS:
1.

Reposition the Pe11 program by relieving it from the domestic
discretionary budget and make it a domestic entitlement program, like
Stafford loans, so that under the new deficit reduction rules the
needed increases in Pe11 Grants can be offset by reductions in
guaranteed loans.

2.

Nake Pell grants available to all first-year students who met current
financial need criteria.

3.

Rake Stafford loans available to students in their second year of
college at the earliest, after they have demonstrated their ability to
succeed in an education prograe.

4.

Continue College Work-Study and Supplemental grants at current funding
levels adjusted for inflation.

Simplification

There have been proposals to consqlidate all aid into three program: one for
There have been proposals to
grants, one for loans, and one for work-study.
simplify regulations, the eligibility test, the application for high need
students, and the loan process, including the elimination of loan guarantee
agencies.

RECOMMENDATION:

.

Siiplification should be a major goal of reauthorization to be
accomplished, at a miniva, by developing a single need analysis for all
aid programs, a one-page aid application form for all programs, and an
improved process for applying for and securing student loans.

549
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The Honorable Paul Simon
Page 3
March 26, 1991

AbilitY To Benefit CBTB)
Under legislation adopted in the closing days of the last session, all persons
who do not have a high school diploma or its equivalent (referred to as
ability to benefit, or ATB students) must, prior to enrollment, pass an
independently administered examination approved by the Secretary of Education.
ATB students who do not take and pass the examination would not be permitted
to enroll, thereby depriving the most needy students of the opportunity to
obtain an education.
RECOMMENDATION:

Modify the new 'ability to benefit' requirement by applying the testing
requirement only to ATB students applying for federal aid, and permit
institutions to determine ATB by following state procedures.

Assistant_SetratarY_e_Education for CommunitY and Technical_Colleges
Many higher education issues such as postsecondary occupational education not
requiring a baccalaureate degree, can be addressed most effectively by those
who have experience in 2-year colleges. Experience in 2-year colleges is
different from that obtained in baccalaureate institutions, just as the
institutions themselves are different in the services they provide, the
attributes and interests of their students, in curricula, and in the economic
Two-year college students are usually older
and societal needs they meet.
than students in 4-year institutions, and are more often married and have
families to support.
Programs in the community and technical colleges are
generally shorter and devote less time to theory and more to practical, or
technical, applications than programs in 4-year colleges and universities.
Few national education administrators and policy decision-makers have firsthand experience in dealing with community college issues and concerns. Yet,
more than half of all postsecondary students are enrolled in, or have
attended, 2-year colleges.
RECOMMENDATION:

Establish an Assistant Secretary for Community and Technical Colleges in
the U.S. Department of Education, to promote better understandiny of the
services two-year colleges can, and are performing.

r
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Default Reductiou
It is my understanding that the administration plans to introduce new
legislation this year to reduce Stafford loan defaults. The legislation will
require: (1) A minimum course length of 600 hours for eligibility; (2) Credit
checks of potential borrowers by lenders; and (3) Delayed loan disbursements
to first year borrowers at schools with a default rate over 30 percent until
60 days after the beginning of classes.

While these changes will achieve a degree of improvement in the loan default
problem, they do not address its major cause, which is that loans are being
made where grants should be used.

RECOMMEMOVIONS:
To reduce the default rate, Congress must:
1.

Establish accountability for Stafford Loans.

2.

Award only grants (not loans) to first year students;

3.

Credit loans, for the purpose of determininy default rates, only to
the institutions where loans originated;

4.

Allow self-regulation by institutions with less than a 20 percent
default rate, or where less than 10 percent of the students
enrolled half-time or more participate in the Stafford program.

Sincerely,

6/1:14i
Dwight A. York
State Director
DAY:SKC
LTR:603:27
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UIC
The University of Illinois at Chicago
Latin American Recruitment and Educaoonal Services (M,C 220)
Suite 202
322 South Green Street

Chop. Illinois 6C.37
(312) 99643560073

Senator Paul Simon
Attention: Mercy Lang
270 S. Dearborn
Suite 3892
Chicago, Illinois
60604

April 12, 1991

Dear Senator Simon:

The Latin American Recruitment and Educational Services (LARDS),
an academic student support program at the University of Illinois
at Chicago (UIC), recruits, advises and provides educational
assistance to over 1200 Latino students.

Established to increase

Latino enrollment, LARES offers assistance in the admissions
process and in identify.ng and acquiring the financial aid
necessary for attending UIC.

It

is with great interest that LARES monitors the reauthorization

of the Higher Eduration Art of

191-0, and ascnriated

introduced in the 102nd Congress.

As a uniL serving those

students who would benefit from a major restructuring of the
student aid/financial assistance programs, namely inner-city,
low-income, Latino students, LARES can only concur with the
recommendations issued by the U.S. Student Association (USSA).

First, the application process tor financial aid is particularly

554
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overwhelming to many.

Making the financial aid system "user

friendly," would encourage first generation and non-native
English-speaking students to apply.

Incentives such as

simplifying the form itself, using one form for federal, state
and local monies, and making the application free of charge, have
a direct impact on the student population LARES serves.

With

limited staff available to attend to the financial needs of
Latino students, such simplifications could ostensibly free up
staff to devote time to other pressing student concerns.
Additionally, exempting families who earn below a certain income
level (the recommended level is below 20,000) from need analysis
would make college more attainable to low-income, minority, and
disadvantaged populations.

Secondly, current standards that define independent student
status are not realistic.

Pre-1986 standards more accurately

allowed tor the situation of many students to be considered for
funding who were reaponsible for their own college expenses.

We

support liberalized independent status requirements with measures
to safeguard abuse by those with the parental and personal

resources to attend an institution of higher education.

Thirdly, with Latino and other students often forced to drop-out
due to tinancial difficulties, the need to reassess Lhe
dissemination of Pell Grants and federal loans is critical,

The

Latino student base in particular is expanding to include those
attend

students-.who while not at poverty level--could not

,j
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college without support.

The necessity of a concomitant

expansion in resources available to all groups with need is of
paramount importance.

In these recessionary times, a middle-

income family cannot always financially support their children
through post-secondary education.

If the Stafford loan were

expanded to include more middle-income families, and as a
corollary,

if the Perkins loan were made available to lower-

income recipients, these modifications could only enhance the
numbers and diversity of underrepresented students such as ours.
It

is also important to continue to provide fixed-rate subsidized

loans, such as the Guaranteed Loan Program, to students who begin
repayment nine months after graduation.

Other incentive programs would encourage Latino students, for
example, to remain in theic communities and provide badly needed
services.

One such suggested program, features loan forgiveness

benefits as a method of rewarding national or community service.
This should not revert to a mandatory service requirement which
would not only discourage this kind of activism but would
discriminate against those without the ability to participate.
Another initiative could be established that would offer
incentives for employers to repay student loans on behalf of
their employecss.

Fourthly, 0 very important reform would guaronlee decent wages,
beyond the minimum vage, to College Work Study students.
Moreover, further decreases in Lhis program (College Work Study)
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will only force a larger share of Latino students to drop out or
be forced to take on additional student loans when many entry-

level salaries already do not encouragement repayment.

Creative

campus programs that employ students in positions that provide
valuable work skills not only assist students economically, but
help to prepare them for professional employment in the future.

I

would conclude with a strong endorsement of recruitment and

retention efforts aimed at reaching pre-collegiate
underrepresented populat ons.

Many model programs which utilize

the talents of educators, students and administrators alike can
provide for not only a diverse future workforce but a literate
and participatory citizenry.

Again,

I

concur with the major recommendations suggested by the

U.S. Student Association.

I

believe a review of the Higher

Education Act of 1965 with these recommendations in mind will
promote a more equitable and beneficial system of support for
those seeking higher education.

Respecttully,

04144t,5

Leonard Ramirez
LAMES Director

t.)
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Our hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]

ACCESS AND CHOICE ISSUES IN HIGHER
EDUCATION
TUESDAY, APRIL 2, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Hartford, CT.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., at the
University of Hartford, Susman Lounge, 200 Bloomfield Avenue,
Hartford, CT, Senator Christopher J. Dodd presiding.
Present: Senator Dodd.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

Senator DODD. Good morning, everyone. Let me first of all apolo-

gize to all of you for being a few minutes late, but I had a press

conference this morning to announce a new member of my staff in
.cticut. I have asked Bill Burns, the former Commissioner for
the Department of Transportation, to join my staff to help coordinate economic development programs with the other congressional

Co

offices and the various chambers in the State and cities and the
Department of Commerce in the State. Bill, as many of you know,

is one of the most highly regarded public servants in recent

memory in this State, and I saw him sitting on the sidelines and
thought that was a wasted asset in the State. So we asked him to
join us. For those of you who have worked with him in the past, I
think you will appreciate the kind of expertise and knowledge and
understanding of this State that we desperately need in these days.
This morning we gather for another purpose, and I should begin
by first of all thanking Mr. Tonkin and the University of Hartford
for their graciousness in making available the university as the setting for the first of two hearings on higher education in this State.
I said in a way that it is unrelated. It is not unrelated. There is no
more related issue, I suppose, to economic development than the
need for assistance in the higher education areas. As I held the
press conference this morning, obviously I was asked as well about
the layoffs that the Governor announced 'ad evening. I think like
all of us, layoffs anywhere, whether private or public sector, are
tremendously disturbing, and troubling ir what it means for the
long-term interest of the State. And I am deeply concerned about
it, but I also understand that theE 3 are difficult times and the Governor has a tremendously difficult task, as well as the members of
the State legislature. People like Senator Sullivan and others have
to grapple with these issues directly.
(515)
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Governor Weicker said something very interesting the other day

when he appeared before the State legislature. He talked about

Connecticut as a family, and I believe that. Each of us, whether we
are a public citizen or private citizen, has an obligation to do what

we can to strengthen this family and to get it back on its feet

again. Certainly what I can do best is what I do, and that is to see
to it that at the Federal level we do as much as possible to assist
this State, assist families, assist students to receive the kind of educational opportunities that will allow them to become productive
employees or employers, good parents, good citizens, to make a con-

tribution, not only to this State but to our Nation. So my job as a
U.S. Senator is to bring to bear the resources and to bring to the
attention of my colleagues in the Senate and the Federal Government these questions, and hopefully make some improvements in
the present situation.
This morning, in an effort to advance that particular cause, I
thought it would make some sense during this recess break to focus
attention on some legislation that I have introduced and get your
advice and counsel as to whether or not it is a good idea, whether
or not it can be improved, what suggestions you would make or
offer, and then bring that information to my colleagues in the
Labor and Human Resources Committee of the U.S. Senate, most
specifically the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities,
on which I serve under the leadership of Senator Pell, the author,
of course, of the Pell grants, among other things during his tenure
in the U.S. Senate.

I thank each and every one of you for being here this morning,
and we will get directly to our first panel of witnesses after I take
a few minutes to make a couple of opening remarks, specifically on
the legislation.

Today the Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities

begins the first of 2 days of field hearings in Connecticut on issues
related to access and choice in higher education. As a member of
the subcommittee, I expect that the testimony presented here this
morning in Hartford and tomorrow in Mystic will provide me with
material that I will need to represent the interests of this State, its

students, its parents, its faculty administrators during the reau-

thorization of the Higher Education Act this year.
Every 5 years, as most of you in this room know, the Congress

has an opportunity to review the laws governing the Federal

Higher Education Programs. When the Congress first passed the
Higher Education Act in 1965, its purpose was to make postsecondary education opportunities more accessible to all Americans, not

just those who could afford it.

While we can be proud, all of us, of the rise in enrollments in
postsecondary institutions, in the decades since the passage of the
GI bill in 1945 and the Higher Education Act in 1965 and through
the mid-1970's, the 1980's have been marked by stagnation and declining access.

Since 1981, while families have watched tuition costs climb by as
much as 59 percent in this country, the Federal share of available
aid has dropped from 83 percent to 75 percent. Moreover, since the
mid-1970's, the percent of Federal aid to students in the form of
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grants has dropped drastically from 76 percent to 29 percent as
loans have replaced grants as the major source of student aid.
Rising tuition costs, high loan default costs, and the tightening of
Pell grant and Stafford student loan eligibility requirements are
making it harder, if not impossible, for many families to afford
higher education costs. Low- and middle-income families alike have
been squeezed out of the Pell grant and Stafford loan programs.
Families living in the Northeast and California particularlyregions known for their high cost of living and inflated property
valuesare harder hit with higher education costs and lower eligibility for Federal aid.
The inclusion of nonliquid assetssuch as homes and businessesin the calculation of need has compounded the problem for students and families in Connecticut and across this country. Lowand middle-income families alike, and particularly middle-income
families, are expected to borrow against their home to meet their
expected family contribution. This is a particularly onerous requirement for families who over the last 20 years have seen the

value of their homes dramatically outstrip increases in their

income. They simply could not a.rord to make payments on home
equity loans from those incomes.
Another example of the student needs testing that hurts Connecticut families is the extremely low standard maintenance allowance. The Federal law only allows a family of four with one child
in college $14,930 a year to meet essential living costs. While a
family of four could live on $15,000 in some parts of the country
although I would be very hard pressed to tell you where today you
could live on that kind of an income with a family of four it is impossible, thoroughly impossible, here in Connecticut. The standard
maintenance allowance does not take into consideration the cost of
living for the region in which the family resides.
As the Congress works this year to reauthorize the laws government the Federal student loan and grant programs, I intend to be

out front in the effort to protect and maintain the integrity of
these Federal aid programs. I will work to restore the purchasing
power of Pell grants, and I will help to assure that the criteria for
Federal assistance will be fair and equitable to all families in need
of such aid.

An investment in educationand this has become a worn-out expression, but it needs to be stated apparently for some over and
over and over and over and over again. An investment in education
is an investment in the future of this Nation. That ought to be as
clear to anyone in this Nation as anything. And for this reason, I
strongly believe that the Federal Government should bolster its
commitment to making higher edunation accessible to all Americans. While today's hearing will deal specifically with access as it
relates to the Federal student aid programs, we must also give serious consideration to the problems of retention, deteriorating facilities, and the need to reach the youth traditionally under-represented in higher education.
I would also just like to point out briefly some statistics that
many of you in this room may know already, but I just think they
State the case sometimes better than all the rhetoric. In 1949, nine
percent of the Federal budget was committed to higher education
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in this country. In 1991, only three percent of our budget is committed to higher education. As I mentioned a few moments ago,
Federal funding in grants has dropped 37 percent in real terms in
the last decade. Funding for college work-study program fell 32 percent, Perkins loans 67 percent, and SSIG 48.1 percent in that same
10-year period. In fiscal year 1979, the Pell grants covered 46 percent of college costs. In 1991, they will cover only 25 percent of college costs for families. So you begin to get some sort of a flavor and
an idea of what is happening to families out there.

I presume that many of you had a chance to look at the bill or
proposalthe one that we have introduced and I am going to be
asking you to comment on itthat will make, we think, some differences. In 1981, the Reagan administration, unfortunately with
the support of Congress, put a cap on the middle-income student
assistance programs. That has just clobbered middle-income fami-

lies. It virtually has taken them out of the programs. So today if
you are unfortunate not to be poor enough, and in most cases not
affluent enough, then the opportunities for higher education are
just almost not there for families. And so I am determined, with
this reauthorization bill, to see to it that we get back to where we
were, making it possible for middle-income families and for lowerincome families to be able to participate in our higher education
opportunities.

To come off Desert Storm and all of the great sense of euphoria
and patriotism associated with that particular cause is one thing.
But, frankly, the great storms that are going to be raging in the
world are going to be economic. And if this Nation dces not edu-

cate a generation, it will be asked to meet those challenges of
global competition in the latter part of this decade and the beginning of the 21st century, then we are deluding ourselves and will
be relegating this Nation to a second-class status. That is not hyperbole. That is a fact.
So this morning is an opportunity to hear directly from those involved in higher education in this State, take that information to
Washington, and with some luck and I think the support of Republicans as well as Democrats and a strong bipartisan effort, this
year ought to be the year that we put some sanity and ;1.telligence
back into our higher educational systems. And I thank you for
coming this morning.
[The prepared statement of Senator Dodd follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

I would like to extend a warm welcome to the students, parents
and education administrators who are with us this morning.
Today, the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities

begins the first of two days of field hearings in Connecticut on
issues related to access and choice in higher education. As a
member of the subcommittee, I expect that the testimony presented today in Hartford and tomorrow in mystic will provide me with
material I need to represent the interests of Connecticut's students
during the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
Every five years the Congress has an opportunity to review the
laws governing the Federal higher education programs. When the

,
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Congress first passed the Higher Education Act in 1965, its purpose
was to make postsecondary education opportunities more accessible
to all Americansnot just to those who could afford it.
While we can be proud of the rise in enrollments at postsecondary institutions, in the decades since the passage of the GI Bill in
1945 and the Higher Education Act in 1965 and through the mid-

1970's, the 1980's have been marked by stagnation and declining

access.

Since 1981, while families have watched tuition costs climb by as
much as 59 percent, the Federal share of available aid has dropped
from 83 to 75 percent. Moreover, since the mid-1970's, the percent
of Federal aid to student in the form of grants has dropped drastically from 76 percent to 29 percent as loans have replaced grants
as the major source of student aid.
Rising tuition costa, high loan default costs and the tightening of

Pell grant and Stafford student loan eligibility requirements are
making it harder, if not impossible, for many families to afford

higher education costs. Low- and middle-income families alike have

been squeezed out of the Pell grant and Stafford loan programs.
Families living in the northeast and Californiaregions known for
their high cost of living and inflated property valuesare harder
hit with higher education costs and lower eligibility for Federal
aid.

The inclusion of non-liquid assetssuch as homes and businessesin the calculation of need, has compounded the problem for

students and families in Connecticut. Low and middle-income families alike are expected to borrow against their home to meet their

expected family contribution. This is a particularly onerous requirement for families who, over the last 20 years, have seen the

value of their homes dramatically outstrip increases in their
income. They simply could not afford to make payments on home
equity loans from their incomes.

Another example of the student aid needs testing, that hurts

Connecticut families, is the extremely low standard maintenance
allowance. The Federal law only allows a family of four, with one

child in college, $14,930 a year, to meet essential living costs. While
a family of four could live on $15,000 in some parts of this coun-

tryit is next to impossible in Connecticut. The standard mainte-

nance allowance does not take into consideration the cost of living
for the region in which the family resides.
As the Congress works this year to reauthorize the laws governing the Federal student loan and grant programs, I intend to be
out front in th3 effort to protect and maintain the integrity of the
Federal aid programs. I will work to restore the purchasing power

of the Pell grants. And, I will help to ensure that the criteria for
Federal assistance will be fair and equitable for all families in need
of such aid.

An investment in education is an investment in the future of

this nation. And for this reason, I strongly believe that the Federal
government, should bolster its commitment to making higher education accessible to all Americans. While today's hearing will deal
specifically with access as it relates to the Federal student aid programs, we must also give serious consideration to the problei Is of
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retention, deteriorating facilities, and the need to reach the youth
traditionally underrepresented in higher education.
At this time, I would like to welcome the first panel of distinguished witnesses. I look forward to hearing your testimony.
We are very honored this morning to have a very distinguished
first panel of witnesses who can speak with great clarity and with
a great deal of background on higher education needs in this State.
I am honored that Norma Glasgow is with us, the Commissioner of
Higher Education for the State of Connecticut. I have already mentioned State Senator Kevin Sullivan, who is the chairman of the
Joint Legislative Committee on Education. I gather you are going

to be accompanied by Representative Nancy Wyman and Jon Pe Ito.

I don't know whether they are going to be able to be here or not.
Mr. SULLIVAN. We hope.

Senator DODD. We hope they will be joining us this morning.

I have already mentioned Dr. Humphrey Tonkin, the president
of the University of Hartford; and, of course, Dr. Harry Hartley,
we welcome you, Doctor. Duke won last night.
Mr. HARTLEY. What can I tell you?

Senator Donn. He mentioned Connecticut the other night, the

coach, in talking on his way to the final four.
Of course, Dr. Dallas Beal who is the president of the Connecti-

cut State University System. We thank all of you for being here
with us this morning.

We will begin in the order that I have introduced you for your
statements. Most of you have done this in the past. Because there
is an awful lot of data that one could provide here, I would just say
to you and to all of the other witnesses that we will be hearing
from this morning, all of your prepared statements, all of the accompanying data that you want to provide will be made a part of
the record. I would ask you to try and keep your remarks down to
about seven, 8 minutes or so, so that we might get to some questions and be able to get to our second panel and get to lunch at
some point, or dinner, if that is all possible.
Norma, thank you for being here.
STATEMENTS OF NORMA FOREMAN GLASGOW, COMMISSIONER
OF HIGHER EDUCATION, STATE OF CONNECTICUT; KEVIN SULLIVAN, STATE SENATOR, HARTFORD, CT; HUMPHREY TONKIN,

PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD, HARTFORD, CT;
HARRY J. HARTLEY, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT, STORRS, CT; AND DALLAS K. BEAL, PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM, NEW BRITAIN, CT; ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD SAVAGE, FINANCIAL AID OFFICER

MS. GLASGOW. Thank you, Senator. It is a pleasure to be here,
and we very much appreciate what you are doing to help college

students, not only in Connecticut but in the rest of the United
States. I will try to be brief and outline some issues that you al-

ready have touched on, so I won't emphasize those that you have
already talked about.
As we look at this reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, I
think it is well to remember that this Act really is the cornerstone
legislation that sets national policy for higher education. And the
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effective reform of this legislation can affect the ability of our
country to sustain its prosperity and to maintain its cohesion
through equity for all its people. We see the divisions between
classes and races. This equitable opportunity for education can
help and must overcome that.
Now, our primary goals in the legislation I think can and should
continue to be educational access for needy students, but we also
need to assure that access is to quality institutions. Some of the impacts that you already have pointed out in Connecticut in regard to
student financial aid: Both Pell and Stafford loans have been retarhave
geted for the neediest students, and we certainly know theybeing
need. But the lower- and middle-income students are really
squeezed out. There is an erosion of the Federal role in prt.viding
both loan and grant dollars to the traditional Connecticut college
student.
'rile shift from grants to loans as the primary means of Federal
subsidy is particularly hard on the lower- and middle-income student. Grant funds for Connecticut college students have declined
since 1980, both in terms of total dollars and in the percentage of
total Federal and State grant aid. The State has been responsive.
Over the past 5 years, from April 1985 to 1990, the amount that
the State has provided has gone from about $7 million to almost
$18 million, but yet it has been unable to keep pace and compensate for the reductions in Federal aid and rising tuition costs.
The Federal targeting of eligibility to large numbers of students
enrolled in vocational technical proprietary schools and newly defined independent students with no increase in funds has diverted
of
funds from traditional students. For example, at the beginning
ConPell
grant
dollars
coming
into
the 1980's, 15 percent of all the
necticut went to students who were in proprietary schools. By the
end of the decade, that had risen to 45 percent. Again, the students
from lower-middle- and middle-income families wishing to attepe:

traditional colleges were hard hit.
The congressional needs analysis which your legislation does address makes it increasingly difficult for needy Connecticut families
to receive aid, particularly because of these unrealistic expectations
from student earnings and home equity.
Now, your efforts for reform we applaud and support. The lower
expectations of student earnings that are to be used to meet college
costs, I understand that you are proposing that be reduced from 70
to
to 45 percent. We certainly applaud that. You might even want
consider a dollar cap as opposed to a percentage cap, because there
is still the disincentive. We don't want to have a disincentive for
students to work, because they do work to try to support their tuition.
Your reduced end expected contributions from home and farm
equity makes eminent sense. I understand the proposal would be to
eliminate that subsidy totally for those with incomes below $40,000
and to have a sliding scale, a graduated scale for those between
$40,000 and $70,000. This would seem to give the relief that is desperately needs. And to allow students with dependents to deduct
child care costs. It is timepast time that we recognize that many
of our students are pareuts and that they do need the help and this
is a legitimate expense of attending college. And to give some spe-
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cial considerations to those families who have dislocated workers or
displaced homemakers in the home, I applaud all of those efforts.
Now, as we look at other reforms in the reauthorization act, if I
could, I would like us to, as you consider it, suggest that we look at
three major goals and actions which could achieve those goals. The
three major goals would be: As we reform, let's increase enrollment

and persistence for the most disadvantaged; let's also help the
middle-income student; and let's assure that we have quality and

integrity in the programs they are attending.
Now, to help the persistence and enrollment of the most disadvantaged, let's simplify the application process. Example: Let's just
eliminate need analysis for those clearly in need, such as those on
Aid to Families with Dependent Children. I doubt that they ought
have to go through the whole need application process. They have
clearly demonstrated need.
I think we could encourage partnerships with States and colleges
to provide early intervention programs, including expansion of the

TRIO programs.

Provide some incentives, perhaps through a revamping of SSIG,
for outreach programs and demonstration projects to increase stu-

dent's persistence. In other words, if those could be used, the
State's help in those programs as some of the matching funds for
SSIG, then this outreach program could be continued with a partnership between the Federal Government and the States and possi-

bly some private dollars.
I think we need to tighten eligibility criteria for independent student status for Pell grant recipients, and certainly we need to hold
postsecondary schools accountable for the criteria on ability to benefit and follow-up on programs and success of Pell grant recipients.

We want to help the neediest, but it does not help the neediest if
they are preyed upon by the unconscionable that promise them

education and give them nothing.
Goal 2: Helping middle-income students. In addition to the steps
you already have taken which are baseline and terribly important,
I would hope we could consider perhaps tax incentives for college
savings. Perhaps increase the family income limit on full deductibility of U.S. savings bonds from $60,000 to $75,000.

I hope we could restore tax deductibility on parent and student
educational loans, and the criteria that you have mentioned would
broaden the eligibility for the Stafford loans and college workstudy, and that is desperately needs. And amend that congressional
methodology so that we can provide some recognition of the educational savings allowance, and they are not penalized for savings.
Consider the reinstitution of IRA's with withdrawals allowed for
education. I know the Federal budget, but I have to keep talking

about this because I think it is important. Make Federal needs
analysis more sensitive to regional differences in costs of living.

You mentioned it yourself. Maybe somewhere someone could live
for $15,000 a year, but certainly not in Connecticut.
Provide incentive funding to encourage matching Federal, State,
and private funds. It is going to require the funds from all three of
these focused together.

Now, ensuring quality and integrity of programs. Defaults on
student loans, high dropout rates, poor quality programs are erod-
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ing the public faith in the effectiveness of student financial assistance programs. I think there could be reforms that would strengthwhich
en the accountability and institutional eligibility standards
determinthe
role
of
State
licensure
bodies
in
are used. Strengthen
ing the eligibility of institutions for Federal aid programs. States
should know their own college programs and their own postsecondary programs.
Establish higher standards for accrediting associations whose actions determine the institutional eligibility. Those accrediting associations should be represented more broadly than the vocations
that they accredit.
Strengthen the ability of the Office of Education to examine
standards and the capacity of institutions to manage Federal funds,
including the profit structures of proprietary institutions and plans
for institutional review and oversight, that there is a process for
review and oversight. I think those then could help to continue to
improve to reach those three goals.
We would love to see an expansion of FIPSE grants for institutional grants for improvement of undergraduate education, multicultural education, and school-college collaboratives. We also would
encourage the incentives with States and Federal Government
working together to provide funds for laboratories and equipment
to strengthen research. Our laboratories are antiquated. Our equipment is not state-of-the-art. And we know that the facilities and
the infrastructure is one of your considerations. We certainly hope
that we can, through State and Federal partnerships, do something
about that.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Glasgow follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. GLASGOW

Thank you for this opportunity for Connecticut people to comment on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. The act is the cornerstone legislation for
national higher education policy. The effective reform of the legislation will directly
affect the ability of our country to sustain its prosperity and to maintain its cohesion through equity for all its people.
The primary goals can continue to be to provide educational access for needy students and to assure that access is to quality institutions,
ISSUES OF CONCERN TO CONNECTICUT

--The retargeting of both Pell grants and the Stafford (GSL) Loan Program has

eliminated many middle and lower-middle-income students from access to these
programs. This has resulted in an erosion of the Federal role in providing both
loan and grant aid to traditional Connecticut college students.
Shift from grants to loans as primary means of Federal subsidy is particularly
hard for low- and middle-income students.
--Grant funds for Connecticut college students has declined since 1980, both in
terms of total dollars and percentage of total Federal and State grant aid.
Despite healthy increases in State aid over the past five years (from $6.9 million
in FY 1984-85 to $17.8 million in FY 1989-90), State funds have not been able
to compensate for reductions in Federal aid for Connecticut college students.
Federal targeting of eligibility to large numbers of students enrolled in vocational-technical proprietary schools and newly-defined "independent" students

with no increase in fends has diverted funds from traditional students. At the
heginning of the ILI) s, 15 percent of all Pell grant dollars in Connecticut went
ts. students attending proprietary schools. By the end of the decade that per-
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centage had increasecl to 45 percent. Again, students from lower-middle and
middle-income families wishing to attend colleges were hardest hit.
The Unigressional Needs Analysis makes it increasingly difficult for needy Connecticut families to receive Federal aid, particularly because of unrealistic expectations from student earnings and home equity.
SENATOR DODD'S PROPOSALS FOR REFORM

We appreciate and support Senator Dodd's efforts to address some of these problems with his proposals to:
Lower expectations of the amount of student earnings to be used to meet college
costs (from 70 percent and 45 percent). You may wish to consider a set dollar
expectation rather than a percentage to avoid disincentives to work and earn.

Reduce expected contributions from home and farm equity. I understand the

proposal is to eliminate subsidy for those with incomes below $40,000, with sliding scale for those between $40,000-$70,000.
Allow students with dependents to deduct child care costs.
Give special considerations to those families with dislocated workers or displaced homemakers.
GOALS FOR OTHER REFORMS IN THE REAUTHORIZATION ACT

As the Congress considers the Reauthorization Act, I would suggest three major
goals and actions which could help to achieve those goals:
Goa/ 1: Increase Enrollment and Persistence for the Most Disadvantaged
Simplify the application process.

For example, eliminate need analysis for those clearly in need, such as AFDC
recipients.

Encourage partnerships with states and colleges to provide early intervention

programs, including expansion of TRIO programs.
Provide incentives, possibly through revamping the SSIG program, for outreach
programs and demonstration projects to increase student's persistence.

Tighten eligibility criteria for independent student status for Pell grant recipi-

ents and hold postsecondary achools accountable for criteria on ability to benefit
and follow-up on progress and success of Pell grant recipients.
Goal 2: Helping Middle-Income Families
Improve tax incentives for college savings (e.g., increase family income limit on
deductibility for U.S. Savings Bonds from $60,000 to $75,000).
--Restore tax deductibility on parent and student educational loans.
Broaden eligibility for Stafford loans and college work study programs.
Amend the CongrPgsional Methodology to provide for educational savings allowance.

Consider reinstituting IRA's with withdrawals allowed for education.
Make Federal needs analysis more sensitive to regional differences in costs of
living.

Provide incentive funding to encourage matching Ft..deral, state, and private
funds.

Goal 8: Ensuring Quality and Integrity

Defaults on student loans, high dropout rates, and poor quality programs are

eroding public trust in the effectiveness of student financial assistance programs.
Reforms to strengthen accountability and institutional eligibility standards could
include:

Strengthening the role of State licensure bodies in determining eligibility of institutions for Federal aid programs.
--Establishing higher standards for accrediting associations whose actions determine institutional eligibility for Federal aid funds.
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Strengthening the ability of the Office of Education to examine standards and
funds, including profit structures of
capacity of institutions to manage Federal
proprietary institutions and plans for institutional review and oversight to
ensure educational and financial accountability.
Incentives for Institutional Quality Improvements
Expansion of FIPSE targeted for institutional grants for improvement of undergraduate education, multicultural education, school-college collaboratives.
Incentives and Federal State partnerships to provide funds for laboratories and
equipment to strengthen research.

Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Norma.
Kevin, we thank you for being with us this morning.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Senator, thank you. It is also a pleasant break to

be sitting testifying rather than listening to testimony these days.
I want to thank you in particular for holding this hearing but
more importantly for your leadership on this issue. If we in Connecticut were to look to Washington in higher education for one
.;:ical area of strengthening that partnership that should be
there, it is definitely the area of student financial aid. And it is
critical to our State, obviously, as it is to others.
Representative Wyman, my co-chair on Education, and Representative Pelto, my co-chair on the Higher Education Subcommittee of Appropriations, had wanted to be with us this morning. They
cannot be, apparently, but they do want to be sure that they are
included in both supporting the direction you are moving in in
Washington and amplifying the remarks of the experts who are
here with us this morning.
Having just made the report of the Higher Education Subcommittee of Appropriations, I guess my sense is redoubled in terms of
the importance of the financial aid piece. Knowing what we are
looking at in Connecticut, a rather exacerbated picture of the
Nation at large in terms of the recession, in terms of particularly
that impact on public institutions and increasing tuition in public
institutions, and the desperate need to find the resources to help
balance those tuitions with financial aid so that we are not closing
the door to students, public or private in this State. Your opeiiing
statement I think captures so well all of the problems, and it would
be redundant to address those in any detail. I think the notion of
this shift at the Federal level from grant to loan, and even as to
loan the increasingly constricted and narrow definition of need has
in ma.iy respects made it substantially less than useful prcgrains
of assistance for higher education. I think the direction that you

are going in is precisely where we ought to be headed.
Obviously, Connecticut shares with the rest of the Nation a
number of problems, ut we also I think have a unique, in some
respects, situation and perhaps one that is maybe only reflected at
to
the other side of this continent in this country. Our students are
disadfamilies
are
to
some
degree
peculiarly
some degree and our
vantaged by that financial aid needs analysis. We have looked at
comparable statistics for a family in, say, the Midwest and a family
in Connecticut. And by the time you run housing prices as an asset
through the formula, by the time you run the inflated earnings, by

not in a
the time you run cost of living, you really see that it iswhat
the
unalikes
alike.
And
in
a
sense,
that
is
sense fair to treat
drive
down
the
capacity
to
neols analysis does now and tends to
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help kids in Connecticut even though those kids and their families
are in many respects economically under a much greater burden
even trying to come into the higher education market.

We in Connecticut have done what we can over the last few

years. The commissioner, I think, pointed out quite well that actually from 1985 to today, 1985 some $6.9 million, today about $20
million, a little higher than the last year figure that she indicated
in terms of our contribution to student financial aid. But because
of the needs formula that we tie into, which is the Federal one, I
just go back to our experience a couple of years ago. We put a lot
more money in one step into our three principal aid programs in

Connecticut. The consequence of that was primarily not to see
more students assisted to attend higher education, but to see the
same students assisted more with the new dollars. So that we did
not see the doors open up in terms of additional opportunity. The
formula simply drove more and more dollars to the same kids. And
that I think is the sort of lower-middle-income, middle-income dilemma that we are all trying to grapple with this morning.

We have experimented a little bit, nibbling around the edges
with our own State-funded student employment program to get
away from the asset-equity test, to get away from the caps on stu-

dent earnings. Obviously that would be significantly assisted if that

direction, as you suggest, is also going to be forthcoming in the

Federal programs and the Federal formula.
The direction that we would generally suggest is I think precise-

ly the direction that you are going on. First, that we needwe

would hope for a greater investment in this area, but obviously the
Federal Government shares with us the dilemma of trying to do so
in a less than perfect economy. At the very least, we would look to

something that would reduce the student contribution levels for
those students who are lower-middle-income, in particular, that
would put a more equitable balance, if possible, between loan and
grant. I think the thing that has really troubled most is the degree
to which reliance on loans, whether Federal or private sector, has
become the norm.
I look back to my opportunity to be the first kid in my family to

go to college and graduate college, made possible primarily by a
grant program from the Federal Governn.ent that simply does not
exist at this point in time.
Senator DODD. By the way, that has been the last 10 years. I
mean, those numbers were absolutely the reverse, I think, 10 years
ago. It was about 75 or 70-30, and they justso you don't have to

go back a long way. You can go back just the last decade.
Mr. SULLIVAN. You don't even have to go back as far as my college days.
Senator DODD. That wasn't very terribly politic. No gray hair on
that head of yours.
Mr. SULLIVAN. There will be after the end of this.
Senator DODD. Yes, I am sure there will be. [Laughter.]
Mr. SULLIVAN. We would alf3o support extending the access to financial aid for families above the $20,000 income le% el, and more

particularly on the needs analysis. What you are doing on family

asset wortn, particularly because of the inflation of that asset
worth in this State, is critical. Looking at regional differences in
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cost of living, if possible, taking less of dependent students' earnings into account, and I would commend the commissioner's particular remark with respect to child care costs. I mean, we sometimes forget that what we call the traditional student is no longer
the real student in higher ed. We are looking at a very different
population of students who are coming back to higher education,
dropping in and out of higher education, generally with responsibilities much greater than I had or my peers had when we were in a
4-year college.

Finally, a little bit ofnot disagreement, but a different emphasis perhaps on the issue of who is going to be able to participate. I
understand the concerns about the so-called proprietary postsecondary sector in this country and in this State. However, I would
suggest that some of the recent direction in making Pell funds less
available to institutions which are in large measure providing valuable postsecondary education, particularly targeted to improving
and strengthening the workforce in the workplace in the State of
Connecticut and other States, may be an unw;r4.., direction. We need
to seek some balance again and recognize tha ',ose proprietary institutions are, indeed, part of the postsecork. .r community, are,
indeed, providing a valuable educational and i:Naining experience
for particularly those individuals who have traditionally been shut
out of opportunity. It isn't 4-year, it isn't postgraduate, but it is a
critical piece of the higher edw ation picture, and we ought not discriminate or leave them out of the puzzle.
Just in conclusion, let me say that for more and more of our citizens, higher education is become less a bridge to the future and
more an insurmountable financial hurdle. For too many others,
they are asked to mortgage the very future for which higher education is preparing them. Each State can do its part. Connecticut has.
But I think this is one area where your leadership and the leadership of Congress, hopefully the President ultimately, can restore
one of the most important partnerships that has ever existed be-

tween the Federal and State governments, and that is access to
higher education.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sullivan follows:1
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. SULLIVAN

Senator Dodd, I am State Senator Kevin Sullivan, Co-Chairman of the General
Assembly's Education Committee and Senate Co-Chairman of our Appropriations
Committee's Higher Education Subcommittee. Joining in this statement are State
Representative Jonathan Pe Ito, House Co-Chairman of the Appropriations Higher
Education Subcommittee, and State Representative Nancy Wyman, Co-Chairman of
the Education Committee. On behalf of all our colleagues, we thank you for this
hearing and opportunity to join in your concern to strengthen Federal student fi
nancial aid.
We have all been aware for quite some time of the escalating costs of higher education. This trend is now ex icerbated at our public universities and colleges as economic recession sharply curtails State revenues and necessitates greater tuition to
compensate for the loss of State support.
In addition, Federal student aid has been steadily shifting from grants to loans.
With grants reserved for only the very poorest students, a particular burden has
been placed on those other needy students and families who, with very limited resources, must incur greater and greater debt in pursuit of higher education.
And while more of the Federal aid is being granted in the form of loans, the guaranteed loan program itself has turned into a very limited, need-based programdenying most middle and lower-middle-income students access to even this financial
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help. These students then are left with very few options to finance college tuition.
Most can only fall back on private financing and pay conventional interest rates
which compound their debt burden.
These problems are not unique to Connecticut, but we believe Connecticut students and their families are additionally disadvantaged relative to students in other
parts of the country by certain features of the Federal needs analysis.
As you know, the standard congressional methodology for determining need assumes that a minimum amount of famly income is necessary for essential living expenses. The remaining family income is then assumed to be available for discretionary spending, including college expenses. The remaining family income is then assumeci to be available for discretionary spending, including college expenses. The
meCiodology also takes into account the fact that the possession of assets, such as
real estate equity, enhances a family's financial strength. The expected family contribution toward educational expenses is then based on a percentage of its adjusted
available income.

This adjusted available income is supposed to reflect the family's economic

strength based on the combination of its income and assets. The problem for Connecticut residents is that the standard methodology is both unfair and unrealistic. It
fails to take into account regional differences in the cost of living or in the value of
real estate. To illustrate, a Connecticut family with an annual income of $50,000 has
in reality less discretionary income for college costs than a family with the same
income in Nebraska, because the cost of living is so much higher here. This very
real economic difference is not reflected in the needs analysis. Moreover, the identical family home will have a much greater value in Connecticut because of the still
relatively high cost of housing. This makes the Connecticut family appear wealthier
than the Nebraska family, and wealtheir than it actually is, even as its spendable
income buys less.

Connecticut has taken steps to compensate for the decrease in Federal aid, the
shift from grants to loans, the rigidity of need criteria for student loan eligibility,
and the inequity inherent in the standard Federal methodology for determining financial need:
1. The State has significantly increased financial aid for students attending Con-

necticut's public and private institutions of higher education, from $6.9 million in
FY 1984-85 to $19.8 million this fiscal year.

2. Colleges and universities can now calculate student financial need for statefunded student employment purposes without considering the real estate equity in a
principal residence. Colleges may also county only 30 percent, instead of the Federally required 70 percent, of students' earnings as assets in determining eligibility for
such student employment.
3. We have established a successful program of College Family Savings Bonds to
help parents, grandparents, and others save for higher education. The bonds pay the
interest and principal in a lump sum when they mature, and the interest earned is
tax exempt.
4. Proceeds from the state's sale of tax exempt bonds are also being used to make

loans available to student at interest rates lower than those offered by banks or
other loan programs, although the rate is higher than the rate for Federally guaranteed low interest loans to students whose families have incomes below the specified level.

There is, however, only so much we can do within the limits of the present Faderal financial need standard. On behalf of the Connecticut students whose future depends on access to higher education, and their families, and on behalf of those of us
in the state's higher education community and State government, who understand

that higher education is truly an investment in a better future for us all, we ask
that you take these concerns into account as you consider reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act and convey to Congress the following proposals:

1. Adjust Federal financial aid formulas to reduce the student contribution level

for students from low-income families.

2. Increase funding and access for Pell grant and College Work-Study programs
and strike a more equitable balance between loan and grant programs.
3. Increase access to Federal financial aid for needy families above the $20,000
income level.

4. Reconsider the Federal needs analysis system so that family asset worth is not
inflated disproportionately to acutal cash resources, regional differences in the cost
of living are taken into account, a dependent student's earnings are assessed at a
rate lower than 70 percent, and more flexibility is permitted for states to augment
student financial aid without supplanting Federal spending.
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5. Restore fairness in Federal student aid by allowing students to use that aid in a
wide array of higher education, technical and occupational programs which provide
for the learning and training needs of our workforce and society.
For more and more of our otizens, higher education is becoming less a bridge to
the future and more an insurmountable financial hurdle. For too many others, they
for which higher education is preparing
are asked to mortgage the very futureConnecticut
is struggling mightily to do so.
them. Each State must do ita part, and
which
All we ask of you is that Congress infuse the funding and needs analysis on join
in
we rely with new measures of fairness, reasonableness and flexibility as we
opportunity
in
higher
education.
the common cause of access and

Senator DODD. Thank you, Kevin, very, very much.

I should mention, after Norma's comments, back in 1986 with
what I call the so-called--Tax Reform Act of 1986, I offered to
retain IRA's in allowing for an education and housing opportunity
for first-time home buyers. We lost thr.t vote on the floor of the
Senate by one vote to retain IRA's in 1986. Today, I am a principal
cosponsor of Senator Bentsen's new proposal to bring IRA deductions back. The vote in 1986 was one of the great mistakes made in
1986 on the assumption ti. t we were not creating new savings but
rather moving savings around. We now know as a result of a Merrill Lynch study that, in fact, contrary to most people's beliefs,
Americans are genetically capable of saving. We generated something in the neighborhood of $290 billion in savings in a matter of

about 6 years. And what a difference it would make to borrow from
ourselves, as regrettable as a deficit is, rather than borrowing $750
million every day, 7 days a week, every day of the year from offshore to finance our domestic obligations, our public obligations.
And that is what we are doing. Talk about mortgaging a future?
The paper is being held by our so-called allies around the world.
That ought to incense everyone's sense of patriotism, in a sense, of
what is happening to this country's future. So the IRA's, I think,
are going to have a good chance of coming back in and making
some difference.
I would point out as wellin fact, I will introduce legislation in a
couple of weeks. I didn't even know that in 1986 included provi-

sions to part of that so-called reform bill also tax scholarships.
Some forms of scholarships are actually now considered taxable
income under the 1986 tax reform bill. So here we were providing
scholarships to people to go on in education, and then requiring
them to go to work to pay the taxes on the scholarships they receive. Talk about working at counter-purposes. So there are a

number of pieces there that we hope to clean up this year.
Anyway, Mr. Tonkin, thank you so much again for your opening
of the doors of this fine institution.
Mr. TONKIN. Senator, I want to welcome you here today and also
the other honored guests whom we have with us to discuss a sub-

ject that has profound implications for our society: Access and
choice for all who qualify for higher education. Many of the things
that I would have said have been already said, and as a result my
testimony will be shorter than it would otherwise have been. You
will find, I suspect, a remarkable degree of unanimity in this
group.

Let me say up front that we here at this university, like academic administrators elsewhere, face a fundamental problem: The Federal share of funding for higher education is, as we have noticed,
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steadily declining. The question is: How do we deal with this and
how do we also assess the broad social implications of such a development?

Do we as a Nation want students whose parents are not well-todo to continue to have access and choice in pursuing higher education?

If we are unable or unwilling to help these students, what social
costs will we as a society before forced to bear further down the
road?

Unless we provide access and choice for these students to higher
education now, how will we ever compete in the international markets of tomorrow?
Now, whereas in the past a basic education was all that was required for an American to earn a good living and participate in the
American dream, in today's technological society, much more is required: We need a highly skilled and adaptable workforce if we are
going to compete effectively. Once a college degree was a rarity,
but today it is very often a necessity.
Now, of course, it is Congress that in large measure establishes
our Nation's domestic agenda, and it is critical that the Congress

firm up its partnership with the higher education community as
we pursue the common goal of providing those educational re-

sources necessary for the American people to compete effectively in

the world of the 21st Century. Our prosperity really depends

upon it, and also our viability as a democracy requires an educated
citizenry.

Congress may inadvertently be permitting the erosion of an important piece of that American dream; namely, bettering one's self
through education. There are too many people who are educational
rejects in our society for one reason or another, and one of those
reasons is money. We can either pay the price now through an increase in grants and affordable student loans; or we can pay later,
as an under-educated population becomes increasingly disadvantaged by the realities of the global marketplace, and our lack of investment in the future translates, when that future arrives, into a
lack of returns and a loss of competitiveness.

The fundamental question confronting us is where America

ranks access to higher education on our list of national priorities.
Central to the question of access is the equally compelling question
of what role the Federal Government should play in providing financial assistance to those who are in need.
There was a recent article in Change magazine that pointed out
that of the $474 billion increase in total Federal outlays between
1980 and 1988, less than $1 billionlee than one-quarter of one
percent of the total increasewas devoted to education and training. Of that amount, virtually the entire increase in Federal assistance, the article goes on, was in the form of loanswhich is, in an
important sense, a mortgage on our future.
The Federal Government's ambivalence toward the plight of students is hurting most precisely those about whom Congress says it

cares particularlythe middle class and the poorand we in the

community of independent colleges and universities are being increasingly called upon to pick up the slack.
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The figures for the University of Hartford are striking, though
they are hardly unique. Over the past 5 years, between 1986 and
1990, our tuition has risen by 45 percent.
Over the same 5 years, Federal financial assistance programs
have risen by 20 percent.

The comparison is even more dramatic if we focus on the two
Federal grant programs. They account ultimately for only 5.5 percent of our total outlay.
Now, what has happened is that Federal grant programs have
risen somewhat, then, but the increase under any circumstances is
from a relatively modest base. Federal loan funds have also increased, but on a somewhat larger base. But the most significant
increase has been funded by the university, in part by private philanthropy, but mostly, quite honestly, by increased tuition and by
expenditure cutbacks. So, in effect, we are taxing some of our students in order to finance the education of others. Actually within
the institution, we have created our own local taxation system.
I have a number of statistics that I will pass on to you concerning precisely how the financial aid picture works out on this
campus. But I can summarize by saying that our experience at the
University of Hartford is that maintaining access and choice in
recent years has largely been a result of two factors: Increased borrowing by students and parents, and a doubling in the financial aid
provided from university and State funds.
This kind of increase is one that we can't too long sustain. We
of meeting rising costs to stuare witnessing a shift of the burden institutions
like ours. Most indents and parents and educational
like
the
University
of Hartford, at
stitutions of higher learning are,
tuition-driven
with
relatively
little enleast in the private sector,
private
higher
educadowment. There is the assumption that most
endowments.
That
is
not
so.
The
vast
tion institutions have large
Tuition
and
fees
at
the
unimajority have very small endowments.
of
the
total
operating
versity represent approximately 69 percent
budget, and when combined with auxiliary enterprises, they represent about 88 percent of the operating budget.
The State of Connecticut provides us with over $1 million per
year under the CICS program, the Connecticut Independent College
Student Grant Program; but given the State of the local economy
and despite the strong support of numbers of local politicians, it is
unlikely that the CICS program, level funded for 2 years, will offer

increased relief this year. In the meantime, a large portion of

annual incremental increases in tuition is diverted to financial assistance at a time when we are actually playing catch-up with salaries, when we face huge increases in health insurance costs, and
have a deferred maintenance bill in excess of $20 million. We have
thought about leaving the light bulbs out in this particular building but decided against it. Deferred maintenance right here is
working rather well. But we have, indeed, a problem out there
across the campus.
The point is frequently made that college and university tuition
rates have in recent years risen more sharply that the consumer
price index. While that may be true, the facts are that Federal student aid has not kept pace with inflation during the decade of the
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1980's. Higher education has had to plug the gni This is not tile
only factor in rising college costs, but it is a very important one.
The University of Hartford believes strongly in acuess, choice,
and diversity. That is why we have introduced our half-tuition program for the residents of the city of Hartford, a program which has
received considerable support from private philanthropy. That is
why we maintain a commitment to students from middle-income
groups. For a private university to survive, it must have a student

aid program that meets the needs of its student population. It

cannot and should not limit itself to students from wealthy families. We have been much encouraged. Senator, by your own concern for the situation of the middle-income student, who needs Federal support to stay in independer4 higher education. The more we
push these students into public higher education, the gt eater the
cost in overall public dollars ultimately becomes.
It is also worth pointing out that the issue is not only increasing
the funds available, but making the very best use of the funds we

have, with a minimum of administrative costs and by using them
to support bona fide students in bona fide programs administered
effectively. Some of the additional issues having to do with the current administration of such funds have already been mentioned:
The question of the balance between loans and grants, for exemple;
the question of taxation of scholarships, which is surely the most
short-sighted thing one could possible doit is robbing Peter to t)*
Paul; and the question of child care, which I think is increasingly
important.
So we are really at a critical point in the Nation's commitment
to postsecondary education. The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act provides an opportunity to revisit Federal aid program%
I am aware that the Federal deficit is a matter of the giavest conmrn, but education is surely not the place to effect false economies.
And I urge you, therefore, to support more adequate and reliable
grant assistance for needy students, targeting a greater amount to
the neediest and extending assistance to dependents of working
poor and moderate-income families. I also urge your support for
the expansion of loan availability to meet student and family cash
flow needs, provide more flexible repayment options to reduce the
adverse impact of borrowing on those students who are most at
risk, and at the same time reduce the Federal cost per dollar
loaned.

It is also extremely important for us to try to address that issue

of the middle-income student, if we possibly can. That kind of student is crucially important to an institution like this.

I would like to thank you, Senator, and also your staff for the

interest you have shown in helping our students and others

throughout the United States who want to fund their education.
Only through congressional action to increase the availability of
Federal grants and affordable loans can America hope to remain
competitive in the world of tomorrow. And that surely has to be
one of our principal goals.
I thank you very much for holding these hearings and for listening to our concerns.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tonkin follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. TOKIN
Senator Dod., honored guests, I am Humphrey Tonkin, President of the University of Hartfor-, northern Connecticut's largest comprehensive independent university. I am delighted to welcome you to our campus today to discuss a subject that has

profound implications for our societyaccess and choice for all who qualify for
higher education.

Let me say up front that we here at the University, like academic administrators
elsewhere, face a fundamental problem: The Federal share of funding for higher
education is steadily declining. How are we to deal with this and how are we to

assess the broad social consequences of such a development?
Do we as a nation want students whose parents are not well-to-do to continue to
have access and choice in pursuing higher education?
If we are unable or unwilling to help these students, what social costs will we as
a society be forced to bear further down the road?
Unlees we provide access and choice for these students to higher education now,
how will we ever compete in the international markets of tomorrow?

Whereas in the past a basic education was all that was required for an American
to earn a good living and participate in the American dream, in today's technological society much more is required: We need a highly skilled and adaptable work
force if we are to compete. Once a college degree was a rarity. Today it is often a
necessity.
It is Congress that in large measure establishes our nation's domestic ager-la. It is
critical that the Congress firm up its partnership with the higher education community as we pursue the common goal of providing those educational resources necessary for the American people to compete effectively in the world of the 21st century.
Our prosperity depends upon it, and our viability as a democracy requires an educated citizenry.
Congress may inadvertently be permitting the erosion of an American dream
bettering one's self through education. We can either pay the price now through an
increase in grants and affordable student loans; or we can pay later, as an undereducated population becomes increasingly disadvantaged by the r ?elides of the global
marketplace, and our lack of investment in the future translates into a lack of returns and a loss of competitiveness.
One remembers the story of Horatio Alger, who through pure pluck and ambition
was able to change his circumstances in life. Today, poor Horatio would not stand a
chance in our increasingly complex marketplace. Indeed, Henry Ford, Andrew Carnegie and Thomas Edison, who, despite their lack of formal education, were able to
create vast industrial empires, today could not even land meaningful jobs in the
companies they founded, without a bachelors degree. All came from families of
modest means and would today have needed financial assistance to complete their
degree programs. How many b'ords, Carnegies and Edisons of tomorrow will be
denied the chance to make a full contribution of their talents to our civilization because Federal support for their education is less than adequate?
The fundamental question confronting us at today's hearing is where America
ranks access to higher education on our list of nati mei priorities. Central to the
question of access is the equally compelling questicm 'If what role the Federal gov.
ernment should play in providing financial ass'stance Z.5 those ho are in need.
A recent article in Change magazine pointed c.it that of the $474 billion increase
in total Federal outlays between 1980 and 1988, lezs than one billion dollarsless
than one quarter of one percent of the total increasewas devoted to education and
training. Of that amount, virtually the entire increase in Federal assistance, the article continues, was in the form of loansa mortgage on our future.
The Federal government's ambivalence toward the plight of students is hurting
most precisely those about whom Congress says it cares most: The middle-class and
the poor, and we in the community of independent colleges and universities are
lying increasingly called upon to pick up the slack.
The figures for Cne University of Hartford are striking, albeit hardly unique
among institutions of higher learning. Over the past five years (1986-87 to 1990-91)
our tuition has risen 45 percent.
Over the same five years, Federal financial assistance programsPell grants,
SEOG, College Work Study, Guaranteed Student Loan, Perkins Loanhave risen by
unly 20 percent.
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The comparison is even more dramatic if we focus on the two Federal grant programs, Pell and SEOG. Over the five year period they are up 29 percent, but only
comprise 544 percent of our total financial awl budget.
The Perkins and G.S.L. loan programs account for 24 percent of the financial aid
budget. The University funds a whopping 62 percent of the total, up to 88 percent
over the last five years.
What has happened is the following; Federal grant programs have risen some-

what, but the increase is from a relatively modest base. Federal loan funds have
also increased, but on a somewhat larger base. The most significant increase has
been funded by the University, in part by pri,,ate philanthropy, but mostly by increased tuition and by expenditure cutbacks.
A more detailed examination of the figures reveals the following:

Pell grants over the last five years have risen from $454,000 (1986-87) to

$650,000 (1990-91), a 43 percent increase, but over a longer term, 1981 to 1990,
funding for this program remains unchanged;
SEOG over the last five years has increased from $380,000 to $428,000, a 15 percent increase;

College Work Study over the same 5-year period is up $58,000 to $300,000, a 24
percent increase;

Guaranteed Student Loan monies have gone from $3,491,000 to $4,246,000, up
22 percent;

Perkins Loan funds have dropped from ;501,000 to $450,000, down 12 percent.
University aid programs over the same 5-year period have risen from $4,933,000
to $9,200,000, an 88 percent increase. The University currently makes an additional $3,086,000 available as aid through tuition remission, graduate stipends,
resident assistantships and similar programs, up from $1,200,000 five years ago.
Taking these into account, total Umversity funded assistance this year comes to
$12,286,000, up 100 percent over five years ago.

To summarize the current year:
Funds for Assistance

Federal programs (Pell, SEOG, Work Study, G.S.L, Perkins loan) at 30.6 perceat
Connecticut Independent College Student Grant Program 7.6 percent
University funds 61.8 percent
Total 100.0 percent

$6,074,000
$1,500,000
$12,286,000
$19,860,000

But that is not the whole story. In recent years we have seen the introduction of
State and other educational loan programs which, incidentally require immediate
repayment. In 1988 these totalled $989,500; this year they rise to $2,803,000. When
these additional figures are added to the equation, the Federal portion of this year's
financial aid dollars drops from 30.6 percent to 26.8 percent!

Our experience at the University of Hartford, therefore, is that maintaining
access and choice in recent years has largely been a result of two factors: Increased

borrowing by students and parents, and a doubling in the financial aid provided
from University and State funds.
But, allow me to put a human face on the question before us today by providing

you with a few case studies involving University of Hartford students.
The first involves a 23-year old single parent from Hartford. This woman came to
us as a transfer student. As her only source of income, she receives aid to dependent
families with children. Over the past couple of years the University has packaged a
variety of Federal, State and institutional financial aid funds, making it possible for
her to graduate with honors this May. Her aid package this year included a $2,300
Pell grant and $500 SEOG; the preponderant support came from $9,400 in University of Hartford and State aid.
The second example involves a working class family of five, with two children in
attendance at the University at the same time. The family qualifies for our halftuition family grant program, part of the financial assistance package which we assembled. The combined total for the two students is: $1,250 SEOG; $2,000 College
Work Study; $1,250 Perkins loan; $4,000 Stafford loan; earnings of $3,500 by each
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student; $19,566 University and State funds. Without massive University support it
is clear that neither student would have been able to attend the University.
The third and final example involves a young woman whose father is involved in
residential real estate. The family, whom 1988 income was in excess of $80,000, did
not seek financial assistance during the student's first two years at the University.
The recent decline in the real estate market has, however, resulted in a dramatic
loss of family income, which plummeted by $50,000 in 1990. The parents, to use
their words, "swallowed their pride" and requested assistance so that their daughter, the last child in the family to attend college, could complete her education.
After submitting numerous forms and working with our Student Financial Assistance office, staff have used "professional judgment" to lower the expected family
contribution, the result being that this student will complete her dftree program on

time. The student's financial aid package included a $4,000 Stafford loan and a
$10,000 non-Federal loan. Unfortunately, the family applied for assistance late in
the year, the result being that all University funds had already been committed.
Because we ran out of funds, the student has picked tip $14,000 in loans for her
final year at the University.
We are witnessing, then, a shift of the burden of meeting rising costa to students,
parents, and educational institutions like ours. Most institutions of higher learning
are, like the University of Hartford, tuition driven with little endowment. Tuition
and fees at the University represent approximately 69 percent of the total operating
budget and, when combined with auxiliary enterprises, represent about 88 percent
of the operating budget. The State of Connecticut provides us with over $1 million

per year under C1CS, the Connecticut Independent College Student Grant Program,
but given the State of the local economy, it is unlikely that the CICE Program, levelfunded for two years, will offer increased relief. In the meantime, a large portion of
annual incremental increases in tuition is diverted to financial assistance at a time
when we are playing catchup with salaries, face huge increases in health-insurance
costa, and have a deferred maintenance bill in excess of $20 million. This rising
spiral of prices and costs cannot continue. We need help!

The point is frequently made that college and university tuition rates have in
recent years risen more sharply than the consumer price index. While that may be
true, the facts are that Federal student aid has not kept pace with inflation during
the decade of the '80s. Higher education has had to plug the gap. This is not the
only factor in rising college costs, but it is a very important one.
The University of Hartford believes strongly in access, choice, and diversity. That
is why we have introduced our Half-Tuition Program for the residents of the City of
Hartford, a program which has received considerable support from private philanthropy. That is why we maintain a commitment to students from middleincome
groups. For a private university to survive it must have a student aid program that
meets the needs of the entire student population. It cannot and should not limit
itself to students from wealthy families. We have been much encouraged, Senator,
by your own concern for the situation of the middle-income student, who needs Federal support to stay in independent higher education. The more we push these studente into public higher education, the greater the cost in overall public dollars becomes.

It is also worth pointing out that the issue is not only increasing the funds available, but making the very beet use of the funds we havewith a minimum of ad-

ministrative costs and by using them to support bona fide students in bode fide programs administered effectively.
We are at a critical point in the nation's commitment to postsecondary education.
The Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act provides an opportunity to revisit
Federal aid programs. I am aware that the Federal deficit is a matter of the gravest
concern, but education is surely not the place to effect false economies. I urge you,

therefore, to support more adequate and reliable grant assistance for needy students, targeting a greater amount to the neediest and extending assistance to dependents of working poor and moderate-income families. I also urge your support
for the expansion of loan availability to meet student and family cash flow needs,
provide more flexible repayment options to reduce the adverse impact of borrowing
on those students most at risk, and at the same time reduce the Federal cost per
dollar loaned.

Senator Dodd, I would like to thank you and your staff for the interest you have
shown in helping our students, and others throughout the United States, fund their
posteecondary educations. Only through Congressional action to increase the availability of Federal grants and affordable loans for students today can America hope
to remain competitive in world markets of tomorrow.
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May I also thank you and your staff for doing us the honor of holding these hearings on the campus of the University of Hartford.

Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Dr. 're nkin.

Dr. Hartley, welcome. I mentioned Duke lust evening, but it is
really terribly remiss of me not to mention the tremendous success
of the women's final four.
Mr. HARTLEY. Absolutely, and we are going to be number one
next year on the women's team. Guaranteed.
Ms. Guscow. No. 1 in Connecticut this year.
Mr. HARTLEY. Well, thank you. At least in eastern Connecticut.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Now if we could just give Harry a university that
the basketball team can be proud of.
Senator DODD. Absolutely.

Mr. HARTLEY. That is an interesting beginning point, Senator.
Senator Dodd, it is very nice to be here. Thank you for your invi-

tation. I am also looking forward to welcoming you to Storrs this
afternoon. There will be some hearings. You will meet some students. And it is a bittersweet climate, environment, if you will, and
feeling that I have. All the pride throughout the State in both our
men's and women's basketball program, the women's soccer program was number two in the countiy, the health center with many
things going on, and yet when you come to the campus itself, there
is a feeling of sadness, frustration, despair, and you are going to see
some of tha : trxlay with our students.

I liked in your opening comments your observation that the

State of Connecticut you conceive of as family. I certainly conceive

of the university that way. With all the excitement in the fall
when I first came to the position, I appreciate you call and so on.
Today, 300 additional members of my family will be eliminated,

and from a student perspectiveit is bad enough that we are

losing our family members, but the students have the real fear
that maybe ,hey will be asked to complete their programs in 5
years, not 4 years. Maybe the ultimate penalty or tax, if you would,
is to ask a person to devote another year because we don't have the

faculty, we don't have the teaching positions, we don't have the
support to provide a 4-year program, which students entered the
university in good faith expecting they would complete. So I am
simply alerting you that the problems of the State certainly are in
Storrs this morning and this afternoon, and I hope when you come
out that you will find the students certainly are supporting everything that you are doing on behalf of financial aid. So we welcome
you.

I appreciate the invitation to participate in this field hearing on
access and choice in higher education and the role of Federal financial aid programs. I also want to commend you for introducing the
Better Access to Student Aid Act of 1991, and you also invited the
University of Connecticut to share thoughts, and some of those are
incorporated in your drafting of the bill, which we appreciate.

This legislation includes changes in home equity and student
contribution formulas, provisions which have unfairly restricted
access to financial aid by penalizing students for working, and penalizing parents for living in areas where the cost of living is high.
The University of Connecticut, with its health center and with
its total of about 26,000 students, is the only public university in
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New England that is designated a research one status by the Carnegie Foundation. Thus, Federal assistance for both financial aid
and research is essential in achieving our mission as a land grant
flagship school to provide high quality education, public service,
and research for the State and its residents. With the current economic downturn in Connecticut and across the Nation, prospective
students are increasingly turning to public institutions because of
the quality and cost of the services. UConn in particular this year,
and perhaps partly because of the success of the basketball program, ouk applications have increased 14 percent over last year.
And we are preparing right now a waiting list of about 600 students who meet our admissions requirements but cannot be accepted at this time due to our inability to accommodate a large freshman class. At -UConn, our major challenge is to maintain accessibility for qualified students and to maintain the quality arm integrity of our existing programs in light of the projecteduntil this
morningthe 10 percent reduction in our State current services
budget. God knows what the full impact of the reduction will be.
But, in effect, major retrenchment, major staff reductions that certainly translate into erosion of programs and erosion of support for
the students.
On the Federal side, the administration's proposed budget for financial aid programs in fiscal year 1991, is passed, could further
reduce accessibility to the University of Connecticut. A copy of the
letter I sent to members of the Connecticut congressional delegation was attached for the record. In short, the present budget proposal calls for an increase in the Pell grant program, but it targets
aid to families with incomes of less than $10,000. This change, according to the American Council on Education, could remove an estimated 400,000 low- to middle-income people nationwide from this
program. The College Work-Study Program and the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants program are substantially reduced, and Perkins loans are eliminated. The College Work-Study
cut also includes a proposal to decrease the Federal contribution
from 75 percent to 50 percent, which would have to be made up by
institutional support. Combined with the possibility of severe restrictions and reductions in State funds for student labor, this
could result in an even greater financial hardship for many students who depend on that aid.
I might add I am very appreciative of the support Senator Sullivan, Representatives Pelto and Wyman in addressing the issue of
student labor for the university.
Connecticut's economic woes have not only had a devastating
effect on the university, but on students themselves. The total
dollar amount of requested deferments for the spring of 1991, the
current semester, has increased nearly 50 percent over the spring
of 1990. This is requests for deferments, up 50 percent. Nearly
8,000 of the more than 21,000 full-time students at UConn presently receive some form of financial aid. Over 3,000 students were
turned down for aid. Of those, 169 students whose family income
was below $20,000 were turned down, mostly due to the Fe deral
student contribution levels. Another 776 students whose family
income was in the $20,000 to $50,000 range were turne i down vs
well. Families, particularly those at the lower end of this income
42-924 0 - 91 - 18
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range, face significant.financial challenges in according higher education in a State which hav a .vety high cost of living and very high
property value levels. StUdents inqhis. income range had depended
on Stafford loans to help pay their costa. But in 1987, when formulas become solely need.based, the number of students eligible for
loans dropped. In 1986-87, 4,791 students at UConn received about
$12 million in Stafford loans. In 1988-89, only 2,054 students received about $6 million in Stafford loans.
In a later panel, you will hear financial aid stories from several
of our UConn students. I think they are the best speakers of all in
that they are the ultimate client of our organization. Their problems may sound complex, yet they really typify the present difficulty of being able to afford 4 years of college. Our financial aid office
has to attempt to come up with a patchwork of Federal and State
loans, grant:, and scholarships to help low- and middle-income students cover enough of the cost to keep students enrolled.
The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1986 offers
Congress the opportunity to pull these patchwork programs together to help ensure that those students who need financial aid will be
eligible. I want to commend you, Senator Dodd, for addressing
these issues and attempting to increase access and choice for financial aid. I agree with you that higher education is an investment in
our future. Improvements in financial aid programs will help
today's students from all income levels stay in college and best
train them to join a workforce that depends on knowledgeable and
skilled people.
I thank you for the opportunity to testify.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hartley follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. HARTLEY

I want to thank Senator Dodd for inviting me to participate in this field hearing
on access and choice in higher education and the role of Federal financial aid programs. I also want to commend the Senator for introducing "The Better Access to
Student Aid Act of 1991," and requesting and including University of Connecticut
input in drafting the bill. This legislation includes changes in home equity and student contribution formulas, provisions which have unfairly restricted acces to financial aid by penalizing students for working, and penalizing parents for living in
areas where the cost of living is high.
The University of Connecticut the largest public research university in New
England. Federal assistance for both financial aid and research is essential
in
achieving our mission to provide high quality education, public service and research
for the State and its residents. With the recent economic drwnturn in Connecticut
and across the nation, prospective students are increasingly turning to public institutions because of the quality and cost of the services. At the University of Connecticut, applications have increased nearly 14 percent for next year, and we are
preparing a waiting list of about 600 students who meet our admissions requirements, but cannot be accepted at this time d u e to our inability to accommodate a
large freshman class. In contrast, private universities throughout the northeast are
witnessing a drop in applicants of up to 30 percent. At UConn, our majority challenge is to maintain accessibility for qualified students and the quality and integrity
of our existing programs in light of the projected ten percent reduction in our State
current services budget for 1991-92.
On the Federal side, the Administration's proposed budget for financial aid programs in FY 91-92, is passed, could further reduce accessibility to the University. A
copy of a letter I sent to members of the Connecticut Congressional delegation is
attached for the record. In short, the budget proposal calls for an increase in the
Pell grant program, but targets aid to families with incomes of less than $10,000
This change, according to the American Council on Education, could remove an estimated 400,000 low- to middle-income people nationwide from this program, The Col-
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lege Work Study Program and the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants
program are substantially reduced, and Perkins Loans are eliminated. The College
Work Study cut also includes a proposal to decrease the Federal contribution from
75 percent to 50 percent, which would have to be made up by institutional support.
Combined with the possibility of severe reductions in State funds for student labor,

this could result in an even greater financial hardship for many students who

depend on that aid.
Connecticut's economic woes have not only had an effect on the University, but
on studenth themselves. The total dollar amount of requested deferments for the

Spring of 1991, has increased nearly 50 percent over the Spring of 1990. Nearly
8,000 of the more than 21,000 full-time students at UConn presently receive some
form of financial aid. Over 3,000 students were turned down for aid. Of those, 169

students whose family income was below $20,000 were turned down, mostly due to
the Federal student contribution levels. Another 776 students whose family income
was in the $20,000 to $50,000 range were turned down as well. Families, particularly
those a the lower end of this income range, face significant financial challenges in
affording higher education in a State which has a very high cost of living and very
high property value levels. Students in this income range had depended on Stafford
loans to help pay their costh. But, in 1987, when formulas became solely need based,

the number of students eligible for loans dropped. In 1986-87, 4,791 students at
received
,
UConn received $11,989,000 in Stafford loans. By 1988-89, only 2054
$5,900,000 in Stafford loans.

In the second panel, you will hear financial aid stories from two UConn students.
Their problems may sound complex, yet they really typify the present difficulty of
being able to afford four years of college. Our financial aid office has to attempt to
come up with a patchwork of Federal and State loans, grants and scholarships to
help low- and middle-income students cover enough of the cost to keep students enrolled.

The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1986 offers Congress the opportunity to pull these patchwork programs together to help ensure that those students who need financial aid will be eligible. I want to commend Senator Dodd for
addressing these issues and attempting to increase access and choice for financial
aid. Higher education is an investment in our future. Improvements in financial aid
programs will help today's students stay in college, and best train them to join a
workforce that depends on knowledgable and skilled people.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify today.

Senator DODD. Thank you, Dr. Hartley, very much. I am looking

forward to being out at the campus this afternoon. Thank you for
allowing me to be there.
Mr. HARTLEY. You are welcome.
Senator DODD. Dr. Beal.

Mr. BEAL. Thank you, Senator. I may have one or two unique distinctions in being here.
Senator DODD. You sort of remind me, you know, of that wonder-

ful story of the fellow who became Zsa Zsa Gabor's 7th husband.
Mr. BEAL. Is this going to be a compliment?

Senator DODD. He said at that time, "I know what I got to do,
but I will be damned if I know how to make it interesting." [Laughter.]

Mr. BEAL. Well, it is not the first time they put me at the end of
th: line, but I shall do my best.
I do have this rather unique distinction. I don't know, I guess I
am the oldest one on the panel. That means that I can make this
point, and I want to make it very clear to you. There was a young
man who came back from the Navy in 1946 who wondered what he
was going to do with his life. He was a farm boy with very little
money, and the GI bill put him through Ohio State University.

And he is sitting before you today, and he has never forgotten
where the priorities of this country were.
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Now, I don't think there was all the insight in the world as to,
you know, what was going on when this patriotic splurge came forward to educate the GI. But the point I am making is that it was
economically one of the best investments this country ever made.
Senator DODD. Without any question.

Mr. BEAL. I worry very much that over the past number of years
we tend to have moved away from this and assume that this has
become almost a liability rather than an asset. So the hair is white,
but I still have memory left. And I can still appreciate what our
Senator from this State is doing, yourself in particular, to establish
certain priorities, not only in Connecticut but particularly in Washington to aid students who are trying to get an education, because
you clearly demonstrate to us all that this will pay off for this
country. In the end, it is about the only thing that we really can
count upon.

As you know, Connecticut State University is a system of four
campuses, some 38,000 students. My good friend on the right here,
where they play a lot of basketball, usually does not point this out,
that we have three national NCAA championships in the State of
Connecticut.
Senator DODD. That is true.

Mr. BEAL. Two of them in Eastern, where there is a campus
nearby Eastern, I guess, two there and one at Southern in soccer.
So we do rank nationally in this State.
Senator DODD. Bridgeport in Division 2.

Mr. BEAL. Right, right. So we urge Harry to do his best and will
help him in any way we can.
There are 38,000 students in this systen and about 150,000
alumni, and 90 percent of them living in the State of Connecticut
and paying taxes rnd hoping that they can pave the way for others
to follow.

I think the issue with our students is that they are caught in this
pincer of restraints between not being needy enough or wealthy
enough. This has imposed upon them severe constraints because
they rely really on two means of underwriting their studies: Fulltime or part-time work and student financial aid, a diminishing
proportion of which is Federal aid. So my first request is that the
Congress consider the significance of our students' work ethic and
not penalize our students by requiring that 70 percent of their
earnings be devoted to meeting education costs. We suggest lower-

ing this percentage to around 35 percent, and I think you are in
favor of thisI know you areanci that a mote realistic housing
allowance recognized the fact of expensive housing on Connecticut.

This is spelled out in more detail, and I will just highlight it in
the interest of time. On the Stafford loan eligibility, since 1986 this

loan program has diminished as an option for CSU students.

Taking Southern Connecticut State University as an example, in
1985 1,200 students benefited from this program; 200 benefited
from it in 1990. Was this because of a lack of need? Not at all. It
was constrained need assessment. Those once eligible no longer
qualify.

You should be aware that we collect over 90 percent of the Perkins loans, and we are particularly proud of this record. So this

shift in those who qualify from 60 percent to 70 percent, now down
1.; ft.
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to 40 percent, has been merely a matter of redefining need. We are
delighted that you are taking the leadership in attempting to turn
this around.
To address this change in Federal definition, Connecticut has allowed three percent of the State's financial aid dollars to make up
the difference, using local not Federal definitions of need, but only
for work-study purposes. It does raise the interesting public policy
issue: To what extent should States supplement or supplant Federal aid? I think we would agree it should supplement, not be supplanting Federal aid.
We have witnessed in the past 10 years a significant shift from
full-time to part-time study on the 38,000 students we enroll. Fortyseven percent of our students are now part-time, an increase of 36
percent in 10 years. Now, a host of problems and issues surround
the part-time student. Remember, they are no longer the stereotyped dilettante of generations ago. A vast majority now are serious degree students who need every encouragement to accelerate
progress toward a degree. We suggest enhancement of financial aid
to these students is very much needed.
Let me talk for a minute about the interest on student loans. I
submit that obtaining a college education and borrowing to do so is

at least as much an advantage to the Nation as purchasing a
house. Why, then, do we disallow the deduction of interest on

higher education loans on the Federal income tax? I note that I
think you are supportive of taking a hard look at this in you bill.
On the matter or the Pell grants, why diminish eligibility on incomes between $20,000 and $25,000? Our figures show projections

that reduce grants by 40 percent in this population, some $628 on
average. It would seem to negate any gains from increased benefits
to families earning $15,000 or less attending independent colleges,
and it impacts some 750,000 students at the very least in this country.
More, not less, is needed in this category of aid. Grants should be
decreased as much as possible in terms of the burden of indebtedness.

I will conclude with a statement that merely says that we wholeheartedly agree with the proposals contained in your bill, the adjustment to home equity rule that those under $40,000 are exempt;
deduct child care costs, particularly for single parents; lifting the
income cap to $25,000 on needs tests; and lowering the percentage
of earning required to be contributed to education costs.
Finally, you will recall, I think, that at a recent hearing you met

a young man from Center Connecticut State University, Tim
O'Brien.

Senator DODD. Yes.

Mr. BEAL. SO I thank you on behalf of Tim and all the students
who are enrolled and who will be enrolled in Connecticut State
University, the students we serve, for allowing them to express our

concerns relative to Title IV of the Higher Education Act. You
heard Tim, a senior from Colchester studying at Central. Tim re-

ported that graduate school seemed an impossibility for him, given
the level of debt he has incurred pursuing his undergraduate studies at Central. I truly hope that Tim's indebtedness does not pre-
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vent him from deve'oping the skills that he so ably demonstrated
to you at that hearing.
With your continued support and encouragement. we feel much
more assured that Tim and the countless others like him consider
a college education a reality that ultimately will benefit us all. I
thank you for coming and for being able to appear before you this
morning.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Beal follows1

PREPARED STATEhiENT OF MR. BEAL

The Connecticut State University (CSU), a system comprised of Central, Eastern,
Southern and Western Connecticut State Universities, is a statewide comprehensive
public university committed to the twin higher education goals of academic excellence and access. It is this latter goal, howeveraccessibility--that I wish to emphasize during today's hearing on Title IV of the Higher Education Act.
CSU currently serves more than 38,000 students, over 90 percent of whom are
State residents. Also, 90 percent of the CSU alumni will remain in Connecticut after
graduation. Consequently, CSU alumniover 150,000 strongcontribute as taxpayers and as part of this state's educated workforce. Yet increasingly, CSU students
are finding that they are neither "needy" enough to qualify for Federal student aid,
nor wealthy enough so that financial assistance is not a concern.
While in school, the vast majority of our students rely on two means of underwriting their studies: (1) through part-time, and occasionally full-time work as they
attend classes; and (2) through student financial aid programs, of which the Federal
programs are a significant, albeit diminishing portion. We ask, therefore, that you
consider the significance of this work ethic of our students as you rewrite the
Higher Education Act.
CONGRESSIONAL METHODOLOGY

It is our position that the current Itudent aid formulaby Congressional Methodologypenalizes our working students by requiring that 70 percent of their annual
earnings be devoted to meeting education costs. We believe that this policy, in
effect, serves as a disincentive to employment for those whose economic survival depends on it. Additionally, the formula does not provide for a realistic housing allow-

ance in determining equity, a factor that works against students who live in our
very expensive state. Thus, the expensive housing in Connecticut makes it appear
that our students are wealthier than they really are.

Accordingly, we ask you to consider adjusting the need formula by lowering what
our aid officers call the "taxation rate" on base year earnings of dependent students
from the current 70 percent of their earnings to 35 percent. Also, we ask that you
adjust the formula to provide for a more realistic housing allowance. This action
would alleviate what we have observed to be a shift away from Federal student aid
over the past decade.
STAFFORD LOAN ELIGIBILITY

Since the 1986 reauth...rization of the Higher Education Act, the Stafford (Guaran-

teed Student) Loan Program has become less of an option for our students. At
Southern Connecticut State University, for example, over 1200 students received
these loans in 1985. Last year, that number was just over 200, a significant reduction indeed. This reduction was not due to a lack of need, but rather to constrained
need assessment. In a word, people who were once eligible are no longer able to
qualify for this loan program.

We ask, therefore, that the Stafford loan be made more accessible to middleincome families, as was originally intended, by making the eligibility criteria for
this program more sensiti e to their circumstances. If this entails creating a more
generous need assessment formula for the Stafford loan Program than for other
Federal aid programs, then so be it. In any event, our records demonstrate that CSU
students, by-and-large, do not default on their loans. We collect well over 90 percent
of the Perkins Loans across the system, a collection rate we report proudly.
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SHIFT FROM FEDERAL TO STATE AID

Our aid officers report that the Congressional Methodology required to assess
need for all Federal financial aid programs, and the shift of Stafford loans away
from the middle-income population, has resulted in a decline in the percentage of
students who "qualify" for aid on our campuses. This percentage typically has shifted from between 60 and 70 percent, to approximately 40 percent of Dur student pop-

ulation at each campus. I assure you that this decline is not due to our students'

getting richer. "Need" simply has been redefined.
To address this Federal redefinition of need, the State of Connecticut has allowed

for a small percentage of State student aid funds to be determined by local rather
than Federal definitions of need. Currently, however, only three percent of State financial aid dollars may be awarded this way, and then, only for work-study purposes.

The important public policy to consider here is whether the State should supplant
Federal aid with its own aid. We think not, because there is so little available in
either case. The state, in our opinion, should supplement not supplant Federal efforts.

Furthermore, while the Connecticut General Assembly is considering allowing a
nominal percentage of Tuition Fund dollars to be set-aside for work-study opportuni-

ties for those needy students who do not qualify for Federal aida concept we supportwe are concerned, nevertheless, that too much of the burden of financial aid
may be placed increasinr,ly on the backs of tuition-paying students. Therefore, we
consider this remedy to be appropriately limited to a token effort, and certainly no
substitute "or Federal relief.
What we ask for is greater Federal participation in providing student financial
aid.
SHIFT FROM FULL-TIME TO PART-TIME STUDY

Over the years, CSU has experienced a significant shift toward part-time study.
Nearly half of our students study on a less-than-full-time basis.
Between 1981 and 1990, full-time enrollments increased by 5.1 percent while part-

time enrollments grew by 36.5 percentseven times the rate of growth for full-

timers! No doubt this is due to the increase in non-traditional adult students, especially returning women. But at least some of it may be due to the increasing tuition
burdens on our traditional students and the declining availability of studint financial aid. It becomes increasingly more attractive to work full-time and study parttime when rising costs are an issue.
The least that can be done to address this new student body is to consider further
extending financial aid eligNlity to part-time students. This would enhance accessibility to our system which is comprised currently of 47 percent part-timers.
INTEREST ON STUDENT LOANS

We suggest that you consider making student loans tax-deductible. All student
loans should be considered for thib strategy: Stafford loans, Perkins Loans, Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS), and Parents Loan for Undergraduate Students
(PLUS). It is our position that borrowing for one's education is as good for the country as is home owliership. Accordingly, we strongly recommend that interest on
such loans be exempt from taxation.
PLLL GRANT CHANGES

Finally, the Connecticut State University is concerned about the administration's
proposals to diminish Pell grant eligibility for families earning annual incomes be-

tween $20,000 and $25,000. NVe have seen figures that project reductions by some 40
percent fqr this population ($628 on average for students attending a typical 4-year
State college). This reduction cancels the increased benefits for students from families earning $15,000 or less attending independent colleges. We are concerned when
estimates show that some 750,000 students across the country would lose Pell grant
eligibility should this proposal be adopted.

The CSU position is that substantially more than less grant-type aid is necessary
to assure accessibility. Increased reliance on indebtedness must be curtailed. Grants
should increase in proportion to loans rather than the reverse as a major means of
underwriting a college education.
In conclusion, Senator Dodd, I think you on behalf of Connecticut State University and the students we serve for allowing us to express our concerns regarding Title
IV of the Higher Education Act. Not too long ago you heard from one of our student
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leaders at a Washington hearing: Tim O'Brien, a senior from Colchester studying at
Central Connecticut State University. Tim reported that graduate school seemed an
impossibility for him give the level of debt he has incurred pursuing his undergraduate studies at Central. I truly hope that Tim's indebtedness does not prevent him
from developing the skills that he so ably demonstrated to you at that hearing.
With your continued support, we feel more assured that Tim and the countless
others like him consider a college education a reality that ultimately will benefit us
all.

Thank you.

Senator DODD. Thank you for your very thoughtful addition to
the testimony. That hearing was on March 18. It was the largest
hearing I think I have ever been a party to. There were, I would

guess, somewhere in the neighborhood of five or six hundred people
in the audience from the United States Student Association. These
were all students that had come from across the country to testify

on the behalf of the Higher Education Act They asked a panel of
about six studentsI guess there were 12; there were two panels
to testify, and one of those testifying was Tim O'Brien from Connecticut who did an excellent, excellent job and a real tribute to
his family but also the Connecticut educational opportunities. He

was just very eloquent, did a very fine job.
Let me ask youand you have answered some of these questions
already in your statements, when you talked about the programs.

To try and convince my colleaguesI find people are sort of impressed by how a program or policy hits people or who is actually
hit rather than the program being hitcould you play the part of

staff and make a case for changes when I ask you questions. I find
if I speak to an audience that is not involved in these issues, you
can get a collective yawn very quickly if you start talking about a
lot of programs that people just don't understand, unless they have
children that are in the middle of it.
So I would like to get some sense of actually how the programs
are impacting students and families directly and some sense of the
numbers. This will be done sort of informally. I will ask you all
these questions, and any one of you who has some information and
data to share with us should do so.
You have all seen, I presume, the President's proposals or are at
least somewhat familiar with them. He proposes in his budget to

lower the Federal appropriations and increase the matching requirements for States and institutions for the college work-study
programthat has been mentioned by a number of you hereand

the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, the SEOG programs which you know. The administration is also proposing zero

funding for the State Student Incentive Grant program and the

Perkins loan program.
Now, that sends shivers up and down the spines of administrators and faculty and so forth, the people directly involved. What I
would like to know is what does this mean. How is that going to
affect you? What is going to happen to student populations in a

sense at these institutions? What does it mean in terms of applicants? What are 713u going to be looking at as the profile of people
coming forward, if, in fact, these proposals as suggested were to be
adopted by the Congress as part of the budget, if you will, for 1992?
I don't mean exact numbers and percentages, but can you give us

some idea and flavor of what the impact of that would be on the
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Connecticut population, the population either in school or the pop-

ulation in the coming_ two or 3 years that would be seeking to
enroll, either at the University of Hartford or the University of
Connecticut or other of our independent colleges in this State?

Mr. BEAL. Senator, I don't have an immediate riumber, but it
does call to mind the situation that is developing here in Connecti-

cut. In Connecticut State University, for example, this year we
have for next fall raised our tuition 30 percent in our public uni-

versity. We very much fear that the high school student examining
that increase in tuition and other costs and thn looking at the possible diminution of Federal aid may not even believe at that point
that a university education is in his or her future.

We may never be able to see or talk with that student. This is
the thing that concerns us the most. Yes, we will go out and go to
high schools and try to meet these students, but we are very much
concerned that students in high school, the minority students in

particular whom we are trying to address, may determine for

themselves that this is just not in their future. In that sense, we all
are the loser.
Senator DODD. Yes, Dr. Hartley.
Mr. HARTLEY. I am looking at some actual figures, Senator. You

mentioned on Perkins. I am looking at the actual figures for this
past year. That affected about 1,300 students for about $1.6 million.
Our Stafford loan program, student loan, was about 2,700 students,

nearly $9 million in expenditures. I could provide this by fund
source.

If I just look at the Federal side of our financial aid package for
last year, our total financial aid package at UConn was about $51
million last year total. The Federal share of that was about $16.5
million. It impacted about 7,500 students. Now, I am distributing
them over seven programs: College work-study, parents loan, Pell
grant, Perkins, Stafford, SEOG, and supplemental student loan.
But of the several you mentioned, Perkins, about 1,300 students;

Stafford student loan, 2,700 students. So it had quite a bit of
impact.
Senator DODD. Yes. Let me pick up on a question. Dr. Beal was

talking about it. Minority access is an extremely important issue to
me. The absolute number of minority students in higher education
grew by 23 percent between 1980 and 1988 nationwide. But what

bothers me is how it is proportioned out. Having said minority
access, Asian American enrollment rose by 75 percent in this country; Hispanic enrollment rose by 44 percent; and Afro-American or
Hack enrollment grew by a modest 2 percent. Those numbers are
just so disproportionate there.

Are we watching hereand I have heard this from some, and I

would like you to tell me whether or not you are seeing it in terms
of admissions requests and so forth, that people are just not applying becauseI think someone talked about the bridge of education
to an economic prosperity, and education is becoming sort of the
Berlin Wall to economic prosperity, an obstacle to overcome. Are
we just seeing a dramatic decline in applicants because the prospects of completing an educational opportunity with a mountain of
debt just offsets any ideas of economic prosperity being achieved
down that road? Norma.
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Ms. GLAscow. Senator, Connecticut is still one of the few States

in the Nation, we are pleased to report, that has an increasing
number of minority enrollments. Though it is not increasing as
rapidly as it ought and it still is not reaching the proportion of

those in the population as a whole, we have increased by some 40
percent in terms of the numbers of people on-Senator DODD. In that same period of time?

Ms. GIASGOVI. About 16 percent in students and 45 percent in
faculty. So we are increasing, and we are pleased with that. But
what we fear we are going to see if these go through is that the
poorest student who will see the loans that have to be taken out,
that they are having to take loans out that is more than their parents have ever made in a whole year, and they just fear that kind
of indebtedness.

I would like to see more focus onif a Pell grant is going to be a
focus to those that are in the grants, then perhaps make it a larger
grant for the very neediest, and then put some focus on the Stafford loans for the middle-income student. The middle-income student and lower-middle-income student is really getting squeezed.

As I say, they are either not poor enough or they are not rich

enough, and yet they have extremely difficult cash flow problems
that are not going to be made up by this.
Senator DODD. Kevin.

Mr. SULLIVAN. There is a second way in which that shows up.

One is even getting to the door; the other is a sort of two-tired
tracking which happens in this State. We are fortunate in having a
very good system on the public side of 2-year community colleges.
Senator DODD. Right.

Mr. SULLIVAN. However, because of relatively lower cost on one
side, on the other side relative lack of financial aid or, as the commissioner suggests, aid which appears to be accessible, we are at
risk of, in terms of that minority enrollment, setting up two Con-

necticuts in our higher education systemone which only per-

ceives the 2-year community colleges as access and everybody else.

And that is neither good education for the population, nor is it
good for our public or our independent 4-year institutions which
need not only that enrollment but offer opportunities that those
students should have access to.
Senator DODD. That is an excellent point.
Let me ask you, Mr. Tonkin, about a proposal that some are sug-

gesting. In fact, the education associations, Congress, and the administration are all looking at or investigating the more direct student aid proposal, to bypass the banks, in effect, and deal directly
with the institutions as a way of managing the loan programs. I
would tell you it has a certain amount of appeal to me just because
I assume there is a certain amount of dollar loss that occurs as you
move that same dollar through yet another institution somewhere.
But I understand as well the administrative costs for institutions to
manage these programs could offset what savings is discussed. So
while there is an appeal on one level, I would like to knowin fact,
I would like to hear from all of you on this one, because it is one
that I am going to be confronted with answering and I would be
interested in your observations about it.
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Mr. TONKIN. I think in the first instance, reducing the number of
middle people in the process is clearly a positive thing to do. The
assumption that simply by eliminating the banks one can eliminate
all of the cost associated with the banks is obviously incorrect. But
it does seem to me that this approach offers the possibility of effecting some savings, as long as we don't just simply respond by
saying, okay, just let the colleges and universities pick up the additional clst and they will deal with that somehow, because that
simply vy on't work, at least for some institutions.
Mr. BEAL. I have here behind me, Senator, a real live, breathing,
excellent financial aid officer from Eastern Connecticut State University who deals with these every day.

Senator DODD. Fine. Sit right up here and tell us what you do.
Mr. BEAL. He is Richard Savage. I would like him to comment on

that.
Senator DODD. We are going to get a seat here for him. We were
waiting for him, actually.
Mr. SAVAGE. We have to keep in mind the expense factor and the
effect for the institutions. Not only are we one big family in Connecticut, but hopefully some folks in Washington will see us as one
big family inclusive of Washington. So passing expenses on from
Washington to the States or to the campuses, or whatever, also is
counterproductive in some manner or other?
Senator DODD. Are you for it or against it? What do you think?
Mr. SAVAGE. I don't think we know enough of the detail to what
the cost would be for the campuses to administer this type of thing.
We are faced with staff cuts.

Senator DODD. What sort of questions should I ask? I am going to
have Lamar Alexander testify before me on this. What would you
advise me to ask him about this to determine whether or not it
makes any sense or not?
Mr. SAVAGE. Somebodj has got to produce a more detailed description of what the intentions are before people at the campus
level really can have an intelligent opinion to offer, it seems to me,
unless they have you know, a lot greater insights than I do.
I would also like to make one other comment since the mike is
on, and that is that despite the buildup, none of us know more
than 88 to 90 percent of what we ought to know about financial aid
because the system is so complex. But I would like to see us make a
real effort at the Federal level to reach out informationally to certain target groups of young people at least. And when I say young
people, I am not talking about high school seniors because often it
is far too late at that point to reach the kids, but to perhaps be
able to use one percent of our campus-based allocation up to some
ceiling, $10,000, $20,000 or some such thing, for outreach to kids
who are in the 11th grade down through the middle schools.
Senator DODD. Good point.
Mr. SAVAGE. So that we could convince them that a lot of oiem
can afford to go to college under the present system.
Senator DODD. Absolutely.

Mr. SAVAGE. The military has gone to great expense to convince

kids that they can afford college without military service of some
sort. I am sure you have seen the ads. I don't know how much
money goes into them, but I am sure it is a massive amount. And I
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would like to see us make that kind of an effort. A lot of institutions are trying to do it. The States are trying to do it. Connecticut
is trying to do it. But we could use any help we could get.
Senator DODD. Yes. I would tell you that the United States Student Association commented on that point and the simplification of

the forms. I don't know the exact numbers, but we are doing a

dreadful job of educating families and high school student counselors. You are getting less than one counselor per six, seven, eight

hundred students when it comes to higher education. And what
counselors doand I am sure there are some of you who will totally disagree with what I am about to say, but I happen to believe it
is true. You kind of identify the stars in a class coming along, and
so the focus is on the academic stars, and we forget that there is a
terrific population there. Some of us didn't bloom at age 17. Some
would argue I haven't bloomed yet either, but I would just suggest
that a lot of students at that age don't necessarily show their potential. And we are not really making an effort to identify and let
them know that there are opportunities out there for them and
means by which they can at least defer or account for a significant
part of their educational costs. I think more needs to be done in
that regard. I just commend you for raising that point.

By the way, the answer is we spendis that right? I am stunned
by that. We spend $200 million on the military ads on television to
recruit people in our armed services. That is almost a quarter of a
billion dollars. I would suggest that we don't spend but a small percentage of that when it comes to some of these other programs.
Ms. GLASGOW. Perhaps some of that matching SSIG money could

go into that. The State of Connecticut has funded some of these
outreach programs out of State dollars because they work, and we
could do more of that.
Senator DODD. Yes.

Ms. GLASGOW. I am not a banker, but I have to speak to this. If

there can be a way for the funds to administer, I think that is
something that is worth looking into. It is the next step that I

would like also to address, and that is the insurance, the guaranteed loan programs.

Right now the banksand we are grateful that they are willing
to lend, but this is paper that they sell right away. Many of them
sell it right away. And then the question is on the reinsurance;
there is the issue of what is going to be the target number. There
can be only X percent of defaults at 100 percent reinsurance and
then it drops to 90 percent, and then it drops to 80 percent.
Senator, I tell you, there is something wrong when the reinsurance agencies are selling their paper to each other across lines so
that they will always stay beneath Li-.,se targets. When I walked
into one and there was paper that clearly had done everything that
could be done to collect, and they were bad loans. But in order for
it not to appear on their books, they were selling the bad loans to
those who could absorb them without it triggering their trigger
figure, which to me is a subversion of the reason why there are
penalties anyway. And in this State, I said it is unethical. We refused to accept the paper. So they went to another State and sold it
to them.
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Senator DODD. Yes, that is a very good point. I didn't know that
about that.
Kevin, I want to ask you something as well, and I want to come
back to Norma on this. There is an effort to support programs that

are modeled after the Eugene Lang privately funded "I Have A
Dream" program. Rhode Island has done it, and I would like to
know whether or not we are and what the thoughts are here in
Connecticut. I don't know if you are in a position to comment on
that.

Mr. SULLIVAN. That is a good question because we have some dis-

agreement on that. Just one quick answer, when you speak with
Secretary Alexander, I would hope that he would present to you
some good cost efficiency analysis. If one were to charge off by
having the campuses, for example, on the public side in Connecticut undertake all administration of those programs, I suspect when
you add the some 40 percent overhead that goes with each such
public position, you may well have used up the kind of money that
the banks are retaining for their service fects. So it may not net out
to be quite the advantage at least in that context; it seems to me.
The commissioner did, indeed, for 2 years running, propose a
kind of "I Have A Dream" program, although we are fortunate in
Connecticut in the sense that we have several privately operating
already that have focused on various schools and various school
systems in Connecticut. We have been very reluctant as a legislative bociy, precisely because of the alr( ady existing complexity and

administrative cost, to multiply the number of financial aid programs that we have in place. Given a choice between putting the
money into CICS for ind-ependent or CAPS for public or SEAG for

either, our choice has been to focus our limited reserves and resources where the programs are, where they are operating now,
rather than create a new bureaucracy to run the new program.
Senator Donn. Norma, do you want to respond to that?
Ms. GLASGOW. He lives here all the time. You just visit us from

time to time. We had proposed that there be that help, for the assurance of the 7th graders and those that they would be able to go
to college if they would hang in there, stay off drugs, succeed in
college. And we were further asking for a set-aside of a certain
amount of funds each year so that it would liot be a drain on the
Stat*.budget, to set aside enough based upon those who are school
luncks recipients in 7th grade, made an estimate. This does mean
that.ghe Sta te would have to set aside about $1 million and invest
it (with year and then pro Ade those funds.
There is demonstrated success of the programs. If we can get pri-

vate funds for them, so much the better. But clearly something
needs to be done. Humphrey Tonkin has taken a step at the University of Hartford, as he has already mentioned, that they offer
half-tuition to all of the graduates of Hartford high schools. But
clearly we have a problem which must be addressed.
Senator DODD. Let me ask two other questions, if I can. There

are a lot more that I may want to submit to you, but I don't want

to keep you here all morning.
We talked about the proposal to raise the Pell grant ceiling. You
commented on this, Norma, and I think others did as well, to increase th t,. maximum grant award of $3,700 for the neediest of stu-
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dents with family incomes of less than $10,000. The President also
recommends raising the total funding by $400 million, but it is esti-

mated, as someone pointed out here already, that even with the
funding increase, 400,000 fewer students from families with incomes over $15,000 would receive Pell grants under the new struc-

ture.
I asked a moment ago to give me some indication of what would

happen with the SSIG program and a number of other things,

either to get zero funding or the phasing down. Can you give me
some sense of what this latter proposal will do to your population,
your student population? If you can't, I can ask you maybe to get
back to me on it.
Mr. BEAL. I would like to get back to you on that. I am not sure.
Senator DODD. I would be very interested in what the impact
would be in Connecticut on that kind of thing. I am looking at it. I
can see some national statistics here which I have, which were preparedI don't know if you have it in front of you, if I gave that to
you all or not. But you are looking at some pretty significant drops,
significant losses.
Ms. GLASGOW. I would like to get back to you on it, but i have
some significant concerns about it. But I do need to get some num-

bers for you. I fear that it is still a further exacerbation of the

neediest and these up here and the lower-and middle-income still
falling between the cracks.
Our SSIG money, for example, one of the most successful programs that the Federal Government entered into in State partnership are the matching dollars for State and Federal Government.
Ours has an academic screen on those that get that. They have to
be in the top 10 or 15 percent of their graduating class. It does go
to the lower- and middle-income students. These are the people in
Connecticut that have such restricted sources of funding. Even on
the Pe lls, there also has to be coupled with the reliability and the
performance of the institutions that are serving those people. I
have grave concern that good money is being paid and they are
going to some institutions, some of which are very reliable, the
others of which are collecting dollars. They are not retaining them,
they are not being able to succeed, and they are not getting education. But they are spending Pell dollars.
Senator DODD. Let me be the devil's advocate here because let
me tell you what kind of question you will get, and certainly others
will be getting, as we look at some of these programs. I mentioned
in my opening remarks that at least in some instances we have
watched tuition costs rise by as much as almost 60 percent in 10
years. Now, there are going to be those who are going to sit here
and say, you know, there is nothing like that, or at least almost
nothing like that kind of an increase in cost anywhere else in the
marketplace out there. Energy prices have been relatively stable in
the 1980's. We realize older facilities and institutions costs and so
forth are there. But I suspect some of my colleagues are going to sit
and say, come on, now, 60 percent, as much as a 60 percent increase in tuition cost, even though you have a built-in tax, you
have talked about, Mr. Tonkin, and other questions here, that is
just nuts. Now, why is that number so high?
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Mr. TONKIN. Where do we start? One of the major factors which
I have already mentioned is, indeed, the reduction in Federal dollars, which institutions like ours have had to pick up.
A second major reason for this is, in fact, historical; namely, that
in the 1960's in the period of huge expansion of universities, we in
effect created a set of physical plant, all of which is falling apart at

the same time, so that you have huge deferred maintenance problems that have,appeared as a result of this.
A third majbri problem that our institution has, and I suspect
many others htikie, is that in real dollars the earning power of our
faculty membeiS has declined over the past 10 years. This is fairly
usual in higher education. In other words, we have not managed to
keep pace with inflation in that category.

Yet another factor in all of this is that education has simply
become more complex. It has become more complex because society

itself has become more complex. We tend to offer, as a result of
this, a wider range of programs. We tend to cater to a much, much
wider range of students who require all kinds of special services of
one sort or another. So that if you look at the kind of education
that generally the Nation was offering say 20 years ago compared
with the kind of education that is being offered now, you have now
a system which, I would argue, is far more effective in the delivery
of services to a much wider part of the population. That is something that people tend not to take into consideration when they

look purely and simply at costs.
I would also add that if you look generally at the service part of
the economy, you will find that costs generally in the service area
have risen considerably faster than they have in other parts of the
economy. That is so not just for higher education but for all kinds
of other things as well. This is a topic on which, by the way, I can
keep going for hours, but I will stop right there.
Senator DODD. Dr. Hartley.

Mr. HARTLEY. In our case, a public university, students are
paying about 30 percent of what their cost of instruction is. It is
one of the policy issues that we have been looking at. I would say
one of the reasons why tuition has gone up is to offset financial
aid. This year in our total tuition fund 22 percent of the total funds
that come in are earmarked back for financial aid for other students.

Second, if I look at the total financial aid award for UConnI

will take last year, actual dollars of $51 million, of that, $28 million
was from university sources of various kinds, including tuition. So I
would say a major chunk of tuition costs, including the increments,
has been to redistribute, if you will, back to the needier students,
subsidizing students, if you will, through the tuition fund.
Mr. BEAL. This is also true in Connecticut State University. As
you know, what Harry is talking about, 15 cents, of every tuition
dollar that our students pay goes into assisting those who are eco-

nomically disadvantaged. So we have the situation here in Connecticut where the students, many of them barely able to meet
their costs of education, are also helping to subsidize those who are
economically disadvantaged.
I can tell you why my tuition is going up 30 percent.
,*)
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Senator DODD. Give me some idea first of all. You said 45 percent
at the University of Hartford in the last 5 years?
Mr. TONKIN. I guess it must be more than five, but I can't remember what the figure was.
Senator DODD. I thought you said 1986 or 1985 forward. What is
the University of Connecticut?
Mr. HARTLEY. Five-year tuition increase? I would have to get
back to you on that.
Senator DODD. What about our independent colleges, on the aver-

age? What are we talking about the last decade, roughly, or 5
years? What has been the percentage increase?
Mr. BEAL. Increase in tuition?
Senator DODD. Yes.

Mr. BEAL. It has been running, for Connecticut State University,
on an average of about 11 to 12 percent.
Senator DODD. A year?
Mr. BEAL. A year, yes.

Senator DODD. So we are talking in the same range, 40, 50 per-

cent.

Mr. PEAL. Yes.

Senator Donn. Actually, then, you are talking almost aboutare

you talking about E. 100 percent increase in the last 10 years?
Mr. BEAL. I am talking about a 60 percent increase perhaps the
next 2 years.
Mr. HARTLEY. UConn was 15, 15, and 10.4 if I just go back 3
years.
Mr. BEAL. See, we have moved more and more of the cost of edu-

cation over into the tuition fund and other funds. Right now Connecticut State University students are paying approximately 44
percent of the cost of education.
Senator DODD. Now, to make your case, I prestnlie you would

want to show me data from the 1970's when you had grants and

loans at 70-30 so you would not have to do this.
Mr. BEAL. And there was no tuition.
Senator DODD. And so you were not dealing with these ,inds of
problems.

Mr. BEAL. No.

Senator Donn. You would have to go back and look at some of
the private institutions to determine what those costs would be.
Mr. TONKIN. Actually, of course, it is worth pointing out that it

is very difficult to---

Senator DODD. You have energy costs increased.

Mr. TONKIN. That is true. It is very difficult to compare apples
and apples over a number of years.
Senator DODD. I understand that.
Mr. TONKIN. For a whole series of reasons.
Senator DODD. Yes. Well, this has been veryyes, Norma? I am
sorry,
Ms. GLASGOW. Two of the people who are going around the coun-

try speaking to this issue and raising the ire of some and the praise
of others are Zimsky and Parr, saying why are the costs of higher
education rising so rapidly.
Senator DODD. Yes.
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MS. GLASGOW. One of their conclusions is the differentiation of

responsibilities, that there is a rise in numbers of responsibilities
assigned to new people. In other words, more people are being
hired to do the task. And I think there is an element of truth in
that, particularly at the private prestigious institutions, that faculty who used to both teach and counsel and advise, teach and they
hire counselors and they hire advisers, and the differentiation of
curricula so that it becomes more complex and they add more
courses. But it also has to do with what President Tonkin has said,
that there really is a variation in services because it is not just the
full-time graduate from high school who came right in, but the
counselors and the help for the part-timers, for those with children,
for all the extra services that we also think is a good investment.
But it is clear that colleges and universities are having to re-examine themselves and reallocate because there really is going to have
to be a streamlined delivery system, or else we are going to have to
start turning away people.
Senator DODD. Yes. Kevin.

Mr. SULLIVAN. In response to that question you are going to get,
I think there are good reasons that can be provided to you. On the
other hand, I would not wholly turn that question around on someone. I think the commissioner's point is well taken. We do have an

obligationI will take a little distance from my Aleagues on the
panel. We do have an obligation at the Federal and the State level
as policymakers to ask some questions about embedded cost, to ask

some questions about overheaol costs.
Senator DODD. Absolutely.
Mr. SULLIVAN. I think it is unfair to ask people to pony up without questioning disproportionately high-cost institutions, dispropor-

tionately high-cost students, and not at least look at that. It is
tough at the Federal level from your perspective; it is tough
enough at the State level from our perspective. But whether it is
through assessment systems to say what are you getting for the

money or really what are the costs that go into that bottom line, it
is only fair, if we have limited dollars, to spread them in the best
way possible and not treat everybody alike.
Senator DODD. I can just tell you flat out that will be the case.
There is no way you are going to find this sort of a turning on of a
faucetfirst, it is impossible to try to realign some of these things
a bit so you can bring some rationality to them. But you are going
to find some very, very tough questioning about those very issues.
There will not be, regrettably, that kind of assistance forthcoming
without some real solid answers to those questions of what is being
done internally to minimize these growing costs. In the absence of
that, it will be almost impossible to get some of these changes

made. I will just tell you that candidly. I think there is a real

desire to do some things here, but people just do not understand
and accept just ever escalating and dramatic increasesdramatic
increases in costwithout some real demonstration to hold those
down.

I am telling you what you know already. You have heard it from
others. I just thought it would be pointless to have a hearing here
this morning and suggest those are not issues that are absolutely
going to be addressed.
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Yes?
Mr. HARTLEY. Senator, I was looking back. You were looking at

20-year comparative figures. One of the assumptions in the criticism of rising tuition is that we have bloated administrative staff,
added positions we don't need. In the case of UConn, a 20-year history, we have increased the number of students we serve 20 percent, and we have reduced the number of people who provide th.ose
services 15 percent. The actual figures. So we are doing more with
less, and it is not because of bloated administrative staff or even
bloated instructional staff. So we have gone from 19,000 to 25,000
students, and in positions from about 3,050 toI keep looking at
the current to see how low it can go, but 2,500 or so, and still going
down.
Senator DODD. This has been very, very helpful to me. I kept you

loafger than I had planned to. I apologize. I have got one more
panel of eight witnesses, so I will try and move along with them,
and I apologize to them as well as I bring them up. But this has
been very, very helpful to me, and will be helpful, I think, to the
committee in looking at these proposals and others as we face what
we will be grappling with over the next several months here as we

continue with our hearings in Washington on reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. Your continued involvement is something I would appreciate. So any additional information you think
would be helpful to us in drawing these conclusions and finalizing

the legislation will be tremendously helpful.
We thank you very much.
Ms. GLASGOW. Thank you for your involvement in the reauthorization reform.
Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Norma. I appreciate that.
Gentlemen, thanks for being here this morning.
To our second panel of witnesses, I will introduce you and ask

you to join us at the table. We are going to have to get tight here

at the table because there is a couple more here than our last
panel.

Wilhelmina Campbell is a nontraditional student at the University of Hartford, and we welcome you here this morning.
Ralph Mariani is a graduate of the Hartford Technical Institute.
Monique Briscoe is a student at the University of Connecticut.
Richard Harrison is a parent of a University of Hartford student.

Kimberly Webb is a student at Eastern Connecticut State Uni-

versity.
Stephen Curley is a student at Trinity College.
Sukiby Nicolas is a student at the Computer Processing Institute.
And Veronica Allen is a student at the University of Connecticut.

That is quite a panel here. Did we get everybody at the table?
Did I pronounce your first name correctly? How many people do
that right? Not many. Pretty smart guy you got here, don't you?
Well, you are very gracious to be here this morning, and I apologize that this has taken a bit longer. But I hope you found the first
panel to be interesting, their observations and comments. It may

have helped.
Let me tell you what I told the first panel. I would really ask you
to keep your comments as brief as possible here because otherwise
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you are looking at an hour in testimony from all of you and then
we won't get to questions. So I promise you that every written
word and every piece of supporting documentation you have to
make to this subcommittee will be included in full in the record as
if given in full. So nothing will be deleted. But if you might try to

summarize your comments, unless they are briefly prepared
anyway, it would be helpful.

We will begin with you, Wilhelmina. We thank you again for

being here today.
STATEMENTS OF WILHELMINA CAMPBELL, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD; RALPH MARIANI, GRADUATE, HARTFORD
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE; MONIQUE BRISCOE, STUDENT, UNIVER-

SITY OF CONNECTICUT; RICHARD HARRISON, PARENT OF A
UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD STUDENT; WILLIAM ADAMS, GRAD-

UATE OF HARTFORD TECHNICAL

INSTITUTE; STEPHEN

CURLEY, STUDENT, TRINITY COLLEGE; SUKIBY NICOLAS, STU-

DENT, COMPUTER PROCESSING INSTITUTE; AND VERONICA
ALLEN, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Good afternoon, Senator Dodd. My name is Wilhelmina Campbell, and I come before you today not only as a nontraditional college student, but also as a concerned parent of two
children, one of which will be in college in 3 years.
I had been a part-time evening student at the University of Hartford for 10 years. While going to school at night, I worked in a full-

time position, advancing in a career and taking care of a family
and home. There were times that the courses were paid for by a
company tuition reimbursement plan, but also paid for by me. As I
advanced over the years in a career, it became increasingly evidence that a 4-year degree was necessary for further development.

Therefore, in 1990, I made the decision to leave a full-time position
and complete my senior year of college as a full-time day commuter student.

Falling into the middle-income category, with two children in
school, the loss of a professional full-time income, expense and

family responsibilities, I believed that I would be eligible for financial aid. After submitting the appropriate tax and financial infor-

mation, I was informed that I was ineligible for all financial aid.
The present formula calculates my former income and my homeowner information. The University of Hartford re-evaluated my situation and used professional judgment that a home equity loan
was not a viable solution in my case because I could not afford the
additional expenses. My income could not support a home equity
loan. I was therefore forced to obtain a full-time night position
while going to school days just so that I could keep my family
afloat. I was required to take out two student loans. But even after
all of this, I still needed money to pay the balance of 1 year of college.

If it had not been for the University of Hartford scholarship and
institutional funds awarded to me, it would not have been possible
for me to fulfill a life-long dream, and that was to graduate from
college. I will be the first one in my entire family, Senator Dodd, to
graduate from college, and I am 40 years old. When my mother sits
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in the commencement ceremonies in May, she won't be saying, "I
dreamed of this day coming," because she didn't dare to dream of a
college education for her children. What she dreamed for was that
her six children would survive the degradation of the ghetto and
poverty and lead a better life than she. I think that is a dream that
every parent has for their children. But today's parents must add a
college education to that dream list because without it our kids
would not have the opportunity to do better because the demands
of the employment arena and the global competition is much greater than it was 40 years ago.
The year 2000 is fast approaching, and as more women and nontraditional students enter the workforce, there will be more women
like me. But I am afraid .-hat the financial assistance may not be

there for them. I am afraid that the home equity may not be a
viable alternative and that the institutional funds that were there
for me may not be there for them.

Let me share with you what is ahead of me now. I must find a
job in the tough economy, repay over $8,000 in student loans, and
educate my two children. My daughter, a freshman in high school,
will be in college in 3 years, and the present formula does not take
into consideration my outstanding student loan debt when calculating my responsibility for her education. Yes, maybe home equity
will be a viable alternative for use in her college education, but
what happens 4 years later when it is time for my son to enter college? Will there be any money left? How many times will we be
allowed to go to the well before it runs dry?
Home equity and student loans cannot be the only way for families to send their children to college. With the rising cost of living,

the instability of employment, and the increasing number of

women in the workplace, more Federal financial aid dollars are
needed and the realization that a new class of poor has arrived.
This class of poor are those families that do own a home, who are
raising two-plus children, who don't take elaborate vacations or
have summer cottages, who juggle jobs, classes, doctor visits, day
care center and little league practice, who are out there working
night and day just to make ends meet. And they dare to dream of a

better life and a college education for their children.
Senator Dodd, on behalf of this class, and the Connecticut family

parent, I ask that you assist us at the Federal level in making

more financial dollars available for people like us.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Campbell follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. CAMPBELL

Good Afternoon, Senator Dodd: My name is Wilhelmina Campbell, and I come
before you today not only as a non-traditional college student, but also as a parent
of two children.

I had been a part-time evening student at the University of Hartford for ten
years. While going to school at night, I worked in a full-time day position, advancing

in a career while taking care of a family and home. There were timc:s that the
courses were paid for by a company tuition reimbursement plan but at times, the
courses were paid for by me. As I advanced over the years in my career, it became
increasingly evident that a four year degree was necessary for further development.
Therefore, in 1990 I made the decision to leave my full-time position and complete
my senior year of college as a full-time day commuter student. With two children in
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school, loss of professional full-time income, expenses and family responsibilities, I
believed that I would be eligible for financial aid. After submitting the appropriate
tax and financial information, I was informed that I was ineligible for all Federal
financial aid. The present formula calculates my former income and homeowner information. I was, therefore, forced to obtain a full-time night position while going to
school days just so that our family could stay afloat. I was also required to take out

two student loans. But even after all of this, I still needed money to pay the out-

standing balance of one year of college. The University of Hartford re-evaluated my
situation and used professional judgment that a Home Equity Loan was not a viable
solution in my case because I could not afford the additional expenses. My income
could not support a home equity loan.
If it had not been for the scholarship and institutional funds awarded me by the

University, it would not have been possible for me to fulfill a life long dream ...
and that is to graduate from college. I'll be the first one in my entire family, Senator Dodd, to graduate from college, and I am 40 years old. My mother as she sits in
the commencement ceremonies in May won't be saying "I dreamed of this day
coming" because she didn't dare to dream of a college education for her children.
What she dreamed for was that her six children would survive the degradation of
the ghetto and poverty, and lead a better life than she. I think that's a dream that
every parent have for their children. But today's parents must add a college education to that dream list because without it, our kids would not have an opportunity
to do better because the demands in the employment arena are so much greater
than they were 40 years ago.
The year 2000 is fast approaching and as more and more women enter the workforce, there will be more women like me. But I'm so afraid that the financial assistance will not be there for them. I'm afraid that Home Equity loans may not be a
viable alternative and, I'm afraid that the institutional funds may not be there as it
was for me. I am afraid these dreams may indefinitely be deferred.
Let me share with you what's ahead for me now? I must flnd a job in this tough
economy; repay over $8,000 in student loans; and educate my two children. My
daughter, by the way, will be in college in three years and the present formula will
not take into consideration my outstanding student loan debt when calculating my
responsibility for my daughter'13 education. 'Yes. Maybe home equity loans will be an

alternative for her but what happens four years later when it's time for my son to
enter college? Will there be any money left? How many times will we be able to go
to the well before it runs dry? And then, do we just jump heavily into loan debts?
Home Equity and student loans cannot be the only way for families to send their
children to college. With the rising cost of living; the instability of employment and
the increasing number of women in the workplace, more Federal financial aid dollars are needed and the realization that a new class of "poor" has arrived. This
class are those families who own a home; who are raising 2+ children; who don't
take elaborate vacations or have summer cottages; who juggle jobs, classes, doctor
visits, day care and little league practice; who are out there working night and day
just to make ends meet; and they dare to dream of a better life and college education for their children.
Senator Dodd, on behalf of this class, and as a parent, I ask that you consider
making more financial aid dollars available for people like us.
Thank you.

Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Wilhelmina. Congratulations, by the way.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you.

Senator DODD. A lot of hard work. I have a feeling you are going

to do fine. Even if they stripped away everything, I think you
would do fine.

Ralph, we thank you for being here with us this morning.
Mr. MARIANI. Good afternoon. My name is Ralph Mariani, Jr.,

and I am a graduate of Hartford Technical Institute in Hartford,
CT. My wife and I have been residents of East Hartford for the
past 2 years. I graduated from East New York Vocational and
Technical High School in Brooklyn, NY, in 1983. After graduation,
I enlisted in the U.S. Army. I was obligated to 6 years in the Army,
3 years on active duty and 3 years in the active reserves. The U.S.
Army was to train me to be a signal radio teletype operator.
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After 3 years, I was honorably discharged from active duty and
began to pursue my career. I pursued many companies hoping to
find a job in a related field. Unfortunately, I did not have much
success. The communications training I received in the service was
not transferable to the private civilian workforce. I found that in
order to survive I had to take dead-end jobs just to pay the bills. I
was everything from a vacuum cleaner salesman, to a retail salesman, to a security guard. Depending on the job, the maximum I
ever made was $5 an hour.

After getting married, I decided that I had to find a secure
career in the field that I enjoy and that I could make a living

doing. I enrolled at Hartford Technical Institute in December of
1988 in the CNC machinist program. I would never have been able
to afford to go to Hartford Tech if it was not for financial aid. I was
barely getting my bills paid, let alone trying to save for the future.
Hartford Tech found me a job while I was enrolled as a student. I
started at Pratt & Whitney Manufacturing Company in West Hartford as a mechanical machinist assembler, making $8 an hour. In
1990, I earned over $27,000, and less than 18 months from my start
date. Unfortunately, due to the economic misfortunes, Pratt &
Whitney has closed down, and I was laid off.
't returned to Hartfoid Tech placement offices. They assisted me
in finding a position at Electric Bolt in Groton, CT. I now own my

own home, have skills in the field I very much enjoy, and the
career that I always wanted. If it wasn't for financial aid and as-

sistance from Hartford Tech that I received, I would not be where I
am today.

I hope that when Congress reviews the Higher Education Act
they will keep in mind the importance of financial aid to all students. People should be able to get an education to better themselves and to be productive members of society. I urge you to keep
financial aid available for students who want it and need it to get
ahead.
Thank you very much.
Senator Donn. Thank you very much, Ralph, and congratulations
to you, too, for all the hard work.
Monique.

Ms. BRISCOE. Hello, I am Monique Briscoe, and I attend the
Storrs branch of UConn. Early in the semester I had faced a problem with my money for my tuition. My bill was almost $4,000, including financial aid. I was unable to come up with the money. My
mother had received a bill prior to the second semester and
prompted me to write letters to organizations that give out grants.
I did so and had gotten one reply back that said they might be able
to help me. The organization was the Hartford Foundation of
Giving, and they were willing to give me $1,200.
My mother, since she is the only one working and my father is
currently unemployed, was able to contribute $1,000 which she had
saved up. My mother has to take care of bills and food and other
household duties for a family of five, with one of her children, me,
now attending college. So at that point, I had $2,200, but still had
to come up with almost $2,000 more.

To top it all off, the money that the Hartford Foundation was
giving me would not help out my siturtion but hinder it. If I had
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received the money from the foundation, the school was going to
raise my bill up to over $5,000 because of some technical jargon. I
was in limbo at school at this time. I ran around campus like a
chicken without a head trying to find some way to stay on campus.
I ended up not having any books for my classes for over 2 weeks,
which I am now suffering for now. It cost my mother over $80 in
phone calls from me back and forth to rectify the dilemma I was
in. I believe that in order for this country, or, better yet, the world,
to function properly, you need educated people to lead. With the
budget cuts now facing the school, a lot of studentsmyself includedmay not be able to attend college next semester. Our greatest
resource is education, and if people who want and seek knowledge
are unable to take advantage of it because of budget cuts, it does
not say much for us as a society.
Education should be number one on our budget because without
it the world will be full of empty minds not being able to solve the
problems that face them. It is not fair for us, the leaders of tomorrow, to be penalized for the mistakes of the adults leading us today.
Are we now to suffer because of the lack of proper budgeting of
our leaders today? I believe that is very unfair and unjust if we do.

Senator DODD. Thank you, Monique, very much. I am going to be
out at UConn this afternoon. I don't know if I am going to see you
out there or not.
Mr. Harrison, we thank you for being here. I want you to know
we have received the letters you have written every member of the
delegation. We received your letter, and of course, we have made,
based on your letter, some inquiries to the Department of Education. We have not yet received our answers back from them. Which
is one of the reasons why you haven't heard from us yet. We are
delighted you are here this afternoon.
Mr. HARRISON. Thank you very much. As advertised on here as a

parent, I do have a student currently at the University of Hartford,
scheduled to graduate in 1992, and I have a child that graduated
from the University of Connecticut in 1990.
I guess I would like to share with you the nuts and bolts of going
through that as the thrust of my comments that I turned in. I refer
you to the financial aid form. You can pick any year you like, but
this is 1991 and 1992. This is one of the few forms that a student
needs to fill out with the help of a parent in order to go any further as far as applying for financial aid. I went through this exercise every year since 1986, knowing that I was not eligible for any
Federal grants, but I have to get those magic words on a piece of
paper to report to the University. It has to be part of the submittal
from the student.

About the only benefit I gain from that is getting my income

taxes filled out early because that is the basis of many of the questions.

One of the things that shocked me this past yearand I refer to
page 8 in the booklet, which gives you a work sheet and looks for
benefits and untaxed income. This really bothered me. I can see in
some cases where it addressed the 401(k) savings plans, but they
treated it generically and not as a specific case. I work for a firm
that started this type of savings plan, and the purpose of it was as

a supplement to retirement. Now, you don't have to report any
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,ioney that you pay into a retirement fund. This apparently is
notthey don't consider tha% or don't use that in any asset assessment. But I would think that if you could get some kind of certification from your employer that this is the purpose of the plan, that
should be treated similarly. But right now it isn't.
If you further inspect the list of benefits they want you to record,
it is a short list, and I will read it because I think it might incense
some other people. They want you to report welfare benefits, workers, compensation; veterans noneducational benefits such as a
death pension and dependency and indemnity compensation; housing, food, and other living allowances paid to members of the military, clergy, and others; cash support; any other untaxed income
and benefits such as black lung benefits, refugee assistance, etc.
The point being that these are all benefits that were there to cover
for people like unemployed, under-employed, disabled, retired,
classes of occupations that traditionally have low wages, and salaries that can only survive in the regular world with allowances
provided.

The U.S. Department of Education, in a letter I got from Representative Kennelly's office, they indicated that they are asking for
these untaxed income and benefits because in their statement they
said this may, in fact, be the major strength of a family's support.
And how right they are. But these benefits were awarded for other
reasons, and I don't believe they should be considered for educational purposes. You need those in order to be able to live.

I will move on to--

Senator DODD. You will want to notice winning the lottery is not
on there. [Laughter.] That might say, well, you know-Mr. HARRISON. Give them an opportunity.

Senator Donn. I probably gave them an idea. They probably

heard me out there.

Mr. HARRISON. In section F, 1990 expenses, this is about the only

section that asks for expenses. They want to know about medical
and dental expenses not paid by insurance. But one of the new
items they ought to add to this is to ask you how much you co-pay
for your insurance benefits. With the high cost of medical and
dental insurance, more and more companies are asking their employees to share in this cost, whereas in previous years the company covered 100 percent. This is becoming significant, especially if
you are on a family plan.
Then to go on, they do ask you about any tuition that you pay
for elementary, junior high, or high school tuition for dependant
children other than the applicant, but it doesn't consider or ask for
any other school debts that are still to be paid. As I mentioned, I
have a child that graduated from the University of Connecticut.
She has left the house, but her 4-year debt is still there. That has
to be paid. They don't ask for the educational costs that you incur
for the student that is already going to school. And there may be
other expenses, like an automobile or other things, that, you know,
they can t get from statistics unless they ask.
Then they have another section where they 'qok for expected
1991 income and benefits, but they don't ask you for expected expenses. I think they should and what the nature of them are. They
may be short term or they may be long-term.
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There is a Section R that asks for explanations and special circumstances, but I don't believe that gets the same look as if it were
in the regular section and could get built into the formula.
I will move on now from the form to this explanation I got from

the U.S. Department. One of the statements here applies to me:

"Families use their assets for a variety of reasons other than

paying for a postsecondary education, such as retirement or emergencies. An allowance is subtracted from net worth to protect a
portion of the family assets for those other purposes." That is exactly where I am.
In order to have a moderate level of living and retirement, providing for the basics of food, clothing, shelter, health insurance,
and other emergencies, I can't envision going into retirement with
a large educational debt on a reduced retirement income and con-

tinue to live in the Hartford area. I don't see howthey say they
make allowances like on a scale, I guess, from age 40 to 65. But

unless you know my complete educational expense commitment for
both children through 1990 and the projected educational expense
commitments for the one child, I don t see how they can judge that
they are making enough allowance for this situation.
When it is all said and done, I have got 5 years left to pay down
a loan. Even if the children help pay that loan down, it costs a
single person in the Hartford area some $22,000 a year to live, according to the Hartford Courant. Now, the entry-level salaries that
were being offered on the average last year to the UConn graduates was $22,000. So how in a short time can they be expected to
help you?

You mentioned in your remarks and several other people did too
about this $15,000 threshold limit on looking at assets. Again, in
the Hartford Courant last year, it was reported that a family of
four needed $27,000 to survive. They also go on and they indicate,
well, they are not talking about liquid assets. You have got fixed
assets that you can use as collateral for a loan. But with the collapse of the banking industry and all the other problems connected
with it, we are findingnot we personally, but people are finding
difficulty in getting a loan. They are going to be more strict about
giving loans. It comes across that they think it is going to be easy.
I will just close now with a few observations that we as a country
did not hesitate to engage in actions in Grenada, Panama, or Iraq.
Money was no object. You know, there were certainly necessities,
and no one will criticize that. We found it necessary to escalate the
war on drugs. Money was forthcoming. George Bush campaigned
that he was going to be the education President, and as everybody
else has testified, the money is being cut back.
That is what I think you are here to address, and we are here to
help you. As has been said, too, our people are our best asset, and
again it was demonstrated in the war. And many of the components of the weapons systems came from New England where we
have this situation or we have the benefit of trained people and
good minds. In order to keep our leadership in the worbi and also
face the challenges we haveyou name it, from pollution to many

other thingswe are going to need a Nation that is on top of
things to be able to solve these problems and not be a liability to
our future generations.
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Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Harrison follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. HARRISON

I appreciate this opportunity to express my views on college financial assistance

issues. I have written on previous occasions to express the need to update the

Higher Education Amendments of 1986. They are out of date in 1991, especially in
New England.

I would like to bring your attention to the Financial Aid Form for School Year
1991-92. This is one of a few basic forms that must be processed by a student in
order to be in position to be considered for financial assistance. First, I would draw

your attention to the instructions on page 8. Work Sheet 2 deals with untaxed
income and benefits. I discovered that a company 401(k) savings plan that is de-

signed for supplemental retirement purposes is considered as a generic 401(k) plan
and untaxed income going into the plan must be reported for available asset purrels:. Payments to tax deferred pension plans are not to be reported as an asset to
nsidered as a resource. I believe the regulations should be changed to exempt
these plans' untaxed income as well, as long as the employer can certify the purpose
of the plan.
Further inspection of the list will show benefits that I believe should be removed
from consideration for covering college expenses. If you look at what they are you
will note that the benefits covered are for the unemployed, under employed, disabled, retired, and classes of occupations that traditionally have low wages or salaries and can only survive in the regular world with the allowances provided. The
USDE explanation correctly states that, "Untaxed income and benefits are included
because they may have a considerable effect on a family's financial strength and, in
some cases, may be the family's main support." That doesn't mean, however, that
this benefit is available for college expenses; it was awarded for other reasons and
intended for living expenses.
Section F', 1990 Expenses, is about the only section that asks for expenses. The
form asks for medical and dental expenses not paid by insurance. It does not ask for
the out of pocket expense of a co-pay by the employee for medical and dental insurance coverage. This is becoming very significant as the high cost of medical and
dental insurance coverage grows.
Section F of the form asks for the 1990 elementary, junior high, and high school
tuition for dependent children other than the applicant. It does not consider or ask
for any other school debts that are still to be paid, such as the four year college debt
for another child who graduated in 1990. It does not ask for educational costs already incurred by the applicant through 1990.
Section 1, Expected 1991 Income and Benefits, is an obvious section to be included.
Absent, however, is a section where one can project anticipated expenses and the

nature of these expensesi.e. short term payment versus long term payment (an-

other loan). One could argue to put this information under Section R, Explanations/
Special Circumstances. I don't believe it gets the same impact here.
In the explanation from USDE, page 2, the second paragraph, "Families use their
assets for a variety of reasons other than paying for post secondary education, such
as retirement or emergenciea. An allowance is subtracted from net worth to protect
a portion of the family assets for those purposes.," is exactly where I am. In order to
have a moderate level of living in retirement, providing the basics of food, clothing,
shelter, health insurance, and other emergencies, I can't envision going into retirement with a large educational debt on a reduced retirement income and continue to
live in the Hartford area. I don't see how anyone can evaluate my situation at age
60, with no more than 5 years to retirement, and arrive at an "allowance" as age
increases from 40 to 65 years old without knowing my complete educational expense
commitments for both children through 1990 and the projected educational expense
commitments for the one child as well as other projected expenses that will require
long term financing. In addition, even if my children contribute to paying down the

loan, they can't contribute enough in 5 'years from their entry level salaries and
wages when it costs a single person $22,000 per year to live in the Hartford area
and the average starting salary offered to 1990 graduates was around $22,000.
Leaving the Financial Aid Form, I would like to address some of the explanations
received from the USDE. A change that needs to be addressed is the family total
income threshold of $15,001 for considering assets in figuring the total financial
strength. In the Hartford area I can't imagine a total family income of $15,000 allowing any accumulation of assets that one could use as collateral for a loan. Last
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year it was reported in the Hartford Courant that a family of four needed around

27,000 to live in the Hartford area. The lower limit of $15,001 needs to be raised to
a realistic level compatible to this area of the country before it can be assumed that
assets or equity in assets are being accumulated sufficient to be considered as collateral for a loan. Considering the recent collapse of the banking industry due to bad
investments, loans, and other reasons, any loans being considered today are going to
be mme conservative. The tone of the USDE explanation comes across that this will
be easy.

I would like to conclude with a few observations. We, as a country, did not hesitate to engage in actions in Granada, Panama, or Iraq. Money was no object. We

found it necessary to escalate the "War on Drugs". Money was forthcoming. George

Bush campaigned that he was going to be the "Education President". Money is
being cut back.

As a world power, our best asset is our peopletheir development and trained

minds. The fruits of past efforts was demonstrated in the Gulf War with the fantastic performance of our weapons systems. To keep our world leadership position requires a continuing effort to develop and educate our people. We have many challenges and problems to solve in order to preserve our nation and planet.

Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Mr. Harrison. We will

have some questions about those particular points.
I introduced Kimberly Webb, but I think I am looking at William

Adams. I see a different name here, and I appreciate your being
here.
Mr. ADAMS. Hello, my name is William Adams. I am a resident
of New Hartford, CT. I graduated from South 13roward High School
in Hollywood, Florida, in 1979. After graduation, I attended community college in Stone Ridge, NY. There I took courses in liberal
arts and sciences. I had completed 47 of the required 60 credits
when I had gotten married, and I was forced to take a full-time job
to support my wife and myself.
My first job after leaving school was an apprentice position with
Ulster County Sheriffs Department. I was working in tl te automotive department making just above minimum wage. After working

there for roughly 18 months, I had yet to receive a wage increase.
Additionally, my wife had just given birth to the first child, and
financial obligations were getting impossible at minimum wage. In
order for me to make ends meet, I had taken another job as shipping and receiving clerk for around $5 an hour.
My wife became pregnant for the second time. By the time our
son was born, although my salary was raised to $6.25 an hour,
living expenses were getting increasingly harder to handle. It was

nearly impossible to support the wife and two children on just
$6.25 an hour.

A short time later, my wife became pregnant with the third

child, and I knew I would need another job in order to pay the bills
and feed and clothe my family.
While the decision was a difficult one, I knew I had to support
my family, so I started a business with my father in Dominica in
the West Indies importing exotic flowers. For 3 years, I lived under
terrible conditions in the West Indies: No running water, electricity or other modern necessities. All the while I sent the money back
to the wife in New York.
In 1987, my father died and we had to close the business. In desperation, I took odd jobs in restaurants, never making more than
$7.50 an hour. It was very difficult to survive on such little money.
In March of 1990, I found out about Hartford Technical Institute.

I found out that I could get training in automotive work where
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could make a salary that, you know, would enable me to support
myself and my family. I enrolled as a full-time student at Hartford
Tech in the automotive program. The program lasted for 8 months,
and I graduated in October of 1990. Since then I have been employed in Value European Imports. This year I expect to earn
about $27,000.

None of this would have been possible without the financial aid.
Being eligible for aid, I received a Pell grant and student loans to
make my education at Hartford Tech possible. Now I am in the
process of paying back my loans and meeting my other financial
obligations due to my career.
If it wasn't for the availability of financial assistance, my education at Hartford Tech would never have been possible. I understand you are now deciding 1. ow to change financial aid programs.
Please keep giving other people the same opportunity I got. People
shou'd be able to get the help they need to get them on the right
track and to keep them there. I think you will find it helps more
people than it hurts.
Thank you.
Senator DODD. Thank you very much, William. We appreciate it.
Where were you in the West Indies?
Mr. ADAMS. In Dominica. It is a small island down around Martinique.
Senator DODD. Stephen Curley.
Mr. CURLEY. I appreciate your asking me here to testify before

your committee hearing. I am currently a sophomore at Trinity

College, in Hartford, CT. I guess I am here to testify to the increasing pressures on middle-class families in providing their children
with higher education.
I come from a middle-class family in Connecticut. There are five
members of the family, and I have two working parents. The combined salary of my two parents is around $34,000, after taxes. The
financial commitment to both my sister and myself, in terms of tuition each year, is around $32,000 a year. Obviously, without financial aid, it would be impossible for my parents to provide us with
higher education.
Upon completion of my undergraduate career, I expect to have a
mass of debt of around $12,000 or $13,000 in Federal loans. I have
not been eligible for any Federal grants up to this point. It is Trini-

ty College that I feel particularly indebted to, because it is really
the private institution of training that has helped my family bear
the strain of an $85,000 education at this institution of higher
learning.
Predominantly, it is through grants of the school that has helped

me, and it has really been the financial aid office which has

patched together a system of grants from the school, loans from the
school and loans from the Federal Government which has allowed
me to attend training.

At one time, it was only wealthy people that could attend college, and in the 1940's and 1950's, with the GI bill and other various support systems of the American government, it became possible for more and more Americans to attend college. That commitment to education has laid the economic foundation and given us
overall economic prosperity which we have been experiencing and
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continue experiencing today, but increasingly that commitment has
shifted, and it is now increasingly difficult for middle-class students
to afford the best possible education.
It is not intelligence or commitment to education that is reduc-

ing the middle-class in options, rather, it is the size of their parents' bank account. My sister, in fact, was accepted at a number of
ivy league L thools upon completion of her undergraduate degree.

However, because we did not have the financial resources to
commit ourselves to a $50,000 a year combined tuition, she had to
compromise and go to a different school in order to be able to met
our financial obligations.
Another one of my classmates from high school is forced to work
between 20 and 25 hours a week on top of his studies, and it is my

feeling that this has really compromised his studies and constrained his experience at college. It is only through his increased
working that he has been allowed to attend college.

I feel that, especially in times like now, every dollar that the
Federal Government invests in education, it is really a reciprocal
relationship. Right now, without financial for education and the

help of bringing in the Federal Government, the chances are I

would not be able to attend college. I would be unemployed or underemployed or in an unemployment line. The end result of getting
financial aid is that I will complete my 4-year degree and enter the

workforce with the skills necessary, the necessary marketable

skills to become a highly salaried taxpayer.
So, in the long run, I feel that the Federal Government benefits
just as much as middle-class students from every dollar that goes

to education. I really feel that every dollar the Federal Government provides in iknancial aid is really a microeconomic investment in individuals and a macroeconomic investment in the future
of the United States.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Curley follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. CURLEY

My name is Stephen Curley and I am currently a sophomore at Trinity College in
Hartford, CT. I come from a middle-class family of 5 with 2 working parents. The
combined salaries of my father, who is an engineer, and my mother who is a clerk
for the town of Wethersfield, is around $34,000 a year after taxes. My parents are
presently committed financially to both my education and that of my elder sister,
who is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Rhode Island. The combined tuition,
including room and board, for both my sister and myself amounts to $32,000 a year.
It is obvious that without financial aid my family would not be able to provide for
our education. I feel very fortunate to be receiving the quality education I am in
light of these facts. My parents sacrifice, wonderful support from Trinity College
through grants and loans as well as Federally insured loans have allowed me to
pursue a college dPgree. Upon completion of my undergraduate degree I will have
amassed a debt of around $12,000 to $13,000 in Federally insured loans. For those
loans I am grateful but it is to Trinity College that I feel especially indebted. It is
Trinity Cc:age that is really helping me to bear the burden of a $85,000 dollar education, prov ,iing me with .he support both I and my family need. The question is
how much I, nger will private institutions and middle-class families be able to bear
the costs of educating America's young men and women. It is time the Federal government take a more active role in supporting the future of our nation through a
commitment to educating its people.
In our society a quality education is of the utmost importance. A persons level of
educational attainment plays a large role in shaping their life in America. Not so
long ago a college education was for the wealthy and upper echelons of the middle-
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class. However, with the help of the government in the 90's and 50's a college education became something all Americans could strive for and achieve. The goveinments
commitment to education expanded the college experience of many Americans and
laid the foundation for economic prosperity the nation has enjoyed and continues to
enjoy today.
However, the opportunity to receive the best possible education has become increasingly difficult for many Americans. The sky rocketing costs of a quality education are becoming more than the middle-class family can shoulder alone. If something is not done immediately to help support students from a middle-class background the meritocratic society and the ideal of equality of opportunity will cease to
exist for the vast majority of the American population. The fact of the matter is
that for many of my high school classmates the overriding questions were financial
when deciding which college to attend. They could not attend the best school they
were accepted by for the simple reason they could not afford the tuition at the best
schools. Middle-class students options are being reduced not by their level of intelligence or commitment to education, but rather by the size of their parents bank account. My sister was accepted by some of the finest graduate schools in the nation
upon completion of her undergraduate degree. However, her chance to attend an
Ivy League school was made impossible because our family could not afford the cost
and there was no place for her to secure the financial resources necessary. Another
example of this inequality of opportunity through lack of proper funding for higher
education can be seen in the case of one of my high school classmates. Fle is ineligible to receive an adequate amount of financial assistance and as a result he is
forced to work 20 hours a week in a supermarket. This money proves crucial and it
is only through augmenting his parents contribution that it is possible for him to
receive a college education. There is no auestion that this extra burden has hampered his studies and constrained his collee experience.
Up to this point I have pointed out how increased higher education funding from
the Federal government can benefit middle-class students. Howc.rer, the benefits are
reciprocal and in the long run the Federal government will profit every bit as much
as the middle-class student from a strong commitment to education. Especially in
rough recessionary times it is important that the Federal government commit itself
to education and support the educational aspirations of its middle-class students. Financial aid has allowed me to stay in school and continue my education despite the
recession and a recent job change by my father. Without financial aid I would be
another person with no marketable skills desperately seeking a job in a iecessionary
market; in all likelihood I would probably be unemployed or underemployed. However, with help I am completing of my education and upon graduation will be able
to bring desired skills to the market place, these skills will enable me to become a
productive member of society. In the end there is no question that the Federal government will benefit, keeping me out of the unemployment lines now and in the
future gaining me as a highly salaried taxpayer. Further, by helping to educate its
citizenry the government ensures the foundation necessary for continued economic
growth and prosperity, creating a labor force equipped to handle the tasks required
by an ever increasingly.complex world and global economy. When the Federal government prov:des financial aid for education it is really a microeconomic investment in individuals and a macroeconomic investment in the future of the United
States.

Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Stephen. I appreciate your

being help. It is very helpful.
Sukiby.

Ms. NIcHoLAs. Senator Dodd and members of the committee,
good afternoon. My name is Sukiby Nicholas, I live in Manchester,

CT, and I work for Group America Insurance Company in East
Hartford, CT.
I am honored to speak to you today by my education at Computer Processing Institute in East Hartford. This morning, I want to
tell you about what I have learned at CPI, why it is important to
my life and how financial aid made it all possible.
Senator DODD. CPI, by the way, is the Computer Processing Institute?
MS. NICHOLAS. Right.

Senator DODD. OK.
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Ms. !Ito How's. In June of 1990, I graduated from Manchester

High School. While there, I pursued a regular academic course load
and took a few business-related courses, in order to begin a career
in the clerical and administrative field.
During my senior year in high school, I worked at a local chiropractic office. Unfortunately, due to the economic circumstances, I
got laid off. I began looking for another job and interviewed with
many different firms, but had no luck finding employment. It was
clear to me that I needed something more to offer employers than
a high school diploma.
In August of 1990, I enrolled at the Computer Processing Insti-

tute in East Hartford. I had seen some advertisement for CPI and
was at-acted to the learning opportunities, so I made an appointment with the admissions office to get more information. After
speaking with some of the people A c.he admissions office, seeing
this girl and finding out about the 90 percent placement rate for
their graduates, I was encouraged te give CPI a try.
However, if I was to receive a postsecondary education, I was
going to need financial assistance. Fortunately, with the help of my
mother as a cosigner, I was able to get one guarantee student loan
and other supplemental student loans. This allowed me to further
pursue my education und training. I enrolled in CPI's information
processing course. The course provided education and training in
word processing, bookkeeping and data entry. Since I was not
making any money while going to school and I needed money to

survive, I participated in a work-study program with CPI and

Group Alnerica, Inc.
CPI is a terrific school for all people who want to get a good education and solid training. They teach courses in Electronic Technology, Computer Operations, Computer Programming and a course of

study, Information Processing. While at CPI, I found it easy to
learnthere were never more than 20 people in any of my classes,

and my teachers gave a lot of personal attention.
In February of this year, I was graduated from CPI with a diploma in information processing. By the end of March. I nad gone
from a work-study position at school to Group America as a medi-

cal underwriting support technicians. I am very fortunate to not
only have a job during these tough economic times, but to have a
good job that I like a lot and look forward, to going to each day.
I know that I am learning new things each day and that there is
room for advancement.

It is important to me that oder people get the same opportunity
as me to get an education. Without student aid, I would have been
in a very difficult situation. I ga my chance when I learned about
CPI, and they helped me understand how I could obtain financial
aid.

While I realize that there are concerns about student loans and
some students attending private career schools, I also realize how
much good can be accomplished by giving students the opportunity
they need to get ahead end to prosper. Student aid does play an
important pai t in ensuring that all people have the opportunity to
pursue a postsecondary elucation, When Congress looks at the financial aid p ,crram, they must keep in mind that the future dehelp make education available. I was lucky to go
pends on then
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to a school where the staff really supported the students and how I

am happy to be in a career that I know I will continue to grow.
I hope for my sake and for others that Federal financial assistance will not be a thing of the past, but will allow for people who
have real ambitions, but are not going to attend a 4-year college

and a chance to a solid and productive future.
Thank you very much for allowing me to testify.
Senator DODD. Excellent testimony. Thank you very much.
Veronica, thank you for being here. I identify you as the patient
witness, because you are last.
Ms. ALLEN. Good afternoon, Senator Dodd.
My name is Veronica Allen and I am a senior and music education major at the University of Connecticut. I have prepared a
statement for today, but as I listened to the previous panel, I decided to, instead, just bring paperwork which shows some of the problems I have been having with the financial aid system.
This is a statement from the 1990-91 year, which is this year, my
senior year. I am going to read off some of the grant scholarships
and loans that I am getting, and this is in total for both semesters
combined together: Tuition or admission, rent, $1,500; university
grant, $704; Stafford loan, $2,550; Pell grant, $522; and I have a
music scholarship for $750. That total comes to $6,026.
Now, on this sheet I have here, student's educational expenses,
$9,300, and I am assuming that includes tuition, room and board,
and the money that the student will need for books and other personal needs. Parents' contribution is $178; student's contribution is
$1,096.

Now, what I have brought is a student aid report, which is, of
course, as many of you people know, the report that comes after a
student has filed for financial aid. This is for income tax forms. My

mother last year made $20,000. I come from a family of 7, and
there are 3 dependents, and that included my mother, my little

brother and myself, because I am still in school.
Last year, I made about $5,000, so as you can see, parents' contribution, $178, student's contribution, $3,096. In my situation, it is
not possible for my mother to give money for me to pay for school,
and I have been through this process before. What you do is go for
loans, you go for more loans. I signed for a guaranteed student loan
at the university.
I went to the financial aid office, and they said, according to this,
the student's tuition would be about $7,300. According to this, students need about $6,026, so I have to come up with about $1,300 on

my own, and I do that with loans. What happens is I sign for a
loanby the way, this sheet I have here is an estimate of what I
might get.

What happened is one of myI think it was the Pell grantI

did not get all of the money that I needed, in other words, and I

had to come up with extra money. I resigned for a loan which I did
not get. I tried to up the guaranteed loan, which I did not get, and
therefore had to borrow money from professors in my department,
and that is the kind of problem I have been having.
I have all the naperwork here and that is my statcment today,
basically the pruolems I and other students at the university are
going through.

;
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Senator DODD. The point I think you make here is that is more
the norm, than the exception. Whether or not you borrow from the
professors, that may be unique, but it is not unusual that you have
to come up with creative ways to finance your educatirn-Ms. ALLEr I have been getting guaranteed student loans for 3
years now, and I have gone to the maximum, I am signing for the
maximum amount.
Senator DODD. What is your debt obligation right now?
Ms. ALLEN. This is another point I was going to bring up. I called
home to ask for any money I could get, and first they said we do
not have any. My sister suggested I get credit cards and cash advances and get as much money from that as I can, and that is what
I have been doing.
Senator DODD. We are competing with each other right now.
Ms. ALLEN. That is what I have been doing. This year, I was at
the point where my credit cards are to the maximum, and I had to
borrow from outside sources.
Senator DODD. Give me some idea in bulk terms of what you are
looking at.
Ms. ALLEN. Now, do you want me to include-Senator DODD. You are finishing up in June?

Ms. ALLEN Yes. Do you want me to include credit cards, or

just-Senator DODD. Just your debt. What is your debt?
Ms. ALLEN About $12,000.
Senator DODD. $12,000?
Ms. ALLEN. $12,000.

Senator DODD. And how old are you?
Ms. ALLEN. I am 22.
Senator DODD. 22 years old, and you are starting out with $12,000
debt.
MS. ALLEN. Yes.

Senator DODD. And you are a music major?
Ms. Aumi. A music major, yes.

Senator DODD. I do not know, maybe you will really do it, you

will be--

MS. ALIZN. Music education.

Senator DODD. Well, let me ask you two questions, basically. Mr.
Harrison, you have detailed it already, to a large extent, but let me
start with the first one, because it is something I 'said earlier, and I

would be very interested in your comments, not only about your
own experiences, but knowing other peoples, as well.
First of all, I am deeply impressed with each and every one of
you, I must tell you. Each one is a unique story, in a way, and you
make me very proud to represent you, because, in effect, you are
people out doing creative things in order to improve your own situation, and you are fortunate to have parents or wives or people
who have made a difference in your lives in many ways, who have
been there when you have needed them.
In your case, Mr. Harrison, you are a parent who has been there
when your children have needed them, and it is tremendously encouraging. The sense I hadand I do not know if you heard me say
this to the previous panelis that there are an awful lot of people
out there who could be sitting at this table, who could tell similar
:
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stories, who are not. They are in that unemployment line, Steven,
or they are underemployed or whatever else they may have to do,
because they just could not work through this system or they did
not get any help in the process along the way or did not have someone else giving them some idea of what to do.
Some of you, obviouclyin the case of you, Ralph, you are in the
Army, so it may not be entirely applicablebut.I am kind of interested in hearing from Stephen and Sukiby and Veronica and Monique, as well, and maybe Mr. Harrison could comment on what happened in high school, in your high school, in terms of the assist-

ance that you got from counselors and others about letting you
know that there were things out there that you could do, that

there were places you could get help and assistance. William, I do
not know whether this applies to you, as well, but you could comment on this, if you would like to.
If you know the students that could have qualified, but were not
sought out, what sort of help and assistance? Then, I would like to
know brieflyand all of you can comment on thishow you were
made aware of the academic requirements of institutions, how you
were made aware of the various financial assistance programs, and
how did you become such experts in these things along the way. I
am very interested in how you got that information, who provided
that kind of assistance and how you ended up where you are, putting aside the question of whether or not we should have it and we
need it, and so forth. I am intrigued about how you got there.
Mr. MARIANI. To answer that question right from the beginning
from high school, I did attend college. I did 6 months in City College of New York, taking up computer science, majoring in computer science.

Senator DODD. A good program.

Mr. MARIANI. It turned out at the time, in 1983, my parents were

making too much money and they cut down my financial aid,
saying we cannot give you this much money, so I could not stay in
college. So, I found out that in the service, in the military, you
become eligible under the GI bill and get tuition assistance after
you finish your obligation.
It turns out, after I finished, I decided to pursue the career in
communications. At that time, I messed up in getting my GI bill
together, so it expired. It is just like a contract, it expires and I did
not use it, so I lost out.
It turns out that they said if you reenlist again, which I am still
on active duty with the Reserves, they will pay back tuition, if you
get financial aid, they will pay back all of the loans 100 percent, so
that is what I did, and I am in the process of paying back my financial aid, which I am about $4,000 in debt right now, it will be paid
off by the end of the year, and also the new job that I started at
Electric Boat will pay 100 percent tuition, job-related, it has to be
job-related, that I could take as far as college courses. So, that is
how I found out more, by talkinj to other people and reading about
what I could do for myself and help my family out.
Senator DODD. Monique.

Ms. BRISCOE. Fortunately and kind of unfortunately, I was in
part concerned when I attended Glastonbury High School. My
counselor was very helpful in assisting me to attend college. She
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gave me application waivers, she told me to apply to any college I
could. She was saying here, just try this, try this.
Senator Donn. flow many seniors were in the graduating class at
Glastonbury High?
Ms. Biuscos. I think almost 400.
Senator DODD. And how many counselors were there?
Ms. Baiscos. I believe there were 6 or 8 counselors.
Senator DODD. That is pretty good.

Ms. Biuscon. I was fortunate for my counselor to push me to get
my applications in and go ahead, and I got accepted to all four colleges I applied for in Connecticut, and I chose UConn.
But there are stories that I have heard of other students who are

attending like Hartford schools, either they know they are net

going to 13e able to afford it, so they are saying that they are not
going to apply, since there are so many kids and so much to do,
they cannot interact with each other to say apply for a school.
I have heard stories that some counselors are discouraging kids,
black kids especially, not to go to colleges or do not apply to certain
colleges, because they are saying you will not be able to get in, so I
think that is very sad in this case.

Senator DODD. I will come back to you again, Mr. Harrison. I am
interested in hearing Steven.
Mr. CURLEY. I went to a Catholic high school, and there were
about 150 in the graduating class, and there were 3 fulltime counselors, so they did a great deal in helping me realize what financial
options were available to me. They did a very good job, as well as
the financial aid office really does run a tight .thip.
Initially, when I first entered training, I diu not think I would be

available for any financial assistance from the Federal Government, but they have since talked with my parents and they have
met with my parents three times, actually, in terms of creatively

financing my education, and they have come up with around $2,000
to $3,000 each year in Federal insured loans, which will amount to
between $12,000 and $14,000 when I am done with college. So, I

have been extremely lucky in having good guidance and support
systems to realize what financial opportunities exist.
Senator DODD. Sukiby.

MS. NICHOLAS. From high school, I took a couple of classes that
dealt with business.
Senator DODD. You took a college prep cfmrse?
Ms. NICHOIAS. Right.

Senator DODD. You went through high school and you were on
that path.
Ms. NICHOLAS. Right, but I still was not sure what I wanted to
do. I knew it had to do with business, because I took typing and
accounting, but my counsel advised me that I should go to college,
and I could not afford it with my mom and my other brother and
sister livinp with me. She barely makes fulltime, about 30 hours a
week, and it is not much. I just recently got laid off from my job, so
during that summer I had no job and that is when I decided to go
to CPI, which the admissions representatives helped me and told

me about everything I could do about financial aid, and that is
when I decided to go there.
Senator DODD. Veronica.
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Ms. ALLEN. When I decided to go to college, I asked my mother if

I could go, because of money reasons I felt I had to ask. She said
no, so I went to my counselor in high school and she said it was
very possible through financial aid. She did not exactly explain
about the Pell grant. She just basically gave me the forms and told
me different schools I could go to for my major, and I decided to
teach music and things like that.
She did suggest, which I thought was great, to take a trip to the
university and meet with one of the financial id counselors and

talk about the different kinds of grant scholarships, loans and

things like that that I could do, and so that was available.
One of the problems I saw happen, though, is now that I am in
college and I go back home in New London and back to my school,
I find that a lot of people are deciding not to go to college, just because of money. I am the only person in my family in college. I decided to go, and I cannot tell you why. Having no money, I cannot
tell you why I decided to go, but it is really discouraging.
Wilen I go home, I work with one of my friends at McDonald's
and I say you can do it, it is out there, and they say it is impossible. They just think because of the money, it is absolutely impossible.

Senator DODD. Well, they look at the $12,000 you owe, and that

does not exactly act as an inducement to want to charge off, to

school without a guarantee that you are going to get a job. Do you
have a job lined up for this next summer?
Ms. ALLEN. No, the job possibilities in Connecticut for music edu-

cation are really, really hard to find. A lot of people are having to
go out of State to get jobs.

Senator DODD. I have a sister who teaches at the Fox Middle
School in Hartford, and she is holding her breath today, too, in
terms of what is happening.
Wilhelmina.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I just wanted to be able to interject that, although it has been ancient years since I have been in high school,
prior to my coming back to the colleg setting, I was as recruiter
and T. recruited high school students, bo I interacted very strongly
with high school counselors and university advisors, as well, on financial aid situations.
One of the things that I have noticed ongoing is that the super
stars in the high schools are identified immediately and those students are given information regarding financial aid. However, the
average students or the students that might not be considered college material are sent off to technical school training or something
else, and now with the high dropout rate at high school, even more
students are not looking toward college as an alternative. As you
probably well know, cutbacks are going on in Connecticut high
schools, as well, all of the schools.

Senator DODD. I have done a lot of work on the dropout issue,
and 4 out of 5 dropouts have IQ's or academic records that are sub-

stantially above normal. The dropout student invariably is the
brighter student. It is incredible, but it happens to bemost of us

assume that the student is just not making it somehow intellectually or does not have the capacity to. In fact, the overwhelming majority of the dropout students fall into the brightest category.
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Mr. CAMPBELL. Counselors are being cut, as well, at the schools. I

do not know about any other town, but I know in the town of

Bloomfield, we are losing 8 high school guidance counselors with
the new budget cuts, and, again, that. affects high school students
and the assistance that they could give.
Senator DODD. Mr. Harrison, you have been through the wars on
these thhigs. Mr. Harrison did such a good job in explaining some
of these forms and has written to all of us in the delegation about
it. One of the things I want to get a general feel for is the application process for aid.
You know, if you were looking, as you were, Veronica, at a variety of different programs, going through the same applications and
all of that information, there has got to be a better way of doing
this. Is this something you have all encountered, or are we exaggeratibg it? Obviously, you have got to get as much information as you
can, and a lot of this stuff may seem silly, but, frankly, the govern-

ment, in order to make sure that people are getting the assistancelet us put aside for a second whether or not you agree with
the limitations and so forthto at least minimize the possibility
that there is fraud and they want to make sure that the people

who are getting this assistance are the people who truly need it.
I remember a few years ago, where someone sued the Hollywood
studios for the profits, and the studio came out and said there were
not any profits, and they showed a staggering amount of money
they had made and were able to demonstrate how they actually
lost money on this thing. Accountants can be very clever.
In a sense, I was thinking, as you were saying this here, Donald

Trump, I presume, could show that he is almost broke and if he
filled out the forms todayit might even qualify him for a Pell
grant.

So, the kind of information you bring to bear, the debts you have,
the obligations you have are important. I think too often we are too
quickly critical of those who are responsible for putting together
the necessary information. So, I want to say, in fairness to them, I
try to be understanding, that the simplicity or complexity of the
aid programs does not necessarily mean that you are going to have
a better program.
There also is total redundancy that you get, where the right
hand is not looking or is forgetting to deal with the left, in a sense,
in terms of making it a bit easier. I see nodding heads around here.
I guess what Mr. Trlarrison had to say is an experience that each
anoi every one of you have. Is that true?
Mr. ADAMS. Pretty much so, yes.
Senator DODD. Complicated?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, it is, it is very complicated. There are a lot of

things that happen. There are a lot of situations, and no matter
how much you try to overcome, it seems like there is something
else that is going to jump in the way and present a bigger problem.
Senator DODD. Let me ask Mr. Harrison last here: You listened

to all of the students talk, and so forth, and I was curious as to
whether or not the choices that your daughter and son made on
institutions, were affected by the financial aid programs and what
was the cost of these schools, and so forth? How heavily did that
weight in the decisionmaking process?
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Mr. HARRISON. In the one case, that was the considered thing.
The daughter that graduated in 1990 applied to 5 colleges and was
accepted at all of them, and we attended open houses and what-not.
That, incidentally, is where we learned more about student aid, as
well as we have workshops at the high school for parents to come
in and learn about that, and this is where we first learned more
about that.

Going to the University of Connecticut, not to take anything
away from the universities, she got there and loved it for 4 years.
The thing of it was, the other schools, with the assets and everything, there just was no aid. There was none for her at UConn,
either, but at least it was affordable. But the price there went up
from her freshman year to her senior year, I would say by 50 percent from one end to the other.
The daughter that is going on here at the University of Hartford,
there are no 4-year State colleges that have the program that she
is into. She is into respiratory therapy. It is a 4-year program. She
spends 2 days a week at Hartford Hospital, as part of the clinical
training. The only other universities in the State are the University of Bridgeport and Quinbaug College that offer such a program,
so it was necessary to come here to pursue that field.
She did get some aid the first 2 years, while the other one was in
school, but then with the combination of looking at your untaxed
income and the other daughter graduating. sll of a sudden you got
knocked off. Yes, you go through this process every year, you go
through the same paperwork.

Incidentally, I am a ringer, in a sense. I Was appointed and

served on the State Board of Education in Connecticut for 2 years,
and even though that covers secondary schools and primary
schools, the State department had over 340 forms that have to be
filled out by school districts and funneled through the State.

About 10 of those forms give you all the basic data that you

would need. The rest of them were to meet Federal requirements,
and I think if you want to know what paperwork does to you and
how the ripple effect and the people have to be hired to administer
and take care of all of that, it is horrendous. Now, you move on to
college and it has got to be worse.
Senator DODD. It is staggering, and a lot of it is totally unnecessary and sits on shelves and rarely, if ever, becomes utilized to
serve any purpme at all.
You have all been terrific and very gracious with your time, and
this has gone longer than I had anticipated. It is very, very helpful
to me and I wish every one of you great success in the future. If
you have any additional thoughts you think might be worthwhile
for the subcommittee, I would appreciate your submitting it. I will
leave the record open for 2 weeks, and that goes for anyone else in
the audience that did not have an opportunity to testify here. But
if you have any comments or ideas or suggestions, it is a simple
enough matter to get that material to my office and I will see that
it is included in the record, as part of this hearing this morning.
I do want to thank specifically Elaine McCarthy at the University of Hartford. She was tremendously helpful to my staff in putting
this forum together. I thank the President of this institution and
the administration, as well.
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I also would like to recognize a number of people from my office:
Andrea Sciaflas who is here, from the Wethersfield office, and two
interns, Lisa Hall and Kemble Stokes that also did a good job; but

particularly the person sitting immediately to my right, who is
Joan Hogan Gillman, a Connecticut resident, who is the chief staff
person I have on this subcommittee and just does as fabulous job

on working on higher education issues, and really drafted the legislation that people have talked about today. So, ,while we Senators
get the credit for it, you ought to know, as many of you do, that it
is smart, intelligent, creative hard work of the staff people that
really make a significant difference, and Joan did a great job on
this legislation. So, my thanks to the staff.
Before closing, I have several letters from different people on
this subject which, without objection, will be made a part ,1 the
record.
[The letters referred to follows:]
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April 2, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Great Meadow Road
Wethersfield, CT 043109

Dear Senator Dodd:

It is my understanding that today you are asking for comment on the subject of
Reauthorization. I also understand some people do not feel that schools
specializing in teaching specific job skills are as adequate as four-year colleges.
As a student of the Hartford Secretarial School, I have some observations I would
like to share with you.
First, I attended Asnuntuck Community College in Enfield, Connecticut, for one
semesler. It was a very frustrating experience. I was denied financial aid at the
time because I was 18 years old and living at home. I decided to try it anyway. I
found myself stuck with courses I did not want and had no use for. The only time
a guidance counselor took the time to talk with me was when I was considering
getting my money back before it was too late to receive a refund. They did not
seem to care what my needs were. I also found out later that several credits from
Asnuntuck were not even accepted by many four-year colleges.

As time went on, I realized I had to make a decision about what I was going to do.
I knew I did not have the luxury of time to waste in college finding myself. I ended
up working in retail for the next five years. I learned more on the job than I could
have ever learned at Asnuntuck.
Hartford Secretarial School was the first place that I really felt I had a chance to
better myself. The programs are very thorough, and you receive the personal
attention that makes all the difference in the world. I have learned valuable skills
that are imperative in today's work forte. For instance, I now take dictation at 90
words a minute and type at 55 words a minute.
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I have met a large variety of people in my class. We all have a lot in common1
even though we are from very different backgrounds. We all want to succeed. We
all want to be able to make our own way in the job market and to make decent
money doing it. Many have families to support, and many are supporting
themselves. With the economy the way it is today, people need schools such as
the Hartford Secretarial School. It is a school like this that will provide the vitally
important skills needed to obtain and maintain a good job.
The employee I am about to become represents 70 percent of the work force out
there today. The quality of education I am getting now is superior to that offered
elsewhere. Fairness and access to financial aid is essential not only to future
students, but to our economy as well. Thank you.
Sincerely yours,

,fifau, -1,4Pca.a:47
Mary McCarthy
11 Coolidge Street
Windsor Locks, CT 06096
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FAIR1ESS
Business sdhools should not be denied financial aid. We think it is unfair.
Every person should have an opportunity to an edUcation; therefore, they
should be eligible for situational financial aid.
Several students in our
school have attended state college or comunity college before attending
Hartford Secretarial School and know that they are now receiving a better
situation and being trained with the latest leaning materials.

Sdhools of this caliber allow students of low income famdlies to afford an
education.
Hartford Secretarial Sdhool offers the necessary skills required
that are used in the work force today. Seventy percent of the work force
comes from sdhools sudh as Hartford Secretarial Sdhool and other business
schools. Tbday's employers seek emploimes that are well trained and prepared.

We have a followup program for students, and a job placement program in the
work field. A professional attitude is passed on to the students Who later
carry it out into the work force. We can get a better understanding from our
professors. This builds a better america.
We know Chat many things have dhanged in the last three months for the worse
in our state. What are we the to do? Go on welfare? Lose our hope? Does
the Government care? Cur school cares! Lets keep the financial aid coming in
order to keep our sdhools oVen for future student.
Lets help Connecticut keep
or it's low unemployment record.
If not for the financial aid programa available meny people would not be able
to attend business schools and would be faced with unemployment and welfare.
As a result, these people wdll be able to got off state aid and become
independent and lead productive lives.
Velinda Cruz
20-B Imaay Street
Hartford, CT 06105
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Maryanne Sherbacow
15 East Normandy Drive
West Hartford, CT 06107
March 28; 1991

The Honorabla Christopher J. Dodd
Unitod States Senator
100 Greet Meadow Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodd:
I am writing to urge your support for continued federal funding of
feel fortunate that I have had the
I
financial aid for education.
opportunity to pursue my education at the age of 30 with the help
of our federal government and hope that the same opportunity is
Had financial aid not been
afforded to future generations.
available, I would not not be able to accomplish my personal goals
and further my professional career.
I am hopeful that you will continue to support and fight for
It is one of our country's greatest resources,

education,

Sincerely,

Mame/rya- S711.1)000"--)
Maryanne Sherbacow

t'!
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221 Sisson Avenue
Hartford, Ct 06105
March 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd

100 Great Maim Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodd:

I am a student of Hartford Secretarial School and I am concerned on the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965. Title TV covers federal
student financial aid.
The funding will be cut for sdhools like ours,
This is my third semester at Hartford Secretarial School and I am confident of
the skills I am be learning. I dhose Hartford Searetarial Sdhool so that /
can support myself and continue going to college.
I plan to gridUate as a
legal secretary.
I cannot to go to a four year college and Hartford
Secretarial Sdhool suits my neede perfectly. The teadhars at Haxtford
Secretarial School are very warm, personable, and there for you When you need
them.

Without access and fairness, people like us would
Nbro than 70 percent of our work force are people
like Hartford Secretarial Sdhool, but db not have
college. Only 30 percent of our work force cones
afford to go to a four year college.

not make it in this world.
Who attend business sdhools
means to go to a four year
from students that can

Leave financial aid as it is--to give everybody a chance to make sarething of
themselves.

Cordially yours,

ank12.12A
Esther Charles

581

Parch 20, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dail
tithed States Senator

100 Great Maims Road
leethersf ied, CT 06109

Dear Senator Dail:

As a stuient of Hartford Secretarial Sdhool, I am asking you to consider
With the
carefully your stance on access and fairness for school loans.
training / receiveLfromHartford Secretarial School, I will be qualified to
work in almoet any office. Hartford Secretarial School has given me
confidence and strong skills.
I attended Central Connecticut State Uhiversity for one semester. In that
There was little or no
atmosphere, I had the feeling no one was there for me.
I
feel
that
a
smeller
school
that
specializes can give
guidance open to me.
students a better opportunity to learn. The teadhers in our school care %hat
happens to us as people.
Access ani fairness for student loans to small business or technical sdhools
determine the
is very important. I think we should all be given the Chance to
type of school we want to attend. Having attended a four-year college and
Hertford Secretarial Sdhool, I am much happier here. As graduates of business
and technical sdhools, we meke up 70 percent of the work force. Please keep
access and fairness available to all.

Kim Burns
Hartforl Secretarial School

365 AsylanAvenue
Hartfori, CT 06105
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March 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
U.S Senator
100 Great Widow Road
Wethersfield, CT 06106
Dear Senator Dodd:

I am writing to you about the Iltle TV act.
cutting out the federal funda once again.

I just found out Chat you are

I dhose to attend the Hartford Secretarial
School, because I could not afford
to attend a four-year college. This sdhool offers the individUal help I
would
need to go out in the work force and try to make a living.
I like attending the Hartford Secretarial School because I have learned more
from here than I could have learned anywhere else. Here I learned to type,
file, and de a lot of other things because the teachers are always here to
help me when I'm in need.

Why should money be available to people attending four-year colleges?
%hat is
going to happen to people who can't afford four-year colleges? Where are the
funds going to come from the pay the recipients.
Yours truly,

/vcc,ele
Teri MtCalop
77 Mbuntsin Laurel Drive
Wethersfield, CT 08106
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Mardh 28, 1991

Ihe Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
LLS Senator
100 Great Meadow Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dail:

You haverdone an incredibae job in maintaining the edUcaticeal system. You
have outdone yourself in establishing equal opportunity for each are everyone
in this state.'
In the past the financial aid for studerts either from the private cc
govermmental schools have had the opportunity to select.the sdhool they are
best suited for.

.I ems student at the Hertford Secretarial School, and I applied for finencial
aid. If for any reasomyou plan to take away theiprivilege of financial aids
Erma someone lite myself, it would be difficult for me to be abae to leern
what I needed to learn to survive. The reeson is that I am from mother
°wintry, and it was difficult for se to learn to:speek American English, but
the patience and Individial attention I received here at Hartford Secretarial
Sdhool. If I had gone to a four-years cc a two-years college I would gradate
not knowing howto speak properly.
Wbhey should be.cvailable to those who are willing to leernievether in private
or governmental sehool.
Sincerely,

Stidant

584
March 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Great Meadow Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodd:

I miswriting concerning the Higher EdUcation Act of 1965.
I feel that all
students should have the right to decide Whidh sdhool they went to go to. As
a student of Hartford Secretarial School and a former student of a community
college, I feel it is necessary for all students to have access to all kinds
of edUcational financial assistance.

There is a &mend for all types of edUcation including business sdhools and
community colleges that provides necessary skills to prepare people who need
to join the work force now.
Let the people dicta* for themeelves What type of edUcation they need.
you for your concern in this matter.
Sincerely yours,

1

t

G:rc

. 1 tingerford Street

Hertford, CT 06106

Thank

585
March 26, lee!

the Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Croat Meadow Road
Wethersfield, CT 06101
Deer Senator Dodd:

Once agaln I am writing in reference to the Higher Education Act of 1965 Title
It is not fair that financial aid is to be denied for business schools.
IV.
I believe that everybody hae the right to an education, and graduetes from
schools like Dartford Secretarial School do represent 70 percent of the work
better Americo.
force. This builds
I am a single parent receiving state aid. Attending Dartford Secretarial
I know I am receiving the
School is the only way to get oft state aid.
trainiss and okills 2 need in order to join the work force teem and be
do
productive pewees. I want to give back oemetbing, and the only way I can
of
an
education
o
this is by working and teaching my children the importance
difference end not wind up on state aid.
they can also mike

Sartford Secretarial School supplies mater1" and skills needed for the market
teriale, and they do follow up
of today. Ve also have the latest teach!,
en getting or helping students with jobs. . ve this is fair.
Thank you for your cooperatIon in this matter.
S incerely.

a40-4
%Ueda Caws
20.4 Imlay Street
S anford, CT 0610,
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March 28, 1991

/he Hcnorebl Christcpher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Great Madras Road
Wothersf ield, CT 06109

Dear Senator Codit
This is my second letter to you concerning the Higher Ed.ication
Heauthoritation Act. / am very concerned Uhat will hewn if people are not
given the dhance of °Monition that I have had here at Hertford Secretarial
School. Without the federal loans I have.recoived, I would not hove had this
chance.

Connecticut is already.having finencial troubles. Having more residents go on
welfare would not be fair to eny cd us, but that is exactly uhat will happen
if people are not given the chance to go to business or tedhnical sdhoole.
Not everyonecen afford the time or financial sacrifices of going to a
four-year college.

I appreciate ycur time in listening to my view.
Sincerely yours,

Patricia Hart
246 Bloomfield Avenue
Windsor, CT 06096

587
1739 Broad Street
Hartford, CT 06106

Huth 28, 1991

Ihe Honorable Christocher J. Dodd
Uhited States Senator
100 Great Weackm Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodds

I am writing to you in concern over the Higher EdUcation
Reauthorization Act. Once again I appeal to you so that you can
apeak for us to the Senate.
I feel that I am more than fortunate to have received Title Iv
I am the only one in mv famdly that has been able to
assistance.
Ihe reason I Chose Hartford
continue edUcation after high sdhool.
Secretarial Sdhool over a four-year college is that I cannot
afford it. In a four-year college you do not get individbal
You are on your own.
attention.
I db not Chink that is fair that only pecpbs Uho attend a
What about us?
four-year college receive this kind of assistant.
I cannot afford a four-year college. Should I sit beck and live
off people Who can afford a four-year college? Without this
edUcation that I antgetting.fran Hartford Secretarial Sdhool right
now, I don not know What would happen to me.
I hope that when you speak for us, you udll keep in mdnd all these
things that I have written to you about.
Sincerely yours,

nC"C/r

Nancy Ortiz

C9
A /..
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March 28, 1991

7be liOnorabl Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Great lemdme Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodd:

I am writing concerning the Higher Education Act of 1965. As a student of
Hartford Secretarial School and a former community college student, I feel it
is unfair to eliminate any type of financial asoistance from schools sudh the
one I am attending.

Without these type of assistance, students like eqself won't be able to get an
education. This is the only way possible for a lot of students out there to
get an eiticatka beyond high sdhool.
There is a great demand in the work force of fully skilled people whidh is
leading a lot of people into going back to school to get those skills they
need. Those skills are provided at community colleges and business sdhools
which represents 70 percent of our work force.
Let the people get the skills they need for the work force by providing them
with the assistance they need to make it possible. Thank you for your
cooperation in this matter.
Sincerely yours,

Garcia
111 Hungerford Street
Hartford, CT 06106

6
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Muth 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
Uhited States Senator
100 Great Masckw Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodd:

I am writing to you to discuss the matter of Title Iv of the
Higher Education Act of 1965. I feel that you are not only taking
away the financial aid from those Who need it and want to
accompliah something in this country, but you are taking away our
rights of choosing which school we want to attend.
Many people want to be part of schools like THE HARTFORD

somemmum, SCHOOL. imismamom =BMA= SCHOOL is a good
example for those Who can not go to a four-year college but still
they want to work with others and make this society a better one.
That is Why I am speaking for everyone Who dbes not have the
chance to enroll in a business school like the HARTFORD
SECRETARIAL SCHOOL. I am asking for understanding in this
situation.
It will be helpful not only for me but for those Chat
are trying to get financial aid.
Respectfully yours
\

-

Lisa Salinas
804 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106

6JL

67 Franklin Rue.
Hartford, CT 06114
Merch 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher a. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Greet Meadow Rd.
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodds

I am writing to you in reference to the Higher Education Act of 1965, As a
student of the Hartford Secretarial School, I feel that it is unfair to cut
the funds for financial aid. Students at business schools like Hartford
Secretarial School need the help of financial aid.
The business schools that,haue short-term programs are partly made up of
welfare recipients trying to become self-sufficient. Without financial aid
this will be an impossible task. These people, like me, haue families to
We have a need to get into the work force as soon as possible. This
support.
is one of the many reasons why I applied to this school.
Since 70 percent of the work force is from business schools like ours, it
would be uery much appreciated if you took this matter into careful
consideration.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

Cassandra Pines
AMA Student
Hartford Secretarial School

6 .5
:.- 2

'1#41.
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April 1, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Great texedow Road

Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodd:

As a full-time student, the consideration of Changing the eligibility
requirements for finamcial aid is a topic of concern to we.
If financial aid was not availdble to me, I would not have been able to take
I
advantage of the past year I have spent at Hartford Secretarial Sdhool.
I
will
need
for
today's
competitive
have been Able to develop the skills that
I am sure that
job merket, without the expense of a four-year education.
there are many people in the same situation.
I have been out of high sdhool for over ten years. I have financial
responsibilities that wouldl mike it impossible to attend the sdhool of my
I think that everyone should have
dhoice without some sect of financial aid.
equal access to an edUcation at Whatever sdhool that they dhoose, whether it
is a one-year or a four-year edhool.

If The Higher EdUcation Reauthorization Act is passed, it will effect many
future.studOnts, melting it impossible to get this type of education. The
qualifications that / have gaiped Mn the pest year are equal, if not superior
to the same qualifications I would gain at a two-year or a four-year
of the :luny people
institution. I hope that you will consider the opinions
that have benefitted from an edUcation lasting less then four years, and that
you will not deny future students this same opportunity.
Sincerely,

1444.:
Kevin MUllaney
160 Jewell Stmeet
Hartford CT 06105

6a3
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70 Natick Street
Hartford, CT 06106
April 1, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
100 Great hbadow Road
Wethersfield, cy 06109
Dear Senator Dodd:

Please vote to reauthorize the Higher Education Act of 1965.
If it would not
have been for this fund, I would not have taken the initiative to even Chink
about attending sdhool. This fund represented a dhance for me to further
my
business knowledge and to find the career I have been searching for.
Hartford Secretarial Sdhool has offered me the opportunity to take adVantage
of all that Anerica has to offer. with its courses and teadhers, it has
Shortened the tine needed to enter the business world. The classes are
smeller so the teadher can give extra attention and time to each student if
needed. Because the classes are smaller, this also gives Che
student an
opportunity to get to know the teadher, Which in turn, makes the student
corfortable in talking with her about things he or she mdght not have ever
mentioned to anyone else.
Cne particular teacher has worked with me day in and day out helping me
correct problere that went unnoticed by so many teachers in the pUblic sChool
system. I know I would have never received this attention in a public sdhool,
basically because of the overWhelming amount of students each teadher has to
deal with.
Again, please do not discontinue this most important fund for private stbools.
I db not plan to stcp bettering and edUcating myself for as long as I know
that the governrent is willing to help re take advantage of my youth and
aMbition.
Respectfully,

Odafteil
Scheland Ortiz

63,t
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115 Nutmeg Lane
East, Hartford, CT 06118
March 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Greet Meadow Road
Wethersfield, Ct 06109
Dear Senator Dodds

Opportunities
I am writing in reference to the Higher Education Act of 1965.
Without financial aid many people
can make a difference in a person's life.
will be denied their opportunity to live and grow.
I presently attend the Hartford Secretarial School and find that it meets my
I also feel that the training I am receiving is preparing me for the
four-year
work force in the area. For those of us who are of middle age, a
school is just not possible. In the world of today, many people must work
through their senior year. Graduate students of business and technical
schools represent 70 percent of the work force, most of whom probably received

needs.

financial during the course of their studies.

I am anticipating your cooperation in this matter.

S

rely,

4404.4.)
nsan---Evelyn
Hartford Secretarial School

594
257 Costwold Street
Hartford, CT 06106
March 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Great Meadow Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodd'

I am.writing in reference to the Higher Education Act of 1965.
Right now I am
a student at the Hartford Secretarial School.
It is located at 765 Asylum
Avenue in Hartford. I am a student on financial aid and are most of the
students in the school. If you cut out financial aid, there will be less
people attending school. Most of the working people today went to a business
school like the Hartford Secretarial School.
Seuenty percent of the working
people today attended a business school.

The Hartford Secretarial School is gluing me the skills that I need to go out
into the world to get a job.
I don't think it is right for you to chase what
school I should go to. If you take the away financial aid, you are doing just
that.
I thought this.was America, the land of the Free.
You should remember
that, or did someone chose a school for you?
Sincerely your ,

Sherri Fernandez
Hartford Secretarial School

636
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27 Ellsworth St.
Hartford CT 06114
March 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Great Meadow Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodd'
I
I am writing you this letter concerning the Higher Education Act of 1965.
think it is unfair far you to decide what school we should attend. Everyone
has the right to choose what school he or she should attend.

As a student attending the Hartford Secretarial School, 1 am very concerned
Almost all of the students need
because of the financial aid situation.
Without financial aid for schools like ours, a lot of people
financial aid.
will be denied obtaining a higher form of education and choice of schools
would be limited.
Graduates of business and secretarial schools make up 70 percent of the work
force in the area. Attending these schools helps students to acquire adequate
skills in a few months, while at state schools it take vears to acquire
skills.

I am anticipating your cooperation in this matter.
Sincerely yours,

ilTF

Ado-ftiv

Jean Richards, Student
Hartford Secretarial School

(3 3

596
One Irvin Street
Hartford, CT 06112
March 28, 1991

.

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Great Meadow Road
Uethersfield, cy 06109
Dear Senator Dodd'
I am writing in reference to the Higher Education Act of 1965.
I am a student
at the Hartford Secretarial School, and I am concerned about the financial aid
that most students rely on.
If financial aid Is denied, most students from
high schools would not haue a chance to attend a business school or the
college of their choice. We depend on the financial aid to help us.

Attending Hartford Secretarial School has helped me to become a better skilled
person in just five months, which is very hard to do in a state school.
Business schools like ours represent 70 percent of the work force in this
area.

Please give this matter your consideration:
Thank you.

Sincerely,

77/67a4PLE.
Lytonia Mahone
Hartford Secretarial School

G 3 .;-j
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157 Sheldon Street, Apt.8
Hartford, CT
March 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Great Meadow Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodd'
I am writing in reference to the Higher Education Act of 1965. There is a
desperate need for schools like the one that I am currently attending, The
Hartford Secretarial School is located in the Asylum Hill area. This
particular school and others like it meet the demands for students such as me.

It would be a tremendous loss to the community If we were to lose financial
Doing so would eliminate the opportunity for
aid if the budget is cut.
students to attend schools such as Hartford Secretarial and other business and
secretarial schools that make up about 70 percent of the work force in the
area.

Elimination of this budget would mean that we would have to attend other
In
colleges and universities that would require us to attend for four veers.
essence this means that it would take a longer time for people to come back to
the work force.
Thank you for your cooperation in this matter, which Is also a great concern
for our youth as well as for our present students.

Pamela Peay
Hartford Secretarial School Student

598

Gne Boxwood Circle
Bloomfield, CT 06002
March 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
Unibed States Senator
100 Great Meadow Road
Wetherfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodd;

I am very concerned
I am writing concerning the Higher Education Act of 1965.
Also, what will become of students
about what is to become of financial aid.
who wish to attend business and secretarial school such as Hartford
Secretarial school.

As you may know, there are many people that want to further their education;
but money is a problem in most cases. Therefore, they turhed to help of
financial aid in order to obtain an education and proceed to get the career
If financial aid were to be taken away from the individuals that
they desire.
may need it, a numerous amount of people will not have jobs.
Hartford Secretarial school offers students the opportunity to get a career
In many cases students cannot attend
without attending a four-year college.
four-year colleges because of money, their children, or personal matters.
This school offers smaller classes that help concentrate more on the
Mese schools are really needed and appreciated in the community.
individual.

Business schools like ours provide 70 percent of the work force, so it would
be appreciated if the matter were taken in consideration.
Sincerely,

Monique S
AMR Student
Hdrtford Secretarial School

,<:
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5 Hartwell Road
West Hartford, CT 06117
March 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Great Meadow Road
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Dear Senator Dodds
I am writing in reference to the Higher Education Act of 1965.
If financial
aid is denied to the majority of us at the Hartford Secretarial School, Inc.
and other schools like ours, higher education and marketable job skills would
be inaccessible to us.

This school provides us with an excellent education that will enable us to
secure positions in business, industry, and medicine within a relatively short
period of time.
It will allow Us to support ourselves and our families and,
therefore, prevent us from being a burden on the "system' itself.
We are very concerned with this issue and encourage you to speak on our behalf
in reference to the denial of financial aid to institutions such as ours.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ei41602#4.k.A.,

Elizabeth Hendrickson
AMA Student
Hartford Secretarial School, Inc.

600

March 28, 1991

The Honorable Christopher J. Dodd
United States Senator
100 Great Meadow Road
Wethersfield, CT 06119
Dear Senator Dodd;

I am writing this letter to ask you to please consider voting
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

for the

Financial aid has given so many people the chance to further their education.
Hundreds of students have had the chance to lead productive lives using the
high level of skills acquired at schools such as Hartford Secretarial School.
These people have built successful careers for themselves with the help of
schools and colleges with excellent training facilities.
With the cost ot
Many of these people grey up on a low income level.
education as high as it is today, it would have been impossible for them to
attend private institutions like these had it.not been for the help of
financial aid from the government.
I believe that students should have an opportunity to go to whatever school
Some people cannot afford to go to college for four years, or
they wish.
maybe they just want to take a course that will get them marketable skills se
that they can get employment when they finish. So tney go to technical
schools for one or two years instead of taking a four-year course at a
I believe that students should have this choice.
university.

Financial aid is responsible for the fact that people with a low income have
Without financial aid, only
been able to improve their standard of living.
I think this is extremely
the rich can afford to get a decent education.
Financial aid gives everyone an equal chance to achieve his or her
unfair.
goals in life.
Please consider what I have sald.
busy schedule to read my letter.
Respectfully yours

3024-it 0

PCK,t,094,444",

Joan 0 Donoghue
24 Vincent Street
West Hartford, CT 06119

Thank you for taking the time out of your

601
March 28, 1991

The Honorable Senator Christopher J. Dodd
100 Great Meadow Road
Wethersfield. Cl 06109
DP61- Senator Dodd:

I have just found out that Title IV is telng threatened again. This really
makes me teel badly for future students who would like to attend a busIness
school, because the funds 011 not be there.
I am a student of the Hartford Secretarial School. This waz the best choice
for me. because I would not have been able to go to collage for four years and
still work and raise my family.

If there was no federel student finacial aid for me when I started at Hartford
Secretarial School, I wouldn't have the opportunity now to get a good
position.
Office employees represent 70 percent of the work force today.
rhat figure will drop drastically if the government unfairly award e. money only
to people who want to attend four year collages.
ihank you for your time and understanding in this matter.
Cordially,

Tracy Scott
:7 Willard Street
Hartford, (71- 06105

64
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Senator DODD. Thank you all very, very much. [Applause.]
The subcommittee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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ACCESS AND CHOICE-ISSUES IN HIGHER
EDUCATION
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 3, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Mystic, CT

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., at the

M'ystic Hilton Hotel, Mystic, CT, Senator Christopher J. Dodd pre-

siding.
Present: Senator Dodd.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

Senator DODD. The subcommittee will come to order.

Let me thank everyone here this morning for being present for
our second in a series of forums and hearings on higher education.
I am particularly pleased to be able to hold these hearings in Connecticut during this recess week. We had a very informative ses-

sion yesterday morning at the University of Hartford with a
number of our leading college administrators.
We are pleased to be able to hold the second session here in
Mystic and to be doing so in the midst of a joint conference between the New England Board of Higher Education and the New
England Association of Educational Opportunities' program personnel.

I want to thank Jack Hoy in advance, who is president of the

New England Board of Higher Education, as most of you know, for
assisting us and making it possible for us to hold this hearing here.
I thought it would make a lot of sense to conduct this hearing and

to listen to testimony from people in Connecticut, while having
present with us people front throughout the New England region
on these issues.

As you know, most of you in this room are well aware, once

every 5 years since 1965, the Congress is responsible for reauthoriz-

ing the Higher Education Act, and this year we are charged with
that responsibility.

Senator Pell of Rhode Island, who many of you in this room
know, is the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Education, Arts
and Humanities. I have the privilege of serving on that subcommittee with him and have been actively involved, as we have gone
through a series of hearings this spring, examining the higher education programs, with particular emphasis, of course, on financial
aid and what it means to families.
(603)
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So, this morning I feel fortunate that we are able to have many
of you from the New England region present whom we might not
otherwise be able to hear from. Obviously, we have got some serious economic problems in the region, and those of you who are
from Connecticut know how sharp those problems are, with the annourxement by the governor the day before yesterday, of some
2,600 layoffs of State employees.

I was at the University of Connecticut yesterday in the afternoon, after the hearing in Hartford in the morning, meeting with
several deans who are dealing with a number of programs they are
starting up there, particularly in the business school area, as well
as President Hartley and a group of about 300 students, and the
pink slips that were received I guess by some 300 members of the
faculties, administration and support staff and others at the University of Connecticut, is a crushing blow.
I am very hopeful, I would tell you very candidly, that those pink
slips will not be needed, that the governor has between now and

July to try and work something out with the State employee
unions, and I hope that happens and I am confident it will. I
cannot believe that we would go a layoff route, when there are

other ways of achieving savings, without having to cause people to
lose their jobs.
At any rate, education obviously plays a pivotal role in all of
this. It is not a separate subject matter. As I was explaining to
some reporters this morning before coming into this room, this is a
direct investment. We know this from clear experience. At the end
of World War II, with the GI Bill, there was a cost associated with
that legislation which the taxpayers of this country paid for, and it
was not inexpensive.

In 1949, we committed about 9 percent of the budget of the

United States to higher education. Today, it is about 3 percent in
this country, arguably at a time when higher education is far more
important in terms of people's personal economic circumstances,
not to mention the needs of this Nation, as we close out the 20th
Century, where we now know that less than 1 percent of the jobs
by the mid-1990's will be available for people with less than a high
school degree.

The importance for people individually to be able to have greater
earning capacity, the needs of business and industry in this country, and the needs of this Nation as a whole are directly linked
with our ability to be able to provide a higher educational opportunity for people. It is said so often politically, but it has become so
axiomatic that education ought to be something that is based on a
ptrson's ability, their motivation, their determination, rather than
the size of their parents' or their own bank accounts.
That is something I think we have all prided ourselves in over
the years, that, by and large, we have tried to make an effort for
people to be able to get an education, at least an undergraduate
degree, without crippling them financially.
Yesterday, we heard testimony from students, and we will this
morning, from people who are incurring incredible financial debts
by the time they are 21 or 22 years old, not to mention the nontraditional student who is coming back into a higher education environment and trying to manage families, maintain home mortgages
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or rents, in addition to other payments, as well as the cost of
higher education.

So, I am preaching to the choir, in a sense, here this morning,
with those of you who are involved in these issues, but I want you
to know that I intend to pursue them. I have introduced legislation
to try and come back and lift some of these caps and to come up

with what I believe to be a more rational program, in terms of
dealing with the ability of families to pay, where we have used
home equity and farm equity and a variety of other things to determine the ability of families to financially afford a higher education,
and to see if we cannot get back to some sense of reality, where an
awful lot of middle-income children in families can also once again
participate in these programs.
The idea that you set caps at $10,000 on family earnings, even

though we increased the funding of some $400 million for Pell
grants, for instance, we are told by knowledgeable people that we

could, as a result of those caps, exclude some 400,000 students from
receiving that kind of financial assistance. To talk about $10,000, I

realize there are people in that category, but, quite frankly, for
most of New England, that is just a ridiculous number. $15,000 was
a ridiculous number, and we are just adversely affecting an awful
lot of people and harming this country.

At any rate, I welcome all of you here this morning. Again, I
would like to thank the New England Board of Higher Education
and the New England Association of Educational Opportunities for
helping make today's hearing possible and meaningful.
Today, the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities
begins, as I said earlier, the second field hearings in Connecticut on

issues related to access and choice in higher education. As a

member of the subcommittee, I intend to use the testimony presented here this morning and at yesterday's hearing to represent
the interests of not only Connecticut's students, but I hope will reflect, as well, the New England higher educational community's
feelings, as we deal with this year's reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act.

Every 5 years, as I mentioned earlier, the Congress has the responsibility to review the laws governing Federal higher education
programs, to reexamine and reevaluate the Nation's higher educa-

tion needs, goals and the Federal Government's role in fulfilling
those needs.

This year, the Congress will give careful consideration to student
aid programs, the diminished Federal commitment to helping lowand middle-income families afford the costs of higher education, as
well as the problems of retention, deteriorating facilities, and the

need to increase participation of under-represented groups in
higher education.

In 1965, when the Congress first passed the Higher Education

Act, its purpose was to make postsecondary education opportunities
more accessible to every student, regardless of income, gender or
ethnicity. We had some success in this regard, with increasing enrollments in the decades following the GI Bill in 1945 and the origi-

nal Higher Education Act. However, the 1980's and, indeed, the
1990's have been marked by stagnation in enrollments and declin-
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ing access, I believe due in large part to the increasing economic
burden of the cost of higher education.
Since 1981, families have watched tuition costs climb by as much
as 59 percent, and they have also seen the Federal share of available mod drop from 83 to 75 percent. By the way, that 59 percent, in
some institutions it is in excess of 100 percent in the last 10 years.
That 59 or 60 percent is for the last 5 years, for the number of institutions.
Moreover, since the mid-1970's, the percent of Federal aid to students in the form of grants has dropped drastically, from some 76
percent to 29 percent, as loans have replaced grants as the major

source of student aid.
Rising tuition costa, high loan default costs, and the tightening of
Pell grant and Stafford student loan eligibility requirements are
making it harder and harder, if not impossible, for many families
to afford higher education costa. Even if a student qualifies, given
the shift in Federal assistance from grants to loans, students often
owe as much as $10,000 to $50,000 upon graduation from college.
Connecticut, in a region known for its high cost of living and in-

flated real estate values, is especially hard hit by this decline in
Federal assistance, and I presume the same could be said throughout the New England States.
The inclusion of nonliquid assets, such as homes and businesses,

ia the calculation of need has compounded the inoblem for students and families in this State and elsewhere. Low- and middleincome families alike are expected to borrow against their home to

meet their expected family contribution, when over the past 20
years many families have seen the value of their homes dramatically outstrip the increases in their salaries or incomes. Because of
the value of these assets, they have been less eligible for assistance
and ultimately squeezed out of the Pell grant and Stafford Loan
programs.

Simply put, the decline in Federal aid has led to diminished

access and choice in higher education for low- and middle-income
students. As the Congress works this year to reauthorize the laws
governing the Federal student loan and grant programs, I intend to
be on the forefront of the effort to protect and maintain the integrity of the Federal aid programs.
I will work to restore the purchasing power of the Pell grants,

and I will help to ensure that the criteria for Federal assistance

will be fair and equitable for all families in need of such aid. Postsecondary education opportunities should be accessible to all Americans, not just to those who can afford them.
There are a lot of data which I have already shared with some of
you. I mentioned the flop and switch from grants to loans in the

last 10 years, but we have also seen the funding for the college

work-study programs fall by over 32 percent, the Perkin Loans Program Funding has dropped by in excess of 67 percent, SSIG, a drop
in excess of 48 percent, all in the last decade.
One of the things that is disturbing me very muchI have those
statistics here, I thought I remembered them, but just the minority
access to college enrollment, it steadily increased from 1980 to 1988
from 16.1 percent to 18.4 percent, but the absolute number of mi-

nority students in higher education grew by 23 percent between
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1980 and 1988. But when you start to break out those numbers,

there are some alarming statistics within that category, and I

think it is important to note them for you here.
Asian-American enrollment is up by 74 percent in that 8-year
period in this country; Hispanic enrollment is up by 44 percent,
but, tragically, Afro-American or black enrollment grew by only 2
percent in the country. I do not know exactly, but I have got aome
feelings about why it is, that these rising financial aid problems
and the word-of-mouth spreading about what you end up owing at
the end of this process, I have a feeling is discouraging an awful lot
of people from even participating or applying who would otherwise
qualify.

I am also deeply concerned about what we are not doing in our
secondary schools, and I am anxious to hear this morning from
some of you on this particular score. My guess is that, with local
budgets being cut, as they are, acruds the country for local education, one of the first things to go are guidance counselors in higher
education advising children about their educational opportunities.
In some testimony we had a couple of weeks ago, we had over
500 students in the United States Student Association testifying in
Washington before Bill Ford and I in the Senatehe is, of course,
the Chairman of the Education and Labor Committee of the House
and has been active, for those of you who follow education issues,

Bill Ford has been at it for some almost three decades on these
questionsbut I was stunned to find that in many high schools,
there were one or two counselors for 400, 500 or 600 students, and I

suspect that what happens is that these counselors seek out the

stars, the academic stars, the ones who are clearly going to be able
to qualify for aid, where a lot of other students who may not have
blossomed yet, who would qualify, who are good kids, talented, who
we should be going after, are being missed in some way in this
process. An awful lot of young people who would qualify for these
programs are just not stepping forward.

So, in addition to the cuts and the different problems we are
facing with the change from grants to loans and the caps and so
forth, I also think an awful lot of people who would qualify even
under those programs are being missed. So, I am disturbed about
that and anxious to hear your comments.
Last is the complexity of these financial aid forms. I hear this all
the time from people, and I try to be understanding, because I am
not an expert in these things, and the temptation to point an accusing finger at some faceless bureaucrat in Washington who is
writing these forms up is tempting, but they have a job to do, and
their responsibility is to make sure that people who receive this assistance qualify for it, otherwise they are going to get it in the
teeth from some congressional panel who accuses them of having
people slip through the cracks and should not be receiving this assistance.

So, a lot of the questions on there are sort of dumb-founding to
me, as I look at them, and the duplication that is required in all of
these, it seems to me, could be simplified in some way, to make it
easier for financial aid officers and others to process these people
who clearly qualify for the assistance.
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So, those are some of the subjects I am anxious to hear addressed
this morning, as well as the impact. I am very interested in hearing about the impact. I think we all know the data. I know we all
know how much has been cut, but what is the impact on your institution, what is the impact on you or your peers and students, how
is it affecting your institution, who is applying at your institutions,
who are you missing, in your view.
I would like to know how it is affecting your institutions here in

this State, rather than sort of a recitation of the percentages that I
think we all are fairly familiar with. But I am more interested in
how it is affecting us, what is the impact on a State like this, on
the Nation, and your views and opinions.
With that, let me introduce our first panel, who is already seated
here before us. Jack Hoy, I have already made reference to, of
course, is the president of the New England Board of Higher Education, and we deeply appreciate Jack's presence here.
Claire Gaudiani was going to be with us this morning, the president of Connecticut College, and could not be with us, but in her
place is Elaine Solinga, who is a financial aid officer, and Arthur
Ferrari, who is advisor for minority student summer advancement
programs; Louis Melendez, who is president of the Connecticut Association of Latin Americans in Higher Education; and Vincent
Maiocco, who is president of the Connecticut Student Loan Foundation, is our panel here this morning.
I thank all of you for being with us. Jack, we will begin with you,

and I will ask you all to testify in the order that I have introduced

you.

Let me make a couple of points here: Let us try and keep this
relatively brief, and that every word you have, every data and
piece of information that you think I should have, I promise you
will be included in the record in full. But if you would submit that,
instead of necessarily going through it all, it would be helpful to
move along the hearing this morning, to get to our second panel.
I know there are some students here who are very interested in
testifying, and if we get through this quickly enough, I will ask you
to share some of your comments and views with us.
So, it will largely depend on how well we move along here. but
for those who do not get a chance to testify, if you have comments

you want to make, if you will get them to me, I will leave the

record open for 2 weeks, to make sure that anybody in this room
who would like to add some thoughts and comments on the Higher
Education Act, including those of you who are not from Connecticut, we will make an exception and I will ask Senator Pell and

Senator Kennedy and others to pay the bill when it conies in.
[Laughter.]
Jack, thank you for being with us this morning.
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STATEMENTS OF JACK C. HOY, PRESIDENT, NEW ENGLAND
BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION; ARTHUR FERRARI, ADVISOR,
MINORITY STUDENT SUMMER ADVANCEMENT, CONNECTICUT
COLLEGE; ELAINE SOLINGA, FINANCIAL AID OFFICER, CONNECTICUT COLLEGE; VINCENT MAIOCCO, PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUT STUDENT LOAN FOUNDATION; AND LOUIS MELEN-

DEZ, PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUT ASSOCIATION OF LATIN
AMERICANS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Mr. HOY. Senator, it is a pleasure to be with you, and I want to

thank Joan Kimball for all of her effort in helping this hearing

come together with this conference. As you know, I have followed
your career from the House and into the Senate, and do want to
say in introductory comments that your work with respect to children and families does not go unnoticed, as we begin this hearing.

I am sort of data oriented, and I have submitted a variety of

things to Joan for the record, but I do want to begin with a couple
of points that are related to scme hard facts here in New England.
During the last 5 years, we have seen a 57 percent expansion in
the dollars allocated to the Pell grant program nationally. In New
England, we have only seen a 10.8 percent increase in Pell grant

dollars. In terms of recipients, that 10.8 percent pretty rapidly
translates in not being able to keep up under current regulations

with the costs of higher education, about which you have been consistently concerned.
For example, in the State of Connecticut, over the 5-year period,

there is 16 percent fewer Pell grant recipients in the public colleges and universities of the State, and 13 percent fewer m the pri-

vate colleges and universities in the State. New England-wide,
there are 15 percent fewer Pell grant recipients in public campuses, and 17 percent fewer in private campuses.
On the other hand, we have seen during the same time frame

let me use just 2 years, to illustrate thisin the Nation, we have
seen over the last 2 years a 5 percent increase in the Stafford
Loans borrowed by the American people. In New England, we have
seen a 39 percent increase in Stafford loan dollars. In the parent
loan category in the Nation, the increase was 61 percent, in New

England 140 percent, and in the supplemental loan category, which
comes I think closer in part to some of the concerns you expressed
earlier, we saw a decline nationally of 13 percent, and an increase
in utilization in New England of 341 percent.
Senator DODD. What was that?

Mr. HOY. 341 percent increase in the supplemental loan borrowing in New England, and a decline nationally of 13 percent over
the past 2 years.
Now, this are a lot of numbers, but let me take one step further
on this. New Englanders borrow more for their higher education
under the Federal programs than do students elsewhere in the
United States. They pay back those loans, indeed, we have the
lowest default rate of any region in America. They borrow more
money and they pay it back on time, and there is a system within
this State and within New England where I think the loan counseling efforts have been superb and we really have been reducing the
low default rate that we had to lower level.
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However, we have experienced, in addition, in the course of this
very prosperous New England decade until 1990, an escalation of
our public and our private college tuitions, we have gone up faster
and higher than tuitions anywhere else in the country. The bind in
the region is very, very real.
It was a prosperous decade. It is now a very unprosperous scene.

The credit crunch that I think is upon us and is another area

that I know you are working very hard on, is very real for middleincome families, and I think that the President's goal of expanding
the maximum under the Pell grant system is very important. At
the same time, to do so at the expense of the guaranteed student

loan programs and various elements of that I think would be

tragic, and it would be particularly tragic within this region.
One of the other points that I think it is very important for New
Englanders to be above-board about is we are the most lily-white
region of America. In proportion of minority population, black, Hispanic, Southeast Asian, this section of the country in its prosperi-

tyand here I am directing my comment toward New England

State governmentin the midst of that prosperity and rising
public revenues, we actually have been seeing a decline in the overall allocation of State dollars to State scholarship programs, and I

think, unfortunately, those programs are under the gun in each
New England State right now, so that making up the difference
has not been accomplished.

What is fascinating to me, in addition, is that the U.S. Census
that has been released in recent weeks indicates that the population of Hispanic and Latino citizens in New England has doubled
between 1980 and 1990, the population of Asian-Americans has tripled between 1980 and 1990, and the black population of the region
has gone up from 474,000 individuals to 627,000.
In New England, black and Hispanic people do not have the economic advantages that have been the pattern of this predominantly most-white society during the decade of prosperity.

I will not prolong my comments, Senator, in terms of the solutions to this issue. I do not think that those 450 pages that now are
the Higher Education Act of the United States ought to intimidate
us in trying to look beyond patchwork in redeveloping this system.
As I understand it, the Congress, in its wisdom, is going to take
some time on this one, and the hope is that perhaps in 1992, we
will recreate that Act, not losing any sense of its full intention, but
recreate it with the kind of vision that will bring us into the next
century with the kind of imagination that, in fact, was displayed in
1965. I think it is time that we do so.
As you have very rightly pointed out, this Nation's moral a id intellectual and economic health, in terms of the world community,
hinges upon the quality of the education of the people of this country. We have been slipping on every imaginable score, and I think
we are at a point now where it is the obligation of the Congress to
take a very fresh look at how we solve this problem over the longer
haul.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hoy (with attachments) follows:]
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DRAFT TESTIMONY OF JOHN C. NOY
PRESIDENT, NSW ENGLAND BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Hearing on dm Reauthorization erne HOP Education Act
Wednesday, Aril 3, 1991
AgyakoCenneetteut

AS the U.S. Congress pursues Resuthorizetion of the 1965 Higher Education
Act, a perspective on the growth and condition of student assistance programs
in New England takes on particular interest. Four factors currently make the
deliberations on Reauthorization of federal programs exceptionally important
to students and their families, the region's colleges and universities as well
as business, education and government:

1.

The Regional Economic Recession

New England experienced a deep recession in 1990 and 1991.
Of the current downturn is evidenced by several factors:

o
o
o
o
o

o
o

The severity

Rapidly rising unemployment;
Highest overall cost of living in the United States:
SignifIcent increase in business failures and personal bankruptcies:
A severe credit crunch accompanying the nation's worst regional
banking crisis:
Decline In corporate profits;
Declining corporate philanthropy;
New England is projected to experience the slowest rate of per capita
income growth among all U.S. regions,

filtieinendtion
ihroughout the 1980; public and independent college and university
t..iions rose faster and higher In New England than they did in other regions
of the United States. The costs of higher education have risen faster than
any other sector with the exception of health care costs. SOO* relevant facts
follow:

o

o

o

New England public and Independent institiutlons have the highest
average levels of tuition and fees In the United States.
While independent Institutions appear prepared to limit tuition
increases to 1.5 times tho rate of Inflation (7 to 8 percent) in
1992, the pressure on public institutions to raise tuition is intense
and may result in 1991-1992 rates running 3 to 4 times the rate of
Inflation or 15 to 20 percent over 1990-1991.
Because campuses base tuition on prior year experience with
inflation, considerable concern exists over the extent to which
inflation pressures may emerge during academic yeer 1991-1992.

111. Demmognaphie

Dinh*

The steady 15 year trend in declining numbers of high school graduates
which commenced in 1979 will continue through 1994. Beginning In 1995 the
numbers of high school graduates will increase very gradually with the region
reaching 198e levels in the year 2004. The yeer 1988, while In Itself a low
year following a decade of declining graduates, revealed a one percent
'uptick." Significant factors follow:

.1'. 4:17'
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o

o

o

Virtually all 265 New England campuses xperienced significant
xpansion of part-time nrollment throughout the period of
1979-1991. In addition. a wide variety of new undergraduate and
graduate Programs hive boon Initiated to respond to the needs of
those seeking to change their careers
to complete
adult learners:
degrees, to attain graduate/professional skills or simply to expand,
update and diversify their training and knowledge.
Competition for traditional students has increased dramatically and
promises to grow more intense between 1991 and 1994. Nowever, the
period from 1993 to 2002 will continue to be marked by heightened
competition.
The majority, of colleges and universities in New England are 80
percent to 90 percent dependent upon tuition and fees for budgetary
In turn, federal and state student aid programs provide a
stability.
crucial portion of the dollars necessary to sustain tuition income
and, quite literally, the fiscal viability of campuses throughout the
region.

lliCrislainConfideue-SiketthedgetWenantlatangniaLsaitnk0
Each New England state is faced with mounting budget problems and the
region at large confronts the largest per capita state deficit in the United
Four newly elected governors and two who return to office face fiscal
States.
issues of a degree not encountered since the mid-1970s anu perhaps the
devastating period of 1930-1951.
o

o

o

As public investment in higher education and state scholarship
programs continues to be restrained or markedly reduced as evidenced
for three years in Massachusetts, the intermediate and longer term
stability of the region's hard-earned academic reputation will be
reduced if FY 1992 cuts in funding are sustained.
New England also confronts a loss of federal R&D funds related to the
anticipated decline in the Department of Defense research budget as
well as intense competition by other states and regions for
Department of Defense, National Science Foundation, National
Institutes of Health grants and other federal contracts.
Rising unemployment, furloughs of state employees and education
personnel cuts reflect the basis of an unprecedented decline in
consumer confidence in New England. The fact that the regional
recession has already been longer than the downturn affecting the
U.S. economy leads analysts to believe New England must look beyond
1992 in projecting even a mild recovery.

In the face of declining confidence in the regional economy, higher
ducation must address the task of providing a vision for the future and
creating -- in the midst of acute austerity -- a renewed sense among voters
and potential leaders alike of why and how the region must sustain a deep
commitment to education and the training of both young people end adults.
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The ream New England conomy, rising tuitions and declining federal
financial aid combined throw potentially Insurmountable obstacles between New
England students -- both traditional and adult learners -- and their
England
ducational goals. A brief review of federal financial eld to New
students over the last several years is illustrative of challenges and burdens
(See attached New England board
faced by students and families in the region.
of Nigher Education analysis.)

Tool Pefl Omit Aware
o

Regionally. total Pell Grant allocations in 1919-90 experienced a one
year gain of 4.3 percent, while growth in the number of Pell Grant
recipients was nearly flat for the sane period (-0.2 percent).

o

Further review of Pell Grant allocations Over the past five years
(1985-90) reveals a disproportionate increase in allocations to
proprietary institutions -- 53.1 percent regionally, compared to 8.4
percent and 1.5 percent to public and independent Institutions
Proprietary institutions in Connecticut and Vermont
respectively.
received the largest increases in Pell Grant allocations over the
five year period, 100.3 percent and 176.2 percent respectively.
These figures are worthy of note given the general concern over
methods and accuracy of accreditation of some proprietary
institutions, as well as concern over quality and legitimacy of S0114
institutions within the oroprietery sector.

o

In the same flve year period while, ,ne number of Pell Grant
recipients nationally grew 18 percent. the number of New England
recipients fell 8.4 percent. Comoaratively larger personal income
and subsequent greater expected family contributions may render more
and more New Englanders Ineligible for the benefits of the Pell Grant
program, however, with tuition Increasing in some cases by as much as
20 percent, these students and their families experience fto real
relief frau the burden of financing a college education. The pending
Bush administration proposal to reduce Pell Grant awards
significantly far students from families with incomes of $20,000 to
$25,000 (resulting in some cases a 40 percent reduction in the award)
could further exacerbate the situation.

214W/GrAmommemnfaemedmiehmmmiimmicIPPO
o

o

Mew England Mi, allocations rose 21.2 percent In the one year period
The number of New Englanders borrowing through
(1988-89 to 1989-90).
the GSL program increased 18.2 percent during that period,
Two year gains in the number of New Englanders borrowing for college
through the Guaranteed Student Loan Program are most dramatic. The
number of loan recipients through the Stafford Loan Program grow 30,9
percent from 1987-88 to 1989-90. Over the same two-year period the
number of borrowers through the Parent Loan for Undergraduate
Students Program (PLUS) grew 105.1 percent and borrowers through the
Supplemental Loans to Students Program (SLS) Increased 317.2
It appears that New Englanders are borrowing at a
percent.
dramatically higher rate than that of the nation, Two-year increases
in borrowers for these three programs nationally are 0.1 percent,
52,7 percent and -12.8 percent respectively.
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Additionally, striking changes in minority populations In New England
compel new initiatives from educational institutions, business and
According to New England Board of Nigher Education analysis of
government.
regional population data:
o

New England's Hispanic population nearly doubled, from 299,145 In
1980 to 568,240 in 1990.

o

The region's Asian-American and Pacific Islander population nearly
tripled, from 81,005 in 1980 to 231,656 in 1990.

o

Connecticut has the largest percentage of Hispanic citizens (6.5
percent of the total population); Maine has the smallest (0.6
percent).

o

Asian-Americans now account for 2.4 percent of Massachusetts
residents, up from 0.9 percent in 1980. In Vermont, Asian-Americans
comprise 0.6 percent of state residents, up from 0.3 percent a decade
ago.

o

New England's Native American population increased from 21,597 to
Native Americans make up 0.3 percent of the reglon's
32,794.
POpulation.

o

In 1990 thore wore
The region's Black population grew by ono-third,
627,547 Blacks in New England, up from 474,549 In 1980. New
England's Rlack population Is concentrated in the southern part of
Blacks comprise 8.3 percent of total population in
the region.
Connecticut; 5 percent in Massachusetts: and 3.9 percent io Rhode
Island.

The region's increasingly diverse citizenry, reflected in these
population changes must have fair access to various learning communities.
New England campuses have modestly increased their enrollment Of minority
students in recent years, but the number of college degrees awarded to
minorities remains inadequate.
By contrast, mon-resident, International students continue to earn
advanced degrees in stunning numbers, Foreign students earned 641 -- or
neaely 22 percent -- of the 2,933 doctorates granted by New England campuses
But Blacks earned only 52 doctorates In the same year -- 1.8 percent
In 1989.
of total); Hispanics earned 56 (1.9 percent); Native Americans earned 9 (0.3
percent); and Asian-Americans earned 66 (2.3 percent). Non-foreign Whites
received more than two-thirds of all doctorates granted in the region.
It is apparent that New England colleges and universities must do more
outreach to the region's ethnic and racial minorities and a better job of
explaining the rewards of a college education to them. The social and
intellectual climate on New England campuses must also become more hospitable
and welcoming If college students of diverse backgrounds are to succeed and
thrive academically.
Rhetorically business and government leaders appear to express a
sYmPathetic vision of the importance of learning, competence and competitive
standards of excellence in education. However, resources as well as standarri.
continue to decline, Competently educated young people remain the region's
primary insurance against longer term damage to the structure of the regional
conomy. The question remains whether, In the face of the many challenges and
obstacles confronting the New England economy and higher education today, our
college-bound high school seniors, young college graduates and non-traditional
adult learners may be able to find educational challenge and opportunity.

(35)

March, 1991

New England Board of Nigher Education
Total Pell Grant and Guaranteed Student Loan Program Awards: 1990
Total GSL

Total Pell Grant%
1989-90
Allocations*

1-Year
Galn (Z)

1989-90
Recipients

1-Year
Gain (%)

1989-90
Allocations*

1-Year

Gain ()

1989-90
Recipients

1-Year

Galn a4

CT

$25,295

3.8

22,743

-3.6

$112,496

7.8

39,011

9.6

NE

15,096

2.5

10,650

0.3

42,059

18.2

16,444

15.3

MA

70,137

3.1

49,955

-1.6

473,738

23.8

139,307

19.7

NH

7,389

4.6

5,604

2.8

38,567

37.5

13,822

38.6

RI

14,425

15.0

11,018

12.1

42,886

17.2

14,888

16.1

vT

7,712

2.6

5,792

0.5

38,084

27.8

13,675

17.6

N.E.

140,054

4.3

105,762

-0.2

747,830

21.2

237.147

18.2

U.S.

4,768,494

7 8

3,468,546

3.9

12,344.588

-1.0

4,519,953

-4.1

AL1mt1ool
1988-89

N.E. as

giciplitnts

_1289-11.1

3.0

2.9

A988-89
3.2

8,110clatons

Rtslolenti

1.418:19 -1.484-90
3.1

5.0

6.1

4.3

5.3

ULM S
* Dollars in Thousands
Nate:

Source:

The New England states enrolled 6.2 percent of total U.S. students and 5.9 percent of
Undergraduate students In 1988-89.
NENE analysis (2191) of data from Office of Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department of
Education: "Institutional Agreement and Authorization Report, Summary Statistics," 1988-89
and 1989-90 Pell Grant Programs; and Guaranteed Student LoanitORABLIka_ta_3(201s. FY 1989 and
FY 1990.
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2. federal Pell Grant Allocations in New England: 1990
(dollars In thousands)

Wade

Nails
Total $
1989-90

CT
ME
K.

5-Yr.

Gain (%)

Total $
1989-90

34,728
4.170
6,452
4,066

10.7
-10.1
13.4

4.6

$5,294
2,540
29.821
2,322
5.574
3,367

69,123
U.S. 2.713,406

8,4
59.2

48,918
952,081

NH
RI

VT

$8,766
10,941

M.E.

N.E. as

2.5

6.8
9.5

5.1

Pscoprldary

5-Yr.
Gain (%)

Total $
1989-90

Iota!

Gain (%)

Total $
1989-90

5-Yr.

5-Yr.

Gain (%)

2.0

$11,235

13.0

1,615
6,588
897
2,399
279

100.3
47.4
14.3
14.2
26.5
176.2

$25,295
15,096
70,137
7,389
14,425
7,712

33.1

6.1

1.5
36.6

22,013
1,103,007

53.1
74.7

140,054

4,768,494

10.8
57.2

.1

-16.0
6.5

2.0

12.0
6.5
-9.8
12.6
10.7

2.9

Source: NE8HE analysis (2191) of data from the Office of Postsecondary Education, U S. Department
of Education, °Institutional Agreement and Authorization Report, Summary Statistics°,
1984-85 and 1989-90.
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3. federal Pell Grant Recipients In New England: 1985 and 1990

Public
1898-90
Recipients

CT
NE
MA

7,004
7,649
25,437

/NI

3,081

RI

5,078
3,255

VT

51,504
U.S. 2,056,198
N.E.

N.E. as
ULS,

Lof

2.5

prIvat*
5-Yr.
Galn (7.)

1989-90
Recipients

ProorietarY
5-Yr.

Gain(%)

1989-90
Recipients

-16.3
-11.0
-15.2
-23.3
-11.4
-9.0

3,757
1,777
20,375
1,799
4,004
2,371

-13.0
-11.2
-18.2
-30.0
-14.0
-4.0

11,982
1,224
4,143

-15.0

34,083
621,482

-17.0
9.0

20,175
790,866

14.0

5.5

724

1,936
166

10111

5-Yr
Gain(%)

97.1

mo

-10.4
-4.0
3.4
1

41.2
40.2

1989-90
Recipients

5-Yr.

Gain (%)

22,743
10,650
49,955
5,604
11,018
5,792

21.2
-8.0
-16.1
-24.0
-10.1
-4.0

105,762
3,468,546

-8.4
18.0

2.5

3.0

4 no proprietary recipients reported In 1984-85

Source: NENE analysis (2/91) of data from the Office of Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department
of Education, "Institutional Agreement and Authorization Report, Summary Statistics",
1984-85 and 1989-90.
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4. Guaranteed Student Loan Programs Allccations: 1990

Pirml_Lowalialindergraduate

Itaff.gy

1989-90
($ In thous.)

Itauts

1-Year
Galn (%)

2-Year
Gain (%)

1989-90
(3 In thous.)

(PLUS)

SMDDItM2Dta1 Loan
b....Students QUI

1-Year
Galn (%)

2-Year
Gain (5)

1989-90
($ tn thous.)

Gain MI

2-Year
Gain (%)

1-Year

33.9

$5,919

19.8

42.7

39,157

34.9

176.6

13.0

9.9

3,043

53.7

122.0

3,160

69.1

162.9

354,053

17.7

49.6

25.771

53.8

209.9

93,914

43.9

405.5

NH

31,416

30.7

34.4

2,733

22.9

87.5

4,418

145.2

348.1

RI

37,419

14.6

20.6

2018

14.8

72.5

3,389

58.5

188.2

VT

26,469

17.S

27.8

6,868

45.5

145.0

4,746

85.9

185.6

N.E.

3582,632

15.5

39.7

$46,412

43.1

140.6

5118,784

47.8

341.3

U.S.

$9,723,378

1.4

5.0

$872,186

16.9

61.3

$1,749,024

-17.7

-13.4

CT

597,419

NE

35,856

NA

N.E. as
/sif_ALS,

Source:
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,

5.3

6.8

NENE analysis (2/91) of data from the Office of Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department of Education,
latinted_StudenUm...ErlarionAata_Book, FY 1989 and 1990.
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5. Guaranteed Student Loan Program Recipients: 1990

titell.U.0101__tiaridergraduate.

nafford.L.0ani

1989-90
Recipients

2-Year
Gain (%)

1989-90
Recipients

1-Year
Gain (X)

2-Year
Gain (%)

1989-90
Recipients

2-Year

1-Year
Gain (X)

Gain (7.)

CT

34,100

7.5

40.5

1,681

13.4

38.5

3,230

34.5

176.8

NE

14,348

10.4

3.3

957

51.2

107.6

1,139

80.5

179.2

MA

101,723

12.3

36.4

7,605

48.0

153.0

29,979

44.5

378.4

NH

11,355

30.3

31.4

801

22.1

46.4

1,666

176.7

406.4

RI

13,095

13.5

14.0
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15.2

68.0

1,178

58.1

206.8

VT

9,821

12.8

22.0

2,316

21.8

89.8

1,538

51.4

110.7

N.E.

184,442

12.3

30.9

13,975

35.1

105.1

38,730

48.2

317.2

U.S.

3,624,095

-1.6

0.1

271,473

13.8

52.7

624,385

-21.3

-12.8

N.E. as

LILA LI-.
Source;

GU'

1-Year
Gain (%)

SuPplemental_Loans
to _Students (SIS)

51ggents (PLUS)
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5.1

5.2

6.2

NEBNE analysis (2/91) of data from the Office of Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department of Education,
Ouiriniegtitusign..U.oan Eugrams Oita 111101(, FY 1989 and 1990.
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6. Federal Carpus-Based Student Financial Aid Program Allocations: 1991

CoLlealiolk=Suldy_Erosram

1990-91

Allocations

Pethi1s_1040sh

1990-91

5-Year

SugolementaLakationli

WariunitY.Saunt_Itgare
1990-91

5-Year
Gain (%)

Allocations

Gain (7.)

Allocations

5-Year
Gain (%)

CT

6,854

-2.0

1,507

38.2

6,067

6.7

ME

6,522

-.5

1,229

62.1

5,896

2.8

HA

33,900

-.6

6,256

-7.7

23.272

2.8

NH

4,888

-1.8

1,182

49.2

3,786

2.2

RI

4,937

-3.3

974

-3.8

4,197

3.4

uT

4,587

2 4

843

46.1

4,335

6.7

N.E.

61,688

- 9

11,991

-3.0

47,553

3.7

U.S.

596,793

1.3

133,648

-29.0

451,261

10.5

cra

N.E. as

10.3

9.0

8

10.6

'Previously known as "National Direct Student loans."
Source:
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7. Federal Campus-Based Student Financial Ald Programs Recipients: 1991

Colltalloriltudy
1990-91

Recipients

Perkins Loans'

1990-91

5-Year

5-Year
Gain (%)

Recipients

Gain ()

Supplegmntal Educational
OpmfillPitt firintirogram
1990-91
Recipients

5-Year
Gain (%)

CT

9,936

-4.1

11,428

12.0

8,426

-8.1

ME

9,453

-2.6

8,178

22.2

8,191

-11.4

MA

49,129

-2.8

30,868

-5.2

32,319

-11.4

NH

7,083

-4.0

6,405

42.0

5,256

-12.0

RI

7,155

-5.4

3,983

11.6

5,828

-11.0

yr

6,648

.2

3,371

72.0

6,018

-8.2

N.E.

89,404

-3.0

64,239

8.0

66,038

-10.7

U.S.

864,870

-0.1

753,485

-3.5

626,759

-4.8

4M
tNO
o--A

N.E. as

10.3

8.5

10.5

"Previously known as "National Direct Student Loans."
Source:

A
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Senator DODD. Thank you very much.

Elaine or Arthur, however you want to proceed.
M. FERRARI. I will go first. I bring you greetings from President

Gaudiani, who regrets not being able to be here today. She had a
long-standing meeting with the Executive Committee of the Board
of Trustees that she had to attend.
I direct the high school students' advancement program at the
college, and it is directed at the kind of student you mentioned in
some of your remarks earlier. We found that one of the biggest reasons that African-American and Latino and recent Asian immigrant students are not attending college at the same rate as whites
is because there seems to be an intense competition from among
the colleges and universities directed at an elite among these students to get them into their college or university, and we felt that
there was a neglect of students who you might call third decile,

fourth decile, fifth decile, the ones you mentioned before that
might be being missed by the guidance counselors, among whom
there may be potential to go to college.
What we have developed is a program that we feel will be effec-

tive in identifying potential among those students und helping

them to get on the track toward college. We have developed relationships with high schools in New York City, several cities in Connecticut, as well as Boston, in which we bring a high school teacher
from the school in the summer, along with a team of six or seven
or eight 9th graders, kids who have just completed the 9th grade
who are not the best students so far.
They take one course from a Connecticut College professor, designed with the teachers before the students get there, which presents collebe-level work, and we have discovered that these not-sooutstanding students can learn to program a computer the way a

college freshman can, can learn to analyze and understand the
social basis of religion the way a college freshman can, can learn
coastal marine biology and how to analyze and understand Hispan-

ic literature in the USA, and several other courses that we have
been developing, and we have discovered that these not-so-outstanding 9th grade students can learn college-level economics, not
necessarily at the same speed as a college freshman, but they can
learn this material.
It is teaching us, and we hope it is tehehing them, that they can
do a lot more than they think thcv can. So, we think we know that
the potential is there, and we think we know now to tap it. We are
developing teaching techniques, using group procedures and kids
working together in teams of two or more, and getting a lot of personal attention from the high school teachers who work very closely with them.
We are discovering that there are those kids out there with po-

tential, and we think we and our program probably represents

many other r.rograms across the country. We think we are learning
how to tap that potential, and we hope we will be turning around
many of these kids who at that point are not so sure about going to
college, do not think they can do the work, often combined with beliefs about they cannot afford it, and we hope that we are turning
them around.
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We have had a very successful two summers so far. We follow up

for the remainder of their stay in high school, and so we think we
will be providing techniques for creating more and more collegeready and college-bound students who are essentially low-income
minority of one kind or another.
We have been aided in these efforts by a number of corporations
and corporation foundations who have been concerned about what
the quality of the labor force will be like in 10-20 years, when it is
predominantly so-called minority. They see themselves as investing
in the labor market of the future and also, on moral grounds,
would like to do something to improve the lot of people who need
help.

We have developed relationships with the AEtna Foundation, Ci-

tibank, Connecticut National Bank, General Dynamics, General
Electric, Hueblein, the New York Times Company Foundation,
Northeast Utilities, Pfizer, Southern New England Telecommunications, the Xerox Foundation, the Hearst Foundation, as well as the
Cox Charitable Trust in Boston and the Pugh Charitable Trust in
Philadelphia.
They have been doing their part to fund us and seem to be ready
to keep us in business for quite some time, so that we may continue to refine techniques for identifying students who have the potential to do college work, and we think, through disseminating our
findings and meeting with people who run other programs along
similar lines, we think we know how to get kids ready to college,
we think we know how to assist the high schools, and we may even
be able to make a contribution to modifying the high schools to be
more effective themselves.
What I am saying, in essence, from the Connecticut College

standpoint, is that the private colleges and private corporations
and foundations have been doing their bit to help create students

who want to go to college and who are qui' lified to go to college and
could go to college and get a great deal out of it and go on to con-

tribute to society, and we need the Federal Government to do as
much as it can help them financially.
Thank you.

Senator DODD. Thank you.
Ms. Solinga.
Ms. SOLINGA. Thank you for this opportunity to speak this morning.

Art Ferrari has indicated the need to help educate these youngsters coming in. Next year, they will be applying to college, and we
are facing the real need of being able to fund those students. We
are committed to a diverse student body, which means bringing in
students from disadvantaged areas, students of color, and students
from different geographical areas.
Currently, our tuition at Connecticut College is $19,900. Of that,

the average student aid package is $12,000. Federal and State
grants only fund 25 percent that, and we must fund 75 percent
from our own resources.

In 1980, the Federal Government funded $571,000, and in 1990,
$514,000. You have :hose statistics, and they are very real for our
institution, as well. We are concerned about the level of loans we
have to give our students. Right now, the class of 1991 at Connecti-
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cut College will graduate with a rather low loan debt of $6,000. We
cannot continue that.
We are concerned that we may force them into careers, lucrative
careers to pay these debts. We understand that, with a liberal arts
education, many of our students wish to go on to graduate school,
where they will incur even more significant loan debt.
The students that come to Connecticut College come from New
England. Some of them bring State dollars, and these States are
now faced with deficit situations. Massachusetts is looking to fund
its State scholarships by offering loans, instead, to these students.
In Coniecticut, we receive funding through the State achievement
grant and also through the State scholarship program. That is in
very real danger of some cutbacks.
The home equity for our families is a problem. The bulk of our
students who receive aid come from the middle-income brackets. A
typical case scenario is a parent who is 50, four in the family, both
parents have a younger child of 14. They must access their home or
a parent loan, to come up with some of their contribution, and they
face the education of another child coming along.
I read your notes regarding what you have recommended, and I
think that is a good step. I am concerned, with the current Federal
deficit, that this legislation will be brought to bear, but we will be

faced with funding those gaps of eliminating home equity or
having a less impact in the formula, that we will be faced with
picking up the tab for that, and we cannot do that. We need more
dollars for the lower-income families, but we also need assistance
for those middle-income fnmilies, as well.

Currently, we are packaging now for the 1991-92 season. Our
awards went out to the freshman class, and we are receiving calls
that parents just will no longer mortgage their future to pay their
children's education. It is a real problem for the private institutions.

I thank you for your attention to this problem.
Senator DODD. What is your tuition? It is $19,000 now. What was
it 10 years ago?
Ms. SOLINGA. $9,300.

Senator DODD. A 100 percent increase. Let me just ask you very
candidly, because if I did not ask you, someone else will. You went
through the age of prosperity in the 1980's. How much of that increase in tuition was sort of geared because people could afford to
pay it in the 1980's, rather than reflecting actual increase in cost?
MS. SOLINGA. My understanding, from the increase of costs in financial aid comes from tuition revenue, the cost of funding, also
the physical plant, upkeep, benefits, insuranceyou know the cost
of insurancethat all feeds in. We do not have dollars flowing in
from the State, a tremendous amount of funding. We fund our pro-

grams from our revenues from tuition and limited endowment
income.
Senator DODD. I understand that. I am not focusing on you. I

asked the same question yesterday of others. Everybody knows that
costs go up, but as we try to do battle to get more assistance, and
so forth, those of us who believe that students need this help, we
are going to have those who are going to ask very tough questions.
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I mean, there are very few institutions in this country whose costs
have increased to that extent in a 10-year period.
Everybody has insurance costs and everybody has salaries and
facilities and all sorts of other things they (lin make clean to as
their rise in costs, but when you look at 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, a 100
percent increase, there are people who are going to say, you know,
what we are doing is you just keep wanting me to come up with
money to meet your rising tuition costa, but I do not see a reciprocal effort being made to keep those costa down.
I understand another part of the costs is that the schools are, in
many cases, picking up, as you talked about hereI know that
Hartford, for instance, Humphrey mentioned to me yesterday that
they are absorbing and picking up about half of tuition for students
who reside in Hartford and they are paying for that by having the
more affluent student picking up that difference. They are not just
swallowing it. So, there is a lot of that going on.
I would just say to all of you hereagain, I presume I am telling
you something you know you are going to hear, and I am going to
hear it, as I try to work with this legislation, I am going to get it
right in the teeth from those people who, frankly, are not terribly
interested in these programs, and saying, "why don't you go back
home, why don't you sit down with those administrators and tell
them to do what everyone else has to do, before you come in
screaming about more money out of the Federal budget for these
things, thf t people have got to come up with better answers as to
why these ..osts have gone up as dramatically as they have."
Ms. SOLINGA. Well, let me just give you the financial aid costs in
real dollars. In 1980, we spent $697,000 of our institutional funds,

and this year we are spending $4,612,000 on financial Lid.
Senator DODD. OUt of the endowment?
Ms. SOLINGA. No, that is tuition, it is a subsidy. Up in Gallatt, we
spend W0,000 on financial aid. We do not have that money to feed

off, so we are spending a tremendous amount to get this diverse
study body that we desperately need.

Senator DODD. Thank you, Ms. Solinga.
Vincent.
Mr. MMOCCO. Once again, it is a pleasure to appear before you,
Senator.

My testimony Oils morning is probably from a little different
perspztive. Having been president of the student loan program for
the past 25 years, I kind of represent here and am going to explain
to you some of the problems involved with the program, as such,
and how it is run and perhaps maybe how it can be improved.
So, in the next four to 5 minutes, I hope to explain in some detail
the major concerns of the Stafford loan program on the local, as
well as the national level, and several other factors that might at
first seem innocuous, but when reviewed on a more in-depth scale
might possibly become devastating factors in keeping the program
alive.
In order for the Stafford loan program to continue as an entitlement program and remain accessible to students, there are two
major concerns that must not only be considered, but understood

and recognized by all parties who participate in the program,
whether directly or indirectly, and they are, first, a reasonable
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degree of tolerance for defauhs and other related costs, and second,
stability and integrity.
First, if it is the true goal of the Higher Education Act to commit
the Stafford loan program to help students financially meet their
academic costs, regardless of their background, regardless of their
family situation, or regardless of their unproven ability to handle:
debt, then obviously it was assumed at that time that there would
be risk involved.
It must also have been believed that the financial risk involved

in promoting that philosophy would be well worth the rewards

gained by those individuals who do not abuse the system and who
are able and willing to return to this country, both socially and financially, more than they took from the program.

I think that you, me, the Congress and everybody else agrees
that the benefits of a decent education and the delivery system to
bring that fact about far outweighs the cost in making this public
service proisram available to all members of our society.
Again, if we keep access as a major priority and it is agreed that

the benefits of that exceed the cost, then surely that philosophy
must be communicated to the general public. A key to communicating that idea brings me to my second point, stability and integrity.
Stability and integrity are probably the two most important factors in keeping the student loan program a viable entity. Stability
relates to consistency and enhances proper communication to what

is available, how and where to get it, and, most importantly, the

responsibilities that it accompanies.
Stability also reassures to those entities who provide the services,
such as schools, lenders, guarantors, third-party servicers, and sec-

ondary markets of the program, that the program does work and
that it does indeed help students, which I firmly believe supports
the integrity that the Congress intended the program to have.
Without a clear understanding of these two major concerns, the
Stafford student loan program will always be criticized for excessive inefficiencies, whether real or imagined.

There are, it seems, two approaches Congress must take to
strengthen the link between the guaranteed student loan program
and access to education. The first should be to eliminate the btariers to access that currently exist in the program, and, second, to
make substantive changes to improve the program. I feel confident
that both of these can be obtained through the upcoming reauthorization bill.

My comments with respect to eliminating existing barriers has to
do mainly with the complexity of complying with the myriad of
statutory changes, regulations, dear colleague letters, and official
interpretive opinions issued by the U.S. Department of Education.
The complexity serves to alienate, rather than enhance, our rela-

tionships with borrowers, financial aid officers, and lenders.
In Connecticut alone, over the past 2 years, several lenders have
ceased participation in the program, either outrightly or by selling
their portfolios immediately after making their first loan, and I attribute this pullback to the following reasons:
Complex default claim payment requirements (which the guaran-

tee agency is required to enforce, in order not to jeopardize itr reimbursement from the Federal Government); also the necessity of
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following rigid and mechanical collection requirements (i.e., letters
and phone calls, etc., that must be made within a certain period of
time, without exception or deviation; and decreasing lender yields
due to the increasing administrative burden and reductions, from
time to time, in the special allowance paid to lenders via Gramm-

Rudman and other budget legislation. Without lender participation, the private sector that supplies the money energy that makes
this program run, 100 percent access will no longer be possible.
Another area of undue complexity, which results in confusion to
borrowers and lenders, are the deferment provisions. Currently,
there are 19 deferment options in the program that allow deferments on payments anywhere from 6 months to 3 years, depending
upon the type of deferment Lequested.
For exairiple, if you have not borrowed prior to 1987 and you are
earning no more than
a mother with pre-school age children andentitled
to a 1-year de$1 above the minimum wage, you are only
who
is
serving
as an active
ferment. On the other hand, a borrower
Atmospheric
Administration
member of the National Oceanic and
Corps is entitled to a 3-year deferment. If you are in a dental-Senator DODD. When Weicker was in the Senate, he cared about
that program. [Laughter.]
Mr. MAIOCCO. If you are in a dental internship, the interest that
accrues during the deferment is subsidized by the Federal Government, while it is not paid if you are serving in a medical residency.
These are just types of distinctions that go on and on and on.
Senator DODD. I do not want you to go on 0-id on and on this
morning, but I would like to have you give me some that go on and
on and on, because those are the very kind of things that I would
be very interested in exploring as to why that is the case. You understand and you know where they are. And I say this to others in
the room, if you know where those things are, let me know about
it. I mean these are the kinds of things we will submit to the Department of Education and we will ask them to explain why it is,
and in some cases where it seems egregious.
Mr. MAIOCCO. I would be more than happy to supply that. It is

all part of our national testimony also at the National College of
Higher Education on low programs.
Senator DODD. Fine. Lay it all out, with specificity. It is very important to see where it is.
Mr. MAIOCCO. Those are just two of the mal y.
The second barrier to access that I mentioned earlier would in-

volve making substantive changes to the program. I certainly
would strongly support increasing grant aid to lower-income students and using the student loan program only to cover the unmet

need in the financial package. That was the originai purpose of the
bill. But to do this, as has been mentioned several times already
this morning, the home equity, as well as other nonliquid assets
and nonperforming assets, should have no consideration in doing
needs analysis processing.
Simplify the deferment provisions and allow a practical and wellproven default collection system, probably developed by the individual guarantee agency, instead of following the current mechanical
and rigid no-exception, due-diligence requirements, which in many,
many cases do not even make any sense.
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In order to really assure meaningful access to education for all
students, the Feds need to call upon the State guarantee rgencies
to become more involved in all aspects of the program, especially
in the licensing and control of schools with high default rates. The
States have been left out of this process, and it is very important
that they do become involved again.

The original bill, I believe, was designed to be administered by
the States, and up until the start of the FISL program, the States
did run the program and ran it remarkably well. The national default rate of the State-run programs at that time was well under
the 5 percent level by today's standards, compared to the 15 to 25
percent default rate experienced by FISL.
Defaults became the major topic of conversation, when discussing
student loans. Unfortunately, taxpayers could distinguish between

the two programs and thought of it as one, thereby making the

States share an equal part of that blame. It was unfortunate.
It was not until the reauthorization bill of 1976 that FISL was
booted out and the program was given back to its original custodians, the States. Again, it was unfortunate at that time, because
the law was written with so many loopholes, that it allowed national guarantors to spring up, only to create another FISL. In retro-

spect, however, the Feds at least had the students' interests at
heart.
The Higher Education Assistance Foundation, the HEAF corporation, as you know it, is the perfect example of that abuse, again,
for which the States were blamed. It created a negative effect on
the integral players, the lenders, the schools, the students and, in

this case, the taxpayers. It created distrust and uncertainty, and,
again, the integrity of the program was questioned.
Although the Feds have stepped in to resolve this situation, the

stigma it created will always leave a sour taste in the mouths of
those people who have diligently tried to run their programs properly.
Competition, I believe, certainly serves the public well, especially

in private industry and in private business. However, in my esti-

mation, it has no place in public service, especially among nonprofit organizations, unless, of course, the ulterior motive is personal
gain or profit, which is what the HEAF situation was all about.
I guess what I am saying here is what I recommended to the Na-

tional Council of Higher Education loan programs a while back,
and that is for the program to be administered by the individual
States, as it was originally designed, for each to stay within its own
boundaries, unless it requests help from a neighboring State or
from the Federal Government.
National guarantors should be used only when under direct contract with either a State agency or the Federal Government.

I truly and firmly believe that this will bring the program back
to normalcy, where everyone can get back to the business of helping deserving students receive a dewnt education, while keeping
costs down to a reasonable level.

I thank you for your time and would be happy to answer any

questions you might he- e.
Senator DODD. Thank you very much. I have some questions for
you.
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Louis.

Mr. MELENDEZ. Thank you, Senator, for this opportunity to address the committee.
I would like to make just a few brief comments, and I promise I

will keep them brief, and that is not a political brief, it is a real
brief.

Senator DODD. Senators should be last to be brief. It sometimes

takes some of my colleagues 5 minutes to clear their throats.
[Laughter.]
Mr. MELENDEZ. I would like to use my comments as a transition,

perhaps, to the student panel that will be presenting next.
First of all, I am here as president of the Connecticut Association
of Latin Americans in Higher Education. I am also an administrator at South Central Community College.
I would like to say a few words about myself, because I think
they are germane to the issue at hand. I am a product of urban
education in Connecticut. I am an alumnae of Upward Bound,
which, as you know, is in large part funded out of title IV under
the TRIO category. I am a graduate twice of the University of Connecticut, with a bachelor's and master's degree, and I am also an
alumnae of title IV in the broader sense, financially, student financial assistance.
Unfortunately, I attendedI say unfortunately, but I was fortunate in a way that makes it difficult for me to deal with my students today on a day-to-day basis on the issue of financial aid. I
was fortunate to come at a time when the Nation had made a commitment and was living up to it, in term 3 of low-income students,
in particular, and my comments are adc.ressing, if anything, the
needs of low-income students.

I think that there is a misconception out there that somehow the
country is fulfilling its commitment to the poor. It is not. I think
our students today will speak to that and, like my story, I would
like perhaps to speak to that a little bit.
I have enjoyed, because of Federal student assistance, an exciting
and fulfilling professional career. I have worked as a director of financial aid. I have spent 7 years in financial aid, and my reason
for leaving that field was the eroding ability to meet student needs,
especially low-income student needs. Growing dependency on loans,

which, if one translates to language that I think a low-income

family can understand, it essentially says do not come to college.
So, I raise the issue on behalf of the low-income student, specifically that first-generation low-income student, that is targeted both
in the TRIO category and, in large part, if not in fact in spirit, by
programs such as Pell and SSIG and others, that increasing dependency on loans needs to be eliminated for that special category
of students.
As you know and as you indicated, growing numbers of students
attending college are available to be recruited for programs to prepare them for college come from background of first-generation to
college, certainly of low-income households.
I have a recent example that I think captures my intent. I have
a student at a university that recently was employed, with a family
income of $10,000, both parents are handicapped, and, therefore,
unable to work, physically handicapped. The student is working
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two jobs. The student has been in the last 2 years more dependent
on loans than ever before, and the student is very concerned of
whether or not she will graduate. The student happens to be very
civically oriented, serves as a peer to other students, a good person,
I think.
I do not think that is an unusual situation on Connecticut college
campuses. She is getting mixed messages. On the one hand, she is
being encouraged to pursue her education, and, on the other, from

her perspective, this massive loan debt that she is compiling.

Granted, from perhaps our perspectives, several thousand dollars
may not be massive debt. From that family unit's perspective, that
is a horrific debt.
I think the original intent, as I recall it, was to make education
affordable for all individuals that wish to pursue it. I think we
have reneged on that commitment and I think we need to get the
train back on track.
As you know, Connecticut has made a substantial commitment to
expanding access and trying to carry its burden with respect to financial aid, and we have turned things around.
You mentioned some data with respect to African-Americans and
Latino students. While recent data for Latinos is promising, keep
in mind that the figures of Latinos enrolled in college is still very,
very low, although the percentage of population that has recently
turned to higher education appears to be very, very high.
In Connecticut, we have turned around from declining enrollment figures for African-Americans and Latino students, to rising
figures, at least. Again, many, many., many of our students are students from low-income households, first-generation households, and

they need our support. We cannot expect them to carry under the
guise of equitable treatment an unfair loan burden that is to discourage those students.
I could tell you, and I promise I will not, many, many students
that have left their higher education, due to the eroding ability of
financial aid offices to address their needs.
Thank you very much.
Senator Dona Thank you very much, Louis, for your testimony.
You mentioned two other pieces of legislation, one of which I
have introduced and one which I will be introducing in a couple of
weeks, that relates to the subject matter that some of you may find
of interest.
The one I introduced in February is the Global Education Opportunities Act, and that is designed to improve the availability of
international education instruction, to guarantee equal access to
study abroad opportunities. I will not bore you with. all of the statistics here, but that is a program that is not being accessed sufficiently enough by an awful lot of students in this country and a
tremendous opportunity associated with it.
Leon Panetta, who chairs the Budget Committee in the House,
and I have introduced that legislation, and I invite your review of
it and your comments on it. It amends the Higher Education Act,
and allows students eligible for student aid to use that aid to study
abroad in programs. Again, the global competition ana all of these
other things going on, in my view, the more students we can get
overseas, the better.
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only member of the U.S.
I find it interesting that I am theThat
is mortifying. I do not

Senate who speaks a second language.
speak it that well. It happens to be Spanish, and if you heard me
speak it, I would mortify you, because I learned it in the mountains, and it would be like some kid from the United States saying
things and dropping them, I suppose, or taking some kid from the
Dominican Republic, where I was, E n d dropping them, I suppose
and I should be careful what part of the country I pick, but it will
not be New England, I will say, in the hollows of West Virginia,
maybebecause it is pretty rough Spanish. [Laughter.]
Nonetheless, I am just stunned by the failure of us to pay more
attention to the study of languages in this country, but that is another day and another subject matter.
The other piece of legislation that I will introduce performs to
the 1986 Tax Reform Act. I voted against the so-called 1986 Tax
Reform Act. That was a devastating piece of legislation, and we
came to feel the effects of it in our cities, and in education, as well.
I think home ownership is tremendously important, and I totally
support the idea of getting some tax break for the interest you pay
make
on mortgages. I have never been convinced that anyone coubiimpora sufficient argument to me that home ownership was more
tant than education, and yet we treat education very differently
than home ownership.
Among other things, I discovered the other day that we tax
scholarships. I did not realize that. Now, you talk about some
mind-boggling ideas. I do not know who came up with that one, but
here you are providing an educational opportunity for a child and
then forcing them to go to work to pay the tax on it seems to me
somewhat inconsistent.
Anyway, we are going to be putting that in. In 1986, in fact, I
tried to restore the IRA's, the individual retirement accounts for
education and the home ownership for the first-time homebuyer
use, and I failed with an amendment on the floor by one vote in
the Senate to reinstate the IRA's. But Senator Bentsen has reintroduced legislation that I am a strong cosponsor of.
People used to think Americans were genetically incapable of
savings, that somehow we just could not do it, and we have proved
like $290 bilwith four or 5 years that Americans saved something
savings,
too.
It was not
lion when IRA's were in place. It was new
of
these
things
we
hope
will
shifting savings around. So, some
begin to make some difference.
Let me address some questions to you, if I could. One I would
like to get all of your comment on, is an idea that has been kicking
around. It is not a new one, but I would be interested in your comments, and that is the idea that we take the banks out of this
whole process. I am exaggerating the case here, but, obviously, it is
the basic notion. Why not do the loan programs directly with the
institutions and let you handle, administering and managing the
program, and save whatever dollars we can save by removing one
party from this process.
may
I realize that the cost of administration in some cases
directly
exceed the savings you would make by excluding the banks
from the participation, but you have mentioned already that some
banks are getting out of the process altogether. Tell me quickly
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what you think of theI realize that you want to look at this a

little bit more carefully, but it is out there and being discussed, and
I would be interested in your initial reaction to the concept. Should

we explore it further? Is it worth looking at, or is it a silly idea?
Mr. MAIOCCO. I am happy to be the first to respond in this
regard. I would say no way. 'This has been tried before.
Senator Donn. Be subtle about it, then. [Laughter.]
Mr. MAIOCCO. After 25 years, it is very difficult.

Incidentally, a little bit of self-trivia, tomorrow I start my 26th
year in this program.
Senator DODD. Congratulations.

Mr. MAIOCCO. I was the first employee. I was hired as its president, and, hopefully, I will be its president tomorrow.
But the thought or the idea of taking the private sector that sup-

plies the money and energyand as I mentioned in my testimony,
that is what makes the program runthat idea has come up many,
many times in the past, going back maybe even as far as 1966-67.
At that time, it was called the Zachariah Report, and what was
being proposed at that time was to set up a Federal bank and they
would issue the funds from that area, and, of course, the Feds
would be the guarantor.
That did not get anywhere. In fact, it was kicked out, I guess.
The second time it came around was when FISL came into the picture. FISL, I think back in the late 1960's and early 1970's, decided
that they were going to get into the program and try to run it nationally. They ended up with an administrative program for 25
States, and the other 25 were being run by the State-run programs.
Again, as I mentioned in my testimony, they faltered so badly, it
became a total fiasco. The default rates were way up into the high
numbers, 25 to 30, even in some cases 50 percent, and it did not
work.

Then I guess they decided that maybe we will go back to the old
national direct student loan program, which I guess you call the
Perkins loan program today. When they went back and they started to audit the books of all the schools that were in that program
and they have got a forgh eness in that bill, as wellthey found

that the recordkeeping and everything was horrendous.
I mean, you are trying to take a school obviously trying to do a
good job, but they were not installment lenders. This is kind of a
procedure that needed to be done with people who were more into
finance, had background with finance, especially installment lend-

ing. It was as tremendous task for these schools. I do not blame
them for doing such a poor job in those early years, but it was a
very tremendous task, something that they could not handle.
The other part of it is they only put up 10 percent of the monev.
If you go back now with what Bush proposed, you would have to
give the schools all of the money, which means they are going to

have to come up with $7 to $10 billion a year to fund this, which is
totally impossible. The administration of it would be totally impossible, because now they are going to have to audit every school in
the country, and there are some 20,000, I guess, and that includes
your proprietaries, your profit-making schools, and all of those, be-

cause you cannot leave them out, they are as much a part of the
program as anyone else.
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So, you are going to let these people, which I guess are responsible for some of the problems in the default area of student loans, I
think you are going to create another monster. The best way to run
the program is to give it back to the States.
Senator DODD. I might come back in a second to that. Let me see
if we have any more comments on this one. Any Isagreement with
that?
Ms. SOLINGA. I just want to comment. We do our own collections
for the Perkins loans, and our default rate is 1 percent. That is the
nature, in part, uf the students we serve. What happens to those
institutions who serve low-income students who take on the collection efforts? These students may leave and come back, I think the
complexities of all of these deferments play very heavily, and the
school could be in jeopardy through these collection aspects.
I hear from many, many students, if you could stop the selling of
these student loans to secondary markets. I have a student who has

three loans at three different agencies. Right there, you have a

problem with default, confusing billing, the student does ont know
if all the checks have been sent to the appropriate agency. It is too
confusing, and that needs to be addressed.
Senator DODD. That was raised yesterday, too, and that is an interesting point.
Anyone else? Jack, any comment on this?
Mr. HOY. Senator, I think you would find where such programs
have been successful, they are in the hands of most exceptionally
well-endowed institutions in New England. Harvard does this and
Yale does this. They have the administrative staff in place to really
generate a program.
On the other hand, if one turned, I think it is fair to say, to Middlesex Community College or Roxbury Community College or some
of the very under-endowed independent colleges and universities,
and you would create a very heavy, new administrative-bureaucratic system that, over the long haul, would be as efficient.
Senator DODD. All right. Jack, let me turn to you again, quickly.
You pointed out that New England is borrowing at incredibly high

rates, as compared to other parts of the country, and I wonder
what you attribute this to. Is the inclusion of home and farm

equity contributing to it?
Mr. HOY. This is a very important issue, and no one knows, given
the exponential increase in the region, of the use of home equity
loans. We have no way of knowing the degree to which those dollars went to finance education. There is no system that will record

them. On the positive side--Senator DODD. I do not understand that. What do you mean?
With all the data forms we ask people to fill out, we do not inquire
as to how they are funding the education of their children?
Mr. HOY. In general surveys, we do. But to really get an assessment as to the increasing utilization of the home equity loan and
whether it actually went to pay tuition, although on the form it
might have said tuition, new car, summer home, what you will, we
do not have hard figures.
One thing that does explain, in part, the willingness to borrow in
New England is that, in every national survey of public opinion,
New Englanders lead the Nation in willingness to support Federal
G
42-924 0 - 91 - 21
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and State aid programs and willingness to borrow to get education.
It is a very educationally conscious region and economy, so part of
it is explained there.
I also think that, in a period of prosperityand here we made
thought there was no end to
some real mistakesNew Englanders
1980's,
the lowest level of unemwhat we were experiencing in the
in
the
history of the United
ployment ever recorded by any region
per-capita
income,
to the highest
States, the most rapid increase in

level in the country. And I think when it went the other way, I
believe that since things have gone the other way, we are going to
see a real tightening up on the willingness of people to borrow.

The other factor in here which you have brought up over the
years, I would just cite today that WPI, as one institution, has
halted and they are going to find it difficult, but they have halted
into a
the tuition increases. And I think as the economy settlesmarket
sub-normal
period,
colleges
in
a
free
more normal or maybe

are going to have to be very, very careful of continuing to seek tuition increases at three times the inflation rate we experienced in
the mid-1980's.
Senator DODD. I was going to ask that, that was one of my ques-

tions, and I will ask any of you to comment. Do you have any projections of where costs are going to go? I presume someone has sat
down with it, and I do not know whether or not they want to speak
to that.
Mr. HOY. Well, as I know you are aware, in the late 1970's and
early 1980's, we were running under the rate of inflation and the
higher education price index, so the early spurt, as the economy
strengthened, was basically to make up for the losses that were incurred in the 1970's and early 1980's on the high inflation front.
We made it up, but our appetite for increasing tuitions continued,
and as I think we got into the bind of higher tuitions, a higher proportion of the tuition increases, as has been demonstrated, went
into student financial aid.
I think there are ways in which to stem the tide on this, and certainly a number of campuses, as you have observed, are beginning
to strip down the administrative structures that were built during
the 1980's, and putting a higher proportion of the total expense
and their total revenues into the factory and into the classroom, in
contrast with the administrative functions. There has been a real
shift in that regard over the last couple of years.
Senator DODD. Elaine, do you have any idea where things are
going to go at Connecticut College?
Ms. SOLINGA. Well, we have increased our budget 6.9 percent for
1991-92. We have an ongoing study committee on financial aid
policy, how to hold the line. Unfortunately, we are dealing with
such issues right now of whether we can continue to meet full
need, whether we can do this need blind missions policy, where we
do not care what the family's ability to pay is. If they are qualified
for admittance to Connecticut College, they will be admitted and
funded appropriately.
These are very fundamental issues facing most private colleges
the
in this State, I think, and I think that is going to be where
is
going
to
perhaps,
but,
again,
it
costs are going to be revised,
affect the students.
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Senator DODD. Well, I have not seen anything yet, but I suspect
you are going to have language to be offered to the authorization
bill and the appropriations bills that will be a signal out there to
institutions. I realize this could have a negative impact, because
some of the people are going to have to cut back and they will start
looking for students who can afford to go there, rather than the
ones they would like to come in.
Frankly, it would help in the next coming months, and so forth,
if the institutions could send some signals about what their intentions are in this area, because I can see it as a major problem.
Mr. Ferrari, I think you talked very well about your program
here at Connecticut College and bringing these students. Are there
other colleges and universities that are operating similar programs
that are having similar experience? If you are dealing with 9 or 10
kids, to me that is perfect and that gives you a wonderful---Mr. FERRARI. That is per high school, so we tend to run near 100.
Senator DODD. One hundred, I am sorry.
Mr. FERRARI. Yes. There are programs all over the country. Our
program is similar in some ways to Upward Bound, which in many
Connecticut institutions has been around for a long time. But there

Practically each State has
are a number of programs all over. for
information. I have left
them. States have written us asking

one of our beginning of how to do booklet.
Senator DODD. Are they students coming from Connecticut?
Mr. FERRARI. Connecticut, New York City, and Boston.
The programs generally fall under a heading sometimes called
collaboration, because it often involves work between, say, corpora-

tions and colleges and universities, and colleges and universities
and high schools, and even elementary and middle schools now.
Yes, there are literally hundreds of programs around the country, and I think what we are finding is something that Elizabeth
Shore touched on in her book, "Within Our Reach." We already
know how to do certain things, v,e know how to help students who
are not doing well, we know what kinds of information that the
parents of students need about financial aid, about getting into academic tracks and preparing for college. We know those kinds of
things, and now I think I will be gathering evidence in the next
couple of years that will help to show that the potential is there
and we can figure out how to tap the potential.
But one of the things we do in our program is we teach the kids
and we also offer information to the parents, that one of the ways
people go to college is to save, to borrow and to get scholarships
and fellowships, because there is tremendous amount of ignorance
among lower-income people about what is availableand I am
being very careful here, ignorance of what exists, not stupidity or
anything like thatthey simply do not know, and I am chagrinned
about it, because I come from a working class background, where
we did not know anything about financial aid, either, 25-30 years
ago, and I am appalled that the level of ignorance is exactly what
it was in my family 25-30 years ago.
In other words, people do not even know about taking loans and
about getting scholarships and fellowships. They did not know
then, and they do not seem to know now. We are telling people,
look, this stuff is available, this is how to prepare for college, this is
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what to look for, this is what to ask forin fact, Elaine does sessions with our students every summerbut the money has to be
there.
Senator DODD. But what can we do in this legislation? I mentioned in my opening remarks that I was stunned by what appeared to me as a lack of real interface with the high school students. I think you have got to begin, not when people are in their
junior year, necessarily, but beginning earlier, because you have
got kids that are entering into these college prep programs and are
going off in a different direction, and you have something missing.
Mr. FERRARI. That is why we start with 9th graders.
Senator DODD. That is an excellent idea. But what suggestions or

ideas would you have for us to incorporate in the reauthorization
of higher education?

I am not convinced, by the ways, that local communities cannot
teach people and staff to be a guidance counselor. I have a hard

time understanding why someone cannot wear a couple of hats. My
French teacher was my football coach and soccer coach and baseball coach. You know, I am not suggesting that you wear all of
those hats.
Mr. FERRARI. Well, we have classroom teachers serving as men-

tors for these students for the remainder of their time in high
school, and we are feeding informatio:i to the students through
them.
Senator DODD. Well, I would be interested in hearing how we

might in this legislation do something that would require that
people start dealing with these institutions earlier on, in terms of
identifying those students who, as you point out, are ignorant of
what is available to them. I am not suggesting that it is one more
job they can perform, but it seems to me that there ought to be an

effort here, there ought to be a far closer connection between these
two, so that we maximize the opportunity for those potentially very
good students, who may not be terrible good students, but have the
capacity and could move into that area.
So, I would be interested at some point, if you do not have any
ideas today, on how we do that, how we do a better job of it.
Mr. FERRARI. Off the top of my head, I would begin to explore
the notion of outreach workers going to the schools, because the
teachers themselves tell me they are overwhelmed with the numbers of people that they have to deal with.
I know of a program in Boston, for instance, where the local library system serves as a source for information on financing college education, and they encourage people to come to them. But I
have always been kind of partial to the notion of maybe you need
barefoot financial aid people, like the barefoot doctors, to go out
into the countryside kind of thing. I think maybe we need something like an outreach worker who goes to schools and rnPets with
students and parents and teachers.
Mr. MELENDEZ. Senator, may I comment?
Senator DODD. Certainly, Louis.

Mr. MELENDEZ. In the TRIO arena, there is a long-established
model for such intervention, and we can go back to the late 1960's
or the rnid-1960's for a model that dealt comprehensively with the
family unit.
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I mentioned some moments back that I was an Upward Bound
student. My parents did not graduate from high school. My parents
could not fill out a financial aid application. As a matter of fact, 4
years in a row, the Upward Bound director came to my house and
the
sat with myself and my parents, explained and re-examinedtoday
through
it.
After
it
is
all
said
and
done,
process, and got us
my parents could not respond to a financial aid form, after having
gone through it so many times.
There is a monologue. If you want to extract it and apply, my
recommendation would be to look at the arena, and I think the
arena you are talking about is really an awareness. There are already some in Connecticut, some private and public institutions applying some models and, in a sense, are pieces of TRIO programs
reaching back into 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th grade, and there is talk of programs earlier than that.
Again, the target is the first generation, which I believe is your
is
target, low-income student who obviously has potential, but
often
potential
is
never
developed,
and
all
too
never encouraged or
we attempt too late, at the eleventh hour, to develop it.
I think there should be a look and an attempt to include someand
thing in the legislation to cover early awareness programming,been
experts
in
TRIO
that
have
I would suggest that we look to
doing it so well, to help us have some approaches.
Senator DODD. I point out that Joan has just given me a note
that only 10 percent of students eligible for the Upward Bound program are in the program.
Mr. MELENDEZ. We are just touching part of the population. The

need is so great, that it is awesome to talk about what it would
take to do the complete job, but the point is that low-income firstgeneration students are not the small entity within our communihow
ties. And you will hear from students today, and ask them
is
a
large
first-generation
to
college
students.
It
many of them are
group.

Senator DODD. Let me ask you just quickly one question along
that similar line. There has been some suggestions made concerning the feasibility of having students who are eligible automatically
crifor AFDC or Food Stamps, that assuming they meet the other and
teria, would be automatically eligible for financial assistance,
you have just cut through a lot of this immediately. What are your

comments on that idea?
Mr. MELENDEZ. My reaction to it, from my past experience, is
that AFDC students, first of all, in general, are serious about their
education, and we ought to do everything and anything we can to
make that a smooth transition for them.
I would with substantial r .1mbers in the community college
system in Connecticut, as well .,s State university system, where

there are AFDC students, and I have never been disappointed.
They are serious ard we need to facilitate and make that smooth
for them, and that transcends financial aid and we really need to
deal with income maintenance and really making that process
more smooth.
Senator DODD. One last question for you, Vince, going back to an

earlier question. You made a strong point in your statement about
allowing the States to administer these guaranteed student loan
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programs, rather than having national guarantors. Can you give
me two or three good reasons why? Other than wanting to put it
back in the States, which has a certain amount of appeal some

place, but why should we do that?
Mr. MAIOCCO. No. 1, I mentioned competition, which I think is

good, in private industry and business. When you have nonprofit
organizations competing against one another for no purpose, they
are both serving the same purpose and that is to help someone get,
say, a Stafford loan, there is no reason for one agency to want to
steal that volume from another agency that is going to accomplish
the same thing, if the main purpose is to help someone get a student loan, unless they are in it for an ulterior motive, which should
be profit, building an empire or a whole bunch of other reasons.
When the Higher Education Act was first conceived, it was the
idea then to let the States run their own programs and have the
Feds be there as backup and help those States who were not able
to create their own programs.
This went on for a number of years, until 1976, under reauthor-

ization, when there were some massive changes made to the

Higher Education Act, and the purpose and the intent was to give
the program back to the States, because they realized at that time

that this was the most efficient and effective way to run it and
keeping costs down, because they knew our defaults went down
substantially lower than what was happening in FISL, and it
worked.

In States like Nevada, who did not have a program, the law offered them seed money, gave them administrative money up-front,

guaranteed them that they could not be hit with a reinsurance

trigger figure fnr 5 years, if their defaults went to 100 percent, they
would get total reimbursement, all of these different little perks to
get every State to run its own program, and they did.
After a while, we had 50 States and some in the territories also
running their own State program. Then, all of a sudden, because of

different fees that could be charged by the different guarantee
agencies or by national guarantors, they found that, through
volume, without checking papers, without looking at efficiencies,
economies of scale and all different aspects of the program, they
found that by putting through millions and millions of papers for
student loans, without checking them, they could pick up a 3 percent fee from the student, and they just built their coffers up into
the millions and millions and millions of dollars.

But they did not look at that paper, they did not service that

paper. Consequently, most of it went bad, and that is why HEAF
was hit with a 20 percent trigger factor, 20 percent of every dollar
they paid they did not get reimbursed for, because their loans were
so poor. They were making all the loans to schools, without doublechecking and without looking at them.
Let me cite you one example. We have a truck-driving school in
Connecticut, and we guaranteed loans for them for 3 years since
they started, but every time one of their applications came through
my office, my staff would look at it and check it out, to be sure that
it was being done properly.
On. example is 1 day we got 40 applications in, all in the same
handwriting. These were for 40- to 50-year-old people who were
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going to go to a truck-driving school and were going to learn it
through correspondence, who could not complete the student loan
application. Now, the State agency at that time, we controlled that,
and we went back to them and we said no, there is no way we can
accept this, and we threw all of those applications out. We could
not get them back in.
Under the HEAF program, those 40 applications, plus another
100,000 more, would have gone right through the system, because
there is no double-checking. That paper was done at a different location, the bank came from a different location, and you try to collect money on an installment basis, when they are all over the
country, without any kind of checking of detail, and that is what
happened. That is exactly what happened.
Senator Donn. Does anyone on this panel have a different point
of view than Vince does on this question?
Mr. HOY. I think I would come back, Chris, to the availability of
private capital as one way in which to begin to resolve this issue.
In so many respects, if we were able to put together an educational
IRA, in the process provide Americans with some sense of financial

planning for education, and through that IRA process encourage
banks and credit unions to help people do a better job of understanding financial planning for education and their kids, there are
some inducements in it, but use the private sector.
I have a hunch that if you had a large, monumental Federal
systemother than picking up on the proposals that were offered
at least two decades ago, to create for the education of our young
people a Social Security system hooked into IRS, that is as very
elaborate system, but it probably could be done simplyI think
you probably ought to let the private market run with this. I do
not think in 1992 we are going to see the creation of a long-term
Federal investment plan, with a payback that is related to one's
annual income tax. I just do not think the Congress is looking in
that direction. In the interim, I think you ought to let the private
market run with it.
Senator DODD. Well, I am going to get to our second panel. I understand there are people in this room who are experts in this area
and all have comments they would like to make, and if we can get
through with the second panel quickly enough, I will bring up
some others.
I am deeply grateful to all of you. We may have some additional
questions, because I obviously did not exhaust all of the questions
with you. We could spend all day with just one panel, I suppose.
We may follow up with some additional points, but we hope to
maintain an ongoing interest in this reauthorization process.
I will speak parochially here about the State, and I say with a
great deal of pride that we have some of the finest institutions in
this country and a great deal of experience in this area. Our institutions run from the community college to some of the finest private institutions in the country and ,4 great wealth of experience to
draw from, as we look at this legislation. I want you to come forward with ideas and suggestions.
It would be criminal not to take advantage of my seat, in effect,
on that committee in drafting this legislation and not be involved
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and come up with ideas and suggestions that we can incorporate or
try to incorporate as Tvart of this effort.
So, this helps this morning, and I thank you for being here.
Our second panel, which I will ask to join us, is a group of students who are 'aining us, and I will ask them to come up: Richard
Hultquist, who is a graduate of the New England Tractor Trailer
Training School. Maybe I should have Vince stay around for your
testimony here, since he talked about it.

Carol Chiaverini, a Parent and Financial Aid Administrator at
Wesleyan University, and you are going to get a chance to talk
now on our second panel.

Shannon Richard is a student at the Computer Processing Institute; Walter Josephson is a parent of a Wesleyan student and a
minister in New Flaven, and we ask you to join us, as well.
We have a number of other students that we are going to try and
hear from one when this group is joining us: Paula Greenhouse,
Seanice Austin, and Linda Stavis. I would ask all of you to come
here and sit at the table with us.
I should point out that Seanice is a nontraditional student and
graduate of Upward Bound, a student at UConn Avery Point
Campus. Linda Stavis is a stalent at Middlesex Community College. And Paula Greenhouse is from South-Central Community College.
Did I get that right for everybody? I am getting this from daterent pieces of paper. We have some people who did not make it here
this morning, so we thank you all for being here.
Richard, we will begin with you, since I introduced you first.
Again, what I told the opening panel, if you were not here, we will
take your comments and make sure they are part of the record. So,
I find sometimes if you could just paraphrase your thoughts or
whatever and tell us about your own experiences when it comes to
the issues we talked about, both access and cost, it would be helpful.
STATEMENTS OF RICHARD HULTQUIST, GRADUATE OF THE NEW
ENGLAND TRACTOR TRAINING SCHOOL; CAROL CHIAVERINI,
PARENT AND FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATOR, WESLEYAN
UNIVERSITY; SHANNON RICHARD, STUDENT AT COMPUTER
PROCESSING INSTITUTE, NEW LONDON, CT; WALTER JOSEPH.
SON, PARENT OF A WESLEYAN STUDENT, AND A MINISTER,
NEW HAVEN, CT; PAULA GREENHOUSE, EAST HAVEN, CT; SEAN.
ICE AUSTIN, MOTHER AND UPWARD BOUND STUDENT; LINDA
STAVIS, COLLEGE STUDENT, MIDDLESEX, CT; JANE FLANDERS,
STUDENT, MIDDLESEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE; AND ROBERT
HOLLOWAY, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICU T

Mr. HULTQUIST. My name is Richard Hultquist, and I was a student at New England Tractor Trailer Training School, in Connecticut.
I have always wanted to drive a truck. At the time, I was laid off
by an arcade company, and there was no future in it, ar yway. My
wife saw an ad in the newspaper about New Frr.,,land Tractor Trailer Training School, and she told me about it. met with a person
from the school to get into a class. Thanks to a student loan, I had
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enough money to get my training. Without it, I would never be
where I am today.

The great thing about my training is, it was 320 hours and only
took 8 weeks, short enough so that my family was not financially
hurt.
I also got a real job after I graduated, since I passed my Class 1
test right away. Now that I am driving, I will earn $20,000 to
$25,000 in my first year as an entry-level driver. A big load was
taken off my shoulders by the default management program in
New England Tractor Trailer Training School. They worked it out
with my employer, so that my loan payments would be taken care
of by him after 30 days.
I have been with the company for 5 months now, and I do not
have to worry about my loans being taken care of. My job is great,
and now I drive a brand-new 1990 Mack tractor-trailer, because I
have proven that I am a real good driver. I owe this all to New
England Tractor Trailer Training School. They gave me the chance
to prove myself, with a great training program and a student loan,
ane now I am a success at what I am doing, that I like to do best.
Senator DODD. What was the cost of the program for 8 weeks?
Mr. HULTQUI3T. $3,500.

Senator DODD. $3,500?
Mr. HULTQUIST. Yes.

Senator DODD. For the 8-week program?
Mr. HULTQUIST. Excuse me?

Senator DODD. For the 8-week program?
Mr. HULTQUIST. Yes.

Senator DODD. And how much in loans did you take out?
Mr. HULTQUIST. I took the whole $3,500.
Senator DODD. $3,500?
Mr. HULTQUIST. Yes.

I would like to read a statement by Al Greenberg, president of

New England Tractor Training School:

I strongly support a 320-hour tractor-trailer training program. This course is complete and prepares students for entry-level jobs as tractor-trailer drivers injust 8
weeks. In this way, the training does not take them away from earning a living for
too long of a time. Once employed, students are helped by a school default management program.
This program works with trucking companies, to have them development repayment methods for students. Since students can earn $20,000 to $25,000 a year after
completing just an 8-week program, repayment methods further help to establish a
real sense of financial security for these people. This is particularly important, since

most students would not have found a rewarding career in the trucking industry,
without student loans.
Student loans are also extremely important for dislocated workers who would be
on unemployment, if they were not trained in a field without opportunity. As far as
opportunity goes, there have been no major layoffs in the trucking industry, and
trucking is expected to produce among the greatest number of jobs opportunities for
the future.
Our school serves an extremely important role in making sure that the trucking
industry has a steady flow of good drivers, to make sure the industry's trucking
fleet keeps on rolling.

I would like to thank you fo: the opportunity to appear before
you today and express what student loans and a 320-hour tractor
trailer training program have meant to me.
Thank you.
Senator OODD. Thank you, Richard.
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Mr. ROBIN. Could I just make one statement? I am the Director
of New England Tractor Trailer Training School.
M.r. Maiocco referred to a tractor trailer school in reference to

the loans. That was not our school. I just wanted to clarify that.
Senator DODD. I had

a feeling you wanted to get that out. [Laughter.]
Mr. ItoBIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DODD. And that will be noted.
Carol.
MS. CHIAVERINI. Good morning.

I am here today as a parent and as a Financial Aid Officer at
I am the parent of two children who are currently in college. I
have a son who is a junior in high school and will be applying to
Wesleyan University.

college next year. I am a graduate student myself. Our total family
tuition bill for the 1990-91 academic year was $57,000. Needless to
say, I am a strong proponent of the financial aid program.
Senator DODD. How much jewelry have you got on there?
Ms. CHIAVERINI. It is cheap metal. [Laughter.]
We are a family that believes very strongly in education, quite
obviously, if we are willing to work as hard as we are and incur the

kinds of debts that we are incurring to edmate our children. My
husband is a letter carrier with the United States Postal Service,
and does not have a college degree. I myself, as a nontraditional
student, I have a degree from Hadyme Community College, a BA
from the University of Connecticut, and currently a graduate student, so I have had experience from the financial aid office from
that perspective, from the parent's perspective and the nontraditional student perspective, and just about-Senator DODD. You could have been our only witness today.
[Laughter.]

Ms. CHIAVERINI. That is probably true, and I have had good

riences and we are very thankful for the support that we expehave
been able to access.
I do have a number of comments that I think are very relevant.

As a middle-income family, we have been placed in the position of

assuming substantial debt to finance education. That was our
choice, I would very definitely acknowledge that. However,
we
know that in order to pay our debts off, we will have to sell our
home, not to access the remaining equity in it, because there is
practically no equity left, but to pay off the debts and to be able to
start all over again at retirement, if you will, because that is exactly the position that we are going to be in.
My oldest daughter is a junior now in college. I have a daughter

who a frosh, and as I said, my son will be going in, so we have several more years of financing education. What will probably happen
to a family like us, we are a family of six, we also support my el-

derly mother, who has been with us for 17 years, and she is a
widow.

For the last 2 years of college for my son, we are probably going
to be funding the whole thing, perhaps $80,000 to $35,000 a year,
and that is fully what I expect, because he is not yet in college.
The student loan programs have been a marvelous thing for us
to be ab!e to access and to have my children access. But one of the
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things that I really wanted to focus on today was the way that the
determinations are made for contributions.
The congressional methodology, as I know it, because of my background in financial aid, I am going to be a little bit more technical
than the typical parent. When we talk about looking at home
equity, there has been a great deal of discussion about eliminating
it from the formula, and looking at only income, and I have stated
that I am a person who has tapped my home equity. I do not believe it should be eliminated, but I do believe that it should be

treated in some way with regard to the level of the family's
income.

home
I do not think someone who has $100,000 in equity in their
loans
to
and has a $12,000 income should be expected to take out
degree
as
someone
who
has
$100,000
ftikance education to the same
oftenin equity in their home and a $50,000 income. Sometimes,
administrasituation
that
I
see,
as
an
aid
times that is the kind of
tor.
The other thing that I think is very critical to think about is the
situation where you have families who use loans, they are making
payments on those loans, plus loans must be repaid 60 days after
disbursement of funds. Parents are paying on those loans, as chilare
dren are continuing with their education and as other childrendebt
does
not
allow
for
any
of
that
being educated. The formula
service. We do not acknowledge that in any way.
So, if you have two children going to college and you have a minimum repayment on a plus loan for 4 years 1)y the fourth year, you
if you have two in, plus you are
are repaying on double loans,for
the first child that went in, and
paying for the individual loan
that can really be a substantial burden on a family.
At my institution, the family can use a student loan, college
work-study grants, and still access home equity and use plus loans,
as well, because the cost is as high as it is, and I think that, once
again, is an individual family choice, but it happens.
The other thing is that I think there are some disincentives out
there for families. One of the things that I see frequently and that
I am very noncerned about is the fact that we ask people to contribattempt to
ute to an extent that is beyond their means, when they
second
jobs or
funds
that
they
need
by
working
come up with the
with
money---by doing different things to come up
Senator DODD. Or by taking a home equity loan.
Ms. CHIAVERIN1. Or whateverwe look at them the next year
and we say, oh, your income was greater for the previous year, so
we are going to ask you to contribute more, and it makes it worse
and worse for them.
Student income contribution, we are assessing the student
income at a 70 percent rate, after allowing for taxes, Social Security, etc. That is exorbitant.
Senator DODD. Would you do a dollar cap? In my bill, I lowered it
to 45 percent, and some have suggested an amount of 35 percent,
and others have suggested it should be a dollar cap, rather than a
percentage cap.
Ms. CH1AVERINI. Well, my recommendation would be between 40
and 50 percent, so you and I are on the same wavelength, as far as
that is concerned.
(tJ
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Senator DODD. And I am going to convince you about home

equity, I am going to get you. [Laughter.]
Ms. CHIAVERINI. My younger daughter works under the college

work-study program, and she happens to be a Connecticut independent college student grant program recipient, and does community service work. She works for 'Upward Bound and the Odd Fellows program in Middletown.

In addition to that, she has an off-campus job, and she does that
for numerous reasons. One is that what she earns doing the work
for community services has to be used to pay her college bill. That
leaves her with no funds to go anywhere, do anything, buy any
clothes, and those other kinds of things that I at this point obviously am not able to fund, because I am busy trying to cover the cost
of the tuition and the direct expenses that have to be paid.
She went to see the student employment officer the other day
and told her that she resigned from one of the positions, because
she could not carry the workload any longer, it was having an
impact on her academically.

I think it is very appropriate for us to make adjustments. I see
more and more students at this point, number one, who are unable
to secure employment, particularly with the economy the way it is,
and those who have figured out that, once they do earn more, they
are penalized for it, and that is exactly how they see it, and that is

another really sad situation. What I have heard is that there has
really not been much attention paid to doing anything about adjusting that student income contribution.

Senator DODD. Well, I have my little bill in.
Ms. CHIAVERINI. I think that is terrific and I hope we see some-

thing really happen on it, because I am very, very concerned about
that.
The other thing that I am concerned about, which is, in attempting to get some parents to come and speak today, I spoke with one
individual who asked me if I would present her story to you. She is
a woman who is a widow, the parent of three children, and is not
gainfully employed. She does some college counseling and makes

perhaps $2,000 to $3,000 of earned income a year, lives off the
income that is generated from the proceeds from her husband's insurance, has equity in her home, because it is paid for, and she

lives in an average home.
Last year, her tuition bill was in excess of $40,000. She has Lwo
children in college, neither of whom were eligible for financial aid,
not even a Stafford student loan, because this woman has $300,000
in the bank and the equity in her home.
Her income, even from the funds that she has in the bank, is between $25,000 and $30,000 a year. Now, as she depletes these re-

sources, of course, her income is depleted, because those are the
funds that are generating her income. She is sort of in a no-win
situation. She is 50 years old, she is not going to be able to go out
into the job market and recoup what she is losing over time. Her
youngest daughter has decided that she is going to leave a private
high-cost institution, because she does not want her mother to deplete her resources and be in the position not being able to take
care of herself at retirement, which is not all that far away, and
that is a sad situation.
G
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Senator DODD. Common, it is not that uncommon.
MS. CHIAVERINI. I know.

Senator DODD. You can vary it, not a widow, but two-incomes
that have this.
Ms. CHIAVER1NI. Absolutely, and that speaks again to the issue of
talk
how we treat equity and how we treat assets. We oftentimes
it
is
nonliabout looking at home equity in a different way, because
quid, but maybe we ought to be looking at liquid assets in a different way for parents or for families who are in-Senator DODD. I do not disagree with you, Carol. It is just so
hard, the way you draw those parameters and lines, because so
much of our economy is based on homeownership and home construction and so forth, is such an integral part of the economic
well-being of this country.
What I get very nervous about, and I have watched it happen,
particularly in this area, where people just went bonkers on home
equity loans, and they now have reached a point where there is no
value left in the home, the payments on those mortgages exceed
thing in the
their incomes coming in, and they were lured into thishas,
it is no
that a family
most important long-term investment
that
it
might
as
well
not be
longer there or is in such jeopardy
there.
Again, I think it is just too attractive a temptation for people
as you
who are deeply committed to education of their children,another,
have
got
to
do
this
one
way
or
have been, to say, look, we
and they jeopardize that investment that we should be encouraging
them to save and hold onto.
Ms. CHIAVERINI. Absolutely.
Senator DODD. You know, younger people today can talk about it,
but the people who do have it, at least will hedge against some of
the demands I will be getting or the Congress or the government
will be getting in a few years, in terms of significant increases in
Social Security or other things to pick up those costs, because that
ideal to contribute to that long-term financial security is going to
absolutely be wiped out in the process. So, I am very worried about
it.
We should get you a copyI am presuming you are familiar with
you a copy
the legislation we have introduced on that. We will get the
student
it,
because
it
does
cover
of it here, so you can look at
home
equity
issue.
income question, as well as the
Thank you very much for being here.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Chiaverini follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. CHIAVERINI

two of whom
My name is Carol Chiaverini and I am the parent of three children,
junior
year at St.
ere presently in college. My oldest daughter is finishing her
Joseph College and plans to go into teaching. My eighteen year old daughter is a
a career in international politics.
frosh at Wesleyan University and is considering
to be applying to colleges.
My son is 17 and in his junior year of high schoolsoon
I wanted to speak to you today to tell you how difficult it is for the middle class,
non-minority, middle-income family to pay for college. If I were to title this presenmy husband and I are very committation, it would be "Mortgaged Futures." Both
is
a
letter carrier with the U.S. Postal
ted to educating our children. My husband
also
a half-time graduate student at
Service and I am a Financial Aid Officer. I am

the Hartford Graduate Center. Additionally, we partially support my widowed
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mother who has lived with us for the past 17 years since my dad's death. We own a
home, heavily mortgaged, in part to pay for educational expenses, and have modest
savings.

According to Congressional methodology, we are expected to pay $6,500 for 2 undergraduate students for the 1990-91 academic year. In addition, I incur expenses of
approximately $6,000 for my education which my employer does not reimburse. I
have used student loans which I do not object to using, but, I am concerned about

repayment. My children have also used student loans. All in all, I feel that my

family has received a significant amount of help towards financing educational expenses. At the same time, I must emphasize that it will be necessary for us to sell
our home to pay off our debts. We knew this when we allowed our children to apply
to high cost schools. We have no regrets about our decisions. We do have concerns
about the future. We have three children to educate. Next year we will have two
children in college with me still in graduate school. The following two years we will
have two children in college. I will still be in graduate school. And then, we will
have one child in college for the remaining two years. We have already told our
children we will not be able to help finance graduate school and they will be on
their own for that. We just hope we can continue to get them all through their undergraduate years.
We are more fortunate than many of our friends and acquaintances with children
in college. One of the benefits of my employment is a faculty tuition grant. Even
with that being used to meet need, we qualify for financial aid. Many of our friends
have lived in the same house for 25 years, the house is paid for and they still have
children to educate. Most of them have already educated their older children and
incurred debt for that. At the same time, they were unable to save any money. Retirement is fast approaching for some of these people, they have annual incomes in
the $30,000 to $40,000 range and are expected to cover $9,000 to $10,000 a year for
college based on income, the equity in their home and the little bit of savings they
may-have. With five months to feed it simply is not possible to pay a mortgage or
home equity loan payment in excess of $1,000 a month on a $30,000 to $40,000
income. The assessment of assets, home equity in pa-ticular, is not tied to income in
any way and as a result, families are faced with totally unreasonable expectations.
I would also like to point out that asking the student to pay 70 percent of their
taxable, non-work-study earnings towards educational expenses is a disincentive.
Most teens and college age students who work do so to ease the burden on their
parents. They pay for some of their own clothes, their entertainment and other miscellaneous expenses. They are expected to save almost all of their earnings to pay
for college. What I see happening more and more is that students will choose not to

work or to earn a minimal amount so that they will not have to pay more. The
"system" suggests to students that they are penalized for working hard. This must
be addressed. Do we want to show our future leaders that they can gain by sitting
back and letting the system take care of them? Not only will this impact the future
of our action, but it has an impact on the family during the college years. If the
student doesn't save from earnings or earn to begin with, parents usually end up
covering the student's responsibility. Sock it to mom and dad again. If they don't

have the money, the family relationships are strained. If one of them gets a second
job to pay current year expenses, the system asks them to pay more next year. This
particularly affects the middle-income family because the general consensus is that
the parents will find a way to pay the bill.
The high-need disadvantaged student in this situation will probably receive replacement funds. They probably already have a reduced loan expectation and may
be able to substitute remaining available loan for the shortfall in student income
contribution, or they may already be receiving enough aid so that they can overcome the deficit by living in housing with a kitchen and saving on food expenses.
Yes, the middle-income student may also be able to do this and often it is done. But,
for the most part, at resident institutions, the student may be required to reside in a
dormitory and pay for a meal plan.
The student income contribution issue should be addressed because of the social
implications and the impact it could have on the future of our nation. My daughter
works three jobs during the academic year, two under the college work-study program and one off campus. She works off campus, because her college work-study
earnings meet her need, and without the off-campus job, she cannot participate in
any social activities with a price tag or purchase clotlnes or other basic necessities.
Our youth is our most important resource. Do we want to teach them to avoid working and contributing to their own as well as the national welfare? I do not think so.
Let's try to institute change that will motivate and encourage. A 40 to 50 percent
assessment rate for student income contribution would be much more appropriate.

t
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Seventy percent is simply too high. If my daughter could reserve a portion of her
summer or off-campus earnings to meet personal expenses during the academic
year, she would not have to work 3 jobs. Because the colleges face financial limitations, the amounts allowed in the financial aid budget for books and personal expenses are seldom adequate. $225 to $250 per semester for a student taking 4 to 5
courses simply is not enough. The average text book cost g50. Paperback required
supplemental books range between $15 and $20 on average. Books for one heavy
reading course could cost as much as $200. Thank goodness this is not the case for
all courses. How is the student supposed to pay for the books for their other courses.
Buy used books you might say. I agree. But, used books cost 80 to 85 percent as
much as new books.

More appropriate assessment of both student and parent contribution would provide greater access and support retention in the college population.

In closing, I want to tell a brief story at the request of a friend. She is a widow
with limited income from her husband's life insurance. Her home is entirely paid
for and she has a very small earned income. Her only resources for supporting herself, her family and her retirement are the family home and the life insurance proceeds she received at her husband's death. With two children in college she has not
qualified for Financial Aid. She does not have enough income to qualify for a home
equity loan. If she depletes the principal balance of her husband's life insurance
proceeds, she will not have enough money to live on or retire on. She lives in an
average home and has just under $300,000 in the bank. That $300,000 is the primary
source of her income which coupled with her earned income is between $25,000 and

$30,000 a year. She has 3 children. With 2 in college she was expected to cover over
$40,000 in one year for education expenses. The use of a Stafford Loan for each of

there college students would have been enormously helpful to this family. This
wc.wn does not have current or future earning power at a level that will permit
her to re-coup the financial burdens she must taken on for educating her children.
She is in her 50's. The potential exists for her resources to be depleted. She has no
social security eligibility. By working more to help pay their costs, her children
have been denied access to student loans.
We should be directing the resources of the State and federal government to help

her children pursue their education and at the same time permit her to maintain

self-sufficiency. Keep in mind, we are talking about a middle-income family. I personally feel that requiring students to use loans and work is acceptable. I also feel it
is imperative for this Nation to encourage people to help themselves in every possible way. I do not feel it is appropriate to regularly expect parents and students to

reach far beyond their means to finance education. I do firmly believe that the
family has a responsibility to pay for education to the extent that they are able

without hanging themselves.
My friend s daughter will not be able to continue her education at a private selective college, despite the fact that it is truly the right place for her to be, because she

does not want her mother to deplete her resources. Retention and access are predominant issues for middle class families everywhere. I was asked to tell you about
this case because this person feels it simply is not right to expect her to pay so
much based on her limitations. I agree to present the case because I agree with her
both as a parent and a financial aid officer.

MS. CHIAVERIN1. For a moment, could I put on my other hat and
make some remarks?
Senator DODD. How many hats do you have?
MS. CHIAVERIN1. My finance officer hat for a comment,"as opposed to the parent hat.
Senator DODD. Oh, I thought you were through. I apologize.
Ms. CHIAVERINI. When Mr. Maiocco was making his comments
about bringing the student loan program back to the States, I have
k

to make a comment about that. I was really chomping at the bit.
I do not disagree with that kind of a concept. I think it probably
could be a good one, but from the perspective of the institution, at
my institution, we dealt with guarantee agencies in 1 year from 29
different States. They all had different loan applications, and they
all had different materials they wanted from students. For us to be
able to service students well, it is virtually impossible to know the
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complete rules and regulations of the Federal program and each
and every individual State guarantee agency.
If we are going to look for stability and we are going to look for

some real change there, we need to standardize on the national
level the application and the information that is collected. I simply
had to get that out.
Senator DODD. Anything else?
MS. CH1AVERINI. Thank you very much.
Senator DODD. Thank you.
Shannon.

Ms. RICHARD. My name is Shannon Richard, and I have just

graduated from Computer Processing Institute, in New London.

I would not have been able to attend CPI, without the guaranteed student loan that I received. When I graduated from Robert E.

Phipps Senior High School, in 1989, I was really excited about
going to college. I had plans to attend Central Connecticut State
University in the fall, but plans changed, when I found out that

my parents could not afford to send me to hat college.
The thought of jumping into something that expensive at my age
had its drawbacks. For one, the responsibility of taking out a loan
and having to work while going to school to pay for it was not too
appealing. The second drawback was uncertainty of my career. If I
had went to Central and then decided that college was not right for
me, I would still have to pay back that loan that I took out.
I decided to put my college career on hold and try a retail career.
The retail career lasted a little while, but 1 day I saw an advertisement for CPI. It read, "Start your career today, financial aid avail-

able." I then decided I was going to go to CPI and see if I was
qualified for any type of financial aid.

I filled out all of the necessary paperwork and found out that I
was qualified for a guaranteed student loan. The tuition for CPI
was $6,000 for 6 months, an intensive 600-hour course. I took out a
guaranteed student loan for $1,700. My mother took out a Parents
Plus loan for $1,000, and my father cashed in his stocks for $2,300
to help me go to school.

I never thought I would be able to take out a loan and not have
to pay for it until 6 months after I graduated. School started in 3
days and I was already enrolled. I really enjoyed going to CPI. The
student-teacher atmosphere was very outgoing, and everybody
helped each other.

I have been out of school for 3 days and I already miss the

friends that I made there. If I did not receive that guaranteed student loan, who knows what I would be doing now. When the State
provides young students with a chance to go to school, that student
realizes that the State has made a way to benefit less fortunate
students. With the State giving me a chance to go to college, I
achieved confidence and an edge for a better career.
Taking way financial aid from students will lead to many arguments and disappointments, not only from students, but from the
colleges that depend on students. If a student cannot afford to
attend a college, that college will lose money, because that student
will have to look for a less expensive college that might not have
the same status.
G
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I think anybody who wants an education is entitled to it, whether or not they can afford it. Education is what keeps this country
going. Without the opportunity of higher education for middle- and
lower-class people, this would not be the country of opportunity it
once was.

There are many key points that I would like to point out. In
"Social Policy," dated March 26, 1991, many people spoke of solutions that could help the financial aid system. First was cutting
trade schools out of the program. It has been said that a large percentage of the default is from trade school students. Should trade

schools have to meet different standards for their students to qualify for loans, or should they have their own financial program?
The second solution was to cut out the middlemen and create a
direct loan program, cutting out the banks and guarantee agencies
and the processing fees. This would eliminate the interest rate subsidies by the government to the banks. It would also save the Federal Government from $1 to $2 billion a year. Some like the idea,
but few say the direct loans will subject the Treasury to more risk.
I feel that this is a solution very promising, but also could cost
banks and many people their jobs.
I decided to do some investigating on the issue myself. I wanted
to know what students thought about financial aid and how they
would pay for their tuition. I targeted four high schools in the area,
New London High School, Waterford High School, Robert E.
Phipps Senior High School, and Ledyard High School
Itwo of the schools felt the issue was too political to get involved
in. which was Phipps Senior High School and New London High
School, which has the largest population of minorities. Ledyard
High School is doing the poll on Thursday, April 4, and I have not
received the results from Waterford High School yet. I will give

you that--

Senator Donn. What do you mean, too political?
Ms. RICHARD. They thought they should not get involved.
Senator DODD. In surveying students about their-Ms. RICHARD. Financial. In New London, I talked with the guidance counselor and he did not want anything to do with it. He said
he does not like to get into those kinds of issues with the students.
Senator DODD. I suspect he will be reading about this today, and

we will be hearing from him rather quickly on these things.

[Laughter.]
Did he have any idea of what you were going to do today?

Ms. RICHARD. Yes, I told him I would give him a copy of the
speech and I would go on and tell him what I was doing and he did
not thkik it was as good idea.

The principal at Phipps thought it was too pollucal for the

people and the students at the school to get involved with.
Senator Donn. About financial aid for college?
Ms. RICHARD. Yes. The guidance counselors have bae-ed me up,
but the principal would not allow it.
On the poll, I asked three questions: Woi..Id you attend college, if

you couldn't receive a guaranteed student loan of financial aid?
Would you be able to afford to attend college, without financial
aid? And would you seek other means of tuition? These three ques-
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tions were all yes-or-no answers. At the bottom of the questionnaire, I left a space for comments or suggestions.
As I conclude my speech, I would like to say a few last remarks.
Our government provides over $18 billion a year to nearly 6 million students in forms of grants, loans, work-study assistance, and
fellowships. What will happen to those 6 million students, if they
could not get those forms of financial aid? They would be standing
in unemployment lines or receiving welfare checks, because they
could, not afford to get a better education and a better job to support their families.

Please do not jeopardize the education of the students for a

chance to make something of themselves. Give them a chance, like
I had, to make a foundation for my career and life. Give them aid
in education and help our future.
Thank you.

Senator DODD. Thank you, Shannon, very much.
Walter, thank you for being here.
Mr. JOSEPHSON. I have a fear that I am going to sound like I am
crying or begging, but neither is the case.
Like Carol, I take full responsibility for wanting to education my
children, so just to give you some sense as to how we do it, what it
costs and how we afford it, some background.
I am married, and I have 3 children. I am a second-career clergy
person, which means that back about 15 years ago I left what I was

doing and funded seminary education and then began a ministry,
so it has been only since about 5 years that my own student loans
have been paid off.
My oldest is a freshman at Wesleyan. He is a very bright kid, a
gifted kid and a kid whose life tends to revolve around educating
himself, one who probably needs more education than maybe the
other two. At the time he started high school, we were living in
Wallingford, living basically on the Choate campus, although not a
part of it, and he desperately wanted to go there, so we began our
education bills at an earlier date, because of that.
When my second started school, he also thought he wanted to try
a Choate education. He did that and he is not the student that the
first is, so at the end of his second year, it was kind of a family
decision that maybe that would end, to make way for some of the
college bills that were starting, and everyone was basically happy
with that.
At any rate, when I go through some of the finances, some of
those are old and not college.
As most clergy, we live in church housing. We did that up until 5
years ago, when we finally bought our own house. So, for one who
is 45 years old, I have a relatively new mortgage also, that is probably higher than most people my age would have.

The mortgage has been a good thing. Three years ago, we rewrote it, to pay for much of the Choate expense, and then we also

dipped into it with an equity loan to pay other of the secondary
school expenses and something of the Wesleyan expenses.

My bills basically are about $1,400 a month for the mortgage,
$300 for the second mortgage, which has gone into school. I pay
$400 a month in school loans, I pay $400 a month for auto insurance, that is with two underage drivers, both of whom are honor
0
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students and have driver education. It is great, if you go away to
school from a distance, but if you are within a 100-mile radius, you
have to pay all of the extra insurance costs on your children, as
well.
I borrow about $6,500 a year, in addition to what the grants at
Wesleyan are. We do it and we squeak by. My fear is that I have
child number two coming up in 1 year, child number three coming
up in 3 years, and you end up teetering on the edge of something.
For instance, a year ago, the day after Christmas, my father-in-law
died, and he was in Iowa. You have to make choices of either you
go to the funeral or not. We chose to go, but it was a $3,000 debt to
get the kids out there and back, again my decision, but that sits on
my American Express card still in that little sign and travel section that gets chipped away at every month.
This week, I had an orthodontist bill of $1,000, not because of
crooked teeth, but because the teeth kept coming across the side
underneath gums that are kicking out the roots of the teeth that
are next to it, as it crosses. It is not the kind of thing that you say,
well, you know, we really want this pretty smile, you just do not
have any choice. Those kinds of things just become devastation and
you run so close.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Josephson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR, JOSEPHSON

Married to Karen Josephson who earns miscellaneous income from various community services activities. One son in college, other son in junior year at public high
school and a daughter in public school.
Have incurred loan debt for private high school education of son presently attend-

ing Wesleyan University. During his high school years we lived very near the
Choate campus. Our son is a high achiever and very committed to his educational
pursuits. We felt a high school education at Choate would best meet his needs. In
addition, second child, spent two years at Choate.
The burden of payment for the Choate years adds to the burden of financing a
college education. My son in college is a frosh at Wesleyan University and the recipient of a Robert T. Stafford Loan, College work-study, Connecticut Independent College Student Grant Program funds, Fe lp Loan and Wesleyan Scholarship.

My income is modest for a family of five and I have accessed the equity in my
home and used other loans to help finance education. But, I have two more children
to attend college and find myself incapable of servicing increased loans. I am barely
able to met monthly expenses at present.
Please let me emphasize that I am willing to do as much as possible to pay fe,

college for my children but increased debt, which I am unable to repay. If 1. v
income were greater, I would be willing to take on as much debt as possible to pa,
for college. I have already done that to the greatest possible extent on my current
income. I simply cannot meet additional monthly expenses. As it stands now, my
mortgage for my home purchased in 1985, after a career of living in a church-sup-

plied house is $1,400 per month. I make and additional $300 per month second mortgage payment for funds borrowed to finance schooling. I have parent loans of about
$250 per month, car insurance of about $400 per month and make interest only payments on sevcral thousand dollars of loans that will come due after college graduation. I also have a leftover payment for my wife's education of $100 per month. This

is not to complain. I make the payment on time. I just don't know how I can go
further into debt and still keep the payments upa $5,000 orthodontist bill, for instance, threatens to undo me. Also, in the case of son No. 1, a career in the helping
professions will not enable him to be much help financial in the years ahead.
I have already stated that my wife's income is modest and with the economy as it
is there is little hope for it to increase significantly. She tries very hard to find all
the work she can and to earn as much as she can.
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I do not understand how the determination of family ability to pay is made, but,
from my perspective the expectation based on my income and resources is not a reasonable one, nor is the expectation for my son.
The level of responsibility assessed to him is unreasonable and prohibitive. In
order for him to save the amount he is to contribute, he must deny himself some

very simple pleasures such as pizza on Friday night during the school year or

summer or an occasional movie. Part of the educational process is socialization and
personal development outside of the classroom. Therefore, I borrow much of his expected contribution. I see no problem with sacrifice to a certain extent, but that
extent should be a reasonable one.
I hope that some thought will be given to methods for determining more reasonable expectations for both parents and students and, that as a result, children like
mine will be able to access quality education in the kind of environment best suited
to their needs.

Senator DODD. Again, I would love to say it is a unique story, but
it is not a unique story. If it was unique, we could say we would try
and do something for you through constituent service, but this is a
problem that many, many families are facing. I congratulate you
for meeting the challenge and, hopefully, we can be of help to some
people like yourselves and others to some degree.
We thank you for being here.
Paula.
Ms. GREENHOUSE. Thank you.

My name is Paula Greenhouse. I reside in East Haven, CT, and I
go to South Central, even though I am from West Haven. My grade
average is about 2.5, and in the spring of 1992, I will be the first
graduate of my family.
I am a single parent, and my daughter is about 4. Her name is
Nichole. She attends a child development facility within the institution, and this is in jeopardy of being lost, I fear.
My ultimate goal is to be an elementary teacher. Federal aid has
made it possible for me to continue my education. The Pell grant
and, specifically, the college work-study program has been of benefit to me to remove myself from AFDC assistance and be self-supportive with another parttime job.

Through these programs, I intend to improve my financial
status, to be self-supportive, so I can provide for her. She is growing at an incredible rate and she is needing new things constantly.
Hopefully, she can have the experience that I have been able to. I
did not start college until I was 21. It was totally untangible to me,
coming from a split family. I have three other siblings at home,
and my mother was a single parent, too, and it just was not feasible at all.
I am active member in the student government, and next semester I will hold an elective office.

Senator DODD. You are not running for the Senate, are you?

[Laughter.]

MS. GREENHOUSE. I am already a Senator.

Senator DODD. If you're a colleague, I hope you are a Democrat.
[Laughter.]
MS. GREENHOUSE. In my position in the student activities, office,
I am in contact with many students and staff throughout the day. I

arrange trips. We went skiing for 5 days. We go to basketball
games, softball games and things of such. I enjoy it, I really do.

Community college for me was an easier transition than going to a
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larger university, because I am a single parent and going back to
school was a difficult thing.
In closing, if the bill is passed that has anything to do with the
Pell or the SSIG, I hope that it will include more students, rather
than pushing them away.
Thank you.
Senator DODD. By the way, the legislation that I have introduced
a couple of weeks ago has as child care provision in it. I think that
is such an important eiement. [Applause.]
Thank you. Congratulations.
MS. GREENHOUSE. Thank you.
Senator DODD. I think it is terrific that you are doing these
things.
Ms. GREENHOUSE. Thank you.

Senator DODD. It is a burden, but I think you get great enjoyment out of it. I am delighted to hear of some people getting active
in student government.
Ms. GREENHOUSE. I really enjoy school, and when I tell people
that, they look at me like I am crazy, but it is very social. Not only
do I do academics, but I am involved with speaking to deans on a
day-to-day basis within my job, and I call other schools and I plan
for spring outings for five colleges, and you can come.
Senator DODD. Yes, as a fellow Senator. [Laughter.1
Thank you very much for being here.
MS. GREENHOUSE. Thank you.

Senator DODD. Seanice?
MS. AUSTIN. With our country's growing technical advancements,

more specialized training and knowledge is needed for today's stu-

dents, to compete in the job market. Gone are the days when students only needed a high school diploma to become a part of the
labor force.

Many jobs now require college experience and, as technology
grows, so does the demand for higher degrees.
Many students, even with the help of their parents, cannot
afford the costs of education, to receive these skills and meet the
job market demands. I think it is the role of the government to
help those students in financial need, by providing the funds, and
also by having enough funds made available, so that the maximum

number of students can be a part of the programs.
As a recipient of financial aid, I would like the funds continued
and not cut. The funds I have received the past 2 years have greatly alleviated the financial burden and made it possible for me to be
in college.

I am the mother of a 2-year-old son, and my husband and I could
not afford to send me to college during this time. One more bill,
along with the rest of our bills, we are not homeowners, we rent,
and we have car bills and the other bills of newly-married couples,
and we just cannot afford another bill, which is why I. stress the
need for grant money, as well as loans, more grant money.
Students who do not have the money to go to college more often
would not like to borrow it through a loan. The thousands of dollars for the cost of college is a great deal for a student, especially
minorities, and a majority of those students will opt not to go to
college, i tF ,y have to go through it through a loan. This anxiety
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could be alleviated and the minority enrollment would probably increase, if more funds are allocated for grants.
Unfortunately, some students do not receive the financial benefits. Many of our high school friends who were able to go to college
the first year had to discontinue their education, not due to insufficient academic performance, but because of the financial hardship.
Many receivecl only a minimum, if any, financial aid, because

there were too many applicants and not enough funds to go
around, or their parents' income was a step above the income level
allowed, in order for them to be financially needy. Many were
denied aid, and if the government cuts it, they will all be turned
away. There are already young people with academic potential who
cannot fulfill it, because of the costs, they cannot afford to go to
school.

Along with students who had to put off college, many work fulltime or almost that, doing the school year, as well as during the

summer. I myself worked two jobs on-campus and one off, in addition to being a mother and a wife.
I have friends who work at least 30 hours a week, go to school
full-time, and do their school work at the same, which is probably
more than the average adult would do during their average workweek.

We are not against hard work, hut if more money is given to
those students, they can decrease their work schedule, concentrating more on academics, and probably raise our country's performance level with our world rivals, such as the Japanese, who do
make educational funds a top priority.
Senator DODD. Yes, they do.

Ms. AusTiN. Many Americans say they are for education, that
education is available to all, and that the children are the future.
Much of the time, their actions do not match their words. It is now
time to back up those words by not allowing a cut in financial aid,
grants, especially.
To millions of students, myself included, financial aid is the only

way for us to receive an education.
Thank you.
Senator DODD. Excellent testimony, Seanice, and I thank you

very much. I have a feeling that you are going to make it, no

matter what. You have a look in your eye of utter determination.
That is very good testimony.
Linda, we thank you for being with us.
Ms. STAVIS. My name is Linda Stavis, and I am a college student

at Middlesex. I am in the human services program. I am a single
mother, vOth 2 children, and I am on welfare. I am the first generation of single parents in my family.
The reason why I am here today is because being a single parent
and ieeing how tiard it is to raise 2 children and to teach them the
importance of a good education, so I decided to come out here to
ask youI am nervous, because this is my-Senator DODD. Just relax. You are doing well.

Ms. STAVIS. One of the classes that I am taking at Middlesex is
interpersonal communications class, and it is helping me to put
aside fears that I have as far as public speaking. (Laughter.]
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Senator DODD. Let me tell you something, Linda. I have ben.) at

this for 17 years and I get scared to death every time I have to

stand up in front of an audience. It does not go away and you have
to cope with it, and you are doing fine.
Ms. STAVIS. Because of this fear, I am trying to teach my kids the
importance of education, belief in God, because I want the best.
Senator DODD. You want the best for them, don't you?
Ms. STAVIS. And myself. I would like to be a counselor for single
and divorced parents, upon graduation, because there are a lot of
parents out there who have a lot of potential, but they need someone that has already gone through---Senator DODD. Those experiences.
MS. STAVIS. Thank you.
Senator DODD. You and I could be a team. [Laughter.]

Ms. STAVIS. Just as the support you have given me throughout
my speech, I need that same assistance in terms of financial aid,
day care. I talked with a few people here and they were telling me
about a lot of services that I was not even aware of. I have a 12year-old son. Because I have stressed the importance of education,

the past 2 years, he has made the honor roll. He wants to be a
doctor.
Senator DODD. Good for him.

Ms. STAVIS. He just got accepted into a program that Middlesex
is starting for kids that are in the 8th grade, based on his academics, and I am really proud of him. I have a 4-year-old daughter who
likes to dance. When they decide that they want to go to college, I
want all of these services to still be there, so that they can do

something productive with their lives, as I am trying to dr, now.
Thank you.
Senator DODD. Well done, Linda. Congratulations, an excellent
job. [Applause.]
What year are you now at Middlesex?
Ms. STAVIS. I am in my second year.
Senator DODD. Your second year. So, what are we talking about,

how much longer are you planning on and what do you need to do
educationally before you can get into the field?
Ms. STAVIS. One more year.
Senator DODD. One more year, and then you can get in the field
and find employment?
Ms. STAVIS. Well, I would like to work for a year or two, to get
some more field experience, and then I would like to transfer over
to Central. Because I am hearing that there are not too many black
counselors of single and divorced parents, so I would like to do that
and help them, and also to contribute back to society the finances
they used to help me.

Senator DODD. I agree with that notion totally. Not enough

people do it.

MS. STAVIS. SO I will know how to do that.

Senator DODD. Terrific. Keep up that good attitude. It is a wonderful thing to have.
You have all been so eloquent this morning in talking here, that

there are not a lot of questions. You have answered mostopf the
ones that I had for you in your prepared remarks and the statements you have made here this morning.
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You are effectively telling me that we need to be far more creative, obviously, that demands are going up, and to take into consideration low- and middle-income families and what has happened,
so you are not de facto excluded from this process, just out of raw
necessity, no matter how hard people are working.
I was stunned, when I went through law school. I went through
in two and a half years, and I worked a 40-hour week. In fact, my
wife at the time ran the Upward Bound program at the University
of Louisville, Kentucky, some 20 years ago, so I am very familiar
with the program, and she was getting a graduate degree simultaneously. I do not know how I did it, looking back, it wears me out
thinkh.g about it and I did not have children.
I am jus t stunned that here you are able to manage these things
and do as. well as you do. And wh& . so important is that taxpayers who are not in this situaion may 1 day very well or were when
times were a little bit easier for th am, understand how important
this program is to you.
I get worried sometimes, that the people understand it, the
people working it or are directly involved in it, but the others who
are out there who are not in the situation do not understand it and
they do not realize what value it is to them.
Too often there will be the anecdotal story about the student who
buys 6 stereos and 4 cars or something, or the parent who buys the
summer cottage at the beach with the equity loan, etc., they said it
was for student aid and so forth, and that gets the banner headlines in the newspaper. And we get inundated with calls and letters, people screaming at me at meetings, because of corrupt gov-

ernment and so forth. You rarely get the story about what it
means to people.

It is this age-old problem that the press will write about planes
that will not fly, but we do not get a lot of stories about the ones
that work and the people who actually benefit and the things they
are doing with their lives, how hard they are working to take care
of their families or improve their own situation.
So, it takes a lot of courage to come out and talk about an individual experience, and I want you to know that. I know that it is
not easy to stand up and talk about your life in front of a bunch of
strangers, but it makes as big difference, because you represent
thousands and thousands of people like you who cannot be here
and would not have this opportunity.
So, you all have done an eloquent job and you are all part of the
permanent public record of thE consideration of the Higher Education Act before the United States Congress, and I thank you for
being here today.
We are going to work at this legislation again, and I say to you
and I said to the last panel, any ideas and thoughts, I want to hear
about them and we will try and test them out and see what can be
done.

There are going to be ;'onstraints. I do not have to tell any of you

here what is going on i the States and what is going on in the
Federal Government. Wa have a tremendous burden and we have
got to try an 9ort things out here. I said this the other day, and it
is true. You I. v, I just hope we can get the rhetoric that I hear
politically, and I applaud the rhetoric, I do not minimize it, but if I
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can just get people to translate the rhetoric into supporting some
things in reality, I will feel a lot better.
We spend a lot of your money on a lot of things. We just saw a
very successful military engagement in the Persian Gulf, and we
all watched the ads on television to "Be all that you can be." We
spend $200 million of your tax money for those advertisements as
part of that program, and I think it does a lot of good.
It creates an opportunity for a lot of people who would not otherwise have them. I would just like to see us take some of those resources that same way and promote the idea that there are educational opportunities, as well, for people. [Laughter.]

There are two students that we did not have on our panel, and
maybe they would like to share a couple of thoughts. Jane Flanders and Robert Holloway, who are here.
Jane.

'kis. FLANDERS. What I wanted to share with you was my personal story. Every morning, at 6 o'clock, I leave my house with a 43pound 3-year-old asleep in my arms, my bag of school books, his
bag, a lunchbox, out to the transit city bus. When it snows and
rains, I curse my ex-husband, who is a licensed plumber.
I supported him while he went through his vocational school,
and then I ended up in a battered women's shelter. I wanted ot go
to work. I did not want to go on State aid. But in order for me to
put my son in day care, I had to have the first week and the last
week's deposit, plus a week of day care, and at his age it was $130
a week, because he was one. I could not do it, and I went in to the
welfare office and I was a mess, because I had wanted more for
myself.

I went to Middlesex Community College and every day I do
manage to get out of the house at 6 o'clock, somehow, and I get
there and I study. I am a fulltime student, I am an honor student
and I am very active, and I am a work-study student. I just was
accepted to St. Joseph's College in West Hartford.

With these budget cuts on top of the State budget cuts, I am
really scared. I do not know how I am going to be able to get my
bachelor's degree in social work. There is not a lot of money in that
field, but that is what I am good at, how I am going to be able to
pay for day care classes after school with my son, with the new
income tax by Weicker being something like single mothers are
going to be hit $1,000 more a year. On top of that, I am going to
have student loans and I am never going ot be able to make it.
I look at my ex-husband, with his plumbing license, that is doing
wonderful and I get angry.
I was listening to the people talk about guidance counselors in
school today, and in my childhood, I was in foster homes, I did get
accepted to Upward Bound. Right as I 0,.ot accepted, a crisis in my
home put me in another foster home. I did not know that the scholarships meant that there were programs. I thought it meant the
grades, and with my movement from foster home to foster home
throughout high school, I was unable to keep a grade point average
that was worth anything.
So, when I lt..,,rned that there was a Pell grant, and the first time
I saw a financial aid form, I was really nervous. I'Tow I know how
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to do them. I have been doing them for 3 years. But it takes an

education to do them.
I also have a close friend of mine who has a GED who has similar background in foster home transitions in her life. When I was
looking over the files for the USSA paperwork, I saw that they are
talking about an exam for people who have GED's before they can
get into college institutions with financial aid. That scares me. She

plays remedial classes, and it was not her fault that she dropped
out of high school. She got a GED. She is scared to go to apply at
the office in September, because she does not know if that law is
going to be enacted, and there is no way she could pass it, and an
education at Middlesex College could make a difference of her
working at McDonald's or getting a job in education that she
wants.
One more thing about aid from the government. The government
talks about they want women to go to work and get off welfare. If I
leave now and I work at McDonald's, with my associate's degree,
because I am not qualified for anything with just an associate's
degree, I will still need assistance for food stamps, medical, day

care assistance, and things like that. If they let me get my bachelor's degree, they will not be feeding me money for 18 years for my
son, I can get off and support myself.
Thank you.
Senator DODD. Very good. Thanks very much. [Applause.]
Robert Holloway. Robert, by the way, is wearing two hats, as a
witness, but also as a reporter, and I will be anxious to see how you
cover yourself. Speaking eloquently today, Robert Holloway.
[Laughter.]
Mr. HOLLOWAY. My name is Robert Holloway. I go to the University of Connecticut. I am the editor of the student newspaper there.
I have a brief statement.
Financial aid s an avenue by which many students depend on to
reach their scholastic goals. At times, it has been considered to be
more important than education itself. Financial aid is a necessary
facet of the matriculating community. Although that has proved to

be a formidable ally in the past, it is a force that needs to be
strengthened and diversified, in order for struggling students to
achieve academic success, especially in the currently withered
State of the Nation's economy.
In view of personal retrospection, my experience with financial
aid has been a limited one. For my first year of college in 1987, I
applied and received an award that helped me appreciably. For my
second year, I did not apply, because my application was late, and I
was told by school officials that, since late applicants were considered only if there were remaining funds, it would be futile to still
apply.
Since then, I have been taking summer and nondegree studies. I

have also been told that virtually no money is available for students during the summer, and I know that by the fall, little to no

financial aid is ever available to nondegree students.
Despite the inability of my parents to contribute toward my college education, my available source of employment has kept me in
school, and without budgetary complications. However, many
people have not been as fortunate as I have. Many of them have
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either been unable to afford college, to enroll in a school of their
choice, or forced to attend a less expensive regional campus, because they were denied financial aid. The financial aid office assumes ';hat parents can contribute to the child's education, but this
is not always the case.

Of all the students that I have known and met, I would say that
about 99 percent of them have jobs that they must keep to support
college. Some have more than one. There are even those whose decision on where to go for schooling is based strongly or perhaps
solely on the amount of financial aid that they receive.
Financial aid has become more a waning hope, than a means of
monetary assistance. It should be available to all students, as well
as those who meet the application deadline and are in a degreeseeking program. Financial aid funds should be increased and
given to more students. Also, perhaps the word "need" is pending a
new definition.

In this time of cuts and compromises, financial aid should neither be neglected, nor deemed unworthy of fighting for.
Thank you.
Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Robert.
Jane, I should point out to you, you were talking about the ability to benefit problem, and I would just tell you, there is no other
way to describe it, it was a mistake. It certainly was not intentional a year or so ago, when that ended up in the legislation, and
steps are already being taken to reverse that, so that will no longer
be a problem, and it really was unintentional. It is just one of those

things that no one stepped forward, no one pointed it out who

watches the legislation, and we are reversing it. It was included in
last year's budget bill by mistake, just a drafting mistake.

Thank you all very much. I hope that those of you who have
to you, to hear people's testimony from within our State today. I

come from outside of Connecticut, have found this to be of interest

presume you could hold a hearing in any one of the New England
States and duplicate what you have heard here this morning from
your own constituencies, but I found it very worthwhile and very
helpful.

Agail, I am deeply grateful to each and every one of you for

taking time and preparing statements and coining out this morning
to share your own personal experiences with us.
I do have some statements from some people who could not be
here today, and those statements will be made part of the record of
the hearing.
[The prepared statements referred to follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. LEWIS

My name is Catherine Lewis. I am a student at Mohegan Community College in

Norwich, CT. I am a single parent that is struggling financially to support my

family and continue my education, li'te hundreds of other single parents.
All of my adult life I have been self sufficient and have been able to help others.
Due to circumstances beyond my control I had to apply for financial assistance so I
could continue my education. This has been very embarrassing for me and for many
others that are in the same position. But without financial aid we will not be able to
continue our education and complete a degree.
I, like most others in my position do not want to become a burden to anyone. We
do not want handouts all we want is to become self sufficient again. We want to
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develop a marketable product, OURSELVES. Federal grants for education is the
only reasonable way for us to acquire an education. We can not handle loans. We
are on our own, we have no parents to help us. We struggle to support our families,
this makes loan consideration inconceivable. Grants for education are the only way
for us to proceed. Many of us have to be part time students due to parental responsibilities. We have to divide our time between our children, classes, studies, and part
time work. Federal grants make it possible for us to be students by supplying us
with funds to pay tuition, and to help with the routine expenses of raising a family.
The reduction of federal grant money would make continuing education only a
dream which most of us would be unable to attain.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. SYPHRETT

My name is Tamora Syphrett, and I am a student attending Mohegan Community
College. In my job outreach worker, I see many families who are concerned with the
ever increasing costs of a college education. In my own situation as a mother of five
children in a State and a country that is faced with recession, the future is sot-dewhat precarious as to whether our family will be able to fund the college tuiti,..ns of
our children.
I have met many mothers whose situations are far more difficult than mine because they are single heads of households. This year, should aid be cut, many will
not qualify for financial aid because they are the non-traditional students and are
not able to take a full course load of twelve credits. Simply put, a single head of
household with children cannot handle full time, but yet they are desperate and
eager to begin somewhere, and if necessary take one course only. This single head of
household will be totally cut out of all financial aid and therefore find college education inaccessible.
One woman I visited has a son attending Mohegan Community College. She has
high hopes for him. My friends name is Mary. As a single head of household with
four children, she is finding it extremely difficult because she has been laid off from
her job as a factory worker. Mary has taken GED coar5e3 and had hopes of going to
college. One of her sons has already had one semester at Mohegan Community College, but what about his future and Mary's should federal aid be cut?
With the smaller financial aid allocations, we can alitie pate that the financial aid
dollars will be spread very thin with average allocations per student being much
smaller. The net result will be increased hardships on many families.
What are Mary's son's alternatives? Instead of being the generation to improve,
perhaps his will be the generation that takes a step backward. We cannot pretend
that the repercussions of financial aid cuts will not have many long-range side effects to the individual, the family, our cities, State and nation. To cut funding for

educational programs will futher maim the economy and slit the throat of the

progress of our Nation in the years that follow.
I would like to hope that we will be able to count on your support for education in
this time of hardship for the many who seek the goals of self-sufficiency and career
success through education.
Thank you.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. TERRY

My name is Sandra Terry. Before I convey my concerns to you, I feel it is important to relate to you how I arrived to where I am today. 'PHs is because my story is
not unique, and unfortunately is becoming very very typical in our society
I am a veteran of 81/2 years of the Armed Services and until 2 years ago was
active in the work force. I am now 33 years old, divorced and the mother of 2 young
girls. I am the head of my household without any extended family living locally and
have a very limited support network. After my divorce, I struggled for 21/2 years to
support my children and myself without any child support or help. I became financially strapped and finally due to the hospitalization of my daughter and loss of employment, my last resort was to request State assistance. Although I was not in the
AFDC targeted group mandated for the Job Connection Program, I chose to utilize
this program to expedite my entering back into the workforce with marketable
work related skills.
Thus, I started at Mohegan Community College in the Spring of 1990. I have been
accepted and will transfer to Eastern Connecticut State University in the fall. While
at Mohegan I have achieved high honors and still struggle to maintain a high academic standing.
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Since I am on State assistance, the Job Connection Program requires that I complete my studies in 36 consecutive months. For me this means I must maintain a
full academic load each and every semester.
My two concerns are this:
First: Without financial aid including Pell grant monies and the Job Connection
Program, it will be virtually impossible to continue my education.
Second: In reference to the proposed State budget. The impact of these cuts on
education will cause a subsequent reduction in classes available to students, This
will mean a withdrawal from college before my program of study is completed.
Job Connection and its participants enter a contract b reement that mandates,
With
upon completion of 36 hionths of studies, we must be emote, ed within 30 days. skills
reduction
in
classes,
gaining
marketable
possible loss of financial aid and
within these time constants will be impossible.
As I stated previously my story is not unique. Currently there are 150 Job Connection Participants enrolled just at Mohegan Community College and this number
has consistently increased with each semester.
forMy ultimate goal is to obtain marketable skills and go off the welfare system
education
for
the
privilege
and
opportunity
to
complete
my
ever. I am asking you
and for myself and others in my situations, to make a contribution back to society
by being a productive citizen.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. DIANA DUQUETTE

the
I am a student at South Central Community College with a 2.5 QPA. I am
school
They
are
the
reason
I
have
returned
to
mother of five children under age 10.

well. I am a low income mother and
at 32. I have been balancing school and home
plan
on being employed full time in 1993
haven't had a full time job since 1981. I
when I finish my RN degree. With out a Pell grant, I will not finish school nor will
I be able to work full time at a job that pays enough to live.
I am hoping to move on to Quinnipiac in the fall. With a cut in financial aid and
the cost of $4,500 per semester I can not borrow or plan to attend and haveisthe
great American dream that all U.S. citizens should have whether their QPA 2.0
or 4.0.
Please assist me in my dream as I've assisted you in yours and vote no on financial aid cuts so I can be a nurse and stand on my own two feet. This will also
remove me totally from AFDC which I'm sure is what we need more of.
Educate and Stop Welfare. Don't educate and we all remain in a system that
can't afford us. We all don't want to be there.
Thank you for giving me some of your time.

Senator DODD. Again, we will leave the record open, if there are
any additional questions or comments you want to add will be able
to do so as part of this record.

As was pointed out, I think, by one of our earlier witnesses, we
one and make
are going to take time this year, we wan. to do thisbill
as we possisure we do it correctly and put together as good a
everything
everyone
wants,
you know
bly can. It is not going ot be
under.
But
if we can
that, obviously, given the constraints we are
underlying
questions
here
and open
really deal with some of these
will
have
done a
up that process a bit more for people, I think we
good job, so this hearing will make a significant contribution to
that effort.
The subcommittee will stand adjourned until further call of the
Chair.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject
to call of the Chair.]

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT OF 1965
THURSDAY, APRIL 11, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OP THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:01 a.m., in room

SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Pell, Dodd, Simon, Bingaman, Wellstone,

Hatch, Kassebaum, Jeffords, and Cochran.
Senator PELL. The Subcommittee on Education, Arts and the Humanities will come to order.
Our colleague from Illinois has a very real conflict, so I will open
the hearing by recognizing him.
Senator Simon.
OPENING STATEMENT OP SENATOR SIMON

Senator Smtorq. Thank you very much. I apologize to you, Mr.
Chairman, and I apologize to Secretary Alexander. We are marking
up both in the Judiciary Committee and in the Budget Committee
this morning, and at least on the latter, I know you have more
than a casual interest in what is going on.
Senator PELL. That's right.
Senator SIMON. Let me, if I may, just make some candid observations having looked through your statement. Someone who looked
through your statement said it looks like in the field of higher edu-

cation, Lamar Alexander is not putting his markhe is putting his
rubber stamp. I think that in fairness, you are brand new in this
field, and I don't expect you to come in and say "I differ with what
has already been proposed on 1, 2, 3, and 4." But I think there are
real concerns that if we proceed down the path that has been outlined by the administration, what we are going to do is just tinker
at the edges in higher education rather than do anything substantial. And frankly, the times demand that we do something substantial.
You mention at the beginning of your statement the GI Bill after
World War II. It is very interesting that in fiscal year 1949, we
spent 9 percent of our Federal budget on education. If you exclude
the school lunch program, we are now spending 3 percent of our
Federal budget on education.
(663)
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The GI Bill after World War II paid tuition completely plus cost
of living. We are a long way from where we were then.

You talk about excessive student loan defaults. Real candidly,
much of the responsibility for that rests with the Department of
Education, and I am pleased to see some of the restructuring that
you are doing, and it looks to me like you are getting hold of that,
and I applaud you.

You mention hereand I have a little concern hereaccess to

an institution that produces mostly dropouts, not graduates; you
are critical of that. There are a lot of young people, for example
and not just young people, but older peoplewho may go to a community college for 1 year. I guess you call them dropouts. But they
have enriched themselves and, I think, ultimately enriched our society.

I am less concerned than some with that.
I am concerned about the general thrust of where we've gone in
loans versus grants. We have gone from 76 percent of our student
aid being grants to today 67 percent being loans. That has all kinds
of policy implications that are not good in terms of what priorities

people make. For example, whether you are going to decide to
become a social worker or a lawyerit is pretty easy to say which
will help you be able to repay that loan; or do you serve in a com-

munity of great need, where the pay is poor, or a community where
the needs are not so great?
Loans are a barrier. We know from studies very clearly that stu-

dents who are in college on grants are much more likely to stay
than students who are in college on loans. There is no question
about that. So that shift that has taken place I think has been adverse to the Nation's interests.
Now, I know you can't just dramatically shift back to the former
percentages that we had, but I think we should be moving in that
direction.

The purposes you outline on page 5, I applaud, as well as your

suggestion of simplifying; I think that's great.
You talk about the proposal on the Pell grants to go from $2,400
to $3,700, but you also knock out 400,000 students from the Pell
grants. And in Pell grants, we have gone from the basic grant, 46
percent of college cost, down to about 25 percent of college costs
right now. Different people put numbers together differently, but

on the Budget Committee as we are going downand I was just at
a meeting yesterday with the chairman and the staff where he out-

lined the various itemsin terms of the CBO baseline, the area
that has the greatest cut in the administration's program is Function 500, which is the education function.
The proposal to knock out SEOG and knock down college workstudy 33 percent, I think is a real mistake.

When you say the administration is proposing to share the risk
of' borrower default with the States, I'm cautious. I am concerned

about States like Nebraska that are virtually doing nothing for
their students yet. I don't want to put additional barriers to States

that are not providing assistance.
Precollege outreachgood. Graduate fellowships--the whole field
of how we encourage Americans to get into graduate education, we
have not really dealt with that.
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Well, I think these are basically my comments. I guess what I
am presenting to you is my great concern. I want to do something
that really meets the national need. I know you want to do something that meets the national need. I think what we have so far
from the administration does not even approach that. I think we
have to do something that is appreciably more dramatic and exciting than is outlined here.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Senator Simon.
Now I will give my opening statement and we'll move on from
there.
It is a pleasure to have you before the subcommittee, Mr. Secretary. We look forward to your testimony and to learning about the

specific proposals of the administration for reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act.
At our initial reauthorization hearing on February 21, I outlined
11 different concerns to be addressed in the course of our work.
Some of them I believe need to be re-emphasized this morning.
Of paramount concern to me and many mrmbers of the subcommittee is the tremendous imbalance that continues to favor loans
over grants in helping needy students pay for their college education. This is a point Senator Simon just made, and it is a very, very
valid one.

Over the past decade, too, the value of the Pell grant has declined considerably. Where in 1980, just 10 years ago, it covered
just over 40 percent of the costs of a college education, t)day it
covers only about 25 percent.
Clearly we must reverse that trend. The grant must once again
be the primary source of student aid for needy, deserving students,
and I am hopeful that we can enlist the administration's help in
achieving that goal.
In that regard, I am very concerned with the administration's
fiscal 1992 budget proposal that would drop more than 400,000 students from the Pell Grant Program. This is moving in precisely the
wrong direction. We need larger Pell grants for more students, not
larger grants for fewer students.
I am also concerned that the heavy reliance upon loans that has
developed over the last decade has put many students deeply in
debt and driven them away from teaching, social work and other
public service occupations where the pay is simply insufficient to
meet living expenses and also repay student loans. We must look
seriously not only at more adequate grant assistance but also alternatives such as loan forgiveness for such individuals.
In addition, if at all possible, we must extend at least some grant
assistance to hard-pressed middle-income families. These families
are finding it increasingly difficult to pay for a college education,
and we should not turn a deaf ear to their needs.
In 1978 we passed the Middle-income Student Assistance Act,
which has been all but obliterated in the years since by the inattention paid to it by both the administrations and by us on the
Hill.
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The loan program must be returned to its original purposea

supplemental program to help middle-income families pay for a college education. It should not be a program for at-risk students who

are the ones most likely to default and least able to repay their
loans.

We must also act to make sure that quality is a byword in higher

education. No student who receives Federal student aid should
have to worry about the quality of his or her college education.

This means a stronger Federal role in prescribing standards for accreditation, certification and licensing. It also means a stronger,
more diligent monitoring of programs by the department.
I am heartened by the decisive action you are already taking in

this area, Mr. Secretary, which marks a refreshing change from

the past.

Over the past decade, we have also seen a most disturbing decline in the number of minorities pursuing a college education.

This occurs at just the time that minorities comprise an increasingly large part of our population. It is clbskr that the need for early
intervention and continued assistance has never been greater.
The TRIO programs are among our most successful programs of
intervention for minorities and the disadvantaged. Their record is
enviable. They represent a strong and viable partnership between
the Federal Government and institutions of higher education. We

must not endanger these successful programs, but expand and

build upon what is already in place.
Mr. Secretary, as you know, Federal student aid is crucial to the
college aspirations of millions of young and adult Americans. The
Federal Government accounts for over two-thirds of all financial
aid available to help students pay for a college education.
To my mind, it is time to renew and strengthen our commitment
to make sure that every individual in America who has the talent,
the drive and the desire can pursue the post-secondary education
that best suits their need, and that a lack of personal finances will
not stand in their way.
I see we have been joined by the ranking minority member of the
full committee, Senator Hatch. Welcome.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH

Senator HATCH. Thank you, Senator Pell.

I want to welcome you, Mr. Secretary, Mr. Sanders, Ms. Christensen. We appreciate having you here, and we appreciate the revi-

talization you are already bringing to the Department of Education.

Frankly, Mr. Secretary, you have already exceeded my own very
heightened expectations about a quick start. You have started to do

a number of things that really needed to be done. I'm sure it is

going to take you a little while to feel your way around that organization; there are a lot of challenges facing us in education. I just
want to tell you how much I appreciate the way you have grabbed
the ball and are starting to run with it. You have excellent people
working with you.
So we welcome you here today. Anybody who knows you knows

that you are not a rubber stamp for anybody. I know you are going
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to put your own stamp on what is going to happen around here. I
think it is going to be a very, very good stamp at that.
The accessibility of higher education is one of the best opportunities that we can provide to our children if we want them to succeed
in our society. And as we move to reauthorize the Higher Education Act, I think we need to review current programs to ensure

that within available fundsand that is what we have to talk

aboutyou are very limited in what you can do unless we can find
some offsetting way of getting you more funds to do more. Within
available funds, we should provide opportunities for a quality edu-

cation to all eligible students.
Educational opportunity, in my opinion, needs to be available in
a variety of forms involving both long- and short-term programs.
I am pleased with the variety of quality programs available in
my own home State of Utah to meet the varying needs of students,
business and the community. These programs are available in both
the private and the public sectors. Students are able to make good
choices about the type of institutions they wish to attend and the
community in which they want to live.
I hope that as we work together to rewrite legislation for higher
education, we will keep in mind the importance of student access
and choice in the selection of institutions. We also need to build in
accountability measures for all those involved in the student loan

programwe all know that is way overdueincluding students, in-

stitutions, lenders, guarantee agencies and servicing units.
I look forward to reviewing your testimony. I am going to be involved in a fairly intensive Judiciary Committee meeting right
after this, but I will certainly review your testimony, Mr. Secretary, and that of your associates here today.
I am personally very delighted to have you onboard, and I look
forward to working closely with you to make the higher education
system more available and responsive to the needs of all of our students in this society. If anybody can do that, I think you and your
team can.
So we look forward to giving you the resources and the support
from up here that will help you to do the job where you are so that
it can be done right. I look forward to working with you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
Senator Bingaman.
Senator BINGAMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have no opening statement.
I'd like to hear the Secretary.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Senator Cochran.
Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, I have no opening statement. I

welcome the Secretary and look forward to the testimony and
working with him on the reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act.

Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

Mr. Secretary, the floor is yours. We welcome you and look forward to a productive and salubrious relationship over the next few
years.
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STATEMENT OF THE HON. LAMAR ALEXANDER, SECRETARY, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION; ACCOMPANIED BY TED SAND-

ERS, DEPUTY SECRETARY, AND SALLY H. CHRISTENSEN,
ACTING DEPUTY UNDERSECRETARY FOR PLANNING, BUDGET
AND EVALUATION
Se Dreary ALEXANDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate the privilege to appear here, and I know there is a
lot going on today in many different places, and I want to thank
each of you for coming because this is important, and I'm glad to
have this chance. This is my first hearing after the confirmation
process, and I have looked forward to it, and I look forward to
working with you and the members of this committee.

This committee has a distinguished tradition of bipartisanship,
and I hope we can continue that.
Senator PELL. It has been bipartisanship both ways, but it takes
both ways to make it work.
Secretary ALEXANDER. That has always been my understanding
of it, Senator.
I would like to introduce, if I may, three people who are with me.
One is Ted Sanders, who is the Deputy Secretary. And I appreciate
the comments that Senators Hatch and Simon made about the
work done in connection with student financial aid and the organization of it. I am glad to be able to take some action in my first few
weeks in connection with it. But the truth is a lot of that work was
done before I got here. Mr. Sanders and some of his associates in
the Office of Management and Budget deserve most of the individ-

ual credit for that and ought to have it, and I'm delighted that he
is going to continue to be a part of the administration; I think he
brings a lot of invaluable experience in education, and I'm glad
that he is here today.
Sally Christensen is here. She is a veteran member of the department, the acting deputy secretary for Planning, Budget and Eval-

uation. They will help me on more specific programs and activities.
I would like also if I may, Mr. Chairman, to present two other
people to you who are important. One was mentioned earlier, Mike
Farrell, and Mike, if you would please stand so they can become
familiar with you. Mike has agreed to become the point person for
student financial aid in the department. He is working as a special
assistant to me. He is the Deputy Assistant Secretary in charge of
approximately 1,000 employees and the spending of about $10 bil-

lion new taxpayers' money each year. His primary credential is
that he has a strong background in management, many of you told
me as I went through the process that that was what was needed
there, was a strong management criteria. He is Acting Assistant
Secretary for post-secondary education until the President nominates someone for that position. Mike won't be that perounhe has
his hands fulland the President will be nominating someone for
that position with a background in higher education matters, and I
hope that Mike and that person will be able to work closely together. But I wanted you to know him. He is onboard now; this is his
first week.
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And Bill Hansen is here also. I think Bill is a familiar face. He is
the acting assistant secretary for Legislative Affairs, and I wanted
you to be sure to know him.
I wanted to mention, too, how pleased I am that the President
has announced his attention to nominate David Kearns to be the
Deputy Secretary. He hasn't sent his name up yet but I think he
and Ted Sanders will provide a very strong response to the concern
I have heard from many of you about organization and management of the department.
Senator Simon's comments about then and now made me think
back to then and compare it to now. His suggestion was that it was
a little different than the way I remember it. I can remember 1958
very well. It was the year I graduated from Maryville High School
in the mountains of east Tennessee. It was the same year the National Defense Education Act was passed. I believe, Senatorand
you can correct me on my historythat was the first step, at least
after the GI Bill and some other things, in terms of higher education support, student aid, the way students would look at it, some
help in going to college.
Then I graduated from law school in 1965, which was the year
that the Higher Education Act that we're talking about first was
enacted. So when I was in college and law school, we didn't have
any of this, except for the National Defense Education Act, at all.
That was thenfor me, anywayand I thought about now. As
president of the University of Tennessee for the last 3 years, I have
noticed that about 8,000 of the 25,000 students on our campus in
Knoxville have a Pell grant or a Federal loan, about a third of all
those students. I guess virtually none of those did at the University
of Tennessee in Knoxville when I graduated from high school or
when I graduated from law school.
In addition to that, those students at the University of Tennessee
at Knoxville, where the total cost of going to college is about $7,300
according to our financial aid office there, and where the tuition

for students is still less than $2,000, which is not atypical for a
large State land grant university, the taxpayers of Tennessee pay
about 70 percent of the cost of operating that institution. So every
student who attends UT-Knoxville has 70 percent of the cost paid
by the taxpayers through the State government and then 8,000 of
them have in addition to that Federal grants or Federal loans. So I
think that is a remarkable success story in terms of the progress
that we have been able to make in America during that time, and
we have seen that reflected in terms of who goes to college. I saw
an entrance exam for college for 1921, and it was in Latin; students
had to answer the questions in Latin for a college entrance exam. I
would suppose in 1921 about one percent of Americans even got a
college degree. When I graduated from high school in 1958, at the

time of the National Defense Education Act, my guess is about 3 or
4 percent of adult Americans had a college degree.
Still today in our State, and I suspect throughout America, about
20 percent of adult Americans have a college degree; yet we have
13 million Americans going to our colleges and universities today
and another 3.5 million in other post-secondary institutions. And
obviously the intervention of the Federal Government has been a

major factor in that, not just the idea of more money, so that
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money is not a barrier to college for less affluent Americans, but
the idea of choice, which was introduced in 1973 with the Pell
grants, or the idea that students might have a chance to choose
among a large variety of colleges and universities and other postsecondary institutions. That indeed has increased the variety of opportunities that Americans have.
So I hope that this committee and the President and the taxpayers all feel good about what has happened since 1958 and 1965.
This is a time to reflect accurately, I think, in perspective, and basically we have gone from having virtually no k`ederal aid for students who wanted to go to colleges and universities to a situation
where about half of all Americans who attend colleges and universities have a Federal grant or a Federal loan, and more than threequarters of those also attend public institutions where the taxpayers may pay from 40 to 70 percent of the cost of operating that institution.
That has given us, at a time when people all over the world are
concerned about the quality of education, not only a great amount
of access but a great amount of quality, too, because as President
Bush has said and as many of you have said and believe, we have
in America the largest, most creative and best system of higher
education in the world, and are really the only major country in
the world with a large system of private education from which students may choose, too.

But there still is a great deal to do. I think it is important to

note that the goals which the President and the governors adopted
at their summit in Charlottesville recently, and which Congress

subscribes to, I believeat least, that's what the members have

said to mehas in its goal number five the importance in America
by the year 2000 of every adult American being able to compete
and exercise the responsibilities of citizenship in a global marketplace.

We are very fortunate as we think about that to have a large

system of post-secondary education available so that people can go
back to school. We often talk about children when we talk about

our educational needs, but if the world has changed so that our
children need to know more and be able to do more, so has it
changed for us also. Increasingly, I saw at the university where I

was more and more students coming back to school at an older age.
One-third of the students at the university were over the age of 25;
60 percent of our students in the community colleges are over the
age of 25; graduation rates are generally becoming not a very im-

portant indicator of much of anything anymore because what I
heard at commencements as the diplomas were being given out,

the cheer: "Way to go, Mom" instead of Mom saying "Way to go"
for the son or the daughter. It is becoming increasingly typical for
a graduate to be a single mother who started in 1981 and finished
in 1989.

I say all that because this is a time for reflection and for setting
of priorities and for revision for a period of years about what must

have been one of the most successful programs that the Federal
Government has been able to have.

Another example of what the times areat the Saturn plant, the
General Motors automobile plant, in Tennessee, emplo:Tes were
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surveyed about what they would like to do, and 85 percent said
they wanted to go back to college. When asked why, most of them
gave two reasonsthe first was job improvement, but an equal
number said something else that had to do with making a life as
well as making a living.

So a great many adult Americans see the Hubble telescope way
out in space and want to know more about why it was there. We
find ourselves living in a world of people with many different backgrounds, and they want to learn another language or about another culture, and they go back to post-secondary education at a
college or a university to learn something about that.
That brings us to the specific recommendations, which I have
summarized in my statement, and I have given a statement to each
member of the committee, so I think the more appropriate thing
for me to do is be very brief in summary about those items and
certainly not go through the whole statement.
Senator PELL. I appreciate that very much, and the full statement will be put in the record as if read.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In terms of the grants and the loans, Mr. Chairman, I think it
boils down to this. Given the vast increase that we have in the Federal grants and loans that are available to Americans and the
large State subsidy to operate public institutions which two-thirds
of the college and university students attend, which 3 million or so
Americans this year should receive about $6 million in Pell grant

money, and which 4 million ought to receive the benefit of the new
$10 billion in taxpayer money we'll be spending on loans. I think
because of the limits that the Congress and the President have
agreed upon about budget, we don't have very much flexibility
about how much money we have. So far as I can tell, there is a
pretty big debt here, so that wouldn't allow much more spending
unless there were a lot more taxes. So I think it is a question for
the committee, and we'll be glad to help in any way we can to
figure out how should we divide up the $6 billion in grant money
and the $10 billion in loan money to do the most good.
Talking about the goals, then, that we've just talked about, we
ought to keep in mind, given the State subsidies and the generally
low cost of public institutions in America, that the principal goal is
to help Americans move from the back of the line to the front of
the line; that's what you do with education in the American democracy. We want to keep money from being as less of a barrier as possible in an American deciding whether to further his or her education. We would like to preserve and encourage a wide range of
choices as a great American tradition. I think while doing that, we
need to keep a special eye on quality. It is okay to say we have the
best system of higher education in the world, but obviously we
have many places we could improve it.
While we are helping individual students, we need to watch out
for the health of these institutions, and we have some programs
that do that; and then I think the taxpayers would have the right
to say to us, if we're going to subsidize public universities to the
degree we are, and if we're going to go from virtually no Federal
grants and loans to one for one out of two college and university
P') I
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students, let's make sure we're spending it wisely and not wasting
the money.
And finally, I think a common complaint from the families of the

students I used to work with is: Is there any way to simplify this
whole thing? Here you are, asking us to make these grant and loan
applications in a fairly incomprehensible form, and for families
who have little education in the first place, it makes it even more
difficult, and that indeed may even be a barrier to many of those
families having the opportunity to continue their education or for
their children to.
So it is in that light that we make our recommendations this
year. As you know, I arrived with the budgetor in fact it got in a
little ahead of meso I'm just phasing in to all this. But contrary
to what Senator Simon said, I know what a rubber stamp is, and
that's a good part of my job. I wasn't elected to anything like he
was or like you are and like President Bush was. I was appointed
by the President, and it is my job to argue and to advocate and to
help the President and the administration criticize and evaluate
and analyze, and then after that is all done it is my job to come
here and advocate and explain it and help defend it and hopefully
pass it. So that is what I will be trying to do.
Our first recommendation, Mr. Chairman, is to target the grant
money to the people who need it the most; spend that $6 billion in
Federal grant money on approximately 3 million individuals from
families who need it the most. That would permit us to increase
the size of the Pell grant from $2,400 to $3,700 for the neediest;
that is a 54 percent increase. It would mean that a majority of the
funds would be going to families who make less than $10,000 a
year, although the amount of money that would be going to families making less than $20,000 a year would increase slightly. That
is point onetaking the available money and targeting it to the
people who need it the most. That is pretty hard to argue with. It
also gives us the chance to increase the amount of money that an
individual needy student could get.
Second, we would increase the loan limits for middle-income students in the first and second years by about one-third, from $2,600
to $3,500 a year.

Third, we would like to reward merit. That would have the advantage of increasing the amount of money that a student from a
disadvantaged family who does exceptionally well would have to go
to college$500 more for the top 10 percent of the applicants for
the Pell grants, and 20 percent of those who have Pell grants after
they are in college could qualify for this extra $500.
To get this out of the abstract down to the concrete, it would
mean that the University of Tennessee at Knoxville, for example,
where the cost of college might be a little over $7,000 a year, that a
Pell grant recipient who needed it the most, who qualified for a
Presidential Achievement Scholarship of $500 more, would have
$4,200. That gets back up toward the percentage that you talked
about earlier in your own statement, Mr. Chairman, or might surpass it.

A couple more principles in terms of respect for the taxpayer.
We want to try to put a little more meaning into the statutory re-
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quirement that students make satisfactory progress toward a
degree.

We have talked about the proposal that was in our budget document that would say that would be only the top 90 percent of those
who had Pell grants. We're not really very pleased with that way
of going about it; it is not so easy to do, and we are still working
with that. We'd like to work with you and come up with a better
way to put meaning into that requirement. I notice the NCAA is
having the same sort of t-ouble in trying to put some meaning into
the satisfactory progress rules with student athletes. It is not easy
to do. And if we just put an arbitrary 90 percent in, there is a great
difference in what the top 90 percent might achieve a.. Harvard
and what the top 90 percent might achieve at a different type of
institution, and equity requires us to take some more look at that.
We want to define the independent student more properly.
We want to completely overhaul the management of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. Hopefully we will save money, waste
less money and be able to use that money for the benefit of students.

Fifth, simplicity in the forms and in the application process is
important to us. We want to keep working on that, and that is one
of Mr. Farrell's main goals. But this year we would propose a
single need analysis for grants and loans that would be helpful to
families; in other words, they wouldn't have to fill out two. If they
filled it out for a grant, the same analysis would be available to
evaluate whether they would be able to apply for a loan.
Sixth, we would continue the campus-based programs. There

would be an increased match for the States, that's true, but it
would target on students with the greatest needs and continue
those very useful programs.
Seventh, we would consolidate the graduate fellowships, and we
would also propose consolidating programs in the TRIO category.
We recommend more money for those as we did last year, but we
think they will work better, this business of colleges working with

high schools and middle schools to try to figure out ways that
teachers and students in high school and middle school can know
what colleges expect of them, so that those students may be more
likely to continue their education after high school.
In Tennessee we were doing some work with the college board on
that, and I can assure you that it would be almost a certainty that
any way of doing that developed from a distance by well-meaning
people would be less effective than any way of doing it developed
by well-meaning people closer to the situation. So we would like to
build on the good work that has gone on before and increase the
amount of money and give the colleges and the high school counseltogether with
ors and teachers in communities a chance to workcollege.
help
their
students
move
on
up
to
more flexibility to
Mr. Chairman, that is an overview of a very important bill, and
as a newcomer, I would simply like to congratulate you personally
for your long role in all thisI think I can do that once without
seeming to be inappropriateand to this committee for its support
of the program. I have seen it work. I have seen it help at least a
third of the students on the campuses where I have been, and I
look forward to working with you to help increase the opportuniV
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ties for American students of all ages to have a chance to continue
their education.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Alexander follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SECRETARY ALeXANDER

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: It is a pleasure to be here today,
and to have this opportunity to talk about the Administration's plans for reauthorizing the Higher Education Act of 1965 (HEA). As you know, before President Bush
appointed me to the position of Secretaq of Education, I had the good fortune to
serve as President of the University of Tennessee. So it is with a special interest,
and I hope an extra measure of understanding, that I come before you to present
our proposals for improving the availability and quality of post-secondary education
for all Americans.

What I would like to do today is place the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act in some perspective, outline the principal themes of the administration's
reauthorization plan, and then describe some of the key proposals in that plan.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

As members of this committee so well know, the Higher Education Act of 1965
was a bipartisan commitment to post-secondary education that had its origins in the
GI Bill for World War II veterans and, more recently, the National Defense Education Act of 1958 (NDEA). The launch of Sputnik in 1957 had sparked great national
concern about our ability to compete with the Soviet Union in fields of advanced

technology. With the help of Federal education support provided through the
NDEA, A.merica met that challenge, putting a man on the moon a little more than

10 years later, and forging a lead in advanced research and technology that continues to this day.

In the 1990's, however, our task is to maintainand in some cases to recover

our lead in the fiercely competitive environment of what we now all recognize as a
global economy. Success in this competition, as in that earlier challenge dramatized
by Sputnik, will depend in no small measure on the access of all Americans to postsecondary education, and on the quality of that education.
While the National Defense Student Loan Program of 1958 was the first Federal

program to provide general financial assistance to undergraduate students, the

Higher Education Act of 1965 has created a comprehensive framework for Federal
post-secondary assistance to both students and institutions of higher education.
Just to give you an example of the growth in size and scope of Federal post-secondary programs that was made possible by the HEA, consider this: In 1959, the
total appropriation for student financial aid was $31 millionall of it for the National Defense Student Loan Program, now known as the Perkins Loan Program.
For fiscal year 1992, we are requesting $12.6 billion for nine student aid programs
that will generate $19.7 billion in aid for 5.7 million students.
Over the last 25 years, HEA programs have contributed greatly to improving
access to post-secondary education. At the University of Tennessee, for example,
some 8,000 out of roughly 25,000 studentsboth full- and part-time--are receiving
Federal grant and loan assistance during the current academic year. That's onethird of all UT students, many of whom undoubtedly would not be attending this or
any other institution of higher education without the programs authorized under
the HEA.
Federal support for post-secondary students also has contributed to a tremendous
expansion of educational institutions participating in Federal student aid programs,
from approximately 3,000 traditional colleges and universities to approximately
8,000 post-secondary institutions offering a wide variety of programs and career
training opportunities. I believe this expansion is a healthy development that reflects the growing need of the American workforce for post-secondary education, as
well as a growing competitiveness that the qualky of education across all types of
institutions. This is why President Bush has said that "our higher education system
is clearly the finest in the worldcreative, innovative, and highly competitive."
However, there are important issues that must be addressed as we review the
Federal role in post-secondary educAtion during this reauthorization process. First,
we must restore public confidence in the integrity of our student aid system by addressing such serious problems as excessive student loan defaults and institutional
abuse of Federal aid programs. Second, we must ask not only, "do our students hEve
access," but also "access to what?" Access to an institution that produces mostly
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dropouts, not graduates, or produces graduates that are not employable in the fields
for which they have trained? Or access to an educational program that is responsive
to the needs of both students and the Nation?
Third, we need to take a step back and ask ourselves, "what do we really need
from our higher education system?" We live in a rapidly changing world, where everyone must know more and be able to do more in order to participate in America's
economic and social life. And I'm not talking just about children here, or the 18- to
22-year-olds that traditionally have constituted the vast majority of post-secondary
students. Many adults will need to change careers several times in their lifetimes,
and higher education must be prepared to help them meet that challenge. To put it
another way, in an age when changes in technology occur almost overnight, we
must work to see that our citizens and the post-secondary institutions they attend
keep up with those changes.
THEMES OF ME ADMINISTRATION'S REAUTHORIZATION PLAN

The Department of Education has undertaken a thorough review of all current
Higher Education Act authorities that expire at the end of fiscal year 1991. This
review was a comprehensive and open process that included substantial input from
schools, lenders, guarantee agencies, States, the higher education community, and

the public. The department sought to gather the best ideas and information from all
who are concerned about the challenges facing higher education during the coming
decade.

As a result of this effort and with a view toward incorporating in our proposals
the principles and_goals of the President's message on Building a Better America
post-secondary education, the adand the National Education Goals that relate
,uided our proposed changes to the
ministration developed several themes that hr
HEA. These include (1) improving access to pos.. .econdary education for all Americans, (2) improving educational quality and rewarding excellence, and (3) ensuring
integrity and improving service delivery in all HEA programs.
We would increase access to post-secondary education by targeting grants to the
lowest-income students, by expanding precollege outreach and retention efforts, and
by simplifying the student aid delivery process.
Our reauthorization proposals seek to improve the quality of higher education and
reward excellence by promoting greater accountability on the part of both individuals and institutions, by rewarding individual achievement, and by enhancing
choice and flexibility in higher education programs.
In this regard, we must take a hard look at the players we have traditionally
relied upon to ensure quality: The accrediting agencies and the State licensing
bodies. We are evaluating the extent to which the system has worked, and will
decide what course of action should be taken to achieve consistently high levels of
educational quality throughout American higher education.
Finally, the administration's reauthorization plan includes a variety of provisions
designed to ensure the integrity of HEA programs, particularly the student loan programs, and to improve the delivery of services under many of these programs. These
provisions will safeguard Federal resources at all levels by requiring sound management practices and emphasizing accountability by individuals, institutions, lenders,
guarantee agencies, and States.
As I describe some of the specific changes that we are requesting, you will see
that most of our reauthorization proposals reflect more than one of these themes.
HIGHLIGHTS OF ADMINISTRATION'S REAUTHORIZATION PLAN

Federal resources should always be used first to help the lowest-income individuals and families. Research shows that low-income students are the most affected by
rising college costs, and that grant aid can make a positive difference in whether
they enroll in and complete post-secondary programs. This is why we are proposing,
for example, to make Pell grant awards more sensitive to the incomes of families

and students. We also would increase the maximum award by 54 percent, from

$2,400 to $3,700, to better ensure access and expand educational choice for students
from low-income families.
In addition, we are proposing to promote high academic achievement among
needy students through a new Presidential Achievement Scholarship Program. This
program would provide a merit-based award of up to $500 for high-achieving Pell
grant recipients. The lowest-income Pell recipients who are academically outstanding could receive as much as $4,200 in annual Federal grant assistance, apart from
the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants that would continue to be awarded by post-secondary institutionswith priority to Pell grant recipients.

+:
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For the neediest students, this increase in grant aid would significantly reduce
their need to borrow. However, for Pell Grant recipients who wish to attend higher
cost schools, and for those students who do not 'qualify for Pell grants, we would
raise the loan limits under the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) Programs. Firstand second-year Stafford Loan borrowers would be able to obtain up to one-third
more loan assistance than currently available. Loan maximums in subsequent years
would rise by 25 percent. Limits on the less subsidized and non-need based Supplemental Loans for Students would also be increased significantly.
Our reauthorization plan also includes a number of measures to ensure the integrity of Federal student loan programs. Last Monday, the department announced the
results and recommendations of a GSL management study that was conducted in
cooperation with the Office of Management and Budget. I plan to ben implementing some of those recommendations immediately, but legislation will be required for
many other measures needed to safeguard the public interest and to increase accountability for public funds.
The administration is proposing, for example, to share the risk of borrower default with the States. States would share this risk by providing full faith and credit
backing to their designated guarantee agencies. In addition, States with high institutional default rates would pay a share of the default costs. Both proposals would
encourage greater efforts by States to ensure the quality of institutions participating in HEA programs. These proposals also reflect the shared interests of Federal
and State governments in ensuring quality education, consumer protection, and
positive economic contributions from the public investment in education.

Let me also note that the administration is still considering alternatives that

would replace some or all GSL programs. I will keep the committee informed of any
future proposals regarding this issue.
In addition, the department will reexamine the previously announced proposal for
requiring minimum student academic achievement as a condition of eligibility for
title IV student aid programs. We intend to develop a workable approach to ensur-

ing that Federal aid goes only to those students who recognize the importance of
education and who take their studies seriously. This reexamination will begin with
an assessment of the current regulation that aefines satisfactory academic progress
toward a post-secondary degree or certificate.
W3 are also proposing a Precollege Outreach program to encourage disadvantaged
students to pursue higher education, to disseminate information about the availability of Federal student financial assistance, and to support secondary school persistence through tutoring and other kinds of remedial services. This program would
support local partnerships between secondary and post-secondary institutions in
those areas with the greatest concentrations of disadvantaged students.
Our reauthorization plan also will include important proposals for improving Federal support for graduate study in areas of national need, and for training the next
generation of teachers for America's schools.
Our proposal for a new National Graduate Fellowships program would consolidate
six current graduate fellowship programs into a single, more flexible and responsive
program. This program would provide competitive grants for the support of graduate students studying in areas of national needsuch as mathematics and the sciences. It would provide need-based stipends up to $10,000 per fellow, and would include provisions targeting assistance to minorities and others who are currently underrepresented in areas of national need.
We are also proposing to expand substantially the National Science Scholars program, which was included by the President in his education initiatives of 1989 and
enacted last year by the Congress. This program would provide college scholarships
of up to $6,000 to graduating high school students who have excelled in mathemat-

ics and the sciences and who plan to study and pursue careers in these critical
fields.

Another area that President Bush has long emphasized is quality in teaching.
think most of you know I share that commitment. Many of the reforms I pursued as
Governor were aimed at improving the teaching profession and rewarding good
teachers. This is why I am especially pleased that our reauthorization plan includes
a new program of Partnerships for Innovative Teacher Education. This new program
would encourage the professional development of teachers by fostering collaboration
between elementary and secondary schools and institutions of higher education.
These partnerships would focus on strategies to make teacher education more rigorous, to utilize the latest research on teaching and learning, to prepare individuals
without prior education training to teach in our schools, and to help teachers continue their professional growth throughout their careers.
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We believe that all of these proposals that I have described would not only continue but would improve on the !MA's tradition of effective Federal support for postsecondary education. I urge you to give them careful consideration. I plan to send a
detailed summary of our proposals to Congress in the near future, and an administration bill will follow this spring. In the meantime, I am enclosing with my testimony a more detailed explanation of the proposals I have highlighted today. In addition, senior officers in the department who have been closely involved in preparing the administration's reauthorization plan will be available to provide the committee any additional information or testimony that may be needed.
I look forward to working with you over the coming weeks and months on this
important legislative task, and I will be happy to take any questions you may have.
SUMMARY OF KEY REAUTHORIZATION PROPOSALS
PELL GRANTS

Under the administration's proposal, the maximum Pell grant would rise to

$3,700 from the current maximum of $2,400, and a new set of award rules, a tighter
independent student definition, and a new need analysis formula would be established. Increasing the maximum grant would help the lowest-income students the
mostthe students who are most affected by rising college costs and the students
for whom grant aid can make the greatest difference in their decision as to whether
or not to enroll in post-secondary education.
The proposed award rules would ensure that awards vary with both the cost of
attendance and the family's ability to pay fur school. A student's award would be
the lesser of:
(1) A percentage of financial need (that is, the cost of attendance minus the

expected family contribution or EPC) which is determined by the family's
income and other factors. The percentage of need financed by the Pell grant
would vary from 79 percent for families with incomes up to $10,000 to 30 percent for families with incomes exceeding $30,000, or
(2) The maximum award minus the EFC.

Eligibility for the Pell Grant Program, as well as all other title IV student aid

programs, would be determined according to a modified version of the "congressional methodology" formula that currently applies to the other need-based student aid
programs. (See discussion of need analysis below.)
PRESIDENTIAL ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLARSHIPS

This program would provide awards of up to $500 to Pell grant recipients who
excel in their studies. To receive an award in the freshman year, high school students could have to rank in the upper 10 percent of their class or store high on
nationally standardized tests. Once in college, students would be required to rank in
the upper 20 percent of their class to receive an award. This proposal emphasizes
the administration's desire to encourage and to reward excellence in education and
would provide additional tangible support for low-income students who perform
well.
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

The administration's proposals would incorporate wide-ranging changes to all aspects of the GSL prcgrams to make more, subsidized loan aid available to middleincome families as more grant aid is reserved for low-income students. These proNoels would also strengthen the guarantee agency structure and tighten the links
between the States and guarantee agencies. In addition, the focus of a number of
the proposals is the reduction of default costs through default prevention and the
improvement of default collection.
INCREASING ANNUAL LOAN LIMITS

The administration proposes increases in annual loan limits to help students
cover the increasing costs of post-secondary education. Further, the amounts proposed by the del. .rtment would encourage persistence by providing higher loan

amounts to upperclassmen.
These proposals would:
--Increase the Stafford loan limit from $2,625 to $3,500 for first- and second-year
undergraduates;
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Increase the Stafford loan limit from $4 000 to $5,000 for third-, fourth-, and
fifth-year undergraduates;
Maintain the current Stafford loan limit of $7,500 for graduate students;
Maintain the current SLS limits of $4,000 for first-year students;
Increase the SLS loan limits from $4,000 to $6,000 for undergraduates (excluding first-year students) and from $4,000 to $10,000 for graduate students; and
Maintain the current PLUS loan limit of $4,000.
ENSURING PROGRAM INTEGRITY

Last fall, the administration proposed, as part of the budget reconciliation process,
a number of legislative remedies to help ensure the integrity of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. A number of these measures were enacted by Congress. As part
of reauthorization, the administration is requesting reconsideration of those proposals that were not enacted as well as the consideration of additional proposals that
are necessary to ensure accountability and stability in the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program.
These proposals include the following measures:
DEFAULT PREVENTION

Establish a course length minimum of six months (600 clock hours) for program
eligibility: This change would make the GSL program minimum standard consistent with that of other Federal student aid programs.
Require lenders to perform credit checks: To prevent defaults by individuals who
have already demonstrated a lack of credit-worthiness, lenders would be required to check the credit histories of all Guaranteed Student Loan applicants
who are age 21 or older. Applicants with poor credit histories would be required
to obtain a credit-worthy co-signer. Guaranteed Student Loan access would not
be affected for the many students who have little or no credit history.
Delayed disbursements: Disbursements of loans to first-year borrowers at schools
with default rates over 30 percent would be delayed until 60 days from the student's first day of classes. This would help reduce the inordinately high rate of
defaults by students who withdraw early. In effect, it would require high default schools to share the risk of dropouts and defaults.
Require lenders to provide graduated repayment options to borrowers: Graduated
repayment schedules would provide for the repayment of as little as only accrued interest during the first year of repayment and would require the borrow.
er to resume repayment, on an equal-installment basis, after the fourth year of
repayment, so that the 10-year statutory maximum period would not be exceeded.

DEFAULT COLLECTION

Authorize guarantee agencies to garnish defaulter's wages: This proposal would
authorize guarantee agencies or the Secretary to garnish defaulter's wages, up
to 10 percent of disposable pay. after the defaulter is provided notice and an
opportunity for a hearing.
Require students to provide driver's license numbers and other borrower location
information: To make it easier to locate delinquent and defaulted borrowers,
the department proposes to require schools to obtain, at the time of application,
the borrower's driver's license number. Similarly, during the exit interview, the
school would obtain the borrower's expected address after graduation, the address of the borrower's closest relative, and the name of the borrower's expected
employer after graduation.
GUARANTEE AGENCY IMPROVEMENTS

Require prompt filing of reinsurance claims: Guarantee agencies would be required to file for reinsurance payment reimbursement within 45 days of claim
payment.
Require guarantee agency manag,-7tnt plans: The Secretary would have the authority to require guarantee rigui.. Is whose administrative or financial condi-
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tion is determined to be weak, to submit and follow a management plan that is
acceptable to the Secretary.
Authorize termination of guarantee agency guarantee agreement if agency is financially weak: If an agency's reserve ratio drops below a certain level (to be

prescribed in regulations) or the Secretary determines that the guarantee
agency is no longer able to perform its responsibilities under its guarantee

agreement, the Secretary would be authorized to terminate the guarantee agency's agreement.
Authorize the Secretary to assume grantee agency functions: If a guarantee
agency withdraws from the program or its guarantee agreement is terminated,
the Secretary would be authorized to assume responsibility for the functions of
the guarantee agency under its loan insurance program.
RISK SHARING

Require States to back their designated guarantee agency: States would be required to back a designated guarantee agency with the full faith and credit of
the State or subject the schools licensed in the State to a risk based premium
assessed by the department to cover the obligations that would not be met by
the State.
Require States with high default rates to pay a share of the default costs: If the
cohort default rate of schools licensed in a State exceeds 20 percent, that State
would be required to pay a fee on new lending in the State. The fee would be
equal to the percentage that the State's default rate exceeds 20 percent.
Reduce special allowance parents by .25 percent to lenders with high default
rates: Lenders with cohort default rates in excess of 20 percent would receive
special allowance payments ensuring a yield of 3.0 percentage points above the
91-day Treasury bill rate rather than the current 3.25 percentage points.
INDEPENDENT STUDENT DEFINITION

Under the current definition, students age 24 and older are automatically considered independent, and a single undergraduate student with no dependents may be
considered independent if that student was not claimed as a dependent by his or her
parents on their Federal tax return form for the 2 calendar years preceding the
award year, and if that student demonstrates self sufficiency as evidenced by
annual total resources of at least $4,000 in the calendar year prior to the award
year. Since the term "resources" is very broad and may include student aid, it is
relatively easy for a student to demonstrate reeources of $4,000, and thus be treated
aid.
as independentand qualify for larger amounts of Federal
The administration proposes to increase the age of automatic independency to age
26, and to require that a single undergraduate student under the age of 26 may be
considered independent only if he or she:

Did not or will not live with his or her parents for more than 6 weeks during
the calendar year preceding the award year and during the first calendar year
of the award year; and
Demonstrates self-sufficiency by documenting an annual total income, for each
of the 2 calendar years preceding the award year, at least equal to an amount,
initially $5,740 for 1992-93, based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics low budget
adjusted for a family size of one. Student aid received during those years could
not be included as income. Self sufficiency would have to be documented prior
to disbursement of any title IV aid.
In addition to reducing abuse, these proposals would result in significant simplification of the student aid application form.
NEED ANALYSIS

A single need analysis formula similar to the general need analysis or "Congressional Methodology" would be used to determine eligibility for all need-based title
IV student aid programs.
Currently, there are two statutorily-established need analysis methodologies used
by the title IV student financial assistance programs for determining a student's financial need: The Family Contribution Schedule (FCS), under which eligibility for a
Pell grant is determined, and the Congressional Methodology (GM), under which eligibility is determined for the Campus-Based and Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-
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grams. Establishing a single need analysis system would simplify the Federal program delivery process, and would eliminate confusion among parents and students
who assume that they are ineligible for all title IV aid if they are ineligible for a
Pell grant.
SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS FROM DISADVANTAGED BACKGROUNDS

The administration proposes to consolidate the Upward Bound, Talent Search,
Educational Opportunity Centers, and the School, College, and University Partnerships programs into a Precollege Outreach program. The new program would provide the academic and cultural enrichment needed by disadvantaged students to
complete secondary education and pursue a post-secondary education. The consolidation would create a more flexible program than the current categorical programs
and would permit projects to offer the services most needed for their community.
Under the Precollege Outreach program, funds would be allocated to the States
through a statutory formula based on the State's total share of Chapter 1 (compen-

satory education) basic grant and concentration grant funds. States would then
award competitive 3-year renewable grants to institutions of higher education

(ISE's) in partnership with local educational agencies (LEAs) serving communities
with the highest concentration of Chapter 1-eligible children. The IBE's and LEA's
would establish programs in the secondary schools serving low-income, disadvantaged students. States would be required to submit plans to the Secretary for approval, including the guidelines and priorities they would use in selecting eligible
IBEs and the performance standards set by the State.
NATIONAL GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS

The administration is proposing a single graduate fellowship program that would
consolidate the following programs: Patricia Roberts Harris Public Service Fellowships; Patricia Roberts Harris Graduate Fellowships; Jacob K. Javits Fellowships;
Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need; Library Career Training; and Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowships. This consolidation would support several objectives: Increased assistance to those underrepresented in graduate education; support for graduate study in areas of national need; and simplification of program delivery. Under this restructured program the Secretary would have the discretion to set funding priorities each year in order best to address national needs.
NATIONAL SCIENCE SCHOLARS

National Science Scholars is an important new program designed to encourage
achievement in the sciences. The program directly supports the national goal of improving mathematics and science academic achievement. This program currently
provides scholarships of $1,120 to graduating high school students who have excelled
in the sciences and mathematics. The scholarships recognize the academic achieve-

ment of these students and encourage them to continue their education in these

academic areas at the post-secondary level. Under the administration's proposed legislation, awards would be increased to $6,000.
PARTNERSHIPS FOR INNOVATIVE TEACHER EDUCATION

The administration is proposing a new program to encoui age collaboration between elementary and secondary schools ancl institutions of higher education to improve the education and continuing professional development of teachers. With the
participation of the business community and others these partnerships for innova-

tive teacher education would provide practical preparation for prospective and

novice teachers within the regular school. These teaching schools would also provide
continuing professional development for experienced teachers through the creation
of new roles and responsibilities and by providing opportunities for teachers to fur-

ther their knowledge of their subject matter and how to teach it. Finally, the
schools would carry out research and experimentation to improve teaching and
learning for a diverse population of students.

Senator PELL. I thank you very much indeed, and I will start the
questioning of you. We'll follow the 10-minute rule, and I'll ask the
clerk to ring the bell at the appropriate time.
I would just like to make one point, that the real reason why the
National Defense Education Act was passed at the time you mentioned was because of the Sputnick launch. I remember being in
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Moscow and seeing Sputnik go up. We didn't have another stimulus like Sputnik for a good many years, and maybe we need one
now.

I'd like to open up by saying that if you take the proposed

changes in the Pell Grant Program and in programs such as SEOG,
Work-Study, the Perkins Loan Program, I understandand from
your testimony as wellthat about one million awards would be
cut. Also, we would be making no movement whatsoever in alleviating the very real needs of the hardpressed middle-income families.

Am I wrong in my understanding?
Secretary A.LEXANDER. Well, Senator, with all respect, let me not
say you are wrong, but present a different point of view. Let's start
with a student at the University of Tennessee at Knoxville. That

student arrives with a 70 percent subsidy. The taxpayers are already paying 70 percent of the cost of operating that institution
through State funds. Then the question is how are we going to distribute the Federal money we have among . the remaining students.
We could spread it out among all the remding students, or we
could concentrate it among the poorest students. And the proposal
we have made is to take about the same money that was spent last
year, taking out the accounting changes, and to concentrate that
money on the students from families with the lowest amount of
income and increase the amount of money that they would have
from $2,400 to $3,700, and in some cases it could go to $4,200.
So that is just a choice that Congress, I would think, would want

to makedo we spread it out or do we focus it. And it is not easy

for a middle-income family to send anyone to college; we certainly
know that. But given the State subsidy and the Federal loans and
other State and private funding, it would seem to us that the most
appropriate place to focus the Pell grant today is a bigger grant for
the poorer people.
Senator PELL. I think the problem is that the need is growing
among all Americans. As I understand it, college tuition has risen
more than 130 percent in the last 10 years, but family income has
only risen about 65 percent. This has produced more financially
poor students who need help and has made middle-income families
needy as well. In other words, there have been more so-called
middle-income families in need of assistance with tuition bills.
How would you react to that?
Secretary ALEXANDER. Well, Senator, I would say as the Secretary of Education and as a parent and a former governor and a college president that I would like for money to be as small a barrier
for anyone going to college as it possibly can be. Inflation went .p
about 100 percent in the last 10 years; tuition generally went up
more. Tuition at community collegesand .most States have
themis a few hundred dollars a semester. Even that can be paid
for by Pell grants if the person is especially needy. So at the same
time, some college tuitions have gone up, we have put in place
these rapidly expanding community college systems which are very
good systems, publicly supported systems. I know in our State, and
I suspect in most States, we are now working to make sure that
students who go to those community colleges, which are open at
at low cost, with sometimes a larger variety of
convenient tim
c,
I
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offerings, that those students may have automatic entrance on into
the university later.
So the burden is still there. I see many families who have difficulty. Most of the students at the university where I was have jobs.
I assume they do that because they need the money to go school.

There is still a need there, and an important need. And if there

were all the money in the world available, more could be given out,
but if Congress is operating under budget restrictions and with a

big budget deficit, I think the question then is to be proud of
having expanded these grants and loans to include nearly half of
all the students who go to colleges and universities and decide
where to concentrate the money, which would seem to us to be

among the poorest families.
Senator PELL. Are you as disturbed as I am at the reversal from
loans to grants? As you know, 10 years ago about 3-1 of the Feder-

al dollars went into grants as opposed to loans; now it is 3-1 the
other way, loans to grants. Do you consider that healthy?
Secretary ALEXANDER. I think I would agree that there ought to
be a serious examination this year, and now is the time to do it,
about the effect grants have on students from poor families going
to college.

One reason we have recommended taking the available amount
of money and concentrating it on somewhat fewer persons who are
poorer with higher grants is that we believe that for those poorest
families that a loan in many cases discourages them from continu-

ing their education. So to that extent, that would argue more
toward grants for the poorest families and loans for the middleincome families, which you said in your comments was the original
purpose of the two programs.
Senator PELL. On another subject, the TRIO programs, there is

an old adage that says if it ain't broke, don't fix it. Why are we

seeking to restructure the TRIO programs, which have really done
a superb job, and the Federal Government deserves congratulations
on the way they have been administered.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Well, you know, there is another adage
that says if it's not broke fix it anyway, in these times. But I think
in this case, Mr. Chairman, that could be an honest difference of
opinion. From my point of viewwhich you will have to forgive is
coming from that of a governor and a university presidentwe see
the complexity that goes with how do colleges and universities help
high school students and their teachers understand what is expected of them so that they will have a better chance of moving on to

college. We're not talking about abandoning that; we're talking

about putting more money in it and giving the people on the scene

who work with it more chance to figure out what the best way
might be in Rhode Island, which might be different than it is in
Tennessee or Mississippi.

So it is more a matter of giving more flexibility in three programs that have a very good purpose, and we think it will make
them work better, not worse.
Senator PELL. But some of these programs really are pretty successful. Will you be examining them with a magnifying glass to try
to keep the good ones and noi let them be tossed out or changed?
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Secretary ALEXANDER. Well, I guess that would be a matter of
how the legislation would be written.
Would it be appropriate for Sally to comment more on that?
Senator PELL. Certainly, please.
MS. CHRISTENSEN. Senator Pell, one of our initiatives over the

past 2 years in fact has been to take a careful look at the TRIO

programs and to identify those that have been most successful. We
are in the process of doing that now, and within the next couple of
years we will be identifying those and replicating them around the
country. As you know, there are so few institutions that are eligible to receive these funds, so that is one way we are going at the
problem. We will be getting the successes around so that everyone
can follow those same kinds of approaches.
More importantly, though, our proposal now is to group up the
college and university with State departments of education. Our
formula in fact would focus on the Chapter I populations, so we

think it would be especially helpful to get those dollars into the
communities that have the highest concentrations of at-risk children, ones who probably will be dropping out or not even attending
college, and that that partnership will make a real difference. We
think that is the most important thing that we can be doing.
We have been very supportive of the TRIO program over the
past 25 years, and we think it has been successful, but we think
with this slight approach in getting the dollars out that we will
reach even many more disadvantaged children than we are doing
now.

Senator PELL. I thank you, and I hope and trust you are correct.
The budget proposal that you are making would increase the Pell
grant maximum from $2,400 to $3,700. In many ways this is good
news, but it would be done by reducing or eliminating grants to
many families with income over $10,000. This would exclude, as I

understand it, 400,000almost half a millionfamilies altogether.
How would these families make up the difference?
Ms. CHRISTENSEN. Senator Pell, there are a variety of factors that
would be eliminated, one of
go into that 400,000 students that
performance.
As Secretary Alexwhich is the minimum academic
ander stated, we want to look at a way to encourage all of these
Pell grant recipients to focus on achieving at higher levels than
many of them are right n -v. So that is part of the factor.
are tightening up on the independent
Another factor is that
student definition. Some oi these students are in fact virtually dependent, but they get the added benefit of getting a much higher
grant, and they are the ones who are just at the fringe where they
get very small awards anyway, so that they would have to take a

slightly more percentage of their aid in loan assistance.
And then we have had, as you know, a very active default initiative going on for the past couple of years, and that drops a few of
them off, too. So it is a combination of items that go into thatbut
they are not the neediest.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much. My time has expired, and I
turn to the ranking minority member, Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Perhaps I could just follow up on that to ask if the administra-

tion proposal changes any of the home or farm equity consideration
in calculating the level of income and eligibility?
Ms. CHRISTENSEN. No, except that we will not require home
equity for those at the lowest-income levels because we feel that
even though they do have equity in their homes, they are not able
to obtain home equity loans for that purpose.
Senator KASSEBAUM. So you will base it somewhat on what they
could obtain loans for as far as what is counted as equity?
MS. CHRISTENSEN. Right; it would be more sensitive to that.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I am sure that we're all aware that this be-

comes a real problem for many students, particularly those from
farm families that may have significant equity, but no cash flow. I
think this is important in the calculation. I'm not quite sure how
one factors it out, but it frequently can become a problem.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Senator, I will ask Mr. Farrell to take
note of that. He and I have the advantage of not knowing very
much at all about all the details of how that ,is done, so we will
take a fresh look at that point and try to understand it and make
sure we sensibly deal with it.
MS. CHRISTENSEN. We will also submit for the record and get to

you personally a more detailed analysis of how that would work
specifically for farm families.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you.

Let me just mention something else that you touched on briefly.
I think while grants and loans and default rates are enormously
important, there are some other things in here that offer some real
opportunities. One is a program called Partnerships for Innovative
Teacher Education. I happen to believe that this is very important.
There are certainly many colleges that are working with some new
initiatives. The University of Kansas has gone to a 5-year program.
I guess I was wondering exactly what you had in mind with your
teacher program. Could you elaborate a bit on how this woulli be
operating?
Mr. SANDERS. Generally speaking, Senator, the program that we
are proposing would take teacher training out into existing schools
so that teachers who are in training would receive that in a clinical experience that would be in a school site itself. That same site
would also be utilized for continuing professional development, inservice, if you please, teachers.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Pardon mehow does that differ from what
is required now for a student teacher program?
Mr. SANDERS. Well, right now, that's the only experience that

takes place in a regular school site. We would be talking about

moving much more of the training out into the school site, combining both use of liberal arts faculty as well as education faculty and
even looking at practicing teachers becoming a part of the faculty

at the institution, teaching methods courses and so forthbut at

an existing school site and not on a university campus.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Senator, this is an interesting proposal
and fairly timely, I think, because one of the problems is many
people complain about the colleges of education not training teachers properly. Well, that is probably true, they don't, but if they did

train teachers properly to teach in schools the way they ought to
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be today, there wouldn't be anyplace for them to teach because the
schools are so much rooted in old practices. So many of the colleges
have hooked up what they call professional development schools
with colleges of education and basically, they have new schools
and changing colleges of eciucation, so that as they graduate teachers, they are prepared to teach in these schools that are basically
new systems of learning. That does tend to move out into those
schools, or schools like the ones that Mr. Sanders is talking about,
more of the training to the school because it is a new learning environment and a different way of teaching learning.
Senator KASSEBAUM. OK. I guess I'm still a little uncertain exactly what the program will do. I assume it would still be basically the

same structure, but a student in the department of education
would spend more time working within an elementary school,

sayor are we talking about some different type of school?
Mr. SANDERS. No. We are talking about much more than just extending the time of student teaching. We are talking about doing
much more of the training actually onsite, in an existing elementary or secondary school, carefully selected, where that teacher can
learn, where the very best of Foractice is taking place; and that they
would actually, instead of being back in a university classroom,
taking their methods instruction, they would actually be out in a
regular school site, learning that from a teacher who is both an
active teacher and a member of the faculty that is training the
new teacher.
Secretary ALEXANDER. If I could use an example, Senator, let's
say that at the University of Kansas college of education, they

taught all the teachers who hoped to teach geographywhich is
one of the five national goalshow to do that with computers and
interactive video hooked up to the National Geographic Society's
films over the years, that sort of curriculum. The problem would be
that when those teachers then went out to teach in the Kansas or
the Tennessee schools, there wouldn't be any interactive video

disks; those things don't exist. So the idea is to create in the school
the situation that the teacher would then do a lot of the training in
the school, because as the schools are changingand they badly
need towe need to provide teachers who can work in those different envirmments.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, I think it is an excellent idea. I think
anything we can do to strengthen teacher training is very important. I was just curious how you envisioned it operating because I
think this is an important concept, and I think the more experience out in the classroom, the better. I certainly agree with that.
I'd just like to mention something else that I think is very important, and that is forging a stronger link between the 2-year and the
4-year colleges. Are you talking about linkage with the elementary/secondary programs, but the 2-year and 4-year colleges as well?
Secretary ALEXANDER. I agree with that very much, Senator. I
notice in the university world I lived in and with my colleagues in
other States, that is a very rapidly moving development. For example, at the University of Tennessee, we sign agreements with the
community colleges so that their students, if they take these certain courses, when they complete those courses they may automatically be admitted as juniors at the university; there would be an
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admissions office from the university at the community college and
vice versa, which would suggest to students who may want to come
in to continue their education that you would be better off here, or
you would be better off here. That is just beginning to develop in

our State, and I have noticed it developing in other States. I am
not sure if there is a Federal program that does anything about it,
but it is a very important concern.

Senator KASSEBAUM. I just thought I would mention it. I wasn't
sure there was anything in your proposal, either, but there perhaps
could be ways to work that into the teacher training initiatives.
Ms. CHRISTENSEN. I would say two things. On the teacher training initiative, one of the most exciting parts of that I think is the
research component. There will be a very, very strong research emphasis on that where we have not only the faculty from both the

education school and the liberal arts schools at the universities
working on this, but they would be working in conjunction with
the teachers in the classroom. So the teachers who are out there

doing the work and seeing what is actually needed will have a real
contribution to make in the research and developing new ways of
going about it.
With regard to the link between 2-year and 4-year schools, we

work that kind of emphasis into our programs across the board.
One example, for instance, is TRIO, where we had an initiative
from the department a couple of years ago to begin to make grants
to 2-year schools w encourage disadvantaged students primarily to
complete their education there and help them in the transition into
4-year schools. So there is a lot of that kind of activity that crosses
all of our programs.

Senator KASSEBAUM. I have run out of time. Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Senator Kassebaum.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Secretary, congratulations again on your confirmation as

Secretary of Education.

SeCretary ALEXANDER. Thank you, Senator.

Senator 'Dona Mr. Chairman, before I begin I'd just like to recognize in the audience the presence of Clare Gaudiani, the president
of Connecticut College, who is visiting with us today. Let me welcome her to today's hearing.
Mr. Secretary, I'd like to comment on what both the chairman
and Senator Kassebaum have talked about. I find in going over the
administration's proposaland I recopnize it will take a little time
for you just to get up-to-speedthat there are some things that are

being done to help low-income students.

One of the problems I see hereand I realize you can't do everything, is that it seems to me that we have moved so far away from
trying to do things for middle-income families. What I'm about to
'say you have heard over and over again. We are obviously snaking
efforts to try and make it possible for low-income families to be
able to enjoy an educational opportunity, and we all know about
the staggering increase in the cost of education. Costs have risen
100 percent or more in the last 8 or 10 years, and middle-income
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families are just being squeezed, terribly squeezed. And I don't see
anything in this propwal to deal with some reforms in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program, which we all know was originally designed specifically, putting aside the question of loans to grants,
specifically to help that constituency.
Mr. Secretary, I will tell you that last week, the recess week, we
held hearings out in my State on the Higher Education Act. We
had three hearings and a forum with college presidents, students,

parents, financial aid officers and so on, as well as speaking at
three public high schools in my State. And I found when I asked

the question of seniors, "How many of you are not going to the college of your first choice where you are academically qualified, because of financial problems," about 50 percent responded to that
cluestion that they just could not make it, they just didn't fit. And

I'm not suggesting everyone ought to fit someplace in terms of
some assistance, but when you start looking at the income criteria

here, it really gets so unrealistic for families.
New England has had some unique problems, and I suppose as
farm equity is an issue in the Midwest, home equity becomes an
issue in the New England States, where real estate costs have just
skyrocketed in the last few years.
B. ut when you look at these charts, and you start suggesting that
a family of four should be able to make it on $14,000 a year, outside of educational costsand I understand you've got to come up
with numbers to meet budget criteriabut that is so unrealistic, so
absolutely unrealistic for families in our area and I suggest a good

part of the country. I don't think we are that out of whack in

terms of cost of living, and I just think that is generally going to
make it more and more difficult for people to fall into these areas,
and we are just losing an awful lot of people who should be able to
get that help.
[The prepared statement of Senator Dodd follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DODD

Mr. Chairman, good morning and thank you.

Mr. Secretary, I would like to extend my warmest congratulations to you on your confirmation and to welcome you to your first
Senate hearing as Secretary.
As you know, and my colleagues have discussed, the Congress
has begun to look seriously at the programs authorized by the

Higher Education Act in preparation for reauthorization.
After chairing the United States Student Association hearing on
March 18th for Chairman Pell, I spent last week in my state taking
testimony from Connecticut educators, administrators, students
and parents on the issue of "access" as it pertains to higher education opportunitiesin particular, the title IV programs administered by your department.
topped 400, and the
The attendance at the USSA hearing,
which
attracted
over 200 stutwo hearings in Connecticut, each of
example
of
the
public interdents and education officials, is a good
Testimony
at these
est in the future of the student aid programs.
knowthat
the
purchasevents reinforce what many of us already
ing power of the Pell grants has diminished and the administration
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is prepared to further eliminate another 400,000 students from the
program, and middle-income students have been squeezed out of
the guaranteed loan programsa program originally designed for
their use.
I would be remiss if I did not take this opportunity to share with
you some of the issues raised at the Connecticut hearings. Lowincome and middle-income families in my state have been squeezed
out of the Federal aid programs over the last decade. They don't

earn enough to afford the rising tuition costs, but they are told
that they earn too much or own a home worth too much for them
to qualify for the Federal aid.

The Federal needs analysis applies the same criteria to every

region of this Nation. In counting home equity, it does not consider

that the Northeast has experienced inflated property values that
have dramatically outstripped increases in income over the last
decade. The standard maintenance allowance for a family of four
is, as you know, $14,930. This amount may be enough in some parts

of this Nation, but it is unreasonably low for a state like my own
with one of the highest costs of living.

Students in the Northeast borrow more than students in any
other region of this Nation. Students and parents have testified
that their choicea concept with which you are very familiaris

severely impeded when it comes to higher education opportunities.
Debt and limited access to Federal aid have become major obstacles
in the way of education opportunities for low- and middle-income
families alike.

I would like to share with you one example of the impact

changes to the aid programs have had on Connecticut institutions.
The University of Connecticut received $12 million in Federal student aid in 1981. Since then the student body has grown, but the
demographics of the student body remains much the same. However, the University of Connecticut receives less than $6 million in
Federal student aid today. Moreover, under the President's Pell
grant proposal, as many as 700 out of the 1,360 Pell grant recipients could be cut from the program.
To deal with some of the problems I have identified and to help
middle-income families with education costs, I have introduced the
better access to Student Aid Act of 1991, S. 727. My proposal picks
up on the efforts of this subcommittee over the last 2 years to relieve middle-income families. It includes provisions to eliminate
home equity for families earning less than $40,000. It would lower
the required student contribution from 70 percent to 45 percent. It
would allow independent students with children to deduct reasonable child care costs. And, it would make more students eligible for
the simplified needs test by raising the income cap from $15,000 to
$25,000.

I hope to have these provisions included in the reauthorization
so, I would be interested in your thoughts on these proposals. I also
look forward to your testimony on the administration's proposals
for the reauthorization of the Fiigher Education Act.
I wonder if you might comment on the concern I have just raised

with you here, and then I have a couple of specific questions I'd
like to follow up with that Senator Kassebaum raised.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Well, Senator, thank you.
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I think it is just a philosophical choice. Either you are going to
focus more of the money on the lower-income students or on the
middle-income students, and we recommend you do it on the lower-

income students. And I think that makes good sense because you
start with the ideaand I think it helps to go down to concrete examples because I don't think the States differ that very muchin
our State, any student may go to a community college that is
within about 30 miles, that costs about $300 to $400 in tuition per
semester. If those are the neediest students, that entire amount
can be paid for by a Pell grant. Now, that has increased the higher
education opportunity for students in America so that more and
more students have continued their college education.

If you go to Harvard, as I understand it, and you need the

money, they'll give you the money. So we must be talking about
something in between in terms of a wide choice. I think we have an
obligation to give students a wide variety of options, and when you
start out with community colleges that are very inexpensive, when
you add to that the fact that 10 million out of 13 million students
go to public universities, most of which have tuition of $2,000 or
$3,000 or less a year, and 40-70 percent of the cost of those already
subsidized by the taxpayers through State funds, then I think it
does make sense to insert the Federal money that is available for
the lowest-income families, those with $10,000 or less.
So that would be the proposal, and we have also tried to increase

the amount of money available for loans for middle-income families.

Now, the other side would be to say let's take the money away
from the poor people and give it to the middle-hicome people, and
that would be one point of view.
Senator DODD. Well, I think we can walk and chew gum; I don't

think you have to make a choice between one or the other. It is
just that we seem to be almost excluding the other. The choice

sioesn't necessarily have to be a community college or Harvard. It
seems to me there are a lot of other choices that unfortunately we
are excluding people from by some of the formulations in both Pell
Grants and Guaranteed Student Loans.
Let me give you an example, and again I don't want to be so parochial here, but I do focus on a regional perspective.
Secretary ALEXANDER. I think examples are helpful.

Senator DODD. In 1981, in terms of aid, the University of Connecticut was the recipient of about $12 million. Since that time, we
have seen the demographics remain roughly the same at the Uni-

versity of Connecticut. However, today the university receives
about $6 million in Federal student aid programsabout half what

they received in 1981. Moreover, under the Pell Grant Programs as
they are presently construed in this proposal here, of the 1,360 or
so Pell grant recipients at the University of Connecticut, roughly
700 would be dropped out of that program.
So both in terms of middle-income and lower-income, we
losing people at the low-income as well as the middle-income levet.
I can tell you exactly what the impact will be based on what financial aid officers are telling me at our major State university.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Well, these are never easy choices. We
had to make these choices at our university, too. We had a certain
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amount of money available, and we had to make the choice do we
increase the size of the loans so people can pay more of their college bill; if we do that, that decreases the number of students that
we can give the money to. And the recommendation that we have

made here is that money seems to be the barrier for the poorest
students, so that when you increase it from $2,400 to $3,700, or
even $4,200 a year at the University of Connecticut, maybe you

will pick up more of the poorest students there.
What may have happened in the last 10 years at the University
of Connecticut or the University of Tennessee or the University of
Illinois is that many of the Pell grant students now go to other college campuses. They may go to the community college because they
may have a job, and the community college is open until 10 p.m.,

and the faculty of the University of Connecticut doesn't like to

teach in the afternoon. That happens a lot.
Senator DODD. I understand. Vie all like to think the ideal would
be that students ought to make the choices based on their academic
performance, their motivation and so forth as to where to achieve a

higher education. That is the ideal. I understand that in the real
world, obviously financial considerations have to be factored in.
But it seems to me that we ought to be trying at least to minimize
the importance of the financial ability. We're talking about students here, younger students, although we have a lot of nontraditional students now who are becoming the traditional students

but nonetheless it seems to me that we ought to at least try to minimize to the extent possible that consideration as the student, traditional or nontraditional, makes the educational choice.
What we seem to be doing is changing the equation. We are now
escalating dramatically the financial considerations as the primary
factor in the choice determination.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Well, we are basically trying to figure out

how to split up $6 billion in Pell grant money, whether to spread it
among 3.4 million students or 3 million of the poorest students and
give those poorest students a larger grant. That's it. And you can
make a pretty good case for either side. We would prefer to focus it
on the poorest students and give them more of a grant.
Senator DODD. Let me ask you a couple of questions. I have intro-

duced a piece of legislation along with, I presume, hundreds of
others around here in the higher education area called "The Better

Access to Student Aid Act of 1991." There are two or three recommendations we make in that legislation. If you would care to re-

spond as I raise them here with you quickly, I'd appreciate it; if
you want to get back to me, I understand that as well.
One addresses the issue that Senator Kassebaum raised. Our leg-

islation says that for the student loan programs a family earning
less than $40,000 would not have their farm or home equity calcu-

lated; from $40,000 to $70,000, it would be phased in. At $70,000, of
course, you'd calculate it at 100 percent. That is one recommendation.

Second, the amount of money that a student earns in a job that
has to be allocated toward the education cost is now roughly 70
percent; we recommend dropping that down to 45 percent because

in a sense, it is almost discouraging work because of the other costs
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that many of these students have to assume or become responsible
for as they move forward.
Third, we tallE about a child care component because among the
nontraditional students, we are seeing more and more single part nts who are going back to get an education, and we want to provide some consideration for that as they are trying to meet the
educational costs.
If you might just comment on those, I'd appreciate it.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Senator, those are very thoughtful points

and ones which I would like to get into a little bit more myself.
May we think about them and respond to you a little later?
Senator DODD. Certainly.

Secretary ALEXANDER. The child care point goes to the larger
number of traditional students, and I'd like to make sure we give
you more than a flip answer to that.
Senator DODD. I forgot a fourth point, and I'd just raise it here.
That is that some are suggesting that a AFDC or a food stamp recipient, instead of having to go through the whole application process, would be automatically eligible for a Pell grant. In the application process there is a lot of duplication, and the suggestion has
been made that if a person is meeting that standard then certainly
you ought to be able to eliminate the necessity of having to go
through the bureaucracy of another application.
Again, I don't expect you to respond right now. I realize it takes
some thought and consideration to look at that, but the fourth rec-

ommendation was to try to streamline some of this.
Secretary ALEXANDER. We will look at those four suggestions
carefully and will respond to you, Senator.
Senator DODD. I thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you, Senator Dodd.
Also one of the thoughts we have had is that we should have a
hearing one of these days on the complexity of the Federal forms.
Senator DODD. Yes, we heard a lot about that. I got buried alive
in that testimony.
Secretary ALEXANDER. I agree with you. We've got a new fellow

here, Mr. Farrell, who has taken that over, and both he and I

agree with you about that. We'd like to take some time to work on
that, and maybe we could then present to you what we've found so
far and get your suggestions about what else to do. We'd like for
thot to be a goal of ours to simplify.
Senator PELL. We presently have a hearing scheduled on this
subject for April 25, so that would be a good time to bring it together.

Secretary ALEXANDER. April 25we won't have a lot done by
then, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Maybe it's a little too soon.
Senator DODD. I'd like to recommend, Mr. Chairman, that one of
the things you might want to consider in terms of reaching out to
students is the number of guidance counselors in high schools. I
know high schools are strapped, and local budgets determine how

many a school can hirebut there is the t., dency for the limited
number of counselors to focus on the star students rather than the
students who might not have blossomed or proven academic ability.
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I gather we spend about $200 million a year in our military budget

in recruiting the volunteer army, to be all you can be, which

proved tremendously successful in Desert Storm. Obviously we
don't have that kind of resources avail& for education, but we
should promote the idea that you as a st sit out there may very
well qualify for financial assistance. You jaised the point earlier
about the number of people who get frightened off and assume that
they won't qualify financially, or cannot make it academically. We
may be missing a whole group of students because we haven't promoted the idea that you can get a higher education.
Secretar3 ALEXANDER. I think you are right.
Senator F. Thank you. The hearing on April 25 will be more
to get input from the community as a whole. We would not expect
your consideration of it at that time.
Secretary ALEXANDER. On the simplification of the forms.
Senator PELL. Yes, on the simplification of the forms.
Secretary ALEXANDER. That would be very helpful. We will cer-

tainly attend.

Senator DODD. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Senator Jeffords.
Senator JEFFORDS. Mr. Chairman, I think Senator Cochran was
here before I was, and I will yield.
Senator PELL Senator Cochran.
Senator COCHRAN. You are very kind; I appreciate that.
Mr. Chairman, I have a few questions, and one that occurs to me
quickly is whether or not we are going to be taking a careful look

at the way in which our current process is a barrier for applica-

tions. The Secretary mentioned thib, in passing in his opening statement, but my impression from dealing with a few complaints that
have been submitted to our office from parents or others who are
trying to figure out how to apply for a loan or a grant and dealing
with some questions from financial aid offices at colleges and universities in our State is that the process has really gotten too com-

plicated. I wonder whether there has been an opportunity yet to
study the financial assistance process in terms of its complexity
and whether there is any specific proposal that is being made now
to the committee for consideration or whether this will be included
in the later legislation that we can expect in the spring.

Secretary ALEXANDER. We do have one specific proposal, Senator,

that would make it possible for a family to fill out one form whether the family is applying for a grant or a loan. If you fill out a form
for a Pell grant, you would be also eligible for a loan if you weren't
eligible for a grant.

It is an objective of ours to overhaul the management of the

Guaranteed Student Loan Program, and to simplify both the grant
and the loan process. That will take a while for us to be able to do,
and we will welcome suggestions from the experienced financial
aid officer. Mr. Farrell, who is the new chief of that, said he helped
someone fill out a form like that a few years ago and got a headache after about 5 minutes, so he comes at it with the right attitude, I think.
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I might ask Ted Sanders, who spent a lot of time in the last year
on the student grant and loan question to comment because he
may have something to add.
Mr. SANDERS. I don't think there is too much more to add, Mr.
Secretary, Senator Cochran. Clearly, there is the one proposal that
we are presenting to you formally as a part of this package. We,
too, have been very, very concerned about simplifying the program
and have that as one of the specific objectives toward which we
must work.
Senator COCHRAN. Another committee on which I serve is Agriculture, and from time to time we have to take a very careful look
to be sure that the program is not itself becoming the goal for some
in production agriculture where you are attracted to growing a certain thing because the government program is designed to reward
that decision rather than maybe making decisions based on other
factors like the market, or the need out there.
In that question, I wonder is this going to be part of Mr. Farrell's
job to try to look and be sure that we are not creating a reward
system for the development of institutions. In other words, training
programs that will qualify for benefits under these programs that
wouldn't otherwise exist but for the Federal programs that pay students to attend those schools or colleges? What is your intention in
connection with trying to identify that kind of problem if it exists
and do something about it?
Mr. SANDERS. That has been very much a part of particularly the
management study that we have had going on over the last several
months jointly between our agency and the Office of Management
and Budget. All the way from your earlier concern about basically
what is a culture as to who is one's client, and I'm afraid that far
too often we have sensed that our client has been either a lending

institution or a guarantee agency as opposed to the student first
and the taxpayer.
Senator COCHRAN. One thing that occurs to me is that Mr. Farrell's job is critical to getting this problem under control. I want to
say very quickly that I applaud the decision to bring him into this
process and endorse the assignment he has been given to look at
the way the program is being managed, particularly the oversight
process, where as I understand it, getting tougher with accrediting
agencies may be a pr.rt of the responsibility, having employees at
the department who can review school finances, and the like are
under considerationI am reading from the Education Daily dated
April 9, which outlines the so-called "Sweeping plan to get tough
on aid programs." I really think there is a need for that now. I
think there is a widespread suspicion that there is a lot of fraud
out there, and I know that there are some specific instances that
have been brought to my attention over the last few years where
schools were just shams, and when uncovered there were really
some shocking facts disclosed about why that so-called school came
into existence and how students were recruited and told that if you
sign up, the government will pay you so much money, and you'll be
eligible for benefits as a student. Some of these are students who

had no intention of going to school or studying that particular
course when they went there.
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I wonder how widespread that is and whether Mr. Farrell is

going to be able to get a new grip on that.
Mr. SANDERS. He is, Senator, and thank you for the reprieve
there for a moment. We did find in the study that we have far too

many shoddy schools in existence, and we have committed ourselves to beefing up not only the work that our IG does but the
direct monitoring and oversight of those institutions.

You are correct in your earlier statement that there are institutions which exist almost, it would appear, solely for the purpose of
qualifying students for financial aid, fix their tuition and costs
based upon whatever it is that the combination of Pell grants and
loans would actually afford for those institution. And yes, we are
very, very concerned. We are coming at that from trying to deal
directly with the issue of quality and believe that that is the approach to take.
We do not have the direct authority to set qualitative standards.
We do that in certifying schools as eligible through either our recognition of the work that accrediting agencies do as well as our re-

liance upon the State licensing requirements from the respective
States.
We are strengthening our expectations particularly of the accred-

itation agencies, and we are asking you as a part of this proposal
for some additional authority to strengthen the Secretary's role in

directly assessing quality using some specific indicators.

We also have a study underway that ought to be finished sometime in the next 2 to 3 weeks that hopefully will help us to very
carefully distinguish between what is a good and what is a poor
school, particularly proprietary schools, and I think that that study
once it is completed will be very, very helpful not only to us but to
you as we try to deal with this particular question.
Senator COCHRAN. I appreciate hearing that. I am encouraged by
your response and look forward to working with you and the members of the committee to provide you with this additional authority.
I think it is something we should seriously consider doing.
I have one other question and that is in connection with another

way of financing college education, and it is the way that most
Americans frankly have to do it, and that is to either save or
borrow money on their own, or individuals who want to go to
school to get jobs and do, as the Secretary said, as over half the
students at the University of Tennessee, and that is to get a parttime job. I know that's the way my parents went to school, that's

the way I went to school. There are a lot of people in America still
doing that without the benefit of these programs.
In trying to provide some kind of incentive, though, for folks to
continue to do that rather than to rely if they don't have to on Federal assistance programs, I hope part of your program can be support for the President's savings plan initiative, the deductibility of
some amount of interest or in some way to encourage individuals
and families to assume a greater amount of responsibility for the
expense of their own education. It would seem to me to be some-

thing that is certainly equitable and attractive. I know this committee doesn't have jurisdiction over the tax laws of the country,
but I hope that as part of the effort to attract attention to things
I/
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that do need doing that the Department of Education this year can
really push that very hard.
What is the plan, if there is one? There is no mention about it in
the testimony because it doesn't come under the Higher Education
Act, but what is the attitude of the department about that kind of
initiative?
the
Secretary ALEXANDER. Our general attitude, Senator, is
Sally
Christensen
if
she
has
President is for it, we're for it. I'll ask
anything to say about it.
Ms. CHRISTENSEN. Senator, there was a new program started a
couple of years ago whereby a family can purchase bonds and
redeem them, and they would be interest-free as far as tax purposes go. We have consulted with Treasury, and they are continuing to push that. There may be something that we would want to
look at and see if those benefits could be increased or whatever
but right now, once they cash those in, they can be used for educational purposes without paying taxes on them.
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Senator Bingaman.

Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Secretary, thank you for being here. First, a general statement that my perception is that you have a lot more authority
than you may think you have. For example, in the area of revising
forms, is it your view that we need to legislate in order that you

would have the authority to revise these application forms?
Secretary ALEXANDER. Well, in one area, yes, the consolidation.
I'll let Sally speak to that.
Ms. CHRISTENSEN. Part of that proposal for consolidation is for
instance right now our multiple data entry agencies that collect
the information and then feed it into the central processor, we are
proposing to simplify that, and it is by law that we have to provide
five or six specific contracts to do that. We can simplify that by
combining them into one and maybe having certain regions pick up
that information from the applications and feed it to the central
contractor. But that proposal does require legislation to do it.
Senator BINGAMAN. And you are going to propose legislation to
us in that connection?
Ms. CHRISTENSEN. Yes. We'll give you a summary of the whole
thing.
Senator BINGAMAN. Let me ask the same thing about accreditation agencies. You folks have to approve these agencies that do the
accrediting, do you not?
S3cretary ALEXANDER. That's correct.
Senator BINGAMAN. Don't you have fairly substantial authority
to disupprove those agencies if they don't meet certain criteria that
you establishor again, do you see a need for us to legislate?
Secretary ALEXANDER. That's a very timely question, Senator.
Obviously, one way to assure quality of all these institutions, some
of which are problems, some of which Senator Cochran says might
be shams, would be for the accrediting agencies and the State licensing agencies to do a better job.
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It may very well be that we are not as aggressive as we ought to
be in accrediting the accrediting agencies, so to speak, and that we
also may need to take a look at our regulations which we have,
which are limited. Now, those are in turn based on law, so it may
be that we have to come back to you for legal change, but I don't
think we should start there. I think we need to clean up our own
way of looking at things first and then see if the law is in the way;
I'm not ready to say to you we need a change in the law.
Senator BINGAMAN. I would again just reiterate that I think you
have a lot of authority that has not previously been used in the de-

partment--

Secretary ALEXANDER. We agree.

Senator BINGAMAN [continuing]. To bring these folks into line if

you think they are not doing the job that needs to be done. I think
you can get them into a room and say, "We want a better job done,
and here is what has to be done."
Secretary ALEXANDER. You may hear from a lot of people if we
start doing that.
Senator BINGAMAN. Well, that's fine. I'd be glad to hear some
complaints from some of them. But I encourage you in the effort; I
think that is a good place to put some pressure.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Thank you.

Senator BINGAMAN. The chairman in his opening remarks made

the statement, and I have made it myself, and I have read it numerous places, that we have seen a relative decline in the numiaer
of minority students in higher education during the last 10 years.
Is that consistent with your understanding, and if so, why?
Secretary ALEXANDER. Senator, my experience has been that the

number of minority students as a percent of all the students is a
little less than percentages of the population would indicate that it
ought to be; that it is skewed even more because more of the African-American students, the black students, go to historically black
colleges, so if you go then to a land grant university, you'll have
fewer students of African-American descent; and third, that while
the numbers may be not bad in the freshman and sophomore years
that the real problem is the persistence to graduation. Our real

challenge is not only how do we encourage more disadvantaged students who are minorities to go on to college, but how do we then
make certain they get on through to the end.
Senator BINGAMAN. Well, I assume we all agree we have a problem there. I guess my question, though, is the problem more severe

today than it was 10 yearc ago, and if so, why? All the figures I
have seen indicate it is worse today than it was 10 years ago. We
have fewer minorities entering school, fewer staying in school
Blacks, Hispanics, or Native Americans. I'd be interested in your
views as to why that might be the case.
Secretary ALEXANDER. I'm not sure I understand all of the rea-

sons. I have run into some pretty unusual things in dealing with
this, including families who didn't want their children to go on to
college because the families themselves had not, and it was a
matter of education.

One reason may be that the value of the Pell grant as a proportion of the cost of going to college for the poorest students has
become less. That is one reason why we recommend taking the
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available money and focusing it more on the poorest families and
significantly increasing the size of the grant.
Research has shown that for the poorest families especially, the
size of the grant makes a difference in whether they are going to
college.

Senator BINGAMAN. I guess I wonder if you also have done any

analysis as to whether your proposal here to essentially drop approximately 400,000 people from receipt of Pell grants will worsen
the situation as regards minority students in these statistics I was
referring to or improve the situation because you are giving more
to the poorer students.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Obviously, we would hope that it would
help. We would be concentrating more of the money and making
grants 50 percent larger for the most disadvantaged students, and
those are disproportionately minority. The students who might not
then be getting the grants--and we need to be up front about that;
this is concentrating the same amount of money on fewer students,
giving them more money, so some students aren't going to get it
some of those would be students who had received a grant but were
not progressing in college. Others would be students who had been
defined as independent students but would not be under the new
rules.
So we hope the answer to your question is that it helps.

Senator BINGAMAN. Well, isn't this something that would be subject to analysis? Couldn't you hire somebody who has some capability as an economist or educational specialist or surveyor who could

.

give you a projection as to what is going to happen to the percentage of minority students in our schools if your proposal is adopted
versus if we stay with the present circumstance? It strikes me that
that is something you could get a pretty good handle on before we
rush ahead and aclopt your suggestion here. I would hate to see
that situation become worse in my State, and I know a lot of Hispanic and Native American families in my State that may have an
income of $12,000, and they would not qualify, or their children
would not, under your proposal, as I understand it.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Senator, I would say one thing and ask if
Ms. Christensen might comment on it. The amount of money available under this proposal for families that make between $10,000
and $20,000 would not decrease; it would in fact slightly increase.
Sally, would you like to comment?
Senator BINGAMAN. And that's for the Pell grants?
Secretary ALEXANDER. For the Pell grants.
MS. CHRISTENSEN. Right. I would just make three comments.

First of all, I think we are beginning to get more data now than we
have ever had in the past as far as the individual student aid recipients from what we call NPSES, the National Post-Secondary
Education Survey. We will look at that right away and see if there
is some more detail on your particular question.
I think also, though, that we need not look just at the student
aid or the Pell grant dollars in our proposal. For instance, our consolidation under TRIO is designed specifically to get at the at-risk
populations which constitute a very high minority percent, and
they are the ones that we're trying to get at to encourage to go into
college and stay there because the money is there for them if we
re, 4
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can be sure that they all know about it and will take advantage of
it and are encouraged.
Second, eyen at the graduate level, we are proposing to consolidate six of our graduate fellowship programs. Three of these now
are directed to under-represented populations, but we would consolidate all of them, and they would all be directed on a need basis
and to undergraduate populations, into areas where they have not
traditionally been represented. So I think in that kind of an emphasis, we can encourage them to go into these other fields also. So
you really need to look at our total proposal in whole:
Senator BINGAMAN. Could you get us the statistical basis or the
analysis that you are depending upon to conclude that the families
with incomes between $10,000 and $20,000 are in fact not going to
be dropped out under this proposal--Ms. CHRISTENSEN. We'll be happy.

Senator BINGAMAN [continuing]. Because my information from

our staff and others who have talked to me is that that is the

group that is going to take it in the neck under your proposal; it is
the families with incomes between $10,000 and $20,000. They are
the ones who are going to drop out of the program in order to implement your proposal. If that's not the case, then I need to hear
that.
Ms. CHRISTENSEN. We have tables right now in fact that do pro-

vide that kind of data, that take sample cases and show not just
Pell and GSL recipients, but build in some of the other campus-

based programs to give examples of how moderate-cost schools as
well as low-cost schools or even high-cost schools would receive a
package of aid. So we'll be happy to insert that in the record.
Secretary ALEXANDER. The answer, Senator, is yes, we will give

you that information, and I think we need to be very up-front

about that, that when we take the same amount of money and concentrate it on the lowest-income students and increase their grants
by 50 percent with the hope that they will then be more likely to
go to college, that means there will be a fewer number of students
who come from families with more money who aren't eligible for

Pell grants. We don't want to play games with you. That's the

choice that we're making. But we will supply you with that.
Senator BINGAMAN. Thank you very much.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator Jeffords.

Senator JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I'd like to put my written statement in the record.

Senator PELL. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Senator Jeffords follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEFFORDS

Let me also welcome Mr. Alexander to this hearing in his new
capacity as Secretary of the Department of Education. It certainly
is a pleasure to have you here today and I look forward to your
testimony and to working with you in the upcoming reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
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Discussions and proposals regarding changes to the Higher Education Act have been on-going for some time now.

While specifics of such proposals may vary, certain overall
themes have emerged. Among them, the need to: Balance grants

versus loans, target aid to the middle-income, simplify student aid
forms, improve early intervention and fund programs for construction and renovation.
These issues, to name a few, will be considered during reauthorization. Two specific concerns high on my priority list are early
intervention and facility renovation and construction.
Early intervention into the lives of disadvantaged youth has been
promoted by numerous groups. Students at the recent joint hearing
testified to the need and GAO has documented the usefulness of
such programs in recent reports. During the rdcent reauthorization
hearing I held in my state, Vermonters also expressed support for
such proposals.
I recently introduced a bill, S. 585 to create early intervention
partnerships, states would be encouraged to create comprehensive
early intervention programs to provide disadvantaged students
with the opportunities and support to stay in school. Mentoring,
counseling, before and after school tutoring and simple encouragement would be available to students.
I hope that this proposal will be incorporated in some fashion
into the Higher Education Act and look forward to working with
the administration on this.
The other issue of grave concern is the deteriorating state of our
university and college infrastructures. A recent study indicates
that facilities represent higher education's largest capital asset, an
aggregate of over $300 billion. They are a critical resource for the
preservation and enhancement of A.merica's educational enterprise,
a resource at risk. That same report identified that a total of between $60 and $70 billion is needed to renovate all campus facilities nationwide that are currently in disrepair.
Despite this need, Grants for Construction, Reconstruction and
Rennovation under Title VII of the Higher Education Act has
never been funded. Loans under title VII have only received scant
funding as in the case with the National Science Foundation's Academic Research Facilities Modernization Act. I would like to see
this situation changedI believe the need is apparant.
I am hopeful that reauthorization will be the tool for a number
of these important and necessary upcoming months and working
together with you.
Mr. Secretary, it is a pleasure to have you here. I look forward to
working with you, and I certainly deeply appreciate the President's
goal of being the "education president," and I want to do all I can
to help.
I agree that to become internationally competitive, higher education plays a very important role. Most of the areas, I agree with,
but there are a couple that I want to talk about where I have some
serious problems.
First, I agree that we need to have early intervention, and I have
a bill which goes in that direction. I think our goals are the same
but the methods are different, and I'd like to work with you on
that.
s
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The two areas, though, that I have some substantial disagreement with. First of all student funding. I'm looking at both the
broad and long range as well as the short range. In the 1985 bill I

got an education commission created which is looking at where we
ought to be, especially with the family responsibilities, 20 years
from now so that we can try and work in that direction.
The problem that I have serious disagreement with you is your
change in the definition of independent student. If your proposal
was to say that all parents are legally liable to educate their children up to age 26, I could not disagree with you. However, you may
remember around 1970, we reduced the age of majority from 21 to
18 and at that time therefore created the opportunity for many
games to be played in the funding of higher education and the eligibility for both Pell grants and student loans.
Some of my discussion goes back to studies that were done 5
years ago. But right now, for instance, if you take a deduction for
those 2 years plus the 4 years in college, you get an advantage in
dollars of somewhere between $4,000 and $5,500. If you don't take
that deduction for the last 2 years, and then you either have your
child go live with Aunt Millie or somewhere else, you become eligible for $9,600 in Pell grants now, and you become eligible under

your program for $14,800 in Pell grants by making that student
become independent. In addition to that, you become eligible for

Guaranteed Student Loans.

What this does is it puts the pressure on families to play

gamesand we saw a tremendous increase in the number of independent students occur after this happenedand you give a serious
economic disadvantage to what I call the All-American family that
is doing exactly what we want them to do.
I was the one who put the age of 24 in there to say that we ought

to have a logical policy here and say that at some point, age 24
and I liked 22 because I thought that was a more appropriate age
we don't need to play games anymore, and we'll treat them as independent students. So that if we move in that opposite direction,
it seems to me we are going to continue to increase the pressure, so
that right now you can set your student up and pay him under the

table. And at least the studies that were done in 1985 indicated

that a large number of families were doing that because if you took
their resources and examined them, there was a large gap as to
where the money came fromand obviously, under the tax laws
you can give a young adult $10,000, and it is unreportable.
And the reason I guess I am a little bit more incensed by this
than I might be is that we found in Vermont that hardly anybody

at least at that point was doing this, but that nationwide it was
getting up close to 50 percent.
My point is I think we should make sure that as we go forward
we understand what is going on here, and I personally think we
ought to say, okay, up to age 26, everybody is legally responsible
for the higher education of their kids, and then you can make exceptions to that. But if we do it the other way, I think we have bad
incentives in there. So I am going to fight you on increasing the

age to 26 because I think that is a bad way to go in the future.
I would agree to Senator Cochran in addition to that that we've

got to provide positive incentives for familieE to be ready to support

4
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their kids in higher education rather than negative incentives

where it is much more opportunistic to get off of it. So that's one
area of disagreement that I have.
The second one is I am concernedand I know that your State
has done a lot in this areabut we did some studies back then, and
I was able to get a little amendment on which is now in NSF
where you can get some hope for help for collegesI'm not talking
about MIT, but I'm talking about those that have difficultiesin
improving their science facilities. The administration is against the
funding of that. This past year there were over 400 applications for
the $20 million is available. National studies show that we have
billions and billions of dollars that we are behind in our science facilities and academic facilities generally.
If we have a national priority to become competitive internationally, and we don't have some way or are at least beginning some
thinking as to how we can help these universities be brought up-tospeed in all the tremendous technology that has taken place in the
last 20 or 40 yearswe haven't done anything since the end of
World War II in this area. We have a title VII which is not very
usable, and I would hope that you would take a look and see what

we can do either by changing title VII or expanding the NSF

grants to be able to help these universities get up-to-speed in hightech for science.
Fifty percent of our graduate students in these areas come from
the nonprestigious institutions. They are not all from MIT and
Han xl and RPI. Fifty percent come from elsewhere, and they
don ;lave the facilities anymore to give them the kind of background they need.
I'd like your comment on both of those questions.
Secretary ALEXANDER. On the independent student question, I'd
frankly like to learn more about it and talk with you some more
about that so I understand where you are coming from. I have
some reactions to that, and I have studied our position, but I think
maybe it would be good if I could sit down with you and talk about

thatI'd look forward to thatrather than just give you some offhand reaction.
Senator JEFFORDS. I'd like to do that, yes, sir.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Second, I'm in a little bit of a transition

here from a person who had his cup in hand to one who is now

talking about how tough it is with the Federal deficit, etc.
Obviously, to maintain America's competitive edge, we need good
science facilities. Whether the Federal Government has money for
that, I don't know. It probably traditionally wouldn't be a part of
this department; it would be more likely to be the National Science
Foundation or other agenciesbut that doesn't mean I'm not inter-

ested in it, and I think I should be interested in it as part of the
general role of education, so I will make it a point in talking with
National Science Foundation and with the other agencies that are
part of the administration to rind out what is going on with that,
what we ought to be doing, and I'll talk more with you about it.
Senator JEFFORDS. I'd appreciate that, especially if you would
take a look at title VII and see if there is anything we can do to

improve that to make it work. I don't know what it is, whether it is
matching grants or trying to get business involved in helping with
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grants or whatever it is. But it seems to me if we have this huge
need out there, and it is a serious detriment to us in becoming
internationally competitive, that it is something that even if the
budget is a problem, we at least ought to raise the cry and the
awareness of the serious problem and try to at least give some
guidance in how to take care of it.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Senator Wellstone.

Senator WELISTONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary Alexander, good to see you.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Senator, good to see you.

Senator WELLSTONE. I don't know where to start. There have
been a lot of questions asked, and some of them were questions I
had, so I will simply skip over them. Let me try and frame four
questions for you. Two are kind of specific; the first one is more

general.

You are Secretary of Education, and you are going to be a fervent visionary for young people and education. I have heard you
several times talk about this trade-off on the Pell Grant Program
more for the poorer students, but fewer students will qualify; less
for moderate or middle-income, however we define it.

Let me ask you in your heart of heartsI am making this a very
personal questionas Secretary of Education, do you believe that
this should be the trade-off as we try to develop good public policy
for education of our young people? Do you think this is the tradeoff that we should accept as a matter of what would be the most
desirablelet me use that worddesirable public policy in higher
education?
Secretary ALEXANDER. Senator, I have lived in a world for many

years where I have had to make budgets and where I didn't have
unlimited expenditure. I did that as a governor; I did that as a university president, and I now work as part of an administration that
does that. I have never been in a situation where somebody just
said, "You've got all the money in the world to spend; spend it
however you want."
So what we've got here is $6 billion to spend on 3 million Ameri-

cans or 3.4 million Americans. I would prefer to spend it on the
poorest people rather than those with more money, and that is the

policy judgment I think that would make the most sense, especially
given the fact that anyone who attends a publicly-supported institutionand 10 million of our 13 million college and university stu-

dents doarrive with about, in our State, a 70 percent subsidy
from the taxpayers to begin with.

So the answer to the question is that I think it is the right way
to spend the $6 billion availablefocus it on the poorest families to
substantially increase by 50 percent the amount of money they
might have to go to college.
Senator WELLSTONE. I have no problem with providing more sup-

port for the poorest families, but then we go back to our States,

and we hear all the stories about students selling plasma and work-

ing two jobs and teachers who talk about students who are exhausted. We know that the budget has changed, and it has shifted
dramatically from the grant part to the loan part, and we know
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there are going to be some costs here. So I'm just asking you

whether or not in fact you think $6 billion is enough.
Let me just ask youthere is a question of this is the budget we
have to work with. But you are Secretary of Education, and there
is another question. As &cretary of Education do you believe that
we are investing enough money in the Pell Grant Program in
terms of what is good for our young people, what is good for higher
education, and what is good for the future of our country; do you
believe it is enough?
Secretary ALEXANDER. Looking at our country as the whole, the
condition of the economy and the size of the Federal deficit, I think
that we are advocating a very reasonable proposal.
Now, if we'want to raise taxes and invest more money in America, why, perhaps then you would have more money to spend. But I
am having to get used to how you spend money you don't have to
begin with. I have never done that before in my life until I came to
Washington 3 weeks ago. And I am quite serious about that. I went
through 8 years of making up budgets as a governor and always
had to either raise taxes or cut funding.
Earlier I was talking about where we were in 1958 when I went
to college and law school. I had scholarships, and I worked. And
there weren't any of these programs. Now, one out of every two
students who attends a college or a university has a Federal grant
they get at the
or a loan in addition to whatever public subsidy
community
colleges
State-supported institutions. Now there are
$400
tuition,
and
those
are
where you can go for $200, $300, or
education,
but
I
think
the
going up. It is not easy to continue your
$6
billion
in
grants
and
then
question is how do we best spend this
another $10 billion in loans.
Senator WELLSTONE. Let me ask you a quick follow-up question
because I have a couple of other questions, and I fear I'll use up all
my time with this one question.
I can fully appreciate what you said about what you have to do
as governor; you balance the budget. And when you decide that

there are priorities you believe in, you raise the money. What

would you think about the idea of making the Pell Grant Program
an entitlement program and raising the necessary resources for it?
Secretary ALEXANDER. Generally speaking, Senator, I don't believe in entitlement programs.
Senator WELLSTONE. All right. Let me go on with another question, although I want to suggest that I believe it is difficult for the

President to call himself the "education president" and to talk
about education and young people, kind of like politicians kiss
babies, unless we are willing to dig into our pockets with the rerosy picture as I travel in
sources. And I don't find it to be a
Minnesota in terms of not only what the stuclents are telling me
but what their families are telling me. I think they really are feeling the squeeze that Senator Dodd talked about.

Let me move to the State level. In your written statementI
came in late, and I apologize for that, but I don't think you said it
today in the testimonyyou referred to a proposal that would require the States to give full faith and credit backing to the designated guarantee agencies. I'd like to get some more details on that
proposal because I think that is a very significant proposal which
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alters some of the responsibility for higher education financing,
and I don't think you have spelled that out in detail. Could you tell
me a little bit more what you have in mind?

Secretary ALEXANDER, Thank you, Senator.

If I may, Deputy Secretary Sanders has spent most of the last 12

months working in that area, so if he could comment on that I

would appreciate it.

Senator WELLSTONE. Please.

Mr. SANDERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Wellstnne. Yes,

we have gone through particularly the aftermath of the HEAF
crisis and have looked at what kinds of systemic changes do we
need to make to the system. We have clearly identified that there
ought to be some other risk-sharing in other places in the system.
One of those is at the State level.
States have a responsibility toward this program in that we rely

upon their State licensing requirements to set the standards of

quality along with accrediting agencies, as we discussed earlier.
When a crisis does occur such as in the HEAF situation, where
the State has actually been a participant in and in part responsible
for this situation, we believe that they ought to share in the risk if
indeed there is a failure in the guarantee agency that is designated
for the particular State. What we have envisioned is that the State,
after a point in time where loans default above a certain rate, or if
the guarantee agency were to go under, would actually share financially in what is required to make that agency solvent.
Senator WELLSTONE. Mr. Sanders, let me just try and give you a
State perspective. Secretary Alexander talked about being Governor Alexander, and you have to balance the budget. The States are

trying to do that. And States all across this country are already
facing real strained budgets, having to make a lot of cuts. This

decade of the Eighties, States were given more and more responsibility with less and less resources. I think many people at the State
and local level feel rather betrayed by that.

Now, it seems to me what you are asking is that the States,

which are facing extreme budget crises and are already burdened,
be burdened with this additional risk. And I think a lot of States
would want to argue that the reason for some of the probleiLs with
HEAF is that you had so much shift from grants to loans that it
became impossible for many young people in good faith to pay
those loans back, and now you are asking the States to essentially
have to deal with this cost.
Mr. SANDERS. We're not asking the States to essentially have to
deal with the cost. We are asking them----Senator WELLSTONE. The risk.

Mr. SANDERS [continuing]. To assume part of the risk, a very, very

small part of it, and they are participants in this process. We are
asking them fundamentally to take a greater sense of responsibility toward their oversight of institutions that are domiciled in their
States. That is what we are wanting on the bottom line. To get
that, we are asking them to participate in the risk-sharing.
Senator WELISTONE. Would you call this a shift in responsibility
for financing in higher education? Would you call this a significant
shift in the roles between Federal and State governments?
Mr. SANDERS. No, I would not.
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Senator WELIATONE. Let me just ask a couple of specific TRIO

questions, if I could. One program that you are seeking to elimi-I
as
nate is the educational opportunity centers, which are targetedhave
understand at women on welfare and also on individuals who
lost their jobs and need retraining.
to adHow does your pre-college block grant program propose
obviously
an
dress the post-secondary needs of this population? It is
important population.
to
Secretary ALEXANDER. Senator, if I may, we of course proposeand
that
have
been
pert
of
TRIO
increase funding for the programs
then increase the flexibility th, t people in States and communities
have to do the same sorts of things.
Ms. Christensen has been working on that, and I'd like for her to
comment.

Senator WELLSTONE. Yes, and one

thing I am interested inI un-

proposderstand full well about the funding, but it is a block grantguidance
al, so I am interested in whether or not there is any clear
on this.
old proMs. CHRISTENSEN. That's right. It is consolidating the
it is
eliminating
the
purpose
of
the
old
program;
gram. We are not
in
fact,
the
funds
In
administering
this
block
grant
a block grant.
would be given out to the States on the basis of their Chapter I allocations, and you would have colleges and universities working in
partnerships with elementary and secondary education school disstudents
tricts so that they could work directly with the secondaryThese
are
into
post-secondary
education.
to encourage them to go
describing
that
would
be
exactly the kinds of students that you are
those
because
you'd
go
directly
into
much more focused in this,
Chapter I areas and have both the school officials and the higher
education officials in the TRIO program go out and work with
them and provide the same kinds of service but in a more coordiennated fashion; the exact same kinds of services, but merely
that
you
provided
to
those
same
people
hanced, actually, would be
are talking about.
Senator WELLSTONE. In 10 seconds or less, I understand that that
it has been the institutions
can happen, but in the past with TRIO
low-income citithat have shown the sensitivity to working with anything
that is
Is there
zens that have made that commitment.
where
we
can
have
assurance
built into the block grant program
will be dealt with?
that in fact these segments of the population
would
definitely
be built in,
Ms. CHRISTENSEN. Those assurances
States
as well
that
would
be
used
in
the
both through the formula
that
the
States
and
in
the
law
that
would
say
as the requirements
in
certain
requirements
into
account
school districts have to take
dealing with these problems. These are exactly the kids that we
are going at.
Could I just add one other "RS." to your overall problem.
Senator WELLSTONE. Sure.
Ms. CHRISTENSEN. We certainly all understand your concern. Sec-

total
retary Alexander obviously was not here when we put the doing
with
the
administration
in
budget together, but I did work
looked at
that, and we had to make some hard choices. What we
and
seconddistribution
between
elementary
was the appropriate
thought
it
was a
post-secondary
dollars,
and
we
ary dollars and
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very good distribution. At the elementary and secondary level, we

are intent on reaching the national goals and ensuring that the

kids as they come out of high school are much better prepared to
go into college so that they can meet their requirements in college,
and that was the rationale for this.
Senator WELLSTONE. I'm concerned it's not going to work with
this block grant proposal. There is more to say, but I understand
full well what you say in your testimony.
Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KAM/MUM. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. I have just one question, and that is regarding the

i6gislative language concerning the administration's proposals.
When will the legislative language be ready and submitted to us?

Secretary ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, 2 to 3 weeks, if that would
be acceptable. We are hard at work on it.

Senator PELL. That would be great. I have several other questions that I'd like to ask you to respond to in writing, and some of

my colleagues may do the same.
Secretary ALEXANDER. We'd be happy to respond, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Good. Thank you very much for being with us. It
was a good hearing.
Secretary ALEXANDER. Thank you, Senator.

Senator PELL. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:02 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned].

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT
FRIDAY, APRIL 19, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
9UBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Catonsville, MD.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in the
Humanities Lounge, Building Q, Catonsville Community College,
Catonsville, MD, Senator Barbara A. Mikulski, presiding.
Present: Senator Mikulski.
Senator Mucutsia. Good morning, everybody.
I am Senator Barbara Mikulski, and I am a member of the
Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee. Today we are here
to consider the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
Before I open the official hearingand this is an official hearing,
complete with recorded testimony, and we are functioning under
the auspices of the Senate Labor and Human Resources CommitteeI know my good friend and new president of Catonsville Community College, Dr. Fred Walsh, wants to welcome all of us.
Dr. Walsh.
STATEMENT OF FREDERICK J. WALSH, PRESIDENT,
CATONSVILLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, CATONSVILLE, MD

Mr. WALSH. Thank you very much, Senator Mikulski.

On behalf of the Board of 'Trustees of the Baltimore Community
Colleges and the faculty and staff of Catonsville, I'd like to welcome you all this morning and take a moment to introduce Ms.
Nancy Hubers, who is representing the Baltimore Community Col-

leges' Board of Trustees this morning.
It is my pleasure to welcome you to Catonsville Community College. Having Catonsville selected by Senator Mikulski as the site
for the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act hearing is
indeed an honor and a privilege. To my knowledge, this is the first
time that a public forum of this nature has been conducted on. a
community college campus in Maryland.
Senator Mikulski, on behalf of community colleges statewide, I
thank you for this recognition of the important place community
colleges hold in the higher education community.
The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act is critical to the
success of higher education in general and especially to community
colleges. Because we kielieve that education is a right of all citizens,
we must strive to provide equal access to educational opportunity.
(707)
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The programs established and maintained through the Higher Education Act make access to education a reality for many who might
otherwise be unable to attend.

Education opens the door to a meaningful participation in a
healthy and productive society, and the Higher Education Act is

the key to education in a democratic society.
Senator Mikulski, once again welcome to Catonsville Community
Colleges, one of the Baltimore County community colleges. Your
dedication and tireless service on behalf of the citizens of Maryland

and of the Nation is to be commended and is met with heartfelt

appreciation. From the Volunteer National Service bill to the Tech

Prep bill, your commitment to improving the quality of life for

Marylanders and for people nationwide is evident.
Thank you for your tremendous support of education in the Free
State, and I now turn the floor over to you.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MIKULSKI

Senator MIKULSKI. Thank you, Dr. Walsh.
Good morning, everyone. I would like to officially open this hear-

ing.

The U.S. Senate is considering the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act. The Higher Education Act is the congressional and
governmental framework for the funding of individual student aid
to provide access to higher education.
This legislation was created in the mid-1960's. At that time, our
colleges had a certain look, our college students had a certain age,
and the Federal budget also was in a different shape.
Now, almost 25 years later, it is time for a new look and a time
to recognize the new realities of what students are facing, what the
schools who are trying to provide opportunities for them are up
against, and how we can make sure that the U.S. Government and
the legislation it passes is user-friendly.
I'd like to welcome everyone to this hearing because as we all
would agree, access to higher education has always been one of the

crucial components of the American dream. Parents dream of

giving their children the key to a better future. Young people and
people of all ages dream of acquiring the tools they need to carve
out a life as a doctor, an engineer, a teacher or as a technician.
But education is not only meant to teach people utilitarian skills,
but to prepare them for a way of life in democracy.
Why, then, should the U.S. Government be involved in helping
people achieve the American dream? Well, it is this Senator's
belief that when we help people get themselves educated, the benefits of that investment are not only in you, but in our whole society. The better educated we are, the better prepared we are, we are
then getting our country ready for the 21st Century, to be good citizens, to be good parents, and to be generally good Americans.
But millions of Americans never have a chance to realize this
dream because of the way higher education is currently function-

ing. I want the people of Maryland and all those who seek the
American dream to know that Senator Barbara Mikulski is absolutely on their side.
1'4;4 C.
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I am concerned about the fact that for the middle class, in order
to pursue higher education, we often have to become tuition-poor to
be able to do that; that when we take a look at the eligibility for
higher education, if you have a combined family income of over
$35,000, you are left out. If you have assets either in your home or
in a small business, for which you have an enormous amount of
sweat equity and cash, it is tough luck for you.
Also, when one takes a look at the forms that you need to fill out
every year around Thanksgiving, well, that doesn't talk turkey to
anybody.
So this morning we want to take a look at any of those issues
that you would like to share with us. I know as I listen to the testimony here that my goals are very straightforward. First, I want to
expand the opportunity structure in this society. I want to make
sure that the middle class has the opportunity to participate in the
Higher Education Act and to make sure that those who want to be
the middle class also have access to this.
Second, we want to make sure that we know how to pay for the
expanded opportunities we wish to create by taking a common
sense approach to the default rate.
Third, we want to take a look at the way you have to apply, in a
way that you do not have to hire fancy-priced accountants to show
you how to get around the rules rather than your own good judgment on how you can comply with the rules.
Today we are going to hear from our Secretary of Higher Education, representing our governor. We are going to hear from the
presidents of colleges within our own Statepublic institutions, the
private independent colleges, and the community colleges. And we
are also going to hear from students themselves.
Feel free to tell me your ideas. Feel free to tell me about your
experiences. And I really want to hear the recommenth tions.
College costs have changed, college students have changed, and
we want to make sure that although the profiles of the institutions
have changed, the opportunities that have made our country great
are still there and will continue to expand.

So that is the framework for the hearing, and I can't wait to

hear what you've got to say to me. I am going to listen very intently. We are going to have a formal record, and everything that you
have to say to me today, I will formally present to my colleagues
on the Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee, and you
can be sure that anything you tell me, Fm going to listen to the
stories of your lives and of your institutions, so when I speak up
with this voice that God has given me, I will speak with the voice
of the angels because of what you've told me.
Having said that, I'd like to now welcome Dr. Shaila Aery, Secretary of the Maryland Higher Education Commission, who will be

representing the ideas of Governor Schaefer and the Maryland

General Assembly,
STATEMENT OF SHAILA AERY, SECRETARY, MARYLAND HIGHER
EDUCATION COMMISSION
1,11s. AERY. Senator Mikulski, thank you for the opportunity to be

here. The governor sends his "thank you" for the opportunity in
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Maryland and for your being on one of our community college campuses.

I am testifying today on behalf of the governor and on behalf of
the Maryland Higher Education Commission, and I want to personally publicly thank you for all the advice you have given us in this
State over the last couple of years and join the governor in thanking you for your leadership on higher education issues.
As background to the governor's position, Senator, I'd like to talk

a little bit about what is happening in Maryland and what has

happened in the last couple of months, last month particularly, on
higher education financial aid.
The General Assembly recently passed, as you know, an Omnibus Higher Education Reform Act for student financial aid, and in
that vein I notice in the audience today Delegate Galiazo from Baltimore County, who was one of the legislators who was important
in passing that omnibus bill.

The bill in Marylandand I think it is a model--says that

no

one will be denied access to colleges in Maryland if they have the
ability and if they worked to go to college. It also significantly expands the middle-income access. It does lots of things. One of the
things that I think is very important in this bill is we looked
around in Maryland, and approximately 53 percent of our 260,000
students in Maryland are part-time. We have no part-time student
financial aid except what colleges could eke out of very difficult
budgets.

So for the first time in this bill, beginning in fiscal year 1993, we
will have a part-time student scholarship program, and we may be
the third in the Nation to do that.
We have in the program also for middle-income students raised
the maximum allowance for those students, and we have indexed
that allowance of what they are eligible to receive by where they
live in the State. We know that a student who comes from a family
of four and earns $35,000, and they live in Montgomery County,
which is one of our wealthier counties, that is not very much
m-,ney. But that same $35,000 in Garrett County may be very different. So we have indexed the middle income to the area of the
State, and we have used the Bureau of Labor Statistics to do that.
There are lots of parts of this bill. The "guaranteed access" part
is I think the cinterpiece of the effort, that is, to every young
person in Maryland who is low-income and poverty, we say if you
take high school and high school college preparatory courses, if you
make a C-plus average, if you are accepted to a college in Maryland, that we will pay not only tuition but books, room and board,

and incidental expenses. That is a very different approach than
most States have used, and this money will be available for the
first time in fiscal year 1995. I think it says a lot about Governor

Schaefer and about the Maryland General Assembly that in a time
of recession, they made that kind of a pledge to the young people of
Maryland.
One of the most important things and one that will lead me into
the six points that the governor has on reauthorization ii to make
the point that much of the success of the Maryland bill depends on
early intervention. We have over the last year and a half in Maryland had five early intervention projects going, because that leads

o
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into particularly guaranteed access. Students have to know what
courses to take and have their abilities and their skills sharpened.
In the early intervention programs, we have five projects in the
State, and approximately 1,600 middle-school students have participated, 17 of the counties and Baltimore City, in which we involve
the colleges in the area, the schools in the area, the communities,
the parent-teacher organizations, to counsel these students on what
kind of skills they need and what kinds of things they need to go
on to college.
I have heard some of the testimony from the early evaluation,
and the stets always impress me but the students have been remarkable, students who never even thought about the possibility,
who are now talking about what they need to do in high school to
go to college; they have the ability, but they never had that hope.
I guess the No. 1 one reason that Maryland looked at this kind of
, program is that it is the right thing to do, and the Maryland governor and the General Assembly believe we should do the right
things. But second and as important in some ways is that our work
force is changing just like the rest of this country, and we need to
make available and make it possible for those people who have historically been ignored by post-secondary education to have an opportunity to go on to post-secondary education so that we can succeed as a State economically.
There are six points the governor wishes me to share with yon
today, Senator. The first one has to do with the Pell grant. He believes, as does the Higher Education Commission, and I think probably you do, too, that if at all possible, the Pell grant should be an
entitlement program. Governor Schaefer understands that that
may not be feasible given the budget enforcement act the way it is
today, but he would at least encourage that we look at linking the
Pell grant awards to some inflationary index or cost-of-living index.
He would encourage the Congress to increase the amount of the
Pell grant from its current $2,300 to anywhere between $4,000 and
$5,000.
The second point the governor adheres to the first point, and it is
closely related, is that we begin to be very serious about reversing
the current imbalance between grants and loans. That is what we
have tried to do in Maryland with the Maryland Financial Aid
Refor m Act.

Third, the governor urges the Congressalong with your earlier
statementsto really strengthen financial aid for middle-income
students by strengthening self-help programs and finding new incentives to encourag, families to save for college and not penalizing families for saving for college. In the Maryland bill, there is an
authorization for an advisory group with the treasurer as the head
to begin examining for Maryland zero coupon bonds for middleincome student families for savings, and to encourage savings.
Fourth, the governor would like to encourage Congress and you
student loan
to look at the banks continuing to be involved in the State
experiprogram. As an aside, I would say that from a prior
glad
when
I
got to
ence where I had the loan authority--and I was

Maryland that I didn't have that student loan authoritythat
in
along with the banks doing that, that the guarantee agencies

:
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the States need to really force the banks to practice due diligence;
that that is an important part in the loan default process.
The fifth point of the governor, and particularly important to
Maryland, and one that I think is our No. 1 priority, is that as you
look at the State Student Incentive Grant Program, whatever you
do with that particular part of the student financial aid program,
Maryland and all States need some incentives for early intervention programs. We see perhaps redoing that particular program to
match State efforts for early intervention programs, or perhaps
some of the other dollars, Pell grant and others, will not be as wellused unless we have identified Audents and helped them early to
not only choose college as a way, but to succeed in college.

Finally, the governor has as his sixth point one that you have
touched on, and that is that we need to make the financial aid

process much simpler. I had the governor try to fill out one of the
forms. It is amazing I am still working, actually. [Laughter.] I told
him there are lots of Ph.D.'s who can't fill one out, either-Senator MIKULSKI. I'm sure his comments, like mine, bordered on
the volcanic.

Ms. AERY. They didn't border onthey werethey were right

there. [Laughter.]

This last year in Maryland because of the governor's real concern and interest in volunteerism, we tried something that helped,
but it certainly even made more sense to me as regards the form.
We trained volunteers who were ex-teachers and counselors and
people around the State, in two or three counties, to teach parents
how to fill out the forms in the library and at schools at night. It
just became more and more frustrating. We taught the volunteers
how to do it.
Senator MIKULSKI. So workshops are not the answer,
MS. AERY. Th ,y are not the answer. It simply is just too complicated.

Finally, the governor would say to you thank you again for your
leadership. He would ask that you look at ways that we can have a

renewed partnership between the Federal Government and the
State and asks you to seriously consider looking at the SSIG as a
way for States to match Federal dollars for early intervention efforts.

With that, Senator, I'd be happy to answer questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Aery (with an attachment) fol-

lows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. AERY

Senator Mikulski, thank you for the opportunity to testify today. I am representing Governor Schaefer as well as the Maryland Higher Education Commission. I
would like to believe that I am also speaking on behalf of the hundreds of thousands
df Marylanders in school today, whose futures will be materially affected by the decisions of the Congress regarding reauthorization.

Senator. I hope you wor't mind if I share with everyone here that this is not the
first time you and I have discussed the issues confrcnting higher education in Maryland and in the United States, or that I have the greatest admiration for your dedication and your efforts on behalf of education. There are very few peopk in public
life in this entire country who have spent ns much time as you have to furthet the
cause of oducation.
Before I comment on tly. Higher Education Act, I would like to tell you something
very exciting Earlier this month Maryland took an enormous step closer to the day
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when every young person will have the opportunity to live up to his or her own
potential, regardless of whether they are rich or poor. Governor William Donald
Schaefer proposed and the General Assembly adopted legislation which, in effect,
guarantees that no student will be denied access to a Maryland college education
because they are poor and significantly expands financial access for middle-income
students.

Actually, the legislature adopted an omnibus bill that revamps much of the

State's financial aid policy. For instance, scholarships will be available for the first
time to part-time students. That will have a profound impact on the more than fifty
percent of our college students who attend part-time. Maryland has moved to offer
greater assistance to students from working families by increasing the maximum
dollar amount available to low and moderate-income students. We have created a
new incentive program to encourage graduates to go into math and science fields in
Maryland.
But the "guaranteed access" component of the legislation is clearly the centerpiece of this effort. There are thousands of boys and girls in our schools today who
have never considered going to college. They re smart enough. They need to be
given some hope. They certainly have the potential to make a valuable contribution
to the State. But they don't have any money.
They're so poor that they would laugh if we suggested that they should go to college. But that's exactly what we're doing. Here's the deal that we're going to offer
them. They take college preparatory courses. They get good grades. They stay away
from drugs. Maryland promises that they will have the money they need for tuition,
room and board, books and other educational expenses.
This money will be available for the first time in 1995. Between now and then, we
will be working with schools in Maryland to identify middle school students who
would qualify for this program and work with them to make sure that they are able
to take advantage of this opportunity. We estimate that as many as 5,000 students a
year could benefit from this program in Maryland.
The key to the success of the program is early intervention, helping students (and
their parents) to see their own ability while it is still possible to select and complete
the courses that they need to get into college and to develop the skills required to
succeed there. Since 1989, the commission has been overseeing five pilot early intervention projects in various regions of Maryland. The projects involve the joint participation of local school systems, colleges and universities, along with community
organizations and local industry. A total of 2,602 middle school students from 17
counties and Baltimore City are currently receiving academic and counseling support services under the program. We expect. to use what we've learned from these
pilot projects as a basis for a statewide early intervention program.
There are a number of reasons for creating this new guaranteed access scholar-

ship program. The simplest is that it's the right thing to do. No one should be

denied the opportunity to go to college simply because they're poor. But there is another, equally compelling reason. In the decade ahead, 80 percent of our new workers will be minorities, women, and immigrants. Maryland's work force is changing
rapidly, and if we are to be competitive in years to come we must educate groups
that historically have not gone to college for the simple reason that it was unaffordable.

This was one of the major conclusions of the Maryland Higher Education Commission's study of student financial aid policies ftnd programs. The commission spent 18

months on a comprehensive review of existing programs, analysis of current and
future needs, and alternatives for financial aid programs in the future. In the process, the commission developed four principles which they believe to be central to
any effective financial aid program. I would like to share those with you because I
think that the Federal Government should consider adopting similar principles
when examining Federal financial aid.
The four principles are predictability, adequacy, equity, and adaptability.

By predictability w mea .-. eligible secondary school students should have some assurance that they will receive financial aid.
By adequacy we mean that programs should meet thc needs of the most disadvantaged students and serve the entire eligible population of students
By equity we mean that students with similar economic circumstances and financial need should be treated fairly.
And by adaptability we mean that the changing needs of citizens and the economy should be accommodated by financial aid programs.

Admittedly, those are issues that must be considered over the long term. The

issue of reauthorization is more immediate and I would like to briefly describe Governor Schaefer's recommendations on that subject.
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First, we believe that the Pell grant should become an entitlement. Let me add
here that Maryland's guaranteed access program, which is known as the Educational Excellence Award, is based on the expectation that students will receive a full
Pell grant, with the State making up the difference. This is consistent with our view
that predictability is something that students should reasonably expect in financial
aid.

In addition, the maximum amount of a Pell grant must be increased from the current $2,300 to keep pace with inflation. The Bush administration is proposing an

increase to $3,700, we believe an even higher maximum would be appropriate.
Second, we would urge the Congress to consider shifting the emphasis in Federal
financial aid programs away from loans and to grants. The reliance on loans often

creatts a severe burden on students least able to shoulder that burden. This would
remove an obstacle in the path of young men and women many of whom are the
first in their family to attend college and who face more than their fair share of
challenges.

Third, at the same time, we need to target middle-income students by strengthening self-help programs, and we need to find new incentives to encourage their families to save money for college.
Fourth, we must ensure that banks continue to be involved in student loan pro-

grams. They have the experience and the expertise to make sure that these programs are run efficiently and well.

Fifth, I would urge the Congress to use the State Student Incentive Grant Program as an incentive to other States to implement some of the innovations we have
in Marylanda financial aid policy based entirely on need, programs to address the
needs of the growing population of part-time students, and early intervention programs to prepare students for success in college.

Finally, we need to make the financial aid process simpler. The financial aid

form, and I mean this quite honestly, is more difficult to fill out than any tax form.
Families often make errors on the complex form which may cost students financial
aid. And some are so daunted by the form that they do not even bother to try to fill
it out. To address this situation, this year the Maryland Higher Education Commission sponsored a program in which trained volunteers go into schools and libraries
to help students and their parents fill out the financial aid form.
In addition, we encourage the implementation of a single, unified financial aid
form, so that students, by filing a single form, can tap into all forms of financial aid.
When we went to the Maryland General Assembly in January with the plan to
reorganize financial aid, I fully expected the process to take 2 years. I think it is
very telling that the legislature acted quickly and with a great deal of support for
this undertaking. Legislators in Annapolis are very much aware of how important it
is to the State of Maryland that every student with the ability to benefit from college have the opportunity to continue his or her education.
Senator, I don't think I have to convince you of the importance of providing this
opportunity. You have demonstrated your commitment to education throughout
your career. I hope that my testimony today will help you convince your colleagues
that the Federal Government needs to continue to make the same kind of investment in the Nation.
SCHOLARSHIP REFORM ACT OF 1991

Educational Excellence Award ProgramEffective July 1, 1995
Modifies the current General State Scholarship Program to create the new Educational Excellence Award Program.
Two major components for need-based student grants:
Guaranteed Access Grants

Grants of 100 percent of need, after deducting Federal Pell Grant and Family
Contribution, up to the price of a public 4-year institution for students identified below the poverty level.

Students required to complete a college preparation curriculum in high school
and graduate with a 2.5 grade point average.
Educational Assistance Grants
Grants for low to moderate income students for 40 percent of need, after deducting Federal Pell Grant and Family Contribution, with a maximum award of
$3,000.

Regional cost of living differences are considered in determining student need.
Part.time Grant ProgramEffective July 1, 1992

New program that provides financial aid to needy part-time students enrolled

in degree-granting programs.
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Math/Science Student CorpsEffective July 1, 1992
Creates a Math/Science Student Corps which provides assistance in the repayment of higher education loanz, to Maryland graduates in math or science fields who
obtain employment in occupations requiring math or science skills.
Economic Development Student Assistance Grants Effective July 1, 1991
Consolidates five current programs that encourage graduates to work in critical
shortage occupations and/or geographic locations in the State.
Legislative Scholarship ProgramsEffective July 1, 1991
Increases the minimum award in the Senatorial Scholarship Program from $200
to $400 and the maximum award from $1,500 to $2,000.
College Savings BondsEffective July 1, 1991

Establishes the Maryland College Savings Bond Advisory Board to provide
advice to the Board of Public Works on the marketing of State bonds for college
savings.

Distinguished Scholar ProgramEffective July 1, 1991
Requires the identification of Distinguished Scholars after the first semester of
the junior year in high school instead of the end of the junior year.

Senator MiKUISKI. Thank you very much, Dr. Aery.

The Maryland program is a very bold program. I would like to
ask some questions about the Maryland program and then flesh
out a bit more on the Federal reauthorization.
States are doing so many innovative approaches, and we think

we can learn from your ideas and experience. When you talk about
this guaranteed opportunity structure for the kids or the students
in Marylandwe tend to use the word "kids," but our student population, as you said, is everybody from 18 to 68-MS. AERY. That's correct.
Senator MIKULSKI [continuing]. And there are a lot of people who

are more like 38 and 48 who are coming back to be retooled for

new demands in their lives. My question is this. How does the program really work so that a person coming out of school or someone
who wishes to return to school would be eligible for what?
MS. AERY. There are a couple of different parts to the program.
Young people who are now in middle-school, we are really aiming
the guaranteed access at, and we are, as I said, doing some early
intervention projects. We are trying to build into these students
the idea of some predictability, that if you do certain things you

can go to college. That is one part of it, that is the guaranteed

aspect.
nator MIKULSKI. So that. is essentially what I call a "good guy

bonus." It is a reward for effort and initiative and self-help and
self-discipline.

MS. AERY. That's exactly right. They have to take the right college prep courses.
Senator MIKULSKI. They have to get themselves ready to take

care of the opportunity. Now, not everybody has perfect SAT
scores, but this acknowledges the kind of person who would have

certainly perfect or near perfect attendance, putting their own
sweat equity into a C-plus average, knowing that there are always
the intellectual elite who will qualify for things. But this goes to
the solid student who says no to drugs-MS. AERY. Correct. That's part of it. They sign a contract with us.
Senator Mnansxl. It is essentially a reward for what we would
call good behavior and good effort.

ti
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MS. AERY. We think it is a lot less expensive than other alternatives like prison and welfare programs, for which some of these students are at high risk.
Senator MIKULSKI. I see. Now, if they do that, what will they get?

Let's say there is a student in one of our high schools. You have

identified them. It is now 1995. What happens to them?
MS. AERY. The student has been admitted to a college in Maryland. The Pell grant will be the first cut of dollars.

Senator MIKt.a.siu. So Pell grant is the threshold and the basis

platform.

Ms. AERY. It's the basis, that's correct. And then the State will
pay up to the tuition cost of the most expensive public campus,

which right now is College Park, so somewhere up to that point, at
public or private, and room and board, and incidental fees.
So the very poorest students will have the ability to go to college.
Senator Mnarmu. That's a stunning commitment.
MS. AERY. For the middle-income student that we have now indexed by parts of the State, we say we will pay 40 percent of costs

up to $3,000they have raised that amount. Some of those students will be eligible for partial Pell grants.

Senator Milansicl. But it is means-tested. It will be a means-

tested program?
Ms. AERY. That's correct. But the State's part of it again would

be based on cost of living in the region where the student came
from, the Montgomery/Garrett County kind of thing.

Senator Mnansm. I see. Moving over to the Federal program,

how would you see us expanding the opportunities for middle-class
eligibility. The concern that we have here is that again for young
people it is not only income, but it is often the asset, so that where

people have worked hard to either own a home, or the parents

have a stake in a small business, they are just not eligible.
Ms. AERY. One of the biggest problems for the States is the congressional methodology on financial aid, which ties in with this,
and counting assets in a home against eligibility. I think the home
equity or the farm or the business needs to be removed, and I know
there is a great deal of sentiment in Congress to do that.
Senator MnamsKI. You are our Secretary of Higher Education,
you are our "top gun" in higher education. I'm sure there is a national association that you belong to.
Ms. AERY. The State Higher Education Officers.
Senator MIKULSKI. Are they formulating concrete recommenda-

tions to us on both the eligibility and-Ms. AERY. Yes, we have, and we are waiting right now for the
national meeting of the financial aid advisory groups to finish formulating that. But you will be receiving from the State Higher
Education Executive Officers information and recommendations.

Senator MnansKI. And we are going to be talking to the presidents of a very rich diversity of higher education institutions in a
few minutes.
Ms. AERY. Yes, you have a very diverse group here.

Senator MilansKI. I just want to ask you the question about

banks being involved, because many of these same questions we
will also ask our presidents. You say, "We must ensure that banks
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continue to be involved in student loan programs." What does that
mean?
MS. AERY. I think there are some who would suggest to you that

we might move the loan programs into the institutions. It has been

my experience that--

Senator MIKULSKI. To move them into higher education institu-

tions?

Ms. AERY. That's correct. There has been some discussion of that
around the country, and we think that that is banks' business, and
that's what they do.
Senator MIKULsKI. And if you don't have the expertise-----

Ms. AERY. Well, we get into a lot of things in higher education
that we shouldn't get into. We should stay with teaching and learning and research.
Senator MIKULSKI. You also say, "Congress should use the student State Incentive Grant Program as incentive to other States to

implement innovations like we have done in Maryland; also ad-

dress the needs of part-time students"I think many are in the
room this morning to hear about this"and early intervention programs."

Would you like to elaborate on that as well, because I think this
is a very important set of issues.
Ms. AERY. The States need some incentive and some assistance to
meet particular needs. I think the most important one, again, is

our early intervention effortsome way that Congress can give
States incentive to match those State dollars so that elementary,

secondary and post-secondary are linked together in a more substantial way and that people know early enough. It is not enough
just to give a student a grant if they have not prepared for college
and if they have not worked on the skills necessary for college. I
have seen all the information on Pell grant students and how they
drop out of school. So we are saying you could invest that money
and have the States match it for early intervention.
Senator MIKULSKI. What you are saying is that the State student
incentive program could be used to leverage other resources.
MS. AERY. That's correct.

Senator Mumma. I have with me today Karen Calmeise, who is
my legal counsel to the committee. Do we have any other questions
of Dr. Aery?
Ms. CALMEISE. No questions.

Senator MIKut.sxf. Well, Dr. Aery, we thank you for your testimony, and we are going to use this as a framework, and when your
national association formulates what it has to tell us, we are eager
to hear it.
And also as to what you said about the forms, there is usually
the feeling that if there were a workshop or something, that if everybody only knew about it, they could do it.
Ms. AERY. I don't think that's true in my experience. And I will
be seeing you for the SHEEO agency because I am on that committee. That is the State Higher Education Executive Officers.

Senator, this is my fourth reauthorization. I think I am getting

close to retirement.

Senator Minium. Well, let's see if you come out with a 4.0 this

time. [Laughter.]
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Thank you very much, Dr. Aery, for your testimony, and thank

the governor.
Several groups have submitted written testimony for the record,
and they will be included. I know that there are trade and proprie-

tary schools that wished to testify. There had to be a parameter to
the hearing, and we wanted to focus today on degree-granting institutions. But we welcome the testimony, and the record will be open
to that for those schools.
We now are going to call forward our distinguished panel of college presidents and financial aid administrators.
We welcome first Dr. Earl Richardson, president of Morgan State
University, one of our State's largest historically black colleges; Dr.
Martha Smith, president of Dundalk Community College and a.
member of the Coalition of Baltimore County Community Colisges;
Dr. Charles Trout, president of Washington College over on the
Eastern Shore, one of our newest presidents in the Maryland college system; and also Dr. Ulysses Glee, who I understand is really
the State "whiz" on financial aid and will talk about what it is like
handling the financial aid office.
We look forward to your testimony. I think the men and women

at the table show the rich diversity of Maryland higher educationindependent colleges that range from Johns Hopkins to a
small rabbinical school in Maryland, or St. John's in Western
Maryland, to Washington College; colleges that have unique student bodies, like our wonderful framework of historically black colleges; the community colleges, which really are a very unique
social investment; and our public institution.
We look forward to hearing your testimony, and I will tell you
who is on my mindreally, three kinds of studentsone, somebody
out of Baltimore City or Baltimore County, the dad maybe works at

Bethlehem Steel or General Motors, and mom is a paralegal

maybe she herself graduated from Villa Julie college or one of the
community colleges. They work very hard. They have a combined
income of maybe about $48,000. They have partial ownership of a

home they bought early in their marriage, and they have three
kids that they love to death and want to give them an education
better than they had, but because of their income, which is under
$50,000, and that home they own in Rosedale or Arbutus or the
Liberty Heights corridor, are not included.

That is one student population. The other is the student who is
28 or even 38 years of age, who has been around the track of life
for some time and is either looking for a new wife or surviving an
old marriage, knows that they need new toolsand yet, they are
not going to go out and buy plaid skirts or khaki pants and wear
saddle shoes and be the stereotype of the college studentin fact,
they are going as part-timers, and in fact they might even be worried about their own kids going to college.

And then there is the third type of student who right now is the
first in their family to ever consider college. They are from a very
poor family. Their mother or father might be part of what we call
the working poor, who earn the minimum wage, who again love
their children to death, and they just see no future for themselves
and wouldn't even think about coming to a school like any of you
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represent because it is beyond what the-y even hear about in their
lives.
Fla those are the people who I have in my mind who we want to
be able to help. They are the ones who really want to do something
with themselves and make a contribution to our society.
Having said that, Dr. Richardson, why don't we start with the
president of a very great and very fine university.
STATEMENTS OF DR. EARL RICHARDSON, PRESIDENT, MORGAN
STATE UNIVERSITY; DR. MARTHA SMITH, PRESIDENT, DUNDALK COMMUNITY COLLEGE; DR. CHARLES TROUT, PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON COLLEGE; AND DR. ULYSSES S. GLEE, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD
Mr. RICHARDSON. Good morning, and thank you very much, Sena-

tor Mikulski, for the opportunity to participate in this hearing and
to represent the views of the historically black colleges and universities in the State of Maryland.

As I sat listening to the Secretary of Higher Education, it
dawned on me that many of the issues that she has raised are
some of the same issues that we are concerned with, but I think

because of their importance they merit, they deserve, emphasis and
can be repeated again. So you will hear some of this hopefully from
the perspective of the historically black college and the students
that we serve rather than in general.
As you know very well, in 1965 Congress enacted the Higher
Education Act which provided financial assistance for post-secondary education in two significant ways. First, the act established the
Educational Opportunity Grant, which we commonly refer to as
the Pell grant, for students from low-income families to ensure that
these students had access to post-secondary education.
Second, the act established an interim program of federally-guaranteed reduced interest student loans and stimulated and assisted
the establishment of a similar State-guaranteed student loan program at the State level.
The intent of the Higher Education Act was to improve student

access, of course, to post-secondary education through a twopronged approacha grant program to help lower-income families
and a loan program to provide amimance to middle-income families.
Over the last 26 years a nurnber of changes have been made to
impact this dual grant/loan policy and the efforts of the aid program to improve the education of minorities and low-income students and fully finance educational opportunities for these students.
In 1972, the Pell grant was first authorized with the enactment
of the Basic Education Opportunity Grant, or the Pell grant, and it
was, as tt-?. Secretary said, to be established as a Federal entitlement program of direct, need-based assistance to students from
low-income families.

Over the past 15 years, the size of the Pell grant awards have not
kept pace with the increases in college costs, and although modest
increases in the maximum award have been authorized by Con-

-
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gress, restrictions in funding for the program have limited the implementation of the increases.
I guess it raises for us the whole issue of the continuing gap between the educational costs and the financial assistance available
to defray that cost. It is one of the issues that we are faced with
constantly at our histbrically black colleges and universities because our students cannot provide the difference between the funding that is available through Federal and State financial assistance
and the rising financial costs. We will have some recommendations
for this.
The second issue that we dealt with had to do with the matter of

the shift in grants versus loans in the total stu&ut financial aid
package. If you vere to look 15 years ago, the student financial
package consisted of about 80 percent grant and about 17-18 per-

cent loan. If you look at it now, it is about 52 percent loan and
about 48 percent grant. We think that has several implications,
first, in terms of the indebtedness that our students are asked to

carry once they are out of college, and second, in terms of the loan
default rate that we talk so much about.
So let me move, then, from that issue of the gap between the financial aid available and the educational cost to the idea of the default rate. We are very, very concerned about that. We know that
there has been much emphasis given to it at the Federal level, and

we have appeared in other hearings, and rightfully so when you

are carrying a default rate in excess of $1.6 billion out of an $8.6-10
billion loan program. But we think that much of the discussion has
been misdirected. A lot of the discussion has focused on the institutions' responsibility in helping to address the issue of default.
We would like to say that, yes, the institutions' role is important,
but not nearly as important as is the banks' role. They are the ones
who make the loans, they service the loans, and they collect on the
loans. We believe that a major effort has to be directed there. That

is not to say that the institutions do not have a responsibility in

emphasizing to the student first that it is in fact a loan, and
second, they have a responsibility to pay.
Another very important issue for us is the issue of the form. Secretary Aery referred to that and made some very cogent comments

on that, and those of us who are on the front lines and who deal
with it on a day-to-day basis feel it very acutely. We believe that

the form is so complex that it discourages students from participating in higher education. It also slows down the entire process of the

award from the university on the first time around and then the
second, the third and the fourth, or for however long they are in
higher education.

What we would opt ftz, then, is some attention to be given to

simplify'.ng that form, and again we wili be very specific when we
get to our recommendations on that.
Also, the indexing of the Pell grant. We talked about how much
the Pen grant has grown in comparison with the growth in educational costs. Since 1984, for example, the increases in the Pell grant

amount to about 26 percent, while the increases in educational

costs have increased about 40 percent.
We agree with the American Council for Education in suggesting
that in some way the Pell grant be indexed to inflation or that it at
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least be indexed to the Consumer Price Index. We think only in
that way can you fix the Pell grant so that we don't have to continue to deal with the whole issue of catching up or having it increase
consistent with the increase in educational costs.
I would finally say that the amount of the Pell grant is an important issue. That is part and parcel, too, in the whole issue of educational costs. At this point in time, the total Pell grant authorized is
$2,400, and I believe because of funding the maximum award is
about $2,300. We believe that if you would take a modest increase
in the Pell grant vis-a-vis the educational costs that that should be

closer to $4,000-$5,000, as the Secretary has indicated as well.
In summary, then, let me just say that our concerns have to do
with the emphasis on grant versus loan; we had hoped to see some
shift in that so that it no longer reflects 52 percent loan versus 48
percent grant, and perhaps have it focused such that the grants are

more directed on the front end, so that the freshmen and sophomores, the ones who usually default most, don't have to worry
about that and it will not impact upon access.
Second, again, the simplification of the form. We are suggesting
that the form be simplified and that for renewal we use simply
something such as the 1042 that would just update the status of
income and so on, so we could quickly refer to that and indicate
whether or not there is a change in the eligibility.
And finally, the overall comment I would make is that the historically black colleges for the most part, while they have a diverse
population, they are basically high-risk students; they are basically
from the low socioeconomic income groups. And we believe that if
we are going to be focused on access far this group that the suggestions we have made must be an intricate part of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
Thank you very much.

Senator MIKULSKI. Thank you, Mr. Richardson.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Richardson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. RICHARDSON

My name is Earl S. Richardson and I am president of Morgan State University a
HistoAcally Black university in Baltimore, Maryland. I appear before you representing a culturally diverse population albeit one that is predominantly Black. Among
this population, is a substantial number of students who depend heavily upon financial assistance to meet their university costs.
The very opportunity they enjoy and the ability to financially maintain themselves is dependent on the continual availability of sufficient aid dollars to meet the
needs of these worthy and capable students.
The following statements convey my thoughts on the recom.ne.dations for reauthorization of the Higher Education Act:
In 1965 Congress enacted the Higher Education Act which provided financial assistance to post secondary institutions in two significant ways. First, the act established the Educational Opportunity Grants (now known as the Pell grants) for students from low-income families to ensure that these students had access to post secondary education. Second, the act established an interim program of federally guaranteed reduced interest student loans and stimulated and assisted the establishment
of similar State guaranteed student loan programs at the State level. The intent of
the Higher Education Act was to improve student access to post secondary education through a two-pronged approach: A grant program to help lower-income families and a loan program to provide assistance to middle-income families.
Over the past 26 years a number of changes have been made to impact this dual
grant/loan policy and the efforts of the aid program to improve the education of
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minority and low-income student.; and fully finance educational opportunities for
these students.
In 1972, the Pell grant was first authorized with the enactment of the Basic Education Opportunity Grant Program. The Pell grant for the first ti:ne provided a Fed-

eral entitlement program of direct, need based assistance to students from low3ncome families. Over the past 19 years the size of the Pell grant awards have not
kept pace with the increases in college costs; although increases in funding for the
program limited the implementation of these increases. Since 1980, the maximum
P.ell Award has increased approximately 26 percent while college costs have in-

creased over 40 percent. While the maximum Pell has been increased to $2,400, this
award can be no more than 60 percent of a student's cost of education, the current
maximum amount being awardecl is $2,300.
This practice has become extremely problematic for the low-income student and
family. The lack of significant increases in the size of the Pell grants and large increases in the cost of post secondary education has resulted in an increasing number
of students from low-income families borrowing under the GSL Program. The lack
of grant monies has forced many low-income students to meet their remaining need
with loans. This is not what the GSL/Stafford Program was designed to do.
Originally the Guaranteed Student Loan Program' was designed to serve students
from middle-income families who might not qualify for existing, but limited, aid provided under the National Defense Education Act. In 1978, with enactment of the
Middle Income Assistance Act, participation in the GSL program was expanded by
the elimination of any determination of need. However, after 1981 the eligibility of
middle-income borrowers was significantly restricted; first, in 1981 students whose
annually family income was $30,000 or higher than to undergo a needs test to determine eligibility, then, in 1986, the law was changed again to require that all GSL
borrowers undergo a needs test. The effect of these two changes was to significantly
reduce the eligibility of students from middle-income families, and encourage a high
level of borrowing by students from low-income families. Whatever the root causes,
relianc e on loans has increased as a means of financing higher education studies,
especif Ily for low-income students. The ratio of grant aid to loan aid has shifted
toward loans. Loans have become the key medium for access to higher education for
low-income students. Because of this imbalance that has developed between grant
and loan assistance some rather depressing facts have appeared on the financial aid
horizon. Fourteen years ago grant aid comprised 80 percent c the student aid pack-

age. Today grants represents 48 percent. In 1975 loans ma& up to 17 percent of
students aid, today loans comprise 52 percent of the student aid package. Loans,
whether they are GSL, NDSL (Perkins) or Plus Loans, are the major components of
the r'.d package. If we are to maintain our commitment to access to post secondary
educatio a for all those with the ability and the desire, and at the same time control
student indebtedness and student loan default costs, we must reduce the growing

reliance on loanc and provide more grant assistance to needy students.
Let me stress several points about loans and loan defaults before I suggest some
remedies to assure opportunity and access, especially for low-income students who
attend Historically Black institutions.
One, there has been an increasing concern expressed over the level and costs of
defaults in the GSL Program, and rightly so. Nationally the annual loan volume
increased from p.o billion in 1979 to $8.6 billion in 1986. It is close to $10 billion
today. Loans entering default totaled close to $1.6 billion in FY 1988, almost 50 per-

ce,:t of the total cost of administering the GSL Program. It is higher today. One
thing is clear, the problem is very complex and we must keep the proper perspective. There has been a great increase in loan default costs. Because of the sheer
growth in loan volume default costs have increased also. The rate of default in the
GSL Program has remained relatively constant. Nationally, approximately 90 percent of those who receive loans repay them. Of the remaining 10 percent who initially fall into the default category, about 40 percent ultimately end up repaying

once strenuous collection efforts are undertaken. There is no cause to celebrate even
though the 10 percent figure compares favorably with those of other federally subsidized loan programs. We must do more to reduce the present rate.
Who are the defaulters and what schools do they attend? A study, completed in
1988 by a Task Force on GSL Default RatesMaryland State Board for Higher Education, gives a profile of Maryland defaulters that is similar to characteristics found
by researchers in other States. Maryland defaulters are independent students (56
percent), and dependent students (44 percent). The average income of the defaulter
is low, ranging from $9,281 at community colleges to $12,480 at independent colleges
and universities. The mean income of defaulters is $10,72, and 60 percent of the
defaulters reported family income less than $10,000.
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Twenty-four percent of defaulters are enrolled in 4:yeer public colleges and universities, 18 percent community colleges, 4.8 percent independent colleges and universities And 53.6 percent preparatory schools (Trade or Technical). Seventy percent
of the defaulters did not graduate from their education programs. Finally, the financial aid package received by these students indicates that the GSL Loan was over
half the total aid received.
What is the institutional responsibility within the GSL Program? Institutions do
not make loans, they do not service them, and they do not collect them. They also
do not make great profits from them. Banks do. Banks with assistance from institutions make the loans, and banks, secondary purchasers, and collection agencies collect loans, not the colleges. In those loan programs where there is significant institutional involvement in making and collection of student loans, poet secondary institutions have demonstrated responsibility and responsiveness to Federal regulations.

Examples of this are the NDSL Program, Federal Nursing Student Loam, and

Health Profession Student Loans.
Some proposals before the Congress would base continued participation in GSL

Programs and Title IV Programs on factors over which colleges have little or no
control. Perhaps default rates are inappropriately assigned to inbtitutions, since
they do not make, service or collect loans. nferefore, to base future GSL decisions
on an institutional default rate basis is patently unfair, unrealistic, and unnecessarily punitive to future generations of students. This is especially true for students
who attend historically Black institutions, and are Black.
RECOMMENDATIONS

In developing the following recommendations I am guided by three basic princi-

ples. First, I recognize the importance of maintaining opportunity and access.
Second, I realize and suggest the only sure fire way of reducing default rates and
costs is to reduce the need and the number of students who secure educational
loans; and third, I am cogrOzant of the need to simplify and make easier the application process for acquiring and renewing financial assistance.
REDUCE BORROWING BY LOW-1NCOME, HIGH-RISK STUDENTS

I support increases in need-based grants at the Federal and State level to reduce
borrowing by low-income students. I suggest full funding of the Pell Grant Program
to support the raising of the maximum allowable award to $4,000.
Increases in need based grant aid should be available especially to low-income students during their first 2 years; in order to reduce student borrowing and increase
student retention. The Maryland study indicates that students most likely to default
are those with average family incomes of $10,700 or less; this tends to be the population of students who drop out during their first 2 years of school.
SIMPLIFY THE FEDERAL STUDENT AID APPLICATION AND RENEWAL PROCESS

Approximately 85 percent of the student population at Morgan State University
receives some form of federally supported financial aid. Too often the complex financial aid process and forms to be completed inhibit receiving such aid, the crediting of aid to students' accounts and the students completion of the registration process. I agree with an earlier suggestion to simplify the process and forms used. Let us
provide a form applicable for families with incomes of $10,000 or below; submit the
presently required Federal income tax form 1040 and/or other evidence that would
Indicate student eligibility to receive the maximum need-based award. Finally, for
students applying for aid following their freshman year perhaps we should simply
require only an updating of information, including providing the most recent tax
return (1040).

The reduced paperwork would facilitate speedy determination and subsequent

awarding of aid to the most needy of students in a more timely fashion.

Senator MIKUISKI. Dr. Smith, we look forward to hearing your
testimony now, representing the community colleges. You are the

president of Dundalk Community College. Here in Baltimore
County, we have three'topnotch community colleges at Dundalk,

Essex, and of course, here at this excellent campus at Catonsville.
And in Baltimore City, we have the new community college, of
which I myself was once a faculty memberI wasn't always a U.S.

Senator in a size 14 petite togabut I also taught at a community
j
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college, in day school, and taught a night school population. I recall
it with fondness, and maybe that was some of my most productive
contribution. So we look forward to hearing your testimony.
Ms. SMITH. Thank you, Senator.

I am, as you said, /dartha Smith, president of Dundalk Community College, and I am also serving as secretary-treasurer to the
Baltimore County Community Colleges Board of Trustees, one of
whom you met earlier.

I am very pleased and grateful to have the opportunity to address you, Senator Mikulski, and members of your staffKaren
on the very important matter of reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

Let me mention fint some general facts about community colleges in Maryland and in Baltimore County. Three-quarters of the
freshmen and sophomores attending public colleges and universities in Maryland are community college studenthand Baltimore
County community colleges enroll 25 percent of all of Maryland
community college students.
Community college students, as you know, are of all ages and all
backgrounds. Specifically, in Baltimore County, they average 30
years of age; the majority female; most attend classes on a parttime basis and work, and 19 percent are racial monitories. Economically, the majority are middle-income and low-income people.
Senator MIKULSICI. Wait a second. I want to be sure I heard this.
Seventy-five percent of all freshmen and sophomores attending
public colleges and universities in Maryland are community college. But 75 percent of public institutions are in community colleges, and within that 75 percent, 25 percent of the student population is here in Baltimore County.
Ms. SMITH. Twenty-five percent of the students in the Maryland
community colleges are enrolled in Baltimore County community
colleges; that's correct.
Senator Minima. Wow. OK.
Ms. SMITH. Thank you.

Senator Mncui.sici. Nothank you. That's great.
Ms. SMITH. About 50 percent of community college students in
Maryland are enroPed in college transfer programs. Thus 25 percent of Maryland's 4-year public college students are transfers from
community colleges. The other 50 percent, of course, are enrolled
in career programs, preparing for jobs ir health, business and technical fields.

Financial aid is the centerpiece of access and equity in higher
education, and even more specifically, it is tied to the community
college missionto open the door completely to higher education.
While community colleges struggle to keep costs down, tuition
continues to increase along with all Cie other costs of living. In the
Baltimore County community colleges, tuition for a full-time student is about $1,000 a year. About $2 miPion come to the students
in the form of Federal financial aid under title IV.
Even with this amount of money available, many needy students
receive inadequate funding or fall completely through the cracks
because of the way the need is calculated.
Who gets left out? First of all, dependent students with summer
earnings from previous years. Summer earnings unrealistically in-
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flate what the family contribution is because 70 percent of the student income is factored into the family contribution. There currently is no way to project student income for the upcoming year, so
even if a student doesn't plan to work in the next year or for some
reason is unable to, her contribution is still figured as if she would
be.

Second, independent students with dependents. There are no

funds provided to cover external costs. This forces students to turn
to loans. These students have trouble making ends meet even without the loans.
The third group is low and middle-income families. A family of
five with an income of $26,000 is becoming ineligible. In reality,
these families do not have the funds to cover college courses.

The fourth groupand you have talked about this groupis

people with home value in equity. Home value in equity, as you

have indicated, should not be used as a source of funding for education. It is highly unlikely that these folks will want to mortgage or
sell their homes in order to go to college.
Another issue of concern is the SEOG. In years past, the college
could use its judgment to determine who could receive an SEOG.
Many colleges would give it to the moderately needy student who
may not qualify for full Pell or for Pell at all. Now schools are
mandated to give the majority of SEOG moneys to Pell recipients.
There is very limited ability to consider individual circumstances
and give SEOG to the needy, non-Pell recipient. Once again this
pushes the middle-income and high low-income students into a loan
choice.

Financial aid programs, already complicated, are becoming even
more difficult to administer. Many of the regulations are now attached to financial aid administration, making it very difficult for
colleges to keep staff trained on the layers of required bureaucracy
as well as maintain a service orientation to our students. The financial aid program is already intimidating to community college
students without the add-on regulations such as ability to benefit,
student right-to-know, campus security, drug use certification, and
verification of armed services registration.
In the reauthorization, community college students need to be assured of adequate funding if they are eligible. The program needs
to be an entitlement to guarantee a productive future for a very
diverse population increasingly lacking the resources for higher
education.
The program needs to provide support for part-time students.
The majority of community college students are part-time students.

The program needs to better address circumstances which

change in students' financial capabilities.
The program needs to be manageable by institutions whose purpose is to educate, not to be the watchdog of every social failing.

The program needs to be inviting and not intimidating to the
people who are often the most tentative and most insecure about
taking advantage of the opportunities available in this country.
The reality is that financial aid is probably the single most important Federal program, second only to Social Security. Financial
aid for community college students means access to jobs and to further education, access and equity for returning women, single par..1
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ents, unemployed workers, underskilled workers, low and middle
class college-age students, displaced homemakers, minorities, persons with handicapping conditions, persons who need remedial instruction to prepare for college work, and many, many more.
We calculate that another $2.5 million is necessary to help students with serious needs in Baltimore County but not currently eligible for Pell grants.

The tragedy is that the regulations clearly disadvantage those
segments of our country's population that we are counting on for
Workforce 2000.

In Baltimore County our enrollments are burgeoning while State
and local dollars are dwindling. The community college is often the
only option for low and middle-income people. Without a strong fi-

nancial aid package including support for our full- and part-time
students, we will greatly diminish our service to those who need us
most.

Let me briefly mention one other title of the Higher Education
Act which is extremely important to community college students.
Colleges with high levels of financial aid recipients and low costs
per student are eligible to apply for grants under title III. Recently
both the State of Maryland and the P'ederal Government have created incentives to encourage the development of endowments in
colleges by matching funds raised from private corporations and individuals.

The Higher Education Act of 1986 under Part C of Title III is a
very modest program which should be expanded. This investment
by the Federal Government encourajfes partnerships with business
and industry, the development of expertise in resource develop-

ment, and long-term solutions to financial needs, especially for
scholarships and grants to students and support for faculty development.

Currently, colleges which are not recipients of title III, part A or
B grant are not competitive for the part C endowment matching
program. Removing this restriction and increasing the level of
funding in this program can make this, next to student financial

aid, the most cost-effective expenditure of Federal dollars.
Endowments created today are available to solve the problems of
tomorrow. Endowments help us communicate our values, our commitment to education, to future generations.

Title III, part A also needs to be mentioned today. Community
colleges are dynamic, flexible institutions designed to respond to
the need at home. That is our mandateaccessibility and responsiveness. In community colleges, funds are not available to start
new programs, to refurbish existing programs, to update the faculty, and to take on special projects such as library automation to
the extent they are needed.
Only one program in the Higher Education Act addresses the
broad issues fsred by the colleges, and that is title III, part A. Currently, community colleges receive the lion's share of this program,
but very little of any other program in the Higher Education Act.
The title III, part A set-aside for community colleges needs to be
maintained because the needs are the greatest compared to other
institutions of higher education; the institutions are ready to meet
the very complex needs of the diverse student body; more students
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are reached for fewer dollars expended; the colleges are committed
to access and equity, and the emphasis is on preparing people for
jobs and the retraining of the existing work force.
The title III, part A program should retain the set-aside and
should remove the dropout period for colleges which have received
grants.
Senator MIKULSKI. Dr. Smith, I'm going to have to move you
along.

Ms. Sham. Just two more paragraphs.
While colleges should not be able to request funds for activities
they previously made requests for, they should be able to apply for
new projects.
My last point. Community colleges for a short time had an office
in the Department of Education. Today community colleges are
serving over 6 million students, yet at the Federal level there is no
spokesperson for this major force in public education. The Senate
should endorse the creation of a position such as Assistant Secretary for Community College Education as part of the Office of Education.
On behalf of the Baltimore County Community Colleges, Senator,
I would like to thank you for your support and leadership to the
citizens of Maryland.
Senator MIKULSKI. Dr. Smith, first of all let me thank you for
your testimony and the comprehensive nature of it.
As we move on to Dr. Trout, I know that there is not at the Federal level an Assistant Secretary for Community Colleges. It is a
tremendous gap or pot-hole in the organizational structure, and I
know you community colleges have been waiting a long time to testify because usually they are not included in any conversations on
higher education.
Ms. Shunt. Unfortunately, that's true.
Senator MIKULSKI. And we know that you are going to submit additional material.
We endorse the approach of having an Assistant Secretary for
Community Colleges because we think it is probably the most important tool for people who would never consider traditional avenues of higher education.
We are now going to hear from the Maryland Independent College Association, and as you get ready to give your testimony, Dr.
Trout, you might share with us the extraordinary array of independent colleges that we are talking about.
Mr. TROUT. Thank you very much, Senator Mikulski.
I am pleased, obviously, to be here before you this morning to
offer testimony related to the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
I have been president of Washington College for 9 months, 19
days, 2 hours and 58 minutes, so I am a ne ;comer to the State and
impressed by the support that this States gives for higher education and hope indeed that we can serve in a sense as an inspiration
to our Federal partners to help us further.
And it is a pleasure to represent the Maryland Independent College and University Association, popularly known as MICUA, and
in that sense I am speaking in behalf of Maryland's private independent colleges, and I guess my message really boils down to this:
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Please do not forget the role that private colleges and universities
play in this State, this region, and this Nation.
The diversity among independent colleges in Maryland offers students an important choice in terms of size, governance, location,
academic program and mission of the institution which will shape
their post-secondary experience.
The 18 independent colleges and universities in MICUA located
in the State enroll roughly 37,000 students, 151/2 percent of all fulltime-equivalent students statewide, 121/2 percent of the undergraduates, 38 percent of the graduate students, 14 percent of first-year
professional students.
Roughly 56 percent of these students are women; 141/2 are minorities of which roughly 81/2 percent are black.

Student aid from Federal and State sources has been critical to
the ability of these institutions to meet the financial needs of our
students. This assistance allows independent colleges to be afford-

able to those very students who bring diversityblacks, lower/
middle-income, other ethnic populations. In brief, Federal assist-

ance for student financial aid makes it possible for the private
sector to offer quality academic programs to a diverse student
body. Without it, sheer economies will dictate that many of us
would become less diverse, less successful, and in some cases be
driven out of business.

This Federal aid, so critical to the success of American higher

education, and the educational social, economic and cultural health
of the Republic, has not kept pace with student financial need.
Specifically, the Federal share of student financial assistance for
MICUA institutions declined dramatically between fiscal year 1982
and fiscal year 1990. Student aid available at Maryland's independ-

ent institutions is provided by several sourcesprivate gifts, State

funds, Federal funds, and institutional funds.
In fiscal year 1982, Federal funds made up 61.9 percent of student financial assistance provided by MICUA institutions. In fiscal
year 1990, the figure had shrunk to 34.8 percent.
In contrast, MICUA institutions provided 34.2 percent of total
student aid in 1982; 8 years later, the figure had grown to 59.7 percent.

On individual campuses, the amount of institutional dollars contributed to total student financial aid packages can be dramatic. At
Washington College, for example, institutional funds in the current
fiscal yea- represent over 75 percent of the dollars needed for financial aid awards. In contrast, campus-based Federal fundsPell,
SEOG, College Work-Study, Perkinscontribute roughly 6 percent
of total financial aid awards made.
So this institutional financial aid funding comes at a very high
price. If taken from our operating budget, it decreases the amount

of money available for science labs, the library, academic programs, and faculty salaries. At the very least, it compromises our
ability to offer quality education and in an alarming way strains
the very capacity of our institutions to operate.

In conclusion I wish to take just a moment to reflect upon the
next decade. If Congress does not emphasize grant funding and
does not expand eligibility for Pell grants, we as a Nation will be
compromising America's commitment to higher education. And I
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happen to think that higher education is a thing that Amer ica does
particularly well.
As Woodrow Wilson so aptly argued, institutions of higher education are in the business of serving the Nation's interest. If we do
not commit this Nation to student financial aid, a college education
increasingly will be affordable to only the very wealthiest. Indeed,
we will be reducing diversity everywherein the quality of aca
demic programs, in the color and ethnic background of our students, in the diversity of faculty teaching those studentsand I
very much hope that will not be the case.
Independent colleges in Maryland would agree with those who
have spoken for the publics about the general thrust of where educational reauthorization legislation ought to go. We too believe in
simplifying the process of applying for grants. We too see evidence
of the complexity of these forms serving as a barrier. We too believe that an increase in SEOG, in Perkins aid and in college workstudy would be particularly important to private institutions. And
I must say also that we very much hope that the Pell grant eligibility threshold will be increased to include those wlio come from
middle-income families.

I notice that when the student portion of this hearing begins that
we do not have a representative student from an independent college in Maryland, so if I might just speak for 30 seconds for them.
It is easy to make movies of kids who pay $17,000 for room,
board and tuition, and to imagine that they all drive Saab's and
BMW's. I want to tell you that that is not the cas6. We too have
poor kids. We too have those from the lower middle-income, hundreds of them, even in a school as small as Washington College.
And these students play multiple roles, as students, in their extracurricular life, and also working at jobs hours and hours a day.
You can see them through Chestertown, serving sandwiches at
noon, waiting on tables at night. They too, it seems to me, are
worthy of the kind of help that an active and aggressive policy of
Federal financial aid could provide.
Thank you very rr uch.
Senator Mixtitsicr. Thank you. That was very well-said. The students were assembled by the National Association of Students.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Trout followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. TROUT
Independent colleges and universities are a highly diverse group of institutions
responding to the varied needs of diverse students. 'They include small liberal art
colleges, comprehensive research universities, historically black colleges, women's
colleges, church and faith-related colleges, and professional schools of law. medicine,
engineering and business.
Nationally, independent institutions enroll 21 percent of all college students.
Maryland independent colleges and universities enroll approximately 16 percent of
all students in the State.
Independent institutions have excellent records of degree productivity, both nationally and in Maryland. Independent colleges and universities award 33 percent of
bachelor's degrees nationally and nearly 20 percent of bachelor's degrees in Maryland; and the cost of education per student is approximately the same in both independent and public institutions.
Independent institutions, because they are fundamentally privately financed, are
typically dependent on tuition as a major revenue sou:.ce. Average tuition at independent institutions in 1990-91 is $7,685 nationally and $9,859 in Maryland.
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Preserving and enhancing student access to independent colleges line universities
can be a significant outcome of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act by
strengthening and expanding the commitment of the Federal Government to student financial aid programs:

in constant dollars, the Federal contribution to student aid programs has declined since the mid-1970's
independent institutions have dramatically increased the contributions they
make to student financial aid from their own institutional fundsnationwide,

independent colleges and universities annually fund over $3 billion in student
aid from institutional sources; independent colleges and universities in Maryland committed nearly $104 million of institutional funds to student aid in
Fiscal fear 1990
much of the financial aid funded by institutional resources helps students from
working families of moderate incomethose who earn between $25,000 and
$40,000 a yearwho receive little or no Federal financial assistance to help
them meet the costs of college attendance
a constantly increasing commitment of institutional funds to student financial
aid places additional stresses on institutional finances in terms of maintaining
or improving academic program quality, physical plant maintenance and renewal, and keeping tuition increases to a minimum
Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act can assist working families of moderate income in several ways:
by emphasizing grant funding as the primary source of Federal student aid
by expanding eligibility for Pell grantsunder the current program, students
from families with incomes above $35,000 are effectively ineligible and students
with incomes above $28,000 usually receive only a minimum grant of $200
by increasing the maximum Pell grant and adjusting it annually based on the
Consumer Price Indexgrant awards have not kept pace with inflation in
recent years; a new award maximum of $4,000 (adjusted annually) would reflect
increased costs of attending college
by increasing Federal funding for campus-based student aid programsSupplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG), College %York-Study (CWS),
and Perkins Loans awards have been important components of Federal s1c1 to
moderate income students; but in the past 10 years funding for SEOG declined
by nearly 12 percent, CWS funds were reduced by almost third, and Perkins
Loans appropriations fell by more than two-thirds
by expanding access to subsidized loans for middle-income familiesunless eligibility for grant assistance is expanded significantly, students and parents of
moderate income need greater access to low cost loans to help them pay for college costs
by revising statutory need-analysis formulas for grants and loansto exempt at
least some portion of college savings from the computation of expected family

contribution and to exclude non-liquid assets such as home equity or a family
business from the calculation of eligibility for a subsidized loan
by creating expanded Icon payback alternativeto provide students with mem
mum flexibility in repaying their loans through such options as loan forgiveyiess
for pubic service or work in critical jobs or extended payment schedules tieu
current earnings or increased lifetime earning power.

Senator MIKUISKI. Dr. Glee, we'll now turn to you. We know that
you are the Director of Financial Aid, and you see it all, you hear
it all, from everybodyfrom parents, from students who are applying, from administrators like yourself who have to put into effect a
program over which they have very little sayand that's why we
wanted to be sure we heard from youand we look forward to
hearing from you from your very hands-on experience.
Mr. GLEE. Thank you very much, Senator Mikulski. I appreciate
having the opportunity to share my comments with you on student
financial aid.
As a practicing financial aid officer for over 20 years, I have seen
almost everything that is possible in student financial aid. I benefited from financial aid from 1963-67 as an undergraduate at Flori-

--
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da A&M University, and subsequent to that time I have been at
the University of Maryland.
I am a member of the Delaware-DC.-Maryland Association of Financial Aid Administrators, the Eastern Association of Financial
Aid Administrators, and the National Association of Financial Aid
Administrators, and a friend of many financial aid officers in the
State and throughout the country. Also, I represent foremost the
students and the parents who are the recipients and the beneficiaries of financial aidmany of the students who could not be here,
many parents who would not have their kids in college if it were
not for student financial aid.
As a practicing financial aid officer, I must say that it is a very
cumbersome and frustrating process in guiding students through financial aid from beginning to end, from the application process in
the beginning to the end, when the student must repay the debt
that they have created as a result of going to school.
As I look back at the process from beginning to end, and I look
back over my career, 10 years ago I was a very, very proud financial aid officer. I colild go out and be on the stump and talk to kids
about financial aid and without a doubt convince an inner city kid
to go to school, to borrow, to work, and that education was the real
thing, was the real meal ticket.
But now I am not so sure about that anymore. Ten years ago I
used to tell the kids that I used to be in financial aid, but knowing
what financial aid can do for students, financial aid now is in me;
and without a doubt, I could look a kid straight in the eye and tell
them that if they were to complete that application, without a
doubt they would get money, a reasonable amount of money, a
combination of loan, work, and grant, and without a doubt I would
tell them if they worked hard, they could get a degree and ultimately get a job. I can't do that anymore.
As a practicing financial aid officer, I cannot look a kid in the
eye in th.e inner city or in the suburbs and tell them if they complete that application they will get a reasonable amount of financial aid, and that that is the ultimate ticket.
The bottom line to this is that firstand I'm sure you hear this
all the timewe don't have enough money, without a doubt, to be
able to go to each kid who is eligible for student financial aid.
Then, the second part is the portion of money, loan versus grant,
when we look at the total amount that is given to kids.
I look back at some of the kids that we have helped and some of
the students that I have come in contact with, and one area that
has created a huge problem is the large indebtedness that my colleagues have talked about, and you will hear the students talk
about, the huge indebtedness of students. Over 70 percent of the financial aid they are receiving now is in the form of loans.
I have students that I am familiar with, that I have been in contact with and know personally, who can't get a job because of the
credit report. They can't buy a car. They can't 'buy a home. They
cannot establish a regular life like myself and you because of the
high debt burden. They may not be able to get a job that will assist
them to get equal pay to pay for these loans.
I had one student by the name of Edward Britton who came to
me with a problem of bad credit. He wanted to get a home, and he
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couldn't get one. I cosigned for that student, and I have others

whom I cosigned for, because I knew that that student would not
be able to have a home for himself and his family. He was 27 years
of age, and he had three kids.
Well, I can't continue to cosign for students when I know that
somebody should help them. He was the major shining star in his
family, and he had to set an example. We cannot continue to do
that. And I know of other financial aid officers who have gone
beyond the call of duty to help their students. There are others
whom we have cosigned for, and some have defaulted, and I am
paying those loans back just as if they were my own.
Not every family, like my family, has a financial aid officer. I
was telling my nieces and nephews and my sister how to be very
sophisticated in the process of financial aidyou may not be eligible for financial aid, but I was able to explain to them how they
could be able to buy a homeborrow as much money as you can
from the financial aid program, buy a home, and after your 4 years
are over, you sell the home, and you can pay off your indebtedness.
Well, that is just one in a million families who have access to a
financial aid officer or to a financial planner who can tell them
how to do those kinds of things.

We are talking about the average kid coming in who may not
even know how to complete the application. When they get to the
front of the application, some of them are so frustrated that they
don't even want to sign their name on that application. They look

at it, and you tell them that there are two forms out thereand in
the State of Maryland, we can tell there is a free form out there,
but the other form you may have to pay for; with the free form,
they can get a limited amount of financial aid, but it will automatically eliminate them from some of the State programs that they
may be eligible for. So the process from the beginning is very frustrating to the kids. They think they have to have an accounting
degree or access to a tax accountant in order to complete the form.
So it is very horrifying to the average student.

There are several points that I want to makeand I know we
are limited in timethat I think are very important and that I

think will help us to shed some light on what I think is important
and fundamental in adding integrity and having financial aid accessible to all students.
One of the first things that I think we need to do is to combine
the needs analysis methods, the Pell grant needs analysis and congression-J methodology. Those processes need to be combined. Now,

many of' my comments you won't find in the text, but these are
things that I think are very important. We need to combine those
processes because now a kid may be eligible for financial aid under
one process but may not be eligible under the other process.
The loan indebtedness imbalance, we need to look at. These kids

would rather have jobs. These kids obviously would rather have
grants. So the loan indebtedness is something we need to take a
look at.

We need to look at the complexity of the form, as I have indicated, from beginni.ig to end; we need to take a look at it and see if
we can make it a little simpler. We may not have to go to the point
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of having a 1040 because a 1040 may not show everything, but the
form needs to be simplified.
We need to restore public confidence and integrity in student financial aid. I had a case in point, and I will not reveal the name, a

fraud caseand this was not very typicalbut I had a fraud case a

few months ago where the student submitted four Social Security
numbers and four different names and was able to get significant
funds from us. We processed that student through the proper channels, but in the time that it took to process that student through
the Federal Government Inspector General's Office, subsequent.to
that time, that student struck again at another school. Parents are
aware of these kinds of things, and I think it is time to restore integrity in this area.
There are some other points I need to make about financial aid.
Very specifically, the definition of independent student that is contained in the public law needs to be revised. Parents of independent students plan so their kids can become independent students.
The way the process works, the parent would pay for the first 2

years, and then the third year they will take the kid off their

income tax and allow their kid to earn $4,000 so that he becomes
eligible as an independent student. The families who are able to do
this are usually families with incomes into the five and six figures,
who can well afford to pay for college and their children's education.

So the statute should be changed to eliminate the clause. The

statute would then only alk V the following students to claim inde-

pendent status: students 2c years of age by December 31 of the

award year; a veteran of the U.S. armed forces; an orphan or ward
of the court; a student with dependents other than a spouse; a mar-

ried student who is not claimed by anyone other than his or her
spouse, and an unmarried graduate or professional student under
the age of 24, if not claimed as a tax exemption for the first calendar year of the award.
The above suggestions and definitions woule restore a large
amount of integrity. There are some truly independent kids out
there, many of them, but there are some students who come from
very high-income families, and they know how to get around the
laws and regulations, and all they are doing is taking money from
the exceptionally needy kids and the middie-income kids and benefiting from these programs.

There are two other points I want to make. The first is a way to
cure the defaulted loan problem. We have a large amount of defaulted loans out there. I think one way to do that is to increase
due diligence. We don',. have enough due diligence. When we compare the Perkins Loan Program, the Campus-based Loan Program,
with the Stafford Loan Program, the default rate, when you com-

pare each institution to ours, it is about 3 percent on the Perkins
loan, and the Stafford loan is about 6 percent.
We control the collection of Perkins loans; the banks control the

collection of Stafford loans. We are in touch with the students,
some of the students know us personally, so students pay the

money back. But the banks are set up by the Department of Education regulations under the congressional methodology, and their efforts are not the same as ours.
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The other thing is that I support the recommendation that the
institution process student loans. A student can come to me and
apply for a Perkins loan, and I can determine within the same day
the eligibility of that student. I can within hours provide emergency money for that student. But for a Stafford loanand I'm proud
of my processing time; I can get a Stafford loan in about eight or
10 days. Well, by that time, a student can be out on the street because they haven't paid the rent, or their car is broken down and
they can't do anything. But for the Perkins loan that I process on
the campus, I can get money for that kid within hours if you compare the programs.

There are some fees associated with the program that are in

excess when the banks are involved as compared to the campuses.

So I think we need to put this particular program back into the
hands of the practicing financial aid officer who is on the front line
and who sees the students every day.
Now, I know some of my bankers may be in the audience, and

when I walk out of here they'll probably string me up, but this is
the way I feel about the loans when you compare the Stafford loan
with the Perkins loan.

There is one other point I'd like to make. I think in order to

ensure the integrity of the program and ensure that the money is
processed timely and students are advised, we need to make sure
that the financial aid offices are properly staffed and have people
on hand to deal with students, deal with the problems. There are
students who may not need financial aid; they may just need someone to talk to, to be referred to other agencies.
Right now I have 325 students employed in the work-study program. Over one-third of those students are employed right in my
financial aid office. I want to make sure that financial aid is processed, gets into the hands of the deserving students and is timely.
But I'm dependent upon this work force. So the college presidents
need to make sure that the financial aid offices are staffed, because
it is not enough just to have some money; you've got to go further
than that.
Basically, those are my comments. As a practicing financial aid
officer, I have seen it all, and I have colleagues in the audience

here who may want to share some of my timeI know I have

dominated thus farbut those are my comments with 20 years' experience as a practicing administrator and having been a beneficiary.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Glee follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. GLEE

A profile of' UMAB's enrollment a t student body as of the fan of 1990 is as fol-

lows:

Enrollment for the fall of 1990 was 4,727; 854 undergraduates, 1964 graduates,
and 1,909 first prufessional students.
Most students are enrolled full time (76 percent).
More women (66 1.ercent) attend UMAB than men.
Black students make up 12 percent of the student body. All minorities constitute 24 percent of the total student body.
Marylanders comprise the majority (74 percent) of the total UMAB enrollment
Students also come from 44 other States, the District of Columbia and many
foreign ,:outit cleS
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The number of students receiving some type of financial assistance total 2,209 for
the same period. The amage financial aid award is $9,845. The ratio of scholarship
to loan is 28:72.
The focus of reauthorization in the past and presently has been on undergraduate
financial aid. Little or no attention has been given students who wish to continue
their education beyond the baccalaureate degree and who are in need of financial
assistance. In addition to addressing some issues pertinent to undergraduate aid, I
also feel it imperative that graduate issues be included.
The first issue that needs addressing is the definition of an independent student.
The definition of an independent student status is contained in statute, P.L. 99498; sec. 411F (12) Sec. 408(D), and allows a family to actually plan for an otherwise
dependent child, to become independent of the parent for purposes of financial aid
by the time the student enters his/her third year of college. The way this is done, is
the parent will pay for the first 2 years of college, eliminate the child as an income
tax exemption for the same 2 years that they are paying for college and assure that
the student earns $4,000 for those same 2 years. The families that are able to do this
are usually families with incomes that are well into the 5 and 6 figure portions who
could well afford tc. pay for their child's education.
The statute should be changed to eliminate this clause. The statute would then
only allow the following student to claim independent student status:
1. A student 24 years of age by December 3! of the award year.
2. A veteran of the U.S. Armed Forces
3. An orphan or ward of the court
4. A student with dependents other than a spouse
5. A married student who is not claimed by anyone other than his/her spouse.

6. An unmarried graduate or professional student under the age of 24, if not
claimed as a tax exemption in the first calendar year of the award year.
The above definition would assure that financial assistance is given to the truly
needy student.
EXTENDED DEFERMENT FOR MEDICAL GRADUATES

Recently, Representative Timothy Penny (D-MN) and Senator William Cohen (RME) reintroduced legislation (H.R. 179 and S. 102, respectively) to allow medical
residents to defer repayment on title VI loans of the Higher Education Act throughneeds your full support if the
out the duration of a medial residency. This bill
exemplary,
affordable physicians.
Nation is to provide its citizen in the future with
Moreover, it should be understood that indebtedness and the inability to defer
loans could be a barrier to medical education especially for low-income and minority
students. Debt is also a factor in decisions about specialty choice and practice location.
Medical school graduates must complete an accredited residency program in order
7
to receive licensure and certification in most States. Residency programs are 3 to
this
the
specialty.
The
stipends
for
residents
during
years in length, depending on
training period, according to a study done by the Association of American Medical
$32,660 for sixth year resiColleges, is approximately $25,770 and approximately
graduating
from UMAB is apdents. The loan indebted less of medical students
proximately $45,000. At the end of the second year of residency training, the loan
repaymeot cost is unmanageable. A significant number of residents find that 12 to
25 percent of their gross income is used for loan repayment. This figure is even
higher for minority medical school graduates as their indebtedness levels are even
greater (closer to $50,000). Clearly, some will have to make the decision to pay
normal living eNpenses or pay on their loans.
CURES FOR DEFAULTED LOANS

At present, the only cure for a defaulted loan is to pay off the balance in full. Aid
administrators are seeing far too many students who are going into default while
enrolled as a full-time student because of an oversight. Students, who for one reason
or another, have dropped out of school for a period beyond their grace period, tend
to believe that once they have returned to school, and received another Stafford
loan from the same bank that somehow it should be known that they are a full-time
student. Therefore, they think no deferment is necessary and ignore poor written
notices, By the time they receive a call or letter from a collection agency it is far too
late "or students, parents, aid administrators or anyone else to remove from the default status.
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As a parent of a college age son, who has gone into default while attending
Morgan State University full time it has been one of my biggest challenges to

remove him from the default status so that he can continue his education. The bureaucracy encountered while solving the defaulted situation has been unbelievable.
I have been working on a resolution for well over 6 months, to no avail. I maintain,
that had due diligence been performed i.e., calling references to inform them that
the student was going into default, this situation could have been prevented.
Since lending institutions tend never to lose money on a defaulted loans, because
the government pays the lender, there is a tendency not to help resolve these types
of situations at the bank level.
SUPPORT FOR DIRECT LOANS TO THE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION

It is the opinion of knowledgeable aid administrators in the State of Maryland
that it would be much simpler for students and colleges/universities alike if the
Stafford Loan Program, as we know it today, was to be converted to and administered like the Perkins loan. Presently, the Stafford Loan Program is costly to students. For example, at my institution a typical student pays $525 in fees on a $7,500
Stafford loan. This fee would be eliminated if this loan program was administered
directly by the university. In addition, the default rate on all university administered loans i.e., Perkins, Nursing Student Loans and Health loan default rate is 4.42
percent. The institution tends to do a better job working with students to help them
stay out default than does commercial lending institutions. Moreover, the funds that
are now being siphoned off the top under the name of fees, and poured into the

hands of lending institutions could then be converted to scholar5Ilip funds for needy
students.
In conclusion, Senator, it is my belief that the government's role in student financial aid is right and good. It has made possible expanded educational opportunities
for its disadvantaged citizens, who without some financial assistance could not have
afforded higher education. In the future, one-third of this Nation's work force will
be made up of minorities. Therefore it is in the national interest to educate the minority as well as their majority counterparts if the labor force is to be competitive
with the rest of the world.
Further, it is clear that the Federal Government will be limited in its contribution towards education due to budget priorities. But it is incumbent upon our leaders to set meaningful goals and to establish appropriate monitoring devises to measure successes. The goals set must be clear and obtainable. In addition, the government must encourage organizations and individuals to make their contributions to
these goals as well.

Senator MucuisKI. Thank you very much, Dr. Glee, for testimony

that was both energetic and passionate in behalf of the students
that you are trying to help.
Let's get into some questions here and have a little bit of give
and take based on the very fine testimony we have heard.
I'd like to come back to the issue, if you willwe have talked a
lot about full-time students, but the question then goes to the parttime students and what happens to them in the student loan process. In other words, how do you define a part-time student, and
then are they eligible for assistance, and what has been your experience in that area.
Dr. Smith, why don't we kick off with you--that is usually the
returning homemaker and the older student.
Ms. SMITH. Yes. I wonder if I could also introduce "wizard

number two" who is Vince Baccora, who is the financial aid officer
for Essex Community College and represents the financial aid officers for the community colleges.
Vince, could you respond to the Senator's question?
Mr. BACCORA. Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the
question, which I understand had to do with the part-time population and perhaps examples of how we are dealing with that popula-

tion.
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It is probably one of our greatest. failings. The part-time population is eligible for far less, in my opinion, both at the Federal and

State----

Senator Muctns Kt. Well, let me ask the question again quickly
because we really have to move along.
Mr. BACCORA. Certainly.
higher eduSenator MIKULSKI. Are part-time students eligible for
cation assistance?
6- to 11Mr. BACCORA. In some instances, they are; typically, the
credit student.
Senator Mncuma. Six to eleven credits. And then for the older
student, is that essentially the workload that they carry as they
a degree?
move in their steady pace toward
Mr. BACCORA. I think the non-traditional student, the older student, typically is a part-time individual. If I could just give one ex-

who
ample, I have a student whom I was working with last week
to
create
He
is
divorced,
and
he
is
trying
earned $10,000 last year.
qualify for any Pell grant money
a new life for himself. He doesn't
He
is
trying to work and go to school
He is taking 11 credit hours.
for
some
loan money.
I can't really help him except

Senator MIKULSKI. So this is a serious issue.
Mr. BACCORA. I believe so.

MS. SMITH. If I could just add one more statistic, at Dundalk
is 71/2
Community College, the average credit load for our student be
the
question
about
that,
it
seems
to
credits. So to answer your
there
is
really
no
pattern of how they would complete. As we see it,
degree
such thing as a 2-year degree anymore because an associate
takes 4 to 6 years.
people, Drs.
Senator Minima. This turns me then to the 4-year
people
starting
that
the
whole
idea
of
Richardson, Trout and Glee,

now
what has been traditionally called the 4-year program has
because

been stretched out by many students to five, six and seven
of the indebtedness issue.
is this also
How are they, then, regarded in the framework, and
because
of the
the experience that students take longer to graduate
need to have part-time jobs, etc., to finance education?
Dr. Richardson, that is your population.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. I will quickly defer to the "guru" Ulysses
indeed, that is the
on this, but let me just say very quickly, yes,
reduced
and they
case because many of our students do take order to loads,
be
eligible
for
least
12
credit
hours
in
must maintain at
take
15
of
those
students
who
used
to
total financial aid. But some
15 to 18 hours, They will reduce that
to 18 hours no longer take employment
elsewhere, and that does
load so that they can get
tend to stretch it out.
The worst scenario is that the student cannot defray costs so he
drops out of school for a semester or so in order to replenish his
financial resources and then comes back.
Senator Mumma. Dr. Glee.
Mr. GLEE. We are finding that we are getting a significant intaking the
crease in the number of part-time students. First, i, 6isyears,
from
longer
to
graduate,
approximately
average students
getting
older.
Maryland
College
Park.
They
are
the University of
There are more single female heads-of-household who are now in
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the part-time category, and the numbers are steadily increasing.
don't know whether it is the economy, broken homes or what, butI
those numbers are increasing.
Eight years ago, the No. 1 priority at College Park was the fulltime student because we only had so much money. But
now it is
the part-time as well as the full-time. They 'have equal priority
at

our College Park campus.

The problem is that money runs out, and they are left out just
like the full-time student. We can't say to the part-time
student
you are going to get money before the full-timeit is just
first
come, first served. But we know that the population is increasing,
and the demands are greater.
Senator MvicutsKI. Dr. Glee, before I turn to Dr. Trout, let me
ask you this. I want to know if people now are being penalized for
hard work and their own sweat equity. Here is the situation. They
are trying to go to school, whether it is to a fine community college
or a fine 4-year program. They don't have the money for whatever
it is. First of all, eligibility knocks out people who we define as too
affluent to quality for student loans, but they are in this background, which I know we're going to hear about from the young
people. So they will then take a jobthe $10,000, as you said, is not
a lot of money. In many instances it is more what I call the
"McNugget" job level, just to keep themselves going. And
when you do all your calculations, the more that they earn tothen,
try
to help themselves, they are then penalized from getting student
assistance, and therefore they have to take less credits to earn
more to make up the deficit. So we are essentially pushing out

these kids who are just plugging away, trying to do it.
Mr. GLEE. You are absolutely right.
Senator MIKULSKI. In other words, our framework is an absolute
deterrence to the hard workers and the ones who are trying to
keep themselves going with a lot of self-help and self-initiative.
Mr. GLEE. That's right. For the student who earns $10,000,
$12,000and they can do thisthe eligibility in terms
of
to
these programs is not the same as for a family of four access
earning
$25,000. Many of those students are denied access and are not eligible because they are earning too much money. They are not denied
complete access.
Senator MIKUISKI. So what we need to take a look at is what I'm
calling the good guy/good gal bonus, that if you are out there slugging it out, trying to help yourself, you should not be penalized for
it in terms of the student aasistance framework; that should be acknowledged, and we've got to acknowledge real world economics,
not something from a booga-booga/saddleshoes eraam I correct?
Mr. GLEE. That's correct.
Senator MIKULSKI. Sometimes we act like Donna Reed is going to
college with Robert Young in "Father Knows Best."
Dr. Trout, did you want to comment?
Mr. TROUT. Just very briefly if I may. I think it is a very rare

independent college in America that aids students for more than
eight semesters. Occasionally, you find the most affluent institutions will allow 10 semesters of aid. I think one of the most unfortunate consequences of that is that there are certain students, and
they t( nd to be high-risk students, who could benefit from a some-
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what slower pace of their education, and I think particularly in the
sciences. But as things now stand, as I say, that opportunity really
does not exist because the funding is not there.
Senator MIKULSKI. Well, I want to talk about some of your find
independent colleges like Loyola night school. I taught at Loyola
night school, along with my little career at CCB. You have a night
school population which in some ways is really their only way of
being able to go to school. Notre Dame College has the weekend
college, xhich has been a very bold and innovative idea. And again,
I guess that would fall into the part-time category.
So for the independent colleges and also the public universities,
the night school crowd is another whole population, and in my
mind they are what I call the part-time students.
Mr. Thom% That's right. We also have a number of non-traditional students over the age of 25, roughly 30 of them. Many of them
are on a part-time basis and will be going to Washington College
for 6 to 8 years before they finish. Every penny of that is now privately funded through the DuPont Foundation. At the end of next
year, that funding source dries up. We feel a commitment to seeing

those students through, and it is going to be a very big-ticket

budget item for us in the years ahead.
Clearly, if consideration could be given to this kind of part-time
non-traditional student or part-time traaitional students, it would
be helpful.
Senator MIKULSKI. I understand. Let's take the displaced homemaker who is going to the Notre Dame weekend college. Let's take
the young woman or young man who have decided they want to do
that nursing programor maybe they have done 2 years at Essex,
Dr. Smith, and want to swing over to Notre Dame's 4-year nursing

programbut they are going to do it part-time. Aren't these the
kinds of students where everybody is piecing together what they
are doing-2 years here, matriculate there, pay this off, save up to

go on to wherever. It seems to me that is what everybody is doing,
and they're probably eating Rolaids as an entree and doing shoot-

ers of Mylanta to get themselves throughalong with you doing
the same thing. [Laughter.] Am I on the right track here?
Mr. RICHARDSON. I think you are absolutely right, Senator, on
the part-time. An increasing number of our students all over the
colleges and universities are part-time students. But I also want to
keep us focused on the traditional college cohort, the 18- to 24-year-

old, because not only are you talking about tuition and fees; you
are talking about a whole different set of cost factors that inclucies
lodghig, food, and the tuition and fees.
A our university, for example, for an out-of-State student, you
are now talking about something in the neighborhood of close to
$9,000. For an in-State student, you are talking about something in

the neighborhood of about $7,300. Now, when you begin to recalcu-

late and ask, then, what is available to that student in terms of financial assistance, you start with the Pell grant, saying that he is
eligible for maximum and talk $2,300you know you have a long
way to go to get up to the total educational cost.
So when you cannot bridge that gap with grants, then you focus
on that issue again of shifting to the loans. 'That brings in the indebtedness issue, and beyond that, then, drawing out the amount of
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time that a student is in a college or university, when he has to
drop out because he does not have the money to defray total cost
and stretch it out that way as well, and then, of course, when he
has to reduce his course load such that he has to work at a job.
Senator MIKULSKI. Vince.
Mr. BACCORA. Yes, I'd like to pick up on your remarks about the

displaced homemaker, the non-traditional student. I think it is easy
for the average American to focus in on exactly what Dr. Richardson has said with respect to room and board, living on campus,

that traditional image. What we are having trouble focusing on
and understanding and therefore helping adequately is that displaced homemaker who is harder to visualize as a studentthe one
who is trying to secure a babysitter so that she can come out in the

evening for those one or two courses during the week; who doesn't
have discretionary income to handle the transportation costs associated with that endeavor or the extra costa associated with taking
that course. So it goes beyond what the basic grant, or Pell grant
as it is now called, can handle and forces this woman in this case
into a loan situation that she is afraid to death to get involved
with.
So I would say that we need to have a better image of what nontraditional means with respect to the uniqueness of that population
so that we can create programs that adequately address those
needs.
Senator MIKULSKI. Last year I proposed to reduce the student

contribution. This was during the budget deliberations that you all
witnessed on live time. I tried to get a little line item through to

reduce the student contribution from 75 percent to 50 percent.
That was stripped out of the final bill.
Would that be a tremendous help, or what would be the impact
of thatgive me a grade. Would that be an A-plus or a C-minus?

Mr. BACCORA. We're moving a long way if we can do that. I think

it is a tragedy that we'd ask again for after-tax income to be assessed at 70 percent for dependent students. That is absolutely ridiculous.
Senator MIKULSKI. But could you give me a grade on it?
Mr. BACCORA. The 50 percent would definitely get into the "B"

category, I think, Senator.
Senator MIKULSK1. That's about what I was at Mount St. Agnes.
[Laughter.]
I want to raise a touchy topic, which is the default rate and how
to handle defaults. Last year there was in our student higher education programs $2.5 billion lost to defaults. That $2.5 billion could
have gone a long way toward expanding eligibility and bringing
things up to authentic need level.
Congress and the Department of Education have proposed ways
of recapturing this, or minimizing the default rate. Could you share
with me what you think we need to be really doing to screen out
defaults and to limit defaults, and yet at the same time not have
the unintended negative consequence of precluding needy students
from applying.
Dr. Glee, do you want to kick it off?
Mr. GLEE. I think one of the things we need to take a close look
at when we design financial aid packages for studentsand it can
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be the result of the legislationis in that first and second year, if
we decide to limit the amount of loans that a student may have,
that first and second year are the critical years for that student in
determining whether to continue their education or not. I think we
need to give a larger loan amount in the third and the fourth years

as opposed to the first and second years. If a student drops out,
they are more than likely going to do it in that first and second

year, so you won't have that indebtedness.

The other thing I think we need to do is to be a little bit more
aggressive in the collection, the due diligence. It is not there for
the Stafford loan, but it is there with the Perkins loan, because you
have contact. It has been proven time and time again. At Tuskegee
Institute in Alabama, the default rate is almost zero. At the University of Georgia at Athens, the default rate is very low because
they have very aggressive collection, and they have contact with
the students. When you compare that with the Stafford loans and
the bank loans, it is not the same. It is the personal contact and
the personal interest that you show in students and letting them
know the benefits of repaying those loans. That makes a difference.
Ms. SMITH. I'll just make a couple comments and ask Vince to
add to that. We find in the community college, of course, because

our mission is open access that we are serving many, many stu-

dents who have never been in a borrowing situation before, and we
spend a lot of time talking with them about the implications of bor-

rowing and what they are really getting themselves into, and we

really have to orient them to this whole process.
One of the major problems we have is that under current regulations, we are not able to deny a student who is eligible for a loan.
That is, if a student is eligible for that loan, we have to process it,
and we may know that the economic situation of that student is so

fragile that if the car breaks down or their child gets sick, we're
not going to see that student again. That student's life will be totally disrupted, and their loan will be outstanding.
So we would like to have more control over approving whether
or not a student is really able to get that loan.
Senator Mixt.nsm. Do you want more discretionary flexibility?
Ms. SMITH. Well, Vie other side to that isand of course, this is

probably where the other shoe dropsthere is not enough money

in grants and work-study so that those students who are really economically fragile have to get into a borrowing situation in c.der to
pursue their education. And we know, we are able to identify those
students.
Senator Mixtmmi. Do you find when students come to you that
they really have a clear understanding what the undertaking they

are about to embark upon entailsnot only tuition, but, I wan-

dered into a couple of college bookstores on my own with family
members, I felt like I was in a designer store. I mean, the cost of a
Biology 101 textbook is really megabucks. The cost is as heavy as
the book itself. And I could go on. So if you are carrying 12 hours,
that's four courses; you figure textbooks at, say, $50 more or less a
pop, plus the need to do xeroxing because of the way programs and

curricula are, particularly in science which is often updated

through notebookall of a sudden the students, regardless of their

age, are up to $200, $300, or $400 just in books and xerox materials
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to take 12 credit hours, which is almost 50 percent of your tuition
cost.

Ms. SMITH. Sometimes it surpasses our tuition.
Senator MIKULSKI. In other words, books and so on surpass tuition costs.
MS. SMITH. Absolutely.

Senator Miltuism. And that is a big undertaking. Most people
used to say, "I'll get the money for the books." So is that a valid
question, and then second, all the counseling that needs to go on,
the type that Dr. Glee and other professionals do, are you reimbursed for the counseling time?

MS. SMITH. No. We are clearly understaffed.

Mr. RICHARDSON. I think the issue that Dr. Glee raised on the
front-loading of the grants is a very, very important one that gets
at reducing the overall reliance on loans versus grants.
To your question, Senator, about whether or not our students are
familiar with what they are getting into, I would have to say that
we make a special effort to let them know the total educational
costs, and what we can realistically help them with, what they
have to borrow, what they can get in grants.
The difficulty comes, however, when they are unable to meet the
total cost, and they leave the university. When they leave without
the degree, then their ability to earn and therefore repay has not
changed from the day that they walked into the university.
Senator MIKULSKI. Except that they have a lot of debt.
Mr. RICHARDSON. They have a lot of debt.

Now, when it comes back to the authority of the university to

act, I may differ just a little bit with Dr. Glee on whether or not we
should then accept the total responsibility for bringing the loans
into the campus because it does entail a major administrative apparatus in order to administer that, but I would say in the interim,
the emphasis has to be on the lending institution. We can do every-

thing that we can, and we are willing to do that, but the lending
institution has to treat it as any other business transaction.
Senator Muttn.sm. Well, we're going to have to move on to our
next panel of students, but before we close out this paneland I
think we could really do a weekend workshop on these issues, and
this is not the only conversation we'll have during the reauthorization processbut before I close out this panel, is there anything
anybody else would like to say as kind of one last comment for this
particular conversation?
Mr. TROUT. I guess I'd like to say one last thing. I must say in

preparing for this that one of the statistics that was really so dramatic for me was to look at the Federal financial aid support to
independent institutions that was given in 1970, which was about
$1.3 billion, and then a dramatic increase so that by the mid-1970's,
it was close to $3.5 billion; and then to recognize 16 years after that
that it is only $1.1 billion, in a country that talks about excellence

suggestions to me that the reauthorization act deserves the most
urgency priority and attention that you can possibly give it. So for
all your efforts we are very grateful.

Senator MIKULSKI. Thank you, Dr. Trout.

t
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Thank you everyone here for the excellent job you are doing in
your community, and as I indicated, we'll continue these conversations.
I note there are many people in the audience, and I see some
people in the first row in very crisp white coats. Where are you
from.

Ms. YOWELL. The Medix School.

Senator MIKULSKI. You are the students from the proprietary
school that also helps people with medical technology. What I'm
going to do is ask the next panel to testify, but then when we move
into questions and answers, why don't you come up and join us so
we can interact with you as well.
MS. YOWELL. Yes.
Senator MIKULSKI. OK. I want to thank you all very much for
coming. I happen to believe that the people who are the most affected should h.ave the most to say, so therefore I am looking forward to hearing the students testify. I know that you also represent the United States Student Association of America, who have
been the ones who have been organizing all over the country to
make sure we understand the students' perspective whether the
student is 18, 28, 38, or whatever.
So why don't we start. I'll ask you to introduce yourselves as you
go along, and we're happy to hear anything you have to say.

STATEMENTS OF ANIKE AJAGUNNA, STUDENT, RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, AND MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, U.S. STUDENT ASSOCIATION; CLAUDIA LENNHOFF, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MARYLAND-BALTIMORE COUNTY; LISA FAGER, STUDENT, UNI-

VERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK; AND MARGARET
POST-AURELIO, STUDENT, CATONSVILLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, ACCOMPANIED BY PAT YOWELL, SHARON SCURTO AND

MINDY WAUGH, STUDENTS, THE MEDIX SCHOOL, TOWSON, MD,
AND RONA GOLDSTEIN, DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION, THE MEDIX
SCHOOL

Ms. AJAGUNNA. I would like to thank Senator Mikulski and the

Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and the Humanities for
asking me to speak today on the student aid system.
My name is Anike Ajagunna. I am a member of the Rutgers University student community in New Brunswick, NJ, and I am also a
member of the board of directors of the United States Student Association.

I am originally from the Eastern Shore of Maryland, and I grew
up in a single-income household. Despite our moderate income, we

did not qualify for Pell grant assistance-Senator Minima. Please slow down. I want to be really sure I
hear you.

Ms. AJAGUNNA. OK. Basically, what I started to say very quickly

is that I am from a moderate income family, a single-parent household, and I don't qualify for any Pell grant assistance, but I do
qualify for institutional aid and federally-subsidized loan programs
such as the GSL and the parent PLUS loan programs.
Basically, I'm just going to talk about my experiences with trying
to finance higher education. Because I was forced to rely on Feder-
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al loan programs to help finance my education over the last 4

years, I have already borrowed over $15,000, and my mother has
taken out an additional $4,000 each year in the PLUS loan program. So I'm looking at over $16,000 with interest to pay back after
school is done, and my mother has already started paying back her
loans because in the PLUS loan program you have to pay it back
60 days after original disbursement. She has paid off one so far, so
we have three more to go, plus what I start paying back when I am
finished school.

I feel the system is difficult to understand. There is a lot of
jargon in the financial aid system, and it is difficult to wade
through. In high school our guidance counselors tried to give us
basic information on how to get through the loan programs and
how to finance our education, but I don't think they had any idea
how difficult it was going to be, and what happens in the financial
aid office versus what they tell you you can get and how to actually go through the whole application process. And even when you
get to the university level, the financial aid counselors try, laut
there are over 40,000 students at my campus, and everybody is
trying to get a piece so they can get through school, and the counselors are really overburdened. So they do what they can, but there
are a lot of systemic problems that need to be addressed.

One of the worst thing that happened to me was during my

second year of school I applied for the GSL and the PLUS loan program and everything as usual, on. schedule, filed all my papers on
time, and then found out that the money wasn't going to come in
time for me to pay the bill. We thought maybe we did something
wrong, so we called the financial aid department, and they said, no,
that's the way it goes; the bank disburses the money 30 days after

school startswhich didn't seem to make any sense because the
bill is due 30 days before school starts, and if you had the money in
the first place, you wouldn't have applied for the loan. So you ask
wait a minute, what's the problem, and they say, well, that's your
problem, it's not our problem.
So the way we solved our problem was that my mother had to

take a loan on the open market, and luckily she had the credit to
get a loan and to pay the bill. So when the money finally came, she
kept the money and paid for the next semester because the next
semester's check didn't come until after the next semester's bill
was due. It just seemed so outrageous. They said that's just the way

it works, and I said but it doesn't work. It just seems like there

could be such an easier way to do it so the money comes in time for
you to pay the bill.
For the most part, when students are applying for financial aid,
there are many forms for different things, and there are different
forms for a lot of the same things, and there are similar forms for
totally different things, and it is totally insane. [Laughter.] I mean,
filling out the basic financial aid fort', is not a basic endeavor, and
unless you have a few accounting courses under your belt, you can
be totally lost in the system.
First you fill out the form, which has about 15 pages; there is another fact sheet, which is 12 pages, and that still doesn't give you
all the information, so they give you these hot-line numbers to call
for specific questions, and you may still get it wrong, because when
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you get your SAR back, the student aid report, it says you've made

a mistake, or there is something that doesn't quite jive with the

system. Then you have to send it back and wait for it to come back,
and then you take it to the financial aid department, and then you

go through the whole rigmarole of applying for loans from the
bank and so on and so forth.
My mother and I have somewhat successfully charted the waters

of the financial 'aid system. It just seems as though it could have
been an easier road, with the ups and downs and ins and outs. The
thing that seemed the simplest was the Perkins loan program,
which is a direct student loan, and you don't have to go to the bank
and get the form, then take the form to the financial aid office, and
then they give you the form back, and you send it back to the
bank, and then they send it back and say it's okay, and when you
get the money, the money comes from the bank to the school, and
you have to go to the accounting office and sign it, and then the
bill is paid.

When you get the Perkins loan, when yol apply for your institutional aid and after you fill out your FAF, it is all done for you.
You go to the financial aid office, sign a promissory note, and it is
done. That is so simple. Why can't it all be like that?

So I would definitely say that a direct student loan program is

much better for students and for everyone involved.
Senator MuunsitI. OK. I'm going to have to ask you to conclude

because we want to be sure we can hear everyone. Are there any

other specific points you wanted to make?
Ms. AJAGUNNA. No. Actually, USSA has put together specific re-

authorization recommendations on specific language, and I have
those to submit.

Senator MucutsKI. You can actually submit them, and then in

the questions, I'll come back to those specific answers.
What is your major?
MS. AJAGUNNA. i am a philosophy major.
Senator MIKULSKI. You are very articulate.
Ms. AJAGUNNA. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Ajagunna followsd
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. AJAGUNNA

I would like to thank Senator Mikulski and the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities for asking me to speak today on the student aid system.
My name is Anike Ajagunna and I am a senior at Rutgers University and a
member of the Board of Directom of the United States Students Association
I am originally from Eastern Maryland and grew up in single-income household.
Despite our moderate income I was unable get a Pell grant I received no State student aid and only minimal institutional assistance through the Colleae Work Study
Program.

Because of this my mother and I have been forced to e1y un the Federal Loan
Programs to help finance my education over the last 4 years. I have already borrowed $15,000 at 8 percent interest through the Guaranteed Student Loan/Stafford
Loan Program which means I will have to pay at least $16,200 before I will see the
light of day. Not to mention the $4,000 in Perkins Loans that 1 have to pay back as
well. My mother qualified to borrow money through the PLUS Loan Program:
$4,000 each year at 12 percent interest which she had to start paying back 60 days
after the first disbursement. She has just finished paying back the one from my first
year of school. One down and three to go.
The system is very difficult to understand. There exist various forms that unless
you are familiar with the Federal and/or State financial aid jargon yuu could never
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get through without assistance. High school guidance counselors have basic information about how to get aid bui they are unable to chart the waters of most university

financial offices. The university financial aid office usually is so busy with the
volume of files to process that they provide limited if any detailed information to

students and their parents when requested.
Once when my mother called the Rutgers University Financial Aid Office to inquire about the discrepancy between loan disbursement dates and term bill deadlines and she was told that if she did not have the money to pay the bill than she
should consider sending her child to another institution. We always fill out all of
the information on the student aid application and sent it in well before deadlines.
My mother even fills out our income tax returns by the middle of January. However, when I was a second-year student, the loans we had applied for to cover my expenses for that semester were not scheduled to be released by the bank until after
the school 10 was due. We did not understand why the bank would send you money
for a loan that you applied for before the deadline after you needed it. Because you
cannot start school until your bill is paid but the money for the bill doesn't come

until after school starts. Does that make any sense at all? It seemed completely,
absurd that it was set up to work that way, as far as we are concerned it didn't
work at all. The first time this happened to us the only way we could meet the bill
was to take a loan on the open market at open market rates. If my mother didn't
have the credit rating to float that load I would have had to sit a semester out of
school. We were not given adequate counseling to warn us of such a crucial problem. Many students are not as fortunate as I have been because they were not afforded the same resources I had at my disposal, namely my mother, to keep me in
school.

When applying for student aid, there exist many different forms for different
things, and then there are different forms for a lot of the same things and then
there are similar forms for totally different things. Filling out the basic financial

aid form is not a basic endeavor to say the least. Unless you have a few accounting
courses under your belt you are in for a long hard ride. The Federal Student Aid
Application has fifteen pages and the fact sheet for it is another 12 pages and it

does not provide all of the information you need to understand the depth of the

process. It' you do get through the initial forms you then have to deal with the Student Aid Report (SAR) that they send back after your form has been processed to
see what funds you qualify for if any. I could try to give you all the details but it
would just bore and maybe even confuse you as it has so many others over the
years. There are books published to help students conquer the S.A.T, there should
be if there aren't already books to help us conquer the F.A.F. (Financial Aid Form).
It would be great to have one finite set of forms that covered all of the financial
needs for students with simple and concise instructions.
Well my mother and I have somewhat successfully charted "the rough seas" of
the financial aid system and I am going to finish school. Yet I stress the aspect of
only achieving a partial victory because as I mentioned before I am in over $20,000
worth of debt so I feel the extra pressure of entering the workforce with large bills
to pay before I even get started.
Programs like the Perkins Loan Program are good ways to start simplifying the
process for students. When you fill out your F.A.F. and institutional financial aid
form the loan is automatically processed for you, if you wish, without hassle or fuss.
An education is hard enough to get withc 4 making the paper work impossible to
wade through.
USSA has submitted a number of detailed legislative proposals for the reauthor-

ization. In particular, I would like to highlight the need to recognize the genuine
hardships of middle-income families that are hard-pressed but, because of underfunding and tightened eligibility, are increasingly ineligible for Pell grants or Stafford loans.

Eligibility for these families should be expanded by excluding family farm and
home equity for the calculation of financial need, and ensuring that adequate funding is found so that low- and middle-incoine students have a shot at the college of
their choice. Delayed disbursements are an overly harsh approach to the student
loan default problem and better cou.iseling and information dissemination on all

the types of aid and the way the system functions are necessary. These are just
some of the issues studnts will be pushing for during this year's reauthorization.
Thank you for your t:me and I'd be happy to answer any questions you might
have.

Sena. Or MIKULSK1. Nis I/2nnhoff.
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MS. LENNHOFF. Thank you. I'd like to thank Senator Mikulski for
giving me this opportunity to speak.
My name is Claudia Lennhoff, and I am a senior at the University of Maryland at Baltimore County.

After graduation from high school, I attended University of
Texas at San Antonio for 2 years. I have always shouldered the
cost of my college education by myself. When I started college, my
parents were financing both my other brother's college education,
and the medical and living costs of my ailing grandmother. Under

these circumstances, I felt that it would only create further hardships to ask them to finance my higher education by taking on yet
another loan since, as a middle class family, a student loan was
probably all that we would have been eligible for. So I attempted to
be self-sufficient.

At UT-San Antonio, I had to choose between taking on huge

loans or working full-time and going to school part-time. I decided
to transfer to UMBC in 1988. I chose to apply for financial aid so I
could be a full-time student and be as dedicated as possible to academics.

Although I was lucky to receive a Pell grant, it could cover very
few of my costs since as an out-of-State student, my tuition was
twice that of resident students. So I had to take out a Stafford loan
and Supplemental Loan for Students. In 3 years at UMBC, I have
incurred a student loan debt of over $20,000.
This huge debt is primarily a result of the lack of consistency between States and Federal Government over what constitutes a financially independent student. According to the Federal Government, I have been an independent student since 1986. However, according to the residency classification officer at UMBC, I ha,1 not
demonstrated financial independence, forcing me to pay out-ofState tuition for 21/2 years.

Although I could document that I met all of Maryland's criteria
for self-sufficiency, I was accused of lying by the residency officer.
At times it felt to me like a conspiracy to stop students from be-

coming State residents so that higher tuition bills would keep
coming from them.
I was not granted residency status until after I turned 24 last

fall. By then I had amassed a debt of over $16,000 in student loan.
And even with my newly-acquired in-State tuition, I had to supplement my Pell grant with working 30 hours a week to cover my college costs. Needless to say, with this kind of work burden, the 4year plan was not an option for me.
To further complicate matters, my student loan checks always
come late. Because they arrive after the semester has started and
the tuition bills are due, I have been forced to use my savings to

purchase books and supplies, when I really need that money for
other necessities such as rent and health insurance. My loan check
for fall 1990 did not arrive until late in January this year. In the
meantime I had to buy over $300 worth of books with money that I
had set aside to pay for graduate school application costs, which applications are usually due by January. I had to borrow money from
a friend to pay for these applications.
In fall 1989, my loan check was also late, forcing me to use my
savings to buy books, although I had set aside this money to renew
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my health insurance that was ending in September. I thought that
a one- or 2-month lapse in health inse.ance was not a big deal.
However, in October I was diagnosed with cervical cancer. I then
had to try to find a doctor who would be willing to do surgery on a
student who had no health insurance and only part-time employment.

Every day that passed was a threat to my life. I ended up having
to fly to Texas to be operated on by my previous doctor, who was
kind enough to reduce my costs and give me a payment plan.
While I understand that student financial aid is not supposed to
be used for health care expenses, the delay in receiving my check
put me in a position of having no other choice. Student aid should
be provided in a timely manner so that hardships such as mine do
not become life or health-threatening.
Thank goodness I am well today. But we are asking Congress to
reconsider the 30-day delayed disbursements imposed on Stafford
and SLS loans for many students and to not mandate any additional delays on students who rely on the prompt receipt of their loan
money to stay in college.
Congress should also ensure that colleges and universities do not

impose penalties on students whose late loan checks are not their
fault.
At UMBC I was lucky enough to have known someone in the financial aid office who went out of her way to ensure that I would
not be charged an additional fee for paying my tuition late because
of the late loan check. Other students in Maryland and around the
country are not as lucky.
Last, a major problem with student aid is that there is just not
adequate counseling and information dissemination. The financial
aid office just seems to hand you the forms but doesn't tell you how
to fill them out. You sort of learn by doing them.
I just found out by accident the other day Via while I am in
graduate school I will not have to start paying back my loans nor
will interest accrue on the loans. This comes as a big relief since I
have $20,000 worth of loans to worry about paying off.
My question is how many students, especially disadvantaged stu-

dents, are discouraged from pursuing graduate studies because
they too lack knowledge about loan deferments and other key facts.

In conclusion, like many other students I worry that I may be
fbrced to compromise on my career interests, which center aroun,
serving low-income communities, because I will be forced to take
on a higher-paying job that is not in my area of interest just to pay
back my loans. Too many students are forced into this situation.
Such a dilemma only ends up hurting our Nation.
By instituting the recommendations of USSA and other organizations, we can begin to restore the proper loan-grant balance, ensure
more consistency in the student aid system, and help students stay
in and graduate from college.
Thank you for giving me this opportunity to testify.
Senator MIKULSKI. You are welcome, Ms. Lennhoff.

Could you tell me what is your major and what year you are in

school?
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Ms. LENNHOFF. I am a psychology major. I am in my last semes-

ter as a senior. However, I am a 6- to 7-year student as an undergraduate.
Senator Muctrunu. I understand that.
Ms. Ajagunna, what year are you in?
Ms. AJAGUNNA. I am a senior.

Senator Muctrunu. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Lennhoff follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. LENNHOFF

I would like to thank Senator Mikulski, the Senate Subcommittee on Education,
Arta and Humanities, and the U.S. Student Association for inviting me to testify
today on reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. My name is Claudia Lennhoff, and I am senior at the University of Maryland at Baltimore County (UMBC). I
would like to focus on how the rising costs of college and the student aid system are
affecting parents' and students' ability to access higher education, and some of the
changes in fmancial aid policy students will be looking forward to during this year's
Reauthorization.
After graduation from high school, I attended University of Texas at San Antonio
for 2 years. From day one of my college career, I have shouldered the costs by
yayself. When I started college, my parents were financing both my older brother's
college education, and the medical and living costs of my ailing grandmother. Under
these circumstances, I felt that it would only create further hardships to ask them
to finance my higher education by taking on yet another loan, since as a middleclass family, a student loan was probably all that we would have been eligible for.
So I attempted to be self-sufficient. And now my younger brother's private college
education has become yet another debt for my parents.
At UT-San Antonio, I had to choose between taking on huge loans or working
full time and going to school part-time. decided to transfer to UMBC in 1988 and
withdrew from Spring semester so I could work two jobs and save money for school.
I chose to apply for financial aid so I could be a full-timo student and, be as dedicated as possible to my academic career. Although I was lucky to receive a Pell
grant, it could cover very few of my costs, since, as an out-if-state student, my tuition was twice that of resident students. So I had to take out a Stafford Loan and
Supplemental Loan for Students (SLS). My first five semesters were difficult finan-

cially and I will be paying for them for a long time. In 3 years at UMBC, I have
incurred a student loan debt of over $20,000 that will follow me to graduate school
this fall.
This $20,000 worth of debt is primarily a result of the lack of consistency between
States and Federal Government over what constitutes a financially independent stu-

dent. According to the Federal Government, I have been an independent student
since 1988 and could qualify for a Pell grant, and Stafford and SLS loans. However,
according to the residency classification officer at UMBC, I had not demonstrated
financial independence to their satisfaction, so I was forced to pay out-of-state tuition for five semesters. Ironically, the school's standard for financial independence
is actually more lenient in that a student has to declare herself an independent,
receive less than SO percent of her resources from outside sources, and cannot be
claimed as a dependent by anyone. Though I could document that I met all of these

criteria, I was accused of lying by the residency classification officer. It almost
seemed like a conspiracy to stop students from becoming State residents so that
higher tuition bills would keep coming from them!

I was not granted residency status till I turned 25 last Fall. By then I had

amassed a debt of over $16,000 in student loans. I had hoped that a Pell grant would
cover most of my newly-acquired in-state tuition. However, as it has been throughout my college education, I have to work about 30 hours a week to cover my college
costs. /ieedlms to say, this kind of work burden has made it impossible to graduate
within 4 years and made my academic work very difficult to keep up on.
To further complicate matters, my student loan checks always come late. Because
they arrive after the semester has started and the tuition bills are due, I have been
forced to use my savings to purchase books and supplies, when I really needed that
income for other necessities (such as rent and health insurance). My loan check for
Fall 1990 did not arrive till late in January this year! In the meantime I had to buy
over $300 worth of books with money I had set aside to pay for graduate school applications. I had to borrow money from a friend to pay for these applications. In Fall
t'
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1989, my loan check was also late forcing me to use my savings to buy books though
I had se t. aside this money to renew my health insurance that was ending in September. I thought that a 1 or 2 month lapse in health insurance was not a big deal
since I was perfectly healthy. However, in October I was diagnosed with cervical
cancer. I then had to try to find a doctor who would be willing to do surgery on a
student who had no health insurance and only part-time employment. Every day
that passed was a threat to my life. I ended flying to Texas to be operated on by my
previous doctor who was kind enough to reduce my costs and give me a payment
plan.
While I understand that student financial aid is not suppose to be used for health
care expenses, the delay in receiving my check put me in a position of having no
other choice. Student aid should be provided in a timely manner so that hardslnips
such as mine does not become life- and health-threatening.
Thamnk goodness I am well today. But we are asking Congress to reconaider the
30-day delayed disbursements imposed on Stafford and SLS loans for many students,
and to not mandate any add4tional delays on students who rely on the prompt receipt of their loan money to day in college. Congress should also ensure that colleges and universities do not impose penalties or holds on student identification
cards on students whose late loan checks are not their fault. At UMBC, I was lucky
to have known someone in the financial aid office who went out of their way to
ensure that I would not be charged an additional fee for paying my tuition late because of a late loan check. Other students in Maryland and around the country are
not as lucky.
Lastly, a major problem with student aid is that there is just not adequate counseling and information dissemination on student aid. The financial office just seems
to hand you the forms but not tell you how to fill them out. You sort of learn by
doing. And I just found out the other day that while I am in graduate school I will
not have to start paying back my loans nor will interest accrue on the loans. This
comes as a bit; relief since I have $20,000 worth of loans to worry about paying all
My question is: how many students, especially disadvantaged students, are discouraged from pursuing graduate study because they too lack knowledge about loan deferments and other key facts.
In retrospect, I wish that I had known about other options such as Co Hese WorkStudy and State programs. I thought that student financial assistance consisted just
of Pell grants and Stafford loans. The real decline in funding for Work-Study is
probably the reason that my package never included work-study, just many loans.
In conclusion, like many other students, I worry that I may be fortvd to compromise on my career interestsserving low-income communitiet,and take on a
higher-paying job just to pay back my loans. Too many students are forced to choose
between paying back their loans and taking low-paying jobs that serve the community. Such a dilemma only ends up hurting our country. By instituting the recommendations of USSA and other organizations, we can begin to restore the proper
loan-grant balance, ensure more consistency in the student aid system, and help students stay in and craduate from college.
Thank you for giving me this opportunity to testify today.

Senator MIKULSKI. Ms. Fager.

MS. FAGER. I would like to thank the Senator for giving me this
opportunity to talk to you today about the reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act.
My name is Lisa Fager, and I am a junior at the University of
Maryland College Park.

I believe that the Federal financial aid programs are crucial to
the students' access to higher education, and that they could be

working even better if some changes were made.
One of my biggest problems is that fact that I pay for college by
myself; yet the Federal Government does not classify me as an independent student. This is a result of the inflexible definition of independent student.
I am originally from Pennsylvania, and I have received virtually
no financial assistance from my family since I started college at 18.
I am now 21 years old. According to the Higher Education Act, you

are autmatically considered independent if you are age 24 or

Li;
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older, an orphan or ward of the court, a veteran, or responsible for
dependents other than a spouse. I did not fall into any of these categories, so I had to fulfill two criteria in order to be considered an
independent student. One, my parents could not claim me as a dependent on their income taxes for 2 years prior to the award year,
and second, I had to have total resources of at least $4,000, not
counting support from my parents, during those 2 years.
I met both of those criteria during my first 2 years at College
Park, primarily by incurring $10,000 worth of student loan debt.
Hence, I thought that for my junior year that I could easily apply
for and receive independent student status. I was wrong.
The way the regulations are written, you must be claimed by
your parents and have resources in excess of $4,000 the 2 years
prior to the first year you received aidnot the 2 years prior to the
award year that you are applying for rid. In my case, I am 21 years
old, and I was financially independent when I was 18 and 19. However, I was told by the financial aid office that I could not receive

independent status unless I had been financially self-sufficient

when I was 16 and 17 since I had first received aid when I was 18
years old and a freshman. This is ridiculous. [Laughter.]
Senator Minima. Precisely. It is ridiculous and it is punitive.
Ms. FAGER. It is like these 2 years of struggling to pay for my
college education by myself do not count. I have been self-sufficient
for the last 2 years, but it looks like I will never be considered independent by the Federal financial aid system because I was dependent on my parents 5 years ago. This makes no sense.
Clearly, the definition of an independent student must be made
more flexible or student financial aid administrators must be more
willing to use their statutory discretion to determine a student as
being independent even if they do not meet the regular criteria.
Unfortunately, because of lack of training or lack of willingness,
too many student aid administrators are not giving these students
a break.
It is largely because I am still not considered an independent student that I have now racked up a total of $13,500 worth of debt. I
am just a junior, and a first semester junior at that.
Despite paying for college all by myself, I have had difficulty establishing Maryland State residency. To pay for my living expenses
and out-of-State tuition as a full-time student, I must work 40
hours a week at two jobs and live off-campus. I have had a Pell
grant, Supplemental FAucation Opportunity Grants, Stafford loans,
Perkins loans, college work-study, and a minority scholarship. I
have had close to everything they can offer me, but it is still not
enoujh.
My attempt to get a college education has involved great financial hardships. As a first-generation college student, I am one of
the lucky ones who are still in the system. But I know that the
complexities of the application and delivery system, and inadequate funding for grants which forces low and middle-income students to take out huge loans discourage many students of color into
foregoing college.

We recommend that Congress increase the maximum Pell grant
so it will cover close to 50 percent of the cost of attendance as it did
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in 1980, rather than the 25 percent it covers today. This would help
alleviate the huge loan burden students must bear.
Students also need more information and counseling about all of
their options.
Last, I strongly urge Congress to take the steps necessary to
affirm the legality and necessity of minority scholarships. Without
my minority scholarship, I would have had to take out thousands
of dollars more in loans.
With the decline in college participation of students of color, and
the need to educate every man, woman and child to keep America
competitive, these scholarships are even more important in opening the doors of higher education.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify today.

Senator Mumma. Thank you, Ms. Fager. Could you tell me

what year you are in and your major?
Ms. FAGER. I am an English major this semester, and I am a first
semester junior. This semester I have been in school full-time the
whole time; I take a lesser number of credits, just the maximum
you need to be a full-time student. Since I work sometimes two to
three jobs, I find my academic studies suffer, so I have to give up
some things to have other th Ings.
Senator MIKULSKI. But with the students doing stretchout like
you and Ms. Lennhoff and others that you represent, really to ask
"What_year are you in?" is an outmoded question; am I right?
Ms. FAGER. Right.

Senator MIKUISKI. The very way I am approaching this, it is a
dated question because it is not what year you are in; it is how

many credits you have accrued to graduation.
Senator MIKULSKI. Now let's turn to Ms. Aurelio for her testimo-

ny. I understand you are representing the students of our host
school, Catonsville Community College, and you are also the
mother of a teenage son who himself is now getting ready for college. So you represent that older independent person, which would
include, say, myself, my sisters and my brothers-in-law.
Ms. POST-AURELIO. That's correct, Senator.

I'd like to thank you for coming to hear us, and I'd like to thank
Catonsville for allowing me to speak for them.

My name is Margaret Post-Aurelio, and I am a third-semester
student at Catonsville Community College. I have a dual major of

general studies and interpreting for the deaf. I am on the dean's
list with a grade point average of 3.69.
I will be 49 in June. I am a single parent, head of household. My
son is 25 years old and is completing his sophomore year in a local
public high school.
I grew up in the 1950's in a dysfunctional and abusive home. Because of the abuse, I ran away from home repeatedly. I was termed

a delinquent child by the system. I was incarcerated in Spring

Grove State Hospital at the age of 14. I spent my adolescence on a
back ward, receiving no formal education. I ran away from the hospital when I was 17 years old.
I was in the world with no skills and no self-esteem. I was capable only of finding minimum wage jobs. I was unable to survive
economically. Frequently, I was unable to pay my rent and would
be evicted from the shal3by apartments that were my only option.
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Once, I had to move all my personal belongings in a grocery cart; I
could not afford a car.
I became a parent, and I didn't want my son to repeat the same

patterns or to have the kind of life that I didsurvival on the

fringes. As a single parent, my financial situation worsened; the
budget that would not support me had to be stretched to support
two. I was under severe emotional stress, and I was so busy trying
to survive that I was of little help to my son. His school progress
was poor.

Seeking financial stability, I tried a marriage, and I tried a busi-

ness. I worked hard at both, but both failed. I began to see that

education was the only solution to my problems, economic as well
al: emotional.
cantacted Catonsville Community College and was referred to
Projcct Second Start, a probram for displaced homemakers and
sinigle parents. I was accepted ar, a full-time student.
next hurdle was finding a way to
Once accepted into college,
afford school. I talked to the financial aid office and applied for
Federal financial aid. The form was intimidating, especially for a
person who had not been in school since the ninth grade. Once I
was enrolled in classes, one of my first English papers talked about
the classes themselves being easier than filling out the financial
aid forms. I got an A on the paper, but I flunked the financial aid
form. [Laughter.]
I received financial aid in the form of a Pell grant, Maryland
State Scholarship, and college work-study. The grant, scholarship
and work-study were not enough for us to survive. It was necessary
to take out Stafford loans.
Attending college and being on the dean's list allowed me for the
first time to view myself as a viable human being who deserves a
rightful place in our society. The ability to role model this sense of
self for my son has helped him view himself morv positively. His
grades continue to improve. We study together. He helps me with
my math.
I also receive tutoring support when necessary from Project
Spark, which is one of the TRIO programs.
My son now has a part-time job and is able to contribute to the
household. Even so, we are barely scraping by financially. There is

no room for anything to go wrongnot car trouble, not medical

problems, not a rent increase.
Two years from now, I will graduate from Catonsville with an associate in arts degree. Al that time, my son will be entering college. While I really appnciate the accessibility of student loans,
they are not the answer. lifter graduation, I will be lucky to find a
job making $20,000 a year. I will then have the responsibility of
paying these loans totalling $5,000. At the same time, I will be supporting my son and helping him get through college. The money he
makes at his part-time job will still have to be used to defray
household expenses. In fact, those expenses will increase because
he will need transpqrtation to and from college.
If more money wcre available for grants, the loan option could be
avoided, especially for students whose ability to pay back is an extreme 1rdship. In addition perhaps a different set of criteria
shou'd L sed when calculating the independent student's finan-
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cial need and grant award. The current budget guidelines that are
used to calculate family contribution and eligibility for financial
aid falls $6,000 short of what I actually need just to get by.
Thank you for your interest in education and financial aid programs. I truly believe that education is the only solution to the
problems that plague our society. My son and I have the opportuni-

ty now to turn around dysfunctional patterns that have been
present for generations. With the opportunity for higher education,
we can contribute to society rather than just survive. Without financial aid, none of this would have been possible for us.
Senator MIKULSKI. Thank you, Ms. Aurelio.
I wolld like to thank the panel for their testimony, which has

been both informative and inspirational. I mean, you talk about
folks who just have true grit. It is obvious that the four of you have
really demonstrated that, and that's what you need to demonstrate
just to get through the process, and we're just talking about the
process before you even get into the classroom, without even talking about what you then must do to be able to study philosophy or
psychology or a core curriculum in liberal arts or a very specific
degree in helping others who have obstacles in their lives. So it was
indeed very inspirational.
I want to move to some questions, and to the people here from

the Medix Schoolwhich we are very familiar with some of the
graduatesif you'd like to pull some chairs up to the table, you
will be most welcome to participate in the questions and answers,
and also if you have any testimony you'd like to submit, again that

would also be quite welcome.
Ms. Ajagunna, you had a series of recommendations which also
represent the thinking of the United States Student Association;
am I correct?
MS. AJAGUNNA. Yes.

Senator MIKULSK1. Would you like to review the recommendations for us?
MS. AJAGUNNA. They address all the points of financial aid; it is
extensive bill language.
Senator MIKULSKI. So you've actually got things that are almost
combat-ready.
MS. AJAGUNNA. Exactly, yes.
Senator MIKULSKI. And this young lady who keeps bustling back

and forthshe gives me signals when she thinks I'm on the right
track, etc. Who are you?
Ms. Dorm. I am Selena Dong, the legislative director for the
United States Student Association.

Senator MIKULSKI. OK.
Ms. AJAGUNNA. Selena is the woman behind all the official work

that we do at USSA.

I can highlight the issues becausr a lot of people have already

spoken on it.
Senator MIKULSKL Well, if they are readyyou are saying it
would be the user-friendly nature of the form; the timely nature of

getting the loan disbursement, because that is a common theme

that iswas indeed a penalty---

Ms. AJAG NINA. Yes. And elimination of additional fees like the
original FAF form fee that you have to pay; aka, the proper loan-
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grant balance, which almost everyone has spoken about today, increasing g, rants and decreasing loans because of the indebtedness
that people get. Also, the elimination of penalties for working students, which people have also spoken about today.
Senator MIKULSKI. I want to come back to the penalties for working students. That is what I was trying to get at when we had the
college administrators up there, that you really penalize those
people who are out there working, and the more you work, the less
you are eligible for, which means you need to make more, but you
are eligible for less, and finally you are stuck with the debt, and
you have to drop out just to meet that which you incurso there
you are. Am I correct in that?
MS. AJAGUNNA. Yes. Even though I am a dependent student, one
summer I made a little bit too much money, so they asked me to
contribute more the next year. And it wasn't like I had so much
more money.
Senator MIKULSKI. I understand.

Let me go to Ms. Lennhoff, I'm going to ask about what happened to you as kind of a case example for others. When you are
denied something that you yourself feel that you are eligible for
and have documentation to back up your eligibility, is there an appeals process? In other words, are there other opportunities so that
a single person who for whatever reason, either their own poor
training or the demands of 40,000 students each coming in each in
varying degrees of hysteria might notdo you have another place
to go, because for one person to have to make such a destiny determination can be scary.
Ms. LENNHOFF. Yes, there is an appeals process in the residency
petitioning process. But I went through all the channels. It went as
far as it could go, and I even had an attorney write me a letter.
But what happened in my situation was that on paper I met all the
criteria for financial independence. There are two issues in residency statusproving that you have lived in Maryland for a certain
period of timethat was no problemproving financial independence is where the hardship comes in.
Senator MIKULSKI. Which goes to Ms. Fager's point and Ms. Aurelio's point. Financial independence doesn't necessarily mean financial self-sufficiency.
Ms. LENNHOFF. And what is ironic is that the financial independ-

ence aspect of the residency petition, to prove financial independence for purposes of residency actually seems more lenient than for
the financial aid forms and all that. And yet even though I was
able to prove what was on paper, my residency officer said, "Claudia, we don't go just by what is on paper." That's what she told me.
And then there is the whole issue of then how do I know what else
I have to do to prove it to you.
I followed it through the appeals process four times, all the way
through. I now know students who have sued the university and
were able to get residency status. I'm not sureI think that that
whole process is another issue.
Senator MIKULSKI. But there is an appeals process for residency.
Ms. LENNHOFF. There is an appeals process.
Senator MIKULSKI. Is there an appeals process generally, say, for
financial independence? Ms. Pager, you said you felt that you met
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the financial independence ttst, which really would have been a
significant boost to you, and then only not to meet it. Were the criteria clear? No. 2, the criteria seem ridiculous. And No. 3, could
you also take it to another level for review?
MS. FACER. I worked in the financial aid office. Sometimes I
don't even think some of the people who work there actuallynot

that they weren't competent, but people just didn't understand
that it is not the award year, but it is the year you first started
receiving money. I am very friendly with the people who work
there, and I have had some people tell me that, well, you might as
well just stay out of State, and you'll get more money if you stay
dependent, and there is no use in fighting it. I don't qualify for any
of thuse rules that make me independent. What can I do?

Senator MIKULSKI. OK. Before I probe a little bit more into the

penalties for work, which I know you have all experienced so directly and personally, would the people from The Medix School
take the time to introduce themselves, and if there are questions or
comments they'd like to add, feel free.
MS. YOWELL. My name is Patricia Yowell, and I do have a letter
that I would like to read to you if time permits. All the students in
the school were made aware of the meeting, and all of us were
asked to write letters, of which you will get an envelope full, and
several of us were asked to come and, if time permits, read our letters to you.
Senator MIKULSKI. Good. How about if we go through the letters,
and then I'll get to questions. And we'll be very happy to welcome
any other corresponclence or things that you'd like to include. You
can see how we have focused today on the degree-granting institutions, although we know of the fine contributions of proprietary
schools, and we'll be having other meetings.
Go ahead.

Ms. YOWELL. I would like to take the opportunity on top of
Medix School to thank you for this opportunity to speak and to let
people know that private career schools are very important to our
higher education system.
My letter begins:
I have had an interest in the medical field for over 20 years, but I was never fina icially able to do anything to further that interest. One day I received a phone
call from the Medix School. They explained to me what the school was about, and I
set up an appointment for an interview. I was given two such interviews, at which
time I was also tested. Even at this point, I still did not know how I was going to
financially afford the school. At my second interview I was told that I qualified for
financial aid loans from the government. It was then that I knew that I had a
chance to fulfill a lifelong dream of a medical field career.

During my studies at Medix School, I have acquired skills in human relations,
bookkeeping, insurance processing, letter writing and composition, reception, telephone technique, vital signs, injection, pharmacology, EKG, microbiology, urinalysis.
phlebotomy, minor surgery, typing, transcription, and I am now certified to perform
CPR. This, of course, does not include all that I will be learning in the rest of the
course.
I have been offered jobs alreedy even though I am not a graduate from the course,
only on the knowledge that I sczm would be.

If you look in the newspapers at any given time, you will see that doctors and
Without financial aid for private career school students, there are thousands of

dentists advertise specifically for Medix School graduates.

people who will go through life in minimum wage-paying jobs, on welfare or unemployment. With this aid to these students, there is available to all of us a wealth of
opportunities not only for c-elf-improvement but also to become self-supporting tax-
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payers with a chance to improve our communitiesand I say improve our communities because then we can offer competent, well-qualified services.
I cannot comment on all private career schools, but I do know that Medix School
does not take its responsibility ea a teaching institution lightly, nor does it allow its
students to take their responsibilities lightly. These schools are a wonderful avenue
for one to get their foot in the door in whatever area of interest they may have. And
after finishing a course in one of these programs, a person can then decide to either
further their education in that field or decide that they are happy with the amount
of training, or that perhaps they are in the wrong field completely.
It affords people the opportunity to become whatever they want to be without the
long-term commitment.

MS. YOWELL. And I'd like to take a chance to expound on that

and say that I am 40 years old. At 40 years old, I am starting out
doinig something that you usually start out doing when you are 18,
19, 20, or 21 years old. If I were to expand my educatic-a for 6
years, I would be 46. Do you know what the job market Is for a 46year-old lady?
Senator MIKULSKI. I'm 54; I know a little bit about it. [Laughter.]
Ms. YOWELL. As hard as it is at 20, it doubles at 40.
Senator MIKULSKI. Sure. Could I sk you what your field is, your
area of interest?
Ms. YOWELL. I am working toward my certification as a medical
assistant.
Senator MIKULSKI. I see.

Ms. YOWELL. Which is much diiterent than a nursing assistant,

and different than a nurse; we work d;recdy with the doctor.
Senator MIKUISKI. I understand. I think we have a good picture
of your situation, and we'll take all the letters and read them, but
in the interest of moving along, becauso they are going to need this
room for some other things-Ms. YOWELL There is one paragraph I would like to read.

Senator MIKULSKI. Oh, sure, go ahead.
Ms. YOWELL. I cannot stress enough how important these types

of career schools are. Not only do I support private career schools
in the Higher Education Reauthorization Act, but I think they
should be a prerequisite for longer studies. The students would be
dedicated to their studies because then they would have a firsthand working knowledge of their career choice field.
Senator MIKULSKI. Very good. Thank you.
Ms. SCURTO. Senator Mikulski. thank you very much for giving
us the time. I will not read my whole letter because Pat had a storybook here.

Senator Mum-sm. We are interested in the stories. It is these
stories that are justyou know, we have heard from everyone in
terms of the statistics and the administrative structures, but I
want to be sure that when I work on legislation, I don't want to
work off of memos and briefing booksand you are not numbers
and statistics to me; you are peopleand I want to make sure that

I know your stories, that I know about your lives, so that we can
then advocate it from that perspective. So you go right ahead and
tell your story.
Ms. SCURTO. I did go to Towson State University to apply there
right before I did the Medix School, and I found out that I was
back and forth to the financial aid office. They gave me a lengthy
form that must have had 50 pages; I couldn't understand it, and no
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one was available to help me. So I decided to join the Medix School
due to the fact that I became tired of penny-anty jobs because of no
experience or training.
Since I joined the Medix School as a medical assistant, they are
giving me the training I need to become an individual, to be able to
work and serve the community as a health care provider.
When I found out the cost of the tuition for the school, I knew I
could not afford it. But then Mr. John Gellers, the financial aid
counselor, told me about Pell grant, udent loans, etc. Finally, I
applied and was accepted.
When that day came, I knew I was on the road to an education
that would get me a decent paying job. Since I have been in the
school, I am learning so many skills such as pharmacology, urinalysis, microbiology, etc., as Pat mentioned. These skills are definitely going to get me a very good-paying job.
Raising children on my own and being a single parent is hard,
and I love it, but trying to find a job without any skills is the hardest thing I have ever had to do. B:ut now with these skills I should
not have any problem, and my economic status should change.
I support the private career schools and Higher Education Reauthorization Act due to the fact that some can go to school for years,
but I just couldn't. So give us Americans the right to choose what
is best for us, and not what is best for the State, or because it is
just not the right thing to do at this moment. Help those who are
helping themselves, and we shall have a better place to live.
Senator Mixtrum. Could we have those letters for the record?
MS. GOLDSTEIN. Yes. Excuse

me, Senator. I am the director of

education at Medix. May I submit these letters? These are not just
from Medix; they are from Annapolis to Aberdeen.
Senator Mucuisici. Are you part of the faculty?
Ms. GOLDSTEIN. I am the director of education for Medix, yes.
Senator MIKULSKI. Very pleased to meet you, and I hope you understand during this hearing that we weren't precluding you, but
we were working within parameters, and we want to have a special
conversation with the proprietary schools.
Ms. GOLDSTEIN. Thank you. Those represent not just Medix, but
all of the proprietary schools in the State of Maryland. That is not
just from us.
Senator MIKULSKI. Terrific. Thanx you very much.
MS. GOLDSTEIN. My pleasure. Thank you.
[Letters from proprietary school students followl
LETTERS FROM STUDENTS
The Hon. BARBARA MIKUIBKI,

Silver Spring, MD

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
NEAR SRNATOR MIKVISKI, I enrolled at TESST Institute in Jan. 1991 in order to

qualify for more recession proof employment. I was in the house construction field.
In only one semester I have learned a great deal. I have no doubt the program here
is very effective for students who apply themselveswhich most do.
Almost everyone in my class has a :job outside of school. Anyone willing to work
at night and go to school all day is serious.
I am fortunate enough to pay my own tuition, but 90 percent of my fellow students are not. To take away grants for this type of education would eliminate most
all of these students from what may be their only cha a,... at a good job.
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This would be a mistake we would all pay for.
Sincerely,

DAVID W. ZASTROW,

Columbia, MD
The Hon. BARBARA MIKULSKI,

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR MIKULSKI: After 10 years in construction and home improvements,
and watching any income going up and down with either the season or the economy,
first which profession would be
I had enough, so I asked around and investigated
long-term (meaning a good future) and a steady income. Second a school with a good
to change
solid reputation for teaching someone like myself a profession, in order
twice
and talkelectronics
is
the
school
I
chose
after
visiting
my life around. TINT
ing with a friend who went there and is now working in telecommunications. Without the financial aid I have no chance of being able to attend this school and therefore not being able to at least try and change my life for the better. The electronic
knowledge I am learning is incredible, something I always wanted to learn and now
have the chance, please understand that a career school is my only realistic attempt
to change my profession and I need the financial help now.
Thank you,
MICHAEL A. NICODEMUS

Lineboro, MD.
The Hon. BARBARA MIKULSKI,

US. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR MIKULSKI: When I graduated from high school I was always want-

to a
ing to go back to school and further my education, but I could not afford to gomath,
interested
in
a
field
of
study,
not
English,
2-4 year college. Plus I was more
was not
etc. Medix gave me the opportunity to start studying with my career. If it of
never
dream
of
going
back
to
school
would
for the financial aid program, this
good
paying
job
because
I
have
a
been possible. It is very important to me to get a
family to help support.
Since I have attended Medix, I have learned more then I ever thought I would.
Blood pressure, muscle skeleton system, injections, skeleton system and even more
before I graduate.
assistant with hands
Doctors in the world today are looking for trained medicalenable
me to be comwhat
Medix
has
taught
me.
It
will
on experience and that is
fortable working on people when I start to work. Medix also has jobs available after
graduation.
I really love the private training school I am attending. Without the financial aid
keep the financial aid program for
program I would not be in school today. Please
colleges
tuition. I really love what I am
people like me who can not afford 2-4 year
doing and learning now and proud to say that I have a 3.4 grade average now.
Sincerely,

MARY ROBERTSON

Laurel MD, April 8, 1991
The Hon. BARBARA MIKULSICL

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR MIKULSKI: After raising children and spending several years on the
State welfare roles; I decided that I needed to find a more productive place in life.
The first step to becoming independent is to gain the skills necessary to become employable. I am now a student at a career oriented facility named TESST Computer
and Electronics Institute. I arrived at this school with minimal viable work related
skills; I will leave here in a week, with all the basic skills needed to obtain employment in the clerical field.
I have learned WordPerfect, which I am using to write this letter. I have learned
arise and Lotus 123; both of which are in great demand in the workplace.
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Having already been offered several positions in the Washington, DC area I am
confident about my newfound ability to become a productive member of my community.
I feel that private career schools be considered as a vital piece of the Higher Education Reauthorization Act. The need to acquire a fast, though thorough, education
in a defined field is very necessary to those of us who are already tied to the definitive responsibilities of child rearing.

I thank you very much for taking the time to read this letter and for your regard
for our needs on this issue.
Yours sincerely,
MARY MCCRIMMON

Ashton, MD, April ,9, 1.991
The Hon. BARBARA MIKULSKI,

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC
DEAR SENATOR MIKULSKI: This letter is being typed on the Commodore personal

computer assigned to me as a student at the TESST Electronics and Computer Institute. This would have been impossible for me only 6 months ago. I am one of the
growing number of older women, mostly mothers and homemakers, who are re-entering the job market, either out of choice or necessity. Without the financial aid
arranged for me by this school it would have been absolutely impossible for me to
become a student.
Before coming to TESST my skills were hopelessly outdated and inadequate. I had
basic typing skills but knew nothing about computers. My training has changed that
in a very positive way. This school has taught me how to run the most popular business software programs on the market today. They have given me a good working
knowledge of how computers work, and an insight into what the possibilities are for

a rewarding future as a working woman. I am both excited about what I have
learned and motivated to continue my education further after graduation from
TESST.

The skills I have learned have prepared me for a challenging job in either government or private industry. My future is a lot brighter than it would have been without this training.
I urge you to actively lobby for and support the inclusion of private career schools
in the Higher Education Reauthorization Act. Without the financial aid they now
supply thousands of bright, capable women who are actively seeking to re-enter the
job market will simply fall through the cracks. That would be a terrible waste of a
valuable resource.
We need your help.
Sincerely,

DIAN Scorr BENDIT

Washington, DC April 8, 1991
The Hon. BARBARA MIKULSKI,

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR MIKULSKI. I attended UDC in January 1981---May 1984 majoring

in Computer Science Technology. I did not complete my studies at that time: howev-

er, I still had interest in thP course. Because of the time lapse, I did not want to

return to a University. I checked out a few vocational schools, and finally made my
selection to attend TESST Computer Institute. The importance of financial aid was
very vital to me. I have a family to support; therefore I could not afford the full cost
of the school. With the help of a grant and student loan I was able to attend and
complete my studies. My daughter is now 6 years old. When the time comes for her
to attend college, I'm sure the cost will be astronomical. With that in mind I know
it will put a great crunch in my pocket. With whatever she decides to do, I hope
financial aid is available to help achieve her goals and dreams, whether its at a university, college or private school such as TESST Computer Institute.

The skills that I have learned at TESST Computer Institute consist of Dbase,

Lotus 123, WordPerfect, Desktop Publishing. I have increased my typing speed from
33 wpm to 50-55 wpm accurately.
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With the new skills I have learned, I can say that I feel very comfortable about
going into the job market and taking the skills I have learned with me. With the
skills I have learned I feel I could be an asset to any business.
By attending a private career school such as TESST, it could become more benefi-

cial to the student. I say this because everyone is different with his/her studies.
When attending a University or College you have so many other courses that are
needed upon graduation that really don't reflect the major selected. Whereas, with
a private school you take just the courses needed for the career you have selected.
Yours sincerely,

ANGELA G. BROOKS

Riverdale, MD, April 10, 1,9,91,
The Hon. BARBARA MIKULSKL

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR MIKULSKI: I enrolled at TESST Electronic and Computer Institute
because I wanted to start a new career and having an electronic background I decided that an electronic course would enable me to enter the job market. Financial aid
assisted me in paying for the tuition I received.
I have learned to repair and trouble shoot electronic devices that modern society

consider a necessity of life existence.

With these new skill I am now in a better position to get into the job market and
at the same time improve my economic status.
I stronOy support for including private career schools in the Higher Education
Reauthorization Act without which many individual:, would not be able to continue
their education and be independent citizens for the rest of thei.- lives.
Thanking you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
LINTON WILSON

Adelphi, MD, Ap-il 8, 1991.
The Hon. BARBARA MIKULSKL

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC
DEAR SENATOR MIKULSKI: One day I started looking in the mivspaper for a day

job, dealing with some type of secretarial/clerical duties, and found out that the
qualifications were nothing that I was familiar to. I repeatedly saw WordPerfect,
Lotus 1-2-3, and Database and decided I should find out what it was. I felt very
behind in time and decided to go to school and update myself to 1991. I am currently a hairdresser so, computers never entered my mind. I was very thankful that the
school could offer financial aid. The fact that I finally have a chance at a steady
money career and advancement changed my life. When I walk into an interview
now, I feel like I have a chance.
In this six month course, I have learned about the following subjects:

Information on the computer world in general
IBM compatible Hardware
Database III, Lotus 1-2-3, Desktop Publishing,
Wordperfect 5.1
Typing 55-60 wpm
These skills have increased the job market for me and put me in a higher salary
range demand. With these options my financial status has improved immensely. All
this is due to the financial help the government has reserved for educational purposes.

In conclusion, I would like to say that financial aid opens doors to those of us who
cannot afford education. The career schools in higher education allows you to get an
education quicker. This allows a mature group of people that already have established family situations to better themselves faster. The majority of people over 25,
cannot afford to give up 4 years or more of their lives for a higher education. It is
beneficial in the long-run, for the people and the governn.ent to work together to
support each other financially.
Sincerely,
CINDY LEE GANIM

0 '3
42-924 0 - 91 - 25
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Frederick, MD, April 10, 1991.
The Hon. BARBARA MIKUISKI,

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC

DEAR SENATOR MIKU1SKI: I was disabled working as an electrician from a fall sev-

eral years ago and have not been able to work or support my family. I cannot go
back to being an electrician and chose to retrain and become a Computer ElectroniciTechnician at TESST. I chose TESST because of their reputation, location, training and placement program. Although my tuition is paid for because of workers
compensation, I would not be able to attend school without the benefit of financial
aid. Financial aid is very important today when people are trying to become better
educated and compete in the job market.

I am in my first semester of the one year program and have not only learned

mathematical skills but skills like problem-solving, self-discipline and anticipation
that will benefit me throughout my career.
The job market today is very competitive because of more highly skilled and educated workers (the economy today demands well trained individuals for better jobs).
Graduating from this program will enable me to obtain a job as a Computer Electronics Technician, in turn, be able to support my family.
I strongly support the need for private career schools to be included in the Higher
Education Reauthorization Act.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

GARY F. STREETON

April 8, 1991
The Hon. BARBARA MIKULSKI,

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC
DEAR SENATOR MIKULSKI: Being a young adult and needing to get a decent job in

a minimum amount of time, I decided that I had to go to school. I found out about
Fleet Business School through an advertisement in the newspaper so I made an appointmfsat to visit the school. I talked to one of the representatives and chose to
pursue their Evening Microcomputer Program as I want to make a career using
computers. Upon visiting their Financial Aid Department I found I qualified for a
Parent/Student Loan. Having this help with financial aid I found it possible to be
able to attend Fleet Business School.
While in this program, I am taking English, writing, punctuation, typing, account-

ing, Word Processing, MS/PC-DOS, Computerized Accounting, Spreadsheet Applications, and Database Applications.
When graduation comes I feel that I have the ability and experience to perform a
challenging career using all of these useful skills.

I really feel that you should increase your support to students at schools like

Fleet Business School. I want to be able to get a challenging, respectable job soon
with a living wage and the ability for advancement. So please consider this fact because if it wasn't for the financial aid I wouldn't have been able to attend school.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

DEANNA M. BUCZKOWSKI

April 5, 1991.
The Hon. BARBARA MIKULSKI,

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR MIKUISKI: Being a mother with a small child and needing to get a

decent job in a minimum amount of time, I explored the job market and found that

I did not have the skills to compete. I heard of Fleet Business School through a
friend for the first time in 1982. As I was interested in current job skills, I made an
appointment to visit the school. I talked to their representative and chose to pursue
their Secretarial Program as I wanted to make a career of being an administrative
secretary. Upon visiting their Financial Aid Department I found I qualified for a
Student Loan. Packaging this aid, I was able to enroll in their Secretarial Program
in 1982.

.1.
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While in this program, I completed English, writing, punctuation, typing, accounting, Word Processing, and many more essential skills needed to perform as a qualified professional in the working fields.
Upon graduation, I felt that I had the ability and skills to compete with anyone
for an entry level position as a qualified and up-to-date secretary. In fact, I felt that
I was able to compete with many who had much more experience.
Currently, I am once again attending Fleet Business School. This time taking the
Micro Computer Program. I returned to Fleet because of the impressive standards,
reputation, and positIve attitude it has in the business world.
It is my feeling that you should increase your support to the students at schools
like Fleet where you are able to get the equivalent of a 2 year community college
program in one year. Many of us want to get a good respectable job quickly with a
living wage and the ability for advancement. I diii not have the money to do this on
my own and would not have been able to pursue the training without your help.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
MARY KATHRYN VITO

Baltimore, MD, April 9, 1991.
The Hon. BARBARA MIKULSICL

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.

DEAR SENATOR MIKUISKI: I am currently enrolled at R.E.T.E. Technical Training

School in the Drafting/C.A.D.D. Program. A major factor in continuing and completing my education in this field was the grant and financial aid made available to
me.

I am gaining a wide variety of skills in the Drafting Department including an in

depth knowledge of Computer Assisted Drafting anti Design, (C.A.D.D.).

As a result of my training I will be able to secure a position in this high tech field
and support myself and my children on my own.
I fully support including private career schools in the Higher Education Reauthorization Act.
Sincerely,
CHERYL L. PARROTT

Baltimore, MD, April 9, 1991.
The Hon. BARBARA MIKUIBKI,

U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR MIKUIIIKI: I am presently enrolled at RETS Mectronic School. Due

to a back injury, I was told by my surgeon I should make an immediate career

change. I heard about RETS through different friends and decided to enroll. Due to
my financial status, it would have been absolutely impossible for me to attend RETS
without the help of financial aid.
I am taking a course in Heating, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration and will be
graduating on May 3, 1991.
After just 2 months in school, I was able to start doing side jobs for friends and
relatives. This was a big help in adding to my income. I have really learned a lot
here at RETS and I feel assured that my future in my new trade, will be very successful. RETS is one of the best moves I have ever made and I will always be grateful to the instructors and staff of RETS.

I am fully supvortive for including private career schools, like RETS, in the

Higher Education Reauthorization Act.
Sincerely,

RICHARD S. ROSEMAN

Senator MIKULSKI. Did you want to comment?
MS. WAUGH. Yes, Senator.

I would just like to thank you for listening to us and say that

Medix has helped me so much. About 2 years ago, I had planned to
get married and raise a family, and I got into a jam and got preg-

o
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nant a little too early. Things didn't work out between the father
and me, and I had to go on welfare because the place where I

worked didn't offer me any insurance.
I was very sick throughout my pregnancy. Up until 8 months, I
was basically bedridden. And after I had the baby, I found out that
I couldn't rely on his income when we got back together, so I had

to do this on my own because someday that money might not be
there. And with me being on welfare and so on, it just made sense
to do this on my own.
And if I had waited for Project Independence, I would never be
here.
Senator MuctmsKI. Could I ask you a questionand I know about
Project Independence. It is a whole program to move people off of
public assistance. Would Project Independence have you go to a
school like Medix, with its long track record of achievement?
Ms. WAUGH. Well, when I went in for an interview, she asked me
if I was interested in Project Independence, and I told her that no,
I had gone out on my own and found something that I wanted to
do. And she was very nasty, and she said, "Are you sure?"
Ms. SCURTO. Excuse me. I know something about Project Independence. I went down and applied for it because I was also on welfare at the time and because my two children didn't have any medical insurance, and I needed the medical assistance card. VVhen I
applied, they made me work 40 hours a week downtown, with no

pay, for 3 months because they could not place me because the
training programs are so overcrowded. I couldn't afford it. I

couldn't take the bus, and I couldn't afford a babysitter. They were

wiling to pay a sitterI would have to take both of my kids clear
across town and move them out of the school they are in just to get
them to the sitter.
Senator MuctmsKI. I got it.
MS. YOWELL. Let me tell you something else about Project Inde-

pendence--

Senator MIKULSKI. OK, but this is not a hearing on Project Inde-

pendence. I've got to get back to higher education--

Ms. YOWELL. This is where it all ties bgether, though.
Senator MIKtmsKI. OK.

Ms. YOWELL. Project Independence I know about because my
daughter-in-law was on Project Independence because of my grandson and her age and so on. As a matter of fact, my daughter-in-law

graduates from Medix, the same school I attend, next week. She
was on Project Independence, and this is what they did for her; this
was their idea of an education. They sent her to a hospital in Ann
Arundel County where she lived. They sent her there for 3 weeks,
and actually what she came out of that knowing was how to be a
nurse's assistant's assistant. There was no real education.
Senator Muctn.sici. Not the way you're talking about what you
had.
Ms. YOWELL. No, not something she can financiall

better herself and her son's life.
Senator MIKtnsKI. I understand.

bank on to

Let me ask you about the student assistance part of all this.

Each of you on this panel is in a different age group, and each one
of your stories is as unique as your personality and the gifts you
f
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have to offer. My question is if we had to change three things to
improve the program and make it really effective, what would your
recommendations bebecause obviously, access to higher education
you see as the determination of your destiny, the need to have
access to higher education regardless of the nature of it. And that
is what is so great about our societywe don't have cookie-cutter
higher education.

What would it be? I'll start with you, Ms. Yowell, and go on
down the line. How would you improve the program?
Ms. YOWELL. First of all, I agree with a lot of what the panel
before us spoke about and the fact that the Pell grants should be
updated and should be extended.
Second, I would not cut financial aid because of years involved.
Don't make it for anyone over a 2-year course. There are those of
us, myself included, who don't have that much time to invest, unfortunately.
The third thing is I would make the actual government loans to
the students more individualized, not a blanket situation that you

either do or don't fit into a category, because there are a lot of us
who are in our own categories, and we still need and deserve and
have the right to a higher education.
Senator Minima. Very good. What is your name, again?
Ms. SCURTO. Sharon Scurto.

I'd change the financial papers that you have to fill out.
Senator Mixtimi. All the paperwork.

MS. SCURTO. All of it. Change it; make it simple, and have some-

one availablenot a hot-linebut have someone available who is

going to be able to sit with you and say, "Sharon, this is what you
need to do."
No. 2, do not write a set of rules and say okay, you fall into this,
and you fall into this. Let each person be accepted according to
what their background is.
And third, I would never, ever say that because you own a house
or you have too much equity in your house, you can't get a loan. I
want that changedI would like to have it changed.
But the package is terrible. Trying to fill that out, I got so disco-araged I said I wasn't even going to college, and I pushed the
package away.
Senator MIKULSKI. Yes, I saw you nodding your head when I said
people were on Rolaids and doing Mylanta shooters.
MS. SCURTO. Yes-4 hours.
Senator MIKUISKI. Well, I've heard about people taking 4 weeks.
MS. SCURTO. In 4 hours I filled out one pageI wasn't even com-

pletely doneI pushed it away and said I give up. And nobody was
there to help me with it. They were all pushing me around to different offices, back and forth, back and forth.
Senator MIKUISKI. That's also what Dr. Aery said, that even if
you have advisers and workshops, if the form is essentially usercomplex and confusing and repetitive and so on, all the workshops
in the world don't make a bad form a good form.
Ms. Aurelio.
MS. POST-AURELIO. Thank God and Catonsville Community Col-

lege for our financial aid department. Jerry Lovick and Margaret
Buller got me through itthey took pity on me and helped me. So

old
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yes, I hate to go back to them each time to do it, but they are there
to help. I could not have done it on my own. So updating that form
is really important.
Looking more closely at the diversity of the backgrounds of independent students. We're not all the same. We have different needs.
Also, making more grant money available rather than-Senator MIKUISKI. More money. The best form in the world
won't be as good as money.
MS. POST-AURELIO. Yes. I mean, I will pay my loans back, and
God knows I am grateful for getting them.
Senator MIKUISKI. Ms. Aurelio, also, you were the beneficiary of
some extra help like the tutorial that enabled you to-Ms. POST-AURELIO. Well, those are services here at the college.

Senator MIKULSKI. But we need to be cognizant of those areas.
Ms. POST-AURELIO. Oh, yes. Now, last year I did not qualify for a
loan because I had not achieved second-year status. The reason I
hadn't achieved second-year status was because I had to take the
math modules. So that screened me out for a loan; I was not able
to get the loan, the Stafford loan.
Senator MIKUISKI. That's a very good point.
Ms. Fager.
MS. FAGER. Yes. Definitely simplification of the application.
There are some things in the application which I don't agree with.
My father passed away, and my mother was a widow. Then she got
remarried, and now I'm 21 years old and my mother just got married, and now I have this man who doesn't owe me a thing in the
world who has to be part of my application. He owes me nothing.

My father passed away. I don't think that is fair, and that should

be changed.

Senator MIKULSKI. That's an excellent point particularly in

today's era of the new family, the blended family.
Ms. FAGER. Right. There definitely has to be a restructuring of

the independent student. I know there are people who actually
cheat, as Dr. Glee was talking about, affluent families who know
how to get by the system. I wasn't one of those people.

Senator MIKULsKi. But you shouldn't have to try to figure out
how to get around it. You should be helped to go through it, and by
the time you go through it, there should then be the resources so
you can continue your education.
Ms. FAGER. Right.

Senator MIKULSKI. It's an education trying to get an education;

isn't that it?

MS. FAGER. Right. And the third thing is the college work-study/
college work shift. There is a difference, and I didn't know the difference when I first went to college. I was offered a work shift,
which means something like she was talking aboutyou work, but
you never get paid, you never see money; you just kind of pay off
your bill. They offer you a $3.25 an hour job, so even if you did
workand you can't work 40 hours on campus.
Senator MIKULSKI. I've got it.

MS. FAGER. So they pay $3.25 in the work shift, and you never
see the money, and by the end of the semester, I was still owing
them money. So it didn't help me. Then they changed me to college
work-study. That was a little better, but I was still only making
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$4.25, $5.00 an hour, which was all right, but it didn't help. The

Federal Government offered a program to financially needy people,
and they didn't look at me and say, well, you're not independent

becauseI told them what I did, and that I had financial aid, and
they have a program called the Stay-in-School Program, where
they give you 20 hours a week, and they start you out at $8, so that

helps a student. Not all people are qualified, but I did happen to
qualify, so now I reject college work-study.
Senator MIKULSKI. So they need to improve that.
MS. FAGER. Yes.

Ms. Lennhoff.
Ms. LENNHOFF. Well, I guess you would think that since I have a

$20,000 debt and student loans that I would be well-educated in
this process, but I'm not, and that is part of how I amassed such a
debt. So I think one of the first things I would suggest is to increase information and dissemination of information on all of the
financial aid programs and all the processes, and make them simpler. There is no reason why they have to be so complicated. That
would be the first thing, I think.
The other thing would be definitely the delayed disbursement

has to goand I. realize that sometimes that is something that

comes from the bank, sometimes that is something that comes from
the university itself, and sometimes it is part of a program to have

30-day delayed disbursement. It doesn't matter where it comes

from; it affects students the same way. The financial aid office kept
telling me 2 weeks, 2 weeks, wait 2 weeks, it will come in 2 weeks.

Whether they knew or not where it was getting held up, I don't
know, but that has to go, regardless of who is doing the delaying.
And I think one of the things that I would emphasize the most
strongly is to increase funding for the work-study and make that
tax-free; I don't think students should have to pay taxes on that.
And also increase grants because there is no reason why students
should have to amass these tremendous debts if we can in the

meantime be contributing something to our school and to our own
academic progress through a work-study program.
Senator MIKULSKI. Very good.

Ms. Ajagunna, I know you have the official position and language, but I'm sure you have your own personal three recommendations.
MS. AJAGUNNA. Yes. Out of the 10 major recommendations that

USSA has put forward, there are a couple that I'd really like to
highlightthe special services, including the TRIO programs and
expanding TRIO programs; and developing incentives for on-

,

campus child care, bilingual remedial programs and other services
for non-traditional students such as women in higher education,
students of color in higher education, and other non-traditional students who face additional barriers because they are not the quoteunquote 18-to-24, no children students, students who are on welfare
or get other kinds of aid, so that doesn't offset their financial aid. I
have worked in the financial aid office, and it is not standard. In
certain counties, certain States, certain assistance will offset your
aid, and in other places, it doesn't.
And along the lines of doing things across-the-board, I would suggest a universal financial aid form because institutions have forms,
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and then there are State forms, and then there is a Federal form.
So if there were just one form and everything was the same, the

basic questions, and forms without fees.

The other thing is grant entitlement and making them applicable to middle-income students as well because I think in 1978 or
1979, it did a lot for middle-income students, but it doesn't anymore, and if it did, I would even qualify for a Pell grant. So not

just increasing the Pell grant, but increasing the eligibility for
them.

One other thing is considering unsecured debt because you don't

have liquid fundsbut like you have home equity or this or that
that doesn't pay the bills. So considering unsecured debt in how

much you can contribute to your education or how much your parents can contribute is very, very important.
Senator Munn-sm. Yes, Ms. Waugh.
Ms. WAUGH. Besides what has already been said today, the only
thing I'd really like to elaborate on besides increasing the grant is
to reconsider having financial aid because we might not all be the
same people, but we are all here for the same reason.
Senator Mllansici. Very well-said.
Well, that is a wonderful note to end on. I want to make sure we
have the names of the three students from Medix, and I'm going to
ask Ms. Calmeise to get those for the record so we can acknowledge
your names in an official way as part of the record and as participating.

As we wrap up, I really would like to come around and shake
your hands. I wish I were an employment agency; I'd hire all of
you.

Let me thank all of you for this most informative hearing. I got a
lot out of hearing this panel and the previous two panels; I hope
you did, too. And know that the reauthorization is going to take a
couple more months, and we're going to be having additional conversations.
And I'd like to thank Catonsville Community College and every-

body who put a lot of work into getting ready for this, including
my own staff. I'm just real happy about it.

So thank you very much, and I'd like to wish you all the very,

very best.
[Additional statements submitted for the record follow:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. MOORE

Senator Mikulski and members of the committee, good morning. My name is
Wayne Moore, and I am president of TESST Electronic and Computer Institute in
Hyattsville.

First of all, let me express my thanks to you for holding this hearing on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act here in Baltimore. Maryland is strongly
committed to post-secondary education, and Senator Mikulski has certainly proven
her commitment as well.

I appreciate having this opportunity to share my views on reauthorization. As
Congress reconsiders the Higher Education Act, I would ask you to keep in mind
the nearly 2 million students who are currently enrolled in the Nation's approximately 4,000 private career schoolsstudents like those at TESST, who are enrolled
in such programs as electronic engineering technology, computer technology and
office computer skills.

Let me take a moment to tell you about our schools. In addition to the Hyattsville
campus, we also have a campus in Alexandria, VA. There are about 600 students
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enrolled in electronics programs and 150 enrolled in office computer skills programs, ranging from 6 months to 2 years in length. Eighty percent of our eligible
graduates are placed in jobs in the fields in which they were trained.
The young people who want careers in fields such as these are often in greater
need of financial assistance than those who choose to attend traditional colleges.
These financial assistance programs will have a direct impact on whether millions

of,young people will be able to pursue their version of the American dream.
In addition to giving young people the opportunity to pursue the education they
need to get ahead, the student financial assistance programs will also play a major
role in cletermining whether America can meet the economic challenges of the
future. We keep hearing these questions being asked by Congress, the business community and the media"Can America remain competitive?" Or "How can America
become competitive again?"
The answer is clear. To thrive in this tough economic climate, we need to ensure
that we have an educated, skilled and productive workforce. The strength of our
economy depends on the performance of college and non-college educated workers.
The contributions of these workers will determine the Nation's economic fate.
According to a report issued last summer (by the Commission on the Skills of the
American Workforce), 70 percent of the jobs in the year 2000 will require a college
education, but most of them will require some form of post.secondary technical education.
In fact, the greatest job opportunities throughout the next 10 years are expected
to be in the service and technical fields. TESST Electronics and Computer Institute
and thousands of other private career schools across the United States provide
career specific education for students who want to enter these professions. This is
why it is so important to ensure that young people have access to the institution of
their choice.
To help achieve these goals, I believe we ought to head in the direction outlined in
the legislative proposal that two national organizationsthe National Association of
Trade and Technical Schools (NATTS) and the Association of Independent Colleges
and Schools (AICS)will soon unveil.
The proposal will provide access to post-secondary education opportunities for all
students, including the poor and :isadvantaged. It restores the proper balance between grants and loans so the very poorest do not leave school under a huge burden
of debt. It improves the integrity of the aid programs. And it enhances the sffectiveness of the programs through simplification and improved administration.
The plan recognizes that people should have access to the type of education that

best meets their interests and abilities, whether at a 4-year college or a private
career school.
In addition, the proposal asks for a number of reforms that will clarify the ac-

countability of all players involved in the student aid programs and create ways to
curb abuse. This will help restore everyone's confidence in these programs.
An efficient and prodnctive economy depends on educators, scientists and doctors.
But it also requires the people who build our homes, program our computers, assist
our doctors, repair our cars and maintain our offices, schools and hospitals.
There are countless Americans who would not be where they were today if it had
not been for loans, grants and other financial assistance provided through the
Higher Education Act. Please make sure the door stays open for the next generation
of students who want to have the same chance so many others have had. We owe
them that chance.
Thank you very much.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. HUBERS

Madame Chairman, the community colleges of Maryland and particularly Baltimore County are honored and proud to welcome you and the Subcommittee to the
Catonsville campus.
We think it is a very positive portent that the Senate is bringing its reauthorization hearings to a community college campus. I am Nancy Hubers, a member of the
Board of the Baltimore County community college system and I am also a member
of the Joint Commission on Federal Relations of the Association of Community College Trustees and the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges.
Since you once taught in our community college system, we know that we are
preaching to the choir when we refer to the role that the community colleges are
playing in sustaining the American Dream. We just wish that President Truman
were alive to see what has emerged since his Commisssion on Higher Education in
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1947 first proposed community colleges to put college opportunities within commuting distance of all the people. Our colleges across the land now serve more than six

million learners in credit and degree programs, and perhaps another 4 million in
non.credit courses. At least 80 percent of those students already hold jobs, so the
importance of community colleges to the future of the American workforce can
hardly be ignored.

The majority of Americans who now start college are served by community colleges. We think that it is unfortunate for the national interest that Federal policy
in many areas has not yet embraced this reality. How does the National Science
Foundation, for example, expect to keep our country in the forefront of science and
applied research when it virtually ignores the talents, skill development and potential productivity of more than half the Americans who are starting college?
Of course, our purpose today is to address the Higher Education Act and its responsiveness to national challenges. The official Position Statement of ACCT and
AACJC on the reauthorization, which became part of your Subcommittee record at

last month's hearings in Washington, emphasizes the responsibilities that the

higher education community must bear for building a world-class workforce. Our
country will not achieve such a workforce unless Congress develops a national strategy for human resource development. The new Higher Education Act can become
the cornerstone for such a strategy, if it accomplishes at least three things:

1. It must enlarge and strengthen the Pell Grant Program, and make it an entitlement. The maximum grant should be large enough to enable the neediest students to complete at least an Associate Degree without resorting to loans. The full
grant should cover more than half the real cost per year of studyso that the struggling student doesn't have to hold three or four different part-time jobs to stay in
college and complete an advanced skilled program. The Pell Grant Program is as
vital to American competitiveness as any policy that Congress has yet enacted. It is
a proven competitiveness policy. In our opinion, the country cannot achieve a globally competitive workforce by the year 2000 without a stronger Pell Grant Program.
And if the so-called underclass in our society continues to grow, the Pell grant will
become even more important to preserving the American Dream.
2. The new act should insist that the higher education community clean up its act

on articulation. The dreams and talents of hundreds of thousands of students are
being stifled by the arbitrary and often capricious transfer barriers that continue to
confront corm,. mity college students who seek to enroll at 4-year colleges. Comprehensive articulation should be one of the foremost objectives of the reauthorization.
Without such articulation, the shortage of scientists, engineers, and teachers will
continue to plague the economy and impede competitiveness.
3. The Act should also promote the expansion of college partnerships with employers. Such partnerships bring win-win outcomes for higher education and the country
as well as for the worker and the employer. They give higher education broad access
to the state-of-the-art technology and leading practitioners that the colleges often
could not otherwise afford for their students.
Ecot,cmists are saying that as many as 50 million working Americans will have to
upgrade their job skills through periodic training before the turn of the century, in
order to stem the erosion of American competitiveness. Neither the employer community or higher education can afford to fail at this challenge. If the above objectives are met through the reauthorization, higher education will be even more relevant to the Nation's future than it has been to its past. It is a tall order, Madame
Chairman, and we are grateful for the vision and leadership that you and this committee are bringing to it. Thank you again for this opportunity to testify.

Senator MuctasKI. The subcommittee stands adjourned, subject
to the call of Senator Pell and Senator Kennedy.
[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjouri.ed.]
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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT
FRIDAY, APRIL 26, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, APTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:30 a.m., in room
SD-562, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Claiborne Pell
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Pell, Simon, Kassebaum, and Cochran.
OPENING STAI

oNT OF SENATOR PELL

Senator PELL. The Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Hu-

manities will come to order.

We have long been concerned that the application for the Pell
grant program is too complex. From time to time, I have asked my
staff to send me the most current form so that I could see and try
to fill it out myself. On more than one occasion I have had great
difficulty understanding and completing that form.
This problem came to the fore at one of our reauthorization hearings earlier this year. Several of my colleagues, myself included,

were astounded with the complexity of the current form. As a
result, I thought it important that we hold a hearing solely on the

issue of simplification. If we can't understand it, how can the poor
students understand it, and how can it be made simpler to broaden
the base of the applicants?
In the past we have taken action to simplify and lessen the cost
of the application process. In the 1986 amendments we took several
important steps: A short form for poor students, mandating development of a free Federal core form, and the enactment of the Congressional Methodology to bring the elements of need for the loan
and campus-based programs into law.
Clearly, we must do more. The form remains too complex, too
hard to comprehend, too difficult to fill out. The same is true for
the short form. You hardly know where it stops and the longer one
begins. Also, too few students file the free Federal form. Some students are steered away from that form because States need additional information for State aid programs.
So we are very concerned that a complicated application process

may actually be a barrier to a post-secondary education. That
should not be the case, and that is the reason for the hearing this
morning.
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Our first witness this morning is Dr. Brian Fitzgerald, staff director of the Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance.
I understand Dr. Fitzgerald will try to explain the complexity of
the form by walking us through itand as I understand, you believe you can do in 5 minutes, which astounds meand doing it not
only for my benefit, but in such a way that those of my colleagues
who are not here, by following the testimony, will understand what
the essence of this form is.
Dr. Fitzgerald.
STATEMENT OF BRIAN K. FITZGERALD, STAFF DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. FITZGERALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate the committee's focusing on simplification and the
opportunity to appear before you today. At your request, I will provide a context for the testimony this morning by reviewing the
form, including the use of the ASFA, the Application for Student
Financial Assistance, and other forms; the content of these forms;
and problems associated not just with forms themselves, but also
broader implementation. I will be principally, Senator, dealing
with the AFSA, the yellow form, in my comments this morning.
Mr. Chairman, the inescapable message of many presentations
on the form is that complexity is the inevitable result of program
complexity, and while we can fret about that, we can do little to
achieve simplification without totally restructuring programs.

Let me say unequivocally that straightforward steps can be
taken that reduce complexity, building on the important actions

taken by the Congress in 1986 to simplify.
Complexity and burden of forms is often viewed solely as a function of how complicated or long the forms appear. Rather, complexity and burden for individual students may be more powerfully determined by how much of the form they must complete, how much

unnecessary data they must supply, how often they have to complete the form, and whether and how often they must pay a fee.
A relatively long form may not be as daunting for many students
if it is well-organized to allow them to exit early in the form, are
asked a minimal number of questions, and do not have to complete
it from scratch on an annual basis or pay fees annually. Nevertheless, a minimal amount of data is necessary for all students.
Turning to the form, as I said, I will focus on the AFSA since it
serves as a model for a portion of all major application forms
which in effect is in response to the Congressional mandate for a
common form.

First let me say, Senator, about 6.9 million individuals complete
these major forms; 26 percent complete the AFSA and do not pay
fees; 12 percent complete other MDE forms and do not pay fees; the
remaining 62 percent complete other of the MDE forms.
Now on to the first section. Section A is basically identifiers
name, Social Security Number, date of birthand key eligibility
information. If, for example, you turn your attention to question
No. 7 in the bottom right-hand corner of section A, you will notice
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a question about bachelor's degree. Obviously, a student who an-

swers "Yes"--

Senator PELL. Question No. 7 is "Are you a U.S. citizen?" as I
read this.
Mr. FITZGERALD.. That is another eligibility question, Senator,
yes. I'm sorry. Section A, No. 7, is an eligibility question for citizenship. Question 10, for example, is another eligibility question.
Anyone who has obtained a bachelor's degree is not eligible for a
Pell grant.
So these are key questions that determine whether a student is
eligible, and if so for what programs.

The second section, "Student Status," Senator, may well be one
of the most complicated sections that students face. This is the socalled "independence" question containing a misleading four questions.

Good morning, Senator Kassebaum. I am reviewing the AFSA at
this point. We have just reviewed section A, which are pretty much
the identifiers and the basic eligibility questions, like citizenship.

Section B is a fairly complicated section, trying to determine
whether students are independent or dependent for purposes of
awarding student aid. You will notice, Senators, that this consists
of a fairly large number of questions. This is the result of a Department of FAucation interpretation of the statutory language. Many

recommendations will shorten this, and I think you'll hear that a
bit later.
Section C, if you'll turn the form over, is "Household Informa
tion." Basically we're looking for, in a sense, is the demographics of the householdnumber in household, marital status
and number in college. It may help if you just tear the form right
out of the packet.

Section 10 is where we start getting into financial information.
Here, we are talking about income, earnings and benefits. And
while there are a fair number of questions in this section, this section has actually gotten better because of actions taken by Congress in 1986. If we were looking at certain of these forms prior to
1986, we would have seen not only tax year income but estimated
year income, so there would have been two sets of data. That has
been eliminated.

If you turn the page again, Senators, you will see section E,

where students list the colleges that they would like the data sent
to, and the Department of Education will send data to up to three
institutions and the State agency, the State scholarship agency.
You will notice at the bottom of what is the fourth page in the
AFSA something that begins "Attention." That is the worksheet
for the simple needs test. We need a worksheet because the statute
requires student and parent income-Senator PELL. Excuse me. You have lost me again. Where are
you now?
Mr. FITZGERALD. OK, Senator.

Senator PFT.I. Is this "Worksheet Number 3B for the Simplified
Needs Test?"
Mr. FITZGERALD. This bottom section, the yellow and gray work-

sheets that. start with "Attention."
Senator PELL. Isn't that what all the first 4 or 5 pages is about?
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Mr. FITZGERALD. Yes.

Senator PELL. Isn't this repetition?
Mr. FITZGERALD. No, Senator. The reason it is here is that as the

statute was written in 1986, one criterion for the simplified needs
test was that student and parent adjusted gross income be under
$15,000, which requires the combination of those two.

I think you will hear some recommendations today that would
eliminate that step and therefore eliminate this worksheet. This is
what the Congress created in 1986, a simple needs test.
Senator, 2.5 million applicants qualify to stop here. Of this 2.5
million, however, 66 percent of the AFSA filers and 92 percent of

students who use other MDE formsthese are eligible students

continue beyond this point, and many not only continue to the supplemental information on the AFSA, but if they are using MDE

forms, they continue--

Senator PELL. Excuse mewhat is MDE?
Mr. FITZGERALD. I'm sorry, Senator. MDE's are multiple data
entry processors. Basically, the Department of Education contracts
with need analysis servicers and others to put forms very much
like this, tailored to particular constituencies, often containing additional information, in a sense on the street, and process those.
Each form contains essentially an AFSA; a portion of that form is
the AFSA, and the AFSA is processed by all of those pi ocessors at

government expense. The government reimburses CSS, ACT,
United Student Aid Funds to process a document that looks very

much like this although may have some additional information. So
this is in a sense the foundation of the major student aid applica-

tion forms that are published today, Senator, and completed by
nearly 7 million applicants.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Mr. FITZGERALD. So we get to the end of the worksheet, and 2.5

million students can stop there because they are eligible, but the
overwhelming percentageas high as 92 percent for those who
don't complete the AFSAcontinue beyond this point. If they do,
they enter a section of the form called "Supplemental Information"
beginning with section F. Section F is expenses. If the family has
unusual medical or dental expenses, or has elementary/secondary
tuition that they pay for siblings, this will be included in the formula there.
Some of these data elements, Senator, have very, very low
impact. One study I was involved with assessed the impact of medi-

cal/dental expenses for families reporting the highest level, and
when the item was eliminated, it changed their Pell grant by 63

cents on average.

In some cases, it does make a difference, but even among families reporting the highest levels, it doesn't make a tremendous difference in the award.
Section G is something that I'm sure you and many of your colleagues are concerned aboutasset information. Here, we are gathering information about equity in home, business and farm, as well
as other investments.
The remaining two sections on the AFSA deal with veterans'
lyenefits, which are included in the formula, and you'll see section
I, expected taxable and not-2a .thle income. And Senators, this is
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on the form solely because there is a separate formula for the dislocated worker which permits using expected year rather than base
year income. So that small percentage of applicants is directed to
section I, and those items replace base year adjusted gross income,
etc., in the formula.

The other forms, Senatorsand I'll try and wrap this up very

quickly--

Senator PELL. Excuse me for interrupting. I have a couple of
questions there. Why do you have to have it from the father and
the mother? Why couldn't that be combined and make one less
item for section I?
Mr. FITZGERALD. Senator, there is essentially an employee ex-

pense allowance in the formula, but probably more importantly,
Senator, one of the parents may qualify for dislocated worker
there may be two wage earners, .and one may be zero, and the
other may have a wage, some earnings, that they estimate. That
also is used in calculating unemployment expense allowance in the
formula. Obviously, it takes more of the family's resources to earn
two wages than it does if only one is working. So it both deals with
that offset as well as the difference between one and two wage
earners, rather than simply combining those.
Very quickly, if you look, for example, at the FAF, you will see
that there is an additional set of data; I'll run through this. The
FAF is the college board form. If you look at that form, you will
see that the first page or two looks identical to the AFSA, but contains other information including some additional information on
students; student's expected summer or school earnings; expected
veterans' benefits; a listing of family members by age, etc. On the
very back of the form, section N, you will see "parents' other information" that deals with home and some breakouts of IRS data.
There is a special section for divorced, separated or remarried parents. And then there are Stafford loan questions.
This is a generic form, Senator, but many of the forms will also
request some State data. Most of it is not financial; most of it has
to do with Senatorial districts and some other requirements that
States have, how many grants you may or may not have received
in the past years. One State even collects information on the pre1986 Federal independence status questions. So it is a potpourri of
questions uniquely tailored to the States' programs; that would be
section R or S. So that on MDE forms, for example, the College
Board's FAF or ACT's FFS, the majority of students in fact will go
beyond the data in the AFSA and fill out perhaps all the way down
to State data.
Senator PELL. Question. Tr: income tax formswhich I don't
think are as complicated as thisthere is a regular business now,
H & R Block and Company, and various other tax preparers. Does
that happen in this case? Are there firms that have stepped in and

said we'll fill out your application form for a fee?

Mr. FITZGERALD. There are some, Senator, but it is not a situation that is indeed like H & R Block. The tax preparers tend to
focus more on middle and upper income families that have fairly
complicated financial circumstances. And indeed there has been
some concern about the abilities of those families to create a rather

favorable set of information, it' you will, on these forms.
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But the quick answer, Senator, is that the average family, especially the low-income family, other than through, for example, the
TRIO programs or sitting down with financial aid counselors or
high school guidance counselors, must confront these forms themselves.
Senator PELL. Have you walked us through it, then?
Mr. FITZGERALD. Yes.

Senator PELL. I would think there would be a regular business of
doing what I suggested, where somebody could step into it, doing it
for a small fee like $10, $20, fill these forms out.
Mr. FITZGERALD. I think, Senator, you'll hear today some recommendations that perhaps might make that unnecessary.
Senator PELL. Good.
Mr. FITZGERALD. As I mentioned, the key is to begin to tailor the

form and the data requirements to the characteristics of the stu-

dents. Clearly, a family who is on AFDC, which is already a federally means-tested program, does not need to complete even the full
AFSA. Those families have submitted themselves to very intensive

scrutiny, and there is no reason why the title IV programs can't
accept that at face value and say, "Fine, Mr. and Mrs. Smith, you
have already proved to the Federal Government that you are poor.

We will give you title IV aid."
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Dr. Fitzgerald. No, I hardly
know what to ask at this point.

I am sure once we get into the further panels in a little more
detail and hear some of the problems that will be raised by other
witnesses that we may have some questions then.
Thank you very much.
Mr. FITZGERALD. Thank you very much.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Dr. Fitzgerald.
[Materials of Mr. Fitzgerald follow:]
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II your place of residence is not included above, leave the State
abbreviation blank and write the name of your city and territory or
country in the space tor city

Current mortgage information
Records ol medical or dental bills that were paO in 1990
Business and farm records

4.

Records ol stocks bonds and other investments

Write in the twoletter abbreviation for your current Stated
Country of legal residence Use the State/Country abbre .
vialions list above

Keep these records!

IL

Won't file a tax return. E ven if you and yOur sPouSo Or your

07 auG015.. 712

parents file no mcome lax return tor 1999. you will needle know
earnings tor the year You may also need records showing the
amount of other income yOu are to report On your application

1

Month
7.

Tex return not completed yet. If you your SpOuSe. ander your
parents haven't cornPleted a 1990 U S income tax return but will

be Ming one, we recommend that you complete
your return
before tilling out this epplicatIon. Knowing what will be on your

tar return will help you to lilt out Mrs application acCurately When

Write in yOuf birth date For example,ilyou were born on July
5. 1972, you would wrne in

Day

Year

If you are a U.S citizen tor U.S national). check the first box
and go on to question 8 Check the second box and wnle in
your eight or nine digit Alien Registration Number if you are
one ot tne following

U S permanent resideill. and you have an Alien Regina.
son Receipt Card (I 151 Or 1.5511

6
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FInmented Undergraduate Students

Other Ogees noncltizen Oth a Departure Record (I94)
from the U.S. Immigraecel and Neetraittaton Swear
showing any one of the folloWing designations: (a)
'Refugee% (b) 'Asylum Granted% (c) Irdefinite Parole'
and/or 'Humanitarian Parrots"; (d) 'Cuben-Hattan En.
trent.'

Otherwise chece 'No.'

Other eligtee nonoteen Oh. Temporary Resident Card

13 Check the box that best describes when you first received
Federal student aid, bepftWho with Me 198748 school
Mr (July 1, 1987 June 30, 1988). Check only one box. a,
b.c. cl, or s.

(1.688).

It you are a citizen of the tkrthail Islands, Federated States
of Micrenesla, or Palau, see your financed aid administrator.
If you cannot check the arst ot second box, you Must chadt the
third box. If you we In the U.S. on only an F 1 or F2 student visa,

Federal student old Includes:
Pell Grant,
Stafford LoaNGuaranteed Student Loan (GSL). Including
Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS).
Supplemental EducatiOnal Opportunity Grant (SEOG),
College WodtStudy (CWS),
Perkins LoaniNational Direct Student Loan (NDSI.), or
State Student Incentive Grant (5510). These grants often
have other names sueh as Student inoentive Grants. Moen.

only a J1 or J2 exchange visitor visa, or only a G series visa
(pertaining to international organizations), you muslcheck the
thud box.
9. Check your year in oolerae from July 1,1991 to June 30,1992.

10. Check 'No' if you depot have a Badseloes degree and you will
not have one by July 1. 1991.

live Grants, Tuition Grants. etc.

Check 'Yes' if you already have a Bachelor's degree or will
have ono byJuly 1, 1991 Also, check 'Yes' if you have or will

Below are some exampies to help yOu answer question 13

EXAMPLE SI Buck Bundy received Federal student aid in the

have a degree from a university in another country that is equal

1986.87 and 1987-98 school years. Therefore, Buck sec uld check
box 'a.' Even rf Buck had received Federal student Winthe 1985-

to a Bachelor's degree

Section

°ay]

12. If your parentsclaimed you lte an exemption on their 1989 and/
or will do soca their 1990 income tax return, you mutt answer
'Yes.' HyOur parents are divorced or separated, answer 'Yes'
it either ol your parents cialmod you as an income tax room pnon In t 989 and/or will do so on their 1 990 Income tax return.

86 and 1987-88 school years, he should still chece box "a,"

Student Status

because the hoSt school year (beginning with 1987-88) inwhich he
received Feder& student aid is 1987.89.

Answer question 11. A Nene counts es "No."
)

EXAMPLE 02 - Jell Akbar first received Federal student aid in the
1988.89 school year. Therefore, Jeff should check box 'lb

b. Check 'Yes' rf you are a veteran of active service in the
U S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines or CoastGuard. Also
check 'Yes' if you are not a veteran new but will be one

Wu Lin firer received Federal student aid in the
EXAMPLE
t989-90 school year Therefore. Wu should check hox 'c.'

11. a. Check the correct box. (See your DOW& to quesbon

EXAMPLE #4 Kate Murphy AM received Federal student aid in
the 1990-91 school year. Therefore, Kate should check box 'd.'

by June 30, 1992.

Check 'No'

you are or were:

EXAMPLE MI -Vickie Tingley received Federal student aid in the
198317 school year and has not received Federal student aid
since then. Therefore, Vickie should check box 'a."

never in the U.S. Aimed Forces,
only an ROTC student,

only a cadet or midshipman at one of the service

EXAMPLE IS Joaquin Rodriguez has never received Federal
student aid Therefore, Joaquin should check box 'e '

academies,
only a National Guard or Reserves enlistee. or

currentty serving in the U.S. Armed Forces, and will
continue to serve through June 30, 1992.
c

tea tee. When figunng your resources in questions 148. 14b.
14c, 14d. or 140 be Sure to include

Check 'Yes' it (1) both your parents Die dead end you
don't have an adoptive parent or leoal guardian, or (2) it
pa ar currently a ward of the court. For a definition of a
"Legal Guardian," see page 10. Otherwise check 'No.'

wages, salaries, and tips. etc
interest income and dividend income,
any student financial aid (except PLUS loans),

personal long term cash loans used tor educationai pur .
poses, rind
any other income and benefits (such as veterans cash
benefits, fellowships, etc I

d. Check 'Yes' if you have any children who get MOTO than
had of their support from you. Also check 'Yes' d other
people eve rth you and oet mom than halt of their support
from you and we continue to get that support during the
1991.92 school yew. (Don? kicks* your spouse ) Oth.
ervese chock 'No.'

Done include any resources from your parents such as money
that yOU earned ham them or gifts that yOu teCeiveri lrom them

[-Married or Greduate/Proteutonal Students Unti)

'Parente In questions 12, i4. .14e, and 15 means your mother
ane/or father, or your adoptive pawls, or leoal guardian 'Par .

ents' does not moan foster parents, and for the section, it does not
you if you should
mean stepparent Later, the instrections will

15.

supply information about your stepparents

Ir your permits Will claim you as an exemption on their 1991
income tax return, yOu must answer 'Yes

3

5;-;
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Yonnualeseyoucollegetrowieiaideardreareorbeloreoonellethat*
rest el Tie ken It
nu snowed 'No' to al or the rammelors In I but eta aneeeng
questiorall trough 14,0r15you were 'oldie* out the grey ands*

Nso Include rum II they wculd be required lo provide
pararbillilonnellonstineatedrdlorFeriersisludenteldfor
Vie 191140 school year. Inaba other psopis °NO they

mean ewe required* wan ow** kaomwaion In110041, and
nu ewe dined by wre person, one then your noun. es a lex

merits Ordain WNW* b get he ewe basun July 1,

stele arm and

exerrpron In 1993.

now be with ard pl mon ten hall of their upped from your

1901 arid Ars 30. 1992. diSdPorf 115041 mom/.

loam hoist* rood atedaed der, fnsksl
adapt awed elm)
.

payinoN

Important Inettuctions for Sections C, 0, E. F. a, and I

Parente' iftforrngtkon gold ages
Reed theclesorplions below. Check the bps that Is true for you and
foam the inetructions.

Ca Your parents me WI living end warded lo each other.
C.1

danOW

19. Mile In the rumba of people horn question HI. Incasing

pureed who wet b going lo Meg* below 94

1001

andkre30, 1892. Include anti sludentswirollnglorat leen
dostelhoureper lam litheschoolussedookhours.thclude
anti students attending at inset 12 dock hon per week.

Mama the wagon on the rest of the 10fM about them.

Your (a your speuee's) household Intonnetion grey
wee

You have s legal overeat% Amos the questions on the
reit of thelonnatbulyotelagenauerdlan." For sdefinition
of 'Legal Guardian' see pop 10.

FIll out this escdon with intamalbn abaft vomit (and your
wows). ',you are thyroid, separated, or widowed, dont !dude
Infornalion about yair spun.

CI Your parents have divorced or espemled. Anwar the
questions on the rest Of the ttqm abliut the Parent You Wed
with mantel* Wet 12 mcoths. For mope, k you lived with
your mother moat, sower the questions about Mr. and not
aboul your father ityoudld nst Wealth one parentmore then

with the other In the last 12 moths. rimer in brow of the
parent who provided the rout animist support during that
time. It neither pwent padded greeter Mendel support
during the last 12 months, *rawer In Wrms of the parent veho

provided theoriser( wort during the most recent calendar
year. (&asson Ind-idee money, gat ban.. hoOMPA toed

dodias, est, madkal and dant* cam mewl of coaqs
costa aft)
CI Your parent Is widowed or single. Antwer the questions
on the rest of the form 'bout that parent.
you have a elepperent.11the parent that you oounted above has
married or remarried, you must Include Information about your
steppemnt (even tf they wee not mewled in 1990).

If you are giving Informetion about your stepparent, note that
whenever we say "parents" on the rest of the form, we oleo
mean your stepperent.

20. Write In the rurber of people that you vAl wasPort Wham

July 1, 1991 and June 30, 1902. kiddie yourself and your
spouse. Include your children 11 they get more than lied of
their support horn you. Include other people only it they meet

the WM/a oteria:

they now be with you. end
they now gat more then half oi their ;won from you and
they MI continue to gat V* support between July 1, 1991
and June 30, 1092.

21. Mae In the mirk* of people from question 20, Including
yourese, who ail be gpIng lo Imbue Whew Jul), 1, 1991
thkrie 30. 1992. Inoltde only students enrolling for al least
6 credit hours pet tern, tithe school uses dock hours. Include
only Orden% attending al nest 12 dock hours per week.

Section D: Your pronto' 1990 income, earnings. and
benefit,
tithe ineductions tell you to sklp a question, leave it blank. If your

anew to any other question is 'none' or 'zero.' put a zero In the
answer specs. Don't leave It blank or use cashes. For example:

Section C: Household Information
Your parents' household Informetfon gold WM
It Show the current mental status of the people the you give
information about on this form. FOf example, II you give
information about your mother and stepfather, check the box
that says 'married,' because your mother and Stedathar ari
married.
17.

Wine In the twoilettrer abbreviation for your parents' current
State/Country of legal diskienos. See the list of StaterCountry
abbreviations under tho Instructions for question 2.

18. Write in the number of people that your person will support

between July I. 1991 arid June 30, 1992. Include your
parents and yourself Include your parents' other children if
rot ge more than hatt of their &War fOOM your parents

.00
your parents filed (or will ftle) a "Foreign Tax Return" or a Puerto

Rican tax return, see page 10.
22. 1010 U3. Income tax figures

From compened return. Check only one box to indicate
which IRS Form was filed. Use tills tax return to answer
questions 23 through 28.
EatIrreard Check the correct box if your parents have not
yet flied but will tea 1990 U.S. Income tax return. Use then
financial records to enswer questions 23 through 28. For
these questions, you must write In the figures that win be on
the tax return. Fling out &IWO U S. income tax return wel
help you answer these questions.
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Alex "WM Minting's& Check Mb box If your pennts

leb. AM M Femileaseilh Deventised Children (AFDC., ADC)
for 1100. Don't raison monthly amounts; writs fri Me total for

wit nal ille e 1910 U.S. rums lex ran, Don't anew
wobble as taco 21 sap a emotion 2e.
tlyou are giving Inkrrnallon for only one permit smiths* went died

1990. Don't report mil security benefits.

lec. Chad support received for se children, Intik& the stu-

or bet parents' portion
(or MI Ille) Coke lib mentor 1900,
Mho exemulloneandinoome miudfor questIons231hrough211.

dent. Don't report monthly amounts; Mite In the total fOr

11).0w prank are menled erd they lied (or Mil be) sperms tax
Mums for 1900, as WO ID Nab* Net Wires allarnfaima and
Moyne In questions 23 temigh

led. Other mewed Mcorneend hemline tor 1190. Add upyour
oblate' untaxed Income and benefits tor 1990. Uso work.
sheet IV on pegs it. Be sum to include your parent's

1990.

earned income been and deductible IRA/(eogh payments.
if any.

Total reweltor elementedere ler 1180. Write In the number
from Fon 1040,14es or 1040A, We Se. II your parent used
the 1040E2 end he or she Webrad 'Yee In question 4 of Mu

23.

form. write In VA Clesersbe, Ines In '01.*
impeller*: See the Ube bobs for some of the types of student
Mendel Id Mb you should extbde from Income end taxes In
questions 24 trough 29.
1111eNet

iblensial AM

baba it

Wel an twee

bred en nese

Yes

Yes

=We le

Yes

No

Lem

Yee

Yee

Oriole, eshebreelps
sr Pelleueldpe

eamings km asset

24.

Section D: Your (I your spouse's) 1990 Intorno, earnings and benefits

Inks* it nal

II the InstruchOns tell you to aklp a quesDon. leave It blank. 11 yOur

answer 10 any other question Is 'none' or 'zero,' put a zero in the
answer space Don't leave it blank or use dashes For example
$

a Puerto RIcan tax return, see page 10,

A1ualselOrsesemome(A01)kg1NO. Don't Molude any
Income or mill pins from Me este of a business or farm,
1114 esie rsbAed from a vokintay or kreokintary foredo.
ewe, lorbilurs, or briltruplcy or knoluntary equiSation.

22.

cannot gel a 11911kot fenn, but wit be fiend one.

Estimated. Check the correct box it yOu land your spouse)
have not yet filed but will file a 1940 U S income lax return
USe your financial records In answer questions 23 through

U.s. booms lex mid Mr 11110. Maks sure this amount
doesn't kick& any FICA, esfilimployment, or other taxes
Don't cow the amount arFensib Income tax withheld from
a W.2 Form.

2t
a
27.

Income owned front wont It 1910.

28 For these questions, you must Write in the figures that Will
be on the tax return Filling out a 1990U S income tax return
Will help you answer these questions

II you skipped questions 2$ through 25, include your

A tax return wIll not be filed. Check this box it you land

parents' earrings from work In 1990. Add up the earnings
from your pewits' Vi-2 forma end any other earnings from
work that ars not Included co the W.2.

your spouse) will nol file a 1990U S incometax return Don't
answer questiOns 23 through 25. Skip to question 26
It you are divorced, separated. or ediclOWed. and you filed (Or will kle)

a pint tax return tor 1990, give only your porton ol the exemptions
end income askod tor in questions 23 through 28

11 you mewed questions 23 through 25, include the
*wages, salaries, dpe, W.' front your pewits' Form 1040,
line 7; 1040A, lino 7; cc 1040E2, 141. If your parents filed
a Kant return, won yow MOWS and mother's earnings
separately. If your prone von a tusinose or fawn, also add
in the numbers from Form 1040, Ines 12 end 19.
21.

1990 U.S. Income tax figures
From a completed return. Cheat only one box to indicate
Which IRS Form was bled Use this tax return to answer
questions 23 through 28

Um worksheet 01 en pep 11 lo anew question 24 it you

2$.

00

If you (or your spouse) filed (or yell file) a "Foreign Tax Return" or

II you are married and you arid your Spouse filed (or will lite)
separate lax returns lor 1990. be sure to include both your and you,
Spouse's exemptions and !Scorns in questions 23 through 28. oven
it you Were not married in 1990

Untaxed income end besides for MO,
23,

21a. Socibi mowIty mounts for 1990. Write In the amount of
untaxed swirl security WW1' (Including Supplemental
Security Incoms)Malyour parents got in 1990. Don't lndude
an benefits reported In question 24. Don't repon monthly
amounts; write In the total la 1990. B. sure to Include the
amounts that your parents got tor you and their other che-

Total number of exemptions tor 1990. Write in the number
from Form 1040, line 6e or 1040A, line fie It yOu used the
1040EZ and you checked "Yes' in question 4 of that form,
write in "00 Otherwise write in '01 "

Important: See the table Ion the next page) lOr some Of the types
01 student financial aid that you should exclude from income and
taxes in questions 24 through 28

dren.
5
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MOM

Pronsie Aki
,.

24.

Onnte, IleMerehlee
or Pe llswehr e

exclude II
Weed en need

of your second crime choice. In 29c, write In the name and

ladues If nes

addrees of your third Wiese choke. Do not use Misers.

besse on mod

we

bona for the name or addressolthe college Itthsoollegeyou

V et

=tang

Yes

No

Lents

Y46

Vie

may be going to is a Wench oamgers, be sure So include the

cOmpiete name of the branch. If you Ocril know yet which
coltege(s) you are most Interested in, you may leave this

itairess Mr a end

mortal blare.
30.

Adamant Oreselneorne (AGO ler telt Don't includeany
income or coral mine ham the sabot a business or frm,
if the sale resulted ham a voluntary or involuntary foreclosure, forfeiture, or bereruptcy or invokintary

Use worksheet 111 on mos 11 to answer question 24 If you
cannot gst a 1980 lex tonn, but MO be Ming one.
2$,

U.S. Imams lea mid tor 1990. Mae sure this amount
doesn't include any FICA, WI-employment, or other taxes.
Don't copy the amount of 'Feder& roomers Winfield- from
a W-2 Form.

M. Income serned from mirk in 1980.
27.

you slipped questions 23 through 25, Inciude you r (and
your spouse's) earnings from work in 1990. Add up the
earnings from your (ancgor your epouse's) W-2 kerns and soy

other swings from work that are not Included on the W2.

If you enema, questions 23 through 26, include the

30a Of 30b.

30s. Check 'Yes' if you give us permission M sand information
from this form to the Mandel aS3 mencies in your Stale.
Some Streagencies ask for thisInfortnatIon. They may use
it to help decide whether you MI gel a State award and to
check to see you repelled WW1 forrnelion on your State
student aid application. Also, they may use It to help in the
processing of your mutation for Stafford Loan, Ft you are
eligible.

'wages, salaries, tbe. eic.- from your (and your spouse's)
Form 1040. line 7; 1040A, fine 7; or 1040EZ, Ilne 1. If you
(end Your %mum) flied a joint return, report your and your
sPouee's earnings separately. If you (and your truss) own

Check 'NW if you don't went Int send Information from this
form to the financial ald agencies in your State. It you check
my State aid you might be eligible for may be delayed,
but it will have no effect on your Federal aid.

a business or farm, also add in the numbers from Form 1040,
lines 12 and 19.
28.

30b. Check 'yes if you give us permission to sand Intrrmation
from reform tore college(s)that you listed in question 29s,

Untaxed income and banana tor 11$0.

29b, and 29c (or its representative). Many colieges use this
Information to help earner Me amount of your financial aid
Package.

Don't include benefits reported in questions 28a, 28b, 28c,
and 25d of the parent column.

285. Sorel security benefits tor 1180. Write in the amount ol
untaxed social security benefits (including SupPlamanlal

Check Mice if you don't want us to send information from this
form to the collegre) that you listed in question 29s, 29b,and
210 (or Its representative).

Security Income) that you (and your moues) got In 1990.

Dont include any Wefts reported In question 24. Dorn
report monthly amounts; write in the total for 1990. Be sure
to include the amounts that you got for your chlidren

31.

Mb. Aid to Farnham with Dependent Children (AFDC or ADC)
for 1990. Donl moon monthly amountste In the total for
1990. Don't report social security benefits.

211c. Child support received tor al Oaken.

you are a maie who is at least 18 yore old arid born ,Mor
December 31, 1969.

Don't report

Check the box orgy if you:

26d. Other untired income and bonen% tor 1510. Add up your
( end you" spouse's) untaxed income and boners for 1990.
Use worksheet e2 on pep 1 . Ele sure to Indude your (and
your spouse's) earned income credit end deductible IRA/
Keogh payments, if any

are a maie and are 18 through 25 years of age, end

have not yr registered wttn Selective Service, and
OW Selective Service permission to register you.
It you believe that you we not roc/wired to be registered. Calf

the Seiner, Service at 1-900421.5388 for information
merino exemptions.

Section E: College Release and Certification
ire in the comas* name, city, and State of the coilme(s)
that you we meet dIcely be going to during the 1991-92
school yew. In 29e. war In the neme and address of your
find college civic* In alb, welt. In du name and oddness

ileisetive Service Ragistretion
In order to receive Federal student aid you must be moletired with Selective Service Ft:

moon* amounts; write In the total for 1990.

29,

We we permitted by regulation to provide your name. address, social security number, der of birth, Pell Grant Index
(PGI), Family Contribution (F0), student status, yer In
college, and State of legel residence M the college(s) that
you listed in question 29s, Mb, end 210 (or Its representative), even if you check 'NW to question 30b. This Mirror
tion
also go to the State agencies In your Stab of legal
resident* to help coordinate Siete financial aid programs
with Fedora/ student aid programs, even if you check No' to
question 30a. However, no addltional IrdormatIon such m
income Information wit be sant It you check 'Nieto question

32.

Head and sign
You must sign this form If you Ocol eign this form, it will be
returned unprooessed. It you are monied, your spouse must

788
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Application for Federal Student
WARNING: 11 you purposely Ow Wes 0, onlelesdreg kill:motion on Ms tom you
obbobh.
WAY Wiled *IWO. MOW
"You" end "your en ads lane savers mean the *Awn who wants an.

iiiiiiiiviiittiiiiiitiiiIJIU
11111111111111111111 i 111111 li

1. Your name

Number and Seed (Made Apt No)

(MO s bo Mr(110 ink address
SO* pep 2 lor StaieRountry

1111 t.11111111111

abbreviation.)

CA,

IAI !MIMI

Lll
I SS I -lilt

atom s
U No, WOW W
(.9 aW iratvoaoms on pwa 2 )

State

IS (PresS00* Warded Ways)

sUlth

I 0 first year wadualWeroteseional

(beyond e Whelan delved

(Gook only ow box.)
CatInulnd Vadat@ Or ProtessiO^M

0 limn« menet (I am saves

I

ehureed or actroad)

S. Your Me ol blrit

10. wit you hays your Snit flecneloes Owes
Wore July 1.1991?

O arm misread.

Section 8: Student Status
Yes

II you anwrtered"Yes" to any pan al redeem 11.9010 SoctSon C
e nd fle out de ONAY and Me %WM weas on the rot of the form.
(94 queseOns 12 through 15)

No

ci
ci
ci ci

. a. Were you born 0sfoto Amory 1. Ism?
b. Are you a velem el Ilse U.S. Armed Faces?

C. Ate you a ward of re court or no ten )aw weft dead?

11 you answered "NO"

ealinnion In the elstruellore on peps 3?

wary pan ot quieten 11. end you aro

tdtinlenle3 ndo (Wriele, elve/cad. separated, Or widowed) end

ad be WI unerforseen swarm In f921-92. amvaw quieten

12. (Sep **sten 15.)
Married now et we bs pradualWprotoelknal student In
1901.0Z wad% guidon 15 (Skip outdone 12 %moan Me)

U0

Oo you have lop depondenle (odor Ma n spousal dal

0 No

Ca Yoe

impross bon my spans

Yew

Osy

i0 3rd

302r5

0 5th or mere underpreduato

11. manes,. no you muted?

S. Your social %laxity number

nt

U 1st Maw r MO:ray Wanda! codww)

(Sas the kwaucaons Co pap 2.)

4. Your State of Yoe (Soden°,

1

(Check ony one tor.)

o NO ouriamassiasts nonciesen
MrS.

21P Cade

Stets

O. What year *elm ba in soaps In 199)42?

o ?et I arn a U.S. elem.

CI Mr.

Lu 111111

.

7. Are you a U.S. Aden?

3. Your Me (00:069

Month

M1

First

Last

2. Your permanent maim *atm

I

1A-Tr4°-1

11191-92 School Voir

Section A: Yonne!

0 Mlle.

v

rira-asarrted Undergraduate Students Only

12. Doi your morel dim you N

eyoJiaSr.diysS10slJuWysii10sNn 12, po to Section C. and
**WM snot on de Mel al the form (SW worms 13 through 15 )

Yin N

an InConte tax axeMption?

..In flare 0 0

imp o ci

bee) yews In eueetion 12. rower ma'am 13 Wow

If you wowed -me

Federal student aid...(CherA only one box. a, b, c, 5. or a. Sae kianotions on me 3.)

13. loolneWis vat de 0574111 edema yaw, you OM rewired
CI in no lamas school C. 0 in Ma 101000 school

I. 3 .rneles7ohcb:01 b.
yew (Ammt 141
Mow. svp 1 4b,
14e,14d.a1514.)

4

14a. Old you haw total
reactuce$ 0114,000
or more. nOlinducensi

Yee

-in 1 no (.7.1

_wort C3

yew (Amer 145

yew. (Arose, ids
Yew ealp I ea.
vec. fed and 14.)

14.. OW you hays total
neoureres of 54.000
or more. riot Including

part...Cs' UMW

Ng

Yes

No

Ca 0

... In run CI

Ca

Yee

0

.. emelt

year (Answer 145

S. U in non* a. b. c. Of cl
(Answer fie below
Skip 14.140. 1
and 145 )

146. 1.1o. oldies )

14b, 144.515 141 )

parents' litippOrt

NO

S. 0 in the 199001 school
ISIS.. Sldp tea.

Wow. Slap 145,

140. Did you hoe lot&
mamma 0154000
or more, ret inducing

parwavsuppon

145 . Did you nwe rood
resources of $4.000
at mOrs, not including
parents' supperi

Yes

." in mat

141. Od you have totai
resources al 34.030
V mere. not inciudmg
parents' sepport

Yes No

No

CI 0

... In um? C1

13

-in ton U LI140, 1 ed. Or 144, go la Section C and fel out the 001.0 Ind the WHITE west On the MI Or Me formL/

Ci

m you araWerod -1412" to elites yew m coesoon 1 ea. 146.

ri you &mowed -win bath years in 90erbon14e, 1415.140,145,

...rn ism CI

Ll

...in raw U U

cm 141, 0010 Section C and ell out the (MAY Iwo me MITE

... ro ow Ci

mu on the reit ol the ton

[ IIrrled or Oradnate/ProfeslonI Students Only I

S. Wa your wen% dam you se en
. moome tax exernphon 01 I SC ?
SD FON111 238

out the 001.0 and

Yee

No

00

ll you answered -VW to question 15, go so Section C and nil out de GOLD end the WIWI wsas
on the met ol Meform
1fyou wowed "Ner to questIon 15. po to Section C and hil out the GRAY and Ins YhaTE arras on

the rent ot ths ban
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Section F: 1990 expenses
PARENTS
33. 1990 medtcal and dental surponses not pate) by insurance

$_

.00

34, 1990 elemenlarY tun*, bl9h and Ngh school twhon
depetxlent chechen

34a. Amount pac (Doni include
tuition pa.1101 the appoint )

34b. For ho* many dependent chldren

Section G: Asset Information

11 you ere completing th)a palm you must MI
out the Student
spouse) column Wow.

PARENTS

STUDENT (IL SPOUSE)

35. Is other of your parents a disptaced

homemaker' (See the nstructions on
PAN 7 i

U. %A/me rn the age ot your order parent

j Yes

35. Are you oirs your spouse

j No

J Yes

a displaCed hOonernaker"
(See the instructtons on
Page $ I

Ll...1

J No

38. XXXxXxXXxx

What Is it worth today?

What Is owed on It?

37. Cash savings and choosing accounts

S

__.00

38. Herne (Renters wrde all) "1

$

00

39, Other reat estate and investments

$

00

40. Business and tarn,

$

00

41. Ooes any pan et dem ,10 include a Wm'

J Yes

J No

$,...

00

5

What Is It worth today?
37.

X XXXX 5 XXX X

.00

Mal Is owed on II?

S

00

38. $

.00

S

00

39. $

00

$

00

40.

S

00

41.

3 Yes

J No

)IXX0000000

Section 1-1: Your veterans educational benefits per month (tor the student only)
(ri you eft completing this page, you must answer question 42. It you ars
tilling out the GRAY and the WHITE mak you must eies answer question 43.)
42. Your yew any htoendents EduCational Assistance Program tenet as

Expected Amount .
July 1, 1991 through June 30. 1992

42a. Amount pat month

00 a month

42b. Number ol months

1..3.1 months

Section I: Expected 1991 taxable and nontaxable Income and benefits
(Yots must see the unsfruchons for income and taxes that you should exclude hem questions 45 through 45 )
It you we completing thla page, you mutt ml
out the student (1. spouse) column below.

PARENTS
14, is other ol your parents centried as a
dislocated worker by the approprote
agency, rSee the msfrurnons on pow 9 I

STUDENT (A SPOUSE)

J Yes (FA out the int ol INs
column, aixt go to the
student and spouse
caurnn. question 44 )

44. Are you or is your spouse.
r...1 Yes 'sot bet Inn rem
ceftlfied as a dtslocaled worker
Or MS column
by the appropnate agence
ISee Inv mstrucnons on page 9 )

j No tStup this column and co

J F40 (SW this Column.

to the student and spouse
cotumn. question 44

and Mad thO

10f/11

45. 199, iricome earned hum work

Father

S_ ___ ___

___ 00

Student

45.

$

48. 1991 mootme earned Iron, work

Mollw

S___ _ 00

Spouse

48.

5

00

47.

S

00

00

47. 199, olner bitable income

S...

48. 1991 U S income tat to be Pard

$

00

40. $

00

40. 1991 nontaxabe income and benefits

S.

00

49. S..

00

(Sae malroatoas 0,, AVE 9 I

You have finished do applicatton Recnecis your apphcatron MAKE SURE THAT YOU NAVE COMPLETED SECTION E.
Mail the epplicerion to: Federal Student Add Programs P 0 Boo 6900. Princeton, NJ 08541

0
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Section C: Household Information

STUPOR (I NOM

PARENTS

11,"11141 L-1-1

ri

16. What Is your parents current mantel maws?

owe* Ina* yew
OrabeibIllor ma re doom

U separated

an%

Lii) divorced
s U sindosved

marred

17. What is your parents' State of lapel reoderte7

LU

,

State

19. N.Iwbeymart.reh 199142

4

1441"

L11

mem (re Mont) and your parents
Indult your parenb' Maw ctikken and other people orgy
they meet the dellAton In tn, Ira:ructions 011 pegs 4 }
(Alwayg endues

rt

S.

U

19. NtarbOr A WO* students in 192142
ICIIttse murder tn is. wnw fi, ere mato 0 tangly minders
*YAW do In wasp et lust hae.ttme InAude youttell-the
appocantl

Sootion 0: 1990 inconte, earnings, and benohts
(You must see Me rnstructons for mama and taxes thet you

Everyone must fill out the Student
(5 Spouse) column below.

22. The totlowmg 1990 U S income tax haute{ are from.

STUDENT (5 SPOUSE)

PARENTS

3

(Check Only one box )

(Check orgy on. box.)
U a completed 1900 IRS Form 1040E2 AIWA

(00 to 23)

a . covowego IRS FOIT111040

(Gob 23)

WisalIMIled 400 IRS Rano 1040E2 or 10443A

CI se esemeted 1900 RS Form 1940
tax returnee! not be reed
23. 1990 total number of exempbons Warn

should exclude from questans 24 through 28 )

(Goto 231
(0090 231
(Skip to 29

Z.) a conceded $990195 Form 10448E2 Of 1040A

(Cso to 23

(Go to 23
1 a a completed 1923 IRS Form 8040
104002 0( 1040A (Go to 23 1
3 CI en estimated 8490 IRS ROI"
(Go to 23 )
an oionlaw 1990 ins Form 1040
(Ship lc 25
13 a tax return yet not be hied

Lll

LU

1040 tine eat. or 1040A.Sne Os. 1040E2

tors see instructont on Pap 51
24. 1990 Adtusted SrOss Income (AG) r-Foim
I" Lline 31. 1040A line 16.0r 104092
tine 3. or see instructions on pages 5 and

00

$

00

co

26, 1990 U S raceme las patd (Rem 1040
kne 47. 1040A tine 25 or 1040E2 tine 7)

00

Fattier

$

00

Stoent

26.

26. 1990 income earned from work

$_

00

SPouse

00

Mother

27.

27. 1990 income earned from svom

23e. $

00

28b.

GO

2$c.

OD

S

26. 1990 unlaced income and benetrts

()wily tails only)
211e.

oo

Social secund donefds

269. AP to Fanlike& with Dependent
Chiklren (AFDC or ADCI
204. Child support recorad tor all enddren
2114. Other notelet:1 mune and henehts
from worksheet 02 on wide '1

_00
S

00

2Sd. S

786
=1MIM

Section E: Co Ihop Menu and GM !Haitian
29. What colloM(s) do you Mori 15,MM in 1291427

29e.
2110.:

30.

00 yOu OWN 1153

32.

S Deportment 01 Meehan

perenspon to send arta/neon horn Vas 1orm to

30s. The Manual 501
swoops in your
Seidel

U Yes
U No

30b. It* college's) you
named in 29 (or as
representative),

ONO prootehon &IMO, ONO shidorN maybe amid oh]

Ll yes

Eveyon Ovine Intoematten on this Mein must elgh Wow. It you don't
IMP IND hom1,11 will be returned unproosstood.

U No

31. U Cosa tt5s bra d you gnu SeleciNe Santee pemussron
to register you 6SH Irtstru(font en page 6 )

ato not eme

I Student
2 Student's spouse

Dept ot Ed Use Only
1

Road and sign

CeetSieSSOn: NI of II,, inlormaten on this hem and Ihe SuppremonteI wormlike,
page. doorr4s10& IS true end complete to rhs best ot cry Mooting* It asked by an
outtmadolltotoli lagri, to Webfoot Ot the mtorrnabon that 1 hare Oven on des hem
and the Supplemental InfOrmagiOn pass. rt oorrptsteo I Meal. 11051 thii ;root Tay
include a cop, °tiny U S .
Or IcCit tnCOrne tax fatten ale.) rutin that 01 do not

thd bot
3 FROWN

4 Mother
Date completed

ATTENTION Hal"
II you in Ming 054 the GOLD end WHIR mem you MN reed le rotor to
&when 0 to ordeptste storludwot OSA below The worksheet eV MN you
whethw you must PM aitat the Itupoderrental Intotowston GleatIcws

mot*

WORKSHEET NA FOR THE SIMPLIMED NEEDS TEST

I.

Did or oil you. your SOM. Of your pawls Ne a 1993 IRS Form 1040?
Ilkres not irriude 1040A Of 104082
YeB

L.) No

(F)N out Secbons F dvough II
(Fill out the rest ot thl voorkshoot

Chock 'Yes' do foreign or Pomo Rican rat rotor, Ma Or WIN be Ned.

PARENTS

STUDENToSPOUSI
COLUMN

COLUMN A

Income horn,

ta.

Question 24

00

OR

?b. Ouesticos 26 and 27

00

(use only 0 you oft
Oueshon 24 dared
3,

WM. in the 5015)01 rAtumn

A and column 8 entriee
hOrn Oureshon 2

00

the total hom 315 115.000 or Mee. marI Me hum You do not hoes to Se Mit
Me Supplemental IntormetIon (tiniest' you, your spouse or al least one of your
parents is a disiocarsd woreef or your school or Stets odd you to) Middletown
to: Federal Student Aid Programs. P 0 Box 6900. Pnreotorr, NJ 04541
If the total horn 3 is 113,001 et mete. you must he out Sechons F through t

0 t.)

1991
DOY

CI ma_

787
and the WWTE
sign this form. tf you Ned out the
areas, Wisest one of your pnienrs imist also sign this form.
Everyone signing this ',arm Is certifying that sll Whombon on the form is correct snd that they are willing to
provide documents lo prove that the Information Is correct.
Such documents may include U.S.. State, or local lax returns. Any AFSA dated or received before January 1, 1991

34.

34.. Write In theamount of money that you (and your spouse) paid
in 1990 for elemenfary. prior high, and high school tuition for
larnily members oho Wen included In question 20. (Tuition

doesn't Include room, bawd, books, transportation, etc.)

Don't include tuition that you paid tor yoursetl, tuition paid by
scholarships. Or any tuition pad for preschool or coliege.

will be returned unprocessed.

Sending in Your Form
Doublecheck your form to make sure it is complete and accurate.
Be sure it has the necessary signatures.

Eterambray, iurrior high, end high school tuition paid In
1900

341. Write in the number of dependent children for whom the
amount fired In 34. was paid in 1990. Don't Include
yourself or arty person who was not Included in wastion20.

Put the form In the envelope provided In this booklet. Don't send

money. Don't put letters, tax forms, worksheets, or any extra
materials In the envelope. They will be destroyed.

Seaton 0: Your parents' assets
Don't issve any or these questions WM. 11 s question doesn't

apply to you, write in

h

Section F: YOUr parents' 1990 expalt9N
Donl IOW eny of thew questions Medd, s question doesn't
apply le you, smile In *O."
33

You must give IniortrtatIOn about your parents' assets tri Section G
II you see giving Information tor only one parent and that parent has
pinny owned assets, give only that parent's portion of the Assets
end debts. tf your parents have assets owned jointlywtth someone
eise, give only your parents' portion ot the assets and debts.

bledloal and dental expenses In 1990 not paid by Inlayonce. Writs in the amount cd money that your parents paid
In 1990 for medical and dental expenses (indude Maurine,
premiums). Don1 Include amounts covered by Insurance or
sell-ernployed health deductions from Form 10404ine 26. tf

In Section G, don't include:
Personal or consumer loans, or any debts that are not
related to the assets listed
The value of retirement plans (pension funds, annuities.
IRAs, Keogh Plans, etc.)

your Detente Itemized deductions on their 1990 U.S. Income
tax return, write friths amount from Form 1040, Schedule A,

Student Diana& aid

line I.
34.

Elementary, Ionior high, and high school tuition peid

1.

35. Check 'Yes if either of your parents (for whom you are

providing information) meets all of the following descnptions
for a displaced homemaker:

34e. Wrtte In the amount of money that your parents paid in 1990
for elementary. anlor high, arid high school tuition for family
members who were included Inquest:on 18. (Tuition doesn't

your parent has not worked fulltme in the labor force for a
substantial number of years (e.g., approximately five years
or more) but MS, during those years, worked in the home
providing unpaid servioes for family members; and

Include room, board, booka, fraistortricli- eel DWI Ilr

elude tuition paid by scholarships. Also. don't Include tuition
that your parents peed for you or any tuition for preschool or

your parent has been dependent on public assistance or on
the Income of another family member but is no longer
receiving that income, or your parent is receiving public

college.

341 Write tn the number of dependent children for whom the

amount listed in 34. was paid In 1990. Don't Include

assAtarice because of dependent children in the home,

you rsell (the student) ot any person who was nol included in
question 18.

Section F: Your

and
your parent is unemptoyed or underempioyed and Ls gapenenong ditficulty in obtaining or upgrading employment.

'Unemployed' means not working this week but being available for wOrk. To qualify, your parent must have made
specific efforts to gel a tob sometime during the Iasi lour

your spouse's) 1990 expenses

Don't Neve any of More questions Went N a question doesn't
apply to you, mite 1013."
33.

weeks.

'Underemployed' means working panitime even though
your parent wants fulitme employment it refers to a condi-

Medical and dental expense. In 1990 not paid by Insurance. Write in the amount of money that you (and your
spouse) paid In 1990 tor madissi and dental expenses
(include insurance premiums). Don't Include amounts coy*red by Insurance or sallomployed health deductions from
Form 1040-Yrie 26. tf rou (and your spouse) itemized

tion where work is stack or only pan-time work Is available

Check No It neither Of your parents meets ell the desorip .
hens mentioned above.

deductons on your 1990 U.S. Income tax return, write in the
amount from Form 1040, Schedule A, fine I

36.

Write In the age of the ostler parent for whom you gave
information on this form

7

oa-rf."07,"ing.

788
MM. If your prole wan a home, Wien how much do

you cr your spouse has been dependent on public assit.
lance or on the income of another family member, but is
no longer receiving Mat Income, or you or your spouse is
racereing public assistance beCAUse Of dependent chitdrer the home: msd

home le worth. Use the gibe your Parente 0044d Mecca*
expect to receive tor thek horns If It were on sale today.

Dant um messed. knowd. Or taxed value. vbxne
Includes a house, mobilo horns, coldorrinksm, Mc. II your
perm% ere renters, anse hi *0.

yo
is spouse is unemployed or underemployed and
is
ancing difficulty In obtaining or upgrading em.
P/orniel

Then, *Me In how much your parents owe on the home.

Inducing the present maims ard related debts on the
home. (1)Anf Inaludeintomf dim) Chedrwth the metope
company If you dont know.

'Unomp'oyiscr means not working thls week but being avail.

able for work. To qualify, you Or your spouse muSt have
made specific efforts to gel a fob sometime during the last

M. Mar reel WIN and Insemlwante. If your paints own
other mei lade (k:ludic rental prop*, WV, mond et

four weeks.

sum" hams) or have Investments, *die In how much
they we worth teriay. kweelments hlude trust funds,

'Underemployed' rneanaworking part.time even though you
want Of your spouse wants tulltmo employment. It refers to

monwy market funds, natal funds, oertdcales of deposit.
Mocks, bor 6., Ohm fearless, Metallment and Land sale

a conchtion where viol* is slack or only part.time wont is
available.

contracts (traluelne magma W), oornmodleos, pre.
Mous and Mrs :wee metals, Mc.

Check 'No' if neither you nor your spOuse meets all of the
descriptions mentioned above

Then, twee M how much your parents owe on other real
emate and Investments.

40.

34.

lusinoso end tam. H your parents own a business and/
Of fawn, wit* In how much the business andror turn are
worth today. Includethe value of land, Inklings, machinery,
miutorrent, livestock, Inventories, etc. Don't include the
horns. (Horne value and deb, should be given An gueebon

Home. if you (andior your SpOuSe)Own a borne, write in how
much the home is worth. USG the PriCe you could reasonably
expect to receive for the borne It liwent on sale today_ Don't
use assessed, insured, or taxed value. A 'home' includes a

house, mobile home, condominium. etc. Renters. Write in

38)

or.

Then, write in what your parents owe on the business and!
fem. Indude only the present mortgage and Waled debts
for which the business and/or farm were used as coilateral

Then, write in how much you (and/or your sPOUSe) OWA on
the hOme, including the present mortgage and related debts

on the home (Don't include interest due.) Check with the
mortgage company if you don't know

If your parents are not the sole owners, write in only Mee
share of the total value and debt.
39.

SeCtion 0: Your (& your spouso's) oases

land, second or summer homes)or have investments, Write
in how much they are worth today Investments include trust

Don't Isere any of these questions blank. if equitation doesn't
apply to you, write In 'O."

funds, money market funds, mutual funds, certificates of
deposit, stocks. bonds. other securities, installment and land

sale contracts (including mortgages held). commodities,
precious and strategic metals, etc

You must give information about your (and your spouse's) assets
in Section G. 11 you are divorced Or separated and you and your
spouse have fointly owned asseta, give only your portion of the
assets ancl debts. If you (and your spouse) have assets owned

Then, vrtite in how much yOu tandior your spouse) owe on
other real estate and investments

/Olney with someone else, give only your (arid your spouse'sl
portion of the assets and debts Be sure to give information about
finetg held In trust for you (and your spouse).

40.

In Section (3. don't Include:
Personal or con su mer loans . or any debts that are not related

Business and farm. If you (and/or your sPousei own a
business ancUor farm, write in how much they are worth
today Include the value of land, buildings. machinery.
equipment. Ilvestocii, inventories, etc Don't include the
home (Home value and debt shOuld be given in question

to the assets listed

38 )

The value of retirement plans (pension funds. annuities.
IRAs. Keogh Plans, etc )

Then. w ite in what you (and/or your spouse) owe On the
business and/or farm Include only the present mortgage
and relah debts for which the business Prid/Or farm were
used as collateral

Student financial aid

35.

Other real estate and investments. If you (and/or your
spouse) own Other real estate (inoludng rental property

Check 'Yes' if you Or your spouse meets all of the following
desCriptrons for a displaced homemaker

If you (and your Spot:5108re not the sole owners, write in only

you, (and yOur spouse's) share of the total value and debt

you or your spouse has not worked futt-time in Me labor

force fOr i substantial number of years (e.g., apprexi.
mately five years Or more) but has, dunng those years.
worked in the home providing unpaid services for family
members, and
8

,
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SeCtion H: Your 199142 veteran" educational benefits
per month (for Me sWden( only)
42. Your onsione Dependents Educedonal Asaketanos PrO.
gram benefits.
42e. Wnte In the amount of veterans Dependents Educattonal
Msistance Program (Chapter 35) benefits that you expect

48. 1991 11.11. COMM tax to be paid. Write in the amount of
income taxes that your parents expect to pay in 1991. Make
sure this amount doesn't Include any FICA, sattomployment,

cr other Uwe.
40. 1901 nontaxable Income end benefits. These ate the
same types of income and beneftts that were asked for In
quee5ons 281, 28b. 28c, and 28d.

to get per month from July 1, 1991 dwough June 30,
1992. Dont Include Death Pension, or Dependency
Indemnity Compensation (DIC).

Section 1: Your (8 your epouee'e) expected 1991 taxabi0 end nontaxable Income and benefit'

42b. Wnte in the number of months front July 1, 1991 through
June 30, 1902 that you expect to get those benefits

How to figure expected amounts
43.

Your Velem@ Contributory Benefits (VEAP).
This section asks about income and benefits that you (and your
spouse) expect to od. If you are divorced, separated, or widowed,
don't Include Information about your Spouse. Anwar these clues .
bons as accurately as you can. It a question doesn't apply to you.

43a. Writs In the amount c4 Veterans Contitobry Benefits

(Chapter 32) that you wool toget per month from July 1,
1901 dwough Jima 31), 1111L (h,eads both the Goon.
ment and student Fccdons.) Don't Include Death Pension,
or Dependency I Indenwely Conpansmon (DFC).

orityOu don't expect to get any income or benefits from that source.
wrrte In '0

4. Write In the number c4 months from July 1, 1991 tiwough
June 30, 1992 But you expect to get those biretta.

44. Check "Yes" if you or your spouse is currently certified as a
'Dislocated Worker (see page 10)by the appropriate Slate
agency.
If you checked 'Yes.' you may be asked to document your
status (Or that of your spouse) as a dislocated worker

SWUM I: YOur paranta' eltpOted 1991 taxable end

Wind* Moans and benirlfts

Check No' it neither you nor your spouse is certified as a
dislocated worker Skip the rest of this section.

How to %axe expacted @Monts
Important: See the tabie on pageS 1 or the kinds of Income and

This motion asks about income and benefits that your parents
expect to get. If your parent is divorced, seperalsd. or widowed,
dont include information Mout Me other parent. Answer these

taxmics Wee out of Section I.
45. and 45. 1991 Income earned from work. Include wages,
salaries, and tips See Important note above

questions Se aocuLdely sa you can. It a question doesn't apply. or
your parents don't expect to get arty Income or beneets from that

source, mite in '0.

47.

1991 other taxable Income. Write in the total amount of
other taxable income that you (and your sPouse) will report on
your 1991 IRS Form 1040. 1040A. or 1040E2 Include
interest and dividend income and any other taxable income

44. Check 'Yee if either of your parents (for who'll you are
providing Intimation) Is currendy certified as a "Dielocated
Worker" (see page 10) by the appropriate State wgency.

Don't include any unemployment compensation or any in.
come that you reported In questions 45 and 46

If you checked 'Yee,' you may be asked to demi meat your
parent's status as a dislocated worker.

48. 1991 U.S. Income tax to be paid. Write in the amount or
income taxes that you and your spouse expect to pay in 1991.

Chedc No If neither of your parents is certified as a dislocated worker. Skip to question 44 In the Student (8 Spouse)
column.

Make sure this amount doesn't include any FICA. selt.employmenl, Of other taxes
49.

Important: See the Obis on page 5 for the kinds of Income and
taxes to leave out of Section I.

1991 nontaxable Income and benefits. These are the same
typeSotincorna and benefits that w ere asked tor in questions
28a. 28b. 28c. and 280

45. and M. 1991 ktoome earned from work, include wages,
salaries, and ape. See rporteM note above.

Sending In Your Form

of
47. 1991 other tumble income. WM* In the total amount

Double-check your form to make sure a .5 complete and accurate
Be sure it has the necessary signatures

other taxable Income that y, ix poems wls report on their
1991 IRS Form 1040, 1040A, or 1040E2. Include interest
and diddend Income and eny other taxable income. Don't

Put the form In the envelope prowded in this booklet Don't send

moley Don't put letters. lax forms. worksheets, or any extra
materials in the envelope They will be destroyed.

include any unemplomnent compensation or any income that
you reported in questions 45 and :.

-9

.e

/
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1

Wooded Wares, To be Considered a dielooMsd worker, you
must be amenity cetrlied as one by a Stets agency such u your
kcal EMplownent Sento or Job &twice. This cortIficabon Fedor*
in accordance with Ma III of the Job Trainiro Partnership Act. A
dislocated worlw generally means a person who:
has been terminated or laid-off or has received a notice of
termination Of 1y-06,
has been terminated or received a notice of termination as
a result of comment closure al a plant or other facility, or

was sottomployed (Including farmers) but is nov wor
ployed because of poor economic conditions In the corn.
mutely or a natural disaster.

Foreign Tax Return X you and your spouse, or your parents,
won't be tiling a U.S. Income tax return in 1990 (fW exalripio.
Puerto Rican tax filers), follow the instructions beim:
in question 22, check the box 'completed 1990 IRS Form
1040 (If a foreign tax return has been Med), or 'estimated
1090 IRS Form 1040' (If a foreign tax return will be filed).
use the information from that tax return to fill out this form,
convert ali figure; to U.S. dello*, using the exchange rate
that is In effect today, and
fill out the Suppiemental information (Sections F. I.)

Legal Guardian A legal guardian Is a person who a court has:
appointed to be your legal guardian and this legal relationship wilt continue atter June 30, 1902, and

directed to support you with his or her own finanCial
resources.
Waive Anteeloan - Ilya; are a Native American, report the amount
of income end assets *VW $2,000 per individual payment that you

and your spouse or your went, received in 1990 from the Per
Capita Ad or the Distribution of Judgment Funds Act. II 52.000 or
less per individual payment was recolved from either al these Acts,
don't report it. Don't report funds received u an award under the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act or the Maine Indian Claims

Settlement Act. Also, dOn't report any mete received from the
Alaska Native Clatote Settlentent Act.

Whets Can I Ciet Moss Information On Federal Student
Financial Ald?
This booldet gives you only a brief summary of the student financial
aid ProgrOn$ Offered by the U.S. Department of Education. Each

student financial aid program has its own special features and
proceekires. You Gin get mom Information from the booklet: The

gado* Guide: financial Aid from the U.S. Departinem of
Education Grants, Loans, and Work-Study 199142. To get
a free oopy, write to:

Federal Stodent Aid Informabon Center
P.O. Box 84
Washington, D.C. 20044

What Happens After I Mall In My Form?
Wrthin four to six weeks after you mall in your form, the U.S.
Department ot Education will send you a Student &Id Report
(SAR). On the SAR will be either a request tOr further Information

Of numbers called a POE Grant Index (Mi) arid a Pantile Contribution (FC). We use formulas established by law to figure these
numbers from the intormation you glve us. Your school or the U S.
Department of Education may ask you to prove that the information
yOu give on your application IS true.

What Is fay Pell Grant Index (POI)?
The PGI is a number that tells whether you maybe abie to get a Pell
Grant. 11 you are eligible for a Pell Grant, your school will use this
number to determine the amount of your award. Even if you don't
qualifY for a Pell Grant. you may still qualify for one or more of the
other Federal programs. B. sure to ask your financial ald admin.
lento: it your IChoOl needs any additional information from you for
these other pfOorerns.

What is My Family Contribution (FC)?
The FC, is a number that heipe your financial ald administrator
determine if you are able to QM one ot the several available forms
ot assistance. These *chide Stafford Loan, SEOG. CWS. and
Perkins Loan. Your school will use this number to determine the
arnOunt Ot your grant, loan or work-study award.

What Happens PI I Don't Get A SAR Or I Need Another
Copy Of My SAR?
II you don't get a SAR within four to six weeks. or yOu need another
copy of your SAR, write to:

How Long Does ft Take To Compielo This Application?

Federal Student Aid Programs
P.O. Box 6904
Princeton, NJ 08541

X takes approximately 40 minutes to one hour and 30 minutes to
°imolai* this application. This includes the time for reviewing the
instructions and form, gathering and maintaining the necessary
Information and completing the form.

Give your name, address, social secunty number, arid date ot birth.

Be sure to ask for another copy of your 199142 SAN. If your
address has changed once you sent in yOur application, be sure to
give us both your old and your new address Be sur to sign your

Send your comments regarding the time it takes to complete this
form or any other aspects of the apolication Including suggestions
for reducing this burden te: U.S. Department of Education, Informa-

tion Mogement and Compliance Division, Washington, D.C.
20202-4551: or to the Wee ol Management and Budget, Paw.
work Reduction Protect: 1640-0110, Washington, D.C. 20503.

So All Schools Take Pail tn The Federal Student Ftnan
clai Aid Programs?
No. More than esao schools do take part In one or more of them.
Contact your school's financial aid administrator tO rind OUT wheal

Federal programs your school participates In.

What if My Situation Changes?
Questions II, 15, 18,19, 20. and 21 ask you to mile ProOd011s
for the upcoming year. X your answers to Mess questions
change, wait until you receive your SAR and Men see your
financial aid administrator.

The income and expenses Information that you give must be
accurate. They must match what Is or viiX be on yOur 1990
income tas form. It your flrianCial SittlatiOn has recontty
changed, contact your financial aid administrator.
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INFORMAHON ON 1HE PRIVACY ACT AND USE OF YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
The Privacy Act of 1974 requires that oath Federal agency that asks foryour social security number Of Other Int °Ma.
tion must tell you the following:
1.

its legal right to salt for the information and whether the law says you must give it.

2. What purpose the agency has in asking tor it and how it will be used.
3. What could happen if you do not give it.

You must glve your social security number (SSN) to apply for Federal student financial aid. The U.S. Department of
Education's legal right under the Title IV programs to require that you provide us with your social security number is based
on Sections 48404(4) 01 the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended. The SSN is used under the Pell Grant,
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, and College Work-Study programs in recording information about your
college attendance and progress, and In making sure that you have received your money. The SSN Is also used under the
Stafford Loan and Perkins Loan programs to identify the applicant to determine program eligibility and benefitsarid to permit
servicing and collecting of the loans.

If you are applying for Federal student aid only, you must fill out everything except questions 29, 30, and 31. If you skip
question 30 we will count your answer as No for both parts of that question. If you are applying for a Pell Grant only, you
can skip question 5, 36 and 43.
The authority to request all other information (except the SSN) le based on sections al 1 A, 41113, 411C. 411D, 41 I F, 474,
475, 476, 477, 479, and 480 of the Higher Education Act 011965, as amended. This infommtion Is used to determine the
amount of Federal student aid for which you may be qualified.

The Information which you supplied may be disclosed to third parties that the Department has authorized to assist in
administering Federal student aid programs. This disclosure may include private firms that the Department contracts with
forth° purpose of collating, analyzing, totalling or refining records in the system and whoare required to maintain safeguards
under the Privacy Act. This may also be accomplished through computer matching programs such as the ones currentfy
conducted with ths Selective Service System and the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

We will provide your name, address, social security number, date of bIrth, student aid Indices, student status, year l n college,
and State of legal residence to the college(s) that you list In question 29a, 29b, and 29c (or its representative), even if you

check No' in question 30b. Thls information will also go to the State agencies in your State of legal residenc to help
coordinate State financial ald programs with Federal student aid programs. We will provide calculations and determination
of eligibility to the agency with which you Red a student ald application, or another similar agency, if you request us to do
ao. That nem may also release information received from the Departmoro to colleges, State Scholarship agencies, and
loan guarantee agencies that you have designated to receive information. Afao, we may send Information to members of
Congress if you ask them to heip you wIth Federal student aid questions. If your parents or your spouse provided information
on the form they may also request to see all the information on the aPPilzation.
If the Federal government, the Department, Of an employee of the Department is involved in litigation, we may send
Information to the Department of Justice, or a court or adjudicative body, If the disclosure is related to financial aldand certain
other conditions are met. The information may also be made available to Federal agencies which have the authority to
subpoena other Federal agencies' records. In addition, we may send your information to a foreign, Federal, State, Of local
enforcement agency if the information that you submitted indicates a violation or potential violation of law, for which that
agency has furiodiction for investigation or prosecution. Finally, we may send information regarding a claim which Is
determined to be valid and overdue to a consumer reporting agency. This informetion Includes identifiers from the record,
the amount, status and history of the claim and the program under which the claims antee.

Remember, we must receive
your application by
May 1, 1992.
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Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation

APPLICATION FOR FEDERAL & al&
STATE STUDENT AID (AFSSA)
1991-92 School Year
THE PURPOSE OF THIS APPLICATION
You can use the form in Mit bocidet as the teal step m applying tor student financial ad from the Federal student LSSistance Programs Owed
the U S Department Di Education. plus Tennessee r ant aid eared through TSAC

bY

The hoe Feder el student assistance peograrns can help you pay tor most kukis ot educabon atter heh SChoOt The ad is anallable d yOu are attending
a prolessional school. a vocational Or technical school or college Thls aPPACation ts tor Federal and Stale student financial ad lor the 1991 92 schCol

year (July 1, 1991 June 3n. 1992)
YOUr SCh001 May use SUS apphCatrOn lot other Ithan0alard prove, v. Consult your financial aid adnunistralor tor the specilic Ming deadlines and
other details in appiying lor college-level assistance

HOW TO USE THIS APPLICATION BOOKLET

I

Separate the apptrabon tram the booster by leering on the pertorated hnes Remove the return envelope by tearing 00 1b0 1:18001011011

2

Carefully read all The mlormahon in this POCadel Starting on pagel ockuret2aNuirdanneonsathortywyActarktottg

3

Complete the appecabon sechon by sechon Foam instructions beginning on page 3 ot the booklet Failure to Complete the Aophcation

loutleiNtlegunlyAmberfAnsaatiL
accorceng to the thiltruCIPOeS *al cause a delay in processing
4

Pme cartifutty. SO mat your form wit be easy to read Use a pen with dark Irk don/ use a Peed'

5

tf a goeston asks lot an anstunt and your answer is 'none'. enter zern If the duesbon does nol apply enter Zeta litre instructions tell
you tn skip a question. leave rt blank Retied ott dollar amounts to the nearest ckatat rot 50 cents o. more round up. 10/ 49 cents or
less round dawn

1111..NHAigIngludeallImilicttMO.DISTMISMAIILITITLIIMBICATIOIL
7

Return only Ine compieled application in the envelope provided Be sure to p1ece Me proper postage On the envelepe Do NOT return
the booklet instructions. Whets, las forma. worksheets or any extra matenal in the envelope THEY WILL BE DESTROYED

DOWT MN OR SUBMIT THIS APPLICATION BEFORE JANUARY I. 1991.

WARNING:
you must fin out this mire accurately The Intormallon which you supply can be checked by your college or by lieU S Department 01 Educaliun
You may he asked to provele US income tar rolurns. the worksheets In this booklet and other inlornsatkth It yOU dOn't or Cans provide these records
have to pay .1 back you may 4150
you may nOt gel Federal 0, State aid It you gel Federal or Slate student ad based On 10000eCt InIcamat/ne yOu
have to pay Ones are lees tf yOu purposely give taloa or misleading Information on your apolicanon form yOu may be fined SIO 000 recolve a Posen
sentence or both 11 you gel a grant horn TSAC by caw...) "cooed .nfennabeni Stald la*s saY You May Oa`m 0 'Kay any amouM mohoy rIlca""m
tram a Stale gram pins Cie lined and/or imprisoned

@ 1989 CS% Commeioal Seroces. Irk Use of this Wen ts rOSOIC100 to CSX and Its authortled agents Any mbar., on Um Alomiahon contaonO
on this lore, as$ or the use 0101151001110 award student Akio, guarantee a student loan by any Whet Otet50riS c0/001,11,00S or

orOnAnlod CSX Will unloMO

prOvsthe to the !wrest ektent ol the law
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"Additional information On The
Federal Student Financial Aid
Programa" on page I I . The
instructions in this booklet will tell
you what information you have to
provide on the form. If you have
any questions atter you have read
the instructions, seek help. Talk to
your high school counselor or the
financial aid administrator at the
school you want to attend.
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The information on this page will
answer some of your questions
about these programs. However,
for more Information on Federal
student financial aid, see
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In some cases, ludents going to school less than hatf
time may be eligible Check with your financial aNi
administrator
In some Cases Students don I have to be in a degree or
Cerlikate psogiam CheCk with your financial aid
administrator

We must receln your form by May 1, 1992 State

programs and schools may have swam **Ants
you wilt have to meet You shou1d apply as early as
possible Mailing in your form is only the first step in
applying for Federal and State student ard

r
)

1

813
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR GOLD
SHADED
AREAS

FOR GRAY
SHADED
AREAS

BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO FILL OUT THE FORM. TEAR IT OUT
OF THE BOOKLET AND LAY IT ALONGSIDE THE INSTRUC-

TIONS SO THAT YOU CAN CHECK FOR ADDITIONAL IN
ST RUCTIONS AS YOU GO ALONG

your application is compared with lhe official 1990 IRS Form 1040,
1040A. Lr 1040E2 that is Med for you and your family, the financial
information must agree. 11 there are any errors, you will have to
correct the inlormation and send a back to the U S. Department ot
Education tf thts happens. n will take longer to determine whether

you are eligible for Federal student ad It could mean a delay in
getting your stodent financial aid

It you. your spouse. andor your parenls filed (or will filet a
"Fotelgn Tax Return" or are a "Natty* Amedean." see page 1 I

The GOLD and GRAY areas Indicate which instructions are for

which questions. Reed the Instructions aa you fRI out this

When You FRI Out This Form

form. Mistakes vral delay the proosssing or your application.

Use a pen with black Or dark ink, don't use a penC11

Some instructions appear on the form itsett. Since those ques-

Print carefully, so that your form will be easy to read

tions are sell -explanalory. no additional instructions are provided

Where additional intormatkon is neoessary, you will find liii this
instructton booklet
The instructions for thls form ma usually answer questions that you
hsve 11 you need more help. contact your Man school guidance

counselor or your college financial aid administrator

Although other people (besides the student who is applying for
aid) may help MI out this form it is about the student. On tNs form.

the words 'you" and 'your" always mean the student The word
'college means a college. university. graduate or professional

Round orf figures to the nearest dollar For 50 cents
or more, round up. tor 49 cents or less round down

Section A: Yoursell
Write in this section inlOrmatioh about you. the student who is
applying tor aid
2.

win be sent to this addre3s Don't use the address of the
financial ad office Of any other othce Use the Stale!Country
abbreviations list below

school. vocatiorial or technical school. or any other school beyond
high school

'Student financial aid' means money from educational loans.
grants. and scholarships It also means earnings from the College

Work-Study Program or other earnings yur received based on
your financial ad administrator's determination of your financial
need

Records You Will Need
Get together these records for yoursetf and your family

State/Country Abbreviations
Al

Current bat* statements
Current mortgage information
Records ot medical or dental bins that were paid in 1990

flA

lie Won.
WA Viavtvglon
Wv
vinzunse

Wv Worwq

Ga OuNyom
O. Oqmon
PA P.101,tvAhl
Oil ,vela MCO

CA ISilliCi
tA iMnvlAi

rt

I WA.

%C. Schfr C.re.na
SD San. 000,1,1

KM...

t., Ute

7o7,

,wnensw
vevnov,

mirs,
V,

Ounpo

Vete tun,.

it your place ol residence is flOr included above, leave the Slate
abbreviation blank and write the name of your Oily and territory or
country in the spate lor city
4.

Write in the two letter abbreviation tor your current State.
Country ol legal residence Use the StalaCountry abbrevia
bons list above

15.

Keep these records!

Write in your birth date For example it you were born On July
5. 1972. you would write in

!Oil immOiStml 1.0,1

Won't file a tea return. F ven it you and your spouse or your

lax return will help you to till out this application accurately When

on 7vo

cr Comatto.A

r cords of Wicks. bonds, arid other investments

Tex return not completed yet. If you. your spouse. and/or your
parents haven't completed a 1990 U S income lax return but will
be filing one we recommend that you complete your return
before filling out this application. Knowing whal will be on your

novva

CO CoM,160

Business and farm records

parents hitt no income lax return for 1990 you will need to know
earnings lot the year You may also need records showing the
amount ol other income yOu are tO WPM on your application

AtvIn

AMmu
Ali MAMAS
CA f.Woma

1990 State and local income tax returns

security. AFDC or ADC. or veterans benefits

vP.

AS kw... Sarxm

W-2 forms and other records ot money earned in 1990

Records of untaxed income. such as welfare social

ht, he. U.,.

AIAM,11

AX /UAW

1990 U S income fax return (IRS Form 1040. 1040A. or
1040E2)

Write in the address where you will be receiving mail All mail

Month
7.

Day

Yea;

If you are a 1J S Citizen Mr 1J S national). chock the lust box
arid go on to question 8 Chock the second boa arid write in
your eight or nine digit Alien Registration Number if you aro
one ol the following

U S permanent resident and you have inn Alain Reg
istration Receipt Card II 151 or I 5511

ou

814

Other eligible nenedizen with a Departure Reeord 1(.94)

1 Unmarried thtderaractuat Student. Only

from the U.S Immigrate:in and Naturalization Service
showing any Ont Of the folloreng clittignations (a) 'Rake
gee'; (b) 'Asylum Grantee; (C) Indefinite Parole modem
'Humanitarian Parole% (d) 'CubareHaelan Entrant

12

It your parents dittoed you as an exemption oe their 1989 and,
0: will*, SO On their 1990 Income tax return, you must answer
'sees tf your parents we diver cad or separated. answer 'Yes'
e either of your parents claimed you eb an insome Mx scamptan In 1989 anclior vet do so on their 1990 income lax return

Other Ogres nonoezen with a Temporary Resident Card
(1.688)

Otherwise check 'No '

II yOu aro a atizen of the Marshall Islands. Federated States
ot Micronesia. or Palau. see your finaroeal aid administrator
If you cannot chock the feat or Wend bOx, you must check the
third box If yOu are Mese U S °natty an F1 or F2 student visa.

only a J1 or J2 exchange visitor visa. or only a G sines visa

13 Gheke the Cox that best describes when you first received

roe/real stud*, I aid, beginning with Ow 191740 school
liner (July I. 1(17 June ao. 1968) Check Mly one bat a.
C.

Fe:leral student *id Includes:
Pell Csrant

(pertaining to international organizations), you must check the
thud box

Staffore Loan/Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL). eirOoding
Sirevernero,s1 Loans for Students (SLS)
Suppremental Eeucational Opportuie Oren: (sEv)).
College Work-Study (CWS).
Per(cins LoareNstional Direct Student Loan INDSL). or
State Student Incentive &ant (SSIG) These grants often
have other names Such as Shelerit Incentive Grants. even.
live Grants. TuitiOn Grants etc,

9. Check your year in college f rom July 1, 1991 to June 30. 1092

10. Checitleo" if you do not have a Bachelors degree and you will
not have one by July 1, 991

Check 'Yee if you already have a Bachelor's degree or
have ono by July I. 1991 Also, check 'Yee it yOU have or will
have a degree from a university in another country that is equal
to a Bachelor's degree

Bele* am some examples to help you answer qtestlon 13

EXAMPLE SI Buck Bundy received Federal student ad in the
1986-87 and 1987-88 school years Therefore. Buck should chece
Everitt Bud( had received Federal student aid in the 1985.

box e

SeCtIon B: Student Status

86 and 1987.88 school yearS. he should still check hox 'a.'

Answer question 11. A blank counts as "No."

because the first school year (beginning with 198798) in which he
received Federal student aid 16 1987.88

11. a. Check the correct box (See your answer to question 6

b. Check 'Yee if you are a veteran of active service in the
U S Army. Navy. Au F orce. Mantles or Coast Guard Also
check 'Yee d you are not a veteran now but wili be one

by June 30 1992

EXAMPLE SS Wu Lin lint received Fearer)) student aid in the
1989-90 school year Therefom. Wu shOUld check b.:Jr c
EXAMPLE *I Kale Murphy Mal received Fe'urrn x:4 dent Met in
the 1990-91 school year Therefore. Kate should check box

Check lee it you are Of were
never in the U S Armed Forces
only an ROTC student.
only a cadet or midshipman at one of the service
academies.
only a National Guard Of ReSerVes enlistee. or
currently serving in the U S Armed FOrCes and will
continue to serve through June 30. 1992
c

EXAMPLE Mi. Jeff Akbar Net received Frolwal student aide e
1988.89 school yeai Therefore. Jeff should check ens 'b

Check -rem. if (1) both your parents are dead and yOu
don't have an adoptive parent or legal guardian, or (2) it
you are currently a ward of the court For a definition of a
"Legal Guardian," see page 11. Otherwise check 'No

d. Check 'Yee d you have any children who gel MOre than
hatf of thee support from you Also choce VSs II other
people live wrth you and get more than halt of their &wort
from yOu and will continue to get that support during the
1991 92 school year (Don7uscrude your spouse ) Otherwise check 'No '

EXAMPLE lid Vickie Tingley received Oaderal student old in the
1986-67 school year and has not received Federal student eid
since then Therefore. Weis should check boy

EXAMPLE *6 Joaquin Rodriguez haL neve fecewed Federal
student ard Therefore. Joaquin shou/d check box

14a 14 When figuring your resources in questions I oa. :41,
14c, 14d. or 14e be sure to include
wages. salaries, and rips. etc .
interest income and dividend income.
any student financial rod (except PI.US Maria
personal iong term cash loans used to( educativial
purposes. and
arty other income and benefits (such as veterans
Calth benerds, fellowships. etc )
Don't include any resources from you; parents such as money trial
you earned from them or gifts that you received from them

afentS. In questions 12, 14a.14e, arid 15 means your mother
anNor rather. Of your adoptive parents. or lege guardian 'Par
ente does not mean foster parents and. for Mis section. lidos; not
moan stem:went Later. the instructions will tetl you it you should
eupply information about your stepparents

Marrlad or GraduatarProteselonal Students Only)
15.

11 your parents Will Claim you as an exemption on their 199 t

income tax return, you must answer 'Yes
1. O'41

I. 4

815

ape Inmost rird adnwrstralor belore Cilrop1O1AO

Also Kiddie them If they would be required to provide

you answered lee Woad Me queshons in 11 but alter bnswong

the 1991.92 school year. include other people only it they

questions 12 twooah 14. or IS you were told to ett our rhe gray arra
the Witte areas, end
yOu were nO1 required to provide parental inkamation in 1990 91. end
you were darned by any person. other Mao your spouse. as a Ian

now live with and got more than hall of Mee supped from your
parents and witi continue 10 get this support between July 1.

irterlleiOn le 1990

roar.s, housing, toOd, clothes, car, mechcal and dental care.

You must see yaw

parental tnfotmation when applying for Federal student aid for

the rest 01 this tom

1991 and June 30. 1992. (Swart includes money. gifts.
payment of collept costs, etc )

Important Instructions for Sections C, D, E, F, 0, and I

tfi. Write in the number Of people from question 113, including
yoursee, who will be going to college between July I. 1991
andJune 30, 1992. Include only students enrolling for al loam

Parents' Infonnetion QM areas

6 Credit hours per term. II the school uses clock hours, include
Read the descriptions below. Check die box that Is true for you and
follow the InStructions.

only students attending at least 12 clock hours per week

CI Your resets are both living and married to each other.

Your (IA your spouse's) household Information gray

Answer the questions on the rest of the form aboul Mem.

arse

U You have a beget guerdlen. Answer the questions on the

Fie out this SeCtlOn Web information about yourself (end your
spouse). If you are divorced, separated. or widowed, don't include
Information about your spouse.

rest of the form about your -LogelGuardien.^ For a definition

Of 1.001 Guardian' see page

U Your parents have divorced or aspirated. Answer the

20.

questions on the reel of the form aboul the parent you lived
wth most In die Iasi 12 morithe. For example. you lived web
your mother moat. answer the questions about her, and not
about yout father. ',you did nal live with one parent mote than
with the other in the last 12 months, answer in terms of the
parent wee provided the most Financial support Wing that
hme. If neither parent provided greater financial support dur .
mg the last 12 months, answer in terms of the parent who
proveled the greater support during the most recent cakeidar
year. (Support mcksties money, pits loans, housing food.

Write in the number of people that you will support between
July 1, 1991 and June 30. 1992. Inetude yourself and your
sPouse. Include your children rt they get more than half of
their support from you. Include other people only it they meet
me following criteria;

they now eve with you, and
they now get mote than hall of their support fro.. you and
It'ieywrW cenenue to oat this support between July I. 1991
and June 30, 1992.

clothes. car. medical end dental cafe, payment of Wrier

2t.

Mere, etc )

U Your parent Is widowed or single. Answer the questions

Write In the number of people from question 20, including
yourself. who will be going to college between July 1. 1991
and June 30,1992 Include only students enrolling for at least
6 credit hours Per teem lithe school uses cicck hours. include
only students attending al Feast 12 clock hours per went.

on tho rest of the ionn abOut that parent
II you have a seeppenent. tf Ihe parent that you counted above has

married or remarried, you must Include information about your
stepparent (even II they were not married in 1990)

Section 0: Your parents' 1990 Income, timings, and

11 you am giving Information about your stepparent, note that

If the instructions tell you to skip a question, leave it blank II your
answer to any other question is 'noose or 'zero.' put a zero in the

benefits

Whenever we say "pronto" on the rest ol the form, we also
mean your sleppeent.

answer space Don't leave it blank or use dashes For example
$

Section C: Household Information

Your parents' household information gold area

If your parents flied lorwill Meta "Foreign Tax Return" or a Puerto
Rican tax return, see page I 1

It. Show the current marital status of the people Mat you give
information about on this form For example, if you glee lii .
formation about your mother and stepfather, check the box
that says 'married because your mother and slenfather are
married
17.

oo

22,

1990 U.S. income tax figures
From a completed return. Check only one box to indicate
which ins Form was bled Use this tax return 10 answer
questions 23 through 28

Write in the two-letter abbreviabon for your parents' current
State/Country of legal residnce See the 1191of State/Country
abbreviations under the Instructions for question 2

Estimated. Check the correct boy if your parents have not
'1 file a 1990 U S income las return Use their
yei filed .

financial acorn to answer questions 23 through 28

le. Write in the number of people that Your Parents will suPeon
between July I. 1991 and June 30, 1992 Include your

FOr

yu 1;...15. y04.11111151 write In the hgures the! will be on

Fillingout .993 U S 1,1COffie lax return will
help you answer these m..tstions

the lax reI."

parents and yourself Include your parents' otber children II
they gel more than hall ol new Nippon horn your parents
-5

816
A tax return will not be Med, Check thiS box a your parents
will not file a 1990 US Income tax return Don't answer
questions 23 through 25. Skip tO guestiOn 26

280. Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC or ADC)
for 1990. Don't report monthly amounts, write team total for
1990 Don't report socral security benefits

II you are plying info! matiOn fOr only one parent and that parent tiled
(or will tile) a Kent lax return tor 1990. give only that parent's portion
&the exemptions end Income asked for in questions 23 through 28.

2110. Child support received for all children, Include the

If yOur parents are married and they filed (or will file) separate kik
returns for 1990. be sure to include both parent's exemptions and
IncOme in questions 23 through 28
23.

Student DOn'l report monthly amOunts. write in the total for
1990

28d. Other untaxed Income and benefits for 1990. Add up your
parents' ;altered income and benefits lot 1990 Use work
sheet 52 on page 12
He sure to include yOul parent's

earned in,..onle credit and deductible IRAREOGH pay

Total number of exemptions for IWO. Write in the number

merits, it any

from Form 1040. line 6e or 1040A. line 6e II you; parent used
the IO4OEZ and he of she checked "Yer in question 4 of that
form. write in "00 Otherwise write in '01

ImpOrtant: See the table below for some of the types of student
financial aid that you should exciude Irom inCnr r and taxes in
questions 24 through 28
Student
Financial Ald

Exclude If

Exclude II nol

based on need

based on need

ver yOrtr %%%%%

0. Snoi.01

!ism.,

ilun,lion, ei I it'S risolemli

11111Inil 111 _+et boll P

Section 0: Your (8/ your spouses) 1990 Income, earnings and benefits
it ilie instructions tell you to skip a questron. leave it blank 11 your
answer to any other gueStion is 'none" of '2510 put a zero or the
answer space Don't leave A blank or use clashes For erarriple

grants, ScnotsrshIps
or Fellowships

Yes

Yes

Earnings from s work
prOetain Including
Assistantships

Yes

No

0

Loans

Yes

Yes

If you 10, your SpollSel iilsii IO w,Ii WI a "Foreign Tax Return" or
a Puerto Rican tax return, see page 1

21.

Adjusted Cross neon* (AG0 for 1990. Don't Include
any income or capital gains hum the Sale of a business or
la.m it Me sale resulted tram a voluntary or Involuntary fore
Closure. forfeiture. or bankruptcy Or involuntary liquidation

22.

Estimated. Check Me correct bar a you rand your spousnr
?Muir hot yet frled but win fae a '990 U S incOthe tax return

U.S. Income tax paid f or 1990. Make sure this amOunl
doesn't include any FICA sell employment or other taxes

Use your financial wands to answer questions 23 through

Don't copy the amount of 'Federal inconiu Ox withhakf from
a W 2 Form
26.

Income earned from work In 1990.

27.

II you skipped questions 23 through 26 include your par
ants' earnings trent work in 1990 Add up the earnings from
your parents' W 2 forms arid any other earnings Itorn work
that are not included on the W 2

If you answered questions 23 through 25. include the
'wages salaries tips etc hem your parents FOrril 1040.
line 7. 1040A line 7 or 1040E2. line 1 If yOur parents hied
a mini return, report your lather's and mother's earnings
separately II your parents own a business or }ann. also add
iii lhe fluntAile from Form 1040 lines 12 and 19
28.

Untaxed income and benefits for 1990.

28a. Sodal security benefits for 1990. Write ,11 the amount ot
untaxed SOCral security benefits lincluding Supplemental Se
cunty InComel Mal your parents got in 1990 Don't include

any benefits reported in question 24 DOn't report monthly
amounts. write In the 1051110r 199() Be sure 10 Include the
amounts that your parents got for yoU and them( other children

1990 U S. income lax figures
From a completed return Check only one be; to indicate
whrch RS Form was riled Use this lax return to anssscr
questions 23 tmougli 28

Use worksheet NI on page 12 to IllaWer question 21 If you
cannot get a 1990 tax form, but will be tiling one,
25.

oo

28 For !hese duestrOns you must Mae at the hgures ihat will

be on rile lax return Fahng out a 1990 U 5 arcome tar re
ram will help YOu answer these questtons

A tax return Will not be Med Chock Iris Dot 4 yfte ,and
your spOu5e,
nOtrthr a 1990U 5 ,ncome ta,, return, DOM
answer nueblion% 2".1 uirougr.
Sk9 to queston .6

youare chromed separated or widowed and you filedior will Wei
a role rax return tor 1990 grse umly yOur poreon ol Me exemptions
and income asked tor in queser. 5 23 through 213

If you are married and you and yOur Spouse Ned tor wal hre
seParale lar returns lor 199C be sure to orclude both your and yOur
spouse s exemptions ond atcOrthr inquilbllOira 23 through 28 even

ii you weln not Mantua In '990
22.

Total number of exemptions for I '90 Write mere number
from Form 1040 sire 6e or 1040A lure 6e If you used the
I 040E 7 and yorr checked 'Yes' or guesttOn 4 01 Mat form
Otherwise wide th 'On

write in '00

Important: See the table ton the next pagrtr tor sante 01 the types
01 student tinanCral aid that you shrfuld or circle from inconle arid
taxes in nuestionS 24 through 28

4.9-T
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Student
Financial Ald

Exclude a

Ember if in

based ors moll

baud on new

Yes

Yes

Earnings hem a wort
progron including
Assistantships

Yes

No

Loans

YOS

Yes

Grants, ache Wattles

address ol your third COIleige choice Do not use abbrevia
bons tor the narno or address &the college If the college you
may be going to is a branch campus. be sure to include the
complete name ot the branch Refer to the school code list
at the end 01 these instructions and enter the appropriate
codets) If the school is not listed please leave school cede
blank E Mei a housing code for each college listed (1 &with
parents. 2icampus housing 3=ofIcampus housing) If you
don't know yet which colleseisl you are most interested in
you may leave this question blank

or Fellowships

24.

Adjusted Gross Income (AGA) tor 1990. Don't inctude
any income or capdal game horn the sate et a business or
farm d the sale resulted from a voluntary of involuntary fore
COsure. forfeiture. or bankropIcy Of involuntary liquidation

30.

Use worksheet el on page 12 to wigwag question 24 11 you
cannot gat 1990 tax form, but WM be filing one.
25.

aW 2 f arm

26. Income earned from work in 1990.
27.

for all the assistance lor which you noght Otherwise be
ehgble

U.S. Income tax paid k r 1990. Make sure this amount
doesn't include arty FICA. sell ernplOyment of other lanes
Don't copy the arnatinl el '1 ederal moan* lax withheld' trom

30a. Check *Yes" ml you give us pernessiOn 10 send inlormaton
frorn this tom. to the U S Departmera of Educe tort (Or use in
dinmnieung eligibility fOr the Pell Grant. SE OG. CWS. Perk
ins t oan Or Swim L oan Programs Check 'Ned it you don't

want to be considered tor any ot those Federal student

If you Skipped questions 23 through 2$, Include your (and
your spouse's) earnings from work at 1990 Add up the
earnings hom your (and/or your spouses)W 2 tants and any
other earnings horn work Mat are not included on the W 2

assistance programs

300. Chock 'Yes II you give us permission to send intOrrnatiOn
tram Mrs form to tIle collogelS1 101 mIs representativerlhat yOu

listed in Question 29a 29b and 29c Check `No' if you don't
want us to send intormation from this torm to the C011egersl
(Or its representative) that you listed in question 29a 290
and 29c This may delay the availability 01 your Institutional
tillancial ard award

If you answered questions 23 through 25, include the
'wages. salaries, tips. etc

from your (and your spouses)

Form 1040. flee 7. 1040A, Ivey 7. or 1040Ez. lone 1 11 you
land your spoutre) hied a rant return. report your and your
spouse's earnings separately II you (and your Spouse) own
a business°, farm, also add Indic numbers horn Form 1040,
lines 12 and 19

28.

Untxed income and benefits for 1990.
Don't include benefits reported rn questrons 28a, ?fib. 28c.
and 2811 ol the parent column

2$a. Social security benehts for 1990. Wine in the amount of
untaxed social security bonetrls (inciriOng SuPPlemenfal
Security Income) that you (an) your spouse) got In 1990
Don't include any benefits reported re question 24 Don'l
report monthly amounts write in the lotalkx 1990 Be sure
lo include the amoonts that you got foi your chikiren

28b. Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC Of ADC)
for 1990. Don't report montfiy amounts. write in the Realtor
1990 Don't report social security benefits

28c. Child support received tor aN children

Don't report

monthly amounts. write in the total kat 1990

28d. Other untaxed Income end berates be 1930. Add up your
(and your spouse's) untaxed income and benefits for 1990
Use worksheet 12 on page 12 Be sure forralude your (and
your crpouses) earned incixne ixeckt and deduchbio IFIAJ
KEOGH payments d any

Section E: College Releese and Co/McMinn
29.

Write in the complete name, city. and State of the collegels1

thal you vet mold likely be going to dung the 1991 92
school year In 29a, write in the name and address cd your
lust college chorea In 29). vette In the name and address
of your second college chorce In 29c widow rhe name and
A

`Nur respOnses to 1110 questions in awn 30 (and Orin 311
determine to *tram 1110 information you supply On this form
will be provided A 'No' response may delay the determine
lion ol your eligibility or prevent you tront being considered

30c. Check 'Yes' a you give us per frusscrl to Send intOrrnattort
thorn this form to the financial aid agencies in your Stale
you don't w anl us to send inlet mak:in frOm tIns
Check
form to the financral aid agencies in your State This nlay
delay or preclude consideration tor State assistance pro
grants
31

you checked 'Yes' to question 30a the Department al Fdu
cation (EDI is permitted by regulation to prOvide your name .

address social security number. dale 01 birth. Pell Giant
Index (PG11. F affray Cone ibutionIF C). student slat Liu. year in

college and State ollegal residence to the collegels) (Or ils
representative) that you lisled in questions 29a, 290 or 29c.
even it you check "No' to question 300 This information Will
also go to the State agency in your State 01 legal residence
to help coordinate Stale (glaciated programs with Federal
student aid programs evon it yOu Cheek 'No' to question
30a However no additional inlOrrnation such as income in
formation will be sent ml you check 'No' to questions 305 or
300

3te. Check 'Yes' a you give ED portrussioa to send Information
from this form to the Human ard agencies in yOUl Stale
Some State agencies ask this information They may use a
to help decode whether you win get a Slate mvard and to
chuck 10 seed you repOrted correct intormatron on your Stale

student aid appIrcation Check 'No' a you don't want ED to
send intormation tremens torm to the financial ind agencies
in your State it you check 'No' arty State aid you night be
eligible for may be delayed. but a will have no eked On your
Federal ard

31b. Check 'Yes' sl you give E D permission to send inlormation

818
from Mrs tom to the colisge(s) (or RS representative) Vol yco
toted in quesbitets 295. 290 or 29c Many COgegeg use MO
inionnabcn to help estrnsie the amount of your Arsenate ad

paid in 1990 tor medical and dental expenses rinelde insur
ance premsumst Dont include aMOunts COvered by InsuranCe Of Sett-employed health deduChens from Form 1040tine 26 If your parents i emzed deductions On their 1990
U S income fax return iv de ui the amount frOal Form 1040
Schedule A. line

package Check 'No" A you dont want ED tO send dometrzi ear evs bym to Me colloge(sl (cr its representaihe that
you MUM
32.

questions 29a. 291301 29c

Seigel,* Service Registration

34.

Elementary, funlor high, end high school tuition paid
In 1990.

In codet to recerve Federal student aid you rrIUS1 be reps
tered with Selectrve Service if

34.

you are a male who is at least 18 years old and bOrn alter
December 31. 1959

members who were included in question 18 !tuition deesnl
inClUde MOM, board books transportation etc i Don't

Oxhide Man pad by schetarships Also don't inClude

Check the box only it you

!when that your parents Pad la you or any tuition 10r pre
school or college

are a male and are 18 through 25 years of age end
have not yet registered with Selective Service and
give selective service permission to register you

34b

Write in Me number of dependent children tor wham the

amaint listed in 34a was pad in 1990

Don't include

yoursee tem studenti or any oerson Who was nol included in
questiOn 18

It you believe that you are not required to be registered Call

the Selective Service at 1-800-621-5388 lor infermafron
regarding exemptions NOTE It you wish to register with
Selective Service using this form, you must give permission
tar CSX to send your AFSSA to the U S Department of
Education You can do this by checking 'Yes' in question

Write in the amount of money that your parents pa Id in 1990
for elementary tumor high and high school tuition tor !amity

Section F: Your (I your spouse's) 1990 expenses
Dont Mere any of Mese questions blani. Its question doesn't
eoply le you, writs in -0."

30a

33.

You must sign this lot m It you dont sign thislOrm. it will be returned
unprocessed if you are married your Sp Ouse must sbgn this form
It you filled out the
and the WHITE areas al least one of

your parents must also sign this form Everyone signing this
form Is certifying that all Intnrmetion on the form is correct arid
that they are willing to prow e clocu menIS 10 prove th:. the inter
mason is correct SuCh do urnents may newt* U S . State or
locai tax returns Any AFSS dated Or received before January 1
1991 will be returned unpro, essed

Sending in Your Forrn
If you are tilling Out the

and WHITE areas compete won,
sheet 53A If you are tilling Out the GRAY and WHITE areas
COmpiete worksheet 138 The worksheet will tell you whether yOu
need le provide additional infer:nation
If atter completng worksheet It3A or N38 you were not required to
complete Sections F through I it applicable double check Nur
fOrmt0 make sure a is Ct.
and accurate Be sure it has die
neteSSary signatures

Put the lornt in the envelope provided in this booklet Don't send

money Don't put letters. tax forms. worksheets. or any extra
materials in the enveiope They will to destroyed.

Medical end dental expenses In 1990 not paid by
insUrgneek Write In the amount of money that you land your
spouee) psid m 1990 lot mecbcal arid dental expenses 'in
ciuds insurance pierniumst Dont include amounts covered
by tnsurance of mill. anvioyed health deduCtiOns horn Form
1040.ane 26 II you land your SPOusel itemized deductions
on your 1990 U S income tai return, write in the amount horn
Form 1040. Schedule A. line 1

Reed and sign

34.

Eismentery, Junior high, and high school tultion paid In
1910

34. Write m the anicunt of money Inal you land your spouse,
paid in 1990 kir elementary. tumor high and high school
turban kat tangly members who were included in queston
20 (TulbOn doesn't include room, board books hanspor
isson. sic ) Don't Mclude turban that you paid for
yoursee, ninon paid by scholarships. or any tip on paid tor
preechool or college
SO. Wm. in the number of dependent children for whom the
amount listed In 34s was pall in 1990 Don't Inctude
yourself. or any person who was nel included in question
29

SeCtien G: YOUr parents' assets
Don't leave any of those questions blank. If a question doesn't
apply tO you, write In -O."
YOU rnUslglue infOrmahon abOut yOur parents assets in Section G
it you are Tying infer matiOn for Only one parent and that paii..rit has

Section F: Your parents 1990 expenses

piney owned assets give only that parent s portion 01 the assets
and deuts 11 your parents have assets owned lointil with sorneene
else give onty your parents' POMen 01 the assets and °ems

Don't Were any *these questions blank. 11 a question doesn't

appty to you, write in "0."
33.

Medical gnu omits! xpenses In 1 *90 not paid by
Insurance. Write in the amOunt of meney that your parents

In Section G don't Include:
Pefsonal Of COnsumei "dans or am debts that are not
related to the assets listed

819
Then, wile in what your parents Owe On the business and
or farm Include only the present mortgage arid related debts
lor which the business andfor tarm were used as collateral

The value al tolueineril plans (pension tunas annuitia.:
IRAs. Keogh Plans etc I
Student hnancial aid
SS.

It yOuf parents are not the Sole owners . write in only their
Share Ca the total value and debt

Check "Yes' if either of your parents (for wheal yOu are
providing information) meets all ot the 1060W1119 deSerrethOns

for a displaced homemaker

Section G: Your (& your spouse's) assets

your parent has not walked lull lime In the labor tOrCe lor a
Substantial combos ol years (t) g . approximately live years
or motel bet has, during those yaars. worked in the home
providing unpaid ServiCos ter Mindy Members. and

Don't leayeany ot these queallons blank. If a question doesn't
apply to you. Write In "0."

your par enlhas bevidependenl on public assistanCe Or on

you must give ultorittatron about your rand year SpOuse SI assets
in Section 0 II you are divOrend or separated and yOu and your

the income al anOther family member but is no longer

Spouse have piney owned assets give Only yOur portion al the
assets and debts II you rand you' SpouSni have assolS
Jamey with stailleOne test" give Onty your land your SpOuse si
porlionol are assets and 1feR15 f3e sure to give intormation about
assets held in trust Ion y00 land your Spousal

receiving Mal income. or your parerd is receiving public as
sistance because ot dependent children in the home. and
your parent is untimPloyed or underemployed ana is expe
nencing diffiCulty in ettaining or upgrading employment

In Section G don't Include

'Unemployed means not working this week but being avail

able for work To quality, your parent must have made

Pesonal Of cOnsunitil lean% CI any debts Mat are nOl related
to the aSset S listed
annuilieu
T he value ot feldernont plans ipencion

specifiC efforts fc) gat a fob sometime during Pre last lour
weeks

"Undorompioyed" means working pan time oven though

IR& Keogh Plans etc

yOur parent wants lull time employment It refers to n condi
lion whore work is Slack or Only part time well, is available

Student financial aid

Check "No' it norther of your parents 'mots all the descrip
lions mentioned above
36.

38.

35.

Wide in the age 01 the older parent tor whom you gave

you or your S00,1St% haR 001 W0,1.00 lull who in the labor

IntOnnilltOn on nos torn,

torce tor .1 submariner nunthor 01 yearS

Home. it Your Parents own a horne. write in how much the
home is wimth Use the priCe your parents could reasonabty

mately live years al More, but has during those years
worked in the hOnllt providing unpaid services tor family
Members and

expect to ioceive tot thee home d it went On 5;00 today
DOn't use assessed insured or taxed value A 'home'
includes a house InObile home condominium. etc II yOUT
Parents are renters write it, '0

lanco or on the income of another !amity member but is
nu longer recoiving that income or you Or your sPOuse IS
roconnrig public assistance hecailsO Or dependent chit

e'en ill the liChno and
Out), 5011. iaOifse
i';

Other real estate and Investments. II yell/ parents Own

Oblainuto of up(padiop elti

nuniploy t.d' rnvans nol woi king this week bur bang avail

able for work to rhialay you or vow spouse must have
made specific imorts to ger a ion sometime during the last
tom weeks

summer homes; or have investments write in Row Mitch
they are worth today Investments inClade trust funds
money market tundS Mutual hinds. certificate's of depOsit.
stocks bonds other seculitios installment and land sale
contracts isnrluclurr, mortgages 1101Al caininorlitieb ere
mous and strategic metals etc

'Underemployed' means working part time oven through you
%wimp, yopf spouse wants 11111 Wm, W1110001001 Il tOfens to

a Condition Whew work is stack oi ulIliy pail tone Work i5

Theo Volle tit hOvlf niliCh yore parents owe on other real
estate acl investments

ay:Witte,.

i are,* 'No' ni,pre, you riot you, spoisce mi.err. alt 01 the
doccnotions enenlonnd above

your ParVols ow. a humness and'
Business and farm
or littn, voile fi ha* much the business and of Um :MI
worth today Include the calve ol /and buildings, machinery
equipment livestock inventories elc Don't include the

helie

unoillpIOyed Or undereniploi ep arra

pioymonl

other real estate intrionalg 11.01.11olopeny land stICOnd 01

40.

approxi

you or your spouse 11,0. been dopencleill oft public ass's

Then write in now much your parents owe On the hOille, in
Clueing Wool, ere mortgage and related defesori ele home
tDonl Home. ohne:ague 1 Check with the Mortgage com
puny of you don't know
39.

Check 'Yes' a ou of y Our spouse meets all oi the roilowifig
descriptions tor a Chsplared hoinentAtif

38

Honle lb y00 kW(' 0, YOU, 0POLiS0l 040 a troth.. Wore al how
muchlho home ,5iela0r111 UM) Illt, pme you could reasonably

ecpeci to Irrilive not the home if a went on ,arn today DOn't
Uta,,IsSUSS001 ,,,SUrnd 0, lbotf view" A norm. ,neiudeW1,11. rI
hou.a. mobile home oridoMmiunr (It

Irene' v.11, re ald debt Muth/ bo Onen Ill Ours...

..78

9

(

820

39.

Then. write in how much you (anceor your spouse) owe on
the home including the present mortgage and related debts
On the home (D0n7 include interest due I Check with the
mortgage company it you don't know

don't include information about the other parent Answer these

Other real estate and investments. If you tundra, your

U. Check 'Yes' if either of your parents (for whom you are

questions as accurately as you can It equestrian doesn't apply. or
your parents don't expect to get any income Of benefits front that

source. write in 0 "

spousal Own other real estate (mottle/mg rental ploperly

providing information)* currently Certified as a "Dislocated
Waiter" (see page 11) by the appropriate Slate agency

land. Second Or Summer hornes)or nave investments, write
in bow Much they are w orth today Inv estaie nts nclude trust

funds. money market funds mutual hinds, certificates of

II you cheCked 'Yes: you may be asked to document your
parent's status as a dislocated worker

deposit, stocks bonds. other securities, installment and land

sale contracts oncludng nrorlgages hekh commodities
precious and strategic metals etc

.

CheCk 'No" it neither Of your parents is certified as a dislocated worker Slup to question 44 in the Student (8 SpouSe)

Then write in how much you land Or your spouse) owe on
other real estate and investments
40.

Column

Important: See the baste on page 6 for the kinds of Income and

Business and farm. II you (ander) you) spouse) own a
business allelic)) farm wide in how much !hey are worth
today Include the value 01 land buildings. Machinery

taxes to lease out of Section I.
45.

equipment livestoCk inventories etC Don': include the
home 111011e value
debt snould be given in question
38

47.

and related debts 10r which the business and or farm were
used as collatora.

1991 other testi)* income. Write in the total amount of

include any unemployment compensation or any income that
you reported in questrOns 45 and 46

It yOu land your spouse! aro not the sole Owners write in Only

48.

your land your sp011ne's1 share ol nie total value alit MN

1991 U.S. Income tax to be paid. Write in the amount of
income taxes that your parents expect to pay ei 1991 Make
SUM this amount doesn't include any FICA, sell- omptoyment

Section li. Your 1991-02 veterans educational benefits
per month (Or Me student only)

Or Other taxes
49.

Your veterans Dependents Educational Assistance Program benefits.

421. Write in the amount ot veterans Dependents Educational As
sistance Program (Chapter 35; benetits that ynuilxpoctioget

1991 nontaxable Income and benefits. These are Me
same types of Income and benefits that were asked tor in
questions 28a. 28b. 28c. and 28d

Section I: Your (1 your spouses) expected 1991 taxable and nontaxable Income and benefits

per mOntll tram July 1,1991 through June 30.1492. Don't
Include Death Pension or Dependency & inch:annoy Com
pOnsatiOn !NCI

How to figure expected amounts

42b. Write rn the number of months from July 1. 1991 through
June 20. 1992 trial you exotic) to gut those benefits
43.

1991 income 'limed from work. Include wages.
salaries, and tips See Important note above

other taxable income that yOur parents will report on their
1991 IRS Form 1040. 1040A. or 1040E2 Include interest
and dividend income and any other taxable inCome Don't

Tiles write in what you land or your spousel owe on the
businesS and or larm Include only Me present mortgage

42.

and 48.

1 his section asks abOul nrICOMO and benefits that you land your
spouse) expect loge! If yOu are divorced separated or wrdowed.
don't include information about your spouse Answer these ques
buns as accurately as you can If a question doesn't apply to yOU
Or it yOU don't aspect lager any income or benehts from that source

YOur Veterans Contributory Benefits (YEAP).

write in '0

431. Mee in the amount of Veterans Contributory Bone tits (Chap
ter 321 that you expect to gel per Month from Ally 1, 1991
through Jane 30. 1992. rInclude boll, rho Covernmenl and
sardentuorhons I Don't Include Death Pension. or Depend
ency & Indemnity Compensation MCI

44.

Check "Yes" f you or your spouse is currently certified as

a "Dislocated Worker" see page III by the appropriate
State agency

43b. Write in the number ot months from July 1, laiit through
June 30, 1992 that you expect to get those renetils

II you checked Yes. yOu may be asked to decument your
Status ion that 01 your spouse as a dislocated worker

Section I: Your parents expected 1991 taxable lid

Check 'No" it neither you nor your spOuse is codified as a
dislocated worker Skip Me rest ol this section

nontaxable income and benefits

Important: See the table on page 7 for the kinds of Income and

How to figure expected amounts

taxes to leave out of Section I.

This section asks about mconle and benelas that your parents
expect to gel II yOur Career is drvorc,d separated or widowed

45.

salarms and bps See Important note abovo
10

C r'

and 46. 1991 InC0,110 earned from work. Include wages.

sycl

821
47.

1991 Other taxable Income. Wide rn the total amount of Otser
taxaNe income thal you I end yOur spouse)

and 46
441.

1991 U.S Memo tax le be paid. Write in the amount 04 income
taxes that you and your spouse expect to pay in 1991 M.ske sure this

amount doesn't include any F CA. sod eropionhent or other lakes
49.

..e.u.i.

,,,, riiicir

I nu I

report on your 1991

IRS Form 1040. 1040A. or 1040E1 Include mtereSt and dwdend
income and any other taxable income Don't otlude any unerrploy
menteompensalan Or any income dal you repolcd it queSIOns 45

1991 nontanable Income and benefits These are the same types
of income and benefits that woo asked tor el Questions ?Bo 280.
28c and 280

Do All SrnoOls Take Part In its* Federal Student
Programs'

Financial An1

No Mole than 8 600 schoOls do take Part in one or more or Went Contact your

savors Manna! aya aeloreusIralo 10 lent, Oul *Nth Federal or OgramS your
school parscdates In

Where Can I Gei More Information On Federal Student Financial
T

booklet gives you only a Orel summary ol the stcdenr tinancral a d ptogr ors

uttered try the U S DepartMent or Education Eace student financial ad
program has its own speaal features are prOCeduees You can gel more

Sending In Your Form

mku moon from the booklet The Student Guide FInenelel Aid from theU.S.

If you are applying Only tOY Federal student ag other (Iran a Slatlord I oan
you have tiniShed the applcabon DOuble thuds your form to make Sure
it is Complete and acCurate Be sure ir has Me necessary sgnatures

Department ot Educailori Orem.. Loons, and WorteStudy 119142
go a tree COpy *Mete

To

Federal Student Ad information Center

P 0 84
Put the form in the oweloixf wooded In llos booklet DOn'l send money
Don't but letters lax lOnks worksheets or any 1101111 materials in the
Jeweler* They witt be destroyed.
II yOU are apprying 10f intilituhOnal Or slate arc, as well as Federal aid
(including a Stalky d Loan), you may be required tocurrdlele the realainusg
SecIeOns 01 INS torn Chesk with your financial arid aftnerrstrala to
determine the schoOrs requirements

AlaShington D C 20044

What Happens Alter I Mad In My Form,
Within lour 10 six weeks after yOU mad in your leolen CS% :under COnlraCI 10 Ihe

U S Departrnent of Educator, win sena you a Student Aid Report tSAlli On
the SAR willIe rather a moues/ for Idaho edoohanonot nurebers Called a POI
Grant Index 0,01) and a Family Contribution iFC1 Wu use tornius ester,
/ahoy Op law to Num these nuOtOIS flOhr Ihe nO0noADOn yOu 9100 ul Y Our
110110011 Of the U S Depatnnenl rot EcluCation relay ask yOu 10 Wore that the
toloonaben you give On yOur aphreanon is true

Speca,
Whur is My Pell Grenl Index !POW,

Disleesied Worker To be considered a fistocared *oder you must be
cur rently certified as one by a Stale agency such as your local Employment

5.neCeo,JobService Itws cerh ?cation a done in arizadanCeWeh Trtie III
ol the Job honing Partner she, Act A cksloCaled worker generally rrwans
a person who
nas been terminated or lard ott or has recervol a notice ot term.
nap, Or lay 011
has (lOonter/lb/MIMI°, IeCtleved a nOtete OI ter Mination as a r esult

The POI rs a number that tofIS whether you may he able to gel a Pet (Irant if
you are eiddie for a Pet Grant your scnoor will use ms number m oelermine
the amountol your award Coon el yOu don I qualify lot a Poll Grant yOu Tay SIM
thtality Its elm co more al the Other f ederal programs Hu sent to ask your
financial ad administrator d your st/toin needs any addhonar intormatrion from
yoo Ion 1110500HW, pograms

Whut ls My Family ContobutiOn VC)/

or perniarrenicinsure ot a plant V Other, !warty or
was sell emproyed nncludog larnwitSI but G row unernpoyed
because 01 poOr economic cot-gamins m the community or a

the 1 C is a number that helm your lenannal aec1 adnIenestrarCe Oelarrnne ayOu
dre unto to gel one ol the several available looms or assistance I hese moues

natural disaster

10 dulernune the ansOurer 01 you, grant roan Or work stud, a,vaid

Foreign Tax Return 'I yOu and your spouse or VOW Parents won't be

Station! toan 510G CWS anaPerkenS loan Your school mil use Ins number

'Arial Happens it t Don t Go A SAR Or I Need Another Copy Of My

tiling a U S income tax return in 1990 not plainple l'uerto Ilocan lay MOGI
IOW* the ins troettOns bolo*
II you Oont gel a SAP within rote ro Se. weed, e. or you need aVIreire (OW Or your

In question 22 Chuck the box 'conspleled 1990 diS Form 1040'
1., a foreign lay return nas been filed) of 'estimated 1990 tllS
bon 1040 ea a Icenegn la. return will be tiledl.
use the allot ntaron trOni that Lb lotion lb fill our this !ono

Stilt whir. m
Progewns
Otreele Shtflene
1. 0 (SO Cornmeroar

I'll Box 511378
Jailtomholle I I 32201

convert air sourer, 10 U S 00Iears use g tire exchange rale that .5

in effect today. and
/di out the Suppnerneleal Intonnahoh lSectriyrS

Legal Guardian A ugal Quarthan 4, a person who a Corot has
appointed lobe you, renal guardian m1(11105 legal relabansho WIll

conhnue alter June hi 1997 and
,

direcrod to simoort yOu velh hes Or her own Inancial resOUrCes

Nally. American it yOV ;Pe a Nathrtr Antertcan remel the arnoyint ol
tricorne ano assets Over $2 MO per oXtiodual papnent Mal yOu and your
spouse oi yOte parents rOkr.ieci in 1990 hone lbe Pert Capela Act or the

Distributer, or Judgment kinds Art

Cuvu yOul MUM, addtess social securely nuekber and date or pun ltn sure to
ack to. another cOPy Ol your 199142 SAR 11100 address has changed sente
You sere en your abolecalon 110 Sure le geve uS eV, YOU, Oil at'tt vont "ow
ae)dreeSS

be Sure 10 %eon ou: leery,

Weal II Mk Situ:mon Changes'
Oueshons r r r
f 8 19 20 and 71 ask you lu enalear broakcIecos 101 rho
upc oiling year 1110,0 ahyases to Mose guestons change Well urdi, yOu 0
(Owe yOur SAFI and Iheh SOO your talaru.to, ad aamenesrlatOe

If 52 000 or iess per infl.odual

t1aymenlw es received ?tom either of It nyse Acts d0n't remind Don't recoil
funds received as an award corder the Alaska Natrve aeons Settlement Act
or the Maelle IrwIreire Claans Settlement AC1 AISO Wel rn4u0:1 any assets
reCeeverl 110111 the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Ad

The oc4rue and rotiinseSnferetatOo tsar you give must be acc Ware 11e01
.r..unte II. 101M5 If vow financ.ai
Olust enalch .1141 or 0o. tke 3n yo
tOntatl 1010 hed, hi" aItI aptrunealdhu
situation has recenny

t

00

822

Worksheet #1

For question N
Parents

WbaS 5.14d0e5. hp, nic

co

interest moo*

CO

For questico 24

StuclenVSpous
5

CO
OD

Doreen&
Onset lasable rococo lemony received Cowen end rano income
eepdar gains pensons annows tents unenciovnWni COmetnalltaln
10411Se00.45 Reamed Riteetore and al oder tax abla ovocroh

ese the Wig, On pdal ars 7 and the instructions lot question 241
Add al ot Ire meters,. tee cosinn

00

WOWS IRS-Om/Pe acAuStmerts to owe* (payments to RA
113E1140111 Mans weight pews on parry vngsfraeal ot senoras

and WW1. MKS)

TOTAL Me iS y04/6 111111Wer 61$ question:

524

Worksheet #2

00

524

Fee question 260
Parents

S

Pot question 25d
Student/Spouts*

Amotrda troM IRS tax tams
Freducterre IRA and or Keogh payments vole
Form 1040-1otar or hoes 244 741, and 2 co 1040A 1.ne 15c

Earned...come Ueda nun F

OD

11340 At* 57 of 1040A fine prk

Untaxed 0410144 panSOnS 140451F0011 1040 lase 06,0 nunui 161,
and 17a '0004 1 7b Of 10406 hne 10a nvnul 106 and la rnrmys
I lb ieldudrig '10Uo00rS*1

00

00

OD

OD

04e04110141e00re4 tax on VoCrer Fuels town Forel 1040 One 60

00

Foreve 'moor* 1CknOn 110nt icen 2555 1,ne 3g

00

I a.e.yrnor rnlerhni 000019 ad., Farm 1040-5.1e

e, 013406 hny. It

00

Othoe Untaxed Income end Bentfita
Pa yowls 10 111x de'ened penSKIn and saiands pEanS 10:14 &Mtn V
wthheld NW, earneVSI Ind.,51 unlaxed podons ol 40501 ant 402(b)

00

oa

00eA46 00,41113 ielC1101 AFDC or ADC rhorenyon should haw
rssIOrted 000014,0025111

00

oo

Pins

Workers Cecspentaton

CO

VeteranS none04u6Alona4 000e41114.e40 AS Dead, Penpon
0e9end00ncy 1. Indamndy Cornnensatenn 404C, arc

0O,44119 4003 arnotkr ktv nos allteS tesdowo; rent subsches
lor 1c6v 06oree nouswIl pad to mamba, s
notary dergy and
utnel s Oncludnd cash paynecrts

cash var.

oa

00

oo

CO

oo

benenIS

Cesh 5,00,0.101 004 ,Toney 41000041014. 0.4,14 .ncnOnd suppon bon,
a non Custodni paten!

55055 XX XX

Any oder untamed moms. and boriehts such as Bieck long Flenorns

oo

00

Refugee Assntence untee0 polOns ot Rtho.x111.10ernent knells

oo

.4014r Pao.; Panotostop Ad nonedocatronar Done1rts

TOTAL This Is your answer for question:

12810

CO

Aid

oo

Don't Include:
Sort', sporty

Gets and support Ono tun money 1e0440001104111Ond 01 ',stray.

Any ^O:n1I 1190,110 01sewniV1 an the lOnn

yaw., earcabonot tensely (al Br Cependents Fcloanonar Asostance 5,09,4n

MOnaY a0111 Sludent nnenc44

VA Vocaeonsi Re4e0.6100n41o090en, VA Conotseory Sonehts Old i

Food Marcos

Slollover. swoons

We ur9e yOu to keep theS worksheets Don't soots Mini 111 wrin your aPCficatron loom You rnly DO asked to reter to them rarer 10 vet*, the
InIcornatOn on yOur atopOcabon It may also help yOu to show that your SAR &mean I

- 12 -

c

823
woe dans you noodled fov odurabonal expenses hem any
Wen. porammentel agency. Or organisation incept the U S

112

Depertmant of Eduard., or 'MAC

The Tennessee Student Ambiance Corporation (TSAC) is
a nonprofit organization established by ihe Tennessee
General Assembly to further postsecondary educational
opportunity for residents of Tennessee. The TSAD admini.
sters the Tennessee Student Assistalce Award (TSAA)
Program, the Stafford Loan Program, the Parent Loan for
Undergraduate Students (PLUS) Proiltami SuPPlement
Loan for Students (SAS) Program, Teacher Loan/Scholar-

53

Chita "Yee rt you have deestuated on a previous student loanStafford Loan (formerly GSL). ALAS. F151. SLS. PWS or Pertuns
Loan pormedy NOSI.)

54

Clara "Ws- ii you Owe a repayment on a State or Federal grant
Oltuavnee, check "Pie.

55.

Chedi rms. If yOu have ever feed FOf bankruptcy

56

Student's home telephone number Lug the tetephone number at
your permanent reerderve A student Wong with hes or her parents
mutt lat the parents' telephone nurrter

57

Wnte In your diver's license nUMber. if you have a doves hCense.

ship, Tennessee Academic Scholars Program, Paul
Douglas Teacher SdrclarsNp Program, and the Minorrty
Teaching Fellows Program,
This AFSSA may be used to initiate consideration tor the
Stafford Loan Program and the Tennessee Student Assis.
lance Award (TSAA) Program. Information and instructions
follow.

IMPORTANT: Tsac coilsioaration, ae well as that of
moat Tennessee institutions, requires completion of
Sections F through I, even if those sections are not
required for federal purposes.

Ind Ile stale in which it was ratued (Use the Stara abbrevahons
let below question 2 on page 3 )

58

Enter maiden a previous name. e Kickable

SO

indicate wur enacted graduation date

60

Enter the targellt MOW yOU would S. wiNing tO bOrrOw 10 attend
school els yew 11 you quarry tor a Stafford Loan, you may Wore*
Up tO $2.625 ke 'Imhof your Drat too wart ol undergraduate Study
end up to $4,000 tor each addhonal undergraduate level

Graduate and profeutond students may borrow up to 57.500 for
each ecaderwo level (Following waft, 83 are *Ws ol Me
Stafford Loan program inciudnp interest rates. fees. repayments
and responsbilhes.)

Section J: Stafford Loan (formerly GSL)
Answering these queskas rad mey avOld uradosseary delays in getting
Anwasraw the ClUtegons Si the
the Swami ad you may need

section Wes nut comenil you I P ecoliat a Sighed Low, not dna 4
Quaterite* that 11:er are eagbe for s Wean, Lao it Wryly amides most
colleges with the intormaLion they need 50 oda you complete padsage
ol hnarcsal ard mouton ea yOu Carl elhOr Wept Ce MOM
SO

51

61

Write m your expected dates of attendance Iran July 1, 19111 tO
June * 1982 Ltst Ms month and year your cranes boon MSS the
month and year yOW Winn end tor the tebt a2 academic year

et

Check your expected enrolment status for the 199142 academic

yes/ Check only die box

Cheat "VW wu would Wu le be aorsidend for 11611ord LW&

63

Corrigeele the lobar* waddled io area Ile oration frclucie
only &VW Lora or Federal bland Student Lost* (F tSL) ti you
have attended nwre Own one oolspe, induea sI &Mord Loans or
GSLe you reclined II each celleps II you waved more hen we

t1 you have a previous Stafford Loan, or have skean discussed

loan all a TSACapproved lender, enter the lender's nom,
searess, smiler oodo number You may leave this raissticn
blank See the trat of TSACrapooved Nolen prooded

loan sena a wen yew, be sure lo include ihe lad amount
borrowed for ad "is N you twee made aw madras, enter the
unpaid Winos ot yoke bens, rather than the vaunt borrowed It
you have nem received I Stanord Lost, or N you has repaid al
your Stafford Loans or GSLs, wile in 'V.

WOR(SHEET IN
UNPAID LOAN MOUNT

YEAR IN SCHOOL
rat year
200 year
3rd year
eth year

Staked Lowe we low interest loans made oa you by a lender such as a
ber& credl unto. Or mass end loan association YOU NAT REPAY

nes ssollar. These toad ere kg bah undergraduate and graduate
students who an pang to school al least flatland NON The atormation

51h year ot more (uretaxgraduete)
Graduate or ovolsesionsi
(1st year arid beyond)

You Prunde on tres Mem serves teM purgOaell It helps TSAC determine
yaw need tor a Stafford Loan It also tapas the imitation process Be
sure to comas% al queShOne )

00

LOAN AWOUNTS: The academic year 14811%714S we I $2,825 tor the
hal end second levee g l undergraduate study. 2 $4.000 for subsequent

TOTAL UNPAJO SALAISCR

levels of undergraduate study. 3 17.500 tor graduals and professsonal
students The approbate loan eras ere i gl 7250 toe undergraduate

(73R is your answerno question 511)

etudenel. 2 154.750 for gradu Me and professional students (this Risks:93s

unthistradulte I:WM*1V

Sib through 5 e Thaw dinars rear 50 your del Salford Loan
Skip these quessons if you erderwed WY in qunbon 51
13

4/ 1 0

824
NEED ANALYSIS: AP Steffen:1 LOW SPOIrcentli we be Wald to a Med
analytii ThelOan may mat be more titan the educahonal expenses minus
finanCrel aJd Minus the Whey cotenbuteth The lean amount may nol tie
more Marl the amount recornmerded by 0.0 school

3

Tlie sweni must Welted the lender enthin30 da)s after ceasing lobe
at least a haelime Student This most be clone to arrange for the
repayment of the loan

%VINING. Failure to repay the loan Will result in an adverse
credit rating, possible garnishment of wages, hen on prop.
erty and possible litigation

INTEREST RATES: The base rate of interest for StaffOrd t.oana Is either
7%. 8%. 9% or 8/10% The intentSt rale is determined by Ihe beginnog
enrollment parted and any outstanding Stafford Lnan balance A student
who has an outstanding 7% 01 9% lean wel Contimm to borrow at Mel
interest rale The !Merest rate is 8%1Or periods of instruction which began
on o, ante September 13. 1983 For fiew bonowers velh no outstanding
balance after 7 1 88. the interest rate well he 8% for the hist a years of
repayment and 10% per year thereafter

Section K:

Tennessee Student Assistance Award
Program

64

ORIGINATION FEE: The Federal Governrwre charges an Ononation
Fee for each loan diebersel The fee will be ded,cted hem the proceeds

Enter the code Iron, the est below lOr the Tenee s see colle3e you are
n1051 likkly to attend in 1931 92

ot the loan belore the lender dryOurses the chock to the student's school

FEDERAL INTEREST BENEFITS:

SCHOOL CODE LIS r

Interest is paid by the Federal

Government while the stodere continuos to be enrolled in scnoot al teast
half time and during the grace period el the student dhooSeS 10 use Me
graCe Penal 1

005 1,2,014 cIsa.

101 Mum Me YU. T4Sli klwai
011 Aw111.11 Stall uwwwn2

013 Weems eoliee

et? Muhba Arrx Cab.*

413 swum Gasp

STAFFORD LOAN PROCESSING: 11 you respond 'Yes' to question 50
a TSAC ApplicationPiomrssory Note ens be preprinted and sent *redly
to you ce your 1st choce TennesSee school II you and your financial ad
officer agree you neve a loan you Will be asked to provde any additional

inforrnatan required ard sign Me Appecationeromissory Note

WI Awyesaw Nappe Coen*

012 10041Collieli
rA lemi Callow C1.ittarie1414
learoi eo/094.11114.03
0311 leminelbec 11443.114
ON Mole Linfolimity

the

033 Main ileimo
115 GM, CON COW. 41 Musk..

school will then certify yOur eligiblity and forward your request to thp lender

015 C4717W4WW1 CCWW

ot you, chorce If the request is approved the lender will submit the
aPPhcation to TSAC Ice guarantee and II grantdd funds will be torwareed
lo your school

063 CiiieMiass Sum Tierleicel

ice Che11.340
niiiT4T6 Schaaf
040 Chretivi Mewl Volemey

ell eimmil lars Climmity College
030 Corafebia Irofe Comorety O464114
ors C01CmIt Mew 04411016

APPROVED LENDERS, Loans are made by Parbadang banks savings

103 Coviriflon Ann 144./446 woe
094 Ciisfer Geese

and loan assooationS and credit unons A list of etrokse lenders is
included in Mu TSAC APOlicalrOn lot Federal and SLIP Student Ad
IAFSSA) 'Etejible status does ea; require the lender to horror every

104 Vomit Am vio3T109

i21 emaerIni 110344. of T40630411
SU CaTirrieni 04141111
163 DM/ 1.10/64/14 Unkinan
ON 00114196 Tielielcal Collie*

request submitted

APPROVED SCNOOLS: Most accredited colleges universees schools
of nursing and trade ard technical schools in the S are elgble SO0Te
eduCaband rnslautrons in foreign countries are also elroble

5er3444 6141 yee440611412041

orsopsne an* cows.. Iowa

041 Awe! zee 4344/ C64936

etreMiSOI

033 12171171.1111 Jo**. Glow lisenvilli

Olt Mei & eopim Collor

Merlran Me Vie Tech UMW

104 70.14101 LW VW-IWO 10411
0W19 eft Tninki 17414414.

The student shard crOrdaCt the lender for more

11107NW

as,
..caiwe
Ile Heherreser 00. 90.1649 1146401
lit ITT TicliMill170114114

III miaow, Am vot.1601 Seim?

1 1 Mimi Me VocToci sow

o rs Jensen Sala C0..47172 041140
011 11411110 Mr C44604

REVIEW OF RESPONSIBILITIES:

643 erg teem

II/ Semi Am Voi.Toth
11170411111 %Mem Crielogi

The student must use Me loan tunes Only fOl the educatorial

011 semile Glop

expenses ce titled by the school's financial ad aderinistrator The
stedent faCeS Pruseoutiori it the funds are uSed tor any Other par
poses

Oii Lem Colley

1111 Lambe* Mee.

61S Is* Caw

016 LelermeOwri 1:44494
034 Lineeie
11 12.14,44w Ann yoe-Tlek 34147.1

2

.erlAmnocr.ce Uhooi

err 114reee30 Suer linhereihr
WA 1434361144444110. School er

Mame

Cll 11611, Tifeeliale SIM llinersity
033 Ileaseiniorena Swim. 00004
133 leileciiins 16434floo eallor
046 113145006611

Oil Yee IL Mom khoor of Tieleiorop
111 lloreilmi Me 000.r.na 5447401
093 Meow ROW Cemiwiuniv Coin.

11 liuremem AllikV00.TWPI Saba
III worms Me vireToce krAmot
WI 11947.1, 6411044404 Col694

171 Iftenvii WNW

MI6 116661416 $0.. 1.4./.:slemeuel

i20 melon Me Voeloce Mewl

OVa 11.494311141, Ter% tam, C.06441

111 Otailli Ails 1441443 Wm,

lit P0.00. VieTich Wool

011 P44100. ST* Ceeers3-41Conoei
Cee4e4
N T Sulfas
WA 17111111141T0WI4II Manta
ld Resale
yat Nee Sehooi

limey

01111 D" 1610 Ceselowilly Ce11404 11$ ISIS. verTeen Selma
N I Me liinemoo 310.11811.11,1
163 Wein bete Cwendeey COW.
031 144441110 Mew CM411
lie Shollipile Me VIC-TOM Semi
lit 10041144 C44101W 111.121,0.1 kW 031 aaen.enOmg.a SOA
101 EILW4174or Was yee.14417 141144 NT NM Twain. Inireem IS 01erele4
031 PM Unlewilly
Tomome 0e0446 of 155V01141
406 lere041Ms1Wr WWW1172
643 Tommie. MI6 Uniairony

dimly) Ouch a student may Wald% 10, a deferment of payments 01 procr

1

"I

1221 11141.14 COMP 71, Ad

0/2 131616143 &Ma GOV. IOWA* OH Sane
CesToemir, C0.00
Molehirio Mem Gollser.IMeile 043 SA 3mek 3.44481. Sorml

DEFERMENT Of REPAYMENT: Three are certain authorized Penods
iritormation

Ito limecal WPM COM4

04iegeir4 Mier COMA C01OmW NT MM. C411494,
me lamehm Junk+ C434111. Minion ISO Me Cieses. keener
elf,
412 Nee CMS. 0.34401
061 011613443 Mem GINA 1369441m 114 19044, Me Yoe-44o leboil

REPAYMENT OF LOAN Th4 Student must Contact the lending institution
within 5 months after ceasing at least hall erne study to arrange Mr the
repayment of the loan. whether or bol The Student has greduated For 8%
erd 9% ken,. payments of nO1 Fen than $5000 per 1115111h inust begrn
within 7 months eller gra:Wilton or ceasing al least haft-time study For
7% ioanl. Payments must begin %within tO months attar graduation 04
ceasing al least hail lone study The usual repaynient prod will be
aldroaltrialely hO Menths
The Makuilain repayment period us 120
months

pal Wan amount)

111 liefrente an. 1/1144411 &Moil

mU licliaviello Arse Woe. race 10eo3

041 Weln 114417041141 Calve

The student must repOrt any changes in status immediately to the
lender in order to keep the account current and to prevent a possible
default TheSe alClutle changes in nen* address sCho01 Or enr01
Merit 5101115 lhe student must ensyivr prOrlday any queshormaire
sent Cy the lend>, me school pr tne state

65
14

Self elpianalory

ON Tommie lictsMemllhermay
BIT Tommie lemer 11611155
TeWeast WwWW Celkw

011 Imam. 66301.
trevema Ailisim Carer
041 Tiran4.41C411314

0$4 Liman tieneney
Orr lAvommy el lei 6431

litmeally of unman. Carew for
1044111140.136. lilerneM
0111 1540.1 md AWed 10.50

0 al 11414m

teerimil1 01 Temos144.

Clernmoils

OM 154w0.4 of Timms. erns..

tar UeMeNly of Im-46.44. Wren
OM vendee" uerrenny
043 ifeleTim Sill. Comimey Loom
441 woe, TIM Comoural, 0444411

OW Viva 7 wow.. WNW. COW.
127 W171wIlle La. Woe. reek 101.041

UndkowedwIe WOWS..

825
OS

Enter your two dial county code number representing your home
county in Tennessee See county cedes hsted bedsit ID Complote
this dem NOTE IF YOUR HOME COUNTY IS OUTSIDE TEN
NESSEE USE THE CODE 00

3

A Tennessee Student Assistance Award applicant must also apply
and be elgrble tor a Pee Grant To do so indicate in QueshOn 304
that ellormatiOn contained thereon may be releaSed to the U S Department ol Education

4

To be pin priority. applicants shoutd acigy alter 1990 income los
data is available Osman/ 1. 1991 Or later) ard WY enough se INS

COUNTY CODE LIST

the compose AFSSA msy be poetised and received by tie
TSAC by August I. int Appecalgns received after August 1.

111

4644444

tf

24444

114414rd

PI

Pullin

44
94

lwairolia
LaMar,

73

02

74

moven

03
Of

NerSon

27

04464.

51

14,014

IS

94144ftcrel

St

Lincoln

Icalry

33

Maxie

19

ce

Slam

to

Crow.,

losuan

1111

47411147

14

COW*

04

W43.

74
77
ps

33

wrwlein

Si"

liml":17:V

on

ST
14

91144994n

Si

07
1111

OS

10
11

11
13

II

II

0444

Crwrelni

Owen

Clincil
Carlo
C55e81.

fainitento
81,..,

it:

114,411Nn

35
36

14011101744

5f
410

11175814
994.47

43
64

4...n.

Mean

C14114me

17

57

8191,

1 rsysI944

11414.443

62

16wo1S

Hinismon

63
64

*471944.7
Mom
Weer.

61
94

CY,

34

Ca464

St

16
17

G44141,

II

Criesset
0446.11741

19

ParsImn

pp
11

40

KW..

Hwy
leckly.

Wan

$2

ST

SI

P4/4/4P,
1,614,1

Ude*
Wen
Van Sow

111

ftwon

42
43

1444ilen

46
67

06,44

90

Wttethytelat

1444.444474

t/4441m

91

w.yie

4444914

44

Jackson

411

Rpm

07.1I

40
54

J41444444

69

eaten

53
04

Wolf

32

04411444

21

Offr

24

2414111

41

47
41

bens.
Mo.
Idea

SI

PO

71
72

PC 1
PuOnos
1144.

t

Be certarn that every item iS COmgeled correctly Reread the
intormaton suppred review the 1SAC end Pau Grant Queations
carefully INCOMPLETE INFOFIMATION MAY RESULT IN YOUR
APPLICATION NO1 BEING PROCESSED OR IN A DECLARA
TION OF INELIGIBILITY Mall the AFSSA in the sell-addTessed

5

Immo

33
34

C5ir4s.

18101711

1991 ywli be given constderahon only it funds later become avallabie
(ALLOWING 4-6 WEEKS FOR PROCESSING WOULDREOUIRI A
MID JUNE MAILING TIME I

Nome

semester Payment is made Wier the InSlitatiOn Certheb TO TSAC thtsl Ibe

11.41047

54

envelOpe artar:had

TSAC anniaunzeS ale/villas applicaLons are processed Applicants who
cannolbe aSsisfedarealsonoldiedas applicatdns areprOceaSed Awards
ale Mr the academe year and aro paid in equal amounts each quarter or

WA4.440.

*W.

Shy:font 15 OnfOlfed aos continues 10 malt the award c(iteria SWIMS
MUSt reaPply each yew tor an award

WHAT ARE TSAC'S AWARD USE AND CONTINUATION POLICIES?

Sy, Self explanatory

I

EtINF';'.;L'I.

LOI nt

Award .ecipients must use Asustance Awards for edoCatIOnal ut
wed expenses A recipicil to whivira edit has been i,I$ntaeddunnq

AS,Ic EANCI

the dm Deinent process must c3tve NM priority to the liquidate:II ol Oral

AWARD IMO( .11111,1
A Tennessee Student AsSistan:e Award is a nonrepayable greet
undergraduate Studwee Ill hnancing a postsecondary; educatan

Educational Purple

obigation before using the crckeeds et the award to detray other
educational expenses
aSsisl

2

enrolted as an undergraduate student in an OVA Tenneaseepostsecon
dary M31110041 May Apply Eligible Tennessee postsecondary institutions
we haled on page 14

oc lo 6 semesters or 9 quarters 131 a 2 year program, Kt to 4
semesters or 6 quarters. lila 1-year Program. up 10 2 semesters or
3quarters. and (SI a 6-month program.up to I Semester or 2 waders.
of unto cornpiarron 01 the program al studY whichever comeS host

By law, AssIStance Awards may range horn a mnimum ol 554 to a
inalenum al 52 500 The maximum award payable in 7991 92 wilt be

decided by the TSAC Board olDirectors pnor fo me begsuung of If 7 f 99?

fall term No student. however wilt receive an award greater Mae the
amount ol tuition and max:lately fees assessed by the institution attended
A student's linanaal need rs determined In the same manner as 101 a Pelt
Grant The Pelt Grant formula is used to calculate an wide, al the ramilys
ability la pav eiduCahonal expenses II the index ;Pea Grant Index) .0900
Or leas a student is determined to hay* Pimentol need tot the Tennessee
Student ASSIStance Award

Satisfactory Propene
Awerds am &Waled to reagents maintainIng sahstactory progress
according to the slancArels and practices ol the eduCational instite
bon An award recipient may generally receive awards Ire lila 4
year pmgfam upto 8 semestets or 2 quarters.(2) a 3-yeat program.

Any Tonneau* resident who is a ti S citizen and IS enrolled or will be

3

Award Revision
1 unnessee Student Assistance Award arriOunts are tentative
Awards may be revised upward or downward by your Financial Aid
Oeicer depending upan your esgitylity Reasons tor an adiustment
inciude. but are not hmeed to
a

A determination et financial need does not necessanly mean that a student
walrecerrean award If Inv money approphateDby the TennesseeGenera'
Assembly is insufficient to thro all nligthis Students these whose yell Gant
Ind*. IS lowest win receive awards

financial ad lor coituge students A vanity of pnvalely funded
Programs are also a0011a5$3. 415 will Is Ma allestarde many
Parent& are able to provide their children To avoid OupliCation.
ISAC policy requires educational institutioneeredling award re
agents to Candy that each recfpfent-S ad. *hen COMbilled

HOW DOES A STUDENT APPLY?

An applicant andbr the applicanrs tanhly must complete EITHER
tha 1011n In13 Tonnossoe FamIly financial Statement 'FPS, go.:
essed by the tette(' S, Celine lestog Prow am of the Tennessee
Financial Ad Form iF Art proceSsed by Me College Scnolarship
Service Ali 3 aro ayrriable eam high School counselors college
linanaal aid ollicers a the TSAC
2

Read the InstruchonS Carefully and wove, the /cam accoromilly
BE SURE 10 ANSWE Fl THE SPE CIAl t [NW SSE L OUESTIONS,

42-924 0 - 91 - 27

Ovarawards
The TSAA a one of Several gOvirrIMint.fun0110 programs oi

1115 ef her Whet re501PC115. does 1101 tweed the COM of attending

the institution II I situation arises in which a student's ad and
r(754711f4 es exceed INS or her costal attendarice. the Finagcsal Aid

Once, al the institution must reduce or cancel an award to
Prevent an overaward

I]

Change rn Poll Granl Index Walt
The TSAA is based ori a student's PGI assigned by the Pell Grant
Program and the tuition arid mandatory MOS 3551335HO al Mat

he! aislauldn When the FInanoal Ad Officer feCeivetk odium
nvols 0,10 Pot on hle wth the 1SAC the whom a required to

826
ion at the beggary ol thy 1921412 academic year

alluSt the award aciowchngry
c

74

Ibis inlonnation writ enable ens missed ad ocice10 mere loCCuralely
cleewrrene your seggley fa velem types of funds kx eacn penal or
anhcpateel enrollmeni

eccordsg to the furtOn and maglalory fees. and his or her PG1
Students carrying lets Man S hatt4une load are not alveoli for
TSAA payment.

75

Write In the mayor coxes CrIstudy or whch you expect lo be enrorkid
OUring the 1991 92 agalemic year

Early Wirlidravial

76.. 77 . 78 . ins 79

Part.trfne Enrcamonl

TSAAs are based on Wen* enrollment II a student a taking

leg than a fuetime load, ha or her TSAA wet be elated

el

sward reagents *to marks* poor lo the completion ol the

1 ha intornisson vhs est Me Mama] go once
dilemma Me appropriate type arta arrOunt 01 S011.belp

term May have a pation of the award paid in accordance with the

instrtulons published refund poixoy
4

Pell Oren, 6461111y
A student Inust have applied to PNI Grant for the academic year
during which the student is lo receive the T...14i and have a valid
Student AO Repon on hie at the postsecomtary institution to be
attended

50

SeMexplariatory

SI

logato any prior work experience or work preference you mot
haVir

02., 83. and 84 Sglexplanatory
If you have any questions, please contact your college financial ad
office or TSAC

Aeard Trans*
An award recipient may transfer an award from ore edecepoop

Coll or Write

institution to another elçdrte institution. it a request is made in vertmg

to TSAC To be mg/roved, a transfer request must be recerved by

Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation
404 James Robertson Parkway. Suite 1950
Nashvil/e. Tennessee 32243.0820

September 1st for lair term
December 20th for winter quarter/spring semester
March 20111 for span.) quarrel

(615) 741 1346
6

Avallablaty of Funds

Or

1.800-342.1663

lhe Tenuessee Student Asestance Award Program is Naiad by a
combination 01 state and federal approcrialqins Should these

apprOpmeons S. reduced by slate or federal authorities from
amounts thought to be evailabie when award fetters rote awed
some award recipients could lave their awards canceled Such an
event is unlikely. but should it occur. awards will be canceled tor
thoSa Students whose Pell Coanl Indes (PGe la the hphest Conbny.
tog down the Pell Grant Index scale. ring prOW am gpendrtures
match the giaopriabons actually available
7.

Send your completed application to TSAC (see 14 below)
I

DO NOT SION OR SUBMIT NIS FORM BEFORE
JANUARY I. 1491.

2

Make sure all needed signatures are on the form

3

Double check all information Make sure it IS correct Make
sure it is esay to reed Maks s photocopy toe your records.

4

Put the completed signed form in the enclosed any mope and
mall to

Corrections
11 you haws Wooded your kriancial aid data through your Student Aid

Repon. a corrected copy will be sent to TSAC In order to Waive
pnonly cont./oration. you must have your cornechoni processed by
7 1 91
Corrections processed after 7.1 91 Are iribett 10 Me
ana.labtlity of funds

SoctIon L:

Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation
AFSS A Processing Center
cr0 CSX COmmerclal Services. lc

Add/banal Information Nsed*d by
Tennessee InatItutIons

P 0 box 53495
Jacksonville, FL 32201

IMPORTANT: Check with ths school(*) of your choice

for their Ming dosdlime, whlch are probably *mita
than ths May 1, 1991 date for Federal programs.
ea

94111.explerridory

69

Enter the year you ohd or expect to graduate Irom high school (or
aortae a GED)

70 and 71

72

Bond NO money processing Is tree to yeu.

6

SEND NO LETTERS, WORKSHEETS OR TAX FORMS F
MORE INFORMATION IS NEEDED. ',OUR SCHOOL OR
TSAC WILL ASK FOR IT LATER SENDING THEM NOW
WILL DELAY PROCESSING.

7

Put the proper postage on the envelope The poatal servtce
will not deliver mail without postage

See-explanatory

The mallow 151 neve Wel award you any WWI arKI scholarship
edts) to which you are 00000C1 To la the rernender of your financial
need. 5 efoous reetonse !Women') your Preference 10, See.help

My !Mortara
73

5

Check the statement that basl detatt4s your enrOrrrImMlaassaca

(

8

Keep this booklet and photocopy ot the submdted farm together enth all the material you used to complete this application The TSAC, your school. or the U S Department 01
Education may ask you fOr a cianficalion

827

INFORMATION ON THE PRIVACY ACT AND USE Of YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
The Privacy Act of 1974 requires that each Federal agency that asks for your social security number or other information must tell you the following:
1. Its legal right to ask for the information and whether the law says you must give it

2. What purpose the agency has in aslung for it and how it will be used.
3. What could happen lf you do not give it.
You must give your social security number (SSN) to apply for Federal student financial aid. The U.S. Department of EduCatiOn's legal right under the Title IV programs to require that you provide us with your social security number is based on
Sections 484(a)(4) of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended. The SSN is used under the Pell Grant. Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant, and College Work 'Study programs in recording information about your college attendance
and progreas, and in making sure that you have received your money. The SSN Is also used under the Stafford Loan and
Perkins Loan programs to Identify the Cpplicant to determine program eligibility and benefits and to permit servicing and
collecting of the loans.
If you skip
If you are applying for Federai student aid only, you must fill out everything except questions 29. 30. and 31.
question 30 we will count your answer as 'No tor both parts of that question. If you are applying for a Pell Grant only, you

can skip question 5, 36 and 43.
The authority to request all other information (except the SSN) is based on sections 411A, 4118,411C, 4110. 411F, 474.
475, 476, 477. 479, and 480 of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended This information is used to determine the
amount of Federal student ald for which you may be qualified.

The information which you supplied may be disclesed to third parties that the Department has authorized to assist in administering Federal student aid programs. This disclosure may include private firms that the Department contracts with for
the puipose of collating, analyzing, totalling or refining records in the system and who are required to maintain safeguards
under the Pnvacy Act. This may also be accomplished through computer matching programs such as the ones currently
conducted with the Selective Service System and the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
We willprovide your name, address, social security number, date otbirth, student aid indices, student status. year in college.
and State of legal residence to the college(s) that you list in question 29a, 29b. and 29c (or its representative), even il you
check 'No' in question 30b. This information will also go to the State agencies In your State of legal residence to help coordinate State financial aid programs with Federti student ald programs. We willprovide calculations and determination
of eligibatty to the agency with which you filed a student aid application, or another Similar agency, if you request us to do
so. That agency may also release information received from the Department to colleoes, State Scholarship agencies, and
kxan guarantee agencies that you have designated to receive information. Also, we may send Information to members of
Congress if you ask them to help you with Federal student aid questions. If your parents or your spouse provided information
on the form they may also request to see all the information on the application

If the Federal government. the Department, or an employee of the Department is invotved In litigation, we may send

Information to the Department ofJustice. or a court or adjudicative body, if the disclosure Is related to fi name! aid and certain
other conditions are met. The information may also be made available to Federal agencies which have the authority to
subpoena other Federal agencies' records. In addition, we may send your information to a foreign, Federal. State, or local
enforcement agency If the Information that you submitted indicates a violation or potential violation of law, for which that
Finally, we may send information regarding a claim which is deagency has juriedichon for investigation Of prosecution.
This information includes identifiers from the record,
termined to be valid and overdue to a consumer reporting agency
the amount, status and history of the claim and the program under which the claims arose.

Remember, we must receive
your application by
May 1, 1992.
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STATE OF TENNESSEE
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15. What ,s your parents current dstaI Status,
&mate

r j.narried

3 j se0arated
I j ClIvOleed

Nufnlost 01 (Amy inentom m 1991-92 I

I

I

lAkvays mcaudio yoult48 and your spouse Indy& your
chicken IMO?* pftgili only if they meet Me dohnibon
in Me InstrucnOrti on page 51

5 .1 wdOwed
17. What 's your palents' &aro 01 legal resdenCel

Irkfj

21.

1 8. Nunlbe, calamity mempem 01 1991.92 I

I

Numb,' of (foliage students m 1991-92 LI

I

10( Ihe Mint*, In 20, wree in the number 01 )amely
intmberstto me be m weep at lent hefl.hthe 8mlude

(Affrays dclude yourself Oho sludentl 908 yOur parents
Include your parents' Other chadlen and Other people Only ilthey
meet the definth0n En the mstruchons on paw 5

purse

19. Number of College students el 1991 132 L.1
(01 the number in 18 ente in the nuMber famay members
*ha Yell Cy rn cfollege al least haft hme lociude yourself the
aPlakanr I

Section D: 1990 income, earnings, and benefits
(YOu must sap lhe Instrucaons for income and taxes mat you should onClude honlquesi.ons 24 through 28 I
22. The 1DROVOIg 1990 U S Income lax trowes are IrOrn

Everyone must fill out the Student
(A Spouse) column below
PARENTS

STUDENT (A SPOUSE)

(Check only one box
j a Cthonlete0 1990 IRS Form 1040E2 Or 1040A
j a comPleled 1990 IRS Form 1040
j an eshmated 1990 IRS Form 1040E1 or 10406
j an estanared 1990 IRS Form 1040
s j a fax rehrrn Will not be Ned

O

(Go to 23 1

ISM) tO 26

j

emu-Dated 1990 Ins Form 1040

23

oo

FOrrn

10e to 23
iS1.0 to 26 t

.1 a la, return *Ill nol be WO
I

I

I

24.

S

00

25.

$

00

Student

26.

$

00

Spouse

27.

$

00

oo

28a1

00

00

286. $

00

28c

$

00

28d

S

00

t 040A ;Me t 6 0, 10490 2

515

1040 11.1,. 3.

ki

MO 3 or see alseucfiens on pages 11 re,g

I-

100 to 23 I

j a completed 1990 IRS Form 1040E1 or 10400 r Go to 23 1
j a completed 1490 IRS Form 1010
100 to 23 1
j an eshmaled 1990 IRS Corm 1010E7 Or 5040A IGO to 23

L.L.1

23. 1990 total number or ommphons ,Form
1040 hne On or 10406 btu, Se 1040E2
loos see mseucfions on I3age 6;

a 24. 1990 Athumed G,oss Income AGIE

(Check onl)' one boo I
10010 23 1
10010 23 1

25. .990 U S InlOtrle Ms pad .1" men 1040
me 47 10400 fele 25 or 1040E1 hne 7r

00

26. 1990 eMonte earned front work

rather

27. 1990 Encome eamed horn K-015

faothef

28. 1990 weaved Encome anc nenells

(yearly rola!, only)
2118

Souai seculay benefits

28b. AN1 to F arrows Wan Dependent

Chnaren lAFDC 0; ADC)
28C. Clhld support renewed Mr an chrkherr
28d. Other ILI 1514.0.11 incOrhe and benefits

nom Yronssfieer Eon mg. 12

2

0

833
Section E: College Release and Certification

30

I 90.0 COO PO'.SSalo 10 SONS .ntormattoo eon, .0510.0 ./M
aalttiont 14143 C.C.I.C10), 10 that .1110f Matron M

What 1101*9e1s1 do you plan to you n 991 927

29.

s
.1 Yes 2
No
Th. II S 0.1311.111rs1 oil 0h002114.
AnSIVP. "Yer r.na-, 10 be zo,sdereo1or F poore student ad

II

I.

Setae+ Chats 41

Mouons

1a ha, or S.vor

hre,

tor....,poges s'ect ',, ...- .'. , 12.s tem aoc cane, colleges I
J No
,.I Yes
I
^...s. CIO 'Id.: ak. tea, , o..0 alien,'

b
cwt.

100004 COO

.11.1 45, 1101` ..F.',"41 CC. GM" cons*.ra

a 'No ,t1s0.0,se to.t

Cola

Ageooes 3,51 .o desyno1ett

c

B.

o. t OacauCor to,', 5400 '0 00100 I14e01.1

a's(' ' na"Cut
41.>N1

Ii it it I

10/o'tllax1

No
't'y Stale I J Yea :
Answer oo "Yes" to to.k Ply ves pe-ossron 10110. S ED to

1

YOu may meal tO comprete tho aloe.

'01waot lour cam M

01001 tO De VW'S aoett '0' 5t010 aut.! CO.PC.1 '4011M.a' 1441

'.Ons
School C14*044113

hovong

ho v

b

10.41905 '.611./7

J Yes
32

1000040.00

...h. oho v....

:Lao

CC,

05.6."

. See rliliADVIS Oft pap b.

you

...kV

Pm.

II

10

.0,

0..1014,'

"*. r

0 400 DOW, 5rtI43 045 0.1011 IT VAIL et 11110141)

Dale Completed

3

1

MY,

ar 0.

a

I'

Se A

.

an f of 04(1441 OrosiG otreatilAttOR 064 totS tOft11 tiv01 0100 SILO*

LISPOCCESSIO

Stgo

.J No

2

yOu 9.0 Soatc1 act Cot oce oe.osson to reu.ske

Chech INS tax
n 0,3

.()". 41+1., S.0000, n.1 -..v,00r
04114
sacca.- 14 .0

,

aure

n 110'h 29

41, .15

Code

Src bow,.

ostartflosnoN le 3.,

S 1101n

Tr, 1- Nov Lat ASKI Age.Coos

a

Cosa

C.

'o

J tio

;

J Yes

Malt
School Chats 82

aine,

Sludent
2

j 1991
Da,

Mo

Mother

Student s Spouse

.J 1992

ATTENTION
Ft you are tilling out ths GRAY end WHITE was. you MN need to rekr I.
Section 0 to conwisle worksheet It3A below. The worksheet will WI you Section 010 oomph* wateheei CM below. The worksheet ele WM yeti
tt you Ibre 1111142g out nue GOLD end WRITE weds, you will need to Woe to

whether you must Mt out Me Supplements! Information (Sections F
through I).

-

_

-

-

-

whether you must MI ots the Supplement Information (ketone F

dwough I).

-

WORKSHEET PS FOR ME S(IPLIFIED NEEDS TEST

WORKSHEET all FOR ME SIMPLIFIED NEEDS TEST

I

tha

wu you yOU1 SP014512 of your DO1OntS1119 a 1990 IRS Form 10407
IDOes not IoCloOo 11,40A Co 1040E2 I

1

YOS (FM out Scfcits F tfxotight
U No Oa out the ;est ot Sus wOdisteel 1

Yes (Fli out Seceons 2 thrOugti I
IF,II out the rest ot thIs worksheet
1

.1 No

Check 'Yes' d a toorget or Pueno Rain tax return Was or will be Ned.

Cnyck 'Yes' ,f a bar ergo or Puerto Roan tax return was oc eau be ?dad

anzataiseztsa

STIMENTIPIKISE

PARENTS

CdaLISIKM

MAWS

SIZUMNA

Income from:

Income hom:
25,

ilhonley,

00

00

$

3.

Guestrons 26 aod 27
tune only .1 you ion
Oueshon 24 biankl

$

21. Ouesbon 24
OR

OR
244

Dd Or we you (or yOu1 SpOuse) Me a 1990 IRS FCC. 1040?
100120 not tnctude 1040A or 1040E2)

OR

2t . Ouestrons 26 and 2'

0450 wort you lee

OU

Oueston 24 blank I

co

00

Write ,n :hp 101141

ot column A and
cgumn tO (mines
boot Ouestron 2

00

HISs Iola, Iron, Sm. 3 .5 $15.000 or lou. SOO yOu 411 a1:091a19 atay hat Floaata'

StiOteol an. Mail the totm You do not here 10 MI out Ow Supplemental

infcenotion .n SeCtoons F through I (unless you, yow spouse or at least one 01
Your Parents so ddloeated worker 01001,, 501100101 S late aSIrs you 101

1724=160r
II the Mal twen Mat 2a of 213 /3 $11,000 or Wu andyou
Fedetal student DO mad Ine form You do not haute MI out die
Information tn Sections F through I (uoleaS yOu We. Or yots accuse le
*strata) workr or

school of Stew 1063 yCe;

rormlo.CSX PO Boi. 53495 JacksonnIte FL 32201

0 0 Box 53495 Jad,aonelta, FL 32201

it the mei horn In. 3o 1159010. men you Must 114001Seceoos F lTrOur

ti re taw nor,

Indoolog

ocx, woo to ;cry M 41011 0, 011.10S0.41 ad 44 rer ex redo., ad
'ammo.", ocoons
Slahohl loan. rou may Ivo ,vouvol m =mows ail 01

012241 kw, Chick toth row onancre, 4.0 4dondeelor to ceetroorrkt ricnoo, ,404000,e0l0

1ISPOISTAN7

2.s. 212 le 811,601 et roe Kw ardi
ycv sof/t to NapFric. SUM

Nee ere bee ft: 05X..

*A Swum F eyount

00wacts14 aid. as wee as Federal ale

trokdro; a StanceJ went. roarer be rItorerplelealellte reweiree rawer
ru lam ChOCA012150.1 WINnual 403

3

.4wrior to Memo* school rasesnenle.

ent-t^'

834
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Section F: 1990 expenses

STUDENT (8 SPOUSE)

PARENTS

33. 1990 medrcre and denial expenses mat pad by Insurance

$

00

33.

00

34a. $

34. 1990 elernentaly lunoor 5195 and hgh school Warn for
dependent chodren

341. Amount pact (Don't tncrudo

.00

luitkon pad tor the apphcard )

34b.

341). For how maoy dependent chadren

It you we competing this peek you must MI
ou1 the student (3 spouse) column below.

Section G: Asset Information

STUDENT (I SPOUSE)

PARENTS
35. Is either of yOur parents a displaced
homemaker" iSee the nsfrucloox on

35. Are you or is your Spouse
a dtsplaced homemaker'

J No

ml Yes

.1 Yes

...I No

(See MP inalluCeons
Page

Page

L_LJ

315. Wnte ii the age Of your older parent

36. X0000)(7(000

What Is lt worth 106197

37. Cash saw.ngs and chemng accounts

38. tionie (Renters ewe .n

00

$

*1

S____

00

40. Busoress tru, farm
41. Does any part of earn 40 mciude a !arm'

J No

.11 Yes

XxxxxxXxxX

37. S

00

.00

38.

00

S

00

39. $

00

$i

00

40.

00

XXXXXXXXXX

38. Other real estate ard Investments

What is awed on It?

What is It worth today?

What Is owed on It?

00

J No

.1 Yes

41

00

Section H: Your veterans educational benefits per month (for the student only)
Expected Amount
July I. 1991 through June 30, 1992

(II you are competing this pege, you must *mow question 42. If you are
ming out Me GRAY and the WWTE meas. you must see sweet question 43J
42a. Amount per month

42. Your veterans Dependents Educatonat Asststance Program benefits

L_LJ months

4341. Moot per month

43. Your Veterens Contributory Benefits (VEAP)

00 a month

L-LJ nvng.

43b. Number of months

Section I:

00 a month

$

420. Number ot months

Expected 1991 taxable and nontaxable income and benefits
(YOu musf see the insttuctons tor ocome and taxes that yOu should exclude from questorts 45 through 49 1
ft you ere competing this page. you 171ual ttll
out 111. student (11 *Pouts) column Wow

STUDENT (8 SPOUSE)

PARENTS

.1 Yes

44. is etther of your parents certified as a
drslocated worker by the approprore
neocy, (See Me elsifuchOon uo page 10 1

44. Are you or Is your Wine

J No

J Yes

certified es a d.slocated worker
by the appropriate agency"

No

'See Ihe InstruchOos Oo page (0 1

00

Student

45.

00

SpOuse

46. $

$

00

43. 1991 income earned or. wont

Father

48.

991 nr..Orne earned horn work

Mother

47.

991 other taxatee mcome

00

47.

48.

991 u S income tax to be Dad

00

48.

S

00

49. 1991 nontaxabie income and benefits

00

49.

S.

00

$

00

(See msfruCuons on pages 10 and 11 1

If you are applying only tor Federal student aid, you have linished the appltcatron Recheck your application. making Mire you
hay* cOMpleted Section E. Men Me AFSSA tO: CSX Commercell Seneces. P 0 Box 53495. JaCkSOnvele, FL 32201 11 you
desire State andfor instrtuttonal assistance, see page 13 for thstrixtions
4

)

835

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Section J: Stafford Loan (formerly
80, It ettlItIO01l lidS *Weed, would you
Stafford loan (fofmerly GSLI/

Guaranteed Student Loan) information

hke lo IND cOnSidened for a

L.) Yee

56.

Studenle home leiephone number (

57

Sex:eats &trees OGer7313 number

50. comptale the rest of &tenon

51

loanlst ffOrraerly

What et 11)e total balance on

LLI

Issued by the state 01

2J

3 Yes

No

Slate

Macten or previous name Ill any)

58

(11 'No' sker ro Question 52 )
a.

)

L.) No

z

ff you &marrow 'Yes to questale
you answered 'No' proceed lo Question 64
Have you had prevous Stafford

NEEDED BY TSAC

11111_111_111111111
last

ALL your Stafford Loans/
00

(See woftheet 54)
(his question and go to
ltl '0'. stop the remaining lents in
0. What e the total remaining unpaid

Enter the month and yam you expect
college degree or cerhhcate

59.

balance on your rnost recent

e

What m the Interest rare/

to COmplete your current

LJJ 19 LLJ

Stetted Loan")
7%

MI

Fest

wagtail 52

8% 3 9% .1

Fp what Stafford Loan amount

60.

11,10% 1

Year
Month
woukt you like le be consdered/

111 001 sure Nano blank

d

What was the loan (enrollment)

loan/

horn Lair.

penod on your most !Keat

u_ t9

19 L j_ j to

Month

Year

61.
What was your year in college on

your most wen! Stafford

loan"
z

Pr,

dot enrollment dunro 199f

to,

5 reQUOS(110

2.0 year gtaclualteptotesstonar

3 Sento(

s 3 5th year
Do you have arty @ducal/oat

Month

id

I
Yea(

Student's enrollment status during 1991 1992 academe year

82

3 Fulleme
r 3 Nor tullhme he

east haff erne

3 Less than halt time

undergraduate

52

Year

Atone)

3 3r4 year graduataiproteuonat
1 Beyond 3rd year graduate'
prolessanal

.s992 az...warm year tor *her

I ami endIng I

I

119 I

boil,^MNI
151year gractuaterprotessfonat

3 Freshr.an
J Scphomote

J Jun.*,
O

Wears only
1See instrucions on Pape t3

$

Year

roans other than those listed In Question

JY.a 2 JNo

S1a/

63.

Stafford Loan Of have already dantatid
II you have had a previous
vender's name. address. and
*MN( you desire to use, enter the

lender Cede PI knew,/

tt yes, what rs Me total unpa+0

00

balance Of these loans/

Lendees Name

TOTAL

lenders Address
Patrons (NDSL) . Stafford IGSLI

3 Yee 2 3 No

53.

Have you ever' deleulted onaprenous
SIS. or PLUS l0an

54.

repayment on a Federal or State grant"
Du You owe a refund Or
Yes 6

55. Have you ever Ned or ere you

r

Leedet Code

currently Ming tor bankruptcy'

3 Yea

r 3 No

Program
Section K: Tennessee Student Assistance Award
31..1
this neon, make sure you haw enswervd Ourstion
NOTE: Mors compiefing

64

Erne( th TSAC tzode of t(e college you
teetruchons 1

wilt attend el 1991 92

66. Provide the code of your county of

(Sim

resrdenoe (See mat/whorls )

1-1-1

LL1J

County Code

School Code

65 R. or ethnic group tOptonal
3 Amman inoien
Caucausan American
3

3 Onenta)knencan

tor statraloa1 purposes only

5
6

87.

LLJ
taLjJ
Month

Bleck Amman
3 Spanall Amencen

Year

Otter
5

TN 21

Dile you Pogo twig In your stale ol legal residence"

836
Section L: Additional
Is.

Infonnadon Needed by Tennessee Inadtutlons

Have you or rell you finish Noh scrod?

Ll Yes
Yes. ot actual or anocoaloi 'ugh School

0 No

Oriduabon (or GED)

75

Are you (the WSW} currently employed?

77

If employed. Indicate

I

Hours )24, week:

1-1-1
Year

70 UM all weeps. unNerwhes.
Ousty attended

2 U No

C.3 Yoo

technical or proprietary schools you pow-

O

Monthly WAS 1nCtrre

c

Your OcorpeDon/Ensaroyer

$

1

2.

I WO rou contome to work tor dus employer dump th. 199142
scheol year?

0 Yes I (3 No
4.

IS
71

0 Yee

a spouse. how many sall be el the
tO$00/Lop netitepe dUrfc $991.19927

tyears

72

11mamee. o your spouse encioyed7

11 you haw dependable other than

79

Muni per week
6-12 rows

13 veers old over

Part-brne work only

s

Monthly Orces Income

c

SPOusel OccupaNWEnvloyer

a Wa You, SOWN conimull to wain tor Ova employer donna Me
199i -92 school year?

Lorctenn soon only
L.3 Both
vd work but prefer wor).
BoM loan end wort, but prefer loan
U Both loan and work. no prefereme

What wril your ciaanhcatan bo for 199192
Wely 10 snood?

I

vieo you need help hrsano ARO while el bchooi7

51

Specs& buns or sputudes for employment

L3 Yee

at the coneoe you are most

J Entenno Freshmen or boom.% student

J Accounono

Indicate the number of hours you wrIl Ca
enrolled for the erms you are
moue bog ard from rho colle9s1 (Mark a6 that aPply )
TERM
1991

lst Summer

1991

2nd Summer

1991

Fan

1991

Wine),

Shit

13

or less

8

hours

8

2

Clams]

1

.1 Secretanst

j Audlowsuar
Lfbrary
s

(ho.91

J Social

a

LI we

2

13 No

Data Procaspoo

a U PANntenanoa

a j Other

Sonnoes

12 Ns

or owe

82

What fs your classhcabon la tumor+ purposes rn Tennemee/

3 Slate Resatem

: J Out ot Stale Reedent
3 J No Claspf canon

1992 Sswit
1992

II

hours

U Yes

so

2 3 Transfer student
3 3 Commung student
r 3 A former urriurrunot student
74

b

What type ol seilhelp wit you accept? (Check only ONE

3

73

la leo

2

n.pou%sloerroYen.rrócat,

1

tel Summer

93

It you voll live off campus (t .1 et, found-trip neloape to crunais

ill I

1992 2nd Summer
2

3

No ot Miles

OPT)ONAL:
75

MatOr Cowie Of studY

64

1N

6

Number of copes or your Student Asi Report you wsh to receive

z

uv

11
199110iirb
111113013201 I PO

31-1 -era
IlielE01/-1

2 i .1t11

g

1

11

ra . 11

ii!
If

f

Li WI

141

3

i;

.1111iii

2

i

iX1

1h. e:151

Yr I if

114%.1

f

;
i i

I

41%

ii

I

f

f

i

i i

i

i

iii if

F
ff

I
1

i
A

i
1

A

0

f

i i

f
f

i

fi

111111.Di

gii

VII

i

osi ti :till nit 31

I--

112
III 111

tri u

PI 1'1
V
eti
;12qt
spizzpg

I

to

1 11

b
I
I"

Oil if
MP fil i

2"f
1

iiil i

11111i

I
11

11

ill i i Milli i
I
hin Millilliiiiiiilfithli

3

838
Current MOrtgage Intornut Ion
Records of medical or dental bills Mat were pato In 1990
Business and Wm feCOlds
Records of stocks. bonds. and Whet imestments

4. Write ki your birth date Fot example. If you were born on luiy 5.
1972. you would Write In

P171

Keep These Recordsl

Month

I.

twos fs a las ream Even If you and yoJr spouse or your parents file
no Income tax retutn lot 1990. you Mil need to know ealnings for Me
year You nuy alSO need tecoids showing Me amount of othet income
you are to report on your application.

Leg
Day

Year

I/ you are a U S citizen (or U S rialSOIMIl. Check the first box and go

on to Question B
Check the second box and write in your 8 or 9 digit Alien Regis
tration Number If you ale one of the following

haven't corripleted a 1990 U.S Income tax retuin but wIl be filing one

U S permanent resident. and you have an Allen Registration
Receipt Card (1.1 SI Or 1.5511

we mammon Own yes complete yea ratan balm Inns an eh

Other eligible noncirizen with a Departure Recold 1194i

yplicalbm. Knowles what WM be on ycsu tax return wit help you to fel
oJt this application accurately When your application Is compared WM
the official 1990 IRS form 1040. taacta. 0110401Z that Is (see for you
and your larnhk Me &uncial Wolmation must agree II there are pay
errors. yo.r will have to correct the Information and send it back to Me
US Department of Educailo. If this happens. It w0 tale longer to deter
mlne whether you are figible lot Fedeial student aid It could mean a
delay In getting your stu.o Rnancial aid

horn the US IntrnIgtatIon and NatutalizatiOn Service show.

Tao tam est castomore yel. you. your spome, and/Oe yOur Wenn

Mg any one of the following designations (I) 'Refugee
(2) "Asylum Granted 131 "Indefinite Parole aridmr
'Humanitarian Parole'. (4) 'Cuban.Hanian Entrant
Other eligible noncitutm with A Temporary Resident Cato
II bli131

II y011 are a citizen of the Marshall ISIAnds Federated Stares of
Micronesia or Palau. see your financial aid admmistratoi

11 you. you, spouse. and/or your parents Ned tor will Mel a 'foreign Yu

If you cannot check Me first or secOnd bOx, you moot diet k the tnrd
box. If you are In the 5 on only an Fl or F2 student V.A. only all
or 12 exchange visitor v1SA, or only a G series visa (pertaining to
International organizations). you must check the durd box

Netts Anetican,' see Page 9

L eone or are

When You flil Out Thls Form
Use a pen with black or datk
doot use a penal
Print carefully so that yout form *SI be easy to react
Round off figures to the nearest dollar For 50 cents or more
romd up. for 49 cents or less round down

R. Check your yea/ in cobege from Ivry 1 1991 to lune 30 1992
10. Check 'No If you do not have a Bachelor s degree and yOu will not
have one by luly 1991
Check 'Yes- I/ you already have a Bachelor s degree of wlit have one
by July I. 1991 Check "Yes' If you have Or will have a degree IrOm
unhnekilly tri anOthor COuntry that is ecpm to A BACAelei degree

Secdon At Yourself
Write In rhis section information about yak the student who Is apptying
tot aid

Section lIt Student Status

2. Write in the address where ycw win be receiving Tali Ali mall will be
sent to MIS addreSS Don I use the address of the financial aki dike
of any other office Use the State/Country abbrevtations Mt below

Answer Question I I. A Mane toads as leo'.
I I. a Check the COITKI box I See your answer to Question C3
b Check 'Yes' if yCM are a veteran of active servIce in the US Army
Navy Air Force. Marines or Coast Guard Also check 'Yes- it yrs!

are not a veteran sow but will be one by lune 30 1992
Check 'No' If you are of were

mummy aleervunows
AI.

Niiorm

Mt

MM.

AZ

Mrom
Altman

AI

CA
ct
CO

C1110163

CT

C&t*hIn4

DI

000.0,

OC

Pomo
nand.

IL

551

Pm- Harmusint
hm4 Hims
imp SYsles

NC

NoleS Camila

hH

AS Am Som.

C Manta.

rh

NO

Nem Deo.

OH
Oa
Ok

Ounhnku
120.40,

tO

II

Cgmes0

GU

HI

it
P.

V.

Gam
Haug
SSAho

um.

ye..
Mum

ICY

Ithmkks

Mx* tato6
Soo, Candna
Son% Dalinta

tmnnsm

rx

leam
Use.

WM".

Wagmyon
West Wirsi

ltsooOa

W1

V6t0711

MN Mhsymm

Ch

isa

Cam.

MS

MI

Page 9 Otherwise check "No"
d Check 'Yes' II yOu have any children who gel more than haff of
their support horn you Also check 'Yes' (other people live Wirt,
you and gel more than halt of their Support frOrn you and wik
Centime to get that support during the 1991-92 school yeaf
(Don't Include your spouse 1 Otherwise check "No"
'Parents" ki Quesnons 12. 14. and 15 means your mother andlor rather
or your adoptive parents. On legai guardian 'Parents" does not mean

Wynn/AM.

.1

Ma higm
MIHAAVM

A40 MA.,

foster parents and.f0i this Sectio,'s II dOes not mean stepparent Later the
InStructIOns .111 fed you If yOU SbOuld Supply mformatiOn about Mu
stepparents

1.1.4ed Mims os, Atuomm

PAH

MAIVAI 10001

MO

MI

amen.

NI

Nettaka

PAP

Wake
Hanle, MMus. IMs%

.111

.4%MA

Inn

?dm

Check "Yes" 4111 both you, parents ate dead and you dont have
an adoptive parent or legal guardian. or 12111 you are currently a

ward of the CUM For a definition of a legal Gaudiest". see

*Hwy

MA Mammlumns

Mb MINYA.

c

Pueeys Sto

TN

Nmv

Mt

to serve thrOugh lune 30 1992

hrnty..na

SD

WA
sM,

LOW11/4

orgy an ROTC student.
Only a cadet of midshipman at one of the service academies
only National Guard or Reserves enlistee or
currently serving in the US Armed Forces. orct nit continue

Ohm

sc

1.46

KS

neve' InthellS Armed Fortes

N. lot

Unleaded Undegradeare !Andean Oldy
12,

If your place of residence n not included ab ye leave the State abbrona
don blank and write the name of your city and territory or country in the
space lor city

4. Write in the nee litre/ abbreviation tot your current State'Carrury of
Legal residence Use the Stare Country aavevutions Int above

Page 2

(..) 3 1

f your parents claimed you as an exemptiOn on Meir 1989 Incone
t.ur return andmr will do so on their 1090 InCO1711 tax return rou
must answer -Yes" If yOur parents are divorced or separated answer
'Yes' II either ol row parents claimed you Man inCOMe Nur exemp

non in 1989 ancYor will do so on their 1990 Income tax return
Othenxise check 'No'

!!A-1

i

pv

2;q1; 21 z;
"-Al

jab

1

11c2F-

tl

!i

! 1

ig

*1

5t

:I

s

11 g

1

_,CiZgl

Pi 1 k

Eb13E

11.

4

1

I

to

/- ti

12.

0.115_

fg

;-,

pl
Ili

E-

110 } Mb
gg
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!haildi'
.

a

I

q
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Section Di Your Parents 1990 Income, bun hip, And

efts repotted in Question 24 Don't moon monthiy &Mom&

Dem% - Purple Area

write In the total lot 1990 De sure to Include the amounn
patents got lot IOU arid their other children

If the Instructions tel you to skip a question. leave It blank If your answel
to am onset quesnon Is-none' of "zero" MA a tem In the answef space
Deral leave H !Sank of use dashes For example

b Ahd I. tamales with Dependeet CbIldoen (AIDC

A0C1 let
1900. Don't report monthly amounts. write In the total kw 1990
Don't tarpon social setunty benefits hue

00

c Odd sapped meeteed I tee eill Mike& Include the student

II paid paterlei Med lot will (Se) a 101e11/111Taa Reims' or a Nieto Man
lax Wens. see Page 9

Don't report monthly amounts: wrIte In the total id 1990

d 04bel eetased Waage mad beeellts tee 1900. Add up yout

II. 1990 11.S. hums Ma times
Infie c4146018104 return. Check only one box to Indicate which

Parents' untaxed Income arid benefitS kw 1990 Use woiksheet
412 on ('age 10 be sum to Include your parent's earned income
credit and deductible 1RA. Keogh payments.11 any

IRS Fowl was fled Use thls lax refinn ro Answer Questions 23
terteugh 28

tailmate Check the collect box II yr..N.H parents hare not yet filed
ton ssill Fie a 1 90 U L Income tax tenon Use itself financial teCOrds
to answer Questions 21 through 28 Poi these questions you must

hereon* must answer the mmedens hi Ihe Student
Id Spouse) column I. Sateen 0

write In the Mimes that will be on the tax tem n Riling oat a 1990
US Income tax tettan Ali help you answer these questions
A lisa Mum wee bee be IMeal. Check this box If your parents wit nut

Secdon Di YOlif (I. You, Sp011ige'S) I 990 Income, tant

lee a 1990 U S incrne tax tetum Don't answer Questions 21

hip And Benefits

thiough 25 Slip to gunnel 26

II the Instfut notts tell you to ship a question leave it blank If yow answer
to any other question is "none' of "tem' put a zero In the answer spac e
Don't leave it blank or use clashes Fot exampte

If you ate giving inhumation tor only one parent and that parent teed lot
wit RIO a 101ro tea tetra's for 1990, give only that patent s ponlon of the
exemptions and Income asked for In Questions 21 through 28
If rut parents are owned and they feed lot wie feel separate tax returns
lot 1990, be sure to include both pateneti exemptions and Income in
Questions 23 through 28

If you (or your spouse I filed tot will filet A "Ionize Ian !mem' or a
heft liken tan reline, see Page 9
22.

IL V.4,41 member et eeempeses ter 1900. Wnte In the numbet horn
Form 1040. Line 6e of 1040A. Une 6e II your parent used the
1040i2 and he Of she checked -Yes" In Question 4 of that form.
write In "OW Otherwise. write lo '01"

1990 U.S. Income me Drams.

from completed Mum. Check only one box to indicate which
IRS toms was flied Use this tm Ieturn to answer Quesrions 23
through 28

Impeetimb See the table below los sorne at the types of student financial

tdimmed. Check she correct box it you turd your %louse/ have not
yet Med but will file a 1990U S income tax tenon Use your financial
records to answer Questions 23 through 28 For these quesnons.
You must wytte In the figutes that will he on the tax return Wong out
a 1990 U S Inconse tax teturn will hetp yOu answer [bele questrons

aid that you should exclude horn income and tMes in Questions 24
through 28
Ilsw1111

1

Murals' Ahd

I

laded, V not-1

Laclede

based ea need

based on need

Ye,

Yes

A tax Mem WV eel be Med. Check tins box if yoa land your
%Wyse) will not Ille A 1990 U S Income tax return Don t answer
Questions 21 though 25 Skip to Questton 26

Grams

Scho' . shas or
fellowshiPs

I

Eamtngs horn

--4

11 you are divorced separated. or widowed and you Hied tor will Mei a
lolot tax Imam for 1990. give only your portion of the exemptions anti
income asked fot In Questions 21 thtough 28

a yak ptOgtun
including
assistantships

Yes

No

Loans

Yes

Yes

II you ate minted and yor and your spouse Medici will lee I separate lax
returns br 1090 tw sure to include troth soul and soar spouse s (turnip

non, and !mottle In Questions 21 through 28 even If you were not
mantled In 1990

24. AdleMed Grose Meese MOD tor 1990. Don't tnclude any Income
or capita/ gains horn the sale of a business crt farm. It the sale
tesulted from voluntary 01 Involuntary foreclosure. forfeiture or
banktyptcy or Involuntary liquidation

Use wadurbeet el ea Page 10 ba MOW, Donlon 24 It you cannot
set 1990 ma Wm, bet old be Mee owe.
IS. U.S. Mums Ms paid tot 1990. Make sure this amorni doesn
Include Any KA. self-employment 01 INKY lalles Don't copy the
ansount of "Federal income tax wIthltekt- horn a W.2 form

23, fatal number at esempdons For 1990. Write in the number horn
1mm 1040. Lane Oe ot 104011,. Line be II you used the 04011 Ann

you cher keit 'Yes' in. Quethen d 01 that form write m 00' Omer
wise swite

Important lee me table below lot some of the types ol student buns ral
ad that you should eschide hom income and Loes ul Questions 24
through 28

Wiest

29. Income tamed tram wait M 1990.
27. M yew sipped Qtrudens 21 Worth 2S. include your parent5
,

on the W 2

-

V pee mowed Queelloes 21 Woe. 25, ksclude the 'wages

I

horn your parents form 1040. Line 7. 1040A.

Line 7. Of 104012. Une 1 II yOali patents Ned a loint return. report
yout father's and mother's earnings separately II your parents Own a
business 01 Wm, also add In the numbers horn loins 1040. Lines 12
and 19

[astride lt net
bawd en need

Yes

Earnings horn

a work program
Including

-

i

1

assistantships

Ye,

No

Loans

Yes

Yes

Social mem* betted.' tee 1990. Wrhe In the amount of un

24. Allested Gress 111(06.0 (AG1) eot 1900. Don t include any Income
capiteJ gains horn the sale of a business o+ bar m 11 the sale
resulted horn a voluntary of Inyoluntaly foreclosure foifeiture or
bankroptCy or involuntary liquidation

taxed social Security benefits lincluding Supplemental Security
Income) that your patents got In 1990 Don't Include any hen

Use meridiem d I on Part 10 lus answer Qeesdom 24 It sort cannot
get 1990 ILA Ione, bet IAN be nen one.

24. unwed Mame mad besmilln tee 1 11410
a

based on owed

Schotalshltas. or
Fellowships

ealnIngs horn wotk In 1990 Add up the earnings from yuul parents
W.2 Forms and any other eat Moss horn work that ate not included

Wades, not etc

Isciedel

Mandel Ald

Page 4

841
paograms with federal student aid programs. even V you check
"No" to Quesdon 3. Hareem no addition* Information such As
Income Infotmadon w0 be sent V you check 'No' to Question 30b

13. U.S. Wake Sal pall fee 1990. Make sure this know' doesn't
Include any FICA. sell.employment. of odset taxes. Deal copy the
amount of 'Federal Intorno tax withheld from a W.2 forms

or 3.

U. lemma eanee hen ..*le 19911.

b. Check l'etr If yew gam the Deportment of Education permission
to send Wormation from Ns form to the Mandel aid agencies
In your SWe. Scene State agencies ask foe this infonnetion. They
may vet It to help decide whether you MI get a State award and
to check to see If you reported correct Wonnation on your Stare

17. P yes Papped Qom Ism 23 dossib 32. Inckide your (and your
spade's) earnings from work in 1990 Add up the eerrinp ken
your (andior your SpOsele's)W.2 10iMli and any OW earnings from

work thist We not Inckded an the W.2.

student o/d *picadors Ma. they may tAe It to help In the
processing of you applicanon for a Skflotd Loan. II you are

If yes easossed Cdissiless 23 *mob 32. Include the Names,
altirleS. tlp& ele from yak (and your spouse's) Fonn I 040. We 7.
1040A. Line 7: or 1040E2, Lthe I . 11 you (and yak pow) Bled a
Pint retum report your (and your sposse's) earnings separately If
you (and/or your spouse) own a Minns or farm. also add In the
numbers from Form 1040, Lines 12 end 19

Check 'No' V you don't want Wormation from des form sent to
the financial aid agencies In yeti? Stare If you check "No". any
State aid you miSht be eligible fot may be defiled. but it vrel
have no effect on your Federal aid
c. Check 'Yes' I you eye the Department of Education permission
to send Wormation from this form to the colege(s) chat you
listed in Question 29 (of Ks representative). Marry colleges use
fhb infonnatIon to WO Mime, the amount of your kennel aid
Packed,
Check 'No' V you don't wart Information from this form sent to

13 IMAM bur sod bessile kr IOW
Don't Include benefits reported In Questions 23. 2116. 22k. and

26d of the pink column here.
Sedd sew* lamas See IWO. Write In the arnoore of um
toxed sock smithy hem% (including SuPfefilermi SvcwitY
Income) that you (and your spade) got In 1990 Don't include
any Weeks repotted In 24.00(11 report mondeyamerin write

the college(%) that you listed In QuestIon 29 lor its

ks the total for 1990. Be sure to include the amourds that you got

lot your chldren.

b. Aki ft Famines we& Dspseeleet Cialves (MC ee ADC) We

representative)

31. Selecdvs %Mu Isstanageo
In order 10 receive Feder* student aid yo. must be registered with

1990. Don't report monthly amounts: wrtte in the total For 1990
Don't report social Woolly benefits here.

Selecke Service *
you an a mak who is at least I IS years oid and born after
December 31. 1959

c. add sappset noised Ns a. chid/ed. Don't report monthly
amounts; write In the total for 1990.

Check the box only II you.
are a maie and are IP nrough 2S years of age. and
have not yet registered with SelectIve Service. aer
rye Selective Service permission to register you

d Ole, ealase Immo mod beeslIO lee 1990. Add up your
(and your spouse's) untaxed Income and bereft. lot 1990 Use
worksheet 02 on Page 10 Be sure to include your (and your
spouse's) earned income credit and deductible IRA. Keogh pay.
ments. If any

11 you wtsh to register with Selective Service using this form you
must give permission for USA Funds to send your SINGUFILE FORM
Wormadon to the U S. Department of Education You can do this oy

Sectiolt Et College Release And Certitude.
19. Niro the conpiete name. address, city and state oldie college you
are most likely to attend In the fint choice spice for Question 29. In
the second space. print the name and address of your second
cokge choice. In the third spike, kW the name and address of
your third college choke. Do not use abbtwiatIons lot the nen* of
addrese of the celeste. II the college you may be going to Is a
branch campus, be sure to Include the complete name of the
branch Se sure to fret the houselg rode for each collage bled

answeing "yes- co Question 30a

II you believe that you are not required to be registered. call
Selective ServiCe at i.500.a2i.531s for information regarding
exemptions

U. OW end alp
You must sign this form If you don't sign thks form. s yid be returned

USA Funds wet send Financial Ald Institutional Reports (celled FAIRs)

unprocessed. If you are married, your spouse must sign this Form If you
Mod out the purple and the while areas at least one of your parents must

to each of these coleges unless you answer 'No" to Question 30c
or the school has idled us not to send FAIRs to them.

ko San this form Wows. *Mad Ws Ism Is sedllyted that al

lelenosilso w die Ism Is mow and that they are Wiling to punke

30. a. Check 'Yee II you won USA Funds to send WormatIon from this
form to the US. Department of Education so that you con be
considered for a Pell Grant and other Federal student Mandel
aid if you leave the answer to this question blank 01 mwk
yOkir form MN be retutned to you

documents to prove Mat the information Is correct. Such documents
may include U S . State, or local tax returns Any SINGLUILE FORM dated
of received before January I . 1991 war be returned unprocessed

Sending 111 %Mr Ione

The U S Department of Education Is permitted by regulation to

Double.check your form to make sure It is complete and accurate Be

onovide your name, address. social security menbet dare of birth.
Pee Grant Index (PGI). Ferny Contribution (FC). sniciera Mena. year
hi corlege. and Stare of legal residence to the colege(s) thot you
listed es Question 29 (of its tepresentathe). even II you check "Noto Question 30c me information wet also go to the Stare agencies
in your State of legal residence to help coordinate State financial aki

sure It has the necessary ognatures

Put the form in the enveiope provided In this booklet Don t send

money Dont put letters. tax ionns. worksheets. or any extra
matemais In the envelope. They 111 be destroyed.

Mare turn the page.

Page 5
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ATTENTION
WORESNIIT ISA

WOUSIIIXT

EllsIbliity for SImplIfled Needs Test
If you are Fang out the purple and Mite arm. ym will need to refer
to Section 010 complete worldlier 1113A beim The worksheet we
tel you whether you mutt. cut the Suppiemental Information (Sectioru F through!).

If you ate firs out the gray and white areas, you will need to refer to
Section D to conweete woclufwet Illibeiow The worksheet will tel
yew whether yew must II out the Supplemental Information (Sections
I through 1)

WO/1MM CM KIR IR INNUMID MUDS lIST
I

WORXIIIIT #31 1,012 INS SIMPLIIRD IUDS IIST

Did ot will you, your spans, ot your parents fie an IRS Form
10402 (Does not include 1040A or 104012 I

0 Yes (Flout Sections F through 1 )

2a. Question 24

Dad or MI you. (ot your spouse) tie an IRS Form tO40 T (Does not
Include 1040A or 104012.1

0 lin (IV out Sections F through I )
0 No (FM out the rest of des wonsheet )

0 No (Flow the rest of thb worksheeL)
Check 'Yee If a foreign of Puerto Rican tar return was ot *I Ise Med

W ow Maar

I

/MOM

Strdeeeibeees

Cokenn A

Column B

SOO f

Check "(WI a foreign Or Puerto Ricall Lis mem was Or we be Med
Seedeutriewswe

buses hem
00

la. Question 24

OR

2b.. Question 26 and 27
(use orgy If you left
Question 24 blank)
3

1

00

OR

1

00 1

00

Writ. In the total of column A and
column I erenes turn Question 2

1
00
If die total horn 311, 115.001 or mote, you must II out Sections F.1

If the tour/ horn 3 h 115.000 or less, you do not here to II cot the
rest of thh farm Use the attached envelope to mail fhb form to USA
Funds. PO Bea 61111.1ndlanapole. IN 46206.61211

Nowavor,lanay be le peer best Memo Se compieft Ile rest e/ the

Wu lb

2b. Question 26 and 27 (use only if you left
Question 24 blank)

00

If the answer from either Question 2a or 2b is f 15.001 or more you
must MI out Sections 1.1

If the answet from either Question 2a of 2b Is 115000 or lets, you do
not have to II out the rest of thls form Use the attached envelope to

mall thls form to USA Funds. PO Box 6111. Indianapolis, IN
4620e
Newevea 11 way N. le yew beet lateeme/ es cettpltee the reit of Ow
feem

IQ want to be considered for Mandl aid from the college of

You wart to be comidered tor frontal aid from the coriege or
state Mandl aid agency (the college or BUM May require the
information on the rest of the fotm),
You waft to be considered for the Federal Stafford Loan Program

(con rive at feast Section Kh Of
Wu, your spouse. ot at least one of your parents Is a &goaded
wake/ (complete Sections F.I)
Failute to provide this information ccaid resat N deiays N receiving
your financial aid (the school or agency may need to lend yOu a
vaginal fOf the Information you did nor wood') or your not receMng
al of the aid to *tad, you are winded (e g. you or a member of your
fan* Is a dislocated wotker)

Page 6

f

stare Mandl aed agency (the college or state May require the
information on the rest of the form).
You wax to be considered for the /mama: Stafford Loan Program
(complete at feast Section K) or
Mu of your spouse Is a dislocated worker (complete Sections F.1)
Failure to provide thb Information could result in deiays 55 recerving

your financial aid (the school Of aSency may need to send you a
tequest for the information you did not provide) or your not recerving
ol the aid to whkh yOu ate eraltied (e g . you or your sparse ts a
dislocated worker).

843
your patent is unemployed or underemployed and Is

experiencing difficulty in obtaining or upgrading

Inemsctions for The Suppiemensal Intonnadon

Section ft Parents 1990 Lspettses

employment.
'Unemployed' Means not worlds% this week but being available for
wok To quells your parent must have macSe speak efforts to get a lob
sometene durbg the last four weeke
*Underemployed' mews working partglme even though your parent
warts (+Adm. employment. It refers to a condition where work b slack
ee only part-time work is awdeble.
Check 'No' If neither ol your parents meets di the descriptions men.
cloned above.
M. Write In the age of the older parent for whom you gave Wormation

Purpie Area

Deal tons any et ens. eetellene W. II deeelles doseel apply

la pm, wilt kW.
33. Mead and 44011 Wawa Os 1999 sal pdd by babieelbee.
kg

Write In the /smart Of money dot your parents pld ks 1990
medical and dents/ evenses (Mud* /Mutant' Pmenkens)- Don't
Include amuses covered by Insuranee or talf.empioyed health
deductions from Form 1040.Une 26. If your parents Itemised
deductions on their 1990 US. Income tax returs, write ks the
amount from form 1040. khaki* A. Une I.

on thls 104M.

34. liaesettery Order le" add MO Wool Mika pad le 1990.

39, Haw. If your parents own a home, write In how much the home Is

Write in the amount of money Mat your parents palld ki 1990 for
elementary Mao, high. and high school tuition fog family mem.
bets who were Included In Quesdon 1 I (Tuition doesn't Include

worth Use the price your patents could reasonably expect to
fetter* for their home II It went on sale *day. Deal use assessed.
Insured, or taxed value A 'home' Includes a house, noble home.
condominium. etc. If your worm are renters. write In '0'
Men. write In how much your parents owe on the home. Including
the present mortgage and related debts on the home (Don I Include seetest due.) Check with the mOttgage company if you don't

room, heard. books, trardeotation. etc.) Deal Wok tuition
paid by scholarships. Also. does include [YMCA that yout parents

pad for you or any tuition for preschool ix cokge
b Write in the number of dependent children for whom the amount

listed In ssa was paid in 1990 Dart Wads yearned (rhe

knOw

dere) or any perron who was not Included ks Question 113-

39. Olhae rid *seals aad lawaaasos. If your parents own other real
estate Oneklding rental property land, wood or summer !tomato!

Section I: Your (S. Your Spouse's) 1990 Expenses

have Investrnetes. write In how much they are worth today. Invest
metes Include trust funds, money market funds, mutual funds. Clr .

Gray Area
Deist leave my ef Sew "mew lauds. Pi gagwalla dwas0 apply

triodes of stoma, stocks, bonds, other Securities. Instalment and
laed sale contracts (Including molests held), commodities. pre.
dead and strategic metals. etc
Then, write In how much your patents owe on other rex estate and

an yas, wag la V%

33. Maud mad deSal avows N 990 ail paid W loweaate.

Wets VI the MOWN of money that you (and your spouse) paid in

Investments.

1990 tor medical and dental expenties gnaws, Irsurante pre.
mlurns) Don't Include amounts covered by Immense ex sell.

ilasinew ead arm If ycur parents CrAll a business ander farm.
write In how much the business Andra farm ate worth today In.

employed health deductions from Form 1040.Une 26 II you (and
roe sPouse) itemized deducdorn on yon 1990 US. Worm taX
return, write in the aineunt hors Form 1040, Schedule A. Une 1
34, Useessagy. !wise Mak aad 11Wg sehali Wass paid la 1999.
a Write In the aft1011a of money mat you (rd your spouse) paid in
1990 fog elementary, West high, and high schOol tuition fot
gamey members who were Included In Question 20 (Pakten
doesn't Include room. board. books, ttintesOrtadon. etc.) Owl
iodide Medan diat you paid for youtsee, Witten peid by scholar.

clude the value of land, buildings. machinery equipment. livestock.

kw/Nodes etc. Don't ksdude the home (Morrie value arid debt
should be given ks question 38.1
lhen. write kt what your parents owe on the business Ando/ farm
Include only the present mortgage and related debts fog which the
business andlor tains were used as collateral
If your, parents are not Me sole owners, write In only their share of

the total value and debt

Mesa, str any tuition paid for piesChool or college_

b. Write in the number of dependent chiain fog whom the amount

lagsd In 34a au pad In 1990. Dose baba young*, og any

Section G1 Your (S. Your Spouse's) Meets

person who was not harried N Questlen 20.

Section G: Your Parents' Auees

D eal Neva aw el thew gyandisess Mail. Pa awed°. Mewl epee,

Purple Area

W yes, wail. i 0.

You must glee ksfonnation about your (and your spouse's) assets In Sec
non C. It you are divorced or separated and you and yore speuse have

Owl lama *ay al Was geosaleas Mai& 11 a eplasase dowel appiy

es yea. wile la'r.

fancy owned assets, give only your portion of Me assets and debts If
you land your spouse) have assets owned 104ndy wiln someone ene, gire
onty your (and your spouse's) portion of the asses and debt,, be sure to
give information about assets held In trust for you (and your ',panel

Ass must gin Information about your parenb' Allem In Section G. If you
we giving Information fog only one parent and that parent has lowly
owned assets, gire only that patenes portion ol the assets and debts If
your parents have assets owned petty with someone else. give onty yew
parents' portion ol the assets and debts.

In Section C. gloat Ndudsr
Personal or consumer loans. or any debts that we nor re .
tared to the assets listed

In Section G. WWI laeleglag

newel or coniumer loans, or any debts that ate not re

me va/ue ol tetitement plans (Pension funds, annuities. (e&
Keogh leans, etc.)
Student enanchal aid
33. Check -Yes' e you or your sparse meet el of the following descrip.
norm for a dispiaced homemaker.
you or your spouse has MN worded luil time In the labor
force for a substantial numb& of years (e.g. approximatel

sited to the assets listed
The value of retirement plans (pension funds. annuities, IPA
Keogh Plans. etc.)
Student financial aid
SS. Check Yes' 1 either of your parents (for whom you are providing
Information) meets ail uf the foilowing descriptions lot a dtsplaf ed
homemaker.
your parent has not worked full.nnie hr Me labor force lot a

substantial number of years (e.g. approaches* bee years
or more) but has, during those years. waled In the home
providing unpaid services !Or family membett aid
your parent has been dependent on public assisunce or on

the Income of another fairly member but b no longer
reeeking that Income, ot yow parent N recersing pubic
assbiance because of dependent children hi the hcinse. aid

Page 7

the years or more) but has. during those years. waled In
Me home providing unpaid services tor family members,
aad
you of you' spouse has been dependent on pubtic assts .
ante or on the Income of another family membet but 15110
longer tecerring that income. or you or your spouse b
receiving public assistence because of dependent children
In the h011*. aad

h

22

ag

Uhl
Ia
lb

fs

h

Nt -3411
g

Vith.
loin

!if iigif
llz

114"

911

14!

zlift

g,

I
A

I

i

11101..]
!ha

845
Include Supplemental loans foe Sederb (SLS). Motley Loans to
Mixt Smears (ALAS). Perkins Lows or PLUS Loans

Addleme bletueellie 110 Ise

[

If yet have made payments on you bare and yet do not know

what your unpaid balance Is. contact Kw bode if you neer
teethed Stafford Lean or GS& or you here repaid M of yob

Do AM Schools Take Part In The Fedora Student Dolan
Md Programs?

Stafford Loam or GSLI, wdle kr 11 If yaw mere a V.' skip
tlaesdons SS through 59

Na More than 5-600 schooh do take put In one or more of them

malt The term Meet embed Steford" kr Quests:ins SS tecugh Se
team to the latest Stafford Loan thit has been aPPtoed foi you Do
SS.

Weal Sewileet Resemdal Aid Peewees

Contact yout schwa's fesandal aid administrator to rind out whkh Federal

not berate loam that Mee nOt been *pored

merino your schwa participates

DOW the tote mount of your met Meat Stalked Loan or GSL Ma
airy pasments you have made to reduce the balance of this loan

Where Can I Get More Infornandon On Federal Student

Mandel AM?

36. Eiger the Interest rate from your me wag Milord Loan or GSL

ads Looldet eves yoi °ray a Wet summary of the student financial ald

31. Elm the dates) From the schoof melon on your copy of your see
name Stafford Loan of GSL application.

Merkel aid program has Its own special features and procedures You

SUL

programs offered by the US Department of [Melon. Each student
can get more Information From the booklet. TM 1lMeet aide flom
cid AM hem ele M.S. Deperonser ef lalerMilee Came, Lams fad

Inter your class level Men you received your met Mem Stafford

Vtoolsigasaly 199141. To get a free copy wee to
federal Studere Aid Informanon Center
PO. Box 64
Washington. D C 20044

Loan ot GSL

59. Indicate If you here ever defaulted on a Stafford Loars Guaranteed
Student Loan (GSI.). a Health [duration Assbtance Loan (HIAL5 a
PLUVALAS/S(S (Parent Loan. Auggly Loan to MEM Students Sup.

segmental Loam kr Students). a Pelee Loan (formtdy NDSL

What Happens Mitt I Mall I. My form?

National Defense/Direct Student Loan). an Income Contingent Loan

Within kW SO six weeks thee you mai kr your WM. USA funds under
send you a Serateeet
corbel with tte U.S. Department of Education.
AM Mem (SAR). On the SAR MI be either a request tot further Mot.

or a Conscaldanon Low Default means yew low was purchased
from the tenths by the Guarantor. Wu then fore the money to the
Guarantor

melon or numbers celled a Pel GroM Mies (PGI) se fee* Cm
e lbellee (NC). The Department of Irlucansn Ines fonnutas este:teed
by km to ftgure these numbers from the Irdotrmesn you ghee us Yew
School or the U.S Departmere of Iducatbn my ask you to prove that
the inforrnadon you gin on yew application Is rive.

beneSkimfDeffenees

What Is My Pell Grant Indu (POP
To be COnSidefed a diSiOCaltd addles. you must be

The PGI h a number that relasidathef yOU may be able to get a PO Grant

cuttendy certified as one by a State agency Such as your local Employ.
meow Stroke Of NO Sireke This cern/Melon b done kr accotdance sten

It you ere eligible for a PO Gare yen schoca we use tee Maim to

Me III of **fob Training ownership Act. A deemed wirier gem*

Grant, yoi my Moue*/ for ore or more of the other Mame programs
lie sute to aSk your Mande aid eirrirastrator If your school needs any

Dhamaied Weller

determine the amount 01 your award Even N you don't qualify for a Pell

means a parson Wks
Ms been terminated or leder" or Ns received a notice of

addidonal Wonnadon From you for these other program.

ternination or lay.off

What I. My !malty CoatrIbudon (IC)?

Ms been terrexhated or received a notice of termination as

a result of perm/tent closure of a Mae or other Milky ft
was self.emotoyed (Including fanners) but is now un .
employed because of pool economic conditions kr the
community ^r o ',ewe disaster

Melo le lirebre

number that Mips your Mance ad ackersistrator determine if
you are able to get one of the several &gigabit toms of asestance These
Include Stafford Loan. SIOG. CWS. and Perkins LowItur school will use
thls number to determine the amount of svul graft, loan or worlestudy
The FC ks

award

H you and your spouse. of your parents weal be

flibe a US income tax rebel in 1990t (foe example. Puerto Rican tax
eels), fokm the Mouctions betty*

What Happens If I Don't Get A SAR Or I Need Another
Copy Of My SAR?

In Question 22. check the box. "conipleted 1990 IRS kern
1040" (1 a fore(gn tax return has been Med). et 'estimated
1990 IRS Form 1040' PI a foreign tax return ve be fled).
use the Information from that taw return to NA out this form.
convert aN figures to U doges. using die exchange ate

If you don't get a SAR within fou to sh weeks, or you r. ed another Copy
of your SAR. write to
Federal Student Aki Progtams
CIO USA Funds

that is in effect Mem and
NI out the Supplemmtal Information (Sections f .1)
A lege guardian is a person whom a court has
APPointed to be your legal guardian and this legal relation.

Legal Gewelim

SS*

corittnue after lune 30. 1992. fad

directed to support you with his or her men financial

PO Box 6182
indianap014. IN 46206.6182
Ove your name. address social security number. and date of birth Be
sure to ask lot another copy of your 1991.92 SAL If your address hat
changed sinCe you senl hr yew appilcation, be sure to give us both your
°to and youl neve address Be sure to sign your letter

What If My Unladen Changes?

teSOUrf et

If you are Name American. report the amount of
Salee Aa0111Itaal
income and assets over S2.000 per individual payment that you and yaw
spouse or your parents received In I 953 from the Pet Corea Mt 01 the
Distrbution of Judgment Funds Act. 1182400 of less per betteldual pay
ment was received from either of these Acts don't report is Don't report
funds ref Heed XS an award under the Alaska Nathe Gems Settlement

Act or else Maine Indian Gums Settlement Act Mo. dont locket, any
men received from the Alaska Name Claims Settlement Act
Page 9

Questions II. IS. lg. 19. 20. and 21 ask you to make protections for the upcoming year if your answers to these wantont
change, wale unti you receive yOur SAR and then see your Mtn

MI aid administrator
The income and expenses informanon that you give must be
accurate They must match what Is of vflir be on your 1990
InCOrne tax forms II your woe] situation has recently changed
contact your financial aid administrator

8 8'

a

8

Sj

8'

1

8

8

-

0

818,

1

8

8

Si

It

1

/8

8

8

8

8-11

-I
8

81

81

8

8

a

8

a

;11
8.1

-1

:

11.

ledilli

1

I

111014
Jim

i

le
i 111161h1
i 1111111 a
1

Ili flio it li
(h
IN II 1
if l'io, !, 2 .1111! =1_ I1lit1ilif
rii !
3

I2E

1171

-

ill! ! Ill 0. g Itl liiii ir ! It lit 11 iii
lifil fi. Mit ii h ;i lid! ii. 1 ii; firai 3i P

-7!1iSbAttirWriYi

n,

847
1991.92 School Year

IMIMI', 1-91-11r I' 10 WW111111/

ai.a.4 A Vital

1..)ILL 1.71/141.A1.

111Pr WA

Imi OPPII(AIION 105 111)01141 1 INOnitiI ASSISIAMli

MUNN'

be fined $10.000, sent to prison. Of

Wards. If you putposely give Ida or rnisleedini Information on this fonn, you may
both. 'You" and 'your" on this torn always mean the student who wants aid.
sit 1105 A 1 IIIIRSI I I

I1

I licut Name

I

1

1

I

1_1_,..I

1

I.

1., I

I

I

LIL..L1.-1.,..1-1-1-..1 MUI

ft

I

1

UN

I 1 I
Number and Street (Include Apt Na i

L1

2. Yesa presume ming eddrew (MMI

will be sere to fhb edema See Page 2
for State/Country abbreriadon).

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

I

1

1-1.....1...1_1_L..1 1_1..1_ 1
.1

LI-.1-1--L-1-1i....1_11.....1...1_1_.-LL

s 0 Mt
1 0 taiu. Ms. or PArs

I 0 I st (previous& attended coeege)

(See the InsMxtiorts on Page 2 )

LU LU LU
Wu
Month

(beyond a Bachelor s degree(

is 0 , aretwing graduate cv proessonal

8 As of setily, ate you married?
(Check only one box)
1 0 1 am not madded (lam single.
divorced, or widowed.)
a 0 1 am monied
s 0 I am Wpatated !rows my spouse

6 Yon date of birth
Day

a 0 4th

1 0 Sth 01 more undergraduate
0 nest yea, gteduaterprofessiond

s 0 No. neRhee of Me above
(See etstracdons on Pest 2 1

LL.11 LI LL.L...LJ

0 lid

c 0 2nd

IAIILILlia....1J

5 Tax social secutity numbs

Zip Code

(Once only one bat)
a 0 I et (new prevreorily attended colfegn)

I 0 No. but 1 nt art SION 110TKIttaft

4 Tow State ol NO residence LI. J

LL.1 I___Lia_i_J LLI_LJ

9 What year wil you be In college tn 1991.92?

7 Are you a 11$ citizen)
1 0 Yes.lem a U S citizen

1tor Mie (optional)

3

1

State

City

10. WIll you Mve your lint bachelor's degree
before fuly 1. 1991?

0 Ws 0 No

Sit 1ION n STUOI NT STATUS.

WI No

II

Were ycu

born Wen Drury I. 1966?

b Are you a vetoers of the US. Armed forces?
c Are yoz a ward of the court Of SR both yo,

wens dead?
d. Do you have lewd dependeob (other than a
spouse) that ht the &Position in the Instrucdora
on Page 2?

00
00
00

G asd NI Out the
11_7951anivareci lay to ally Wit oi Quastkei 1 1. 80 to SecdOn
C.W end the WHITE areas on the rot of the Nutt Skip Questions 12 through IS
A you ...awned 'OW to orrery pert ol Quesdon 1 1. AND you ant
will be an
e Unmated now (Wade. *raced. sepatated. or widowed) ANDQuestion
15 I
',Werra/Web student In 199141. answer Question 12 ORO

00

e

Married now OR wet be a pi/diem/professional student In 1991.92. NU Wet
Question IS. (Sfdp Quesdons 12 through 14e)
1

.
lf you awaited les" As ellsr year In Question 12, go to Section C and Ail out

UNMARLSO UNDLIGIADUMI STUDENTS ON1T
'

Ws No

12 Did your parents claim you as art income tax
the PURPU and the WHITE area on the rest of the form
exemption?
In 1969? 0 01111110 (DO Quesdors I) through IS )
In 1990? 0 0
If you answered lee to both years in Question It, answer Question 13 betow
13 BeipenIng wrth the 1987.68 school yeas. you bet recebed federal student aid

0 In the 1967.116 school b 0 1ty the 1986.89 school
year (Answer lab
yeas. (Answer 14a
14a. tic*
lee.)
1641.!1,12;14`.

rarl

I 4a. Did you have total
resources of $4,000 or
mote, not Including
parents' support

In 19657 0 0

rescurces ol $4,000 Or
mote. not InckidIng
parents' support

Yes No

.. In 1966? 0

0

.

In 1966?
.1ri 1967?

D
la

yes (Answer 144

yeas

IV =Tea:, 14b,

I 4c.

8

more. not Including

puree support
Ws No
1,1 1947 ? 0
.

In 1968? 0

8

If ,you mowed 'Pm' to bok years lo Question 14 IAD. I4c, I4d. or 1de. go to

is WM your parents dalm you as art
Income cm exemption In 1991?

MD( Form 31NA) (Rev 9)90)

resources of 14.000 or
more not Including
panum' support
Yes No
In 1911417 0

in 1989? 0

0 r]

14d )

1de Did you have total
resources of 14.000 or
more, not includIng
parents' SUpport

Ws No

011969?

D8

In 1990? 0

_ ._ ...

_. _.oroi...._
'mum. -at .......... an i iitotistittiiiaiiiuoTirrs
Ws

8

(Answer I4e ores Skip
14a. I ilb, tar. and

Section C snd M out the GRAY and the WHITE areas on the rest
,...

,

144, 14.5.

14e I

31

e 0 In neither a. b. c. ot d.

14d, or lee. $o to Section C and 111 out Me PURPLE and the WHITE Peas on tre

rest ol the form
of the Nem

emits

lid Did you have total

MOM% of 14,000 or

11 you answered 1W to abler year In Quesdon I4a. I 4b. 141.

IIII

fared cie& one box a b. C. d er e dee Instro1110115 Oh Ale

14k Did you ISM total

lib Did you have total

Yes No

.

school
C 0 in the 196940 school d 0 In the 1990.91144

..

Ifyou strewed Nee to Question 15. go to Section C and fel out the PURPLE and the
WHITE ram on the rest of the form
If you aswereted 14e 10 Question IS. go to Section C and 111 out the GRAY and the
WHITE areas on the rest ot Me form

Page II

C Copyright 1990 United Student Aid Funds, Inc.
Ali Risks Reserved

848
Str liON C

.n01151801

iN1ORMA1 (ON

SNOW IL 'MUM
16 Mint le your piether Menet mantel nab&

0 sink
a 0 married

LLI

It Wigan Of belly ~tans it 1991.92

I 0 lepvated I 0 widowed
0 droned

(Always nclude yoarself end your spawn. Inane snot &Aden and
other people ordy thry meet the defernon in the Instrucdore on
Pada 34

s

11 YAM Is yam pareres State of legal residence?

L11

Ia Wrest of Orr* members In 1991.92

Ld

21 Werner of sok', students in 1991.92
(Of the number in 20. write in dle nurren of 1111Y !minters who

we be in scant al least hall.frne Include ramW

.

(Akvays Include manna (the student) and yeas parents Include yow
pandas'
dilldran and Other people onlyellsey meet the tienra-

San in the tameness on Pao 3.1

19 Hunter of coflege students In 1991.92 LI
(Of the numbea r IS. vette in the mamba+ of femlly members who
MI be In college at (east half.tene. Include yo.NW the appliant )

SF( T1ON D. 1990 INCOME EARNIN65. AND 13LNIFITS
lewyeas WPM Mi OM los SWIM

(L %wise) cakes" Wow

stem)

PAR1NTS

22. (fie blowing 1990 US wawa tax figures are from

22 The Palming 1990 U.S income tax figures an From

(Check only one bra(

0 a completed 1930 (RS tam 104042 or 1040A
a 0 comp)eted 1990 IRS Form 1040
I 0 an estimated 1990 IRS form 104042 or 10404
4 0 an estimated Isce IRS Foam 1040

(Check dr* one box)
a 0 a completed 1990185 Form
or 10404
a 0 a completed 1990 IRS Form
a Den estimated 1990 IRS form
or 1040A
0 an estimated 1990 IRS toms

(Go to 23
(Go to 23
(Go to 23 I
(Go to 23

s 0 tan return wet not be Ned.

1Sktp to 261

104012

(Go to 23 )
1040 (Go to 23 )
104042
(Go to 23 )
1040 (Go to 23)

0 Um return we not be Red
23

1990 tote/ number of exemptions (form
1040.1.1ne 6e. or 1040A.line det (04012 fliers
see Mstructions on Page 4)

24

1090 AcIlusted Gross fncome (AG1 Form

23 LLJ

1040.1.1ne 31. 1040A.Line 16, 01 10401241ne 3.
or see instnactions on Page 4)
24
25

1990 U S income tax pod (Foam 1040.Line 47
1040A.line ZS. or 104012 (nse 7 )

S

23

(510 to 26)

L.Li

23

-- 00

00

24

00

25

S

00

S

26

1990 escarp* earned horn vrork

Father 26

S

00

Student

26

S

00

27

1990 income earned horn wont

Mother 27

3

00

Spouse

27

S

___ 00

28

1990 ratta.xed Income and benefits (yearly routs onl y )

00

a Social senility benefits

28 a

5 ---._

00

28 a

1

00

b

S

00

c

b Aid to females with Dependers Children
(AFDC or ADC)

b

Chad support recelred for all children

c

d Other untaxed income and benefits from
worksheet 42 on Page 10

d

c

S

S _.._

00

S

rage 12

C.

37 ,

(..) U )

00

___

CO

S ____. 00

849
%It 11(IN I ( Ott 11..1 MI I ?1St AS.D ( I aTIIIC AIR"
IWO CA sp le dire
Indicate Irl Me WKS prodded, the mine, city and

yoa ere considering attending dotal the 1991-92 school yeat For
each coliege. also Indicate where you MI lam uncle licusins code. Reports MIROMI be sent to each of Mese colleges unless you answer 'no to
Question 30c
29 What collegepl do you plan to go to In 1991.92?
Code
City
Slate
Sneet Address
College Nane

.--

USA funds Use Orer

ill Choice (mew Wdy so atynd)
Trel Choke
341 Choice

liostsles Cedes lee 1991.92 (Enter only one code for each colege).
30a Do you glee USA Funds permission to send Iniormanon
horn this form to the U S Dept of Education? (Cheek
les' It you Want to be considered lot a nee Gat and
other federal student aid I Ilyear answer "40* or leave
this quesOon blank thts form me be returned torn,

L', YeS 7 Ho
Do you ghe the U S Dept of Education Porrilswori
to send inlismalion I Ins sits Tam to

I . With poems

2

3 (*campus housing

Campus housing

Everyone gising %demotion on thh lom must sign below IF you
Tom it MI be returned to you unptocessed
don't sign
Cevillkallsor Al of the InlotmatIon on this tom and the Supplemental Information
sections. i co lpleted is true and woe/Mete to the best of my knowledge basked by
an authorized OffIcIal. I agree to ghn. plod of the information that i have gtven on this
Pim and the Supplemental kgeernation sections. if completed I tease that this wool
may Include a ewe/ of rrry US. Siate. or local income IL% return I also realise that if I
do not ghee proof when asbed. ne student fray be denied aid

32 toed med lie

Snakes

304 The financial aid
agencies in yoni state?

;:. Yes

atk The colleseisl you
nmed In 29 MI Its

7. No

rePresentatheP

Studen s sPouse

fl Yes CI No

raiser----

;:. Cheek dus boo .1 you give StileaNe ServiCe
perrnissiOn to tegistet you
(See inrrnwrIOnl On Page 5)

3

Mother
Date completed

Lil LLJ
sa
waw

Year 0 1991 0 1992

YOU MUST COMPUTE THE WORKSHEET ON PAGE 4 Of THE INSTRUCTIONS TO DETERMINE WHICH Of THE

REMAINING SECVIONS 01 THIS tout YOU NEED TO COMPUTE.

t.,

((CHITA( StIrrlf MI %Pit IhIORSTAIN/N

SRIION I 1990 Isri
33
34

I MUM i

r mummy ,a sroust)

33. $.--.....-00

1990 medical and dentei emcees not paid by Insurance
1990 e1ememem helot NO. and NO school habil tor dependent cMtherr
a Arnaura paid (Don't locks* Wilton paid for the applicant.)

344. 5

5

00

34a. $

00

33

.00

LI

lab

b. For how many dependant chicken

STA TION C.. ASSET INIORMATJON

k-iiaiiiii
_ . ... .... ,
et you eee campaseket this pep, elm allot 411 eat
du einaleal eposse) seassm balm
33 An you. or Is yout spouse, a displaced

Ill

33 Is either ol your parents a displaced
homeless/serf (See the annuctions co

r] No

0 Ps

homemaker? in Yes 0 No
(See the Instructions on Page 7 t

Page 7 )

36 Write fri the age a yew older parent

36

LLJ

36 XXXXXX)OXXXX
What ks It WOith

What Is It worth today/ What is owed on IP

today/ What Is owed on Id

00

7000000(7000004

37 5

00

38 S

-. __ 00

37 Cash. savings. and cheddng accosts

37 3

33 Horne I Renters write in '0' I

38 f

00

$ _____ 00

39 Other real estate and trnestments

39 5

00

3

00

39 5_ ____

00

5

00

40

00

40 Business and fano
41

Does any pall el Question 40 include

40 S

..._

_

00

0 No

41 0 Yes

'3

41 0 Yes

XXXXX70 s.s4.-.Y.X

S

S

.___

S

[2. No

a farm?

Page

1

s

850
si 1 1St 'NI is

I (111E1 N.I1 I RANS I DU(A)IONAI BIN( I ITS Ng MONTH (for Mr studen( on(1.)

(If pm are torte:antra dee page. yew mull rower Quesdon 42. If you we Merl cut the GRAY and the
WH1Tt areas. you must deo answer QWeedon 43./

bate I. Itirleafgerielhlene 311, MOB

42 Wan settler* DtPulderas Walter! Asenunce Program benellts
a Atment per month

S

00

b Number ca Mtithe

1.-1--1

43. 1M Mars Coretbutoty %nab MAP)

I

co

b. Nem** of mend*

L.0

a Amami pet month

su. TION I. LXPECIID 1991 TAX.A111. 1 AND NONTAXAIII I IN( OWE AND

INIFIIS
N pee we amopiellne Ilis pay, pee wnot al

40 UM owing (L apowse) color Wow
.

I awns 1
44 is etther of your parenb menisci as a
disiocated wolfram by the appropriate

colurres. Quasdon 44.)

/ee ene insnuceloni on Page li)

Mite
WOW

.

ewsd as a debuted

0 lee
(Moat the
rest of thb

instr)ctions on Page 8.)

0 lee

the student and spouse column
Question 44.)

46 1991 income eat led horn work

_...

.

45 S----

our spade.

4.01110 by the appropdate
agency? (See the

0 ile (Sap this column and go to

45 1991 income ea/re .1 horn yelk

.

. STUMM ii. SPOUSLI

44 Any

El in (Fm out the rese of ells cairn.
and go to the student and 'pane

column)
(Seas ties

column}

00

Student

46 1._... 00

45 S

ao

Spouse

Ws I

ao

47 $------ 00

47 1991 other taxable Income

47 S

48. 1991 US Income tax to be paid

4a $ ________ .00

48 $

00

49 1991 nameable Income and benefits
(See Inerructions al Past S)

49 1

49 3

ao

USA Funds
im

00

op

College Aid and Federal Stafford Loan Prostate Information

you are using this application to apney for College Aid a the Federal Stafford Loan Program many schools vail mime that you t onipitie Setnom I and K beim

SE( I I)N I ADDITIONAI ( Olt El.! All) OW S 1 IONS
SO What le KW *wed enrObnent

stand be the 1991.92 schoOl year?

51. WWII the 1991.92 school
year Ow want financial ald

e EJ ratline student

92. How many schools (caps,

a 0 three-wane time itudem

Month

I 0 Hallgiene student
a 0 1115 then half.dne student

to

unereeddral. itte.) beyond high
school have
attended?

.

From 1-1I 19 1-1-.1
Veit

none I
one

.

L.1

1-1 1 19
Month
Wm

I

two

1

dwee

s

33. Swann permanent home
teiephane number

fox

110
more Man free

I

1

1J/L Ili-I I

1

1

1

51(11014 K STADORD LOAN IN:)RMADO%
54 What Is the total trepeld bgance on AU. sow Stafford Loans and GSLe?
(11 yew .14510041-0. skip the remittals hems In this wen%)

55 What ts the total unpaid balance of yea wow mow Sorbed Loan or G51.7

3

56 What es the Interest rate oar your rot 0011 Stafford loan or Ca?

a 0 7% a 0 8%

57 What was the loan lenruilmeral period on your mat mesal Stafford Loan or C.51.7

58 What wn your class revel when ym received your mei meat Stafford Loan or CAL?

.D

Freshman

I 0 Sophomore
D junior
I 0 Senior

s 0 5th yew undergraduate
a 0 1st yew graluateprolessional

ao

c 0 9%

horn Ld 19 1-1-.1
Month

Yew

0 &ICA
to 1.II 19 Ld
Month

Year

0 Ind yew graduaterproleselored
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59 Haw you ever detailed on a pmanus Student loan? 0 Ites D No

STOP: You have firnshect the application Recheck your application Make sure that the right people ho.e signed this form
in Question 32 Mail this application to USA Funds. PO Box 0181. Indianapolis IN 4 OlOt, i., 181 Dn lint sent) Money
USA MOS Int Ontte
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Pennsylvania Highsor Education Assistanc Agency
Dear Student:
Assistance Agency (PHEAA). I am pleased to provide you
On behalf of the Pennsylvania Higher Education
with this application for student financied aid for the 1991-92 school year. This application can be used to
apply for aid from the PHEAA-administered State Grant Program, aid from the federal student aid programs
and, in many cases, aidfrom the school you plan to attend. For details on the use of this form, carefully read
the instructions beginning with "How to use this application booklet" on page 6. Please make special note of
the filing &curries listed on page 6.
loan by completing Section J on this application.
You may also request an application for a PHEAA student
bank or other lender from which you ownt to borrow
From the lender list contained in this booklet, select the
outstanding PHEAA student loans, list the code of the
and indicate the lender's code on the form. If you have
for
lender from which you received these loans. Keep in mind that loans unlike grants mast be repaid, so apply
loans for additional financial aid to help meet your
all possible grants first. Then you can apply for educational
costs of education.

Kenneth R. Reciter

Erecutive Director
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Important: Don't complete, sten or submit this application before January 1, 1991.
Sae Page 6 for Filing Deadlines.
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Mel te BUS.

NOT return the booklet inseirnons, keep tor your files.
S.

COMM* the ibems on the epplicellon in sent sozordence
with the instructicne. Do not wile connects or excianationa

on the implicstion that attempl to modify the answers
provided. They cannot be oensidered and may delay
Processing.
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This free application Is for the 1991.92 school year and may be
used On Of after January 1, 1991, to appy for:

bead a apes

orcenore

Widened's
Sia111 Grant ahd from Pennsylvania

Pell Grant and other federal student en
Finenclal aid from your school. Consult your financial aid
miminiatrator for specific Instrtution firing deadlines and
other deteiis in applying for college-Wei usistance.
This fOrm may also be used to determine your firiancin need for a

Stafford Loan (formerly Guaranteed Student Loan ((IUD. See
explenation under instructions for Section J.

Tari

*

Al Wag Wawa

Se ambit to place the proper patio on the envelope. Do

LIIIW4

Yr

If en amount is requested widths question does not apply or
your answer is none, enter zeros.

Return the COmPleted Sp011oalion in the envelope provided.
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mem wire
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you have questione....
le instructions in this booklet will WI you Mut Information you
Ave to provide on the form. First reed all of the instructions
carefully. If you have any questions after you have read the
instructions, seek help. Talk to your high school counselor or
financial aid administrator at the school you wail to attend. There

are also toll.free numbers which you may use. You may direct
questions concerning State Grant mid and the completion of this
application to the Stan Grant toll.frte number 141013402-7435.
Questions regarding the Stafford Loan Program and Section J of
the application should be directed to 140040243112.
What is a State Grant?
The Stele Grant Program provides grant aid to thigbe Pennsylvania domieillaries who are in need of finanoial aid to attend a
postsecondary school as undergraduate students. The amount of
the State Grant Mr those who qualify yarns from $100 to $2.200
at a Pennsylvania school and normally from $100 to ROO al
schools located outside of Pennsylvania.
Who may be eligIbie for a State Grant?
An undergraduate student who has been a domiciliary of Pennsylvania for at least 12 months priCir tO the date of appication and is
enrolled or intends to enroll Ins PHEAA. *proved program ot study
and whO demonstrates financIal need in accordencs with PHEAA
requirements. There are other requirements as wee.

Who can get aid hem Federal Student Aid Programs?
These Federal student assistance programs can help you pay for
most kinds of @ducats n afler hbgh school. The aid Is availed if
you are attending a professional school, a vocational or lninical
schoci, Of college. This application is for Federal student financial
aid for de 1991-92 scnool year (July 1, 1991 June 30. 1992).
The information on this page will answer some of your questions
about ewe programs. However, for more information on Federal

student financial aid, see "Additional 1 ntormation On The
Federsi Student Financial Aid Programs" on page 21.

z;

)

Corners ol drug

deter or poi
war rray mid
WS* needs

'

ii soma cases, shier% going lo school lass lhan

Pcibie "'so ion }AS'

.cir aid admire**

me may be

" In some .esec *rend donl her lo b. In a degree or cerldcals
program. Check wilh your financial aid administrator

What are the elsedlineo?
For State OWN consideration, there are two deadlines by which
applications must be received by PHEAA;

May 1,1901For ALL runnel (a Pennsytvania Higher Education
Grant recipient during 1990-91) Indicants rethirthess of WO.
gram end netwenewal applicants who plan to enroll In baccalaureate degree programs including those enrolled in
college transfer progrsms at Pennsylvania two-year pubic
midges or junior colleges. Note: The PHEAA May 1 deadline
is one year earlier than the May 1 deadline for fw.eral student
aid explained below.
August 1, 1961For nonrenewai (not Pennsylvania Higher
Education Grant recipient for 1990-91) applicants who plan

to enroll in business, trade, technical schools, hospital
schools of nursing, or two-year terminal (non-transferable
two-year carter) programs at four-year colleges, Pennsylvania two-yew public or junior colege .

There are numsrous special Promenades:es which may warrant an elsception under Agency policy and even tither* such

circumstances do not blot. It has been th Pfootice of the
Agency to oenaider late applicanore for pollee. processing
when funds are evaikle.
e
For Federal Student Aid consideration:
May 1, 1992PHEAA must receive your appinatIon by May 1,
1902. SCh0Ofs may luve earlier deadlines you will have to
meet. You should apply as early as posaible Mailing in your
form 111 only the first step In applying for Federal Student aid,
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STATIIMINT OP CENTIFICATION MID AISINOWATION

Ma* easy War on mylour toomery moor

authorise MEM to mails
pAlle announosiasrA of Wile* &Wet et *WWI for Suet
&ant nude to Ittesppiissnl, to famomi Is the poftwaralory
inslitutIonle)Mish
oppltiont Metal of millemparEll InEl
ostm eat Ms *IOW* fumy Mama sad to dams admitestsr

owe the prommly 01 MIA and oinnol be Mum*.

doolsre mac pawky st Ms WNW* We at eis Com
epplitetlen es Willowy
intswaation that Voe oubswpantly submit pawn* ts this
application, has been ~Mod by meAm INW to the Wet of
my/our lotsuleslie rah Intsfamlien 1st*, most end mow
MOW Vas unimstmal Owl Ow penalty tot mamleekm of
teudolent intsfeeMset on INs
El for IhE Gob'
seeping eulmilation of traudulent Information In any mom
monwedth of Pennsylvania thet

Inc fmential aid MO any WM On NtoW/My um* the
sppilostIon.

Wsnoslion en fhooppilestlon and

Inesnmo

Eon sulsessmwely st***1 to of mawifsd by Me kloney.
liossuSweissandefeettlwilltiolseolIMPolawyWanistPate
Mame 1* Swam to submit to !HEM a °HOW may sr
exlmetat witsurPoinsylven siBlelossm Nut relum(o)1110

pursuant Is Sao applloollen may be repoyaent of thfpf P amy

tor Mit yow(s) isslenswel by MCA& Ws aft woe to

amount of money Nolo* pam One mew Implommont.

aubm11,a/sulhottPHIAAtocetsinfresnthedistriettlAndef

ulWVusrof Emma Simko, a OMNI* espy of ulna! of

MOS Mori Mos

by PHEAA and thettallum

opoomoon.

Imo understood mot oN documeMe subnatiseto PIMAA

Ey signing Ws applioadon,

I, We appkont, sulk,* Ind Mfola the aluoitIonal MediuVon fa Mach I am smell* W Memo to MEM ono mods

teluen(s)tot Om yearts)dmfonstod
prOvids so* ooples sr Mbar Ler

of mbar inewnwlion In the pm*** ths MOW* ef an,

We when fewitelsd to do so by PHEAA, my nssua In

to PHEAA previously award* Slate Wants has also

of as Mitosis or fonts *Volt misto to wry mooed st Molt
Instittaten of bee upon my easibillty km St* Omit mhoMos. If saris °tont is goaded. I artily 51015 will be toad

gunwales aneldlnot Ohm fads* owe and lowil government

only tot wItIon, less, books, mom or Iowa.

ins**Nay los Stift Elnre all find We nmultmeere to refund

wildest° Memel° PHEAA IntonnstIon In MeV *women

Sondkv the Form to PHEAA
ma Kit kno io:

Drebededc your brm nuke sure NW correlate and waxes B. WO
ftaWmi05NWl elineuros You may wen b retain a copy olfis tem
ke kite robronoe.

PHEM
P.O. &AEI It
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-8111

PIA he form In Ihe *weeps Re cores oldi he booklet. Dotit send eny

money. Don't FA Wm Belem watiewty requeelod In the Inekuo
Benel lothermeoewkalsob, or re wee inserlees In Po envelops,

KAM els booklet he*. You MN need k sten you old your UMW
Aid Report or Wormlike warning your Ihoto Gore elegbety.

Pis web oral elm dorm Ole procumeng of your apribetion Bo lure you
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IiiIi oclions and Code List
General Intennetion

14011CS

Whet le The Family FInenelel Statement (FFS)?
lbe Fan* Mendel Statement (F FS) le a 0011h that yell can UN 10 MOS'

YOUGIVI use the ACT FenakFinercilSialeimMe(FFSIVphytor
1 of he
hasmkal 1010,11(W Fele* MANI ald

tor money trom the Federal government state venom& moots. and

.

airenoto notp pay ate

Eskkallserf redelZald hesitant

FFS collects the Oepartri*nt
There is no lee required to be Soneidered ex evangel akl assis-

WNW)

c going to cum. (Ws use the word
unWsity, graduate or pedhuronel

. a vocalOnel se tedleedat school, or any other savor bmood the

erre
tance from the Worm Federal MOM knerkial eid
Pell Grants. Suppiamental Educator* Opporttirbty CraW

MP school heel

!SEC% College FfOrk'Skisky iCWS), Perkins Lowe or Slaked
loans

Some oollages. sloe within. and 'chosen,* pr warns tows
AC,T 'spongy; terms siek elm regare andebeinai informalion
dasetetto Mem. TVs intormalion fa used la
which AC
tor min-Federated Peil 2 althe FFS means
delerrnme

74063 the F FS. you rmy Wiry tor money tor Me 1991 92 school year
I. 1991 tivou91l Juno 30, 1092) 11 you are whim lot *4 lot a
tellerent tane psno careen your financial aid admiivelrator to obtain the
appropnato F S.

Whet la The Deadline For Filing lbS FFS?

you, chkagetegency requires Pm Wilortiketan.
10ts mistime:in
you must pay atm These tem aniwareellon pege eat your FFS

I) yell hen to
ollIcef at the
Check 405 the trensial
attend to determine el they mg" that ACT NM reports dem* to
them ACT resorts ucluds ineannalion you odmpielml in Part 2 af
the F FS as wee u alotli, nioneaton you competed in Pert

At the wry latest. you, FFS must be received at ACT by May 1. 1992
Howev et. pu should apply as earty as poem* Whom and aoencies

often have earth daines and/or may run cut ot money balm all
sadents apply

DO I Have To Send A rie With My FFS?
No Fee le Required 11 you ars arty applying for Fedsial student ao
Mere et no &ergo tor prscesung the Federal
Informahon Sections (A 1J al you, F FS Col
Vonmaygnkst 111 quieten SD car, obrain this
&Key horn the U S Depadment ot

Students should Aso contact Ma college( s) althea choice to deter
mew it they neve addhonal aPPacabsn recOmmorts

Education No ACT reptvls enk be sent &rely to
thesa coleus. however, you set receive a Stu
dent AP Repyt (SAR)

A Fee Is Required A lee re tutored to process Pan 2 (paus 7 and
fit ol

Warning:

ctes In the awarding of state. institutional and

ornate student md ACT valt report ail data

insfuded an the FFS (both Parts 1 a0:12110 the
ocaleges ander agencies you rewash", queshon

You may be asked to prawde U S income th reluma. be worksheets in

this booklet and other edema/al If you cant or dcal provide Mem
records >mummy .

Federal ekd

on mooned Information. pu

to pay tines arid Ims

FFS and send an ACT report TIsriurrior

maroon le uswelby SOMSG011119P5 and state nen.

01901/*///011110111COIM IWO/
You Must hdatiltyastatmecnara(ety
hen be checked by your colleges,' by the U S Department of Educalkon

117

yougalFederelmaadbased

hove to pay 4 bah. yOu may also here

n you purposely glere Isles or mieleeding

froonnetion on your apfecation form, you may be fined 910.000. receem
a prison sentence. CI 0010

S. ewe to reed ineennettan on the Massy Act and Uee of You"
Social Secuity Number on pew 13.

Can I See the Results 01 My ACT Analysis?
Yee You can requott your °Wimpy at the ACT report Wed a Com
pretuouro F harpist Aid Repon(CFAR). which includes much ot
the same wOontrieson we send Modem The CF AR Includes 0
04 the information you submitted to ACT on your FFS ti dearty
which colleges use to determine your
cutknes
Mightily tor trench ed, and prow*, a dear and concise record
al he Oormation hue both Parts I and 2 al your FFS In aderron

ACTrI,.rdyouaStudIntCFAR Intsemahenal Brochure' which
fully exotoos aSot the informaton on yOur CFAR. explain how
needemlyskscaichaeone are made. auhdes ndechleges um the
CFAR ohmmeter to doorframe your ad eigharty and provides a
description al the financial ekl process
To requeskyour own CFAR. you must mark Mentes oval On page
9. Section P. question 1 le and emboss the required lee as outlined

Table of COMM,
Oeheral thtwmalvn
Instructons
Part t - Federal information Instruchona
Federal Student Aid Release
Certdcation and Signatures

in Section 0

What Mappens Atter I Mill The FFS?
3

6
7

10
ColtegelA0ellhiffendrt inlormation Instructons
11 12
Reauest lor ACT Reportsf ees

Pail 2

,

The F ederal Student F manna Act Programs

13

AC T Finanaal ou Cade listing

tO

State Student Fnoncoo Asd hgenckes

24

'one, The ken.ran Galva. "We e.v9s " now

It you answered "Yee to question ek on the FFS. ACT. under contrast
weh hell 5 Department ol Education. will mrd you a Student AM Report
13. *Addreanal Information on Me Federal Student
(SAN)
awe.' tor more information about Me SAN Included
Fetancts4A.0
be en 'ACT Rajaart Rawest' lonn which can be used
eft each SAA
al a lafe, date to newest thin ACT reports be sant cfwectty to colleges or
egenoes. at to request your own personal ACT moon
A. ACT Comprenerisrve Financial Aid Rehan (CFAS') webs sent to each
al the chimes and &grimes you requested on baps 8. clUeeh0,1111 01the
FFS and for which you have enclosed the correct lm T)risrepciiproourles
COOPS nolth tnionnahon used in determining your eughity for financial
fad
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36. Sod. mow* Innate kte 1960. Wree In the amount ot
untaxed soot. mane/ WWI (frcturans Supplemental
Security I rOorrie)Stat your simnel got in 1990 Don include

41. Aeflusted Orem lneorns(A01)1or 1960. NU S twOOrne lax
Mum 101 1990 NW boon comyashrd. erne In the WOK,

any ben.99 ri0flstii cp.ehan 31 WI wen monthly

Cum Iroorto (4611) horn Form 1040.1me 31. 10404. kne 16.
or 1040E2, kne 3

AMOOntS thal your pareete CO IV you aught. othor children

Don't MPhil% any income or caplet gons from the sale of a

amounts: wrtle la the total la 1990. Be sure lo Include Ms

busmen of num. d tIns tali retuliltd horn a yolumaly or

36. Aid le Fendllse wen Deperelent CPA.en (AMC or AK)

tor 1090.

mvoluMery lerecioeure. latish/re. or bankaplCy or Involuntary hp/dation If the fours Is negative due lo a tustless Or
farm Zee. mite in the negate', amaunt and blaceen Me "6'
oval tn. re above the QuelbOn headuc.

Don't radon nwehly arnounti. write fn Me Mal for

1990 Dont Wirt social leCunty bone.' Ws

37. ChM support rwesIvoll e3f ii otaliva. Mckyds the student Dont report moan* amounts; en. Md. totelfor 5990

31. Other titkaudireteme ane Sonsets tat MO. Add up yOur
parents untamed income ard benefits for 1990 Use work
woo 12011910s 12 Be sum k trOlude your wenn' tamed

UeesafsselIiorl99Qe !atomism...salon. If you

Cannel 9a11 1900 tax town, bel MN be nen; one.

42. U.S. Moans tex lield tor 1990. Wray fn the amount from
Form 1049. bre 47'.1040A line 25 or 1040E2. ens 7 Make
sure Me amount dOSn't Include any FICA, sell-ernployment
or other taxes Don't Copy Me amount ol 'Federal:noon* tax
wrthhekr from a W.2 Form

more& al&Und *kiwi* IRA/Keogh payments. d any

Section F. Student's (& Spouse's)
Income Information for 1990

1

43-44. %COTO Wiled horn work In IWO.
H YOH 1.11.40 questIons 40 through 42. Ir.clude yeko (and

your epousell earrunge from *Oar in 1990

Income, Earnings, and Benefits

Add up the

earnings nom you, (ander, your spouse's) W.2 Forms and
any other arnsnge from *lee that are nol Included on Me

nth* instructions led you to sew a Questen. *awe .1
Nenk 11 your answer to any cveshon Is 'none' Or
'zero ' plot a zoom the nght.hand box ol the answer

W 2 Fano

space and blacken the zero oval below that bol
DOo't leave it blank or use clashes Fa example

tt you *newsreel questions 40 through 42, include the
'Wagos. salaries. tOS. elc ' from your land your 'Muss's)
For rn 1049 lute 7 10494.1ine 7. or 194092115.1 tlyOul and
IOW SPOUSe I riled a rant returis mood your and your spouses

earnings separately If you fand'af your Vaasa) 000 a buirnese or hum. also add in the amounts from Form 1010 Imes
12 and 19

_

It you tor your spouse) riled lor mu hilt a "Foreign Tax Return" or a
Puerto Rican tax return. ICI Page 13
39.

1910 U.S. income lax figure.
Front a compleNd return. Mad, only one oval to indicate
*non IRS FOrns was Ned Use Mil tar return to answer

11 a feure is negative due to a business or larm loss mite in
the negatrre amount and blacken the correscondng 'Cr oval
that is above the Quekton heading

In questions 45 through O. dont include benefits reported in Section E
questions 35. 36. 37 and 321

45. Social security benefits lot teed Write in the amount ot
untaxed socket securrly benefits (includtrig Supplernenlal
SeCunty Income) that you fond your spouse) got in 1999
Boni include any benefits reported tn question 41 Don t
199011 monthiy amounts write m the total fa 1990 B. sure

Quesbons 40 through 44 and 44

Estimated. Mark the correct oval rt nu (and your spousal
have not yet hied but we inea1990US income tax return
use your enaroal records to IMMO, OUISSOCIS 40 through 44

to include the amounis that yOu got tor your chrkken
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FOREWORD

INTRODUC110N
The Higher Education Act (HEA) underpins our nation's commitment to educational
opportunity. Since the passage of the HEA in 1965, the federal student financial
assistance programs created by Title IV of the HEA have grown dramatically, from
$200 million in 1965-66 to more than $18 billion in 1988-89. This growth in student
assistance has supported unprecedented enrollments et postsecondary education
institutions. Despite this, concern persists about access and choice for students,
especially low-ineome and minority students.

Congress responded to concerns about keen end the inereasing complexity of the
programs and delivery through the Higher Education Amendments of 1986. In this
reauthorization of the HEA, Congress created the Advisory Committee on Student
Financial Assistance to ensusc that the provers continue to meet their critical goals.
The Advisory Committee's most important charge is 'to make recommendations that
will result in the maintenance of access for low- and middle-income students."

In 1989, Congress asked the Advisory Committee on Student
Financial Assistance to identify and explore issues for consideration

during the forthcoming reauthoritation of the Aet, nrough an
18-month-long series of activities in which information was collected
and analyzed, the Advisory Committee has uncovered three
pervasive problem areas that impede both the implementation of
the statute and the effectiveness of the Title IV programs.
Addressing these problems will markedly improve access to
postsecondary education, delivery of federal student aid funds, and
the acquisition end analysis o( data neeessary to evaluate end
enhance program performance.

Most profound among the problems detected by the Committee is

that federal efforts to prawn swat sow Is poloosaiwy

eimartida by low-income, disadtaenged and minority youth have
The Advisory Committee structure reflects the diversity of the contemporary financial
stalled. Despite the dramatic growth of student assistance, which
aid community. College presidents, financial aid administrators, educational association
has supported unprecedented enrollments at postsecondary
executives, bank officers. guaranty agency muscutives, state higher education officials,
educational institutions, concern about acmes for these at-tak
and students have served on the Committee. Members are appointed by the leaders of
groups of students persists. The Title IV programs have succeeded
the United States Senate, the House of Representatives, and the Secretary of Education
in supporting entry to higher education for traditional,
on the basis of technical expertise and knowledge of student aid and educational policy.
college-bound students. The Committee is penuaded, however,
The eleven members serve In staggered terms of three years. These members, who are
that a new commitment to at-risk students with demonstrably
quoted throughout this report, as well as former members and Committee staff, are
effective strategies Is required to produce results by the year 2000.
listed on pages 23 and 21.
The Advisory Committee's members are dedicated to strengthening the federal student
aid programs to ensure equal opportunity through access to postsecondary education.
Despite the impressive growth of the programs and postsecondary enrollment, more
must be done to assure the most disadvantaged that access to postsecondary education
is meaningful and real. This report presents the Committee's recommendations for the
reauthorization of the Higher E4ucation Act of 1965.

lii

The delivery syoon that confronts all college-bound youth and
adults remains too complex. More important, this complexity
selves as a significant barrier to OCCCU, most particularly for the
at-risk population Despite previous improvements enacted by
Congress during the last reauthorization, ambiguities in the delivery
system, particularly concerning features of the application process,
thwart implementation of these improvements and sustain
complexity that does not serve poor or middle-income students.
The Advisory Committee concludes, therefore, that the changes to
the delivery system enacted through the Higher Education
Amendments of 1986 must be fully implemented end that new
initiatives to simplify further must be undertaken.
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The Advisory Committee also it concerned that the ability of the
Department of Education to cquire, access, and analyze data
about important issues facing the Title IV programs has
deteriorated appreciably in recent years, due both to underfunding
and lack of coordination. This deterioration inhibits the ability to
address critical Sumer, particularly those related to SWISS, the loan
programs generally and loan default specifically. The studies
performed by the Department of Education have tended to be
retrospective, rather than dealing prospectively with tonerging.
issues. Adjustments to the Department of Education's misting
analytical infrastructure, which supports data collection end analysis,
are likely to require too much time awl may prove inadequate.
The Committee ir persuaded that a bolder, more delherate, and
more highly focused approach-prospectM in charseter-h required
to address critical iuues.
The pending reauthorization of the Higher Education Act provides
Congress with an opportunity to respond to emerging challenges by
building on the advances it made with the passage of the Higher
Education Amendments of 1986. The Advisory Committee has
constructed its recommendations to Congreu so that important
problems can be addressed through statutory changes-which lhe
Advisory Committee will propose.

The traditional federal approach to access conflicts with the true
nature of the problem of access to postw000dery education for
lowincome, disadvantaged and minority students. The federal
approach is predicated on the assumption that reducing financial
barriers through student aid funds will edam equal access to
postsecondary education for target populations. In reality,
numorin other obstacles create serious, often insufulountshle
barriers tor poor and minority students.
Depanment of Education pollens and strategies era uaderpinned
by an approach that Jetsam NMI aka sufeelancy of finenchl
resources to pay for postsecondary °decade% this approadt is too
limited to be effective. Thee operadoaal dinessines of ths access
problem result from this conceptual ow. Firm, the Department ci
Education it unable to mums an appropriate leadenhip role
leas*"
either in establithing access goal" or in Iregksiseeleg
to attack the problem of Inadequate seem Sewed, the memmals
conducted by the Department of Bducatioa on access is inadoquete

became tt fails to adequately moms puticipatioo rates end
ignores major factors contributing to perticipstkin RN*, federal
effon: to ikussiwase isfernerien about the Title IV tinanels1 skI
programs do not recognize the way ci beton appearing Moog the
educational continuum that prevent entry into postaccoodary
education for students from at-rillt
Redefining Access Goals

Recent data indicate that significant sheetalls in postsecondary
participation among low.income, disadvantaged and minority
students persist and are becoming even more severe. For crumple,
Figure I on page 5 indicates that perticipation fates for minorities,
which were approximately equal In 1976, are now about tett
percentage points lower than white participation rates. The
Advisory Committee is convinced that the Department of
Education's current definition of scams to postsecondary education.
which simply focuses on reducing financial barriers to postsecondary
education, will not reduce these shortfalls.
Although central to providing access for college-bound students, the
current definition fails to take into eccount other critical factors
that diminish acceu to postsecondary education for atrisk
populations. These factors hulude: Lnadequate academie
3
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preparation; low aspirations and self-esteem; and inaccurate
information about college requirements, costs of attendance and
availability of financial aid. Such barriers operate in a variety of
ways throughout ths educational sequence with profoundly negative
implicadons for participation of at-rkk populations.

Uthrtunately, the prevailing federal deffnitire of equal access
utilires primarily one necessary, but not sufficient, strateg for
assuring acceasthat is, using student aid programs to lower
Mandel barriers. This strategy ignores substantial shortfalls in
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participation rate* as an Indication of unequal access.
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As a result, the Department of Education has not taken certain
essential actions to addreas the range of obstacles to access. For
maniple, an sdequste system does not exist for tracking target
populations as they proceed through key stages in the educational
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In addition, effective monitoring and evaluation of the
Title IV programs are virtually nonexistent. Bemuse these data are
unavailable, the Department of Education has been unable to
quantify targets, to plan and initiate appropriate policies, or to
make purposeful refinements to the programs at the federal level.
Furthermore, regular progress reports from the Secretary to the
Congress on movement toward a fundamental federal goal are
notably absent.
sequence.
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In light of the problems related to the definitioa of access goals,
the Advisory Committee recommends that the Congreu take the
actions presented in Exhibit 1.
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Implementing New Ialtiatim
in general, federal policymakers have been reluctant to
acknowledge the inadequacy of current federal programs and
strategies. For any substantive progress to be made tmvard
equality of access, however, It is essential that the Department of
Education take a strong advocacy position on behalf of needy
students, especially at-risk populations. In assuming such a
leadership role, the Department of Education would be better able
to pursue and implement programmatic changes that would meet
stated access goals.
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In recent years, with the exception of modest changes, the
Department of Education has not undertaken programmatic
Initiatives aimed at expanding access for lowincome, disadvantaged
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and minority population,. Nor has the Department, in the
Committee's view, made sienificant attempts to integrate,
coordinate and ;wad* incentives to states and institutions to

participate fully in these efforts The TRIO minims, which
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constitute the Department of Education's early information and
outreach programs under Title IV, are illustrative of the current
sitnation arid provide an opportunity for substantial Improvements
TRIO providee a range of academic and support services to high
school and college students. Although the programs have
complementary objective/and appear to offer a continuum of

services, the results in prectice ere quite different. There are four
important aspects to,this deficiency, related in part to funding
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First, there is no adequate mechanism for coordinatine federal
programs to ensure a sequence of ageeppropriate servicea for
students throughout the educational proms' There is no consistent
coordination of the TRIO programs with potentially interrelating
tervices extended by institutions and states. &wood, TRIO only
reaches a fraction of the eligible population. By one estimate, a
needy youth has leas than a 1-41.20 chance of being sewed by Just
one of the programs, and a significantly smaller likelihood of being
saved by more than one of these sequential programs (e.g.,
Upward Bound precollege program and Student Support Services, a
college program).

Third, TRIO services do not reach most eligible students soon
enough to increase their propensity and their ability to pume a
coley location, despite a body of research and emerging
consensus that reaching siudents early in the education process
improves access. Because of neavy demands upon the TRIO
programs, resources tend to be concentrated on high school juniors
and seniors, whose attitudes, academic orientation and study habits
are, for the most part, already formed. In contrast, feu than 2%
of TRIO funds are earmarked for middle school- or junior high
school.sged students, which represent pivotal ages for young people
=kir; decisions about participation and for acquiring the

Exhibit 2
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necessary skills for success in postsecondary education.

Finally, a system does not exist within TRIO to generate dais from
the programs that would inform policymakers and educators in an
data would be invaluable
ongoing and dependable fashion. Certain
in modifying TRIO to meet federal toms goals. Such data would
6
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include postsecondary school participation rates of TRIO
beneficiaries, the effectiveneu of specific TRIO components, and
the outcomes for TRIO students who do not attend college. The
Committee recoinmendations for implementing new initiatives are
presented in Exhibit 2.

among students and families from target groups. Thus, these
alrisk populations are left with the impression that postsecondary
education b out of their grasp, because educational costs are
beyond their means. Equal access to postsecondary education
clearly is not served by such misinformation, that seriously
undermines the efforts of many dedicated professionals.

Revitalizing Research on Access

'Eon, information
program and
inservennont play
very important roles
in increasing the

participation of

Federal measurements of participation rates and factors
contributing to participation are based on inadequate data sources
that do not monitor outcomes in relationship to goals. Key
databases no longer provide sufficiently comparable data,
longitudinal efforts are conducted at intervals that are too
infrequent to he useful, and sample sizes for low.income.
disadvantaged and mirurity populations are too small to draw
policy conclusions. As a result of these inadequacies. federal
measures concerning factors associated with underparticipation ate
superfictal and conflicting.

In sharp contrast, the Advisory Committee has observed that when
the federal government is truly concerned about a specific issue, it
establishes shorter, highly targeted, annual surveys or conducts a
census. The annual High School Senior Survey is a case in point.
Now in its 16th year, this survey is sponsored by the National
Institute on Drug Abuse to gather detailed information about drug
use among high school students In addition, the federal
government collects monthly counts on unemployment claims
because claims are a critical indication of the health of the
economy. The Advisory Committee found that accurate, timely
information on participation rates, nompersisters and other
thinensions of the access problem are as vital to the national
interest as data on drug use among young people and employment
in the workforce.

The inessage and the medium must change, if federal information
dissemination efforts are to be effective. This is especially
important because of the penchant of the popular press to describe
college costs in terms of the most expensive schools in the country,
rather than in terms of average costs or costs of attendance at
public institutions, and the effects of financial aid on those costs.
In addition, persons whfs serve as providers of information to
students-such as high school counselors, TRIO staff and community
volunteeis-currently do not possess sufficient knowledge about the
financial aid programs to provide necessary guidance for students
along the educational continuum. Their circumscribed awareness of
student assistance also binders their ability to advise students on
the advantages of recent and prospective efforts to simplify the
financial aid process. Committee recommendations for improving
information dissemination are presented in Exhibit 3.

Improving Information Dissemination
Me Advisory Committee has found that the amount and quality of
information that students and families possess about college CO5ls
and the availability of federal financial aid are woefully inadequate
This is particularly true for at-risk populations Further. the
professionals who sme these at.risk populations lu.k adequate
information This lack of information interacts with continual news
coverage of budget battles, rising institutional cum, and skirmishes
over the legality of minority scholarships. to generate confusion
8
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DELIVERY OF STUDENT AID: MODELS, FORMS AND
PROCESSES
Currently, the complex system of determining eligibility and
awarding student financial aid simply confounds many students and
particularly students and families from at-risk populations.
Despite progress made by Conpess to simplify the process, both
the need analysis models and the delivery rAtem remain
unnecessarily complex. In part, this is due to ambiguities in the
system that unintentionally focus on data collection and need
analysis issues relating to higher-income financial sid applicants.

Mad* mad analysis moids still exist under both the Pell Grant

formula and the Cong/essional Methodology (CM), despite
evidence that integzation of the simple Pell and CM models could
be accomplished without significant budgetary or redistributive
effects. As for the application process, forms have been
restructured but are still too complex for students from families
with limited means. Reapplication is an unnecessarily duplicative
and burdensome prdcess for students especially when there is little
change in family circumstances. Despite the obvious behefits of
free federal *limy, the free federal form and simplified need
analysis are not being fully used. And finally, the need analysis
formulas, which have not undergone any changes since the Higher
Education Amendments of 1986, could be more effective with some
additional technical modifications.
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The Committee proposes changes in several areas of the current
federsl need analysis and delivery system. Taken together, these
changes, If implemented, would make the process of applying for
federal financial aid less burdensome for students, especially those
from low-income and middle-income families. The Committee
believes these modifications can be pin into place without incurring
major budgetary and redistributive effects, jeopardizing the accuracy
of applicant data, increasing administrative burdens for insinutions
or undermining the integrity of the delivety system.

Eliminating Multiple Need Analysis Models
Currently, students applying for financial aid arc faced with
multiple need analysis models and results Despite using the sante
data, the Pell Grant formula and the Congressional Methodology

to

II

(CM) generate two divergent expected family contribution figures.,
the Pell Grant Index (PGI) and the Congressional Methodology's
Family Contribution (FC).
However, data in Figure 2 show that integration is clearly feasible.
For low.mcome students qualified for simplified need analysis as
well as middle. and upper-income students, the two models
produce parallel results-the difference is due largely to the CM's
minimum student contribution. These data suggest that a hybrid
model with a simpie version for low.income studenta can be
identified and implemented with minimal budgetary and
redistributive impact. Exhibit 4 presentS the Committee's
recommendation concerning integration of the Pell and
Congressional Metho.dology Formulas.
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Simplibiag Application and Reapplkatioa
The Congress chcee to take significant action to simplify need
analysis and the delivery system with the passage of the Higher
Education Ansendments of 1986. Although progress has been
made toward simplification, complexity still prevails. Addressing
certain Issues and ambiguities surrounding the models and
processes will reduce the current level of complexity, especially for
low.income and disadventaged students and even for middle-income
students. These issues include funher simplification of application
requirements, extending the income cap for eligibility under
simplified need analysis. and streamlining reapplication.

Average Pell Grant Index (PGI) and Congressional Methodology Family
Contribution (FC) foe the Simple Needs Test and Full Formula by
Income for Dependent Applicants In the 1988-89 Award Year

Simple Needs

(MDE) application forms. This action facilitated the
implementation of saisplified need analysis-a formula requiring
fewer data elemenu-for eligible students by placing the federal
data elements for the simple needs test in the front section of the
core. However, for students from indigent populations, the data
requested are still too complex and irrelevant for the purpose of

1-comulr

lest

One major advance toward achieving congressional intent with
regard to simplification was made by the Department of Education,
when it separated the federal data elements in 1990.91 into a
unified "federal core" on all the multiple data entry processor

ir
fl'
4
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determining expected family contribution.

'5

The Advisory Committee has identified, through structural
examination of the need analysis formulas and available data, at
least two segments of the applicant population who have zero or
near-zero family contributions regardiess of formala. Dependent
12
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students with parents' current adjusted gross income of $9,000 or
leas ($10,000 for the 199344 academic year), and students who
participate in AFDC/ADC constitute two of these segments.
Reducing application requirements as a means of reducing
complexity for these students will not produce budgetary Of
redistributive distortions, if eligibility criteria for simplified need
analysis are used as a screening device,

Consideration of other populations-such as low-income
independent students, students receiving benefits from other public
assistance programs, and families with current incomes slightly
higher than $9,000-also is appropriate. However, the data
obtained by the Advisory Committee are insufficient to auure that
implementation for.these other groups will not create unintended
budgetary or redistributhe effects.
Expanding eligibility under simplified need analysis presents anothet
means of reducing current complexities and ambiguities. Currently,
families with incomes above $15,000 are not eligible for simplified
need analysis, and must provide data for analysis under the hill
formulas. As a result, lower-middle and middle-income families
must submit asset information on the application, even though their
assets-other than the family home, perhaps-are non-existent or
nominal. IRS data obtained by the Advisory Committee show that
most 1040A and 1040EZ filers earn Feu than $SW from
investments for incomes as high as $30,000 and $40,000, thus
illustrating that the assets for these populations are negligible.
Nonetheless, the full need analysis will take equity on family home
into account, which can 'name the expected family contribution
for some beyond their a silty to provide support.
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Reapplication for continuing students represents perhaps the most
significant redundancy in the current system. For example,
Department of Education data show that over 50% of the students
eligible for Pell Grants in 1988-89 reapplied in 1989-90, with
calculated contributions changing minimally fu. many students
across income ranges. Most low-income students, AFDC recipients.
non-federal tax filers, and filers of simple federal tax returns
experienced virtually no change. Streamlining reapplicationthat is.

permitting continuing students to update =sting datawould have
a powerful effect on simplifying the delivery system for all students.
especially for low-income populations
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The present tecimoiogy is sufficient to support such an effort, as
demonstrated by the capabilities of Stage Zeroa special project
sponsored by the Department of Educationwhich permits
institutions to submit federal application data dettronkally to, and
receive output from the Central Proceuing System.
By strengthening the process for initial applicants and using Stage
Zero as a mechanism to produce "reapplicatione to be transmitted
directly to institutions from ED's database, the delivery system
could function mote efficiently while facilitating entry for students
from disadvantaged populations.
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With theae changes. the Department of Education still would
maintain primary responsibility for sustaining the application
process. This would include a financial commitment to help sustain
operational coats system-wide, such as support for data entry, line
charges and sufficient dissemination and training opportunities for
institutions. Exhibit 5 presents the Committee's recommendations
related to simplifying applications and reapplications.
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Data suggest that very foe low.income, disadvantaged and minority
students who qualify for the simple needs test are using it. For
example, the data in Figure 3 indicate that less than 17 percent of
all applicants eligible to complete the simple needs test and less
than eight percent of eligible MDE applicants actually filed the
simide form. Most students from these populations still are
processed under the complex forms and models; and many students
continue to pay fees if they complete forms from certain MDEr.
Anecdotal information suggests that even at community colleges in
states that accept the federal core applicant Ala to deliver all
types of aid, simplified and free need analysis is not being
implemented. The same holds true at four-year public institutions,
whose funds are derived predominantly from federal and state
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No data currently exist to explain why congressional intent is not
being met in this regard. However, anecdotal information collected
by the Advisory Committee suggests that both state and
institutional data requirements, inadequate information about free
federal delivery services, a.;d unfamiliarity with the benefits of
simplified need analysis on the part of high school counselors and
some aid administrators may all play a role
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Inc:easing!), slates and institutions are electing to use the free
federal form and, accordingly, simplified need analysis. Utilization
of free federal delivery seems to occur when parties have full
information and understanding of the benefits and effects.
However, the Department of Education does not seem to be
encouraging CC providing incentives for panics to follow suit.

Traditionallyeged students, especially from low.income populations,
depend on high school guidance a other counsel/2n for
information on &thieving seems to postsecondary schools.
Anecdotal informatioo stroogly suggestil that them counselors are
unaware of the edvantages of the she* needs test for
disadvantaged youth, Theee very important advisors also may
operate under osnain misecoeeptions about the need to complete
the entire appilestion, including thitiee sections on forms from
certain MDEs that require low.bscome applicants to pay a fee.
Exhibit 6 Founts the Committee's recommendations related to
promotins full Implementation of tree federal delivery.
Improving Specific Need Aislyals Features
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The Advisory Committee's recommendations for changes in the
delivery of student aid that the paper has addressed thus far are
primary. If implemented, these proposals will greatly simplify the
delivery system and ease Wels for low.incorne and middle.income
students. Through its review of need analysis, the Committee also
has identified additional Issues spec& to the need analysis
formulas, which are technical in nature and appear to be
representative of the concerns within the financial aid commurory.

The Committee also notes that no changes have been made to the
need analysis formulas since the enactment of the Higher
Education Amendments of 1986. The technical modifications
proposed by the Committee and contained in Exhibit 7 are sure to
have positive effects, but will not influence more basic concerns
about access and delivery as profoundly as the other
recommendations included In this report.
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CRITICAL ISSUES FOR FURTHER STUDY
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Accurate and timely data and analyses are the cornerstones of
sound educational policy and effective program design. During its
deliberations the Committee was struck by the existence of a broad
consensus Most observers wee that Congress and the
Department of Education do not possess, or cannot readily access,
the data necessary to perform analyses of =Or issues affecting the
integrity and stability of the Title IV programs-particularly the loan
programs-during the I9901. Two explanations have been offered
for the apparent shortfall: inadequate funding of data collection,
retrieval, and analysis at all levels of program management and
policymaking; and lack of =operation end coordination among
entities responsible for planning, budjetina, evaluation, and
research both inside and outside the federal government. Both
explanations seem plausible to the Committee, apeoar to be
systemic in character, and lead to the conclution that progress in
addressing critical isms probably requires a new approach.

While the Committee confronted data and study limitations that
precluded recommendations in several areas the following issues
appear to be the moat critical and most in need of fresh and
independent examination;
Factors affecting the parikipadon qf eke atrisk population in
postsecondary education, and the desigh of effective
strategies to overcome those factors;
The nature and causes of loan *Auk and its impact on
program stability, as well as the impact of recent program
changes on default rates;
Thc effects of loan burden on enrollment and persistence of
hoth low-income and middle-income students, and its impact
ii entry into and completion of graduate and professional
education: and
The integrity, quality, and long-run value of educational
programs, the appropriateness of their cost and the
likelihood of payoff to at-risk students.

In each of these important areas, the Committee has made a
deretnimation that errant data and analyses are wholly inadequate
to assess the dimensions of the problem or formulate effective
strategics and policies to overcome them. The Committee's
recommendations for further study arc presented in Exhibit 8.
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Senator PELL. Our second panel includes Gregory Roberts, execu-

tive director of the Baltimore Educational Scholarship Trust in
Baltimore; Ms. Melissa Gregory, financial aid officer at Frederick

Community College in Frederick, MD, and Ms. Elizabeth Hicks, coordinator of financial aid, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA.
Shall we start out with Mr. Roberts?
STATEMENTS OF GREGORY ROBERTS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
BALTIMORE EDUCATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP TRUST, BALTIMORE,
MD; MELISSA GREGORY, FINANCIAL AID OFFICER, FREDERICK
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, FREDERICK, MD; AND ELIZABETH
HICKS, COORDINATOR OF FINANCIAL AID, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MA

Mr. ROBERTS. Thank you, Senator.

I would like to thank this Senate subcommittee for the opportunity to testify before you today. I will limit my comments this
morning to the impact the financial aid form, specifically the FAF,
has on first-generation low-income students in their pursuit of postsecondary educational opportunities.
As a former director of a TRIO program, specifically the Talent
Search program, and current director of the Baltimore Educational
Scholarship Trust, it has been my experience that the complex
nature of the FAF has created an unfair burden on poor families.
The FAF in its present form asks 78 specific questions concerning a family's financial background and biographical data. The
complexity of the questions are sometimes far beyond the interpretation of our families and causes them a high level of frustration

and anxiety. Many families decide that the form is too difficult and
decide not to complete the process. If they are able to complete the
form, they will probably make several errors, limiting their opportunities to receive aid.
In an ideal scenario, families would receive the form in late December, consult with a guidance counselor or school personnel in
early January, have an accountant complete their tax return and
review their FAF for errors. The completed FAF could then be sent
by the first of February.

The reality of the situation is that once a family receives the
form, it becomes quite clear that they are unable to ar 3wer many
of the questions. The burden of completing the FAF is now the responsibility of the student. Now you have 17- and 18-year-olds
either trying to complete the form on their own or, if they are fortunate, they are able to work with financial aid professionals or
school guidance staff who will assist them with the form.
I cannot tell you how many times I have met with a desperate
senior a few days from the financial aid deadline, and I end up
completing the form for them.
An article that appeared in the July 6, 1988 edition of The
Chronicle of Higher Education articulated the difficulty of lowincome first-generation students completing the form. Three years
since that article appeared, the problems still remain.
TRIO personnel in ideal situations are able to work with students beginning in their sophomore year and provide advice and
assistance during those 3 years, preparing families for the complex
k.)

t
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process. Again, the reality is that the student will be referred to
me in his senior year, probably right after the Christmas holidays.
His window of opportunitythat is the time I have to assist with
SAT, college applications, FAF forms, letters of recommendation,
etc.is about 8 weeks. Nine out of ten times, it takes the family at
least half that time just to complete the FAF.
In one particular inner city high school that I was involved with,
several students had paid between $100 and $150 to have the form
completed by a financial aid/scholarship service, when the information was readily available through TRIO and financial aid personnel.

Poor students are affected by making errors or delaying submission of the form. The Maryland State Soholarship Program gives
preference to students graduating from Baltimore City schools.
However, if they miss the early deadline, they have eliminated
themselves from the program.
For families on public assistance, or those earning $10,000 or
less, let's simplify the form by limiting the questions to biographical data and verification of income. This will streamline the process for those families, and ep able front-line professionals such as
myself to better meet the needs of our constituents.
Any child who can overcome the obstacle of poverty needs to be

apt:Lauded, not burdened unnecessarily with forms.
For some of us, it is difficult to understand why anyone would
complain about completing a form, no matter how complex, to be
eligible to receive substantial financial assistance. However, when
you work with young people who walk the tightrope every day be-

tween obscurity and success, it becomes apparent that any additional obstacle, no matter how small, can tilt the pendulum the
other way.
The Financial Aid Form is an unnecessary burden on poor families. The additional questions will not change the eligibility status.
If colleges needed additional information, it can be acquired
through their own supplemental forms.
Finally, I urge you to take the necessary steps to simplify a process that is the life blood of educational opportunity for poor children.
Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Roberts.

Senator PELL. Ms. Gregory.
Ms. GREGORY. Good morning. My name is Melissa Gregory, and I
am the financial aid officer at Frederick Community College.

I am honored to testify before you this morning, and I am very
pleased that your subcommittee has identified simplification of the
financial aid process as a key objective for reauthorization.
FCC is located in Frederick, MD, about 50 miles northwest of DC.
Our students are largely low to moderate income, and many come
from .t ural backgrounds. We have a large number of single women
who are heads-of-household, and approximately 15 percent of our
financial aid population receives AFDC benefits.
These students are very needy. Many would also be considered at

risk. However, FCC students share another characteristicthey
succeed. Unlike the stereotype of low-income aid recipients, our
students complete their or'grams at high rates. A large percentage
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of our students enrolled in transfer
programs go on to 4-year institutions.
Another proof of our students' pride and
repay their loans. Despite their potential, success is that they
dered by the current financial aid system. our students are hinMy testimony covers three specific and
The application, re-application and State interconnected concerns:
For many of my students, applying for scholarships.
exposure to a complex form. Many have financial aid is their first
no experience with credit
systems and applications. They are willing
to commit to an academic program, but the student aid
process
sure we lose students because of its complexity.is daunting, and I'm
The losses are most severe among very needy students.
If not for
our constant intervention and a great deal of hand-holding,
I am
sure they would take one look at the form and
walk
alit
ay.
Re-application is another hurdle. Our students
poor last year. Why do they have to do it again? proved they were
Why does it take a
4-page form, on which they record
very
few
changes
from the year
before, to establish what we already
know?
There
has to be an
easier way to identify any changes.
Our students suffer from form overload;
too many applications. One reality of life in we wear them out with
my office is the need to
deal with two forms and different requirements.
free Federal form, the Application for Federal I prefer to use the
Student Aid. My students find it easier to complete. However,
until
end of April, I
only distribute the College Board's Financial Aidthe
Form,
cause the State of Maryland requires it for awarding or FAF, beState grants.
The State does accept the expected family
contribution
from the Federal data on the FAF, including the resultscalculated
from the
simplified needs test. But students must still answer
a
handful
of
State-specific questions at the end of the FAF, for which they
pay
a
processing fee.
Twenty-five percent of my students receive State grants, so I feel
obligated to encourage them
to take advantage
this resource.
Even though 80 percent of our total need-basedof
aid
comes from
Federal sources, and 10 percent is from the State,
my students still
need every dollar they can get.
The impact of using the FAF is
Most of our time
spent with students early in the yearsubstantial.
is dedicated to helping them
complete the FAF. We often sit with them, read the questions
to
them, and sometimes we actually fill in the data.
I have to admit to a certain sense of guilt asking students
to pay
a fee for something that I know is available free
of
charge.
year my students ask if the fee can be waived because they Each
can't
afford it. Unfortunately, fee waivers must be
purchased
by
institutions, which is not, a realistic option given FCC's
budget.
As a staff, we do go to great lengths
to
avoid
having
students pay
excessive unnecessury fees. For example,
we
print
separate
tions, and we attach them to the cover of the FAF, telling instrucstudents
only to list the State, not the school, in the
CSS
institution
code
section to avoid paying an additional fee. Ironically,
we
get
our
data from the Department of Education, not
from
CSS.
For
FCC,
delivery of data from CSS is redundant.
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The issue of fees has been partially addressed by the free Federal

core that is part of all applications, but prior to the deadline for
State scholarships, I cannot provide a no-fee option for applying.

Even if other simpler application procedures were available to lowincome students, under the current structure, students would still
fill out all sections of the form and pay a fee.
The message is clear and simple: Complete the whole form. It is
the safest path to take.
Mr. Chairman, if we are to make real progress on simplification,
we cannot simplify at the Federal level only to have more stringent
need analysis requirements maintained by States and institutions.
I have heard that the State of Maryland is considwing accepting
the AFSA to award State grants. I applaud such efforts because it
makes entry into the delivery system easier for all low-income stu-

dents, especially if the results from Federal need analysissimple
as well as regularare sufficient to award State grants.
Simplification for low-income students is straightforward. Many
have already demonstrated their poverty for the purpose of welfare
programs. There are cthers, especially the working poor, who have
few, if any, assets. Completing the full form with its associated instructions only serves to confuse them and cumplicate their entry
into the delivery system.
I would urge this subcommittee to make the application process

easier for low-income students with particular consideration to

automatic eligibility for maximum Federal aid for AFDC recipients
and others who receive public assistance, and by extending simplified need analysis to families with moderate incomes and minimal
assets. Such approaches and methods to lessen the burdens of reapplication would yield very positive results.
I also believe that States and institutions can work together to
build systems that let poor students apply for State-based grants
without requiring the completion of complicated and expensive application forms.
I would like to mention one other important issue that could simplify the application processthe independent student definition.
The current definition is very complex and requires more and more
space on the form. By streamlining the definition, both accuracy
and simplicity will be served.
I would like to thank you very much for this opportunity to testify before you, and I'd be happy to answer any questions you might
have.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Gregory follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT BY Ms. GREGORY

Good morning. My name is Melissa Gregory and I am the financial aid officer at
Frederick Community College in Frederick, MD, I am honored to testify before you
this morning and I am very pleased that your distinguished subcommittee has identified simplification of the financial aid process as a key objective for reauthorization.
This morning I would like to provide some background on FCC and the surrounding community, as well as describe the complexity and confusion that my students
face in dealing with the current financial aid system. Also, I will suggest some general solutions to these problems.
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FCC is located in Frederick, Maryland, about 50 miles northwest of Washington,
DC. Representative of the surrounding community, FCC's students are largely low
to moderate income and many come from rural backgrounds. The majority of our
financial aid applicants are independent students who make less than $15,000 per
year. The average income of our dependent financial aid applicants is approximately 00,000. The student body is predominantly white, although about 10 percent are
black. We have a large number of single women who are the head of the household,
and approximately 15 percent of our financial aid population are receiving AFDC
benefits.

In the current context, while we consider these students very needy, many would
also be considered "at-risk." However, FCC students share another characteristic:
They succeed. Unlike the stereotype of low-income aid recipients, our students complete their programs at high rates and a large percentage of our students enrolled
in transfer programs go on to 4-year institutions. In key vocational programs, such
as nursing, all of our studentseven those who are high-riskpass their licensing
exam the first time. lne of the ultimate results of our ..tadants' pride and success is
that they pay back thlii loans. FCC has a 9 percent default rate.
In spite of their potential for success, our students am hindered from completing
their goals by the current financial aid system. My testimony covers three specific
and interconnected concerns: The application, reappiicr.ion, and State scholarships.
For many of my students, applying for student assistance is their first exposure to
a form of this kind. Many of them have no experience with credit systems and applications. These students are willing to commit to an academic program and do succeed, but the student aid process is daunting, and I am sure that we lose students
because of its complexity. The losses are most severe among very needy students. If
not for our constant intervention and a great deal of hand-holding, these students
would take one look at the form and walk away. This was a real shock to me. Prior
to coming to FCC I worked at George Washington University and the University of
Maryland at College Park, both of which serve larger numbers of middle- and
upper-middle-income families. I never realized that the system these students criticized as confusing and burdensome could be so devastatingly complex for lowincome students.
Reapplication is another hurdle our students face. After all, they proved that they
were poor last year, why do they have to do it again? Why does it take a 4-page
form, on which these students record very few changes from the year before, to es-

tablish what we already know? There has to be an easier way to identify any

changes that may exist.
I believe that our students suffer from form overloadwe wear them out with too
many applications. One of the realities of life in my office is the need to deal with

two farms and different requirements. I prefer to use the free, Federal form, the
Application for Federal Student Aid (AFSA), which my students find easier to com-

plete. It's shorter and much less intimidating. However, until the end of April, I
only distribute the College Board's Financial A.id Formor FAFbecause the State
of Maryland requires it for awarding State grants. To determine a student's need
for a State grant, the State does accept the expected family contribution calculated
from the Federal data on the FAF, including the results from the simplified needs
test. Students must still answer a handful of State-specific questions concerning the
student's county, legislative district, State senator, ethnicity and institutional
choice. These questions are contained in a section at the end of the FAF, for which

students must pay a processing fee.
State grants are a source of aid for 25 percent o: my students, so I feel obligated
to encourage them to take advantage of this resot rce. Even though 80 percent of
our total need-based aid comes from Federal sourcei and 10 percent comes from the
State, my students need every dollar they can get. For the same reason, I tell students and their parents to complete the FAF when I participate in outreach efforts
to area high schools. The FAF is also the most widely used form in the State of
Maryland. I find that explaining how to fill out such a form to a group is complicat-

ed. Furthermore, most students and parents end up completing the entire form,
even the sections that are not necessary for those who qualify for simplified need
analysis.

The impact of using the FAF is substantial. The majority of our time spent in
contact with students in the early portion the calendar year is dedicated to helping students complete the FAF. We often hive to sit with students, read the questions to them, and sometimes fill in the data for tnem. It's not that our students
can't read and understand v 'tten instructions, they're just terrified of making a
mistake. The results of thin fo
effect their futures dramatically; And frankly,
I'd prefer the results to be corret., 1;he first time through the system.
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I have to admit to a certain sense of guilt asking students to pay a fee for something that I know is available free of charge. Each year we have students ask our
staff if the fee can be waived because they can't afford it. Unfortunately, fee waivers
must be purchased by institutions, which isn't a realistic option given FM's current
budget problems. As a staff we go to great lengths to avoid having students pay excessive and unnecessary fees. For example, we print separate instructions and
attach them to the cover of the FAF teling students only to list the Statenot the
schoolin the CSS institution code section to avoid paying an additional fee. Ironically, we get our data from the Department of Education and not from CSS. From
FCC's perspective, delivery of data from CSS is redundant.

The issue of fees associated with student aid forms has been partially addressed
by the free Federal core that is part of all applications. But prior to the deadline for
State scholarships, I am unable to provide my students with a no-fee option for applying. Even if other, simpler application procedures were made available to lowincome students, under the current structure students would still fill out all sections
of the form and pay a fee. The message is clear and simple: Complete the whole
form, it's the safest psth to take. Mr. Chairman, if we are to make real progress on
simplification, we cemnot simplify at the Federal level, only to have a more stringent set of need annlysis requirements maintained by States and institutions.
I have heard that the State of Maryland is considering accepting the AFSA to
award State grants. This would have a positive impact on the students who attend
FCC. I applaud such efforts, because it makes entry into the delivery system easier
for all low-income students, especially if the results from Federal need analysis.
simple as well as regularare sufficient to award State grants.
My years of experience with middle-income students have indicated to me that
there are many ways to simplify the application process and make it less burdensome for such students. My experience at FCC demonstrates that dramatic simplification for the poorest of our students is imperative. The system as it actually works
constitutes a serious barrier to low-income students who would otherwise succeed.
Simplification for low-income students is a straightforward proposition. Many

have already demonstrated their poverty for the purpose of welfare programs.

Others who do not receive such benefits, especially the working poor, have few if
any assets. Completing the full form with its associated instructions only serves to
confuse them and complicate their entry into the delivery system.
I would urge this subcommittee to consider making the application process easier
for low-income students. I would encourage particular consideration of certain steps
such as automatic eligibility for maximum Federal aid for AFDC recipients and
others who receive public assistance, and extending simplified need analysis to families with moderate incomes and minimal assets. For both these groups, completion
of the full form is merely an exercise. Approaches such as these as well as methods
to lessen the burdens of the reapplication process would yield very positive results.
Finally, I believe that States and institutions can work together to construct systems that permit poor students to apply for State-based grants without requiring
the completion of complicated and expensive application forms.

I would like to mention one important issue related to need analysis that could
have a considerable effect on simplifying the application process. I am referring to
the independent student definition. The current definition is very complex and requires more and more space on the form. By streamlining the definition, both accuracy and simplicity will be served.
I would like to thank you for this opportunity to testify before you and would be
happy to answer any questions.

Senator PELL. Ms. Hicks.

Ms. HICKS. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Senator Kassebaum.

My name is Elizabeth Hicks, and I am assistant dean of admissions and financial aid at Harvard and Radcliffe Col!eges, and coordinator of financial aid at Harvard University in Cambridge, MA.
The process by which a student applies for and receives Federal
student financial aid for education or training beyond high school
has become increasingly complex. I would like to highlight for you
some of the complexities of the financial aid delivery system that

are described in greater dt:ail in the attachment I am submitting
with this testimony.
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As you have heard, an applicant can use one of six forms to
apply, for Federal student financial aid. The applicant decides

which form to use, although cost, availability, and a school's preference for a particular form may dictate an applicant's choice.
All six application forms include the same 32 Federal core questions, which actually comprise 65 date. elements. Five of the forms
have a supplemental section that includes additional data elements

needed to award non-Federal aid. Those five forms would be the
five forms other than the AFSA, which Dr. Fitzgerald described to
you.

Most students file one of these five applications, and complete
the Federal and non-Federal sections. Therefore the typical applicant reads approximately eight pages of instructions and responds
to about 150 data elements.
It takes 4 to 6 weeks for an application to be processed. If the
applicant has to confirm or correct information, this reprocessing
takes another 2 to 3 weeks.
The application is sent to a processor who computes the amount
a student and family are expected to pay toward education according to two formulasone formula for the Pell grant program, and
one for Stafford loans and the campus-based programs, including
College Work-Study, Perkins Loans, and Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants.
After completing the Federal student financial aid application, a
student must submit additional information directly to the school.
Examples of the additional information that may be required are

the Statement of Registration Status for Selective Service; the
Statement of Educational Purpose/Certification Statement on Refunds and Default; the financial aid transcript; Federal income tax
returns, and statements from Social Security verifying the benefits
received.

After meeting the additional eligibility requirements, applicants
must still follow supplementary procedures for each of the Federal
programs from which they expect to receive support. For example,
a student applying for a Stafford loan must submit a separate Stafford loan application in addition to the Federal student financial
aid application. The Stafford loan application includes on average
20 questions. The student submits the application to the school; the
school completes its section certifying the student's eligibility for
the loan and submits the application to the lender. The lender completes qs section approving the loan and submits the application to
the guarantee agency. The guarantee agency notifies the lender of
the loan approval. The lender issues a check made payable to the

student or the student and the school, and mails it to the school.
For each first-time Stafford borrower, the school must conduct an
entrance interview and wait until 30 days after the start of school
before disbursing the check.
Despite the progress made by Congress during the last reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, complexity still prevails. For example, the simplified need analysis, which is a formula
requiring fewer data elements, is not being fully used because eligi-

ble applicants are uninformed of the availability and benefits of
the simple needs test.
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Another example is that an applicant recec-'s two divergent expected family contribution figures when integration of the two
methodologies for determining eligibility of Federal funds is clearly
feasible. Addressing these and other similar areas in the upcoming

reauthorization will reduce the current complexity for low- and
middle-income students.

The present financial aid delivery system is designed to award
Federal and non-Federal financial aid and to serve applicants from
all income levels. As a result, it intentionally focuses on data collection and need analysis issues relating to those families with the
most complex financial situations.
Later this morning, yon will learn of several proposals to simplify the student aid delivery process. One of these proposals is that of
the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
and is entitled, "A Plan for Reform." This proposal is an earnest

attempt to determine the areas of data collection needed to preserve equity, chiefly for low-income students. "A Plan for Reform,"

if enacted, would not incur major budgetary effects, nor jeopardize
the accuracy of applicant data, nor undermine the integrity of the
delivery system.
Harvard University, as other similar institutions, admits appli-

cants F ross a very broad spectrum of incomesfrom km-income

applic.A.Lts requiring full financial assistance to families of modest
income and assets who still demonstrate need for significant financial aid, to families of more substantial means who require assistance in the form of alternative financing options. As a result, the
university has developed a substantial body of knowledge about the
income, assets, consumption patterns and financial complications of
American families and students from all walks of life. This keeps

us highly attuned to the need for equity. To the degree that our

principles of equity come in conflict with simplification, equity has
and always will take precedence. However, we believe that the proposal by NASFAA maintains the delicate balance between simplici-

ty and equity by creating a student aid delivery system that is
easier for low-income families and that preserves funds for the
neediest students by correctly assessing the financial strength of
families better prepared to pay for post-secondary expenses.

In conclusion, 7 would like to thank you for the opportunity to
speak with you today, and I welcome any comments or questions
you may have.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.
[The information provided by Ms. Hicks follows:]
HOW TO APPLY FOR AND RECEIVE FEDERAL STUDENT FINANCIAL AID

Introduction
The process by which a student applies for and receives Federal student financial
aid for education or training beyond high school has become increasingly complex.
Even the twelve-page "Federal Student Aid Fact Sheet 1990-91" published by the

U.S. Department of Education, states in the opening paragraph "... the Fact Sheet
can't cover everything you need to know."
The following is a description of the major steps in applying for and receiving
Federal student financial aid. This description covers completion and processing of
the application, additional eligibility requirements, and supplementary procedures
for: Pell grants; the campus-based programs including College Work-Study, Perkins
Loans, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants; and the Guaranteed Student
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Loans including Stafford Loans, Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS), and PLUS
Loans.

The Application

Art applicant can use one of six forms to apply for Federal student financial aid.
The applicant decides which form to use, although cost, availability, and a school's
preference for a particular form may dictate an applicant's choice.
The forms are available in the late Fall for the following academic year. However,
any form filed prior to January 1 is returned to the applicant unprocessed. Since

the form asks for information from the Federal income tax return to be filed in
April, it is advisable for applicants to complete tht: tax return first.

All six application forms include the same thirty-two Federal core questions

which actually comprise sixty-five separate data elements. Five of the forms have a
supplemental section that includes additional data elements needed to award nonFederal aid. Most students file one of these five applications and complete the Federal and non-Federal sections. Therefore, the typical applicant reads approximately
eight pages of instructions and responds to about one hundred and fifty data elements.

It takes 4 to 6 weeks for an application to be processed. If the applicant has to

confirm or correct information, this reprocessing takes another 2 to 3 weeks.
The application is sent to one of the multiple data entry processors who computes
the amount the student and family are expected to pay toward education according

to two formulasone formula for the Pell Grant /°rogram, and one for Stafford
Loans and the campus-based programs, including College Work-Study, Perkins
Loans, and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants.
The multiple data entry processors transmit the application information to a central processor who, in addition to recomputing a student's eligibility according to
the two formulas, conducts data base matches with Selective Service, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), and the Department of Education. The data

base match with Selective Service is to confirm the registration of male students
over the age of eighteen. The data base match with INS is to cenfirm the status of
eligible non-citizens. The data base match with the Departmer t of Education is to
identify applicants who have defaulted on Federal student loans. Plans are underway for a data base match with the Department of Justice to identi& applicants
subject to section 5301 convictions under the Anti-Drug Abuse At of 1588.

The central processor forwards its results to the multiple cihtn prxessors who
send the applicant a Student Aid Report (SAR), indicating the student's Pell grant
eligibility and expected family contribution for the campus-based and Stafford loan
programs. Multiple data processors also send the results of the two formulas directly to schools for students who complete the Federal and non-Federal sections of an
application. The financial aid office reviews the results of the two formulas, and
based on an applicant's special circumstances, can adjust an applicant's eligibility
for all programs except Pell grants.
The financial aid office makes award decisions based on an applicant's enrollment
status, cost of education, expected family contribution, and other resources, as well
as the school's available financial aid funds. Eligible applicants who are awarded
aid receive some combination of grant, loan and work, which may include support
from non-Federal as well as Federal sources.
Additional Eligibility Requirements

Once an applicant accepts all or a portion of a Federal student financial aid

award, the school informs the applicant of the additional eligibility requieements.
All applicants must sign a Statement of Registration Status for Selective Service
and a Statement of Educational Purpose/Certification Statement or, 12( funds and
Default.

Applicants who have attended another institution must submit a two-page financial aid transcript from each institution they have previously attended.
Applicants must maintain satisfactory academic progress according to standards
established by their school as well as standards established by the Federal government.

Applicants who are selected for verification must submit supplemental information, such as Federal income tax returns and statements from Social Security, to
verify the original information submitted on the financial aid application. Up to 30
percent of the financial aid recipients at a school may be selected for verification.
Applicants who do not have a high school degree or the equivalent must pass a
standardized test approved by the Department of Education in order to receive financial aid under the ability to benefit provision.
Supplementary Procedures
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After completing the Federal student financial aid application and meeting the
additional eligibility requirements, an applicant must follow supplementary procedures for each of the Fkeral programs from which the applicant expects to receive
support.
Pell grants are grants for undergraduate students. To receive a Pell grant an applicant must update the information that is printed on the Student Aid Report
(SAR). If the applicant needs to make any changes, the SAR must be corrected and

returned to the multiple data entry processor, who issues a new SAR in 2 to 3
weeks. The applicant must complete the Statement of Updated Information and the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act Certification on the corrected SAR before submitting it to the
school.

The school determines an applicant's Pell grant award based on the applicant's
enrollment status, cost of education, Pell grant index, and current Pell grant payment schedule. The school submits the SAR as a payment voucher to the Department of Education in order to receive the funds to pay students.
The campus-based programs are College Work-Study, Perkins Loans, and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants. These programs are administered by the
school and students are paid directly from the school.
The College Work-Study (C WS) program provides jobs for undergraduate and
graduate students. To receive CWS an applicant must complete all the usual forms
for employment such as Federal and State income tax withholding forms and the 19 form required by the Immigration Reform and Control Act. In addition, an applicant cannot be paid under CWS until all the required forms, such as contracts and
referral forms, are completed by the employer and/or school and the proper payroll
procedures are established. CWS students submit time cards signed by the employer
at minimum monthly, but usually bimonthly or weekly.
Perkins loans are low fixed-interest rate loans for undergraduate and graduate
students. To receive a Perkins loan an applicant must first receive a determination
of Pell grant eligibility or ineligibility. Any delays in the Pell grant process cause
delays in the Perkins loan process. The student must sign the promissory note
before the initial disbursement and must sign for the funds in the Schedule of Advances part of the note for subsequent disbursements. The school must provide each
borrower with pre-loan counseling prior to the time it makes the loan.
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG) are grants for undergraduates. An applicant does not need to follow any supplementary procedures to receive
an SEOG.

The Guaranteed Student Loans are Stafford Loans, Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS), and PLUS loans. Stafford loans are for students who demonstrate financial need. SLS loans are for students who do not qualify for Stafford loans or
who need additional loan assistance. PLUS loans are for parents. These loans, available from banks, credit unions, or savings and loan associations, are jointly administered by schools, lenders, and guarantee agencies. While the amount of time it takes
to process these loans varies considerably, it usually takes 4 to 6 weeks.
Stafford Loans are fixed-interest rate loans for undergraduate and graduate students. An applicant must first receive a determination of Pell grant eligibility or
ineligibility. Any delays in the Pell grant process cause delays in the Stafford loan
process. Applicants submit a Stafford loan application which ir Iludes, on average,
twenty questions in addition to the promissory note and disclosure sections. The applicant submits the application to the school.
The school completes its section certifying the student's eligibility for the loan
and submits the application to the lender. The lender completes its section approving the loan and submits the application to the guarantee agency. The guarantee
agency notifies the lender of the loan approval. The lender issues a check made payable to the student, or the student and the school, and mails it to the school.
The school must conduct an entrance interview with each first-time Stafford borrower before negotiating the check. In addition, the school may not disburse checks
to first-time borrowers until thirty days after the start of school. The borrower must
acknowledge receipt of the Stafford loan. The school must reaffirm the student's
loan eligibility before each subsequent disbursement.
Supplemental Loans to Students (SLS) are variable interest rate loans for undergraduate and graduate students. To receive a SLS, an applicant must first receive a
determination of Pell grant eligibility or ineligibility, as well as a determination of
Stafford loan eligibility or ineligibility. Any delays in the Pell grant process or Stafford loan process cause delays in the SLS process. Applicants must submit an SLS
application, which includes, on average, twenty questions in addition to the promissory note and disclosure section. The applicant submits the application to the
school.
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The school completes its section certifying eligibility for the loan and submits the
application to the lender. The lender completes its section of the loan and submits
the application to the guarantee agency. Some lenders do not approve the loan
unless the applicant passes a standard credit check. The guarantee agency notifies
the lender of the loan approval. The lender issues a check made payable to the student, or the student and the school, and mails it to the schooL
PLUS loans are variable interest rate loans for parents of students. To receive a
PLUS, the parent must submit a PLUS application, which includes, on average,
twenty questions in addition to the promissory note and disclosure section. The
parent submits the application to the school.
The school completes its section certifying eligibility for the loan and submits the
application to the lender. The lender completes its section of the loan and submits
the application to the guarantee agency. Some lenders do not approve the loan
unless the applicant passes a standard credit check. The guarantee agency notifies
the lender of the loan approval. The lender issues a check directly to the parent.
Conclusion

The above description details how a student applies for and receives Federal student financial aid under the best circumstances. Applicants are encouraged to begin
the process as soon as possible after January 1, in order to receive funds by the
start of school. Federal regulations do not allow funds to be credited to a student's
account prior to 3 weeks before the start of school. For students on a traditional
academic year calendar, this means at least nine months elapse between application
and receipt of Federal student financial aid.
Applicants experience delays if they do not receive adequate and timely information, if they incorrectly complete applications, if they file late, if applications are
filed during peak processing periods, or if applications are lost or misplaced. In addition, some applicants have special financial considerations that cannot be described
adequately on an application. The applicant must complete each step in the process
promptly in order to meet deadlines, as missing a deadline means not receiving aid.

Senator PELL. I guess what you are saying a little bit is that the
real villain is the Congress itself, that sets forth the requirements
that require the questions that are being asked. Is that correct?
Ms. HIcxs. I would say that there is certainly room for Congress
to simplify the questions that it needs to ask; to especially consider,
as I mentioned, merging the two formulas by which we determine
eligibility, and as a result come up with-Senator PELL. The two formulas between Stafford loans and Pell

grants.
Ms. HICKS. Correct, and also the form that is used for Stafford
loans is also used for the campus-based programs.
There is still going to be complexity in the system, as Ms. Greg-

ory referred to the fact that there are States and institutions that
will need to ask more complicated questions. I represent an institution that does, as I mentioned, serve a broad spectrum of incomes.

We have families from middle- and upper-middle-income families
with complicated financial situations who do qualify for financial
assistance from Harvard. We cannot use adjusted gross income as a
true predictor of their family financial straights and therefore need
to ask more complicated questions. We do not feel that our need to
ask those questions shoulcl drive the entire system. So we are fully
supportive of a simplified Federal application, which we would also
use for our low-income students, but we would continue to use a
second application at Harvard that would be designed for middleand upper-middle-income students to help preserve the equity between middle and low-income students so as not to distort the differences between those groups of students.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Ms. Gregory.
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MS. GREGORY. I'm not sure that everyone realizes that there are

two systems out there that are being used. There is a free Federal
form, and it is available, but institutions and States are requiring
things in addition to what is on the free Federal form. So it seems
as if we have designed systems that are convenient for us, convenient for the institutions and the States, but not necessarily the best
for the students.
I think that is something that needs to be encouraged; we need
to work harder to find our own ways, such as I hope Maryland will
do, to collect the kinds of information we need. For example, when
our students fill out the Financial Aid Form, or FAF, the most important section for a Maryland resident is that section at the very
end that collects six or seven State-specific questions. There is
other information on there beyond what is required in the Federal
core that lots of other schools and institutions would like to see or
need, but we don't necessarily need it. So we have kind of put this
hodge-podge of questions together to collect all of this information
because all kinds of different people want it, but it isn't necessary
for everyone. What I am finding are students who jusr, look at this
very long form and fill the whole thing out. They go all the way
through. It is safer to complete the whole form.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Mr. Roberts.
Mr. ROBERTS. My population is primarily a low-income popula-

tion, and any additional burdens or obstacles they have really keep
them from applying. My two esteemed colleagues have the opportunity to see those young people who have decided and filled the
form out. I am on the front line, where many young people get
these forms and are totally confused and do not even fill the form
out, so they never even pursue post-secondary education even
though they are competitive academically to do so, but once that
form goes home, the reality of the situation is that I end up, or
those 17- or 18-year-old kids end up filling that form out, not the
parents.
Senator PELL. That leads me to another question. How well-prepared are the high school guidance counselors to help the students
fill out the financial aid forms? I'll ask Mr. Roberts.
Mr. ROBERTS. Guidance counselors in my particular schools average between 500 and 700 kids per guidance counselor. So basically
they will probably deal with class scheduling and discipline problems.
As far as the Financial Aid Form is concerned, they are very limited as far as the ability to give out up-to-date information. Some
will attend some of the College Board programs, but most guidance
officials in inner city schools are dealing with so many other problems that it is very difficult for them to develop expertise in filling
out a Financial Aid Form.
Senator PELL. Thank you. I'd like to add to that. I believe I am
correct in saying that 17 percent of the students who are eligible to
use the so-called simplified needs analysis do so. What would be the
reason why only 17 percent of the students use that?
Mr. ROBERTS. Well, in my situation because the Maryland State
Scholarship Program requires the FAF, that information is not
available to our constituent population. So they don't even know. I
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mean, lack of information and ignorance is tremendous in inner
city schools as far as all these programs are concerned. And in

many cases, they never get the opportunity to even see a financial
aid person or even talk to that person. We do have some financial
aid people who come into our schools, but they come in the evenings, and child care and other issues are involved. And also, a lot
of our young people work part-time, so it is very difficult.
Senator PELL. Ms. Gregory.
Ms. GREGORY. We work very closely with all of our high schools

to have programs and walk the students and parents through the
form, plus even if students aren't coming to our school, we are a
community college, and we serve the community, so people make
appointments with us to have us help them complete the forms.
What we find a great dealDr. Fitzgerald was showing you the

way the AFSA is laid outthere is a certain point after you've

filled out your income where it gets to a worksheet that will tell
you whether you need to go on or not. In the Financial Aid Form,
for example, it is not the same way. There is an instruction that
tells you to go to page such-and-such of the instructions, find this
worksheet, complete it, and that will tell you what to do with the
rest of the form. Well, if I am looking at this form, and I'm scared,
and this is going to deermine my future in a way, it is going to
determine if I am going to have the money to pursue my goals, I
just go on and fill out the rest of the form. That is the message we
give students very often in our high school presentations.
I don't know where all of these students are going to schools. I
don't know what schools they are going to will require the whole
form, part of the form, whatever. It is just easiest to go all the way
through it. More is better than less.
Senator Pm.. Ms. Hicks.
Ms. HIcxs. Yes, I would agree with that. The problem is that the

simplified needs test is embedded in the longer form, and it is
easier to complete the whole form than to try to figure out which

parts you should complete.
As you hear the proposal from NASFAA that I referred to later
this morning, we have developed an idea that will allow families to
answer just a few questions, and it is very clearcut which questions
they need to answer, so that families that qualify for public assistance benefits will opt out on the form very early on. There will be
another place at which families who earn $20,000 or less and file a
1040A or 1040EZ would not be required to submit asset information. We think these are more understandable approaches for families.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.

Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I guess one thing that is very obvious is
that through the years of trying to make things easier, they have

only become more complex. I am actually just appalled. I don't
know how anybody gets through these.

For one thingand I am starting as a complete novice in this
procedurewhy are there six forms? Why can't there be just one
form for everyone and then an additional supplement page, perhaps, for Harvard or for a particular community college or State,
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as ti.e case may be, that would then be answered by the student
going there?
Why are there six forms necessaryanybody. I am just curious. I
can see where we have ACT, and we have the AFSA-Senator PELL. If the Senator will yield for a second, I think we
are the villains because we put it into law.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, I know we are, Mr. Chairman, but obviously we did it in response to some needs that had been expressed to us. I don't know how we got it so complicated.
Ms. HICKS. Maybe I could give that a try.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Yes, please.

Ms. HICKS. As Dr. Fitzgerald explained, there are Federal core
questions, 32 questions which I actually refer to as 65 different
data elements; they require 65 different responses. Those are the
questions that are on each of the six forms. Because the Department of Education uses what Dr. Fitzgerald referred to as multiple
data entry processorsthose are the entity to which the applications are first sentthese processors are given the opportunity to
add to the Federal core questions those additional questions that
they feel are necessary. The other five forms are forms from the
five multiple data entry processors. Those forms are used by nonFederal sources such as States, institutions and private sources.
Each of those forms differ somewhat in the non-Federal questions,
what questions they ask and how they ask them.
So in essence what is happening is that, yes, Congress has determined what questions need to be asked, but again the needs of nonFederal sources are adding complexity by driving the system. And
again, I am speaking for a school that will need to continue to ask
very complicated questions, but we don't feel that those questions
should be on a form that is filled out by the students that Mr. Roberts has referred to. Students need to see just a simple form for
purposes of Federal aid, and I agree with you it should be one
form, available nationwide, which would make it easier for guidance counselors to learn what the form is all about.
Senator KASSEBAUM. But, as you say, there are the core questions
that are on all forms.
Ms. Him. Right.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Now, Mr. Roberts, you don't have the additional questions, that Ms. Hicks would have to be asking her students anyway, do you?
Mr. ROBERTS. No. My young people don't need to answer those
particular questions.
Senator KASSEBAUM. So you are getting basically just ASFA?
Mr. ROBERTS. No. I am getting the FAF. I don't even get the
ASFA, and basically, I guess half of the formthe other half, our
young people will probably put zeros in or "NA's" because they
don't apply to them.
But because of the complexity of the question, they don't understand it, and so they'll go back and try to find out if their parents
own a farm or have other assets, or they will ask around, and there
will be total confusion in the whole process. So it might take them
2 weeks to answer one question when in reality, they don't even

own a farm,
_I, ( j 9 ,c)
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Senator KASSEBAUM. Yes, I think they would know whether
there was a farm there or not.
Ms. Him. Perhaps I could use an analogy. The way the simplified needs test is set up now, it would be the equivalent of telling
someone who qualifies for the 1040EZ to read through the entire
1040 and the instructions to try to figure out which questions they

need to answer in order to complete the requirements for the
1040Zinstead of having two separate forms.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Yes. You stated that the simplified needs
analysis is not being used. What could be doneis it being discouraged, or are people just not understanding it? Why isn't it being
used?
Ms. Him. It has to do with lack of information both about the
availability of the form, and of the benefits; the fact that because
they are uncertain which questions to complete, as Ms. Gregory
mentioned, it is easier to complete the whole form.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I see. If you had to make a suggestion as to
what is most needed beyond just simplification, is it more guidance,
a financial aid officer in each high school, or a guidance counselor?
I have always felt that we don't give our juniors and seniors in
high school enough guidance about what they are going to be faced
with when they graduate from high school. They need some preparation for what alternatives are there and assistance in thinking
about what options are there.
I'm sort of putting my own priority out there. I'd like to know if
you had just one wish at this point, what it might be, to help us go
in a certain direction.
Mr. Roberts.

Mr. ROBERTS. Other than simplifying the form for low-income
students, my other wish would be that we have a universal training program for guidance people. I know that is going to cost some
money, but a lot of our guidance staff are so inundated with so
many other problems that the brighter kids are going to have the
opportunity because they are going to be identified earlier. The
effect is that the average kid who goes through the high schooi
process without having any attention paid to him, and maybe by
Lis or her senior year they are a "B" or better student, so they are
able to go to a State institution, but they don't have enough information. With all the cutbacks in our public school system, I don't
know what can be done. I know when I see a young person, I have
to sit down with them and explain to them not only that they are
able to go to college but that they can afford it, because the obvious
message out there is that even if you are able to get in, you are not
oing to be able to afford it. That's the message that poor kids get.
So any way we can simplify this process I think will go a long way
to help those kids realize that they have the opportunity to go on
to post-secondary education.

And I don't want to put the burden on high school guidance
counselors because I think they are burdened enough. Just getting

those kids in and out of high school is a tremendous enough

burden, without them having to become experts in financial aid.
I would like to see colleges and universities and community colleges come together and maybe adopt a school and provide financial aid types of services to those particular schools.
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Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you.

Ms. Gregory.
Ms. GREGORY. Yes. That kind of thing is happening a lot now. We

are actually starting it with the middle schools. I did a middle
school program Wednesday night. It is difficult to pin down for
them exactly the way things will be three or 4 years from now
whs.n their children are entering high school, but we are starting
to got to them earlier, and I think one wish I have, especially because I do deal with so many low-income people and people who

are reoipients of AFDC and other welfare programs, is a situation
where they can simply answer one or two questions beyond their
name, and they are eligible for financial aid.
Right now, we even collect the information on how much they
receive in AFDC benefits. Why is that necessary? If they are receiving it, they are poor. And they don't even know how much they
received. I have yet to meet one who knows the dollar amount they
received last year. They have to go back to their social worker and

collect the information. We are putting them through too many
hoops, and I would really like to shorten that.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you very much.

Senator PELL. Thank you, Senator Kassebaum.
Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you very much.

Just to underscore the simplification, I remember in, I think it
was 1976 when we reauthorized the Higher Education Act, and we
simplified the ability to get student loans. And we had this massive
infusion of people taking student loans and, I might add, coming
into college. What a great blessing that was for this country. But
about 70 percent, as I recall, of those who came in under the simplified program would have been eligible before, but they were prevented by the barrier of those forms from coming in.
I am not sure how we get from here to there, but we sure ought
to be trying. I was just looking at one question in here: "Is either of

your parents certified"and "certified" is in bold letters"as a

dislocated worker by the appropriate agency?" Not only do we have
certified public accounts nowwe have certified dislocated workers. It is tough enough to have a parent as a dislocated worker,
then you've got to find out whether that parent is certified as a dislocated worker. So many of these things just don't make sense.
But Ms. Gregory, you said somethingand maybe I misunder-

stood or misinterpretedjust kind of a throwaway phrase in an-

other sentence, that a lot of the information that is gathered today
is information that maybe some sociology department somewhere
would like to have, but is not essential for the student aid picture
at all. Am I incorrectly reading what you said?
Ms. GREGORY. No, I don't think so, and it depends a lot on the
institution and the system that is considering the student. Each
State, each institution has decided what their favorite form, what
their favorite method, what information they need to process financial aid beyond the Federal questions; they are comfortable with
that system, they are comfortable with that form, and that is the
way they have always done it, that's the way it works for them,
and that is the way they'll continue to do it.
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Right now, for example, I'll take anything a student brings in.
I'm not picky. A student can fill out the AFSA, bring me a student
aid reportfinethey will get all of their financial aid. They can

go through any system, although as I said, they won't get any
Maryland State scholarships unless they do the one particular
system, the Financial Aid Form.
There are a lot of questions on all of those additional forms, the
ones that ask the questions beyond the Federal core. There is one
section, for example, on the Financial Aid Form that just asks all
kinds of biographical information. You have to give the ages of

your children; how many children do you have, how many between
the ages of zero and five, six and ten. I don't need that information,
and I don't know what anyone is using it for, but because it is on
the particular form that my State is using, my students will complete that information, and that is a waste of their time.
So yes, there is a lot of information that is being collected that I
don't even know what everyone is doing with it. I don't know why
it is there, but I know if someone didn't ask for it, it wouldn't be
there.
Senator SIMON. Someone put it on way back when somewhere,

and we're stuck with it. Now, let me just ask this question of the
three of you. Part of the problem is obviously not the Federal Government, but part of it may be the State or can be a college or university.
Is there any way we can deal with that aspect of it?
Ms. Him. Again I would refer to a proposal you will hear more
about on the next panel. But in a sense what you have to do is
create a bifurcated system, one system, which is simple, that allows
low-income families to apply for Federal assistance, again using the
analogy of a 1040EZ and a 1040, and then allow those of us who do
feel for purposes of equity that we need to ask more complicated
questions to do that and have that not be under the control of the
Federal Government. It would be monitored insofar as students
who are receiving Federal aid could not be over-awardedyou'd
want to guard against thatbut to allow that to develop according
to the needs of a State or an institution.
Very few students in this country apply to more than one or two
institutions. Most students attend institutions locally. So I think we
can accommodate the needs of most students with a simplified Federal form that asks only the essential questions, that will target
money to the neediest students without encumbering the whole
system.
Senator SIMON. And the three of you have seen this form we are

going to hear testimony about in the next panel, end all three of
you think that form moves in the right direction?
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes. The Maryland State Scholarship program,
for example, requires students to fill out the whole FAF. That program gives preference to Baltimore City kids, so we require those
kids to fill out that form so they have the opportunity to receive

aid--

Senator SIMON. But that can be separate, right?
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes, that can be separate. And I think the form

that you have spoken of is an excellent start. Something has to be
done because if you look at the statistics, we are losing more poor

0
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kids; those kids are not attending post-secondary education. I did
even an impromptu study and found out that a lot of my young
men were opting out of the process very early. I don't know if it
had anything to do with the form, but it was sometimes a result of
the form being so difficult, so that a lot of my young men, and
you'll find a lot of black males, are not attending post-secondary
education as well.
Senator SIMON. The percentages are going down.
Mr. ROBERTS. That's right.

Senator SIMON. But if I may pinpoint you a little more, you said

that this other form is an excellent start. That's not saying the

same thing as it is excellent.
Mr. ROBERTS. Right. Well, my opinion is that you don't really
need to ask a whole lot of questions of kids who are poor. If I could
create my own form, I would ask for some of the biographical data
and then ask for verification of income, and that would probably
include maybe 10 questions.
Now, I know State agencies and Federal forms need additional
information, but I think the colleges are going to send kids supplemental forms anyway, and that information can be asked there, or

if they want to apply for a Maryland State Scholarship and they
need additional information, they can also fill out a small form
there. But the initial form I think does not need to have that many
questions. We can skip all the way down once a kid has been identified as low income.

Senator SIMON. One other question that I will address to all of

you. We are always running into people who fall through the
cracksI am sure you see this, tooand the campus-based programs are supposed to help that. We don't want to create paper-

work, but should there be some kind of appeals processnot something very formalwhere you fill out even the simplified form, and
if it looks like you are falling through the cracks, you can stick a
letter on there and say "This is why this is not giving a fair picture
of my situation." Should there be some kind ofand a computer
cannot process that easily, and I understandbut should we have
some addendum on here that a student applicant can put on there?
Ms. GREGORY. Well, that kind of situation exists at individual
schools. For example, I think most of the longer forms, the MDE
forms that exist, do have a section where students are asked to
write down their special circumstances. But since you are very
often dealing with very highly automated institutions, they never
look at it, they never see it. They are getting information on computer tape, and they never see what any student attaches in writing to the application and is xeroxed and sent on to the school. It
just does in the folder, and that is the end of it.
Within the individual institutions, students can do that; they can
appeal the decision that comes out through the need analysis, but
only with campus-based programs. With Pell we have no professional judgment. The numbers are what they are. If you can't get
Pell, you can't get Pell. We do have a little more flexibility with
some of the other programs for unusual circumstances, and we can
take a look at those case by case and see what is necessary
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Senator SIMON. And is your feeling that we should just keep the

rigidity at the Federal level and provide that flexibility in the
campus-based programs?

Ms. GREGORY. I think that we should have the flexibility with
professional judgment, but I'd like to see us go back to it with Pell
as well. That is the major program for my students; that is where
most of my money comes from. And since we can't do that with the

Pell grant, if there is anything that we want to change, or if we
decide there are certain items that can come off the form and now
be professional judgment, that's fine, but I won't be able to use it
to get a student a Pell grant. Except for a loan, that's pretty much
all I'm going to be able to get for my students, and I discourage

loans; I block the door to loans.
Ms. HICKS. I would also underscore the importance of professional judgment. Before you arrived, Senator, Dr. Fitzgerald had talked

about the fact that we can eliminate a question about medical and
dental expenses because it has very little impact across the board,
for example, on the amount of a Pell grant a student receives. The
impact in eliminating that data element by not requiring everyone
to look up their medical expenses is 63 cents in the Pell grant.
Obviously, for a family, though, that has extraordinary medical
expenses, it would have a very significant impact not only on their
Pell grant but the other forms of aid they receive. So it is very important to provide a mechanism whereby families can explain their
special circumstances, and individual financial aid officers can respond to that. You can't put all students into the same category.
So the trade-off is unless you want to ask all the questions to respond to every family's unique situation, you need to ask fewer
questions, but retain the ability on the campus level to deal with
people as unique individuals with their special circumstances.
Senator &Mori. It does seem to me that somehow a little greater
flexibility is needed. I talked to a young woman recently whose

parents were separatedand I know you have gone through all
these thingsand she just clearly falls through the cracks. Somehow we have to help people like that.

Well, Mr. Chairman, I thank you, and I thank the members of

the panel.
Senator PELL. I would just comment there that we have in the

past given discretion to the student financial aid officers for the
Pell grants, but the Appropriations Committee has knocked that

out every time because it costs money.
Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to follow up for my
own information. The multiple data entry processing applies basi-

cally to the additional questions from the various States. Do the
MDE's just do the work required on and beyond the Federal form?
Ms. GREGORY. They collect the Federal core questions and additional information and then process all of it.
Senator KASSEBAUM. True, but if there weren't the additional
questions, they wouldn't be involved.
Ms. GREGORY. Right.

Senator KASSEBAUM. SO it is basically up to the State at that

point.
MS. GREGORY. Or the institution.
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point
Senator KASSEBAUM. Or the institution, because at that
the addi-

there is no charge. As you say, the charge is the fee for
tional questions that are required.
Federal
Ms. Timm. If I could add, there are two processors of initially
forms right nowthe multiple data entry processors, whoaccording
receive the information, keypunch it, do the calculations
to the two different formulas, and then transfer that information
different dato a central processor. The central processor then runsand Naturaltabase matches with Selective Service, Immigration
ization.
processors in
You might still need to have multiple data entry
but whether those
order to deal with the volume of 7 million filers;Federal
application
overlay
their
questions
on
a
processors need to
is an entirely different question.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

Am I correct in assuming that each of you would give automatic
eligibility for AFDC recipients?
MS. GREGORY. Yes.
much in terms
Ms. HICKS. Absolutely, and not require them to do
of renewal.
Mr. ROBERTS. Yes.

Senator PELL. May the record show that each witness responded
enthusiastically affirmatively. [Laughter.]
executive
We now come to our third panelDr. Stanley Koplik,
KA,
on
behalf of
director of the Kansas Board of Regents, Topeka,

Ms.
the Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance;
Assistance
Natala K. Hart, executive director of the State Student
of StuCommission of Indiana, on behalf of National Association
Waddell,
direcdent Financial Aid Administrators; and Ms. Linda
Eugene,
OR,
repretor of financial aid, Lane Community College,

senting The College Board.
Dr. Koplik, please proceed.

STATEMENTS OF STANLEY Z. KOPLIK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
ADKANSAS BOARD OF REGENTS, TOPEKA, KA, ON BEHALF OF
VISORY COMMITTEE ON STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE;
ASNATALA K. HART, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, STATE STUDENT
IN,
ON
SISTANCE COMMISSION OF INDIANA, INDIANAPOLIS,
BEHALF OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT FINANCIAL
DIRECTOR OF
AID ADMINISTRATORS; AND LINDA WADDELL,
OR, ON
FINANCIAL AID, LANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE, EUGENE,
BEHALF OF THE COLLEGE BOARD
Mr. KOPLIK. Thank you, Senator.
Senator

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Senator Kassebaum,
simon.
of the Advisory
My name is Stanley Koplik, and I am chairmanexecutive
director
Financial
Assistance
and
Committee on Student
couple of secRegents.
Let
me
take
just
a
of the Kansas Board of
comonds to introduce a couple of my colleagues on the advisory
Burns
is
diattending
this
hearing.
Lynn
mittee who are here and
rector of student financial aid at Roger Williams College in Bristol,
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RI, and Jill McCormick is executive director of the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
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Senator PELL. Welcome.
Mr. KOPLIK. On behalf of the advisory committee, I would like to

thank the subcommittee for the opportunity to present our recommendations on simplification.
As you know, Congress created the advisory committee in the
Higher Education Amendments of 1986 to make recommendations
that will result in the maintenance of access to post-secondarv education for low- and middle-income students.
At Congress' request our committee delivered on April 8 its reauthorization recommendations in the form of an overview report
legislative language implementing each proposal. Today I
here
to discuss several recommendations that deal directly witham
simplifying the delivery of Federal student aid.
the advisory committee believes that in spite of important
changes legislated by. the Congress in 1986, the entire delivery
system has remained overly complex and that this complexity frustrates and discourages both low- and middle-income students and
parents. Let me define the problem.
I will use five examples to illustrate how students and parents,
especially low income, disadvantaged and minority populations,
view the delivery system that we have placed in their paths.
First, the vast majority of our neediest college-hound youth,
those for whom our programs are in large part designed and those
with the lowest income and virtually no assets, many of whom are
on public assistance, are currently requio:KI to complete overly
complex forms designed to assess the need of the wealthiest families in our country.
It is our standard practice also to allow them to be charged a fee,
basically and fundamentally to prove to us that they are already
poor.
Second, if that weren't bad enough, we currently assess the eligibility and need of our most disadvantaged
youth and families
under four separate need analysis models even though for the vast
majority, the four results are virtually identical. That is, each of
the models simply tell us what we should have already known
that these students and families are very poor.
Third, we not only do this the first time they apply for Federal
student aid, we make those already in school, struggling to persist,
start from scratch each year with a blank formeven the millions
for whom circumstances have not changed appreciably. And by the
way, we charge most of them yet another fee every time they
apply.
Fourth, for youth from families who are but slightly better off,
whose circumstances also beg for a streamlined formand this includes many middle-income familieswe routinely collect asset information even though our complex models have told us for years
that their assetsas you
know, primarily in the form of small
amounts of home equityare not readily available for post-secondary expenses nor do they meaningfully contribute to the families'
ability to pay.
Fifth and perhaps most important, for the population most at
risklow income, disadvantaged and minority students in middle
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school and early high schoolthe message we send about the programs we have designed with their future in mind is complex, ambiguous and often plainly incorrect. Rather than speak to these students and families with a clear, unified and simple message about
their considerable drawing power on Federal, State and institution-

al programs if they successfully complete a college preparatory curriculum in high school, we allow confusion and misinformation to
prevail.
These are not random anecdotes or far-fetched examples designed to persuade you that our delivery system needs some finetuning. These are regular events that literally define our delivery
system in the eyes of students and parents across our Nation. They
happen in the majority of cases, in virtually all States, and on virtually all campuses. They serve no educational purpose and potentially undermine the effectiveness of our programs by discouraging
students and families already beleaguered by the economic and
social changes occurring in this decade.
Fortunately, the worst aspects of Federal delivery can be eliminated during this reauthorization. The advisory committee's current and past memberswe have college presidents, financial aid
directors, educational association executives, bank officers, guaran-

tee agency presidents, State higher education officials and studentsare convinced that the delivery system can be made much
simpler and more effective.
However, the committee believes that we must proceed with
some caution. We should be careful to build on what is already in
the law and avoid making changes that will in fact increase complexity. In the advisory committee's deliberations over the last 18
months, we had the opportunity to review many proposals to
modify the delivery system. Quite frankly, while perhaps well-intentioned, some of these proposals were very troublesome and
would be very counterproductive. Let me give you a couple of examples.

Elimination of free Federal processing by MDE'sthose multiple
data entry processors you talked about a moment agois simply
doing away with the system called for by the Congress and begun
by the Department of Education in 1991-92in the committee's
view, it would be a terrible mistake to do away with that.
Formulating, testing and implementing a brand new need analysis model, adding new and complicated offsets or allowances to existing models, or changing terminologyit is hard to see how such
changes won't create more confusion throughout the process.
Wholesale exemption of certain sub-populations from submitting
even the most basic data threatens the reliability and validity of
Federal databases, already somewhat troublesome, and it is unlikely that States and institutions will accept such blanket exemption.
Allowing institutions to experiment with and develop noncommon forms potentially leads to hundreds of different approaches rather than a simple, common approach.
Reducing the number of MDE's withwit requiring them to deliver free Federal processinr-currently, less than 2 percent of students filing through MDE s who charge a fee are using free Federal
need analysis.
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The committee is convinced that such approaches are not advisable and will increase complexity, decrease the effectiveness of our
delivery system, increase fees to students and undermine the principle of equal access.

The advisory committee believes that Congress can significantly
simplify and improve the delivery of Federal student aid by taking
the following actions.

First and most important, fully implement the free simple Federal need analysis intended by Congress by creating incentives or requirements for States and institutions to use it. 'Without this step,
the committee feels that little progress can be made toward simplification.

Further simplify requirements for students eligible for simplified
need analysis, in particular those who have family income below
$10,000 or are already AFDC recipients. You have heard this point
previously.

Integrate the Pell and Congressional Methodology models into
one model with a simple needs test by using one of the formulas as

a foundationbut let's get away from multiple models; let's use

one model, make a decision which one we shall use or what modifi-

cations to one of the existing models we win lake, but use one
model.

Initiate a pilot project using electronic data eychanue and develop other procedures for streamlining re-application so that both
low- and middle-income students already in our system and already
in our database can reapply simply and quickly.
Extend eligibility for simplified need analysis to at least $20,000,

and perhaps further to $30,000 adjusted gross income, thereby
eliminating the need for many middle-income families with only

very modest assets to report these assets.
Restructure Federal information dissemination and outreach to
simply and clearly community the amount of financial aid that atrisk students will qualify for if they finish college preparatory high
school programs. Early awareness and intervention is a missing ingredient in our incentive approach.
Redesign and expand Federal training efforts so that every Fed-

eral, State and institutional agent in the delivery system understands and can communicate our collective promise of assistance to
needy families.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, the Advisory Com-

mittee on Student Financial Assistance is convinced that these

rather modest changes are required to fully realize the goals of the
Federal student aid programs, especially that of equal access, by
the year 2000.

I appreciate the opportunity to share these views with you, and
Ili be pleased to address any questions during the course of this

hearing.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Koplik followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT BY MR. KOPL1K

Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. My name is
Stanley Koplik and I am Chairman of the Advisory Committee on Student Financial
Assistance and Executive Director of the Kansas Board of Regents. On behalf of the
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Advisory Committee members, I would like to thank your Subcommittee for the opportunity to present our simplification recommendations for the upcoming reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. As you know, Congress created the Advisory
Committee in the Higher Education Amendments of 1986. The Committee's most
important charge is to make recommendations that will result in the maintenance
of access for low- and middle-income students. In 1989, Congress also asked our
Committee to identify and explore issuos for consideration during this reauthorization.

At Congress' request the Committee delivered to the Congress on April 8, its reauthorization recommendations in the form of an overview report and legislative language implementing each proposal. Briefly, those recommendations fall into three
broad areas:
promoting equal access to post-secondary education
integrating and simplifying models, forms and processes used to deliver Federal
student aid; and
--enhancing the ability of Congress and the Department to address critical policy
issues facing the Title IV Programs.
Today, following your instructions for this hearing, I am here to present those of
our recommendations that deal directly with simplifying the delivery of Federal student aid. I would like to proceed by first identifying five aspects of the current
system that were found to be especially troubling to the Advisory Committee.
cond, I will enumerate the constraints that the Committee used in identifying potential solutions Third, I will briefly describe the manner in which the worst problems might be solved during this reauthorization.
I would like to state at the outset that the Advisory Committee has employed a
comprehensive approach that identified unnecessary complexity throughout the
entire delivery system. Rather than viewing complexity as a characteristic of individual aspects of delivery, the Advisory Committee would suggest that, inspite of important changes made by Congress in 1986, the entire system has remained overly
complex, that we all share the responsibility for complexity, and that a piecemeal
approach is not likely to result in much improvement. The Advisory Committee also
believes that system-wide complexity frustrates and discouruges students and parents and does not promote equal access to other goals of the student aid program.
Five Dimensions ot the Complexity Problem

Let me use the following five examples to illustrate how students and parents
especially low-income, disadvantaged and minority populations view the delivery
system that we have placed in their paths.
First, the vast majority of our neediest college bound youththose for whom our
programs are in large part designed and those with the lowest income and virtually
no assetsmany of woman are on public assistanceare currently required to complete overly complex forms designed to assess the need of the wealthiest families in
our country. It is our standard practice, also, to allow them to be charged a fee, basically to prove they are poor.
Second, if that weren t bad enough, we currently assess the eligibility and need of
these our most disadvantaged youth and families under four separate modelseven
though for the vast majority, the four results are virtually the same. That is, each
of the models simply tell us what we should have already knownthat these students and families are very poor.
Third, we not only do this the first time they apply for Federal student aid, we
make those already in school, struggling to persist, start from scratch each year
with a blank formeven the millions for whom circumstances have not changed.
And by the way we charge most of them yet another fee every time they apply.
Fourth, for youth from families who are but slightly better off whose circumstances also beg for a streamlined formand this includes many middle-income
familieswe routinely collect asset information even though our complex models
have told us for years that their assetsprimarily in the form of small amounts of
home equityare not readily available for post-secondary expenses nor do they
meaningfully contribute to the families' ability to pay.
Fifth, and perhaps most important, for the populatico most at-risklow-income,
disadvantaged and minority students in middle school and early high schoolthe
message we send about the programs we have designed with their future in mind, is
complex, ambiguous and often plain incorrect. Rather than speak to these students
and families with a clear, unified, and simple message about their considerable
drawing power on Federal, State and institutional programs if they successfully
complete a college preparatory curriculum in high school, we allow confusion, misinformation and disenhancement to prevail.
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, these are not anecdotes or far

fetched examples designed to persuade you that our delivery system needs some fine
tuning. These are regular events that literally define our system in the eyes of students and parents across our nation. They happen in the majority of cases in virtually all States and on virtually all campuses. They serve no educational purpose and
potentially undermine the effectiveness of our programs by discouraging students
and families already beleaguered by the economic and social changes occurring in
this decade. Fortunately, for students and families and all of us, these worst aspects
of Federal delivery can be eliminated during this reauthorization. All we need do
motivated by our common interest in the educational well-being of our youth and

our shared desire that they and their families make sound' decisionsis come together using existing knowledge and technology to simply take the next steps in-

tended by the Congress in 1986.
Constraints in Identifying Solutions
Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, these issues of course are not new.
Many of the Advisory Committee's current past members have been struggling with

these problems for almost two decades. Our members have included college presidents, financial aid directors, educational association executives, bank officers, guaranty agency presidents, State higher education officials, and students. All are convinced that the delivery system can be made much simpler and more effective. However, their expertise and experiences also allowed our Committee to identify five
constraints in searching for and choosing among potential solutions to complexity:

First, we do not need, during this reauthorization to reinvent the wheelan ap-

proach that almost always leads to more complexity rather than less. An example would be formulation, testing, and implementation of a brand new very different need analysis or program eligibility model for Federal aid.
Second, the Advisory C,ommittee beaves it would be a mistake to proliferate
further either the forms or treatments now in use. An example would be a separate form for low-income students. Another would be separate models for different programs. Options like these, we are convinced, have caused confusion in
the past and are simply not advisable.
Third, it would be tragic to reduce the Federal commitment to and responsibility for maintaining a state-of-the-art delivery system by, for example, allowing
the Department to cut costs by down-grading delivery. This will simply mode
low-income students more dependent on third party processors to deliver information to States and schools for a fee.

Fourth, none of our changes during this reauthorization should make it more
difficult for the Department to monitor, manage and guarantee the integrity of

the programs. An example of this kind of mistake would be exempt certain subpopulations from submitting even the most basic data.
Fifth, our modifications to delivery in the form of legislative changes must not
ignore implementation. An important example of failure to include, a plan for
implementation is the current system where free simple Federal need analysis
can be denied disadvantaged students by an institution.
In addition to these constraints, the Committee's also sought simplification proposals that, to the extent possible, had neutral budget and redistrictive effects.
Committee Recommendations

With these constraints in mind, the Advisory Committee has identified and like to
offer the following recommendations:

To eliminate the practice of low-hrome disadvantaged and minority students
filing complex forms and paying fees:

further simplify requirements for student eligible for simplified need analysis;
in particular, those who
have family income below $10,000; or

are AFDC redpients; and
implei. ent free simple Federal need analysis by creating incentives or
requirements for States and institutions to use it
To eliminate complexity associated with multiple models integrate the Pell and
Congressional Methodology models into one model with a simple needs test by
using one of the formulas as a foendation. All of the data received by the Advisory Committee suggest this is bot feasible and desirable.
To eliminate the complexity and associated burden of reapplication:

--initiate a pilot reapplication project using (Stage Zero) electronic data
change; and
develop other procedures for institutions without electronic capabilities.

ex-
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To eliminate the complexity of asset data collection from low- and middleincome families:

extend eligibility for simplified need analysis to at least $20,000; and perhaps
further to $30,000 AG1.

To eliminate the complexity and disenhancement resulting from misinformation and conflicting signals to middle school and early high schools students

restructure Federal information dissemination and outreach to simply and
clearly communicate the amount of financial aid that at-risk students will
qualify for if they finish college preparatory high school programs.

redesign and expand Federal training efforts.
Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, the Advisory Committee is convinced that these changes are required to fully realize the goals of the Federal student aid programs. Thank you for this opportunity to present them. I will be
pleased to address any questions you might have.

Senator PELL. Ms. Hart.

Ms. HART. Chairman Pell, members of the subcommittee, it is a
pleasure to be with you this morning. I am Natala Hart, and I am
executive director of the State Student Assistance Commission in
Indiana, and here on this occasion to represent the more than 3,100
institutions of the National Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators. We appreciate this opportunity to appear and to
discuss an important component of NASFAA's reauthorization proposal, the simplification of the student aid delivery system.
NASFAA conducted a systematic review of its membership to de-

termine the needs of students and institutions as we approach reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Hearings were held in
each of our member regions, input solicited from individual members, an extensive dialogue between a task force formulated by
NASFAA to look into reauthorization, its membership, and has
just concluded with positions by the board of directors of the association.
There were four themes considered to be important by NASFAA

in reauthorization and I believe simplification to be among the

most important of those. NASFAA has created a cohesive, compre-

hensive approach to make the delivery system more understandable and accessible to students while maintaining high values

throughout the process.
The major focus for simplification itself among these themes by
NASFAA arose from work that began even earlier than our reauthorization work. That was work begun to try to reform the application process itself, the vehicle by which students begin to apply
for financial aid.
The goals of the application work, though, did not begin as simplification. They began as an attempt to improve equity and access
to student assistance, to assure the equitable distribution of funds
among student applicants and ease of entry into the process so that

the process did not present the barrier that you have heard today
it sometimes does.

What resulted is an application that is equitable, is accessible,
but also is more simple. The instrument has been entitled "A Plan

for Reform." The plan and its resultant application, which you
have as an attachment to my testimony and also appears on the
easel before you, has several key features.
First, behind the scenes of the application, we have worked out

what we believe +3 be the adequate details to merge the existing

two methodologiesthat currently used for

grants and for

1014
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other title IV fundsinto a single methodology. We believe we are
prepared to advance that single methodology to you to support the
streamlining of the system.
This form and the definition of independent student have been
greatly streamlined, we believe, to identify and distinguish those
students who should be dependent upon their parents' resources
versus those who are dependent upon their own resources. This is
the major reason that this form looks more straightforward and
more simple than the existing student aid forms.
This form contains a point that you have heard repeatedly in
these hearings this morning: Automatic full eligibility for families
who receive public assistance benefits. A student or parent completing this form would end at question 10, move directly to the
certification statement, and would have full eligibility for Federal
student aid. It would mean that we would only ask them to complete demographic information, information about fundamental
program eligibilitythey don't even have to report the amount of
AFDC benefits. As you have heard, that can be problematic. They
simply state and certify that that is the case, and they are fully
eligible.

It consolidates in this form several information processes that we
believe currently tie up students in the system, and it is backed by
key interfaces with several Federal databases so that additional
questions don't have to be asked of students where direct databaseto-database matches may resolve those issues.
This form also eliminates questions about assets for families
whose parents have incomes below $20,000 and who file a 1040A or
a 1040EZ form. If you look, for example, at question 23, following
question 23 on this form, it simply directs those families who have
that conditionlow income and a 1040A or 1040EZto stop there.
We know that asset questions are often problematic for families,
and we have evidence that families in these low incomes don't have
any change in their Federal eligibility, so we exempt them from response to those asset questions.
Senator Simon asked the question earlier about families who
have unusual circumstances. Section C of this form allows those
families who believe that the form, for whatever reason, do not
adequately reflect their circumstances to self-identify so that the
college or university or State agency might follow up directly with
the family.
Critical to this process is the role of financial aid professionals in

making student aid sensitive to the family. That is supported by
section C of the form, but fundamentally rests on the ability for
professional judgment to continue.

When the aid administrator can review added information from
the campus itself, can talk with other professionals who deal directly with the student, and can employ their own experiences in
dealing with that individual student, a lot of information can be removed from the form while enabling the system to remain fair and
equitable for students.

The plan also assumes the additional mechanismwe have

called it "resource analysis" just so it has a label that we can talk

aboutthat would allow those institutionF that need additional
questions or State agencies to do so. Betsy Hicks in the prior panel

1
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described those needs to you at least from Harvard's perspective.
But resource analysis would enable those institutions in a more
unified way to collect that information and to use that potentially
as a vehicle for professional judgment and for use in awarding
other non-Federal funds.
NASFAA members also believe that additional aspects of the student aid delivery system warrant simplification and believe that
simplification overall can be achieved while remaining high value
and consistent with Congressional intent, by standardizing the student loan processes and the applications associated with them, by
streamlining loan deferments to try to reduce instances of technical defaults, and by standardizing reporting among institutions,
guarantee agencies and lenders so that consistent and solid information is available.
In closing, let me reiterate that in the student aid process, we

find most critical that the values of equity and access are preserved. Wherever possible within a structure that supports those

values, simplicity should be achieved. We believe that the model
that we have presented today, that evolved through years of thorough involvement from administrators who represent students of
every type in our country, will if implemented improve students'
ability to achieve their educational goals.
Thank you for this opportunity to present these ideas. NASFAA
looks forward to assisting you in these efforts and I stand ready to
answer any questions that you might have.
Thank you.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hart (with attachments) follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT BY Ms. HART

Chairman Pell, members of the subcommittee: My name is Nate la Hart. I am executive director of the State Student Assistance Commission of Indiana and, on this
occasion, here to represent the more than 3,100 institutional members of National
Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA). We appreciate this
opportunity to appear before you today to discuss an important component of NASFAA's reauthorization proposals, the simplification of Federal student aid delivery.
NASFAA has conducted a systematic review of its membership to determine the
needs of students as we approach reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
Hearings were held in our member regions and input was solicited through publications specifically targeted toward reauthorization. A specific Task Force was formed
which spent the last two years identifying issues, submitting proposed solution:, to
the NASFAA membership, and concluding positions through the Board of Directors
of the Association.
One of four themes determined to be essential was simplification of the student
aid delivery process. NASFAA has created a cohesive, comprehensive approach to
make the delivery system more understandable and accessible to students, while
maintaining high values for all participants in the process.
The major focus for simplification arose from work begun even earlier on reforming the application processthat vehicle by which students initially begin to apply
for student aid. The goals of the work were equity and access: Assuring equitable
distribution of funds among student applicants, and ease of entry into the process,
so that the process itself did not present a barrier to higher education.
What resulted is a process which we believe is equitable and accessiblebut also
is more simple. The instrument has been titled "A Plan for Reform." The Plan has
several key features:
One method for determining eligibility for all types of Federal funds, replacing
the two existing methods, one for Pell grants and the other for the balance of
funds (the so-called "Congressional Methodology").
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Automatic full eligibility for students or parents who receive Aid to Families
with Dependent Children or other similar programs that clearly identify families as having full need for Federal student aid.
Consolidation of several information gathering processes into one form, backed
by direct interfaces with other Federal data bases so that those questions do not
burden students in this process.
Elimination of questions about assets for parents with low incomes who file a

1040A or 1040EZ or who do not file a tax return.
I have attached a copy of NASFAA's proposed application and a copy of the 1991-

92 Application for Federal Student Aid to my testimony for your reference. These
documents illustrate the effect of NASFAA's Plan on the application form, in terms
of application length and data element reduction.
Critical to this process is the role that financial aid administrators will play in
making student aid sensitive to the individual family. The ability of aid administrators to document and determine unique circumstances using their "professional
judgment" is key. When the aid administrator can review additional information
available on the campus, can access other professionals who also deal with the student, and can employ her or his experience in determining a family's circumstances,
a great deal of information collection can be lifted from the application process
while keeping the system fair and equitable for all students involved.
The Plan also assumes that an additional mechanism will be developed for the
circumstances of families with greater resources. This "Resource Analysis" will be
used selectively when families have higher incomes, more assets, and multiple
income sources. It is proposed to be a vehicle to document the basis for professional
judgment in awarding Federal aid and for use with institutional or other non-Federal funds.
NASFAA members feel that additional aspects of the student aid delivery system

also warrant simplification and believe that simplification can be achieved without
destruction of values and congressional intent inherent in the current system:
The Stafford Loan, SLS, and PLUS loan processes should be standardized to enhance clear identification of the loan process (as contrasted with the grant process).

Loan deferments should be streamlined to reduce instances of "technical" defaults.

Student Status Confirmation Reports should be standardized to assist in accurate, regular reporting of student information.
In closing, let me reiterate that in the student aid process, values such as equity
and access must be preserved. Wherever possible within a structure supporting
those values, simplicity should be achieved. We believe the Plan for Reform model
that evolved from thorough involvement by financir.i aid administrators throughout

the country does all of thatand will, if implemented, improve students' ability to
achieve their educational goals.

Again, thank you for inviting us to appear before you to discuss this important
topic. NASFAA looks forward to assisting you in these efforts and stands ready to
provide you with any assistance you may need.
[Draft Federal Financial Aid Program Application forms follows:]
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Senator PELL. MS. Waddell.
MS. WADDELL. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Linda
Waddell, and I am director of financial aid at Lane Community
College in Eugene, OR. I am also the vice chair of the College

Scholarship Service Assembly, and I have been a professional aid
administrator for 18 years.
The College Scholarship Service, or CSS, is the financial aid division of the College Board, and the CSS Assembly is like an association within an association-1,900 post-secondary institutions, high
schools and agencies within the larger College I3oard membership
that have a special interest in financial aid.
One of the principal challenges of the upcoming reauthorization
is to simplify the delivery of student aid while preserving equity in
the distribution of dollars. Balancing these two goalssimplicity

and equityis far from easy, especially in light of continuing

changes in the student population, family structure, college costs,
and the economy at large.
An effective working partnership between all parties involved in
the student aid delivery system is essential if equitable simplification is to be achieved. Simplification must be pursued simultaneously on many fronts including form design, melodology, administration, and information and guidance. We have many ideas
about how to approach equitable simplification, summarized in Appendix I of my written statement.
Today I want to describe four of the College Board's recommendations. To illustrate their impact, I will compare two documents.
One is the current Application for Federal Student Aid, or
AFSA, that was distributed in Appendix II and was referred to earlier today. As you know, it is the common financial aid application
referenced in statute, and the Federal core of all multiple data
entry, MDE, forms like the CSS's Financial Aid Form.
The other form in Appendix III is a simplified version of the
common Federal aid application. It does not reflect current statute
and regulation. However, it is our conception of how the form
might look if statute and regulation were simplified, because contrary to popular opinion, the form isn't what makes the process
complicated; it is the process that complicates the form.
First, idea number one. If you look at section B of the AFSA, you
will see that 16 questions are required to carry out the current definition of depenclency status. If you want to simplify things, start
here. Simplify the definition as we recommend, and you can cut 11
questions right off the form.
Idea number two. Eliminate the data elements and treatments
that affect comparatively few applicants. The AFSA and all current MDE forms ask many such questions about dislocated workers, displaced homemakers, filers with excess medical and dental
expenses, parents who pay private school tuition for other children
and other subjects. The truth is that questions like these affect a
pretty small portion of the filing population, but everyone filling
out the forms still have to plow through them.
We didn't put questions like this on our draft. We didn't think
they were needed on the form. Congress could still authorize special consideration for these types 9f problem cases, but you could
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do so under the rubric of professional judgment without cluttering
up the form.
Idea number three. If you look at the bottom half of page 3 of the
AFSA, you will see a place where you could really make a difference, not just on the form but in the experience of very low-income
applicants.
Many of us worry that such applicants have the greatest difficulty and apprehension about forms. The so-called simple needs test
simply is not. It takes several questions just to figure out whether
you qualify. We recommend that you repeal the simple needs test
and create an application bypass for very low-income filers. Permit
those applicants to provide only basic demographic and to skip all
more detailed questions about income and assets. The point is they
don't have any.
Who would qualify for this simpler approach? Public assistance
recipients, for starters. And why not parents whose total income is
less than the IRS earned income credit limit, whose incomes are in
fact so low that they can file the 1040A, the 1040EZ, or not file at

all.

Then further amend the law to automatically accord maximum
eligibility to anyone who qualifies for the application bypass. In
short, a family on AFDC doesn't need to prove that they are poor
eigain. And a family whose income is so low they are not even required to pay income taxes can't contribute to educational expenses, so why force them through the hoops?

My final idea, idea four. Another thing that complicates the financial aid system is having two separate methodologiesothers
have spoken to this issue as wellone for Pell grant and one for
other title IV programs. Families find the two methodologies confusing; aid administrators find them burdensome, and policymakers and forms processors alike find them difficult to maintain, analyze and update. That is why we propose an integration of the Pell
grant and part F need analysis methodologies into a single methodology.

We have provided the rationale and the computational detail for
such an integration in our legislative proposals, and we will gladly
cooperate with the effcrt to further analyze the formulas and the
results to ensure that the proposed formulas do not produce unintended redistributions of aid.
Distributing finite dollars on the basis of relative financial need

is a complex undertaking, but the complexity should lie in the
tough policy decisions that undetgird the programs, not in the application process or in the administration of the programs. By
working together under the leadership of Congress, we can and
should simplify many aspects of the system with which students
and their families have to interact. The members of The College
Board and the CSS Assembly stand ready to help you do that.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Waddell (with attachments) fol-

lows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF Ms. WADDELL

I am Linda Waddell, the director of financial aid at Lane Community College in
Eugene, OR, and the vice chair of the College Scholarship Service Assembly.
On behalf of the 2,800 institutions, schools, and agencies that comprise the membership of the College Board, I am pleased to have the opportunity to participate in
this and other discussions about the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.
The ideas I will discuss today are included in a package of legislative proposals described in more detail in Appendix I; they were also submitted to the House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee earlier this month.
The College Board shares this subcommittee's commitment to strengthening the
Federal role in post-secondary education. The Federal investment in post-secondary
access is a vital element in meeting national goals of equal educational opportunity,
social justice, and global economic competitiveness.
Since 1900, the College Board, a nonprofit membership association, has actively
promoted broader access to higher education. Through its various programs, services, forums, and activities, the College Board seeks to facilitate students transitions
from one educational level and/or setting to another.
The College Scholarship Service was founded in 1954 by College Board member
colleges that sought agreement on common practices and standards for awarding
scholarships and other need-based aid. The goal of CSS is to foster equitable and
efficient administration of aid programs, while making the delivery system as rational and manageable as possible for students and their families.
The College Scholarship Service Assembly is an association-within-an-association:
1,900 post-secondary institutions, high schools, and agencies within the larger College Board membership that have a special interest in, and concern about, financial
aid.
CSS has long been in the forefront of efforts to promote partnership with government and other agencies in the improvement of the financial aid delivery system.
Force on Student Aid Problems,
CSS was a leader in convening the National Task
chaired by Francis Keppel, the former United States Commissioner of Education, in
the mid-1970's.
CSS was also the first to implement a "common form" with which students could
institutional, and private. It was
apply for all types of assistanceFederal, State,
its
this concept that led directly to the creation of Multiple Data Entry (MDE), with
many benefits for the Federal government, State agencies, post-secondary institutions, private scholarship programs, and, above all, students and their families. CSS
is currently one of five approved MDE processors.
The Challenge of "Equitable Simplication"
One of the principal challenges of the upcoming reauthorization is to simplify the
delivery of student aid while preserving equity in the distribution of dollars.
Balancing these two goalssimplicity and equityis far from easy, especially in

light of continuing changes in the student population, family structure, college
costs, and the economy at large.
An effective working partnership between all the parties involved in the student

aid delivery system is e.aential if "equitable simplification" is to be achieved. Simplification must be pursued simultaneously on many fronts, including form design,
methodology, administration, and information and guidance. Now more than ever,
America's families need the active commitment of all partnersthe Congress, the
Department of Education, the 50 S;.ates, post-secondary institutions, and private
scholarship programsto make the delivery system work better on behalf of students.
Statute and regulation must be simplified before the forms or any other aspect of
the delivery system can be simplified. Contrary to the conventional wisdom, the
form itself is not what makes the process complicated. It's the process that complicates the form.
Appendix II to this testimony is the current Application for Federal Student Aid,
financial aid application"
or AFSA (see Appendix II). The AFSA is the "common
referenced in statute, and the "Federal core" of all approved Multiple Data Entry
(MDE) forms, such as CSS's Financial Aid Form (FAF).
The AFSA is as "simple" as forms can get under current statute and regulation,
since it contains only Federal elements, and none of the additional questions required by State scholarship and grant agencies, colleges, and private programs for
the administration of their own funds and selection of recipients for certain Federal
programs. But even the AFSA is not simple.
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CSS has drafted, for discussion purposes, an alternative AFSA (see Appendix III).
(While arrayed across four pages for ease of reading and review, the data elements
on this draft could be comfortably compressed into two pages.) Its design does not
reflect current statute and regulation. Rather, it's an idea of how the "Federal core"
might look if statute and regulation were simplified along the lines of the College
Board's reauthorization proposals.
Determining Dependency Status
In the current AFSA, fully 16 questionsseveral of them quite complexare required to establish dependency status under the existing definition. Simplification
could start right there, but not as a matter of form design. The definition of selfsupporting student status itself has to be simplified.
The College Board's proposal for simplification is:
Preserue the current automatic criteriaage 24 or older, veteran status, orphan
or ward of the court, or dependents other than a spouse---but change the date
on which age 24 must be established from January 1 to July 1 to correspond
with the awarding cycle.
Permit graduate and professional students to establish independence automatically without reference to any other conditional criteria.
Eliminate all conditional criteria.
Allow aid administrators to exercise their professional judgment to classify as
independent those students who do not meet any of the automatic criteria but
who are genuinely self-supporting.
What are the effects of this proposal? First, using that simplified definition, student dependency status can be determined by five simpler questions, as illustrated
on the discussion draft in Appendix IIIa savings of 11 data elements.
Second, it introduces no new inequities into the system. The preponderance of ap-

plicantsnearly 85 percentalready establish their independence on the basis of
automatic (rather than conditional) criteria, according to an analysis of a 10,000case sample drawn from CSS's 1990-91 filing population:

Table 1. Impact of Independent Student Criteria
% Nets establishing
independence

Over age 24

76.6

Veteran

1.3

Otphan/ward of the court

1.3

Legal dependents

5.4

Undefgraduate conditional criteria
Graduate/married conditional criteria
Professional judgment

8.1
5.7
1.0

That analysis further suggested that an estimated 10.5 percent of currently selfsupporting students might become dependent on the basis of the proposed new definition, unless professional judgment were applied. In many such cases, professional
judgment probably would be applied, provided that sufficient evidence of self-support was available. The average age of these students was 21; their average Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) was about $10,000; on average, they were in their third undergraduate year in college. (About 8 percent of them had provided parental income
and asset information when they completed the 1990-91 need analysis form.)
In summary, the proposed definition would be simpler to understand and administer.
Handling Special Cases Through Professional Judgment

By eliminating elements from the statutory formulas that affect comparatively
few applicants, both the need analysis methodology the form would be simplified.
In the current Pell and part F methodologies, many such special treatments exist:
For dislocated workers, displaced homemakers, filers with excess medical/dental expenses, applicants whose parents pay private-school tuition for other children, etc.
cause the special treatments exist in the methodologies, the AFSAand all other
MDE forms--must ask questions related to establishing eligibility for, and determining the amount of, the special treatments.
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An analysis of CSS's 1990-91 filing population reveals that only 1.9 percent of de-

pendent filers' parents meet the criteria for dislocated-worker status, and only 25
percent fulfill the conditions for displaced-homemaker status. (The percentages
among self-supporting filers were even lower.) Only 11 percent of dependent filers'
parents reported elementary/secondary school tuitions in excess of $0. While many
filers reported medical/dental expenses, the average amount of their allowance
against income was only $606, which has a negligible effect on the bottom-line contribution expected of them. (For about 15 percent of filers reporting such excess expenses, however, a substantial allowance of nearly $3,200 was produced-demonstrating the continuing need to allow the exercise of professional judgment in assessing a family's ability to provide funds for education.)
Currently, even though these special treatments and associated questions are ap-

plicable to relatively small percentages of the filing population, all filers must
answer them.

Such questions do not appear on the Appendix III draft, because the College

Board's reauthorization proposals eliminate the special treatments in the methodology in favor of handling such special cases through the exercise of professional judgment under section 479 of the fligher Education Act. In fact, we propose the addition of language to section 479 specifically authorizing consideration for problem
cases like these. Even without such language, however, most aid administrators
would want to extend special treatment to a student whose father had just lost a
job, or who was herself a displaced homemaker. But affording special consideration
to some students does not require cluttering up the form for all students.
Streamlining Applications for the Neediest
Ask any school counselor who has ever tried to explain it, any aid administrator
who has tried to administer it, or any applicant who has ever tried to complete it:
The "Simple Needs Test" on the current AFSA is not simple. Students have to complete several questions just to figure out whether they quality!
The ,'ollege Board strongly recommends that the Congress repeal the provision,
and create instead an "applimation bypass" for very low-income filers. This is a concept that the College Board initially defined and advanced back in 1986. There are
at least two categories of people who might qualify for the bypass:
-Recipients of public assistance who are the parents of dependent applicants, or
who are themselves self-supporting aid applicants, and
-Dependent filers' parents, provided that they file an IRS 1040A or 1040EZ (or
are not even required to pay taxes at all), and have total taxable income of less
than the IRS earned income credit limit.
Such a bypass would permit certain filers to provide only basic demographic data
on the application form, and skip the more complicated income and asset questions.
Individuals who qualify for the application bypass would automatically be accorded
maximum eligibility.
To assess the impact of this proposal, the College Board examined the distribution
of parents' contributions in ita 10,000-case sample for those dependent filers who
would quality. As Table 2 demonstrates, nearly 13 percent of ita filing population
would quality, and 82 percent of them already demonstrate for parents contributions under current part F need analysis. (Note: Table 2 uses total taxable income of
$20,000, rather than the earned income credit limit, but the effects would be comparable.)
Table 2. Distribution of Primary CM PC for Dependent Bypass Qualifiers
AFDC

1040A/EZAGI<$20001

PlatIllers Wates

recOents

<$20001
PC (MINTY)

$0
1 to 50
51 to 100
101 to 150
151 to 200
201 to 250
251 to 300
301 to 350
351 to 400
401 to 450

7

1.1

5

.8

6

1.0

6
2

1.0
.3
.8
.3
1.0

7

1.1

2

.3
1.0
.5
1.0

6

1

.2

2

.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

0

0

1.3

1.1

296

.3
.3
.0
.2
.2
.0
.2
.2
.0

1

8

7

28.8

2

1

82.2
1.3

5

181

.0

0

8

517

6.4

0

1

Total

47.1
1.0
.8

40

1

--------

5
2

6

ti

6
3
6
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Table 2. Distribution of Primary CM PC for Dependent Bypass QualifiersContinued
AFDC roccats

1040A/E/41<$20001

Nonfilers Wales

Total

<$20001

PC (orimary1

451 to 500
501 to 750
751 to 1000
1001 to 1250
1251 to 1500

.o

o

.o

6

1.0

6

1.0

.o

2

.3

10

1.6

12

1.9

.o

o

.o

7

1.1

7

1.1

.o

o

.o

10

1.6

10

1.6

.o

o

.o

2

.3

2

1501 & higher

.3

.6

6

1.0

12

1.9

22

3.5

7.2

197

31.3

387

61.5

629

100

Total

45

The College Board further recommends that the law be amended to authorize the
Sedretary to enter into agreements with institutions for the purpose of conducting
pilot projects with alternative application mechanisms for low-income applicants.
The purpose of such projects would be to demonstrate or determine the feasibility
and value of mechanisms for assessing need and eligibility that are not reliant on a
completed "common financial aid application." Possible innovations that might be
explored under such an authority include alternative forms, computer software, and
guided interviews.

In summary, a family on AFDC does pot need to prove they are poor; they already demonstrated their need when they qualified for AFDC. And parents whose
income is so low they are not even required to pay income taxes cannot reasonably
be expected to contribute more than a pittance to their children's educational expenses. So why force them to answer questions that have no relevance to their financial condition?
The Dilemma of Dual Methodologies

Another factor that complicAtes not just the forms, but virtually every aspect of
the need analysis and eligibility determination processes, is the existence of two sep-

arate methodologiesone for Pell grants and one for all the other title IV pro-

gram:.
Families find two sets of formulas confusing. Aid administrators find them burdensome. Policymakers and forms processors alike find them difficult to maintain,
analyze, and update. The College Board proposes, therefore, the full integration of
the Pell grant and part F neW analysis methodologies into a singie methodology.
The theory and computational detail associated with such an integrated methodology are described in depth in draft legislative language amending parts B and F. In
developing its proposal, the College Board tended more towards the current part F
need analysis methodology than the current Pell grant methodology. The computations result in a "parent share" and a "student sliare," constructs analogous to the
current "parents' contribution" and "student's contribution" (but renamed for ease
of public understanding).
The proposal does take into account one very critical difference between the current Pell and part F methodologies. In order to preserve continuity in the awarding
of Pell grant dollars and the unique, quasi-entAlement character of the Pell Program, the College Board proposes an adjustment to the expected family share called
the "Pell Eligibility Number."
The Pell Eligibility Number would be calculated as the last step in need analysis
by subtracting the minimum student share from earnings from the expected family
share. The intent of this unique adjustment is to ensure that dependent and selfsupporting students who have no family share beyond their own contribution from
earnings continue to receive maximum Pell grant awards, as is the case at present.
(Need and eligibility for all other title IV funds currently requires a minimum student contribution from earnings.)
In the proposed new methodology, the Pell Eligibility Number would not be the
result of a separate methodology, but rather, an adjustment to the methodology performed specifically for Pell purposes.
The College Board believes that a merger of the two existing method'L Ties is
both feasible and appropriate. However, further research and analysis 01 a very
high order will be required to ensure that it does not produce unintended redistribu-
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tion effects or other dislocations. The College Board will gladly cooperate with such
%II effort.

Stream ling Data Flow

There are other factors beyond form and methodology that complicate the delivery of aid unnecessarily, and which cannot be remedied by adjustments to definitions, data elements, and formulas. A prime example is the current requirement
that an institution must wait until it has an applicant's Student Aid Report (SAR)
in hand to pay a Pell grant, even if it already has official results from a certified
MDE processor.
One of the College Board's legislative proposals, therefore, is to permit an institution to pay a Pell grant on the basis of an official resultwhether that result is
delivered directly by a certified MDE processor, brought or mailed in by the applicant, or transmitted by any other means that the Secretary might choose to designate. Such a change would substantially simplify the data flow, and result in a more
timely delivery of award notifications and actual dollars to students.
Beuer Information and Guidance
Insufficient information and guidance about the process also complicates student
aid delivery. "Gaps in Parents' and Students' Knowledge of School Costs and Federal Aid," the GAO study commissioned last summer by Senator Edward M. Kennedy,
reveals that many students and parents have sketchy information at best about
either the reality of college costs or the possibility of financial aid.
Information about the availability of aid does not necessarily motivate students to
pursue post-secondary education, but as the GAO report suggests, it can be "part of
a chain of influences leading to completion of additional schooling." For students at
the lowest income levels, such information is critical, for surely they will not and
cannot enroll without it. Student aid dollars alone are not enough. More and earlier
help is needed if we are to increase the rate at which the most disadvantaged students enroll in, and succeed at, higher education.
Concern about more, better, and earlier information and guidance underlie several of the College Board's reauthorization proposals, such as the creation of a new
authority under the College Work-Study Program that would encourage institutions
of higher education to utilize eligible college students in early-outreach activities
aimed at low-income junior high and high school students.
In recognition of the increasingly critical role of guidance counselors in facilitat-

ing students' transitions from one educational setting and/or level to another, the
College Board also recommends the reauthorization for an additional 4 years of the
"Congressional Teacher Scholarship Programs," and an expansion of eligibility to
include individuals preparing for careers in school-based counseling.
A third recommendation calls for significantly increasing the authorization levels

for the TRIO programs so that they will be able to serve more than the approximately 20 percent of the eligible population now covered.
The College Board also endorses two proposals advanced by the American Council
on Education (ACE), one authorizing a new authority under the State Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) Program to provide matching grants to States for creating or
expanding early intervention programs for at risk students, and the other authorizing the Secretary to make contracts for an early awareness information program
aimed at high school students and families.
Conclusion
Distributing finite dollars on the basis of relative financial need is a complex undertaking. But the complexity shorld lie in the tough policy decisions that undergird the programs, not in the application process or in the administration of the programs.
By working together under the leadership of the Congress, all the partners to the
delivery system canand shouldsimplify many aspects of the system with which
students and their families have to interact. The members of the CSS Assembly and
the College Board stand ready to work with the Congress in that effort.
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1PPENDI X

Simplicity, Equity, and Integrity:
An Agenda for the Reauthorization
The College Board
April, 1991

The College Board's Reauthorization agenda was developed over the course of many months in consultation with

its Board of Trustees, the Advisory Panel to the Washington Office, the College Scholarship Service (CSS)
Council, the CSS Council Committee on Standards of Ability to Pay (CSAP), the fmancial aid divisions of thc
six Regional Assemblies of the College Board, and the Advisory Committee to the Office of Adult Learning
Services. These ideas were submitted to the House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee and the Senate
Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities in April, 1991.

Simplify application forms, need analysis methodology, and delivery
Distributing finite subsidy dollars on the basis of relative financial circumstances Ls a complex undertaking. But
the complexity should lie in the policy that undergirds the programs, not in the application process or thc practice
of student aid administration. Simplifying aspects of the system with which studcnts and families interact will
promote greater public understanding of, and confidence in, the process.
Integrate the Pell Grant and Part F (i.e., Congressional) methodologies into a single methodology. The
maintenance of two separate methodologies complicates the assessment of need and eligibility. Families

find the 1ial methodologies confusing; aid administrators find them burdensome; processors and
policymakers alike find them difficult to maintain, analre, and update.
For Pell purposes, adjust the outcome of the new, integrated methodology by subtracting the amount

of the minimum student share from earnings from the erpected family share, producing a "Pell
Eligibility Number.'
Permit institutions to pay a Pell Grant on the basis of an official Pell Eligibility Number, whether the
result is delivered directly by a certified NIDE processor, by the applicant, or by such other means as
the Secretary might choose to designate. This change will simplify the data flow and result in more
timely delivery of both award notifications and dollars.

Use more understandable language throughout Title IV wherever possible, such as 'family share'
instead of 'family contribution' (which carries an inaccurate connotation of being voluntary).
Eliminate complirating data elements and treatments that affect comparatively few applicants, such
as the special allowances for dislocated workers and displaced homemakers, medical/dental expenses,
and elementary/secondary school tuition.

Remove veterans' benellt from the Part F need analysis formulas and treat all such benefits
consistently as a resource available to the applicant.

Place greater reliance on the professional judgment of aid administrators to address such special
circumstances as the foregoing.

Repeal the Income Contingent Loan Program. The program has never garnered wide community or
public support, and funds required to fund it in future years can be reallocated to better effect.

1
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Streamline the delivery of aid to very low-income applicants
Their needs are great, their resources are extremely limited, and their interactions with the delivery system can
and should be simplified.
only basic
Repeal the complicated 'Simple Needs Taft,' and instead permit certain fliers to pro
demographic data on the application form and skip all income and asset questions. Qualif ing for the
bypass: recipients of public assistance who are the parents of dependent filers or ar.; themselves
independent filers; dependent filers' parents who do not file an IRS Form 1040 and whose total taxable

income is less than the IRS earned income credit limit.

Automatically accord all fliers qualifying tor the application bypass a zero parents' share (if they are
the parents of dependent student() or a zero student's share (if they are self.supporting students).
Dependent filers whose parents are ouNic assistance recipients would also be permitted to skip student
income and asset questions, Part F .4.a1d assume a minimum student share from earnings.

Authorize the Secretary to enter into agreements with institutions for the purpose of conducting
projects designed to demonstrate or determine the feasibility and value of alternative mechanisms for
assessing need and eligibility without recourse to a completed common application form. Possible
innovations: alternative applications, computer softwarc, guided interviews, early estimates.

Increase assistance to the neediest by restoring the purchasing power of Pell Grants
Rising college costs and a decade of inflation without any increase in the Pell maximums have reduced Pell Grant
Program's support for the neediest students and eroded the purchasing power of the grants.

Increase the maximum award to $4,000 ($2,500 for living expenses and up to $1,500 for tuition, limited
to 25 percent of tuition!. The effects of the proposal would be to increase support for the neediest

students, provide more realistic living-expense budgets and greater tuition sensitivity, and recoup
inflationary losses in the Pell Grant's purchasing power over the last decade. (Note: This proposal is
being advanced by the American Council on Education (ACE) on behalf of 12 higher education
associations; the College Board endorses it in principle.)

Simplify the definition of independent student soltus
Thc current definition is too complicated. Students can't undcrstand it; aid administrators find it difficult to
administer; the 16 questions currently required to fulfill it make the form look intimidating.

Pr:serve the currtnt automatic criteria (but change the date on which age 24 must be established
January 1 to July 1 to correspond with the awarding cycle).
Permit graduate and professional students to establish Independence automatically without reference
to any other conditional criteria.

Eliminate all conditional criterb.
Allow aid administrators to exercise their professional judgment to classify as independent those
students who do not meM any of the automatic criteria but who are genuinely self-supporting.

t
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Provide for greater sensitivity, equity, and currency in need analysis
Some aspects of the current methodology violate principles of horizontal and/or vertical equity; others fail to
reflect current realities about family attitudes and expenditure patterns; still others arc rapidly becoming ossified
in law. We can do better.
Cap home value at three times income. (The methodology would compute home equity using either the
reported home value minus the mortgage or the total income times three minus the mortgage, whichever
is lower.) Such a treatment would provide some relief to families whose home values in 'boom markets'
have far outstripped thcir true incomes, while maintaining equity between homeowners and renters.

Increase the minimum student share from earnings from S700/$900 to $900/S1100 (for dependent
students) and from S1200 to S1500 (for self-supporting students), and tie this and subsequent derivations
to the federal minimum wage. This provides an economic rationale for deriving and updating minimum

contributions (which are now fixed in law).
Rename the Standard Maintenance Mlowance (SMA) the income Protection Allowance OPAL' and
compute its value on the basis of norms derived from the annually conducted Consumer Expenditure
Surm (CE,S), rather than from the historical BLS budget standards inflated annually for changes in the
CPI.
Create an Educational Savings Protection Allowance (ESPA), to eliminate the perceived disincentives
to saving in Part F need analysis by ensuring that a dependent student's expected family share is not
disproportionatdy increased because the parents have chosen to save for college.

Exclude parents from the number-in-college adjustment, but permit financial aid adminiMrators to
exercise professional judgment by accounting for their unreimburscd direct educational expenses as an
allowance against income, provided that thc parents arc enrolled in dcgrcc or certificate programs. This

is a more progressive treatment of families in varying economic circumstances whose parents are
enrolled in postsecondary education than current practice.
Modify Part F need analysis to treat all independent students without children in a similar manner,
except that the assessment rate on income be set at a "flat" 70 percent (in order to correspond to the
treatment proposed in NASFAA's Plan for Reform).
Provide for the annual updating of the asset conversion rate tables in Part F by increasing values to
reflect increases in the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Consumer Expenditure Survey. (The asset
conversion tables have not been updated since prior to the last reauthorization, and arc currently fixed
in law.)
Establish a mechanism and a timetable for structuring annual review and updating of Part F formulas
and tables. The goal is to ensure the continuing vitality of the methodology. The Secretary will be
directed to solicit advice from the educational community and the public, and present proposals to the
Congress for consideration between reauthorizations.

/
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Reinforce and reward program quality and integrity.
Access remains the touchstone of the
what?'

Higher Education Act, but on behalf of students, we must ask: 'Access to

performance standards for the administration of Title
Authorize the Secretary to establish objective
appropriate
institutions and agencies. Provide also for systematic
IV programs, in consultation with
and
on-site
recertification reviews. Require timely notification of
program reviews and both automatic
action taken with respect to a particular institution. (Note: The
the Secretary by accrediting agencies of
College Board endorses in principle this proposal from ACE.)

institutions that meet
Authorize the Secretary to develop a program of regulatory relief, under which
standards are eligible to apply for exemption from portions of Federal
or exceed objective performance
to
regulation. Examples of areas subject to possible waivers or modifications: requirements related
reviews,
transferring funds between programs, reporting to the Federal government, audits and program
collecting data from and/or reporting data to applicants and prospective applicants.

Permit institutions eligible under Title III, Parts A and 8, to use funds to Institute such

changes as

enactment of the
may be required to meet objective performance standards established pursuant to
foregoing.

Support earlier guidance and outreach, especially to at-risk students.
Student aid dollars alone are not cnough. More and earlier help is needed to increase the rate at
disadvantaged students enroll in and succeed at higher education.

which the most

Encourage Institutions of higher education to develop College Work-Study programs involving eligible
(A
students in early-outreach activities aimed at low-income junior high and high school students.
Work-Study would parallel the current Community Service Learning

new authority under College
provisions of CWS.)

Reauthorize for an additional four years, expand eligibility to include individuals preparing for careers
in school-based counseling, and rename the program the 'Congressional Teacher and Counselor
guidance
Scholarship Programs.' The broadened focus would recognize the increasingly critical role of
another.
from
one
educational
setting
and/or
level
to
counselors in facilitating students' transition

institutions to report on
As a condition of participation in Title IV programs, require postsecondary
enrollments and institutional finances to the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
(WEDS), modified as appropriate to accommodate proprietary accounting practices.)

that
Authorize a new authority under the State Supplemental Incentive Grant (SSIG) Program

provides matching grants to encourage states to create or expand early intervention programs for atrisk students. (Note: The College Board endorses in principle this proposal from ACE.)

Expand the authorization of the TRIO programs beyond the approximately 20 percent of the eligible
population now served.
high
Authorize the Secretary to make contracts for an early awareness information program aimed at
ACE.)
Board
endorses
in
prindple
this
proposal
from
school :udents and families. (Note: The College

Enact provisions of H,R. 1524, thc "Student

Counseling and Assistance Network Act of I991.'
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km

=ME 11:::.

Via

V.

Tat

Insane cases. NMI, goal) to School less thsn Warms maybe Nobs.
Check wim your finned eld earirearate.

"

soon caws. stodsom born MAIM Os in a Miona cartlikads program.
Check tkrh your Martial mkt administrator

DEADLINE: May 1, 1992
OMB no. 1840-01
air el CAR
U.S Chmartrminl ol Eduattion

Stuchsm Emma! Assistance Programs

We mutt receive your form by May 1, 1992. Schools may
have earlier deederneyou wit have to meet. You should
apply as early es posal.. Mailing In your form is only the
first step in applying for Federal student aid.

'vrVz
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youl apPicatton is compared with the official 1990 IRS Form 1040,
1040A, Or 104052 that is filed for you and your family. the financial
information must agree. 11 them are any errors, you will nava lo
correct the information and send it beck to the U.S Department of
Educahon. If this happens, dwill take longer to determine whether

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR
SHADED
AREAS

FOR GRAY
SHADED
AREAS

you are eligible for Federal student ad It could mean a delay in
getting your student financial aid

BEFORE YOU BEGIN TO FILL OUT THE FORM, TEAR IT OUT
OF THE BOOKLET AND LAY IT ALONGSIDE THE INSTRUC

TONS SO THAT YOU CAN CHECK FOR ADDITIONAL ltg.

II you, your spouse, ariciror your parents tiled for will file) a

STRUCTIONS AS YOU GO ALONG

"Foreign Tax Return" or are a "Native American," see page 10.

and GRAY areas Indicate which instructions are for
The
which Questions Reed the InetruCtIons as you fill out this

When You Fill Out Thls Form

form. Mistakes will delay the processing of your application

Use a pen with black or dark ink, don't uSe a pencil

Some instructions appear on the form itself. Since those questions are seit.explanatory, no additional instructions are provided.
Where additional information is necessary you will find a in this
instruction booklet

Print carefully, so that yOur form will be easy to read.

Round off figures to the nearest dollar For 50 cents
or more. round Up: tOr 49 Cents or less, round down

The instructions for this form will usually answer questions that
you have If you need more help, contact your high school
guidance counselor or your college financial aid administrator

Section A: Yourself
Write in this section information about you. the Student who is
applying for ard

Atthough other people (besides the student who is applying ler
aid) may irelp tar out this forma is about the Student On this form.

2.

the words 'you and 'your always mean the student The word
%allege' means a college, university graduate or professional

Write in the address where you will be receiving mail All mail

will be sent to this address. Donl Use the address of the
financial aid office Or any other office. Use the State/Country
abbreviations list below

school, vocational or technical school, or any other school beyond
high school

-Student financial aid' means money from educational loans

State/Country Abbreviations

grants, and scholarships. It also means earnings from r he College
A, Avfwv4
Av mito

e. wfura
As

need

AS ILvwCA,
AZ AnCea
As AVA,W1

Records 'CAI Will Need

CA COW,.
Co :okv.lo

VS MAP*

Work.Study Program or other earnings you received based on
your financial aid adminirrator's deterrnmation of your financial

7onnech.,

Ovarre

Ger together these records tor yoursell ano your family

APP

LA

AV A....,
LA

CH CAVVI
PM redP11.1

MO LAryLAN

VA Ann ;roma vt

Sfaus of

Mi warp..

Skrtrosv

Nuno vi

1990 u.S income tax return riliS Form iCht0. 1U40A. Or
IsVala
CAA Zionvo

1040E11

Vim lArsIVA

US SPSV:14*
MO SASS.,
M7 lokrnwv

VvvIL
MA IWpco

VP %vow.

1990 state and local income tax returns

An Ck.a,

to nava.

SE NW...I
tiv H

W.2 terms and other records of money earned in 1990

KI <WV
Maw

POL Paw lareva+.4

Yany+a
Wars%

PW PM.

Records of untaxed income, such as welfare. social
Current bank sterements

If your place of resPence is not included above, leave the State
abbreviation blank end write the name of your city and territory or
country in the space for cny

Current mortgage information.
Records rot medical or denial bills !nal were paid in 109C'

4.

security, AFDC Or ADC, or veterans benefits

Business and farm records

Wine in the Moll:leer abbreviation tor yOur current State/
Country of legal residence Use the StaterCountry abbre .
viations list aoove

Records ol stocks, bonds, and other investments
6.

Keep these records!
Won't Me a tax return. Even if you and yOur spouse or yOur

Write in your birth date. For example. if you were torn on July
5. 1972. you would write in:

fOr 7 MO 5MIlt 71491

parents file no income tax return for 1990. you will need to know
earnillga for the year You may also need reCOrds ShOveing the

Month

amount of other income you are to report On your application

7.

Tex return not completed yet. If yOu, your Spouse. and/or your
parents haven't completed a 1990 U S income tax return but will

be fiting one, we recommend Out you complete your return
before fitting out thls application. Knowing what will be on your

Day

Year

check the first box
It you are a U.S. citizen (or U.S
and go on to question a. Check the Wood box and write in
your eight or nine digit Alien Registration Number if you are
one of the following
U S permanent resident, and you have sir Alien Registra.
lien Receipt Card (1.151 Or 1.551)

tax return will help you to fill out this application accurately When
2

964

Other eligible nonottlzen with a Departure Record 0.94)
from the U.S. Immigration and Naturalbth lien Service

showing any one of the following designations: (a)
'Refugee', (b) 'Asylum Granted': (e) Indefinite Parole'
and/or liumarirtarlan ParoW, (d) 'Cuban.Haltian En.
trent.'

LUnmarried Undergraduate Students Only
12

If your parents claimed you as an exemption on their 1989 and/
or will do SO on their 1990 Income tax return, you must answer

'Yes.' It your parents are divorced of separated, answer 'Yee
If either of your parents denied you u an income tax exemption in 1989 and/or will do so on their 1990 Income tax return.
Otherwise check 'No.'

Other eligible noncnizen with a Temporary Resident Card
((-688).

13. Check the box Mat best describes when you first received

Federal student aid, begewsing wfth Me INNIS Wool

If you are a citizen of the Marshall Islands, Federated States
of Microneala, or Palau, see your financial aid administrator.
11 you cannotcheddhefirst or second box, yOu Most checkthe
third box. If you are in the U S. on only an Fl or F2 student visa,
only a J1 or J2 exchange viseor visa, or only a G series visa
(pertaining to international organizations), you must chock the
third box.

year (July 1, 1987 - June 30, 1488) Check only are box a,
c, d, or e.

Federal student akd Includes:
Pell Grant,

Stafford LoarKluaranteed Student Loan (GSL), including
Suppiemental Loans for Students (SLS),
Supplemental Educational Opponuntty Gran! (SEOG).
College WorkStudy (CWS),
Perkins Loan/National Direct Student Loan (NDSL), or
State Student Inrentive Grant (SSIG). These grants often
have other mous such as StuOent Incentive Grants, !neon.
hve Grants, Tuition Grants, etc.

9. Check your year in college from July 1,1991 to June 30. 1992.
10. Check 'No' If you do not havers Bachelors degree and you will
not have one by July 1, 1991.

Cheek 'Yee if you already have a Bachelor's degree or will
have one by July 1,1991. Also, check 'Yee" if you have or will
have a degree from &university in another country that th equal
to a Bachelor's degree.

SatiOn B: Student Status

Bain* are some examples to help you answer Question 13

EXAMPLE 01 Buck Bundy received Federal student aid in the
1988.87 and 1987-88 school years. Therefore, Buck should check
box 'a.' EvenlIBuck had received Federal student aid In the 985-

88 and 1087-88 school years, he should still check box 'a,'

Answer question 11. A blank counts as "No."

because the first school yeas (beginning wtth 1987.88) in which he
received Federal student aid Is 1987.88.

11. a. Check the correct box. (See yOur answer to question 8 )

EXAMPLE'? - Jeff Akbar
received Federal student aid In the
t 988-89 school year. Therefore. Jeff should chock box b.

b. Check 'Yes if you are a veteran 01 &Clive Service In the
U.S. Army, Navy. Air Force, Marines or Coast Guard. Also

EXAMPLE 03 Wu Un mit received Federal student aid in the

check 'Yes' if you are not a veteran now but will be one
by June 30, 1992.

1089-90 school year. Therefore. Wu should check box

Chock 'No' if you are or were:

EXAMPLE M - Kate !Agony ffmt ren0ved Federal student aid in
the 1990-91 school year. Therefore, Kate should check box rd.'

only a cadet or midshipman at one of the Service

EXAMPLE *3 -Vickie Tingley received Federal student aid in the
1986-87 school year and hat not received Federal student aid
since then. TherefOre, Vickie should check box 'e.'

academies,
only a National Guard or Reserves enlistee, or

EXAMPLE OS Joaquin Rodriguez has never received Federal
student aid. Therefore, Joaquin should check box 'a

never In the U.S. Armed Forces.
only an ROTC student,

currently Serviag in the U.S. Armed Forces, and will
continue to serve through June 30, 1992.

14a

14e. When figunng your resources in questions 14a. I 4b.
14c, 14d, or 14e be Sure tO include-

c

Check 'Yes' If (1) both your parents are dead and you
don't have an adoptive parent or legal guardian, or (2) it

wages. salaries, and tips, etc.,
interest Income and dividend income.
any student financial MO (except PLUS loans),

yOu are curtently a ward of the court. For a definition of a

"Legal Guardian," see page 10 Otherwise check 'No '

personal tong term cash loans used for educational Puri
poses. and
any other income and benefits (such as veterans cash
benefits. fellowships. etc.)

d. Check 'Yes' II you have any children who get more than
half of their support from you. Also check 'Yee if other
coos* eve vnth you and get more than hall ol their support
from yOU and will COrainlie to get that support during the
1991-92 School year (Don't Include your spouse.) Oth.

Doni include any resources from your parents such as money
that you eamed from them or gifts that you received from them

enema check No.'
'Parents' in questions 12. 14a.14e, and 15 means your mother
andfor father, or your adoptive parents, or legal guardian 'Parents' does not mean foster parents. and for this section, if does not
mean stepparent Later. Me instructions will tell you if you shouid

supply intornation about your stepparents

t o 3,1

LMarried or Graduate/Professional Students Only
15.

II your parents will claim you as an exemption on their 1991
,nCOme tax return, yOu must answer 'Yes '

965
Ado Include them If thoy mid be requirod 10 Pf0/100
parentelidomisionothenspftingforFodereleluderdeldfor
the 1001-92 adoof yew. Include other people only they
now We with widget minter hell ollhoirsupport horn your
1,
prime and we continue to get Mbsupport between July
1991 wol ..kine 30, 1992. (Stewart natutiss morwy,
an *nal cam
bans /weft bod °Wes, ow, mediae(
payment ofcobge cows oe.)

yawn,* ;Nomacoapeihnotaloidadralmatalotbalotecompitallte
?mot tam tam
in 11 Out Oar imam%
Ka &mew 'Web at Po questions
itte
orations 12 two*

',wend

It

Or 15 you were iokl

I

II out Ins gray end

i

while
IWO 41. god
you were rot required to pools pummel inkimation
vies tamed Int person. othw Msn your spouse. er S tax

Ku

siownpeonin 1993.

*

E, F, 0, and 1
Important Inattutttorte tor %thong C, 0,

IL

Pinata' Wonnitatn god wee
Reed thedesonpriono below. Chedt the box that
follow the Instructions.

YOUr (1
9110

CI You haw Sept guardisn. Aram the questions on the
meld !Miami eboutyourlagelQuondam' Foradersition

d

al

Soredthourepertemt. Itthesetwoollatedookhoura,hokaia
nowt.
only 'brim% Wending at lent 12 dodt hours pot

Otruelor you and

CI Your parade we both Wing end owned lo each Oise.
Mew the quostione eel he real d the form abcht! them.

*ON Warden" am page

pa*

quesiss IS, lf0dfdrid
Wrhe lit the Miter Of
be going b WNW between July 1, 1901
yourself, who
andJune 30, 1962. inoludeonly aluismsoval% for Wheat

your spousrs) household Womb= gray

FR out this Section Wet information about yourwe (anti your
or MI:Sowed, don't inciude
If
spouee). you an dimmed, wpwadd,
InAdmation about your spans,

10,

the
CI Your wants tow deemed or sapwood. Anewlived
of the form Wout the parent you
questions on the rest
with most in the lasi 12 months For examptedfyou hodwith

2o.

hw, end not
your mother most, answer the questions about
an
about your father.
of the
with the other in the Int 12 months, maw in terms that
went who provided the moot Monad supper/during
time. fl neither parent provided greats( therclal support
answer in letms of Viewed who
during the last 12 months,
room Wanda,
providsd the preatarsupportduring Menial
tood.
ysiar. (Support inolucto mow Os, loom howl%
of
Alba% car, medico/mu donta/ owe, payment 0Geege

lfyouildnclNv.onepheq,,

Who In the rioter Of P109117191yOUwil WOW hdfrohn
and your
July 1, 1991 end June 30, 1992. kidude yourself
N
mom then half of
spouse. Indude your didran they get
their support from you. Inakde other people only if they meet
the tofloedng criteria:

they now Ws with you, end
of thsk support from you and
they nos wit more thin hart
1,1991
they win conthue to get this supportbetween July
and June 30, 1892.
21.

Writ. in the minder of people from question 20, hicluding

Your parent le widowed or singlo. Answer the questions
on the rest of the form about that parent.

to
behveen July 1, 1991
yourself, who ttel be p0v college
end June30. 1992. lndudeanlystudents enrollingfor attester
dock ken;. Include
tithe
schoof
uses
6 credit hours perterm.
12 clock boors per week.
only students attending et last

above hu
you haveasloppelwt. It theparent that you countedstout
your
maenad or romanted you must include Information
if th ry were not marred In 1990).
stepparent (even

Swilon D: Your parents' 1990 Income, earnings, and
benoth

note that
you we giving 'McMullan about yout stepowent,
also
whenever we say "rarems" on the met of the form, we
mean your steloPliffAt

h blank. It your
It the instructions tell you to skip a question, leave
In
answer to any other question Is 'noneor 'zero.' put a zero the
For example.
or
use
dashes.
answer space. Don't Wave It blank

costs,

o

et)

PI

11

19_90

Section C: Household Information

ors Puerto
Ityour parentsfiled (Or wilt file)a 'Foreign Tex Return`
Rican tax return, see page 10.

Yout patents' hoUsehold information gold arse

it

that you glve
Show the current marital status of the people
it
information about on this form. For exempe, you give
check the box
information sboul your mother and stepfather.
that says 'malted, because your mother and etepfither are

22,

Front a =twined return. Check only one box to Motile
to answer
which IRS Form was hied. Use this tax return
questions 23 through 28.

married.
17.

1900 U.S. income tax figured

fOr your parents' current
WrIte In the two-letter abbreviation
residence. See theltelotStars/Coo ntry
State/Country of legal
2
/or
abbreviations under the Instructions question

Estimeled. Check Re correct box rt your parents have not
yet Dad but will file a 1990 U.S. Income tax return. Use their
23 through 28 For
financial words to answer questions
on
those questtons, you must write In the figures that will bewill
the tax return. Filling out a 1990 U.S. Income tax return

Ie. Write in the number of peccie Mat your parents will support
between July 1, 1991 and June 30, 1992. In:hide your
other children if
parents and yourself Include your parents'
from your parents.
they get more Man natt ol their support

help you answer those questions

4

966
A Nut Mum will not be fled. Chi* this box your parents
voll not Ms a 1990 U.S. Income tax felon. Don't answer
*legions 23 through 25. Eiltb to quesbon

2110. Aid toriamilles with DeptindereChNdran (AFDC or ADC)
for 1190. Don't report mond*/ wnounts; mite In the total for
1990. Don't report social security benefits.

If you are giving information fOr only one print andthat parent flied
(or will Se) ajolnl lax Mum tor 1990. give or* NW parents' portion
of the exempdons and income asked for in questions 23 through 28.

290. Child supporl received for all ohlidren. Inzlude the Cudent Don't report monthly amconts; Wile in the total for
1990.

If your events ars married and they Ned (or all fib) upends fax
returns lot 1990, be sure to Wilde both pines exemptions arci
income in questions 23 thrcugh 28.
23.

29d. Other untaxed Income and benefits tor 1990. Add up your
parents' untaxed Income and benefits for 1990. Use worksheet /2 on page 11. Bs sure to inciude your parents
earned income credit and deducttee tRitA(eogh payments,

Toial number el exempbons tor 1910. Writs in Me number

If any.

from Form 1040, line eie or 1040A, line 6e. tf your went used
the 1040E2 and he Of ehe checked 'Tee' in question 4 of that

torn, wits in TO.' Otherwise, write In TV

:h. 11.Inr,

Nispor1aiN1 See the taisie below for some of the types of student

financial aid that you should exclude from Income and taxes In
tweeter* 24 Vwcogh 28.

Iltudwa
Wienelel All

lbw We II

WM le II not

based co noel

bees/ on need

Yes

Yes

Er.lnatrrq

YM

ND

LesitS

Yes

Yes

Section 0: YoUr (0 your SWAMI) 1990 MOW e, Gaming. and benefits
It the instructions tell you to skip a question, leave it blank. If your
answer to any other question Is 'none' Or 'Zero." put a zero In the
answer space. Don't leave it blank or use dashes For example:

GireOloss"Ornielmsr

laniinee Imaii a work

$

00

if you (Or your seouse) filed (or will file) a "Foreign Tax Return" or

24.

Asgueeed Orem Income (AGO tor 1910. Don't include any
Income or capital gains from the sale of business or farm,

a Puetto Rican tax return. see Page 10.

the sale mulled from a voluntary Of invOluntari foredo

22.

1990 U.S. Income tax figures

sure, forfeiture, or bankruptcy or invcruntary lIquidatiOn.

From a completed return. Chock only one box to indicate
which IRS Form was filed. Use this tax return to answer
questions 23 through 28.

Use worksheet e1 on pege 11 to answer question 24 if You
cannot get 1980 tax fon% but will be Sling one.
25.

U.& Mourne tax paid for 1990. Make sum this amount

Estimated. Check the correct box if you (and your spouse)
have not yet hied but will file a 1990 U.S. income fax /Mum.
Use your financial records to answer questions 23 through

doesn't include any FICA, self ampiornent, or *this taxes.
Don't ccpy the mount ref ederal Income tax withrieW' horn
a W-2 Form.

28.

Income earned from wort in 1900.

28. Fo r these questions. you must write in the figures that will
be on the tax return. Filling out a 1990 U.S income tax return
will help you answer these questions_

N you skipped questions 23 through 26, include your

A tax return will not be Med. Check this box if you (arid

a
27.

parents' earnings from work in 1990. Add up the earnings
from your parents' W2 forms and any other earnings from
work that we not Included on the W-2.

your scouse) will rIOI file a 1990 U.S income tax return. Don't

answer questions 23 through 25. Skip to question 26.
If you are divorced. separated. or widowed. and you filed (or wipe)
a pint tax return for 1990. give only your portion of the exemptions
and income asked for in questions 23 through 28

N you anewered questions 23 through 25, include the
'wages, salaries, tips, etc.' from your parents Form 1040.
lino 7; I 040A, line 7; or 1040E2, line I. If your parents filed
a joint return, report your father's and mother's earnings

If you are married and you and your spouse (led (or will file)

asperateiy. If your parents own a business or farm, also add
In the numbsts from Form 1040, lines 12 and 19

28.

separate tax retums for 1990. be sure to include hal your and your
spouse's exemptions and income in questions 23 through 28, even
if yOU were not married in 1990

Untaxed InCom and tonothe kW 1910.

23.

as. Social security benefits for IWO. Write In the amount of
untaxed social *murky benefits (Including Supplemental
Security Income) that your parents got In 1990. Don't Indude

any benefits reported In question 24. Don't report monthly
amounts; wine in the total for 1990 Be sure to include the
amounts that your parents got for yOu and their other chit.

Total number of exemptions for 1990. Write in Ilie number
from Form 1040. line ea or i 040A. line 6e. II you used the
1040EZ and you checked 'Yes' in question a ol that tomi,
wnte in '00 Otherwise write in '01

Important: See the table Ion the next page) fOr some ot the types
student financial aid that you shOuld exclude Iron, income and
faxes in questions 24 through 28

dren
5

967
,
Sealer&

Exclude It

of your second college choice. In 29c, write in the name and

address of your third cogs°, Choice. Do not use abbrevir

Iiitakdo II not

Wed on nese

Yes

yes

tans forth@ nameoraddressof the college. rf tile adios* you
may be going to is a branch campus, be sure to include the

famines from a wad
zleiTistruoilInge

yes

No

question blank.

Leans

ves

Yes

einem* AM
Oriels, Sehelwelles

bassi an need

carpal* mine of the branch. if you donl know yet which
coliege(s) you are most Interested In, you may leave this

a eallwarehlwe

24.

30-

Adjured Grose Income (A81) for 1990. Don't include any
income or OPEN gains from the sole of a business or farm,
if the sale resutled from a voluntary or Involuntary tcveclosure, forfeiture, or bankrupty or involuntary liquidation.

Uie enSaketteel SI on pege 11 to MIMI question 24 11 you
cannot gal & ISO tax form, but MI be Ming one.
25.

U.S. Worn tax paid for 1990. Make sure this amount

24.

income earned froM Work in 1980.

doesn't Include any FICA, settamployment, or other taxes.
Don't oopy the amount of 'Federal income tax withheld' from
a Wi2 Form.

We ere permitted by regulation to provide your name, address, social security number, date of birth, Pee Oar& Index
(FOI), Family Contribution (FC), Student status, year In
cotine, and Stale of legal residence to the college(s) that
you listed In question 29a, 29b, and 29c (of irs rottosonia.
tire), even it you check No' to question 30b. This informlion nib abo go to the Stale agencies in your Ste% of legal
resalance to heip coordinate State financial Rid programs
with Federal student aid programs, even If you check 'No' to
question 30e. However, no additiOnal information such as
Income Intonation will be sent It you check 'No' to question
30a or 300.

30a. Check 'Yee' 11 you giv us permission to sand information
from this form to the financial aid agencies in your State.
Some State agencies ask for this information. They may use
it to help decide whether you will get a State award and to
checicto see 5 you reported correct information on your State
student aid aPPlication. Also, they may use it to help in the
processing ot your application for a Stattord Loan, it you are

a

27. tf you skipped *nations 23 ttwoUgli 25, include your (and
your spouse's) earnings from work in 1990. Add up the
earnings fromyour(and/oryour spouse's)W-2forms and any
other earnings from work that are not included on the W-2.
N you answered questions 23 through 25, include the
'wages, salaries. bps, etc.' from your (and your spouse's)
Form 1040, line 7; 1040A, line 7; or 1040E2, line I. tt you
(and your spouse) filed a foint return, report your and your
SPoulie's earnings separately. if you (and your spouse) own

MOW.
Check 'No' if you dimly/ant us to send Information from this
form to the financial ald agencies in your State. tt you check
N o,' any Stele aid you might be eligible for may be delayed,
but it will have no effect on your Federal ald.

a business or farm, also add I n the numbers trom Form 1040.

30b. Check 'Yee If you olve us permission to send information

lines 12 and 19.
28.

from this form to the college(s) that you listed in question 29a,

Untaxed Income and bonen', for 1040.

29b. and 29c (or its representative). Many colleges use thrs
Information to help estimate the amount of your financial aid
Package.

Don't include benefits reported in questions 28a, 28b. 28c,
and 28d of the parent column.
of
29a. Social aeuirlty boners for 1590. Write In the amount

Check 'No" it you don't want us to send Information from this
form to the conege(s)that you listed in question 29a, rab,and

untaxed social security benefits (Including Suppiemental
Security Income) that you (and your spouse) got In 1990.
Don't include any benefits reported in question 24. Don't
report monthly amounts; write in the total lot 1290. Be sure
to Include the amounts that you got for your children.

29c (or es representative).

31,

Selective Service Registration
In order to receive Federal student aid you must be registered with Selective Service if:

28b. Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AM:leer ADC)
for 1990. Don't report monthly amounts; wnte in tne total tor
1990. Don't report social security benefits.
Don't report
28c. Chlid support revolved for all ohlidron.
monthly amounts. write in the total for 1990
2ed. Other untaxed Income end benoilts for 1990. Add up your
(end your spouse's) untaxed Income and Wrens for 1990
Use worksheet 12 on page 11. Be sure to include your (and

you are a male who is at feast 18 years old and born after
December 31. 1959
Check the box only if you.
are a male and are 18 through 25 years of age, end
have not yet registered with Selective Service. and
give SefectIve Service permission to register you

your sPouse's) earned income air/ft and deductible Itik
Keogh payments, if any

It you believe that you are not required to be registered, call

the Seism* Service at 1400.821.538d for informaiion

Section E: College Reins* and Certification
29.

reganding exemptions.

32.

Write In the complete name, city. and State of tha magne(s)
that you OH most teary be going to during the 1991-92
school year. In 29a. write in the name and address ot your
first college choice. In 29b. wrrte in the name and address

vou must sign this form. It you don't sign this form. It will be
returned unprocessed. If you are monied, yOur spouse must
6

i.

Read and sign

3
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OpplIcatIon

KO. W`47.5t,

for Federal Stadent Old us°A10.P,L.::2.:,4;',.
sus. wt...

1991-92 School Year

PW.V.4

WARNING; Ilya+ purpoliely else Wee or misleeding information on fhls form, you
may be fined $10,000, sent to prison, Of both.
"You" and "your" on this term always mean the student who wants ad

Section A: Yourself
1.

II

Yeti: narne

1

II Iii II II II

I

Last

2. Vow isomanent mailing address
(Mail will be NM to this address
See page 2 tor StaNrCountry

3.

I

Numter and Street (Include Apt No

abbrima1lOn

11111

City

IIIIIIIIIIIIII
11_1111
First

1

7. ke you a U S Ptizen7
a veal am a U S citizen

tj kir

9. (Icha:cr

(See the matructrona on page 2

, a I st (pigmy* anon:fed College)

4. Your Slate of legal resdenCe

3 No. rosier of be above

Stale

(beyond a bachelors degreel

iCtleck onty one box

. 3 Continuing graduate or prOtessiOnal

stvorced, or wtdowed 1

YOur date of birth

10. WM you nave your fast Bachelor's degrae
before July 1 19917

a I am marned
Month

Day

Year

j Yes

I am separated from my spouse

3 No

II yoU answered Yee to My part of question II, go 10 Section C

Section B: Student Status
Yes
I1.

4th

.3 first year graduaterprotessuxial

S. As of today, are you mimed?

Your social secunty number

s

s a 5th or more undergraduate

IS*4 (no marn,cnons on pap& 2 1

I am net married (I am single
6.

3rd

2nd

LJJ

COSege in 1991.927

,re boett te,

1st (never prevously arrondea 000e9e1

No. but I am an *wise noncitzen

Miss. Ma or Mrs

5.

ZIP Code

State

70or till. (00onal)

J

S. Were yOu born before January I. 19697
b. Are yOu a veteran et the Ii S Armed Forces's
C. Aro you a ward ol the Court or are both your parents dead'
d. Do yOu nave legal dependents (other than a spousel that
lit Mt defiruton at the mistruCtiOn
Igs 31

,

!_ts

...ln 19097

tf you answered "No" to every part ol question

JO
j
J

. and you are

Unmamed now tamp, divorced separated, or w,dowesh she
will be an undergraduate student in 1991 92. answer question
12

(Skip queStion 15 1

Manned new Of will be a gradualeiprotessional student at
1991 92. answer question 15 ISlupqueitions 12 through 148

CI

tarried Undergraduete S tudents Only

12. Drol your parents claim you as

an income las eemphon,

and NI Out Me GRAY and the WHITE areas on the real ol the form
IStup questions 12 IMOugh 15 1

No

J

It YOU answered "y.. to Whs. year in quesliOn 12. go to Section C and f.11out the pow and
Ine WHITE areas on the real of the Man (SO clueshons 13 through IS

_No

3a

... In 19907
If you ansyfered "NO" to belt Years in quest.). 12 answer question 13 below
13, esainning vidth the 191711 school yew, you um reCeived Federal student aid (Cheat only one box a, a a 0 or e See instruottons on page, 3 r

O. j unths 1997-88school b. 3 in the 199149 school
year (Answer 14.
Wow. Slop 14b.

year 'Answer 145
below Slur, 14a

14c.14d. and 140 I

140. 14d. and 140 1

4,

year (Answer 14c
ba1ow. Sap 14n.
lab. 14d. and 14e t

Yes

14b. Did you have total
resources of 64.000
or mOre. net including
Parents succor1

No

Yoe

140. Did you have total
resources of 64.000
or more not inCludlng
parents' support

No

... In 19867 3 a
... In 19177 J a

CI

...in 1 MY Ci a

d. 3 in tt,e 109091 school

3 in neither

year (Answer 14d
Wow. Skip 14a.

b c. or

s
belOw
Slue 140.14b. 140,

lab 140 arid 1441

4,

411,

14s. Did you have total
reSaurcef Of 64.000
or more.notincluding
parenta support

IS.57

C. j in the 1969-90 school

Yoe

14d. Did yOu nave total
resources 0154.000
or more, hot including
parents sUPpOrt

No

...1, Igo? J 0

No

Yee

NO

19007 3 3

ln dee? a

"Zi

... In 19907 j

Yoe

... In 19677 0 3

1441. Did you have total
resources of $4.000
or more, nOt a-clueing
parents' support

ln 10567
...

0 you answered "No" to Ohm year in Weston 14a. 14b 140 146 or 14e. go to Section C and fill oul the 001.0 and the vacs areas on the rest of the form
IlyOs answered "Yee" lo both years in questrOn 14a. 14b 14c.14d. or 14e. go to Section C and fill out the GRAY and Me W1SITE areas on the rest ol Me form

Married or Graduate/Professional Students Only 1
15. Will your parents claim you as an
income tax est.-Veen in 1991'
ED FORM 255

Yi.

tf you antwefed -Yee" to question IS. go to Sedan C and fill out the OCej, and me ofwm areas
110,

LI F

Orr the rest ol the form

it yeti answered "No" to questtol, IS go to Section C and he out lhe PRAY and the *WYE Areas on
the rest of Me lorm

1037

C,7....4411mx.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Section F: 1990 expenses
33.

DS* madsbal and dental opanses col Nod by thLleariCA
hop scho..9 hohon !or

34. 1990 414741,5141
dooerdent crukbee

Yr7,,
=

344. Ambuol p00 DOM mcludo
luOdn pad Hu Ise anoboarT

).154;

'isiteltLs.

'Sas LT

340. FO NTH niant Oependent

11 You imcOdlidellng this patio. you must NI
out the student 3 spouse) Column below

Section G: Asset Information

STUDENT (S. SPOUSE)
35

35. fve yo.

II ',our 01 yaw 94rem16 a ASplacild
ndmomake,^ See th* 05fraCI0,IS CO

yOle 590.1.1'

J Ye,

A OVIaced 'onionasel'
'Soo OW ',SP1-N..4j,,

Alpe

nage

36. vele

38. xx.x,xxxx

aok, Of ySO WOO Oaten!

%qui is II worm today"
37

Cat,?

Whet is owed on 11,

(114 ttx,

37.

say ',Os anti het 1,..9 accoants

38 idno ROMP'S f.5' 0 , 0

38.

CC

39 0CM., '04 0,14,0 41 nVm.Innonlf,

39.

1

40. tkei,,, agri .aee

40.

.

....I

41. Does an, part .41 40,1 40 qoude a (arm/

Section H: Your veterans educational benefits per month (for the Student On(y)
E spec ted Amount

Id you are compelling dile page. you must answer Question 42. It you are
tilling out Ms GRAY and the WHITE IPSIL you must also answer question 431
42

f

viCora.s NDo^do^lt Eaucasonai ass,sta,,C0 PtOtrtee benoM,

Section I:

July I. tee! through June 30. 1992

42s

Amo,,,i tse

42b.

tgu105,3. 01.0..nS

_o,.I'ls

Expected 1991 taxable and nontaxable income end benefits
YOu mutt see tne elstructons tor Income and taxes that you shoulo eciude hewn questone .0 !Nave 49 .
it yoU ei. COmplOting 1911 pegs. you !null OH

OUt MO student 16 noose) column boo.

STUDENT (II SPOUSE)
44

5 e.e=e. a
st so, Aero

ON11111O af A

tit
N'.4'5504

45
46
47.

as. ,

DV* 9;

44 A.°
cVidld 1, .1

,,

t'I no api,v,atv

Aork

&hot

45

/.00

1,401h0,

46

.91.

's's

49

19e N0,I1105 e "cog
See .n.in,cnIa".5

c

47

'99' 0,0..4.11,0 .`comP

48

.

4,0,1 .

48

4,. In pan]

49

4111 N4,145

1

D.V,

Yoa Mare fin,5OCI thP tipphcAhop Recheck your appl.callon MAKE SURE THAT YOU HAVE COMPLETED SECTION E

(40/ Mall the applIcallon to:

Mora Stuoent Ad PDeptIM, P 0 Box 690C P,,,,t.4.)^

;

103 3

:8`,4
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Section C: Household Information
PARENTS

It meter:or penw4W Prot ffereal 'Wipe
prois

CI 9441111.7

13 menial

4

Li &wad

s

CI widowed

17. 10+01 yow pewee' awls of lapel rasidancs?

LLl
ea.

It

Writer et brily members In 19ei .82

L.1J

(map irclues mina: (e MAW) and pow parents
Made yew panwer

onalren and oeow pm* only el

they re4144 114 deennon in tna Inatudions On me 4)

U

19. Noose 04 wisp WA** 199192
(1:4 dl. ranter In 11, Wu In the wrier o) randy members
who
In el wasps al Mal nall9me. Induda youtua-tha
appllowt)

Section D: 1990 Income, earnings, end bemflts
(YOU Mutt see the Instructions for inoome and taxes that you should exc) ude from queshons 24 through 28 )

Everyone must
out the Student
(8. Spouse) column betow.

22. TIll1011owInp 1990 U S income fax Awes if@ from

(Go 10 23 I

STUDENT (11 SPOUSE)
(Check only one box 1
U a comp)eted 1990 IRS Form 1040E2 or 10408. ((3o to 23 )
r U a comp1eted 1990 IRS Form 1040
(Go to 23 I

(00/0 23

5

(Go 2023)

I

PARENTS
(Choc* only one box.)

0
14

I CI a completed 1990 IRS Form 1040E2 or 10408.
2 CI a compete:1 1990 IRS Fonn 1040
CI an amtnalad 1990 IRS Fenn 2040E2 of20404
I CI an estimated 1990 IRS Form 1040

(Go 2023)

I r.1 sIx return 104 noths N44

(Skip to 26 )

3

J

an estimated 1990 IRS Form 1040E1 or 1040A (Go to 23 )
an esfimaled 1990 IRS Form 1040
(Go to 23 )
a fax return vell not be fi.ed
(Slop to 26 )

ii

L.LJ

23. 199010212 number el exempbons (Form
10.40 Me 6e. or 10408. We 6e. 1040E2
filen. sae rnstruchons on papa 5)

1--ll

0
$

oo

25. 1990 U S income Iax paid Worm 1040
hes 47. 10408. Ime 25. or 1040E2 line 71

5

.00

26. 1990 mown. earned from won,

Father

S._

00

27. 1990 Income earned from won.

Mother

00

24. 1990 Adnistad Owes Income (AGI.-FOr.
10404ne 31. 10408. llne 16. or 1040E2

te

24. $

00

25.

$

00

Student

26. 5

oo

Spouse

27.

iu

Me 3. or sea Instructions on pages 5 and 6
I )4

S

28. 1990 untaxed income and benefits
(yew* foWa only)

25s. Saul secunty benefits

oo

28a. $

00

23b.

.00

25c. 5

00

Mb. Ad to Farmhes wah Dependent
Clhairen (AFDC or ADC1

25e. Chdd support were

tor all crakiren

$_ .

25d. Other untaxed mcorne and benefits
from worksheet 42 on pope 11

(i 3

oo

".

4.44---
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Section R: College Release end CertlffestIon

w

VAS weighs) tto you pin to got in tNI429

30.

Do you rie the U S Depytment Of EdUCallOn

32. Read and sign
AU of the intormation on thus form and Itle Seepiementai Information
page, if c01r44e10d, is true anl compete to the best 01 my knowledge H 800o0 by an
authorize:I otecsal.lagreeto cave Wool oleo tleOnnibOr. that I have pawn thislam
ono the Supplemental Informetton page. tt completed 1 realize that eel WOO may
oxhide loopy of my U S . Slate. of local income tax return. I also teaXze Wald Irk, not
gee proof when asked. the student may bade:NW Hod

Certtficattom

ImenitsOn 10 send IOIOITOI1IOO from this form to

Bal. The financial ard
agenoes to your

$312. The coaerfs) you
named in 29 lot its

rotrosonintivo)'

Stale/

-

Everyone giving information on this form must ston Woe. if you don't
won Ode form It will be returned unprocessed.

Yes

..1 Yes

U

-1 No

31. rt.3 Check Ina box tt you give Woolen Siena patetismo

I Student

to re2O10r yOu (SOO ItIstnXtrOni on page

2 Student's spouse

Dem of Ed Use Only
(Do not wok/ in this box 1

I

I

I

1

1

Fjle"!
4. 1.4:le."!

,

Date completed

. ATTENTION
if you we Mho out the 001.0 end WTI wok you oil need to re* to
45111 yetiIlea
Section 0 to COMO* wangles, NA below. The workehem
whethw you wit fill out the fuggententel Intennetton Imam F

Day

Year' L'l 1991
111.1V2 _

.,...-5.-sh---&..c=leinsorovellaimeisidet
ltelmirls001
"roinevilltiVirlagAihmiiiiiiw

through Q.

WORKSHEET MA FOR THE SIMPLIFIED NEEDS TEST
1.

Did Of 'ON you. yOur spOuee. or yeur parents

Ale a 1990 IRS Fonn 10407

(DM no! include 10404 or (MW )

L-3 Yea OP out Sesta* F HMO 1.)

j No

(FI4 our Melt 01 OA 4401441401

Coto 'Yu If a Weep or Puerto Rican lax return was et MO te, NO.

PARENTS

STUDENT/SPOUSE

COLUMN A

COLUMN 13

Income from
20. Cluestron 24

hi

on
00

St. Questions 24 and 27

00

,

(use aray 4 you le(t

Cveshon 24 Wok)

,s0

& WO, In Me total of column
A and column B entries
from Cms(,on 2

I.

tt try total from 3 tis St 6,000 oe Mae. marl the form You do not have to ell out
the Supotertentot Information (unless you. youf spouse ot at Wel one of your
parents et a &mooted worlir or your school or State asks you to) kW thee:Km
to: Federal Studirm Aid Programs. P 0 Box 4900. Poncefon. NJ 08541

If the totel frOm 3 LS $15.0 it or TM. you must 64 out Sections F thrown

.,t
.

;

I

I it
t

Alit!

mit
ihp
1111

i if oth

1

I

II

q
_

II

ri

jfl !Hi WI! 111 1

liP q

111

Ph III

cli

p 11,!i

1/11 45 14

gi iv 40
111

!hi

11111111'1

;

g

%

4

;"4-i
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39.

yOu or your spouse has been dependent on Public usn'
tence or on the income of another family member, but is
no longer receiving that income, or you or your spouse is

Home. If your swim% ow a horns, twee in how much the
home Is worth. Use the prim your parents could reasonably

aped to receive for their home if It went on see today.
Dent tiSe assessed, insured, or taxed Van. A 'home.'

receiving pubilc assistance because of didwdent Children in the hOMIKIN1d

includes a hookas, motale home, condominium, dc. If your

parents are ranters, rile In

you or your spouse Is unemployed or underemployed and

is experiencing difficulty in obtaining or upgrading env

Then. write in how much your parents one on the home,
including the present mortgage end *Wed debts on the
horns. (Oen? include Intarestebt) Check with the monsage
company fl you dont know.
39.

Piornent
'Unemployed means not working this week but being avaii .

able for work. To qualify, you or your spouse must have
made specific efforts to get a job sometime during the last

Other reel este* and bweelmenes. ft your parents own
other real estate (hreduding len

prpt*, rand. wend Of

four weeks.

WNW hones) or haw investments, write in how much
they ars worth today. hwerdmenla kiclude Oust funds,
mom mwket funds, mutual hinds, osdaceles of deposit,
stocks, bonds, other secureise, instalment end lard sale
connects (Inciudirg maims* last1), oommcdties, pre .
dous and strategic media, W.

'Underemployed' means wodeng part.hrne even though you
want or your spouse wants full.titne employMint It Weis to

a condition where work is gad; Of only part-timework Is
avadable.

Check 'No' if neither you nor your spouse meets AI of the
descriptions mentioned above.

Then, write in how much your parents owe on ether real
e state and kweinnente.
40.

311,

Business and term. If your parents own a business and
or farm, write In how much the business andicr farm are
worth today. Meads the value of land, hngs, mladdnyy.
equipment, livestock, inventories, etc. Don't inciude the
home. (Home value and debt should be ghen in question

Horne. If you (and/or your spouse) Own a horn., writs In how
much the home is worth Use the price you could reasollablY
expect to receive for the home lilt went on sale todsy. Don't

use asseued, insured, or taxed value. A Moms' indudes a
house, mobile home, condominium, etc. Renters. write In

Then, write In how much you (andior your spouse) owe On
the home, Inducing the present mortgage and related debts
On the home. (Dont int** interest 01,8) Chock with the

Then, writs in what your parents owe on the business and/
or farm lrelude only the present mottoes* end related debts
for which the busineu and/or farm were used as colfateral.

mortgage company if you don't know.

if your parents are not the sde owners, write in only their
share of the total value and debt.

39.

Other reel Wins and trivWments. If you (andior you;
spouse) own other mai *state (including renUI properly,
land, second or summer homes) or have investments, write
in how much they are worth today. Investments include butt

Seddon 0: Your (44 yOur egOtise's) assets

tunas, money market funds, mutual funds, certificates of

Dont leave any of these questions blank. If @question doesn't

deposit, stocks, bonds, other securities. Mstallmont and land

*poly to you, write In "0,"

sale contracts (including mortgages hob), commodities,
precious and strategic metals, etc.

You must give information about your (and your spouse's) assets
in Section G It you are divorced or separated and you and your
spouse have jointly owned asWs. give Only your portion of the
assets and debts If you (and your spouse) have assets Owned

Then, write in how much you (andror your spouse) owe Oil
other real estate end investments_

K,,ntly with someone else, give only your (and your spouse's)
portion of the assets arid debtS. Be sure to gtve information about
assets held in trust for yOU (and your spouse)

40.

In Section G, don't Include:

home. (Home value end debt should be given in question
38.)

Personal or consumer loans, or any debts that are not related

to the assets listed

Then, write in what yOU (anclror your spouse) owe on the
business and/or farm. Include only the present mortgage
and related debts for which the business and/or farm were
used as collateral.

The value of retirement plans (pension funds, annuities.
IRAs Keogh Plans, etc )
Student linanosl aid
SS.

Check 'Yes' if yOu Or yOul KOuSe infrets all of the lohowing
descriptions tor a displaced homemaker:

II you (and your spouse) are not the sole owners, wrrte In only

your (and your spouse's) share of the total value and debt

you or your spouse has not worked full-time in the labor

force tor a substantial numOer of years le g . approximalmy five years or mole) but has, during those years.
worked in the home providing unpaid services tor family
members, and

Business and term. If you (andio; your spouse) own a
business andior farm, write In how much they are worth
today. Include the value of land, bulFdings, machinery.
equipment. livestock, inventories. etc. Don't include the

8
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Section N: Your 190142 veterans educational benents
per month (tor the student only)
42.

It

INN U.S. Mame Da le be paid. Wig In Ine amount d
income Mee thla your monis wont to pay In 1901. Ihke
sure MS amount doesn't Include saw FICA, sell-employment,
or other taxes.

Your %sewers Dependents Educational Assistance Program benefits.
49.

42a. Write In the amount of veterans Dependents Educational
Aststence Program (Cheptir 35) benefits that you expect

1191 nordexabie bootee and beraele. These ere the
same types of Income end benefits that were asked br In
questions 26a, 290, 213c, end 211d.

to gel pm month from Jtify 1, 19111 through June 30,
1992. Don't Include Death Pension, at Dependency 8
Indemnity Compensation (DIC).

42b. Write In the number of months from July 1, 19111 through
June 30, 1192 that you expect to get those benefits.
41.

Your Mains Contributory Dames (MP}

43a. YAM In the amount cif Veterans Cerikbaory Benefits
(Maple, 32)1M you expect to get per ma* I NMI in 1 ,

1991 &au. June $O, 1992. (bade bole the Gownment and student podidna) Don't SNOW Deslh Pension,
or Dependency & kV MIy Conmerieskon (DC),

43b. Write in the number of months from July 1. 1101 Sifough
Juno 30, 11152 that you expect to get those tensals.

Section I: Your (1 your spouse's) expected 1901 Webb and nontuable Income and benefits
How ta figure expected amounts
This section asks about Income arki benefits that you (and your
spouse) expect to gel. If you are divorced, separated, or widowed,
don't Include information stout your spouse. Answer them questions as accurate?), as you can. tf a question doesn't imply to you,
or if you don't expect to get any Inoome or benefits from thst source,

write In '0.'
44.

Check "Yee if you or your spouse e currently °orbited as a
"Dislocated Works?' (see page 10) by the appropriate Stthe

Wino/
If you checked 'Yes," you may ba asked to document your
status (or that of your spouse) ass dislocated worker.

Section I: Your pronto' expected teat taxable and
nontaxeble Income and beneftla

Check "No" If neither you nor your spouse is certified as a
dislocated worker. Skip the rest of the section.

Hew to figure expected mounts
This section Mks about home end benefits that your wants
expect to get. If your parent Is divorced. separaWd, or widowed,

Important: Seethe taboo co page 0 tor the kinds &Income and
taxes to leave out of Section I.

don't Include Information about the other went. AMA, these
euestIOns m accuratety as you cm. If a question etheen't aPPly, or
your parents don't expect to gel any Income or benefits from that
source. vette in "O."

and 48. 1991 income gamed from work. Include wages,
salaries, and tips. See Important note above.
47.

44. Check 'Yes' M either of your parents (tor whom you ana

your 1991 IRS Form 1040, 1040A, or 1040E2. Include
interest and dividend Imam and any other taxable income.
Don't Include any unmMoyrnent compensation or any in-

If you checked 'Yes,' you may be irked to document your
parent's status as a dislocated worker.

come that you reported In questions 45 and 46.
48.

Check "NV if neither of your parents Is caddied as a direr
anted worker. Sklp to question 44 In the Student (8 Spouse)
cciumn.
kapethank Sas the labie on pegs 5 for the Idnde of Income and

lo Nem out of Section L

1991 other iambi. Income. Writs in the total amount of
other taxable Income that you (and Your Mouse) wIllrePorl On

provkarg Information) Is currently certified as a "Disloosted
Worker (me page 10) by the appropriate Stele egency.

1991 U.S. Inceme tax to be paid. Write in the amount of
Income taxes that you and your spouse expect to psy hi 1991.

Make sure this amount doesn't Include any FICA. seil-smployment, or other taxes
49.

1901 nontaxabie Income and benefits. These are the sarne
types of Income and benefits that were askod for In questions

28a, 28b, 28c. and 28d.

45. wid 49. 11191 booms esmed from work irblude weave,
merles, and tips SO. Important nob above.
47. 1901 ether Mat* Incerne. Write in the total amount of

other taxathe income that your parents MN report on their
1991 IRS Form 1040, 1040x, or 1046E1 include interest
and dividend Income and my other taxable income. Don't
Include wry unemployment compensstion or any Income thet
you reported in questions 45 and 46.

I

Sending In Your Form
Double-check your form to make sure h is complete and accurate
Be sure it has the neoeseary Ognatures.

Put the form In the envelope provided in this booklet Don't send
money Don't put letters, tax forms, worksheets, or any extr a
materials in the envelope. They wilt be deetroyed.
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Where Can I Cid More infonnation On Federal Shstient

Roundel AM?
lieirialed MOM TO be OOnsidered acerbated Mier. you
must be or enlioertilied alone by a Bile imaeltCy such as yaw
toci Errilowritl Se sorJob Bente. Tit cletelbalion le done

in wsterdance with Tiee Ili die Job Trifling Paltershi An. A
diskiceled waiter wordy means a person who:
has been *inhaled or Mid-eff or hes leoshid a nib, of
termination or lay-oa,
has been terminated or mashed& notios of terminelion as

result of perrnwient dour, Of a pinta( other Welty, er
wee wif wive:1W (Including farmers) but is now unemployed because of poor economic conditions in the community or a natural darter.

This booklet gissyou orgy a brief summary of theshidentfinandi
old programs offered by the U.S. Department Of Education. Each
student financial aid program has its own Special features end

pooeilree. You olln get we infoimation from the booklet The
Student Guide: Plnendel AM from the U.S. Department of

Education amnia, Leer& end Wotan* 182142. To got
a free copy, write to:
Federal Student Aid Information Center

P.O. Box 64
Washington, D.C. 20044

What Happens After I Mail In My Form7

Foreign Tax Return - if you and your spouse, or your parents.
won't be Mini a U.S. Income tax return in 1990 (fW exalhOe.
Puerto Rico' tax filers), foam the Instructions below:

Within four to six weeks after you mall in your form, the U.S.
Depilmsit of Education war send you a Student Ald Report

in question 22, check the box *compiled 1990 IRS Form

trIbution(FC). We use formulas established bylaw to figure these
numbers from the Information you Ore us. Your school or the U.S.
Department of Education may ask you to prove that the information
you give on your application is true.

1040 is foreign tax return hes been lid). or 'estimated
1990 IRS Form 1040' (if a foreign tax return MH be Med),
use the Informabon from that tax return to fill out this form,
corwen ail figures to U.S. doilies, tieing the exetile0e late
that is in effect today, and

fill out the Supplemental Information (Scions F- I.)
Legal Guardian - A legal guardian is a person who a court has:
appointed to be your legai guardian and this legal relation .

ship wit continue after June 30, 1992, and

directed to support you with his or her owl financial

(SA R). On the SAR wSI be either a request for further information

or numbers aid a PsI flew* index (POI) and a Family Con.

What Is My Pell Grant index (POI)?
The PGI is a number that tells whether you may be able to get a Pe41

Grant. If you are elhgibie for a Pell Gnu& you, school will use this
number to determine the amount of your award. Even H you dont
qualify for a Pell Grant, you may OM qualify for one or more of the
other Federal programs. Bs sure to ask your financial aid administrator II your school needs any eddltionatilormation from you tor
these other programs.

resources.

Were American - if you we a Native American. report the amount
of income and assets over $2,000 per individual payment that you
and your spouse or your parents received In 1990 from the Per
Capita Act or the Distribution of Judgment Funds Act. if fi2,090 or
less Per irelhetual payment wu received from either of these Acts,
don't report It. Don't report funds noshed as an award under the
Alaska Native Clime Sethement Act or the Maine Intim Claims

Settlement Act Also, don't report wry assets received from the
Alaska Native Clime Settlement Act.

I.

;, !I, I ,-,j,,11
P.:, 11.1111.

Hob Long Does R Take To CompieSe TAM Appelcation7
it take. approxknately 40 minutes to one hour and 30 minutes to
liernOlete thls apPicalion. This includes the time for reviewing the
instnrctions and form. gathering and maintaining the nonessary
information and compiling the form.
Send your comments regarding the time II takes to complete this
form or any other aspects of the appecebon Including suggestions
tor reducing this burden to:U.S. Depwtment of Education, Informa-

tion Management and Compliance Division, Washington, D.0
20202.4651; or to the Office of Management and Budget Paper.
work Reduction Project: i1340-0110. Wuhington, D C. 20503

Do All Schools Take Part in The Federal Student Financial Ald Programs?
No. More than 8,600 schools do take pen in one or more of them
Contact your school's financial id administrator to find out which
Federal programs your school participates ifl

What Is My Family Contribution (FC)7
The FC is number that Werra your financial aid administrator
determine if you are able to get one of the semi available forms
oi assistance. These include Stafford Loan. SEOG. CWS. and
Perkins Loan. Your school will use this number to determine the
amount of your grant, loan Jr work-study award.

What Heppens If I Don't Get A SAR Or I Need Another
Copy Of My SAR?
If you don't get a SAR within four to so weeks, or you need another

WY of your SAR, write to:
Federal Student Ail Programs
P.O. Box 8904
Princeton, NJ 06541
Give your name, address, social security number, and date of birth.

Be sure to ask for another copy of your 190142 SAR. If your
address has changed since you 11011 in your application, be sure to

give us both your id and your new address. Be sure to sign your
letter.

What If My Situation Changes?
Questions 11.15, 18.19, 20. and 21 ask you to make projections

for the upcoming year. If yeer answerS to these Questions
chanoe. well until you receive your SAR and then see your
financial aid administrator.

The income and expenses Information that you give must be

&Norio. They Mugt match what is or will be on your 1990
income tax forms. tf your financial situation has reCently
changed, contact your financial aid administratoc

noortemuOOOP.DlAtt
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verify the information on your application (It may also help you to snow that your SAR is accurate i
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IIVORIIA170111 ON THE PRIVACY ACT AND USE OF YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
The Privacy Act cd 1974 requires that eech Federal agency that asks for your social securtty number or other informa-

tion null lel you the Mng:
I. Ns MO

lo ask for the intonation and *teen the law says YOU must give it.

2. Whet purpose the agency has in aekkv for it and how It will be used.

3. Mel could trepan N you do ost give It.
You miml gas your social security number (SSN) to apply for Federal student financial aid. The U.S. Department of
Education's legii right under the Plle IV programs to require that you provide us wIth your social security number is based

co Swims 484(a)(4) of the Higher Education Act of 1965, at amended. The SSN Is used under the PO Grail,
Supplanted Etkicalormi Cemonunity Grant, and College Work.Study programs In recording information about your
collo Mee dunce end progress, end in making sum that you have received your money. The SSN Is also used under the
Milord Loan and Perldne Lon programs to identify the applicant to determine protein eligibility and benefits and to permit

ranting and collecting of the loans.
N you ma appylne for Federal student ald only, you must III out everything except questions 29. 30. and 31. If you side
Mallon Mae all count your sewer ea "No" for both parts of that question. If you are applying for a Pell Grant only, you
can skip wagon 5, 36 end 43.
The what'll to request el other information (except the SSN) is based on sections 411A, 41113, 411C, 4110, at IF, 474,
47$, 478, 477, 479, and 480 of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended. This information is used to determine the
meant of Federal student aid for which you may be qualified.

The information which you suppled may be dieciosed to third parties that the Department has authorized to assist in
administering Federal student aid programs. This disclosure may Maude private firms that the Department contracts with
for thepurpoes recollating, analyzing, totalling or refining reccrds In the system and who are required to maintain safivguards
uncial go Privacy Ail. Tha may also be ncornplished through computer matching programs such as the ones currently
condicled rah the Selective Service System and the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Wevelprovids your nine. address. modal snurity number, date of birth, student aid Indices, student status, year in college,
e nd Steno, legal residence to the college(s) that you list In question 29a, 29b, and 29c (or Its representative), even if you

check 'NW in question 3. This Information wilt also go to the State agencies in your State of legal residence to help
coatinle Sale Mends& aid programs with Federal student aid programs. We will provide calculations and determination
of ellublIty to the agency with whizh you flied a student rid application, or another similar agency, if you raqueet us to do
so not mom may aiso release intonation received from the Department to colleges, State Scholarship agencies, and
loan guarantee mercies that you have designated to receive Intormation. Also, we may send information to members ot
Congress Nyou madam to helpyou with Federal student aid questions. flyourparentsoryourspouseprovidedlntormatlon
on the form they may no request to see al the informaton on the application.
tire FacloW government, the Department, or an employee of the Department Is Involved In litigation, we may send
innmaionlolhe Department or .katice, or a court or adiudicative body, if the disclosure is related to financial ald and certain
other mindiliora are met. The Informatkin may also be made available to Federal agencies which have the authority to
subpoena other Federal agencies' records. In nation, we may send yos. information to a foreign, Federal, State, or local
enkrommnt agency N the information that you submitted Indicates a violation or potential violation of In, for which that
seamy hes jurisdiction for investigation or prosecution. Finally, we may send information regarding a claim which Is
detemined to be veld and overdue to a consumer reporting agency. This Information Includes Identifiers from the record,
the smote* Maus art history of the can and the program under which the claims arose.

Remember, we must receive
your application by
May 1, 1992.
- 12 .
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(Be sat e o read the Lartactiotti first)
WPENDIX

.SectiOnASftdsñt InfOrmatiOnt.M*craVitalgigar...
I.

Your name;

I

Ulf
2.

You: perm:teat mollies address:
(Mast la he arm to ills aidreas.

Sit Pap s for am abirrAmion)

3. Your social Seturity number:

Sere

6. la ate 199243 scbool year, caeck
your year ia college:

Are you eUS. citizen?

O Y. 1 am a U.S. citizen.

0 Graduate/professional

igtbte noncitizen.
a. Pap r.)

(Sre

Baclieloes degree before
July 1, 1992?

OYea Oblo
9a.

(3re Name:leas oa Par x.)

Will you be eli4ible to receive
veterans education benefits in
199243?

['Yea ONo

7. Current marital status:

O No, neither of the above.

Zip Co*

& Will you have your first

0 1st (never previously attended
ealkge)
0 Continuing undergraduate

O No, but 1 t cs

t

111111111
t 1k1111 1111111
Naithsr,
gperessm Remner
1111111111111111
LL.1 LL1-1.11-1
Clry

4. Your date of birth:

S.

I

PUSS

b. ff 'Yes," how much will you

o urmarried (single, divorced,
or widowed)

receive per month?

0 married
c. For bow many months?

o separated

LL1

Section B: Eligibility Factors
10. Complete the following five questions about you, the student.
a,

b.

c.

0 Yes 0 No

Will you be a graduate/pmfessional student
when you first attend college during the
1992-93 school year?

0Yes 0 No

caw= mkt% mi.um; OR 1011,

eemplms lbs

Student (nadSptim)celmuis OK the mot sho feria..
Scams oefteNauM irk* locemplambelb Se aludiat

uld.pallatcohleiwrgf,offc--00011.10.11,11041esta witbliamdaa 11

Will you be supporting a legal dependent (other

If you aaresred 'NW TO ALL of QassUom 10a,

than a spouse) during the 1942-93 school year? 0 Yes 0 No

10b, Mr, 10d, aid 10e, dam gm (the seidest)aed yaw
paratms) twat maple leek tbs Student (and Spoon)

Li Yes 0 No
0 Yes 0 No

d. Are you a ward of the court or an orphan?
c.

If Ng norwiesid hittr TO ONE 05 'MORS ot

Will you be 24 yeam or older as of 7/1/92?

Are you a veteran of the U.S. Anned Forces?

cola= smiths Tweets alma. flf your natural meats an me now liviag angether, Mama read the &ital.

tion of 'persat (Page 1) balm completing tbe rest al

this fotfal
Pane% MOD with Questies 11.

Stades. (aid gime) p to Qom** 14. cr.

Section C: 1991 Family Status Information
Student

(end Spoisli) 4

Parents

1

sivasipaftsa.vaxirgol,
,

3tetleeistilie

11. Current marital status:

'ffo*IOLL
ta Q46901i,!

12. Ku

0 divorced

0 widowed

0 separated

1ymembeiu

13. Number or famlly members in college
at Least balf.tIme in 199243: '

0 single
0 married

12. Number of family memben in 1992-93:
,

:

LiJ

Li..J

13. Number of family members (excluding parents)
in college at least half-time in 199,93:
Lt..]
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'
ZStiatioribf19911nii,liiiiIngiVindltifiènts
ow owe see Woe Wonted= for Wong And hues law you should oxhide.)
Parents
14. Are you cuntody receiving welfare, AFDC, or
4

.

public assistance benefits? ('Do not include food
stamps Of SSW

MO Wilda fraptif:`

341144:'.7.4, 40 to ON0

Yes El No

If 'VW GO DIRECITY To SECTION
'College Mame Old Certification.'

iiiSerirStsra ii0ireets Sam,

akten.170,701,0NO,

taliiiii*C0,604.0."11:3r.

cr

's

If No, COIl WOE P4fl1 QUESITON 15.

42'

3p,

is 1991 US. imams& tax figures

MI. at 04

OK HIS Forpi,iNcezArr-v
gt.

tf"-

caitienpi 1991IRS ;Oral 040

"

101 nts 'rani lovEz
-

ii*easInsaleti

ciJoakts,!;,.1,

0

iillisiltik,1991 IRS Form 1040
.-

(Kr

!Leon annterrd 1. a "fl. dory,

GLIt17701r 17,

4,2tt_ t.;,t;

e. an estimated 1991 IRS Form 1040EZ
or 1040A
d. an estimated 1991 IRS Form 1040

e. a tax return will not be filed

wIU not be Wed

Iri

15. The following 1991 U.S. income tax figures
(c4M only
efe from;
one lax)
a. a completed 1991 IRS Form 1040F2
ot 1040A
b. a completed 1991 IRS Form 1040

GO TO QUESTION 17
ad complete 6se remainder of dr form.

,

If yea snowed 'a.' e.,' or 'e. above,
CONTINUE wrni QUESTION 16.

16. 1991 Adjusted Gross Invorne from IRS Form
1040A - line 16; 1040EZ - line 3; or, if you did
not and will not complete a U.S. tax return, see
Instructions;

!hoer weer is km thee S10,264 ,
GO DMECILY TO SECTION G: fF
'College Relent stel CertIficnico."
If your names is $29,2414 sr wont,
CONTINUE WI7I1 QUESTTON 17

wid complete dor reakeImier ef de form

-,::.*r.$,4t4i-xi,,,4;,

I

TAX FILMS ONLY

RUMS ONLY
riA.491 total TinYmbes of ettempdass from IRS

*Foos 040 :Use 6e; IN0A-11ie 6e; or

10062,1(Ne buvuetions).
.

1

991

.

Gross Wane from IRS

.jFoisalO4O.Hsr3I;1040A.lIaeI6oI
'!"1040BZ -Nab 3; ?see ..instruerieetsp

$

19,1.991.6. Isicese Tax psid frau IRS

- Fars 1040 - line 17; 1010A - liar 2$; or
1040EZ - Ilse 7:

L_LJ

17. 1991 total number of evemptians from IRS
Fonts 1040 - line 6e; 1010A - line 6e; or
L.L.1
1040EZ; (see instructions):

,

18. 1991 Adjusted Gross Income from IRS

7onn 1040 - line11; 1040A - te 16; ot
1040EZ - line 3; (we instructions):

19. 1991 U.S. income Tax paid from IRS
Form 1040 - line 47; 1040A - line 25; or
1040EZ - line 7;
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MINISMOURAMPL k
Parents
2. 1991 income earned from
work by Father
b. 1991 incase earned from

5

work by Mother

21. Did you receive untaxed social
security in 1991?

1.3 Yes 12 No

If 'Yes," bow much was received
ia 1991?

22. Did you receive child support
in 1991?

'-f c,76 v. .:,
Aztt

.,4 s,

...-`.#;42

..,

Ix bid "Oa Secelvh Say Oder tiatued
.

12 Yes El No

If "Yes," how much was received
in 1991?

OP Wii
..`

:,,

"Yes, bow much was received

...-

Income, wiles, or beaeilts

$

la 1991? (See bstosreituns) ". '0 Xes El No
in 19917,

23. Did you receive any other untaxed
income, wages, or benefits
in 1991? (See butrtietiotts)

OY es 0

If "Yes,' how much was received
in 1991?

Section E: Asset Information
Student
(and Spouse)

Pannts

24. Total amount of cash, savinp, and
checking accounts:
25. Home-what Is it worth today?

24. Total amount of cash, savings, and
checking accounts:

$

25. Home-what is it worth today?

$

Home.whar is owed on it today?

Home.what is owed on it today?

$

26. Maims-what is it worth today?

26. Business-what is it worth today?

S

Business-what is owed on It soday?S

27. Fann-what is it worth today?
Farm-what is owed on it today?

Business-what is owed on it today?S

27. Farm-what is it worth today?

$

Farm-what is owed on it today?

28. Other real estate and investmentswhat are they worth today?

28. Other real estate and Investmentswhat are they worth today?

Other real estate and investments-

Other real estate and investmentswhat is owed on them today?

what is owed on them today? L._
GO TO QUESTION JO.

29 Write the age of the older parent:

$
$

L
I

No

981
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,-

,

If there are special rheum:taws suck as a large loss of income oc benefits, or a maim await is family circumstances
(death, divorce, disability, sassily high nmil or dental expqms substantial reduction in iscome, Mc.) that are
sot reflected adtely in Sections D midi% please provide full details, ia writingoo the financial aid administrator
at each of the eolft. es So which you are appiying.
Yes

30. Will yes be paviding informatios on special ciragestarces to your college(s)?

J No

00.0.0.0:;Aitegf Oflealf*10. e400tion
31. You say have the results of this form seat to three colleges in 1992.93. List the names of the colleges to which you

want result seat
Maud SIM

Mue eleatega

32. Do you give the U.S. Department of Education permission to send information from this form to:

-- the college(s) you named in Question 31.
(or its representative)?
-- the financial aid agency in your star?

0 Yes 0 No
0 Yea 0 No

33. Mark this box if you give Selective Service
penuissioa to register you. (See butnecrions.)
34. !certify the 1 witt uss lay money I receive umber the Me IV student Rose:isl aid programs only foe expenses related to attendance at the
collep(s) I moll at during the 1992-93 schcol yes'.
I silo certify dim I as sot is default an asy adoesnonal loss sod that I do not owe
mrtify that I hese new been convicsed of a drug felony.

refund or a repayment on any education grant. I also

All of the isiormsdos as this forts is one and cornet to the bee of my knowledge. If asked by an authorized °India, I agree to give proof
of the hifalutin* thel I have gime on this fern, sod I apes that Me in ma provide the finsodai aid office at the school I ant attending
with Solent lax man leformation. I realize dot If !don't give proof when asked, I mey not getaid.

Oats_

Stale of legal
residence:

L

(Rtorfrolt)
All of the informetion co this roma in true and mew to the bow of my knowledge. If uked by an authorized official.1 agree to give proof
of the infomatics thm I have Oven ce this form, wad I same that the IRS ma provide the financial aid office a: the school the student attends
with federal tax Warn infotmation, I realise that if I dcen give proof when aged, the student irey not getold.

3nortaissatace

pup

mama)

l'aninisamalakastans

_Data

State of legal
residence:

(Rewind q prem.! information kr included on AM form)

t)inj

1-1-1
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much indeed.

What we have hereand we are very grateful to youare three
sample forms. I think Dr. Koplik's probably goes the furthest in
simplification, Ms. Hart's next, and Ms. Waddell's perhaps the
least. But what we must do is try to get the best elements of this,
and I would hope that the staff of this committee and the Department of EducationI believe Mr. Farrell is the assistant secretary
in charge of student assistanceand all of you and the commission
which was set up to study this problem could get together and per-

haps we could arrive at a formit is more than a form because, as
you point out, the legislation that requires the form has to be altered, too, and that is part of our responsibility in this reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. So we have a responsibility as
well as you do.
Now, I was curious about whether we can all agreecan we have

a single needs analysis system for all the Federal student aid programsgrants, loans and college wok k-study?
Mr. KOPLIK. I would certainly say yes.
Ms. HART. Yes.
Ms. WADDELL. Yes.

Senator PELL. And then can we have one Federal application for

all student aid programs, Federal and non-Federal; would that be
possible?
Dr. Koplik.

Mr. KOPL1K. I think when you get over into the area of non-Federal programs, the answer gets a little muddy. I would say that for
all Federal aid, definitely without question, one form would work.
And perhaps my answer would be supplemental information at an
institution or State's discretion for those programs that are nonFederal, but at the core, one form.

Senator PELL. Ms. Hart.
Ms. HART. I would agree. In NASFAA's work on this issue, we
felt that while one form was the technical ideal that we had to acknowledge that just seemed no longer realistic, and trying to pull
all of the various needs into a single document seemed to us one of
the reasons it is as complicated as it is.
It might be analogous to trying to pull together all the State tax
returns in this country and the Federal tax forms into one document, and for similar reasons we think it is probably unrealistic to
come up with a single form that accomplishes all those goals. But
certainly and assuredly, a single form for Federal purposes we also
believe could meet the needs of low-income students for all those
non-Federal purposes, limiting then this additional element not

just to institutions or States but to higher income families better
equipped to deal with those questions. I can certainly say that on
behalf of the State of Indiana, where the modifications proposed in
this form would enable us as a State, because we serve a very, very
low-income profile of families, to use that single Federal form.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Ms. Waddell.

Ms. WADDELL. I agree with Ms. Hart. I'd like to add, however,
that one of the things that becomes so frustrating in this balance
that we are weighing is the assumption that simplifying the form
will simplify the process. And in fact, as I stated m my comments,
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it isn't the form that creates the complexity; it is the process. I recognize that the topic of this hearing is simplification, and one of
the areas where I'd like to create a window of information for you
is that I happen to work at an institution that administers 95 percent Federal aid, and we will not accept the free Federal form. The
reason we won't accept it is because the additional services that
come to the campus from the multiple data entry processors assist
us in administering Federal funds and making sure we are good
stewards of Federal funds.

What we find typically is that the lower the income of the

family, they tend to inflate their income, and the higher the family
income is, they tend to under-report their income. So one of the
things I hope you will consider in the future is not so much just
making the process simpler for the applicant, but ways in which
you can streamline the process for those administering Federal dollars that will also ensure fair and equitable distribution of limited
Federal funds.
Senator PELL. Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KASSEBAUM. First, pardon my parochial interest, but I'd

like to say that Dr. Koplik has been a strong advocate for higher
education in Kansas. We are delighted to have him there, and I am
delighted to have him here today.
I'd just like to askdo all the regents universities in Kansas use
the free Federal form?
Mr. KOPLIK. No.

Senator KASSEBAUM. I believe my own alma mater does not. Why
would this be so?

Mr. KOPLIK. I think the point was made a little earlier. It is a
question of trying to encourage the student to cover all possible
bases or opportunities, and in this case, more is better in the sense
of give us more information, a. we think that will give us more
opportunity to address your needs rather than simply responding
to a section of the form. So the MDE's, for example, furnish the
institution with more information.

The interesting things, Senator, is it is a cautious approach

which in most cases provides information that really isn't use, but
it is just a safety net.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, this is what I was going to askand
you mentioned this as a reason, too, Ms. Waddell, that you are
doing it. Is this additional information really used, then, to assist
the student, or does it just go into some memory bank somewhere?
Ms. HART. If I could respond, it is used, it absolutely is used by
some students at some point in the process. And just as Dr. Koplik
has said, it is a safety valve to ensure that if it happens to be that

particular student, the information is there, and the student

doesn't lose out on those dollars. So I can think of each of the elements, including some that were challenged in earlier testimony,
and you can think of examples where those elements absolutely
ensure that students receive dollars. Are they used by every student in the process? Absolutely not. That is the kind of balance we

are trying to draw, to ensure that questions are there that will
assist students who have those needs to be correctly identified.

It is like my example of all the State tax returns trying to be
drawn into the same system, and maybe that item is used in Indi(Th
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ana, but not in Kansas. That is exactly how we get to this complex
process and why I personally believe it is so important to ensure
that low-income families for all purposes, Federal and non-Federal,
have access through a relatively streamlined document. I believe
that is achievable.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I think most have indicated they feel that
for all AFDC recipients, it is just redundant to have to go into that.
What percentage of students would be affected by changing those
requirements? Does anybody know?

Dr. Fitzgerald, you are nodding your head. Do you know about
what that figure might be?
Mr. FITZGERALD. Senator, it is about 7.5 to 8 percent of Pell recipients.
Ms. HART. I'd also like to add that that is about 8 percent of the
people who get into the process now. Having just gone through
some very extensive information outreaches in the State of Indiana, my own view is that that 8 percent could and should increase
as more of these students find this process enables them to be in
the system of higher education, and I see that as very hopeful for
educational access.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Ms. Waddell.

Ms. WADDELL. The point that I will further make about simplification has to do with not making the application necessarily complex, but recognizing that the fewer data elements you have on the
application and indicated the more you require of an institution to
collect additional documents to verify the very few items that have
been collected on the application, further delays and draws out the
process. So to the extent that you can define what the core data
elements are that ensure accuracy and equity and fairness in the
distribution of Federal funds so that they don't have to be collected
by the institution, the better served everyone will be by that particular process.
Senator KASSEBA*JM. I think that is a very good point.
Dr. Koplik, you talked about the re-application and indicated
that we have unnecessarily complicated it, and that certainly
makes sense. On the other hand, should there be re-application?
You mentioned updating some aspects of it; how is that done?
Mr. KOPLIK. Senator, I think it is rather simple. I think with cooperation with the Department of Education, a database can be
maintained that institutions can access, and we would ask the students only to report significant changes defined in some way to the
information we have from last year, and our research at the committee indicates that for the overwhelming number of students
who have once determined themselves to be poor, they will stay
that way throughout the college experience. The likelihood of a significant change in income is really unlikely.
Senator KASSEBAUM. I would think so. I would think you could
almost ask if there is any reason that your form should be updated.
Mr. KOPLIK. Yes. I applaud that approach to simplification.

Ms. HART. If I could add, please, I think technology may be of
great help to us in this arena. One concern I have regarding data
that our committees have reviewed is that while it is absolutely
true that in the aggregate students don't change dramatically, in
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some individual cases they do, in a way that at least our committee
believes might skew the equitable distribution of funds.
My personal view is that with technology, the database that Dr.
Koplik mentioned might be used to inflate incomes by State and by
income level in a way that is predictable, and just ask the family to
affirm that that kind of change is applicable in their case, allowing

them then to make changes where changes are necessary. Mechanisms like that might be the middle course between not having a
student reapply and producing some inequity, and having everyone
go through a very complex system.
Senator KASSEBAUM. You mentioned professional judgment, and
I think Ms. Waddell touched on it, too. Certainly, it is common
sense that this would be important. I just wonder whether the personnel is available to exercise it to the degree that one would
hopein a large university, for instancewhen most of it does
seem to be computerized data right now. In individual cases I am
sure that is true; at a community college, you would have mueh
more latitude.
Ms. WADDELL. And to draw a distinctionthere has been some
conversation about multiple data entry processors. They collect additional information, but in what other ways do they differ from
the free Federal process, and it gets into why there is a fee. It is
because one of the services they offer that students pay a fee for is
diagnostic assistance to alert the institution that there are some
difficulties with the information that has been supplied by the
family and draw their attention to it in such a way that professional judgment can be in fact encouraged on a case-by-case basis. That
type of assistance is not provided through the free Federal process.
But at my campus, a very large campus with a large low-income
student population, we have to exercise professional judgment. We
have a lot of dislocated workers and displaced homemakers, and we
use that diagnostic information to assist us to know which files to
actually work with on aj)erson-by-person basis.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Ms. Hart.
Ms. HART. I'd respond from a slightly different vein, although
not disagreeing with Ms. Waddell, that is, that every financial aid
administrator that I know, without exception, is in the business to
try to exercise professional judgmentto look at that student and
his or her educational aspirations as distinct from all others. They
get hamstrung by the complexities of the process themselves.
I feel very passionately that part of the effort in simplification of
the process is to try to free up those outstanding professionals to do
exactly that, that which they do best and that which they know
best, and that ultimately that can alleviate a lot of the complexity
in the process, allow them to finally address students' true and real
needs in a much more humane way, and kind of get this system
back on the course that it needs to be. They ought not be trying to
get students to wade through paper, They ought to be talking with
the family about his or her unique circumstances, and I think that
is what they want to do. That is the position that I am here to represent and why I believe these directions could enable that redirection of energies to appropriately continue and go on.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Well, I would certainly hope so, I think that
is a very important component of this; I would agree.

(To
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Just to follow along that line, do each of you feel that institutions of higher learning could be doing more to reach out to the
hi.,h schools, to give them advice? It was suggested in the second
panel that maybe an "adopt-a-school" kind of approach could be

used. Is that being done to your knowledge?
Mr. KOPLIK. If I might start, the answer is yes, it is being done;
the answer is also that probably more will be done. It is a function
of trying to further educate the population that will ultimately be
your clients, and to the extent possibleand you are probably
aware of some of our efforts back homewe're going out into not

just the high schoolswe have always done thatbut reaching

down further into the junior high schools to try and develop more
academies or learning experiences where we tell them who we are
and what we can do and break down the barriers that have usually
been there which have been defined as financial.
MS. HART. I would absolutely agree that there is a great interest.
I can say in our owa State that Governor Bayh created an 8th
grade scholarship program that enables students to be identified to
our commission to ensure full free tuition at a public institution or
a like amount at a private institution. We think that is the latest
point at which we can really affect access to higher education. Part
of the need to streamline this process is not only to do professional
judgment once the students are on campus, but to try to do those
earlier outreaches. If we are truly to make a difference in educational access, that is essential.

Ms. WADDELL. Similar efforts are taking place in the Pacific

Northwest by different State associations, in an attempt to bring
information much younger students and their parents so that they
can make plans. Oftentimes we find that at a young age children
make a decision whether or not college is going to be an option for
them, so the younger that we can meet with them and help them
to know that even if it is not affordable to their families, the option
will be there, the more they seem to be locked into the academic
setting.

Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you very much.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

Senatoe Cochran.
Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, I just stopped by to thank you
for convening the hearing. I regret that an Appropriations Commit-

tee hearing required my prisence so I c uld not be here for the
entire hearing.
We are going to be having a hearing next week during the break
in Mississippi, which we appreciate having the opportunity to do,
on some of these subjects that we are touching on today so that in
my State we can look at what some of the problems are and some
of the options for making a better impact, guaranteeing access,
looking at all the simplification issues that you have been discussing today.

I juSt want to add my thanks to this panel and the others who
have testified today. We appreciate your help, and it will be of
great value to this subcommittee.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
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I had one further question and that is, do you believe that we
ought to mandate a specific simplified form in the reauthorization
bill, and if we don't do that, how do we get the simplified form?
Mr. KOPLIK. I liked your point earlier about looking at a variety
of models. Every association will likely have their suggestions, and
we have ours as well. I think you should mandate a simplified
form. You should put the key players in a room and say, "This is
what we expect you to come up with; take about 30 minutes and do
it." [Laughter.]
Senator PELL. Ms. Hart.
Ms. HART.

make a distinctionI hope it is a significant one

that I think if -you give us that marching order and a set of goals
and data elements that you think are critical, that we can come up
with the form. I personally worry about documents that are embedded in law and our ability to make them as dynamic as you and we
need them to be.
But I think that in principle, we certainly feel that a single application direction is essential in the reauthorization process.
Senator PELL Ms. Waddell.

MS. WADDELL. I agree with Ms. Hart.

Senator PELL Well, I thank all of you. We'll try to carry out
your thoughts; as you can see, it will not be simple. I think the
commission did a very good job indeed, and I congratulate them on
their work.
I would also like to thank Lynn Burns of Rhode Island for staying with us on the committee and being here right through the
hearing.
The record will stay open for 2 weeks for any additional ques-

tions or insertions.

I would also add that the Education Management Corporation
has submitted a simplified form to the subcommittee, and this will
appear in the record.
[Additional statements and material submitted for the record
also follows:]
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26.

Develop a simplified. standard federal student aid implication
which requests more data from only those who have more data to
give:
a.

a "short" version which requests only family income data,
to be used by families who do not file a tax return, or
by those who file a 1040A or 1040EZ; the data lements on
the fora would be limited to:
(1)

Student name, address, date of birth, and social

(2)

security number;
Parent or spouse name, address, and social security
number ;

(3)

b.

a "long" version which also requests family Asset data for
all other families; the additional data elements requested
would be:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

27.

28.

29.

30.

Parent/spouse/student taxable and nontaxable income
for the base (prior) year;

current value of cash, savings, and checking account;
current home value;

current value of business/farm;
current value of other investments.

Simplify the student application process by retaining gnlv the
isutomatic" independent student cateaories
four current
(Veteran, over 24, orphan or ward of the court, has dependents
other than spouse). All others would be considered dependent,
unless in the judgment of the financial aid administrator the
student is evaluated to be independent (See Recommendation 037).
Implement a free federal student aid anplication form. Any fees
required for special institutional needs should be born by a
party other than the student.

ytatorm the renewal aid application process to require only
applicants with significant changes in family circumstances
Families with little or no
to provide updated information.
change in circumstances should be considered for renewal
awards based on a simple conf irmation of the previous year's
application data.
Restrict the institution's verification of student applications

to:
a.

only those data elements which appear on the
return,
6
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b.
c.

only those applicants reporting taxable income, and

no more than 20% of the applications received by any
institution.

31.

Authorize the

girig.LAxghansti_a_infamiti2n

between the

designated federal student aid Application processors and the
Zntarnal Revenue service, in order to facilitate the verification of family financial data.

121.caLlIaLlisluaLitudiaLiiiii_ApalicatioL2LISMUL
32.

Authorize the current contractual student aid application
processors (XDRs) to serve as :ull service aonlication traces Apre and eliminate the current central processor's role as an
application processor, thereby achieving decentralization of
the processing system and greater clarity of the process for
students.

33.

Redefine the function of the current "central processor" to
serve as a central data base of historical student applicant
and recipient information and student loan activity. Make this
central data base of student information directly accessible
and to
to the federal ("MDE") application processors,
institutions, as a replacement for the financial aid transcript.

Niag.laaltais
34.

Combine the two current statutory need analysis methodologies
(1411 Grant and standard Congressional Methodology) into gns
gethodologv, the results of which are applied differently to
derive award amounts for specific Title /V programs.

35.

Reduce the four current need analysis formulas to two formulas.

"simole" and 'oracular." The specific formula used would be

consistent with the type of application completed by the
student; "simple" analysis would be used for "short" form
filers, and "regelar" analysis for "long" form filers.
36.

Revise the assessment of dependent student wages while enrolled
in mchool to

oontr1bution

linangiaLAULAdainiataktoz_laigiati2n
37.

Authorize the financial aid administrator to determine whether
a atudent who does not otherwise meet one of the four "automatic" definitions of independent student may be considered
independent in the need analysis process.

7
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38.

Authorise the financial aid administrator to make adjustments
in the Lamily_contrikpitigalormarpopapjapnyAiratiyjarmati,
including Pell Grants, based on the student's individual
circumstances.

39.

Require that the financial aid administrator review each
family's financial circumstances and 'move or denv the usq
of the PLUS or SLS loan as a reolacement tor the family
santributim.

40.

Grant the financial aid administrator discretion to establish
the payment schedule for release of Part B loaniktroceede to the
student, consistent with the timing of costs of education.

41.

Permit the exercise of any professional judgment or discretion
by certified financial aid administrators of those institutitna
I
ni
I
I
ptandards of the U.S. Department of Education, and have had no
material findings on any reviews conducted the USED, the
guaranty agencies, or external auditors.

proaram Improvements and Consolidation
42.

Revise the allocation formulaa for the Campus-Based programa

so that they are based totally on relative institutional student

need for the funds,

rather than on any consideration of

historical funding patterns. Relative institutional need is
calculated as:
the total estimated costs of attendance of
enrolled students at the institution in the previous award year
who applied for financial aid; less the total estimated Expected
Family Contributions of these enrolled students, which are based
on typical national EFCs for the family incomes of the aid
applicants; less any Pell or state Grants available to the
enrolled aid applicants in the previous award year.
43.

Zliminate federal_SSIG fundina to state grant and scholarship
programs.
Use those appropriations to fund additional SEOQ
allocations to institutions, based on overall student need at
the institution, less any state grants available to students
attending the institution.

44.

Permit institutions to transfer up to 25% of their federal
allocations between the SE0G, CWSP, and Perkins loan programs,
in a manner which best meets the funding needs and philosophy
of the institution.

45.

Expand student access to the pollece Work Study

Proem at

proprietary institutions to include as eligible work study jobs
any position which provides direct services to students or which
supports the educational program of the institution in a manner
which directly benefits students.
Retain the current
prohibition against employment of students under College Work
Study at proprietary inbtitutions in any recruitment activities.
46.

pliminate federal funding for the pilot income contingent loan

=MAR.
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF KANSAS
The Student Governments of the Regents institutions
April 29, 1991

Sen. Claiborne Pell
Chairmpn, Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities
335 Russell Office Building
ington, DC 20510
Dear Sen. Pell:

Om April 26,,1091, I was privileged to attend the Subcommittee on
Edutution, Arts and Humanities hearing on simplification of the
application process for federal financial aid. It was very
reassuring to learn that the panelists and those senators who were
present are aware that a serious problem exists.
The Associated Students of Kansas, the organization which represents
the 85,000 students who attend the six state-assisted universitiaii in
Kansas, agrees with the conferees who stated that the process of
applying for federal assistance is far too complicated. The
procedure is particularly daunting for those at-risk students who are
in danger of being xcluded from post-secondary education. We fully
endorse the idea for a single application form, available nationwide
and covering all federal programs, with supplemental information
forms supplied as necessary by individual states and schools.
Enclosed please find a copy of a Policy Statement, prepared by a
number of state student associations from across the nation, which
details student concerns and priorities for the upcoming
Reauthorization of tho Higher Education Act. I would be pleased to
be of assistance to you, or to address the subcommittee, on any of
the issues discussed therein.
The maintainance and improvement of the system of post-secondary
leering is one of the great challenges facing our country. As
chairman of this key subcommittee you are in a position to affect
significantly the quality and availability of higher eduation. I
urge you to consider the concerns of students during your
deliberations. Your record of consi.tent support is greatly
appreciated and your continued dedication is enormously important to
the future of educatico in our nation.
Sincerely,

e' TExecutive
120 W. 6th

N mz
Director

Topeka, Ks. 66403

(913) 3541394
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Reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act of 1965
Policy Statement
I.

Student Aid
A.

Applying for Student Aid
1)

Application Process

It is clear the process of applying for federal financial aid is very complex and
confusing. The current financial aid application delivery system should be restructured in
order to make it "user friendly," The main goals of the application process should be
fairness and encouragement of access to higher education.

For example, first generation college students could have problems because their
parents do not have experience in completing complex applications. A more simple process
would encourage more low-income students to apply.
2)

Application Form

A single form that can be used by all post-secondary students applying for federl aid
should be required by Congress. Differences in forms should be carefully studied and
standardized but not at the expense of quality. Student representatives as well as parents and
other interested groups should be invol7ed in helping higher education officials develop the
application form.

The process of reapplication should also be reviewed. it is clear that a shorter,
supplemental form could be used for students who are trapplying for financial assistance.
This streamlining could cut down on paper work, avoid duplication, and maximize the
limited resources at every level of the student aid process.
3)

Cost of Application

The free. common application form for federal student aid should become a reality
immediately. The processing of the forms should be free to all students as well as
institutions to ensure fairness. The U.S. Department of Education should take a leadership
role on this important issue and work with Congress and the Advisory Committee on Student
Financial Assistance. Congress should also safeguard the process so that a free form is not a
reason to increase costs to students in other areas.

1
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B.

Subcommittee On Need Analysis and Delivery System (SONADS)
The Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance created this subcommittee to
review these important but complex areas of need analysis and the delivery system for financial
aid. The key priorities identified by the committee should be supported, and all constituency
groups in higher education should work toward implementing them in a fair manner. The
key priorities include:
1)

dramatic simplification for the lowest-income families (e.g., AFDC
families) and investigation of increasing the income cap for
simplified need analysis;

2)

thorough examination of the annual reapplication process to identify
technological or programmatic means for simplifying and
streamlining; and

3)

assurance that simplification will neither harm nor
be harmed by state and institutional information requirements
connected with campus-based student aid or external social
service programs.

C.

Low-income Families
Very often, non-rraditional populations have had problems interacting with a large
bureaucracy. Efforts should be made to make the system "user friendly" and to help people who
have problems understanding the process. Families below a certain income level should be

exempted from necd analysis. This would help encourage low-income, minority, and
disadvantaged populations to anend post-secondary institutions. We believe alternatives should
be considered for families with an annual income 'ielow $20,000.
D.

Independent Student Status
It is clear the current definition of an independent student is not realistic. Criteria for
professional judgment by student aid administrators should be defined clearly to prevent abuse
and protect both students and financial aid administrators. Independent student status should be
reverted to a similar standard that was used prior to 1986. This would change the requirement
from 24 years of age or two years of financial independence to two years of financial
independence. We encourage liberalized independent status requirements.

E.

Cost of Attendance Calculation
Congress should work to create a uniform Cost of Attendance Calculation for all Title IV
programs. This would limit confusion and consider education costs that often differ depending
on individual student needs and the institutions they attend. Congress should create one need
analysis for all Title IV programs. This would eliminate unnecessary paper work and save
resources at every level of the process.
2
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Tuition

F.

low tuition to encourage access to higher
Congress should be on record as supporting
the
impact
of tuition increases on student aid. The
education. Efforts should be made to limit
for increasing tuition
current system recognizes the cost of attendance and rewards institutions
these students are often
students
at
high-cost
schools
when
dramatically. This system subsidizes
formula characterizes
the least needy in a realistic sense. However, the current financial aid
them as "needy" because of the high cost of tuiti

G.

1.

TRIO
Opportunity Centers, and Upward Bound are programs that
Talent Search, Educational
backgrounds. Resources should be increased for
help at.risk students from disadvantaged
student
retention. This will help insure that students will come
programs like these that increase
backgrounds.
fiom a variety of culturally diverse

H.

Federal Loans
student loans and fewer
It is extremely important that Congress reverse the trend of more of loans. This trend is
federal
student
funding
is
in
the
form
grants. Currently, the majority of
minimum amount
creating a large debt burden for most students. Congress should encourage a
Pell
Grant
Program.
Also, the
of borrowing and increase funding for grants, particularly in the
significantly, especially to students in their first and
maximum Pell Grant should be increased
second years of higher education.
Counseling
Fair student default legislation should be considered within reauthorization.
has had a
by
school
financial
aid
administrators
required by federal law and administered
be eliminated. Students
positive effect on defaults. Methods of distorting default figures must
schedules that reflect
default
problems
with
payment
should be given a fair chance to eliminate
their current economic status.

volume of
While the rate of student loan defaults has been relatively constant, the
borrowing has soared. As the only entitlement among
defaults has soared because student
viable means to meet
federal student aid programs, Stafford Loans have been students' only
between loan and
Although
re-establishing
the
balance
tramatically rising costs of attendance.
fair default reduction
long-term
solution
to
student
defaults,
grant aid is the most effective
measures should be considered within reauthorization.
I.

Pell Grants
increase access to highee
Pell Grants must become ark Entitlement Program. This would
income individuals.
post-secondary
attendance
by
low
education and reverse ti ,:. trend of low
by the fzderal government would be a strong investment

Full funding of the Pell Grant program
productivity. This should begin
in our economy that will pay for itself in increased revenues and
students.
immediately by making it ar. entitlement program for first- and second-year

3
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J.

Self-help
Students from middle-income families should be given greater access to loan and workstudy programs. The Stafford Loan program should be expanded to include more middleincome families, while the Perkins Loan program should be expanded as an option for
lower-income loan recipients. Overall, the goal should be to provide fixed-rate, subsidized
loans to students who can begin loan payments nine months after graduation. The federal
government, financial aid offices. Pnd other appropriate agencies should publicize deferral
options and simplify the process for obtaining deferrals.
We oppose the following two positions of the National Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators (NASFAA) from the document, Preliminary Recommendations from
NASFAA's Task Force on Reauthorization:

#21. Require co-signers for all undergraduate Stafford Loans.

424. After the applicable grace period, establish a 9 percent interest rate for four years, after
which loans would revert to the market rate of interest (91 Day T-Bill rate plus 3.25
percent). If the market rate goes below 9 percent, the interest rate would remain the
same and the surplus would go to help offset default costs.
We approve of the five positions below:

420. Continue loan ineligibility for less than half-time students.
422. Create an incentive for employers to repay student loans on behalf of their employees.
426. Increase annual Stafford Loan maximum to $4,000 for first- and second-year students,
$6,000 for third-and fourth-year students with an undergraduate aggregate maximum of
$26,000. Increase annual graduate maximum to $10,000 with a graduate aggregate
maximum of $50,000. The total Stafford Loan aggregate maximum would be $76,000.
427, a. Simplify deferment provisions by establishing three deferment categories, those being:
1) an in-school deferment for full- and part-time attendance (presumes elimination of
parental deferment for dependent students);
2) an unemployment deferment for up to two years; and
3) a temporary total disability deferment for up to three years.
427. b. Rescind the current requirement that a student enrolled on a half-time basis must
borrow again in order to obtain a deferment

4
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K.

Community Service
Loan forgiveness and/or deferral for national service should be revived for the nation's
well-being. Undergraduate and graduate students who make sacrifices to help society should
not be discouraged by a large debt burden. However, mandatory community service should
never be a prerequisite for federal ait: Is it would discriminate against low-income Americans
and those who cannot afford to volunteer their time. Community service should be strongly
encouraged to benefit students and communities.

L.

Support for Graduate Education
The federal government should increase grants to graduate students. Graduate
enrollment has declined significantly in recent years. This trend must be reversed.
More minorities and women should be encouraged to further their studies beyond a
baccalaureate degree, particularly in areas in which they are historically
under-represented.

Additionally, increasing loan limits in the Stafford Loan Program for graduate
students would be beneficial. This would keep the cost of borrowil.g reasonable, and
keep debt at a manageable level because students would not be forced to secure
high-interest bank loans when funds are depleted. Increasing the deferment period
should also help students who cannot afford loan payments during training periods
in certain careers.

M.

Veterans Educational Outreach Programs
Although this program is poorly funded, it has been beneficial to many students.
The small amount of funding often deters institutions from participating in the program.
Increased funding to programs should encourage participation from new institutions and
institutions that have small numbers of participating veteran students.

N.

Income Contingent Loan (ICL)
In an effort to maximize loan dollars available for programs most beneficial
to students, ICLs should be discontinued as one of the federal loan programs.
ICLs result in increased borrowing costs for students because interest accumulates
significantly over the duration of loan repayment. In addition, ICLs create a tremendous
amount of administrative work for both institutions and the government.

5
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0.

Proprietary Institutions
Profit-making institutions have significantly increased their share of student aid dollars.
The share of student aid dollars to traditional universities and colleges has decreased
significantly while enrollments have increased in recent years. Separate student aid programs
for profit-making institutions and traditional colleges need to be implemented after proper study
and input from all groups. This would allow a fair, equitable distribution of the limited student
aid dollars. Because profit-making proprietary institutions offer programs of instruction without
regulatory or formal accreditation processes, the potential exists in this program for abuse of
both federal s'd programs and requirements for student recipients. Efforts must be made to
introduce consumer-protec.ion measures to assure quality and integrity at profit-making

proprietary institutions.
P.

College Work Study
Students who use the work-study program should be able to continue to use their funding
to work in non-profit organizations. All work-study students should be paid the federal
minimum wage or tnore and should be exempt from a training wage. Work-study eligibility
awards should reflect the amount of net federal work-study funds a student may earn rather
than gross wages. No further decreases should take place in the federal share provided under
this program, arid increasing the governments share back to 80 percent should he considered.

Promotion of Student Aid

Q.

The purpose of federal financial aid programs is to improve access to higher education
for low-income students. It is strongly encouraged that the federal government should advertise
federal financial aid (Pell Grants, Stafford Loans, college work study, etc.) as an option aside
from military service (GI Bill programs) for low-income students in an attempt to subsidize their
education.

II.

Libraries - Title II
Funding is needed to improve and maintain library collections. Students who attend
under-funded institutions suffer because of the condition of library collections. Congress should
encourage institutions to share library resources to better serve students and the community. Better
libraries would also help improve graduate education where libraries play a critical role in program

quality.

III.

Institutional Aid Title III
The funding formula should be changed to include smaller, historically African-American
colleges and universities that are unable to get larger increases in grants when appropriations increase.
Aid to these institutions is critical because smaller institutions often have greater financial pressures.
6
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IV.

Facilities - Title VII
Many campses have critical infrastructure needs. Levels of funding should be increased to
meet these needs and provide quality buildings and facilities for institutions and students. Renovations
involving health, safety, and physical accessibility issues should be given priority. The time limit
between loans should be reduced from 10 years to five years for colleges and universities. This would
give institutions with critical space needs the resources they need to respond to student demands.

V.

Teacher Education Title V
Better funding and coordination should be provided for this collection of five, related but
disjointed teacher education programs. Currently, the appropriation is about one-third of the
authorization in Fiscal Year 1989. Increases will help teachers and administrators at a time when
professional development and training are in great demand. A new program should be considered to
help encourage minority teacher recruitment. It is further recommended that Congress investigate the
possibility of creating a teachers corps program in which federal funds can be used by states to
encourage post-baccalaureate students to teach in at-risk schools. This could serve as a possible avenue
for loan repayment.

VI.

Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE)
Studying higher education is an important function and should be encouraged through agencies
like FIPSE. Continued development of FIPSE and increases in grants available to study important
issues in post-secondary education is encouraged. Congress should involve students in decision
making at all levels and encourage student organizations to develop proposals for funding by FIPSE.

VII.

Outreach Efforts
Outreach efforts which will address retention of students at an early age (before high school)
and prepare a diverse work force must be developed. When creating outreach programs, Congress
should encourage the following:
1)

create incentives to train and educate a diverse work force through grants to education
agencies and institutions;

2)

increase the number of qualified teachers through scholarships and loan forgiveness
with funding directed to minority and low-income students and institt.tions;

3)

utilize the talents of college students when helping at-risk students; and

4)

develop funding for academic partnership programs between post-secondary
and K-12 institutions.
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A Consortium of State Student Associations
Arizona Students Association
Colorado Student Association

Illinois Student Association
United Students of Iowa
Associated Students of Kansas

Michigan Collegiate Coalition
Minnesota State University Student Association

Associated Students of the University of Missouri
Nebraska State Student Association

Washington Student Lobby

United Council of the
University of Wisconsin Student Governments

Major campuses participating but not represented by state organizations:
Indiana State University Student Government Association

Northwest Missouri State University Student Association
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RHODE ISLAND

COLLEGE
President

March 25, 1991

The Honorable Claiborne Pell
Dirkmon Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Pell:
I am enclosing a copy of the American Association of State Colleges
and Universities publication entitled "Public Policy Agenda 1991°.
This "Agenda" represents recommendations that have been put forth by
the Council of State Representatives from each of the states in the
country.
I would be most grateful if you would consider this publication and
its recommendations in light or tho upcoming reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act 1965.
Sincerely,

ohn Nazarian
President
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Providence. Rhode Island 0290t3
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Dr. John Nasarian
President
Rhode Island College
Providence, Rhode Island

02908

Dear John:

the
Thank you very much for your recent letter enclosing
Universities
State
Colleges
and
American Association of
AASCU is scheduled to
publication, °Public Policy Agenda 1991°.
Education, Arts and HUmanities
test4frbofer, the Subcommittee on
you sent an
041,April as,-'I as happy to make the riblication
at that time. This will
office]: part of the hearing transcriptconsidered
as we proceed
assure that their views are carefully
Amt.
of
the
Higher
Education
with the Reauthorization

to my
Again, thank you for bringing this publication
attention.
Warm personal regards.

Ever sinee*Ay,

Claiborne Pell
Chairman
Subcommittee on Education,
Arts and Humanities
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Drustlia McCain

Secretary
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Richard Novak
&rector
Robert Sweeney
Policy Analyst

Andrew Lueddere
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AASCU institutions annually graduate:
one-third of our nation's bachelor's degree recipients

Enhansing educational opportunity and achievement is
thedesing Wee bshindmanyefAASCU'a reauthodestion
recommetidations. Advocated strategies encompass but
are nc4 limited bx (I) PrOrldlfig Paley afildros on etn'
dent aid Meuse and piomoting balanced bands! suppeet
to encourage greater participation by disadvantsged
students undemepreeented in college enrollments: MI
opposing signekant *MUM federal and state education
futaling allocations: supporting the impleinetitMkn of
ploPoeale
National education Ozele: and NI
to tncreaas or reallocate funding that mine= AABCU

more than one-cmoter of Its master's degree recipients
6 percent of all doctorates, and
more than one-half of America's teachers.

Implement the Fahey positions descvMedin this statement
through concerted effort Involving tee member institu .
none, programs. workshops. and spec is/ projects. and by

The modem, comprehruive state colleges and universi-

EDUCATIONAL

ties comprising dm American Association of State College s

OPPORTUNIrl
AND

and Universities (AASCU) share corranon roots and
characteristics. With more than 370 member instate-

hats enrolling 2.5 million students, MSCU institutions prairie higher education opportunity to one of
every five students in American higher education.

Actomitra

IPIP11

students and institutions.

MIACU will attempt to

communicating AASCLI institutions' purport* to the
media, policy makers and organisations.

This agenda is derived from the policy direction of the
! MSCU Board a/Directors. shaped try the recommenda-

AASCU's
COMMITMENT

Support programs and funding incentives that help

Pik) fey DIrsettVel

Identify and encourage minoett/ students In grades 7.12

to aspire to and impart for camera in elementary and
eecondary school teaching.

Uons of the Council of State Representatives. and focused

1 on the four issues of educational opportunity and

Propoee changes to the Higher education Act of 1965

achievement, higher education finance. economic and
community devdopment. and the international &men.
s ions of MSCU institutima. Tfie Office of Oovemmental
Relations, in conjunction with MSCUTI three new pro.
grammatic centers and the Office of International Pro! gram*. MU endeavor to sustain national momentum in
I implementing these priorities and to provide a sharper
; focus and more vIslble platform for than.

sa part of Ks rum thortsation scheduled tn 1091, and
advocate federal legislation consistent with the Higher
education Act to provide direct masteries and support
anima to atudenteespacially to encourage cheadvan .
tailed students to maduate from high school prepared to
pursue and minpMe a collage education.

Advocate increased funding kr. and stimulste kdend,
state and brat interest In. student special services rrivoi

1

:For 1991, special attention is directed to the

programa aimed at reaching junior and senior high

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1985. due
' for completion September SO. 1091. unless extended for

school students who would not otherwise aspire to higher
education, who have been discouraged from attending
college because of misinlonnation about caste or lack of
financial assistance, or who need developmental skills
serWts to attain the required level of achievement while
attending public colleges and universities. Dramatically
increase fundmg of pre.college TWO programs (Upward
Bound, Talent Search. EducaUonal Opportunity Centers).

another year. The Council of State Representatives I.
reviewing and recommending specific changes to the Act
to guide AASCU in presenting its changes to Congress.

Federal and state budget restrictions make It dfillcult to
sustain the level of funding increases in 1991 for new
programs or sizable tricreues In budget allocations in
1992 Recognizing these constraints. AASCU. when poe.
Bible, will advocate policies that reallocate, realign, or
ieconflgure existing programs and funding as well as

with emphasis on expanding summer programs and
invohing broader array of Institutions, such as MM.
munity.based organizations.

propose new funding for high.prlority programs that

new project grant program with state
Eatablish
education entities to gtve junior and senior high school

benefit students of AASCU instuutions

2
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students an early emesament al that eligibility for atu .
dent aid and to Ifte them cotutselitql. CSTINT planning.

and other denims to encourage their aspirations kr
higher education. Such pmjsets ahouid link higher
education with the ssccndsy schools. social IMMO
WW1& and business and labor.
OWe the Fund for the Inspromment of Postsecondary
Education expanded authority to fund models of early
Intervention programs to identify and disseminate teeters
that contribute to suet-awful programs.

" It is the responsibility of AASCU institutions,
as the nation's primary source of teachers, to
exercise leadership in achieving the National
Education Goals established by the nation's goy.
ernors and the President. The education of our
nation's teachers is critical to the success of our
nation's students as they seek to pursue and attain
these goals. AASCU institutions are committed to
strev gthening the pre-service and in-service edu.
catiul of teachers that is essentia/ to the attain-

ment of the goals by the year 2000 or soon
thereafter. "

Establiah line hem In ths Department of Education
budget for a national effort to publictse the Importance of
postsectedwy education in long-term career planning .
the availability ofettident aid. and the need ix completing
high wheal courses to meet college muirements.
Expand the Special Santos program to meet the needs

of may at-rielt students (the program currently eaves

only 10 percent of those ellgiblel. and expect of all
Ineututione that they provide a designated minimum of
special services to at-risk students as a condition for
federal megrim ebegollity,
Improve the student financial aid dabyasy system by
establishing clear principles ite Its design. diring the
accountability of the Education Department for the management of the eyebolt. identifymg haws! funding sources

for all recipient& establishing perbmance criteria to
determine required Meta CtInsUtutIcnal regulation. and
developing simplified single application Men.

Mod* the financial need analysis system to Improve
the equity of the S3nnulas for and definitions of Inde.
pendent students. establish the appropetatenees abase.

year vs. emulated /ear income in determining the stu .
dent contribution, ensure greater equity In the treatment

of wets, achieve greater consistency In the use of
profeselanal Judgment, and develop a amplified need

analysts for all Tide rv Norms.
Advocate and support continuing adult postsecondary
education to expand access to edueaUon and training for
adults to engage in furthering lifelong :A mat ions/ oppw.
tunnies.

Establish permanent federal legislation and funding
that recognizes the diverw student mix of full. time and

part-time enrollments In AASCU Institutions and ex
tends student financial assistance on a full-panty basis
to part -time students.

Increase funding for Pell Grants and Educational Op.
1 portunityCenters. This would improve both the amount
of ald and the extent of outreach available to older part! time students.

Expand the flexibility allowed institutions In transfer .
rtng funds between Supplemental Educational Opport
1 nay Grant 15E001 program and College Work Study from
' 10 percent to 25 percent. This would permit Institutions
, to better assist pan-time arid independent students
having dependents. In conjunction with thla flexibility.
make more money available for campus.based programs
by In creaeing the matching requirement from the current
15 percent for Supplemental Educational Opportunity
! Grant to 30 percent. consiatent with the match required
for College Work.Study. 7Tila would increase the amount
of student aid available even If federal funding does not

66 Nearly one-third of America's students attending four-year, public colleges and universities

Expand cu nent authorities ror su pporto fad ult learner'
and cooperattve education programs (Title I. Tule VIM

are over 23 years of age, and their number is
projected to surpass 50 percent in the next decade. Nearly two-thirds of all students over age
23 attend institutions on a part-time basis. To

Advocate federal legislation that shifts the current

recognize this rapidly changing composition of ou r

Merease.

imbalance of student financial aid funding away from a
reliance on loans during a student s first year In college
consider policy changes that could better provide aid in
the form dm ants and work.study funds durtng the first
year support proposals to curtail the award of supple
me ntary loans to first-year students: and explore new
proposals that restrict subsidized first-yeat guaranteed
student loans by phastrtg In loons aa needed after the
student becomes acsdemic: established.

student population, AASCU will require a public
policy agenda that employs new approaches, considers alternative resources, and has greater flex-

ibility in the years ahead. "

Establish a mechanIam to ensure regular Increases in

the Pell Grant maximum Such a mechanism should
have the following charactertatice:
It should achieve a substantial ininal-year funding

increase in the maximum Pell award to repair the
erosion of fis value because of inflation and to reduce
or eliminate bolTovring for many students, particularly

high-risk students, early in their postsecondary pro
gram
It should ensure annual Increaees In the maximum
award. belied on designated inflation Index.

11 U P.1 7
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%wise the fiell Grant formula to make It more sensitive

both to cost of attendance and Ism* Income:
It should include formula changes that lemon the
current Inequitable treatment allowincome students

atianftg low.tunion institutions.
a Pot Whidual amnia X should establish mom re.
slisfie Wing alimeanem for ccenputing Individual
maid& and same recognition for the additional tuition
costs ix higher-Weed Institutions.
It should pte-rate grants to students in short.term
vocational program, in recognition of the greater time
and expense remixed kr collegiate degree programs.

Increase l'Unding ise the Supplemental Educational
Oppoetunity Grant program end review the allocation
formula to ensure equity and effeettveness. Ms would
provide more malstanee to needy students and she
MatItullona mom notibillty to package assistance ac
cording to Individual student needs.

Amend the existing State Student Incentive Grant
program to authcetse federal matching funds for a new

purpose: encouraging state triniattves that guarentee
needed assistance to elementary and secondary students

from kra.income families to show them to attend institution, of higher education upon iiccessful completion of
high school.

To increase the investment made by America
in education and to make the dividends widely
available, AASCU must promote a clear and
visible partnership between educational practices
and public policies. AASCU's 1991 Public Policy

Agenda reflects this partnership. "

Expand funding kir the College Work-Study Program
so that students have practical option o( subetituUng
work kir all or part of their loan eligtblItty. and review the
allocation formula to ensure Its equity and effectiveness.

nits would give students an alternative to assuming
greater debt. Recent research has linked campuslobs to
academic persietence.

Amend (he Perkins and Stafford Loan Programs to
include "low-tncome insurance options to permit flexible
repayment for borrowers who have low incomea after
graduating or dropping out of postacconciary edacaUon.

Require lenders to provide graduated repayment
schedule* For all bowmen. mil would ensure that
borrowers have more Gentile payment echedules for the
early years of repayment 1w/ten Incomes tend to be low)

Expand the Perkins Loan Program with additional
capital contributions, review the allocation formula to
ensure Its equity and efTectIvenesa, and provide second-

0 .)

ary market funniest's' loan servicing For institutions that
I eiect not to manage their own ponfollos, or institutions
I with limited administrative capacity. Assuming that the
I Perkins Loan Program I. scored like other federal loan
programs under the newly enacted credit accounting
amendments to the budget act, only the subsidy will be
tracked, making the Perkins program cheaper in the
federal budget than commercial lending under the Stafford
loan programs.

Increase Stafford Loan limits .0 reflect rising costs. and

provide three tiers of limits: for first-year students; for
sophomons. Juniors, and seniors; and for graduate/
professions/ students. Thts would protect needy students
Ifrom excessive debt in the Initial postsecondary year but

' would provide greater access to subsidized loans as
. students mires*. (Higher limits for graduate students
would make it possible to eliminate them from eligibility
' for Perkins Loans, so that the program could be targeted
to the neediest undergraduates.)

proven record of financial
Inanagement and satisfactory default rates to be eligible
to lend under the Stafford program; remove the current
'statutory limitations.

Penult institutione with

Abolish the Income.Contingent Loan Program, a failed
experiment that unfairly tocacerbates the debt burden of

' the lowestInterne borrowers. Federal funds could be
, applied more usefully to expansion and modification of
te Perkins Loan Program.

Ease nnancial need restrictions (such as non liquid
assets) and borrowing limits in the student loan pro
grams
Raise or remove loan limits from parent loans IPLUSI to
give students or parents the option of borrowing up to the
level of coat of attendance minus other akl

Provide higher Pell Grant maxlmuni awards to clepen
dent students and Independent students having depen
dents than to single Independent students
Support Improved regulatory and legislative measures

to reduce student loan debt burden and to prevent
student loan defaults

1'3

Strengthen legislative and regulatory authority for the
Education Department to differentiate between collegiate
programs leading to a degree and shorlterm vocational
!Orrs. Regulation would be more efficient If targeted

priloblems specific to each sector. Data on program
recertification and Lmmedtste Job placement are much
more critical for students enrolling In short.term voca.
none' programs.

Replace the definitions of eligible Institutions In the
Higher Education Act with new definitions that differentiate only between collegiate degree.granting Institutions
and vocational prognuns of leas than two years.

Eliminate from eligibIlity for Title IV all those home
study schools and vocational programs that offer a
course of instruction dies& than 600 clock hours and are
now eligible for Stafford loam.

Strengthen existing laws and regulations concerning

inirtmlimal eLigilItl arid axaualabdall
merits. (For exam*. mandate the provision of con.
sumer end financial Information. minimum require.
ments or certification foram:Mal aid personnel, sharing
of infonnauon by snoversight bodies; restrict abuses of
branching and accreditation.Jumping.)
example,
Accrediting bodies.
(For. tequire an assessmen) of outcomes for shorttenn vocational programs:

require timely sharing of Information by accrediting
agencies and state licensing agencies. Regionslac c red.
Ring agencies should be encouraged to develop two .
track accrediting procesaes, with different standards
for collegiate degree.granting end short- terrn v ocat anal
programs. AccrediUng agencies shouid be required to
establish the minimum length for stion-term vocational

programs. The Department of Education should be
authorized to decline recognition of an agency or In
stitution recognized by the Council on Pcatsecondary
Accreditation (COPA) for purposes of eligibility for
federal funds. etc.)

Responstbillties of the Education Deportninu. (For
example. require *Meter financial review of institu
(Ions p Mr to t hetr certification and petted lc re cert ifica

lion for Title IV eligibility; require irpciepth manage.
ment reviews of institutions with specific management
problems, and require stricter standards for recogni.
non of accrediting agencies
Statelicenstng standards (Requires determination
by the Secretaly of Education that the state In which

tri
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any Title fV-elIgitfie institution is located has estab
itshed standards and procedures to guard against

degree offered and In which subsequent careers serve
valuable public purposes but provide modest earning
potential.

fraud and abuse.1

Support legislation requiring the Department of Edu
cation to undertake an annual evaluation of. and report
on. the nature and extent of regulatory and admintatro

Provide incentives for students in master's programs
who elect to continue In doctoral programs. Such incentives might take the form of forgiveness of loans

live problems In the student aid programs. with an

Incurred during master's st tidy by students who promise
to pursue a doctoral program or a master's grant program

analysis of the extent to which they occur in different
types of colt Vale degree-granting and short term voca
, tional inatitL tions.

Support legialaUon to authorize the Department of
Education to: differentiate regulatory requirements so
that they can be targeted to the Moat serious problem
area. to make demonstration grants to teat methods of
outcomes-tested accountability and to support in nova

Stimulate federal and state interest in creating new
programs that wall provide incentives for potents and
families to save for their chlldren's education but will not

Other Directives

diminish the state's responsibility to support public
colleges and unlversiUes that provide affordable education to their citizenry.

Uve ways of meeting fedend regulatory objectives: and to

add performance standarda to Program Participation
Agreements for tnstitut ions Identlfledaa problem schools

Support and strengthen existing teaching. research.
and service programs at public colleges and universities
for minority studenth and non.naUve.epeaking citizens,
and target funding for prograrns that Increase the participation of disabled and minority students.

Support legislation that requires all Institutions to
submit audited financial statements certified by an bide

pendent accountant for their two most recent fiscal
years, and an Interim report on their current financial
condition, as& prerequisite to certification or recertifica
lion of eligibility to participate in federal programs. The

Advocate Increased funding and technical support for
the nation's historically black public colleges a-. well as
those institutions with large numbers of Hispanic and
Native American students.

Department should be authorized to deny certification or
recertification to institutionschar doom meet the financial
responsibility tests outlined in existing regulations

Support rational, nonIntrusive legislation to improve
the quality of student life on campus. Including campus
security, measures to combat racism, and support for
drug and alcohol education and rehabilitation.'

Advocate increased funding for developing institutions
through Title 111 of the Higher Education Art. and stimulate

federal interest in restructuring the program to allow for
a more equitable mix of funding between two-year and
four-year institutions.

Eliminate the community college setaside in Title lit
and require a comprehensive Title III program evaluation

Double the funding for current Title IX fellowship and
training programs awarding support to the most promising students and the most productive departments and
programs through merit -reviewed national competitions
Expand and modify the Harris Public Service Fellow.
ship program to provide grant support for broader set
of fields than those currently funded and to Include fields

in which the masters degree is typically the highest

I Advocate federal and state funding incentives and
I recommendations that may emanate from the National
1 Education Goolerecommendations that demonstrate
I cooperation and collaboration between school systems
and higher education, especially concerning teacher
education reform.

Advocate the Importance and InCreased support for
! diversifying teacher education through the development
and implementation of special programs for recruiting
and retaining minorities.

I*Advocate the expansion of federal funding to meet the
I authortzed levels contained in the recently enacted Na
13

that add to the supply of teachers, promote curriculum

tional Science Foundation Authoriration Act of 196e.

reform, and enhance teaching and learntrtg effectiveness.

especially he the Academic Research Facilities Modem.
Mallon Pregresi. Support additional state funding to
assist AA/ICU inetitutkes In eonetnicting. renovating, or
knprOvIng undergraduate science and engineering tn.
stitutional banes and In uppsdingce replacing uusoiete
EltdPment.

Advocate the science educatioe recommendstions In
the reoent AASCU report. Formulafir Ws% especially

TclivaM this end, supped such Initiatives as federal
demonstration grants to higher education Institutions,

HMO EDUCATION
FINANCE

Science Foundation OM birdied In the next Ave years
without leopentising hauling for Mudent aid and other

higiereducation; (4) promotingeffeetcm woof fun& and

mewing my, to ensure academie *witty and cost

educatice, wtth a two-thirds share for research and

effectiveness In public colleges and universities in the
states; supporting provisions of the tax code that act as
Meentives to AASCU students and institutions; and
assisting state legialative and executive stall. and other

related activities and a one-third share ire science and
englneertris and consolidatM undergraduate programs

and funding within the UMervadusta Science Engineering and Mathematics Education (USEME) Division
of Science Engineering and Education mem.

associations engaged in the study of state higher education Imes. especially In issues relating to the critical mix
of state and federal funding of public colleges and uni.
versities.

Support the development of the nation's capability in
broad geographical base
research and science an
(AASCU shouid serve as dominant voice In broadening
the participation of this capability.) Seek additional federal

Advocate bnoadening of eligibility withln the National
Science Foundation. National Institutes of RealM. and
other SIMON' agencies suppoeting undergraduate Re. search and health professions programs to allow higher
numbers of faculty at AASCU Institutions to compete for
, funding.
Cooperate with the mibtruy In expanding educational
opportunities for men and women in the aimed services
, through tuition assistance programs and the Montgomery
I GI Bill. Advocate funding foe the support of education.
I counseling, and job placement that la likely to be needed
I when the Department of Defense trtggers military down .

j sizing. Suppiri Weill. state. and Institutional policies
I that help servicemembers complete propel.* that have
been interrupted as result of an uneepeeted call to
active duty
Strengthen federal and state support of public edllna
lion at all levels, with a special emphasis on programs

state Mance Issues. Them include but me not limited to:

advocating public reaganatiellity lir the support
dor=
of education; (3) making alternate weys to fund mei&

federal magma preorMes advocated by MACUR revising
the distribution of funds bi NSF between reesarch and

stimulate public awareness.

cation policy and Mann encompass both federal and

(I) scalping and communicating trends and issues
the Manning of state...Meted public mato.

those mitteerrikig support for doubling the National

and state Resources to mobilise these resources to

Priorities and activities selected to enhance higher edu-

Priority Directives

Ream to state polity makers the central role of
public colleges and universities in serving state and local
governments as they address critical public policy prob.
lenis and Issues.

Advocate sufficient funding at the state level to public
institutions to maintain the low tuition principle: making
tuition affordable so that more citizens can avail themselves of the opportunity Par college education.
Encourage the direct Involvement and cooperation of
AASCU members in the national agenda stimulated by
the Education Summit and the National !Murat ion Goals
established by the nation's governors and the President.
ASSIst in the implementation of the National Education
Goals, and support efforts to ensure academic qualltY
and coat effectiveness M public colleges and universities
that recognhe and foster institutional accountability.
Promote professional leadership in the field of teacher

preparation, and take the initiative tn the training and
education of the nation's teachers

S

Ian urgent need to repair or replace 20 percent of campus
! plant facllIties at a cost of $60 billion.

Advocate reeXamination of tax code barriers affecting

government bonds and other tax-exempt financing ve
hides that act as disincentives to the financing of construction and renovation prolects at AASCU Institutions.

Advocate and support programs that would bring the
latest technolosy and networking opportunities to all
AASCUmember institutions

Resist further erasion of the federal deduction for stale

and local property and Income taxes. two significant
sources of funding htgher education in the states.

Promote provisions in the federal tax code that will
serve as Incentives for private giving to higher education

institutions
Resist further erosion of federal tax code benefits fia
students: advocate continuing the current exemption of
students from employment taxes ald the current exemp
lion of tuition amounts of scholarships and fellowships.
advocate an end to taxation of scholarships and fellow
shlps for foretgn students attending U.S universities
Advocate a permanent extension in the tax rode of tax
free tuition benefits for employees who enroll In college

level undergraduate and graduate courses under the
employee education assistance program.
Advocate a policy, which can be addresiled in possible

changes to the federal unrelated business income tax
law. that does not diaadvantage stale institutions in their

! need to meet the demands of their unique student
population or to engage In other necessary self support

trig activities usually expected of public colleges and
untversilles.

Oppose the implementation of restrictive statutory
language at the state level regarding college and untver

sity enterprises that would inhibit the legitimate prvvi
Mon of educational services to students and faculty. such

as continuing education and the sale of computers for
educational purposes.
Stimulate federaland state interest in funding academic

factlittes to contain and reverse the consequences ol
deferred nistntenance and to prepare for new enrollment
inrreases expected In the next decade

Advocate increaaed funding levels for Title VII of the
Higher Education Art of I96S especially for areas Wenti
fird as those orgreatest need. Current estimates indicate

Other Directivs

Advocate the direct involvement of AA5CU members in

the polity setting processes of major state laa.sed and
regional associations that affect state colleges aml cciii
versities. including the National Governors Association.
the Education Commission of the States. the National
Conference of State Legislatures. and the State Higher
Education Executive Officers
Document and promote the importance of higher edu
canon to the health. vitality. and well being of the states

by encouraging them to expand their Investment in
public colleges arid universities
Help the diverse constituencies of public colleges and

universities recognize the vital importance of Institu
tional autonomy and the critical link between that au
tonomy and the development and preservation of a high

quality of public hIgher educailon. emphasIzIng that
there Is no single best governance or coordinating structure

that worka for every state.
Dramine the use of state funding knmulas and processes

that are both flexible and fair and that rerogilize the role

of enrollment patterns in public colleges' Institutional
rnimilon. such as the number of part time students
Identify Innovative ways of generating voluntary sup
port for priblIc Maher education from external sources
alunnu. grants and foundallons. and business and in

dually
Stimulate interest itt ar twines that help state policy
makers recognize changes in roles. missions. and tradi
Ilonal constituencies of public colleges and universities
and encourage more flexible policies and creative financial
incentives to better ineet Me changing needs of the states
and regions

Support and strengthen the use of raucous based
student outcomes assessment progranis at public col
leges and universities to demonstnite aceountability In

NEM
state governments. and do so In way that contrtbutes
poalttvely to statewide or systemwtde student assess
; ment mandates.

Urea for college studento to engage in publicservice
careers and community service.

Seek an enlarged role for AASCU institutions In 'he
; Initial planning of state.level economic developmen....
Urines

Advocate changes in state regulations to make It easier
for public colleges and universities to attract and perform
economic development functions, and advocate removal
of unnecessary obstacles hat prevent their broed -based
community Involvement In economic development and
the public sector.

;

'

Advocate Incentive. for business and Industry to develop
training programs that prepare employees for International

;

Advocate federal and state Interest In providing Incen.

Other DIrecrtves

I trade and busineu.

Support the funding of economic development pro
, grams that will harness creative talents contributed by
academie and business partners, and advocate that
these developmental efforts be funded In a Manner that
focuses on small business development and utilization of
the Most appropriate public colleges and universities.

Stimulate and redefine interest in university public; eervice activities through urban and rural area studies
' pro( rams that corre...pond directly to nationai or regional
Iagenda&

PrioriUes and actMties selected to enhance economic
and community development encompass but are not
, limited to: (I) helping public colleges and universities

ECONOMIC
AND

I

identify. plan. Implement end evaluate mimeses to
addresa and solve local. regional, state, and national
economic problems; (2) helping identify specific and
central roles for AASCU institutions by developing
guidelines and models for soonomic and community

COMMI WW1
DEVELORMENf

talization activities, such as economic development
programs and the delivery of distance learning programa.

Strengthen public perceptions and Increase awareness

deveiopment; 13/ promoting a vital link with community
colkges: (41 assistIng MSCU Institutions 1. becoming

about M5CU tnalitutions' rural and urban programs on
a regional and nations) level.

full partners In efforts to Improve social. economic
political, physical and cultural environments in the re
gions they aerie. and (5) promoting the educational
preparation of displaced persona in the community so

Advocate the strengthening of relationships and col
laboration between teacher preparation programs and
local school districts and industry

Priority Directives

le

icpsj ,

Advocate funding for urban public universities that
helps advance academic programs and basic and applied
h. and involves urban untversities More deeply in

that they can participate in the economic growth of their
communtties. regions. states, and the nallon

,1

Stimulate Interest in and fundlng for active collabora.
lion and cooperation among all sectors of the education
and public-service communities In support of rural revi-

the economic. cultural. and social lives of their cities.

INTERNATIONAL

POLICY ISSUES

Priorities and activities selected to strengthen the ongo

lug internaik ial dimensions of MSCU institutions Include but are tot limited to (II increasing mtnortty and
disadvantaged partIcipation In international exchange

Advocate the prioriv of Iniproving the quality of educa
non within public school districts in .111es. small insms
and rural areas through Increased collaboration between
state colleges and universities, local school boards and
districts.

programs: 12) a upporting Title VI of the Higher Education
Act of 1965. with Increased emphasis on International
I (zing the campus and curriculum at MSCU Institutions:
(3) establishing Nsuon al Endowment for International

Promote the Importance of and develop strategies for
recruiting public school teachers (or small town. agricul
tural and remote school distrtois

spec twee, subjects. and skills that enhance the full range

Education to increase the quantity and Improve the
I quality. of teaching and learning about attitudes, per
of International understanding: and 141 promoting Joint
,s

)

ventures between MSCU Institutions. state and federal
governments, and multinational corporations to expand
and Improve AASCU Institutions' contribution to inter
national understanding and world peace.

,Advocate. pursue, and Implement policies and pro.
, grams that increase the participation of minority and
; disadvantaged students and faculty In International ex

, change programa. in historically black and Hispanic
colleges and unkersities and in majority white tristitu
lions.

Advocate federal and state fundtng for long- terrn reciprocal student and faculty exchange programs, In-service
ejucation, ate development. area studies, foreign language instruction, and economic development opportunities abroad.

AASCU's Pueuc
Poucy

AASCU Malin/lions have accepted a public responsibility
to provide citizens with en equal oPPerturlilF for acme
to a college education. With the reeources of students,

CHALLENGE

families, conriunIties, regions, and state and federal

FOR 1991

government.. toe nation has prospered. AASCU's Public
Policy Agenda fur 199115 intended to assist state colleges
and universities in addressing the goals the public has
set for them.

Support the reauthenzation of Title VI of (he Higher
Education Act. but with Increased attention to and
. reallocation of funds for both the undergraduate and
graduate programs of AASCU institutions.

Education can become a top national priority Lf the public
attention it has received during the setting of the National

Advocate new legislative authority that provides for

Education Owls is sustained. Speciftc goals have been

study abroad. overseas research centers and programa to

set and accepted by the President and the nation's
governors. AASCU will support and swat in the imple-

train language teachers Permit grants for study abroad
programa closely related loon campus foreign language
curricula (Undergraduate International Studiesl. permit
support for programs abioad. and include the cost of

mentation of thew goals at the federal and state levels.
AASCU will also con tint.e to pursue the goals set by the
National Commission on the Role End Future of State
College. and Unlversit iesfor example. achieving a rate
of at least 35 percent of American adults possessing a
college degree by the year 2001. and graduating one

travel tri stipend* ilalenstve Summer Language In am uteal

and provide authority for grants to support opportunities
for business students to study abruad in locations that
are important to the economic well being of the United
States

million additional public school teachers to meet the
anticipated teacher de mend during the next decade. This

will lake commitment. leadership. End resources.

consider establishing a new national focal point for
leadership in the international dimensions of American

AASCU institutions have earned public trust as leaders
in higher education. They have accepted the challenge to

educationthe National Endowment for International
Educationwhlch would serve to Increase the quantity.

assume the primary public roie iou each of their respective

and improve the quality of teaching and learning about
attitudes. perspectIves. subjects, and skills that enhance
the full range of international understanding

states as centers of higher learning. AASCU's Public
Policy Agenda for 1991 is the governing Miluence In

Stimulate fedemi and state interest in funding incen
lives for public colleges and universities to assume a
national leadership role in Internationalizing the curricula
across the university, and develop policies and practices

Questions and commenta on this Agenda should be

fulling the role of stewardship of America's state colleges
and unlveraities

directed to:
Office of Governmental Relations
American Assoclation of State
Colleges and Universities
One Dupont Cllcle/Sulte 700
Washington, DC 2003-1192

that reflect the modern realities of global Interdependence
and competitiveness

Advocate federal and state funding Incentives to en
courage joint ventures between AASCL1 institutions and

202/1157-125

multinational corporations and foreign Institutions of
higher learning
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Senator PELL The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT: FOCUS ON HISTORICALLY BLACK
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1991
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES, OF THF
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

Orangeburg, SC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room

134, Belcher Hall, South Carolina State College, Orangeburg, SC,
Senator Strom Thurmond, presiding.
Present: Senator Thurmond.
OPENING STATEMENT Or SENATOR THURMOND

Senator THURMOND. Ladies and gentlemen, it is a pleasure to be

in Orangeburg to hear first-hand your views on reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act.
As a former teacher, athletic coach, and county superintendent
education, I am vitally interested in the direction of education in
this country, particularly in times such as now, the 1990's. Having
a daughter in college and a son who will be a freshman in the fall,
I am personally interested in the direction of higher education.
While the face of education has undergone changes to meet new
demands, one thing has remained clear, and that is nothing is
more important than a sound education to prepare Americans to
meet the challenges of everyday living. Simply stated, education
provides the solid foundation needed to face the challenges of
today.
As a member of the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities, of the Labor and Human Resources Committee in the
Senate, I am delighted to have the opportunity to hold this field
hearing on the campus of South Carolina State College. I wish to
thank Dr. Albert Smith, the able president here, and his fine staff
for their hard work and generosity in hosting this hearing. Dr.
Smith knows how to get things done. Each step of the way, he has
rendered his very able assistance. He is a real man of action.
It reminds me of a story I once heard about a man whose wife
won the lottery. She called up her husband and said, "I won the
lottery, a million dollars, pack your clothes." He said, "Summer or
winter?" She said, "Both, and be out of the house by 6 o'clock tonight." She was a woman of action. [Laughter.]
(1015)
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Over the past few months, the subcommittee has held several
hearings in Washington to receive testimony on reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. Today, we have the opportunity to hear
first-hand from educators outside of Washington who are involved

in the day-to-day operations of higher education institutionsin

this case, historically black colleges and universities.
Before hearing from the leaders of each of the historically black

colleges and universities in the State, we will first hear from Dr.
Barbara Nielsen, if she gets here in time. If not, we will hear from
her later. Of course, she is the State Superintendent of Education,
and she will speak on "Preparation for College."
Next, we will hear from Mr. Fred Sheheen, of the Commission on
Higher Education, regarding the "Big Picture for Higher Education."
Our last panel will consist of the leaders of the historically black

colleges and universities: Dr. Albert Smith, president of South

Carolina State College; Dr. Collie Coleman, president of Allen Uni-

versity; Dr. Ruby Watts, vice president for Academic Affairs at

Benedict College; Dr. Oscar Allen Rogers, president of Claffin College; Dr. Luns Richardson, president of Morris College; Dr. Leonard
Dawson, president of Voorhees College; Dr. Curtis Bryan, president

of Denmark Technical College; and M-. Pernell Smith, dean of
Clinton Junior College. I want to personally welcome each of you
and thank you for taking the time out of your busy schedules to
come here today.

Historically black colleges and universities have played an important role over the years in educating men and %omen of this
Nation. Thousands of young Americans have receivec quality educations at the 107 historically black colleges and ur.iversities na-

tionwide. We are fortunate to have 8 of these school:6 here in South
Carolina.
Across this country, these institutions have a long history of pro-

viding the skills and training to enable young people to meet the
challenges of a rapidly changing society. According to information
from the Office of Civil Rights in the Department of Education,
these institutions have provided an undergraduate education for
three-fourths of all black persons holding doctoral degrees, threefourths of all black officers in the armed forces, and fourth-fifths of
all Federal judges. In addition, 60 percent of the black pharmacists,
40 percent of the black attorneys, and 50 percent of the black engi-

neers have graduated from these schools.
For 9 years, it has been my privilege to sponsor legislation honoring the historically black colleges of our country. The bill this year,
S.J. Res. 40, authorizes and requests the President to designate the
week of September 8, 1991, through September 14, 1991, as "National Historically Black Colleges Week." In light of the contributions of these colleges to our Nation, it is fitting that there be such
a designation.
As we prepare to hear from our witnesses, I am reminded of the

many challenging issues Congress will be facing in reauthorizationgeneral access to higher education, the proper balance be-

tween student loans and grants, the high student loan default
rates, the general integrity of the guaranteed student loan pro-
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gram, the role of profit-making proprietary trade schools, and the
need to simplify the financial aid application process.
With these issues in mind, I look forward to hearing from each of
our distinguished witnesses.
Dr. Nielsen, I am sure, will be here later. She has been held up.
We will go forward now with the first witness, and the first witness is Mr. Fred Sheheen, and we are very pleased to have him
here.

Mr. Sheheen, you may proceed. We are honored to have you

here.
STATEMENT OF FRED R. SHEHEEN, COMMISSIONER, SOUTH
CAROLINA COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION

Mr. SHEHEEN. Thank you, Senator.

We are immensely grateful to you for bringing this great field
hearing to South Carolina. Most of us have an opportunity for
input through our professional organizations in reauthorization in
Washington, but I think it is a singular privilege to have you all
come to South Carolina and permit South Carolinians to have this
input on our own soil, in our own State, where we know we will be
heard, Senator, so I think all of us are very grateful to you for
doing that. It is a privilege.
May I acknowledge in the beginning my colleague, Dr. Robert
PochBob, if you would stand for a momentwho has been instrumental in assisting us in preparing for the hearing at the Commission on Higher Education Center, and I wanted you to know that.
Higher Education in our State, I think, is marked by a lot of
promise and some fiscal uncertainty, the fiscal uncertainty coming
from the lack of revenues that are occurring in South Carolina and
in the country for all educationally governmental programs. But
we are going to live through that fiscal uncertainty and continue to
look to our institutions to enhance quality, Senator.
In 1988, we enacted legislation in the State, designed to enhance
the quality of the institutions, Act 629 of the General Assembly,
better known as the "cutting edge," and it provided a focus for
statewide postsecondary educational improvement in the State,
with a lot of new programs, grant programs, new institutional effectiveness programs, scholarships programs, research grants and
other things at the State's initiative and at the State's expense.
In addition to that, Dr. Nielsen will tell you that we, jointly, the

Commission on Higher Education and the State Board of Education
and the State Superintendent, have formed a new collaborative
council in South Carolina to bring together the elementary and secondary system in the higher education system, and a new coo_perative posture, so I want you to know that is going on, too, to bring
all of these educational elements together in our State to improve
all of those things that you talked about in your opening remarks,
We are particularly proud of the Palmetto fellowship program,
which makes grants of $5,000 per year available to the brightest
students in the State, to retain them within the South Carolina
State system.

We are also proud of the outstanding teaching award that is
given to the Governor's professor of the year every year. It is a

42-924 0 - 91 - 33
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$5,000 stipend that goes to the professor of the year who is selected
through a committee process, and the $5,000 grant is awarded by
the Governor. Again, we are emphasizing excellence in teaching for
undergraduates.

We are living through tough fiscal times, but at the same time
we are doing a lot of interesting things in the State, actively assisting the effectiveness of general education in the State, majors or
concentrations, the performance of our professional program graduates on licensing and certification exams, entry level skills, the academic performance of student athletes.
Now, Senator, you know that Congress enacted legislation on the

academic performance of student athletes, the Student Right to

KnOw Act. Well before the enactment by the Congress of that legislation, the Commission on Higher Education and the institutions in

South Carolina had already embarked on a program for reporting
on the academic performance of student athletes, so we were in the
vanguard in the country on that.
We have a widespread program for minority students and faculty, trying to recruit additional minority students and faculty in the
institutions of higher learning in the State, and an analysis of undergraduate retention and attrition.
Now, we have had some progress, not sufficient progress, but
some progress in our access and equity program, which is our minority program. One indicator of progress with minority student
access is an increase in the number of black undergraduate students enrolled in public colleges and universities in the State.
While the total undergraduate enrollment in public colleges and
universities increased by 7 percent between the fall of 1988 and tb^
fall of 1989, the total black undergraduate enrollment increased by
10 percent over the same period of time, from 18,653 in the fall of
1988 to 20,535 in the fall of 1989. We intend to continue that effort
to bring minority citizens into the mainstream of higher education
in South Carolina, not only among the student bodies, but also in
the faculty and administrative ranks, Senator.
Now, one of the really critical issues for historically black institutions, as well as for minority students who are attending our traditionally white institutions, as well as for all of the families of
South Carolina, is the financial assistance necessary to partake of
higher education at all entry levels. State financial assistance programs only meet a portion of that need, and the Federal assistance
programs made available through the Higher Education Act are
very, very important ingredients to us.
At the State and at the national level, in the State Higher Education Executives Organization, we look very carefully at financial
assistance, and we think, Senator, as you mentioned in your opening remarks, that is a critical element.
Now, we have 8 predominantly black institutions of higher learning, and all of them are represented here now, and we have given
you statistics in our statement, which I will not repeat here, outlining the portion of undergraduate students enrolled in these institutions, and these predominantly black institutions clearly provide
educational services to a significant portion of the State's collegegoing population.

1o
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In addition, they serve the State by providing such critically important functions as equal educational opportunity for black students, education for those who are economically disadvantaged,
preparing black professionals for State and national service, and
providing an educational environment that is supportive of black
students and their culture.
These services are worthy of ongoing State and Federal recognition and support, but we have got to look at student aid, and the
student aid policies which emerged in the 1980's threaten the affordability of higher education for minority students and also for
many other families in South Carolina. These elements include
soaring college costs which exceed the rate of inflation, and they
have exceeded the rate of inflation in South Carolina substantially:
an increase in the siphoning of Federal funds to proprietary vocational schoolsas you know, a large part of the default problem
exists in the proprietary vocational schoolsand, critically, the
emergence of loans, rather than grants, as the primary form of financial aid available to needy students. All three contribute to a
student who is plagued with a high rate of default and who, in
turn, strains the decreasing resources available.
Now, Senator, there is one key point I want to make on the fi-

nancial end, and it is that the trend toward loans, rather than

grants, which occurred in the 1980's, be reversed. I think all of us
in South Carolina, and certainly the State Higher Executives Organization, of which I am a member, feel that the trend toward loans,

which results in graduates carrying with them a heavy debt

burden after they graduate from college, is inappropriate, and that
the trend toward loans should be reversed and more money should
be put into the Pell grant program, so that these people who come
from families with modest income do not graduate from college
with a heavy debt burden.
Because minority students are most likely to receive aid in the
form of a loan, rather than a grant, the prospect of graduating
with a debt of $10,000 or more, combined with lower-paying jobs,
dissuades many potential students from pursing their degree.
The national trend of changes in Federal aid policies, grants to
loans, is reflected in South Carolina, and I have provided you with
statistics on what happened in South Carolina during the 1980's.
We certainly would like to see that reversed, Senator, and I know
it is a key issue in Washington.
Now, one of the key elements that I would like to request you to
consider in reauthorization is expanding the funds for the improvement of postsecondary education. FIPSE is a very useful and exciting program for the colleges and universities in South Carolina and
in the country. At the commission, we are particularly interested
in revitalizing the undergraduate experience, and FIPSE is very
useful for that. We make good use of the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, which is one of the titles in the
Higher Education Act, and we would like to see that substantially
expanded.

We propose that the 1991 Reauthorization Act recast the Fund
for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, so as to focus
this competitive grants program on innovative projects whose primary goals and objectives are to strengthen the education and
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broaden the experiences of the Nation's undergraduates. We need
more focus on undergraduate education. Both 2-year and 4-year
public, and independent institutions would be eligible to apply for
the funding.
We have outlined several expanded purposes for FIPSE, and I
will only briefly mention them, and we have provided you a written explanation of them:
First, college/school transitions and collaborationsDr. Nielsen
probably will address that in her remarkssecond, structural curriculum modifications. We think grants ought to be made avaihNe
to reform the curriculum for undergraduate students; and, th: .d,
faculty development; the heart and soul of the university is the faculty, and we think the faculty should have more opportunities, fiscally subsidized, to improve their talent and their teaching abilities, and the integration of campus life to the educational process;
that is, some kind of pioneering innovative experiences that link
extracurricular programs to the main educational programs of the
students.
What we are saying is that the funds for the improvement of
postsecondary education should have a much larger allocation
funds, Senatorthere is a very modest appropriation in the FIPSE
sectiona much larger allocation of funds designed to improve undergraduate instruction and programming in the public and private colleges in the State.
I think my two key points are, one, reform the aid program, Senator, to reverse the trend from loans to grants, and, number two,
expand substantially the fund for the improvement of postsecondary education, so that these colleges and universities can apply for
innovative grants that will bring creativity to the curriculum, to
the faculty, and to the programs for undergraduate students in the
colleges and universities of South Carolina and the country.
I am indebted to you for the opportunity to make these brief remarks, Senator.
Senator THURMOND. We thank you very much.
I have a few questions for you. I want to commend you for the
fine job you have been doing. I have heard from many people that
you are doing an outstanding job.
Mr. SHEHEEN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator THURMOND. Commissioner, approximately what percentage of students attending higher education institutions in South
Carolina receive Federal financial aid?
Mr. SHEHEEN. Let me get Dr. Pock on that. He brought those statistics with him.
Senator THURMOND. Any questions I ask you, if you do not have
immediate answers, if you could furnish them to Mr. Talbert
hereincidentally, Mr. Talbert is a staff member of the Labor and
Human Resources Committee, and he does a fine job, he is an
expert on all of these questions and he would be glad to work with
you.
Mr. SHEHEEN. We will furnish that data. There is a table here in

the paper showing the percentage that participated in each one of
the programs, but it is not organized exactly as the way you asked
the question, so we will provide those statistics for you.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much,
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As has previously been mentioned, one of the frustrations for
many parents and students is the amount of time and the amount
of detail required to complete the financial aid applications required for receiving grants and loans. For Federal aid alone, an applicant can use one of six forms to apply, depending upon which
particular form the school prefers.

After the form is completed, it is then sent to a processor who
computes the amount a student or family is expected to pay toward
the education, according to two formulas, one formula for the Pell

grant program and one for Stafford loans and the campus-based
programs, such as college work-study, Perkins' loans, and supple-

ment educational opportunity grants.
After completing the Federal student financial aid application, a
student is often required to submit additional information directly
to the school or complete other application forms for the specific
Federal programs. All in all, it is a complex process. Do you think
the present application process discourages students and families
from applying for aid, and, if so, do you have any recommendations
on how the application process might be simplified?
Mr. SHEHEEN. There is no question about the fact that the paperwork burden is extraordinary and difficult and discourages many
young people, particularly those who come from families that do
not have a collegiate background and who cannot make their way
through all of that paperwork, from either knowing about or applying for the financial aid.
Now, the State higher education executive officers have looked at
that, and our suggestion is going to be that we have a single form
for all aid programs, Senator, and that one single form contain all

of the necessary information to qualify a student for all aid programs, and that a single determination of family financial ability
be made for .all programs, and then one form serve all programs
and the judgments be made on the basis of the information on that
one form, rather than the variety of forms we have now, because
there is no question about the fact that, particularly for students
who come from homes that are not familiar with the collegiate
process, making their way through this paperwork jungle is very
difficultone single determination of family ability to pay also, so
that is a key to it, one single form, one single determination of a
family's ability to pay, and then use that to qualify them for the
various programs.
Senator THURMOND. Commissioner, related to the second ques-

tion is the fact that there are many different Federal student aid
programs, each with its own qualifying criteriaPell grants, Staf-

ford loans, supplemental loans for students, PLUS loans, Perkins'
loans, college work-study, supplementary educational opportunity
grants, State student incentive grants, and income contingent
direct loan programs. Do you think any of these programs should
be consolidated, to make the process simpler and more streamlined
for parents and students and others which you serve?

Mr. SHEHEEN. Yes. I think the Pell grant program, of course, con-

tinues to be the keystone. I think the loan programs could all be
collapsed under the Stafford loan program. VVe have looked at the
State student incentive grant program, and we question whether
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that is still effective and generating the kind of match requirement
that it was originally designed to do.
South Carolina, of course, puts in $800,000 for the student incentive grant program and gets $17 or $18 million, so we over-match
about 10-to-1, and I think that the incentive grant program probably could be collapsed into one of the other programs.
It no longer serves the purpose of stimulating a State match, because most of the States far outmatch what the student incentive
grant program requires, so I do think the student incentive grant
program needs to be looked at carefully, as to whether it is still
accomplishing the original goal, which was to stimulate a match
from the States. Most of the States are far out-matching it now.
Senator THURMOND. One of the proposals in President Bush's
fiscal year 1992 higher education budget would increase Pell grant
funding to $5.8 billion, a $41 million increase over the fiscal year
1991 level. In addition, the maximum Pell grant award would rise
to $3,700, from the current maximum of $2,400, and a new need
analysis formula would be established, so that the majority of the

funds would be targeted to families with incomes of less than
$10,000. Would you share your opinion on this proposal in the targeting of Pell grants?
Mr. SHEHREN. Yes, sir. I am deeply concerned about efforts
among some of the professional educational associations in Washington to expand the family income limits into much higher levels,
into the $50,000 and $60,000 level, and I think Pell grants ought to
be for those studentspursuant to the logic in the President's programthe Pell grants ought to be restricted to those families who
are especially needy.
There will be efforts made, I know, to extend the income levels
up to the $50,000 family income range, and I am steadfast opposed
to that. I think that program should be designed to give families
with a modest economic means the wherewithal to attend college,

and I do not think you ought to extend the Pell program family
income limits to the upper levels of family income, simply to gain
political support for it, and that is what I hear in Washington
among the professional educational organizations. I thoroughly
favor the approach of limiting Pell grant eligibility to families of
modest incomes.
Senator THURMOND. Commissioner, as you may be aware, an-

other proposal included in the education budget is $170 million for
the Presidential Achievement Scholarships, which would provide
awards of $500 to Pell grant recipients who excel in their studies.
To receive an award in the freshman year, high school students
must rank in the upper 10 percent of their class or score high on
national standardized tests. Once in college, students must rank in
the upper 20 percent of their class, to receive an award. Do you
have any views on the linking of additional financial aid, in this
case $500, to students' achievement in school?
Mr. SHEHEEN. Well, the twin goals of the financial aid programs,
the two principal twin goals of the financial aid program in the
States and in the country have been, one, economic need, and, two,
academic merit. I will not talk about academic scholarships. But
the basic thrust has been in most programs academic merit and
economic need, and this marries both of those, Senator, so I think
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it has a lot of constructive thought in it, to marry the two principal
criteria that we use, economic aid with academic merit, so I think
it is a creative idea and I certainly would be in favor of it.
Senator THURMOND. Commissioner, one of the big issues many
Americans are concerned about today is the Federal debt, which is
currently over $3 trillion. Under the guaranteed student loan program, default costs are at an all-time high, an estimated $2.9 billion for fiscal year 1991. These costs rank third in the expenditures
of the Department of Education for any major program. Contributing to the current level of defaults are significant increases in the
GSL annual loan volume and the amount of loans in repayment.
In addition, there has been a shift of borrowing by greater proportions of higher financial risk low-income students and students
attending propriety for-profit trade schools. In your opinion, what
should policy-makers do to bring about more accountability in the
student loan program?
Mr. SHEHEEN. First of all, I think that standards have to be set
for the traditional institutions, in terms of their default rates, and
they should be warned that if they do not meet certain minimum
standards, they will not be eligible to participate in the program.
So, I thoroughly agree that we need minimum default rates, which
I think the Federal Government is already looking at.
The President of South Carolina State College and I discussed

thisand he will probably address it in his remarkswith respect
to differentiated methods for following the student loans and the
collection procedures, and I think we can improve that, and I will
leave Dr. Smith to address that, as he did with me privately the

other day. I think he has some constructive suggestions to make on
a differentiated method for collections.
Third, with respect to the proprietary vocational schools, I think
the principal problem has been in the licensing procedures that are
inadequate. The South Carolina Legislature and the Governor are
right now consolidating the licensing procedures in South Carolina
under the Commission on Higher Education. That legislation has
passed the Senate and is pending in the House of Representativesit is pending in both Houses, and so we are going to consolidate our licensing function and we are going to draw more rigorous
regulations for the licensing of proprietary schools in South Carolina.
One of the things that I want to inquire into, when we look at
the whole program of licensing after it is consolidated under the
commission, which is taking place right now, is whether we can use
default rates as a criteria for licensing and for continuation of licensing. We have not looked at that, but I think we need to look at
that.
Senator THURMOND. The last question I believe I have at this
time isover the past 2 years, there has been a fair amount of discussion in the education community of the concept of education
savings accounts, which would be similar to individual retirement
accounts.

Although another committee, the Finance Committee, would
have jurisdiction of any changes in law to establish such an account, I am interested in your views on this matter.
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Based on your involvement in higher education, do you think
such a proposal would, in fact, result in a substantial number of
families saving more than they currently do for college education?
Mr. SHEHEEN. Well, I favor individual savings accounts for college education. There is pending in the South Carolina Legislature
a bill to set up a trust fund account, where all of the funds are
pooled. I have some problems with that. I think an individual savings account earmarked for education with certain tax benefits
would be good. I do caution, though, Senator, that establishing individual savings accounts for college education does not address the
principal problem of need.
What we are concerned about are those famine,. who cannot,
from their own resources, afford a college education ibr their young
people, and if we establish the individual education accounts,
middle-class and upper-income people will take advantage of it and
that will be fine, but I caution the Congress and I caution the State
of South Carolina not to view that as a substitute for adequaw financial aid, and I fear that sometimes when we do those things, we
view them as a substitute for adequate financial aid, and that does
not meet the need of the moderate- and low-income people, because
they do not have the money to put in the savings account.
Senator THURMOND. Would you feel that both would be advisable?

Mr. SHEHEEN. Yes, sir, I think both would be advisable, but I
again would say do not let the substitute for the individual savings

accounts, which would have t tax benefit, I presume, do not let
that subsidy be taken away from the Pell grant program and other
programs that are designed to aid really needy families with moderate income.
Senator THURMOND. Commissioner Sheheen, I want to thank you
very much for taking time to be here. I appreciate your responses
to the questions, and I am sure the subcommittee will find your
suggestions and recommendations very helpful, as reauthorization

of the Higher Education Act moves forward.
Do you have any final thoughts or recommendations with respect
to reauthorization?
Mr. SHEHEEN. No, Senator, except that we are all very excited
about it at the national level. What we are saying is that we think
the Congress ought to be very broad-minded and open-ended about

it, and ought to entertain all kinds of creative thoughts for reauthorization to meet the challenges of the 1990's and the year 2000
in higher education, and not be restricted to the current titles. I
think that the Congress ought to look at all the proposals that are
coming out and not be restricted to the current titles.
Thank you very much. It is a privilege to be here, and I will
remain with you during the morning, Senator.
Senator THURMOND. We thank you for your presence and we do
appreciate your taking the time to remain here.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sheheen follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. SHEHEEN
I. THE CURRENT STATUS OF SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHER EDUCATION

Higher Education in South Carolina is marked by great promise and fiscal uncertainty. Programatically, the State's higher education community has sought to enhance quality through a variety of initiatives including Act 629, better known as
"The Cutting Edge" legislation, which was passed by the General Assembly in 1988
and provided a focus for statewide post secondary educational improvement. Moreover, new initiatives such as statewide educational collaboration between K-I2 and
higher education institutions will contribute to higher quality instruction and more
effective communication among educators. While educational improvement and accountability hinge largely on commitment to excellence within each institution, adequate resources are also essential to produce positive change. Currently, South Carolina's 33 public institutions of higher learning continue to pursue positive and lasting change but do so with decreasing fiscal resources.

When first implemented, The Cutting Edge legislation enabled South Carolina
higher education to pursue aggressively excellence for students, excellence in instruction and educational services, excellence in research for economic development,
and ongoing improvement through planning and assessment. In striving for excellence for students, admissions standards are maintained by South Carolina institutions, not in an attempt to deny access to postsecondary education but to further
ensure that students are prepared for college level work. The Palmetto Fellows
Scholarship Program is in place to foster scholarship and academic achievement
among the State's postsecondary students (in both public and private institutions)
and to retain within South Carolina the State's most outstanding high school graduates through awards based upon scholarship and achievement. Moreover, each
public college and university has directed attention toward retaining students
through developmental education programs that provide instruction in content skill
areas that are necessary for academic success in postsecondary education.
Other Cutting Edge Programs contributing to quality improvement in South Carolina higher education deserve, at minimum, brief mention. In past years, Cutting
Edge funding enabled the Commission on Higher Education to administer a competitive grants program to improve undergraduate education. The program is available to all public and private nonproprietary colleges and universities that are accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools. The program fostered a healthy competition among institutions for grant
money targeted for the improvement or evaluation of undergraduate education.
During the first 2 years of the program, seven projects totalling more than half a
million dollars were approved for funding.

Recognition of outstanding teaching remains a high priority in South Carolina
through the Governor's Professor of the Year Program. Annually, the award is presented to a faculty member from a public or private college or university in South
Carolina who has demonstrated "exceptional teaching." To date, three outstanding
faculty members have received statewide recognition and awards of $5,000 through
this Cutting Edge program.
Furthor efforts to attract and retain superior teachers at public senior institutions
were made possible through the endowed professorships program. This program was
created as part of The Cutting Edge initiative to establish over time 38 endowed professorships (6 at Clemson, 5 at the Medical University, 9 at the University of South
Carolina-Columbia, and 2 each at the other 9 senior colleges). During each of the
program's first 2 years of operation, $750,000 in State funding was set aside for endowed professorships. With severe reductions in State appropriations to higher education, this program and numerous others established to improve postsecondary
education have been put on hold.
Despite reductions made in State appropriations for higher education, there remains some basis for optimism. For example, South Carolina colleges and universities are actively assessing their effectiveness in such areas as general education,
majors or concentrations, the performance of professional program graduates on licensing and certification exams, entry level skills, the academic performance of student athletes, minority student and faculty access and equity, and the analysis of
undergraduate retention and attrition. A statewide higher education planning process is in place that makes use of information generated through the institutional
effectiveness process to create meaningful change in the educational programs and
services of the State's colleges and universities. A central part of the planning process is the creation of a statewide strategic higher education planning document that
is updated annually and sets forth in concise and specific language the direction in
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which higher education must move to achieve meaningful and attainable goals. The
first strategic statewide higher education planning document will be presented to
the Commission on Higher Education for approval in July, 1991.
Among the efforts to improve the quality of South Carolina higher education and
an important indicator of the status of postsecondary education in the State is the
minority student and faculty access and equity program. One indicator of progress

made with minority student access to South Carolina higher education is an increase in the number of black undergraduate students enrolled in public colleges
and universities. While the total undergraduate enrollment in public colleges and
universities increased by 7 percent between fall 1988 and fall 1989, the total black
undergraduate enrollment in South Carolina increased by 10 percent over the same
period of time (from 18,653 in fall 1988 to 20,535 in fall 1989, South Carolina Commission on Higher Education Annual Report 1989-1990, pp. 24, 28). While much re-

mains to be done to improve minority student participation and graduation rates,
the South Carolina Higher Education Program for Access and Equity is focused
upon seven broad goals that serve to keep the noble endeavor of attaining full minority participation alive.
Specifically, the program is aimed at developing and maintaining institutional environments where cultural diversity and the presence of minorities are valued as-

pects of institutional life; achieving parity in black and white graduation rates at
undergraduate professional and graduate levels; making additional progress in
hiring minority faculty, professional staff, and other employees; encouraging the
transfer of minority students from 2-year to baccalaureate degree granting institutions; addressing the financial needs and providing incentives for minority students
by structuring and maintaining state aid -ograms for undergraduate, professional,
blem of underrepresent,ation of black
and graduate students; addressing the
males in higher education in South Carona. ., and. continuing to strengthen historically black colleges to ensure that they will be able to fulfill their missions as full
partners in the higher education system and provide quality education programs
(South Carolina Higher Education Progrum for Access and Equity, November 3,
1988, pp. 1, 2).

Central to the fulfillment of many of these goals is providing the financial assistance necessary for minority students to partake of higher education at all degree
levels. State financial assistance programs can assist only a portion of those that are
in need. Federal assistance programs made possible through the Higher Education
Act are essential ingredients to attaining meaningful levels of financial aid that provide a broad pathway to the lifelong benefits of higher education. Important also,
are the roles of the historically black institutions of higher learning and the continuation of their emerging role nationally and statewide. The following section outlines the general role of historically black colleges and universities in the State and
nation with an emphasis upon the contributions, needs, and opportunities of those
in South Carolina.
II. THE ROLE OF HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES IN THE STATE AND NATION
. federal policy can only be meaningfully supportive of TBI's (traditionally
black institutions) if it is based on a recognition that these institutions serve a
higher purpose than simply providing a second choice for blacks when the presumed first choice, enrollment at traditionally white institutions, proves to be a
myth." (Lorenzo Morris, Elusive Equality: The Status of Black Americans in

".

Higher Education, 1979, p. 200).

Historically, the establishment of black colleges in the United States is a relatively recent event. While several historically black colleges existed prior to the Civil
War and many others were founded during the difficult Era of Reconstruction, such
colleges grew in number and status following passage of the second Morrill Act in
1890. Through the first Morrill Act of 1862, state land-grant colleges emerged for
the purpose of teaching "such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and
the mechanic arts." Progress did not come quickly for historically black colleges as
the educational levels of black citizens remained low in the aftermath of systematic
deprivation. An initial Federal government report on black secondary and higher
schools listed but three black institutions as "college grade" in 1915 (The Traditionally Black Institutions of Higher Learning: Their Development and Status, 18621982, National Center for Education Statistics, Historical Report, March 1985, p. 2).
However, a second Federal survey of black colleges produced twelve years later
found 77 such colleges providing collegiate-level work in vocational training and
teacher education.
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During the 1980's, loans replaced grants as the major source of Federal student

aid, at the same time that aid eligibility was increasingly focused on lowerincome students. Some argue that loans and the subsequent debt are unacceptable to some students, particularly disadvantaged and minority students for
whom the aid was intended, which may affect their decisions to forgo postsecondary education.
According to that same study, the percentage of blacks enrolling in higher education institutions from 1980-1988 dropped from 9.2 percent to 8.7 percent nationwide,
in spite of increased enrollment of minorities in general by over 2 percent. Similarly, while the overall number of minority students increased by 23 percent during
the same period, the number of black students increased by only 2 percent; most of
the gains were in the Hispanic and Asian population.
Because minority students are most likely to receive aid in the form of a loan
rather than a grant, the prospect of graduating with a debt of $10,000 or more combined with lower paying job offers dissuades many potential students from pursuing
a degree. Many join the military instead, preferring a regular paycheck to a loan
repayment schedule. Others join the growing ranks of students who default on their
loans, ruining their credit rating in the process.
According to Schenet:

"Some analysts posit that minority access to post secondary education and
degree completion rates stagnated, or declined, over the past decade because of
the shift in title IV financial aid from a reliance primarily on grants to a mixture of grants and loans. It is argued that loans are not attractive to disadvantaged minority students and, thus, the shift to more use of loan aid by the Federal Government discouraged minority students from pursuing the full range of
postsecondary education options, directed some to proprietary schools, and
caused others to forego any postsecondary education."
The national trends of changes in federal aid policies is reflected in the state of
South Carolina as well, which relies heavily on federal funding for student assistance. During 1985-1987, federal programs were the primary source of student aid in
South Carolina institutions including technical colleges and public and private colleges and universities. Most of this aid was in the form of Pell grants and Stafford
loans. The following table (condensed) appears in a study of financial aid in South
Carolina by A. Robert Thoeny submitted in 1989 to the South Carolina Commission
on Higher Education:
Percentage of Enrolled Students in South Carolina Receiving Aid
Average Award in Dollars by Program, 1981-1988

Program

Teck Coil

pecent

Pubiic C.
U. Award

Percent

Award

Private C
& U. Award

Percent

Federal:
21

Pell
SEOG

5

Perkins

5

CWS

5

23
0

Stafford

State Grants

1365
497
1173

26

908
3904

6

0

0

6
0
8

807
367
1271
1001

37
18
12
27

1469
651
1196
703

1565
0

35
40

2034
2125

Thoeny notes that:

"Some South Carolina institutions, notably the state's private colleges which
have historically served minorities, have done quite well in obtaining this funding (SEOG Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Program, CWS Col-

lege Work-Study, and Perkins programs) which is targeted toward the economically disq-ivantaged."
There is more participation in the Pell, CWS, SEOG, and Perkins Loan programs
in South Carolina compared to the rest of the nation, due to both the large minority
population and the existence of historically black private colleges serving minority
students. South Carolina provides exceptional support to needy students attending
private schools, and ranks in the top two nationwide in terms of the percent of per-
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sonal per capita income for students enrolled in private institutions. All but two historically black higher education institutions in r-aith Carolina are private.
Financial aid available to students attending public colleges and universities in
South Carolina, however, is limited. It is the only state in the nation which does not
provide need-based gift aid derived from public funds to students attending public
institutions. The lack of state funded financial aid indicates that the cost of attending public institutions should be kept low in order to afford students greater opportunities. However, the reverse is true. Except for the technical colleges, the cost of
tuition and fees in South Carolina public higher education institutions is high compared with regional and national averages. As a result, though the current financial
aid system provides support for students attending private schools, it fails to afford
needy students access to public institutions.
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION

Acr

It may well be, as H. G. Wells remarked, that "human history becomes more and
more a race between education and catastrophe." Certainly it is imperative that the
1991 reauthorization of the Higher Education Act focus in substantive ways on the
new challenges that lie ahead of us in revitalizing the undergraduate experience for
the next decade. This revitalization is already underway in many quarters, but if
momentum is to be sustained, the Federal Government must act, in conjunction
with the States, on our belief that the strengthening of undergraduate education in
all its components is essential to the economic, social, cultural and political well
being of the United States.
We propose that the 1991 Reauthorization Act recast the Fund for the ImprovePart A, Reauthorization of the
ment of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE, Title X,
Higher Education Act of 1965) so as to focus this competitive grants program on innovative projects whose primary goals and objectives are to strengthnn the education and broaden the experiences of the nations undergraduates. Both 2- and 4-year
public and independent institutions would be eligible to apply for funding.
According to a myriad of critics and observers, the failings of the colleges and universities are numeiaus. These range from curricular disintegration and fragmentation (Bennett, 1984), to preoccupation with narrow specialization (Bennett, 1984), to
reliance on a marketplace philosophy and a supermarket curriculum (Integrity in
the College Curriculum, 1985), to failure to do more than credential students as opposed to providing a quality education (Boyer, 1986), to rampant confusion, disagreement, and divided loyalties among the various campus constituencies (Boyer, 1986).
So pervasive are the problems, according to one source, that "the nation s colleges
and universities now face unprecedented challenges that derive from an overall mismatch between the educational needs of the nation and current practice in undergraduate education" (ECS: Transforming the State Role in Undergraduate Education, 1986).

To facilitate the risk-taking, experimentation, innovation, and restructuring that
is necessary to modify current practices in undergraduate education, we propose
that the FIPSE grants program to improve undergraduate education be organized

around four broad topics as follows:
1. School/College Transitions and Collaborations: The path from school to college
is often filled with many obstacles for students, parents, counselors, and admissions
officers. Collaborations and partnerships among schools and colleges and among 2and 4-year institutions should be forged to facilitate travel down the road towards a
baccalaureate degree. Such programs might bring schools and colleges together to
identify cooperatively the communication and computational skills and other competencies required for success in college; to develop ways to direct the attention of
all and not just the "above average" high school students to college standards and
disseminate effectively information related to college traits, programs, admission
procedures, and financial aid; to develop feedback systems pertaining to the collegiate performance of beginning students; to implement early intervention or assessment programs to test college readiness of prospective students and to remediate atrisk students; to implement support systems, networks, feedback, program recruit-

mechanisms for transfer
ment and career counseling opportunities and follow-up
students from junior to senior institutions; and to establish mentoring programs to
increase contact among secondary students and college faculty.
Programs designed to facilitate the transition between school and college or between junior and senior institutions so as to increase college-going rates, reduce attrition rates, and increase students' potential for academic achievement would be
appropriate proposal submissions ;r1 ' .! category.
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2. Structural Curriculum Modifications: If the cafeteria style curriculum, that tra .
ditional smorgasbord of course selection, is rejected as being too fragmented, needlessly specialized, incoherent, or just plain illogical, the curricular alternatives are
not as of yet very well defined. Di ifferent curricular configurations and innovative
structural approaches need to be explored which draw on what we know constitutes
effective teaching and which enhance coherence of learning. Curricula need to be
redesigned so as to engage students more actively in the educational process and to
rely more on cooperative collaborative efforts, less on competition. Delivery systems
that rely on large lecture classes, passive learning settings, and traditional grades
need to be reevaluated and transformed into active systems that allow for diversity
of learners' styles.
Delivering the curricula in new ways needs to be explored, particularly with respect to accommodating our increasing technological capabilities, the growing diversity of students, the increasing numbers of non-traditional students, and the persistent under-representation of Blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans in postsecondary institutions. Strengthening of the curricula needs to be accomplished by incorporating global perspectives, including the ideas and materials of non-Western cultures; by integrating internships, cooperative education, and community service programs into the undergraduate experience; by establishing faculty-student research,
or other programs through which to increase faculty-student contact. The reorganization of academic majors and general education or core requirements around
themes, issues, methodologies, or other organizing strategies rather than around traditional academic departments also neWs to be explored. So does the creation of
learning communities centered around specific intellectual themes or tasks.
Proposals to make major structural, organizational, and content changes in the
curriculum so as to enhance academic achievement and improve the quality of the
undergraduate experience would be appropriate submissions in this category.
3. Faculty Development: The faculty are the steering and wheels of any learning
improvement vehicle; they can also be its brakes. Their values, their vested interests, their reward systems and their skills and training must be consistent with our
goals and objectives to strengthen the quality of undergraduate education. In short,
if undergraduate education is to be improved, it is imperative that faculty reward
systems must be restructured so that good teaching and advising of undergraduates
is of central importance. The reward system must also recognize contributions to
curricular reform and to the development or identification of skills and knowledge
that have a direct effect on teaching. Faculty development programs need to be established which help undergraduate teachers to implement "active" as opposed to
"passive" teaching methodologies and to accommodate the different learning styles
of an increasingly diverse student population. Training programs for part-time faculty and for teaching assistants need to be developed which would integrate these
groups into the life of the institution and ensure quality in the classroom comparable to that expected of the tenure-track faculty. Exploration of broade: structural
changes that would involve faculty more deeply in the academic lives of new students is needed. A meaningful reward structure for innovative teaching is essential
as is a method for disseminating successful techniques and incorporating them
across disciplines and departments.
Proposals which seek to involve major segments of the faculty in creative ways of
improving instruction, increasing contact hours with students both in and out of the
classroom, and in implementing reward systems that recognize contributions to undergraduate teaching would be appropriate submissions in this category.
4. Integration of Campus Life with the Educational Process: Alexander Astin,
Ernest Boyer and many others have observed for a number of years that the undergraduate experience extends far beyond the campus classrooms, libraries, and laboratories. Involvement in extracurricular activities has been shown to have a direct
relationship on retention and persistence rates. The breadth, depth, and scope of
these activities directly affects the "chill factor" students experience on particular
campuses. But such activities should be structurally and organizationally linked to
the academic experience for maximum effect. The ideal "community of learners"
should extend logically and explicitly from the classroom to external places, persons, and activities as part of a holistic approach to education.
Maximizing student involvement in extracurricular programs, activities, and
other facets 'of campus life and linking those experiences to the curriculum provides
a window of opportunity to involve students in community and public service programs as an integral dimension of the undergraduate experience. Increasing student
involvement requires careful revision of college goals and objectives with respect to
desired student outcomes that cut across academic, social, cultural, and political
boundaries. Perhaps the greatest challenge in the integration of the several facets of
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is the
campus life is the imperative to involve those students for whom involvement
most difficult, the non-traditional, commuter, or at-risk students who lack the skills,
resources, or motivation to take advantage of the extension of the educational process into realms beyond the lecture hall.

Proposals which develop integral links between the academic endeavors of
students and the campus activities outside the classroom in order to deepen and
intensify student and faculty inenrich the undergraduate experience and which
be appropriate topics for submission in
volvement in the campus community would
this category.

Senator THURMOND. Now we will proceed with the witnesses.
First is Dr. Albert Smith, president of South Carolina State Col-

lege. I have to leave here at 1 o'clock today and I think we are
going to have to limit the presentations to about 7 or 8 minutes.
You turn over your whole statement to us, and we will put it in
the record, your entire statement will go in the record, but just
take about 7 or 8 minutes.
You have 7 minutes, Dr. Smith. We are delighted to have you
here. We appreciate your good work.

STATEMENTS OF .DR. ALBERT E. SMITH, PRESIDENT, SOUTH
CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE; DR. COLLIE COLEMAN, PRESIDENT, ALLEN UNIVERSITY; DR. RUBY W. WAITS, VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, BENEDICT COLLEGE; DR.
OSCAR ALLEN ROGERS, PRESIDENT, CLAFLIN COLLEGE; DR.
LEONARD DAWSON, PRESIDENT, VOORHEES COLLEGE; DR.

CURTIS BRYAN, PRESIDENT, DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE;
DR. LUNS C. RICHARDSON, MORRIS COLLEGE; AND PERNELL
SMITH, DEAN, CLINTON JUNIOR COLLEGE

SMITH. Thank you, Senator.
We are delighted to have this opportunity to testify this morning
and we are deon such an important and such a sensitive issue,
with
us.
lighted always to have you here on our campus
Senator THURMOND. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Let me begin my testimony by saying that the enrollment here at South Carolina State College has increased by approximately 29 percent over the past 5 years, moving from approximately 3,800 in 1986 to right around 5,000 in the fall of 1990. Likewise, the institution has seen the SAT scores of entering freshmen
increase, and we are very proud of that.
Ninety percent of the students at South Cs. 'aline State College
receive some type of financial assistance. More specifically, in
1989-90, South Carolina State College was able to assist 2,685 students through its Pell grant program. Pell grant awards to South
Carolina State College students totaled $4,459,504; 2,070 students
received financial assistance from federally-funded loan jorograms.
Total assistance from these loan programs amounted to $4,083,012.
In addition, another 367 students were awarded $327,706 through
the college work-study program.
Additionally, South Carolina State College received a title III
grant of $1,347,733. This grant funded some 15 activities last year.
Also, the TRIO programs received $119,173, which served another
200 disadvantaged students. This represents an infusion of over $10
million Federal dollars targeted to low-income, disadvantaged and,
in many instances, first-generation college students.

Mr.
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Without these Federal funds, these students would never be able
to enjoy the advantages of receiving a quality education.
Therefore, on behalf of South Carolina State College and the
other historically black colleges and universities here in the State
of South Carolina, I will be addressing the impact of the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act on the following three programs:
(1) Federal student aid, which provides grants and loans; (2) the
title III program, which is the largest institutional aid program

that assists institutions in establishing and strengthening their

physical plants, academic resources and student services; and (3)
the TRIO programs, which provide the basic educational and support services that low-income first-generation students need, in
order to discover and realize their aspirations.
I offer the following recommendations:

First, that the Pell grant award be increased to $4,000. This

would help to address the imbalance between loans and grants. As
it stands now, the Pell grant award level of $2,400 does not fully
meet the needs of our Nation's disadvantaged students.
Second, it is very important that the interest rate for the Perkins
loan remain at 5 percent per annum. The Perkins loan is an institutional-based program that enables the institution to maximize
loan funds that are available.
Third, I support the proposal of the Department of Education
that encourages institutions to use the electronic data exchange.
The electronic data exchange offers institutions quicker processing
of financial aid documents. The processing time of financial aid
documents generally takes from 6 to 8 weeks from date of submission. However, with electronic data exchange, the documents can
be received and processed within 48 to 72 hours. This early eligibility establishment will allow institutions to disburse funds immediately to student recipients. This action can also help institutions to
avoid serious cash flow problems.
Fourth, institutions are only allowed to transfer 10 percent of
this Federal allocation between the supplemental education opportunity grant and the college work-study program. I am recommending that institutions be allowed to transfer up to 25 percent of new
Federal dollars among these campus-based programs.
Now, under title III programs, we are making the following recommendations:

First, that the part B floor minimum grant be increased from

$350,000 to $500,000. This increase would provide a minimum level
of funding for 15 part B smaller historically black colleges and universities.
Second, that the Bush administration's proposal to establish a
set-aside of $20 million be enacted for historically black colleges in
the part C challenge, which is the endowment grant program, with
a part C authorization of $75 million for fiscal year 1993. This en-

actment would increase the part C authorization from $20,000 to
$75,000 per institution, and create a separate $20,000 authorization
for part B institutions participating in part C.

Third, presently, section 326 provides eligibility for 5 historically
black graduate and professional schools, which consists of Clark Atlanta UniverF'-, Tuskegee University School of Veterinary Medi-
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School of
cine, the Morehouse School of Medicine, the Meharry
School
of MediMedicine, and the Charles R. Drew Postgraduate 5 additional
hiscine. The approval of 326 will provide funding for
schools,
torically black college and university graduate/professional
the Xavier University School of
and those institutions include
School of Law, the Texas
Pharmacy, the Southern University
Marshall
School of Law, the Florida
Southern University Thurgood
Pharmaceutical
Science, and the North
A&M University School of
Carolina Central University School of Law.
to impleFourth, we would request that institutions be permitted
of
their
ment activities approved by the Secretary as partcarrying section
out the
to
323 application, which contributes significantly increased
flexibility
overall purposes of part B. This would provide
contribin the use of part B funds, by permitting activities which
specifically
of
the
program,
but
are
not
ute to the overall purposes
authorized.
that the
With respect to the TRIO programs, we recommend
Secretary
to
use 80
present legislation be amended to require the
services
level
to
appropriated
above
current
percent of any amount
institution
or
a
base
the
bring all grants to the level requested by
incidentally, is
grant level of no less than $300,000, towhichever,
reach
a
larger
percentage
lower. This will enable these programs
example,
talent
search
programs
serve less
of at-risk students. For
despite
their
eligible
for
TRIO
services,
than 10 percent of students
proven success rate.
I
Finallyand this relates to what Commissioner Sheheen and
of
a
talked aboutfinally, I am recommending the establishmentwould
agency
special national student loan collection agency. Thisloans.
all
outstanding
student
be responsible for collecting
for
Under this program, every employer would be responsible
with
the
agency
providing the national security loan collection
all
employees.
The national
Social
Security
numbers
of
names and
identifying
would
be
responsible
for
student loan collection agency
indebtedness.
all employees who have outstanding student loan
be responOnce this information is received, each employer would
their
respective
sible for collecting the outstanding student loans of
employees through regular payroll deduction.
and would
This Federal policy would apply to all employers
enforced.
I am
result in appropriate fines and penalties, when not
indebtedloan
convinced that this approach for handling studentthe
colleges and
be
far
superior
to
requiring
ness would prove to
and uniburdensome
task.
The
colleges
universities to assume this
which
is
versities are not equipped to handle this responsibility,
sturIpnt
aid/loan
most important to the continuation of the Federal
program.
testify on
Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for inviting me to Education
reauthorization
of
the
Higher
this important issue, the
Act, which is so vitally important to disadvantaged students desirous of acquiring a college education.
my inI want to conclude my testimony with a quote taken fromfollows:
28,
1987,
and
that
quote
is,
as
augural address of February
"We must never allow the acquisition of an education to become a
luxury that is available to only a privileged few."
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Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for providing me with this

pportunit.

nator THURMOND. Thank you very much.

I am a little concerned about the time. You went over a couple of

minutes. If the rest of you could hold it to 7 minutes, I wish you
would do it. In fact, if you want to State that you agree with soand-so's statement, and if you do not agree with any of them, do
not hesitate to express yourselves, but I have got to leave here at
1:00 o'clock and I want to be sure we get through.

Thank you very much, Dr. Smith. We thank you again for your
courtesy and assistance here.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you.

Senator THURMOND. Our next speaker is Dr. Collie Coleman,
president of Allen University.
Mr. COLEMAN. Senator Thurmond, Bishop James, chairman of
our board, asks that we express his pleasure in holding these hear-

ings in the State of South Carolina and for inviting us to be a part
of them. We will try to hold to the 6-minute limit.

I want to say that I do agree with the Commissioner and his
comments, and also with Dr. Smith, president of South Carolina
State College.

Historically black colleges and universities are, in many respects,
the unsung heroes of American higher education. HBCU's do much

with little. This feat of doing much with little over the years has
created what is believed to be an unintended Catch 22 situation.
That Catch 22 scenario is a subtle self-perpetuating idea among
many, that these miracle-making institutions (HBCU's) can continue to do much with less.

Notwithstanding this dilemma, HBCU's continue to hold their
own among the topology of American institutions of higher educa-

tion. Increased funding is necessary. The mechanism for HBCU's to
take advantage of those competitive grants, the staffing necessary
for them to support and to participate is essential.
Allen University, for example, a 121-year-old HBCU, is perhaps
an unwilling model of this do-much-with-little ideal, and this ideal
plagues HBCU's, in general. The narrative which follows is, I believe, both revealing and instructive.
First, on the current DOE programs, Allen University, which is
included in the statistics of graduating persons for the professional
schools, including 7 college presidents, is involved in just one edue student aid programs. That one procation program other tha
gram is the special service.. .or disadvantaged students. The institution's participation in the program covers 7 years. The total funding, though, through that 7-year participation is less than $650,000.
Yet, by mission, Allen University focuses on and is committed to
developmental education.
To comment about the TRIO programs, there are many benefits

from these programs, and those benefits are significant. Student

skills have been enhanced in reading and writing, and self-concepts

have also been strengthened. Without the continuation of these
programs with increased funding levels, those students who are

productive, contributing members to society could very well be on
the welfare rolls.

1
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I would just like to take a minute to say that my personal affiliation with Upward Bound dates back to 1970, at the University of
North Carolina. I myself would have been an Upward Bound student. That program perhaps does more with less than any of the
other programs, and I certainly would like to emphasize that the
continued funding for those programs, special services, talent
search and EOC Upward Bound, would do much to enhance the
continuation of our students in the higher education mainstream.
I would like to conclude my comments by saying that we believe
that the recommendations submitted by Dr. Smithwe are certainly in agreement with those, and we certainly would hope that the
committee would take those seriously in making its final recommendations.
Thank you.

Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much, Dr. Coleman. We are

very pleased to have you with us.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Coleman follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. COLEMAN

Senator Thurmond and colleagues here assembled. Good Morning. I am pleased to
be invited to participate in this field hearing in :egards to the Re-Authorization of
the Higher Education Act.
Bishop F. C. James, Chairman of the Allen University Board of Trustees, sends
his greetings and expressions of appreciation to you for your leadership in bringing
this mast welcomed and important hearing to South Carolina.
I will comment on the following:
The Important Role of HBCU's
--The Impact of Current DOE Programs on HBCU's
The Benefits Received From the Programs at HBCU's
My Personal and Professional Shared Background With the TRIO Programs
Specific Suggestions and Recommendations
I. RoLE oF HBCU'S

HBCU's are, in many respects, the unsung heroes of American Higher Education.
HBCU's do much with little.
This feat (doing much with little) over the years has created what many in higher
education believe to be an un-intended Catch-22 situation. That Catch-22 scenario

is a subtle, self-perpetuating idea among some that these miracle-making institutions (HBCU's) can continue to do much with little or less.
Notwithstanding this dilemma, HBCU's continue to hold their own among the topology of American institutions of higher education.
With this in mind, I support the following:

Increasing, under the title III program, the minimum level of funding under
part B from $350,000 to $500,000.
Providing maximum flexibility, within the title III funding, to enable smaller
developing institutions, such as Allen University, to propose activities which
will best serve them in becoming increasingly more self-sufficient. This flexibility might include support (funding) for sorely needed expert staff required to
maximize grant funding in support of critical institutional developmental and

operating needs.
--Shifting the emphasis away from loans to increased grant, entitlement student
aid, in general, and for freshmen and sophomore students, in particular.
Allen University, a 121 year old HBCU is, perhaps, an unwilling model of this "do
much with little" illness which plaques HBCU's in general.
The narrative which follows is, I believe, both revealing and instructive.
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II. CURRENT DOE PROGRAMS

Allen University is involved in just one DOE program other than the Title IV,
Student Financial Aid Programs, i.e. Pell grant, SEOG, CWS. This one program is

Special Services for Disadvantaged Students (Student Support Services) Program.
Each currently funded program, in general, and at Allen University specifically,
is working well and should be continued at an increased level of support.
The college's (Allen University's) participation in the program covers 7 years. The
total funds through the program is less than $650,000.
1980-85--$75,000
1985-86--$80,000

1986-87$85,000
1987-88$101,000
1988-89$106,000
1989-90$96,000

1990-91--$100,000

$433,000

Increased funding of these programs is urged at a level to compensate, in part,
with inflation and the increased cost of doing educational business which attends
each of these programs.
III. BENEFITS FROM THE TITLE III AND TITLE IV PROGRAMS

The benefit from the programs is significant. Student skills have been enhanced
in Reading, math, English, Writing. Self-concepts have been strengthened. Institutional development has been significantly strengthened through support from these
programs.
IV. SHARE BACKGROUND WITH TRIO

I would have been an Upward Bound Student and Spaulding High School in
Spring Hope, NC. In fact, my professional experience with TRIO programs dates
back to 1970 at the University of North Carolina where I served as the first minority or African-American Director of the Upward Bound Program. Overall, my experiences with Upward Bound, Talent Search, Special Services, EOC's include the following:

Upward Bound Director at UNC, 1970-72
TRIO Program Officer, Atlanta Regional Office, 1972-77
TRIO Program Officer, Washington, DC, U.S. Department of Education, 1978

Title IV 13rogram Officer, Washington, DC, U.S. Department of Education,
1979-80

Trainer (Facilitator of Special Programs Personnel with ETS, Marquette,
Howard University 1980-1987)

Consultant for Title III Impact Student, Research Triangle Institute, 1982-84
By mission, Allen University focuses on and is committed to developmental education. The funding of Special Services, though meager, has had a positive impact on
this small, private Historically Black College.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Given these intimate, first-hand experience with and involvement with the programs referenced hereinand, as a College President since 1984I made the following recommendations, suggestions and comments regarding Reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act:
--Re-visit and re-examine the current strategies utilized to address the serious de-

fault rate on loans. The actual dollar level of the loans may be a better indicator of the extent of the problem than the percentage of students in default. Further, the current practice of penalizing colleges and universities for student failure to re-pay loan require more careful study and reconsideration.
Change the eligibility for participation in title III from accreditation for 5-year
to candidacy status for 2 years.
Consider the establishment of a national agency to assist with the collection of
default loan with key input from the higher education community, including
representation from all types of Historically Black Colleges and University.
Finally, I go on record as supporting the recommendations of the Education Association in regards to the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. in general,
and the proposed changes to the Student Aid Programs, in particular
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Senator THURMOND. Next is Dr. Ruby Watts, vice president for
Academic Affairs, Benedict College.

Mr. Watts, we are glad to have you.
Mr. WAIT& Thank you very much. Thank you, Senator, for inviting Benedict College to be present at this hearing. Dr. Grigsby
sends his regards and he sends me to represent Benedict College
this morning.
Without question, historically black colleges and universities or
HBCU's play a role of critical positive significance in our State and
Nation.
In my written report, I have included a number of statements
from authorities in the field of education and other fields attesting
to the role that historically black colleges and universities have
played in this country.
Statistics show that HBCU's produce 50 percent of black business
executives, 50 percent of black engineers, 75 percent of black military officers, 80 percent of black Federal judges, 85 percent of black
physicians, and the list could go on. These are statistics with which
we are familiar.
Studies have shown also that HBCU's are more likely than majority institutions to provide an environment in which the Africa-

American students can achieve to their optimal capacity, and we
can document that from a number of sources, as well.
One person has stated that attending a black college or universiself-exploration and positive selfty stimulates personal growth,
esteem. These facts and observations attest to the role of HBCU's
in the Nation and the State at-large.
The best way for me to address more specifically the role of these
institutions is to talk about the kinds of things that Benedict College is involved in at the State and national level, and just a couple
of these are, as follows:
The college has engaged in a contract with the South Carolina
Department of Social Services to provide course work leading to
the bachelor of social work degree for DSS employees who need
This
such work for professional certification and job advancement. from
program is in existence now and we have graduated 9 persons
the program, and currently we have 24 persons involved in the program
Another one that I want to mention is in response to the shortage of teachers in the State and the Nation. We have two programs
in effect now, the MATE program, Minority Access to Teacher
Education program, and the Armed Forces Teacher Education for
Retirees, what we call the AFTER program. So, we can substantiate over and over again that HBCU's play a very significant role in
the State and Nation.
In regards to financial aid and its impact on Benedict College, we
know that a large majority of students at HBCU's receive financial
aid. A recent UNCF publication asserts that 91 percent of all students at the UNCF schools received some form of financial aid in
1988-89.

That report also reflects on the fact that there is a shift from
grants to more loans, and that with so many students coming from
extremely low-income families, adequate financial aid is crucial to
their ability to stay in college, and that the emphasis on loans has
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some impact on students' access to college, because some of these

students and their families are not willing to take on the loan

burden in order for their young people to go to school.
In regards to the TRIO and title III programs, we can document
again and again, also, that the TRIO programs have been successful across this country and on our individual campuses, and I have
included in my report this documentation.
Currently, Upward Bound programs or a current review of TRIO
programs shows the following: Upward Bound programs are currently enrolling close to 50,000 students in 502 projects at institu-

tions of higher learning. Talent Search programs currently are

serving 260,000 students in 177 programs. The BOG programs are
currently serving approximately 112,000 clients at 40 sites.
Now, Benedict College has had an Upward Bound program since
1973. In its 17-year tenure, the program has been funded for a total
of 1,020 students, but it has actually served 1,286 students. Of the
269 Benedict College Upward Bound students who graduated from
high school, 79 percent are known to have enrolled in college, and
75 percent of these have remained in college, and this is an admirable retention rate for these students, which exceeds the usual retention rate.
Title III programs have played a critical role at Benedict College,
as well. We have a number of benefits that we have had from the
title III program. We have used our title III to develop an honors

program that has gained recognition at the campus, regional and
national levels. We have developed a comprehensive faculty development program. We have developed two new programs and accompanying facilities, the environmental health science program
and the office systems management program, to address in the
local and State community, and the list could go on.
I endorse the recommendations that have been made earlier
from our colleagues, and I will not repeat any that they have of-

fered already.
One that I would like to present concerning the TRIO programs
is this one, that funding for TRIO programs should be increased
and the current procedure for awarding grants should be maintained. Estimates show that these programs are successful, but that

less than 10 percent of eligible students are being served, due to
lack of funding. Consolidation of these programs and shifting the
granting of awards to the States would very likely deprive small
institutions of each equal access to the funding. TRIO programs
have proven their worth in their present configuration, and shifting the funding base to the States would endanger the infrastructure that is the basis of the success of these programs.
I think my time is about up.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you, doctor. We appreciate your presence and the suggestions you made.
Mr. Wierrs. Thank you very much.
[The preparod statement of Mr. Watts follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. WATTS
GENERAL ROLE OF HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN THE STATE
AND THE NATION

Without question, Historically Black Colleges and Universities, hereafter referred
and our
to as "HBCU's," play a role of critical positive significance in our nation and
well
and
the
nation
with
well
educated
state. They have supplied the states
trained, productive, and innovative workers, leaders, and citizens in all professions

of nuand walks of life. This assertion is supported by the assessments and findings
merous authorities in various areas of higher education. For example, Roland C. McConnell, Professor Emeritus of History at Morgan State University, writes that:
Prior to the Brown decision of 1954, these universities and colleges, some one
hundred more or less located in the states where legal segregation was practiced and the bulk of the Afro-American population resided with one or two in
Ohio and Pennsylvania, were responsible for the education and training of the
dentists, pharmacists,
vast majority of Afro-American ministers, physicians,
lawyers, teachers, and leaders in other fields and vocations. The fact that by
1930, slightly over four-fifths of the Afro-Americans living in the South ten
by

years of age and older were literate is a testimony of the work wrought

teachers trained in these black institutions of higher learning.
one half
In 1981, these Afro-American universities and colleges conferred over nineteen
of the bachelor's degrees earned by Afro-American students in the These ininstitutions are located.
states and the District of Columbia where theblack
baccalaureates in engineerstitutions of higher learning produced more
ing, computer science, mathematics, the biological and physical sciences and
business management than the other 673 institutions in these states ("Educating America: Black Universities and CollegesStrengths and Crises").
Dr. Leon Howard, president of Alabama State University, writes that "For generations, HBCU's have been repositories of African-American culture, research, development, and progressive thinking and positive change. The HBCU has always
served as an African-American brain trust" ("Educating America: Black Universities and CollegesStrengths and Crises").
Statistics show that HBCU's "have produced 50 percent of black business executives, 50 percent of black engineers, 75 percent of black military officers, 80 percent
of black federal judges, 85 percent of black physicians, and 40 percent of all members of the U.S. Congress" (Dr. Lune C. Richardson, "Educating America: Black Uni1991).
versities and CollegesStrengths and Crises,"
Dr. Jimmy R. Jenkins, Chancellor of Elizabeth City State University, observes
that today;
Most HBCU's . . are first rate, fully accredited, state supported institutions of.
higher learning; They have become one of the greatest legacies of America. .
These institutions with their unique missions have survived. Their records are
admirable. Their strength is their graduates. While eighty percent (80 percent)
of African-Americans attend predominantly white institutions, HBCU's graduof all Black college graduates. More
ate more than fifty percent (50 percent)
African-Americans
going on for graduate
than sixty percent (60 percent) of all
and professional degrees, come from historically Black institutions. These institutions have served America well" ("Educating America: Black-Universities and
.

Colleges-Strengths and Crises").
A recent United Negro College Fund publication states the essence of the importance of HBCU's in this way:

been the only institutions in
For 150 years, historically black colleges have
America specifically dedicated to providing opportunities for black men and
women to enter college and succeed there. These institutions enroll approxi40
mately 35 percent of all black students in 4-year colleges and graduate about inpercent of all blacks earning bachelor's degrees in the U.S. On the basis of
formation from the U.S. Department of Labor, by the turn of the century more
than one-third of the new entrants into the American labor force will be minorities, of which over half will be black. A majority of new jobs these workers
Historically black colleges are sinwill fill will require postsecondary education.
gularly well-equipped to provide educational opportunities for this emerging
work force.
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Studies have shown that HECU's are more likely than are majority institutions to
provide an environment in which African-American students can achieve to their
optimal capacity. Jacqueline Fleming in her study that resulted in the widely publicized book Blacks in College (Jossey I3ass, 1984), found that black colleges are clearly

superior to their white counterparts in providing an environment of acceptance and
support that encourages black students to develop and achieve during their critical
developmental years.
Dr. Judy Lynn Mitchell asserts further that:
. . . (HBCU's) are institutions where dreams come true. Dreams which are initiated, molded and nurtured into realities. Each campus is a community consisting of individuals belonging to a family promoting sister and brotherhood, unified in spirit that extends beyond bloodlines.
Institutional goals of Black colleges and universities are multifaceted and multidimensional. Nonetheless, they recognize the wholeness of the individual therefore, nurturing each student's mind, body and soul. Enrollment in Black colleges and universities allows students the opportunity to be creative, scholars,
academicians, businessmen and businesswomen, but productive citizens in every
facet of our society. Attending a Black college and university stimulates person
al growth, self-exploration and positive self-esteem ("Black Colleges and Universities: A Perspective," 1991).

The foregoing facts and observations attest to the role of HBCU's in the nation
and the state at large. The best way for me to address more specifically the role of
these institutions is to cite some contributions of my own institutionBenedict Collegeto the state and national community. Service to the larger community has
always been inherent in the mission and objectives of Benedict College. That this
mission is being achieved is borne out by the ensuing examples.
The College has engaged in a contract with the South Carolina Department of
Social Services to provide coursework leading to the Bachelor of Social Work degree
for DSS employees who need such work for professional certification and/or job advancement. The initial program was offered in Beaufort County at Penn Center for
employees in the low country. It has since been replicated at the main campus, and
other off-campus sites are being explored. Nine (9) employees have graduated from
the program, and twenty-four (24) are currently enrolled in the program.
The College has entered into a joint project with the South Carolina Criminal

Justice Academy to offer coursework which enables state, county, and municipal
employees to pursue degree work leading both to recertification to maintain employment as well as to a bachelor's degree in Criminal Justice.
In response to the shortage of teachers in the state and the nation, Benedict
College has initiated two innovative projects designed to increase the pool of teachers. One is the Minority Access to Teacher Education (MATE) program, supported
primarily by funds allocated by the General Assembly through the S. C. Teacher
Recruitment Center at Winthrop College. The MATE Program is designed to recruit
high school students from selected rural areas of the state into the College's teacher
education program and provide for them academic support and enrichment activities as well as supplemental financial support. Upon their graduation, these students are obligated to teach in a rural underserved area of the state. The other
project is the Abed Forces Teacher Education for Retirees (AFTER) Program. This
project recruits military personnel who have retired or are near retirement, into the
Elementary Education program. The program, funded by the Coca-Cola Foundation,
is designed primarily to address the need for Black male teachers in the classroom.
The records of our alumni attest further to the role Benedict College plays in the
nation and the state. These include the following:
National Level
Judge Harold StevensFirst Black Supreme Court Justice of New York
Dr. Leroy WalkerFirst Black US. Olympic Coach; Head Coach of the U.S. Track
and Field Team in the 1976 Olympics in Montreal; Internationally famous as a pioneer in the application of scientific principles of mechanics to track ano fiels!

Major General Matthew ZimmermanFirst Black Chief of Chaplains in the U.S.
Army

Ms. Carlean AlfordFirst Black woman to be hired as a Federal Bank Examiner
in the Fourth Federal Reserve District, including Ohio I'. nnsylvania, West Virginia, and Kentucky.
Mrs. Ada Huff EvansColorado's first black Mayor (of Fairplay, CO, 1975).
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known author and one of the Nation's leading
Dr. Nick Aaron Ford--Nationally
literature
and Black Studies; authored or co-auauthorities on African American
50
journal
articles.
thored ten books and published over
prominence as a result of her work to esMrs. Septima ClarkGained nationaleleven
(11) states of the Deep South; estabtablish citizenship school throughout
lished school for illiterate adults.
affiliate
Dr. John McKissickFirst Black to head the Ohio Baptist Convention, an
USA
of the American Baptist Churches,
State Level

to have
Mr. Tarleton BlackwellFirst Black and youngest commissioned artist
(portrait of

his work permanently displayed in the South Carolina Senate Chamber
Senator I. Dequincey 14ewman)
RichDr. Alma W. ByrdFirst Black woman elected to serve as Chairperson of
Board
land County District One School
district.
Rep. Frank GilbertFirst Black senator to serve in hisAssociate
Judge of the RichAttorney Lincoln JenkinsFirst Black to serve as an
land County Court.
ReconAttorney I.S. Leevy JohnsonFirst Black South Carolina Legislator since FoundHead
of
the
South
Carolina
Bar
Association;
struction; first Black appointed
er of the South Carolina Legislative Black Caucus and served as its chairman in
1979-80.
in RichMrs. Marlene McClerklinFirst Black Mathematics Consultant to serve
land School District One
Black published woman novelist in South Caro-

Mrs. Annie Greene NelsonFirst
lina
Teacher of the Year, 1989-90
Mrs. Maria PylesNamed South Carolina
Mrs. Sara B. SheltonServed in the South Carolina House of Representatives,
District 23, Greenville, SC

Mr. Wilbur TuckerServed as Postmaster in Manning, SC
Mrs. Patti ShawServed as Postmistress in Summerville, SC
Mrs. Hattie SimsServed as Magistrate of Gadsden, SC

of Benedict Graduates:
South Carolina Schools Named in Honor
Bethel-Hanberry Middle School in Blythewood, named in honor of Dr. Annie E.
Hanberry
in honor of Mr.
A.J. Lewis/Greenview Elementary School in Columbia, named
A.J. Lewis
FINANCIAL Am AND Irs IMPACT ON BENEDICT COLLEGE

The 1990 Statistical Report of the United Negro College Fund (UNCF) reports
that:
of all students received some form of
At UNCF member institutions, 91 percent
colleges,
close to 100 percent of the stufinancial aid in 1988-89. At some UNCF
dents depended on financial aid in order to attend.
Institutional Research Program's
Recent survey data from the Cooperative
annual freshman survey shows that the median estimated family income of students attending private black colleges in fall 1989 was $31,666 as contrasted to
$49,729 for students attending private nonsectarian colleges. I Data show] that8
vs.
three times as many students who attend private black colleges (24 percentfigure
family
income
is
less
than
$15,000a
percent) come from families where
index. With so many students coming
close to the government's poverty level
from extremely low income families, adequate financial aid is crucial to their

ability to stay in college" (p. 12).
1982-83 and 1988-89, Pell grant
The UNCF Report observes further that between
despite
increases
in enrollment figures as
and SEOG funds remained fairly constant
to these
well as in the Consumer Price Index, while the amount of funds loaned
$26 million
Student
Loan
program
increased
from
students through the Guaranteed

fewer stuto nearly $52 million. The conclusion reached in the Report is that "As
having to rely
dents have been able to obtain grant funds and with more students
difficult for thousands
on loan funds, financing a college education has become more
attend
UNCF
institutions"
(p.
16).
of low income students who
its stuBenedict College, a UNCF school, reports that approximately 94 percent of
The largof
financial
aid
in
the
1990-91
year.
dents are receiving one or more forms
The
est source of financial aid over the past five years has been the Pell grant.
aid, folSouth Carolina Tuition Grants has been the next largest source of financial
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lowed by the College Work Study Program. Since 1987, the Guaranteed Student
Loan program has comprised a large portion of the student financial aid package,
with the Perkins Loan Program contributing significantly also.
A review of the income data of students who attended Benedict College in 1988-89

indicates that approximately sixty percent of the students had a yearly family
income of less than $14,999 (Benedict College Institutional Self Study Report, 1991).

This suggests that a substantial number of Benedict College students would not
have access to a college education without financial aid.
TRIO PROGRAMS/TITLE 111 PROGRAMS

The worth of the TRIO Programs has been documented repeatedly. A bulletin

published by the National Council of Educational Opportunity Associations in 1981
provides the following summaries of evaluations of the TRIO Programs under the
title: "Evaluations of the Special Programs for Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds Have Shown the Projects to be Effective":
Special Services for Disadvantaged Students
A 1981 study commissioned by the Department of Education and conducted by
the Systems Development Corporation tracked the performance of approximate-

ly 5800 freshman students enrolled at 58 representative Special Services

projects in 1979-80. It compared their performance to that of a control group of
equal size drawn from the same institutions. It found:
Project services are reaching their intended population: economically and
educationally disadvantaged students;

Students who receive the full range of Special Servicescounseling, tutoring and basic skills instructionwere 2.26 times as likely to complete

their first year of college as students who do not receive those services; and
SSDS students who attempted and completed more course units than did
similar students who did not participate. [Source: John Coulson with Clarence Bradford and Judith Kave, "Evaluation of the Special Services for Disadvantaged Students (SSDS) Program: 1979-80 Academic Year," (Palo Alto,
CA: Systems Development Corporation, 1981.)
Upward Bound
The most recent major study of Upward Bound was conducted by Research Triangle for the Department of Education. It followed 3,710 Upward Bound twelfth
graders from 54 randomly selected Upward Bound projects and a comparison
group of similar non-participants for 4 years. It concluded:
The Upward Bound program appears to have a beneficial impact on students' educational aspirations, postsecondary progress and persistence;

91 percent of Upward Bound graduates entered postsecondary institu-

tions;

Upward Bound participants were more than twice as likely to enroll in a
4-year college or university than were students in the control group;
Upward Bound participants took greater advantage of financial aid and
support services while in college than comparable non-participants; and

Four years after high school graduation, Upward Bound participants
were four times as likely to have earned a baccalaureate as comparable

non-participants. [Source: Graham Burkheimer, John A. Riccobobo, and
Joseph M. Wisenbaker, Evaluation of the Upward Bound Program: A
Second Follow-up, (Research Triangle Part, NC: Research Triangle Institute, 1979).]

Talent Search and Educational Opportunity Center
No national evaluation of these programs has been completed. However, in 198182:

Educational Opportunity Centers served 127,198 clients: 3,621 Indians, 4,645
Asians, 50,780 Blacks, 19,743 Hispanics, and 48,418 Whites. 34,145 (27 percent)
clients were placed in postsecondary institutions.
Talent Search Projects served 200,612 students: 8,449 Indians, 6,641 Asians,
82,914 Blacks, 39,541 Hispanics, and 63,066 White students. 74.790 students (37
percent) were placed in postsecondary institutions.

More than 20 percent of Black and Hispanic frPshmen who entered college in
1981 received assistance from a Talent Search onsint or an Educational Opportunity Center. Source: VSE Corporation, "Final re, ))rmance Reports for Talent
Search and Educational Corporation, 1981." "Upward Bound, part of the De-
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34,000 high

for $92 million, now serves
partment of Education and funded Nationally,
Upward Bound students have
school students in 504 projects. . . .
college
at
four
times
the
rate of students from similar
been graduating from
Colman McCarthy, "A Povbackgrounds who weren't in the program" [Source:3aturday,
July 14, 1990.]
erty /Grogram That Works," The tirashington P

cation provides the following
The current issue of Black Issues in Higher
review of TRIO Programs today:
502 projects at
For 1991, Upward Bound will enroll close to 50,40 students in students in 177
institutions of higher learning. Talent Search serves 260,000
projects. The EOG's serve 112,000 clients at 40 sites.

716 instituStudent support services projects will serve 163,000 and operate at
retention and
main
function
is
to
increase
the
tions of higher learning. nleir students. The McNair Program, serving 1,200
graduation rates of participating undergraduate students to consider careers
students at 28 programs, encourages
Rodriquez,
in college tkaching and to prepare them for doctoral studies (Roberto
Black Issues in
Oppose
New
Federal
Proposal,"
"TRIO Program Administrators
Higher Education, April 25, 1991, p. 10).
1973. A review of the
Benedict.College has had an Upward Bound Program since
the
foregoing
assessments.
its
success
is
consistent
with
program indicates that
a total of 1020
During its seventeen year tenure, the program has been funded forCollege
Upward
1286 students. Of the 269 Benedict
students, but has actually servedfrom
known to have enhigh
school,
79
percent
are
Bound students who graduated
these remained in college. This 75 percent college
rolled in college and 75 percent of
approximately
50 percent retention rate of college
retention rate far exceeds the
average
retention rate for Benedict College
students in general and the 60 percent
students over a ten year period.
role in strengthening
a critically important Benedict
Title III Programs have playedof
typifies their
title
III
programs
at
HBCU's. I believe that the impact
impact on HBCU's as a whole.
has contributed
Over the past six years alone, title III support at Benedict College
well as upgrading of
upgrading
of
the
academic
program,
as
to the expansion and
at Beneadministrative effectiveness, academic facilities, and faculty preparation
included
the
following:
dict. These contributions have
that has gained recognition for its
The development of an Honors Program
and
national
levels
achievements at the campus, regional,
the
The development of a Faculty Development Program that has enhanced
of terminal
including
an
increase
in
the
number
level of faculty preparation,
degrees
of study and facilities in Environmental Health
The development of programs
local and state
Science and Office Systems Management to address needs in the
community
and enhancement proThe development of a comprehensive acaden ic support
retention
gram and facility to enhance student performance and
The upgrading of the College's computer capability for academic and administrative utilization
of senior administrators
The upgrading of skills and effectiveness
advising stuThe development of a Student Financial Counseling system for obligations
to
and
meeting
their
financial
dents on interpreting their accounts
the College
RECOMMENDATIONS

by the facts and
of HBCU's are substantiatedsuccinctly
The role, importance, and validity
by Dr.
foregoing
discussion.
As
stated
observations presented in the
the
Baltimore
City
Samuel L. Banks, Director of Instructional Support Services in
institutions of
reality
is
that
predominantly
Black
Public Schools, "The educational
supported" ("The Neceshigher education are not only needed, but need to be fully
Imperative," 1991).
Higher
Education:
A
Categorical
sity of Black Institutions of FIBCU's have obtained substantial support from proConsidering the fact that many
Higher Education Act of 1965, the recommengrams authorized and funded by thereauthorization
of this act.
dations below are made relevant to
maintained and strengthened.
especially
part
B
should
be
1. Title III Programs
of
financial
neglect
and deprivation that many
This is necessary to offset the years
solvent.
HBCU's have experienced, and to help them remain viable and
should be restructured so
student
loan
defaults
is
handled
2. The manner in which
collecting on repaythat the lending institutions assume greater responsibility for
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ment of loans by students. The current procedure of holding institutions solely accountable for student loan defaulta while the lending institution benefits but is
exempt from such accountability acts as a grossly unfair penalty to the institutions,
many of which are HBCU's.

3. The manner in which default rates are calculated should be restructured in a
way that both percentages and actual dollar amounts are factored into the formula.
The current method of calculating default rates by percentages only, favors larger
colleges and universities which may have a smaller percentage of defaults but
whose dollar amounts are lariger, while penalizing smaller institutions whose percentage rates may be higher but whose dollar amounts may substantially smaller.
4. The manner in which financial aid packages are awarded should be reassessed
and revised so as to reflect more awards in the grants category and fewer student
loans. Students from financially depressed backgrounds are more reluctant to
obtain loans in large amounts and are more likely to experience difficulty repaying
these loans. As a result, many of these students, although qualified academically,
are restricted in their access to a college education. Many HBCU students fall into
this category.
5. Funding for TRIO Programs should be increased and the current procedure for
awarding grants should be maintained. "Estimates show that these programs are
successful, but less than 10 percent of eligible students are being served due to lack
of funding" ("Associations Propose Changes to Higher Ed Act," Higher Education
and National Affairs, April 8, 1991, p. 4). Consolidation of these programs and shifting the granting of awards to the states would very likely deprive smaller institutions of equal access to the funding. TRIO Programs have proven their worth in
their present configuration, and shifting the funding base to the states would destroy the infrastructure that is the basis of the success of the programs (see Rodriquez, "TRIO Program Administrators Oppose New Federal Proposal").

Senator THURMOND. Dr. Oscar Allen Rogers, president, Claflin
College.

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Chairman, as an ordained Baptist and Methodist minister, I am going to make history here today. I am going to
give the shortest address of my life. [Laughter.]
I want to commend you, Senator, and we certainly thank you at
Claflin College, which is located across the fence. We gave birth to
this fine institution at South Carolina State sometime in the nineties, that is the 1890's.
As president of Claflin College, with her 887 students pursuing
their dream and their family dream of a college education, I know
they would only be able to achieve this through Title III and Title
IV of the Higher Education Act.
I have had considerable experience with this act since 1966. For
14 years, I was coordinator of title III at a major university. With
title I funds, I ran a leadership development program for 16 years.
Title IX funds provided fellowships for our graduate students. We
were also able to realize work-study funds for both graduates and
undergraduates. In fact, Federal aid enabled our university to increase the pool of masters degrees for the Nation awarded to minority students in the 1970's and the early 1980's.
Today's features in the present act have greatly impacted Claflin
College. We especially approve of the Black College Act, part B program, which allowed Claflin to use 50 percent of our title III grant

for construction and renovation. With the prudent use of grant
funds for construction and renovation, we have brought 5 major
buildings up to standards, in order to have our accreditation reaffirmed by 3 accreditation bodies.

During the 1)ast 5 years, under title III, we have been awarded
$2,9 million. Prudent utilization of these funds will enable Claflin
to erect a much-needed classroom building for our business and
communication majors. We have acquired needed equipment for
-I
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to
various laboratories and offices. part C of title III enabled Claflin
600,000,
threshold
of
$7
million,
from
$
bring her endowment to the
to add to
in less than 8 years. A set-aside of $2 million will be ours
will
endow
raising,
a
$2-for-$1
match
the $1 million that we are
and
construction.
scholarships and funds for maintenance
Thank you for your attention, Mr. Chairman, and for your vigilance over the years in the defense of the rights of minority groups.
All of our children in the educational institutions that serve them
owe you a debt of gratitude.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rogers follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. ROGERS

Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Re-

sources Subcommittee on Education.
of Claf lin College at Orangeburg, SC. ClaI am Oscar Allan Rogers, Jr., president
Black
college in South Carolina, was founded in
flin College, the oldest historically Methodist
Church. We offer the Bachelor of Arta
1869 by forerunners of The United
degree.
Our
academic program emphasizes the
degree and the Bachelor of Science
sciences,
mathematics
and computer Science. In
humanities, physical and natural
features
solid
offerings
in political science and
addition, our social sciences program
academic
programs
with
South Carolina State
sociology. We also offer cooperative
colleges
and
universities
around the country.
College and many other outstanding
For many years our teacher education program produced members of a productive
and minBlack middle class society. We have provided lawyers, teachers, physiciansGulf War.
alumni
were
well
represented
in
the
isters for service to the nation. Our
(UNCF)
I appear before you today on behalf of' the United Negro College Fund
students from
presidents
who
serve
the
more
than
48,000
and the 41 member college
are
almost every state and thirty foreign countries. UNCF Colleges and Universitieswho
integrated institutions which include more than 1,000 non-minority students from
each year. Since most UNCF students come

attend our member institutions
aidthey
low income familiesalmost 90 percent of our student receive financial
their college
federal,
state
and
institutional
support
to
pay
are highly dependent on
costa cost which is actually only 39 of the true cost.
South Carolina is not a rich state. Yet within South Carolina the typical Black

family still earns only two-thirds as much as the typical white family.
The old inequities are melting, but slowly, slowly.
The Higher Education Act hastens the day when ethnic differences will not mean
economics differences.
the
Rather than a level playing field, we educators hope for a filed that will give
players an advantage.
willingness and dedication to hold this
I commend you, Mr. Chairman, for your
continuing
the various institutional support
hearing to gather public support for
programs which impact positively some 500 colleges of which only 119 are designatof the
ed historically black institutions. I thank you for your continued support
subsequently
amended
in
1972
and
reauthorized
Higher Education Act of 1965 as
forum to express our hope that the naover the years. You are providing a needed
in
higher
education will grow stronger.
tion's commitment to equal opportunity
Al Smith, Leonard Dawson, Curtis Bryant,
I am pleased to join my colleagues,others
here today. We want you to know that
Collie Coleman, Lune Richardson and
and
traditionally white and histhe higher education communitypublic haveprivate,
the
Higher
Education Act reauthortorically blackis united in its desire to
view that every young man and woman
ized and strengthened. We share a common
the opportuniregardless uf family income, heritage or circumstances, ought to haveBlack,
Hispanic
ty to attend college. For most minority students, whether they. are
generations of disproviding
financial
assistance
to
overcome
or Indian, that means
The legacy of
crimination against their parents and grandparents in employment.
nation
to use every
in America obligates the
race and national origin discriminationequal
opportunity
in
higher
education
a realipossible weapon in the fight to make
ty, not just rhetoric, for minorities in America.
dream and
As president of Claflin College, with her 887 students pursuing theirachieve such
education,
I
know
they
would
only
theie-family's dream of a college
through title III and title IV of the Higher Education Act. I have had considerable
experience with the act since 1966. For 14 years, I was coordinator of title III at a
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major universitywith title I funds I ran a leadership development program for 16
years, Title IX funds provided fellowships for our graduate students. We were also
able to realize work-study funds for both graduate and undergraduates. In fact, federal aid enabled our university to increase the pool of Master Degrees awarded to
minority students in the 70's and early 80's.
Today features in the present act have greatly impacted Claflin College. We especially approve of the Black College Act Program which allows Claflin to use 50 percent of her title Ill grant for construction and renovation. With the present use of
grant funds for construction and renovation, we have brought five major buildings
up to standard in order to have our accreditation reaffirmed by three accreditation
bodies.

During thd past five years under title III, we have been awarded $2.0 million. Prudent utilization of these funds will enable Clalfin to erect a much needed classroom
building for our business and communications majors. We have acquired needed
equipment for various laboratories and offices.

Part C of title III onabled Claflin to bring her endowment to the threshold of

$7,000,000 from $600,000 in less than 8 years. A set aside of $2 million will be ours

to add to the $1 million we are raisinga $2-for-$1 match will endow scholarships
and funds for maintenance and construction.
Thank you for your attention, Mr. Chairman, and for your vigilance over the
years in the defense of the rights of minority groups. All of our children and the
educational institutions that serve them owe you a debt of gratitude.

Senator THURMOND. Thank you, Dr. Rogers. We are glad to have
you with us.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you.

Senator THURMOND. Our next speaker is Dr. Leonard Dawson,
president of Voorhees College.

Mr. DAWSON. Thank you very much, Senator Thurmond. I am
very pleased to be here this morning to testify before this subcommittee, first of all, Senator, to tell you how pleased we are to be
here and that you have brought this field hearing to South Carolina.

I think there is no more important issue facing the 102nd Congress than the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, and I
want to express the appreciation, Senator, for your role and your
leadership in supporting the historically black colleges through the
years. We know of your support of the Black College Act that Sena-

tor Simon sponsored some years ago, and how instrumental you
were in helping to get that through the Senate. I want to personally thank you for your help in securing the $4.5 million for Voorhees College to build our health and human resources center, and
we are very pleased about that and we certainly want to thank you
for that.
Voorhees College in Denmark enrolls approximately 600 students. We have over the last 3 years had a modest student gain at
our institution. I have provided and it will be a part of the record
statistical report showing the reliance of our students on title IV

assistance, and it characterizes that assistance over the last 5
years.
What is significant here is what everybody else has talked about,

is that there is a decided increase in reliance on student loans as a
part of that portfolio, as opposed to grants, and I want to assure
you, Senator, that we are very interested in that issue, and we
would urge you and this committee to take a very hard look at the
imbalance between loans and grants.
As everybody else who has preceded me has mentioned, we think
that access and choice both need to be maintained in the title !V
programs, and to shift the focus back to the original intent of the
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of this Nation,
legislation, we think would be in the best interests affording
a coland certainly students who have no other means of
lege education.
to
We would like to provide what we think are some solutions
default
assistance
and
student
loan
the student access, student
amount has
problem. At my own institution, for instance, the loan1989.
That is
1985
to
over
$600,000
in
increased from $421,000 in
volume
in
approximately
4
years.
approximately $190,000 of loan
regarding
title
two
recommendations
Let me try to make one or
entiPell
grant
program
made
a
true
IV. We would like to see the
with the maximum
tlement program, a true entitlement program
recognize
that is a lot
1994. Now, we
of $4,000 award beginning in impact
would be lessened, if the freshof money, but the budgetary
higher
man class beginning in 1994 could be the recipients of theand
you
award, and that it would be applied only in that first year, amount,
each
successive
year
at
that
could add a class of students
of time.
which would lessen the budgetary impact over that period
by
going
to a
student
aid
process,
I
think,
We could simplify the
fill
out,
with
8
or
9
data
very simplified form which students could
have
elements, and look at students who come into the process who
require
financial
aid
for
the
first
year,
been successful in receiving
and fourth
them to provide minimal proof during the second, third
driving
force of
which is the
year of attendance, because income,
period
of
Federal student aid, does not change that much over a
simplified
pncess
time, so that the second, third and fourth year, a complete those
not have to
could be utilized, so the students would
voluminous forms year after year after year. Those are two of the
points we would like to make about Federal student aid.
loan
We would also like to make a point about the use of student
would
exif
the
process
is
followed,
default rates, which sometimes,
Now,
who
have
high
default
rates.
clude schools from participating
Congress
we are very concerned about the default rates, as is theabout
We
are
very
concerned
and as is the administration. the true picture of what an that.
instiDefault rates sometimes are not
funds.
tution has done with the student aid funds, the grant 31.7 percent
For instance, at my own institution, Voorhees has a
Now,
default rate. The amount of money in question is $123,000.
default
rate,
the neighboring institution has only a 7.6 percent
ought
to
default.
So,
I
think
the
Congress
with over $2 million in
opposed
to
the
of
money
involved,
as
take some look at the amount
default rate.
There is no doubt in my mind that
A word, Senator, about TRIO.colleague
Collie Coleman just said,
these programs work. As my
Upward Bound director at a neighboring institution and worked
for the Department of Education in TRIO for several years, these
programs work.
include
I was concerned to hear the Secretary the other day
funding,
to
approach to
these programs in a proposed block grant
colleague's
statement
that
move them to the States. I support my
these programs work, and "if it ain't broke, don't fix it," let it stay
right where it is. It works very well and I support that.
Before concluding, let me turn to title III. The title III program
has worked very well for our institutions. I would just like to make
one recommendation, that the part B floor for the grants for the
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title III program be increased from $350,000 to $500,000. This
would bring about 15 smaller institutions into the program that
have not been able to take advantage of the increases that have occurred in the title III program over the last several years, and I
would support my colleague Al Smith's comments about graduate
schools and add our support to that.

Senator Thurmond, I would also like to enter in the record a
copy of the recommendations and analysis of the administration's

points on reauthorization, which has been done by the United
Negro College Fund, and I would like to make that a part of the
record.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much. You turn your entire

statements over and any inserts you want in the record.
Mr. DAWSON. Thank you.

Senator THURMOND. We :_re pleased to have you here, Dr.

Dawson.
Mr. DAWSON. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Dawson followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEONARD E. DAWSON

GOOD AFTERNOON, SENATOR THUIMOND AND MEMBERS OF THE
SUBCOMMITTEE OM EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES.

I AM LEONARD E.

DAWSON, PRESIDENT OF VOORHEES COLLEGE IN DENMARK, SOUTH CAROLINA.
I CANNOT TELL YOU HOW HONORED AND PLEASED THAT I AM TO HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE THI$ SUBCOMMITTEE TODAY AT THIS FFELD
HEARING TO OFFER MY THOUGHTS ON THE "HEAUTIORISATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT" AND PARTICULARLY HOW THIS LEGISLATION FOCUSES ON THE

NATION'S HISTORICALLY SLACK COLLEGEs AND UNIVERSITIES.

VOORHEE4

COLLEGE ENROLLS APPROXIMATELY 600 STUDENTS WHo PAY TUITION, RouN
AND HOARD AND MANDATORY FEES TOTALING $5,860.

AS YOU CAN READILY

SEE, DESPITE SUBSTANTIAL INCREASES IN THE COST OF A COLLEGE
EDUCATION AT MOST PRIVATE COLLEGES IN THE NATION OVER THE PAST
DECADE, VOORHEES COLLEGE AND ITS 40 SISTER INSTITUTIONS IN THE
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND (ALL PRIVATE FULLY ACCREDITED,

DEGREE

GRANTING) STRUGGLE EACH YEAR TO MAINTAIN HIGH QUALITY AND LOW COST.

WE ARE DEDICATED TO KEEPING A COLLEGE EDUCATION AFFORDP.BLE, AND

WITHIN THE FINANCIAL REACH OF STUDENTS FROM THE LOW AND MIDDLE
INCOME FAMILIES THAT MAKE UP THE LARGEST PERCENTAGE OF OUR
ENROLLMENT.

I APPEAR TODAY ON BEHALF OF VOORHEES COLLEGE AND OTHER
HIsTORICALLY BLACK INSTITUTIONS SIMILARLY SITUATED AND AN PLEASED
TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE WITH YOU,
oF oUR THoUGHTS AND CONCERNS.

SENATOR THURMOND, SOME

THIS 102ND CONGRESS HAS AN

OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE LEGISLATION AND FUNDING THAT CAN STRENGTNLN

42-924 0 - 91 - 34

,r0,1
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THIS GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS FOR MANY YEARS TO CoME.

WE KNOW, SIR,

OF YOUR LONGSTANDING CONCERN, YoUR oUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP, AND
SUPPoRT FoR THESE INSTITUTIONS.

YoU AND YoUR STAFF WORKED CLOSELY

WITH THE UNITED NEGRo COLLEGE FUND AND WITH SENATOR PAUL SIMON IN
1986 To SEE THAT THE BLACK COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ACT WAS ENACMID
INTO LAW.

WITHOUT YoUR HELP AND SUPPORT, THE 1986 MENDMENT TO

TITLE II1 OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT WOULD NEVER tIAVE PASSED 111E
SENATE.

SO THANK YoU SENATOR FoR YOUR UNWAVERING SUPPORT oF ISLAM

COLLEGES AND I WANT TO THANK YoU PARTICULARLY FOR WHAT You HAVE
DONE FOR VooRHEES COLLEGE.

YoU HELPED BRING TO FRUITION OUR NLW

$4.5 HEALTH AND HUMAN RESOURCES CENTER WHICH WILL BE BUILT oN OUR
CAMPUS IN DENMARK, SoUTH CAROLINA.

NoT ONLY WILL THIS FACILIn

MAKE IT POSSIBLE TO INPRoVE THE INSTRUCTIONAL AND ATHLETIC Pits:CR111w

AT VOORHEES COLLEGE, IT WILL PRoVIDE A mUCH NEEDED RESOURCE THAT
WILL mAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR US TO ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF LIFE AND
WELL BEING FoR THE ENTIRE DENMARK COMMUNITY.
BEFORE ADDRESSING THE ISSUE AREAS THAT MY LETTER OF INVITAT1oh

REQUESTED THAT I DISCUSS,

1 WOULD LIKE TO GIVE YOU A DEMOGRAPHic

NINAP8HOT" oF VooRHEES COLLEGE.

THE FALL 1990 ENRoLLMENT AT

VOORHEES WAS 583 -- SLIGHTLY BELOW oUR FOUR-YEAR HIGH OF 602 IN 1111.

FAH, oF 1987 AND REPRESENTING A MODEST 47 STUDENT GAIN oVER OUR

FALL 1989 ENROMMENT.

oUR 1989 STUDENT BODY INCLUDED 170 FRESHMEN,

170 SoPHoMORES, 77 JUNIORS AND 103 SENIoRS
MALES (44%) AND 300 oF WHom wERE FEMALES (56%).

238 oF WHoM WERE
WE ENROLL STUDENT!,

FROM SIXTEEN STATES, 390 OF WHoM ARE SouTH CAROLINIANS.

NINE1Y-
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sEVEN PERCENT OF OUR STUDENTS STUDY FULL-TIME. NINETY-FOUR PERCENT
RECEIVED SOME FORM OF FINANCIAL AID.

LIKE MOST UNCF INSTITUTIONS, OUR STUDENTS COME FROM LOW AND
MIDDLE INCOME FAMILIES AND EASILY QUALIFY FOR ALL FORMS OF TITLE
IV ASSISTANCE, I.E. THEY DON'T JUST DEMONSTRATE "NEED" RELATIVE
TO THE CoST OF EDUCATION, THEY ARE REALLY "POOR."

ACCORDING TO

UNCF'S 1990 STATISTICAL REPORT -- 91 PERCENT OF UNCFIS 50,000
STUDENTS FRoM 48 STATES RECEIVED SOME FORM OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID
IN 1988-89.

AND MOST OF THESE STUDENTS RECEIVED SEVERAL FORMS OF

FEDERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE.

THE CHART BELOW CHARACTERIZES THE DEPENDENCE OF VOORHEES
COLLEGE STUDENTS ON FEDERAL STUDENT AID IN ORDER TO OBTAIN A
COLLEGE EDUCATION:

PROGRAM

AvG. AWARD

AMOUNT

NO. OF ARARD8

PELL GRANT'

530

$

940,116

$ 1,773

SEOG

376

$

399,095

$ 1,061

cWS

340

$

287,965

$

STAFFORD LOANS

420

$

476,440

$ 1,134

PERKINS LOANS

164

$

124,163

$

I

847

757

WANT TO URGE YOU, SENATOR THURMOND AND YOUR COLLEAGUES ON

111E LABOR AND HUMAN REsoURCES COMMITTPE, IN THE STRONGEST POSSIBLE

AND MOST SINCERE TERMS, To WORK THRODIHOUT THIS REAUTHORI7ATION TO

RECOMMIT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO ASSURING "ACCESS" AND "CHOICE"
THROUGH GRANT AID TO LOWER INCOME STUDENTS.

THE HOST IMPORTANT

ISSUE FACING THIS COMMITTEE, THE CONGRESS AND THE MGM': EDUCATION

,) ;
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COMMUNITY IN THE CURRENT REAUTHORIZATION IS RESTORING A BETTER
BALANCE BETWEEN THE AMOUNT OF FEDERAL AID PROVIDED IN THE FORM or
GRANTS AND THAT PROVIDED IN THE FORM OF LOANS.

THE REMAINING

BARRIERS To ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION -- FOR AFRICANS AMERICANS,
HISPANIC AMERICANS, NATIVE AMERICANS, AND SEVERAL GROUPS WITHIN 'VliE

ASIAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY -- ARE RELATED TO THE RISING COST OF A
BACCALAURESTE DEGREE EDUcATION, AND THE ACADEMIC PREPARATION OF
STUDENTS FoR COLLEGE LEVEL WORK, ESPECIALLY THOSE IN OUR URBAN
CITIES AND IN ISOLATED RURAL AREAS.

OF CRITICAL IMPORTANCE IN

SOLVING THE COST RIDDLE, I.E. HOLDING DOWN COLLEGE COSTS WHILE
MAINTAINING HIGH QUALITY,

IS THE NEED TO MAKE TITLE IV GRANT Alo

AVAILABLE TO LOWER INCOME STUDENTS, WHILE USING LOANS FOR MIIHNh
AND UPPER INCOME FAMILIES.

THIS RAS CONGRESS! ORIGINAL INTENT WIWI

THF nkSIc GRANT AND THE GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN (GSL) PROGRAMS HEEL
FL...a CREATED IN THE EARLY 19704.

SOMEWHERE ALONG THE WAY --

in

AN EFFORT TO "SAVE MONEY" AND MAINTAIN THE APPEARANCE OF ASSURING
"ACCESS,"

CONGRESS AND PRESIDENT REAGAN CONFUSED OUR WORTHY

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES WITH THE NEED TO CONSTRAIN GROWTH IN THE
FEDERAL BUDGET.

UNFoRTUNATELY, EQUAL OPPORTUNITY WAS SACRIFIED ON THE ALlhh
oh A BALANCED BUDGET.

WE HAVE -- TO BORROW A PHRASE FROM THE FEhn

OIL FILTER COmMERCIAL -- A CHOICE BETWEEN PAYING NOW OR PAYING
LATER!

IF AMERICA POSTPONES FOR ANOTHER FIVE YEARS A COMMITmENT Tu
ASSURING ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION, WE WILL BE DOOMED TO A CYCIE
OF ADULT ILLITERATES UNABLE TO FIND WORK, A NON-PRODUCTIVE

,

"n1
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WORKFORCE WITH HIGH LEVELS OF UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG WOMEN, LOW INCOME

OM MINORITY GROUPS, A SOCIETY INCREASINGLY UNCOMPETITIVE WITH THE
INDUSTRIALIZED NATIONS OF THE WORLD AND MILLIONS OF PEOPLE

papaliong ON GOVERNMENT FOR WEUARE, FOOD STAMPS, HOSPITAL AND
HEALTH CARE, AND AN EVER-WIDEN1Nu GAP BETWEEN THE WEALTHY AND THE
WOE-BE-GoNE!

I BELIEVE THE SOLUTION TO THE STUDENT ACCESS, STUDENT
PERSISTENCE, AND STUDENT LOAN DEFAULT PROBLEMS WE FACE ARE ALL PART

0. THE EXCESSIVE RELIANCE oF Low-INCOME, EDUCATIONALLY "AT-RISE
STUDENTS oN STUDENT LoANS.
AT MY INSTITUTION, THE LOAN AMOUNT HAS STEADILY INCREASED FROM

$421,256 IN 1985 TO $600,503 IN 1989.

THIS INCREASE OF

APPROXIMATELY $190,000 OCCURRED OvER A PERIOD WHEN PELL GRANTS
REMAINED RELATIVELY CONSTANT OR RECEIVED ONLY TOKEN INCREASES AHD
OUR SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTs WERE LEVEL FUNDED.

ONE CAN READILY SEE THAT THE ONLY AVAILABLE SOURCE oF FUNDING FOE

OUR STUDENTS To ABSORB THE EVEN MODEST INCREAsES IN TUITIONS AHD
FEES WAS LOANS.

WE STRONGLY SUPPORT TUE CREATION OF A TRUE PELL GRANT
ENTITLEMENT AS THE ONLY MEANS FOR REDRESSING THE IMBALANCE BETWIAN

LOAN AND GRANT FUNDS PROVIDED BY THE CONGRESS TO ELIMINATE THE
BARRIER OF FAMILY FINANCES TO HIGHER EUDCATION ERECTED BY THE
RISING COsT oF A COLLEGE EDUCATION AND A FAMILY'S LIMITED
DISPOSABLE INCOME THAT CAN BE DEVOTED TO HIGHER EUDCATION COSTS.

,
-t
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THERE IS NO MORE IMPORTANT ISSUE FACING THIS SUBCOMMITTEE AWD

THE 102ND CONGRESS THAN WHETHER OR NOT IT WILL, IN FACT, LIVE bP

10 AMERICA'S THIRTY-FIVE YEAR OLD PLEDGE

"THE SECURITY OF TIE

NATION REQUIRES THE FULLEST DEVELOPMENT OF TEE MENTAL RESOURCES ABD

TECNNICAL BRILLS OF ITO YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN ... WE MUST INCREABE
OUR EFFORTS TO IDENTIFY AND EDUCATE MORE OF THE TALENT OF OUR
VATION.

THIS REQUIRES PROGRAM TWAT WILL GIVE ASSURANCE THAT ko

STUDENT OF ABIL/TY W/LL BE DENIED AN OPPORTUNITY FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION BECAUSE OF FINANCIAL NEED."
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S WORDS RING ESPECIALLY TRUE TODAY.
FOLLOWING ON THE HEELS ur THIS NATION'S GREAT VICTORY OVER TYRANNY

AND AGGRESSION IN KUWAIT, AMERICA MUST APPLY THE SAME SKILL,

lEcUNOLOGY AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES TO THE WAR AT HOME AGAINST
POVERTY, IGNORANCE AND DESPAIR.

WE CAN WIN THAT WAR, BUT NOT WITH

MEAGER RESOURCES, HALF-HEARTED EFFORTS AT COMMITMENT, OR LIP
SERVICE TO EDUCATIONAL QUALITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY.

NO, WE MUST HAVE AN EDUCATION PRESIDENT AND AN EDUCATION
CONGRESS COMMITTED TO HOWARD, HARVARD, CLEMSON, AND VOORHEES.

WE

MUST PROVIDE THE FINANCIAL RESOURCES THAT GUARANTEE EVERY LITTLE
ROY AND GIRL -- WHETHER THEY LIVE IN BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA OR
RINGHAMPTON, 4EW YORK; CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA OR CHEYENNE,

WYOMING; DETROIT, MICHIGAN OR DUBUQUE, IOWA -- ACCESS TO AS MUCH
FDUCATION AT EVERY LEVEL THAT HE OR SHE CAN ABSORB!

FINALLY, WE

MUST COMMIT OURSELVES TO DIVERSITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION AND TO THE
PEVELOPMENT OF ALL OF THIS COUNTRY'S HUMAN RESOURCES -- BLACK AHD
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WHITE, RICH AND POOR, HANDICAPPED AND ABLE-BODIED, AND GIFTED AHD
IIIGII POTENTIAL STUDENTS.

I WOULD LIKE TO MAKE A FEW RECOMMENDATIONS ON TITLE IV:
*

MAKE THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM A TRUE ENTITLEMENT WITH A
$4,000 MAXIMUM AWARD BEGINNING IN FY 1994.

THE BUDGETARY

/MPACT OF TH/S PROPOSAL MIGHT BE PHASED IN B'Y APPLYING THE

ENTITLEMENT TO FRESHMEN STUDENTS gma IN THE FIRST YEAR,
THEN ADDING A CLASS OF STUDENTS EACH YEAR THEREAFTER OVER
A FOrR YEAR PERIOD.

SIMPLIFY THE FEDERAL STUDENT AID APPLICATION PROCESS. TWO
THINGS COULD BE DONE IMMEDIATELY TO MAKE IT EASIER FOR LOW

INCOME STUDENTS TO APPLY FOR AND RECEIVE TITLE IV
ASSISTANCE, WHILE PRESERVING THE INTEGRITY OF THE AID
PROGRAMS:

(1) PROVIDE A REVISED SIMPLIFIED FEDERAL FORM

FOR FAMILY INCOME BELOW $15,000, WITH SIX OR SEVEN DA1A
ELEMENTS,AND REQUIRE APPLICANTS TO SUBMIT THEIR 1040 OP
1040A FORM OR OTHER EVIDENCE THAT THEY RECEIVE AFDC OR
FOOD STAMPS, LIVE IN FEDERALLY-SUBSIDIZED HOUSING, ETC.

(THOsE STUDENTS WITH INCOME BELOW $10,000 mown Rrr:EIVE
THE MAXIMUM AWARD; AND (2) REQUIRE STUDENTS APPLYING FOR
AID FOR THEIR SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR OR SENIOR YEAR (WHO
PREVIOUSLY RECEIVED TITLE IV AID AS FRESHMEN) TO SUPPIN
UPDATED INFORMATION ONLY AND THE MOST RECENT PARENTAL/
STUDENT TAX RETURN INSTEAD OF REQUIRING TqE STUDENT TO
COMPLETE A WHOLE NEW APPLICATION EACH YEAR.

.k i Of)
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REDUCE PAPERWORK BURDENS /N THE FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS,
ESPECIALLY FOR INSTITUTIONS WITH SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF AID

RECIPIENTS IN THEIR STUDENT POPULATION (I.E. 50% OR
GREATER), BY ELIMINATING THE VALIDATION REQUIREMENT FOR
THOSE SCHOOLS WITH A THREE-YEAR UNBLEMISHED RECORD OF
PERFORMANCE AND NO AUDIT EXCEPTIONS.
THIS

ELIMINATE THE INCOME CONTINGENT LOAN (ICL) PROGRAM.

PROGRAM REPRESENTS A SERIOUS P/TFALL FOR LOW INCOME

STUDENTS BECAUSE IT APPEARS ATTRACTIVE YET IS LIKELY TO
TRAP STUDENTS WITH LESSER EARNINGS GROWTH IN SERIOUS LONGFOR EXAMPLE:

TERM DEBT.

A STUDENT WHO BORROWED $13,000

(UNDER THE ICL PROGRAM) WOULD BE REQUIRED TO REPAY OVER
$48.00 IN PRINCIPAL AND ACCUMULATED INTEREST (USING THE
PROGRAM'S ASSUMPTIONS AS TO INCOME AND PROJECTED MINIMUM
PAYMENTS) IF HE OR SHE BEGAN AN EMPLOYMENT CAREER WITH A
SALARY OF $10,800.00, OR WOULD BE REQUIRED TO REPAY $25,700

IN PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST OVER TEN YEARS IF THE STARTING
SALARY WAS $23,100.

IN CONTRAST, THAT SAME STUDENT WOULD

PAY BACK ABOUT $18,925 OVER TEN YEARS IN THE STAFFORD LOAN
PROGRAM.

*

MERGE THE ICL CONCEPT INTO A TOTALLY CAMPUS-BASED PERKINS
FEDERAL CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS (FCC)

LOAN PROGRAM.

FOR THE

PERKINS PROGRAM WOULD CEASE AT THE END OF FY 1994 AND
CAMPUSES WOULD ADMINISTER THE PROGRAM SOLELY BASED ON
EFFECTIVELY COLLECTING FROM STUDENTS WHO HAVE BORROWED FROM

INSTITUTIONS MIGHT BE PERMITTED, AT THEIR

THE PROGRAM.

I

-

,

MI
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DISCRETION, TO ALLOW UP TO TEN PERCENT OF THEIR PERKINS

LOANS TO BE SUBJECT TO INCOME CONTINGENT REPAYMENT.

THE

FY 1990 WAS FCC WAS $135,129,000 ANDRAS ALLOCATED TO 1,559
INSTITUTIONS, INCLUDING ONLY 15 UNCF INSTITUTIONS.

TWENTY-

SIX OTHER UNCF INSTITUTIONS DO PARTICIPATE IN THE PERKINS
PROGRAM.

TUSKEGEE UNIVERSITY AND XAVIER UNIVERSITY, AS

WELL AS MOREHOUSE COLLEGE RECEIVE THE BULK OF THE $1.3
MILLION IN FCC MADE AVA/LABLE TO URCF MEMBER COLLEGES
THROUGH THE FY 1990 APPROPRIATION.

THE TOTAL OUTSTANDING

LOAN BALANCE IS $4.9 BILLION.

ELIMINATE THE EXCLUSIVE AND ARBITRARY USE OF STUDENT LOAN

DEFAULT RATES TO EXCLUDE INSTITUTIONS FROM PARTICIPATION
IN

TITLE IV PROGRAMS.

WE CERTA/NLY UNDERSTANDS THE

DEPARTMENT'S DES/RE TO REDUCE STUDENT LOAN DEFAULTS.
SHARE THAT CONCERN.

WE

HOWEVER, THE CR/TERIA USED TO TARGET

INSTITUTIONS FOR SPECIAL ATTENTION OR EXCLUSION FROM THE
PROGRAM MUST BE SENSITIVE TO THE MISSION AND PURPOSE OF AN
INSTITUTION, AS WELL AS THE INSTITUTION'S ROLE IN CREATING

AND SOLV/NG THE LOAN DEFAULT PROBLEM.

MOUNT OF MONEY IN

DEFAULT SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION AS OPPOSED TO
DEFAULT PERCENTAGIS.

VOORHEES COLLEGE'S DEFAULT RATE IS

31.7 PERCENT WHILE THE TOTAL AMOUNT IN DEFAULT IS ONLY
$123,624 IN CONTRAST, A NEIGHBOR/NG INSTITUTION'S PUBLISHED

DEFAULT RATE IS 7.6 PERCENT BUT THE AMOUNT /N DEFAULT IS
IN EXCESS OF $2 MILLION.
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A WORD, SENATOR, ABOUT THE TRIO PROGRAMS.

THERE IS NO DOUBT

IN ANYONE'S MIND THAT THESE PROGRAMS (UPWARD BOUND, TALENT SEARCH,

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES, AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY CENTERS)
WORK.

THEY PROV/DE THE BASIC EDUCATIONAL MID SUPPORT SERVICES THAT

LOW INCOME, FIRST GENERATION COLLEGE STUDENTS NEED IN ORDER TO
DISCOVER AND THEN REALIZE THEIR ASPIRAT/ONS.

/ CAN TESTIFY

FIRSTHAND OF THE TREMENDOUS VALUE OF THESE PROGRAMS.

HAVING

DIRECTED AN UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM ON THE CAMPUS OF ONE OF OUR
HISTORICALLY BLACK INSTITUTIONS AND HAVING SERVED IN THE U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AS DIRECTOR OF REGION III, I HAD THE
OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCE THE IMPACT THESE PROGRAMS HAVE HAD ON
THOUSANDS OF UNDERPRIV/LEGED YOUNGSTERS.

CONGRESS HAS RECOGNIZED

THAT THE EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES ELEMENT OF ACCESS /S AS
IMPORTANT TO NUTURE AS THE FINANCIAL SIDE, AND THAT NON...FINANCIAL

BARRIERS

CLASS, CULTURAL, AND PSYCHOSOCIAL BARRIERS

CAN

INHIBIT EDUCATIONAL SUCCESS AS MUCH AS LACK OF FUNDS.

THE U.S. CONGRESS HAS BEEN VERY SUPPORTIVE OF THE TRIQ
PROGRAMS.

THE ADMINISTRATION IS PROPOSING FUNDING AT $385.2

MILLION FOR FISCAL YEAR 1992, AN INCREASE OF APPROXIMATELY $52
MILLION OR 15% OVER 1991.

WH/LE THIS CERTAINLY REPRESENTS A STEP

IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION, THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY ASSOCIATIONS ARGUE THAT UNDER THE PRESENT
APPROPRIATION, ONLY ONE OF FOUR ELIGIBLE STUDENTS CAN BE
THEY PROJECT THAT FUNDING NEEDED TO DOUBLE THE

EFFECTIVELY SERVED.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS (1,176,570 OR 50% OF ELIGIBLE STUDENTS)
BE $696.4 MILLION).

5

I
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I LISTENED WITH INTEREST TO PRESIDENT BUSH'S SPEECH ON
EDUCATION ISSUES THE OTHER DAY AND HAvE READ SECRETARY ALEXANDER'S

COMMENTS ON REAUTNORIZATION.

WHILE THEY HAVE COME OUT IN STRONG

sUPPORT OF THE SUCCESS OF THE TRIO PROGRAMS, I WAS DISAPPOINTED TO

HEAR THE ADMINISTRATION PROPOSE TO FOLD THE TRIO APPROPRIATIONS
INTO BLOCK GRANTS TO THE STATEs.

WHILE THIS MAY BE POLITICALLY

POPULAR, IT MARES NO SENSE EDUCATIONALLY.

CONGRESS SHOULD RESIST

AT ALL coSTS THE ADMINISTRATION'S EFFORTS TO TAMPER WITH THESE
PROGRAMS.

THEY HAVE PROVEN THAT THEY WORK.

SENATOR, DON'T FIX IT10

11/F I? AIN'T BROKE,

EMPHASIS SHOULD BE PLACED oN PROVIDING

ADDITIONAL FUNDING SO ThAT MORE ELIGIBLE STUDENTS CAN BE SERVED.
LET ME TURN TO TWO OTHER SUBJECTS BEFORE CONCLUDING.
TITLE III OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT HAS ALWAYS BEEN A MAJOR
SOURCE OF SUPPORT FOR THE NATION'S HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES.

DURING THE 1986 REAUTHORIZATION, THIS PORTION OF THE

ACT WAS SUBSTANTIALLY RE-WRITTEN TO CREATE, IN PART B, A FORMULA
DRIVEN PROGRAM THAT PROVIDES DIRECT ASSISTANCE TO 98 HBCUB IN THE
SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST, AND IN OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA AND OKLAHOMA.

I BELIEVE TH/S PROGRAM HAS WORKED WELL AND ONLY A FEW MINOR
ADJUSTMENTS NEED BE MADE TO ASSURE ITS CONTINUED OPERATION AND ITS
EFFECTIVE SUPPORT FOR THE NATION'S HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES.

FIRST, THE PART B "FLOOR" OR THE GRANTS GOING TO THE SMALLEST

oF THE HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES SHOULD BE
RAISED FROM $350,000 to $500,000.

THIS WOULD BRING AN ADDITIONAL

cl
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FIFTEEN SMALLER TWO AND FOUR YEAR COLLEGES TO THE HIGHER FUNDING
LEVEL.

UNDER THE PRESENT FORMULA, THEY HAVE NOT RECEIVED ANY OF

THE BENEF/TS OF THE INCREASED APPROPRIATIONS THAT CONGRESS HAS
PROVIDED SINCE 1986 AND ALL OF THEM NEED FEDERAL NELP THE MOST IF
THEY ARE TO SURVIVE AND PROSPER.

SECOND, FIVE ADDITIONAL GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS

SHOULD BE ADDED TO SECTION 326 OF THE TITLE //I PROGRAM IN A WAY
THAT DOES NOT REDUCE THE AWARDS TO THE EXISTING FIVE INSTITUTIONS
SERVED BY THIS SECTION.

THE FIVE NEW INSTITUTIONS WOULD BE:

(1)

XAVIER UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF PHARMACY; (2) FLORIDA A&M UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES; (3) THE TEXAS SOUTHERN

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 0 THE THURGOOD MARSHALL SCHOOL OF
LAW AT TEXAS SOUTHERN; (4) THE SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW;
AND (5) THE NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL SCHOOL OF LAW.

THIRD, WE URGE THE SENATE TO AGAIN PASS THE BUSH ADMINISTRATIONIS PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A "SITASIDE" IN PART C OF TITLE ILL

(CHALLENGE/ENDOWMENT GRANTS) FOR THE HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES.

THE SUM OF $20 MILLION IS REQUESTED.

IN ADDITION, WE URGE THE CONGRESS TO PROVIDE AN AUTHORIZATION
roll FY 1994 FOR PART B
MILLION.

OF $250 MILLION AND FOR PART C OF $30

THESE FIGURES INCLUDE THE $20 MILLION IISZTASIDE" FOR

HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES.

FINALLY, WE ARE RECOMMENDING THAT THE CURRENT TITLE IX, PART
A BE MERGED WITH THE EXISTING RONALD C. MCNAIR POST-BACCALAUREATE
ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM IN SECTION 4170(d) OF THE ACT.

SENATOR
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THURMOND, YOU WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR INITIATING LEGISLATION TO NAME
THIS PROGRAM IN HONOR OF THE LATE CHALLENGER ASTRONAUT RONALD
MCNAIR, WHO WAS A NATIVE OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

/N ?TS FY 1992 BUDGET

AND HIGHER EDUCAT/ON ACT REAUTHOR/ZATION RECOMMENDATIONS, THE BUSH

ADMINISTRATION HAS RECOMMENDED THAT THE

MCNAIR PROGRAM AND PART
THE TWO PROGRAMS ARE

A OF TITLE /X BE MERGED /N SECTION 4170(d).

ALMOST IDENTICAL AND REPRESENT DUPLICATE FEDERAL EXPENDITURES AND
PURPOsES.

WE SHARE THAT VIEW AND SUPPORT THE MERGER.

IN ITS PLACE, WE RECOMMEND THAT CONGRESS ENACT A PROGRAM
DESIGNED TO DRAMATICALLY INCREASE THE NUMBER OF AFRICAN AMERICAN,
HISPANIC AMERICAN, NATIVE AMERICAN, AND ASIAN AMERICANS EARNING THE

PH.D AND ENTERING THE HIGHER EDUCATION PROFESSORATE.

WE URGE

CONGRESS TO CREATE A PROGRAM THAT WILL PROVIDE FEDERAL FELLOWSHIP
ASSISTANCE TO CURRENT FACULTY AT HBCUO, HISPANIC-SERVING COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES, AND ANY OTHER INSTITUTION WITH SIGNIFICANT

MINOR/TY FACULTY OR MINORITY FACULTY TEACHING WITHOUT A TERMINAL
DEGREE.

OTHER PARTIC/PANTS COULD INCLUDE MINORITY BACCALAUREATE

DEGREE RECIPIENTS WHO WISH TO TEACH AT THE COLLEG/ATE LEVEL.

IN

ADDITION TO RECEIVING THE FEDERAL "HAMM FELLOWSHIP" (NAMED /N
HONOR OF FORMER HOUSE EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN,
AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS), THE RECEIVING INSTITUTION WOULD:
GRADUATE SCHOOL TUITION AND PROVIDE AN ASSISTANTSHIP;

(1) WAIVE
(2) PROVIDE

A SUPPLEMENTARY STIPEND TO THE STUDENT FROM EXTERNAL, PRIVATE
SOURCES; AND (3) PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES, /F NEEDED, TO ASSURE THE
STUDENT'S ACADEM/C SUCCESS.

FOR EP.CH YEAR OF FELLOWsH/P ASSISTANCE

1
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RECEIVED, THE HAWKINS FELLOW WOULD COMMIT TO TEACH FOR TWO YEARS
AT HIS/HER HOST OR SENDING INSTITUTION.
I WOULD LIKE TO REQUEST THAT THE UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND'S,

ANALYSIS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'S FY 1992 BUDGET BE
INCLUDED IN THE RECORD RIGHT AFTER MY WRITTEN TESTIMONY.

IT

EXPLAINS AND ELABORATES ON MANY OF THE POINTS I HAVE MADE HERE THIS

AFTERNOON, AS WELL AS INDICATING OUR VIEWS ON SOME OF THE
ADMINISTRATION'S HIGHER EDUCATION ACT REAUTHORIZATION

RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IT MAY BE OF SOME ASS/STANCE TO YOU SENATOR
THURMOND AND THE OTHER MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE.

THAT CONCLUDES MY FORMAL TESTIMONY.

I WOULD BE PLEASED TO

ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.

--/

1990 fiTAIIETICAL_REPORT, HUGH R. FORDYCE AND ALAN R,

FIRSCHNER, UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND, INC.

--/

(JANUARY 2991) P.13.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EQUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY A$SOCIATIONS,

(Spring 1991) Washington, DC

--/

SPECIAL MESSAGE TO CONGRESS:

"NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION

ACT," JANUARY, 1958, PUBLIC PAPERS OF THE PRESIDEM. DWIGHT D.
EISENHOWER, ROOF III, P.

1
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Senator THURMOND. Our next speaker is Dr. Curtis Bryan, president of Denmark Technical College, which I believe was established
when I was Governor.
Mr. BRYAN. Yes. I want to thank you very much this morning for

that.
Senator THURMOND. We laid the groundwork and then later it
was converted to part of the technical college system, but it was
started as an area trade school originally.
Mr. BRYAN. We are most grateful for that, and we are certainly
grateful for that, and we are certainly grateful for what you are
now doing and certainly believe that you will continue to do.
Senator Thurmond and other distinguished people, ladies and
gentlemen, I am Curtis Bryan, president of Denmark Technical
College. It is indeed a pleasure for me to have the opportunity to
provide input into the very important work being done here today.
Certainly, the decisions that are finally made regarding the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act will impact heavily upon
the economic and social development of this State and our Nation
as a whole.

Permit me to share with you the highlights of my written statement that I have submitted. I address in that statement the role of
HBCU's, and I explain in rather specific terms how Denmark Technical College is now contributing to the education of our people. I
will not go into many of those details now.

According to statistics, and most of us are familiar with those

statistics made available by the National Association of Equal Opportunity in Higher Education, enrollment at HBCU institutions
like Denmark Tech is increasing at a rather substantial rate. Enrollment in these institutions increased in the fall of 1990 by 4.1
percent, as con pared to the fall of 1989. Similar growth has been
experienced over the past few years, a statistic which refutes the

argument that some would propose, that HBCU's are becoming
even more essential, rather than the argument that they may be

becoming not relevant.
The fact is that these institutions are becoming even more essential. Please let me give caution here, because these same statistics
show that women outnumber men at HLCU's, 61.5 percent to 38.5
percent. This is a reminder to us of the decreasing numbe r of' black

males in colleges and the challenges that we must face now, and
we at Denmark Tech are working hard to reverse this trend.
All indications tell us that minority institutions will have to play
a greater role if we are to meet the need for skilled workers in the
future. Therefore, every effort should be made to strengthen their
programs, their faculties and the facilities available. This effort
should be special, direct, unequivocal, giving recognition to the fact

that the viability of HBCU's is essential to our Nation's social
fabric and its economic growth and competitiveness.

Now, it is within that context that I strongly recommend that
the following be considered in the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act:

We believe that emphasis should be placed on increasing Pell
grants, as many have recommended, rather than loans. At Denmark Tech, we have observed that grants tend to facilitate enroll-
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ment and retention, while the loans are not as effective in that
process.

We would recommend that the Federal Government should provide optional repayment schedules for students who have obtained
guaranteed student loans that would recognize employment status
and the level of income. Many students who are listed among the
default statistics simply do not have jobs in many cases, and have
very low-paying jobs in other cases.
We have thought about it, and would like to recommend at this
time that we uonsider the resources of the Internal Revenue Service and the State tax agencies resources that should be utilized to
track persons who have defaulted on guaranteed student loans, and
to insure timely repayment.
In cases of default, all tax refund checks would be held and similar tough strategies would be used until total repayment is made.
I do not believe that it would be productive in the long-term to
hastily cancel guaranteed student loan programs at institutions
with default problems. Default problems, in many cases, appear to
be problems of the individual, not problems of the institution's failure to be diligent in counseling students and encouraging them to
repay.

Institutions can certainly do much more. They can do a letter
better, but I do not feel that they will ever solve the problem alone.
This raises a question of where these students would go, if they
could no longer obtain loans at institutions with rather high default rates. If those students would transfer to other institutions
and increase the default rates at those institutions, would the guaranteed student loan programs be canceled at those institutions?
Could this start productive cycle of shifting the issue, eventually
eliminating programs even at our most prestigious institutions, as
students who do not repay would move from one group of institutions to another group of institutions?
It appears that a better strategy would be to develop methods to
track persons in default and demand repayment. Systems already
exist at the Federal and State levels that would be most effective,
with moderate modifications.
The trend to allow students to get on the title III band wagon is
another issue that should be reversed. We must control the expansion of the program and return to the program's initial objectives.
The control priority, we believe, should relate to questions of access
and equity for minority and support of evolving institutions, to
move them to self-sufficiency.
Greater flexibility, we believe, in the use of part B funds, should

be allowed by permitting activities which are not specifically authorized, but contribute to the overall purposes of the program.
Some have said that the part B minimum grant should be changed
from $150,000 to $500,000, to help equalize funding for the smaller
institution.
I certainly agree that a separate $20 million authorization for
historical black colleges should be considered.

Additionally, I support the reauthorization recommendations of
the American Council on Education and those of the National Association of Equal Opportunity in Higher Education. The details of
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those changes are explained in the attachment that I am submitting with this statement.
Before I leave, I must State publicly how grateful we are for the
support, Senator Thurmond, that we have received as a result of
the Higher Education Act. Our institution has been strengthened
significantly through title III funding. State funds have not been
readily available, for example, for faculty development. Our faculty
has been strengthened significantly through title III funds.
In addition, we have been able to enhance our computer services.

We are now initiating a brand new program in associate in arts
and associate in science. State funding is not normally available to
initiate new programs, and we are using title III to get that program off the ground, thus moving in a positive direction at this
time.

We have used funds for cultural enrichment, and we have established a good academic records management system, all of this
from title III. We believe that a few more years of support will
indeed allow us to reach self-sufficiency, and we are grateful for
title III, particularly, in the Higher Education Act.
I want to thank you so much for allowing me to participate in
these hearings. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bryan (with an attachment) followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. BRYAN

Senator Thurmond, members of the U.S. Senate Labor and Human Resources
Committee, Mrs. Neilson, State Superintendent of Education, Mr. Fred Sheheen,
State Commissioner of Higher Education, my colleagues from the Historically Black
Colleges of the State of South Carolina, ladies and gentlemen. Good morning. I am
Curtis Bryan, president of Denmark Technical College, It is indeed a pleasure for
me to have the opportunity to provide input into the very important work being
done here today. Certainly, the decisions that are finally made, regarding the reauthorization of the 1965 Higher Education Act will impact heavily upon the economic
and social development of this state and our Nation as a whole.
We know what the statistics, forecasts, and demographic studies tell us, but, they
are of such importance, that we should constantly focus upon them. As the year
2000 approaches, the state, the nation, and the service area of Denmark Technical
College (Allendale, Bamberg and Barnwell counties) will be impacted by dramatic
changes in technology, global competition, economics, and demographic shifts. By
the time the century turns, every worker will need at least two years of schooling
beyond the high school level. Not only will employers require workers educated in
the technical competencies, but they will also expect competency in decisionmaking, computation, and communications. The educational challenge that we face
is great because delivery systems must be flexible enough to accommodate an average worker who will change jobs 6-8 times and change occupations three times
within a lifetime. Fully one third of the nation's workforce will be Black, Hispanic
and female, the group which historically has been educationally deficient. This must
change for a whole host of important reasons. Because of technology, the whole concept of war was changed during Operation Desert Storm. If this country is to continue to plan, design, construct and maintain advanced systems, and have people to
operate them, there must be special attention given Blacks, Hispanics, and female
groups. Today, however, there are more Black males in jail than in colleges and universities. Our nation needs the talents of this segment of the population to maintain
a sufficient pool of skilled manpower.
At Denmark Technical College, we are committed "to helping meet the demand
for skilled manpower through educational programs and services that facilitate the
liberal and technical education of learners." This thought comes directly from the
College's mission statement. Our college recognizes that if our service area is to
fully develop, our people must have the opportunity, to improve themselves through
liberal, technical or occupational programs. Our college must be dynamic in devel-
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oping programs, and move beyond the traditional. We must constantly think in
impediment, to education, for our
terms of affordability because, the number one
people, is the lack of mory. With adequate financial assistance to students and
with adequate support to the institution, ITC can make a sigmificant contribution to
the education of some of our most deprived citizens.
a
Historically Black Colleges and Universities, like DIC, continue to maintain
While
system
of
the
United
States.
unique position in the educational delivery
HBCU's enroll only about 20 percent of Blacks in higher education, these institutions account for about 40 percent of the degrees earned by blacks. Over 85 percent
of Black professionals were educated at these institutions. Most black officers in the

armed forces of this country were also educated at HBCU's.
According to the statistics made available by the National Association for Equal
at
Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFEO), enrollment at HBCU's is increasing
fall of

institutions increased in the
a rather substantial rate. Enrollment in these
1990 by 4.1 percent as compared to the fall of If."Yr.',. Similar growth has been experienced over the past few years, a statistic which refutes the aroment that HBCU's
may not be relevant. The fact is, these statistics show that FIBCU's are becoming

4yoution here because thoee same statistics
even more essential. Please let me give
HBCU's
61.5 percent to 88.5 percent. This is a
show that women outnumber men at
reminder to us of the continue..1 decline of Black males in colleges and the challenges that muat be faced on this front
greater role if
All indicationo tell us that minority institutions will have to play ashould
be made
skilled
workers.
Therefore,
every
effort
we are to meet tha need for
special,
faculties,
and
facilities.
This
effort
should
be
to strengthen their programs,
direct and unequivocal, giving recognition to the fact that the viability of HBCU's is
essential to our nation's social fabric and its economic growth and competitiveness.
It is within this context that I strongly recommend that the following be included
in the reauthorization of the 1965 Higher Education Act:
DIC
Emphasis should be placed on increasing Pell grants rather than loans. Atloans
facilitate
enrollment
and
retention
while
we have observed that grants
are not as effective.
repayment schedules for stuThe federal government should provide optional
and
level of income. Many students that would recognize employment status
dents are listed among the Default Statistics simply because they don't have
jobs or have very low paying jobs.
---rrhe resources of the Internal Revenue Service and State tax agencies should be
loans to
utilized to track persons who have defaulted on guaranteed studentwould
be
In
cases
of
default,
all
tax
refund
checks
ensure timely repayment.
be
used
until
total
repayment
is
made.
held and similar tough strategies should
It does not appear to be productive to cancel guaranteed student loan programs
at institutions with high default rates. Default problems appear to be more of a
problem of the individual than the institution's failure to perform. Institutions
can certainly do more but they will never solve the problem alone. This raises
the question of where those students would go if they could no longer obtain
loans at institutions with high default rates. If those students would transfer to
other institutions and increase the default rate at those institutions, would the
Could
Guaranteed Student Loan program at those institutions then be closed?
eliminatof
shifting
the
issues,
eventually
this start a counterproductive cycle
ing loan programs, even in some of our most prestigious institutions, as students who do not repay would move from one group of institution to other institrack
tutions? It appears that a better strategy would be to develop methods tofederal
persons in default and demand repayment. Systems already exist at the
and state levels that would be most effective with moderate modifications.
The trend to allow institutions to get on the title III "band wagon" should be
reversed. We must control the expansion of the program and return to the proquestions of
gram's initial objectives. The controlling priority should relate toinstitutions
to
access and equity for minorities and the support of developing
B
flinds
sufficiency.
Greater
flexibility
in
the
use
of
part
move them to self
should be allowed by permittmg activities which are not sptifically authorized
but contribute to the overall purposes of the program. The part 13 minimum
grant should be changed from $850,000 to $500,000 to help equalize funding for
smaller institutions. A. separate $20 million authorization for historically black
colleges and universities should be established in part CChallenge Grants,
and the general part C authorization should be increased to $75 million. Challenge grants should be capped relative tc the size of the appropriation.
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Additionally, I support the reauthorization recommendations of the American
Council on Education and the National Association of Equal Opportunity in Higher

Education. The details of these changes are explained in the attachment to this

statement.
I must not leave before stating publicly how grateful we are for the support that
we have received as a result of the Higher Education Act Our institution has been
strengthened significantly through title III funding. State funds have not been available for faculty development and title III support has done much to strengthen our
facility. In addition, we have been able to enhance our computing services, initiate
new Associate in Arts and Associate in Science degree programs, strengthen our
Learning Resources Center, provide cultural enrichment for our students and establish a records management system. A few more years of support will, indeed, allow
us to reach self sufficiency. We are grateful.
Thank you so much for allowing me to participate in these hearings.

1
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HIGHLIGHTS OF HEA REAUTHORIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Transmitted to House Postsecondary Subcommittee
by 12 Higher Education Associations, April 8,1991
Title 1:

A revised and simplified Title would combine currently unfunded
authorities of Titles I (Continuing Education) and XI (Urban Grants) as a new
program for University Outreach, Community Service and Continuing Education.
Part A, Urban Community Service, (current )U13 revised, together with the
current V-B authority for School, College and Community Partnerships) would
authorize grants to urban institutions, including two-year and four-year
institutions, to bring their knowledge to bear on the problems of urban areas.

Part B, Partnerships for Continuing Higher Education, would authorize
grants to support programs to serve the continuing education needs of adult
learners (a modification of the current authority in 1-A, repealing I-B, I-C and I-1)
(Ilational prograrns,, advisory council, student literacy corps).

Melt
The Title would be changed to "Academic Libraries in an Electronic
Networked Environment." The currently unfunded 11-A (Grants for College Library
Resources) would be revised based on the current 11-D (College 1.ibrary Technology
and Cooperation Grants) to establish a reinvigorated p-ogram of technological and
cooperative assistance with a priority for needy institutions not yet linked to library
resource sharing networks.
11-B (Library Education, Training, Research and Development) would be
modified to place emphasis on the training of minority librarians.
11-C (Strengthening Research Library Resources) would be modified to
emphasize projects related to the Internet/NREN and to encourage
interinstitutional cooperation in collection development.

nit 111
The five-year wait-out period would be eliminated for Institutions which
successfully complete a Part A grant. The community college setaside in Part A
would be repealed.
Greater flexibility in the use Part B funds would be accomplished by
permitting activities which are not specifically authorized but contribute to the
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overall purposes of the program. The Part B minimum grant would be changed
from $350,000 to $500,000 to help equalize funding for smaller institutions.
Five HBCU's would be added to the list of institutions eligible for grants

under Section 326, the graduate section of Part B, and the Secretary would be

authorized to add other institutions as appropriate.

A separate $20 million authorization for historically black colleges and
universities would be established in Part C Challenge Grant;, and the general Part C
authorization would be increased to $75 million. Challenv grants would be capped
relative to the size of the appropriation.
Institutions receiving Part A or B grants would be permitted to participate in
multiple cooperative agreements; grants could be awarded directly to formal
consortia.

Title I .V.1

Pell Grants. A $4,000 Pell Grant maximum would be established for
academic year 92-93, and adjusted annually thereafter based on the Consumer
Price Index. Such a substantial increase is necessary to repair the erosion of
the award over the past decade, and assure that its value is maintained.

The formula for determining individual Pell awards would be changed
to make the maximum award equal $2500 for living expenses, plus 25 percent
of tuition (not to exceed $1500), minus Expected Family Contribution (EFC).
Future adjustments in the maximum above $4000 would be split dollar for

dollar between the living cost and tuition componenti of the formula. This
would simplify the current complex formula, which requires three
computations to determine the size of the award.
The proposed formula would significantly increase awards for all lowincline Pell recipients, including a more realistic living allowance (about half
the average cost of room, board, and books), while at the same time increasing
the tuition-sensitivity of the award in recognition of the needs of students
who pay higher direct educational expenses. Eligibility would be expanded to
families with incomes up to $43,300 (somewhat below the 1979 eligibility level
of $25,000, adjusted for inflation) to increase the participation of working-class
families and students attending baccalaureate degree-granting institutions.
Awards would be prorated for students attending programs of less than an
academic year.

The Education Department would be required to borrow from the
following year whenever appropnated funds are insufficient. Removing the
Department's authority to reduce awards when Its estimates indicate that
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funds are insufficient would mark an important step to establish greater
certainty in the program, so that students can make their educational plans
based on assurance of the amount of aid they will recLive.
Campus-Based Programs. SEOG, CWS, and Perkins Loans would be
continued and expanded with the following modifications:

An incentive for persistence and retention in higher education would
be established by allocating additional SEOG funds based on the calculated
need of eligible aid applicants who have completed the freshman year. Such
an incentive is needed to address the serious problem of low retention and
completion rates in postsecondary education. Institutions would continue to
award campus-based funds to all classes of students as they do now, but those
doing a better job of retaining students and encouraging them to complete
their programs would receive a larger allocation of any funding.
Authority to transfer funds among campus-based programs would be
expanded by permitting institutions to transfer up to 25 percent of SEOG,
CWS, and Perkins funds among the programs. Currqntly only 15 percent of
SEOG and CWS funds are permitted to be transferred. In exchange for such
added flexibility to use campus-based aid, the institutional matching
requirements would be increased in the aggregate by setting a uniform 25
percent rate for all three programs (currently the match is 10 percent for
Perkins, 15 percent for SEOG, and 30 percent for CWS).
State Student Incentive Grants. The SSIG program would be continued
and its authorization expanded. An important new authority is also
proposed, to provide federal matching to encourage states to establish or
expand early intervention programs for at-risk secondary students.

Several states have established pioneering early intervention
programs, based on a commitment to provide lowincome students from
sixth grade through high school with mentoring, counseling, and special
remedial services they need for academic success, including career planning,
early assessment of eligibility for federal aid, and the assurance of state
assistance to attend college if they graduate from high school. Such a new
inidative under the SSIG program would forge a critical link in the expansion
of educational opportunities: there Lc growing recognition that the failure to
obtain or complete postsecondary education is often attributable to the fact
that junior and senior high school students and their parents are unaware of
academic prerequisites for college attendance, have inadequate information
about the availability of federal assistance, and lack encou-:,ement to plan for
college.

In a related recommendation, an amendment to the Title IV Ueneral
Provisions is proposed to authorize funding for a national information
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campaign to publicize the availability of federal student aid, the importance of
postsecondary education in long-term career planning, and the need to
complete a high school program which meets college requirements. This
would establish a line item in the Education Department budget to broaden
early awareness of postsecondary opportunities.
TRIO programs. The authorization would be increased to enable these
programs to reach a larger percentage of atrisk students. Despite their proven
success, they serve less than ten percent of students eligible for TRIO services.
Talent Search would be extended into the sixth grade, coordination with
other stage and private programs of remediation and support would be
enhanced, and steps would be ,uthorized to strengthen programmatic and
administrative accountability ior the programs.
Loan Programs. Several recommendations are made to expand loan
availability, to meet cash flow need of students and parents, to extend flexible
repayment options to student borrowers most at risk, and to effect significant
savings in the federal cost of the loan programs:

A new direstlending program would be created using federal capital
under the mandatory spending cap for institutions with a proven record of
financial management. This would make use of the new credit reform
accounting rules to provide more loan capital at less cost to the federal
government, which in turn would help finance a needed expansion of loan
limits. No institution would be required to participate; eligible institutions
would act as agents of the federal government to originate loans on terms and
conditions comparable to Stafford Loans. Loan servicing could be contracted;
loans would be owned by the federal government and no guarantee or special
allowance would be necessary. Institutions would be compensated for costs
such as loan origination.
More flexible repayment options would be established for borrowers
with a high ratio of debt to income after leaving school, including a
requirement that lenders provide a graduated repayment schedule for all
borrowers who request it.

Recognizing the erosion in the value of loans due to inflation over the
past decade, Joan limits would be raised, restricting limits for freshmen and
permitting larger increases for sophomores, juniors and seniors. Limits for
Perkins and Stafford loans would be set at: $3500 for freshmen, $5000 for
sophomores, juniors and seniors, $10,000 for graduate and professional
students, with aggregate limits of $23,000 for undergraduates and $73,500 for
undergraduate and graduate. SLS limits would be $4000 for freshmen, $6000
for sophomores, juniors and seniors, $10,000 for graduate students, and
$78,000 aggregate. PLUS limits would be removed entirely.
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Stafford interest rates would be made variable after the fourth year of
repayment (e.g., T-bills plus 3.25 percent adjusted annually, with a limit of 12

percent). This would continue the incentive for lender participation and
provide cost sharing between the borrower and the government in the latter
years of repayment to minimize federal costs attributable to loan.subsidies.
Need Ana lisa, Specific proposals will be made for a simplified need
analysis system which improves equity in the treatment of assets and the
determination o' student contributions, as well as for an improved delivery
system including a single, simplified application form.
To assure that the Education Department maintains adequate staffing
support for the student aid programs, amendment of the Title IV General
Provisions is recommended to establish a line item in the Department's
Salaries and Expenses budget for administration of the student aid programs.
}2egulatory Reform. To reduce the regulatory burden and assure that
the community is consulted in advance on a regular basis as part of the
process of developing regulations, several steps are recommended including:

The Secretary would be required to establish, in consultation with the
community, performance-based standards for the administration of Title IV
programs by different types of institutions, including criteria for waiving
regulatory requirements for institutions which meet appropriate alternative
standards.

The Secretary would be authorized to make demonstration grants to
institutions to encourage innovative approaches that improve the
administration and reduce the regulatory burden of federal programs.
The Department would be required to engage in negotiated rulemaking
(see Title XI).

Strengthening Program Management. To address the problems of
rising default costs and mismanagement of the student aid programs which
have undermined the credibility, recommendations are made to strengthen
the integrity of the programs:

The Department would be required to develop objective performance
standards in consuttation with the higher education community, including
reliable criteria for identifying institutions experiencing problems in
administering the student aid programs.

'i
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The Secretary would be given explicit authority to set standards for
recognition of accrediting agencies for purposes of federal studeM aid
dig:Witty.

The Secretary would be authorized to establish, in cooperation with the
states and the State Higher Education Executive Officers, standards for
licensure of postsecondary institutions, including appropriate oversight and
investigation of complaints.

Two programs are recommended for repeal: the authorization for
"Assistance to Institutions of Higher Education" which was included in the
Act in 1972 and has never been funded, and the Income Contingent Direct
Loan Demonstration Project, added in 1986. ln view of the overriding priority
for funding of student assistance, it is not realistic to retain in the statute the
complex formula for cost-of-education payments based on the number of
federally-aided students and the type of institution. The Income Contingent
loan program would be replaced by proposed authority for more flexible
repayment provisions for all federal loans.
1111LY

The current program would be revised and simplified into three interrelated
parts:

Part A, Recruitment of Underrepresented Populations into Teaching; would
provide an expapsion of Douglas scholarships through the addition of a Teacher
Corps program t ) recruit minorities into teaching. The mid-career training program
would be reyisec to give priority to mid-career minorities.
Part 8, Hawkins Partnership Schools for Professional Practice and Research,
would establish a new program of partnerships between colleges and schools to
promote the restructuring of elementary/secondary education and collegiate-based
teacher preparation. The goal would be to establish one partnership school in each
congressional district.

Part C, leac'ter and Faculty Professional Development, would modify the
Christina McAulif,e Fellowship program to permit Fellows to work in Partnership
Schools. National Professional Development Academies would be authorized to
provide professional growth activities for K-12 teachers, administrators, and higher
education faculty engaged teacher training.
Title VI

The authorized activities "f the national resource centers would be amended to
include outr cach activities with a broad spectrum of professional schools, and to
emphasize that the centers be national in scope and limited in number.
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The unfunded second-tier 'FLAS program would be replaced with one less
administratively complex.

The undergraduate programs would be revised to provide seed funding for
the creation of new programs, and to stabilize programs of recognized excellence.
A new subsection.would be added to the summer language institutes
program to authorize institutes for foreign area studies.
The research sectinn would be modified to reflect emerging challenges and to
include activities viewed as critical to the further development of language and area
studies and other international fields.

The periodicals program would be amended to permit the collection of timely
research materials that may exist only in manuscript form.
The equitable distribution L,f funds section would be modified to encourage

enhanced funding of undergraduate programs.
Linkages with overseas institutions would be authorized for the national
resource centers, undergraduate, and business programs.
The authority for educational and cultural exchanges under Section 102(b)(6)
of Fulbright-Hays would be transferred to the Education Department, which
administers the program. Eligibility would be extended to persons whose careers
will have an international dimension.

Title w
Priorities would be amended to permit funding of projects whose primary
purpose is r ot necessarily one of the priorities; the priority for library and research
facilities would emphasize projects thdt utilize new technologies and promote
preservation of library materials, and the priority for renovation would be modified
so that it is not mandatory.
The authorization for"Part A (Grants for Undergraduate Facilities) and Part B
(Grants (or Graduate Facilities) would be increased, and the elaborate Part A system
of establishing state plans and allotting funds among the states would be replaced
with the simpler Part B mechanism for peer review.
Parts C (Loans for Academic Facilities) and F (Loans for Housing and Other
Facilities) would be combined into a single program to support both undergraduate
and graduate academic facilities, housing, and related support facilities.
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Two purposes are stated: to enhance the quality and diversity of college and
university faculty, and to expand graduate opportunities for underrepresented
groups.

The Department's graduate and professional programs would be consolidated
administratively to ensure that they are carried out consistently with academic
practices, The Department also would be granted "excepted hire" authority to
strengthen staffing by recruiting campus administrators experienced in graduate
program administration.

The summer research internships would be expanded to include women; the
financial need restrictions governing internship stipends would be removed; the
Department wi.uld be directed to disseminate information on participants in the
program so that institutions can better recruit persons from groups
underrepresented in graduate eduction.
The Harris Public Service Fellowships would be expanded to support
postbaccalaureate study for women and minorities in a broader range of programs
leading to careers in which they are underrepresented. This would be accomplished
by creating a two-year grant for masters or professional study with provisions
similar to the Harris PhD program. (below)

The cap on stipends for the masters and professional program and for Grants
to Institutions and Individuals To Enhance the Quality and Diversity of Academic
Faculty would be removed, to bring the Department's policy into accord with that of
all other federal agendes supporting graduate students; the Department would be
directed to set levels on the basis of their purpose of attracting and supporting
exceptionally talented students.
The National Need traineiship program would be focusecl on areas of
projected faculty shortage instead of specific fields. A matching requirement for a
university-funded year of supervised teaching is added.
A doctoral traineeship leading to faculty careers for women and minorities
would be established to complement the masters and professional\ program
established under Part A. It would provide support for an initial nio years, with an
added year of dissertation support; a university matching requirement would be
added to provide trainees with two years of support, at least one of Which would be a
university-funded, supervised teaching experience.
111,11.X1

The current authority would be repealed. (Part A activities can be funded
under Part 8, which is proposed (or inclusion in Title I together with revised Part C
provisions to clarify eligibility of all urban institutions of higher education.)
Title XII

A requirement would be added to the General Provisions that negotiated
rulemaking be used in the development of regulations for HEA programs
whenever it is in the public interest.

<
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Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much, Dr. Bryan. We are
glad to have you with us.
Mr. BRYAN. Thank you.
Senator THURMOND. We will now move on to the next witness,
Dr. Luns Richardson, president of Morris College.
Good afternoon, we are glad to have you with us.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Senator Thurmond.
We are very pleased to be here this morning on behalf of Morris

College and its 862 students, 90 percent of whom are on financial
aid. We want to thank you for this opportunity and for your long
years of sensitive and effective support of equal educational opportunities for all people, including minorities.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Especially, do we thank you for your direct support of Morris College over the past 12 years in acquiring about $8
million worth of new buildings and facilities, which has enabled
the institution to greatly increase the quality of its education and
services.

By the way, you will remember that you are an honorary alumnus of Morris College, and we are very pleased to see you this
morning.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much.
Mr. RICHARDSON. As I reflect back on the days before the Higher
Education Act, when I was a student at a UNCF college, and com-

pare it with what the colleges have done today, I can truly affirm
that the act has had a profound impact on the development of the
black community. This, in turn, has had and will continue to have
a profound impact on the growth of our Nation's economy and on

the productivity of its labor force.
What features of the act should be continued in the proposed reauthorization and what features should be modified to better serve
the purposes of this important legislation? With regard to title III
of the Act, I would urge the following:
One, continue to award grants to historically black institutions
on a noncompetitive basis, in accordance with part B of the current
title III regulations.
Two, continue the percent formula for establishing the size of an
institution's program grant on the basis of 50 percent of the grant,

based upon the number of Pell grant recipients at the institution
during the preceding year, and 25 percent, based upon the number
of graduates of the institution during the preceding year.
However, I would modify somewhat the current provision whereby the final 25 percent of the program grant is based solely upon
the percentage of the institution's graduates who are in attendance
at a gra0uate professional school and pursuing a degree program in
a discipline in which blacks are under-represented.
I recommend that that category be retained, but that it be expanded to also include the number of the institution's graduates of
the previous 4 fiscal years who were filling positions as fully certified teachers in public elementary and secondary schools within
the United States. I recommend this change because there is clear
evidence that blacks have become seriously under-represented in
the Nation's teaching staff in the public schools and, as a result,
many of our colleges are focusing their efforts on getting more of
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our students who are not planning to enter graduate school in

their future to enter teacher education programs, when successfully completed.
Three, continuing in effect the revisions that were made during
the 1986 reauthorization, which permitted for the first time the use
of title III funds for physical plant renovation or new construction,
which removed some of the previous restrictions on using such
funds for operating the development office and for carrying out
programs of nonacademic staff development.
Four, continuing in effect the part C endowment program, which
has the greatest potential for moving participating colleges toward
self-sufficiency, which is one of the stated goals of the legislation.
However, I would suggest that the burden on the colleges of
matching the Federal endowment award on a dollar-for-dollar basis
be changed to one that requires the college to match the Federal
endowment award at whatever level the award is, at a ratio of $2
for every $2 of Federal money received.
I suggest this change, because it appears that many private foun-

dations have begun to shift their giving to black colleges away

from direct grants to support programs, and more toward matching
grants to support endowment building.
With regard to title IV of the Act, which in part establishes the
student financial aid programs, I would make the following recommendations:
One, stop guaranteeing loans to 18- and 19-year-old low-income
freshmen and sophomore students, but continue guaranteeing educational opportunity to these students. Making loans to low-income
first- and second-year college students will ins., tre a continuation of
the high default rates that the Department of Education has been
reporting, If educational opportunities are continued to be guaranteed to such students, it will mean initiating a policy of providing
all financial aid to students strictly through grants and work-study
programs at that level.
Two, limit guaranteed student loans to junior and senior students, because they have relatively high rates of success in obtaining a degree and ultimately obtaining high employment. Relative

to this, I would recommend that the ratio of loans to grants for
such junior and senior students be established at about a 50/50
ratio.
Three, do not penalize colleges for the failure of their students to
repay loans that they obtained from financial institutions. The colleges have nothing to do with either certifying the credit worthiness of the students or with authorizing approval of the loans. The
defaulting students should suffer consequences and alreariy do,
through getting a bad credit rating, through denial of further
access to student loans and through having tax refunds that are
due him or her diverted to loan repayments.
Senator, these are a few of my suggestions and, again, we want
to thank you for this hearing and to thank you for your concerns
and your leadership. Let me conclude by saying that the reauthorization of this act will heip many of our young people and, finally,
the black community to improve its economic status. It is a very
worthy cause.
Thank you.
-c

-a: -IL
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Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much, Dr. Richardson, for
your presence.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Richardson followsj
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. RICHARDSON

For the 41 private and historically Black colleges that currently compose the
membership of the United Negro College Fund and for the nearly 50,000 students
who currently attend these various institutions, the Higher Education Act of 1965
and the various amendments that have been added to it over the years have been of
overwhelming iignificance. Title III of the act has done much to assist our member
institutions in strengthening the quality of their academic and administrative programs and in building their endowment funds, and title IV of the act has done
much to assist our students in overcoming the financial and educational disadvantages which many of them have as they seek to pursue and complete a college
degree. As I reflect back on the days before the Higher Education Act when I was a
student at a UNCF college and compare it with what the colleges have become
today, I can truly affirm that the act has had a profound impact on the development
of the black community, and this in turn has had and will continue to have a pro.
found impact on the growth of our nation's economy and on the productivity of its
labor force.

What features of the act should be continued in the proposed reauthorization and
what features should be modified to serve better the purposes of this important legislation? With regard to title III of the Act, I would urge the following:
(1) Continue to award grants to historically Black institutions on a non-competitive basis in accordance with part B of the current title III regulations.
(2) Continue the present formula for establishing the size of an institution's program grant on the basis of 50 percent of the grant being based upon the number of
Pell grant recipients at the institution during the preceding year and 25 percent
being based upon the number of graduates of the institution during the preceding
year. However, I would modify somewhat the current provision whereby the final 25
percent of the program grant is based solely upon the percentage of the institution's
graduates who are in attendance at a graduate or professional school and pursuing
a degree program in a discipline in which Blacks are underrepresented. I recommend that category be retained but that it be expanded to also Include the number
of the institution's graduates of the previous 4 fiscal years who are filling positions
schools within the
as fully certified teachers in public elementary or secondary
United States. I recommend this change because there is clear evidence that during
the past decade, Blacks have become seriously underrepresented on the teaching
staffs of the nation's public schools. As a result, many of our UNCF member colleges are focusing their efforts on getting more of our students who are not planning to enter graduate school in the near future to enter Teacher Education Programs which when successfully completed almost assure immediate placement in a
teaching position in the public schools.
(3) Continue in effect the revisions that were made during the 1986 reauthorization which permitted for the first time the use of title III funds for physical plant
renovation or new construction and which removed some of the previous restrictions
on using such funds for operating the development office and for carrying out programs of non-academic staff development.
(4) Continue in effect the part C Endowment Program which has the greatest potential for moving participating colleges toward self-sufficient which is one of the
stated goals of the legislation. However, I would suggest that the burden on the colleges of matching the Federal endowment award on a dollar for dollar basis be
changed to one that requires the college to match the Federal endowment award at
a ratio of $1 for every $2 dollars of Federal money received. I suggest this change
because it appears that many private foundations have begun to shift their giving to
black colleges away from direct grants to support programs and more toward matching grants to support endowment building. Many colleges will have to forego either

title III endowment programs or foundation endowment programs if they are

stretched too far in their obligations to raise matching funds.
With regard to title IV of the Act, which in part establishes the student financial
aid programs that are so vital to both black colleges as well as to black students, let
me make a few broad policy recommendations that are suggested by the considerable debate and controversy that has revolved around these programs.
(1) Stop guaranteeing loans to eighteen- and nineteen-year old low-income freshman and sophomore students but continue guaranteeing educational opportunities

r
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to such students. Making loans to low-income first- and second-year college students
will ensure a continuation of the high default rates that the Department of Education has been reporting, and if educational opportunities are to continue to be guaranteed to such students, it will mean initiating a policy of providing all financial aid
to such students strictly through grants and work-study programs.

(2) Limit guaranteed student loans to junior and senior students because they
have relatively high rates of success in obtaining a degree and ultimately in obtaining employment. These are the conditions that are necessary to ensure a relatively
low rate of loan default, and such default is made even less likely by the fact that
the total loan burden on the student would be limited to that incurred over just 2
years instead of over 4 years. Relative to this I would recommend that the ratio of
loans to grants for such junior and senior students be established at about a 50/50
ratio.
(3) Don't penalize colleges for the failure of their students to repay loans that. they

obtained from financial institutions when the colleges have nothing to do with
either certifying the creditworthiness of the students or with authorizing approval
of the loans. The defaulting student alone should suffer consequences and already
does through getting a bad credit rating, through denial of further access to student
loans, and through having tax refunds that are due him or her diverted to loan re-

payment.
During the decade of the 1980's the percentage of what high school graduates who
entered college rose from 32 percent to 381/2 percent while the percentage of black

high school graduates who entered college remained at a static 28 percent. Is this
because black high school graduates didn't see the advantages of higher education
in the way that their white counterparts did? Definitely not. What black high school
graduates did see and had to focus on more clearly than their white counterparts
was that the earlier benefit of grants to attend college had now been replaced by
the much more substantial burden of loans. In the face of this burden, many black
students "defaulted" on their educational aspirations and on their futures by choosing not to borrow heavily to go to college for fear of defaulting instead of their student loans.
What resource did such students have if they still hoped that someday they might
earn a college degree? The answer to that question came through very clearly in the
media during the months of Operation Desert Shield and Desert Storm. Thee were

the many stories of a regular and reserve military force that unlike Viet Nam was
made up of men and women who were almost all high school graduates and of
whom 30 percent were black. These were followed by other studies about why did
many of these young men and women join the regular military or the reserves or
the National Guard. We all heard the answers. "I joined the regular military to further my education in the service and to earn veteran's benefits that would pay for
college," or "I joined the reserves zo help pay my way directly through college." It
seems that as far as many young black people are concerned, the Department of
Defense is currently providing a better program of student financial aid than is the
Department of Education, and there is no evidence that these young people are in
any way "defaulting" on carrying out their military obligations.
Though the Department of Defense is not supposed to operate primarily as an
agency to provide student financial aid for the black community, the present shape
of federal financial aid programs has caused it to fill that role unintentionally. However, the planned reduction in the size of the Armed Services during the 1990's
means that even this indirect opportunity is now going to diminish. The question
that should now be addressed is whether the Department of Education can begin to
take up the slack in direct grants for young black people who want to go to college
that is resulting from the downsizing of the Armed Services. The pending reauthorization of the Higher Education Act offers an important opportunity to achieve this
and to get the rate of college attendance among black high school graduates during
the 1990's off the static rate of 28 percent where it has remained stuck during the
decade of the 1980's.
Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Senator THURMOND. Our next witness is Mr. Pernell Smith, dean
of Clinton Junior College.
Mr. SMITH. Senator Thurmond, I am Pernell Smith, dean of Clin-

ton Junior College, and I represent Dr. Morley. She requested that
I express her sincere appreciation to you for having requested her
to be here today, to have recognized Clinton Junior College, and to
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thank you for the interest that you have shown in education for

the historically black institutions for a period of time.
Clinton is a very small 2-year or junior college that is located in
Rock Hill, SC. It has an enrollment of approximately 100 students,
and out of this 100 students, 96 percent of them are getting Federal
aid. It would be completely impossible for them to attend college, if
they were not provided this kind of financial assistance.
These students come from the most disadvantaged black families,

and many of them certainly would not have any opportunity to
attend institutions of higher education, if it were not for the assistance that they are getting.
Clinton is a nonaccredited 2-year college, therefore, it is ineligible for title III programs. Being ineligible for title III programs, the
money that it gets through student assistance cannot be used for
the improvement of physical plant, as we have heard previous testimony that concerns those schools that are eligible for title III programs.
However, even though it is not eligible to receive title III funds
to help improve the physical facilities, the title IV funds or the
funds that are provided for student assistance, with the Pell grant
and also the student guaranteed loans are accessible. The college is
in a position to use funds that it would use in place of these funds,
in order to do some of the construction that is necessary in order to
enhance the physical plant.
Just this year, a new library has been built, and all of the established buildings now are in the process of renovation. After these
buildings have been renovated, Clinton then wili be in a position to
upgrade its curriculum or strengthen its faculty. After having
strengthened its faculty or upgraded the curriculum, it is going to
go through a self-study program. It plans to become a candidate for

accreditation with the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools.
Clinton

is funded by the African Methodist Eniscopal Zion

Church. They have assigned a bishop to this particular district that
is quite far-sighted and educationally minded, and he has increased
the funding here tremendously. So, with his leadership, we are cer-

tain, with the help of the Federal programs, that Clinton can do
more than it has done previously, in order to upgrade its entire
program that will do more for the students that are enrolled there,

and to improve their educational lot.
We concur with the expressions that have been made here relative to increasing the Pell grant aid for students and to at least do
some careful study relative to the defaults. We are aware of the
fact that there are students, especially in that freshman year, that
seemingly have serious difficulty making the adjustments that they
should make, and our experience has been that if more were done
for the entering freshmen and then probably for the sophomores
also, it would eliminate some of the difficulty that we are having
trying to follow them up, when they have not paid their loans as
they should have.
So, we certainly go on record recommending highly that the reauthorization of this Federal program continue and that more help
is provided at least for the freshmen, and that careful study should
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be made of the default program, so as to at least not add to that
particular problem.
We want to thank you very kindly.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith followsl
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. SMITH

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee on Education of the Labor and
Human Resources Committee of the Senate, I am Pernell Smith, dean of Clinton
Junior College representing Dr. S.V. Moreland, president of the College. She asked
that I express her kindest regards to you for having invited her to attend this most
important meeting.
Clinton Junior College was founded in 1894 by Rev. Nero A. Crockett and Rev.
W.M. Robinson, two A.M.E. Zion Church Ministers in the York Community, now
the town of York, SC. The school was named in honor of Bishop Isom Clinton, a
dynamic educational religious leader in the state, According to an article published
in the Lancaster News in 1988, Bishop Clinton was born a slave on the plantation of
Irwin Clinton, a planter and laywer, in Lancaster County, May 24, 1830.
Clinton Junior College is an A.M.E. Zion Church supported Junior College.
During the General Conference of 1896, it was received as a connectional institution
and was incorporated as Clinton Normal and Industrial College by the state of
South Carolina. The charter was amended in 1956 and the name of the school
became Clinton Junior College. Clinton has an enrollment of 88 students in its Associate in Arts degree program including the Continuing Education classes, with 96
percent of its Associate in Arts degree program students receiving Federal Student
Aid. The Mission of Historically Black Colleges and Universities:
The mission of the historically Black colleges and universities has been to educate
and train individuals to become intelligent, responsible and productive citizens in a
democratic society. These institutions serve a student population largely composed
of the socio-economically and educationally deprived Black disadvantaged students
to achieve their career aspirations such as teaching, the ministry, dentistry, medicine, pharmacy, law, farming, veterinary medicine and other professions.
Senator Thurmond, we strongly urge you and the, "Labor and Human Resources
Committee", to work diligently and dedicatedly for the Reauthorization of the
Higher Education Act to recommit the Federal Government to insure grant and aid
to low income disadvantaged minority students. This act helps meet the needs of
those who have been by-passed on the road to a realization of the American dream
by not having developed the basic skills to cope with this period of high automation
and new technology.

According to current information, we have more Black males in prison than we
have enrolled in our colleges and universities of higher education. These people are
a burden to the tax payers and the economy of this nation. With the increasing cost
of higher education, it will be impossible for Cl:nton Junior College to keep its doors
open to train the economically disadvantaged student population it serves without
Federal funding.
Unless, Federal funding is provided for students of low income families, we will be
thrown into a worse economic and c'Atural glump than we are in.
RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) In view of a 2.6 billion dollar default in guaranteed student loan payments, we
strongly recommend that student guaranteed loans to freshmen eighteen year old
students from low income families be discontinued. It is our opinion tint guaranteed
student loans to freshmen from low income families will continuo this high default
rate.
(2) We recommend that the Pell grant award be increased to $4,000.00. This increase will off-set the imbalance between the grants and Iowa

(3) We recommend Col:ege Work Study and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant be increased to help off-set the imbalance between grants and loam.. These
programs also prc iide work experiences for disadvantage low income students and
aid with college expense.
(4) We recommend the continuation of the Student Guaranteed Loan Program beginning with the sophomore year of college. These students have had one year of
college training and the college personnel has records to better identify responsible
and dependable students. Therefore, it is our opinion that this will decrease the default payment rate.
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(5) We strongly recommend that the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act
is continued because this is the only hope for the low income minority students to
develop the competence. to perform efficiently in a democratic society.
We are grateful for the opportunity to have participated in this most encoureging
Program.

Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much, Mr. Smith. We are

glad to have you with us.
Now, we have a few questions here. The first question I have is
what percentage of students at each of your respective institutions
receive Federal financial aid? Maybe if you could turn that information over to Mr. Talbert, if you could write me a letter with the

attention of Mr. Talbert and answer that question, what percentage of students at each of your respect institutions receive Federal
financial aid?
The next question to you also furnishes to Mr. Talbert: Do you
find very many of your students to be first-generation college students, in other words, the first in their family to attend college?
Either what percentage or how many out of the total student body
are first-generation college ctudents, first in the family to ever
attend college?
[Questions and answers referred to follows:]
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As per your request, I al responding to the two (2) questions
in your fax dated Nay 13, 1951.
eke persentage ef tudents enrolled at Voorhees
I.
College tAat resolved ome form of tedaral financial
assietanse was 94%.
2,

tot ef our students are first gsnoration college
students.
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Thank You.
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The Honorable Strom Thurmond
United States Senate
5R-217 Russell Senate Office Building
20510-4001
Washington, DC
ATTENTION:

Nr. Kant Talbert

Deer Senator Thurmond:

this is in response to your request for additional statistical
information following completion of the recent Field Hearing
on ,4authorliation of the Higher Education Act.

Our records indicate that 92% of students currently enrolled
et Norris College MICIAVe Federal linancial lid. Our records

also indicate that 65% of students currently enrolled at
Norris College are the first generation in their families to
ever attend college.

If you are in need of any

further information on

matters, please let me know.
Sincerely,

6 1-4,44~14
Luns C. Richardson
President
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mr. Kent Talbert

PROM:

Albert S. Smith

A011-5

President

DATE:

May 17, 1991

RE:

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS IN FAX OF 3113191

questions from the Higher

As per your request, I am providing responses to the Ivo
April 30, 1991.
Education Reauthorization Hearing held in Oringeburg on

Question #1: 'What percentage of students at your Institution receive

Federal fthanclal aid?"
Answer:

For 1989-90, 84% (4,003) of the total student body at South
Carolina Slate College (4,748) received Federal financial

ald. While the data Is not complete for 1990-91, It Is

projected that the figure will be 83-38%,
Question 02:

"Do you f1nd vety many of your students to be nrst-generitIon
college students, In other words, the flest In their family to

attend college, either what percentage or how many out of the

total student body are first-generation college students, first In
the family to ever attend college,"
Answrr:

For 1990-9). seventy-five percent (75%) of the total
student body at South Carolina State College are firstgeneration college students.

u
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Ruby W. WattsL c.or
Acaden c Affairs
Vice President
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Information Requested

DITis

May. 17, 1991

the Transcript
Below is the information you requested to complete
Orangeburg, South
Subcommittue
Hcqtring
held
in
ot Rec:4rd for the
Carolina on April 30, 1991t
Percentage of students at Benedict College
receiving Federal Financial Aid - 88%
Percentage of students at Benedict who ere
first generation college students - 60%
Please let ma know if you need further information.
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May 19, 1991

Senator Strom Thurmond
C/0 Mr. Telt D. Talbert
Counsel, Labor anA Human Resources
Committee
217 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510

4,ber, 010A,A_,344;
Fx
-44 "Te!.1 dart
A Trd

Dear Senator Thurmond:

We received your letter requesting information on the percentage
of !students receiving Federal Aid and the percentage that are
first generatioe college students in our respective institutions.
According to our records at Clinton Junior Collage. 962 of our
student enrollment receive Federal Aid and 981 are first
generation college students.
sincerely,

Parnell Smith

PS/gm
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TEL:1-803-376-5709

12:22 No.004 P.10

ADDITIONAL NINFONON TO
SPNC/FIC QUBOTIONO

91LIAL1211-1.

What percentege ot Allen Univermity mtudents
receivad

Title

IV,

Student

Aid

Financial

Assietance?

RAINAAll

92 percent (92%)

Question 2

Now many are tiret-generation, college-going
students?

111122DAI

es percent (es%)

Question 3

How has the rising cost ot education affected
student enrollment?

WWI=

The rising cost has had a serious,
affect.

adverse

In that the average percentage ot

students who attend Allen University quality
tor Federal Financial Assistance (92%) and are
firat-goneration,

college-going

students

is

8e.50%, many have to drop-out ot college due
to a two-fold problems
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1.

12:22 NO.004 P.11

Inability to pay the portion of tuition
and

fees

(approxisately

$2,000)

not

covered by Student Financial Aid.

2.

The need to work to

help support the

family financially.
0

fi ALLLIRA

What oan be done to hold

the line on the

riming cost of education?

Give

a

meaningful

financial

incentive

or

incentivs to colleges which have come up with
creative

leans

general,

and

helping

of

students,
student.,

low-income

in
in

particular. meet the cost of their education.

Allen University has

such

a

program which

assists students in meeting the cost of their

education (24,096.00 per semester) via come
oreetive, innovative support programs.

2

;'

41_
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TEL:1-803-376-5709

May 17.91

12:22 No.004 P.12

What has been the impact of Title III on the

12.111.01211-1

college?

Allen Univereity does not participate in the

R11821111

Title III Program.

The impact on participating colleges has been

than positive and

more
cases

the

impact

has

In

crucial'.

Some
the

changing

meant

DBOLIWIWO

status of the institution from

college/university to a POSITIVELY DEVSLOPINO
institution of higher education.

This

assertion

experience

as

is

based

on

former U.S.

a

Education Official.

this

writer's

Department

College Academic

of

Dean.

Consultant to the Research Triangle Impact
Study on Title III and now as President of a
small. Historically Black College.

Of

Question 6

all

Title

XV.

Student

Financial

Aid

Programs. which two are soot isportant?

tech of the programs is terribly important.

Response

The importance of the programs
3

1J.1

jj

rf

(fell:

Clail

.1
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,LLEN UNIVERSITY

May 17.91

TEL:1-803-376-5709

12:23 No.004 P.13

$WOC) is based on the extent to which funding

vital leg in

from each program represents

developing the student's financial &id package

in a manner which enables students/parents to

meet the basic cost of tuition end tees.

It is the interaction of the funding from such

programs which enable the college td provide

at least limited assistance in meeting the
TOTAL cost of the student's education.
out

for

support

those

costs

With-

not directly

associated with tuition and tees, e.g. books
and

end/or

low-income

suppliesi

first-

generation, college-going persons often find
it impossible to complete their undergraduate
degree.

IN SHORT,

Each program (Pell

CWSI SZOG) is

HOST important.

However,

a

in

'hair-splittine

priority

ranking, the 'thin-line ranking in terms of
importance is as follow..

Host Important

4

1

Pell grant

=z14
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Second Host Important

1

College Work
Study (CWB)

Third Host Tmportent

1

Supplmental
Educational

Opportunity
Grant (8!OO)

What is the cause of the high default rate?

The answer Is complicated.

There are many
Hore-

variables which attend this problem,
over.

there

is

the problem of

between and among these

interaction

several variables.

.g.

The

socio-economic

status

ot

loan

rocipients

The

academic

recipients

/

classification

of

loan
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ALLEN UNIVERSITY

The

the

and

education

fragnentation

Departsent

of

loan

i.e. financial

collection organisations.

The

of

purposes

and lending institutions

higher

of

purposes

the

to

eitist
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Senator THURMOND. Now, you know that the cost of college edu-

cation has risen considerably over the past decade. How has the
rise in costs affected enrollment at your institution, and what do
you suggest be done to help hold the line on costs? We might just
let you answer that question Now, how has the rise in costs affected enrollment at you institution and what do you suggest be done
to hold down the costa?
Mr. Smith, do you have an answer on that?
Mr. SMITH. Senator Thurmond, first let me say that the costs associated with going to college or attending college is continuing to
increase and everything else is, as well, and we recognize that.
I think the thing we need to do is be in a position to assist our
students in satisfying that cost. Now, I am not too sure that we can

cut costs very much on our campuses. I think, though, there are
some things that can be done associated with the whoie effort of
providing that education. Let me give you one.
As a member of the NCAA Council, we are finding on our campuses that the athletic cost is increasing because the demands are
being placed on us by Federal agencies in Washington to provide
information relative to disclosure. Now, we don't mind providing
that information, but what has happened is many institutions
across this country have had to set up what they call compliance
offices, in order to comply with the requesth for information on student athletes.
Senator THURMOND. Student athletes?

Mr. SMITH. Student athletes, and I would certainly suggest, Senator, that that be looked at very closely.
In the NCAA Council in Kansas City, that was one of the central

issues that we discussed at the last meeting of the NCAA Council.

It has gotten so bad--

Senator THURMOND. All colleges in the United States?
Mr. SMITH. All colleges and universities across this country--the

problem has gotten so bad, that Dick Schultz, who is the National
Director of the NCAA, said to us at the meeting, that if the Federal Government continues to request additional information from
our institutions, and make those great demands for information, it
is possible that the NCAA will just have to stop requesting information for its purposes. I did want to make that comment to you.

Now, the other thing that--

Senator THURMOND. Well, what have they done with that information?
Mr. SMITH. Well, they are asking for information, for example,

relative to the graduation rate of our students, which we do not
minding giving. We think it should be given. But what we would
suggest is, rather than for us having to give that information directly to the Federal Government, we would prefer to process that
information through the NCAA and let the NCAA handle the reporting part of it to the government.
What it looks like now is that it is going to continue to increase
on each one of us as institutions to provide that kind of information on an ongoing basis to the Federal Government. We would
suggest that the Federal Government depend upon the NCAA and
agencies like that to provide that information.
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Now, one other thing I wanted to say relative to cost, there is a
tremendous amount of cost associated with handling financial aid
on our campuses, and as a result of it and because of the amount of
information that is requested, a lot of students are not able to satisfy all of that paperwork.
I wanted to make a suggestion that we look at some kind of centralized assistance office in each State that will work with the colleges and universities and the individual parents, to assist them in,
number one, learning hew to fill out these forms, and number two,
assisting them in doing so.
Now, I think there certainly can be some consideration given to
that approach, rather than just leaving it up to the institutions to
try to get this information out, leaving it up to the institutions to

help process the information, and leaving it up to the students
who, in many instances, do not have help at home to try to fill
these forms out. I think we are losing some very valuable natural
human resources, people that could be productive in the future, but
they are not able to satisfy those requirements.
Thank you.
Senator THURMOND. I think Dr. Dawson wanted to make some
remarks on that.
Mr. DAWSON. Senator, I would just like to say that the rising cost
of education issue is one that affects this group of colleges disproportionately. It costs us more money every year to do business, because the salaries go up, the cost of food goes up, everything goes
up, it costs us more money every year, just as it does every other
institution, disproportionately, though, we are affected because we

are prohibited, because of our clientele, from passing on those costs
to our students. We have to keep education affordable, which
means that we have to keep it within reach, so we Pre disproportionately affected by that.
For instance, at Voorhees College right now, it costs the student
$5,992 to go to college there, and we have to provide that education
for that cost, because of the clientele that we serve. So, we cannot
pass the rising costs on to our students and we are being disproportionately affected by that, which is why increases in title IV funds
are so very, very important to us. And when I talk about the $4,000

Pell entitlement, it is for that purpose and just for that purpose,
because we cannot pass these costs on in th way that we should be
able to.
Senator THURMOND. Any of you supported by the denomination
churches, can you get them to help more?
Mr. DAWSON. That is a good question. I wish I could get you to go
with me to try to get that done, sir. [Laughter.]

We, by the way, have been having the same problem with the
man in the pew. You see, he is hit in the pocket the same way and
that money that is getting to the national church is not as much it
has been, so we are having to take a look at the budget of the tuitional church, Li Id we are being affected by that, also. We have nowhere else to turn, sir.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much.
I would be glad to hear from any of the rest of you on this question.
tai
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Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, Morris is a small private institution supported by a church denomination in this State, and, of course, we
face the same problems as those indicated by President Dawson,
and we have to reevaluate our costs every year.
As I always say to the faculty and staff, we have to cut all the
fat that we can find out of the budget and we must rely heavily on
fund-raising from private sources and all that we can get from Federal sources, because our students pay only about 44 percent of the
cost of attending Morris College. We have to raise the rest from
those sources, because they are usually low-income students, and
90 percent of our students are on financial aid, and at least 60 percent of our students are first-generation college students, at least
60 percent of them, and we have to keep this in mind.
Of course, we try to raise more money for scholarships. We have
special efforts from various groups and churches and fraternities
and sororities and alumni to raise scholarship money for our students and, of course, we encourage student employment as much as
we can, including our cooperative education program, which has
been a great help to many of our students.

Senator THURMOND. Can you get the community to give employ-

ment to the students when they are not in classes?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, we have pretty good success in the local
community in getting employment.
Senator THURMOND. How about the rest of you on that subject?
Mr. DAWSON. All things are not possible in Denmark, no transportation system, very few job opportunities are available. At Voorhees College, technology is the biggest game in town, and there is
just not that option for us.
Mr. SMITH. Senator, we have had relatively good success in Orangeburg in having our students employed across this community. I
would suggest, though, that we look at ways and means of better

utilizing our work-study money-Senator THURMOND. The what?

Mr. SMITH. The work-study money, increasing the level so that
we can use more of that money for students, to employ more students on our campuses. Right now, we have a limit in terms of how
much of that money can be used for work-study.
Mr. COLEMAN. Senator Thurmond, the issue, in my judgment, is
very basic. There has to be a subsidy overall to support historically
black colleges. To use a very simple analogy is that, over the years,
from inception, we have been playing catch-up and we do not have
the basic financial support to put in place those items we need to
get to start even.
It is kind of like computers. Computers can do a lot, but you
cannot talk about expanding the use of computers until you get the
first one. It is like going to the bank, you need to borrow money,
but you cannot borrow money until you get some credit.
We think that the Department of Education needs to undergo
and I say that as a former member of that August bodyit needs
to be trained and educated about the reality of historically black
colleges, and maybe it would mean sending some of the decisionmakers or staff persons to spend a year on those campuses, to get
an education on what is happening, and then once we can get some
subsidy to get somewhat even, then we can take advantage of those
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opportunities to get our students out there to subsidize the cost of
education.
Senator THURMOND. Does anybody else have any remarks on
this? Dr. Bryan.
Mr. BRYAN. I would add one comment. Of course, all of us know

that the children of the jobless and children of the unskilled find
the rising costs most difficult, and certainly we must never forget
to use all of the strategies available to us to break the cycle of poverty and certainly do all that we can to promote access to education. I believe that certainly must be the core of the answer.
Not only that, we must do all we can to keep college tuition affordable, and if we could somehow get additional support to establish endowment programs, I believe that the kind of institution
would do as much as we could to hold those costs down and keep
our institutions affordable to those who need it very much.
Mr. DAWSON. Senator, I just want to say that you will not find
any one of these institutions assembled here today caught up in
the fix-fixing problem. You will not have that problem with any
one of these institutions that are here today. [Laughter.]
Mr. SMITH. Senator, I wanted to make a suggestion. I really
think we need a task force of people on our campuses working together to look at the whole issue of financial aid and looking at the
waste involved, as well as the possibility of how it can be better
used. I would recommend, as a part of the results of these hearings,
that you consider appointing a task force to study for 1 year the
whole issue of financial aid across this country and how it affects
historically black colleges, how it affects other institutions, and
how it can be better administered. I think there would be some
very revealing information to come out of it.

Someone just mentioned having someone spend a year on the
campus. Well, I think that we could certainly gain from the experience of all the people that have been involved for years in this
whole area and take a look at it very closely to see if we cannot

come up with some very viable solutions to the issue of how we can
better utilize our financial aid programs.
Senator THURMOND. Mr. Sheheen, has anything been thought of
along that line?
Mr. SHEHEEN. Senator, we have been on the study of financial
aid in the State, and, of course, the State's resources have been
stretched, so it has not been possible to implement any of the programs ensuing from that study.
What we do know is that South Carolina has the second highest
tuition in the public institutions in the Southeast.
Senator THURMOND. You have what?

Mr. SHEHEEN. We have the second highest tuition in public insti-

tution in the Southeast, out of 15 States, and we are one of the
highest in the country, and that is not becoming to a State that has
a relatively low per capita income.
This brings me back to the Pell grant program, which is vital,

and the one thing I am worried about, again, on the Pell grant pro-

gram, is that there will be efforts made to extend the family

income limits to the Pell grant program to families who really can
pay their own way, and I urge you to be on guard against that, because I know there are proposals in Washington to extend that
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family income limit up to the $50,000 and $60,000 range, and I do
not think that is appropriate for Pell grants.
Senator THURMOND. What do you think is a reasonable amount?
Mr. SHEHEEN. Well, my own personal philosophy is that it should
be geared to families with very modest income, $25,000 or less, perhaps. I do not have the statistical base to make the decision, but I
certainly do not think that families with $50,000 or $60,000 income
ought to have their children going to college subsidized by the Pell
grant, and that worries me a lot, Senator.
Senator THURMOND. Any other remarks on this subject?
[No response.]

We will move on, then. One of the things we are continuing to
hear from educators is that the traditional makeup of the study

body on college campuses has changed over the past f'ew years. For
example, most students attending college today are generally older
in age. Most students have a full or parttime job while in school,

and most students are taking longer to graduate. Would each of
you describe the general makeup of the student body at your institution and indicate whether or not you have noticed any peculiar

changes in its mak eup over the past few years.
Dr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. Senator, currently we are experiencing a changing in
our student body from the normal 18-year-old that comes to college
and graduates around the age of 22 to a little older student who,
number one, is older, number two, in many instances may or may
not be married, and number three, is working and has a job. Now,
as a result of that, we have decided to look at very seriously in the
next 2 years instituting a weekend/evening college program, where
students can come and acquire their education in the exclusively in
the evenings and on weekends.

Senator THURMOND. So, you are giving evening classes?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, we are giving evening classes.
Senator THURMOND. How many college are giving evening classes, raise your hands, let us see how many?
[A show of hands.]

Just about all of them. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. What we plan to do is be in a position where we can

offer degree programs in the evening. Now, this may result in
having to reduce some of the daytime course loads and moving
that, switching that into evening programs.
I might also mention that there is a request on a continual basis,

and it is growing, of industry within this area and in the other

communities to help their employees improve their skills, by providing educational opportunities for them. In a lot of cases, these
companies are asking for opportunities to send their employees
into degree programs.
Now, what we have done thus far, we have combined our efforts
with the technical colleges in the State. We are working very closely with Greenville Technical College, and we offer some degree programs through Greenville Technical College. In collaboration with
Greenville Technical College, engineering technology, for example,
a student will never end up on our campus, only for graduation, in

a practical sense. That student will get their associate 2-year
degree from Greenville Tech, remain in Greenville and attend
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Greenville Tech, and be taught by SOuth Carolina State College
faculty and ultimately receive that bachelor's degree.
Now, that is taking the program from South Carolina State College up to Greenville, so that can take place. We see the need of
doing that kind of thing.
Senator THURMOND. You are doing that now?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, we are doing that now. We need to expand that
possibility, but particularly in our community. We also think that,
by telecommunications, and we are working at that and developing
that with South Carolina Educational Television, so that we can
offer courses in various communities throughout this State, along
with the other institutions in the State.

Senator THURMOND. Any other colleges doing what he just mentioned he is doing with Greenville Technical College?
[No reuponsel
All right. As each of you are no doubt familiar, title III, part B of
the Higher Education Act provides grants to historically black colleges and universities for faculty development, administrative management, improvement of academic programs and other strength-

ening programs. What impact would you say title III has had on

the overall operation of each of your schools?
We will just start down here. Go ahead.
Mr. WATTS. Title III, part B has had a very important impact on
Benedict College. I mentioned a couple of the benefits in my report,
additional benefits. I mentioned the honors program that we have
developed, a very creditable honors program. We have developed a

comprehensive faculty development program that has upgraded

skills and professional experiences of our faculty. We have had persons to go to school to receive terminal degrees. We have had other
persons who have upgraded by simply taking courses. We have sent

faculty to professional meetings and conferences. We have had

seminars and workshops on the campus..So, overall, the faculty development program has been very important.
We have begun a continuing education program that addresses
the question that you asked just a few minutes ago. We do have
evening and Saturday classes. Currently, we are offering degrees
through a continuing education program that is supported by title
III in four areas: the criminal justice area, the business administration area, social work and teacher education, and elementary education.
We have had a number of other programs. One very important
program that we started this year is what we call the BC Cares,
which is the center for academic reinforcement enhancement and
support. That program has as its ultimate aim to increase student
retention, so that we keep more of the students that we get. Since

the pool is shrinking, we want to be able to, we think it is very
important, not only that we recruit students, but that we retain
more of the students that we recruit and enroll at the college.
There are other programs that we have developed under title III

that have been very successful.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Coleman, do you have any remarks on
this subject?
Mr. COLEMAN. Yes, sir. In 1983, the Research Triangle Institute
conducted a study on the 10-year impact on developing institutions,
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including historically black colleges. I was privileged to serve on
that as one of the resource persons and consultants.
One of the major findings of that study was that institutions had
used title III funding to be moved from a declining institution to a
positive developing institution. My comment would be that there
might be reason to take another look at that study and to look at
those things that worked that are cited in that study and to give
more support to those in 1991, as institutions have gotten more
input to the kinds of things that can be funded through those programs.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Richardson, do you have any sugges
tions?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Title III has been very, very significant in the

development of Morris College, especially over the past 10 to 15
years. For example, in faculty development, we have gone from 28
percent earned doctorates 12 years ago to now 5? percent are earning doctorates on our faculty, which is just an example of faculty
development.

In program development, you know, we are an open-door policy
institution, and title III has assisted us to put into place a very excellent program to serve the needs of an open-door policy institution. We have also been able to computerize all of our operations.
We have put into place management systems that have increased
and improved the school's management operations and its business
operations, and, of course, we have honors programs, evening classes and many other kinds of things that have come under title III.
But I think we are proudest of the fact that our student retention rate over that period has jumped from 35 percent to a little
over 70 percent.
Mr. SMITH. Senator, I would like to mention two things. One, in
all of the things that my colleagues have said, we are certainly
benefiting title III. I think one of the things that have been most
encouraging has been the start of a school of freshmen studies in
South Carolina State College. The purpose of that school of freshmen studies is to give an opportunity for each entering freshman
student and some transfer students to be tested, to find out where
their weaknesses are, and where we find weaknesses in English or
in Math. We prescribe programs right away that will help them
through those initial stages, so that by the time they become sophomores and juniors, they are better prepared to continue that matriculation at that institution.
Now, I think, without a doubt, that has certainly helped with our
attrition ration, and I highly would like to just emphasize again
the fact that that school of freshman studies and testing program
incidentally, CGmmissioner Sheheen and the Commissioners have
assisted us with our school of freshman studies in a great way. In
fact, they have provided funding for our psychometric center, and
that workl hand-in-hand with the school of freshman studies.
Now, I might also mention that, through title III, we have been
able to improve our library tremendously and the library holdings
and its capability. Yesterday, we had a new development at our library that I think everyone should be proud of, and the money
came from title III.
1 1 CI
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Now, I want you to indulge just a moment to allow our vice provost Dr. Davis to just say what that development was. He can do it
much better than I. Dr. Davis, would you elaborate on that?
Sena Or THURMOND. Dr. Davis.
Mr. Davis. Over the last 4 years, we have been working to automate our library, and yesterday we inaugurated the first phase of
that automation, and we have the beginning of what we call mill
line, which is an integrated on-line system. The first phase of the
system is the cataloging. All of the books of the library can now be
assessed via computers which are housed in the library, by telephone lines, they call to the library to search the catalog system to
rind out what the services are and what resources are available.
As the other phases of that system go on line in the next couple
of years, then the whole library will be completely automated to
serve our students, as well as our community much more effectively. We are very proud of the inauguration yesterday, and the automation of the library system here at the college, which is funded
primarily by title III funds.
Mr. SMITH. At a cost of over a million dollars.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you.

Dr. Dawson.
Mr. DAWSON. Senator, I think you can readily see from what you

have just heard in the last few minutes what the real value of the
title III program is. I think it goes to the heart of what our institutions are about. The diversity of programs, and the diversity of interests of each institution has been reflected in what title III has
been permitted these institutions to do.
The legislation, with its broad parameters, provides opportunity
for the institution to define their own needs and to focus their
moneys on addressing those needs. You have heard needs from libraries to honors programs to freshman programs, and when I
think about my own institution, our needs are curriculum development. We have done an excellent job with title III funds in just developing a major program in computer science. Our strongest program now is computer science. We have three well-equipped labs,
and many of our students now are going into the computer science

area and are coming out and going immediately into the job

market, without any problem.
The other problem we have always had, as many of the other institutions here represented, is that our buildings are old and they
are in need of extensive repair. One of the very real advantages of
title III presented to us now, with the amendments of not long ago,
is the opportunity to provide money for remodeling the old structures that we have. Voorhees College is devoting 30 percent of its

title III grant to improving its facilities, and when we do that,
along with the new building that you so graciously helped us get,

we are going to have a new looking campus over there. Title III is
a very, very effective program, because of its flexibility, its interest
in the institutions and their ability to direct those resources within
the broad funding parameters to the needs the institutions have.
Senator THURMOND. Dr, Bryan.
Mr. BRYAN. Thank you. In 1986, when I arrived on the campus of
Denmark Technical College, the college was not eligible to receive
title III funding, and your office, Senator Thurmond, helped us to
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acquire that eligibility. Now we are eligible to receive title III, part
B funding.
Since that time, we have received about $400,000 a year, and we
have used that money to help faculty development. We have been
able to send many of our faculty members off for specialized training to keep up with the changing technology in our world today,
and others have pursued advanced degrees.
We have done much to build a management information system
that is so important to managing an institution of higher education. We have been able to procure hardware and software. That

program has been most meaningful to the institution in this
regard.

Not only that, we have been able to add volumes to our library
learning resoucces center to support two or three new programs
that we have brought on board since li.;.36. We know that the State
will not ever be able to provide all of tiv.i money that we need, so
we are working diligently to acquire funding from the private
sector and, with title II funding, we have been able to enhance and
strengthen our institutional advancement function.
Even more importantly, we have been able to set up an office for
curriculum enhancement. It has done much in the way of curriculum research design and development. Our title III funding has
also assisted us in strengthening our development studies program.
As you know, large numbers of students come to college these days
that are not fully prepared for college level work, and we have

been able to acquire computer-aided instruction equipment to assist
with this very important work.
So, I have nothing but praise to sing for title III, because it has
done a tremendous job at Denmark Technical College, in light of
the fact that we are not in the richest State in the Union, and we
have many very important needs.
We do believe, however, that after the next year or so, I can see
the light at the end of the tunnel. We will eventually reach selfsufficiency.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you.

Mr. Smith, I do not believe your college receives title III aid.
Mr. SMITH. It does not.
Senator THURMOND. It is a junior college.

Mr. SMITH. It does not. In fact, it is not accredited, it has not
been accredited, and it is ineligible for title II funds.
Senator THURMOND. Now we will go to another question. Of all
the different student aid programs: Pell grants, Stafford loans, supplemental loans for students, Phu; loans, Perkins loans, college
work-study, supplementary educational opportunity grants, State
student incentive grants, and income contingent loans, which two
programs are the most important for students attending your institutions?
We will just start down here, Dr. Watts.

Mr. WArrs. The Pell grant is the most important. That is the
most important, and I think perhaps the college work-study pro-

gram.

Senator THURMOND. Dr. Co,eman.
Mr. COLEMAN. !

Senator THuttiviu_

'I and college work-study.
Dr. Richardson.
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Mr. RICHARDSON. It would be Pell grants and college work-study,
and, of course, SEOG.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. Pell, work-study and SEOG.
Senator THURMOND. What?

Mr. SMITH. Pell grants, work-study and SEOG, in that order, Senator.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Dawson.

Mr. DAWSON. The same, Senator, Pell grants first off, and SEOG
second, and work-study.

Mr. BRYAN. I certainly would agree with what has been said,
except that we do believe that Pell grants are most effective.
Mr. SMITH. Pell grant, college work-study and SEOG, those three.
Senator THURMOND. All right. Now, we will move on to another
question. As you know, one of the big issues in the reauthorization
is what to do about the increase in student loan defaults. Default
costs to the Federal Government is at an all-time high of $2.9 billion in 1991. As educators and administrators, what do you believe
is the primary cause for most of these defaults, and how should we
go about developing a comprehensive solution?
Dr. Watts, we will start with you.
Mr. WATTs. I have a statement about that in my report. We have
first-generation college students, students from economically deprived backgrounds who are acquiring these loans. They are also
students, to a large extent, who are high-risk students.
Now, I think one of the major problems is that many of the de-

faults are coming from students who fall victim to attrition, and
once they are out of school, then, of course, they experience extreme difficulty in repaying those loans. Their families, if they are
first-generation college students, their families may not be able to
give them the assistance that they need in repaying the loans. So I
think that a complex of factors is what contributes to the default
rate.

In terms of solutions, we have talked about this at our school
and we think that the lending institutions should be required to
take on more of the responsibility or accountability for the loans,
for collecting on the loans, rather than the entire responsibility
being given over to the institutions. We think that if some kind of
a plan could be developed, if the manner in which the loan defaults

are handled could be handled could be restructured, so that the
lending institutions have more responsibility, then that would take
some of the burden and the penalty, so to speak, off the institutions
and equalize it somewhat.
Senator THURMOND. I believe we have to limit it to 2 minutes
each one, in order to get through here.
Dr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. I think the basic cause has to do with inadequate
entitlement funding, Pell grant and SEOG. I think it is complicated

by making loans to freshmen before they have an opportunity to
get from the burden of maybe being the first-generation college

going student, and then being dependent upon perhaps support the
family and younger 'mothers and sisters.
On the solution, i think that we can move from a punitive situa-

tion to the colleges to a reward system. I think that the idea of
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looking at the amount of money in default and making some kind
of reward system and also establishing a centralized area to assist
the colleges. In short, the colleges simply do not have the manpower and the resources to take a complicated issue. Because of those
resources, we believe they should be devoted to more direct education, so we need some assistance from an outside group to help
with the processing and the cost of that processing.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Richardson.

Mr. RICHARDSON. As I indicated in my testimony, I think we

should place emphasis on awarding loans to upper classmen who
have made it through the first 2 years and are more likely to graduate and get a job. 'Then, of course, I think we should find ways to
do a better credit-worthiness check on students who are going to
get the loans. Of course, I believe collection strategies must include
the lending agencies and other persons in that area, as well as the
college, if we are going to succeed in lowering these default rates.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. Senator, I do not believe that enough emphasis has
been placed on the fact that these loans have to be repaid. I do not
think people have been made to realize that they will have to pay,
if they do not repay the loan, and I think that has to be done.
Second, I sincerely believe that we need an outside agency created to handle this collection process, and I think we ought to do
that; it ought to be available. 'I'he colleges and universities should
be expected to cooperate 100 percent with that collection agency or
office. That office should be able to, number one, have the Social
Security numbers of people who hold loans and go after the money
through the employer, and I think the employer should be responsible for that.
Senator THURMOND. How soon should they start?
Mr. SMITH. How soon should they start the entire program?
Senator THURMOND. Start collecting.

Mr. SMITH. Oh, I think they should start collecting as soon as,
number one, that student either graduates or is no longer enrolled
in school. I think tFat either the student graduates-Senator THURM01 ID. Would you give him a year to work, to have

a chance to pay it, or--

Mr. SMITH. If he graduates, I think we should be able to give him
some time to get into the job market.
Senator THURMOND. How long?

Mk'. SMITH. I do not know if it should be a year. I think we need
to start collecting soon. I do not think it needs to be a year. I think
a small portion on a monthly basis could be started right away.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you.
Dr. Dawson.

Mr. DAWSON. Senator, it is obvious that our students follow the
same pattern that my colleagues talked about. Our statistics show
that the students of Voorhees College who default are students who
do not complete. They come in and stay a year or a semester, in-

crease their loan burden after a semester or a year and drop out.
They do not finish, because of academic problems, for the most
part, and they are the students who are defaulting.
I talked to you about $124,000 that Voorhees is in default at this
particular point. About $90,000 of that money has been identified
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as students who have come into the Listitution and who have not
graduated.
Senator THURMOND. And have what?
Mr. DAWSON. Have not graduated, so those students did not persist anc; that is where the bulk of the default is. As I look at the
Federal $2.4 billion, and the government is paying 45 percent of
that appropriation for program obligations, I think if we are talking about reducing the rate, we ought to take into consideration
again the amount of money that is involved in an institution's default situation and go after that money. If we want to collect, we
have to go after the money, because the default percentages skews
the issue and it puts up a ghost, as far as I am concerned, because
the money is not that much.
I do agree that we have to be sure, as Dr. Smith said, that the
students understand that they have an obligation, once they take
out a loan, to pay it back.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Bryan.
Mr. BRYAN. I could make a few comments on the subject. Of
course, all of us know that colleges do not control the process of
qualifying recipients. But as Dr. Dawson has indicated, we can
identify very early on those students who are likely to drop out and
default. Our situation is similar to his on that.
I also agree with the fact that the inadequacy of Pell grants may
somehow relate to that, particularly in the first year. Colleges certainly must do all that they can do to counsel students, to make it
very, very clear that that is borrowed money and that they must

pay it back. I agree with that, but I do not believe that colleges
really have the resources to do the job totally. So, I agree with Dr.
Smith, there must be some specialized agency to do that kind of
work.
There are those who have said that maybe the Internal Revenue
Service could deal with that, with some modification. Some agency,
I would agree with Dr. Smith, I believe will have to work with the

institutions of higher education to demand and insure that that
money is repaid.
I believe that most institutions of higher education would be
more than pleased to support and cooperate in such an endeavor,
but I beIeve that most institutions are just simply not prepared to
deal with the specialized work of collection. So, I would agree that
one way to approach the problem or to solve the problem is an idea
of some special agency to deal with that, with strong support on
the part of the institutions of higher education.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. I think, according to the information that we have
gotten, that we certainly should be more careful with providing
loans for those freshmen students, because, from the information
we have, they are the ones that sometimes drop out, and when
they have dropped out, we have serious difficulty trying to get your
hands on them, to follow them up and see that they make those
payments.

I think if we would provide something in the area of college
work-study or SEOG, for them to do some work with the Pell
grant, in our particular case I think it would be better. Second, in
order to try to deal with this default issue, I think that there
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should be some careful study and come up with an agency or something, that a recommendation would be approved that we could do
something about this serious problem.
Mr. SMITH. Senator, I would want to make a comment. I want to

take issue with my colleagues that feel that freshmen students
should not receive these loans. I am afraid that if we eliminate
freshmen and sophomore students from being eligible to receive
the loans, that we are going to lose freshmen and sophomore stu-

dents, a considerable number of them.
My position is that we make it very clear that loans are repaid,
and that if they are not repaid, then you pay the costs for that. But
I do not think we need to even consider, in my opinion, eliminating
the possibility along the way at any time of freshmen and sophomores receiving loans. I think it is important that we leave that
door open to them.
Senator THURMOND. Mr. Talbert just handed me a memorandum
here. Why don't you read it to them?
Mr. TALBERT. It basically says that, under current law, the recon-

ciliation legislation last year, if a school has a default rate of 35
percent or more for 1991 and 1992, then that school would no
longer be eligible to receive Federal financial aid for its students.
However, there is an exception for historically black colleges and
universities, and that exception is it does not kick in and apply to
them until 1994.
Mr. SHEHEEN. Senator, I want to interject one thmg here. I think
what we are seeing in terms of the default rate iFi a result of the
broad shift over the 1980's from grants to loanR. NDW, I think that
Congress ought to look at how much better off this country and a
number of students would have been, if the money that the Federal
Government is losing in defaulted loans had been invested in Pell
the
grants, because it would have cost the Federal Government
loans
or
they
are
going
to
lose
in
default
same amount of money
Federal
grants.
they are going to give it away in
Now, I do not know exactly how that would be correlated, but it
seems to me thatand I have students who come into my office
and talk to me after they go to one of these institutions or some
other institution in the State and take out a loan for $4,000 or
$5,000, and they no longer are in college, because they are not attending at the first year or the second year for some reason, and
here they are out there with a meager paying job and a loan that
they have got to pay off and they do not have the benefit of enhanced earning power because they did not finish college. So, they
are out there in a very menial job, with this big old loan outstanding from which they are never going to get any benefit, because
they are not going to finish college, and it is a tough situation to
put a student in, to be out of college, no degree and a big old loan
to pay off, and no credentials for getting a good job.
I think all that militates to Congress looking to enhancing the
Pell grant program, instead of persisting in visiting these kinds of
indebtedness on young people who are not quite in control of their
own destiny, based on the ones that I talk to when they come into
my office.
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Senator THURMOND. Now, we will come to the last question, and

then we are going to have a talk here by the representative of the
State Department of Education.
Do any of you have any final recommendations or comments
with respect to the reauthorization? Just take about a minute each,
and we will start with Dr. Watts.
Mr. WArrs. I think strengthening of the title III programs, part
B in particular, we would like to see that program maintained and
strengthened. I mentioned one already, the one ir which the student loan defaults are currently handled, we woula joke to see that
restructured so that the responsibility does not fall solely on the
institution and the institutions are not penalized. The manner in
which default rates are calculated should be restructured in a way
that both percentages and actual dollar amounts are factored into
the formula for the rate. I think I gave the others earlier.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. We would endorse the recommendation of NAFEO

regarding the Reauthorization Act.

Senator THURMOND. Dr. Richardson.
Mr. RICHARDSON. I will take this opportunity to endorse the rec-

ommendations of the United Negro College Fund.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Smith.

Mr. SMITH. I would endorse the recommendations of NAFEO. I
would also recommend, as Commissioner Sheheen has said, that

Congress put more emphasis on the Pell grant, rather than on
loans. I would finally recommend that in the loan situation, that
we have some kind of outside agency established to handle the collection of those loans, with the cooperation and assistance of the
institutions.

Senator THURMOND. Dr. Dawson.

Mr. DAWSON. We would like to recommend that the Congress

consider a program, Senator, to strengthen the professorate at
these institutions, that it include in this reauthorization package a
fellowship program for persons at the Ph.D. level, and I have it
spelled out specifically in my testimony.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Bryan..

Mr. BRYAN. I certainly would recommend that we do much more

to strengthen the endowment programs at the historically black
colleges. I certainly would endorse the idea or more grants, and let
the emphasis move away from loans. I would suggest that we add
more flexibility to title III part B, and that is to allow institutions
to pursue reasonable courses of action, as long as it is directed
toward the improvement of the institt.tion.
Senator THURMOND. Dr. Smith.

Mr. SMITH. We are not in that area. However, I definitely would
recommend that Pell grant aid be increased and that we do less for
loans, in order to try to clear up this debt.
Senator THURMOND. I want to thank each one of you for your
comments.
Mr. Sheheen, do you have any final words for us?

Mr. SHEHEEN. Senator, I wanted to say that these gentlemen
have thoroughly explored this question with you and the staff
today, and I do not know of any occasion that has been more bene-
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ficial for higher education than your bringing the hearing to South
Carolina, and we are grateful to you for it.
Senator THURMOND. Again, I want to commend you for the outstanding job you are doing as Commissioner.
Mr. SHEHEEN. Thank you.

Senator THURMOND. We are now ready to hear from the representative of the State Department of Education. I believe Ms. Nielsen could not come, and Ms. Pritchett of the Office of Instructional
Technology is here to speak in her place.

Ms. Pritchett, if you could speak to us for about 10 or 12 min-

utes.
STATEMENT OF PAMELA PRITCHETT, OFFICE OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY, STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Ms. PRITcHErr. It will be no longer than that, I can assure you.
I am Pamela Pritchett, as you said, from the Office of Instructional Technology. First of all, I want to take the opportunity, as a
citizen, Senator Thurmond, to say thank you for everything you do

to help improve the quality of life in South Carolina, not just in
education, but in all areas, and we do thank you for that.
Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much.

Ms. PRITCHETT. I want second to say that Dr. Nielsen is very

sorry that she could not be here today. A legal situation detained
her, and so I am a substitute and I would say not the top substitute
for her, because nobody can take her place here today, but I am
bringing her remarks to you and to say that any questions that you
have regarding K through 12 education on this issue, I will be glad
to take those questions back to her and she will be glad to respond
to them in writing for you.
On behalf of Barbara Nielsen,

I am pleased and honored today to be invited to appear before
the Labor and Human Resources Committee's Subcommittee on
Education.
I have devoted my entire adult life to educationas a teacher, as
an administrator and education planner, and now as South Carolina's Superintendent of Education.

Our mission in the State Department of Education is to provide
equity and excellence for all the children of South Carolina. Our
focus is primarily on kindergarten through 12th grade, but our successes will mean that smarter students with better minds will be
heading into our system of higher education, whether into one of
our colleges, universities or technical schools.
We are asking the Federal Government to join us in this mission,
because we are convinced that a strong primary, secondary and
postgraduate educational system is truly vital to our economic, political, social and cultural strength as a Nation.
South Carolina's commitment to education and to education re-

forms cannot be challenged. Indeed, our State has a history of
being on the front lines of reform and innovation, as educators and
public officials searching for ways to improve our educational product.

4:1

Governor Jim Edwards fought for the Education Finance Act in
the 1970's. The EFA allowed our State to start sharing its financial
resources for education more equitably across South Carolina.
The reforms continued under Governor Dick Riley. Our State
Legislature passed the Educational Improvement Act of 1984 and
raised the sales tax by a penny on the dollar to finance education
reforms. The idea was to raise the standards, toughen the curriculum, and make our students more competitive with students across
the country.
Governor Carroll Campbell pushed the reform movement a step
further with Target 2000. These reforms are designed to free de-

serving schools from the regulatory process and find new and
better ways to teach our children.
My goal, as Superintendent of Education, is to make sure the reforms are working for all of the children of our State. We need to
look hard at what is working and what is not, making sure that
the best of these reforms are being shared with students across the
State, making sure that we discard the reform programs that have
not been successful.
These are tough economic times, and we have to make sure that
we do the most we can with limited financial resources. We also
have to make sure that we work closely and collaborate our efforts
with higher education officials in South Carolina. Working togeth-

er, we can make sure our children are prepared for postsecondary
education, and the training and education we give them fits the
needs of our State's colleges and universities and technical schools.
The idea is to bring schools and colleges closer together and to
help remove many of the obstacles that face students, parents,
counselors and admissions officers, as they chart the course from
find
one level of education to the next. Working together, we can
for
colnew and better ways to find out which students are ready
students
and
help
secondary
lege. We can find ways to help at-risk
students develop the communications skills and the problem-solving skills they will all need in college.
Working together, we can increase the number of secondary students moving on to college, staying there longer, and succeeding
while they are there. We can make the system work better for all
students, not just those identified as "above average." We are already working together to make that a reality.
Fred Sheheen and I, on behalf of the Commission on Higher Education and the South Carolina Department of Education, have established the South Carolina Council on Educational Collaboration.
This council will bring together the higher education commissioner, the State education supe,intendent, the presidents of the
State councils of public college presidents and the private college
presidents, a school district superintendent, the Governor's Professor of the Year, South Carolina's Teacher of the Year, a school
principal, the dean of a college of education, curriculum specialists
from elementary schools and secondary schools, and representatives from the State Chamber of Commerce and the business community.
The goal is inter-agency cooperation. During these timel of fiscal

constraint and calls for increased accountability, the entire educational community must join together to provide the highest quality
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education and educational services possible for the people of South
Carolina.
Working together, the State Department of Education and the
Commission on Higher Education will use existing personnel for
staff assistance, and we will provide modest funding from our existing budgets to make this collaborative effort a success. We owe it to

the taxpayers of South Carolina, and our success is vital to the
children of South Carolina.
Our students and young people must be prepared. They must
learn the things in primary and secondary schools that will prepare them for the educational challenges ahead.
More and more of our high school graduates are going to college
each year, and they are doing better and better, once they &get
there. The graduates of our high schools will be getting a bet,er
education than the ones who came before them, and we will expect
these graduates to perform better at the college or technical school
level.

Ten years ago, in the Class of 1981, more than 37,000 students
earned diplomas. Just more than 17,000 of them entered college the
following fall. That is about 44 percent. The numbers have been
getting steadily better, but they are not nearly good enough.
The Class of 19R9 had fewer students than the graduating class
of 10 years ago, but more of those students went on w college or to
degree programs in technical schools.
Last year, South Carolina schools graduated 37,021 seniors and
18,133 of them went on to further their education. That is about 49
percent, and they have succeeded. Overall, they passed 93 percent
of the courses they completed.

That class of college freshmen from South Carolina schoo s

passed 95 percent of their English and language arts courses, th;ly
passed 90 percent of their math and science courses, 93 percwit of
th ir socidi studies and social science courses, 95 percent of their
arts aril music classes, and 97 percent of their elementary and secondary education courses.
Primary and secondary education in South Carolina continues to
benefit from innovation and reform, and so must higher education
in uur State. We have most of the money we need to do the job in
elementary and secondary education in South Carolina, but the
higher education system needs more money in order to do the job it
is capable of doing. Higher education simply must have the resources it needs to continue what we have been able to start and to
keep our students competitive in an increasingly competitive work
place. The Federal Government must do its share for higher education.
This subcommittee has come here to South Carolina State College to hear public testimony on the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act. We must all work together, State and Federal education officials and State and Federal public servants, to increase
the number of black professionals in our classrooms.
On the State level, we could help by providing people with bachelors degrees initial certification to teach in the area in which they
have earned their degrees. This would be especially helpful for men
and women who come from predominantly black colleges which
may not have the funding necessary to finance additional teacher
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education programs. Such flexibility on a postbaccalaureate certification program could erase the stumbling block which now requires many fine would-be teachers to go back to school for another
l3A degree or for a masters of arts in teaching, just to be able to go
into the classroom and share what they have learned with a new
generation of students.
On the Federal end, we join the Commission on Higher Educapart, on
tion in asking that the 1991 Reauthorization Act focus, inhelp
our
to
find
innovative
ways
to
a competitive grants program,
Nation's undergraduates.

We concur in their call for the Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education to be reshaped to allow 2- and 4-year
public colleges to be able to compete for grants to strengthen the
education and expand and enhance the educational experiences of
our undergraduates.
We are working at the State level to restructure our primary
and secondary school curriculum and to find better ways to educate
our children.

We join our Higher Education Commission's call for a move

beyond the traditional cafeteria-style curriculum and move toward
new and better-defined college curricula. Working together, we can
find better ways to teach students and to teach our new teachers to
teach.
Our mission at the South Carolina Department of Education includes making students more active players, and not just passive
recipients of the learning process. We will find ways to reach and
teach all the students in our system,because every child can learn
and every child can perform at high levels. And when we succeed
at the primary and secondary level, our graduates will not be content with huge lecture halls and traditional college teaching and
learning methods.
Your challenge, as Federal lawmakers working with the 1991 Reauthorization Act, is to help give our postsecondary schools the
tools they need to meet the needs of the students of the future. We
must also work together to make the classrooms and the curricula
of tomorrow more responsive and more in touch with the student
population that is more diverse than ever before.

This means we must all work harder, to be sure that the care

and composition of our curricula, our faculties, and our administrative staffs more accurately reflect the cultural and racial heritage
of the students we teach. This means giving more relevance to
what we do at all levels of education, and to that end, we must find

ways to take education out of the lecture halls, out of the library
and off of our campuses and into our cities, towns and neighborhoods, leading our students into commitments to public service and
commitments to community.
We must also find ways to attract the members of this increasingly-diverse student body that we are trying to serve. You, as lawmakers, could help that process by making more grant money
available to help deserving minority applicants finance their postsecondary education dreams. The challenges are great, but the rewards are extraordinary. Working together, we can succeed.
We in South Carolina are moving along a path of partnership
MO' 3 commitment for cooperation. We will achieve great things
jo..
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for everyone, from the youngest child in preschool to the people
who have spent years in the fields or factory and now seek the
formal education they may have abandoned half a lifetime ago.
The 1990's are a time of great challenge and great opportunities for

the colleges and the students, and we are all here to help and

serve. State and Nation, working together, can make it happen.
Thank you very much.
Senator THURMOND. I want to thank you very much for an excel-

lent statement. I wish you would tell Dr. Nielsen that you represented her well and that her statement is outstanding.
Ms. PRITCHETT. Thank you.

Senator THURMOND. Ms. Pritchett, there are a few questions that

you can have her answer for the record and send them to Mr. Talbert, to my attention.
Ms. PRITCHETT. Yes, Senator.

Senator THURMOND. Thank you so much.

I want to thank South Carolina Educational Television for cover-

ing this hearing. Mr. Henry Cauthen has done a great job with
South Carolina ETV, and I want to commend him and his staff,
and to say that it is a great asset to South Carolina, to have the

SCETV in our State. There is no State in the Nation that has done
a better job with ETV than Mr. Henry Cauthen has in South Carolina.

Again, I want to thank each of you college presidents for being
here and participating, and I stand ready to assist you in any way I
can.

I want to thank all others who have come and shown their interest here, and we appreciate their presence.
Is there anything further anybody would like to take up? If so,
raise your hand.
[No response.]

Thank you very much.

[Additional questions and answers submitted for the record
follow:]
QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR THURMOND FOR DR. NIELSEN

Dr. Nielsen, I am aware that most of your work involves education policies affecting students in kindergarten through twelfth grade. However, as you know, preparation for further education after high schoolwhether at a tech school, community
college, junior college, or collegebegins in many cases, during the junior high and
high school years.

Almost two weeks ago, President Bush announced his education reform strategy
for the Nation"America 2000". This strategy builds on four themes:
(1) Creating better and more accountable schools for today's students;
(2) Creating a New Generation of American Schools for tomorrow's students;
(3) Transforming America into a Nation of Students; and
(4) Making our communities places where learning will happen.
Would you share your general comments on the "America 2000" strategy, and
second. your views on how this strategy might better prepare young people for further education after high school?
One component of the new plan would involve the development of a system of
voluntary National examinations which would be made available for all fourth,
eighth, and twelfth grade students in the five core subjects of English, mathematics,
science, history, and geography. One goal of the tests is to have a gauge to measure
progress, and help ensure that when students leave high school, they are prepared
for further study or entry into the workforce.

1 1.
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As State Superintendent of Education, what are your views on voluntary National
testing, and do you think such testing will lead to better-prepared high school graduates?
Another component of the "America 2000" strategy involves "school choice",
where parents would have the freedom to choose what schools their children attend.
As you know, there are a wide range of opinions on this subject.
While many details remain to be developed, do you have any comments on school
choice and the practical effects it might have at the local level?
As you may know, at the end of February 1990, President Bush and the Nation's
Governors adopted six National education goals to be achieved by the year 2000.
One of these goals is that "By the year 2000, the high school graduation rate will
increase to at least 90 percent".
Would you share with the Subcommittee how we are doing generally in South
Carolina on graduation rates, and what percentage of high school graduates continue their formal education after high school?
Do you have any suggestions for how the State might reach the 90 percent goal by
the year 2000?

Dr. Neilsen, there has been some discussion in the education community about
the need for a longer school year at elementary and secondaty schools. As you may
know, at the present time, the average school year in this Country is 180 days, in

Japan-243 days, in South Korea-220 days, in Italy-216 days, in Britain-196

days, and in France-190 days.
Earlier this month, the Senate passed a bill authorizing the establishment of a
nine member National Commission to conduct a study and make specific recommendations on the advisability of establishing a longer school year.
Do you have an opinion on the likely impact a longer school year might have and
whether such a change would help in better preparing graduates for higher education?

One of the frustrations for many parents and students is filling out the lengthy,
and often cumbersome financial aid application forms during the student's senior
year in high school.
What role do high school guidance counselors play in this process and do you
think students are well-informed about the different types of Federal aid available
for higher education?
Dr. Nielsen, thank you very much for taking time to be here, and I appreciate
your responses to the questions.
Do you have any final recommendations or thoughts with respect to preparing
students for college?
Thank you very much.
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS FROM DR. NIELSEN

The most important component of President Bush's America 2000 Proposal is in
its very title. . . . "An Education Strategy." What is important is that it is more
than a program, an appropriation request, a pilot project; instead it is a long term
commitment that builds on the diversity of student needs, celebrates this country's
support for local control, and seriously promotes the governors' policy intentions as
defined in the national education goals.
Question 1: How will America 2000 better prepare young people for further education after high school?
Answer. I would like to suggest that the president's plan in no way promotes the

traditional idea that high school is the end of learning. Instead, the strategies that
the President is promoting make lifelong learning the center piece of our future as
a nation.
Question 2: As State Superintendent of Education, what are your views on voluntary national testing?
Answer. A voluntary national testing platform will inspire standards of equity
and excellence. I believe this country has the wherewithal to create a world class
testing system that recognizes each child's individual worth, accomplishments and
effort. Such a system will not only lead to a better prepared high school grAuate
but will guarantee improvements in higher education as well.
Question 3: Do you have any comments on school choice?
Answer. School choice must become a highly sophisticated, well developed component of systematic school reform. I believe that the entire system must change. Otherwise, choice becomes another education recipe that most American families will
find hard to swallow.
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Question 4: Do you have any suggestions for how the state might reach the 90
percent goal for graduation by the year 2000?
Answer. In 1989, 68 percent of South Carolina's young people who were born in
1971 graduated from high school. Further, the percent of those same first graders
who entered college after graduation was 83 percent.
While there are a number of education reform efforts that will improve graduation rates, I believe that first order change is dependent upon developing challenging curriculum frameworks. The implementation of these frameworks will impact
the entire technology of teaching and learning including such things as testing and
evaluation practices, teacher professionalism and teacher creditialing. The very essence of the learning environment must change if we expect students to stay with
us, graduate on time, seek higher education, and find value in lifelong learning.
Question 5: Do you have an opinion on the likely impact a longer school year

might have and whether such a change would help in better preparing graduates
for higher education?

Answer. While I value the concept of extended learning opportunities, without
systemic change, merely adding days to the school calendar will guarantee us no
more or no less than adding more dollars to the same old school spending plans. My
vision includes a commitment to powerful uses of technology which extend and
refine the way teachers and students spend their time, thus, dramatically improving
the nature of who learns what, where, and how.
Question 6: What role do high school guidance counselors play in the process of'
acquiring financial aid and are students well-informed abut the different types of
Federal aid available?
Answer. Guidance counselors have traditionally played a major role in guiding
students to resources for extended education. The entire education system must
become more accountable, particularly higher education. The K-12 system has
become accustomed to routine scrutiny for the same dollars, we all must examine
the quality of our spending with responsibility to parents, students, and ultimately,
the nation's economy. It is troublesome that the expenses of' higher education have
grown to a point where the average American family considers higher education out
of reach for their children.
I appreciate the opportunity to provide this testimony and invite the nation's
leaders to South Carolina to witness our efforts to establish a world class system of
public education built upon the premise of equity and excellence for all children.
Thank you.

Senator THURMOND. The hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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